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This is Carleton University



Carleton University is a community of

faculty, staff and students who are

engaged in teaching, learning and
research. Its members are part of the

community at large and are governed by
the law common to all persons. But
membership in the academic community
also entails certain rights and
responsibilities. The University respects

the rights of speech, assembly and
dissent; it prohibits discrimination on the

basis of race, ancestry, place of origin,

colour, ethnic origin, national origin,

creed, sex, age, marital status, family

status, political affiliation or belief,

sexual orientation, or any handicap that

is defined as such in the Human Rights

Code of Ontario; it requires tolerance and
respect for the rights of others; and ft

promotes an environment conducive to

personal and intellectual growth.

(Please refer to Offences of Conduct, p. 43.)
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Introducing Carleton

I
Carleton University is a contemporary, enterprising univer-

I sity situated in Canada's capital. Undergraduate and gradu-

ate programs are offered in the Faculties of Arts, Social

Sciences, Engineering, Science, and Graduate Studies and

Research and through many professional schools and

institutes. Specialized research is carried out in more than

; 75 research centres. With some 22,000 full-time and part-

time students from the national capital region, from across

the country, and from more than 90 countries around the

i world, Carleton has acquired a reputation that is world-

• wide.

:
Founded in 1 942 as a non-denominational, co-educational

college, Carleton initially occupied a few rented classrooms

in church basements and high schools in downtown
Ottawa. Full-time programs were offered in 1946 in journal-

ism and public administration. Rapid expansion during the

following years led to the development of a new campus on

a large and picturesque site between the Rideau River and

the historic Rideau Canal.

Carleton's location in Canada's capital has shaped its

philosophy and character in a special way. Throughout its

fifty-year history, Carleton has explored the Canadian per-

spective in many fields and utilized Ottawa's unique re-

sources to give its students an advantage that few other

j

universities enjoy. In the pursuit of academic excellence,

Carleton has played a national role in contributing to the

quality of public discourse in Canada and to the advance-

j
ment of our country's international relations. Looking to the

future, the University is at the forefront in developing new
partnerships, new programs, and new directions in teach-

ing and research that will enable its graduates to lead in

i meeting the challenges of tomorrow. Forging ties with

business, industry, government, and other educational in-

stitutions will ensure the most relevant education, and

research that is leading-edge.

Carleton University is well-balanced academically and of-

fers a broad range of undergraduate, graduate, interdisci-

plinary, and specialty programs. Undergraduate degrees in

architecture, arts, commerce, computer science, engineer-

ing, industrial design, journalism, music, public administra-

tion, social work, and science, include programs in more
than 50 different areas of study. The Faculty of Graduate

Studies and Research offers 37 master's degree programs

in arts, social sciences, computer science, engineering,

journalism, management studies, science, and social work,

and 16 doctoral degrees in arts, social sciences, engineer-

ing and science. Graduate studies in science and engineer-

ing are enhanced by linking resources and expertise

through joint programs with the University of Ottawa. There

are undergraduate and graduate diplomas in public admini-

stration and six specialized certificates are offered. Courses
in English as a Second Language and a variety of other

language training services are available through the Centre

for Applied Language Studies. The academic reputation

Carleton has established in these areas is complemented
by innovative interdisciplinary programs that provide stu-

dents the opportunity to study the most current and relevant

subjects such as environmental studies, Canadian studies,

communications, studies in art and culture, criminology and
criminal justice, and women's studies.

Carleton University is committed to making its programs
and resources widely available to a diverse clientele. Stu-

dents with varied interests and backgrounds find the oppor-

tunity to study in many different ways. This is accomplished
through flexible admission standards, innovative teaching

technologies, and many opportunities for life-long learning.

The School of Continuing Education carries on Carleton's

tradition of accommodating students who wish to study on

a part-time basis. The School serves the community
throughout Ottawa, eastern Ontario and western Quebec
regions with a wide variety of credit programming both

on-campus and through telecommunications systems. A
vital part of the diverse student body at Carleton are Special

students, whether they are taking credit courses in prepa-

ration for graduate or professional schools, for admission

to an undergraduate program, for career advancement, or

to simply expand their awareness. Instructional television

programs (itv) on cable television (Channel 1 5) and course

lecture tapes extend the University's commitment to pro-

vide opportunities for full-time and part-time degree studies

both on campus and off campus. Professional and career

development courses and workshops offered by the Carle-

ton Professional Development Centre are geared to the

needs and skills of the '90s. The centre focuses on high-

quality training and professional development through co-

operative training ventures with business, labour,

government, and community groups.

Carleton University's 27 buildings occupy a beautiful 62-

hectare campus just 10 minutes drive south of Parliament

Hill. A special feature of the campus is an extensive under-

ground tunnel system which makes the University espe-

cially accessible for students who have mobility

impairments. The MacOdrum Library houses more than a

million volumes and an extensive collection of microfilms,

archival material, maps, documents and prints all accessed

by an on-line catalogue system with terminals on every

floor. Reading rooms and special interest resource centres

are maintained by many departments on campus. Accom-
modation for more than 1,600 students is provided in

Carleton's six residence buildings, and cafeterias through-

out the campus offer meals and snacks. The Physical

Recreation Centre houses facilities for a wide range of

activities from individual fitness to interuniversity team com :

petition in a number of sports. Special-interest clubs, public

lectures, concerts, films, live theatre, conferences and con-

ventions bring many dimensions to campus life.

Recreational, cultural, and leisure-time activities to suit

every taste abound in the national capital area. The Na-

tional Arts Centre, the Museum of Civilization, and the

National Art Gallery enlighten and entertain in both English

and French. Carleton has the world's longest winter skating

rink, the Rideau Canal, at its doorstep, and miles of

bikepaths and walking trails surround the picturesque cam-
pus along the waterways and greenbelts.

This is just a glimpse of Carleton University, its programs
and facilities. The University welcomes enquiries and en-

courages potential students, their parents and the general

public to visit the campus. The offices listed below will be

happy to answer any specific enquiries.

Admission and Application for Undergraduate Programs
The Office of Admissions and Academic Records

Room 31 5, Administration Building

Carleton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario K1S5B6
(613) 788-3663

Admission and Application for Graduate Programs
Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research

Room 1512, Dunton Tower
Carleton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6
(613) 788-2525



6 Accreditation of the
University

Special and Non-Degree Studies

The School of Continuing Education

Room 302, Administration Building

Carleton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario K1S5B6
(613) 788-3500

Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries

The Awards Office

Room 202, Administration Building

Carieton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6
(613) 788-3600

General Information on Undergraduate Academic

Programs
Student Liaison and Publication Services

Room 315, Administration Building

Carieton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6
(613) 788-3663

Carieton University, a founding member of the Council of

Ontario Universities, enjoys full accreditation by the Ministry

of Colleges and Universities of the Province of Ontario.

The University is a charter member of the Association of

Universities and Colleges of Canada. It is a member of the

Association of Commonwealth Universities and partici-

pates fully in the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellow-

ship Plan. It is also a member of the International

Association of Universities.

The baccalaureate degree programs in Aerospace, Com-
puter Systems, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineer-

ing are accredited by the Canadian Engineering
Accreditation Board of the Canadian Council of Profes-

sional Engineers.

The degree offered by the School of Architecture is recog-

nized by the Canadian Architectural Certification Board as

a prerequisite to apply for certification of academic qualifi-

cations for registration to practise as an architect in a

provincial association.

The Bachelor of Computer Science Honours Degree Pro-

gram is accredited by the Accreditation Council of the

Canadian Information Processing Society and the Com-
puter Science Association.

The School of Industrial Design was established at Carieton

on the recommendation of a study prepared by the Asso-

ciation of Canadian Industrial Designers. Initial funding for

the school was supplied by Design Canada, Ministry of

Industry, Trade and Commerce.

Carieton University participates in the Ontario Student As-

sistance Program, other provincial assistance programs
and the Canada Student Loans Program and is fully recog-

nized as one of the few participating institutions outside the

province of Quebec for bursary assistance through the

Quebec Loans and Bursaries Program.

Carieton University's degree programs are recognized in

the United States by the Federal Guaranteed Student

Loans Program and for student aid to veterans through the

Veterans Administration.
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The following are some terms frequently used throughout

this Calendar, together with a brief explanation of their

general meaning. These definitions do not provide the

official, complete definition of the terms as they are applied

to the interpretation or administration of University regula-

tions and programs, and must not be so construed.

Auditing

With the permission of an instructor, students may register

as auditors in those courses which are not designated as

having limited enrolment. Auditors receive no grade and no

credit for courses audited. (See p. 39.)

Bachelor's Degree (Baccalaureate)

The first university degree, for which a student follows an

undergraduate degree program, (e.g. B.A.—Bachelor of

Arts).

Bursary

A monetary award based on good academic standing and
financial need.

Calendar

A university publication listing courses, degree require-

ments, faculty and university regulations, and faculty mem-
bers.

Professional Development Course
A non-credit course, seminar or workshop offered through

the Carleton Professional Development Centre. Continuing

Education courses, seminars and workshops carry no

credit towards a university degree program and are not

provincially funded.

Credit

The full-course credit is the basic unit of academic work. It

is indicated with a value of 1.0 on all records documents. A
course marked * is a half-credit course (value 0.5). Other

courses may have values of 1.5 or 2.0 and are so indicated

in this Calendar.

Dean
The academic head of a faculty.

Discipline

The university equivalent of a "subject" in high school.

Faculty

(a) A major teaching division of the University, divided into

departments, schools or other units and headed by a dean,

(e.g. Faculty of Arts);

(b) The academic teaching staff of the University.

Honours Degree Program
A specialized university program, normally four years or 20

full-course credits or their equivalent in length to achieve

the degree.

Humanities
Disciplines offered within the Faculty of Arts such as litera-

ture, philosophy, languages.

Major
A discipline in which a student specializes.

Major Degree Program
A university program in the Faculty of Science, normally

three years or 15 full-course credits or their equivalent in

length to achieve the degree.

Mature Applicant

A person who lacks normal entrance requirements as

published in the Calendar, but who is 21 years of age or

over by December 31 of the year in which he or she wishes

to enrol, may receive consideration for admission to a

degree program either on a full-time or part-time basis. (See

p. 29.)

Ombudsperson
A person who deals with individuals' grievances, com-
plaints, requests for information.

Part-Time Student
A student formally admitted to an undergraduate degree

program who (a) for the Faculties of Arts, Social Sciences

or Science, is taking fewer than four (4 .0) full-course credits

or their equivalent during any academic session; or (b) for

the Faculty of Engineering, is taking a program that has the

approval of the Faculty.

Pass Degree Program
A university program in the Faculties of Arts and Social

Sciences, normally three years or 15 full-course credits or

their equivalent in length to achieve the degree.

Preclusion

A course that when successfully completed prevents a
student receiving credit for another course, e.g. Business

42.1 02* - "Precludes credit for Business 42.1 00."

Prerequislte(s)

A course or courses that must be completed before the

student can enter the course described. In most cases, for

example, the student must have taken a 100-level course

in a particular discipline before being admitted to a course

in the same discipline at the 200- or 300-level. The 1 00-level

course is, therefore, a prerequisite.

Program
A combination of courses over a specific area or discipline,

which fulfils requirements for a degree.

Program Year

Progress through degree studies is normally measured in

terms of program years. The program year represents the

accumulation of the number of credits normally taken in a

Fall/Winter session of full-time study in the program in

question. In addition, in some jurisdictions, program year

implies the accumulation of a certain pattern of credits.

Registration

The process of selecting and enrolling in courses for an

academic session.

Scholarship

A monetary award based on academic achievement.

Social Sciences
Disciplines offered within the Faculty of Social Sciences

such as Economics, Political Science, Psychology.

Special Student
A student not admitted to a degree program but taking

degree-credit courses to qualify for admission, to improve

professional or vocational qualifications, for transfer credit,

or for personal interest.

Tuition Fees
Fees paid for enrolment in courses.

Undergraduate Student

A university student working towards a bachelor's degree.

Withdrawal

The formal procedure, according to regulations laid down
by the University, of withdrawing from a course or courses,

or from the University. (See pp. 40 and 48.)



The Academic Year

Undergraduate Studies

The following schedule contains the dates prescribed by

the University Senate for academic activities and for proce-

dures of academic administration.

The academic year is divided into two sessions.

Fall/Winter Session

The Fall/Winter session commences in September and

continues until the end of the examination period in April.

The Fall term of the Fall/Winter session consists of the

months September to December. The Winter term consists

of the months January to April. Courses are offered during

the Day and the Evening.

Summer Session

The Summer session commences in May and continues

until the end of the examination period in August. The First

term of the Summer session commences in mid-May and

continues until the end of June. The Second term com-
mences in July and continues until mid-August. Courses

are offered during the Day and the Evening.

Fall/Winter Session 1993-94

February 1

Last day for recept of applications for admission to the

Bachelor of Architecture and the Bachelor of Social Work
degree programs.

April 1

Last day for receipt of applications for admission to a

program (except Bachelor of Architecture and Bachelor of

Social Work) from candidates whose documents originate

outside Canada or the United States.

May 1

Last day for receipt of applications for admission to the

Bachelor of Journalism program.

June 1

Last day for receipt of applications for admission to a

program (except Bachelor of Architecture, Bachelor of

Journalism and Bachelor of Social Work) from mature

applicants, from those presenting post-secondary educa-

tion qualifications and from those transferring from other

universities in Canada or the United States.

Last day for receipt of applications for admission to a

program (except Bachelor of Architecture, Bachelor of

Journalism and Bachelor of Social Work) from applicants

with high school qualifications from Canada or the United

June 30
Last day for receipt of applications for internal degree

transfers to allow for registration forthe Fall/Winter session.

September 1

Last day for receipt of applications from potential Fall

graduates.

September 6

Statutory holiday, University closed.

September 7
Fall term begins.

September 7-10

Preparation Week.
Academic and campus life orientation.

All students are expected to be on campus from the

day of Preparation Week. Class and laboratory prepara-

tions, departmental introductions for students, and other

academic preparation activities will be held during the

week.

September 7

Orientation events begin.

September 8-9

Academic preparation.

Designated sections of courses will meet at the times

and places listed in the Class Schedule. Each student

will receive a list of designated sections in the regis-

tration information.

September 10

Other academic and campus life orientation events.

Teaching assistantsh'p orientation.

September 10

Last day to complete registration, including fee payment,

for Fall/Winter session without incurring a late registration

fee.

Cancellation of course selections for those students who
have not concluded fee payment arrangements.

September 13

Undergraduate Fall and Fall/Winter Classes begin.

September 24

Last day for late registration.

Last day for course and section changes for Fall/Winter and

Fall-term courses.

September 30

Last day for receipt of applications for review of grades and
for supplemental and grade-raising examinations in Sum-
mer Session courses.

October 1

1

Statutory holiday, University closed.

October 23
Summer-session supplemental, deferred final and grade-

raising examinations will be held.

November 1

5

Last day for withdrawal from Fall-term courses. (For finan-

cial implications of withdrawal, see pp. 48 and 49.)

December 1

Last day for receipt of applications from potential Winter

(February) graduates.

Last day for receipt of applications for degree program
transfers for Winter term of Fall/Winter session.

December 6

Last day of Fall-term classes.

Fall Term ends.

Last day for handing in term assignments for Fall-term

courses, subject to any earlier course deadline.

December 9-22
Final examinations in Fall term courses and mid-term ex-

aminations in Fall/Winter courses may be scheduled as

announced.
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January 3, 1994
Last day to complete registration, including fee payment,

for Fall/Winter session Winter-term courses, without incur-

ring a late registration fee.

Winter Term and Winter-term courses begin.

January 7

Cancellation of course selections for those students who
have not concluded fee payment arrangements.

January 14
Last day for late registration for Winter-term courses.

Last day for course and section changes for Winter-term

courses.

January 31

Last day for receipt of applications for review of grades and
for supplemental and grade-raising examinations in Fall-

term courses.

February 1

Last day for receipt of applications from potential Spring

graduates.

February 1

1

Last day for partial refund of tuition fees when withdrawing

from Fall/Winter courses or from full-time status. (For finan-

cial implications of withdrawal, see pp. 48 and 49.)

February 21 -25
Winter Break, courses suspended.

Fall-term supplemental, deferred final and grade-raising

examinations will be held.

March 1

1

Last day for withdrawal from Fall/Winter and Winter-term

courses. (For financial implications of withdrawal, see pp.

48 and 49.)

April 1

Statutory holiday, University closed.

April 4

Last day for Fall/Winter and Winter-term courses. Classes
scheduled on this day will be that appropriate to a Friday.

Some lectures, laboratories, review tutorials, etc. may take

place in Review Week until the end of Winter Term on April

8.

April 5-8

Review Week.
Some lectures, laboratories, review tutorials, etc. may take

place in Review Week until the end of Winter term on April

8.

April 8

Winter Term ends.

April 11

Last day for handing in term assignments, subject to any
earlier course deadline.

April 11 -29
Final examinations may be scheduled as announced.

June

Spring convocation for conferring of degrees, date to be
announced.

June 30
Last day for receipt of applications for review of grades and
for supplemental and grade-raising examinations in

Fall/Winter and Winter term courses.

August 2-12
Supplemental, deferred final and grade-raising examina-

tions may be scheduled as announced.

Summer Session 1994

March 1

Last day for receipt of applications for consideration for

admission to a degree program for the Summer session.

May 1

Last day for receipt of applications for degree program
transfers for the Summer session.

May 17
Last day to complete registration, including fee payment for

First-term and full-session courses, without incurring a late

registration fee.

May 18

Full-session and First-term courses begin.

May 23
Statutory holiday, University closed.

May 25
Last day for late registration and course changes for First-

term and full-session courses.

June 1

0

Last day for withdrawal from First-term courses.

June 28
Last day of courses for First-term. (Note: Full-session

courses resume July 4.)

Last day for handing in term assignments, subject to any

earlier course deadline.

June 29, 30
First-term final examinations may be scheduled.

July 1

Statutory holiday, University closed.

July 4

Last day to complete registration, including fee paymentfor

second-term courses, without incurring a late registration

fee.

Second-term courses begin.

July 8

Last day for late registration and course changes for Sec-

ond-term courses.

July 15

Last day for partial refund of tuition fees when withdrawing

from full-session courses. (For financial implications of

withdrawal, see pp. 48 and 49.)

July 22
Last day for withdrawal from full-session and Second-term

courses. (For financial implications of withdrawal, see pp.

48 and 49.)
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General Information

August 1

Civic holiday, University closed.

Evening classes missed may meet August 5.

August 1

2

Last day of Summer-session courses.

Last day for handing in term assignments, subject to any

earlier course deadline.

August 13, 15-17
Summer-session examinations may be scheduled as an-

nounced.

September 30

Last day for receipt of applications for review of grades and

for supplemental and grade-raising examinations in Sum-
mer-Session courses.

October 22
Summer-session supplemental, deferred final and grade -

raising examinations will be held.

The Organization of the University

Carleton University has Faculties of Arts, Social Sciences,

Engineering, Science, and Graduate Studies and Re-

search. In addition there are Schools of Computer Science
and Continuing Education. The School of Journalism and
Communication is associated with the Faculty of Arts. The
School of Business, the School of Public Administration and
the Institute of Central/East European and Russian-Area

Studies are associated with the Faculty of Social Sciences.

The Institute of Biochemistry is associated with the Faculty

of Science. The Faculty of Engineering includes the School

of Architecture and the School of Industrial Design.

The Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research includes

the School of Canadian Studies, the Norman Paterson

School of International Affairs, Carleton International and

the School of Social Work.

The University offers programs of undergraduate study

leading to bachelors' degrees in arts, journalism, public

administration, commerce, music, social work, science,

computer science, engineering, architecture and industrial

design; and to certificates in public service studies, teach-

ing English as a second language, English language and

composition, law enforcement studies, French language

studies and French translation studies. The University's

Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research offers programs
leading to degrees in Master of Arts, Master of Journalism,

Master of Science, Master of Engineering, Master of Social

Work, Master of Computer Science, Master of Manage-
ment Studies, and Doctor of Philosophy studies in various

fields. It also offers a program leading to a Graduate

Diploma in Public Administration.

Smoking Policy

All academic and administrative offices are smoke-free.

Smoking is allowed only in the specified sections of the

University Centre, Commons Building and residences.

Purpose of the Calendar

The Undergraduate Calendar outlines requirements for

admission, information concerning registration, course

load, course changes and withdrawals, examinations and

graduation. Regulations governing promotion and aca-

demic standing are included in the sections of the Calendar

dealing with each faculty and school. A separate calendar

is published by the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Re-

search. The School of Continuing Education publishes the

Summer Session Supplement.

How to Use the Calendar

All students should familiarize themselves with the contents

of this Calendar and make themselves aware of regulations

that apply to them, as prescribed by the University as a

whole, by individual faculties, by schools, departments or

other academic units. The following sections of the Calen-

dar are most important in this regard:

1. General Regulations: Regulations applicable to stu-

dents in all faculties and to special students (pp. 25-50.)
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2. Faculty Sections: The undergraduate faculty sections

are as follows: (a) Arts and Social Sciences (p. 60), (b)

Engineering (p. 302), (c) Science (p. 370). Information on

general regulations for each faculty is provided first, and
students should make themselves familiar with regulations

governing the faculty (and school or institute where appli-

cable) in which they are or will be registered.

3. Following the information on the School of Continuing

Education , and the general faculty information, the schools,

institutes and departments of the University are arranged

in alphabetical order within the faculty of which they are a

member. Students should make themselves familiar with

the regulations of every department in which they plan to

take courses, including those of faculties otherthan the one

in which they are registered.

4. Other Interdisciplinary Offerings section includes entries

for: interdisciplinary courses in Science, technology, soci-

ety, environment studies; and information about the Centre

for Applied Language Studies. A list of courses for non-ma-

jors is also included.

Please consult the index at the back of the book for guid-

ance in finding detailed information and regulations.

Administration of Regulations

Students are responsible for ensuring that the courses in

which they register conform to the requirements of their

academic program The regulations published in this Cal-

endar include the main legislation governing admission,

standing and graduation for undergraduate study as ap-

proved by the Senate. Advice on more specific rules or

interpretations that may affect a student's academic status

is available from departmental and Registrarial Services

offices.

Students have the right to appeal the application of a

regulation, and should enquire about procedures at the

appropriate Registrarial office.

Registrarial Services

Registrarial services are available to students through the

following offices:

New Applicants and Prospective Students

The Office of Admissions and Academic Records (Student

Liaison)

Room 315, Administration Building

Telephone 788-3663

Current Undergraduate Degree, Certificate and Di-

ploma Students

Faculty of Arts

(including Journalism and Communication, and Music

)

Room 318, Paterson Hall

Student Records, 788-7460

Advising, 788-7462

Faculty of Social Sciences
(including Business, Public Administration and Social

Work)

D382 Loeb Building

Student Records, 788-3902
Advising, 788-3904

Faculty of Engineering

(including Architecture and Industrial Design)

Room 2090, Minto Case Building

Telephone 788-5668

Faculty of Science

Room 212, Herzberg Laboratories

Telephone 788-4440

School of Computer Science

Room 212, Herzberg Laboratories

Telephone 788-4440

Special Students

School of Continuing Education

Room 302, Administration Building

Telephone 788-3500

Classification of Students

For purposes of studying at Carieton University and for the

administration of regulations governing these studies, the

following student classifications are recognized.

Full-Time Undergraduate Student

A student who has been formally admitted to an under-

graduate program and who:

1. for the Faculties of Arts, Social Sciences, and Science,

and the School of Computer Science, is taking a minimum
of four credits or the equivalent during the Fall/Winter

session

2. forthe Faculty of Engineering, the School of Architecture

and the School of Industrial Design, is following the course

load as shown for each year in those programs.

Part-Time Undergraduate Student

A student who has been formally admitted to an under-

graduate program and who:

1. for the Faculties of Arts, Social Sciences, and Science,

and the School of Computer Science, is taking fewer than

four full courses or the equivalent during any academic
session

2. for the Faculty of Engineering, is taking a program that

has the approval of the Faculty.

Special Student

A student who is registered in a degree-credit course or

courses but who has not been formally admitted to an

undergraduate program.

Professional Development Student

A student who is registered in a professional development
course, seminar or workshop offered through the Carieton

Professional Development Centre (the training division of

the Carieton University Development Corporation).

Type of Instruction

Carieton University courses use many different types of

instruction. A course may use more than one of the various

types of instruction. The types of instruction - using the

abbreviations - are indicated in the Class Schedule booklet.
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The various Types of Instruction are:

Film Screening (FLM)
Discussion Group (GRP)
Laboratory (LAB)

Lecture (LEC)

Seminar (SEM)
Tutorial (TUT)

Workshop (WKS)
Instructional Television (Itv)

Students can expect to have courses in their programs of

study which use any type of instruction. In addition students

can expect to have classes and/or examinations on campus
scheduled any time between 08:30 and 22:00. Classes

using Itv type of instruction may be cablecast outside these

hours seven days a week. In this regard attention is drawn
to the statement regarding examinations (see p. 42 for a

fuller statement):

It may be necessary to schedule mid-year and final exami-

nations for classes held in the evening during the day and
vice versa.

For further information please contact:

School of Continuing Education

The Itv Unit

Room 302, Administration Building

Carieton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 5B6
Telephone (613) 788-3500
Fax (613) 788-4456

e-mail ITV@CARLETON.CA

Senior Citizens: Tuition Fees

All persons 60 years of age and over as of the last day for

late registration may register in degree-credit courses and
have their tuition fees waived. The only charge to these

students is a $5.00 per session registration fee, plus Acci-

dent/Sickness Insurance charge (applicable to full-time

studies).

Distance Education (itv) Other Calendars

Distance education at Carieton extends the commitment to

provide opportunities for full-time and part-time studies to

learners on the campus and beyond.

Carieton's distance education media are cable television

(itv) and videocassette. Course lectures are broadcast

without restriction on cable television (Ch 15) in the Ottawa

area. For registered students living outside the metro

Ottawa cable area, course lectures can be accessed

through: selected presentations arranged with cable televi-

sion companies in smaller communities; course lecture

tapes borrowed through participating community libraries

and resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services (See p. 48 for fees).

Tapes may also be viewed on the Carieton campus as a

cable broadcast or from videocassette or borrowed over-

night from the MacOdrum Library.

Students registered in Itv courses are expected to meet
University requirements and follow instructions as laid out

in these areas; Admissions, Registration, Examina-
tions, Tuition Fee payments, English Language re-

quirements, Residence requirements. These
requirements may differ for each of the Faculties and

Division of Engineering. Please refer to the Index for infor-

mation specific to the Faculty/Division offering the

course(s) that interest you.

Courses begin and enrolment deadlines are in September,

January, and May. Early registration is recommended.

Information about Itv is available in this Calendar under

"School of Continuing Education, Distance Education" and
in the Itv Brochure available from the School of Continuing

Education (613)788-3500.

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar

Available from:

Dean of Graduate Studies and Research

Room 1512, Dunton Tower
Carieton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Canada K1 S 5B6

Summer Session Supplement

Available from:

Continuing Education

Room 302, Administration Building

Carieton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6

Professional and Career Development Catalogue

Available from:

Carieton Professional Development Centre

Suite 302, Administration Building

Carieton University Campus
1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario

K1S5B6



bourse Designation System

Course Values

The basic unit of academic work is the full course credit,

which is indicated with a value of 1 .0 on all records docu-

ments.

A course marked * is a half-course credit and is indicated

with a value of 0.5 on all records documents.

Prefix Numbering

Each course number is prefixed by the number or numbers

of the department, school or committee under whose aus-

j

pices the course is offered.

02 Interdisciplinary Arts

03 Interdisciplinary Social Sciences

04 Interdisciplinary Arts and Social Sciences

08 Art and Culture

09 Women's Studies

10 Interdisciplinary Humanities

11 Art History

12 Canadian Studies

13 Classical Civilization

14 Classics

15 Greek
16 Latin

( 17 Comparative Literature

18 English

19 Film Studies

20 French

21 English as a Second Language
22 German
23 Applied Language Studies

' 24 History

26 Italian

27 Mass Communication
28 Journalism

< 29 Linguistics

30 Music

32 Philosophy

34 Religion

36 Russian
38 Spanish

42 Business

43 Economics

!
44 Political Economy
45 Geography
46 International Affairs

|
47 Political Science

49 Psychology

50 Public Administration

51 Law
52 Social Work
53 Sociology

54 Anthropology

55 East European Studies

56 Sociology-Anthropology

59 Multidiscplinary Technology, Society, Environment
60 Interdisciplinary Integrated Sciences

61 Biology

62 Environmental Science

63 Biochemistry

65 Chemistry

67 Geology
69 Mathematics (Majors)

70 Mathematics (Honours)

75 Physics

13

76 Architecture

77 Architecture

78 Architecture

79 Architecture

80 Architecture Design

82 Civil Engineering

85 Industrial Design
86 Mechanical Engineering

87 Aerospace Engineering

88 Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

90 Engineering Business

91 Engineering, Common Core
93 Information and Systems Science

94 Systems and Computer Engineering

95 Computer Science

97 Electronics

99 Engineering Projects

Course Numbering Pattern

The course numbering pattern is, in general, as follows:

001-099

Courses usually taken in Qualifying-University year

100-199

Courses usually taken in First year

200-299

Courses usually taken in Second year

300-399

Courses usually taken in Third year

400-499

Courses ordinarily taken in Fourth-year Engineering,

Fourth- and Fifth-year Architecture, and Fourth-year (Hon-

ours) Arts, Social Sciences, Science and Computer Sci-

ence.

500-599

Courses ordinarily taken by Graduate students

Note:

When the suffix number of an individual course is changed
from one year to the next, the former (old) number is noted,

for one year only, in parentheses next to the new number
in the appropriate "Courses Offered" list.



Graduate Studies and Research

Programs of graduate study, first offered at Carleton in

1954, provide opportunities for advanced study, research

and critical scholarship in a number of disciplines. Carle-

ton's libraries, laboratories and other research facilities

enable graduate students to perform scholarly work of

consistently high calbre, and help to foster a spirit of

independent investigation.

The location of Carleton University and the University of

Ottawa enables graduate students to take advantage of the

research facilities connected with many national institutions

and government departments.

Carleton University and the University of Ottawa have

developed a number of joint programs at the graduate level.

The details of these programs are given under the appro-

priate academic unit in the Graduate Studies and Research
Calendar.

Where formal joint programs do not exist, a graduate

student may be permitted to follow up to two full courses at

the University of Ottawa. Moreover, there are reciprocal

arrangements worked out among departments, institutes

and schools at both universities to involve students, when
it is desirable, in parts of the program of research and

studies at the other institution. All interested students

should consult the Chair/Director of their department, insti-

tute or school, prior to registration, in order to obtain further

information on particular departmental conditions of eligi-

bility and procedures.

Graduate programs currently offered at Carleton are the

following:

Graduate Diploma in Public Administration (D.P.A.)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

In Anthropology, Applied Language Studies, Canadian Art

History, Canadian Studies, Communication, Comparative

Literature, Economics, English, French, Geography, Ger-

man, History, International Affairs, Legal Studies, Philoso-

phy, Political Economy, Political Science, Psychology,

Public Administration, Religion, Sociology, Central/East

European and Russian-Area Studies and Spanish.

Master of Computer Science (M.C.S.)

Master of Engineering (M.Eng.)

In Aerospace, Civil, Electrical, Materials, and Mechanical

Engineering.

Master of Journalism (M.J.)

Master of Management Studies (M.M.S.)

Master of Science (M.Sc.)

In Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Geology, Infor-

mation and Systems Science, Mathematics, and Physics.

Master of Social Work (M.S.W.)

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

In Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Economics, En-

gineering (Aerospace, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical),

Geology, History, Mathematics, Physics, Political Science,

Psychology, Public Policy and Sociology.

Joint programs with the University of Ottawa are offered in

the following areas: Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineer-

ing, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Biology,

Chemistry, Computer Science, Geology, Mathematics and

Statistics, Physics, and Economics. The Department of

Psychology offers a joint specialization in Neuroscience.

offer a collaborative program in chemical and environ- •

mental toxicology.

Research

Graduate studies and research are closely intertwined at

Carleton, as in the case of the School of Canadian Studies,

the Institute of Central/East European and Russian-Area

Studies and the Norman Paterson School of International

Affairs.

Of a less formal nature are the many organized research

units in such fields as emergency communications, energy,

entomology, jurisprudence, regional linguistics, northern

and native studies, renaissance studies and multi-discipli-

nary studies in communications.

In addition, many interesting research projects are thriving,

which are outlined in the biennial publication Research and
Studies, available from the Office of Research Studies,

Carleton University, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, Can-
ada K1S5B6.

Special Students

Students interested in pursuing graduate studies at Carle-

ton are urged to note the following University regulation: A
candidate who has completed courses as a Special student

is not normally permitted to transfer such courses for de-

gree credit in the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Re-

search. (See also p. 57.)

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar and
Information

The studies of each candidate will be directed by a depart-

ment, institute, or school, and are governed by the general

regulations outlined in the Calendar of the Faculty of Gradu-

ate Studies and Research. To obtain further information on

graduate studies, write to the Graduate Supervisor of the

individual unit concerned, or to:

Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research
Carleton University

1125 Colonel By Drive,

Ottawa, Canada KIS 5B6

The departments of Biology, Chemistry and Psychology
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Administrative Offices

Information Carleton

General enquiries on University services, facilities and

programs; University phone numbers, office hours and

locations; events, schedules.

Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Fourth floor, University Centre

788-7400
788-6620 (TDD Service)

Admissions

Information and applications for all undergraduate pro-

grams, calendars, tours, high school liaison.

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.*

315, Administration Building

788-3663

788-4455 (TDD Service)

Athletics

Swimming pool, fitness centre, weight rooms, Nautilus,

intramural and varsity sports, fitness classes, fitness testing

and lessons.

788-4480 Athletics Office

788-5655 Tuck Shop (squash and tennis bookings)

788-5631 Recorded Message (hours)

Awards Office

OSAP, Canada Student Loans, emergency loans, bursar-

ies, scholarships, financial counselling.

Monday to Friday, 1030 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.*

202, Administration Building

788-3600

Bookstore

University textbooks, stationery supplies, magazines, Car-

leton merchandise, special orders.

Monday to Thursday, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Friday, 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.*

Third floor, Southam Hall

788-3832

Business Office

Tuition payments and tax receipts, overdue accounts, new
or replacement student cards.

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.*

Monday and Thursday evenings, 5 - 7 p.m.

Third floor, Administration Building

788-3626

Placement and Career Services

Carleton's focal point for career planning and job place-

ment. Services include: postings for permanent, summer,
and part-time jobs; co-ordination of on-campus recruitment

programs, career library and job search information.

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.*

508, University Centre
788-661

1

Counselling and Student Life Services

Personal counselling for students, staff and faculty, career

interest testing, Iforary of calendars from Canadian and
foreign universities, resource centre, foreign student advi-

sory service, and academic assistance workshops.
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Monday evenings, 5 - 8 p.m.

501 ,
University Centre

788-6600

788-7605 (TDD Service)

Health Services

Medical appointments, walk-in service, psychiatric counsel-

ling, health and nutrition information.

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. (year round)

Monday and Thursday evenings, 5 - 7 p.m.

600, University Centre

788-6674

Lost and Found

University's central lost and found is run by the Department
of University Safety. Information Carleton also handles

enquiries.

788-361 4 University Safety

788-7400 Information Carleton

Registrars' Offices

Information and assistance for degree students on all aca-

demic regulations, declaration (change of major/honours),

late withdrawals, petitions, changes of address, letters of

permission and academic audits.

Arts

31 8, Paterson Hall

788-7460

Social Sciences

D382, Loeb Building

788-3902

Engineering

2090, Minto Centre

788-5668

Science

212, Herzberg Building

788-4440

Continuing Education

Special Students

302, Administration Building

788-3500

Housing and Food Services

Information about residence accommodation, off-campus

housing, and food services and meal plans.

261, Stormont Dundas House
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.*

788-5612 Residence Accommodation
788-5614 Off-Campus Accommodation

Students' Association (CUSA)

Student services such as: typing and binding service, aux-

iliary health insurance plan, student handbook, clubs and
societies, International Students' Centre, Womens' Centre,

Peer Counselling Centre, Off-Campus Students' Centre,

Volunteer Bureau, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Centre, Mature

and Part-Time Students' Centre, Disability Awareness Cen-
tre, Unicentre Store, Rooster's, Oliver's, the games arcade,

funding for The Charlatan, CKCU-FM, the Ombudsman,
and Information Carleton.

Monday to Thursday, 8:30 a.m.- 8:00 p.m.

Fridays, 8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.

401
,
University Centre

788-6688
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Carleton Professional Development Centre

For information and registration in workshops for profes-

sional and career development.

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.*

302, Administration Building

723-5992

Continuing Education

Registrar's office for all Special students, information on

instructional television courses, calendars for non-degree

students.

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.*

Monday to Thursday evenings, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

302, Administration Building

788-3500

Academic Records

Statements of marks, transcripts, confirmation of enrolment

or graduation, and assistance with the touch-tone registra-

tion system.

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m - 5 p.m.*

405, Administration Building

788-3607
788-3606 Transcripts

788-3666 Touchtone Help Line

MacOdrum Library

Main University Iforary, extensive reference and govern-

mentdocuments sections, Online Iforary catalogue (CUBE),

CD-ROM and online literature searching, student micro-

computer rooms, access to campus network services, tours

and reference/research assistance, reserve readings for

courses, and photocopying centre.
**

Labour Day to April 30
Monday to Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday, Sunday 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

'May to Labour Day
Monday to Thursday 8:30 a.m. - 1 0:30 p.m.

Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Saturday, Sunday 12 noon - 5 p.m.

Summer hours vary when classes are not in session;

weekend hours extended to 10:30 p.m. before exams in

August. Call 788-5621 for current library hours.

Library closes for all statutory and civic holidays except

Good Friday and Easter Monday.
788-5621 Hours (recording)

788-2735 Information/Reference

788-2734 Circulation
** Map Lforary, Loeb D299 788-2515

'University Hours of Operation

Winter Hours
Labour Day - April 30:

Office hours are Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Summer Hours
May 1 - Labour Day:

Office hours are Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Most University offices are closed for lunch between 12

noon and 1 p.m.

Some offices also keep evening hours:

Information Carleton

Monday to Friday

8:30 a.m. -6:30 p.m.

Continuing Education

Monday to Thursday
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Business Office

Monday and Thursday
5 - 7 p.m.

Bookstore

Monday to Thursday
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Counselling and Student Life Services

Monday
5 - 8 p.m.

Health Services

Monday and Thursday
5 - 7 p.m.

*The library, cafeterias and athletics complex are open in
j

the evenings.

Academic Departments

Accounting: See Business, School of

Aerospace Engineering: 3132 Mackenzie Building,

788-5684

African Studies: See Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies

Anthropology: See Socio logy-Anthropology

Applied Language Studies, Centre for: 215 Paterson Hall,

788-6613

Architecture, School of: 202 Architecture Building,

788-2855

Art and Culture, School for Studies in: 427 St. Patrick's
j

Building, 788-5606

Art History: 2201 Dunton Tower, 788-2342
j

Asian Studies: See Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies

Biochemistry, Institute of: 320 Steacie Building, 788-3889
I

Biology: 583 Tory Building, 788-3888

Business, School of: 1209 Dunton Tower, 788-2388

Canadian Studies, School of : 1 1 1 0 Dunton Tower,

788-2366

Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies, Institute
I

of: 457 Paterson Hall, 788-2888

Chemistry: 203 Steacie Building, 788-3841

Civil and Environmental Engineering: 3432 Mackenzie j

Building, 788-5784

Classics: 2015 Dunton Tower, 788-2301

Cognitive Science: See Institute for Interdisciplinary Stud-
j

ies

Comparative Literary Studies, School for: 1726 Dunton

Tower, 788-2177

Computer Science, School of: 542 Herzberg Laboratories,
|

788-4333

Criminology and Criminal Justice: D485 Loeb Building,
j

788-2588

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies: See Institute for Interdis-

ciplinary Studies

Earth Sciences: 320 Tory Building, 788-4400

Economics: C876 Loeb Building, 788-3744

Electronics: 5170 Mackenzie Building, 788-5754

English Language and Literature: 1812 Dunton Tower,

788-2310

English as a Second Language: 215 Paterson Hall,

788-6613

Environmental Science: 226 Tory Building, 788-3859

Environmental Studies: See Institute for Interdisciplinary

Studies

Film Studies: 427 St. Patrick's Building, 788-5606

French: 1602 Dunton Tower, 788-21 68
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Geography: B349 Loeb Building, 788-2561

German: 1 31 5 Dunton Tower, 788-21 1

6

History: 400 Paterson Hall, 788-2828

Industrial Design, School of: 3470 Mackenzie Building,

788-6672

Integrated Science Studies: 823 Dunton Tower, 788-2600,

ext. 21 65

Interdisciplinary Studies, Institute for: 1 1 02 Dunton Tower,

788-2368

International Affairs, School of: 2A55 Paterson Hall,

788-6655

Italian: 1427 Dunton Tower, 788-2108

Journalism and Communication, School of: 346 St. Pat-

rick's Building, 788-7404

Labour Studies: See Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies

Latin American and Caribbean Studies: See Institute for

Interdiscplinary Studies

Law: C473 Loeb Building, 788-3690

Law Enforcement Studies: D485, Loeb Building 788-2588

Linguistics and Applied Language Studies: 249 Paterson

Hall, 788-2802

Mass Communication: 31 0 St. Patrick's Building, 788-7408

Mathematics and Statistics: 71 0 Dunton Tower, 788-2155

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering: 3132 Mackenzie
Building, 788-5684

Medieval Studies: See Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies

Music: A91 1 Loeb Building, 788^3733
.

Philosophy: 2125 Dunton Tower, 788-2110

Physics: 316 Herzberg Laboratories, 788-4377

Political Science: B640 Loeb Building, 788-2777

Psychology: B552 Loeb Building, 788-2644

Public Administration, School of: 1001 Dunton Tower, 788-

2547
Religion: 2121 Dunton Tower, 788-2100
Russian: 3A36 Paterson Hal!, 788-6646

Social Work, School of: 469 St. Patrick's Building, 788-5601

Sociology-Anthropology : B750 Loeb Building, 788-2582

Spanish: 1419 Dunton Tower, 788-2109
Systems and Computer Engineering: 4462 Mackenzie
Building, 788-5740

Technology, Society, Environment Studies: 460 Steacie

Building, 788-4483

Urban Studies: See Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies

Visual and Performing Arts: See School for Studies in Art

and Culture

Women's Studies, Institute of: A812 Loeb Building, 788-

6645

Administration Building, Room 510
Telephone: 788-3636

The Carleton University Alumni Association represents the

57 ,000 -plus graduates of Carleton University. Membership
is automatically extended to all graduates, and is available,

upon request, to students who have completed five full

credits but are no longer registered at Carleton.

The objectives of the association are to advance the excel-

lence and prestige of Carleton University as a distinguished

institution of higher learning in Canada, and to encourage

a spirit of loyalty, friendship, service and benevolence
among the members.

The Alumni Association serves the University by promoting

its well-being through contact with the graduates, the gov-

ernment, the public, the faculty, students and potential

students. It is governed by the National Alumni Council.

All graduates with known addresses receive Carleton Uni-

versity Magazine. The Department of Development and
Alumni Services maintains alumni records to assure a

meaningful and continuing dialogue between alumni and
the University.

Funds from alumni help to support the Iforary, student aid

and other specific projects.

The Alumni Association sponsors reunions and an alumni

award program, and assists groups who wish to organize

functions for alumni. The association is a young organiza-

tion and welcomes suggestions for programs and activities

that would be of benefit to the University community.

Members of the Alumni Council for 1992-93:

Don Climo, BA/51
,
BCom/52, (President)

Gail Larose, BAHons/69, MA/70, (Vice-President)

Peter Pivko, BArch/78, (Past-President)

Grant Blakely, BA/84
Alan Bolster, BScHons/75
George Brown, BAHons/83
Gerard H. Buss, BA/73
J. Patricia Cooper, BA/69

Sean Martin Crossan, MA/92
John Raymond Dawley, BA/85
Larry A. Didow, PhDScience/72
Christopher P. Egan, BA/85, BCom/87
Marvin M. Epstein, BA/70
Paul W. Festeryga, BA/82
Norine S. Gilkinson, BA/78
Joanne Maureen Kennedy, MA/91
Donald Lobb, BEng/87
Michael Makin, BJ/86

Philip Michael Rourke, MA/89
Sharon Smith, BJ/85, MA/90
Ann M. Smith, BA/84
David G. Thomson, BCS/86
Charles G. Watt, BA/57
Jennifer M. Yolland, BCom/85
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Athletics and Recreation

Physical Recreation Centre

Telephone 788-4480 or 788-5631 (recording)

The physical recreation program has been designed to

meet three general areas of interest: interuniversity athlet-

ics, intramurals, and recreational skill instruction. Although

many university students enjoy the challenge and excite-

ment of interuniversity athletics, others frequently prefer a

less demanding level of competition in Carleton's intramu-

ral program, while yet another segment of the University

community desires physical expression almost completely

devoid of competition.

To meet these needs, skill-instruction classes are offered

in squash, dance, yoga, fitness, ju-jitsu, karate and swim-

ming.

The intramural program includes touch football, softball,

soccer, basketball, broomball, volleyball, badminton, swim-

ming and hockey. Some of these activities are co-educa-

tional.

Carleton's Varsity teams for men (The Ravens) participate

in basketball, football, rugby, soccer, swimming, waterpolo,

cross-country skiing and fencing. The University is a mem-
ber of the Ontario Universities Athletic Association.

The women's Varsity teams (The Ravens) participate in

basketball, volleyball, swimming, cross-country skiing,

fencing, field hockey, rowing, soccer and waterpolo. The
University is also a member of the Ontario Women's Inter-

collegiate Athletic Association.

The University's outdoor athletic facilities include football

and soccer fields, a broomball rink and five tennis courts.

The indoor facilities consist of a fifty-metre pool and ten-

metre diving platform; a fitness centre with jogging track,

weight training and fitness testing equipment; a large dou-
ble gymnasium with a combatives room; nine international

and four American squash courts; Nautilus Centre; and
heavy-weight training room. The facilities may be available

to students either for recreational needs or for organized

competition.

The athletics program at Carieton is governed by an Ath-

letics Board, which advises the University on matters of

athletics and recreation policy, through the Office of the

President. The Board is comprised of members from the

Faculty, Administration, the Students' Associations and the

Residence Association.

Awards Office

Room 202, Administration Building

Telephone 788-3600

Medals are the major academic awards granted by the

University to its superior graduating scholars. They have no
monetary value.

The Awards Office is responsible for the administration of

undergraduate scholarship and bursary programs and
loans for graduate and undergraduate students.

Scholarships are awarded on entry to the University and to

those in course on the basis of superior academic perform-

ance. Applications are not required except for the top four

entrance scholarships. (See p. 464.)

Awards and prizes are awarded for excellence in particular

areas of study. They may be cash awards or book prizes.

No applications are required.

Administration of Awards

1. Students receiving scholarships and bursaries exceed-
ing in total $500, and which are under the jurisdiction of the

University, will ordinarily be paid in two instalments, one in

October and one in January. The University reserves the

right to withhold the payment of the second instalment in

cases where students do not meet the conditions of the

award. Awards of less than $500 will ordinarily be paid in

one instalment, in October.

2. Scholarship and bursary recipients who withdraw before

the completion of their year will be expected to refund their

bursaries or scholarships (or a portion thereof).

Financial Aid for Students

Bursaries

Bursaries are awarded to students who can show genuine
need of financial assistance to meet their educational ex-

penses. Students are expected first to make use of all

resources available to them and to apply for government
assistance. (See below.)

Recipients for bursaries will normally be selected in Decem-
ber and February of each year, but applications may be

considered at other times of the year in exceptional circum-

stances, if funds permit . An application, available in the

Awards Office, is required for bursaries that are adminis-

tered by Carieton.

Government Aid Programs

Ontario Residents

Canadian citizens or landed immigrants (permanent resi-

dents) who are residents of Ontario may qualify for assis-

tance from the Ontario Student Assistance Program. The
financial aid scheme is designed to supplement, rather than

replace, family and/or student resources. In order to deter-

mine the additional funds required, the province objectively

assesses the resources of the family and/or the student that

could reasonably be used to provide for the student's

educational costs. The assistance could be in the form of

an Ontario Study Grant, a Canada Student Loan and/or

Ontario Student Loan. The maximum loan/grant award a

student can receive in one academic year is usually the

total amount of his or her allowable educational costs.

Application forms and further information can be obtained

by contacting the Awards Office at Carieton or the Student

Awards Branch of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities,

P.O. Box 4500, Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B 6G9.

Students wishing to have applications processed in time for

Fall registration must ensure that completed forms are

submitted to the Awards Office by July 1 .

Residents of Other Provinces/Territories Except Quebec

Canadian citizens or landed immigrants (permanent resi-

dents) from the territories and all other provinces except

Quebec may qualify for assistance from the Canada Stu-

dent Loans Plan through their home province. The maxi-

mum loan available per academic year is currently $105 a

week. The loan is interest free while the student is enroled

in a 60 percent course load and for six months thereafter.

Some provinces also make available non-repayable grant

assistance along with this federal loan.

The Awards Office disburses general information on the

various provincial aid schemes but application forms and
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details on individual programs must be obtained from the

authorities in the home province. Deadline dates vary but,

generally speaking, it is wise to apply for financial assis-

tance through the appropriate provincial department before

June 30.

Quebec Aid

Deadline dates for submission of applications are: May 31

for all students who submitted an application for the pre-

vious school year; and June 30 for all students who did not

submit an application for the previous school year.

Part-Time Students

Solely for purposes of federal/provincial financial aid

schemes (except Quebec), part-time students are classi-

fied as those enroled in fewer than three full-credit courses.

These students are advised to contact the Awards Office

for information on the availability of financial aid for part-

time study.

Placement and Career Services

Room 508, University Centre

Telephone 788-6611

The purpose of Placement and Career Services is two-fold:

1. To provide students with readily available access to

employment opportunities. To this end the centre maintains

job-boards listing part-time, summer and permanent em-
ployment opportunities. In addition, each year the centre

arranges for a large number of representatives from gov-

ernment, business and industry, both local and national, to

recruit at Carleton. While the majority of these visits are for

the purpose of recruiting for permanent employment, a

number are arranged for undergraduates seeking summer
employment. Students interested in participating in this

program are advised to contact the centre upon returning

to classes in the Fall, because recruiting visits commence
early in October

2. To provide students with information about and assis-

tance in preparing for entry into the labour market. Coun-
selling, covering such topics as the interview,

labour-market trends, the job hunt and resume preparation,

is available to students seeking or preparing for employ-

ment. Students can supplement the counselling provided

by reviewing materials maintained in the centre's library, as

well as by contacting Counselling and Student Life Serv-

ices, located in Room 501, University Centre.

All placement and career information may be obtained by

contacting the centre or referring to P&CS bulletins posted

throughout the University. The University papers and radio

station are additional sources of information from the cen-

tre.

Student Housing and Food Services

Residences

Telephone 788-5612

The residences are located on campus and close to class-

rooms, the library, and other University facilities. The un-

derground tunnel system makes travel to other University

buildings easy in all weather. Each residence building is

provided with T.V. lounges, study areas and laundry facili-

ties. Students' rooms are equipped to meet the basic needs
of students.

Full-time students of the University are eligble to apply to

live in residence, with first-year students with a high school

leaving average of 75 percent or better being given prefer-

ence. The residence contract covers the period from Sep-

tember through the Spring examinations, except for a short

period at Christmas when the facilities are closed.

All residents participate in the residence meal plan, which

provides lunch and dinner each day, seven days a week.

To receive a residence application form, students new to

Carleton should indicate on the University application that

residence is desired. Residence materials and detailed

information are sent to students concurrently with the offer

of admission to full-time study at Carleton. Students who
are currently registered at Carleton need only visit the

Student Housing Office to obtain an application for resi-

dence. For further details about residence services or

procedures, students should contact the Student Housing

and Food Services Office.

Off-Campus Housing

Telephone 788-5614

The Off-Campus Housing Service is designed to provide

assistance in finding suitable accommodation to students

who cannot be accommodated or are not interested in

on-campus residential housing. Listings range from rooms

to private houses, giving the rates and amenities provided.

This service has been set up to aid out-of-town students,

but it is not a rental agency. Listings (not available for

distribution) are posted in a glass-enclosed case in the

foyer outside Room 261 Stormont House, and are available

24 hours a day, seven days a week. The off-campus listings

are also available at any terminal on campus by typing

"HOUSING" when the command "enter class" appears. The
University does not undertake to inspect or approve any of

the facilities listed by the Off-Campus Housing Section.

In addition a service called "Faculty and Staff Listing" is

maintained. This lists houses of staff members going on

sabbatical leave for periods ranging from six months to two

years. The list is available on request.

Food Services

Telephone 788-5612

Marriott Corporation 788-561

8

Capital Foods 788-5643

A-la-carte food service is available at seven locations on
campus:

Mr. Submarine, second level, Unicentre;

The Peppermill, second level, Unicentre;

Hugo's, first level, Unicentre;

The Loeb Cafeteria, first level, Loeb Building;

The Fit Stop, first level, Physical Recreation Centre;

The Oasis, first level, University Commons;
Tunnel Junction Express, Library precinct.

Many vending machines are also distributed around cam-
pus for off-hour service or quick drinks and snacks.

People may eat in the Residence Dining Halls, third level,

Residence Commons, either by purchasing one of several

meal plans for the entire term or by purchasing a single-

meal ticket from the Commons Service Desk. Once inside

the Residence Dining Halls, the meal is self-service, unlim-

ited seconds (except on special occasions). Students who
purchase a meal plan are exempt from both the provincial

sales tax and the federal goods and services tax.

In addition, full catering services are available to provide a

banquet, party trays, and bar service for groups of up to
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600. We will even bake a birthday cake for you to give to a

friend. To arrange for catering services, telephone 788-

5618.

Tour and Conference Centre

Telephone 788-5611

Each year from May to August, the Housing and Food
Services Department operates a successful Tour and Con-
ference Centre. Residence facilities accommodate up to

1,400 guests. A wide range of services including accom-
modation, catering, meeting rooms, lecture theatres, all at

very reasonable rates, are available to conferences and

tour groups.

Accommodation is also available to short-term summer
visitors.

Arrangements for special functions such as wedding recep-

tions, banquets, parties (large and small) and meetings or

other special events are also co-ordinated by the Tour and
Conference Centre. Such events may be booked through-

out the year.

For further information contact: Tour and Conference Cen-
tre, Room 261 Stormont House, 788-5611

.

Hearth Services

Telephone 788-6674

Health Services offers comprehensive health care for the

entire community at Carleton University (students, staff and

faculty). In the event of illness or other health related

concerns, we have a professional staff of physicians, psy-

chiatrists, nurses and administrators to help you. When
necessary, appropriate referrals are made to Health Prac-

titioners in the community. Confidentiality is respected at

all times. Medical records will not be released without the

patients' permission. The Health Services provides consult-

ation, treatment and advice on matters of health, and
ascertains the fitness of students to perform academic
work.

The clinic is on level 6 of the University Centre, open from

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday; evening clinics are

available. For an appointment call 788-6674.

Psychiatrists are available on a referral basis for those

requiring psychiatric assessment or care. The services

provided are available to all students of the University, and
are covered by provincial health insurance.

The Health Education program includes services to pro-

mote healthy lifestyles and wellness. Ongoing programs
and activities (individual and group) on Contraception and
STDs, Alcohol and Drug Awareness, AIDS Education, Im-

munizations, Smoking Cessation, Nutrition, Stress Man-
agement and more are offered.

Ontario Students

Carry your health insurance number with you at all times.

If you do not have one, application for coverage must be
made directly with the Ministry of Health at 75 Albert Street

in Ottawa.

Students from Another Province

If you are from outside of Ontario, check that your health

insurance is active and carry your number with you at all

times. We don't bill you, we bill your provincial insurance

plans directly.

Students from Outside Canada

Students entering Ontario from outside Canada are eligible

for coverage under Ontario's Health Insurance, free of

charge. Applications are made directly to the Ontario Min-

istry of Health at 75 Albert Street in Ottawa. You must
present proof of student status for yourself and Canadian
Immigration documents for any family members you need
covered.

Immunization Record

It is recommended that new students:

1. Check with family physician to ensure adequate immu-
nization. An updated tuberculin skin test may be recom-

mended. Also, ask about the Hepatitis B vaccine.

2. Obtain documentation of vaccination to red measles,

German measles, mumps, polio and tetanus from family

physician.

Counselling and Student Life Services

Counselling and Student Life Services is an educational

resource centre available to all members of the University

community. A qualified team of counselling professionals

offers the wide range of services and programs listed

below.

All contacts with Counselling and Student Life Services are

voluntary and strictly confidential. Information is released

only upon the request and with the consent of the client

involved. Other typos of assistance include appropriate on-

and off-campus referrals when required and consultation

regarding the problems of another person.

The centre is located in Room 501, Unicentre, with office

hours from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For further information about

services and programs, contact the centre in person or call

788-6600.

Counselling Services

Personal counselling can help individuals deal more effec-

tively with emotional and social concerns. Individual and

group approaches are used in providing counselling. The
groups are offered periodically throughout the year. The
nature and content of programs are publicized along with

dates and registration details.

Career Counselling

Educational and career counselling involves learning to

plan wisely, handle difficulties and make decisions with

regard to academic and vocational concerns. Relevant

information generated by group discussion and testing is

used in helping the client to determine goals and make
choices.

Information Service

A resource centre is maintained for use in educational and
vocational planning. It includes materials on occupations,

university and community college calendars, directories

and other types of career literature. Information about other

sources of assistance at Carleton and in the greater Ottawa

community is also available.

Learning Assistance Program

The Learning Assistance Program is designed to assist

students to improve their learning skills. Learning skills
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Include managing time, writing essays, taking tests and

examinations, remembering, reading, and note-taking.

Group sessions are offered regularly and groups are kept

relatively small to allow ample time for discussion and
interaction. Participants have access to individual sessions

if the structured group sessions do not entirely meet their

needs. For further information, please call 788-6600.

Campus Life Program

The program provides direct and indirect service to stu-

dents at the University. Its main goal is to assist new
students in a variety of areas (e.g. academic, social, emo-
tional) thereby easing the transition to life at Carieton

University. In addition to initial activities, services and pro-

grams are offered throughout the year. The Transitions

program matches new students with returning students

who are there as resource people and friends. The Program

Is available throughout first year to assist students to

achieve a social and academic balance.

Various study-skills workshops are offered during the aca-

demic year. It Is important to realize that different styles of

learning are required for high school than for university.

Students can get a head start on developing these new
skills by registering for the Study Skills course that would

best fit their needs.

Students interested in assuming a leadership position on
campus, can attend the Leadership Seminar. This four-

week series of seminars takes place early in the Winter

term. Contact the Campus Life Co-ordinator in Room 501

Unicentre for further details.

International Student Advisory

The International Student Adviser is available to discuss

particular concerns international students may have. An
orientation program is held every August for incoming

international students. Information concerning university

education, financial assistance, health coverage, immigra-

tion regulations and the general adjustment to a new living

situation is available. Feel free to drop in any time.

Program for Persons with Disabilities

A variety of services and programs for persons with disabili-

ties are offered by the Paul Menton Centre for Persons with

Disabilities. (See section on programs for students with

disabilities.)

Programs for Persons with Disabilities

See also p. 25.

Paul Menton Centre for Persons with Disabilities

Assistant Director - Special Needs
Learning Specialist (Co-ordinator, Physical Disability Pro-

gram)

Room 500, Unicentre

Telephone 788-6608
TDD 788-3937

FAX 788-3995

Requests for Service

The Paul Menton Centre provides individualized support

services to persons who are deaf or hard of hearing, with

learning disabilities, visual impairments, head injuries,

physical disabilities including mobility impairments, or have

psychiatric or other health problems.

Students are responsble for applying for special services.

These services may include, but are not limited to: inter-

preters, notetakers, scribes, readers and photocopying

services as well as requests for special arrangements for

examinations and the use of adapted computers and other

technical devices. All requests will be considered on an
individual needs basis. Requests must be submitted at

least four weeks before the term begins. The Paul Menton
Centre cannot guarantee that requests made after this time

will be processed in time for the term/course requested. The
Centre will accommodate as many requests as resources

permit.

Counselling

The Paul Menton Centre staff are available for counselling

appointments. Students with permanent or temporary dis-

abilities are welcome to make appointments for any per-

sonal or student-related difficulties they may encounter.

The Study Centre for Persons with Disabilities

A study centre in the MacOdrum Ubrary has been equipped

with technical devices for use by students with disabilities.

Equipment available includes four desktop computers (a

286, 386, an XT and a voice-activated Dragon Dictate

system) as well as three portable computers, furnished with

mainstream software such as Wordperfect 5.1, Lotus 123,

dBase 4, Procom Plus (for access to the Library's CUBE
system), Right Writer (grammar check), large print and
voice hardware/software programs. Also available are a

limited number of personal FM systems and four-track tape

recorders, a Kurzweil scanner, Visualteks and a brailter.

Anyone wishing to access the Study Centre to use the

computers or other technical devices should contact the

Paul Menton Centre for key access.

Blind or Visually Impaired

The Study Centre in the MacOdrum Library is equipped with

computers with large print and voice hardware/software

programs, a Kurzweil scanner and other technical devices

which would be of assistance to students who are blind or

have visual impairments. In conjunction with Reader Serv-

ices of MacOdrum Ubrary (see Sylvia Gruda, Reader Serv-

ices, 788-2600 ext. 2736), students can request

transcription of texts into braille, large print, computer disk

or cassette form. Requests can take up to four months to

process. See also Requests for Service and Study Centre

sections.

Deaf or Hard of Hearing

A variety of services and resources are available through

the Paul Menton Centre to students who are deaf or hard

of hearing.

The Paul Menton Centre acts as liaison for the Educational

Support Services program. The ESS program provides

interpreter service, notetakers and personal FM systems
for eligble part-time students. Students must apply at least

four weeks before courses start, to access service. Full-

time students may be eligible for services through Voca-

tional Rehabilitation Services (VRS) or other funding

agencies. It is the student's responsibility to initiate enquir-

ies. Students should contact the Paul Menton Centre for

more information. See also Requests for Service and Study

Centre sections.
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Students with Learning Disabilities

It is the intention of faculty and staff at Carieton University

to accommodate the special needs of students with learn-

ing disabilities. It is recommended that the student have a

recent psychoeducational assessment available in order

that University staff may provide services that address each

individual's particular learning disability. However, if a psy-

choeducational assessment is unavailable, one may be

administered.

Students seeking help with their particular learning disabil-

ity, or information with regard to Carieton University's policy

for students with learning disabilities, may initiate enquiries

with the Paul Menton Centre. Furthermore, students wish-

ing to be tested or retested should seek information at this

office. See also Requests for Service and Study Centre

sections.

Mobility Impaired

The campus of Carieton University is well equipped for

accommodating persons with physical disabilities. The
buildings are in close proximity to each other and most are

connected by tunnels. All of the main buildings have eleva-

tors and are ramped for outside entrance and egress. Many
sidewalks have been made accessible by curb-cut renova-

tions. The Accessibility and Resource Guide, available from

the Centre, provides a building-by-building accessibility

inventory. See also Requests for Service and Study Centre

sections.

Residence Program for Students with Disabilities

A limited number of accessble rooms are available each
year in the Carieton Residence Program for Students with

Disabilities. Admission to the program is based upon fulfill-

ing some or all of the following criteria: the need for atten-

dant services, level of disability, the availability of space in

an accessble room, whether or not the applicant has
housing alternatives within the Ottawa area, and the date

of application. (Forfurther information regarding application

to the program, contact the Support Services Co-ordinator

(788-6615) or the Accommodations Officer in the Housing
Office, 788-5612.)

Twenty-Four Hour Attendant Services Program

The Residence Program for Students with Disabilities fea-

tures a 24-hour support service which involves attendant

services for help with activities of daily living such as

personal care, room chores, cafeteria assistance, etc. For

more information contact the Support Services Co-ordina-

tor, or the Co-ordinator, Physical Disability Program at

788-6615/6608.

Accessibility and Resource Guide

An accessbiRty guide and other informational brochures

are available to students, staff and faculty free of charge.

For further information contact the Paul Menton Centre.

NEADS

The National Educational Association of Disabled Stu-

dents' administrative office is located at Carieton Univer-

sity. Enquiries regarding this national advocacy association

can be made to Frank Smith, Room 513 Unicentre, (613)
233-5963 vTTDD.

Carieton Disability Awareness Centre (CDAC)

Funded by CUSA, CDAC is an information/resource/advo-

cacy and drop-In centre. Located in Room 513 Unicentre,

CDAC has three co-ordinators and is open Monday-Frid

9 a.m. - 5 p.m. All are welcome.

Telephone 788-6618 V/TDD

Writing Tutorial Service

The Writing Tutorial Service offers individual and small

group tutorials to students who want advice on the writing

of university essays. The tutors provide practical instruction

on all aspects of the writing process from the initial research

and data-gathering, to the exploration and organization of

ideas, through to the final preparation of the manuscript. In

addition, the service regularly presents workshops on style

and the general principles of essay writing at the request of

Faculty and/or Teaching Assistants. The service is offered

free of charge to all Carieton students, part-time and full-

time, graduate and undergraduate. For an appointment or

information, call 788-6632 or visit Room 215, Paterson Hall

from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday.

Bookstore

The University Bookstore, located in Southam Hall, stocks

required textbooks and offers a wide variety of reference

and general books. A complete line of school supplies,

imprinted software and gifts is also available.

Bookstore hours are (from Labour Day to April 30):

Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Friday 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Hours are subject to change and will be posted at the

Bookstore entrance.

Extended and summer hours are posted at the Bookstore

entrance.

The Bookstore has a limited refund and exchange policy at

the opening of each term and students are urged to review

the policy posted in the Bookstore before buying their texts.

The Bookstore sales receipt is required for any refund or

exchange.

Computer Store

Telephone 788-3699 Sales

788-4063 Service

The Computer Store carries a full range of computer prod-

ucts, (including Apple, IBM, Packard Bell, Roland, Sharp

and Zenith computers, printers, modems, software and

other peripherals) at very competitive prices, for students,

faculty and staff. The store also has a complete service

department that repairs most makes and models.

Store hours:

Monday to Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Friday 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Closed weekends and statutory holidays.

Raven Comer

Raven Comer, located in the Physical Recreation Centre,

offers a varied assortment of athletic and casual clothing
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for both men and women. Raven Comer also carries a

selection of sports accessories for swimming, racquet

games and weight training.

Raven Comer hours are:

Monday through Friday

9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Saturdays

12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

University Centre

The University Centre (Unicentre) is a non-academic, stu-

dent-oriented building which serves as the hub of the

campus. It is home to the Carieton University Students'

Association and virtually all of its operations (ie coffee-

house, pub, convenience store, pharmacy, video arcade).

Its location and atmosphere makes it the perfect meeting

place and an ideal setting for events of interest to all

students.

In addition to housing CUSA services, the Unicentre is

home to: Health Services, Counselling and Student Life

Services, InfoCarieton, Ombuds. Services, the Graduate

Students' Association, a division of the Ontario Public

information Research Group, and the Paul Menton Centre.

Porter Hall, which is available for both on- and off-campus

groups to rent, is also located within the Unicentre.

For a more complete list of the services available, please

see the section entitled Carieton University Students' As-

sociation (p. 24).

The Chaplaincy

Protestant-Ecumenical Chaplaincy, T28, T30 Tory Tunnel

(across from the Post Office), Neil Hunter, Chaplain, tele-

phone 788^449;
Roman Catholic Chaplaincy Office, 127G Unicentre, Father

Roger Vandenakker, Chaplain, telephone 788-2896, and
Deacon Derek G. Smith, Assistant Chaplain, telephone

788-2896 and 788-2590.

For over two decades a chaplaincy service has existed at

Carieton. Part of our function is to share experiences,

insights, friendships and our faith. We are also involved in

study and discussion groups, community projects, devel-

opment education, marriage preparation and religious serv-

ices. In addition, we have connections with many
organizations and resources on campus as well as with

churches and religious groups in the Ottawa area.

The two principal chaplains (Protestant-Ecumenical and
Roman Catholic) are supported by a number of people in

the Chaplaincy offices, which are open most days. Appoint-

ments are not necessary but at times they are advisable.

People are encouraged to visit the offices at any time.

Next to the offices in the Tory Tunnel there is a Quiet Room,
which is used for individual meditation, religious services

(times posted), and prayer group activity. It is open all day,

five days a week. Roman Catholic Mass is celebrated every

Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in Room 100 St. Patrick's Building

and daily Tuesday to Friday at 1 1 :30 a.m. in Room 127G,

Unicentre, Check with Chaplaincy office regarding special

services.

Ombuds Services

Jim Ken nelly

University Ombudsperson

Room 511 ,
University Centre

Telephone 788-66 17

Ombuds Services deals with a variety of grievances and
complaints as well as with requests for information. A few
examples of the on-campus and off-campus problems in-

clude academic appeals, offenses related to behaviour,

graduation cases, consumer and immigration difficulties.

Financing of this service is provided equally by the Univer-

sity and the Students' Association (CUSA).

Computing and Communications Services

Computing and Communications Services

Room 401 , Administration Building

Telephone 788-3700

Carieton University offers a wide range of computer serv-

ices to its students. In addition to the main computing
system and a Sun 4/380 running Unix, there are a number
of microcomputer networks used for instruction. As well,

many departments have their own mini- and micro-com-

puter systems applied to current research work.

Comprehensive data analysis packages such as SAS,
SPSS and BMDP, and the NAG mathematical Iforary, are

available for general research applications. A "Directory of

Services" is available on-line, summarizing the facilities and
services offered.

Child-Care Centre

The Colonel By Child Care Centre has two locations on the

University campus:

Renfrew House: for children six months to two-and-a-half

years of age. Telephone 788-7483.

Loeb Building: for children two-and-a-half to five years of

age. Telephone 788-2715.

The Centre is a parent co-operative staffed by qualified

personnel.

It is open Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. and
offers a hot lunch and two snacks. Because there is an
extensive waiting list, please contact the appropriate centre

as early as possible.

Status of Women

In January 1 983, the University established the position of

Status of Women Co-ordinator to facilitate structural

changes at the University to address statu s-of-women is-

sues. If you have a personal concern, or would like to

explore opportunities for women at Carieton, you are wel-

come to drop by the office or make an appointment to see
the co-ordinator. The secretary for the office, Cheryl Ma-
caulay, is in 446 St. Patrick's (788-5622) between 8:00 a.m.

and 4:00 p.m., weekdays. The Co-ordinator, Nancy Adam-
son, normally works during the day, but is also available for

evening appointments.



Students' Association

Carleton University Students' Association

University Centre, Room 401

Telephone: 788-6688

The Carleton University Students' Association (CUSA) is

an incorporated student-run organization that promotes the

interests of the student body. Every Carleton student is a

member of CUSA.

The policy body of CUSA is a 34-member Students' Council

made up of representatives from each faculty and a Presi-

dent and Finance Commissioner who are elected annually

by the student population.

CUSA represents the students' interests to all levels of

government and administration. It is also a member of the

Canadian and Ontario Federations of Students-organiza-

tions committed to bringing about necessary educational,

administrative or legislative changes in those areas affect-

ing students.

Student services funded or operated by CUSA include:

Careers Programming, Carleton Disability Awareness Cen-
tre, Carleton Foot Patrol, CKCU-FM Radio Carleton, The
Charlatan (student newspaper), Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Centre, International Students' Centre, Mature and Part-

time Students' Centre, Off-Campus Students' Centre, Peer

Counselling Centre, Photo Centre, Student Academic Ac-

tion Bureau, Womens' Centre, and the Volunteer Bureau.

CUSA business ventures include: a Copy Shop, Games
Room and Arcade, Oliver's (pub), Rooster's Coffeehouse,

Unicentre Store and Unicentre Pharmacy.

CUSA also sponsors an assortment of clubs and societies,

alternate education programs, speaker series, and con-

certs.

The Students' Association is continually working to improve

and expand its scope of activities. Please feel free to make
your ideas and opinions known to your elected repre-

sentatives.
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General Admission Requirements

Persons wishing to follow programs of study leading to a

degree or certificate diploma must be formally admitted to

the University.

Persons wishing to register in degree-credit courses with-

out having been formally admitted to the University may do

so as Special students. See pp. 52-53.

Applicants should note that in view of limited accommoda-
tion in certain programs, holding the minimum admission

requirements can only establish eligibility for selection to

the University.

This publication contains admission requirements for the

1993-94 academic year only. Students wishing to apply for

1994-95 should contact the Office of Admissions and Aca-

demic Records for information on requirements and proce-

dures.

Individuals who are In any doubt about their eligibility for

admission are encouraged to enquire at the Office of Ad-

missions and Academic Records.

In the past few years, considerable flexibility has been
introduced into the admission requirements but, at the

same time, essential features have been preserved. As
admission requirements are subject to continuing review,

the University will most certainly make additional changes
in the future, but only when convinced that these changes
will be in the best interests of the student.

Accessibility for the Disabled

Carleton University is committed to making reasonable

accommodation to individuals with disabilities, and actively

encourages application from disabled students. This com-
mitment includes gaining an understanding of the circum-

stances of an individual's disabilities and to adjusting

services to all academically qualified individuals to compete
on an equitable basis.

Our applications process assures confidentiality insofar as

the admission decision is concerned, while identifying the

candidate to the Office of the Co-ordinator for the Disabled

so that those who gain admission can make the decision to

come to Carleton after assessing the extent to which spe-

cialized services will be available.

Academic accessibility is intrinsically linked to physical

accessibility. Carleton is committed to continually monitor-

ing and upgrading physical accessibility to whatever extent

is possible.

A standing Committee of Senate monitors the needs and

problems of disabled students in conjunction with their

academic problems and makes recommendation for im-

provements.

(See Student Services, Facilities for Students with Disabili-

ties, p. 21
.)

Multiple Undergraduate Programs

Students who already possess an undergraduate degree,

certificate, or diploma from another university or from Car-

leton University, may apply for admission to a second
undergraduate program. In such circumstances, the mini-

mum requirement will be five additional credits, at least

three of which must be in the area of specialization of the

new program. For a second or subsequent undergraduate

program, the appropriate residence requirement must be

met (see p. 40).

English Language Requirements

1. In order to be eligible for unconditional admission to a

degree program at Carleton University, all foreign appli-

cants and Canadian citizens and residents whose mother
tongue is not English or French are required to:

(a) present a minimum score of 580 on the Test of English

as a Foreign Language (TOEFL); or

(b) present transcripts to indicate that they have studied

for the last four years in a Canadian secondary school in

which the language of instruction is English.

2. Students whose mother tongue is French must present

transcripts to indicate that they have taken four years of

Anglais in a Canadian secondary school in order to be

admitted unconditionally.

3. Foreign applicants and Canadian citizens and residents

who do not meet the requirements in 1 or 2 above are

required to take an approved assessment of English as a
Second Language administered by the University's Centre

for Applied Language Studies (CALS). Depending on the

results of this assessment, and based on the recommen-
dations of CALS, these applicants may be:

(a) admitted to a degree program without further English

language requirements; or

(b) admitted to a degree program and permitted to register

for a program of full- or part-time studies that includes one
or more credit courses in English as a Second Language
concurrent with these courses during the first terms of

study; or

(c) granted conditional admission requiring the satisfactory

completion of pre-credit intensive courses in English and/or

credit courses in English as a Second Language, concur-

rent with a limited number of courses in their field before

being admitted to a degree program; (upon the recommen-
dation of CALS, overseas students whose TOEFL score is

less than 580 may be granted conditional admission before

they arrive in Canada. All applicants granted conditional

admission must complete an assessment at the Centre

before being permitted to register at Carleton. Students will

not be permitted to retain the status of conditional admis-

sion for longer than one Fall/Winter session and one Sum-
mer session without the approval of CALS.); or

(d) permitted to register as Special students on the condi-

tion that they enrol concurrently in an appropriate English

as a Second Language course; or

(e) permitted to register in non-credit English as a Second
Language courses offered by CALS, see pp. 72-73, 457.

For further information regarding English language require-

ments and admission, contact the Office of Admissions and
Academic Records.

Dates of Entry

Students may be admitted to register in May and July as

well as in September. (See pp. 8-10 for details on the

Academic Year.) It should be noted however, that a full

range of courses is only offered during the Fall/Winter

session, i.e. September to May.

Levels of Entry

Students may be admitted to Qualifying-University, First or

upper years depending upon academic qualification. When
a student is admitted at the Qualifying-University year level

,

a Pass degree program is normally four years in length (i.e.

Qualifying-University, First, Second, Third) and an Honours
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degree program is normally five years in length (i.e. Quali-

fying-University, First, Second, Third, Fourth). When a stu-

dent is admitted at the First-year level, the degree program
is reduced by one year, i.e. normally three years for a Pass
degree and four years for an Honours degree. Beyond First

year, remaining degree requirements are determined by

the total number of credits required for that particular de-

gree program less those credits granted on transfer from

previous post-secondary studies.

It should be noted that students who are being considered

for admission to the Qualifying-University year level may,
at the time of admission, receive credit for work completed

at that level in the Canadian high school system.

Concurrent Studies

The Concurrent Studies program enables Secondary
School students to begin University-level study while com-
pleting any outstanding requirements for their high school

diploma. The availability of the Concurrent Studies program
will be of particular interest to those students in semestered

- schools who are not taking a full load of high school credits

in their final year of study. Students in non-semestered high

schools may also wish to take advantage of this opportunity

in their final year if they are not taking a full credit load.

Students who wish to take advantage of the Concurrent

Studies program will register as Special students. Special

students are permitted to take up to two approved First-year

credits in the Fail/Winter Session and two approved First-

year credits in the Summer Session. With admission to a

degree program, program requirements for a degree will be

reduced by the number of credits successfully completed

as part of the Concurrent Studies program that are appro-

priate to the degree. Other universities normally grant credit

on admission for courses taken at Carieton as a Special

student.

Accelerated Progress

Exceptional students who are entering Carleton's Qualify-

ing-University year will be interested in the accelerated

progress policy. This unique policy is designed to enable

very capable students to proceed towards a degree at a

rate commensurate with their ability in university work.

Above-average performance is rewarded with a reduction

in credit requirements. For example, in an Arts or Science

program, the maximum reduction possble under this policy

could result in a student obtaining a degree in three years

beyond Grade 1 2. Detailed requirements are shown in the

Calendar entries for faculties.

Qualifying-University Year

This program is offered in the Bachelor of Arts, the Bachelor

of Engineering and the Bachelor of Science programs.

Since all other undergraduate degree programs begin at

the First-year level, students interested in these programs
must first complete an appropriate Qualifying-University

year program in Arts, Engineering or Science. (See Sum-
mary on pp. 33-38.)

Certificate Programs

In addition to offering eleven undergraduate degree pro-

grams, for which the admission requirements are stated on

the following pages, Carieton offers six certificate pro-

grams, as follows:

Certificate in English Language and Composition

Admission Requirements

A university degree or teaching certificate. This is an in-

service certificate intended primarily for practising teachers,

in order to upgrade their knowledge of those areas of

language and of writing theory that underlie the Ontario

guidelines and support documents.

Refer to p. 1 28 for program details.

Certificate In Public Service Studies

Admission Requirements

The basic admission requirement is the completion of the

Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six Ontario

Academic Courses, or the equivalent, with a minimum
overall average of 60 percent. Special consideration will be

extended to other applicants under Mature Applicant regu-

lations (see Mature and Special Admissions, pp. 29-30).

Candidates may be admitted with advanced standing, but

must complete at least four credits, including all core

courses, for the Certificate at Carieton University. Students

who have completed an undergraduate degree are not

eligible for admission to this program.

Refer to pp. 258-259 for program details.

Certificate in the Teaching of English as a Second
Language

Admission Requirements

Applicants are admitted on the recommendation of the

Department of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies.

Applicants have normally completed a first degree in an-

other discipline, or a course of study in a teacher training

college or university. Others with a strong academic back-

ground or with experience in the teaching of English as a

second language may be admitted with permission of the

Department.

Refer to p. 211 for program details.

Certificate in Law Enforcement Studies

Admission Requirements

The basic admission requirement is the completion of the

Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six Ontario

Academic Courses, or the equivalent, with a minimum
overall average of 60 percent. Special consideration will be

extended to other applicants under Mature Applicant regu-

lations (see Mature and Special Admissions, pp. 29-30).

Candidates may be admitted with advanced standing, but

must complete at least four credits, including all core

courses, for the Certificate at Carieton University.

Refer to p. 209 for program details.

Certificate in French Language Studies

Admission Requirements

The basic admission requirement is the completion of the

Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six Ontario

Academic Courses, or the equivalent, with a minimum
overall average of 60 percent. Special consideration will be

extended to other applicants under Mature Applicant regu-

lations (see Mature and Special Admissions, pp. 29-30).

Candidates are required to take French Placement before

entry into the program. Depending on the results of the

French Placement procedure, candidates may be required
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to complete one or more prerequisite French courses be-

fore taking any required certificate courses.

Refer to p. 1 31 for program details.

Certificate in French Translation Studies

The basic admission requirement is the completion of the

Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six Ontario

Academic Courses, or the equivalent, with a minimum
overall average of 60 percent. Special consideration will be

extended to other applicants under Mature Applicant regu-

lations (see Mature and Special Admissions, pp. 29-30).

Candidates are required to take French Placement before

entry into the program. Depending on the results of the

French Placement procedure, candidates may be required

to complete one or more prerequisite French courses be-

fore taking any required certificate courses.

Refer to p. 1 32 for program details.

High School Applicants

Ontario

The basic admission requirement is the completion of the

Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six Ontario

Academic Courses, or the equivalent, with a minimum
overall average of 60 percent. Students who have attained

this basic requirement will be considered for admission to

First year.

Detailed admission requirements for each undergraduate

degree program can be found in chart form on pp. 33-38.

Carleton University utilizes, for admission purposes, the

credit system as defined by the Ministry of Education for

Ontario. In calculating averages, the weighting factor as-

signed to a subject will be directly proportional to the credit

value of that subject.

Quebec

Students from the Province of Quebec may apply for ad-

mission to Carleton University either upon completion of the

Secondary V Certificate or after completing work towards
the Collegial Diploma. (See Quebec CEGEPs, p. 29.)

Students applying on the basis of high school studies will

be considered for admission to the Qualifying-University

year as follows:

General Statement

The Quebec Secondary V Certificate, with a minimum 75
percent average and including six college preparatory sub-

jects at the Secondary V level.

Individual Degree Program Requirements

Bachelor of Arts

Secondary V work to include two of: English; a language
other than English; mathematics (functions).

Bachelor of Engineering

Secondary V work to include: mathematics (functions);

chemistry; physics.

Bachelor of Science

Secondary V work to include: mathematics (functions); two

natural sciences (chemistry and physics).

Students who have completed a Grade 1 2 program will be
considered for admission to First year.

Other Canadian Provinces

Applicants to degree programs at Carleton must normally

be admissfole to a university in their own province.

From the Canadian provinces and territories whose pre-

university studies culminate in 12 years of schooling, gradu-

ates are considered for direct admission into First year. At

the present time, graduates from high schools in the follow-

ing provinces are considered for admission, provided a

minimum over-all average of 60 percent has been main-
tained in the final year of schooling:

Alberta and the Northwest Territories

British Columbia and The Yukon
Manitoba

New Brunswick

Newfoundland
Nova Scotia

Prince Edward Island

Saskatchewan

It is recognized that the curriculum of some provinces does
not include an introductory course in calculus, or that a
final-year mathematics course may have only a few weeks
of an introduction to calculus, or that only a few schools in

a particular province or territory may offer a calculus course

to a selected group of students. In instances where no
calculus is presented, and there is a requirement for it in

the University program to which the student is admitted,

adjustments may have to be made to include Mathematics
69.007* (Introductory Calculus) as an extra half credit

beyond the normal degree program requirements.

It should be noted that for some restricted-enrolment pro-

grams, preference may be given to applicants who, along

with a high academic standing, have completed an intro-

ductory course in calculus.

The United States

1. Applicants who have completed Grade 12 in the United

States or in a U.S. overseas school will be considered for

admission to First year. The Grade 12 program must in-

clude at least four academic units, and a minimum of 16

academic units must have been completed in Grades 9 to

12.

2. A minimum average of B- is required for Pass programs
and A for Honours programs. The applicants must be
ranked in the first quarter of their class.

3. Applicants must also present a minimum of 550 on the

S.A.T. Verbal and a minimum of 550 on the S.A.T. Mathe-
matics, (or a composite score of 1100) of the Scholastic

Aptitude and Achievement Tests of the College Entrance

Examination Board (C.E.E.B.).

Three achievement tests are required from applicants to

the Faculties of Science and Engineering and to the School
of Industrial Design, these being: Mathematics and two of

Biology, Chemistry or Physics for Science; Mathematics,

Chemistry and Physics for Engineering and Industrial De-
sign. The minimum score of 550 in each or a composite

score of 1 650 is required.

Two achievement tests are required for applicants to the

Schools of Architecture and Computer Science (Hardware
area of specialization). These are: Mathematics and Phys-
ics. The minimum score of 550 in each or a composite score

of 1100 is required.

4. Applicants failing to meet the foregoing requirements

but with otherwise a good academic record may be consid-

ered for admission to an appropriate Qualifying-University

year program.
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Other High School Systems

Applicants who have completed high school diploma re-

quirements in other than Canadian or American high school

systems will be considered for admission at the appropriate

level of entry. Individuals from foreign systems of education

will be considered for admission to Qualifying-University

year only if they are able to present sufficient evidence that

their secondary school background is appropriate to this

level of entry with respect to academic content and level of

achievement.

Generally speaking, such applicants must meet require-

ments for admission to a university in their own country.

The following certificates may be accepted to meet admis-

sion requirements to the Qualifying-University year:

United Kingdom, West Indies, East and West Africa, Hong
Kong:The General Certificate of Education (or equivalent)

with satisfactory standing in five subjects at the Ordinary

Level (or equivalent), at one sitting or, the General Certifi-

cate of Secondary Education (U.K.) with satisfactory stand-

ing in five courses.

Note:

Students who achieve at a high level may qualify for a

possible reduction in degree requirements. (See Acceler-

ated Progress, p. 26.)

The following certificates may be accepted to meet admis-

sion requirements to First year:

United Kingdom, West Indies, East and West Africa, Hong
Kong:Jbe General Certificate of Education (or the equiva-

lent) with satisfactory standing in five subjects at Ordinary

Level (or equivalent) and two suitable subjects at Advanced
Level, the latter completed at one sitting.

International: The International Baccalaureate.

Special Requirements for Overseas Students

Translation of Documents

The University must be in receipt of all official documents
by July 1. Applicants from non-English speaking countries

must arrange to submit certified English translations of their

academic documents.

Financial Information

The University has no scholarships or financial assistance

plans available for incoming foreign students at the under-

graduate level.

Transfers from Post-Secondary Institutions

Residence Requirement

In order to qualify for a Bachelor's degree, or a certificate

from Carleton University, an undergraduate student must
complete at Carleton University at least the equivalent of

the final year of that degree program, or at least four credits

for any certificate. (See p. 40.)

When a faculty of the University further specifies "core"

level, and detailed departmental requirements, such as

Design Project or Honours Thesis, these must also be

fulfilled.

Other Universities

Students applying from other recognized universities may
be admitted with advanced standing if they are eligible to

continue at the institution from which they wish to transfer.

An applicant who is attending or has attended institutions

of post-secondary education must present:

1. Official Certified Transcriptso\ academic records mailed

directly to this University by the registrars of the institutions

attended;

2. In addition, applicants who have taken only one year of

study past the secondary school level may be required to

submit an official transcript of high school marks mailed

directly to Carleton University by the high school con-

cerned.

Credit may be received for courses taken at other recog-

nized degree-granting institutions if:

(a) courses are relevant to a student's proposed program;

and
(b) the appropriate department recommends that such

courses be credited to a student's program. Each applica-

tion will be evaluated on its own merits.

Students who apply for admission to an undergraduate

degree program who already possess an undergraduate

degree from either Carleton or another university, are re-

quired to complete a minimum of one year's academic work

at Carleton University as specified by the department in

which the degree is to be taken in orderto qualify for another

undergraduate degree. (See Multiple Undergraduate Pro-

grams, p. 25.)

Provisional Admission

Some transfer applicants (those who have attended only

one Canadian university or Quebec CEGEP and have

demonstrated better than average academic achievement)

will automatically be considered for provisional admission.

The provisional approval will be given prior to the comple-

tion of the student's current year, and will provide a detailed

statement of the credits to be granted upon transfer. Ad-

mission will be confirmed upon presentation of a final

transcript that indicates the successful completion of all

courses with suitable standing.

Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology
(CAATs)

Students from Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Tech-

nology who present a minimum Second-Class Honours

standing will be considered for admission to the University

and may receive advanced standing to a maximum of the

equivalence of First year. Assessments regarding admis-

sion and advanced standing will be based on the following

guidelines:

1. Applicants who have achieved an overall Second-Class

standing or better, or who have Second-Class standing or

better in the last two semesters in a three-year CAAT
program, will be considered for admission with advanced
standing to a maximum of five credits (equivalent to one

year). The advanced standing would be granted according

to the appropriateness of the CAAT program, the course

concentration and the achievement in relevant courses.

2. Applicants who have achieved an overall Second-Class

standing or better, or who have Second-Class standing or

better in the last two semesters of a two-year program, will

be considered for admission. While such applicants will not

normally receive advanced standing, exceptional appli-

cants can receive advanced standing on the recommenda-
tion of the appropriate academic department(s).

3. Applicants who have completed two years of a three-

year program and who have achieved an overall Second-

Class standing or better, or who have Second-Class

standing or better in the last two semesters, will be consid-
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ered for admission. While such applicants will not normally

receive advanced standing, exceptional applicants can re-

ceive advanced standing on the recommendation of the

appropriate academic department(s).

4. Applicants who have completed the first year of a three-

year CAAT program with an overall First-Class standing will

be considered for admission to First year of an appropriate

University program.

5. Graduates of a two-year or a three-year CAAT program

or applicants who have completed two years of a three-year

CAAT program who do not meet the minimum published

requirements but who are presenting Third-Class standing

may receive special consideration on an individual basis.

Other students presenting an incomplete program normally

will not be considered for admission to Carieton University

on the basis of that program. Such persons may enquire

about possible alternatives if they are desirous of seeking

admission to a Carieton University degree program at some
future date.

Quebec CEGEPs

Admission Requirements

1. ACEGEP applicant who has completed successfully 12

"General" or pre-university courses with an average of at

least 65 percent will be considered for admission to First

year, without advanced standing.

2. A CEGEP applicant who has completed successfully

more than 12 "General" or pre-university courses with an

average of at least 65 percent will be considered for admis-

sion with advanced standing based on the number of

courses in excess of 12 and not to exceed the equivalent

in credits of the First year of the program to which he or she

was admitted.

3. A CEGEP applicant from a three-year program who has
completed successfully 12 "General" or pre-university

courses with an average of at least 65 percent will be

considered for admission to First year. He or she may
receive advanced standing for courses taken in addition to

these 1 2 provided they correspond to those in the program
to which he or she was admitted. The number of advanced
standing credits will not exceed those of First year.

4. Normally, an overall average of 65 percent is required

for admission to a Pass program while 70 percent is re-

quired for an Honours program. The required admission

average may be greater for programs where the number of

places is limited.

All applicants should note that failures in their CEGEP
studies can adversely affect their admissibility.

Subject Requirements

Although specific subject requirements have been kept to

a minimum, the following are considered necessary prereq-

uisites for the degree program indicated:

Bachelor of Architecture: mathematics; physics.

Bachelor of Arts: none specified.

Bachelor of Commerce: mathematics.

Bachebr of Computer Science: mathematics; physics re-

quired for the Hardware option, recommended for all oth-

ers.

Bachelor of Engineering: mathematics; physics; chemistry.

Bachelorof Industrial Design: mathematics; physics; chem-
istry.

Bachelor of Journalism: none specified.

Bachelor of Music: none specified.

Bachebr of Public Administration: none specified.

Bachebr of Science: mathematics; two experimental sci-

ences.

Bachebr of Social Work: none specified

Mature and Special Students Admissions

Mature Applicants

Mature Applicants are persons who satisfy all of the follow-

ing requirements;

1. are 21 years of age, or over, by December 31 of the year

in which they wish to enrol, and
2. are Canadian citizens or permanent residents of Can-
ada, and
3. do not meet the normal admission requirements as

published in this calendar, and
4. have been away from full-time studies for a minimum of

two calendar years, and
5. have not attended a university or college as full-time

students.

Applicants who meet the definition of Mature Applicant will

be considered for admission to full-time or part-time studies.

They can apply for admission to a Pass degree program in

the Faculties of Arts, Science, or Social Sciences, or to a

degree program in Engineering, Architecture, Computer
Science, Industrial Design, or Social Work.

These applicants are required to submit proof of age,

biographical information and a transcript of their most re-

cent studies.

Admission to the Faculty of Arts, or to the Faculty of

Social Sciences

Mature Applicants will normally be admitted to the First year

of a Pass degree program in the Faculties of Arts or Social

Sciences, or the First year of the undergraduate degree
program in Social Work if they have:

(a) secondary school graduation in an academic program
with a 60 percent average; or

(b) completed, as a Special student at Carieton University,

one appropriate full-credit course (or two half-credit

courses) with C- or higher standing in the first attempt (or

in both of the first two half-credit course attempts); or

(c) other academic or work experience which, in the opin-

ion of the admissions committee, indicates a likelihood of

success at university.

Mature Applicants are not usually considered for admission

to Honours programs in Arts or in Social Sciences and to

the programs in Business, Journalism, Music or Public

Administration. If, however, at the end of their First year in

another degree program, they meet the requirements for

one of the above mentioned programs, they can apply to

transfer to that program.

Admission to the Faculty of Engineering, the Faculty of
Science, the Schools of Architecture, Computer Sci-

ence, and Industrial Design

Mature Applicants can be considered for admission to the

First year of a Major program in the Faculty of Science or

to the First year of a degree program in the Faculty of

Engineering and in the Schools of Architecture, Computer
Science, or Industrial Design if they have the prerequisite

subjects for the program to which they wish to apply and if

they have:
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(a) secondary school graduation in an academic program

with a 60 percent average; or

(b) completed, as a Special student at Carleton University,

one appropriate full-credit course (or two half-credit

courses) with C- or higher standing in the first attempt (or

in both of the first two half-credit course attempts); or

(c) other academic or work experience which, in the opin-

ion of the admissions committee, indicates a likelihood of

success at university.

The prerequisite subjects (Ontario Academic Courses or

equivalents) for Engineering, Science, Architecture, Com-
puter Science, and for Industrial Design are found under

Prerequisite Subjects at the end of this section. A grade of

60 percent or better is required in each prerequisite subject.

Persons applying for admission to these undergraduate

degree programs without the necessary prerequisites, will

not normally be considered until the prerequisite subjects

have been successfully completed. All applications are

reviewed on an individual basis.

Mature Applicants are not usually considered for admission

to Honours programs In Science. If, however, at the end of

the First year of a Major program, they meet the require-

ments for one of the Honours programs, they can apply to

transfer to that program.

Special Students Wishing to Apply as Mature Appli-

cants

Special students who meet alf of the criteria for Mature

Applicants, can be considered for admission as Mature

Applicants: if

(a) they have completed, as a Special student, at Carleton

University, one appropriate full-credit course (or two half-

credit courses) with a C- or higher standing, in the first

attempt (or in both of the first two half-credit course at-

tempts); and
(b) they are eligible to continue as Special students at

Carleton University; and
(c) they have completed any additional degree program
prerequisite subjects which may be required for a particular

program.

Mature Applicants, who as Special students at Carleton

University, have not obtained a grade of C- or better in one
full-credit course (or two half-credit courses), in the first

attempt (or in both of the first two half-credit course at-

tempts), can attempt to qualify for subsequent admission

through additional courses as a Special student at the

University.

Individuals seeking admission under the Mature Applicant

status who need further information should inquire at the

Office of Admissions and Academic Records or the School

of Continuing Education.

Special Students

Admission to a Degree Program as a Special Student

Special students may be admitted to a degree program if

their academic achievement at Carleton University indi-

cates a reasonable probability of future academic success.

Previous post-secondary studies at other institutions will

also be taken into consideration at the time the application

for admission is evaluated. Students with previous, unsuc-

cessful post-secondary studies are encouraged to contact

the Office of Admissions and Academic Records or the

School of Continuing Education before attempting to qualify

for admission on the basis of studies as a Special student.

Normally, in the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Social

Sciences, a Special student can be considered for admis-

sion to a Pass degree program after successfully complet-

ing at least four full credit courses (or the equivalent), out

of the first six attempts with a Continuation Index (CI) of 4.0

or better. Every grade which appears on the official tran-

script constitutes an attempt. Attempts are weighted ac-

cording to the credit value of the course. See Attempts,

section 5.5, p. 66. The Continuation Index is calculated by

dividing the total number of grade points accumulated over

all attempts by the total number of attempts. See Continu-

ation Index, section 5.4, p. 66. Provided that there have

been no unsuccessful attempts, students who perform at a

higher level can gain admission after fewer credits, i.e. after

successful completion of:

2.0 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 1 0 or better,

or

2.5 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 8.5 or better,

or

3.0 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 7.0 or better,

or

3.5 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 5.5 or better.

Normally, in the Faculty of Science, a Special student can

be considered for admission to a Pass degree after passing

at least four approved full credits (or the equivalent) with a

C- standing or higher in at least two full credits (or equiva-

lent). Students seeking admission to the Faculty of Science

who do not have the necessary prerequisite subjects are

usually not considered for admission until the necessary

prerequisites have been successfully completed in addition

to the four approved credits (or the equivalent). The prereq-

uisite subjects (Ontario Academic Courses or equivalents)

are found at the end of this section under Prerequisite

Subjects. A grade of 60 percent or better is required in each
prerequisite subject.

Special students wishing to apply for admission must meet
the requirements within the previous six full credits (or the

equivalent) and cannot present more than two supplemen-
tal or grade-raising examinations in meeting the require-

ments for admission.

Special students who meet the age requirement for Mature

Applicants can normally be considered for admission on

this basis only if they meet all admission requirements for

Mature Applicants.

Special students wishing to apply for admission to the

Faculty of Engineering, or the Schools of Architecture,

Business, Computer Science, Industrial Design, Journal-

ism, or Social Work, are urged to consult with the Office of

Admissions and Academic Records or the School of Con-
tinuing Education.

Prerequisite Subjects

In programs such as Architecture, Computer Science, En-

gineering, Industrial Design and Science, students must

have completed mathematics and science courses at least

at the Ontario Academic Course level before being consid-

ered for admission. These are called "prerequisite sub-

jects". The specific Ontario Academic Courses (or the

equivalent) are listed by program.

Architecture

Calculus

Algebra/Geometry
Physics

Computer Science

Calculus

Algebra/Geometry

Physics, for the Hardware option see p. 34
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Engineering

Calculus

Algebra/Geometry

Chemistry

Physics

Industrial Design

Calculus

Algebra/Geometry

Chemistry

Physics

Science

Calculus and two of:

Algebra/Geometry

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

A grade of 60 percent or better is required in each subject.

Previous Carleton Students

All former students who have been formally admitted to a

degree, certificate or diploma program at the undergradu-

ate level, snd who are seeking readmission either to that

program or to another program, are governed by differing

regulations, depending upon the faculty or school that

offers the program

Please refer to the relevant program section of this Calen-

dar or, if there is no specific entry dealing with readmission

in that section, consult the appropriate faculty Registrant I

Services office to determine whether or not ft is necessary

to submit a new application for admission.

Admission Procedures

How to Apply

Prospective students, when requesting an application di-

rectly from the University, should provide a complete outline

of their academic background.

1. The following applicants must apply through the Ontario

Universities' Application Centre (OUAC):
(a) Current Ontario high school students should obtain a
preprinted application form from their high school and
arrange to have it submitted to the Application Centre.

(b) Overseas applicants must obtain a copy of the OUAC
105F application form designed for them. The Application

Centre's address is 650 Woodlawn Road West P.O. Box
1328, Guelph, Ontario, Canada. N1 H 7P4.

(c) Other applicants should obtain a common application

form from the Office of Admissions and Academic Records,

Carleton University, and submit this completed form to the

Application Centre.

2. All applicants are required to reveal all previous secon-

dary and post-secondary studies (whether they were suc-

cessfully completed or not) when completing the

application for admission.

3. When more than one application choice is directed to

Carleton, only the first choice is initially processed. In the

event that admission cannot be approved for this program,
the applicant will automatically be considered for other

choices.

4. Previous Carleton University students do not apply

through the Application Centre unless they also wish to be

considered for admission to another Ontario university. If

they wish to apply solely to Carleton, they request a Carle-

ton application form from the Office of Admissions and

Academic Records and submit the completed form directly

to that office. If they wish to apply to another Ontario

university as well as to Carleton, they should, in addition,

request a common application form (OUAC 1 05), complete

and mail it with the application fee to the Centre. Carleton

should not be included as a choice on the OUAC 105 form.

Application Deadlines

The following are application dates for the 1 993 admission

year:

February 1 : Applicants to the School of Architecture and
the School of Social Work.

April 1: Applicants whose documents originate outside

Canada or the United States.

May 1 : Applicants to the School of Journalism and Commu-
nication.

June 1 : All applicants whose documents originate in Can-
ada or the United States, except applicants to the School

of Architecture, the School of Journalism and Communica-
tion or the School of Social Work.

June 30: Students registered in a degree program at Car-

leton University applying for a transfer to another degree

program.

(Note: Applications for admission may be received after

these dates, but the University cannot guarantee that all

late applications will be processed in time for registration in

the academic session requested. Applicants to programs
with limited enrolment should note that such programs may
be filled by this date.)

Documents

Documents submitted in support of an application for ad-

mission become the property of the University. In some
cases, original documents (for example, General Certificate

of Education) may be returned to the applicant.

The University may nullify an admission and revoke a

registration if it finds that an applicant for admission or

registration has, in the process, provided false or incom-

plete information.

Applicants who are unable to submit documents of previous

academic studies as a result of natural disaster, armed
conflict, or the securing of refugee status are subject to the

following policy:

1. Applicants who are unable to submit supporting docu-

ments will not be admitted. They will be encouraged to

register as Special students and qualify for admission by

taking courses at the University.

2. Applicants who can submit official transcripts but cannot
submit course descriptions will be admitted to First year if:

(i) their academic record meets the standards required by

the program for which they are applying;

(II) their high school studies include prerequisite subjects

for admission to First year.

3. Applications from candidates who can provide course

descriptions based on their recollection of the courses

which they have taken will be treated according to the same
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procedures as those which apply to applicants who cannot

submit course descriptions (see 2. above).

Early Admission

Offers of early admission will be based on the previous year

final and current year interim marks.

For Ontario high school applicants, the earliest date by

which offers of admission can be received by candidates

for the 1993 admissions cycle is June 11 . The onus is on

each student who does not receive an offer of early admis-

sion to supply official final marks to the Office of Admissions

and Academic Records.

Out-of-provinco applicants will receive an offer of admission

as soon as interim marks are received by the University and
the assessment is completed.

Applicants to a restricted enrolment program should note

that their acceptance to an offer of admission must be

received by the Office of Admissions and Academic Re-

cords within two weeks from the date the offer was made.

Carleton reserves the right to withdraw offers of admission

for failure to complete the school year satisfactorily. In

addition, applicants are advised that although they may
receive an offer of admission based on interim marks, final

marks, when they are received, will become part of the

University's admission record.

Deferred Admission

Applicants who are unable to register for the academic year

to which they were admitted, or who wish to postpone their

studies for one year, can request a deferred admission.

This request must be made in writing and submitted to the

Office of Admissions and Academic Records no later than

September 15 of the year during which they were admitted.

Applicants must state the reason(s) for requesting a de-

ferred admission.

Applicants who have been granted a deferred admission

will receive before their registration, an updated Statement
of Standing which will reflect any changes in their program
requirements that may have occurred in the intervening

time because of changes in programs and/or regulations.

A deferred admission is usually not granted for programs

where enrolment is very limited. Students who have been
admitted to these programs and wish to postpone their

studies for one year should contact the Office of Admissions
and Academic Records to have their application for admis-

sion deferred until the next admission cycle. At that time

their application will be studied with those of other appli-

cants to the program.

Applicants who have been granted a deferred admission

and who register at another post-secondary institution will

have their admission withdrawn and will have to submit a

new application for admission.
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Degree Programs

Architecture

Degree

B. Arch.

ission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

there is no Qualifying-University year in Architecture,

ents must complete this level of study in high school or

registering in either Qualifying-University year Science

Engineering in an appropriate course pattern. Hence, the

mission requirements at this level are those for Qualify-

-University year Science or for Qualifying-University

ar Engineering as stated elsewhere in this chart.
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Arts

Degrees

B.A.

B.A. (Honours)

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma. A 75 percent

average must be presented on a minimum of ten Advanced
credits in Grades 11 and 12, including two of: English, a

language other than English or Mathematics, at the Grade
12 level.

Ontario applicants with two or three OACs may be granted

advanced standing for one or two Qualifying-University

year credits if the mark in each OAC considered for ad-

vanced standing is 75 percent or better, and providing that

these OACs are not used to meet the minimum Ontario

Secondary School Diploma requirements.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs), three of which must be Calcu-

lus, Algebra and Geometry, and Physics; or the successful

completion of Qualifying-University year with an appropri-

ate course pattern.

Note: Supporting documentation must Include a biographi-

cal letter, graphic exercise and a portfolio.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 60 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs); or the successful completion

of Qualifying-University year.

For Honours: The Ontario Secondary School Diploma in-

cluding six Ontario Academic Courses, with an average of

65 percent.

For a major in Mathematics, an Ontario Academic Course
(OAC) in Calculus and an OAC in Algebra/Geometry or the

equivalent (Mathematics 69.017* and 69.007*) must be

included; for a major in Biology or Psychology they are

recommended. Students intending to major in Biology

should also present an OAC in Chemistry. Students intend-

ing to major in Canadian Studies should present an OAC
in French. For a major in Economics, an OAC in Calculus

and one in either Algebra and Geometry or in Finite Mathe-

matics are recommended. Students lacking these courses
should take Mathematics 69 .0 1 7* and 69 .007. These will

be counted as credits towards a degree in Economics but

may not count for a B.A. Pass or Honours (or Combined
Pass or Honours) in Mathematics and Statistics. For all

programs, although It is not an admission requirement, an
OAC in English is recommended

Admission requirements are for the 1993-94 year only,

and are based on the Ontario High School system.
Holding the minimum admission requirements only
establishes eligibility for consideration.
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Commerce

Degree

B.Com. (Honours)

Computer Science

Degree

B.C.S. (Honours)

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

As there is no Qualifying-University year in Commerce,
students must complete this level of study either in high

school or by registering in Qualifying -University year Arts in

an appropriate course pattern. Hence, the admission re-

quirements at this level are those for Qualifying-University

year Arts as stated elsewhere in this chart.

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

As there is no Qualifying-University year in Computer S<

ence, students must complete this level of study in high

school or by registering in an appropriate course pattern in

Qualifying-University year Arts. Science or Engineering

:
nh

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including at least

six Ontario Academic Courses (OACs), one of which must
be Calculus and one must be either Algebra and Geometry
or Finite Mathematics.

A minimum grade of 60 percent is required in Calculus.

Although not an admission requirement, an OAC in English

is recommended.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including at least

six Ontario Academic Courses (OACs), including one OAC
in Calculus and one OAC in Algebra and Geometry or the

successful completion of Qualifying-University year with an

appropriate course pattern.

For the Hardware option, an OAC in Physics must be

included, and it would be advantageous for the Software,

and Theory of Computing options.
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Engineering Industrial Design

Degree Degree

B. Eng. B.I.D.

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma. A 75 percent

average must be presented on a minimum of ten Advanced
credits at Grades 1 1 and 1 2 including an appropriate prepa-

ration in Chemistry, Physics and Grade 1 2 Mathematics.

Ontario applicants with two or three OACs may be granted

advanced standing for one or two Qualifying-University

year credits if the mark in each OAC considered for ad-

vanced standing is 75 percent or better, and providing that

these OACs are not used to meet the minimum Ontario

Secondary School Diploma requirements.

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

As there is no Qualifying-University year in Industrial De-

sign, students must complete this level of study in high

school or by registering in either Qualifying-University year

Science or Engineering in an appropriate course pattern.

Hence, the admission requirements at this level are those

for Qualifying-University year Science or for Qualifying-Uni-

versity year Engineering as stated elsewhere in this chart.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including at least

six Ontario Academic Courses (OACs), which must include

Calculus, Algebra and Geometry, Chemistry, and Physics,

with a minimum average of 65 percent in these core

courses; or the successful completion of Qualifying-Univer-

sity year with an appropriate course pattern.

Although it is not an admission requirement, at least one

OAC in either English or francais is recommended.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs), which must include Physics,

Chemistry, Algebra and Geometry, and Calculus; or the

successful completion of Qualifying-University year with an

appropriate course pattern.

Although it is not an admission requirement, an OAC in

English is strongly recommended.

Note: It is strongly recommended that candidates present

a portfolio of any kind of work that could demonstrate

creativity and aptitude for the study of industrial design.

Candidates are normally expected to make arrangements
for a personal interview at the school.
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Journalism Music

Degree Degree

B.J. (Honours) B.Mus. (Honours)

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

As there is no Qualifying-University year in Journalism,

students must complete this level of study either in high

school or by registering in Qualifying-University year Arts in

an appropriate course pattern. Hence, the admission re-

quirements at this level are those for Qualifying-University

year Arts as stated elsewhere in this chart.

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

As there is no Qualifying-University year in Music, students

must complete this level of study either in high school or by
registering in Qualifying-University year Arts. Hence, the

admission requirements at this level are those for Qualify-

ing-University year Arts as stated elsewhere in this chart.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs) or the successful completion of

Qualifying-University year.

Although it is not an admission requirement, an OAC in

English is recommended.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs); or the successful completion

of Qualifying-University year.

Although it is not an admission requirement, an OAC in

English is recommended.
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Public Administration Science

Degree

B.P.A. (Honours)

mission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

As there is no Qualifying-University year in Public Admini-

stration, students must complete this level of study either

in high school or by registering in Qualifying-University year

Arts. Hence, the admission requirements at this level are

those for Qualifying-University year Arts as stated else-

where In this chart.

Degrees

B.Sc.

B.Sc. (Honours)

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma. A 75 percent

average must be presented on a minimum of ten Advanced
credits at Grades 11 and 12, including an appropriate

preparation in Chemistry, Physics and Grade 1 2 Mathemat-
ics.

Ontario applicants with two or three OACs may be granted

advanced standing for one or two Qualifying-University

year credits if the mark in each OAC considered for ad-

vanced standing is 75 percent or better, and providing that

these OACs are not used to meet the minimum Ontario

Secondary School Diploma requirements.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs): or the successful completion

of Qualifying-University year.

Although it is not an admission requirement, an OAC in

English is recommended.

Admission Requirements, First Year

Major Program
The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 60 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs), including a core consisting of

one OAC in Calculus and at least two OACs chosen from

Algebra and Geometry, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics.

In addition, a minimum average of 60 percent is required in

the core OACs.

A minimum grade of 60 percent is required in Calculus and
not more than one of the two remaining core courses may
have a grade below 60 percent.

Honours Program
The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs), including a core consisting of

one OAC in Calculus and at least two OACs chosen from

Algebra and Geometry, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics.

In addition, a minimum average of 65 percent is required in

the core OACs.

A minimum grade of 60 percent is required in Calculus and
not more than one of the two remaining core courses may
have a grade below 60 percent.

For Honours in Psychology, an OAC in English is recom-
mended.
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Social Work

Degree

B.S.W. (Honours)

Admission Requirements, Qualifying-University Year

As there is no Qualifying-University year in Social Work,

students must complete this level of study in high school or

by registering in Qualifying-University year Arts. Hence, the

admission requirements at this level are those for Qualify-

ing-University year Arts as stated elsewhere in this chart.

Applicants should also refer to the notes appearing in the

Admission requirements for First year.

Admission Requirements, First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six Ontario

Academic Courses (OACs); or the successful completion

of Qualifying-University year.

Although it is not an admission requirement, an OAC in

English is strongly recommended.

Preference will be given to applicants with human service

experience which may be met by employment and/or vol-

unteer experience. Each applicant will be requested to

complete a personal data information document which will

assist in the evaluation of their suitability for the program.
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Requirements

All students attending the University are required to register

in their courses at the time designated for the session and

in accordance with the policies and procedures which apply

to the Faculty in which they are registering.

Course selection and course change activities will normally

be carried out using the University's Touchtone Voice Re-

sponse Registration system. The phone number for this

system is 564-4456.

Students who do not complete their registration until the

Late Registration Period are assessed a Late Registration

Charge. (See p. 47.)

A student's registration shall not be considered to be com-

plete until arrangements have been made for the discharge

of all financial responsbilities to the University in accord-

ance with University policies.

No student will be permitted to register until all outstanding

accounts due to the University have been paid. (See Delin-

quent Accounts, p. 49.)

The University may nullify an admission and revoke a

registration if it finds that an applicant for admission or

registration has, in the process, provided false or incom-

plete information.

Hearth Services Requirement:

See p. 22.

Course Selection

Students proceeding to a Degree, Diploma or Certificate

must select cneir courses according to the requirements set

by their faculty or school, and major department(s) where

applicable.

Students planning to undertake professional training be-

yond their undergraduate studies should ensure that their

programs meet the requirements for admission to, or reg-

istration with, their intended school, faculty or profession.

Cross-Referenced Courses

Some courses appear in the Calendar more than once.

Some students may have flexibility to take these cross-ref-

erenced courses in any department under which the course

is listed. Other students may not have that choice. All

students are advised to consult with their academic adviser

as to their appropriate course of action for their particular

program of study.

Students may not change departmental designation of any
cross-referenced courses after the last date for course

changes in the appropriate term or session.

Challenge for Credit

Challenge for Credit is a Carleton University policy that

enables students to gain undergraduate academic credit

for their own teaming and experience outside the Univer-

sity.

Challenge for Credit is available only to students formally

admitted to and registered in a program leading to a De-

gree, Diploma, or Certificate.

Special students are not eligible to challenge for credit.

This policy gives the student the opportunity to be examined

on, and receive credit for, a recognized Carleton course

without meeting the normal requirements of registration,

attendance, and instruction. Students wishing to Challenge

for Credit should enquire at their Registrarial Services

office, with documentation to support the challenge. If the

academic department, after an interview, is satisfied that

the student has adequate experience and learning related

to the course in question, it accepts the challenge and sets

an appropriate examination. If the student is successful in

the examination, the course is credited to his or her aca-

demic record.

Not all courses offered at the University are open to Chal-

lenge for Credit.

See also Fees, p. 48.

Transfer of Credit for Courses Completed at Other

Universities

1. Prior to Admission

At the time a student is considered for admission, credit

may be granted for individual courses successfully com-
pleted at other recognized, degree -granting institutions, if:

(a) the individual courses are relevant to a student's pro-

posed program; and
(b) the appropriate academic department recommends
such action.

Each application is evaluated on its own merits.

2. Subsequent to Admission

Students who have been formally admitted to a Carleton

Undergraduate Degree, Certificate or Diploma program

may take courses at other universities on Letters of Permis-

sion and have the credits transferred to their Carleton

programs, provided they obtain formal approval prior to

commencing each course.

Forfaculty procedures for obtaining a Letter of Permission,

see the appropriate Faculty section of this Calendar or

consult the appropriate Registrarial Services office.

Auditing Courses

A student may registerto audit a course (i.e. attend without

receiving credit), in addition to those courses being taken

for credit. Although audited courses receive no academic

credit, they are counted as part of the total course load.

Full-time students may register to audit a course without an

additional fee; all others must pay the regular course fee.

Students are not permitted to audit courses with restricted

enrolment.

The deadline for change from audit to credit or credit to audit

is the last day for course changes.

Course Changes

Changes of course (including changes of status from credit
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to audit or audit to credit) or changes of section within a

course must be made by the dates designated in the

Calendar under the Academic Year. (See p. 8)

Program Changes

Students wishing to change faculty or school (Internal

Degree transfers) must make application through the Office

of Admissions and Academic Records. The deadlines for

such changes for the Fall/Winter Session are:

Fall Term: June 30

Winter Term: January 1

Students wishing to change majors or to change between
Pass and Honours, must apply for such changes through

their Registrarial Services office. Such applications must be
made according to deadlines specified by the Registrarial

Services office.

Withdrawal

Students who are withdrawing from a course or courses, or

entirely from the University, must notify their appropriate

Registrarial Services office. This is normally done via the

Touchtone Voice Response Registration system.

The official date of withdrawal is the date on which the

notification is received. Fee adjustments for students with-

drawing will be calculated as of that date.

Students must withdraw from a course or courses, or from

the University, on or before the appropriate last date for

withdrawal as shown in the calendar for the Academic Year.

(See pp. 8-10.) The withdrawal, along with the date of

withdrawal, will be entered on the student's transcript as

Wdn, which is defined as "Withdrawn in good standing. No
academic credit."

It is not possble to withdraw from a course or courses or

from the University after the appropriate designated last

date for withdrawal.

For clarification of the effect of withdrawal on fees, see p.

48.

Notes:

1. The responsibility for taking all steps necessary for

withdrawal is entirely that of the student. Ceasing to attend

classes, or informing an instructor of intent to withdraw does
not constitute withdrawal.

2. Withdrawal may affect the student's promotion status as

prescribed by regulations of the various faculties and

schools. Students are advised to consult their Registrarial

Services office for information and guidance.

3. A student who withdraws from a course retains no

academic credit for any part of that course.

Residence Requirement

In order to qualify for a Degree from Carleton University, a

student must complete a minimum number of credits at

Carleton University. For the specific number and type of

courses required, refer to the appropriate faculty section of

this Calendar.

To obtain an undergraduate Certificate or Diploma from

Carleton University, students must present a minimum of

four credits taken at Carleton, including all core courses.

University of Ottawa Exchange Agreement

Carleton undergraduate students may register to take

courses at the University of Ottawa to be credited to their

Carleton degree. The following regulations apply:

1. Students must be registered in a degree program at

Carleton; must have completed the requirements for the

First year of their program; and be in good standing.

2. Only courses to be credited as part of degree require-

ments at Carleton may be taken under the terms of the

exchange.

3. At any time, the cumulative total of courses taken by the

student at Carleton and counting toward the degree must
be greater than the total number of courses taken and
proposed at the University of Ottawa and counting toward

the degree.

4. Courses under the Exchange Agreement shall not count

towards Residence Requirements at Carleton University.

Applications and information about deadlines and proce-

dures regarding the Exchange Agreement are available in

all Registrarial Services offices. Students should note that

space in courses may be limited and therefore applications

should be filed as early as possible.

Other Exchange Agreements

Undergraduate students may be eligible to take advantage

of other exchange agreements with universities throughout

the world. For details on these programs students should

consult with their Registrarial Services office and the office

of Carleton International a year in advance of the proposed

exchange.

Student Records Information

Names

As the University is committed to the integrity of its student

records, each student is required to provide either on

application for admission or on personal data forms re-

quired for registration, their complete, legal name. Any
requests to change a name, by means of alteration, dele-

tion, substitution or addition, must be accompanied by

appropriate supporting documentation. Upon making appli-

cation for graduation, students may be asked to provide

proof of their name.

Addresses

Incorrect address information will delay the receipt of

awards, examination results and notification of changes in

academic status. Students must notify their Registrarial

Services office immediately of any change in:

(a) permanent or home address (used for final grades and

registration information);

(b) local address (used for all mail during the academic

session);

(c) telephone number for permanent address and for local

address.
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General

The Senate may at any time require a student to withdraw

from the University if his or her conduct, attendance, work

or progress is deemed unsatisfactory.

j Evaluation

Other notations are as follows:

Aeg
Pass standing granted under special circumstances. Ae-

grotat standing is granted only by a faculty committee, in

response to a student's application. (See Deferred Final

Examinations, p. 42.)

Aud
Indicates course is not being taken for academic credit.

To gain standing in a course, a student must meet the

course requirements for attendance, term work and exami-

nations. Instructors will inform their classes in writing before

the last date for course change of the elements that will

contribute to the final grade and their weighting, including

attendance, class participation, essays, tests, laboratories

or studio-workshops, or other course-related work assign-

ments, and final examinations. In all undergraduate
courses with written final examinations, instructors shall

also inform their classes that supplemental and grade-rais-

ing examinations are available to undergraduate students

who have passed the course, or have been awarded a

grade of F, or under conditions defined by the faculties, and
of the method of computing a grade revised by these

examinations. Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Engi-

neering program are not eligble to write grade-raising

examinations. Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Science

program are limited in the number of supplemental and
grade-raising examinations they may be eligible to write.

(See Supplemental Examination Privileges, p. 375).

Supplemental and grade-raising examinations will not nor-

mally be available in courses without written final examina-
tions.

Standing In Courses

Standing in courses will be determined by departments.

Standing in courses will be shown by alphabetical grades.

The system of grades used, with corresponding grade
points, is as follows:

A+ 12

A 11

A- 10

C+
C
c-

B+ 9

B 8

B- 7

D+ 3

D 2

D- 1

Failure. No academic credit.

FNS
Failure without access to supplemental because of incom-
plete term work or unacceptably low standing. No academic
credit.

Abs
Absent from final examination. No supple mentals. No aca-

demic credit. Abs \s usually equated to failure.

Wdn
Withdrawn in good standing. No academic credit.

Def
Indicates deferral of final grade has been approved by a

faculty committee. (See Deferred Final Examinations, p.

42.)

IP

In Progress.

Ch
Credit granted under challenge for credit policy.

Sat

Satisfactory.

Un$
Unsatisfactory.

Promotion and Probation

The conditions under which undergraduate students may
be promoted, and placed on or relieved of probation, are

shown in the Calendar entries for the faculties and schools.

Program Year

Grade points indicated above are for courses of one credit

in value. Where the course credit is greater or less than one
credit, the grade points are adjusted proportionately.

The following percentage equivalents are published solely

to assist other institutions in interpreting letter grades.

Students are advised that these equivalents do not neces-
sarily have internal application.

A+ 90-100 B+ 77-79
A 85- 89 B 73-76

A- 80- 84 B- 70-72

C+ 67- 69 D+ 57-59
C 63- 66 D 53-56

C- 60- 62 D- 50-52

Progress through degree studies is normally measured in

terms of program years. The program year represents the

accumulation of the number of credits normally taken in a

Fall/Winter session of full-time study in the program in

question. In addition, in some jurisdictions, program year
implies the accumulation of a certain pattern of credits.

Graduation Requirements

In order for a student to receive his or her degree, he or she

must fulfil:

1. all the requirements of the department(s), school or

institute in which he or she is taking the degree;

2. all faculty regulations;

3. all University regulations;
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4. all financial obligations to the University.

The student is responsible for meeting graduation require-

ments. Acceptance of a registration does not grant exemp-
tion from any regulation.

Students who wish to be considered for graduation must
apply at their Registrarial Services office by the following

deadlines:

Winter Graduation (February): December 1

Spring Graduation (June): February 1

Fall Graduation (November): September 1

Examinations

Students writing tests and examinations should be aware
of the rules governing examination conduct, which are

printed on the cover of official examination booklets.

It may be necessary to schedule mid-year and final exami-

nations for classes held in the evening during the day and
vice versa.

All tests and examinations, except laboratory examinations,

oral and slide tests and other particular tests, are subject

to the following rules:

1. Tests or examinations given in class may not exceed

the time allotted for the class.

2. Final examinations in the Summer session will be held

in official examination periods.

3. In courses numbered below the 200-level, mid-year and

final examinations will be held in the official examination

periods.

4. In courses numbered below the 400-level, no tests or

examinations may be held during the last two weeks of

classes in the Fall or Winter term of the Fall/Winter Session,

between the end of classes in the Winter term and the

beginning of formally scheduled examinations, or in the last

two weeks of classes of the Summer session.

5. In courses below the 400-level, take-home examina-

tions may not be assigned before the last day of classes

and are due on the last day of the official examination

period.

6. In courses at the 400-level, arrangements for unsched-

uled examinations are at the instructor's discretion but must

be announced at least three weeks before the examina-

tions.

Deferred Final Examinations

Students who are unable to write a final examination be-

cause of illness or other circumstances beyond their con-

trol, or whose performance on the examination has been

impaired by such circumstances, may, on application, be

granted permission to write a deferred final examination.

Such applications must:

1. be made in writing to the appropriate Registrarial Serv-

ices office within a week after the original final examination

(students in the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences see

p. 68); and

2. be fully supported in cases of illness by a medical

certificate or by appropriate documents in other cases.

Aegrotat standing will be considered for applicants for

deferred finals but will be granted only if term work has been

of high quality. A student granted aegrotat standing may
apply to write a deferred final examination. Deferred final

examinations are written at the time of the supplemental

examinations for the session concerned.

See also Note a, below.

Supplemental Examinations

Supplemental examinations are available in all under-

graduate courses with written final examinations. Under-

graduate and Special students may, on application, write

supplemental examinations in courses graded F, under

conditions defined by the faculties. Supplemental Exami-

nations in Graduate-level courses are not permitted.

Supplementals must be written at the next supplemental

examination period, and if a supplemental is failed, the

student must repeat the course before writing another

examination in it.

Students may apply to write supplemental examinations

outside of Ottawa.

See also Note a, below.

Grade-Raising Examinations

Grade-raising examinations are available in all undergradu-

ate courses with written final examinations. However, stu-

dents enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering program are

not eligble to write grade-raising examinations. All other

undergraduate and Special students may, on application,

write grade-raising examinations in courses already

passed, under conditions defined by the faculties. Grade-*

raising examinations in Graduate -level courses are not

permitted.

The grade awarded subsequent to a grade-raising exam!
nation supersedes the original final grade. A grade-raising

examination in a course can be written only once, and a

the next scheduled supplemental examination period.

See also Note a, below.

Notes

(a) In the following half-credit courses in Mathematics anc

Statistics and Physics, where the course is offered in tw<

successive terms, the Supplemental/Grade-Raising/De

ferred Final Examination for the first course will be taken a

the second course Final Examination, except where sucl

a delay might delay graduation in the Fall:

Mathematics 69.007*. 69.01 7*. 69.107*, 69.1 09*
69.117*. 69.119*. 69.207*. 69.208*. 69.217*
69.257*. and 69.259*. Physics 75.101 *, 75.102*.

(b) In courses offered by the Faculty of Engineering, Sup; ,

plemental Examinations in Fall term courses at the Firsj
)jf"

Second and Third-year levels are scheduled for the Augus
j
#

Supplemental period; Supplemental Examinations in Fa
!

;

>

term courses at the Fourth-year level are scheduled by th? It

Faculty of Engineering Registrar's Office for the month <B*
May.
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Review of Grades

j
Students are entitled to a review of a final grade. Those
wishing to receive such a review should enquire at their

I

Registrarial Services office, after which they may wish to

make a formal application for this review. Applications must

be filed according to the application deadlines for each term

(See pp. 8-10).

Note:

The review may lower the grade.

Requests for review are dealt with by the departmental

chair in consultation with members of the department.

The charge for each review (see p. 48) is refundable if the

grade is raised. Students awaiting the outcome of a review

must still apply for any supplemental examination by the

prescribed deadline.

Release of Grades

Final grades are made available to students as soon as

possible at the end of each term, session or supplemental

examination period. Students may hear their grades by

calling the Touchtone Voice Response Registration system

at 564-4455 and entering their student number and per-

sonal access code.

Students may obtain a copy of their official transcript by

completing a copy of the "Request for Academic Transcript"

i form which is available in Student Liaison and Publication

Services, Room 315, Administration Building. Transcripts

; required for professional and graduate schools should be

i ordered well in advance of any deadline set by these
' institutions.

Final grades, including official transcripts, are not released

by the University to students with outstanding accounts.

(See Delinquent Accounts, p. 49.)

Records Retention Policy

Since 1990 the University has implemented a records

retention policy which provides for the destruction of stu-

dent file folders and their contents after a period of 10 years

has elapsed since the last registration. This policy applies

to those students who are formally admitted and registered

in degree programs. Further information on this policy can

be obtained by contacting the Office of Admissions and

Academic Records.

Instructional Offences

The Senate of the University has enacted the following

regulations for instructional offences:

Any student commits an instructional offence who:

I cheats on an examination, test, or graded assignment

by obtaining or producing an answer by deceit, fraud or

trickery, or by some act contrary to the rules of the exami-

nation;

2. submits substantially the same piece of work to two or

more courses without the prior written permission of the

instructors from all courses involved. Minor modifications

and amendments, such as changes of phraseology in an

essay or paper, do not constitute a significant and accept-

able reworking of an assignment;

3. contravenes the regulations published at an examina-

tion or which are displayed on the reverse side of a properly

authorized examination booklet;

4. commits an act of plagiarism (which for the purpose of

this regulation shall mean to use and pass off as one's own
idea or product work of another without expressly giving

credit to another);

5. disrupts a class or other period of instruction if he or she:

(a) is a registered member of the class or period of instruc-

tion;

(b) is warned to discontinue any act or behaviour reason-

ably judged by the instructor of the course or period of

instruction to be detrimental to the class, and having ig-

nored such warning is ordered by the instructorto leave and

refuses to leave.

6. Any student found in violation of these regulations may
be:

(a) expelled;

(b) suspended from all studies at the University;

(c) suspended from full-time studies;

and/or

(d) awarded a reprimand;

(e) refused permission to continue or to register in a spe-

cific degree program but subject to having met all academic

requirements shall be permitted to register and continue in

some other program;

(f) placed on academic probation;

(g) awarded an FNS, a Fa/7, or Abs in a course or exami-

nation.

Allegations of instructional offence may be investigated by

instructors and/or departmental chair and, in all cases, will

be reported to the faculty Dean. The Dean will promptly

advise, in writing, the student and the University Ombud-
sperson of the allegation and of the student's rights. The
Dean will review the allegation and, if not resolved at that

level, the allegation becomes subject to final disposition by

a tribunal appointed by the Senate. Information about pro-

cedure governing tribunals is available from the Clerk of

Senate, Room 607, Administration Building.

Offences of Conduct

The University has in place regulations and procedures to

deal with allegations of misconduct made against students

in the areas of discrimination and sexual harassment.

Discrimination:

The University has enacted the following regulation:

Any student commits a general offence who commits
an act of discrimination on the basis of race, ancestry,

place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, national origin,

creed, sex, age, marital status, family status, political

affiliation or belief, sexual orientation, or any handicap

that is defined as such in the Human Rights Code of

Ontario.

The University has also approved the following procedures

for enforcement of this regulation:

1. An allegation shall be made in writing to the Dean of the

Faculty in which the program to which the respondent has

been admitted belongs or, in the circumstances where the

respondent has not been admitted to a program, to the
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Dean of the Faculty where the majority of courses in which

the respondent has registered are administered. An allega-

tion against a student in residence when made by another

student in residence which involves the complainant's en-

joyment of her/his accommodation shall be made, to the

Vice-President (Academic). The Dean, or the Vice-Presi-

dent (Academic), as the case may be, shall cause to have

an investigation conducted and, upon receipt of the report

of the investigation, shall either 1) dismiss the allegation

on the grounds of insufficient evidence or lack of jurisdiction

by the University, or2) accept that the allegation is founded

and seek the agreement of the respondent to a remedy, or

3) refer the matter to the President. A Dean's dismissal of

the allegation may be appealed, within ten working days,

to the Vice-President (Academic) who may, in turn, either

1. again dismiss the allegation, or 2) accept that the

allegation Is founded and propose a remedy to the respon-

dent, or 3) refer the matter to the President. In the case

of students in residence, where the original allegation has

been made to the Vice-President (Academic) and is dis-

missed, appeal shall be directly to the President who may
either 1) again dismiss the allegation, or 2) accept that

the allegation is founded and propose a remedy to the

respondent, or 3) refer the matter to a tribunal appointed

by the Senate.

2. In the instance where the matter has been referred to

the President, the latter shall decide whether or not the

University shall conduct a hearing before a tribunal ap-

pointed by the Senate.

If the allegation is proven, the tribunal shall decide upon
one of the following sanctions:

The student may be:

a) expelled;

b) suspended for a period of time from all studies at the

University;

c) restricted in his/her use of University facilities; and/or

d) given a reprimand.

Should the President decide not to conduct a hearing

before a tribunal, the allegation shall be deemed to have
been dismissed, but the President shall give written rea-

sons for such a decision, and these reasons shall be

communicated to the parties involved.

3. In the instance where the complainant wants redress

from the University without the involvement of the respon-

dent, or where the respondent is unknown or is not a

member of the University community, and/or where there

is a claim that the University has failed or has been negli-

gent in providing a safe, non-hostile environment, the alle-

gation of an offence shall be made in writing to the

President, who shall cause an investigation to be con-

ducted. Upon receipt of the report of the investigation, the

President may order any relief he/she deems fit, and shall

give written reasons for the decision; which reasons shall

be communicated to the complainant.

Information about procedure governing tribunals is avail-

able from the Clerk of Senate, Room 607, Administration

Building.

Sexual Harassment:

The University has approved a Sexual Harassment Policy

which defines sexual harassment as follows:

1 . Sexual harassment may occur irrespective of gen-

der and is:

know that such attention is unwanted; and/or

b) an implied or expressed promise of reward for

complying with or submitting to a sexually oriented

request or advance; and/or

c) an implied or expressed threat of reprisal for not

complying with or submitting to a sexually oriented

request or advance.

Sexual harassment may include, but may not be
limited to, behaviour such as:

- unwarranted touching;

- suggestive remarks or other verbal abuse in a

sexual context;

- leering;

- compromising invitations;

- demands for sexual favours;

- sexual assault.

2. Sexual harassment may also be: engaging in a

course of sexual comment or conduct that is known or

ought reasonably to be known to be unwelcome. This

form of sexual harassment may affect individuals or

groups. It may take the form of excluding an individual

or a group from rights and/or privileges to which they

are otherwise entitled.

3. Sexual harassment may be psychological, verbal

or physical and may be all of these. It is behaviour

prohibited by the University for all persons and circum-

stances over which the University has jurisdiction. In

some of its forms it may contravene the Human Rights

Code of Ontario. Sexual assault is a crime pursuant

to the Criminal Code.

4. Regulations governing the conduct of students and
employees of the University are applied to those times

and places at which the actions of such employees
and students relate to or impinge upon their function

as such.

The University's Sexual Harassment Policy provides for

advisory and mediation services to assist in resolving per-

ceived situations of sexual harassment before they reach

the level of formal allegation. Attention is drawn, in this

regard, to the role of the University's two Advisers on Sexual

Harassment complaints, Dr. Nancy Adamson, Co-ordinator

for the Status of Women, and Professor W. Irwin Gillespie

(Department of Economics).

The University has enacted regulations under which alle-

gations of General Offence (Sexual harassment) may be

made against students. These regulations state that a

student commits a general offence who engages in conduct

which constitutes sexual harassment as defined in the

University's Sexual Harassment Policy.

The University has also approved procedures for the han-

dling of allegations of general offence (sexual harassment)

against a student. These procedures, as well as the sanc-

tions which a tribunal can impose, are the same as those

outlined above for acts of discrimination, save and exceptj

that the investigators charged with the investigation which

the Dean, the Vice-President (Academic), orthe President,

as the case may be, shall cause to have conducted, musl

be selected from the Panel of Investigators provided foil

under the terms of the University's Sexual Harassmenl

Policy.

a) unwanted attention of a sexually oriented nature,

made by a person who knows or ought reasonably to
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The Senate of the University has approved the notation

"Mention: francais," which a student may earn within a Pass
or Honours degree under certain prescribed conditions.

The student must demonstrate the capability of working in

French within the discipline of his or her degree, and must

also demonstrate knowledge of the history and culture of

French Canada. The specific credit requirements (three for

a Pass degree and four for an Honours degree) are devel-

oped by individual departments within the University ac-

cording to the Senate's guidelines, and approved by the

Senate. Students wishing to register for the notation must

first demonstrate capability of working in French at the

First-year level. Students should refer to their departments

for specific information about what arrangements may be

available.

The following Schools, Institutes and Departments offer the

"Mention: francais": Canadian Studies, History, Linguistics,

Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology and Public Ad-

ministration.

The academic dress of Carleton University is a compromise
between the style of hoods outlined in the American Inter-

collegiate Code and the dress of the ancient foundations of

Britain and America. All three hoods, Bachelor's, Master's,

and Doctor's, are of the simple or Oxford shape. The
Bachelor's hood is made of black stuff, the Master's and the

Doctor's of black silk, and all are lined with silver silk with

two chevrons, one of red and one of black. From Bachelor's

to Doctor's the hoods are progressively longer and opened
to show more and more of the lining.

The velvet border of the hoods, 5 cm. in width for Bachelor's,

7.5 cm. for Master's and 8 cm. for Doctor's, denotes the

degree granted, according to the following colour combina-

tions: Architecture, cerise; Arts, white; Commerce, camel
brown; Computer Science, royal blue; Engineering, orange;

Industrial Design, dark cardinal; Journalism, white with a

black cord sewn slightly in from the lower border; Manage-
ment Studies, camel brown with a black cord sewn slightly

in from the tower border; Music, Venetian pink; Public

Administration, peacock blue; Science, golden yellow; So-
cial Work, cream; Doctor of Philosophy, purple.

The Bachelor's gown, to be worn with the above hoods, is

of full length, made of black stuff, with a gathered yoke

behind, and long open-fronted sleeves. The Master's gown
is of full style, made of black silk or rayon, with full gathered

yoke behind, and closed sleeves with an opening at the

elbows. The Doctoral gown is the same style as the Mas-
ter's, made of fine royal blue cloth with facings of a light blue

silk.

The gown of the Honorary Doctor of Laws, Literature,

Science and Engineering is a blue robe with bell-shaped

sleeves, made of fine royal blue cloth with facings and
sleeves in light blue silk. The hood is made of the same
material as the gown, has the same lining as that for the

degrees granted by examination, and is bordered with dark

mauve for the degree of Doctor of Laws, vibrant blue for the

degree of Doctor of Literature, red for the degree of Doctor

of Science and orange for the degree of Doctor of Engineer-

ing.



Fees

General Information

1. This Calendar is published several months in advance
of the academic year. The University reserves the right to

change fees and refund policies without notice.

2. Tuition fees include laboratory and survey camp fees,

where applicable. In addition, compulsory miscellaneous

fees (see below) are also assessed.

Composite Tuition and Compulsory Miscellaneous

Fees, 1992-93 Fall/Winter Session

Canadian Citizens, Permanent Residents and Interna-

tional Students Exempt from Visa Regulations (see

below)

Full-Time (four or more full-credit courses)

Qualifying-University Year $ 2,802.67

Arts, Public Administration, Journalism,

Social Work, Music, Science, Computer
Science, Specials $ 2,234.67

Engineering $ 2,411.67

Commerce $ 2,249.67

Architecture and Industrial Design $ 2,396.67

Computer Science Co-op

(2.0 credits or more per term) $1,159.66
Computer Science Work Term $ 272.00

Part-Time (per course)

All part-time students excluding the

Faculty of Engineering, Commerce & Co-op $ 426.64

All part-time students in the Faculty

of Engineering and in Commerce $ 429.60

Computer Science Co-op $ 433.64

Qualifying-University Year $ 549.84

International Students

(a) Qualifying-University Year
Full-Time (four or more full-credit courses) $ 2,802.67

Part-Time (per course) $ 549.84

(b) Type A Programs: Arts, Public

Administration, Journalism, Social Work,

Music, Science, Computer Science

and Specials

Full-Time (four or more full-credit courses) $ 7,480.67

Part-time (per course) $ 1,483.64

(c) Type A Programs: Commerce

Full-Time (four or more full-credit courses) $ 7,495.67

Part-Time (per course) $ 1,486.60

(d) Type A programs: Computer Science Co-op

Full-Time (2.0 credits or more per term) $ 3,782.66

Part-Time (per one-credit course) $ 1 ,490.64

Work Term $ 272.00

(e) Type B Programs: Architecture,

Industrial Design and Specials

Full-Time (four or more full-credit courses) $1 1 ,980.17

Part-Time (per course) $ 2,385.64

(t) Type B Programs: Engineering

Full-Time (four or more full-credit courses) $1 1 ,995.17

Part-Time per course) $ 2,388.60

The foregoing fees include compulsory miscellaneous

fees, as follows;

Full-time students In Arts, Public Administration, Jour-

nalism, Social Work, Musk, Science, Computer Sci-

ence, Architecture, Industrial Design, and Specials In

these faculties

Student Accident/Sickness Insurance

Students' Association

Athletics

Health Services

University Centre

Total

$80.40
127.06

33.56

50.00

$ 50.65

$291 .02

$341 .67

Full-time students In the Faculty of Engineering, and In

Commerce

Student Accident/Sickness Insurance

Students' Association

Athletics

Health Services

University Centre

Total

$95.40
127.06

33.56

50.00

$ 50.65

$306.02

$356.67

Full-Time Students in Computer Science Co-op Pro-

gram (per term)

Student Accident/Sickness Insurance $ 50.65

Students' Association $ 40.20

Athletics 63.53

Health Services 16.78

University Centre 25.00 $145.51

Total $196.16

Part-time (per course) In Arts, Public Administration,

Journalism, Social Work, Music, Science, Computer
Science, Architecture, Industrial Design and Speciab
in these faculties

Students' Association

Athletics

Health Services

University Centre

Total

$ 16.11

25.40

6.13

10.00 $ 57.64

$57.64

Part-Time (per course) In the Faculty of Engineering,

and in Commerce

Students' Association

Athletics

Health Services

University Centre

Total

$ 19.08

25.40

6.12

10.00 $60.60

$60.60

Part-Time (per course) Students In Computer Science

Co-op Program

Students' Association

Athletics

Health Services

University Centre

Total

$ 16.11

25.40

6.13

10.00 $57 j

$57.64
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Undergraduate Student Fees, Notes

(a) Half-credit course fees are assessed at one half the

full-credit course amounts.

(b) Re-registration in an Honours paper or thesis is as-

sessed fees equivalent to the prevailing half-course fee.

(c) Students transferring from a Fall-term half-credit

course to a Winter-term half-credit course will be given

credit for the unexpired portion of the Fall-term half-credit

course and charged full fee for the Winter-term half-credit

course.

(d) The student accident/sickness insurance coverage is

based on a one-year period from September 1 to August

31 . The insurance fee is payable once a year at registration

in September or January. For information on coverage for

part-time students or refunds for those already covered

elsewhere, information can be obtained from the CUSA
Office (Room 401 ,

University Centre) before October 1 (or

February 1 for January registrants).

(e) The Computer Science Work Term charge is not a

tuition fee and therefore is not eligble for income tax

deduction. This charge does not include compulsory mis-

cellaneous fees.

Exemptions for International Students

Subject to approval by the Office of Admissions and Aca-

demic Records, the following categories of International

undergraduate students are exempt from the international

students' fee indicated above and will instead be assessed
the regular tuition fee:

1. Persons who are permanent residents within the mean-
ing of the Immigration Act.

Note: A person who has met "all the preliminary require-

ments" for permanent residency status, and who can pre-

sent a letter from Canada Employment and Immigration

confirming this, will be assessed for regular tuition fees.

Such letters must be presented by November 1 for the Fall

Term and February 1 for the Winter term.

2. Legal dependents of Canadian citizens or Permanent
Residents.

3. Persons and their dependents who have been recog-

nized as a Convention Refugee within the meaning of the

Immigration Act or persons and their dependents who
applied for Convention Refugee Status prior to January 1

,

1989.

4. Persons or dependents of persons admitted to and
remaining in Canada under diplomatic visas or under the

Visiting Forces Act.

5. Persons or spouses or dependents of persons admitted

to and remaining in Canada under Clause 10 (c) of the

Immigration Act for the purpose of engaging in employment
(other than graduate teaching and research assistants).

6. Persons or dependents of persons, admitted to Canada
under clause 10 (a) or (b) of the Immigration Act who are

sponsored and financially assisted by agencies such as the

Canadian International Development Agency, the Interna-

tional Development Research Centre, the World Bank, the

Caribbean Development Bank and the African Develop-
ment Bank and by various aid programs of the United

Nations and its agencies.

7. Persons participating in a cultural exchange agreement
between the government of another country or in a formal

agreement between Carieton University and a post-secon-

dary institution in another country.

Note:

A dependent of a person includes his/her spouse; unmar-
ried child; or spouse's unmarried child. The dependent
status must be fully documented and must have been
established a minimum of three years before the student's

application for exemption.

Undergraduate students who believe they qualify for ex-

emption under one of the foregoing categories must submit

documentation to support their claim to the Records Office,

Room 405, Administration Building. Until a request for

exemption has been requested and approved, students will

be assessed the International Student fees.

Tuition Fees: Senior Citizens

All persons 60 years of age and over as of the last day for

late registration may register in degree-credit courses and
have their tuition fees waived. The charge to these students

is a $5.00 per session registration fee, plus the Acci-

dent/Sickness Charge (applicable to full-time studies).

Late Registration Charges

The late registration charge is assessed according to the

date registration is completed and is non-refundable. For

the last day for late registration in any session or term, see
The Academic Year, pp. 8-10.

Fu ll-time Stude nts $1 20 .00

Part-time Students, per full-credit course $30.00

Method of Fee Payments

Fees may be paid in accordance with either of the following

plans.

1. Payment in full at the time of registration.

2. Payment in two installments:

(a) At registration, one half of the total tuition fee plus all

miscellaneous fees plus a non-refundable deferred pay-

ment charge of $4.00 per half-course credit ($40.00 for four

or more course credits);

(b) at or before January 1 4, the remaining half of the total

tuition fee.

Scholarships, bursaries, and loans administered by the

University shall be applied first to fees, provided this is not

contrary to the terms of the award.

Personal cheques will be accepted for payment of accounts

but the University reserves the right to cancel the use of this

method by any student if it is abused. A service charge of

$12.50 will be made for each cheque returned to the

University as non-negotiable for any reason. Students are

requested to have their own cheque forms available when
making payments.
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Miscellaneous Charges Distance Education Charges (itv)

1. Transcripts

Each student will be eligible for one free transcript at

graduation. All other transcript requests will be processed

after payment is made in advance at the Business Office,

at the rate of $6.00 per transcript. Mailing address: Tran-

script Clerk, Room 405, Administration Building, 1125 Colo-

nel By Drive, Carleton University, Ottawa, K1S 5B6.

(Enclose $6.00 per transcript.)

An extra charge per transcript will be added to offset the

cost of faxing transcripts at the request of students as

follows:

Ontario $3 .25

Rest of Canada 5.25

Outside Canada 8.50

2. Letters of Permission

A charge of $25.00 per course, (regardless of credit value)

to a maximum of $100.00 per academic session, will be

assessed on each request for a Letter of Permission. This

charge is payable in advance at the Business Office.

3. Examination Charges

(a) Written at Carleton: A charge of $50.00 per paper

applies for supplemental and grade-raising examinations,

and for requests for grade reviews. There is no charge for

deferred final examinations.

(b) Written Off-Campus: In addition to the charge in (a)

above, a charge of $50.00 applies for each paper written at

a location other than at Carleton.

(c) Examination charges are non-refundable. The grade

review charge will be refunded if the grade is raised.

4. Challenge for Credit

A $150.00 non-refundable charge applies for each chal-

lenge for credit. (See also p. 39.)

5. Certificates for Income Tax Purposes

Tuition Certificates and Certificates of Attendance for in-

come tax purposes will be available from the Business

Office by the end of February to all students who have paid

their accounts in full. Students will be charged $15.00 in

advance for each duplicate/replacement tax certificate re-

quested.

6. Replacement Student Identification Cards

A charge of $12.00 will be assessed for the replacement of

student identification cards, payable at the time of replace-

ment. Returning students will be required to pay this

amount before obtaining a new card at registration in the

event that the student's card is not available for validation.

The identification card remains the property of Carleton

University and it may be cancelled or withheld at the

discretion of the University.

7. Replacement of Graduation Diplomas

A charge of $40.00, payable in advance, will be assessed

for the issuing of replacement Diplomas. Mailing address:

Records/Operations, Room 405, Administration Building,

1125 Colonel By Drive, Carleton University, Ottawa, K1S

1. Tapes-To-You-Dellvery Services

Charges for weekly courier delivery of course videocas-

settes to an individual student's address will be imposed on
those who register for this service. Charges for the 1993/94

academic year are as follows:

'Ontario delivery addresses $75.00/academic term

•Quebec delivery addresses $95.00/academic term

'Delivery to addresses outside $1 50.00/academic term

Ontario and Quebec
*Please inquire about delivery arrangements and costs to

sites outside Canada.

Please note: The Tapes-To-You (TTY) service arrange-

ments must be made before the deadlines noted for each
academic term in the itv Brochure. Service will not com-
mence until courier charges are paid. Unpaid portions of

charges associated with Itv course services will be added
to a student's account with the University and subject to the

Delinquent Accounts policy (see p. 49).

2. Late Registration Charges - Tapes-To-You Delivery

Services

A Late Registration Charge of $20.00 will be levied for all

Tapes-To-You (TTY) courier service and Community Li-

brary Lending Service arrangements made in Late Regis-

tration periods as per deadlines noted for each academic
term in the itv Brochure. For details, refer to the Itv Bro-

chure under Tapes-To-You Services.

3. Itv Off-Campus Examination Arrangements

Itv students living at a distance (160 km or more) from the

university may request off-campus examination proctoring

services for each Itv course in which they are registered. A
non-refundable charge of $30.00 per half course and

$60.00 per full course will be levied for each itv course to

cover the cost of all off-campus exam/test arrangements

required for that course. These charges must be paid in

advance according to itv Off-campus Examination Ar-

rangements Deadlines outlined in the itv Brochure for any
arrangements to be confirmed. It is the responsibility of

the student to Initiate requests, for each Itv course
examination required, at least 3 weeks prior to a test or

exam.

4. Miscellaneous Charges

Itv reserves the right to levy charges for administrative

services such as change of delivery addresses, preparation

of materials and arrangements for Independent Study

Courses and for the replacement of unreturned video or

print materials.

Note:

The University reserves the right to change charges and
refund policies without notice.

Withdrawal and Fee Adjustment

See also p. 40.

The composite fee for full-time students is a charge for four

credits or more. No charge is made for the fifth or any

additional credits; conversely, no fee adjustment will arise ^
as a result of withdrawal from a course by a full-time student
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unless the change alters his or her status from full-time to

part-time.

Students who withdraw from a course, or from the Univer-

sity, are required to do so by the touchtone telephone

system or to notify their Faculty Registrar in writing. A fee

adjustment will be calculated according to the effective date

of the withdrawal/change.

A fee adjustment may be made for withdrawals before the

last date for late registration in the Fall term. This adjust-

ment will amount to the composite fee less a registration

charge calculated at the rate of $8.00 per half-credit for

part-time students and $80.00 for full-time students for

withdrawals prior to or on September 10. The registration

fee charged in the period September 11 to September 24

will be calculated at the rate of $38.00 per half-credit for

part-time students and $380.00 for full-time students.

A detailed schedule of withdrawal credits is available at the

Business Office.

It is possible to withdraw or change from full-time to part-

time status in January and still owe some tuition if only the

first instalment amount was paid at the time of registration.

Note that miscellaneous fees are not refundable after the

last day for late registration. Late registration or deferred

payment fees are not refundable. The Accident/Sickness

Insurance fee is refundable only through the CUSA Office

by October 1 (February 1 for January registrants).

The appropriate withdrawal credit will be applied to the

student's account and any amounts due at that time will be
offset before a cash refund is prepared.

Following are the last dates for withdrawal with partial

refund credit. Application for withdrawal and fee adjustment
may not be considered if received after these dates:

1993-94 Fall/Winter Session
November 15, 1993, Fall-term course

February 11, 1994, Fall/Winter session course or with-

drawal from full-time status

March 1 1, 1994, Winter-term course

1994 Summer Session
June 10, Evening division First-term half-credit course
July 15, Evening division full-credit course
July 22, Day division and Evening division Second-term
half-credit course

Overdue Accounts

Fees are due and payable at the time of registration.

Students may, however, be permitted to select a payment
program, in which case the last payment due-date is Janu-
ary 14. Should a student fail to complete the payments as
arranged at registration, or fail to make satisfactory ar-

rangements for the discharge of fees or other outstanding

amounts by the last payment due-date, the University

reserves the right to cancel the student's registration. All

charges and outstanding fees accrued to the date of can-
cellation will remain due and payable on the student's

account.

may be cancelled should the student fail to meet these

arrangements.

If students owe the University any money at the end of an
academic session their accounts become delinquent. Stu-

dents with delinquent accounts will not have access to final

grades, including official transcripts, and will not be permit-

ted to register again until all monies owing have been paid

in full by cash or certified cheque.

Locker Rentals

Rent is charged for the use of locker space during the

academic year. Lockers are allocated on a first-come first-

served basis and may be shared. Locks will be removed
from lockers occupied by unauthorized persons and the

contents turned over to the Parking Office. A fine will be

imposed when contents are released. No refunds or ex-

changes will be made.

Lockers must be vacated by May 1 for the Fall/Winter

session and by August 20 for the Summer session, after

which they will be cleared and the contents treated as
abandoned and will be disposed of by the University without

further notice.

Parking Office: 788-3623.

Parking

Permission to park on the campus is granted, for a charge,

to students and others associated with the University, but

this permission is conditional upon co-operation in the

observance of the regulations. Penalties will be imposed
for infractions and, under certain circumstances, cars will

be towed away at the owner's risk and expense. Security

officers are authorized to issue City of Ottawa traffic tickets

on campus. Fines for City of Ottawa tickets are set by the

city and may vary from time to time. Any vehicle not

displaying a valid Carleton Permit is subject to this type of

ticket.

In this, as in other respects, examination grades will be
withheld from students owing sums of money to the Univer-

sity. Unless cause can be shown, the third infraction may
lead to withdrawal of parking privileges. The University

accepts no responsibility for cars or their contents parked
or operated on the campus. The regulations related thereto

are available in the Parking Office. Students and staff who
bring cars to the campus are expected to make themselves

familiar with these regulations. Parking lots are indicated

on the map at the back of the Calendar, pp. 512-513.

Parking Office: 788-3623.

Delinquent Accounts

Registration shall not be complete until a satisfactory ar-

rangement has been made for the payment of fees, and



University Library Health Regulations

The University Library is located on the south-west side of

the main quadrangle. The collection consists of over one

million books and periodicals and more than 800,000 mi-

crofilms, microfiches, cassettes and discs. The majority of

these items are on open shelves. The Map Lbrary, with

140,000 maps and atlases, is housed in the Loeb Building,

Room D299.

The Ibrary collection is arranged alphabetically by call

number, starting with the letter 'A' on the fifth floor and

ending with 'Z' on the first floor. The first floor houses

Audio-Visual, itv tapes, theses and photocopy services; the

second (main) floor contains Reference and Information,

Documents, Circulation, Data Archives and Interlibrary

Loans services; the third floor holds the Library Administra-

tion offices; the fourth floor houses Microform Services and

microcomputer labs; and, the fifth floor contains Special

Collections and Archives, and additional microcomputer

labs. Seating is available on all floors.

The library is governed by regulations approved by Senate,

copies of which are available at the Information Desk.

The Ibrary collection is protected against theft by an elec-

tronic book detection system. As a condition of use of the

Ibrary, all users must submit books, brief cases, bags, etc.

for inspection at the exit, if requested to do so. Late return

fines are charged for overdue books and, as noted under

"Delinquent Accounts," examination grades and transcripts

will be withheld from students owing money to the Univer-

sity.

David Holmes, MA. (Cambridge), Ph.D. (Keele), M.L.S.

(Western Ontario), University Lbrarian

Terry Clark, B.A. (Winnipeg), MA. (Manitoba), M.L.S.

(Western Ontario), Systems
E. Martin Foss, BA. (Alberta), B.L.S. (British Columbia),

Technical Services

Linda Rossman, B. Math. (Waterloo), M.L.S. (Toronto),

Information Services

Gail Catley, B.Sc, M.L.S. (McGill), Acquisitions

Bozena Clarke, BA. (Carleton), M.L.S. (Toronto), Serials

Barbara Farrell, B.A. (London), MA. (Carleton), Maps
Susan Jackson, B.A. (Carleton), B.L.S. (McGill), Docu-

ments
Callista Kelly, B.A. (Carleton), B.L.S. (Ottawa), Interlibrary

Loans
Elizabeth R. Knight, B.A. (Winnpeg), B.L.S. (British Colum-

bia), Reader Services

Jeremy Palin, B.A., B.L.S. (British Columbia), Special Col-

lections and Archives

Naomi Roberts, B.A. (Oxford), M.S.L.S (Catholic University

of America), Gifts

Dorothy Rogers, B.A. (Wellesley), MA. (Yale), B.L.S.

(Toronto), Cataloguing

Insurance Regulations and Information

Medical insurance is now provided free of charge for resi-

dents of Ontario. It is the student's responsbility to provide

the health number when receiving medical care. You
should carry your Health Card with you at all times.

The New Ontario Health Card

The Ontario Ministry of Health has established a new
system of health insurance. All residents of Ontario should

have their own health number which has replaced the OH IP

number. If you do not have this number you will be billed

for medical services rendered.

New Residents to Ontario from Outside Canada

Students entering Ontario from outside Canada are eligible

for coverage under Ontario's Health Insurance. If you are

entitled to remain in Canada because you hold one of the

following Canadian Immigration documents (Student

Authorization, Employment Authorizations, Visitor Record
Minister's Permit), you must also provide a photocopy of

one of these documents for each family member when
applying for your health number. Applications are to be
made directly to the Ontario Ministry of Health at 75 Albert

St., Ottawa.

Students Attending University From Another Province

Students whose Canadian residence is outside Ontario

should have coverage under their provincial plan. You
should carry your Health Card with you at all times. These
claims are processed directly at Health Services.

If you do not have any health insurance, you will be billed

for the services rendered. The University may withhold the

marks of students with outstanding accounts.
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Administration Building, Room 302
Telephone: 788-3500

Officers of the School

Director

Bemadette Landry

Special Student Services

Karen Spencer (Registration Coordinator)

Hv, Distance and Community Education

Robin Allardyce (Assistant Director)

Beverlae Buckland (Program Coordinator)

Jeff Cohen (Hv Presentation Coordinator)

degree program, not on the basis of whether they are

studying part-time or full-time.

Degree students are those who have been admitted to, and

are enrolled in, a degree program, whether graduate or

undergraduate, on either a full-time or part-time basis.

Special students are those who have not been admitted to

a degree program but who are taking degree-credit courses

to qualify for admission, to improve professional or voca-

tional qualifications, for transfer credit or for personal inter-

est.

Professbnal Development students are those enrolled for

non-credit Professional and Personal Development
courses offered through the Carleton Professional Devel-

opment Centre. Detailed information regarding all non-

credit programming can be obtained by telephoning

723-5992.

General Information

The School of Continuing Education, in conjunction with

other departments at Carleton, co-ordinates and develops

both existing and new activities in adult, part-time and
non-traditional education.

All currently registered and prospective Special students

and Professional Development students (see Student Clas-

sifications, below), should contact the School for registrarial

information and to make academic orientation appoint-

ments (788-3500). Evening appointments are available.

Office Hours

Labour Day to April 30
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday to Thursday, 6:30-8:30 p.m.

May 1 to Labour Day
Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Monday to Thursday, 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Part-time and Non-traditional Studies

Information of particular interest to part-time students is

contained in various sections of this Calendar. The Carleton

Glossary (p. 7), the Academic Year (pp. 8-10), General

Information (p. 1 0), the Course Designation System (p. 13),

the University Office Guide (p. 15), Student Services (p. 18)

and General Regulations (p. 39) are all sections of primary

interest.

Current or prospective part-time degree students are en-

couraged to consult the appropriate Faculty regulations.

Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences, pp. 60-71

Faculty of Science, pp. 370-377.

Faculty of Engineering, pp. 302-326.

School of Architecture, pp. 344-351

.

School of Industrial Design, pp. 360-366.

Further information may be obtained from appropriate Fac-

ulty Deans offices. (See University Office Guide p. 15 for

the telephone numbers and locations.)

Student Classification

As outlined on p. 11, there are several distinct student

classifications at Carleton. Students are classified on the

basis of whether they have been formally admitted to a

Instructional Television

Carleton University provides opportunities for full- and part-

time studies to students on the campus and beyond through

several types of instruction. These include courses offered

on campus presented through classroom lectures, semi-

nars, laboratory practice and tutorials. An alternative mode
of instruction is delivery of courses by Instructional Televi-

sion (Itv). Televised courses or course sections are avail-

able to students on campus, as well as to those participating

from a distance. Instructional television may be considered

as an opportunity to experience learning in a different way
and can provide students with more flexibility in course

selection and in the development of a personal timetable.

Carieton's alternative delivery media are cable television

(itv) and videocassette. Course lectures are broadcast

without restriction on cable television (Ch 15) in the Ottawa
area. For registered students living outside the metropolitan

Ottawa cable area, course lectures can be accessed
through: selected presentations arranged with cable televi-

sion companies in smaller communities; course lecture

tapes borrowed through participating community libraries

and resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services. Lectures may also

be viewed on the Carleton campus or borrowed overnight

from the University's MacOdrum Library. Further informa-

tion is available in the Itv Brochure (from Continuing Edu-

cation, 613-788-3500).

The Students

For the full-time or part-time degree or Special student, Itv

provides alternative access to courses particularly suited to

a program of study, to which normal access may be other-

wise denied for any one of a number of reasons: because
of timetable restrictions; because the student must continue

working full-time or part-time; because the on-campus sec-

tion has filled; or because of family responsibilities. As well,

this service allows student to re-enterthe education stream,

earn credits needed to complete a degree, or test their

suitability for university studies.

Students registered in ttv courses are expected to meet ail

University and Faculty requirements. These requirements

may differ among the Faculties. Please refer to the Index

at the end of the Undergraduate Calendar for information

specific to the various Faculties.
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The Courses

An Itv course is the full equivalent of the same course

offered on campus. Itv courses are either recorded live on

campus or are offered as pre-recorded lectures. Students

will complete the same assignments and examinations as

the on-campus students, and in the same time period. All

rights and responsfoilities are the same as those that apply

to on-campus courses. Itv course sections are allotted the

same support resources as those provided for an on-cam-
pus section.

Each Itv course can count as credit towards a degree in the

same way as the equivalent on-campus course. Generally

speaking, appropriate Itv courses successfully completed

by Special students may be credited towards fulfilment of

program requirements when the student is formally admit-

ted to a degree, diploma or certificate program. Students

enrolled in a degree program at another institution may take

itv courses as Special students and transfer earned credits

by means of a Letter of Permission to their home university,

(see p. 39)

Technology Requirements

Students who choose to enrol in a television ("V" or T")
section and live within the broadcast area of the cable

systems in metropolitan Ottawa must have access to a

television, a cable television converter, and cable television

service. It is suggested that they have access to a VCR as
well. For those living beyond the reach of these cable

systems and viewing course lectures on videocassette, it is

expected that they will have a VCR and television to view

lectures. (Refer to itv Brochure available from Continuing

Education for further information.)

Associated Costs

The tuition for Itv courses is identical to that for on-campus
courses. Any other costs associated with credit courses

such as textbooks, course manuals, course materials fees

or lab fees are also the same. Additional costs may be

incurred, for example, in the form of cable television

charges, for Tapes-To-You (TTY) courier services or ex-

amination proctoring charges. Student requiring Tapes-
To-You" courier service or the Community Library Lending

Service should contact the Itv unit, at (613) 788-4042 for

further information about costs and registration deadlines,

(see Fees, p. 48).

Academic Advising

Academic advising is available to Special students through

the School of Continuing Education by telephone and in

person. This service provides orientation to university

courses, course selection information and degree admis-

sion requirements. Degree students should consult the

Registrarial Services office of their Faculty for further infor-

mation.

English Language Requirements

University policy governing English language requirements

for non-native speakers applies to all Itv courses available

for credit. (See p. 25).

Information about Itv is available in person, by telephone,

and in the Itv Brochure available from the School of Con-

tinuing Education.

For further information, please contact:

The School of Continuing Education

itv Unit

Room 302, Administration Building

Carleton University

1125 Colonel By Drive

Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 5B6
Telephone (613)788-3500

Fax (613)788-4456
e-mail itv<a>carleton.ca

Special Students

Any interested person is eligible to enrol as a part-time

Special student in degree-credit courses, subject to avail-

ability and presentation of any prerequisite(s) for the

course(s).

Special students enrol in the same courses as students in

degree programs. Day and evening courses are available.

All registrarial services for Special students are provided

through the School of Continuing Education, Room 302,

Administration Building, 788-3500.

Proficiency In English

Since the instructional language of the University is English

applicants (including Special students), must be able to

understand and be understood in English, both written anc

oral.

See p. 25 for the statement of policy governing English

language requirements for non-native speakers.

Course Load

Special students may normally enrol in a maximum of tw<

full credits per academic session (Fall/Winter or Sum
and no more than the equivalent of two half credits in

one term.

Special students who have completed one or more
credits with an overall 5.0 (C) grade-point average in

credits taken at Carleton (including failures) may registe

the equivalent of three half credits in each term of

Fall/Winter session.

Special students studying in the Summer session

register for a maximum of two full credits (or equivale

This total includes audited courses and those taken duri

intersession.

During the Fall/Winter session, Special students may ei

in five full credits under either of the following condition

1. The student is enrolled full time in a degree progra
"

another institution and can present a Letter of Permis

authorized by an appropriate official of the institution; or

2. The student holds an undergraduate degree from

recognized institution and wishes to pursue further stu

for professional development or in preparation for entry i

graduate study.

Course Selection

Anyone wishing eventually to be admitted to a degre

program is advised to note the specific Faculty require

ments for First-year students as they are listed in th

Calendar. Special students who have not completed a

Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent m£
have to upgrade their qualifications by enrolling in course

at the Qualifying -University year level.
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Special students are encouraged to consult directly with

departments when selecting specific courses of study or

with an advisor at the School of Continuing Education.

Special Students Enrolling In Graduate-Level Courses

Anyone wishing to enrol in a graduate-level course as a

Special student must receive a letter of permission from the

Chair or Supervisor of Graduate Studies of the appropriate

department. Anyone considering a graduate degree is

urged to contact the Faculty of Graduate Studies and

Research prior to registration as a Special student. Special

students enrolled in a Graduate level course(s) are subject

to Special student regulations outlined in the Undergradu-

ate Calendar. (See also p. 14.)

Auditing

With the permission of an instructor, students may register

as auditors in those courses which are not designated as

having limited enrolment. Auditors receive no grade and no

credit for course audited. (See p. 39)

Changes from credit to audit are not permitted in limited

enrolment courses.

Returning Special Students

In order to be eligible for further registration, returning

Special students must pass four of their previous six full

credits (or equivalent) with a C- standing or higher in at

least two full credits (or equivalent). A grade of Abs (Absent)

is judged equivalent to a grade of FNS (Failure, No Supple-

mental privileges) in determining eligibility for further regis-

tration as a Special student. Students who do not meet the

continuation requirement will be required to withdraw from

the university.

. Students who are required by the University to withdraw

from a degree, certificate or diploma program are ineligible

to register as Special students for one calendar year. In

addition, such students should not normally expect to gain

readmission to a degree program on the basis of work
completed as a Special student, nor should they expect to

retain credit for these courses.

Course Change and Course Withdrawal

Special students wishing to make any change in their

registration must Inform the School of Continuing Educa-
tion, by telephone or in person.

Course changes must be made by the deadline dates

designated In the Academic Year (see pp. 8-1 0). Changes
include additions, withdrawals, section changes, as well as
changes of status from credit to audit or vice versa.

Please note that students who are withdrawing from a
course or courses, or from the University entirely, must
notify the Continuing Education office, either by telephone,

by letter, or in person.

The date of withdrawal is the date on which the written

notification is received in the Continuing Education office.

Fee adjustments will also be calculated as of that date.

The withdrawal, with the date of withdrawal, will be entered
on the student's transcript as Wdn, which is defined as

"Withdrawn in good standing. No academic credit." No
academic penalty is attached to this grade.

It Is not possible to withdraw from a course(s) or from the

University afterthe last date for withdrawal. See pp. 8-10.

For complete details about fee adjustments see p. 48
(Fees).

Notes:

1. The responsibility for taking all steps necessary for

withdrawal rests entirely with the student. Non-attendance

of classes, or informing an instructor of intent to withdraw

does nof constitute withdrawal.

2. A student who withdraws from a course retains no

academic credit for any part of that course.

Supplemental and Special Examination Privileges

Supplemental and/or grade-raising examinations written by

Special students will be graded according to the regulations

of the Faculty in which the course is given. Supplemental

and/or grade-raising examinations are made available at

the discretion of the Department or School involved. A
Special student registered in one, two or three credits, who
fails only one credit, may write supplemental and/or grade-

raising examinations to a maximum of one full credit. Sup-
plemental and/or grade-raising examination privileges will

not be granted to students who fail more than one full credit.

A Special student registered in four full credits may write

supplemental and grade-raising examinations to a maxi-

mum of one full credit each, or two full credits of grade-rais-

ing examinations.

A Special student registered in five or more full credits may
write supplemental and/or grade-raising examinations to a

maximum of two full credits.

Supplemental and/or grade-raising examination privileges

will not be granted to a full-time Special student who does
not pass at least three credits during the Fall/Winter ses-

sion.

A Special student who wishes eventually to enrol in a

degree program of a Faculty at Carleton University is

strongly encouraged to pay particular attention to the sup-

plemental and/or grade-raising examination regulations for

that faculty.

Special students are eligible to write deferred final exami-

nations under the conditions indicated on p. 42.

Deferred final examination privileges are considered only

in instances where students have completed ail tests and
assignments and are in good academic standing in the

course.

Special students must make application for supplemental

and special examinations at the Continuing Education of-

fice by the published deadlines. (See pp. 8-1 0.)

Appeals

A Special student has the right to appeal any decision

regarding the application or interpretation of academic
regulations made by the School of Continuing Education.

Appeals must be made in writing and should be submitted

to the Secretary, Special Student Policy and Appeals Com-
mittee, do School of Continuing Education, Room 302,

Administration Building, Carleton University.

Financial Assistance

Special students interested in obtaining financial assis-

tance are advised to contact the Student Awards Office at

788-3600 eight weeks prior to registration. For further

information, see pp. 18-19 (Awards Office).
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Mature Applicants and Special Students Admissions

Admission to a Degree Program as a Special Student

Special students may be admitted to a degree program if

their academic achievement at Carleton University indi-

cates a reasonable probability of future academic success.

Previous post-secondary studies at other institutions will

also be taken into consideration at the time the application

for admission is evaluated. Students with previous, unsuc-

cessful post-secondary studies are encouraged to contact

the Office of Admissions and Academic Records or the

School of Continuing Education before attempting to qualify

for admission on the basis of studies as a Special student.

Normally, in the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Social

Sciences, a Special student can be considered for admis-

sion to a Pass degree program after successfully complet-

ing at least four full credit courses (or the equivalent), out

of the first six attempts with a Continuation Index (CI) of 4.0

or better. Every grade which appears on the official tran-

script constitutes an attempt. Attempts are weighted ac-

cording to the credit value of the course. See Academic
Standing, section 5.5, p. 66. The Continuation Index is

calculated by dividing the total number of grade points

accumulated over all attempts by the total number of at-

tempts. See Academic Standing, section 5.4, p. 66. Pro-

vided that there have been no unsuccessful attempts,

students who perform at a higher level can gain admission

after fewer credits, i.e. after successful completion of:

2.0 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 10 or better,

or

2.5 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 8.5 or better,

or

3.0 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 7.0 or better,

or

3.5 full credits (or the equivalent) with a CI of 5.5 or better.

Normally, in the Faculty of Science, a Special student can

be considered for admission to a Pass degree after passing

at least four approved full credits (or the equivalent) with a
C- standing or higher in at least two full credits (or equiva-

lent). Students seeking admission to the Faculty of Science

who do not have the necessary prerequisite subjects are

usually not considered for admission until the necessary

prerequisites have been successfully completed in addition

to the four approved credits (or the equivalent). The prereq-

uisite subjects (Ontario Academic Courses or equivalents)

are found at the end of this section under Prerequisite

Subjects. A grade of 60 percent or better is required in each
prerequisite subject.

Special students wishing to apply for admission must meet
the requirements within the previous six full credits (or the

equivalent) and cannot present more than two supplemen-
tal or grade-raising examinations in meeting the require-

ments for admission.

Special students who meet the age requirement for Mature

Applicants can normally be considered for admission on

this basis only if they meet all admission requirements for

Mature Applicants.

Special students wishing to apply for admission to the

Faculty of Engineering, or the Schools of Architecture,

Business, Computer Science, Industrial Design, Journal-

ism, or Social Work, are urged to consult with the Office of

Admissions and Academic Records or the School of Con-
tinuing Education.

Admission to a Degree Program as a Mature Applic

A) Special Students

Special students who meet all of the criteria for Ma
Applicants (see below) can be considered for admission

Mature Applicants if

(a) they have completed as a Special student, at Carleton

University, one appropriate full-credit course (or two half

credit courses) with a C- or higher standing, in the first

attempt (or in both of the first two half-credit course at-

tempts); and
(b) they are eligible to continue as Special students at

Carleton University; and
(c) they have completed any additional degree program

prerequisites.

Mature Applicants, who as Special students at Carleton

University, have not obtained a grade of C- or better in one
full-credit course (or two half-credit courses), in the first

attempt (or in both of the first two half-course attempts), can

attempt to qualify for subsequent admission by taking ad-

ditional courses as a Special student at the University

Individuals seeking admission under the Mature applicant

status who need further information should inquire at the

Office of Admissions and Academic Records or the School

of Continuing Education.

B) Mature Applicants

Mature Applicants are persons who satisfy all of the follow-

ing requirements;

1. are 21 years of age, or over, by December 31 of the year

in which they wish to enrol, and
2. are Canadian citizens or permanent residents of Can
ada, and
3. do not meet the normal admission requirements as

published in this calendar, and
4. have been away from full-time studies for a minimum o!

two calendar years, and
5. have not attended a university or college as full-time

students.

Applicants who meet the definition of Mature Applicant wil

be considered for admission to full-time or part-time studies

They can apply for admission to a Pass degree program ir

the Faculties of Arts, Science, or Social Sciences, or to e

degree program in Engineering, Architecture, Computet

Science, Industrial Design, or Social Work.

These applicants are required to submit proof of age
biographical information and a transcript of their most re

cent studies.

Admission to the Faculty of Arts, or to the Faculty o
Social Sciences

Mature Applicants will normally be admitted to the First yea
of a Pass degree program in the Faculties of Arts or Socia

Sciences, or the First year of the undergraduate degrw
program in Social Work if they have:

(a) secondary school graduation in an academic progran

with a 60 percent average; or

(b) completed, as a Special student at Carleton University

one appropriate full-credit course (or two half-credl

courses) with C- or higher standing in the first attempt (oj

in both of the first two half-credit course attempts); or

(c) other academic or work experience which, in the opin

ion of the admissions committee, indicates a likelihood c

success at university.

Mature Applicants are not usually considered for admissioi

to Honours programs in Arts or in Social Sciences and t

ft'

tJV
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the programs in Business, Journalism, Music or Public

Administration. If, however, at the end of their First year in

another degree program, they meet the requirements for

one of the above mentioned programs, they can apply to

transfer to that program.

Adm fsslon to the Faculty of Engineering, the Faculty of

Science, the Schools of Architecture, Computer Sci-

ence, and Industrial Design

Mature Applicants can be considered for admission to the

First year of a Major program in the Faculty of Science or

to the First year of a degree program in the Faculty of

Engineering and in the Schools of Architecture, Computer
Science, or Industrial Design if they have the prerequisite

subjects for the program to which they wish to apply and if

they have:

(a) secondary school graduation in an academic program

with a 60 percent average; or

(b) completed, as a Special student at Carleton University,

one appropriate full-credit course (or two half-credit

courses) with C- or higher standing in the first attempt (or

in both of the first two half-credit course attempts); or

(c) other academic or work experience which, in the opin-

ion of the admissions committee, indicates a likelihood of

success at university.

The prerequisite subjects (Ontario Academic Courses or

equivalents) for Engineering, Science, Architecture, Com-
puter Science, and for Industrial Design are found under

Prerequisite Subjects at the end of this section. A grade of

60 percent or better is required in each prerequisite subject.

Persons applying for admission to these undergraduate

degree programs, without the necessary prerequisites, will

not normally be considered until the prerequisite subjects

have been successfully completed. All applications are

reviewed on an individual basis.

Mature Applicants are not usually considered for admission

to Honours programs in Science. If, however, at the end of

the First year of a Major program, they meet the require-

ments for one of the Honours programs, they can apply to

transfer to that program.

Prerequisite Subjects

In programs such as Architecture, Computer Science, En-

gineering, Industrial Design and Science, students must
have completed mathematics and science courses at least

at the Ontario Academic Course level before being consid-

ered for admission. These are called "prerequisite sub-

jects". The specific Ontario Academic Courses (or the

equivalent) are listed by program.

Architecture

Calculus

Algebra/Geometry

Physics

Industrial Design

Calculus

Algebra/Geometry

Chemistry

Physics

Science

Calculus and two of:

Algebra/Geometry

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

A grade of 60 percent or better is required in each subject.

Transfer Credits to Another University

Students who wish to attend Carleton to receive credits

toward a degree program taken elsewhere are eligble to

register at Carleton as Special students. Such students who
wish to exceed the normal course load to attend full-time

should write or consult directly with the Registrar of the

School of Continuing Education well in advance of the

session for which they plan to register.

Computer Science
Calculus

Algebra/Geometry

Physics, for certain options see p. 34

Engineering

Calculus

Algebra/Geometry

Chemistry

Physics



Faculty of Arts

Officers of the Faculty

Dean
G.S. Adam

Associate Dean
L.T. Lbrande

Secretary of the Faculty Board
J. Keatey

Assistant Dean
D. Saveland

Directory of Offices

Registrarial Services

320 Paterson Hall

Student Advising 788-7462

Student Records 788-7460

Office of the Dean
328 Paterson Hall

Dean 788-2355

Associate Dean 788-2354

Assistant Dean 788-7460

Applied Language Studies, 1. Pringle, Director

215 Paterson Hall, 788-6612

Canadian Studies, S.E. McMullin, Director

1 1 08 Dunton Tower, 788-2366

Classics, A.S. Fotiou, Chair

2015 Dunton Tower, 788-2301

Comparative Literary Studies*, R.M. Polzin, Director

1701 Dunton Tower, 788-21 77

English Language and Literature, R.B. Lovejoy, Chair

1812 Dunton Tower, 788-2310

English as a Second Language,
see Applied Language Studies, 788-6612

French, C. Doutrelepont, Chair

1602 Dunton Tower, 788-21 68

German, Chair, To be announced
1315 Dunton Tower, 788-21 15

History, R.C. Elwood, Chair

400 Paterson Hall, 788-2828

Interdisciplinary Studies, J.A. Brook, Director

1 1 01 Dunton Tower, 788-2368
Cognitive Science, J. Logan, Co-ordinator, 788-3597

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies, CO Gordon, Co-
ordinator, 788-2603

Environmental Studies, P. Johnson, Co-ordinator,

788-2600, ext. 2566

Italian, OP. Haines, Chair

1427 Dunton Tower, 788-21 08

Journalism and Communication
Journalism, P. Johansen, Director

346 St. Patrick's Building, 788-7404
Mass Communication, P. Attallah, Associate Director

310 St. Patrick's Building, 788-7408

Linguistics and Applied Language Studies, W. Cowan,
Chair

249 Paterson Hall, 788-2802

Philosophy, J. Leyden, Chair

21 23 Dunton Tower, 788-21 10

Religion, J.G. Ramisch, Chair

21 21 Dunton Tower, 788-21 00

Russian, Chair, To be announced
3A38 Paterson Hall, 788-6646

Studies in Art and Culture, J. Shepherd, Director

425 St. Patrick's Building, 788-5606

Art History, A. Carr, Co-ordinator

2201 Dunton Tower, 788-2342

Film Studies, W. Straw, Co-ordinator

425 St. Patrick's Building, 788-5606

Music, E. Keillor, Co-ordinator

A911 Loeb Building, 788-5770

Spanish, P.J. Roster, Chair

1419 Dunton Tower, 788-2109

"Graduate level programs only. For details please see

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar. For under-

graduate courses in Comparative Literary- Studies see pp.
113-1 14.

Degree, Certificate and Diploma Programs

Registrarial Services

Assistant Dean of Arts: D. Saveland

Student Advising: D. Faulkner, S. McCallum

Student Records: L. Backer

The Registrarial Services provided by the Faculty of Arts

are a source of general information on the academic pro-

grams within the Faculty of Arts and on the regulations that

apply within the Faculty. Specific information about course

content, subject matter, and the structure of Pass or Hon-

ours programs is obtainable from the academic depart-

ments within the Faculty.

The Faculty of Arts offers programs in four degrees, four

certificates and one diploma.

Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts with Honours
(B.A.)

The three-year Pass B.A. program provides a Iberal uni-

versity education of value either as a general intellectual

preparation for a great number of non-specialized careers,

or as an introduction to subsequent specialized study.

The four-year program of the Honours B.A. provides more
rigorous and extensive study in one or two disciplines. The
Honours degree is necessary for entry to certain fields of

employment, and is a desirable preparation for graduate

studies and professional training, including teaching.
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:hek>r of Journalism (B.J.)

le four-year Honours program is designed to prepare

ients for careers in the mass media. The program is

>red by the School of Journalism and Communication.

:hek>r of Music (B.Mus.)

four-year Honours program prepares students for

iuate studies in musicology and ethnomusicology, and

js an essential background for careers in music librari-

tip, music administration, and teaching. The program

|
offered by the Music discipline of the School for Studies

Art and Culture.

tlflcate In English Language and Composition
.E.L.C.)

lis is a five-credit post-degree certificate intended primar-

for practising teachers, to upgrade their knowledge of

is of language and of writing theory that underlie the

Ontario guidelines. It is also open to persons without

jree who hold a teaching certificate. The program is

>red by the Department of English Language and Litera-

>rtlficate in French Language Studies (C.F.L.S.)

lis is a six-credit program designed to permit people who
idy have some knowledge of French to achieve a high

j| of proficiency in the language. The program should be

particular interest to mid- and senior-level public ser-

lts, business people, teachers and other professionals

well as members of the general public. The program is

>red by the Department of French.

tlflcate In French Translation Studies (C.F.T.S.)

is a six-credit program designed to permit students to

}uire and improve skills in translation from English to

French. While it is not a professional program, this certifi-

cate should meet the needs of those who are occasionally

called upon to translate in their work environment. The
program is offered by the Department of French.

Certificate In the Teaching of English as a Second
Language (C.T.E.S.L.)

This is a five-credit program in the theory and practice of

teaching English as a second language. The program is

offered by the Department of Linguistics and Applied Lan-

guage Studies.

German
History

Italian

Linguistics

Music

Philosophy

Religion

Russian

Spanish

Students have the choice between full- and part-time reg-

istration and may freely alternate between the two.

Students wishing to pursue an Honours degree on a part-

time basis are urged to consult with the appropriate depart-

ments) about the scheduling of courses.

Types of Instruction - Instructional Television

Carleton University provides opportunities for full- and part-

time studies to students on campus and beyond through

several types of instruction. These include courses offered

on the campus presented through classroom lectures,

seminars, laboratory practice and tutorials as well as by an
alternative mode through Instructional Television (itv).

Carleton's alternative delivery media are cable television

(itv) and videocassette. Course lectures are broadcast

without restriction on cable television (Ch 15) in the Ottawa
area. For registered students living outside the metropolitan

Ottawa cable area, course lectures can be accessed
through: selected presentations arranged with cable televi-

sion companies in smaller communities; course lecture

tapes borrowed through participating community libraries

and resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services. (See Fees, p. 48).

Students registered in itv courses are expected to meet all

University and Faculty requirements.

Courses begin and enrolment deadlines are in September,

January, and May. Early registration is recommended.
Academic regulations can be found in this Calendar.

Information about itv is available in this Calendar under

"School of Continuing Education, Instructional Televi-

sion" (see p. 51 ) and in the itv Brochure available from the

School of Continuing Education (613-788-3500).

Part-Time Study

Part-time study is a viable method of attaining a degree in

the Faculty of Arts. A wide choice of courses is taught in

the evening and during the summer. In addition, part-time

students are welcomed into day courses.

Part-time students who wish to limit their studies to evening
and summer times should note that the following depart-

ments teach a range of courses in the evening and during

the summer that will permit students to complete a major
i in their discipline.

Art History

Canadian Studies

Classics

English Language and Literature

Rim Studies

French



Faculty of Social Sciences

Officers of the Faculty

Dean
M. Marshall

Associate Dean
A. Riding

Assistant Dean (Education Research)

C. Dence

Assistant Dean (Computing)

B. Winer

Assistant Dean/Registrar

D. McKenna

Secretary of the Faculty

R. Neill

Directory of Offices

Office of the Dean
D391 Loeb Building, 788-3741

Associate Dean
D386 Loeb Building, 788-2600 ext. 2394

Assistant Dean/Registrar

D387 Loeb Building, 788-3908

Student Advising

D382 Loeb Building, 788-3904

Student Records

D382 Loeb Building, 788-3902

Anthropology, See Sociology and Anthropology

Biology, J.A. Webb, Chair

587 Tory Building, 788-3888

Business, R. Thomas, Director

926 Dunton Tower, 788-2384

Canadian Studies, S. McMullin, Director

1106 Dunton Tower, 788-2366

Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies, Joan
DeBardeleben, Director

459 Paterson Hall, 788-2886

Criminology and Criminal Justice, R.P. Saunders, Co-ordi-

nator

D485 Loeb Building, 788-2588

Economics, S. Park, Chair

C871 Loeb Building, 788-3744

Geographic Information Processing, M.Smith, Co-ordinator

B433A Loeb Building, 788-2573

Geography, M. Fox, Chair

B349A Loeb Building, 788-2560

International Affairs*, To be announced, Director

2A59 Paterson Hall, 788-6655

Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies, Andrew Brook, Direc-

tor

1101 Dunton, 788-2368 or 788-3597

Cognitive Studies, J. Logan, Co-ordinator

1 101 Dunton, 788-2368 or 788-3597

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies, Charles Gordon,
Co-ordinator

1101 Dunton, 788-2368 or 788-2603

Areas of Studies: Aboriginal Studies, African Studies,

Asian Studies, Labour Studies, Urban Studies, others

by arrangement

Environmental Studies, Peter Johnson, Co-ordinator

1 101 Dunton, 788-2368 or 788-2600 ext. 2566

Law, R.P. Saunders, Chair

C473 Loeb Building, 788-3691

Mathematics and Statistics, C. Gamer, Chair

712 Dunton Tower, 788-2155

Native Studies, M.D. Stout, Director

B255 Loeb Building, 788-4494

Political Economy*, M.B. Dolan, Director

81 8 Loeb Building, 788-7414

Political Science, J.H. Pammett, Chair

B640 Loeb Building, 788-2777

Population Studies, C. McKie, Co-ordinator

A706 Loeb Building, 788-2626

Psychology, W. Jones, Chair

B589 Loeb Building, 788-2648

Public Administration, K. Graham, Director

1001 Dunton Tower, 788-2547

Social Work, G. Walker, Director

469 St. Patrick's Building, 788-5601

Sociology and Anthropology, Florence K. Andrews, Chair

D795, Loeb Building, 788-2583

Technology, Society, Environment Studies, P. Kruus, Chair

460 Steacie Building, 788-4483

Women's Studies, F. Klodawsky, Director

A81 2 Loeb Building, 788-6645

'Graduate-level program. For details please see Graduate

Studies and Research Calendar.

Degree, Certificate and Diploma Programs

Reg Istra rial Services

Assistant Dean/Registrar: D. McKenna

Student Advising: J. Clarke, R. Jones

Student Records: S. Bauer

Registrarial Services provided by the Faculty of Socia

Science are a source of general information on the aca

demic programs within the Faculty of Social Science and

on the regulations which apply within the Faculty. Specific

information about course content, subject matter, and the

structure of Pass or Honours programs is obtainable fronrj

the academic departments within the Faculty.
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The Faculty of Social Science offers programs in four

degrees and two certificates.

Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts with Honours
(B.A.)

The three-year Pass B.A. program provides a liberal uni-

versity education of value either as a general intellectual

preparation for a great number of non-specialized careers,

or as an introduction to subsequent specialized study.

The four-year program of the Honours B.A. provides more

rigorous and extensive study in one or two disciplines. The
Honours degree is necessary for entry to certain fields of

employment, and is a desirable preparation for graduate

studies and professional training, including teaching.

Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.)

The four-year Honours program in Commerce provides a

foundation in the disciplines essential to careers in busi-

ness. The program is offered by the School of Business.

Bachelor of Public Administration (B.P.A.)

The four-year Honours program provides a foundation in

the disciplines relevant to the practice of public administra-

tion. The program is offered by the School of Public Admini-

stration.

Bachelor of Social Work (B.S.W.)

The Bachelor of Social Work Honours program combines
a Iberal arts education with professional preparation. The
primary objective of the program is to provide students with

the knowledge and skills necessary to begin entry level

practice in social work.

Certificate In Public Service Studies (C.P.S.S.)

This is a six-credit program in public service subjects at the

undergraduate level. The program is offered by the School

of Public Administration.

Certificate In Law Enforcement Studies (C.L.E.S.)

This is a six-credit program designed for persons employed
in the area of law enforcement, national security or correc-

tions. The program is co-ordinated by the Departments of

Law and of Sociology and Anthropology.

Students wishing to pursue an Honours degree on a part-

time basis are urged to consult with the appropriate depart-

ments) about the scheduling of courses.

Types of Instruction - Instructional Television

Carleton University provides opportunities for full- and part-

time study to students on campus and beyond through

several types of instruction. These include courses offered

on the campus presented through classroom lectures,

seminars, laboratory practice and tutorials. An alternative

mode of instruction is delivery of courses by Instructional

Television (itv).

Carieton's alternative delivery media are cable television

(itv) and vkJeocassette. Course lectures are broadcast

without restriction on cable television (Ch 15) in the Ottawa
area. For registered students living outside the metropolitan

Ottawa cable area, course lectures can be accessed
through: selected presentations arranged with cable televi-

sion companies in smaller communities; course lecture

tapes borrowed through participating community libraries

and resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services. (See Fees, p. 48).

Students registered in Itv courses are expected to meet all

University and Faculty requirements.

Courses begin and enrolment deadlines are in September,
January, and May. Early registration is recommended.
Academic regulations can be found in this Calendar.

Information about itv is available in this Calendar under

"School of Continuing Education, Instructional Televi-

sion" (see p. 51 ) and in the Itv Brochure available from the

School of Continuing Education (613-788-3500).

Part-Time Study

Part-time study is a viable method of attaining a degree in

the Faculty of Social Science. A wide choice of courses is

taught in the evening and during the summer. In addition,

part-time students are welcomed into day courses.

Part-time students who wish to limit their studies to evening

and summer times should note that the following depart-

ments teach a range of courses in the evening and during

the summer that will permit students to complete a major
in their discipline.

Economics
Geography
Law
Political Science

Psychology

Socio logy/Anthropology

Students have the choice between full- and part-time reg-

istration and may freely alternate between the two.



Arts and Social Sciences Regulations

The Academic Regulations

New Regulations Governing Academic Standing
and Graduation

New regulations governing academic standing and

graduation were introduced September 1, 1989 for all

students in the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences.

Students newly admitted to the faculties are governed

by these regulations. Students continuing in degree

programs in Arts and Social Sciences to which they were
admitted prior to the 1989-90 Academic Year will be

evaluated under the regulations for standing and gradu-

ation in effect at the time of their admission.

5.11 Accelerated Progress

6. Examinations
6.1 Eligibility

6.2 Supplemental Examinations

6.3 Deferred Examinations and Final Papers
6.4 Grade-Raising Examinations

6.5 Review of Grades
6.6 Repeated Courses

7. Graduation

7.1 Application to Graduate
7.2 Graduation Grade Point Averages
7.3 Graduation Requirements, Pass B.A.

7A Graduation with Distinction

75 Graduation Requirements, Honours B.A.

B.Com., B.J., B.Mus., B.P.A. and B.S.W.
7.6 Classes of Honours
7.7 Mention: francais

1 . Adm Inistratlon of the Regulations

1.1 General Administration

1.2 Student Responsibility

1 .3 Requests and Petitions

2. Admission, Readmlssion, and Degree Trans-

fer

2.1 New Students

2.2 Readmission

2.3 Change of Degree Program

3. Registration

3.1 Registration

3.2 Late Registration

3.3 Credit Value

ZA Definitio n of "Ye ar"

3.5 Course Load
3.6 Course Overload

3.7 Auditing

3.8 Change of Course and Section

3.9 Withdrawal

3.1 0 Courses from Other Faculties and Schools

3.11 Residence Requirement

3.12 Transfer of Credit

3.13 Exchange Agreements
3.14 Student Records
3.15 Challenge for Credit

4. Declaring a Major Discipline

4.1 Major Disciplines Available

42. Declaring a Major Discipline

4.3 GPA for Entry and Continuation in a Major

4A Standards for Declaring a Major

4J5 Continuation in a Major Discipline

4.6 The Honours Paper or Research Essay

5. Academic Standing
5.1 Standing in Courses
52 Academic Standing

5.3 Schedule of Academic Standing Evaluations

SA Continuation Index (CI)

5JS Attempts

5.6 Limit on Attempts

5.7 Academic Standing in the Pass B.A. Program
5.8 Academic Standing in the Honours B.A.

,

B. Com., B.J., B. Mus., B.P.A. and B.S.W. Pro-

grams
5.9 Table of Minimum CIs for Probation

5.10 Readmlssion After Debarment

8. The Qualifying-University Year and First-Yeai

Curriculum

8.1 Qualifying-University Year
82 Distribution of Courses in First-Year
8.3 Course Selection

1. Administration of the Regulations

1.1 General Administration

The regulations on the following pages apply, except wher

noted, to all degree, diploma and certificate programs o

the faculties of Arts and Social Sciences and are adminis

tered by the Registrarial Services office of each faculty ant

the student's school or Major department. Students shoufc

refer to the listings on pp. 56-59 for the programs adminis
1

tered by each faculty. Each Registrarial Services offic<

provides an Academic Advising Service, and students an

urged to seek advice on all questions about the regulations

and in particular before taking any action affecting promo
tion and probation, withdrawal, transfer of credit, review c

grades, and change of Major or degree program.

1.2 Student Responsibility

Students are responsible for knowing and complying wit

the regulations and for registering in the courses require

to fulfil degree requirements. Specific written permissio

must be obtained for exceptions to the regulations. Permis

sion granted by a department must be confirmed by th

appropriate Registrarial Services office.

1.3 Requests and Petitions

Requests and petitions are made in writing to the student

Registrarial Services office, if possble on the forms prx

vided. Students should discuss their requests or petition

with an adviser. The circumstances of any request <

petition are held in the strictest confidence.

Decisions on requests are made by the student's Regii

trarial Services office according to guidelines set by th

Joint Committee on Admissions and Studies. Students ml
have such decisions reviewed by petitioning the Comrrv

tee.
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I 2. Admission, Readmission, and Degree Transfer

[ 2.1 New Students

(
Detailed requirements for initial admission to the Faculties'

I degree and certificate programs are given on pp. 25-32.

I 2.2 Readmlssion

. Students in the following categories are required to apply

i for readmission before registration. Readmitted students

are governed by the regulations in effect at the first regis-

tration following readmission.

I
(a) Students who after graduation wish to pursue a further

degree;

i (b) Students who have been absent from the University for

two consecutive Fall/Winter sessions and the intervening

Summer session;

(c) Students who have been admitted to a degree program

and have taken courses at any other post-secondary insti-

tution since their last registration at Carleton (except stu-

dents studying on a Letter of Permission from the

j

appropriate Registrarial Services office);

(d) Students who have been debarred.

i Note:

Applications for readmission (obtainable from the Admis-

sions Office) must be filed before June 30 for the Fall/Winter

;
session and before April 1 for the Summer session.

! 2.3 Change of Degree Program

Applications to change degree programs must be made to

the Admissions Office by June 30 for the Fall/Winter ses-

sion, by December 1 for Winter term of the Winter session,

and by April 1 for the Summer session.

' Students who are transferring are governed by the regula-

> tions in effect at the first registration following the transfer.

Note:

Transfer applications received during the month of July may
not be processed in time for the student to take advantage

of early registration.

3. Registration

il

3.1 Registration

Students must complete their registration, including fee

payment arrangements, during the official registration pe-

riods shown for the session or term in the schedule for the

Academic Year on pp. 8-1 0.

3.2 Late Registration

Registration during the late registration period incurs a late

registration charge. Registration is not permitted after the

late registration period.

Students should note that mere attendance in a course

j
does not constitute registration in that course.

J 3.3 Credit Value

Unless otherwise indicated, courses in the Faculties are of

one full credit, indicated 1.0 on all records documents.
Courses marked are half-credit courses, indicated 0.5.

3.4 Definition of "Year"

Undergraduate students in the Faculties of Arts and Social

Sciences (other than those admitted to Qualifying-Univer-

sity year) are given "Year" standing according to the num-
ber of credits completed with passing grades and counting

towards the degree or certificate. The categories are as

follows:

First Year:

Fewer than 4.0 credits successfully completed and count-

ing towards the degree;

Second Year:

4.0 through 8.5 credits successfully completed and count-

ing towards the degree;

Third Year:

9.0 credits through 13.5 credits successfully completed and
counting towards the degree;

Fourth Year:

14.0 or more credits successfully completed and counting

towards the degree.

Students admitted to Qualifying-University year will be
permitted to register with First-year standing upon success-

ful completion of at least 4.5 credits towards the Qualifying-

University year requirements, with the understanding that

all outstanding Qualifying-University year requirements

must still be met prior to graduation, in addition to the usual

degree requirements.

3.5 Course Load

In the Fall/Winter session, in all programs but Journalism,

students may register in up to five half-credits per term or

equivalent, audited courses included. The normal course

load in Third-year Journalism is 5.5 credits.

In the Summer session, students may register in a maxi-

mum of two half-credits or equivalent per term, including

audited courses.

3.6 Course Overload

Permission of the student's Registrarial Services office is

required to register in a course overload. Such permission

will be available only to students whose CI is 7.00 or higher

(see 5.4 for the definition of the CI). The maximum load

permitted is six half-credits per term in the Fall/Winter

Session and three half-credits per term in the Summer
session.

3.7 Auditing

Students may, with the instructor's permission, register in

some courses as auditors. (See p. 39 for details.) Auditors

receive no grade and no credit for the course. No change
from credit to audit or from audit to credit will be permitted

beyond the last day for course changes in any course.

Auditors are not permitted in some courses; in particular,

students are not permitted to audit courses with limited

enrolment.

3.8 Change of Course and Section

Changes of course, or of section within a course, must be
done through the telephone registration system on or be-

fore the deadlines specified on pp. 8-10.

3.9 Withdrawal

Students withdrawing from courses or from their entire

program must phone the telephone registration system on
or before deadlines specified on pp. 8-1 0. Students receiv-

ing scholarships or financial assistance should consult the

Awards Office before dropping courses.
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For Summer session 1993 see the Summer Session Sup-

plement.

ForSummersession 1994 see the Academic Yearpp. 9-10.

Consult p. 48 for the financial implications of withdrawal.

Note:

7770 onus for officially withdrawing by the telephone regis-

tration system rests solely with the student. Ceasing to

attend lectures or informing the instructor does not consti-

tute withdrawal, and will result in an Abs or FNS grade.

3.10 Courses from Other Faculties and Schools

Students must consult the Registrar's Office of the Faculty

in which they are registered and the Department(s) of their

Major about registering in courses in Engineering, Industrial

Design, and Architecture. Science and interdisciplinary

courses are generally acceptable. Professional courses in

Engineering, Industrial Design and Architecture are gener-

ally not acceptable. Performance courses in Music are

open only to students in certain Music programs. Profes-

sional courses in Journalism are not acceptable options in

the B.A. program. A limited number of Architecture courses

are permitted in certain programs. Students who wish to

take courses in Engineering, Industrial Design, and Archi-

tecture which are not part of their program or which are not

listed as being open to students in the Faculties of Arts and

Social Sciences, must obtain prior permission from the

Department(s) of their Major, from the unit offering the

course.

3.11 Residence Requirement

Degree Programs:

To obtain a degree from Carleton University, students must
present a minimum of five credits taken at Carleton and

counting toward the degree . These five credits must include

credits in the major discipline(s) as follows:

Pass: 3.0 credits;

Combined Pass: 3.0 credits in one Major discipline and 2.0

credits in the other;

Honours: 4.0 credits including the Honours thesis or com-
prehensive examination where it is a requirement of the

program;

Combined Honours:3.0 credits in one Major discipline and

2.0 credits in the other including the Honours thesis or

comprehensive examination where it is a requirement of

the program.

Departments may require that certain of these credits be at

the senior level.

Certificate and Diploma Programs
To obtain an undergraduate Certificate or Diploma from

Carleton University, students must present a minimum of

four credits taken at Carleton, including all core courses.

Multiple Undergraduate Degrees
Students admitted to a second undergraduate program
must, in addition to meeting the requirement described

above, present a minimum of five credits for the newdegree
program (four in a certificate or diploma program) taken at

Carleton and not counted for any previous program. These
must include three credits in the Major discipline of the new
degree program. Variations from this pattern may, in very

exceptional circumstances, be approved by the Joint Com-
mittee on Admissions and Studies. Students should consult

their Registrarial Services office.

3.12 Transfer of Credit

Before taking courses at another university, students must

obtain a Letter of Permission from their Registrarial

ices office.

Students who take courses without obtaining a Letter of

Permission will not be granted credit for the courses. Per-

mission obtained from an instructor or from a department

does not obligate the University to accept a credit

Eligibility:

To be granted permission, students must have completed

at Carleton a minimum of four credits counting towards their

degree program and be in Good Standing and be declared

in a Major. (See also 3.11 Residence Requirement.)

Maximum Load
Subject to the regulations of the host university, a Carleton

student studying on a Letter of Permission may take a
maximum of 2.0 credits in the Summer and 5.0 credits in

the Fall/Winter session.

Transfer Credit Grading
(a) Grades for successfully completed courses taken on
Letters of Permission will not be transferred.

(b) The Major department or the students Registrarial

Services office may require that the student obtain a mini

mum grade higher than the passing grade. The student

shall be notified of such a requirement when the Letter of

Permission is issued. Should the student pass the course

but fail to meet this minimum grade, credit will not be

transferred.

(c) Failure on a course taken elsewhere will be recorded

with the appropriate credit value, and will be taken into

account in all assessments of eligibility to register and
graduate, will count as an attempt, and will be included in

the calculation of the CI.

(d) If a student writes a supplemental examination in a

course taken on a Letter of Permission, both the initial

failure and subsequent pass or failure will be recorded

each will count as an attempt and any failures will be

included in the calculation of the CI (see 5.5).

:

Reporting

(a) If students find it necessary to have their Letter of ^
Permission amended they must notify their Registrarial

Services office prior to completion of the course.

(b) Students are required to present to Carleton an official

transcript showing results in courses taken on a Letter of

Permission. If the transcript is not forthcoming, the course

will be awarded a failing grade.

(c) Students completing a final credit for a degree on a

Letter of Permission during the Fall/Winter session are

warned that transfer grades may not be available in time

for Spring graduation.
Stucten

Application and Fees
(a) Applications for a Letter of Permission must be ob*)^.
tained from the student's Registrarial Services office. The ^
application form must be returned to that office accompa- ^
nied by a photocopy of the official description of the course

(b) A processing fee is charged for Letters of Permission*) ^
Students should note that this is a per-course, not a per-

credit, fee. (See p. 48.)

(c) Applications for a Letter of Permission must be made
by November 15, for January registration; March 31, foi

|js

Summer registration; and July 31 , for September registra

tion.

3.13 Exchange Agreements

Students iri Good Standing (see 5.2) may be eligible tc ^
study elsewhere on one or more of the many exchangt

agreements available to undergraduate students.
at a a

teybot
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University of Ottawa Exchange Agreement
Carieton undergraduate students may register to take

courses at the University of Ottawa to be credited to their

Carieton degree. The following regulations apply:

1. Students must be registered in a degree program at

Carieton, have completed successfully a minimum of four

credits toward that degree and be in Good Standing and be

declared in a Major as defined in 5.2

2. Only courses to be credited as part of degree require-

ments at Carieton may be taken under the terms of the

exchange.

3. At any time, the cumulative total of courses taken by the

student at Carieton and counting toward the degree must
be greater than the total number of courses taken and
proposed at the University of Ottawa and counting toward

the degree.

4. Courses taken under the Exchange Agreement will not

satisfy the residence requirement for students' degree and
Major programs (3.13).

5. Grades for courses taken on the Exchange Agreement
will be reported on the Carieton transcript and will be

included in the CI and in the grade-point averages calcu-

lated.

Students should consult their Registrarial Services office

for application forms and information on procedures and

deadlines.

Students should note that space in courses may be limited

and therefore applications should be filed as early as

possble.

Students withdrawing from an exchange agreement course

must notify both Universities, or a grade of Abs or FNS may
be recorded. There may be financial implications.

Studies In Canada and Abroad
Eigfole students may take advantage of a number of

Exchange Agreements and Study-Abroad programs. At

present agreements exist with universities in the United

States, Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain, Hungary,

Poland, Russia, China, Japan, Latin America and Africa.

Interested students should consult Carieton International,

Room 1506 Dunton Tower (788-2519) for further informa-

tion. The deadline for application is November 30.

3.14 Student Records

Incorrect address information will delay the receipt of

awards, examination results, and notification of changes in

academic status. Addresses must include postal codes.

Students must notify their Registrarial Services office im-

mediately of any change in:

(a) permanent or home address (used for final grades and
registration information);

(b) local address (used for all mail during the academic
session);

(c) telephone number for permanent address and for local

address;

(d) name.

3.15 Challenge for Credit

Degree Programs
A student with significant work-related experience and
non-academic learning equivalent to a specific Carieton
course may receive credit for that course through the

Challenge for Credit procedure. If the University is satisfied

that a student is adequately grounded in a course, credit

may be granted by examination , without the no rmal require-

ments of attendance and instruction. Not all departments

participate in this procedure. There is a charge for each
challenge. A student may present no more than five chal-

lenged credits in a degree program. Students must enquire

at their Faculty Registrarial Services office.

Credits obtained by challenge may be not used to satisfy

the Residence Requirement for the student's degree pro-

gram and Major discipline (see 3.13).

Certificate or Diploma Programs
A student may challenge up to one credit in an undergradu-

ate Certificate or Diploma. Students must enquire at their

Registrarial Services office.

4. Declaring a Major Discipline

Every student in the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences

is required to offer some level of specialization in one or

two disciplines. The discbline of specialization is called the

Major discipline.

4.1 Major Disciplines Available

The following table illustrates the choice of specialization

available in the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences. Some
disciplines are offered in separate degree programs. Most
are available as single or combined programs in the Pass
and/or the Honours B.A. degree program

Code
P: Pass

PC: Pass Combined

H: Honours
HC: Honours Combined
Cone: Concentration

Others: as noted (Degrees, Certificates, etc.)

Architecture PC HC
Anthropology H HC
Art History P PC H HC
Biology P PC H HC
Business B.Com.
Canadian Studies* P PC HC
Central/East European and
Russian-Area Studies H HC
Classical Civilization P PC H HC
Cognitive Science H
Computer Mathematics P H
Criminology and
Criminal Justice Cone.•*

Directed Interdisciplinary

Studies P H
Economics P PC H HC
English P PC H HC
English Language
and Composition C.E.L C.

Teaching English

as a Second Language C.T.E S.L.

Environmental Studies P H
Film Studies P PC H HC
French P PC H HC
French Language Studies C.F.L.S.

French Translation Studies C.F.T.S.

Geography P PC H HC
Geographic Information

Processing Cone.
German P PC H HC
Greek P PC H HC
History* P PC H HC
Italian P PC HC
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Journalism HC B.J.

Latin P PC H HC
Law P PC H HC
Law Enforcement C.L.E S.

Linguistics* P PC un HC
Mass Communication P PC H HC
Mathematics P PC H HC
Music P PC HC

B.Mus.
/-\_ n ,

Operations Research
Philosophy*

H
P PC n up

Pnliti^al Qrlonro* P PC (-1 HC
PnrvulatiAn ^tiiWiac Cone MM
Public Administration* B.P.A
Public Service Studies C.P.S s.

Psychology*,** P PC un upMO
Religion P PC H HC
Russian P PC H HC
Social Work B.S.W.

Sociology H HC
Socio log y/Anth ropology** P PC
Spanish P PC H HC
Statistics P PC H
Women's Studies PC HC
* "Mention: francais", (see 7.7)

"A concentration in Criminology and Criminal Justice is

offered in a Pass or Honours program in conjunction with

specialization in Law, Psychology, or Sociology/Anthropol-

ogy, or any combination of two of these three disciplines.

*** A concentration in Geographic Information Processing

is offered in conjunction with an Honours program in Geog-
raphy.

*"*A concentration in Population Studies is offered in

conjunction with an Honours program in Sociology.

4.2 Declaring a Major Discipline

(a) Disciplines Offered as Separate Degrees
Students normally apply to be admitted directly to the first

year of disciplines offered as separate degrees (B.Com.,

B.J., B.Mus., B.P.A. and B.S.W.). Students may apply to

transfer into or out of these programs, but as most of these

programs are subject to enrolment limitations, entry will be

competitive. Consult the appropriate departmental entries

for further details. The transfer procedure is described in

section 2.3.

(b) Disciplines Offered as Majors in the B.A. Programs
Although not required to do so, students admitted to the

Pass B.A. program may declare their proposed major or

specialization(s) on admission to First year, but in any case
they are required to declare their Major discipline(s) prior

to registration in Second year. Students who have not done
so must obtain special permission from their Registrarial

Services office to register.

Students admitted to the Honours B.A. program must de-

clare their major special ization(s) by the time of their first

registration.

Students in the Third or Fourth year of a Pass or Honours
B.A. program who have not declared a Major discipline will

be denied permission to register. Where their performance

is inadequate to permit them to declare any Major, they will

be debarred from the university.

Students may apply to declare/change their Major disci-

pline at their Registrarial Services office and should consult

the office for application deadlines.

(c) Interdisciplinary Degree Programs
Students should apply for admission to these degree pro- I
grams as early as possible and certainly by the end of first I
year (transfer students can apply at any time before com- I
pleting their final five credits, but may have to make up I
credits). The application form, and, in the case of Directed

interdisciplinary Studies, a proposed program of study must I
be submitted to the appropriate co ordinator. For Directed I
Interdisciplinary Studies special application forms are re- I
quired; they are available from the Institute for Interdiscipli- 1
nary Studies office and must be submitted before July 1st 1
for September entrance, November 1 for January entrance. I
General regulations for Pass or Honours degree programs, I
as appropriate, apply to interdisciplinary degree programs. I
For details of interdisciplinary degrees offered and require- I
ments of each, see the Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies 1

section of the Calendar, p. 178.

4.3 Grade-Point Average for Entry and Continuation 1

In a Major

The Grade-Point Average(GPA) for entry into and continu- 4
ation in a major discipline will be calculated over all sue- II

cessful attempts in courses in that discipline. Where the If
record includes supplemental or grade -raising examina- 11

tions and/or repeated courses, only the last attempt will be I

included in this GPA. Forfeited courses will be excluded It

from the calculation.

This GPA will be calculated to one decimal place and will <

not be rounded.

Some programs have special conditions for entry and
continuation. (See 44 and 4.5).

4.4 Standards for Declaring a Major

After admission to the Pass B.A. program, to be accepted J

into a major discipline in a program not subject to Senate-

approved enrolment limitations, students entering Second
or Third year must have completed at least one course

leading to the major discipline and have achieved a GPA
of at least 4.0 in that Major discipline (see 4 J3).

After admission to an Honours program, to be accepted into

a major discipline not subject to Senate-approved enrol-

ment limitations, students must have completed at least

one course leading to the major discipline and have
l

achieved a GPA of at least 6.0 in that major discipline.

Students entering Fourth year must have a GPA of 6.5 in

the Major discipline (see 4.3).

Students declaring a Combined Major must meet the fore-
j

going requirements in each proposed major discipline.

Special standards apply to programs with Senate-approved

enrolment limitations. Currently the programs subject to

limitations are Business, Criminology and Criminal Justice,

Geographic Information Processing, Journalism, Mass
Communication, Public Administration and Social Work.

Consult the departmental entries for these disciplines for 1

details of the standards that must be met by students'

wishing to qualify for consideration.

4.5 Continuation in a Major

Students pursuing a degree with a Combined Major must)

fulfil the requirements in each Individual Major discipline.

In programs with enrolment limitations, however, special

standards for continuation may apply. Consult the depart- 1

mental calendar entries for Business, Criminology and! 1

Criminal Justice, Journalism, Mass Communication and)

Public Administration.
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ss B.A. Program

continue in their Majordiscipline(s), students in the Pass

. program must maintain a GPA of at least 4.0 in the

ajordiscpline(s).

Honours Programs

To continue in their Major discipline(s), students in the

Second or Third year of Honours programs must maintain

a GPA of at least 6.0 in the Major discipline(s). To proceed

into and continue in Fourth year, students in Honours

programs must have and maintain a GPA of at least 6.5 in

the major discipline(s).

4.6 The Honours Paper or Research Essay

General
Although the scope of the Honours paper or research essay

should not exceed what the student can reasonably expect

to complete within an academic session, up to two re-reg-

istrations are permitted. If the honours paper or research

essay is not completed within three consecutive sessions,

a grade of F will be assigned. (Students who first register

in September must submit the finished paper or essay by

April 1 of the following Fall/Winter session.)

The First re-registration is optional. Students should note,

however, that they are not eligble for supervision or library

privileges, may not submit an Honours paper or essay for

grading, and may not graduate if they are not registered.

The Second re-registration is compulsory for students

whose honours papers or research essays are still out-

standing at the beginning of the third session. To avoid such

re-registration students must either:

(a) withdraw from the Honours program, notifying their

Registrarial Services office of their intention in writing, no

later than the last date for late registration ;or

(b) notify their Registrarial Services office of intention to

complete the Honours program by means of appropriate

alternative courses approved by the Honours supervisor.

Withdrawal
Students may withdraw from the Honours paper or re-

search essay up to the last date for withdrawal from full

courses in the session. Students who withdraw during their

initial registration or first re-registration will retain Honours

status. Students who withdraw from the second re-registra-

tion will forfeit Honours status, unless they simultaneously

transfer to another course or courses that meet Honours

requirements. Students who withdraw from the Honours

program will automatically be withdrawn from the Honours

paper or research essay.

Reinstatement
Students who fail to complete the Honours paper or re-

search essay successfully within the three consecutive

terms permitted will forfeit Honours status, but may apply

for reinstatement in the Honours program, to the Joint

Committee on Admissions and Studies. Reinstatement is

not guaranteed. The department may require such stu-

dents to begin a new project. Reinstated students will pay

a full registration fee.

Honours Paper or Research Essay Registration and Re-registration

The following table sets out a typical registration, re-registration schedule for a student registering in an Honours Paper

or Research Essay for the first time in September. Please note that there is a late fee payment assessed during the late

registration period. (For information about fees, see pp. 46-49.)

Registration Deadline* Fee Deadline for

Submission of

Completed Honours
Paper or Research
Essay*

Grade if

not Complete
Deadline for

Withdrawal
from Honours
Paper or Research
Essay*

Initial

Registration

Last day
for late

registration (Sept.)

fee

per

credit

Junel
(April 1 for

Spring graduation)

IP Last day for

withdrawal from

full courses (Mar.)

First

Re-registration"

Last day for

late registration

for Summer session

Day division

(July)

fee

per

half

credit

Sept. 15 IP Last day for

withdrawal from

Summer session

Day division

full courses

Second

Re-registration

Last day
for Late

registration (Sept.)

fee

per half

credit

April 1 F Last day for

withdrawal from

full courses (Mar.)

* Consult The Academic Year" applicable to each year, for precise dates (see pp. 8-1 0.)

"Optional— see 4.6 General
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5. Academic Standing

5.1 Standing In Courses

Standing in courses is shown by alphabetical grades as

described on p. 41 . Supplemental examinations are graded

by the same scale.

In addition the following symbols apply in the Faculties of

Arts and Social Sciences:

Abs
Absent from formally scheduled final examinations where
the necessary term work has been completed. (This grade

bears academic penalty in that it is interpreted as an

unsuccessful attempt.)

Aeg
Pass standing is granted on the basis of course work when
no further assessment is considered feasible. Aegrotat is

granted only by approval of the Joint Committee on Admis-

sions and Studies in response to a students application.

(See also 6.3 and p. 41.)

Aud
Audit indicates courses not taken for academic credit.

Ch
Credit granted under the Challenge for Credit policy.

Del
Final grades deferred for personal or medical reasons with

approval of the Joint Committee on Admissions and Stud-

ies. This notation must be replaced by a grade within the

prescribed time period or it will revert to a failure with no

academic credit.

Failure, no academic credit.

FNS
Failure without access to supplemental. No academic
credit.

IP

Honours thesis or essay is "In Progress". (See 6.5).

Sat

Satisfactory.

Uns
Unsatisfactory.

The 12-grade -point system is set out on p. 41 . The grade

points earned in any specific course are determined by

multiplying the grade points corresponding to the grade by

the credit value of the course. Thus an A+ in a half-credit

course will earn the student six grade points, while A+ in a

two-credit course would be worth 24 grade points.

5.2 Academic Standing

Performance of all students will be evaluated regularly to

determine whether they are meeting the standards pre-

scribed for continuing in the program. Performance will be

classified according to the following three categories:

Good Standing
Students in Good Standing fully meet the academic stand-

ards prescribed for their degree program and are eligible to

continue in that program (see 5.7 and 5.8.)

Probation

Students placed on Probation are deficient with respect to

the academic standards prescribed for their degree pro-

gram. They may continue in their degree program but must
clear Probation at the time of the next Academic Standing

decision (see 5.7 and 5.8.)

Debarred from Further Study
Students whose performance falls below a minimum stand-

ard will be debarred. Students who are debarred will not be

allowed to register at Carieton University (see 5.7 and 5.8.)

5.3 Schedule of Academic Standing Evaluations

The first evaluation of Academic Standing will take place at

the end of the session of Fall/Winter registration in which
students have accumulated a total of at least four attempts.

Students admitted on the basis of previous post-secondary

study may have an academic standing decision made at

the point of their admission. In such cases, this decision is

considered the first evaluation of academic standing.

Subsequent evaluations will take place at the end of each
successive Fall/Winter registration, providing that students

have made at least two attempts since the previous Aca-

demic Standing decision.

Students who have been granted Deferrals in one or more
courses will have their Academic Standing decision post-

poned to the end of the Summer session. Grades earned

in the Summer Session will not affect Academic Standing

decisions postponed because of Deferral.

5.4 Continuation Index (CI)

Academic Standing decisions will be based in part on the

Continuation Index (the CI).

The Continuation Index is calculated by dividing the total

grade points accumulated over all attempts by the total

number of attempts. The calculation is carried to two deci-

mal places without rounding.

Since the passing grades of Ch, Sat and Aeg do not

generate grade points, courses with these grades and the

attempts associated with them will be ignored in the calcu-

lation of the CI, although they will continue to count toward

the total attempts allowed in the degree or certificate pro-

gram. Audited courses will be excluded from both calcula-

tions.

5.5 Attempts

Every grade which appears on the official transcript consti

tutes an attempt. Such grades include not only those for

successfully completed courses but also those for all failed

forfeited, replaced and repeated courses, as well asgrades
received from supplemental or grade-raising examinations

Audited courses and courses from which a student with

draws in good standing are not considered to be attempts

Attempts are weighted according to the credit value of the

course.

5.6 Limit on Attempts

Students in the Pass B.A. program may not accumulate

more than 23 attempts in the process of earning their

degree. Students who accumulate more than 8 unsuccess-

ful attempts will be debarred.

Students in Honours programs may not accumulate more

than 26 attempts (26.5 in Journalism programs) in the

process of earning their degree. Students who accumulate ^
more than 6 unsuccessful attempts (6.5 in Journalism ^
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orograms) must withdraw from Honours and may be de-

barred. (See 5.8)

Students in five-credit certificate programs may not accu-

mulate more than 7 attempts in the process of earning their

certificate. Similarly, students in a six-credit certificate pro-

gram may not accumulate more than 8 attempts. Students

in certificate programs who accumulate more than 2 unsuc-

cessful attempts will be debarred.

5.7 Academic Standing In the Pass B.A. Program

Good Standing
Students in the Pass B.A. program will be in Good Standing

if at the time of any Academic Standing decision:

(a) their CI over all attempts is at least 4.00;

(b) they have accumulated no more than 23 attempts

including current registration, (i.e., they have no more than

8 unsuccessful or forfeited attempts);

(c) the GPA in each major discipline is at least 4.0.

Probation
Students in the Pass B.A. Program will be placed on

Probation if, at the time of any Academic Standing decision,

their CI is less than 4.00 but greater than or equal to the

value in the table in Section 5.9 which corresponds to the

total number of attempts in their academic record. Students

in this position are eligble for Probation only if they have

satisfied the appropriate regulations governing standing in

a major.

Students placed on Probation will immediately forfeit all

passed courses with grades below C- accumulated during

the evaluation period which resulted in Probation.

Students on Probation must clear probation at the time of

the next Academic Standing decision by achieving a CI of

at least 4.00 over all attempts accumulated during the

period of Probation. Students failing to meet this standard

will be debarred.

The CI for all subsequent decisions concerning academic
standing and graduation will be calculated over the at-

tempts accumulated after being placed on Probation. At-

tempts accumulated prior to the Probation decision,

however, will continue to be counted in the total allowed for

the degree, as will forfeited courses.

Students may not go on Probation more than once. If the

CI falls below 4.00 a second time, the student will be
debarred.

Debarred from Further Study
Students in the Pass B.A. program will be debarred if:

(a) at the time of any Academic Standing decision, their CI

is less than the value in the Table in Section 5.9 correspond-

ing to the number of attempts in their record;

(b) having been placed on Probation, they fail to achieve

Good Standing at the time of the next Academic Standing
decision;

(c) having cleared Probation, they subsequently fail to

maintain Good Standing;

(d) they fail to qualify for graduation within 23 attempts,

including current registration, or they have more than 8

unsuccessful or forfeited attempts;

(e) on entering Second year, they have not successfully

declared a Major and have failed to qualify for permission

to register as an Undeclared Major;

(f) on entering Third Year, they have not successfully

declared a Major;

(g) having declared a Major discipline, they fail to maintain

standing in that major after First year and do not qualify to

declare another in its place, and have not been granted
special permission to register undeclared (see 4.2).

5.8 Academic Standing In the Honours B.A., B.Com .,

B.J., B.Mus., B.P.A. and B.S.W. Programs

Good Standing

Students in Honours programs will be in Good Standing if

at the time of any Academic Standing decision:

(a) their CI over all attempts is at least 6.00;

(b) they have accumulated no more than 26 attempts (26.5

in Journalism programs) including current registration (i.e.,

they have no more than 6 unsuccessful or forfeited at-

tempts);

(c) in Second orThird year, they have a GPA of 6.0 or more

in each major discipline;

(d) in Fourth year, they have a GPA of 6.5 or more in each

major discipline.

Probation

Students in Honours programs will be placed on Probation

if, at the time of any Academic Standing decision, their CI

is less than 6.00 but greater than or equal to the value in

the table in Section 5.9 which corresponds to the total

number of attempts in their academic record. Students in

this position are eligble for Probation only if they have

satisfied the appropriate regulations governing standing in

a major.

Students whose performance does not qualify for Good
Standing in Honours but does meet or exceed the minimum
standard for Good Standing in a Pass B.A. program may
apply to transfer to that program. If their transfer is ac-

cepted, they will not be placed on Probation but will qualify

for Good Standing.

Students who are placed on Probation will immediately

forfeit all passed courses with grades below C+ accumu-
lated during the evaluation period which resulted in Proba-

tion.

Students who are placed on Probation must clear Probation

at the time of the next Academic Standing decision by

achieving a CI of at least 6.00 over all attempts accumu-
lated during the period of Probation.

The CI for all subsequent decisions concerning Academic
Standing and graduation will be calculated over the at-

tempts accumulated after being placed on Probation. At-

tempts accumulated prior to the Probation decision,

however, will continue to be counted in the total allowed for

the degree, as will forfeited courses.

Students may not go on Probation more than once. If the

CI falls below 6.00 a second time, students will be debarred.

Students who fail to clear Probation at the time of the next

Academic Standing decision and whose performance dur-

ing the Probation period nonetheless meets or exceeds the

minimum required for Good Standing in the Pass B.A.

program may apply to transfer to that program. If their

transfer is accepted, forfeited courses with grades of C or

C- accumulated during the evaluation period which re-

sulted in Probation will be restored and students will be
placed in Good Standing in the Pass B.A. Program. If they

fail to maintain Good Standing thereafter, they will be
debarred.

Students who fail to clear Probation at the time of the next

Academic Standing decision and whose CI based on per-

formance during the Probation period is below the minimum
required for Good Standing in the Pass B.A. program, will

be debarred.

Debarred from Further Study
Students in Honours programs will be debarred if:

(a) at the time of any Academic Standing decision, their CI

would lead to debarment if they were in the Pass B.A.
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program;

(b) having been placed on Probation, they fail to achieve

Good Standing at the time of the next Academic Standing

decision;

(c) having cleared Probation, they subsequently fail to

maintain Good Standing;

(d) they fail to qualify for graduation within 26 attempts

(26.5 in Journalism programs) including present registra-

tion (i.e., they have more than 6 unsuccessful or forfeited

attempts, 6.5 in Journalism programs);

(e) on entering Second year, they have not successfully

declared a Major and have failed to qualify for permission

to register as an Undeclared Major;

(f) on entering Third year, they have not successfully de-

clared a Major discipline;

(g) having declared a Major, they fail to maintain standing

in that Major and do not qualify to declare another in its

place.

5.9 Table of Minimum CIs for Probation

ATTEMPTS
PASS

DEGREE
HONOURS B.A., B.Com.,
B.J., B.Mus., B.P.A., B.S.W.

4.0 2.00 4.50

4.5 2.00 4.50

5.0 2.00 4.50

5.5 2.10 4.55

6.0 2.20 4.60

6.5 2.30 4.65

7.0 2.40 4.70

7.5 2.50 4.75

8.0 2.60 4.80

8.5 2.70 4.85

9.0 2.80 4.90

9.5 2.90 4.95

10.0 3.00 5.00

10.5 3.10 5.05

11.0 3.20 5.10

11.5 3.30 5.15

12.0 3.40 5.20

12.5 3.50 5.25

13.0 3.60 5.30

13.5 3.70 5.35

14.0 3.80 5.40

14.5 3.90 5.45

15.0 4.00 5.50

15.5 4.00 5.55

16.0 4.00 5.60

16.5 4.00 5.65

17.0 4.00 5.70

17.5 4.00 5.75

18.0 4.00 5.80

18.5 4.00 5.85

19.0 4.00 5.90

19.5 4.00 5.95

20.0 4.00 6.00

20.5 or more 4.00 6.00

For any specified number of

tabled value means that the

further study.

attempts, a CI less than the

student will be debarred from

5.10 Readmlsslon after Debarment

After a two-year absence from post-secondary studies,

students who have been debarred may petition the Joint

Committee on Admissions and Studies for readmission to

the University. Each case will be considered individually on

its merits and readmission is not guaranteed.

5.11 Accelerated Progress

Students admitted to Qualifying-University year may have
some or all of the courses taken in Qualifying-University

year count toward the degree if they:

(a) have completed at Carleton one year's full-time study;

(b) have no failures or grade-raising examinations on their

record; and
(c) present a minimum B- (7.0 average) on five credits or a
total of 35 grade-points.

Examinations

General regulations on examinations are on p. 42. In

addition the following regulations apply to students in the

Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences.

6.1 Eligibility

(a) No student may write supplemental and/or grade-rais-

ing examinations in more than two credits in any academic
session;

(b) Students on Probation may not write supplemental or

grade-raising examinations.

6.2 Supplemental Examinations

Supplemental examinations are available in all under-

graduate courses with written final examinations for those

undergraduate students who are in Good Standing and
have not been disqualified from such by receiving the grade

of FNS or Abs.

Both the initial failure and the supplemental grade are

included in the calculation of the CI. Only the last attempt,

if successful, will be included in the calculation of the

Grade-Point Average in the Major discipline. If the second

attempt is unsuccessful, neither attempt will be included in

the calculation of the Grade-Point Average.

Students must obtain an application form at their Regis-

trarial Services office and should check application dead-

lines under Academic Year, pp. 8-10.

6.3 Deferred Examinations and Final Papers

Students who are unable to write a final examination or

complete a final paper because of illness or other circum-

stances beyond their control or whose performance on an

examination has been impaired by such circumstances

may apply within 14 days to the Registrarial Services office

for permission to write a deferred examination or extend a

term paper deadline. Permission can be granted only if the

absence is fully and specifically supported by a medical

certificate or other documents.

Deferred examinations are not granted to students who
make travel plans that conflict with the examination period

Students who have been granted Deferrals in one or more
Fall/Winter courses will have their Academic Standing de

cision postponed to the end of the Summer session. Grades

earned in the Summer Session will not affect Academic

Standing decisions postponed because of Deferral.

Application for Aegrotat standing (Aeg) must be made to

the Registrarial Services office, and will be granted in

exceptional circumstances only where no other assess-

ment is considered feasible and only if term work has

of high quality. Aeg indicates only a passing standard

3!

6.4 Grade-Raising Examinations

Grade-raising examinations will not normally be available
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I in courses without written final examination. No more than

I three credits' worth of grade-raising examinations may be

I written in any degree program.

I While both grades will appear on the transcript, the grade

awarded as a result of the grade-raising examinations will

be considered to be the final grade whether it is higher or

lower than the original grade . Both grades, however, will be

included in the calculation of the CI. Only the last attempt,

if successful, will be included in the calculation of the

Grade-Point Average in the major discipline. If the second

attempt is unsuccessful, neither attempt will be included in

the calculation of the Grade-Point Average.

Students must apply at their Registrarial Services office

within the deadlines specified under Academic Year, pp.

8-10.

6.5 Review of Grades

Students wishing to receive a review of a final grade must

apply to their Registrarial Services office within the dead-

lines specified under Academic Year, pp. 8-10. A review

may raise or lower a grade, or leave it unchanged. Students

awaiting the outcome of a review must still apply for any

supplemental examination by the prescribed deadline.

The following procedures apply:

1. A review of grade is available to all students in all

assignments and examinations. Reviews are conducted by

the instructor assigned to the course.

(a) A review of final grade is limited to final examinations

and final term papers returned after the last day of classes.

I Students must apply at their Registrarial Services office

within the deadlines specified under Academic Year, pp.

|

8-10.

i
(b) Students must request a review of other assignments

and tests by contacting the instructordirectly within 14 days
r of the return of the graded assignment, test or examination.

2. An appeal of a grade may be made to a Chair/Director

or Dean when a student specifies reasons suggesting

uncorrected error in the grade assigned by an instructor.

[

The reconsideration of the written work in the course will

f
be assigned by the Chair/Director to at least one qualified

I

reader.

I The appeal is specific to the grade on a given test/exami-

I nation or paper, and more than one assignment may be
I appealed by a student within 1 4 days of the result.

I 6.6 Repeated Courses

I Students may repeat a course for which they have received

I a passing grade. The grade awarded on the repetition win

be considered to be the final grade whether higher or tower

than the original grade. Both grades, however, will be
i included in the calculation of the CI. Only the last attempt,

i if successful, will be included in the calculation of the

|
Grade-Point Average in the major discipline. If the second

' attempt is unsuccessful, neither attempt will be included in

> the calculation of the Grade-Point Average.

7. Graduation

7.1 Application to Graduate

Completed applications for graduation must be received in

the Registrarial Sen/ices office no later than February 1 for

Spring graduation, September 1 for Fall graduation, and
December 1 for Winter graduation.

See also University Graduation Requirements, p. 41

.

7.2 Graduation Grade-Point Averages

Grade-Point Averages for graduation will be calculated to

one decimal place (not rounded) over the successfully

completed courses counting towards the degree. Where
the record contains more than one attempt in a course

counting towards the degree, only the last attempt will be

included in the graduation GPA.

GPA in the Major Discipline

The graduation GPA in the Major discipline will be calcu-

lated over successfully completed courses in the Major

discipline. Consult the departments for details.

Overall GPA
The overall GPA for students graduating in Honours is

calculated over all the courses required for the degree.

7.3 Graduation Requirements, Pass B.A. Degree

Candidates for Graduation must have the following:

(a) fifteen credits, not including any credits used to meet
Qualifying-University year requirements;

(b) a CI of at least 4.00;

(c) a minimum of 8 credits beyond the 1 00-level;

(d) the program requirements of the Major discipline(s)

(consult the departmental entries);

(e) a minimum GPA of 4.0 in each Major discipline and
concentration;

(f) no more than 23 attempts (i.e., no more than 8 unsuc-

cessful or forfeited attempts);

(g) sufficient Carieton credits to meet the residence re-

quirement (see 3.12).

In addition, students must be recommended by their Major

discipline(s).

7.4 Graduation with Distinction

To qualify for Graduation with Distinction, students in the

Pass B.A. Degree program must:

1. complete the Pass B.A. program within a maximum of

17 attempts; (where there are additional attempts consist-

ing of courses designated as "Extra to Degree", the student

will not necessarily be disqualified, see Regulation 4);

2. have maintained Good Standing throughout their de-

gree studies;

3. present a minimum of 1 0 credits taken at Carieton;

4. achieve an overall Grade-Point Average of 9.5. This

Grade-Point Average will be calculated over all successfully

completed courses presented for the degree, including all

courses "Extra to Degree" in excess of the 17 permitted

attempts.

7.5 Graduation Requirements, Honours B.A.,

B.Com., B.J., B.Mus., B.P.A., B.S.W.

Candidates for Graduation must have the following:

(a) 20.0 credrts (20.5 for Journalism programs);

(b) a CI of at least 6.00;

(c) a minimum of 1 1 credits beyond the 1 00-level, (1 1 .5 in

Journalism programs, 13 in B.Com. and in B.A. (Hons),

programs in Mathematics and Statistics);

(d) the program requirements of the Major discipline(s)

(consult the departmental entries);

(e) a minimum GPA of 6.5 in each Major discipline (and

concentration where applicable);

(f) no more than 26 attempts (26.5 in Journalism pro-

grams), i.e., no more than 6 unsuccessful or forfeited

attempts;

(g) sufficient Carieton credits to meet the residence re-

quirement (see 3.12).
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In addition, students must be recommended by their Major

disciplines.

7.6 Classes of Honours

For students who entered Honours in or after the session

beginning September, 1980, three classes of Honours
degrees are awarded according to grade-point averages

attained:

(a) Highest Honours: 10.0 in the Honours subject and 8.0

overall.

(b) High Honours: 9.0 in the Honours subject and 7.0

overall.

(c) Honours: 6.5 in the Honours subject and 5.0 overall.

Departments may recommend the next higher class of

Honours degree when a student has one average in the

appropriate higher range and the other within 0.2 grade

points of the higher range.

To determine the class of Honours degree for students in

Combined Honours programs the average is taken in each
of the two subjects, and the simple average of the two is

used.

7.7 "Mention: francals"

Students registered in certain Pass and Honours programs
may earn the notation "Mention: francais" by completing

part of their Pass/Honours requirement in French and by

demonstrating a knowledge of the history and culture of

French Canada. The general requirements are as follows.

For more specific details consult the departmental entries.

Students in a Pass program must present one credit in

French and one credit devoted to the history and culture of

French Canada. In addition, one 200- or 300- level credit

in the Major discipline must be taken in French.

Students in an Honours program must present one credit

in French language and one credit devoted to the history

and culture of French Canada. In addition, one 200- or 300-

level credit and one 400-level credit in the Honours disci-

pline must be taken in French.

Students in Combined programs must fulfill the "Mention:

francais" requirement in both disciplines.

Courses taught in French in the Major discipline may be

taken at Carleton, at the University of Ottawa on the Ex-

change Agreement (see 3.8), or at a francophone university

on a Letter of Permission (3.10). Students planning to take

courses on exchange or on a Letter of Permission should

take careful note of the residence requirement for a mini-

mum number of Carleton courses in their Pass or Honours

programs (3.13).

8. The Qualifying-University Year and First-Year

Curriculum

8.1 Qualifying-University Year

Students in Qualifying-University year must present five

credits, which must include two of:

(a) a 100-level course in English;

(b) Mathematics 69.007* and 69.01 7*;
(c) a language other than English.

The five Qualifying-University year credits are in addition to

the regular degree requirements.

Students planning to apply for admission to other programs

(i.e., B.J., B.Mus., B.Com.) should ensure that they take

appropriate prerequisite courses. All Qualifying-University

year students should familiarize themselves with the provi-

sions for Accelerated Progress and ensure that their choice

of courses will permit them to proceed into Second-year
should they qualify.

8.2 Distribution of Courses in First Year

To ensure that students in the Faculties of Arts and Social

Sciences will be in a reasonable position to meet the

requirement to declare a Major no later than Second year,

they are required to include a minimum number of courses

leading to a Major in their first five attempts.

First-year students in the Pass or Honours B.A., B.J. , B. P. A.

or B.S.W. program must include in their program at least

one course leading to a Major discipline (see below) in each
of three departments, schools or interdisciplinary areas

within the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences. Students

should include in their First-year registration any course

that is required for their prospective Major discipline and
should be aware that many upper-year courses stipulate

prerequisites. Students in the B.J. and B.P.A. must also

meet the First-year prescriptions of their programs.

Students in the B.Com. and B.Mus. programs must meet
the First-year prescriptions of their programs and must
include at least one course leading to a Major discipline

from each of two different departments, schools or interdis-

ciplinary areas within the Faculties of Arts and Social

Sciences.

The courses open to First-year students that fulfil this

requirement are:

ArtHistory 11 .100, 1 1.1 10*. 11.11 1*. 11 .120*. 11.121 *
Biology 61.100

Canadian Studies 12.100

Classical Civilization 13.100, 13.1 02*. 13.103*. 13.119)

13.290, 13.291

Economics 43.100

Film Studies 19.100

French 20.1 1 1 , 20.1 12, 20.1 61 , 20.162, 20.163

Geography 45.101, 45.1 02*. 45.103*
German 22.111, 22.115,22.120,22.205,22.206

Greek 15.105*. 15.1 06*. (prerequisite 15.105*), 15.115

History All 1 00- and 200-level courses

Italian 26.1 00, 26.1 01 , 26.102*. 26.200

Latin 16.105*. 16.106*. (prerequisite 1 6.105*), 16.115

Law 51.100

Linguistics 29.100

Mass Communication 27.1 1

1

Mathematics 69.102 (69.107* and 69.207*) and 69.1 12

(69.1 17* and 69.21 7*)
Music 30.100,30.170 (B.Mus only)

Philosophy 32.101*, 32.102*. 32.103*. 32.107*,!
32.110

, 32.150. 32.151*. 32.160, 32.184*. 32.201*,

32.203*
Political Science 47.100

Psychology 49.100

Religion 34.102*. 34.103*. 34.106*. 34.107*
34.108*. 34.109*, 34.122

Russian 36.100 , 36.120

Social Work 52.100

Socio logy/Anthropology 53.100, 54.100,56.100

Spanish 38.115,38.120,38.203

Note:

There is no guarantee that every course will be offered eacfij

session. Please check individual listings.

8.3 Course Selection

Subject to the provisions of 8.1 and placement require}

ments, Qualifying-University and First-year students car
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choose 100-level courses from all departments in Arts,

Social Sciences, and Science. In addition, some depart-

ments will allow First-year students to take certain courses

numbered 200.

While the University makes every effort to allow students

to enrol in courses of their choice, enrolments may have to

be limited in certain of the more popular courses.

Academic Clubs and Societies

The following clubs and societies serve to broaden and

enrich the curriculum, and to offer students social activity

and friendship related to their intellectual interests. The
societies listed here are particularly pertinent for students

registered in the Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences.

The Carleton Classics Society sponsors public lectures by

visiting speakers and student-faculty social gatherings.

Faculty co-ordinator: Chair of the Classics department.

The Carleton Commerce Society organizes social and
academic events to strengthen the link between students,

faculty, and the business community, and to promote

stronger ties among Business students.

The Carleton Economics Society (CUES) sponsors aca-

demic events that are of interest to students in Economics,

as well as a variety of social functions to strengthen ties

among the students and to promote informal contact with

the faculty of the Department. Faculty adviser: R.F. Neil I.

ELSS, the English Literature Students' Society, open to all

students, offers theatre trips, work with a printing press, a

lecture series, writers' groups, debating groups, reading

groups, parties and the publication of a creative writing

monthly. Faculty liaison: R.G. Laird.

The Club Francophone is open to all members of the

University interested in the French language and in French

and French-Canadian culture. The Club promotes informal

language practice and sponsors speakers, discussions,

musical and social events, films and excursions. Faculty

advisers: W. Fraser, N. Sarma. M. Laurier.

The Carleton University Geography Society (CUGS) organ-

izes lunch-time talks or movies of academic interest and a

variety of social events, promotes student-faculty contact,

and sponsors the Harvey Humbolt Chair of Geomorphog-
raphy.

The Ottawa Historical Association is a "town and gown-
association of people interested in history, offering a series

of lectures and discussions.

The Carleton Linguistics Society sponsors academic
events that are of interest to students in Linguistics and the

Certificate Program in the Teaching of English as a Second
language, as well as a variety of social functions to

strengthen ties among the students and to promote infor-

mal contact with the faculty of the Department. The Society

also provides a tutoring service for students in introductory

courses.

The Mass Communication Society of Carleton University

participates in academic conferences, sponsors talks,

holds an annual career fair and stages social events.

The Department of Music sponsors a number of groups
which are open to anyone who is interested and which
perform both on and off campus throughout the year. The
Carleton Choir is open to anyone who loves to sing. The
Carleton Concert Band is open to anyone with skill on an
instrument. The Carleton Jazz Ensemble is open to those

who love to play jazz, by audition only. The Collegium

Musicum performs music from the medieval period to the

17th century. The Twentieth Century Performance Group
specializes in music by avant-garde composers and stu-

dents in the Department. It is a group of 15 to 20, and

auditions may be required. In addition, The Music Society

is a group of students which sponsors various activities.

The Carleton University Philosophy Society organizes lec-

tures, discussion groups and social events for all members
of the Carleton University community interested in philoso-

phy. Further information is available through the secretary

of the Department of Philosophy.

The Carleton Press Club, the academic society of the

School of Journalism, sponsors talks, panel discussions

and social functions. The Press Club also publishes a

yearbook for the School of Journalism called "The Next

Estate."

The Public Administration Undergraduate Society organ-

izes social and academic events to strengthen ties between

students and faculty and to help acquaint students with

current issues in public administration.

La Sociedad Hispa'nica (Hispanic Society) welcomes all

members of the University interested in Latin American and

Spanish cultures and language. The emphasis is on the

practice of the spoken language in a relaxed atmosphere

and on sponsoring films, lectures and social events to

expose others to these cultures.

The Sociology/Anthropology Society promotes social

events, film and conferences that foster academic dis-

course among students interested in sociology and anthro-

pology.
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Paterson Hall, Room 215
Telephone: 788-6613

Officers of Instruction

See also Centre for Applied Language Studies, p. 457.

Director

Ian Pringle

Coordinator of ESL, Intensive Programs
Wendy Magahay

Coordinator of ESL, Credit Programs
To be announced

Professor

Ian Pringle

Associate Professor

Devon Woods

Assistant Professors

Pat Currie

Lynne Young

Instructors

George Chouchani
Janna Fox

Catherine MacNeil

Trudy O'Brien

Renatade Pourbaix

Emi Sakamoto-Jog

English Language Teachers

Robert Ahad
Heidi Anderson
Maria Axler

Carol Be Ida

Ruth Brodie

Geri Dumouchelle

Andi Gray
Margaret Kersten

Linda Lbrande
Adrienne Soucy
Petra Watzlawik-Li

Marilyn Weir
David Wood

Japanese Language Instructor

Emi Sakamoto-Jog

Korean Language Instructor

Hizung Matsuura

Mandarin Chinese Language Instructor

Han Hongju

777a; Language Instructor

To be announced

Hebrew Language Instructor

To be announced

Arabic Language Instructor

To be announced

Indonesian/Malaysian Language Instructor

Mui Lian Leduc

Vietnamese Language Instructor

Thu Tran

American Sign Language Instructor

To be announced

Cree Language Instructor

To be announced

English as a Second Language Unit

Course Information

The courses are designed to meet the needs of students

who are qualified for admission to any faculty but whose
native language is not English, and whose scores on the

Carleton Academic English Language (CAEL) Assessment
or other tests recognized by the University indicate they

would encounter serious difficulties in a full academic pro-

gram. No student who has native or native-like command
of English is permitted to take any of these courses.

The aim of these courses is to train students for university

work. E.S.L. 21 .130 is specifically for Canadian residents

and citizens who have had little or no previous experience

with academic English. The focus for the Intermediate

English (E.S.L. 21.150) and Advanced English (E.S.L.
1

1

21 .1 90) is on listening to lectures and extended discourse,

note-taking, writing essays and papers and participating in

group seminar work. E.S.L. 21.195 is a similar course but

is concerned specifically to address the needs of students

in the Faculty of Engineering. The focus in Advanced
Writing (E.S.L. 21 .1 96*) is specifically related to develop-

ing skill in preparing, writing, revising and editing papers

and reports for academic and professional purposes.

Placement in these courses is determined by the Carleton

Assessment of E.S.L. No challenges for credit can be made
for credit in E.S.L. A maximum of 2.0 credits in E.S.L. may
count toward a student's degree.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings!

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instrvc

tlons and Class Schedule booklet published In the!

summer.

English as a Second Language 21 .130

Introductory English as a Second Language for Aca-

demic Purposes
For students who are eligble for admission to Carleton

University as full-time students, but have little or no expe-

rience with academic English. The course focuses first orj

general proficiency in English, and second on proficiency'

in English for academic purposes, with a strong emphasis

on those skills necessary for success at University.

Not open to visa students.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Nine hours a week (one;

term).
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English as a Second Language 21 .1 50

Intermediate English as a Second Language for Aca-
demic Purposes
For students with basic grammatical and oral competence

in English but only limited experience in using English for

academic purposes. This course helps to develop skills in

understanding and producing appropriate English in an

academic setting. Work is done on effective reading, listen-

ing to lectures, note-taking, researching and writing essays

and reports, and participating in group seminars.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Six hours

a week (one term).

English as a Second Language 21 .1 90

Advanced English as a Second Language for Aca-

demic Purposes
Fo r students with fairlygood command of English who need
further language support in the area of academic studies.

There is a focus on increasing the effectiveness and speed

of reading and on the understanding of complex oral and
written texts. Extensive work is done on the developing of

research skills, on the organization and writing of essays,

and on the preparation and presentation of oral reports.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Six hours a week (one

term).

English as a Second Language 21 .1 95

Advanced English as a Second Language for Engineer-

ing Students

For students of Engineering and Industrial Design with a

fairly good command of English who need further language

support in the area of academic studies and communication

for Engineering purposes. There is a focus on: (i) reading

Engineering text, e.g. case studies, project descriptions,

and relevant academic materials, (ii) listening to lectures,

reports and presentations, (Hi) writing for Engineering, i.e

projects, summaries, laboratory reports, administra-

tive/business communications, (iv) making oral presenta-

tions.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Three hours a week
(two terms).

English as a Second Language 21 .1 96*
Advanced Writing for English as a Second Language
For advanced second-language students who need the

ability to write academic papers in English, and who wish

to develop effective methods for doing so. This course

focuses on strategies for generating ideas; combining,

organizing, and structuring information from several

sources; and expressing ideas effectively, clearly and
grammatically.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Three hours a week
(one term).

Other Languages

Course Information

In addition to E.S.L. courses, the Centre for Applied Lan-
guage Studies assumes the responsibility for teaching the

University's credit courses in Mandarin Chinese, Thai,

Japanese, Korean, Arabic, Indonesian/Malaysian, Hebrew,
Vietnamese, Indigenous languages and American Sign
Language. Some of these are intensive courses, requiring

eight hours of class-time per week in addition to regular

laboratory and other out-of-class assignments.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Mandarin 23.1 10

Intensive Introductory Mandarin (two credits)

An intensive course designed for students with little or no
knowledge of Mandarin. The course includes an introduc-

tory section on "survival" oral Mandarin. The remainder of

the course aims to ensure a basic grasp of Mandarin
pronunciation and syntax, and basic oral comprehension,

reading, writing and composition.

Not open to students already literate in Chinese (whether

native speakers of Cantonese, Fukien, Hakka, etc.) Non-
literate speakers of Chinese languages will be subject to a
placement test which may rule them inadmissible to the

course.

Eight hours a week.

Thai 23.1 15

Intensive Introductory Thai (two credits)

An intensive course designed for students with little or no
knowledge of Thai. The course includes an introductory unit

on "survival" oral Thai. The remainder of the course aims
to ensure a basic grasp of Thai pronunciation and grammar,
with equal weight given to oral comprehension, speaking,

reading, writing and composition.

Eight hours a week.

Japanese 23.120
Introductory Japanese (two credits)

An intensive introductory course in spoken and written

Japanese. The course includes an introductory unit on
"survival" oral Japanese. The remainder of the course aims
to ensure a basic grasp of Japanese morphology and
syntax, with equal weight given to oral comprehension,
speaking, reading, writing and composition.

Eight hours a week.

Korean 23.125
Intensive Introductory Korean (two credits)

An intensive course designed for students with little or no
knowledge of Korean. The course includes an introductory

unit on "survival" oral Korean. The remainder of the course

aims to ensure a basic grasp of Korean pronunciation and
grammar, with equal weight given to oral comprehension,
speaking, reading, writing and composition.

Eight hours a week.

Arabic 23.1 30

Intensive Introductory Arabic (two credits)

An intensive introduction to Modem Standard Arabic de-

signed for students with little or no knowledge of Arabic.

The course teaches intermediate spoken proficiency in one
of the major dialects of spoken Arabic, familiarizes students

with written forms of Modern Standard Arabic, and teaches
introductory composition. Not open to native speakers of

Arabic.

Eight hours a week.

Indonesian and Malaysian 23.140

Introduction to Indonesian/Malaysian

An introduction to the standard language of Indonesia and
Malaysia. The course aims to ensure a basic grasp of the

syntax and morphology of Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa
Malaysia, with an emphasis on speaking and listening. Not
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open to native speakers of Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa
Malaysia.

Four hours a week.

Hebrew 23.150

Modem Spoken Hebrew (two credits)

An intensive introduction to Modern Hebrew, with emphasis
on speaking and listening.

Eight hours a week.

Vietnamese 23.160
Vietnamese Language and Culture

Advanced spoken and written Vietnamese. Selected read-

ings from prose, including literature in Vietnamese in the

modem period (1930-1975) and from the literature of the

diaspora (since 1975).

Prerequisite: Grade 1 2 credit in Vietnamese, or equivalent

ability.

Four hours a week.

Applied Language Study 23.190
Introductory study of an Indigenous Language
An introduction to the study of an indigenous language.

Language for 1993-94: Cree.

Four hours a week.

Sign Language Studies 23.191

Introduction to American Sign Language
A course designed for students with little or no knowledge
of the language or culture of Deaf people. The course

develops basic communicative competence in American

Sign Language, a language whose medium of expression

is gestural, whose medium of reception is visual, and whose
structure is shaped by these media. The course includes

anthropological, sociolinguistic, and sociocultural aspects

of Deaf culture and the Deaf community, and their relation

to a larger hearing culture.

Three hours a week.

Applied Language Study 23.195

Intensive Introductory Study of an Indigenous Lan-

guage (two credits)

An intensive introduction to the study of an indigenous

language.

Eight hours a week.



School For Studies in Art and Culture:

Art History, Film Studies, Music

St. Patrick's Building, Room 425

Telephone: 788-5606

Officers of Instruction

Director

John Shepherd

Professor Emeritus

George Swinton (Art History)

Professors

Clifford M. Brown (Art History)

Patrick Cardy (Music)

Christopher G. Faulkner (Film Studies)

Bryan Gillingham (Music)

Alan GiWmot(Music)

Peter Harcourt (Film Studies)

John Shepherd (Music and Sociology)

Associate Professors

David Goodreau (Art History)

Marion Jackson (Art History)

Haine Keillor (Music)

Mark Langer (Film Studies)

Diane le Berrurier (Art History)

Natalie Luckyj (Art History)

Patrick MacFadden (Film Studies and Journalism)

George McKnight (Film Studies)

Roger Mesley (Art History)

Ruth Phillips (Art History)

Zuzana Pick (Film Studies)

David Piper (Music)

James Thompson (Art History and Philosophy)

Assistant Professors

Marilyn Burgess (Film Studies)

Angela Carr (Art History)

Kelly Crossman (Art History)

William Straw (Film Studies)

Instructor

Jennifer Giles

Adjunct Professors

Rosemarie Bergmann (Art History)

Jean Sutherland Boggs (Art History)

Ted Brasser, (Art History)

Christina Cameron, Canadian Parks Service

Stephen IngRs, Canadian Museum of Civilization

Helmut Kallmann, National Library of Canada (Music)

Uly Koltun, National Archives of Canada (Art History)

Andrea Laforet, Canadian Museum of Civilization

George MacDonald, Canadian Museum of Civilization

Gerald McMaster, Canadian Museum of Civilization

Peter Wicke, Direktor, Forschungszentrumpopulare Musik,

Humboldt Universrtat (Music)

Sessional Lecturers

Michael Bussiere (Music)

Usette Canton (Music)

Paula Conlon (Music)

Patricia Goodspeed (Film Studies)

Ann Schau (Music)

Gladstone Yearwood (Film Studies)

Research Associate

James Burant, National Archives of Canada (Art History)

Slide Curator (Art History)

Barbara Stevenson

Director, Performance Studies (Music)

Ann Schau

Director, Carleton Choir

Andrew Teague

Director, Carleton Concert Band
Peter Manley

Director, Carleton Contemporary Music Group

Michael Bussiere

Director, Early Music Ensemble
lain Phillips

Instrumental and Vocal Instructors (Music)

Accordian

Laurie Rosewame

Bassoon
Michael Namer

Cello

Donald Whitton

Clarinet

Joy Skrapek

Double Bass
Edward Hounsell

Early Instruments

lain Phillips

Electric Bass
James Gatti

Euphonium
Jay Harrison

Flute

Catherine Rollins

French Horn
Elizabeth Simpson

Guitar

Paul Bourdeau
Wayne Eagles

Garry Elliott

Frederico Penserini

Stephen Rollins

John Seek

Harp

Manon LeComte

Harppsichord

Dina Namer

Oboe
Veronica Milroy

Organ
Wesley Warren
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Percussion

Don Johnson

Piano

Marie Helene Hudon
David Irving (Jazz)

Dina Namer
Ann Schau
Sandra Webster
Irene Wood burn-Wright

Recorder
Barbara Gaizauskas

The School for Studies in Art and Culture offers the follow

ing course in the visual and performing arts.

Art and Culture 08.395
Visual and Performing Arts In the Twentieth Century
This interdisciplinary course is designed to examine se
lected aspects of the creation, distribution and reception

the arts in this century. The focus of the course is on the

interplay of aesthetics, ideology and technology in music
theatre, film, art and architecture.

Prerequisites: Third-year standing and permission of the

School.

Lectures three hours a week.

Saxophone
Rob Frayne (Jazz)

Jean-Guy Brauft

Kirk MacDonald (Jazz)

Trombone
Drummond Hudson

Trumpet

Tom Moyer
Bill Rowat (Jazz)

Tuba
Nicholas Atkinson

Violin/Viola

Joan Milkson

Viola

Peggy Atherton

V7o/s

Peggy Atherton

Voice

Susanna Burton

Gloria Jean Nagy
Barbara Ross

General Information

The School for Studies in Art and Culture administers the

University's degree programs in Art History, Film Studies

and Music. Details of these degree programs may be found

under separate entries for Art History (p. 77), Film Studies

(p. 137), and Music (p. 221 ).

The School, through the Office of the Director, provides

advice to students wishing to submit a coherent pattern of

courses on an area of the Visual and Performing Arts for a

B.A. Pass or Honours (Directed Interdisciplinary Studies).

Details of this program may be found under separate

entries for the Directed Interdisciplinary Studies (pp. 182-

183).

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.



School for Studies in Art and Culture - Art History

Dunton Tower, Room 2201
Telephone: 788-2342

Officers of Instruction

Assistant Director

To be announced

Supervisor of Honours Programs
David Goodreau

Supervisor of Pass Programs
Roger Mesley

Supervisor of Practica

Angela Carr

Supervisor of Architecture/Art History Program
Kelly Crossman

Supervisor of Graduate Program
Natalie Luckyj

Professor Emeritus

George Swin ton

Professor

Clifford M. Brown

Associate Professors

David Goodreau
Marion Jackson
Diane le Berrurier

Natalie Luckyj

Roger Mesley

Ruth Phillips

James Thompson

Assistant Professors

Angela Carr

Kelly Crossman

Adjunct Research Professors

Rosemarie Bergmann
Jean Sutherland Boggs
Ted Brasser

Christina Cameron, Canadian Parks Service

Stephen Inglis, Canadian Museum of Civilization

Lilly Koltun, National Archives of Canada
Andrea Laforet, Canadian Museum of Civilization

George MacDonald, Canadian Museum of Civilization

Gerald McMaster, Canadian Museum of Civilization

Research Associate

James Burant, National Archives of Canada

Slide Curator

Barbara Stevenson

Sessional Lecturers

Judy Parkes
Barbara Stevenson

General Information

The discipline of Art History offers a wide range of courses,

primarily in the history of Western art. Consequently, Pass
and Honours programs in Art History are flexible, and within

the context of these degree programs students are encour-

aged to take courses in other departments and disciplines

of the Faculty of Arts such as Classics, Rim Studies,

History, languages and literatures, Music, Philosophy and
Religion, as well as in the Faculties of Science and Social

Sciences.

Within the requirements for Pass and Honours degrees,

students are expected to take courses in the areas that form

the undergraduate curriculum: Ancient, Medieval, Renais-

sance, Baroque and Rococo, Romantic, Modern, Contem-
porary, North American and Native Art. Courses in the

theory of art and in art criticism are offered as adjuncts to

those in art history.

A special feature of the Carleton program is an undergradu-

ate practicum, in which degree students in their Third or

Fourth year may receive up to one credit in art history for

supervised practical experience, working on specific pro-

jects in an Ottawa museum or related setting, or on an
archaeological site: for example, The National Archives of

Canada, The Canadian Museum of Civilization, The Na-
tional Gallery of Canada.

Courses in the Faculties of Arts, Science, and Social Sci-

ences provide options that complement art history and
support certain specializations or career plans in art history.

For example, courses in history, literature, languages and
music are related, often directly, to the study of all art

historical periods. Courses in film studies relate to contem-
porary art. Chemistry and/or studio work are especially

recommended for students wishing to do post-graduate

work in restoration and conservation. Certain offerings in

sociology and anthropology are particularly useful for stu-

dents working in the area of native art.

Pass and Honours students in Art History should consider

taking a studio course that acquaints them with techniques
and materials that have been applied in the history of art,

either through the University of Ottawa exchange agree-
ment (see pp. 40 and 63 of this Calendar) or by means of

a Letter of Permission. One credit in studio may be counted
as a general option in either the Pass or Honours program.
Such courses must be taken in accordance with University

policy and must be approved in advance by the Registrarial

Services office.

Students from other departments and disciplines, part-time

students and Special students may discover that courses
in Art History complement their interests or their programs.
Such students may enrol in any course in Art History without

the stated prerequisite if permission of the discipline has
been obtained. Preparatory reading is expected of all stu-

dents who enrol without the stated prerequisite, and appro-
priate reading lists are available from the Art History

Administrative Assistant throughout the year.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to discipline regulations

and requirements as set out below.
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Courses Open to First-Year Students

The following courses are open to First-year students: Art

History 11.100, 11.110*. 11.111*. 11.115*. 11.120*.
11.121*. 1 1.202*. 1 1.205*. 1 1.206*. 1 1.210*.
11.220*. 1 1.221*. 1 1.230*. 1 1.241*. 11.242*.
1 1 .250*. 1 1 .260*. 1 1 .286*. 1 1 .287*.

All students taking an Art History course above the 100-

level without the background of Art History 11.100 or

11.110*/11.111* are strongly advised to prepare them-
selves by reading a general survey of art history, such as

H.W. Janson's History of Art, prior to registration in such a
course.

Pass Programs

Pass Program In Art History

The Pass degree program is designed for students who
wish a liberal arts education with an emphasis on art history.

Students who decide that they wish to do graduate work,

or who contemplate working in museology, should transfer

to the Honours program as early as possble, preferably not

later than the end of the Second year.

Courses must be chosen in consultation with the Supervisor

of Pass Programs. Six credits in Art History are required,

as follows:

1. Art History 11.100, or 11.110* and 11.111*;

2. At least two credits at the 200-level;

3. At least two credits at the 300- or 400-levels.

The courses offered at the 200-, 300- and 400-levels gen-

erally fall into the following four fields:

1. Ancient and Medieval;

2. Renaissance through 1 8th Century;

3. Modem and Contemporary;

4. Canadian and Native.

Students in a Pass program are required to take at least

one credit above the 1 00-level in each of the four fields.

Combined Pass Program

The Combined Pass degree program with other depart-

ments and disciplines in the Faculties of Arts and Social

Sciences requires a minimum of five Art History credits,

which must include:

1. 11.100, or11.110*and 11.111*;

2. At least one-half credit above the 1 00-level from each
of the following four fields: Ancient and Medieval; Renais-

sance through 18th Century; Modem and Contemporary;
Canadian and Native;

3. At least one credit at the 300- or 400-level.

Combined Pass Program In Art History and Architec-

ture

The Combined Pass degree program with the School of

Architecture requires a minimum of five Art History credits,

which must include:

1. 11.100, or 11.1 10* and 11.111*;

2. 11.120* and 11.121*;

3. Three additional credits, including at least one at the

300- or 400-level.

Students in this program must take at least five approved
credits in Architecture (see approved list on p. 79), including

one above the 200-level.

Students should note that Architecture courses taken to

fulfill the requirements of this program are not transferable

to other degree programs in the Faculty of Arts and Social

Sciences (with the exception of the Combined Honours
Program in Art History and Architecture).

Honours Programs

Honours in Art History

The Honours degree in Art History is designed for students

contemplating graduate work in art history or museology,
or who for other reasons wish to enrich their knowledge
through an additional year of concentrated study.

Courses must be chosen in consultation with the Honours
Supervisor. Ten credits in Art History are required, as
follows:

1. Art History 11.100, or 11.110* and 11.111*;

2. At least two credits at the 200-level;

3. At least three credits at the 300-level, including

11.316*;

4. At least three credits at the 400-level, no more than 1 .5

of which may be directed readings or honours research

essay credits.

The courses offered at the 200-, 300- and 400-levels gen-
erally fall into the following four fields:

1. Ancient and Medieval;

2. Renaissance through 1 8th Century;

3. Modem and Contemporary;

4. Canadian and Native.

Students in an honours program are required to take at

least one credit above the 100-level from each of these four

fields.

Combined Honours

The Combined Honours degree program with other depart-

ments and disciplines in the Faculties of Arts and Social

Sciences requires a minimum of seven Art History credits,

which must include:

1. 11.100, or11.110*and 11.111*;

2. At least one-half credit above the 100-level from each
of the following four fields: Ancient and Medieval; Renais-

sance through 18th Century; Modem and Contemporary;

Canadian and Native.

3. At least two credits at the 400-level. no more than one
of which 400-level credits may be directed readings or

honours research essay credits.

Combined Honours Program In Art History and Archi-

tecture

The Combined Honours degree program with the School

of Architecture requires a minimum of seven Art History

credits, which must include:

1. 11.100, or 11.110* and 11.111*;

2. 11.120*and 11.121*;
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3. Five additional credits, including at least two at the

400-level, no more than one of which 400-level credits may
be directed readings or honours research essay credits.

Students in this program must take at least seven approved

credits in Architecture (see the approved list below), includ-

ing one credit at the 400-level.

Students should note that Architecture courses taken to

fulfill the requirements of this program are not transferable

to other degree programs in the Faculty of Arts and Social

Sciences (with the exception of the Combined Pass Pro-

gram in Art History and Architecture).

Approved Architecture Courses

Only the following approved courses in Architecture may
be applied toward the architectural component of the com-

bined B.A. degrees: Architecture 76.1 05*. 76.1 06*.
76.1 10*. 76.203-*, 76.204*. 76.21 2*. 76.220*,
76221*. 76.302*. 76.307. 76.308*. 76.309*. 76.315*.

76.318*. 76.319*. 76.391*. 76.408*. 76.423*.
76.452*. 76.488*. 77.101*. 77.1 13*. 77.131*.
77.135*. 77.201*. 77.206*. 77.213*. 77.231*.
77.300*. 77.302*. 77.303*. 77.305*. 77.313*,
77.330*. 77.3 5 0*. 77.391*. 77.4 20*. 77.4 4 0*.
77.488*. 78.350*. 79.320*.

Language Study and Requirements

It is strongly recommended, but not required, that Pass
students in Art History have the equivalent of at least a

First-year course in a language suitable to their program.

French 20.1 06* or 20.108, German 22.1 1 8, Italian 26.1 00

or 26.101* and 26.102* and Spanish 38.115 are recom-

mended.

Honours students are required to demonstrate a proficient

reading knowledge of French, German, Italian, or another

language relevant to their program. A grade of at least C +

In French 20.106*or 20.108, German 22.118, Italian

26.100, or 26.101* and 26.102*, or Spanish 38.115 will

be accepted in lieu of a reading examination. If advanced
study in art history is contemplated, a reading knowledge
at this level is recommended in both French and German,
as these are requirements of most graduate schools.

Graduate Study

A Master of Arts program in Canadian art history, including

Canadian native art, is offered through the Art History

program of the School for Studies in Art and Culture. (For

further details see the current Calendar of the Faculty of

Graduate Studies and Research.)

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings
for 1993-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-
tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the
summer.

Art History 11.100

A History of Western Art: Prehistory to the Present

This course surveys the art and architecture of the Western

World from the Paleolithic era to the present day.

Precludes additional credit for Art History 11.110* and/or

11.111*.

Lectures and tutorial three hours a week.

Art History 11.110*
Western Art: Prehistory to Medieval

This course surveys the art and architecture of the western

world from the Paleolithic era to the end of the Gothic

period.

Precludes additional credit for Art History 11 .100.

Lectures and tutorial three hours a week.

Art History 11.111*
Western Art: Renaissance to the Present

This course surveys the art and architecture of the western

world from the beginning of the Renaissance to the present

day.

Precludes additional credit for Art History 11 .100.

Lectures and tutorial three hours a week.

Art History 11.115*
Art as visual Communication
This course addresses the question "What makes a work
of art?" A wide variety of visual material is organized

topically in order to examine the elements of art (line,

shape, value, colour, texture, space), the principles of

pictorial organization, the materials and techniques of art,

and recurrent tendencies in artistic styles and outlooks.

Lectures and tutorial three hours a week.

Art History 11.120*
Introduction to Architectural History: Prehistoric to

Medieval
This is an introductory survey of major world traditions in

architecture, concentrating on the organizing principles and
formal properties of buildings. The course covers ancient

and medieval architecture in Europe, Asia and America.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 76.110* and
76.1 20* (no longer offered).

Lectures and tutorial three hours a week.

Art History 11.121*
Western Architecture: Renaissance to the Present
This course examines the architecture of Europe and Amer-
ica from the Italian Renaissance to the modem world.

Emphasis is placed on an understanding of the interrela-

tionship among history, theory and design in the creation

of architectural form.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 76.220 and
76.121 (no longer offered).

Lectures and tutorial three hours a week.

Art History 1 1 .202*
Canadian Art, Origins to Present
This course surveys Canadian art from the beginning of

European settlement to the present.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.205*
Arts of the First Peoples: The Woodlands, the Plains

and the Subarctic

This course is an introductory survey of the visual artistic

traditions of the aboriginal peoples of the eastern and
central regions of North America including the Woodlands,
the eastern subarctic and the Plains from prehistoric to

contemporary times.

Lectures three hours a week.
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Art History 11.206*
Arts of the First Peoples: The Southwest, the West
Coast and the Arctic

This course is an introductory survey of the visual artistic

traditions of the aboriginal peoples of the western and

northern regions of North America including the southwest,

the plateau, northwest coast and the arctic from prehistoric

to contemporary times.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.210*

Greek and Roman Art and Archaeology
Offered in the Department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.232*.

Art History 11.220*
Western Medieval Art

The development of Western medieval art from the earliest

Christian productions through the late Gothic period is

studied, with some reference to Eastern medieval art for

purposes of comparison.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.221*
Eastern Medieval Art

This course examines the sources and the development of

the arts in the Byzantine Empire as well as the relationship

of its artistic productions to those of neighbouring countries.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.230*

Renaissance Art

This course emphasizes art in Italy from 1 400 to 1 600, with

reference to developments in northern Europe.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.241*
Seventeenth-Century European Art

This course surveys Baroque painting, sculpture and archi-

tecture in Europe during the seventeenth century.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.242*
Eighteenth-Century European Art

This course surveys Rococo and Early Romantic painting,

sculpture and architecture in Europe during ttie eighteenth

century.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.250*

Nineteenth-Century European Art

This course surveys the major artists and artistic move-

ments of nineteenth-century Europe.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.260*
Twentieth-Century European Art

This course surveys the major artists and movements of

twentieth-century Europe.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.286*
Art and Ideas: From Ancient Greece to the Twentieth

Century
A survey of theories that have shaped the Western ap-

proach to art and art criticism, including Plato, Aquinas,

Kant, Hegel and Nietzsche. (Also listed as Philosophy

32.286*.)

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.287*
Art and Ideas: the Twentieth Century
A survey of theories that have shaped the Western ap-

proach to art and art criticism including formalist, psycho-
logical, sociological, phenomenological, semiotic,

poststructural and aesthetic approaches and including

such thinkers as Fry, Greenberg, Freud, Arnheim, Hauser,

Heidegger and Derrida. (Also listed as Philosophy

32.287*.)

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.300*
Canadian Painting and Sculpture

This course examines particular aspects of nineteenth-

and/or twentieth-century painting and sculpture in Canada.
The topic for 1 993-94 is Canadian landscape painting from

the topographical artists through the Group of Seven.

Prerequisite: Art History 11 .202* (or 1 1.200* or 11 .201 ,
no longer offered) or permission of the Discipline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.301*
Contemporary Canadian Art

This course examines in depth the art of selected groups

and individuals working in Canada from the Second World

War to the present.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.202* or 11.260*. or permis-

sion of the Discipline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.302*
Canadian Architecture

Offered in the School of Architecture as Architecture

76.302*.

Prerequisites: Art History 11.100 (or 11.110* and
11.111*), or 11.120* and 11.121*. or Architecture

76.120* and 76.121*.

Art History 11.304*
Pre-Class leal Greek Art and Archeology
Offered in the Department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.331*.

Art History 11.305*

American Architecture

This course studies the cultural history of the United States

as expressed through its architectural heritage. Selected

buildings and complexes from the earliest settlements

through the early twentieth century are examined.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.306*

American Painting and Sculpture

This course studies the evolution of painting and sculpture

in the United States from colonial times to the early twenti-

eth century.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.310*
Etruscan and Roman Art

This course studies Etruscan art and the development of

Roman art and architecture through the Constantinian pe-

riod. (Also listed as Classical Civilization 13.334*.)

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.313*
Themes and Issues in African, Oceanic and Native

American Arts

This course addresses approaches, issues and themes in

the study of the artistic traditions of non-Western people in

Africa, the Pacific and the Americas. Topics include the
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history of the discourse of "primitive art" as well as the

cross-cultural examination of particular forms of artistic

expression, such as masquerading and shrine assem-

blages, and of important contexts for art, such as divine

kingship and shamanism.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.31 4*
built Art

This course surveys the prehistoric, historic and contempo-

rary art of the Canadian Inuit with reference to the art of the

Eskimos of Alaska and Greenland.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.316*
History and Methods of Art History

The study of the history of art history and the methodologies

and research tools employed by art historians.

Prerequisites: Minimum third-year standing in Art History or

permission of tho Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.325*
Russian Art

The development of Russian art is studied from its origins

into the eighteenth century with an emphasis on Byzantine

influences as opposed to local characteristics.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.121* or permission of the

Discipline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.327*
Gothic Architecture and Monumental Sculpture

This course investigates the sources and development of

Gothic architecture and monumental sculpture in Northern

and Southern Europe from its origins in the twelfth century

through the fifteenth century.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.220* or permission of the

Discipline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.328*
Gothic Minor Arts

The so-called minor arts of the Gothic tradition from the

twelfth through the fifteenth century are studied, including

stained glass, manuscripts, tapestries and embroideries,

panel painting, gokJsmithery and ivory carvings.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.220* or permission of the

Discipline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.330*
Florentine Renaissance Art

This course examines Florentine art in its development from
late Trecento ideas to the emergence of the High Renais-
sance vocabulary.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.332*
Italian Art of the High Renaissance
This course examines the art of the principal repre-

sentatives of the High Renaissance including Leonardo da
Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, Titian and the Florentine

circle of Andrea del Sarto.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.335*
Northern Renaissance Art

This course examines the development of Flemish and
German Renaissance art.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.350*

British Art and Architecture: 1600-1850

This course concerns British art and architecture from the

early seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth century.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.355*
Late Nineteenth-Century Art In France
This course treats the major artists of the Impressionist and
Post-Impressionist movements in France.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.360*
Art Since 1945
This course treats major artists and artistic movements from
1945 to the present. Emphasis is placed on the United

States.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.260* or permission of the

Discipline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.368*
Modem Architecture: The Nineteenth Century
This course covers selected topics in nineteenth-century

architecture and urban planning in Europe and North Amer-
ica from the French Revolution to American commercial

architecture.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 76.308*.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.369*
Modern Architecture: The Twentieth Century
This course considers the Bauhaus and the New Brutalism,

and also includes such architects as Gaudi, Wright, Le

Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe and Buckminster Fuller.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 76.309*.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11 .375*

Seminar on a Selected Museum Exhibition

This seminar focuses on a major exhibition held at a local

museum. Students enrolled in this course are expected to

bear all travel and other costs arising from required visits to

the museum.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.376*
Seminar on a Selected Museum Exhibition

This seminar focuses on a major exhibition held at a local

museum. Students enrolled in this course are expected to

bear all travel and other costs arising from required visits to

the museum.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.377*
Seminar on a Selected Museum Exhibition

This seminar focuses on a major exhibition held at a local

museum. Students enrolled in this course are expected to

bear all travel and other costs arising from required visits to

the museum.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.390*. 1 1 .391 *, 1 1 .392*
Practlcum In Art History

An art history option enabling students to gain practical

experience in the discipline by working on specific projects

under the supervision of the staff of one of the museums or

related settings in the Ottawa area. Readings, discussions
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and reports are integrated with the program in the different

settings. Available institutions and positions within them on

particular projects may change from year to year. A maxi-

mum of one credit of practicum may be offered in fulfillment

of Art History requirements.

Prerequisite: Pass or Honours Art History registration with

Third- or Fourth-year standing and a B+ or better average

in Art History courses, or permission of the Discipline. Art

History 1 1 .390* is normally a prerequisite for 1 1 .391 * and

11.392*.

Art History 11.393*
Practicum In Art History through Archaeology
An art history option enabling students to gain practical

experience in the discipline by participating in specific

archaeological projects (on land/or underwater) under the

supervision of project staff and Carleton faculty. Readings,

lectures and study trips are integrated with the program in

the different settings. Available projects may change from

year to year. A maximum of one credit of practicum may be

offered in fulfilment of Art History requirements.

Prerequisites: Pass or Honours Art History registration with

Third- or Fourth-year standing and a B+ or better average

in Art History courses, or permission of the Discipline.

Art History 11.400*
Topics In Canadian Art

This seminar examines in detail the contribution of selected

individuals or movements in Canadian art in the context of

Canadian society and the history of modern art.

Prerequisite: Art History 1 1 .202* or 1 1 .300* or 1 1 .301 *
or permission of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.404*
Topics in Contemporary Inult Art

This course examines selected aspects of the contempo-

rary arts of Canadian Inuit artists. The topic for 1993-94 is

"Inuit Sculpture".

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.405*
Topics In Canadian Indian Art

This course examines selected aspects of the contempo-

rary arts of Canadian artists of Indian ancestry.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.406*
Topics In American Art

This seminar examines selected aspects of American art

and architecture. The topic for 1993-94 is "Georgia

O'Keeffe and the Stieglitz Circle".

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.422*
Topics In Eastern Medieval Art

This seminar studies aspects of Eastern Medieval art and

their influences in Western Europe.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.221* or permission of the

Discipline.

Seminar two hours a week.

Art History 11.423*
Topics In Western Medieval Art

This seminar focuses on aspects of Western Medieval art

and their relationship to the Eastern Mediterranean area.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.220* or permission of the

Discipline.

Seminar two hours a week.

Art History 11.424*
The Interrelationship of Art History and Underwater
Archaeology
This course considers the history of underwater archaeol-

ogy, its relation to the development of underwater technol-

ogy and land archaeology, and some of the most interesting

art historical finds in sunken cities and shipwrecks.

Prerequisites: Art History 11.100 (or 11.1 10*/1 1.1 11 )
and at least one of 11.210*. 11.220* or 11.221*, or

permission of the Discipline.

Seminar two hours a week.

Art History 11.431*
Topics In Iconography
In this course, attention is focused on selected problems in

the meaning of visual images and available textual sources.

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.435*
Topics in Renaissance Art

This seminar deals with selected aspects of Renaissance
art and their influence. The topic for 1993-94 is "Greco-Ro-

man Themes in Renaissance Art".

Lectures three hours a week.

Art History 11.450

Topics in British Romantic Art

This seminar examines selected aspects of British art and
architecture of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centu-

ries.

Prerequisite: Art History 11.350* or permission of the

Discipline.

Seminar two hours a week.

Art History 11.452*
Topics In Spanish Art

This seminar examines selected aspects of Spanish art.

The topic for 1993-94 is "Goya".

Prerequisite: Honours standing in Art History or permission

of the Discipline.

Seminar two hours a week.

Art History 11.455*
Topics In Nineteenth-Century European Art

This course examines selected aspects of nineteenth-cen-

tury European art. The topic for 1 993-94 is "Odilon Redon".

Prerequisite: Art History 1 1 .250* or 1 1 .355* or permission

of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.461*A
Topics in Twentieth-Century Art

This seminar examines selected aspects of twentieth-cen-

tury art. The topic for 1 1.461 *A for 1993-94 is "Women
Artists and Modernism, 1 91 0-1 960".

Prerequisite: Art History 11.260* or permission of the

Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.475*

Seminar on a Selected Museum Exhibition

This seminar focuses on a major exhibition held at a local

museum. Students enrolled in this course are expected to

bear ail travel and other costs arising from required visits to

the museum.
Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and permis-

sion of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.
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Seminar on a Selected Museum Exhibition

This seminar focuses on a major exhibition held at a local

museum. Students enrolled in this course are expected to

bear all travel and other costs arising from required visits to

the museum
Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and permis-

sion of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.477*
Seminar on a Selected Museum Exhibition

This seminar focuses on a major exhibition held at a local

museum. Students enrolled in this course are expected to

bear all travel and other costs arising from required visits to

the museum.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.480*

Topics In Architectural History

This course examines selected aspects of architectural

history from ancient times to the present.

Seminar three hours week.

Art History 11.487*
Topics In Art Criticism

This course introduces major problems and theories in art

criticism with particular attention to whetherthe theories can

be accepted.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 11.489*
Topics In Art History

This course examines selected aspects of art history from

ancient times to the present.

Seminar three hours a week.

Art History 1 1 .490*. 1 1 .491 *, 1 1 .492*

Directed Readings and Research
These courses consist of supervised readings and research

projects in a specific area of art history to be chosen in

consultation with the Honours Supervisor. Participation in

these courses may require attendance in a course offered

at a lower level. Guidelines must be obtained from the

Honours supervisor prior to registration. A written project

outline, approved by the supervising Art History faculty

member, must be submitted to the Honours supervisor by

the last day for course changes.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and permis-

sion of the Discipline.

Art History 11.499

Honours Research Essay
This course, designed for independent research under the

supervision of an Art History faculty member is open to

those students with standing in their Art History courses.

An essay of approximately 10,000 words is the usual

assignment. Guidelines must be obtained from the Honours
Supervisor prior to registration. A written project outline,

approved by the supervisor, must be submitted to the

Honours Supervisor by the last day for course changes.
Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and permis-

sion of the Discipline.
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General Information

In addition to offering Honours and Major B.Sc. programs
for students in experimental science, the Department of

Biology (Faculty of Science) offers Honours and Pass B.A.

degrees either in Biology alone or combined with other

programs in the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences. The
B.A. in Biology places less emphasis on support from the

physical sciences, but allows students to relate their special

knowledge of biology to other disciplines in the social

sciences or humanities in a three-year program. The four-

year Honours program allows the development of particular

interests in depth and initiates the student into research in

the field, laboratory or library. Generally, the Honours de-

gree is a prerequisite for admission to graduate programs

and is an advantage for those planning a professional

career in teaching or administration in biology, including the

health sciences, agriculture and environmental science.

The Combined Honours and Pass programs allow the

simultaneous specialization in Biology and one of the hu-

manities or social sciences. Because of the social and
cultural impact of science and technology, interdisciplinary

combinations such as Biology and Economics, Geography,
History, Journalism, Law, Mathematics, Philosophy, Politi-

cal Science, Psychology, Religion or Sociology-Anthropol-

ogy should better qualify one to grapple with futurology and
demography, biogeography and the environment, legal

implications of pollution and biomedical engineering, sci-

ence policy, comparative psychology, social evolution, and
the historical, philosophical and spiritual implications of

current biological knowledge.

It is desirable to enter an Honours program as soon after

First year as possible, to ensure that the sequence of

selected courses will conform to degree requirements (pp.

63-65). Students pursuing the programs must arrange their

courses in consultation with the Chair or Program Adviser

of the department or departments according to one of the

patterns outlined below.

See pp. 381 -389 for further details and complete informa-

tion on programs and courses offered by the Department
of Biology.

Students are strongly advised to register in Chemistry

65.100 in their First year providing they have the Ontario

Academic Course, (OAC) or equivalent, in Chemistry. Stu-

dents entering without the OAC in Chemistry, or equivalent,

should register in Chemistry 65. 010 in their First year and
Chemistry 65.100 in their Second year. This early registra-

tion in Chemistry is emphasized because of the require-

ment of Chemistry 65.100 as a prerequisite for Biology

61.220*.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Bachelor of Arts Biology Programs

Pass Program
Fifteen credits to include:

1. Sixf Biology credits: Biology 61.100, 61 .201

61 .202*. 61 .21 4*. 61 .220*-, 61 .360*. one of 61 .391 ,
61 .392* or 61 .393*. two option credits.

2. Chemistry 65.100;

3. One additional Science credit not in Biology;

4. At least three credits from any one department in either

the Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences and one additional

credit from any department in either of the Faculties of Arts

or Social Sciences;

5. Three free-option credits, one of which must be at the

200-level or above.

Combined Pass Program
Fifteen credits to include:

1. Fivet Biology credits: Biology 61.100, 61 .201 ,
61 202*. 61 .21 4*. 61 .220*. 61 .360*, one of 61 .391 ,
61 .392* or 61 .393*. one option credit;

2. Chemistry 65.100;

3. One additional Science credit not in Biology;

4. The requirement for a Combined Pass program in either

of the Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences;

5. Three or four free-option credits.

Honours Program
Twenty credits to include:

1. Sevenf Biology credits to include: Biology 61.100,

61.201*. 61.202*. 61.214*. 61.220*. 61.325*.
61 .335*, 61 .360*. one of 61 .391*. 61 .392* or 61 .393*.

one 400-level credit, 61 .497 or 61 .498;

2. Chemistry 65.100;

3. Two additional Science credits not in Biology, including

one above the 100-level;

4. Six credits offered by either Faculties of Arts or Social

Sciences to include at least three offered by one depart-

ment and at least two at the 200-level or above;

5. Two 300- or 400-level credits approved by a Biology

faculty member working in the student's area of specializa-

tion;

6. Two free-option credits.

tSee Notes on Programs, p. 383.

Combined Honours Program
Twenty credits to include:

1. Sixf Biology credits: Biology 61.100, 61.201*,
61 .202*. 61 .21 4*. 61 .220*. 61 .360*, one of 61 .391 .
61 .392* or 61 .393, two option credits (at least one at the

400-level);



2. Chemistry 65.1 00;

3. Two additional Science credits not in Biology, including

one above the 100-level;

4. Seven to nine credits selected from those offered by the

Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences, to include the require-

ment for a Combined Honours in another department,

usually at least six credits;

5. An Honours project (Biology 61.497 or 61.498, or

equivalent from the student's other Honours department);

6. One to three free-option credits (depending upon the

requirements for 1 and 4 ). (See p. 84).

t See Not9s on Programs, p. 383.
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Bachelor of Commerce with Honours

The Bachelor of Commerce degree is an Honours program
and candidates are required to complete a four-year pro-

gram of studies after Senior Matriculation.

The Business program is designed to provide a broad

foundation in the business academic disciplines. The re-

quired courses introduce the student to the relevant aca-

demic disciplines and to the functional areas of

management. All students, in consultation with the faculty

of the School, may structure the balance of their program
to build upon this foundation in accordance with their

personal career objectives and areas of interest. Sug-
gested options for selected areas of interest are listed

below. (See Selected Fields of Interest.)

The program is offered mainly in the Day division; however,

many course offerings are also available in the Evening

division. Each student must spend a minimum of one year

as a full-time student in the Day division.

Students who may wish to proceed to a Master's Degree
in Public Administration at Carleton University should refer

to the sections entitled M.A. in Public Administration given

below. Students interested in pursuing graduate studies in

business should refer to the section entitled Master of

Management Studies and Masters in Business Administra-

tion.

Graduation Requirements

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all Univers..,

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all School regulations

and requirements as set out below.

Admission Requirements

First Year

Completion of Qualifying-University year with a grade -point

average of 6.5 or better including Mathematics 69.017*
and 69.007*; or

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent

with a minimum average of 65 percent, including at least

six Ontario Academic Courses (OACs), one of which must

be Calculus and one must be either Algebra and Geometry

or Finite Mathematics. A minimum grade of 60 percent is

required in Calculus.

Although not an admission requirement, an OAC in English

is strongly recommended. In the first year of entry into the



chelor of Commerce program all students (Qualifying,

it or Upper years) are required to take an English

cement test offered during the first week of the Fall term

.

dents failing to demonstrate sufficient competence in

nglish in this test will be required to take Business

42.180*.

Students who fail to meet the standards required for entry

to the Honours program may elect to take their First year

in the three-year Bachelor of Arts program. The First-year

program should include Business 42.1 01 , and 42.1 02*.
Economics 43.100 and Mathematics 69.109* and
69.1 19*. Application may then be made for admission to

the Second year of the Business program. The require-

ments for admission to Honours will apply.

Second and Subsequent Years

Applications for admission to the Second or subsequent

years will be assessed on their merits. Minimum transfer

requirements are stated on p. 67. Advanced standing will

be granted only for those courses that are assessed as

appropriate for the Business program.

Course Requirements

Candidates for the Bachelor of Commerce degree take a

total of 25 credits after Junior Matriculation or 20 after

Senior Matriculation.

Students with a prior university degree will receive ad-

vanced standing where appropriate. Acceptance in the

program will be governed by the standards required for

entry to the Honours program; however a minimum of

seven additional credits will be required, following admis-

sion to the program, for the Bachelor of Commerce degree.

Students who propose to include language courses in their

program must obtain prior approval from the School.

Academic Standing

To continue In Commerce, students proceeding into the

Second or Third year must maintain a cumulative grade-

point average (GPA) each year of at least 6.0 in the

Honours subjects (in Commerce, Honours means core or

required courses). In addition, the Continuation Index (CI)

must be 6.00 or higher. To proceed into and continue in

Fourth year, students in Commerce must have and main-
tain a cumulative GPA of at least 6.5 in Honours subjects.

In addition, all students must maintain a Continuation Index

(CI) of at least 6.00.

The GPA for continuation into Second and Third years is

calculated on the basis of all courses attempted during the

academic year. Where the record includes supplemental
and/or grade-raising examinations and/or repeated
courses, only the last attempt is included in this GPA.

The attention of students is drawn to the regu latio ns re lating

to Honours on pp. 64-65 of the Calendar.

Course Load

The normal course load for a full-time undergraduate stu-

dent during the Winter session is five credits. In the Busi-

ness program slightly more than half of these credits are

obligatory. Subject to program approval, the remaining
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courses may be selected in the light of individual prefer-

ence.

Course Selection

Required (Core) Courses

Under the course credit system there is no promotion from

one year to the next after First year. The required course

listings for Second year and subsequent years, then, reflect

a recommended course pattern; individual students may
wish to adapt the timing of individual courses to meet their

own particular needs or preferences.

First Year

Business 42.100, Introduction to Accounting

Business 42.1 40*. Introduction to Computers for Business

Students or Computer Science 95.107*. Introduction to

Structural Programming. (Note: The course sequence
Computer Science 95.107*-95.108* is recommended for

students intending to take 300- or 400-level courses in the

Information Systems field of interest.) Computer Science
95.108* is an acceptable prerequisite for Computer Sci-

ence 95.204*.
Economics 43.100 Introduction to Economics
Mathematics 69.1 09*. Calculus: With Applications to Busi-

ness and Economics, or Mathematics 69.1 07* Elementary

Calculus I.

Mathematics 69.119* Algebra: With Applications to Busi-

ness and Economics, or Mathematics 69.1 17* Elementary

Algebra. First year Bachelor of Commerce students defi-

cient in OAC Algebra must take Mathematics 69.017*
Algebra and Geometry as a prerequisite to 69.119* or

69.117*.

Psychology 49.1 00, Introduction to Psychology, or Sociol-

ogy 53.1 00 Introduction to Sociology.

Second Year

Business 42.210*, Management and Organizational Be-

haviour

Business 42.228*. An Introduction to Marketing

Business 42.230*. Introduction to Management Science

Business 42.240*. An Introduction to Business Information

Systems or Computer Science 95.108*. Structured Pro-

gramming Applications. (Note: Computer Science 95.108*
is a prerequisite for the 300- and 400-level Information

Systems courses.)

Business 42.250*. An Introduction to Business Finance

Business 42.261 *, Business Law I

Economics 43.202*. Intermediate Microeconomics I

Economics 43.21 2*. Intermediate Macroeconomics I

Economics 43.220. Statistical Methods in the Social Sci-

ences or

Mathematics 69.266*. Business Statistics I and 69.267*
Business Statistics II

Third Year

Business 42.31 1*. Micro Organizational Behaviour
Business 42.31 7*. Introduction to Industrial Relations

Business 42.337*. Operations Management

Fourth Year

Business 42.461*. Business Ethics and Business
42.469*. Strategic Management and Business Policy and
an additional two 400-level credits of which at least one
credit must be selected from courses offered by the School
of Business.
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Selected Fields of Interest

The following sets out a listing of suggested options by area

of interest. The courses listed are intended to provide a

general guideline only; consultation with members of the

School of Business is recommended.

Students are urged to plan in advance in order to accom-
modate course prerequisites and fulfil all graduation re-

quirements.

The School of Business offers various sections of Business
42.460*- 42.467*. Topics in Management Studies. The
course content for each section may vary from year to year.

Course contents are publicized only before registration.

The suggestions offered below do not include the Business

42.460*- 42.467* offerings; however, students may elect

to take these courses as partial fulfilment of their 400-level

Business requirement. Further information on Topics in

Management Studies may be obtained from the School of

Business.

• Accounting

This area of study is designed for students interested in

career opportunities in professional accounting: financial

accounting and auditing, or management accounting in the

private or public sectors.

Students who intend to proceed to a professional account-

ing qualification as a Chartered Accountant (C.A.), Certified

General Accountant (C.G.A.), or Certified Management
Accountant (C.M.A.), should consult one of the faculty

members in accounting.

Second Year

Core Courses

Business 42.21 0*. 42.230*. 42.240*. 42.250*.
Economics 43.202*. 43.21 2*;
Economics 43.220 or Mathematics 69.266* and 69.267*.

Option

Business 42.200.

Third Year

Core Courses

Business 42.228*. 42.261*. 42.31 1*. 42.31 7*.
42.337*.

Options

Business 42.262*. 42.301*. 42.308*. 42.342*.
42.350*.

Students may select their remaining half credit from a

variety of courses offered by the School of Business and
other academic units.

Fourth Year

Core Courses

Business 42.461* and 42.469*.

Options

Business 42.305*. 42.309*. 42.400*, 42.401*.
42.402*. 42.405*. 42.407*. 42.409*. 42.440*,
42.442*.

Students may select their remaining credits from a wide

variety of courses offered by the School of Business and

other academic units.

• Finance

This area of study is designed for students interested in

career opportunities in corporate finance, investment man-
agement and the management of financial institutions.

Students are advised to follow the core course require-

ments for First and Second years. Business 42.200, Inter-

mediate Accounting, is highly recommended.

Second Year

Option

Business 42.200

Third Year

Core Courses
Business 42.31 1 *, 42.31 7*. 42.337*.

Options

Business 42.350* and 42.352*.

Two and a half credits from:

Business 42.342*. 42.348*;

Economics 43.203*. 43.21 3*;
Mathematics 69.353* and 69.354*;
Philosophy 32.203*.

Fourth Year

Core Courses
Business 42.461* and 42.469*.

Options

Business 42.450* and 42.452*.

A minimum of one and a half credits from:

Business 42.435*. 42.440*. 42.442*. 42.446*.
42.453*;
Economics 43.420*.

Students may select their remaining credits from a wide

variety of courses offered by the School of Business and

other academic units. Courses that may be of interest to

students who select the finance option include:

Business 42.305*. 42.308*, 42.327*, 42.360*.
42.361 , 42.405*;
Economics 43.362*. 43.476*. 43.477*;

Law 51.321, 51.341*. 51 .342*.

• General

This area of study is designed for students interested in

career opportunities that integrate various business disci-

plines and for owner/managers of small and medium size

business.

Students are advised to follow the core course require-

ments for First and Second years.

Third Year

Core Courses
Business 42.31 1 *, 42.31 7*. 42.337*.

Options

Business 42.308*, 42.312*. 42.325*. 42.360
42.361*.

Students may select their remaining credit from a wide

variety of courses offered by academic units other than the

School of Business.
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Fourth Year

Core Courses
Business 42.461* and 42.469*.

Options

Business 42.352*. 42.413*. 42.428*. 42.440*.

Students may select their remaining two and a half credits

from a wide variety of courses offered by the School of

Business and other academic units.

• Human Resources Management

This area of study is designed for students interested in

personnel management, human resources management
and management of public and private sector organiza-

tions.

Second Year

Core Courses
Business 4221 0*. 42240*. 42.250*. 42.261 *;

Economics 43.202*. 4321 2*;
Economics 43.220 or Mathematics 69.266* and 69.267*.

Third Year

Core Courses

Business 42.228*. 42.230*. 42.31 1*. 42.317*.
42.337*.

Options

Business 42.262*. 42.312*;
Two credits from:

Business 42.361*;

Psychology 49.260*. 49.345*. 49.372*;
Sociology 53.346*. 53.355, 53.370.

Fourth Year

Core Courses
Business 42.461* and 42.469*.

Options

Business 42.413*. 42.414*. 42.415*. 42.462*;
One credit from:

Economics 43.465;

Law51.345*. 51.440*.

Students may select their remaining credits from a wide
variety of courses offered by the School of Business and
other academic units. Courses that may be of interest to

students who select the human resources management
option include:

Business 42.360*. 42.440*;
Economics 43.356*;
Psychology 49.311*.

• Information Systems

This area of study is designed for students interested in

career opportunities in data processing, systems analysis,

decision support systems, computer auditing and manage-
ment information systems.

Second Year

Core Courses
Business 42228*. 42230*. 42.250*;
Computer Science 95.108*;
Economics 43.202*. 43.21 2*;
Economics 43220 or Mathematics 69.266* and 69267*.

Options

Computer Science 95.204*.

Third Year

Core Courses

Business 42.210*. 42.261*. 42.31 1*. 42.317*.
42.337*.

Options

Business 42.342*;

Computer Science 95.305*.

Students may select their remaining half credit from a wide

variety of courses offered by the School of Business and
other academic units.

Fourth Year

Core Courses

Business 42.461* and 42.469*.

Options

Business 42.440*. 42.442*. 42.446*;
Computer Science 95.403*.

Students may select their remaining two and a half credits

from a wide variety of courses offered by the School of

Business and other academic units.

• International Business

This area of study is designed for students interested in

career opportunities with multinational corporations or with

public sector organizations with business interests abroad.

Second Year

Core Courses
Business 42.21 0*, 42.240*. 42.261 *;

Economics 43.202* and 43.212*;
Economics 43.220 or Mathematics 69 266* and 69.267*.

Options

Political Science 47.1 00, 47.260;

German 22. 11 8;

Business 42.262*.

Third Year

Core Courses
Business 42.228*, 42.230*. 42.250*. 42.31 1*.

42.317*. 42.337*.

Options

Law 51.327*. 51.328*;
Political Science 47.360*. 47.361*.

Fourth Year

Core Courses

Business 42.461* and 42.469*.

Options

Business 42.413*. 42.425*. 42.440*, 42.463*,
42.464*;

Law 51.420*;
Economics 43.361*, 43.362*.

Students may select their remaining credit from a variety of

courses offered by the School of Business and other aca-

demic units.
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• Marketing

This area of study is designed for students interested in an

international, behaviourial, economic, quantitative or re-

search approach to marketing.

Second Year

Core Courses
Business 42.21 0*. 42.228*. 42240+ ,

42250*;
Economics 43.202*;
Economics 43.220 or Mathematics 69.266* and 69.267*.

Options

One and a half credits from:

Industrial Design 85.100* and 85.101*;
Mass Communications 27.1 1 1

;

Philosophy 32.203*;
Political Science 47.1 00;

Psychology 49.31 1*;
Psychology 49.21 0* or Sociology 53.210;

Socio logy-Anthropology 56.220.

Third Year

Core Courses
Business 42.230*. 42 .26 1 *, 42 .3 1 1 *;
Economics 43.212*.

Options

Business 42.325*, 42.327*.

Two credits from:

Business 42.262*, 42.312*. 42.342*. 42.348*,
42.350*. 42.352*. 42.360*. 42.361*;

Economics 43.320*. 43.360*. 43.361*;
Mathematics 69.350. 69.353*. 69.354*;

Political Science 47.260;

Psychology 49.260*. 49.270*;

Sociology 53.251*. 53.254*.

Fourth Year

Core Courses
Business 42.31 7*. 42.337*. 42.461 * and 42.469*.

Options

Business 42.425*. 42.426, 42.428*.

A minimum of a half credit from:

Business 42.413*. 42.435*. 42.440*. 42.442*.
42.446*. 42.450*. 42.452*;
Economics 43.451 *;

Mathematics 70.452*. 70.453*. 70.456*.

Students may select their remaining credits from a wide

variety of offerings. Courses that may be of interest to

students who select the marketing option include:

Law 51 .325*. 51.327*. 51 .328*. 51 .341 *, 51.342*;
Political Science 47.360*;
Psychology 49.372*;
Sociology 53.345*. 53.348*, 53.351 *.

• Operations Management

This area of study is recommended for students interested

in production, operations research and management sci-

ence. Courses in this option stress the use of quantitative

methods in business.

Second Year

Economics 43.202*. 43.21 2*;
Economics 43.220 or Mathematics 69.266* and 69.267*.

Options

Mathematics 69.207*. 69.21 7*.

Third Year

Core Courses

Business 42.210*. 42.337*.

Options

Four credits from:

Business 42.308*. 42.327*. 42.342*. 42.348*.
42.350*. 42.352*;
Economics 43203*;
Mathematics 69.208*. 69.353*. 69.354*. 70.260.

Fourth Year

Core Courses
Business 42.261*. 42.311*. 42.31 7*. 42.461* and
42.469*.

Options

A minimum of two and a half credits from:

Business 42.435*. 42.440*. 42.442*. 42.446*.
42 .450, 42.452*;
Economics 43.476*. 43.477*.

Students may select their remaining credits from a wide

variety of courses offered by the School of Business and
other academic units. Courses that may be of interest to

students who select the operations management option

include:

Engineering 94.405*;
Mathematics 69.381*. 70.356*;

Philosophy 32.203*.

Master of Management Studies

The School of Business offers a graduate program in the

field of management leading to the Master of Management
Studies (M.M.S.)

The focus of the program is applied research directed

toward developing productivity and innovation in Canadian

business. The program of studies will develop. in students

the conceptual and methodological skills required to under-

take, manage and evaluate business research. It is de-

signed to prepare students for managerial and policy roles

in Canadian business. The applied research skills devel-

oped in the program are deemed to be essential if Canadian

business is to be more productive and innovative in the

increasingly competitive and complex world economy. The

M.M.S. program requires successful completion of the

equivalent of 10 half-credit courses. Students must com-

plete seven half-credit courses of which at least five must

be at the 500-level or above and a thesis equivalent to three

half credits.

The areas of specialization within the program are:

Business Information Systems
Finance

Management
Marketing

Core Courses
Business 42.228*. 42.230*. 42.240*. 42.250*;
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M.A. in Public Administration

Students completing a Bachelor of Commerce degree pro-

gram with at least High Honours standing may complete

the M.A. in Public Administration offered at Carleton Uni-

versity in one year. Students interested in pursuing the

Masters degree should take as many of the following

courses as possible for their free undergraduate options:

Political Science 47.200, Canadian Government and Poli-

tics;

Law 51 .456-*, Administrative Law I;

Political Science 47.240, Introduction to Public Administra-

tion and Public Policy;

Political Science 47.401 , Canadian Public Policy.

Masters In Business Administration

Most Canadian universities offering an M.B.A. degree will

grant advanced standing to applicants with a Bachelor of

Commerce (Honours) degree. Students interested in pur-

suing an M.B.A. should select their courses in consultation

with the members of the School of Business.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the
summer.

Some of the following courses are cross-listed from other

sections of the Calendar. Business students should register

in cross-listed courses under the Business number (prefix

42). In all courses with computer programming assign-

ments, students will find it necessary to be on campus at

other than the lecture periods to make use of computing
facilities.

Business 42.100

An Introduction to Accounting
A course open only to students registered in the Business
program, and to declared Major students in Economics.
Accounting method; concepts of income determination and
asset valuation; accounting information for managerial de-
cisions.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.101* and
42.102*.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.101*
Principles of Financial Accounting
Discussion of the concepts of asset valuation and income
measurement underlying the preparations and interpreta-

tion of financial statements.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.100.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures
three hours a week.

Business 42.102*
Management Accounting
An introduction to the problems of the use of accounting
data for the purposes of planning and control of operations.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.100.
Prerequisite: Business 42.1 01 .

Day and Evening divisions, Winter term: Lectures three

hours a week.

Business 42.140*
Introduction to Computers for Business Students

An introduction to the use of computers in problem solving

and data processing. Information flows within business,

fundamentals of structured interactive programming for

business applications. Students are exposed to application

software packages and introduced to management infor-

mation systems. (Also listed as Computer Science
95.140*.)

Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95.1 00*,
95.1 01 , 95.1 04* and 95.107*. (Note 95.100*. 95.101

cannot be taken for credit by Business students).

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms; Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.180*
Elements of English Writing

The course is designed to improve English communication
skills. Emphasis is placed on the development of one's

ability to express ideas effectively by learning and practis-

ing the basic elements of the English language and com-
position. This course requirement will be waived for

students who pass a placement test. Business students

only.

Evening division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.200

Intermediate Accounting
Further development of problems of revenue recognition

and asset valuations.

Prerequisites: Business 42.100 (grade of C- or better) or

Business 42.1 01 * and 42.1 02* (grade of C- or better in

both courses).

Day and Evening division: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42 21 0*
Management and Organizational Behaviour
The central focus of the course is the structure and man-
agement of complex organizations in an international econ-

omy. The effects of technology, environment, culture and
organizational goals on the macro characteristics of struc-

ture are examined. Power, control and decision-making are

discussed as examples of processes that link organizations

and the individuals who work in them.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42 .2 14*(no longer

offered).

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures
and discussion groups three hours a week.

Business 42.224*
Basic Marketing
A broad introduction to the basic problems and practices in

marketing, for students without a background in accounting

and business. Focus is on marketing strategy, planning,

packaging, branding and promotion at the individual firm

level.

This course does not carry credit for Commerce students.

Only Industrial Design students may enrol.

Evening division, Winter term : Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42 .228*
Introduction to Marketing
An overview of the marketing function within the firm is

sought. Promotion, product design, pricing and distribution

channels are examined as key elements of the marketing

mix. Consumer buyer behaviour, trends in retailing, whole-

saling, sales force management and marketing research

are other topics to be reviewed. Case studies are used to
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supplement class and reading material.

Prerequisites: Business 42.1 00 (or 42.1 01 and 42.1 02*),
Economics 43.1 00 and one of Psychology 49.1 00 or Soci-

ology 53.1 00 (a grade of C- or better in all three courses).

Day and Evening divisions, Fail and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.230*
Introduction to Management Science
Introduction to management science techniques that are

routinely used as decision aids in government and industry.

The course examines linear programming techniques, de-

cision analysis and simulation. Students are introduced to

quantitative models for decision making.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.404*. and
Engineering 94.320*.
Prerequisites: Business 42.140* (a grade of C- or better)

or Computer Science 95.1 07* (a grade of C- or better) and
Mathematics 69.109* and 69.1 19* or equivalent.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.240*
Business Information Systems
The role of information systems in organizations. The
course focuses on system development, including plan-

ning, feasibility, analysis, databases, design, implementa-

tion and evaluation. Students are required to work with

database management applications packages.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.290* or Com-
puter Science 95.290*.
Prerequisites: Business 42.1 00 (or 42.101* and 42.102*)
and one of Business 42.140* or Computer Science
95.107* (a grade of C- or better in each prerequisite).

(Note: Business students who have credit for Computer
Science 95.204* cannot receive additional credit for Busi-

ness 42.240*),
Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.250*
Introduction to Business Finance
A study of business firms' financing, capital investment and
dividend policy decisions, cost of capital and short-term

asset management problems. (Also listed as Economics

43.250*.)

Prerequisites: Economics 43.1 00 and Business 42.100, or

42.101 * and 42.102* (a grade of C- or better in these

courses) and Mathematics 69.109* and 69.119* or

equivalent.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.261*
Business Law I

An introduction to the legal system and legal ordering as it

affects those engaged in business and economic activities.

The law of tort is examined, including principles governing

liability for negligence and intentional interference with

others. The law of contract is studied, including the creation

and enforceability of voluntary agreements and remedies

for breach.

Precludes additional credit for Law 51 .231.
Prerequisite: For Business students only. Note: Students in

Law programs cannot include Business 42.261* towards

the fulfilment of their degree requirements, even as an
option.

Evening division, Fall term: Lectures and discussion three

hours a week.

Business 42.262*
Business Law II

A survey of legal topics of importance to those involved in

business relationships. These topics include forms of busi-

ness organization, property law and specialized contractual

relationships such as sale of goods, negotiable instru-

ments, personal property security, insurance, bailment and
agency.

Precludes additional credit for Law 51 .232*.

Prerequisite: Business 42.261* or Law 51.231*. Note:

Students in Law programs cannot include Business
42.262* towards the fulfilment of their degree require-

ments, even as an option.

Evening division, Winter term: Lectures and discussion

three hours a week.

Business 42.301*
Accounting for Business Combinations
Consideration of accounting problems associated with

business combinations. Particular attention is given to the

preparation of consolidated financial statements. Discus-

sion may also extend to financial reporting and diversified

companies, reorganizations, etc. Selection of some topics

may vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Business 42.200.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

and seminars three hours a week.

Business 42.305*
Taxation 1 : Introduction to Federal Income Tax
An examination of federal income tax laws and regulations

and their impact on an individual's financial and business

decisions. Problems, issues and planning associated with

the Income Tax Act and concerned with the computation of

taxable income and taxes payable by an individual are

discussed.

Prerequisite: Business 42.200 with a minimum grade of

C-.

Evening division: Fall term.

Business 42.308*
Cost Accounting
The use of accounting information for purposes of cost

control and performance evaluation. Topics include: analy-

sis and control of elements of cost; design and use of job

order, process cost and standard cost systems; analysis of

cost variances; variable costing; cost estimation; cost

evaluation.

Prerequisites: One of Business 42.100 or 42.102* and

Economics 43 .220 or Mathematics 69.267* (a grade of C-
or better in both courses).

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.309*
Cost Management Systems
Discussion of the role of accounting in cost control

,
perform-

ance evaluation and product costing. Attention is directed

to the significant changes in the manufacturing environ-

ment and the reporting problems arising therefrom.

Prerequisite: Business 42.308*.

Business 42.31 1*
Micro-Organizational Behaviour

The course examines cognitive-behaviourial models of per-

formance, alternative theories of motivation, organizations

as social structures, socio-technical systems, organization

change and conflict.

Prerequisites: Business 42.210* and Psychology 49.100

or Sociology 53.100 (a grade of C- or better in each

prerequisite).
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Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Business 42 .31 2*
Personnel Management
An examination of the personnel management function in

large formal organizations, with emphasis on the private

sector. Topics include manpower planning, recruitment,

selection, performance evaluation, career development

and training, compensation and benefits and the role of the

professional personnel manager.

Prerequisite: Business 42 .3 1 1 .
Day and Evening division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.31 7*
Introduction to Industrial Relations

An introduction to industrial relations covering such topics

as: industrial relations systems, the functioning of trade

unions, collective bargaining in Canada and Canadian

public policy in industrial relations. (Also listed as Econom-
ics 43.357*.)

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.325*
Marketing Communications
Study of promotion as a communication process and a tool

of marketing management. The course examines the plan-

ning of a promotional campaign, including budget develop-

ment, consumer research in promotion, creative strategy,

media strategy, non-product promotion, ethical issues and
evaluating the effectiveness of promotional programs.

Prerequisite: Business 42228*.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.327*
Marketing Research
This first course in marketing research covers such topics

as: research design, questionnaire design, scales, sources

of Information and error, sampling techniques, basic statis-

tical measures, measures of association, regression, and
an overview of multivariate methods. The pragmatic impli-

cations of marketing research are stressed, with the use of

case studies and actual data analysis.

Prerequisites: Business 42228* and one of Economics
43220 or Mathematics 69.266* and 69267*.
Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.337*
Operations Management
Examines the performance of the managerial activities

entailed in selecting, designing, operating and controlling

and updating production systems.

Prerequisites: Business 42230* and one of Economics
43220 or Mathematics 69266* and 69267* (grade of C-
or better in all courses).

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours
a week.

Business 42342*
Business Systems I

Introduction to the methods of specification, analysis, de-

sign and implementation of computer-based information

systems. Topics covered in the course include: structured

analysis and design; requirements analysis; technology
assessment; the systems development life cycle; project

management; data analysis and design; input/output de-
sign; organizational impact; testing and integration; staff-

ng; management.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.31 0*.

Prerequisites: Computer Science 95.1 08* or 95.204*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.348*
Quantitative Applications of Computers In Business
This course uses the computer as a problem-solving tool

in government and business. The interactive language APL
is used to formulate and implement solutions to problems

in finance, marketing and operations management.
Precludes additional credit for Business 42.291 and Com-
puter Science 95.291 *.

Prerequisites: Business 42.250*, 42 230* or equivalent

and Mathematics 69.266* or equivalent and Computer
Science 95.1 07* (a grade of C- or better in each prereq-

uisite).

Business 42.350*
Corporate Finance
An examination of the major issues in corporate finance

and applied financial management. Topics include: intro-

duction to portfolio theory, the capital asset pricing model,

cost of capital, capital structure and dividend policy, lease

financing, capital budgeting under uncertainty, mergers

and consolidations. (Also listed as Economics 43.350*.)
Prerequisites: Business 42250*, Economics43202* and
one of Economics 43220 or Mathematics 69.267*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Business 42.352*
Principles of Investments

Procedures and methods of investment analysis. The stock

and bond markets. Government regulation of securities

markets. Valuation of common stocks and fixed income
securities. Options, warrants, convertibles and commodi-
ties. (Also listed as Economics 43.351*.)

Prerequisites: Business 42.250* and Economics 43.220

or Mathematics 69.267*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Business 42.360*
Small Business Management
This course deals with the socio-economic functions and
activities of the owner-manager entrepreneur and exam-
ines the operations and nature of small businesses. Meth-

ods and models that are useful in the analysis of a small

business enterprise are employed.

Prerequisites: Business 42.228* and 42250*.
Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Business 42.361*
Business and Its Environment
This course provides an integrative macro-perspective of

dynamic conditions that influence Canadian business, its

organization, management and operations. Environmental
forces studied include consumerism and other social

groups, technological developments, economic conditions,

politico-governmental actions and legislation as well as
such contemporary issues as ecology and pollution, "the

Conserver Society" and national policies and strategies for

food, energy and housing. Business in its environment is

studied as a system.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.100 and one of Sociology

53.100 or Psychology 49.100.

Evening division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.
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Business 42.400*
Accounting Theory
A study of the evolution of accounting theory with emphasis
on concepts of income and current issues.

Prerequisite: Business 42.200, 42.250* and one of Eco-

nomics 43220 or Mathematics 69.267* (a grade of C-or
better in each prerequisite).

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.401*
Advanced Topics In Financial Accounting
A review of the standard setting process, the conceptual

framework and accounting measurement modeis. An
evaluation of selected current topics of interest.

Prerequisites: Business 42.301 * and 42.400* (a grade of

C- or better in each prerequisite.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.402*
Advanced Accounting Problems
Discussion, analysis, and integration of accounting, audit-

ing, and income tax issues and problems encountered in

professional practice. This course builds upon and inte-

grates the knowledge and skills developed in preceding

courses.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.302*, no
longer offered.

Prerequisite: Business 42.200 (a grade of C- or better).

Day and Evening divisions, Winter term: Lectures three

hours a week.

Business 42.405*
Taxation 2: Corporate Tax Management
An intensive review of federal income tax laws and regula-

tions as significant elements in the planning and decision

making process of taxable Canadian corporations. Empha-
sis is placed upon the tax planning function of corporate

management and the associated accounting and reporting

aspects. This course builds upon Business 42.305*. Taxa-

tion 1.

Prerequisite: Business 42.305* (a grade of C- or better).

Evening division, Winter term.

Business 42.407*
Auditing I

A course in auditing theory, methodology and application.

Prerequisite: Business 42.200 (a grade of C-or better).

Day and Evening divisions, Fall term: Lectures three hours

a week.

Business 42.409*
Auditing II

A continuation of Auditing I with emphasis on the audit of

advanced EDP systems, computer assisted audit tech-

niques and applications of sampling theory to auditing. A
selection of topics of current interest will be discussed.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.461 taken in

1985-66 or before.

Prerequisites: Business 42.240* or Computer Science

95.1 08* and Business 42.407* (a grade of C- or better in

each prerequisite).

Evening division, Winter term.

Business 42.41 3*
Applied Organization Theory
The focus is on the organization as a unit of analysis.

Organizations, particularly business organizations, are

analyzed from the point of view of modem administration

theory. The course emphasizes management applications

of various theories or organization (for example, decision,

control, contingency, Institutional, and modem variants of

human relations theory). Analysis may utilize the traditional

business case approach and/or field projects. Students

learn to apply the theories in the context of the management
process.

Prerequisite: Business 42.31 1 * (a grade of C- or better).

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.41 4*
Advanced Personnel Management
This course examines a number of personnel and human
resources management topics in depth. Attention is fo-

cused on the design and analysis of personnel systems,

the development and critical evaluation of human resource

strategies in work organizations and the study of related

current issues in the practice and literature of personnel

management.
Prerequisite: Business 42.312* (a grade of C-or better).

Day division: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.41 5*
Organization Development and Change
This course examines process and structural theories of

organizational development and change. Issues of organ-

izational effectiveness, problem solving and personnel de-

velopment and renewal are considered along with

strategies for and processes of bringing about change.

Students are exposed to various theories and methods of

individual and organizational diagnosis and intervention.

Prerequisite: Business 42.31 1* (a grade of C-or better).

Day division: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.425*
International Marketing
A study of the marketing function in international markets

from a managerial perspective. The course examines the

unique political, legal, economic, socio-cultural and techno-

logical environments in foreign markets in relation to the

marketing management functions of product, price, distri-

bution, and communication strategy as well as marketing

research.

Prerequisite: Business 42.228* (a grade of C- or better).

Business 42.426

Consumer Behaviour
The traditional socio-psychological theories of consumer
behaviour are examined. Stress is put on the current litera-

ture and on the fundamental theories and concepts from

various disciplines. Topics include motivation, personality,

perception, teaming, communication of innovations, atti-

tude theory, role theory, life style analysis, consumerism,

etc.

Prerequisite: Business 42.228* (a grade of C-or better).

Day division: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.428*
Marketing Management
This course emphasizes the "managerial" aspects of mar-

keting. Such topics as: market segmentation, social and

regulatory aspects in marketing, channels of distribution,

industrial marketing, sates force management and other

current topics are discussed in detail.

Prerequisite: One of Business 42.325* or 42.327* (a

grade of C- or better in each prerequisite).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.435*
Operations Research II

Dynamic programming inventory models, queuing, simula-

tion, non-linear programming. (Also listed as Economics

43.405*.)

Prerequisites: Business 42.230* or Economics 43.404*.
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or Mathematics 69.381 *, and Economics 43.220 (grade of

C- or better) or Mathematics 69.267* (grade of C- or

better).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42 .439
Statistical Decision Theory
An examination of Bayesian and classical approaches to

decision making under uncertainty for individuals and firms.

(Offered in the Department of Economics as Economics
43.406* and 43.407*. Students are advised that it is

preferable to take Economics 43.406* prior to 43.407*.)

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*. and Economics
43.220 or Mathematics 69.267* (a grade of C- or better in

each prerequisite).

Business 42.440*
Management of Information Systems
Comprehensive treatment of current trends and manage-
ment issues associated with information systems within

organizations. Problems of information systems planning,

administration, resource management and new technology

adoption are discussed. Topics may also include informa-

tion centres, managing end-user computing, database ad-

ministration, managing distributed systems, education and
multinational issues. Case studies and software packages

will be used.

Prerequisites: Business 42.210* and one of Computer
Science 95.108* or 95.204* (a grade of C- or better in

each prerequisite).

Day division: Fall term.

Business 42.442*
Business Systems II

This is a data-processing project course. Students are

required to form teams for the purpose of designing and
implementing a typical business information system. Pro-

jects are mostly drawn from actual problems suggested by

local business and institutions.

Prerequisite: Business 42.342* (a grade of C- or better).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42 .446*

Toob for Decision Making
The course describes the framework, processes and tech-

nology components for building decision support systems,

including planning and organizing for DSS, system design

and iterative design, integrating DSS into the organization.

Forecasting and simulation are studied in depth. Topics

may include modem technologies such as knowledgebase
systems and artificial intelligence. High level modelling

languages are used to provide first-hand experience in

developing DSS for business applications.

Prerequisites: Business 42.230* or equivalent and one of

Computer Science 95.108* or 95.204* (a grade of C~ or

better in each prerequisite).

Day division: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.450*
Advanced Corporate Finance
An in-depth examination of some of the major theoretical

issues in corporate finance. This course requires analyses
and presentations of both articles from the finance literature

and case studies. (Also listed as Economics 43.408*.)
Prerequisite: Business 42.350* (a grade of C- or better).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.452*
Investment Management
Analysis of investment requirements for individuals and
institutional investors. Liquidity, risk and return. Portfolio

design, construction, management and control. Perform-

ance measurement. Capital market theory. (Also listed as

Economics 43.41 1 *.)

Prerequisite: Business 42.352* (a grade of C- or better).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Business 42.453*
Finance and Capital Markets
The workings and structure of Canada's capital markets

with particular reference to differing classes of institutional

lenders and borrowers; relationships of non-bank financial

intermediaries to the banking system, regulatory agencies

and the public, the impact of these institutions on corporate

financial and national economic policy, access to foreign

capital markets and external financing of Canadian eco-

nomic development. (Also listed as Economics 43.410*.)
Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*, 43.203*, 43.212*
and 43.220 or Mathematics 69.267* (grade of C-or better

in each prerequisite).

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures and seminars

three hours a week.

• Topics in Management Studies (42460* - 42.467*)

During the 1993-94 academic year, the School of Business

expects to offer the following special-topics courses:

Business 42.460*
Topics in Management Studies

Consideration of selected topics in accounting, finance,

human resources, information systems, international busi-

ness, marketing, operations management, etc.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Business 42.461*
Business Ethics

This course focuses on the use of ethical reasoning to

analyse business decisions. It is meant to help students

recognize the ethical content of these decisions, to help

legitimize the role of ethics in business situations, to give

students practice in ethical reasoning and to give them
some familiarity with major ethical systems.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours Business standing.

Business 42.462*
Women in Management
This course examines both the organizational and personal

challenges arising from changing gender roles and the

increased participation of women in management and pro-

fessional organizational roles.

Prerequisite: Business 42.311* or Women's Studies
09.1 88 with at least Third-year standing.

Business 42.463*
International and Comparative Management
This course focuses on the problems of managing large

organizations whose operations span national boundaries,

including both domestic firms with international markets
and multinational corporations. Special attention is given to

the difficulties of maintaining lines of communication and
control between elements separated by long distances and
located in disparate cultural settings. The structural, legal,

staffing and operational implications of maintaining a suc-

cessful international operation are also discussed.
Throughout the course, comparisons are drawn between
domestic and international systems of management in

various countries including Canada, the United States,

France, Great Britain and Japan.

Prerequisite: Business 42.31 1 * (a grade of C- or better).
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Business 42.464*
The Business Environment In East/Central Europe and
the Soviet Successor States

An examination of the economic and legal environment in

which new businesses are emerging in the region and the

practical problems which face business ventures. Themes
will include regulatory structures, patterns or foreign trade,

market characteristics, scientific and technological base
and business culture. (Also listed as East European Studies

55.406*),
Prerequisites: Economics 43.371* or 43.372*, or Busi-

ness 42.361 * or permission of the School of Business.

Seminar three hours a week.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours Business standing.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Three hours a week.

Business 42.465
Directed Studies I

This course is intended to provide qualified students with

the opportunity of carrying out a major research project

under the supervision of a faculty member.
Prerequisites: Grade-point average of 10.0 or better and

permission of the School.

Business 42.466*
Directed Studies II (Term Paper)

This course provides qualified students with the opportunity

of carrying out a minor (one-term) research project under

the supervision of a faculty member.
Prerequisites: Grade-point average of 10.0 or better and

permission of the School.

Business 42.467*
Management of Technology and Innovation

This course focuses on the planning, development and
implementation of technological capabilities for the purpose

of attaining the strategic and operational goals of business

organizations. Students are exposed to four themes: inte-

gration of technology and strategy; the design of techno-

logical strategy; the development of new business around

new technology; and the management of corporate re-

search and development, including pre-competitive con-

sortia.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.461* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisites: Business 42.210*, 42.228* and one of

Business 42.240* or Computer Science 95.108* (a grade

of C- or better in each prerequisite).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars three

hours a week.

Business 42.468*
History of Business in Canada 1850-1980

An examination of the place of business in Canadian
society, economics and politics. The course covers both the

internal dynamics of Canadian business (organization,

strategy, the rise of the manager), and its external implica-

tions (competition, foreign investment, business-govern-

ment relations). Business students are required to apply a

historical perspective to issues and problems present in the

contemporary business environment. (Also listed as His-

tory 24.325*.)
Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in the School of Busi-

ness.

Business 42.469*
Strategic Management and Business Policy

This course focuses upon the management process in

business. It examines the functions and responsibilities of

managers in the areas of strategy formulation and imple-

mentation. It is designed to integrate previous work in the

functional disciplines of business administration by devel-

oping an overall analytical viewpoint.
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General Information

The undergraduate program in Canadian Studies aims to

provide students with a broad, interdisciplinary view of

Canada while at the same time allowing them to combine
their study with disciplinary training in other Arts and Social

Science departments if they so desire. Canadian Studies

offers Pass, Combined Pass and Combined Honours pro-

grams.

The program forms the undergraduate division of the

School of Canadian Studies and, like the graduate division

of the School, benefits from Carleton University's situation

in Canada's capital and the richness of material available

in Ottawa for such studies.

The program core is designed to give the student a broad

understanding of Canadian history, culture and society, and
the opportunity to study the relationships among various

aspects of Canada in some depth.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all Committee regula-

tions and requirements as set out below.

Pass Program

Core Credits

The Pass program in Canadian studies requires a core of

(he following four credits:

f. Canadian Studies 12.100, Introduction to Canadian
Studies;

2. French 20.108, Advanced French for Non-Majors, or
20.1 11 , Advanced French (A), or 23.190 Introduction to an
Indigenous Language.

3. At least one of Canadian Studies 1 2.200, Culture, Iden-

tity and Community in Canada or 12.288, Contemporary
English-Canadian and French-Canadian Literature.

4. Canadian Studies 1 2.302, Canadian Studies Seminar.

With permission of the Program Co-ordlnator, students with

advanced proficiency in the French language may substi-

tute, for the language requirement, a credit in Quebec
culture or society that is taught in French. Carleton Univer-
sity courses that may normally be used for this purpose are:

French 20.267*. 20 268*. 20281 *, 20.332, 20.381.

A grade-point average of at least 4.0 must be achieved in

the required credits of the program core.

Program Electlves

In addition to the four core credits, the Canadian Studies

Pass program student must take the following six credits:

1. One Arts credit and one Social Science credit from the

following list:

Arts

Art History 1 1 .202*. Canadian Art: Origins to Present, and
11.300*, Canadian Painting and Sculpture, or 11.301*.
Contemporary Canadian Art;

English 18.282, Canadian Literature, or 18.381, Canadian
Poetry, or 18.383, Canadian Fiction;

French 20.267*. La literature du XIXe siecle au Canada
francais and 20268*. La litterature du XXe siecle au

Canada francais;

History 24.233. Canadian Political History, or 24.234, Ca-
nadian Social History, or24.235, Canadian Economic His-

tory.

Social Sciences

Economics 43.325, The Economic Development of Can-
ada;

Geography 45.320*. The Canadian City and 45.355*.
Contemporary Geographic Issues, or 45.335, Historical

Geography of Canada;
Political Science 47.200. Canadian Government and Poli-

tics, or 47.201, Introduction a la politique canadienne;

Sociology-Anthropology 56.220, Canadian Society.

2. One Arts and one Social Science credit from the list of

courses with substantial Canadian content on pp. 100-102.

3. Two additional credits with substantial Canadian con-

tent.

At least two of the program electives must be above the

200-level.

The same course may not be used to satisfy more than one
of the alternative French requirements for core courses and
the requirements for program electives.

Combined Pass Program

Cora Credits

The Combined Pass program in Canadian Studies requires

a core of the following four credits:

1. Canadian Studies 12.100, Introduction to Canadian
Studies;

2. French 20.108, Advanced French for Non-Majors, or

20.1 1 1 , Advanced French (A) or 23.1 90 Introduction to an
Indigenous Language;

3. At least one of Canadian Studies 12.200, Culture, Iden-

tity and Community in Canada or 12.288, Contemporary
English-Canadian and French-Canadian Literature;

4. Canadian Studies 12.302, Canadian Studies Seminar.

With the permission of the Program Co-ordinator, students

with advanced proficiency in the French language may
substitute, for the language requirement, another course in

Quebec culture or society which is taught in French. Carle-

ton University courses that may normally be used for this

purpose are: French 20.267*. 20.268*. 20.281, 20.332.

20.381

.
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A grade-point average at least 4.0 must be achieved in the

required credits of the program core.

Program Electlves

In addition to the four core credits, the Canadian Studies

Combined Pass program student must take the following

two credits:

1. One credit from the following list:

Art History 1 1 .202*, Canadian Art: Origins to Present, and
11.300*, Canadian Painting and Sculpture, or 11.301*,

Contemporary Canadian Art;

English 18.282, Canadian Literature, or 18.381, Canadian

Poetry, or18.383, Canadian Fiction;

Economics 43.325, The Economic Development of Can-

ada;

French 20.267*. La litterature de XIXe siecle au Canada
franc,ais and 20.268*, La litterature du XXe siecle au

Canada francais;

Geography 45.320*. The Canadian City and 45.355*.
Contemporary Geographic Issues, or 45.335, Historical

Geography of Canada;
History 24.233, Canadian Political History, or 24.234, Ca-

nadian Social History, or24.235, Canadian Economic His-

tory;

Political Science 47.200, Canadian Government and Poli-

tics, or 47.201, Introduction a la politique canadienne;

Socio logy-Anthropology 56.220, Canadian Society.

2. One credit from the list of courses with substantial

Canadian content on pp. 100-102.

At least one of the program electives must be above the

200-level.

Students who wish to use one of the courses required by

Canadian Studies to fulfil a requirement of their second
major discipline may negotiate a substitute course with the

Canadian Studies Program Co-ordinator. At least one of

the program electives in the Combined Pass degree pro-

gram must be in the Faculty other than the one from which

the students second major is chosen.

The same course may not be used to satisfy more than one
of the alternative French requirements for core courses and

the requirements for program electives.

Combined Honours Program

Core Credits

The Combined Honours program in Canadian Studies re-

quires a core of the following five credits:

1. Canadian Studies 12.100, Introduction to Canadian
Studies;

2. French 20.108, Advanced French for Non-Majors, or

20.1 11 , Advanced French (A),or23.190 Introduction to an
Indigenous Language;

3. At least one of Canadian Studies 1 2.200 Culture, Iden-

tity and Community in Canada or 12.288, Contemporary

English-Canadian and French-Canadian Literature.

4. Canadian Studies 12.302, Canadian Studies Seminar.

5. Canadian Studies 12.402, Canadian Studies Seminar.

With the permission of the Program Co-ordinator, students

with advanced proficiency in the French language may
substitute, for the language requirement, a credit in Quebec
culture or society that is taught in French. Carleton Univer-

sity courses that may normally be used for this purpose are:

French 20.267*. 20.268*. 20.281*, 20.332, 20.381,

20 .468, 20.469*.

Program Electives

In addition to the five core credits, the Canadian Studies

Combined Honours program requires the following three

credits:

1. One credit from the following list:

Art History 1 1 .202*, Canadian Art: Origins to Present, and
11.300*. Canadian Painting and Sculpture, or 11.301*,

Contemporary Canadian Art;

English 18.282. Canadian Literature, or 18.381, Canadian
Poetry, or 18.383, Canadian Fiction;

Economics 43.325, The Economic Development of Can-
ada;

French 20.267*. La literature de XIXe siecle au Canada
fran$ais and 20.268*. La litterature du XXe siecle au
Canada francais;

Geography 45.320*. The Canadian City and 45.355*,
Contemporary Geographic Issues, or 45.335, Historical

Geography of Canada;
History 24.233, Canadian Political History, or 24.234, Ca-

nadian Social History, or24.235, Canadian Economic His-

tory;

Political Science 47.200, Canadian Government and Poli-

tics, or 47.201 , Introduction a la politique canadienne;

Sociology-Anthropology 56.220, Canadian Society.

2. One Arts credit and one Social Science credit from the

list of courses with substantial Canadian content on pp.
100-1 02, one of which must be at the 400-level.

The same course may not be used to satisfy more than one

of the alternative French requirements for core courses and
the requirements for program electives.

Mention: francais

Students who wish to qualify for the "Mention: francais"

notation (see pp. 45, 74) in Canadian Studies may do so

by fulfilling the requirements listed below, in consultation

with the Program Co-ordinator. Courses taken for the "Men-

tion: fran$ais" notation may be used to fulfil Pass and

Honours degree requirements.

Courses taught in French at the University of Ottawa, or at

another university, which are approved by the Program

Co-ordinator, may be used to satisfy the "Mention: francais"

requirements. Students who wish to enrol in University of

Ottawa courses for this purpose must do so through the

University of Ottawa Exchange Agreement (p. 63). To enrol

in courses in French at another university a letter of permis-

sion is required (see articles 3.12 and 3.13, p. 62).

Pass or Combined Pass Programs

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais" students

must include the following courses in their degree program:

1 . One credit in the advanced study of the French language

(French 20.112, or another advanced course in French

Language).

2. One credit in French-Canadian culture and heritage

(French 20.267*, 20.268*, 20.281*. or a course in an-

other appropriate discipline, given in French, which is ap-

proved by the Program Co-ordinator. Courses from the

University of Ottawa or another university must be ap-

proved by the Program Co-ordinator).

3. One credit on a Canadian subject at the 200-or 300-level
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that is taught in French In any appropriate discipline. For

Carleton University courses that may be used to fulfil this

requirement, consult the list of courses with substantial

Canadian content (pp. 100-1 02). Courses from the Univer-

sity of Ottawa or another university must be approved by

the Program Co-ordinator.

4. Combined Pass program students must meet the "Men-

tion: francais" requirements of both disciplines.

Combined Honours Program

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais" students

must include the following courses in their degree program:

1. One credit in the advanced study ofthe French language

(French 20.112, or another advanced course in French

Language).

2. One credit In French-Canadian culture and heritage

(French 20267*. 20.268*, 20281 *, or a course in an-

other appropriate discipline, given in French, which is ap-

proved by the Program Co-ordinator). Courses from the

University of Ottawa or another university must be ap-

proved by the Program Co-ordinator.

3. One credit on a Canadian subject at the 200-or 300-

level, taught in French, in any appropriate discipline. For

Carleton University courses that may be used to fulfil this

requirement, consult the list of courses with substantial

Canadian content (pp. 100-1 02). Courses from the Univer-

sity of Ottawa or another university must be approved by

the Program Co-ordinator.

4. One credit on a Canadian subject at the 400-level,

taught In French, Including either Canadian Studies

12.493* and 12.494*. or a directed studies, tutorial, re-

search paper, or course in any appropriate discipline. All

written work must be submitted in French. Note that di-

rected studies, tutorials, and research papers are weighted

differently in various departments. Courses from the Uni-

versity of Ottawa or another university must be approved
by the Program Co-ordinator.

5. Combined Honours program students must meet the

"Mention: francais" requirements of both disciplines.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Canadian Studies 12.1 00
Introduction to Canadian Studies
This course is designed to introduce students to the inter-

disciplinary study of Canadian society and culture. It intro-

duces a variety of important approaches through the

analysis of significant issues from Canada's past and pre-

sent. Topics may include some of the following: original

peoples, language and ethnicity, communications and
technology, immigration, arts and culture, economic devel-

opment, the environment, regionalism, religion, gender,
sovereignty, Quebec and English Canada, foreign rela-

tions.

Three hours a week.

DaydMslon: P. Rankin
Evening division: K. Amup

Canadian Studies 1 2.200

Culture, Identity and Community In Canada
Using an interdisciplinary approach, this course explores

the composition and diversity of cultures in Canada. As-

pects of social and material cultures, folklore, citizenship

and the politics of multiple identities are addressed.

Prerequisite: Canadian Studies 12.100.

Day division: Three hours a week.
S. McMullin

Canadian Studies 1 2.288

Contemporary English-Canadian and French-Cana-
dian Literature

This course, which is offered by faculty members from the

Departments of French, and English Language and Litera-

ture, provides a general Introduction to and comparison of

the two major literatures of Canada. Lectures are given in

both English and French. (Also listed as English 18.288 and
French 20.288.)

Precludes additional credit for Canadian Studies 12.188,

no longer offered.

Prerequisites: A basic reading knowledge of French, and
Second-year standing.

Day division: Three hours a week.

D. Smith

Canadian Studies 1 2.302

Canadian Studies Seminar
This course is designed to allow the student to bring to-

gether the knowledge acquired in the various disciplines of

the program. Each year a different topic or topics are

explored in an interdisciplinary perspective. The topic for

1993-94 is: Representation and Social Change in Canada.
This course offers an interdisciplinary examination of issues

grounded in race, class and gender divisions. Students will

study the relationship between cultural representation and
political power. Emphasis will be placed on analyzing how
social change around race, class and gender issues is

achieved.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing in Canadian Studies or

permission of the School.

Seminar three hours a week.
P. Rankin

Canadian Studies 12.380

Internship Practleum
A limited number of internships and practicum placements

are available in institutional settings, primarily in the Ottawa
area. Students are required to submit a formal written report

concerning their placement. The written work is evaluated

jointly by the student's internal and placement supervisors.

A maximum of one full credit of internship/practicum may
be offered in fulfilment of Canadian Studies requirements.

Prerequisite: Permission ofthe School.

Canadian Studies 1 2.381 *
Intemshlp/Practicum

For course description, see Canadian Studies 12.380.

Prerequisite: Permission ofthe School.

Canadian Studies 12.382*
Intemshlp/Practicum
For course description, see Canadian Studies 12.380.

Prerequisite: Permission ofthe School.

Canadian Studies 1 2.383*
Intemshlp/Practicum
For course description, see Canadian Studies 1 2.380.

Prerequisite: Permission ofthe School.
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Canadian Studies 1 2.402

Canadian Studies Seminar
This course is designed to allow the Honours student to

engage in research and class discussion on topics of an

interdisciplinary nature.

Canadian Studies 12.491 *
Selected Problems In Canadian Studies
The choice of topics varies from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Canadian Studies 12.492*
Selected Problems in Canadian Studies
The choice of topics varies from year to year.

Canadian Studies 12.493*
Etudes dirlgees I

Cours facultatif offert seulement aux etudiants de qua-

trieme annee Honours en Etudes canadiennes ("Mention:

francais"). Ce cours comprend des lectures dirigees et des
travaux ecritsdans un domaine relie aux Etudes canadien-

nes.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Canadian Studies 1 2.494*
Etudes dirlgees II

Cours facultatif offert seulement aux etudiants de qua-

trieme annee Honours en Etudes canadiennes ("Mention:

francais"). Ce cours comprend des lectures dirigees et des
travaux ecrits dans un domaine relie aux Etudes canadien-

nes.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Canadian Studies 12.495*
Directed Studies I

An optional course normally restricted to Fourth-year Hon-
ours students in Canadian Studies and to Qualifying-year

Graduate students. It includes supervised reading and
written work in a Canadian Studies area.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Canadian Studies 1 2.496*
Directed Studies II

An optional Course normally restricted to Fourth-year Hon-
ours students in Canadian Studies and to Qualifying-year

Graduate students. It includes supervised reading and
written work in a Canadian Studies area.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Courses with Substantial Canadian Content Offered
within the Arts and Social Sciences Faculties

Applied Language Studies

23.190 Introduction to an Indigenous Language

Art History

11 .202* Canadian Art: Origins to Present

1 1 .203* Arts of Native Peoples: North America
11.205* Arts of the First Peoples: the Woodlands, the

Plains and the Subarctic

11.206* Arts of the First Peoples: The Southwest, the

West Coast and the Arctic

11 300* Canadian Painting and Sculpture

1 1 .301 * Contemporary Canadian Art

11 302* Canadian Architecture

11314* InuitArt

11315* North American Indian Art

11.400* Topics in Canadian Art

1 1 .403* Topics in Contemporary Inuit Art

11 .404* Topics in Canadian Indian Art

11 .480* Topics in Architectural History: Ottawa
Architecture (1992-93)

Economics
43.235 Canadian Economic History

43.320* Economics of Information and the Media
43.325 The Economic Development of Canada
43.330* Public Policy Towards Business
43.341 * Regional Economics
43.344* Economic Thought and Policy in Canada
43.347* Public Finance: Taxation

43.348* Public Finance: Expenditure

43.380* Topics in Canadian Economic Policy

English Language and Literature

18.288 (Canadian Studies 12.288) Contemporary Eng-

lish-Canadian and French-Canadian Literature

18.282 Canadian Literature

18.381 Canadian Poetry

18.382 Studies in Canadian Ethnic Minority Literature

18.383 Canadian Fiction

18.387 Selected Topic in Canadian Literature

18 .481 * Selected Topic in Canadian Poetry

18.483 Studies in the Literature of Quebec and
English Canada

18.486* Studies in Canadian Literature I

18.487* Studies in Canadian Literature II

18.488 Canadian Writing and the Literature of the First

Nations

12.490* Special Topics

Film Studies

19.328 The Canadian Cinema

French

20.163 Introduction to Literature: French Canadia
Texts from the End of the Nineteenth Century to

the Present

20.268* La litterature du XXe siecle au Canada francais

20.288 (Canadian Studies 12.288) Contemporary Eng-

lish-Canadian and French-Canadian Literature

20.363 Etudes litteraires: La Difference sexuelle dans le

romanquebecois
20.364 Le Theatre: theatre quebecois moderne
20.381 Aspects de la litterature intime au Quebec
20.436* Aspects de la linguistique du francais III: Socio

inguistique de francais ontarien

20.461 Litterature d'idees (I): identites inacheves: les

discours de la difference dans I'ecriture contem
poraine de Quebec

20.468* Aspects de la litterature canad ienne -franchise

Jacques Godbout, romancier et cineaste

20.469* Aspects de la litterature canadienne-fran?aise

Le Conte populaire dans I'Ontario francais

Geography
45.230* The Cultural Landscape
45.318* Soil Properties

45.319* Soils and Environment

45.320* The Canadian City: Internal Structure and Con
temporary Problems

45.333* Municipal Land Use Planning in Canada
45.334* Renewable Resource Planning in a Local Area

45.335 Historical Geography of Canada
45.351* Northern Lands
45.355* Canada: Contemporary Geographic Issues

45.370* Population Geography
45.404* Environmental Impact Assessment
45 .4 1 1 Quaternary Geography
45.423* Urban Revitalization

45.427* Urban Development and Analysis

:

e

s

n-
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45.431 Advanced Cultural Geography
45.442* Transportation Geography
45.443* Issues in Applied Geography
45.444* Outdoor Recreational Lands Use

History

24.130

24533
24534
24535
24.324*
24.325*
24.326*
24.328*
24.329*
24.330*
24.331*
24.332*
24.333*
24.334*
24.335

24.336*
24.337*

Modem Canada
Canadian Political History

Canadian Social History

Canadian Economic History

Colonial Frontier Societies

History of Business in Canada 1 850-1 980
Old Canada. 1740s-1850s

Eastern Ontario Communities

Canadian Urban History

The History of Upper Canada to 1 867
Quebec Since the 1860s

The Atlantic Provinces

The History of Ontario, 1867-1967

Canada-United States Relations

History of Canadian Labour

Canadian External Relations

Development and Underdevelopment in Atlantic

Canada, 1660-1960

24.338* Canadian Immigration and Settlement

24.339* History of the Prairie West
24.340* History of Canadian Socialism

24.350 Modem British and Canadian Constitutional His-

tory

24.351 * Selected Topics in Canadian History

24.352* Aboriginal Peoples of British North America to

1867

24.353* Aboriginal Peoples of Canada Since 1 867
24.355* History of British Columbia
24.356* History of Canadian Social Policy

24.421 Science and Technology in the Canadian Expe-

rience

24.422 The Maritimes in Transition, 1 870s to 1 920s
24.423 The Indian Peoples of Northern Canada
24.424 Canadian Immigration and Ethnic History

24.425 Selected Problems in the Political Economy of

Canadian Labour
24.426 Perspectives on State Formation in Canada
24.430 Colonial Society in British North America
24.431 Canada from Confederation to the Great War
24.432 Acadian and Quebec Society before 1 763
24.433 Selected Problems in Canadian Business His-

tory, 1850-1980

24.434 History of Northern Canada
24.435 Bites and Elite Formation in Canadian Society,

1800-1925

24.437 Canada From War to War
24.438 Studies in Canadian Popular Culture

24.439 Modem Canada Since 1939

Italian

26.362 The Italian Heritage in North America

Law
51.100

51503
51504
51505
51 .301

51502*
51 503*
51.336*
51 537*
51 541 *
51 545*
51.348*

Introduction to Legal Studies

Introduction to Private Law Relationships

Introduction to Criminal Law in Context

Introduction to Public Law
Women and the Legal Process

Canadian Legal Profession

Contracts

Criminal Law: Process and Politics

Young Offenders and the Law
Employment Law
Labour Law
Legal Aspects of Sport

51.350* Constitutional Law
51 .351 * Communications Law I

51 .352* Communications Law II

51 .353 Civil Lberties and Human Rights

51 .354* Law and Native Peoples of Canada
51 .356 Administrative Law
51.380* Law of Environmental Quality

51 .384 Law of the Family

51 .406* Church and State in the Laws of England, Scot-

land and Canada
51 .435* Criminal Justice Reform: Theory and Practice

51 .438* Sentencing Theories and Practice

51 .440* The Arbitration Process in Industrial Relations

51 .445* Labour Relations in the Public Service

51.456* Administrative Law I

51 .457* Administrative Law and Control

51 .467* Immigration and Refugee Law
51 .491 * Tutorial in Law
51 .492* Tutorial in Law

Linguistics

29.273* Gender and Language
29.274* Bilingualism

Music
30.310 Music in Canada
30.332* Women and Music
30.333* Music and Gender

Philosophy

32.202 Ideas of the Individual and Society in Canada

Political Science

47500 Canadian Government and Politics

introduction a la politique canadienne

Canadian Provincial Politics

47.301 * Canadian Provincial Government and Intergov-

ernmental Relations

47.302* Canadian Municipal Government
47.303* Canadian Urban Politics

47.304* Political Parties and Elections in Canada
47.305* Ontario Government and Politics

47.306* Social Power in Canadian Politics

47.307* Constitutional Politics in Canada
47.319* The Politics of Law and Morality

47.335* Canadian Political Ideas

47.336* Canadian Political Culture

47.341 * Canadian Public Administration

47.342* Canadian Public Policy

47.345* Comparative Public Policy Analysis

47.366* Canadian Foreign Policy

47.367* Canadian Defence Policy

Topics in Canadian Government and Politics

Policy Seminar: Problems of Northern Develop-

ment
Politics and the Media
Federalism

47.406* Legislative Process in Canada
47.407* The Politics of Law Enforcement in Canada
47.408* National Security and Intelligence in the Modem

State

47.409* Politics in Quebec
47.410* Canadian and Comparative Local Government

and Politics

47.411* French-English Relations

47.416* Labour and the Canadian State

47.417* Political Participation in Canada
47.418* Canadian Provincial Government and Politics

47.441 * Business-Government Relations in Canada

47.201

47.300

47.400

47.402*

47.403*
47.405
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Sociology and Anthropology

56.220 Canadian Society

56.241 Kinship, Marriage and the Family

53247 Women in Society

53 .252* Sociology of Aging and the Elderly

53.256* Police in Society

54.318* Archaeology in Canada
54.319* Issues in Canadian Native Studies

56.320 French Canada and Quebec Society

53.373* Criminal Justice Policy

53.377* Sociology of Welfare Institutions

53.380 Social Policy

56.465* Selected Problems in the Study of Ethnic and
Race Relations

54.470* Selected Problems in the Study of North Ameri-

can Native Peoples

Women's Studies

09.491 A*Selected Topics in Women's Studies I

09.491 B*Selected Topics in Women's Studies II

The School of Journalism and Communication offers the

following courses with substantial Canadian content:

Journalism

28.306* Comparative Media Studies

28.351 * Communications Law I

28.352* Communications Law II

Mass Communication
27.21 1 The Mass Media in Modem Society

27.430* Policy: Theory and Foundations

27.432* Policy: Institutions and Practices
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M. Opaiski (East European Studies)
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General Information

A Committee on Soviet and East European Studies was
formed in 1963 to foster interdisciplinary studies, research,

conferences and publications in this area. The Committee
was transformed into the Institute of Soviet and East Euro-

pean Studies in 1970. Following the collapse of the Soviet

Union at the end of 1991, the Institute was renamed the

Institute of Central/East European and Russian-Area Stud-

ies to reflect the new political reality in the region. Faculty

members from ten disciplines (Art History, Economics,
Geography, History, International Affairs, Law, Political Sci-

ence, Psychology, Russian , Business and Sociology) par-

ticipate in the Institute's programs. They are joined on an
occasional basis by visiting scholars (including visitors from

the Soviet successor states and East/Central Europe).

In recent years the East and Central European countries

and former Soviet republics have been in the midst of a
transition from one type of socio-economic and political

system to another, although they are still inked with each
other by earlier historical experience, the common legacy

of Soviet-style communism, and by a set of similarproblems
resulting from that legacy. Since the collapse of the Soviet

Union, the field of study remains unified by a concern with

understanding the nature of the transitional processes af-

fecting the region, in their multiple social, cultural, economic
and polticaJ dimension. Among social themes addressed
in Institute courses are the following: the study of the

attempted transitions to market economic systems, pros-

pects for and problems of democratization, nationalism and

ethnic conflict, national and regional integration, institution-

building, problems of ethnic minorities, transformations of

the social structure, changes in the international security

system, environmental problems and policies, and evolu-

tion of East-West relationships.

On the undergraduate level, the Institute offers an interdis-

ciplinary Bachelor of Arts (Honours) program in Cen-
tral/East European and Russian-Area Studies. The Institute

also administers a program of interdisciplinary studies lead-

ing to a Master of Arts degree in Central/East European and
Russian-Area Studies, the first one of its kind in Canada.
The curricula for both programs are offered largely through

participating departments. Students in the Institute's pro-

grams are eligble to apply, under the academic exchange
agreement between Carleton University and the University

of St. Petersburg, for ten months of study in Russia. A
similar exchange agreement exists with the University of

Warsaw; and an agreement with the International Cultural

Institute in Budapest provides for graduate studies at post-

secondary institutions in Hungary. Students participating in

the Institute's programs have at their disposal a specialized

periodicals reading room in the Institute, the University

Ibrary's collection of books, documents, periodicals and
micro-materials on the former Soviet republics and on
Central and Eastern Europe and the extensive holdings of

the National Library and other specialized Iforaries in

Ottawa. As of the Fall term 1987, the Institute has had a

system in place for viewing live Russian television.

Each year the Institute organizes a series of public semi-

nars and lectures by invited specialists from outside the

University, on a broad range of topics bearing on the Soviet

successor states and/or Central and Eastern Europe. The
Institute also sponsors frequent conferences and colloquia

and promotes extension courses in the area. The Institute

maintains research programs in several broad areas: East-

West relations (with emphasis on their economic aspects),

nationality and minority issues, environmental policy, social

consequences of economic change, and aspects of Cana-
dian-Soviet relations. The Institute issues working papers
and special studies, and has sponsored ten volumes in the

Carleton Library Series in Soviet and East European Stud-

ies.

In the face of current transformations, the region retains

enormous importance in shaping larger global processes

and the international balance of power; expanded eco-

nomic opportunities in the area also are increasing the

demand for area specialist in the business and financial

communities. A new emphasis on regional studies and
international relations at the secondary level makes this

program attractive to school boards. Therefore, a degree in

Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies provides

a valuable preparation for a career in government service,

in business and finance, or in non-governmental organiza-

tions. Some students find interdisciplinary and language

studies an important first step to more specialized training

in law, business or in one of the related academic disci-

plines.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all regulations and
requirements of the Institute, as set out below.
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Honours Program

The objective of the Honours program is to equip students

with indispensable linguistic tools and to provide, through

an interdisciplinary approach, an integrated knowledge of

the cultures, historical developments and contemporary

social, economic and political systems of the area. The
program leads to the degree of Bachelor of Arts with

Honours in Central/East European and Russian-Area Stud-

ies.

Combined Honours Program

A Combined Honours degree between Central/East Euro-

pean and Russian-Area Studies and the School of Journal-

ism and Communication is available to students already

accepted into the Journalism Honours Program.

Course requirements for this degree are planned by the

Director of the Institute in consultation with the Director of

the School of Journalism and Communication, and are

designed to accommodate the students' interests and
needs.

Combined Honours programs are also possible in conjunc-

tion with other disciplines and are governed by the regula-

tions of the departments concerned.

Further details on these programs may be obtained from

the Institute.

Admission Requirements

Admission to the program must be approved by the Institute

of Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies and
by the Faculty of Social Sciences Committee on Honours.

Students with at least a 65 percent average in Senior

Matriculation or a C standing in the Carleton Qualifying-Uni-

versity year may be enrolled in the program in the First year.

With the consent of the Institute, students may also enter

the program in subsequent years provided they have main-

tained Honours standing and have completed the pro-

gram's course requirements to that point.

Course Requirements

A total of 20 credits is required for the Honours B.A. in

Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies.

All candidates normally are required to take three credits in

the Russian language beyond the introductory level: Rus-

sian 36.202 (Intermediate), 36.203 (Grammar), and 36.302

(Advanced). If students wish to take further Russian lan-

guage courses, Russian 36.307* (Syntax) and 36.308*
(Translation) or 36.420* and 36.421* (Russian for Inter-

national Relations) are advised. Russian 36.120 may be
substituted for 36.100 and 36.202. Students normally are

expected to complete their language requirements by the

end of their Third year. A maximum of three additional

language or literature credits (not counting the three Rus-

sian language credits) may be selected as additional com-
ponents of the candidate's Honours program (see below).

In the First year, courses must be chosen, in consultation

with the Honours Adviser, from the 100-level, or from

higher-level courses open to First-year students. These
courses should be selected as preparation for more spe-

cialized Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies

offered in various disciplines. Introductory courses in eco-

nomics, European history and political science (as well as

other introductory courses in the social sciences) therefore

normally are taken at this stage.

In the following three years, candidates must select eight

additional credits, (including at least five from departments
other than Russian, and representing no less than three

different disciplines) from the area-related courses offered

by participating departments and listed below. The follow-

ing three courses are regarded as forming the core of the

Institute's undergraduate area studies program: Econom-
ics 43.371 * and 43.372* (covering the area economies),

History 24.260 (History of Russia and the U.S.S.R.) or

24.360 (History of the U.S.S.R.), and Political Science
47.320 (Government and Politics in the Soviet Successor

States) and all three are normally required of all candidates

for the degree. One of these eight courses must be either

East European Studies 55.498 (Honours Essay) or an

approved Fourth-year seminar given by the Institute or by

one of the participating departments.

Four additional credits are to be selected with the approval

of either the Honours Adviser or the Director.

Courses Offered by Participating Departments

Art History

11 .422* Topics in Eastern Medieval Art

Russian

36.120 Intensive Russian

36.202 Intermediate Russian

36.203 Russian Grammar
36.205* Written Russian

36.207 Introduction to Literary Reading
36.220 Business Russian

36.260 Russian Literature in English Translation —
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries

36 .301 Advanced Spoken Russian

36.302 Advanced Russian

36 .303 Russian Translation

36.305* Advanced Written Russian

36.307* Russian Syntax

36.308* Russian Translation

36.404 Russian Style and Composition

36.405 Tutorial: History of the Russian Language
36.409 Major Authors - Gorky to Solzhenitsyn

36.420* Russian for International Relations I

36.421 * Russian for International Relations II

36.435* Tutorial: Special Topic (Literature)

36.455 Tutorial: Special Topic (Post-1 91 7 Period)

36.493* Translation Tutorial I

36.494* Translation Tutorial II

Geography
45.360* The Soviet Union and Successor States

45.361* East Europe
45.460* The Changing Geography of Post-Communist

Societies

History

24.260 History of Russia and the U.S.S.R.

24.359* Habsburg Monarchy 1 526-1 91

8

24.360 History of the U.S.S.R

24.361 * The Russian Empire

24.365* The Soviet Union in International Affairs from

Comintern to Cold War
24.366* Modem East Central Europe

24.385* Twentieth Century China

24.460 Selected Problems in Russian History

24.461 Selected Problems in Soviet History

24.560 Revolutionary Russia, 1898-1921

24.589 Historiography (section dealing with Modem
Russia)
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Economics
43.371* Economic Systems in Transition: The U.S.S.R.

and its Successor States

43.372* Economic Systems in Transition: Central and

Eastern Europe

43.486* Comparative Economic Systems I

43.487* Comparative Economic Systems II

43.586* Comparative Economic Systems I

43.587* Comparative Economic Systems II

Law
51 488 Socialist Legal Systems

Philosophy

32.220 Introduction to Marxist Philosophy

Political Science

47.314 Politics in Central and Eastern Europe

47.320 Government and Politics in Soviet Successor

States

47.431* Marxist Thought
47.432* Contemporary Marxism

< 47.461* Foreign Policies of Soviet Successor States

47.514* Transition from Communism
47.515* Post-Communist Politics in East Central Europe

47.516* Selected Problems in the Politics of Soviet Suc-

cessor States

47.586* Strategic Thought and Issues in International

Security

International Affairs

46.538* International Economics: Policy and Theory
46.582* Political Economy of East-West Relations

46.584 International Relations in Europe

Sociology

53.584* Modem Marxist Theory

East European Studies
' 55.400* Modem Polish Society

55.401* Nationalism and Ethnic conflict in Eastern and

Central Europe
55.402* Development of the Russian North

55.403* Soviet and Russian Military History and Affairs

55.404* National Tensions in the Soviet Successor
States

55.405* Environmental Problems and Politics in

East/Central Europe and Eurasia

55.406* The Business Environment in East/Central

Europe and the Soviet Successor States

55.407* Social and Political Discourse in Russia

55.490 Tutorial in Central/East European and Russian-

Area Studies

55.491* Tutorial in Central/East European and Russian-

Area Studies

55.492* Tutorial in Central/East European and Russian-

Area Studies

55.500* Interdiscplinary Seminar I

55.501* Interdiscplinary Seminar II

55.502* State-Society Relations in Transition

55.507* Social and Political Discourse in Russia

Technology, Society, Environment Studies

59.404* Technology and Society: The Arms Race

Note:

Not all of the foregoing courses are offered in any given

year, and not all combinations of courses are possfole . See
departmental listings for further details.

Academic Standing

Students must maintain Honours standing as prescribed by

the general requirements of the Faculty of Social Sciences.

Graduate Program

The Institute offers an interdisciplinary Master of Arts pro-

gram in Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies

with the participation of faculty from the Departments of Art

History, Economics, Geography, History, International Af-

fairs, Law, Political Science, Russian, Sociology and the

School of Business as well as invited specialists from other

universities and visiting scholars from the former Soviet

Union and East/Central Europe. It is designed for students

wishing to acquire specialized knowledge of the area, and
proficiency in Russian, before proceeding towards a doc-

toral degree in one of the disciplines represented in the

program, either at Carleton or another university. The pro-

gram is also suitable for students aspiring to a professional,

business or government career which requires knowledge

of the area. For details, consult the Graduate Studies and
Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

East European Studies 55.400*
Modern Polish Society

The rise and victory of Solidarity, and its disintegration;

formation of a new independent state and society.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

Seminar three hours a week.

East European Studies 55.401 *
Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict in Eastern and Central

Europe
This seminar deals with nationalism and the ethnic structure

in Central and Eastern Europe. Building on an historical

examination of the social, economic, linguistic and ideologi-

cal components of ethnicity, the course proceeds to focus

on the trends and politics of ethnicity, and the role of

minorities today.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

Seminar three hours a week.

East European Studies 55.402*
Development of the Russian North

The purpose of this seminar is to give an overview of the

economic social and political development of the Russian

North. Development is analyzed in both historical and
contemporary contexts.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

Seminar three hours a week.

East European Studies 55 403*
Soviet and Russian Military History and Affairs

An examination of Soviet and Russian military history and
affairs, from 1917 to the present, with special focus on

Moscow's traditional integration of the military within a

larger composite elite; its view of power and strategy as

extending beyond the military, to include also socio-eco-
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nomic, Ideological and other components—which may, in

certain contexts, take precedence; combined arms; and

deterrence, nuclear and post-nuclear.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute

Seminar three hours a week.

East European Studies 55.404*
National Tensions In the Soviet Successor States

This seminar examines the rise of movements for the

national autonomy within the U.S.S.R. priorto 1992 and the

nature of inter-ethnic conflict between and within the new
successor states following the collapse of the U.S.R.R.

Precludes additional credit for Soviet Studies 55.492 taken

prior to 1991-92.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

Seminar three hours a week.

East European Studies 55.405*
Environmental Problems and Politics In East/Central

Europe and Eurasia

This seminar examines the nature of environmental prob-

lems in Central/Eastern Europe and the former Soviet

republics. Ideological bases for their treatment, political

forces active in shaping environmental policy, economic

reform and the environment, and policy responses at the

international, national and local levels.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.320 or equivalent or per-

mission of the Institute.

Seminar three hours a week.

East European Studies 55.406*
The Business Environment In East/Central Europe and
the Soviet Successor States

An examination of the economic and legal environment in

which new businesses are emerging in the region and the

practical problems which face business ventures. Themes
will include regulatory structures, patterns of foreign trade,

market characteristics, scientific and technological base,

and business culture. (Also listed as Business 42.464*).
Prerequisite: Economics 43.371 *, or 43.372* or Business

42.361 *, or permission of the Institute.

Seminar three hours a week.

East European Studies 55.407*
Social and Political Discourse In Russia
This seminar will involve analysis of materials from the

Russian-language media dealing with contemporary social

and political issues. Most course readings will be in the

Russian language. Lectures and at least a portion of semi-

nar discussion will be in Russian.

Prerequisites: Permission of the Institute, with appropriate

facility in the Russian language.

East European Studies 55.490
Tutorial In Central/East European and Russian-Area
Studies

Tutorials or reading courses on selected topics may be
arranged with the permission of the Institute and agreement
of the instructor.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

East European Studies 55.491 *
Tutorial in Central/East European and Russian-Area
Studies

Tutorials or reading courses on selected topics may be

arranged with the permission of the Institute and agreement
of the instructor.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

East European Studies 55.492*
Tutorial In Central/East European and Russian-Area
Studies

Tutorials or reading courses on selected topics may be
arranged with the permission of the Institute and agreement
of the instructor.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

East European Studies 55.498

Honours Essay
Open to students in their Fourth year who have maintained I

a S+ average in East European Studies courses and who
have received the permission of the Institute. The subject

j

of the research will be selected in consultation with the

Institute and a supervisor will be assigned. An oral defence

of the essay is required.

East European Studies 55.500*
Interdisciplinary Seminar I

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

Fall term.

East European Studies 55.501 *
Interdisciplinary Seminar II

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

Winter term.

East European Studies 55.502*
State-Society Relations In Transition

This seminar addresses the relationship between socia

forces and state structures at both the national and loca

levels in the U.S.S.R., in its successor states, and/or othei

Central/East European States.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.320 or equivalent, oi

permission of the Institute.
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General Information

The discipline of Classics is divided into three main fields:

Latin, Greek and Classical Civilization. By "Latin" and

"Greek" are meant works of Latin and ancient Greek litera-

ture studied in the original tongue, not in translation; "Clas-

sical Civilization" covers all non-linguistic studies in

classical antiquity, such as ancient history and literature in

translation.

Honours and Pass programs exist in Latin alone and Greek

alone, and in Classical Civilization alone. Combined Hon-

ours and Combined Pass programs are available in a

combination of any two of the three fields, i.e., Latin and

Greek, Latin and Classical Civilization, Greek and Classical

Civilization.

I Combined Honours and Combined Pass programs can

also be arranged combining any of the three with work in

another department (for example, Religion and Classical

Civilization; Latin and French) upon consultation with the

department chair concerned.

Students who plan to continue their studies in Classical

Civilization at the graduate level should note that graduate

schools require candidates to have taken upper year lan-

guage courses in Greek and Latin. Therefore, students are

advised to consult the Departmental Honours Adviser as

early as possble.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

Pass Program In Greek

Five Greek credits beyond the 100-level and Classical

Civilization 13.290.

Pass Program in Latin

Five Latin credits beyond the 100-level and Classical Civi-

lization 13.291

.

Pass Program in Classical Civilization

Six Classical Civilization credits and a full credit in either

Greek or Latin at the 100-level, or the equivalent.

Students must include in the program Classical Civilization

13.209 and either 13.290 or 13.291 ; the equivalent of one
credit from Classical Civilization 13.321 *, 13.322*, and

13.323*; one from Classical Civilization 13.300, 13.312

and 13.328; and options in Classical Civilization equivalent

to two credits.

Combined Pass Program within the Department

Greek and Classical Civilization

Four Greek credits beyond the 100-level and four Classical

Civilization credits to include 13.209 and 13.290.

Latin and Classical Civilization

Four Latin credits beyond the 100-level and four Classical

Civilization credits to include 13.209 and 13.291

.

Greek and Latin

Four credits beyond the 100-level in both Greek and Latin

and either Classical Civilization 13.290 or 13.291.

Combined Pass Program with Another Department

In addition to the requirements of the other department, one

of the following will be required:

Greek

Four Greek credits beyond the 100-level and Classical

Civilization 13.290.

Latin

Four Latin credits beyond the 100-level and Classical Civi-

lization 13.291

.

Classical Civilization

Five Classical Civilization credits. Students must include in

the program Classical Civilization 13.209, 13.290 or 13.291

and at least one credit at the 300-level.

All courses are to be chosen in consultation with the De-

partment.

Honours Programs

Honours Program In Greek

Seven Greek credits beyond the 100-level and Classical

Civilization 13.209 and 13.290.

Honours Program in Latin

Seven Latin credits beyond the 100-level and Classical

Civilization 13.209 and 13.291.

Honours Program in Classical Civilization

Nine Classical Civilization credits; Greek 15.201 or Latin

16.201 ; a full credit at the 100-level in the other language.

Classical Civilization courses must include 13.209, either

13.290 or 13.291, one creditfrom 13.230, 13.232*, 13.235,

13.330, 13.331*, 13.334*, 13.430; one credit from

13.300, 13.312, 13.328; one credit from 13.321 ,
13.322*. 13.323*; one credit from 13.427, 13.428,
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13.429; Classical Civilization options equivalent to three

credits.

Combined Honours Program within the Department

Greek and Classical Civilization

Six Greek credits beyond the 100-level, five Classical Civi-

lization credits to include 13.209 and 13.290, and a full

credit in Latin at the 100-level.

Latin and Classical Civilization

Six Latin. credits beyond the 1 00-level, five Classical Civili-

zation credits to include 13.209 and 13.291 and a full credit

in Greek at the 100-level.

Greek and Latin

Ether 12 credits beyond the 100-level in Greek and Latin

(at least five credits in each language); or five credits

beyond the 100-level in both Greek and Latin and two

Classical Civilization credits.

Combined Honours Program with Another Department

In additiontothe requirements of the other department, one
of the following will normally be required:

Greek
Six Greek credits beyond the 100-level and Classical Civi-

lization 13.290.

Latin

Six Latin credits beyond the 100-level and Classical Civili-

zation 13.291.

Classical Civilization

Six Classical Civilization credits to include 13.209, 13.290

or 13.291 and 13.427 or 13.428 or 13.429. and a full credit

in either Greek or Latin at the 1 00-level.

Chemistry of Art and Artifacts

The attention of students interested in archaeology is di-

rected to Chemistry 65.107, The Chemistry of Art and
Artifacts. The course, designed for archaeologists and his-

torians dealing with the deterioration and preservation of

artifacts and works of art, is strongly recommended by the

Department as an option.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

• Greek

Greek 15. 105*
Introduction to Classical Greek I

A course for beginners in ancient Greek, designed to give

students a grasp of basic grammatical forms and vocabu-
lary (with reference to English derivatives) through the

reading of continuous Greek.

Day division. Fall term: Lectures and practice periods four

hours a week.

Greek 15.106*
Introduction to Classical Greek II

A course for students with some previous knowledge of the

language: study of grammatical forms and constructions;

acquisition of reading skills.

Prerequisite: Greek 15.105* or equivalent.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and practice periods

four hours a week.

Greek 15.115

Beginning Classical Greek

Greek 15.116

Beginning Modern Greek

Greek 15.201

Intermediate Classical Greek
Further study of the language; reading of selected prose

and poetry by ancient Greek authors.

Prerequisite: Greek 15.106* or equivalent.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week.

Greek 15.250*
Translation I

A course designed to improve the students' proficiency in

sight translation from Greek and to give practice in transla-

tion from English into Greek (prose composition).

Prerequisite: Greek 15.201 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division: Tutorial one and a half hours a week, through-

out the year.

Greek 15.304*
Lyric and Elegy I

Introductory readings in Greek lyric and elegy.

Precludes additional credit for Greek 1 5.21 4*.

Prerequisites: Greek 15.201 and concurrent registration (or

previous credit) in 15.250* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Fall term: Tutorials three hours a week.

Greek 15.305*
Epic I

Introductory readings in Homer's Epics.

Precludes additional credit for 15.215*.

Prerequisites: Greek 15.201 and concurrent registration (or

previous credit) in 15.250* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Tutorials three hours a week.

Greek 15.350*
Translation II

An advanced sequel to Greek 15.250*.

Prerequisite: Greek 15.250* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Greek 15.404*
Lyric and Elegy II

Intermediate readings in Greek lyric and elegy.

Precludes additional credit for Greek 1 5.31 4*.
Prerequisites: The equivalent of two full credits in Greek at

the 200-level.

Day division, Fall term: Tutorials three hours a week.

Greek 15.405*
Epic II

Intermediate readings in Homer's Epics

Precludes additional credit for Greek 1 5.31 5*.
Prerequisite: The equivalent of two full credits in Greek

the 200-level.

Day division, Winter term: Tutorials three hours a week.
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Other courses to be offered In rotation In coming years

are:

Greek 15.301*
The Tragedians I

Greek 15.302*
The Orators I

Greek 15. 303*
Comedy I

Greek 15.306*
The Historians I

Greek 1 5.307*
The Philosophers I

Greek 15.401*
The Tragedians II

Greek 1 5.402*
The Orators II

Greek 1 5.403*
Comedy II

Greek 1 5.406*
The Historians II

Greek 1 5.407*
The Philosophers II

Greek 1 5.490*
Directed Study (Poetry)

Greek 15.491*
Directed Study (Prose)

• Latin

Latin 16.105*
Introduction to Latin I

A course for beginners in Latin, designed to give students

a grasp of basic grammatical forms and vocabulary (with

reference to English derivatives) through the reading of

continuous Latin.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall term: Lectures and practice

periods four hours a week.

Latin 16.106*
Introduction to Latin II

A course for students with some previous knowledge of the

language: study of grammatical forms and constructions;

acquisition of reading skills.

Prerequisite: Latin 1 6.105* or equivalent.

Day and Evening divisions. Winter term: Lectures and
practice periods four hours a week

Latin 16.1 15

Beginning Latin

Latin 16.201

Intermediate Latin

Further study of the language; reading of selected prose

and poetry by Latin authors.

Prerequisite: Latin 16.106* or equivalent.

Day division, Lectures three hours a week.

Latin 16.250*
Translation I

A course designed to improve the students' proficiency in

sight translation from Latin and to give practice in translation

from English into Latin (prose composition).

Prerequisite: Latin 1 6.20 1 or permission of the Department.

Day division: Tutorial one and half hours a week, through-

out the year.

Latin 16.302*
Drama I

Introductory readings in Latin Drama.
Precludes additional credit for Latin 16.212*.
Prerequisites: Latin 16.201 and concurrent registration (or

previous credit) in Latin 16.250* or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Tutorials three hours a week.

Latin 16.308*
Virgil and the Epic I

Introductory readings in Latin of Virgil and the Epic.

Precludes additional credit for Latin 1 6.218*.

Prerequisites: Latin 16.201 and concurrent registration (or

previous credit) in Latin 16.250* or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Tutorials three hours a week.

Latin 16.350*
Translation II

An advanced sequel to Latin 16.250*.

Prerequisite: Latin 16.250* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Latin 16.402*
Drama II

Intermediate readings in Latin Drama.
Precludes additional credit for Latin 1 6.312*.

Prerequisites: The equivalent of two full credits in Latin at

the 200-level.

Day division, Fall term: Tutorials three hours a week.

Latin 16.408*

Virgil and the Epic II

Intermediate readings in Latin of Virgil and the Epic.

Precludes additional credit for Latin 16.318*.

Prerequisite: The equivalent of two full credits in Latin at

the 200-level.

Day division, Winter term: Tutorials three hours a week.

Other courses to be offered In rotation in coming years:

Latin 16.301

Lyric and Elegy I

Latin 16.303*
The Historians I

Latin 16.304*
The Orators I

Latin 16.305*
The Philosophers I

Latin 16.306*
Satire I

Latin 16.307*
Letters I

Latin 16.401

Lyric and Elegy ii

Latin 16.403*
The Historians II
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Latin 16.404*
The Orators II

Latin 16.405*
The Philosophers II

Latin 1 6.406*
Satire II

Latin 16.407*
Letters II

Latin 16.490*
Directed Study (Poetry)

Latin 16.491*
Directed Study (Prose)

• Classical Civilization

Only one full credit may be earned from Classics

13.1 00, 1 3.1 02* and 1 3.103* and 13.1 1 9.

First-year level Classical Civilization courses may not be

taken as Classics options by Classical Civilization majors

in their third and fourth years.

Classical Civilization 13.100

Some Aspects of Greek and Roman Civilization

An introduction to classical Greek and Roman antiquity,

which discusses topics characteristic of the two civiliza-

tions. There will be appropriate readings from classical

authors in English translation.

Evening division: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.102*
Aspects of Greek Civilization

An introduction to Greek antiquity in which the main char-

acteristics of classical Greece are discussed. There are

appropriate readings from Greek authors in translation.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.103*
Aspects of Roman Civilization

An introduction to ancient Rome in which the main charac-

teristics of Roman civilization are discussed. There are

appropriate readings from Latin authors in translation.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week. Evening

division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.1 1

9

History of the Ancient World
An introduction to the history of ancient Europe and the

Near East, with a concentration upon the characteristic

political, military and social institutions. Although emphasis
is placed upon Greece and Rome, attention is also given

both to earlier civilizations and to other contemporary ones.

Classical Civilization 13.209

Greek and Roman Literary Genres
A study through English translation of the various genres
of Greek and Latin literature, especially those which influ-

enced later European writings: epic, drama, the ode, pas-

toral poetry, satire. (Also listed as English 18.209.)

Evening division: Lectures three hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13230
Methods and Techniques of Archaeology
The interrelation of archaeology and anthropology, history,

classics, art history, etc. Techniques of field archaeology

such as stratigraphy, air photography, surveying, Carbon

14, typology and seriation, underwater archaeology, labo-i

ratory analysis: and the organization and administration ol

a major excavation.

Precludes additional credit for 13.231

.

Evening division: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.232*
Greek and Roman Art and Archaeology
The art, architecture and archaeology of Greece and Rome
Vase painting, sculpture, Greek and Roman architecture

town planning and analogous arts are studied. (Also listec

as Art History 11.210*.)

Day division: Winter term: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.235

Ancient Science and Technology
The development of science and technology in the ancien

world and their practical application in such fields as ancien

engineering, machinery, metallurgy, transport, building
, ag

riculture and Hippocratic medicine: the position of the

craftsman and artisan in society, the attitude of the intellec

tuals to science and manual labour, and the effect upor

technological development of the institution of slavery. This
j

course is suitable for students with no previous knowledge
j

of Greece or Rome.
Evening division: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.240

Greek Philosophy
Offered in the Department of Philosophy as Philosophy

32.205.

Classical Civilization 13.290

History of Ancient Greece
The history of classical Greece to the conquest of Asia b)

Alexander with special attention to the development of he

characteristic institutions. (Also listed as History 24.290.)

Day division: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.291

History of Ancient Rome
The history of ancient Rome, her organization and expan
sion especially during the late Republic and early Empire

(Also listed as History 24.291
.)

Evening division: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.300

Classical Mythology
A study of classical mythology, emphasizing its use ir

Greek and Roman literature and its place in classical ar

and religion. There is some discussion of classical myths

in terms of contemporary interpretations of myth. (All texts
j

used will be in English.)

Day division: Lectures three hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.302

The Later Roman Empire
Offered in the Department of History as History 24.302.

Classical Civilization 13.303

The History of the Byzantine Empire, 527-1 453 A.D.

The history of the Byzantine empire from Justinian thei

Great in the sixth century A.D. to the fall of Constantinople!

in 1453 A.D. Special attention is given to the cultural

religious and institutional development of Byzantium anc

their impact on the Slavic, Western European and Islamic

countries. (Also listed as History 24.303).
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Classical Civilization 13.305

Sites and Civilization

Classical Civilization 13.31

2

Greek and Roman Drama
A study In translation of Greek and Roman tragedy and
comedy; the origins, character and development of the

ancient theatre.

Day division: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.321*
Studies in Greek History and Institutions

A study of one of the major periods of ancient Greek history.

Special topic for 1993-94: Alexander and the Hellenistic

World. (Also listed as History 24.309*.)

Prerequisites: 13.290 and permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.322*
Studies In Roman History and Institutions

A study of one of the major periods or themes of the history

of ancient Rome. Special topic for 1993-94: The Augustan

Age. (Also listed as History 24.311 .)
Prerequisites: 13.291 and permission of the Department.

Day division: Winter term: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.323*
Studies In Ancient History and Institutions

A study of a selected topic in the history of ancient Greece
and Rome. (Also listed as History 24.314*.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Classical Civilization 13.328

Greek and Roman Literature and Thought
An investigation of the values, ideas and achievement

expressed in the writing of the Classical world. Topics

covered include didactic poetry, the letter writers, the his-

torians as literary artists, oratory and rhetoric, literary criti-

cism, philosophical prose, the novel. All the texts dealt with

are English translations.

Prerequisite: Classical Civilization 13.100 (or 13.102* and
13.1 03*) or 13.209 or permission of the Department.

Classical Civilization 13.330

Archaeological Field Work
Students will participate for a minimum of five weeks in the

excavation of an archaeological site. In addition they will

study stratigraphic analysis and the recording and process-

ing of finds. Written reports on specific aspects of the

particular excavation are required.

Prerequisites: 13.230 (old 13.231) and permission of the

Department, or permission of the Department.

Classical Civilization 13.331*
Pre-Classical Greek Art and Archaeology
The art, architecture and archaeology of the Minoan, My-
cenaean and Cycladic civilizations. With emphasis on vase
painting, architecture, small finds and frescoes, the course

documents the development of art in the Aegean area down
to the emergence of Greece into the historical era around
600 B.C. (Also listed as Art History 1 1.304*.)
Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.334*
Etruscan and Roman Art

Offered in the Department of Art History as Art History

11.310*.

Classical Civilization 13.402

Beginnings of Early Medieval Europe and the Near East
Offered in the Department of History as History 24.402.

Classical Civilization 13.427

Selected Topic In Classical History and Literature

A seminar on historical and literary aspects of a particular

period of antiquity. Intended for Third - and Fourth-year

students.

Prerequisites: 13.209, one of 13.290, 13.291, 13.321*.

13.322*; and permission of the Department.

Classical Civilization 13.428

Selected Topics In Greek and Roman Literature

Intended for Third- and Fourth-year students. Special topic

for 1993-94: Epic and Vergil.

Prerequisites: 13.209 and permission of the Department.

Day division: Seminar two hours a week.

Classical Civilization 13.429

Selected Topics in Greek and Roman History

Intended for Honours students in history and classics who
should normally be in the Third or Fourth years. (Also listed

as History 24.429.)

Prerequisites: 13.290 or 13.291 or 13.321* or 13.322*;
and permission of the Department.

Classical Civilization 13.430

Archaeological Field Work (Advanced)
Students will participate for a minimum of five weeks in a

position of responsibility in the excavation of an archae-

ological site. They will be responsible for excavating and for

the recording, processing and analysis of finds. A special-

ized report on a particular aspect of the excavation is

required.

Prerequisites: 13.330 and permission of the Department.

Classical Civilization 13.490*. 13.491 *, 13.492*
Directed Readings and Research
These courses consist of supervised readings and research

projects in a specific area of Classical Civilization to be
chosen in consultation with the Honours Supervisor.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and permis-

sion of the Department.
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Dunton Tower, Room 1 101

Telephone: 788-2368

Cognitive Science

Co-ordinator

J. Logan (Psychology)

The Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies offers an Honours

B.A. program in Cognitive Science. This program offers

students an opportunity to study four of the major ap-

proaches to human cognition at the same time, those of

philosophy, linguistics, psychology and computer science.

Details of the Honours program in Cognitive Science ap-

pear on pp. 180-182.



School of Comparative Literary Studies
113

Dunton Tower, Room 1 701

Telephone: 788-21 77

Members of the School

Director

R. Polzln

Assistant Director

G.A. Woods

Members
J. Chevalier (Sociology/Anthropology and Comparative Lit-

erary Studies)

F. de Toro (Comparative Literary Studies)

A.W. Halsall (French and Comparative Literary Studies)

F. Hernandez (Spanish and Comparative Literary Studies)

P. Laurette (French and Comparative Literary Studies)

F.G. Loriggio (Italian and Comparative Literary Studies)

M. Philips (History and Comparative Literary Studies)

H.-G. Ruprecht (Linguistics and Comparative Literary Stud-

ies)

General Information

The focus of the program in Comparative Literary Studies

Is the study of literature in its international context and the

comparison of literary phenomena usually studied in isola-

tion because of linguistic barriers and the traditional depart-

mental division of academic disciplines. Taking into account

the interrelation of ail humanistic studies such as the vari-

ous literatures, philosophy, psychology, sociology, the vis-

ual arts and history, comparatists view literary creation

within the total complex evolution of world literature. The
historical flow of literary archetypes, the role of folklore and
myth in literature, recurrent problems of literary theory, and

consideration of the less well known literatures of the world,

are some of the objects of comparative literary studies.

Although there is no undergraduate degree program in

Comparative Literary Studies at Carleton, students of other

subjects may find it illuminating to take courses in the

School as an enhancement of their degree programs. They
may also submit a coherent pattern of courses in compara-
tive literary studies for a B.A. Pass or Honours (Directed

Interdisciplinary Studies), in accordance with the proce-

dures described for this degree in the Calendar, pp. 1 82-

183.

In their choice of courses students must firstbe guided by

the requirements of the degree program of their choice.

However, those intending to proceed to the M A. in Com-
parative Literary Studies will need to acquire a competence
in more than one language other than English and a

familiarity with more than one national literature. Assistance

in planning a pattern of courses is available to interested

students from members of the School. However, the follow-

ing courses from departments in the Faculty of Arts would
be particularly appropriate for consideration by those who
intend to emphasize comparative literary studies in the

courses they take for their B.A.

First Year

Art History

11 .1 00 A History of Western Art: Prehistory to the Pre-

sent

11 .1 15* Art as Visual Communication

Classics

13.102* Aspects of Greek Civilization

1 3 . 1 03* Aspects of Roman Ci vil izatio n

English Language and Literature

18.1 01 English and Continental Texts

18.1 62 Twentieth-Century Literature

F;7m Studies

19.100 Introduction to Film Studies

Linguistics

29.1 00 Introduction to Linguistics

Music

30.100 Introduction to Music

Religion

34.1 02* Introduction to the Literature of the Hebrew Bible

(Old Testament)

Second Year

Art History

11 .205* Arts of the First Peoples: The Woodlands, Plains,

and Sub-Arctic

1 1 506* Arts of the First Peoples: The South West, West
Coast and the Arctic

Classics

13.209 Greek and Roman Literary Genres

English Language and Literature

18206 Children's Literature

18208 Myth and Symbol

F/7m Studies

19.268 Forms and Conventions of the Cinema

French

20.288 Contemporary English-Canadian and French-

Canadian Literature

Linguistics

29.271* Socio linguistics

29.280 Language and Communication

Russian

36.260 Russian Literature in English Translation - Nine-

teenth and Twentieth Centuries

Third Year

Classics

13.300 Classical Mythology

English Language and Literature

18.322 Chaucer and the Literature of Medieval England

18.390 The Literature of Existentialism

Film Studies

19.333 Film and Society

19.350 Film Theory

Italian

26.362 Italian Heritage in North America

Fourth Year

Classics

13 .427 Selected Topic in Classical History and Literature

English Language and Literature

18.401 * Studies in Poetry
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18.483 Studies in the Literature of Quebec and English

Canada

Film Studies

19451 Selected Topics in Rim Theory

Attention is also drawn to the value of taking courses that

parallel one another in more than one literature, such as

English 18.162, Twentieth - Century Literature, and Rus-

sian 36.260, Russian Literature in English Translation -

Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. Students registered

in other language departments who wish to enroll in one or

more courses in the Comparative Literary Studies M.A.

program must demonstrate a reading knowledge of the

languages required for each course.

Interested students are invited to contact the Director in

Room 1701 , Dunton Tower.

The School of Comparative Literary Studies offers a pro-

gram of graduate study leading to the degree of Master of

Arts. The School makes available some of its courses as

options for qualified undergraduates and graduates who
are registered in other disciplines and are appreciative of

the broader perspectives offered by Comparative Literary

Studies.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions end Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Comparative Literary Studies 17.203

Modern Fiction: Representative Texts (Europe/North
and Latin America)
A study of representative texts - from the twentieth century

-to include writing in Europe and North and Latin America.

The purpose is to make available a wide range of texts that

have particular cross-referential significance. The reading

list includes writers such as Kafka, Gide, Pasternak, Mann,
Faulkner, Woolf, Joyce, Celine, Musil, Proust, Borges, Di-

nesen, with essays from current theoretical writing in the

areas of structuralism, post-structuralism and semiotics. All

readings are in English.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or higher.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Comparative Literary Studies 17.204*
Japanese Literature (In English Translation)

The course introduces students to the traditions of Japa-

nese literature, and to contemporary^ writing in Japanese,
through the study of representative texts. It provides a

complement to the historical and cultural study of the Far

East. All texts are read in English translation.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or higher.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Comparative Literary Studies 17.205*
Chinese Literature (in English Translation)

The course introduces students to the traditions of Chinese

literature, and to contemporary writing in Chinese, through

the study of representative texts. It provides a complement
to the historical and cultural study of the Far East. All texts

are read in English translation.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or higher.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Comparative Literary Studies 17.302

Gender and Literature

Topic for 1993-94: Gender and Fiction by Women Writers. 1
This course will sample novels, short stories, autobio- \h
graphical writing, and poetry by women writing in the 70's ! I

and 80s in a variety of cultural settings. The texts will be I]

discussed from a cross-cultural point of view influenced by $,

poststructuralist literary theory, including feminist criticism. fit

Texts by Scandinavian, German, French, and Canadian
J

si

women writers. All texts available in English translation.' flg

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or higher.

Day division: Three hours a week.

G.A. Woods

Comparative Literary Studies 17.361

Studies In Literary Genres
Topic for 1993-94: Modem and Post-Modem Drama. This 1
course traces the development of Modem and Post-Mod- Ji

em theatre in the works of such playwrights as Jarry, Genet,
j

>

Brecht, Pirandello, Beckett, lonesco, Pinter, Botho Strauss,
f i

Vinaver, Muller. Both continuities and discontinuities are
|

>

discussed along with other problems that the notions of |J|

Modernism and Post-Modemism pose for theatre and for |
comparative literary studies.

Prerequisite: A university course in literature or permission ft

of the School.

Day division: Three hours a week.

F. de Torn

Comparative Literary Studies 17.401 *
Foundations of Comparative Literature

The history of the discipline of comparative literature is
(

studied, including its beginning in nineteenth-century

France, its evolution, and its current status in Europe, the I

United States and Canada.
Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.
j

F. de Toro

Comparative Literary Studies 17.402*
Theories of Literature

The course focuses on twentieth-century literary theories! I,

in the context of comparative studies, providing the studeni
j

with an over-all view of the theoretical discussion of litera- i

ture from about 1920 to the present. Included in the study i

are Russian Formalism, American New Criticism, and such (

other approaches as the structuralist, semiotic, socio-cul- |i

tural and hermeneutic.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School. Students enrolling i

in this course under the cross-listed number Spanish
j

38.402* should note the requirements of the DepartmenH

of Spanish.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

F.G. Loriggio

Comparative Literary Studies 17.403

Selected Topic in Comparative Literature

Studies of a selected topic are available on a tutorial basis

subject to agreement between students and instructors.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.



Criminology and Criminal Justice
115

Program Co-ordinator

R.P. Saunders

Placement Supervisor

C. Picard

Adjunct Research Professor

M.Los

Office

S. Rochon
788-2588

General Information

The concentration in Criminology and Criminal Justice pro-

vides students with the opportunity for focused study relat-

ing to crime and criminal justice. It allows students to take

courses in the area while completing a Pass or Honours

program in the disciplines of Sociology-Anthropology, Psy-

chology or Law. These courses enable the student to be

exposed to the variety of topics and approaches one needs

in order to master this broad field. When students choose

to concentrate In this area, two sets of courses are required:

1. Concentration Requirements.

2. Disciplinary Requirements.

The first set includes those required courses that deal with

Criminology and Criminal Justice. The second set refers to

those courses required to complete the particular Pass or

Honours program chosen (i.e., Law, Sociology-Anthropol-

ogy or Psychology, or a Combined Pass or Combined

Honours in any two of Sociology-Anthropology, Psychology

and Law).

Admission to the Concentration

This is a limited enrolment concentration.

Students are considered for admission to the concentration

only as they prepare to enter Third year, i.e., after they have

completed at least eight credits. (Students who were admit-

ted to the concentration before 1985-86, and who are

eligible to continue, are permitted to complete their program

of study.)

Admission will be based on the grade-point average

achieved in specific courses. These courses are: Psychol-

ogy 49.1 00; Law 51 .100; one of Sociology 53.100, Anthro-

pology 54.100 or Socio logy-Anthropology 56.100; Law
51.204; and Sociology 53.255 and 53.271 (formerly

53270). The grade-point average will be based on as many
of these five credits as have been completed. In order to

be considered for admission, at least three of the five credits

listed above must have been completed. A floating mini-

mum grade-point average will be used to determine admis-

sion to the concentration. That is, the students with the

highest grade-point average in the courses referred to

above will be admitted to the concentration.

Carleton students applying for the concentration must do

so through the Criminology Office no later than May 1 to be

considered for a space in the concentration. Students from

other institutions should consult the admissions section of

this Calendar for deadlines and procedures.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and the requirements as set out below.

Concentration Requirements

1. Psychology 49.100; Law 51.100 (C- or better); one of

Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100, or Sociology-An-

thropology 56.100.

2. Sociology 53.255 (Sociology of Deviance) and 53.271

(Criminology, formerly 53.270)

3. Law 51 .204 (Introduction to Criminal Law in Context)

4. Psychology 49.342 (Criminal Behaviour)

5. Sociology 53.373 (Criminal Justice Policy) or 53.388

(Selected Issues in Criminal Justice)

6. Sociology 53.386 (Field Placement) or Psychology

49.393 or 49.394 (Practicum) or Law 51 .395 (Practicum)

Students must maintain a minimum average of C- (4.0) in

requirements 2 to 5 listed above, in order to remain in, and

graduate with, the concentration in Criminology and Crimi-

nal Justice.

The Field Placement or Practicum is graded "Satisfactory"

or "Unsatisfactory." To obtain credit for this course, a stu-

dent must achieve the grade of "Satisfactory."

It should be noted that either Psychology 49.210 or 49.260

is a prerequisite for Psychology 49.342 , and that Sociology

53.255, 53.271 (formerly 53.270) and Third-year standing

are prerequisites for Sociology 53.373 and 53.388. The
prerequisite for Law 51 .204 is Law 51.100 with the grade

of C~ or better. The prerequisite for 53.255 and 53.271 is

one of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100, or Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.1 00.

Disciplinary Requirements

Pass Degree

In addition to the concentration requirements, students

must also complete compulsory disciplinary requirements.

These are found on the chart that follows.

Students in the Criminology and Criminal Justice concen-

tration must select a program from one of the six combina-

tions given below:

1. Major in Law

2. Major in Sociology-Anthropology

3. Major in Psychology

4. Combined Major in Socio logy-Anthropology and Psy-

chology

5. Combined Major in Sociology-Anthropology and Law

6. Combined Major in Psychology and Law

Honours Degree

Students interested in an Honours degree in Law, Sociol-

ogy or Psychology, or a Combined Honours degree in two

of Law, Psychology or Sociology, with the concentration in

Criminology and Criminal Justice must:
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1. fulfil the disciplinary requirements for the Honours de-

gree;

2. fulfil the concentration requirements in Criminology and

Criminal Justice; and

3. in fulfilling the disciplinary requirements for the Honours
degree, complete a thesis pertaining to the legal, psycho-

logical or sociological analysis of crime or criminal justice.

For further information consult the program co-ordinator

and the Honours adviser in the relevant discipline.

Sociology 53.256, Police in Society

Psychology 49.343, Addiction

Psychology 49.364, Abnormal Psychology

Field Placement (or Practicum)

Students may complete either Sociology 53.386 or Psy-

chology 49.393 or 49.394 or Law 51 .395 as part of theii

concentration requirements. The courses are open only to

Third-year students admitted to the concentration.

Related Options

There are a number of courses relevant to the area of

Criminology and Criminal Justice, which students may con-

sider as options. Such courses are:

Disciplinary Requirements for Pass Degree

Requirements for a Major in Sociology-An-
thropology

1. One chosen from 53.1 00, 54.1 00, 56.100 (C-

or better);

2. 53.203 or54.203

3. One of 56.305, 54.310;

4. One additional credit in Sociology and/or An-
thropology atthe300-level (53.373* or 53.388*,

and 53.386*);

5. Two additional credits in Sociology and/or An-

thropology beyond the 100-level (53.255* and

53.271*).

Requirements for a Major In Law
1. Law 51.100 (C- or better);

2. Two of Law 51 .203, 51 .204 or 51 .205 (51 .204);

3. At least three additional Law credits (51 .395*).

Requirements for a Major in Psychology
1. Psychology 49.100;

2. Psychology 49.200;

3. One credit from Psychology 49.220*,
49.250*. and 49.270*; and one credit from

49.210*. 49.230*. and 49.260*;
4. Two additional credits in Psychology (including

49.342* and 49.393* or 49.394*);

5. One credit from the Faculty of Arts.

Requirements for Combined Major in Sociology-Anthropology/Law

Sociology-Anthropology/Psychology and Psychology/Law

Sociology-Anthropology

1. One chosen from 53.100, 54.100, 56.100 (C-

or better);

2. One of 53.203, 54.203, or one of 56.305,

54.310;

3. One additional credit in Sociology and/or An-

thropology at the 300-level (53 .373* or 53.388*.

and 53.386*);

4. One further credit in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology beyond the 100-level (53.255* and
53.271*).

Law Note:

1. Law 51 .100 (C- or better); Where concentration requirements also fulfil discipli-

2. Two of Law 5 1 .203 . 51 .204 or 51 .205 (5 1 .204); nary requirements, the courses are listed in paren-

3. At least two further Law credits (51 .395*). theses.

Psychology
1. Psychology 49.100;

2. Psychology 49.200 or approved alternative;

3. One credit from Psychology 49.220*.
49.250*. and 49.270*; and one credit from

49.210*. 49.230*. and 49.260*;
4. One additional credit in Psychology (49.342*

and 49.393* or 49.394*);

5. One credit from the Faculty of Arts.



Directed Interdisciplinary Studies

Dunton Tower, Room 1 101

Telephone: 788-2368

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies

Program Co-ordinator

Charles Gordon (Sociology and Anthropology)

The Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies offers a Pass and
Honours B.A. program in Directed Interdisciplinary Studies.

Students may choose any one of eight defined areas of

study, or may arrange a special program of study with the

co-ordinator. Details about the requirements for the Pass
and Honours programs in Directed Interdisciplinary Studies

appear on pp. 1 82-183.
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Loeb Building, Room C876
Telephone: 788-3744

Graduation Regulations

Officers of Instruction

Chair

SB. Park

Supervisors of Graduate Studies

M. Demers, Ph.D. Studies

P.N. Rowe.M.A. Studies

Supervisor of Honours Studies

L.L. Schembri

Supervisor of Pass Studies

E.G. Davis

Professors

A.K. Acheson
J.I. Bernstein

R.A. Brecher

E.U. Choudhri

W.I. Gillespie

K.A.J. Hay
K. Marwah
C.J. Maule

D.G. McFetridge

C.H. McMillan

R.F. Neill

S.B. Park

A.R.M. Ritter (Joint appointment, School of International

Affairs)

T.K. Rymes
D.A. Smith

E.G. West

Associate Professors

R.L. Carson

E.G. Davis

M. Demers
J.S. Ferris

C.L. Johnson
J.C. McManus
S. Power

Assistant Professors

Z. Chen
F.S. Demers
B. Erard

P.N. Rowe
H. Schaller

L.L. Schembri

A. Thompson
F. WooHey

Director of Doctoral Studies, Joint Ph.D Program with the

University of Ottawa
G. Grenier

Adjunct Professors

J. Baldwin

H E. English

J.A. Galbraith

Departmental Administrator

Judy Poole

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Mathematics Requirements

Students intending to pursue courses in Economics beyond
the introductory level are strongly advised to take Mathe-

matics 69.007* if they lack an OAC in Calculus, and
69.017* if they lack an OAC in Algebra and Geometry.

Pass Programs

Pass Program In Economics

Students are normally permitted to major in Economics only

if they have obtained a grade of at least C- in Economics
43.1 00. The requirement for a Pass degree is Mathematics

69.109* and 69.119* and at least six credits in Econom-
ics: Economics 43.100, 43.202*. 43.203*, 43.212*.
43 .2 13, 43.220, one 400-level credit, and one other credit

at the 200-, 300- or 400-level. The student's program for

the Second and Third years must be approved by the

Supervisor of Pass Studies for the Department.

A Pass student must maintain a minimum grade-point

average of 4.0 (C-) to remain in the program. For purposes

of determining a Pass student's average at graduation, only

the six required credits in Economics (i.e. excluding

69.1 09* and 69.1 1 9*) will be considered.

Combined Pass Program

Students in Combined Pass programs will complete Mathe-

matics 69.109* and 69.1 19* and five credits in Econom-
ics: Economics 43.100, 43.202*. 43.203*. 43.212*.
43.213*. one 400-level credit in Economics and one other

Economics credit chosen in consultation with the Supervi-

sor of Pass Studies. Students in the Combined Pass pro-

gram must maintain a minimum grade point average of 4.0

(C-) to remain in the program.

Honours Programs

The Honours programs may be entered in First year or by

transfer from the Pass programs if minimum Honours

standing has been obtained. The student's program for the

Second and subsequent years must be planned in consult-

ation with the Supervisor of Honours Studies of the Depart-

ment.

Honours In Economics

The requirement for an Honours degree is a minimum of

20 credits with at least nine credits in Economics and one

credit in Mathematics. The Honours requirements include:

Mathematics 69.109* and 69.119* or equivalent; Eco-

nomics 43.100
, 43.202*. 43.203*. 43.212*. 43.213*.

43.220 , 43.240*, 43.420*. 43.421*, 43.476*, 43.490.

plus two additional credits in Economics at the 400-level.

An Honours Essay (Economics 43.498) with a minimum
grade of S- may be written to earn one credit at the
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400-levet, and can replace the Economics 43.490 require-

ment. Students who choose to do the Honours Essay must

have a detailed outline of the Essay approved by their

adviser and by the Honours Supervisor before the last day

for withdrawal from full-credit courses. In the absence of

such an approved outline, the Department may require the

student to withdraw from the Honours Essay.

For purposes of determining an Honours student's standing

at graduation, only required credits in Economics (i.e. ex-

cluding Mathematics 69.109* and 69.119*) will be con-

sidered. If a student has taken more than the minimum
number of 20 credits, the lowest grades among optional

credits taken over the minimum will be disregarded in

computing final standing.

Normal Course Pattern In Honours Economics

First year: Economics 43.100, Mathematics 69.109* and

69.119*.

Second year: Economics 43.202*. 43.203*. 43.212*.

43.213*. 43.220, 43.240*.

Third year: Economics 43.420* and 43.421, 43.476*.

one-half additional Economics credit at the 400-level.

Fourth year Economics 43.490, one and a half Economics

credits at the 400-level.

Other course patterns may be arranged after consultation

with the Supervisor of Honours Studies.

Combined Honours

Students may apply for Combined Honours in Economics
and another discipline. Students should consult the Super-

visor of Honours Studies.

Students in the Combined Honours program are normally

required to take one credit in Mathematics and at least

seven credits in Economics, of which two and one -half

credits are at the 400-level. The requirements are: Mathe-

matics 69.109* and 69.119* or equivalent; Economics
43.100, 43.202*. 43.203*. 43.212*. 43213*. 43.220,

43240*. 43.420*. 43.421*. 43.490. and an additional

half credit at the 400-level. The Honours Essay (Economics

43.498) with a weight of one credit, requiring a minimum
grade of B-, may be written in Economics and can replace

the Economics 43.490 requirement.

The minimum of 20 credits and the procedure for computing

final standing described above apply to the Combined
Honours program.

The Combined Honours programs in four related fields are

described in greater detail below.

Normal Course Pattern In Combined Honours In Eco-
nomics

First year: Economics 43.1 00; Mathematics 69.1 09* and
69.119*.

Second year: Economics 43.202*. 43.203*. 43212*.
43213*. 43.220 (or recognized equivalent), 43.240*.

Third year: Economics 43.420* and 43.421 *.

Fourth year: Economics 43.490 and one additional half

credit in Economics at the 400-level.

Other course patterns may be arranged after consultation

with the Supervisor of Honours Studies.

Combined Honours in Economics and Political Sci-

ence

Students intending to follow this program should take

Mathematics 69.109* and 69.119* and Economics
43.100 or Political Science 47.100 (or preferably both) in

the First year. The choice of courses in subsequent years

will be subject to the approval of the two departments. The
Honours requirements include at least an additional six

credits in Economics and six credits in Political Science,

one of which must be Political Science 47.498 or Econom-
ics 43.498 to be taken in the student's final year. These will

be arranged so that students may transfer either to full

Honours in Political Science orto full Honours in Economics

at the end of the Third year if they then wish to specialize

more intensively. Students must also meet the language

requirements of the Department of Political Science. Eco-

nomics 43.240*. 43.420* and 43.421 * are required.

Combined Honours in Economics and Mathematics

The Economics requirements are: Economics 43.100,

43.202*, 43.203*. 43.212*. 43.213*. either 43.220 or

Mathematics 69.257* and 69.259*. Economics 43.420*.

43.421 *, 43.490, one half credit at the 300-level or above,

and one credit at the 400-level. Students in Combined
Honours in Economics and Mathematics are not required

to take Economics 43240*. The Mathematics require-

ments of the program are considered to provide more than

equivalent material.

The Mathematics requirements are: Mathematics 69.102,

69.1 12 (or their equivalents), either Mathematics 69.257*
and 69259* or Economics 43.220, Mathematics 70.200,

70.210, 70.260, 70.301 *, 70.350, at least one of 70.302*
or 70.308*. one half credit at the 300-level or above, and
one credit at the 400-level.

Combined Honours in Economics and Journalism

Students in this program are required to complete a total of

20.5 credits and may choose to graduate with either a B.A.

(Honours) or B.J. (Honours).

The Economics requirements are: Mathematics 69.109*
and 69.119*. Economics 43.100. 43.202*. 43.203*.

43.212*. 43.213*. 43.220, 43.240*. 43.420*. 43.421 *.

43.490; an approved credit in economic history and a

half-credit option in Economics at the 400-level. The Jour-

nalism requirements are: a language course, preferably

French, (acceptable 100-level French courses are any two

of French 20.102*. 20.103*. and 20.104*; 20.108; and

20.110). Journalism 28.100, 28.200, 28.220, 28.320,

28.351*. 28.421, 28.498.

Note:

Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit course.

Combined Honours In Economics and Sociology

The Economics requirements are: Mathematics 69.109*
and 69.119*. Economics 43.100

,
43.202*. 43.203*.

43.212*. 43.213*. 43.220 (or Sociology 53.370),

43.240, 43.420*. 43 .421 . 43.490 and an additional half

credit at the 400-level.

See also p. 278 and consult the Department of Sociology

and Anthropology.
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Graduate Program

The Department of Economics offers studies leading to the

degree of Master of Arts and to the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy. For further details consult the Graduate Stud-

ies and Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1093-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Economics 43.1 00

Introduction to Economics
An introduction to the major tools and policy problems of

economics. Economic analysis is applied to a variety of

contemporary problems such as pollution, poverty, the

control of monopoly, unemployment, inflation and interna-

tional economic problems.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures three hours a week.

Discussion groups (one hour) may be arranged.

Economics 43.201*
Introduction to Mkroeconomlc Theory and Analysis

The main topics in microeconomic theory with illustrations

of their applications. Not open to students in Economics or

Business.

Credit will not be given for both Economics 43.201* and
either of 43.202* or 43.203*.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.100 or permission of the De-
partment.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Economics 43.202*
Intermediate Microeconomics I

An analysis of consumer demand, production, costs and an

introduction to market structures, with special reference to

the determination of conditions which maximize social wel-

fare.

Credit will not be given for both Economics 43.201* and

43.202*.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.100 (grade of C- or better)

and Mathematics 69.109*, which may be taken concur-

rently with Economics 43.202*.
Day and Evening divisions: Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.203*
Intermediate Microeconomics II

An analysis of distribution, market structures and general

equilbrium theory, with special reference to the determina-

tion of conditions that maximize social welfare.

Credit will not be given for both Economics 43.201* and
43.203*.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.202*.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.211*
Introduction to Macroeconomlc Theory and Analysis

The main topics in macroeconomic theory with illustrations

of their application. Not open to students in Economics or

Business.

Credit will not be given for both Economics 43.21 1* and

eitherof 43.212* or 43 .213*.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.100 or permission of the De-

partment.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Economics 43.212*
Intermediate Macroeconomics I

An examination of the standard macroeconomic model of

a closed economy, emphasizing both the aggregate de-

mand and the aggregate supply side of the economy. The
model is used to analyze basic macroeconomic problems
and evaluate proposed solutions of these problems.

Credit will not be given for both Economics 43.21 1 * and
43.212*.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.1 00 (grade of C- or better) and
Mathematics 69.109*. which may be taken concurrently

with Economics 43.21 2*.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.213*
Intermediate Macroeconomics II

An extension of the standard macroeconomic model to

include topics such as macroeconomic theory and policy in

an open economy, theoretical development and empirical

analysis of basic macro relationships, the short-run dynam-
ics of wage-price adjustment and economic growth.

Credit will not be given for both Economics 43.21 1* and
43.213*.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.21 2*
Day and Evening divisions: Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.220

Statistical Methods In the Social Sciences
An introduction to statistical inference. Topics covered

include probability theory, estimation, sampling distribu-

tions, two-population inference, tests of goodness of fit and

independence, correlation, simple and multiple linear re-

gression with residual analysis, and analysis of variance.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.250,

69.257*. 69.259*. 69.266*. 69.267*, Psychology
49.300, and Sociology 53.370.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.109* and 69.119* or

equivalent and one of Economics 43.100 (grade of C- or

better), Political Science 47.100 or Sociology 53.100, or

permission of the Department. These prerequisites may be

taken concurrently with Economics 43.220.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory two hours a week.

Economics 43.235

Canadian Economic History

A historical survey of persistence and change in the Cana-
dian economy from the eighteenth to the twentieth centu-

ries. (Also listed as History 24.235.)

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100 or permission of the De-

partment.

Economics 43.240*
Economic Applications of Mathematics
Optimization, with and without constraints, and compara-

tive static methods applied to models such as utility maxi-

m izatio n and lea st cost produ ction ; ho mogenou s fu netio ns

;

compounding and exponential functions; economic models

involving integration; the use of matrix algebra and differ-

ential equations.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.100 and Mathematics!

69.1 09* and 69.1 19*.'

Economics 43.250*
Introduction to Business Finance
A study of business firms' financing and dividend policy!

decisions, cost of capital and short-term asset manage-!

ment problems. (Also listed as Business 42.250*.)
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Prerequisites: Economics 43.1 00 and Business 42.1 00, or

42.101 * and 42.102* (a grade of C- or better in these

courses) and Mathematics 69. 109* and 69.119* or

equivalent.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

ihree hours a week.

!
Economics 43.305*
Selected Topics In Economic History

Examination of the economic development of North Amer-

ica or Europe or other possible selected sets of countries.

Countries examined vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100 or permission of the De-

partment.

Economics 43.320*
Economics of Information and the Media
An introduction to the economics of information and the

media, with a focus on the analysis of production and
distribution of information, the application of theory to se-

,
lected communications-media industries in Canada, and
the analysis of existing Canadian policies.

|

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.324*

| An Economic Analysis of Law
An introduction to the application of economic principles

and methodology to a variety of legal problems with par-

i ticular emphasis on the theory of property rights and the

allocation of resources.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.325
• The Economic Development of Canada
Ageneral survey of Canadian economic development from

1534 to 1970.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100 or permission of the De-

partment.

Economics 43.326*
Economic Theories of Federalism

An introduction to the economic dimensions of federalism,

with particular reference to Canadian experience. The is-

sues to be covered include: fiscal federalism; the impact of

federal economic policies on provincial economies; the

consequences of province-serving policies (trade barriers,

impediments to factor flows, etc.) for national economic
performance; decentralization possibilities for fiscal and
economic development policies. Analytical tools to be de-

veloped include interregional trade models, interregional

input-output analysis and interregional balance of pay-

ments models.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.1 00. Students are encouraged
to take Political Science 47.301 * to obtain an appreciation

of the political dimension of many of these issues.

Economics 43.330*
Public Policy Toward Business
This course examines the interaction of government and
business with an emphasis on the Canadian economy. The
course examines the reasons for government involvement
in the direction of certain markets and then proceeds with

a study of selected public policy areas. Topics covered may
include competition policy, the direct regulation of firms by
boards and commissions (e.g. the Canadian Radio-Televi-

sion and Telecommunication Commission and the National

Energy Board), environmental regulation and public enter-

prise.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.335

Political Economy In the Modern State

An examination of the role of government in the economy,
with special emphasis on alternate forms of social co-ordi-

nation and the advantages and disadvantages of each form

in the Canadian system.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures two hours a week.

Economics 43.341*
Regional Economics
An examination of the issue of unequal distribution of

economic activity between spatially defined regions. Em-
phasis is placed on an evaluation of the current pattern in

Canada since World War It, considering "natural" adjust-

ment mechanisms, policy tools that have been developed,

and the outlook for the future. Lessons are drawn from

empirical and theoretical studies of the issue on other

economies.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.342*
Special Studies In Economics
Content of this course varies year by year, topics to be
determined by the instructor invited to offer the course.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.344*
Economic Thought and Policy In Canada
An account of the interrelationship between economic theo-

ries expounded in Canada and their issue in national policy.

Prerequisite: An introductory course in one of the social

sciences or Canadian history.

Economics 43.346*
Agricultural Economics
An examination of the agricultural industry in the national

economy and in low-income societies. The course empha-
sizes the working out of the basic forces that determine

supply-demand for the industry and the functional distribu-

tion of income among the factors of production. The place

of institutions is examined and public policy is critically

reviewed.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.347*
Public Finance: Taxation
The role and nature of the government sector in the econ-

omy, the principles of taxation, tax equity, the incidence and
excess burden of taxes, the structure of taxes in the Cana-

dian economy, the role of personal, corporate, sales and
wealth taxes in the economy, fiscal stabilization policy, and
the economics of public debt.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.303* (no

longer offered) and 43.441 .
Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.348*
Public Finance: Expenditure

The role and nature of the government sector in the econ-

omy, the theory of public goods, the equity and efficiency

effects of public expenditures, voting rules and fiscal poli-

tics, techniques of public expenditure analysis, and inter-

governmental fiscal relations.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.303* (no

longer offered) and 43.442*.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.
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Economics 43.350*
Corporate Finance
An examination of the major issues in corporate finance

and applied financial management. Topics include: intro-

duction to portfolio theory, the capital asset pricing model,

cost of capital, capital structure and dividend policy, lease

financing, capital budgeting under uncertainty, mergers
and consolidations. (Also listed as Business 42.350*.)
Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*. 43.250*. and 43.220
or Mathematics 69.267*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures two hours a
week.

Economics 43.351 *
Principles of Investments
Procedures and methods of investment analysis. The stock

and bond markets. Government regulation of securities

markets. Valuation of common stocks and fixed income
securities. Options, warrants, convertibles and commodi-
ties. (Also listed as Business 42.352*.)
Prerequisites: Economics 43.250*. and 43.220 or Mathe-
matics 69.267*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures two hours a

week.

Economics 43.356*
Introduction to Labour Economics
Basic principles of labour economics covering market, in-

stitutional and sociological forces. The neoclassical and
alternative models are examined in light of empirical evi-

dence. A number of contemporary issues are considered

such as: technological change and labour demand, two-

tiered wage systems, investment in human capital, the

firm's internal wage structure, market discrimination, fe-

male labour-force entry, the wage/price spiral, household
labour supply, union wage concessions, occupational seg-

regation, and bargaining models of wage determination.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.357*
Introduction to Industrial Relations

An introduction to industrial relations covering such topics

as: industrial relations systems, the functioning of trade

unions, collective bargaining in Canada and Canadian
public policy in industrial relations. (Also listed as Business
42.317*.)

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Economics 43.360*
Topics in International Economics
Special topics in international trade are examined. Among
possible areas to be considered are theory and policy in

international trade, finance, investment and development.
Intended for students planning to take only one half credit

in international economics at the 300-level. More compre-
hensive coverage of international economics may be
achieved by taking both Economics 43.361 and 43.362*.
Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.361 and
43.362*.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.100 or permission of the De-
partment.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.361 *
Introduction to International Trade
An extension of the basic principles of economics to inter-

national trade. Topics covered include the theory of inter-

national specialization, tariffs and other barriers to trade,

trade liberalization and economic integration, international

movements of labour and capital, trade and development.
Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.360* and
43.461*.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.362*
International Monetary Problems
A discussion of the theory and institutions of the interna-

tional monetary system, and the related balance of pay-
ments problems of nation states.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.360* and
43.462*.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.363*
Introduction to Economic Development
A discussion of the principles of economic development.
Application to the problems of the developing countries.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.367*
Monetary and Financial Institutbns

This course examines the behaviour of financial intermedi-

aries and institutions, such as the Bank of Canada, banks
and trust companies, and regulatory bodies such as the

Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Superin
tendentof Financial Institutions.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.371 *
Economic Systems In Transition: Economies of thjf

USSR and Its Successor States

An examination of the Soviet model of a centrally planned
and managed economy and the reasons for its abandon-
ment in favour of a decentralized, market economy. The
processes of economic transformation are explored in

terms of three themes: marketization, privatization and
reintegration into the world economy.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Economics 43.372*
Economic Systems In Transition: Economies of Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe
An examination of postwar experience with the Soviet

model of centralized planning and management. The
course explores the failed attempts at economic reform

undertaken by communist regimes and analyzes on a
comparative basis the processes of economic transforma-

tion underway in the 1990s.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.380*
Topics In Canadian Economic Policy

Economic analysis applied to selected policy areas, issues

or institutions. One or more of the following topics may be

dealt with: decision-making by bureaucratic institutions,

policy problems arising from poverty, the economics of

natural resources and pollution, urban economics.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.385*
The Economics of Natural Resources
This course'is concerned with the application of economic

analysis to questions concerning natural-resource use,

management and conservation, as well as market failures

and environmental effects. Policy problems relating to natu-
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ral resources are discussed.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Economics 43.386*
Environmental Economics
This course deals with the application of microeconomic

analysis to environmental issues. Frameworks for measur-

ing environmental costs and benefits are assessed. The
comparative efficiency properties of alternative pollution

control policies are reviewed. Applications of the theory are

developed in the context of air and water pollution as well

as for global environmental problems such as ozone deple-

tion and global warming.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.404*
Operations Research I

Linear programming, duality, sensitivity analysis, transpor-

tation and network problems. Both theory and a wide range

of applications are studied

.

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.230* and
Mathematics 69.381*.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.109* and 69.119* (grade

of C- or better).

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.405*
Operations Research II

Dynamic programming, inventory models, queuing, simu-

lation, non-linear programming. (Also listed as Business

42.435*.)

Prerequisites: Business 42.230* or Economics 43.404*,

or Mathematics 69.381*, and Economics 43.220 (grade of

C- or better) or Mathematics 69.267* (grade of C- or

better).

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.406*
Economics of Uncertainty and Information

An exploration of how uncertainty, imperfect information

and asymmetric information affect the allocation of re-

sources and the performance of markets and alternative

co-ordinating mechanisms. (See also Business 42.439.)

Prerequisites: Economics 43220 or Mathematics 69.266*
and 69.267*, and Economics 43.202*, with a minimum
grade point average of 4.0 (C-) on these prerequisites.

Economics 43.407*
Statistical Decision Theory
An examination of Bayesian and classical approaches to

decision-making under uncertainty for individuals and
firms. (See also Business 42.439.)

Prerequisite: Economics 43.220 or Mathematics 69.266*
and 69.267* (grade of C- or better).

Students are advised that it is preferable to take Economics
43.406* prior to 43.407*.

Economics 43.408*
Advanced Corporate Finance
An in-depth examination of some of the major theoretical

issues in corporate finance. This course requires analyses

and presentations of both articles from the finance literature

and case studies. (Also listed as Business 42.450*.)

Prerequisite: Economics 43.350* (grade of C- or better).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week.

Economics 43.410*
Finance and Capital Markets
The workings and structure of Canada's capital markets
with particular reference to differing classes of institutional

lenders and borrowers; relationships of non-bank financial

intermediaries to the banking system, regulatory agencies

and the public, the impact of these institutions on corporate

financial and national economic policy, access to foreign

capital markets and external financing of Canadian eco-

nomic development. (Also listed as Business 42.453*.)

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*. 43.203*. 43.212*.

and 43.220. Mathematics 69.267* may be substituted for

43.220 (grade of C- or better in each).

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures and seminars

three hours a week.

Economics 43.41 1*
Investment Management
Analysis of investment requirements for individuals and

institutional investors: liquidity, risk and return; portfolio

design, construction, management and control; perform-

ance measurement; capital market theory. (Also listed as

Business 42.452*.)

Prerequisite: Economics 43.351* (grade of C- or better).

Daydivision, Winterterm: Lecturesand seminars two hours

a week.

Economics 43.41

5

History of Economic Thought
The crucial achievements in economic theory and doctrine

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries are studied. Spe-
cial emphasis is given to the interrelationship between the

social environment and economic thought, especially to the

role of economics in the development of the national state

and international institutions.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.202*, 43.203*. 43.212* and
43.213*. with an average grade of C- or better, or permis-

sion of the Department.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Economics 43.420*
Microeconomic Theory
Theory of individual economic behaviour, theory of ex-

change and production, general equilibrium, alternative

theories of pricing, allocation and distribution. Elementary

tools of mathematics are employed in the exposition of most

topics.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*, with an
average grade of C+ or better, 43.220 and 43.240* (43.220

may be taken concurrently with 43.420*).

This course is required for students in the Honours program
in Economics.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.421*
Macroeconomlc Theory
Macroeconomic theory and its implications for economic

policy are examined in this course. Emphasis is placed on
major controversies in the field, with consideration given to

topics such as: determination of national income, employ-

ment, price level and interest rates; commodity, labour and

asset market behaviour; and fiscal and monetary manage-
ment for economic stabilization. Elementary tools of mathe-

matics are employed in the exposition of most topics.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.212* and 43.213*. with an

average grade of C+ or better, 43 220 and 43 .240* (43.220

may be taken concurrently with 43 .421 *).

This course is required for students in the Honours program
in Economics.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.426*
Topics in North American Economic History

An examination of methodology applicable to the analysis

of economic history. Intensive examination of selected
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topics in North American economic history.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*, 43.203*, 43.212*
and 43.213*. with an average grade of C- or better on

these prerequisites, or permission of the Department.

Economics 43.427*
Topics In European Economic History

An examination of methodology applicable to the analysis

of economic history. Intensive examination of selected

topics in European economic history.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*. 43.203*. 43.212*
and 43.213*. with an average grade of C- or better on

these prerequisites, or permission of the Department.

Economics 43.431 *
Industrial Organization I - Theory and Evidence
An examination of various theoretical and empirical studies

of firm and market organization with emphasis on the

pricing, advertising, investment and locational behaviour of

firms in imperfectly competitive markets.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.430 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*. or

43.201 * with an average grade of C- or better on these

prerequisites.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Economics 43.432*
Industrial Organization II - Policy and Applications

This course extends the theoretical material developed in

Economics 43.431 * and applies it to examine public poli-

cies toward business in Canada and in other market econo-

mies with emphasis on policies relating to regulation,

competition, and innovation.

Precludes additional credit for 43.430 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Economics 43.431*.
Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Economics 43.436*
Employment Economics and Labour Policy

A discussion of selected topics in labour economics with

emphasis on the North American economy. Price theory is

applied to the labour market. Emphasis is placed upon
public policies that affect labour market performance. Top-
ics of current interest are examined in light of recent re-

search findings.

Precludes additional credit for 43 .435 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* (or Economics
43.201 *) with a grade of C- or better or permission of the

Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.439*
Applied Industrial Economics
This course examines the empirical application of micro-

economics, with special emphasis on the Canadian econ-
omy. Topics include: consumer demand, firm production

and investment, and industrial and trade structure.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*. 43.203*. and 43.220,

with a minimum grade point average of 4.0 (C-) on these

prerequisites.

Economics 43.441 *
Public Sector Economics: Taxation

A discussion of the theory of taxation and an examination

of empirical attempts to quantify the theory. Some topics of

current interest, such as the redistribution of income in

Canada and tax reform are examined.
Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.347*.
Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*. or

43201 *, with an average grade of C- or better on these

prerequisites.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.442*
Public Sector Economics: Expenditures
A discussion of the theory of government expenditures and
an examination of empirical attempts to quantify the theory.

Some topics of current interest, such as expenditures and
grants in the Canadian federalism are examined.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.348*.
Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*. or

43.201 *, with an average grade of C- or better on these

prerequisites.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.445*
Welfare Economics
An examination of contemporary welfare economics and its

applications.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*. or

43.201 *, with an average grade of C- or better on these

prerequisites.

Economics 43.446*
Economic Dynamics: Growth
An examination of modern steady equilibrium economic
growth encompassing neoclassical, neo-Keynesian and
neo-Ricardian theories of growth and accumulation. The
theories of money and capital (and controversies) are

examined in a growth context. Some discussion of optimum
saving and accumulation is also included.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*. 43.203*. 43.212*
and 43.213*. with an average grade of C- or better on
these prerequisites.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Economics 43.451 *
Economic Dynamics: Business Cycles
An analysis of the nature and causes of fluctuations in

income, prices and employment. A review of theories of

short-run economic dynamics, with particular references to

how expectations are formed. Some consideration is given

to countercyclical government policies.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.212* and 43.213*. with an
average grade of C- or better on these prerequisites.

Economics 43.457*
The Economics of Development
An examination of some theoretical approaches to the

economics of development, together with analysis of some
economic policy issues of a largely Internal character, such

as intersectoral investment allocation, income distribution,

unemployment, and investment in human development.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*. or

43.201 *; and 43 .21 2* and 43.213*, or 43.21 1*. with an

average grade of C~ or better on these prerequisites.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.458*
International Aspects of Economic Development
An analysis of the international economic policy problems

of development in Asia, Africa and Latin America, focusing

on international trade, direct foreign investment, techno-

logical transfer, regional integration, debt and development

financing, and international migration.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*. or

43 .201 ; and 43 .21 2* and 43.21 3*. or 43.21 1 *. with an
average grade of C- or better on these prerequisites.

Lectures three hours a week.
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I Economics 43.46 1 *
|i International Trade Theory and Policy

|! International trade theory and its implications for economic

^ policy. Topics such as determinants of trade and speciali-

|ii
zation, gains from trade and commercial policy, intema-

i* tional factor mobility, growth and development.

I Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.361.
I Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*, or

43.201 *, with an average grade of C- or better on these

)' prerequisites.

Lectures three hours a week.

k! Economics 43.462*
International Monetary Theory and Policy

il
International monetary theory and its implications for eco-

nomic policy. Topics such as sources of disequilibrium and

|j
adjustment in the balance of payments under fixed versus

I

flexible exchange rates, international capital movements,

| and international monetary reform.

i| Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.362*.

I
Prerequisites: Economics 43.212* and 43.213*. or

l 43.211 *, with an average grade of C- or better on these

I prerequisites.

I Lectures three hours a week.

I Economics 43.465

Industrial Relations

I This course provides economic analysis of selected indus-

trial relations and labour market policy problems. Theoreti-

i cal and empirical studies of labour policy issues are

assessed. Topic areas include the determinants of unioni-

zation, models of strike activity, the economics of occupa-

tional health and safety, pension policy, and the impact of

new technology on the labour market.

, Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* (or Economics
43.201 *) with a grade of C- or better or permission of the

Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.467*
Monetary Theory I

This course is designed to provide the analytical tools used
in discussions of monetary theory and policy. The founda-

tions of monetary theory are emphasized as are the effects

of monetary change on economic activity coming through

classical, Keynesian and other modem money transmis-

sion mechanisms. The policy implications of the "optimum
quantity of money," various estimates of the money supply

and demand, difficulties of implementing policy in open and
closed economies and in a growth context are also exam-
ined.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*, or

43.201 ; and 43.212* and 43.213*. or 43.21 1*. with an
average grade of C-or better on these prerequisites.

Lectures three hours a week.

Economics 43.468*
Monetary Theory II

A continuation of Economics 43.467*. This course ana-
lyzes in depth some past and current controversies in

monetary theory particularly as they relate to policy issues.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.467*.

Economics 43.471*
National Accounting
An introduction to modem social accounting, including the

national income and expenditure accounts, input-output

accounts, financial flow and national balance sheet ac-

counts. Emphasis is on Canadian practice with attention to

new developments such as national wealth accounts, price

and quantity index number theory and productivity meas-

urement, inflation and its effects on the national accounts.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202*, 43.203*, and
43.212*, with an average grade of C- or better on these

prerequisites.

Economics 43.476*
Econometrics I

An introduction to econometric theory and analysis of the

classical normal regression model. Topics include estima-

tion methods, hypothesis testing, multicollinearity, autocor-

relation, and heteroscedasticity.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.485 (no

longer offered), 43.482* (no longer offered), Mathematics

69.353* and 70.355*.
Prerequisite: Economics 43.220 or equivalent, with a grade

of C-or better.

Economics 43.477*
Econometrics II

An extension of Economics 43.476*. Econometrics I. Top-

ics include dummy variables, qualitative and limited de-

pendent variables, and simultaneous equation models.

Optional topics include simple expectations models, errors

in variables, specification tests and diagnostic checks,

distributed lag models, and seemingly unrelated regression

models.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.485 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Economics 43.476*, or Mathematics
69.353* or 70.355*, with a grade of C- or better.

Economics 43.480

Research Seminar In Urban Economics
An enquiry into the internal dynamics of cities and inter-ur-

ban relationships primarily through directed research.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.202* and 43.203*, or

43.201*; and 43.220 or Mathematics 69.266* and
69.267*. with an average grade of C- or better on these

prerequisites.

Economics 43.483*
Applied Time Series Analysis in Economics and Busi-

ness
An introduction to basic concepts of time series analysis

with emphasis on model building and forecasts in econom-
ics and business. Topics include: models for stationary and
nonstationary time series, model identification, estimation,

computation of forecasts and transfer function models.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.220 or Mathematics 69.266*
and 69.267*, with an average grade of C- or better on
these prerequisites.

Economics 43.484*
Advanced Topics in Applied Econometrics
Advanced coverage of one or more areas of current interest

in applied econometrics. An empirical research project may
be required.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.476* and 43.477* with an
average grade of C- or better on these prerequisites.

Economics 43.486*
Comparative Economic Systems I

This course builds a framework for the study and compari-

son of economic systems. Using basic economic tools, it

discusses the properties and comparative advantages of

different contemporary economies, as well as the forces

that cause or prevent change. Some Marxian theory is

included, along with analyses of the role of property rights,

of incentives and motivation, and of the interaction between
economic and political systems.
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Prerequisite: Economics 43.201* or 43.202* with a grade

of C- or better, or permission of the Department.

Economics 43.487*
Comparative Economic Systems II

A comparison of contemporary economic systems. Such
diverse economies as Japan, West Germany, Sweden, the

U.S.S.R., China, Cuba, Yugoslavia and Hungary may be

explored.

Prerequisite: Economics 43.201* or 43202* with a grade
of C- or better, or permission of the Department.

Economics 43.490
Honours Seminar
This seminar focuses on the use of basic economic analysis

in a small number of research topics to be selected by the

instructors. A major research paper is required. This semi-

nar is intended for Fourth-year Honours Economics stu-

dents.

Prerequisites: Economics 43.420* and 43.421 or per-

mission of the Department.

Economics 43.493*
Tutorial In Economics
An additional tutorial in Economics may be taken sub-

sequent to, or concurrently with Economics 43.490.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Economics 43.494*
Tutorial In Economics
An additional tutorial in Economics may be taken sub-

sequent to or concurrently with Economics 43.490.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Economics 43.498 (1 .0 credit)

Honours Essay
Students taking Honours in Economics may write an Hon-

ou rs essay during the ir final year. Th is essay counts fo r one
credit. Students work under an individual faculty adviser.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
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Graduation Requirements

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Program

The Pass program in English consists of a minimum of six

credits in English, as follows:

1. A 100-level credit;

2. English 18.230;

3. A credit in Canadian literature;

4. One credit at the 300-level in British literature in the

period prior to 1900;

5. One additional credit at the 300-level;

6. One additional credit.

Note:

English 18.200*. 18.201*, 18.268, 18.291 and 18.293

may not be counted towards the Pass degree requirements

but they may be counted as options towards the degree.

Combined Pass Program

A Combined Pass program in English and another disci-

pline consists of at least five credits in English, including:

1. A 100-level credit;

2. English 18.230;

3. A credit in Canadian literature;

4. One credit at the 300-level;

5. One additional credit.

Note:

English 18.200*, 18.201*, 18.268, 18.291 and 18.293

may not be counted towards Combined Pass degree re-

quirements but they may be counted as options towards

the degree.

Academic Standing

In order to continue in the Pass program, a student must
attain a grade-point average of 4.0 or better in the First-year

course in English. A grade-point average of at least 4.0

must be maintained thereafter in English courses.

Honours Program

All students who meet the general University Honours
requirements and who have a grade-point average of at

least 6.0 in English, will be admitted to the Honours pro-

gram. It should be noted that a grade-point average of 6.5

in English is required for continuation after 14 credits and

for graduation in Honours. Other applicants will be given

individual consideration on application to the Department.
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The Honours program consists of 20 credits of which a

minimum of 1 1 must be in English, including the following:

1. A 1 00-level credit;

2. English 18.230;

3. A credit in Canadian literature;

4. One credit at the 300- or 400-level in each of the

following:

(a) Medieval literature;

(b) Renaissance literature;

(c) Restoration, Eighteenth-century, or Romantic litera-

ture;

(d) Victorian British literature;

(e) Twentieth-century literature;

(f) Literary criticism;

5. Two additional credits.

Of the 11 credits, at least two must be credits at the

400-level.

A single course may satisfy only one requirement in 3 and
4.

Note: Fourth-year standing is interpreted as the completion

of 14 credits in the Honours program.

underlie the new Ontario guidelines and support docu-
ments.

Admission requirement: a university degree or teaching

certificate.

To receive the Certificate in English Language and Com-
position, students must meet the following requirements:

1. English 18295;

2. English 18297;

3. English 18.495;

4. Two credits chosen from the following: English 18.206,

18.305, Linguistics 29.261*, 29.264*. 29.271 , 29.425,

or a course approved by the Department.

Note:

The same course cannot be counted towards both a degree

and the certificate. If any of the courses required for the

certificate have already been taken for a degree, then the

student must choose an approved option to replace them.

Not all the above-listed courses may be offered in any one
year.

Graduate Program

Combined Honours Programs

Combined Honours programs may be arranged. Six credits

in English are required, including:

1. A 1 00-level credit;

2. English 18230;

3. A credit in Canadian literature;

4. One credit at the 300- or 400-level in British literature in

the period prior to 1 900;

5. One additional credit at the 300- or 400-level;

6. One additional credit.

Of the six credits, at least one must be a credit at the

400-level. English 18.200*. 18.201*. 18.268, 18.291 and
18293 may not be counted towards the English require-

ments for Combined Honours but they may be counted as

options towards the degree.

Combined Honours, English and Journalism

A Combined Honours program in English and Journalism

may be arranged for students who are admitted to the

School of Journalism and Communication.

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Journalism, Com-
bined Honours Journalism and English, take a total of 20.5

credits, to include Journalism 28.498. The six required

English credits are the same as for any other Combined
Honours program in English.

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, Combined
Honours English and Journalism, take a total of 20.5 cred-

its. The six English credits required for the Combined
Honours program must include English 18.498.

Certificate In English Language and Composition

This is an in-service certificate intended primarily for prac-

tising teachers and designed to upgrade their knowledge
of those areas of language and of writing theory which

The Department of English Language and Literature offers

courses of study leading to the degree of Master of Arts.

Students may choose a program consisting of course work
and thesis or one consisting of course work and a research

essay. For further details consult the Graduate Studies and
Research Calendar and the Department's Handbook oi

Advice for Graduate Students in English.

Film Course and Writing Seminars In Poetry and
Prose Fiction

The film course (English 18.268) and the writing seminars

in poetry and prose fiction (English 18.291 and 18.293)

offered in the Department of English Language and Litera-

ture carry credit towards the total requirements for the Pass I

and Honours degree and may be counted among the

minimum eleven-credit requirements of the Honours pro-

gram. They cannot, however, be counted among the mini-

mum six-credit requirements of the Pass program or the

Combined Honours program.

Restricted-Enrolment Workshops

Students who wish to enrol in the following courses: English

18.200* (Theatre Workshop I), English 18.201* (Theatre

Workshop II), English 18.291 (Poetry Workshop) or English

18.293 (Fiction Workshop), should note the following:

1. Enrolment in these workshop courses is restricted.

2. By August 26, 1 993 students interested in either English

18.291 or 18.293 must submit a portfolio of work. Furthei

information about these courses may be obtained from the

Department.

3. A list of students admitted into these courses will be

posted in the Department on September 2, 1993.

4. During the Fall registration period, all applicants should

register in an alternative course or courses to assure them
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selves that they are in the number of courses they wish to

ake, in the event they are not admitted to a workshop.

Reading Lists

.totalled reading lists will be available from the Department

af English Language and Literature (1812 Dunton Tower)

after May 31 . The secretariat will mail reading lists only in

exceptional circumstances.

Courses of Interest to Students In Other Disciplines

The Department offers a number of courses of special

interest to students outside the English programs, such as

English 18.101 (English and Continental Texts); English

18.203 (Introduction to the Novel in English); English

18206 (Children's Literature); English 18.207 (Literature

and the Sciences); English 18.208 (Myth and Symbol);

English 18290* (Literature of the Self); English 18.292

(Women and Literature); English 18.296 (The Writer, Lit-

erature and Society).

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

English 18.100

English Authors from Chaucer to T.S. Eliot

A study of significant works of English literature, presented

as a general historical survey from the fourteenth to the

twentieth centuries. The authors to be studied include

Chaucer, Marlowe, Shakespeare, Donne, Milton, Pope,
Swift, Fielding, Keats, Wordsworth, Browning. Dickens,

Tennyson, Yeats, Eliot.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.101

English and Continental Texts
A study of works by English and continental writers. The list

of authors to be read usually includes Dante, Boccaccio,
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Byron, Flaubert, Tolstoy, Ibsen

and O'Casey. Consult the instructor or the Department for

complete reading lists. The continental texts are read in

translation.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.105
Writing and Language
This course seeks to Improve the writing of students from
all disciplines through a study of the principles of logic,

grammar and rhetoric, and through the application of those
principles in frequent writing assignments. Various forms of

prose (e.g. scientific, expository, narrative, literary) are
studied and practiced.

English 18.162

Twentieth-Century Literature
An introduction to literary study, examining the poetry,

drama and fiction of the twentieth century, in a repre-
sentative selection of British, American and Canadian
authors. The relation between critical ideas, modem tech-

niques and literary works is emphasized. The course may
include works by Lawrence, Conrad, Faulkner, Eliot, Yeats
and Williams, and a selection of novels, plays and poems.
Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.200*
Theatre Workshop I

A course dealing with the rudiments of theatrical perform-

ance: voice, movement, improvisation, interpretation. Ex-

ercises are based upon examples drawn from the classic

and contemporary repertoires.

Afore: Enrolment is restricted. See Restricted-Enrolment

Workshops, p. 128.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English and permission

of the Department.

English 18.201*
Theatre Workshop II

A course dealing with techniques of characterization, prin-

ciples of ensemble performance, scene analysis for actors

and directors, styles of performance. Exercises are based
upon examples from the classic and contemporary reper-

toires.

Note: Enrolment is restricted. See Restricted-Enrolment

Workshops, p. 128.

Prerequisite: English 1 8.200* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

English 18.202

Comedy and Satire

A critical examination of the comic and satiric in English

literature through a study of representative plays, novels

and short stories. The theory of comedy and satire is

examined in relation to the texts: types, techniques and
themes.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

English 18.203

Introduction to the Novel In English
An historical and critical study of the novel from its begin-

nings in the eighteenth century to the present. Twelve to

fifteen novels are studied.

English 1 8.203 and 18.303 (no longer offered) may not both

be taken for credit.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.205

History of the Language
A course on the nature and development of the sounds,
grammar and spelling of the English language, together

with some study of its cultural and stylistic evolution.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English or permission of

the Department.

English 18.206

Children's Literature

A historical and critical study of children's literature. The
course introduces students to critical analysis and assess-
ment of a number of acknowledged classics of children's

literature. The organization of works studied is generic, with

myth, legend, folklore, fantasy, poetry, drama, allegory,

fable and fiction being the principal forms to be considered.
A detailed reading list is available from the Department.
Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Day lectures three hours a week: evening lectures two
hours a week.
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English 18.207

Literature and the Sciences
A course concentrating on certain points of intersection

between literature and science, using texts from various

periods and genres.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

English 18.208

Myth and Symbol
A study of myth and its appearance in literature. The course

explores the great myths that gave form to man's search

for meaning, and that still strike a deep response in the

psyche. A wide range of texts is used to demonstrate the

nature and vitality of myth in both its non-literary and literary

forms.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.209

Greek and Latin Literary Genres
A study through English translations of the various genres

of Greek and Latin literature, especially those which influ-

enced later European writing: epic, drama, the ode, pas-

toral poetry, satire. Offered in the Department of Classics

as Classical Civilization 13.209.

Lectures two hours a week.

English 18.230

British Literature from the Renaissance to the Roman-
tics

A selection of works by major authors, generally including

Spenser, Shakespeare, Donne, Milton, Pope, Swift, Col-

eridge and Wordsworth, is studied intensively. Students are

introduced to basic critical vocabulary and to methods of

critical analysis. This course should be taken by Pass and
Honours students in the Second year.

Prerequisite: A 1 00-level credit in English.

Lectures/seminar three hours a week.

English 18.268

Forms and Conventions of the Cinema
This course examines the forms, structures and stylistic

conventions of the cinema. Attention is given to the devel-

opment of a critical idiom suited to the description, analysis

and evaluation of film. (Also listed as Film Studies 19.268.)

Prerequisite: Film Studies 19.100 or a 100-level credit in

English.

Three hours lecture and screening, one hour lecture.

English 18272
Introduction to American Literature

An introduction to the major authors and traditions of Ameri-

can literature from its beginnings to the present.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English or permission of

the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.282

Canadian Literature

A survey of the development of Canadian literature in

English from its nineteenth-century beginnings to the pre-

sent.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.288

Contemporary English-Canadian and French-Cana-
dian Literature

This course, which is offered by faculty members from the

English and French Departments, provides a general intro-

duction to and comparison of the two major literatures of

Canada. Lectures are given in both English and French.

Students are encouraged to use the French language for

self-expression but need notdo so. (Also listed as Canadian
Studies 12.288 and French 20.288.) English 18.188 (no

longer offered) and 18.288 may not both betaken for credit.

Prerequisite: A basic reading knowledge of French and a

Second-year standing.

English 18.290*
Literature of the Self

A study of the forms, themes and meaning of autobiographi-

cal literature. Attention is paid to the history of autobio-

graphical writing and to the autobiography as a social

document, but the main focus of the course is on autobiog-

raphy as part of the modern search for the self.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.291

Poetry Workshop
A workshop involving regular assignments in writing poetry

and practical criticism based on this work.

Note: Enrolment is restricted. See Restricted-Enrolment

Workshops, p. 128.

Prerequisites: A 100-level credit in English and permission

of the Department.

Workshop two hours a week.

English 18.292

Women and Literature

An exploration of the feminine perspective in literature

well as the changing role of women in society. A theoreti

survey of relevant issues provides a general framework
the course; the main focus, however, is on selected lite

texts. Both women authors and the feminine role in wo
of literature and in the society that produced them are

studied.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.293

Fiction Workshop
A workshop involving regular assignments in writing prose

fiction and practical criticism based on this work.

Note: Enrolment is restricted. See Restricted-Enrolment

Workshops, p. 128.

Prerequisites: A 100-level credit in English and permission

of the Department.

Workshop three hours a week.

English 18294
Drama to the Nineteenth Century
A study of selected significant plays from the classical to

the modem period of world drama, including classical,

medieval, renaissance, restoration and modem drama.

English 1 8.294 and 18.304 (no longer offered) may not both

be taken for credit.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English.

English 18.295

Introduction to the English Language
A course intended particularly as an in-service course

teachers of English and the language arts. The sound

system of English in relation to English spelling; English

vocabulary, grammar and syntax; stages in the acquisition

of English as a first language, especially after age six; roles

and uses of English in Canada; standard English pedagogi-

cal implications. (Also listed as Linguistics 29.295.)

Prerequisite: Admission to the Certificate in English Lan-

guage and Composition program or permission of the

Department.
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Mofe.This course is chiefly intended for practising or future

teachers, ft usually meets on an irregular schedule off-cam-

pus. Classes may begin before the first week in September.

Prospective students should contact the Department to

verify their admissibility well in advance of the beginning of

the course.

English 18.296

The Writer, Literature and Society

An examination of the roles adopted by the writer in relation

to society, either as apologist, social critic, satirist, moralist,

visionary or myth-maker. Texts are chosen from a wide

variety of historical periods, but the main focus is on the

writer in the modem world.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18297
Writing: Theory and Practice

A study of the process of writing in theory and practice.

Reading and discussions focus on the nature of the com-
posing process; the development of writing abilities from

the elementary years to maturity; the interrelationship be-

tween talking and writing; strategies for encouraging growth

in writing. In addition to examining recent research findings

and pertinent theoretical texts, students engage in the

composing process themselves in order to ground the

theory and research findings in their own experiences as

writers. (Also listed as Linguistics 29.297.)

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or enrolment in the

Certificate program in English Language and Composition.

M>fe:This course is chiefly intended for practising or future

teachers. It usually meets on an irregular schedule off-cam-

pus. Classes may begin before the first week in September.

Prospective students should contact the Department to

verify their admissibility well in advance of the beginning of

the course.

English 18.300

Literary Criticism from Aristotle to the Present

Problems and questions in literary criticism.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.302

Contemporary Literary Theory
A study of contemporary approaches to critical analysis:

phenomenology, hermeneutics, reception theory, structu-

ralism, semiotics, feminist criticism, dialectical criticism,

post-structuralism and deconstruction.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.305

Style, Imagination and Judgment
An examination of the nature of good and bad writing. The
category of imagination as a criterion for judging prose.

Conditio ns favourable to the production of good writing . The
cultural effects of bad writing.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or enrolment in the Cer-
tificate program in English Language and Composition.

English 18.312
Old English

A study of Old English language and literature, including

grammar and phonology, and translation of selections of

Old English prose and poetry.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English or permission of

the Department.

English 18.322

Chaucer and the Literature of Medieval England
A study of Chaucer's works and of the English language

and literature between the Norman conquest and the fif-

teenth century.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.331*
Spenser
A study of the works of Spenser, principally The Faerie I, in

the context of his times and in the light of current criticism.

English 18.331 cannot be taken for credit in addition to

18.327 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

English 18.332

Renaissance Literature

A study of the great age of English literature. Poetry and
prose from Wyatt and More to Donne and Milton are

considered, representing such literary movements as
Christian humanism, classicism and metaphysical litera-

ture.

Students who have taken English 18.337 and 18.338 (no

longer offered) may not also take 18.332 for credit.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.334

Shakespeare
A close study of a selection of Shakespeare's plays; atten-

tion is also paid to his environment and his development as

a dramatist. English 18.236 (no longer offered) and 18.334

may not both be taken for credit.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English or permission of

the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.336*
Milton

A study of Milton's poetry and prose in the context of his

age and intellectual background and in the light of current

criticism.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

English 18.342

Eighteenth-Century Literature

Detailed study of authors and movements of the period

1660 to 1780.

Students who have taken English 18.242 (no longer of-

fered) may not also take 1 8.342 for credit.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

English 18.343

The Novel from Defoe to Scott

A study of selected novelists of the eighteenth century and
early nineteenth century.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

English 18.348

Romanticism
A study of major writers, including Wordsworth, Coleridge,

Byron, Keats and Shelley.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-
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ment.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.351

Victorian Poetry

A de tai led exam in ation of the poetry of Te nnyson , Brown ing

and Arnold, with some attention to related poems of other

Victorian authors.

Prerequisite: English 18.230 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

English 18.353

The Novel from Dickens to Conrad
A study of the English novel from the High Victorian period

of Dickens, Thackeray and Eliot to World War I.

Students who have taken English 18.253 (no longer of-

fered) may not also take 1 8.353 for credit.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing and a 100-level credit in

English or permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.361

Twentieth-Century Poetry
An introduction to the poetry of Great Britain, the United

States and Canada in the twentieth century.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing and a 100-level credit in

English or permission of the Department.

English 18.362

Literature of Modern Ireland

The English language poetry, drama, and fiction of modem
Ireland. The course includes such authors as Yeats, Synge,

O'Casey, Shaw, Joyce, Behan, Beckett, Heaney.
Prerequisite: Third-year standing and a 100-level credit in

English or permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.363

Twentieth-Century British Fiction

A study of twentieth-century British fiction. The specific

authors may vary from year to year. Consult the Depart-

ment's reading lists.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing and a 100-level credit in

English or permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.364

Modem Drama
An examination of the significant trends that have shaped
the development of modem drama from Ibsen and Strind-

berg to such contemporary dramatists as Beckett, Albee

and Pinter. Among the movements discussed and illus-

trated from relevant plays are realism, symbolism, expres-

sionism, epic theatre, surrealism, theatre of cruelty and

theatre of the absurd.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing and a 100-level credit in

English or permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.371

American Poetry

A study of twentieth-century American poetry to the 1 970s.

Attention is given to poetic movements and influences.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing and a 100-level credit in

English or permission of the Department.

English 18.373

American Fiction

A study of the American novel to the present. Attention is

given to theories of fiction, movements and influences.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing and a 100-level credit in

English or permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.381

Canadian Poetry

A study of the development of poetry in Canada through

selected poets. Authors studied will include: Layton, Sous-S
ter, Dudek, Birney, Purdy, Atwood, Jones, Kroetsch.i
MacEwen, Ondaatje, Webb, Bowering, Marlatt, Nichoi.fl

Wah.
Prerequisite: English 18.282 or permission of the Depart-!

ment.

Seminar two hours a week.

English 18.383

Canadian Fiction

A study of selected Canadian novels and the development i

of Canadian fiction.

Prerequisite: English 18.282 or permission of the Depart- <

ment.

Seminar two hours a week.

English 18.387

Selected Topic in Canadian Literature

Prerequisite: English 18.282 or permission of the Depart-)

ment.

English 18.390

The Literature of Existentialism

A study of the origins, development and principal charac- i

teristics of existentialist literature. (Also listed as Arts and
Social Sciences 04.390.)

Prerequisite: At least Third-year university standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.392

Scottish Literature

A study of the poetry and prose of Scotland from the

fourteenth to the twentieth century. The course may include

such authors as Dunbar, Smollett, Burns, Scott, Gibbon
|

and McDianmid.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

English 18.394*
Theatre and Society

A study of the theatre in its social context: two periods of

theatre history are studied to illustrate the relations among
elements such as theatrical forms and conventions, theatre

buildings, theatre occasions and theatre theories, as they

occur within specific social circumstances.

Prerequisite: A 100-level credit in English or permission of
j

the Department.

English 18.400

Studies In Literary Theory and Criticism

A study of a selected topic in literary theory and criticism.

}

In 1993-94 the topic is "Current Issues in the Teaching of
f

English". The course will be concerned with such issues as
j

the nature of language acquisition (Chomsky vs. Donald-
j

son), the interpretation of egocentrism (Plaget vs. Vygot-
j

sky), the teaching of phonics (Adams vs. Goodman), the ')

content of reading programmes (Hirsch vs. Moffett), and ;

the teaching of grammar (Markova vs. Elley).

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

J. Steele
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English 18.401*

i Studies In Poetry

\ A study of a selected topic in Victorian British poetry. This

course will be offered in both Fall and Winter terms in

J
1993-94. In the Fall term 1993 the topic is the use of the

|
Arthurian legends in the work of Tennyson, Swinburne,

I Morris and other Victorian poets. In the Winter term 1994

. the topic is the poetry of Robert Browning and Elizabeth

i Barrett which was written out of their Italian experience.

[
Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

! permission of the Department.

I Seminar two hours a week.

I ft Laird

I English 18.403

Studies in the Novel

|i A seminar for the study and discussion of the art of the novel

I as exemplified by major works of fiction. Study includes

I varieties of form and pattern, modes of narration, imagery

| and symbolism, realism, and naturalism.

ij Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

: permission of the Department.

I Seminar two hours a week.

i English 18.404*
I Theatre Theory and the Practice of Theatre Criticism

i A seminar in which students study classic texts of theatre

theory and apply them to the writing of critiques of selected

I local theatre productions.

Prerequisite: A course in drama or theatre or permission of

the Department.

English 18.428*
Studies In Medieval Literature I

' A study of a selected topic in Medieval literature.

Prerequisite: English 18.322 and Fourth-year standing in

Honours English or permission of the Department.

English 18.429*
Studies In Medieval Literature II

A study of a selected topic in Medieval literature. In the Fall

1993 the topic is Thomas Malory's "Le Motto D'Arthuf.

Prerequisite: English 18.322 and Fourth-year standing in

Honours English or permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

M. Gunn

English 18.432*
Studies In Renaissance Literature

A study of a selected topic in Renaissance literature. In the

Winter term 1994 the topic is a study of representative

poetry and prose of the earlier seventeenth century: works
by Donne, Bacon, Jonson, Herbert, Marvell, and Browne.
These writers represent the principal subjects, styles,

forms, and techniques of the earlier seventeenth century,

; metaphysical and classical.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.
L. Mann

English 18.434*
Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama
A study of dramatic literature and production in the period

1580-1640. In 1993-94, the topic istheDrama of Heywood,
Marlowe and Chapman.
Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

B.C. Gamer

English 18.436*

Shakespeare
A seminar for Honours students, concentrating on critical

and scholarly approaches to Shakespeare's work. In 1993-

94 the topic is The Tragedies, with an emphasis on Othello,

King Lear, Macbeth and Hamlet.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

F. B. Gildenhuys

English 18.447*
Studies in Restoration, Eighteenth-Century, and Ro-

mantic Literature I

A study of a selected topic in Restoration, Eighteenth-cen-

tury, and Romantic literature. In the Fall term 1993 the topic

is Jane Austen. In the Winter term 1 994 the topic is selected

plays of the Restoration and Eighteenth Century.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

D.A. Bee cher, M.Gunn

English 18.448*
Studies in Restoration, Eighteenth-Century, and Ro-

mantic Literature II

This course will be offered in both Fall and Winter terms in

1993-94. A study of a selected topic in Restoration, Eight-

eenth-century, and Romantic literature. For Fall term, 1993

the topic is the poetry of Wordsworth and Coleridge. For

Winter term 1994 the topic is the poetry of Byron, Shelley

and Keats.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

A.W. Heidemann

English 18.458

Studies In Victorian Literature

A study of a selected topic in Victorian literature. In 1993-94

this course is offered in two sections, "A" and "B". In Section

"A" the topic is "Other Victorians," an examination of some
texts outside the traditional canon of late nineteenth-cen-

tury literature, with a focus on two forms of romance: the

feminine novel, and the adventure story. In Section "B" the

topic is man, literature and culture in major Victorian think-

ers.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week,

ft MacDonald, T.G. Middlebro'

English 18.461*

Selected Topic In Twentieth-Century British Poetry

A study of a selected topic in twentieth-century British

poetry. In 1993-94 the topic is Developments in early

Modernism, the significance of the Symbolist and Imagist

movements. Major authors include Whitman, Dickinson,

Hopkins, Hardy, Yeats, Lawrence, Pound, Doolittle, Eliot.

Prerequisite; Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department,

ft L. Hogg

English 18.467*
Studies In Twentieth-Century British Literature I

A study of a selected topic in British literature of the twen-

tieth century. In 1993-94 the topic is the literature of epiph-

any and metaconsciousness. Major authors include

Lawrence, Joyce, Woolf, Golding.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or
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permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

T. Nollet

English 18.468*

Studies In Twentieth-Century British Literature II

A study of a selected topic in British literature of the twen-

tieth century. In the Fall term 1993 the topic is a study of

postmodern short fiction by British and American authors.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week.
J. ft Morrison

English 18.471*
Selected Topic in American Poetry
A study of a selected topic in American poetry. In the Fall

term 1993 the topic is a study of modem American poetry

with a focus on Williams, Pound, Eliot, Stevens, and Olson.

In the Winter term 1994 the topic is a study of American
poetry after World War II with a focus on Robert Duncan,
Gary Snyder, James Merrill, John Ashbery, Diane di Prima,

and Diane Wakoski.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week,
ft Morrison

English 18.478*
Studies in American Literature I

A study of a selected topic in American literature.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

English 18.479*
Studies in American Literature II

A study of a selected topic in American literature . In 1 993-94

the topic is the prose and poetry of the Beat Generation;

authors include: Burroughs, Kerouac, Holmes, Di Prima,

Ginsberg, Ferlinghetti, Corso, McClure.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

R.L. Hogg

English 18.481*
Selected Topic In Canadian Poetry

A study of a selected topic in Canadian poetry. In 1993-94

the topic is the documentary poem after 1965.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

C. Levenson

English 18.482

Studies In Canadian Ethnic Minority Literature

A study of selected works by Canadian ethnic minority

writers. In 1 993-94 this course will focus on the phenome-
non of cultural change as seen in a variety of ethnic minority

writers.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.
E. Padolsky

English 18.483

Studies In the Literature of Quebec and English Canada
A study of selected works of the literatures of Quebec and
English Canada.
Prerequisites: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

English 18.486*
Studies in Canadian Literature I

A study of a selected topic in Canadian literature. In the Fall

term 1993 the topic is Sinclair Ross.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.
K. O'Donnell

English 18.487*
Studies in Canadian Literature II

A study of a selected topic in Canadian literature. This

course will be offered in both the Fall and Winter terms. In

the Fall term 1993 the topic is a study of Lucy Maude
Montgomery and Bliss Carmen. In the Winter term 1994 the

topic is Literary Activism in Modern Canadian Poetry: a
study of key literary movements in Canadian Modernism
with a special focus on the major documents, little maga-
zines, anthologies and small presses that helped to pro-

mote modernist ideas in Canadian Poetry.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

B. Gamer, M. Gnarowskl

English 18.488

Canadian Writing and the Literatures of the First Na-
tions

This course investigates the dominant discourse about

Native People in Canadian writing and the literatures pro-

duced by storytellers and writers of the First Nations, from

the period of first contact until the present. Texts include a 1 >

wide range of material from Canadian, Indian, Inuit and
M6tis writers.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week.

P. Duchemin

English 18.490*
Studies In Culture and the Text

The course will be offered in both Fall and Winter terms in

1993-94. A course in applied literary theory: a study of

narrative fictions in the context of culture. For Fall term,

1993 the topic is the Cultural History of Censorship. The
course examines censorship in literature and the arts from

Milton to the present. For Winter term, 1994 the topic is

travellers' tales, love, and the invention of history. The
course focuses on the terms in which reality is perceived in

three contemporary genres: the travel book, the romance,

and military history.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

B. Leckie, R.H. MacDonald

English 18.495

Research Seminar In English and Education
Investigation of recent developments in language study,-

rhetoric and composition, and studies of the literary imagi-j

nation and their implications for the teaching of English !

(Also listed as Linguistics 29.495.)

Prerequisite: English 18.295 and 18.297 or permission of

i

the Department.

Note: Jh\s course is chiefly intended for practising or future*

teachers. It usually meets on an irregular schedule off-cam-

pus. Classes maybegin before the first week in September.
1



Prospective students should contact the Department to

verify their admissibility well in advance of the beginning of

the course.

English 18.496*
Studies in African or Caribbean Literature

A study of a selected topic in African or Caribbean literature

.

In 1 993-94 the topic is Literature, Empire and Colony in the

British Caribbean from 1 945 to the present.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

J.J. Healy

English 18.497*
Studies In Australian and New Zealand Literature or

Indian Literature In English

A study of a selected topic in Australian and New Zealand

literature or Indian literature in English. In the Fall term the

topic is Indian-English Poetry After Independence. In the

Winter term the topic is Narrating a Nation: the development

of Australian literature, black and white, from 1788-1988.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.

The course will be offered in both Fall and Winter terms in

1993-94.

J.J. Healy, C. Levenson

English 18.498

Independent Study

A course for independent research and writing, under the

supervision of a member of the Department, open to stu-

dents in the Fourth year of Honours with a S+ standing in

their English courses. An essay of approximately 10,000

words is the usual written assignment. A written request,

outlining the project, with the approval of the supervisor,

must be submitted to the co-ordinator by the last day for

course changes.

Afore: This course may be used to fulfil one of the seminar

or 400-level requirements for the Honours degree, but it

\ cannot normally fulfil an area requirement or substitute for

English 18.230. For students in Combined Honours, how-

ever, it is considered to be the equivalent of an Honours
Essay.

English 18.499

Seminar
The course considers the role of English studies in a

complex system of higher education.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Honours English or

permission of the Department.
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Dunton Tower, Room 1 101

Telephone: 788-2368

Environmental Studies

Program Co-ordinator

J. Peter Johnson (Geography)

The Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies offers both Pass
and Honours B.A. programs in Environmental Studies.

These programs address the social and human aspects of

the environmental issues which confront our societies.

Details of the Pass and Honours programs in Environ-

mental Studies appear on pp. 1 78-180.
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Officers of Instruction

Assistant Director

William Straw

Supervisor of Honours and Pass Program

William Straw

Professors

Christopher G. Faulkner

Peter Harcourt

Associate Professors

Mark Langer

Patrick MacFadden (Journalism)

George McKnight

Zuzana Pick

Assistant Professors

Marilyn Burgess

William Straw

Sessional lecturers

Patricia Goodspeed
Tom McSorley
Gladstone Yearwocd

General Information

Film Studies is an academic discipline concerned with the

history, criticism, theory and practice of the cinema both as

an art form and as a documentary record of our time. The
cinema is a source of pleasure and knowledge, and its

study should form a part of one's cultural education. The
program will enable the student to develop a critical faculty

appropriate to intelligent understanding of the cinema by

approaching its study as a scholarly activity that rewards

systematic research, analysis and exposition.

In designing the curriculum, the Discipline has sought both

integration and progressive development. A careful curricu-

lar development will ensure intellectual growth through

either a Pass or Honours program devoted to the study of

film. While the courses have been articulated together, they

remain distinct enough to permit a number of related intel-

lectual approaches to the study of film, and to enable those

approaches to be related to work in other disciplines.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil ail University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all discipline regulations

and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

Pass Program

All students who elect a Pass program in Film Studies must

have their program approved by a member of the Discipline

of Film Studies. The Pass program in Film Studies consists

of a minimum of six credits in Film Studies, as follows:

1. Film Studies 19.100;

2. Film Studies 19.200;

3. two credits in Rim Studies at the 300-level, one of which

must be either Film Studies 19.300 or 19.350;

4. two additional credits in Rim Studies beyond the 100-

level.

Combined Pass Programs

Combined Pass programs may be arranged with other

departments and disciplines in the Faculties of Arts or

Social Sciences. Both departments or disciplines must

approve a Combined Pass program.

A Combined Pass program in Film Studies and another

subject includes at least five credits in Film Studies, as

follows:

1. Film Studies 19.100;

2. Rim Studies 19.200;

3. two credits in Rim Studies at the 300-level;

4. one additional credit in Rim Studies beyond the 100-

level.

Honours Programs

Honours Program

All students who meet the general University Honours
requirements, and who have a grade-point average of at

least 6.0 in Film Studies, will be admitted to, and permitted

to continue in, the Honours program. Other applicants will

be given individual consideration on application to the

Discipline. Honours students must have their program ap-

proved by a discipline adviser.

Honours in Rim Studies consists of a minimum of nine

credits in Film Studies as follows:

1. Film Studies 19.100;

2. Film Studies 19.200;

3. Rim Studies 19.300 and 19.350;

4. two credits in Rim Studies at the 400-level;

5. three additional credits in Rim Studies beyond the 100-

level.

Combined Honours Programs

Combined Honours programs may be arranged through the

Program Co-ordinator. Both departments or disciplines

must approve a Combined Honours program. A Combined
Honours program in Film Studies and another subject

includes at least seven credits in Film Studies, as follows:

1. Rim Studies 19.100;

2. Film Studies 19.200;

3. Film Studies 19.300 or 1 9.350;

4. one credit in Rim Studies at the 400-level;

5. three additional credits in Film Studies beyond the First

year, one of which must be at the 300-level or above.
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Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-84, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Film Studies 19.100

Introduction to Film Studies
An introduction to the study of film. Consideration is given

to the nature of the medium, audience perception, historical

and technical development of the cinema, and problems of

theory and critical method. The course focuses on four

specific areas: (a) style and technique; (b) a period in film

history; (c) the film maker; and (d) film genres.

Lecture and screening three hours a week, discussion one
hour a week.

Film Studies 19.200

Film Theory, Aesthetics and Criticism

This course examines basic questions of film theory, aes-

thetics and criticism. Emphasis is given to developing criti-

cal skills through a close analysis of films and theoretical

writings.

Prerequisite: Film Studies 19.100 or permission of the

Discipline.

Lecture and screening three hoursa week, lecture one hour

a week.

Film Studies 19.211*
The Film Industry

This course examines the organization of the production,

distribution and exhibition practices of various film indus-

tries and may include an examination of the relationship

between a national film industry and its television.

Prerequisite: Film Studies 19.100 or permission of the

Discipline.

Screening two hours a week, lecture two hours a week.

Film Studies 1 9.21

5

The Documentary
This course examines the work of individual film makers, of

documentary styles and of organizations and institutions in

the context of the history of documentary film making,

including documentaries made for television. Non-fiction

films other than documentaries may be considered. (Also

listed as Journalism 28.215.)

Prerequisite: Film Studies 19.100 or permission of the

Discipline.

Lecture and screening two hours, two days a week.

Film Studies 19.221*
National Cinema
This course examines the film production of specific coun-

tries in order to determine the themes, the styles, and the

character of a national cinema.

Prerequisite: Rim Studies 19.100.

Lecture and screening three hours a week, lecture one hour

a week.

Film Studies 19.241*
The Rim Maker
A detailed study of the themes, the characteristic style,

development and influence of one or more directors.

Prerequisite: Rim Studies 19.100.

Lecture and screening three hours a week, lecture one hour

a week.

Film Studies 19.261*
Film Genres
This course examines questions of generic form, drawing
examples from the world cinema.
Prerequisite: Rim Studies 19.100.

Lecture and screening three hoursa week, lecture one hour
a week.

Film Studies 1 9.268

Forms and Conventions of the Cinema
This course examines the forms, structures and stylistic

conventions of the cinema. Attention is given to the devel-

opment of a critical idiom suited to the description, analysis,

and evaluation of film. (Also listed as English 1 8.268.)

Prerequisite: Rim Studies 19.100 or a First-year course in

English.

Lecture and screening three hours a week, seminar one
hour a week.

Film Studies 1 9.300

Aspects of Film History

A study of the major histories of film. Special attention is

paid to the historiographical assumptions, the critical judg-

ments and the cultural values that have affected past and
present evaluations of the cinema.

Prerequisite: Rim Studies 19.200, or permission of the

Discipline.

Lecture and screening three hoursa week, lecture one hour
a week.

Film Studies 19.31 5*
Questions of Documentary Practice

This course examines the theoretical implications of docu-

mentary film and documentary television practice.

Prerequisite: A full credit or its equivalent in Rim Studies at

the 200-level, or permission of the Discipline.

Film Studies 19.325

Studies in American Cinema
Cultural, social and organizational studies of the American

cinema. The course focuses on various features of this

cinema such as the major production companies, the star

system, genres, film style, and the role of the individual film

maker. The course may also examine the relationship

between American cinema and American television.

Precludes additional credit for Film Studies 19.228 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: A full credit or its equivalent in Rim Studies at

the 200-level, or permission of the Discipline.

Film Studies 19.328

The Canadian Cinema
A critical examination of Canadian film, both anglophone

and francophone. The course relates the Canadian cinema

to other aspects of Canadian culture, including Canadian
television, and examines the conditions that have affected

film making in this country.

Prerequisite: Third -year standing or permission of the Dis-

cipline.

Screening three hours a week, lecture one hour a week.

Film Studies 19.333

Film and Society

An examination of film in relation to social and intellectual

developments of the twentieth century. The ways in which

the cinema has both shaped and been shaped by some of

these developments are considered. (Also listed as Jour-

nalism 28.333.)

Prerequisite: Rim Studies 19.100 or Third-year standing.

Screening three hours a week, lecture one hour a week.
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Film Studies 19.350

Film Theory
A detailed study of major film theories and their relationship

to critical practice.

Precludes additional credit for Film Studies 19.368 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Film Studies 19.200 or permission of the

Discipline.

Screening three hours a week, seminar two hours a week.

Film Studies 19.371*
Topics In Animation, Video, and Experimental Film

A study of selected topics in animation, video or experimen-

tal film. Topic for 1 993-94: History of Animation.

Prerequisite: A full credit or its equivalent in Film Studies at

the 200 -level or permission of the Discipline.

Lecture and screening three hours a week, lecture one hour

a week.

Fdm Studies 19.400

Modes of Historical Research
This course develops the skills necessary for individual

research in the field of film history.

Prerequisite: Rim Studies 19.300 or permission of the

Discipline.

Screening three hours a week, seminar two hours a week.

Film Studies 19.421*
Selected Topics in National Cinemas
A study of a selected topic in national cinema.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours standing in Film Studies

or permission of the Discipline.

FBm Studies 19.441*
Selected Topics In Film Authorship
A study of questions of authorship in the cinema, concen-

trating on one or more film makers.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours standing in Film Studies

or permission of the Discipline.

Film Studies 19.451*
Selected Topics In Film Theory
A study of a selected topic in film theory.

Prerequisite: Film Studies 19.350 or permission of the

Discipline.

Screening two hours a week, seminar two hours a week.

F8m Studies 19.461*
Studies In Film Analysis
An analysis of individual films in relation to questions of

critical practice.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours standing in Film Studies

or permission of the Discipline.

Film Studies 19.491*
Special Topic
This course offers selected topics in fflm studies not ordi-

narily available in the regular course program. The choice

of topic or topics will vary at least every two years and will

be announced well in advance of the registration period.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in Rim Studies or per-

mission of the Discipline.

Screening three hours a week, seminar two hours a week.

Film Studies 19.495

Independent Study
A research course for selected students who wish to study
a topic of particular interest. The course may be taken only
once and is available to students in the Fourth year only.

Projects must be organized on an individual basis with a
member of the Rim Studies Discipline and approved by the

Program Co-ordinator. A written request outlining the pro-

ject must be submitted by the last day for course changes.

An essay of 6,000 to 8,000 words is the usual assignment.

Instead of a research paper, the Discipline may accept

projects such as a short 1 6mm film or video production, or

a screenplay.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline and Fourth-year

Honours standing in Film Studies.

Graduate Study

While Film Studies does not offer a graduate program, a

graduate-level course, Canadian Cinema (Film Studies

19.528), is taught by a member of the Discipline through

the School of Canadian Studies. Further information is

available in the Calendar of the Faculty of Graduate Studies

and Research.
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A. Mattiacci

D. Robert

M.-A. Rousseau-Beecher

Officers of Instruction

General Information

Chair

C. Doutrelepont

Assistant Chair

J. Kealey

Supervisor of Pass Studies

J. Kealey

Supervisor of Honours Studies

E. Zimmerman

Supervisor of Graduate Studies

J. -J. van Vlasselaer

Professors

A. Elbaz

R. Galliani

M. Gaulin

A. Halsall

P. Laurette

P. Smart
D.W. Smith

Associate Professors

F. Cousin

J. Kealey

J. Miquet

S. Robinson
J.-J. van Vlasselaer

E. Voldeng
E.N. Zimmerman

Assistant Professors

C. Doutrelepont

R. Foumier

J. Le Blanc

D. Rosse
A. Ruprecht

Senior Lecturer

W.M. Fraser

Instructors

V. Bassevllle

B. Burke

C. Cordier-Gauthier

C. Dion

L. Dupuis
N. Sarma
C. The lien

B. Vincent-Smith

Adjunct Professors

H.P. Clive

O. Condemine
J.S. Tassie

P. van Rutten

Sessional Lecturers

G. Anderson
M. Conway
M. Gauthier

Carleton University is situated in a bilingual community, and
students are encouraged to take advantage of the multiple

opportunities for practical appreciation of the language.

Radio, television, cinema, stage, the press and everyday
conversation are at hand to supplement academic pro-

grams. Classes are conducted in French unless otherwise

indicated. The Department also has at its disposal a fully

equipped language laboratory.

English-speaking students who wish to graduate with Pass
or Honours standing in French are normally required to

pass an oral examination testing their proficiency in spoken
French. The examination takes place at the beginning of

their final year, with the option of repeating it at the end of

that year.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Student Exchanges

The Department of French has two student exchanges, one

with the University du Qu6bec in Trois-Rivieres, and the

other with the University de Savoie in Chambery, France.

These exchanges make it possible for a maximum of six

Honours students, normally English-speaking, three of

whom go to Quebec and three to France, to spend their

Third year in an immersion milieu. Financial assistance is

also available. For more information please consult the

Chair of the Department.

Pass Programs

1. Pass In French

The following program will help students to consolidate their

knowledge of French and to gain a comprehensive view of

various aspects of French and French-Canadian literature.

This program consists of six credits.

In the First year, students normally take either French

20.1 11 or 20.1 12. Students also take one of the following:

French 20.161, 20.162 or 20.163.

In the Second year, students normally take French 20.21

1

(for Anglophones) or 20.21 2 (for Francophones) or French

20.232* and French 20.233* and, in addition, two half

credits in literature chosen from the series French 20.261 *
to 20.268*. One of French 20.280*. 20.281* may be

taken as partial fulfilment of the Second-year literature

requirements.

In the Third year, students normally take one credit from

French 20.312 or 20.332 or 20.336* and 20.337* and, in

addition, one literature credit chosen from the series French
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20.361 to 20.381 or, exceptionally and only with permis-

I sion, French 20.461 to 20.471 .
Students should note that at least one of the literature

I credits must be obtained in a course or courses with a

French content, and at least one in a course or courses with

a French-Canadian content. The literature credit taken in

First year can be counted in this context.

2. Combined Pass

Combined Pass programs are available in French and other

modem or classical languages, linguistics, or with another

discipline in the humanities or social sciences.

This program consists of five credits.

In the First year, students normally take either French

I 20.111 or 20.1 12. Students also take one of the following:

I

French 20.161, 20.162 or 20.163.

I In the Second year students normally take French 20.21

1

i| (for Anglophones) or 20.212 (for Francophones) and two

i
half credits in literature chosen from the series French

;
20561* to 20.268*. One of French 20.280*. 20.281*
may be taken as partial fulfilment of the Second-year

literature requirements.

In the Third year students normally take either one credit

from French 20.312 or 20.332 or 20.336* and 20.337* or

a literature credit chosen from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or, exceptionally and only with permission, French

20.461 to 20.471 *.

Students should note that at least one of the credits in

literature must be in a course or courses with a French

content, and at least one in a course or courses with a

French-Canadian content. The literature credit taken in

First year can be counted in this context.

Honours Programs

Several Honours programs are available. Course patterns

are designed to assure a balanced appreciation of French

and French-Canadian literature, and competence in and
knowledge of the French language. Interested candidates

will note the general regulations governing Honours on pp.
64-65.

Note:

Honours students intending to choose the language-lin-

guistics concentration would be well advised to take the

required course Linguistics 29.100 during their First year.

Honours in French

This program is particularly suitable for students intending

to pursue graduate studies in the field of romance lan-

guages, literature and related fields.

Students in the Honours program must declare their con-

centration in the Second year. There are two areas of

concentration in the French Honours program:

Concentration A:

This program consists of seven credits in literature and
three credits in French language and linguistics.

Two credits are also taken in ONE language other than
French or English. Students who already have the knowl-
edge of a third language and can furnish appropriate proof
may be exempted, in whole or in part, from this requirement.

In the First year, students normally take either French

20.111 or 20.1 12. Students also take one of the following:

French 20.161,20.162 or 20.163.

Two further credits in French language and linguistics are

chosen from French 20.21 1 (for Anglophones) 20.21 2 (for

Francophones), French 20.232* and 20.233*, 20.312,

20.332, 20.336* and 20.337*, 20.432* to 20.437*. At

least one of these credits must be at the 300/400-level.

Six further credits in literature are normally chosen as
follows:

Second Year: four half credits from the series French

20.261* to 20.268*; one of French 20.2f^*, 20.281*
may be taken as partial fulfilment of the second year

literature requirements.

Third Year: two credits from the series French 20.361 to

20.381

;

Fourth Year: two credits from French 20.434* and the

series 20 .461 to 20.471*.

Students should note that two of the literature credits must
be obtained in courses with a French content, and two in

courses with a French-Canadian content. The literature

credit taken in First year can be counted in this context.

Concentration B:

This program consists of seven credits in French language

and linguistics and three credits in literature. Students are

also required to take Linguistics 29.100 and must obtain

one credit in a language other than French or English.

Students who already have the knowledge of a third lan-

guage and can furnish appropriate proof may be exempted
from the language credit requirement.

In the First year, students normally take either French

20.111 or 20.1 12. Students also take one of the following:

French 20.161,20.162 or 20.163.

Two further credits in literature are selected as follows: two

half credits chosen from the series French 20.261* to

20.268*; one credit chosen from the series French 20.361

to 20.381 or 20.461 to 20.471 .
One of French 20.280*, 20.281 * may be taken as partial

fulfilment of the Second-year literature requirements.

Six further credits in French language and linguistics are

normally taken as follows:

Second year: French 20.21 1 (for Anglophones) or 20.212

(for Francophones) and French 20.232*, 20.233* or

20.231

.

Third year: French 20.312 and a credit from the series

French 20.332 to 20.337* or 20.331 and a credit from the

series French 20.312 to 20.337*.

Fourth Year: two credits chosen from French 20.431 to

20.437*.

Students should note that one of the literature credits must
be obtained in a course or courses with a French content,

and one in a course or courses with a French-Canadian
content. The literature credit taken in First year can be
counted in this context.

Combined Honours

Combined Honours programs are available in French and
English, German, History, Italian, Latin, Linguistics, Political

Science, Russian or Spanish, and with other departments
by arrangement.
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The Honours programs combining two languages prepare

the student either for graduate work or for the Ontario

College of Education courses leading to the Interim High

School Assistant's Certificate Type A, and must be planned

in close consultation with the departments concerned. The
combined programs with History or Political Science are

suited for various kinds of public careers.

Two areas of concentration have been created in the

Combined Honours program:

Concentration C:

This program consists of five credits in literature and two

credits in French language and linguistics.

In the First year, students normally take either French

20.111 or 20.1 12. Students also take one of the following:

French 20.161, 20.162 or 20.163.

One further credit in French language and linguistics is

chosen from French 20.21 1 (for Anglophones), 20.21 2 (for

Francophones).

Four further credits in literature are normally chosen as

follows:

Second Year: two half credits from the series French

20.261* to 20.268*; one of French 20.280*. 20.281*
may be taken as partial fulfilment of the Second-year

literature requirements.

Third Year: one credit from the series French 20.361 to

20.381

;

Fourth Year: two credits from French 20.434* and the

series French 20.461 to 20.471 *.

Students should note that at least one and a half of the

literature credits must be obtained in courses with a French

content, and at least one and a half in courses with a

French-Canadian content. The literature credit taken in

First year can be counted in this context.

Concentration D:

This program consists of five credits in French language

and linguistics and two credits in literature. One credit is

also taken in Linguistics 29.1 00.

In the First year, students normally take either French

20.1 11 or 20.1 12. Students also take one of the following:

French 20.161, 20.162 or 20.163.

One further credit in literature consists of two half credits

from the series French 20.261 * to 20.268* or, with per-

mission, a credit chosen from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 , or from French 20.461 to 20.471 *. or the course

French 20.434*; one of French 20.280*. 20.281 * may be

taken as partial fulfilment of the Second-year literature

requirements.

Four further credits in French language and linguistics are

normally chosen as follows:

Second Year: French 20.21 1 (for Anglophones) or 20.212

(for Francophones) or 20.232* and 20.233*;

Third Year: French 20.312

Fourth Year: two credits from the series French 20.432*
to 20.437*.

Students should note that at least one half credit in literature

must be obtained in a course with a French content, and at

least one half credit in a course with a French-Canadian

content. The literature credit taken in First year can be

counted in this context.

Combined Honours In French and Journalism for the

B.J. Degree

The course requirements are as follows:

1. One of French 20.108, 20.110,20.111 or20.112;

One of French 20.161, 20.162 or 20.163;

French 20.210;

One credit from the series French 20.261* to 20.268*;
French 20.31 0;

Two further French credits at the 400-level.

2. Journalism 28.100, 28.200, 28.220, 28.320, 28.351*,

28.421, 28.498. Note: Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit

course.

3. An approved credit in Canadian history.

4. Approved options to make up a program total of 20.5

credits.

Students should also consult the School of Journalism and
Communication.

Certificate in French Language Studies

This is a six-credit undergraduate certificate designed for

part-time students wishing to perfect their spoken and
written French. Candidates for the certificate are also en-

couraged to investigate undergraduate degree programs

offered by the University. Courses taken for the certificate

are normally creditable towards a Bachelor of Arts degree.

Such a degree program will normally require that at least

five of the credits required for a Bachelor of Arts degree be

completed after the awarding of the certificate.

Admission Requirements

See p. 26.

Course Requirements

The following courses or combinations of courses are

required, for candidates with the normal prerequisite:

1. French 20.111 or 20.1 12;

2. French 20.211 or 20.21 2;

3. French 20.231;

4. French 20.232* and 20.233*;

5. French 20.31 2 or 20.332 or 20.336* and 20.337*;

6. One credit from French 20.331, 20.431, 20.432* or

20.433*.

For candidates with knowledge of French to the level of

French 20.111:

1. French 20.211 or 20.21 2;

2. French 20.231;

3. French 20.232* and 20.233*;

4. One of French 20.312, 20.332, or 20.336* and
20.337*;

5. French 20.331 or 20.431;

6. French 20.432* and 20.433*.

Students are not permitted to count the same course(s)

towards both certificates offered by the Department of

French. Should any student undertake a second certificate,

appropriate course substitutions will be required.
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Certificate In French Translation Studies

This is a six-credit undergraduate certificate designed for

part-time students wishing to develop and improve skills in

translation. While it is not a professional program, this

certificate should meet the needs of those who are occa-

sionally called upon to translate in their work environment.

Candidates forthe certificate are also encouraged to inves-

tigate undergraduate degree programs offered by the Uni-

versity. Courses taken for the certificate are normally

creditable towards a Bachelor of Arts degree. Such a

degree program will normally require that at least five of the

credits required for a Bachelor of Arts degree be completed

after the awarding of the certificate.

Admission Requirements

Seep. 27

Course Requirements

The following courses or combinations of courses are

required, for candidates with the normal prerequisite:

1. French 20.111 or 20.112 or, with the approval of the

Department of French, a course given in French in a subject

other than French;

2. French 20.231;

3. French 20.312 (or French 20.432* and 20.433*);

4. French 20.331;

5. French 20 .431;

6. French 20.483 (a tutorial in translation).

Students are not permitted to count the same course(s)

towards both certificates offered by the Department of

French. Should any student undertake a second certificate,

appropriate course substitutions will be required.

Graduate Program

The Department offers studies leading to the M.A. degree.

The Department offers a substantial number of courses in

a wide variety of subjects. For further information please

consult the Graduate Studies and Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

French Placement for Language Students

Students who have not previously taken a language course
in the Department and who wish to enrol in French 20.1 00,

20.101*. 20.102*. 20.103*. 20.104*. 20.105*.
20.106*. 20.107*. 20.108, 20.110, 20.111, 20.112,

20206*. 20.209 must read and follow the guidelines for

choosing French language courses that can be found in the

Registration Instructions and Class Schedule booklet and
follow the instructions of the Touch Tone Registration Sys-
tem. Before selecting a language course, students should
note that there are four levels in the language courses and
that the following sequence applies:

Level 1:20.1 00

Level 2: 20.1 01 */ 20.102*/ 20.1 03*/ 20.1 04*/ 20.1 05*/

20.107*
Level 3: 20.1 08 (20.1 10)/20.1 1

1

Level 4: 20.209 (20.210)/20.211

At each level, courses can be accumulated simultaneously

or sequentially in any order. However, students cannot go
backwards in the sequence of levels. Students should also

note that 20.1 06* can be taken simultaneously or sequen-

tially with any course at the first level or the second level

but, at the third level, 20.1 06* can only be taken simulta-

neously with 20.108.

The Department offers French 20.1 10, 20.21 0 and 20.31

0

for Journalism students.

Note:

Students desiring a First-year French credit to satisfy the

language requirement of their department or school should

consult that department or school as to the acceptability of

French 20.100
, 20.101*. 20.102*, 20.103*, 20.104*.

20.1 05*. 20.106*, 20.107*, 20.108,20.110.

French 20.100

Elementary French

This course is designed for absolute beginners in the

language. Classes use audio-visual methods, and empha-
sis is given to the spoken language. Limited enrolment per

section. No auditors. Compulsory attendance at classes.

No supplemental or grade-raising examinations. The credit

gained from this course will not count as part of the specific

requirements for a Pass or Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: French Placement.

Day and Evening divisions: Five hours a week.

V. Basseville

French 20.101*
Aural Training

Improvement of auditory discrimination in French. Insis-

tence on rhythm and intonation. Transition from hearing to

oral performance. Development of strategies relating to

sound discrimination. Limited enrolment per section. No
auditors. Compulsory attendance at classes. No supple-

mental or grade-raising examinations. The half-credit

gained from this course will not count as part of the specific

requirements for a Pass or Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: French 20.100 or French Placement.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall term: Three hours a week.
V. Basseville and members of the Department.

French 20.102*
Spoken Language Grammar
The acquisition of a communication grammar based on

fundamental structures of oral language. Use in context and
situation. Interaction between sound and meaning. Limited

enrolment per section. No auditors. Compulsory atten-

dance at classes. No supplemental or grade-raising exami-

nations. The half-credit gained from this course will not

count as part of the specific requirements for a Pass or

Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: French 20.100 or French Placement.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall term: Three hours a week.
V. Basseville and members of the Department.

French 20.103*
Functional French
The discovery of functions (questioning, comparing, narrat-

ing, etc.) and notions (expression of duration, possession,

negation, etc.) based on recordings and situations of eve-

ryday spoken French. Simulation exercises in which stu-
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dents use creatively the linguistic elements implied in the

functions and notions studied. Limited enrolment per sec-

tion. No auditors. Compulsory attendance at classes. No
supplemental or grade-raising examinations. The half-

credit gained from this course will not count as part of the

specific requirements for a Pass or Honours degree in

French.

Prerequisite: French 20.100 or French Placement.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.

C. Cordier-Gauthier and members of the Department.

French 20.104*
Thematic French
The enrichment of vocabulary, review of different aspects

of spoken French. The discovery of the cultural aspects

based on thematic material (health, leisure, travel, food,

etc.). The development of the capacity to exchange ideas

in a second language. Limited enrolment per section. No
auditors. Compulsory attendance at classes. No supple-

mental or grade-raising examinations. The half-credit

gained from this course will not count as part of the specific

requirements for a Pass or Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: French 20.100 or French Placement.

Day and Evening divisions, Winter term: Three hours a

week.

C. Th4rien and members of the Department.

French 20.105*
Writing French
The transition from the oral to the written form, using written

documents: notes, messages, letters, compositions and

texts. Introduction to and improvement of writing skills;

acquisition of basic idioms. Limited enrolment per section.

No auditors. Compulsory attendance at classes. No sup-

plemental or grade-raising examinations. The half-credit

gained from this course will not count as part of the specific

requirements for a Pass or Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: French 20.100 or French Placement.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Wm. M. Fraser and members of the Department.

French 20.106*
Reading French
This course, given in English, is designed to enable spe-

cialists from other departments in the humanities, social

sciences and sciences to read technical texts in French with

reasonable ease. The goal is comprehension of the written

word only. The course involves basic French grammar, the

reading of selected material from various fields, and an

individual assignment in the student's specialization. The
course is open to beginners. Registration by permission of

the department. The half credit gained from this course will

not count as part of the specific requirements for a Pass or

Honours degree in French. No auditors.

Day division: One and a half hours a week throughout the

year.

C. Dion and members of the Department.

French 20.107*
Written Grammar
The acquisition of the fundamental structures of written

French. Exercises to develop grammatical competence in

the use of agreements in gender and number, principal verb

tenses, sentence patterns, etc. Limited enrolment per sec-

tion. No auditors. Compulsory attendance at classes. No
supplemental or grade-raising examinations. The half-

credit gained from this course will not count as part of the

specific requirements for a Pass or Honours degree in

French.

Prerequisite: French 20.100 or French Placement.

Day and Evening divisions, Winter term: Three hours a
week.

B. Burke and members of the Department.

French 20.108

Advanced French for Non-Majors
Intensive study of the French language for students from
other departments, based on audio-oral principles. Empha-
sis is placed on oral comprehension and expression, with-

out omitting the written aspects of the language. The
student is encouraged to speak French. Compulsory atten-

dance at both classes and laboratory. No auditors. Limited

enrolment per section. No supplemental or grade-raising

examinations.

Prerequisite: French Placement, or for students who have
completed French 20.100, four recommended courses
based on French Placement from the series French

20.101*. 20.102*. 20.103*. 20.104*. 20.105*.
20.107*.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.
L. Dupuis and members of the Department.

French 20.110

Advanced French for Journalism Students
Intensive study of the French language for students in

Journalism. The course is based on audio-oral methods,
with emphasis on oral comprehension and expression.

Study of the French press: oral reports and written assign-

ments. Compulsory attendance at classes. No auditors.

Limited enrolment per section. No supplemental or grade-

raising examinations.

Prerequisite: French Placement, or for students who have
completed French 20.100, four recommended courses

based on French Placement from the series French

20.101*. 20.102*. 20.103*, 20.104*, 20.105*.
20.107*.

Day division: Three hours a week.

L. Dupuis and members of the Department.

French 20.1 11

Advanced French (A)

Intensive study of the French language with particular

attention to the vocabulary, syntax and the various levels

of speech, in context. Oral reports and written assignments.

This course is particularly designed for Anglophone stu-

dents intending to specialize in French.

Compulsory attendance. No auditors.

The students' language proficiency will be verified during

the first week of classes.

Prerequisite: French Placement, or for students who have

completed French 20.100, four recommended courses

based on French Placement from the series French

20.101*, 20.102*, 20.103*. 20.104*. 20.105*.
20.107*.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.

D. Smith and members of the Department.

French 20.112

Advanced French (B)

Comprehensive study of modem grammar. Acquisition of

an extensive vocabulary. This course is particularly de-

signed for Francophone and bilingual students intending to

specialize in French.

Compulsory attendance. No auditors.

The students' language proficiency will be verified during

the first week of classes.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.

J. LeBlanc and members of the Department.
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French 20.161

Introduction to Literature: French Texts from the Sev-

enteenth to the Nineteenth Century

This course introduces the student to a certain number of

general views on literature with particular attention to the

following: the basic elements of a literary work (characters,

story, plot, subjects, themes), the problems of interpreta-

tion, the intentions of the author and the perception of the

reader, the work in its various contexts: biographical, liter-

ary, sociological; the formal aspects typical of certain gen-

res, particularly the drama and poetry. The texts illustrating

these aspects in French literature are selected within the

period from the Middle Ages to the end of the nineteenth

century.

Prerequisite: OAC in French, or equivalent.

Evening division: Three hours a week.

A. Ruprecht

French 20.162

Introduction to Literature: French Texts from the End
of the Nineteenth Century to the Present

This course introduces the student to a certain number of

general views on literature with particular attention to the

following: the basic elements of a literary work (characters,

story, plot, subjects, themes), the problems of interpreta-

tion, the intentions of the author and the perception of the

reader, the work in its various contexts: biographical, liter-

ary, sociological; the formal aspects typical of certain gen-

res, particularly the drama and poetry. The texts illustrating

these aspects in French literature are selected within the

period from Zola (nineteenth century) to the present day.

Students taking this course will not be allowed to count

French 20.266* as part of the specific requirements for a

Pass or Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: OAC in French, or equivalent.

Day division: Three hours a week.
E.N. Zimmerman

French 20.163

Introduction to Literature: French-Canadian Texts from
the End of the Nineteenth Century to the Present
This course introduces the student to a certain number of

general views on literature with particular attention to the

following: the basic elements of a literary work (characters,

story, plot, subjects, themes), the problems of interpreta-

tion, the intentions of the author and the perception of the

reader, the work in its various contexts: biographical, liter-

ary, sociological; the formal aspects typical of certain gen-
res, particularly the drama and poetry. The texts illustrating

these aspects in French-Canadian literature are selected

within the period from Nelligan (nineteenth century) to the

present day. Students taking this course will not be allowed
to count French 20.268* as part of the specific require-

ments for a Pass or Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: OAC in French, or equivalent.

Day division: Three hours a week.
M. GauSn

French 20.181

Civilization

This course, given in French, entails the study of a certain

number of important elements of the culture and civilization

of two French-speaking countries, alternatively Canada
and France: culture, customs, institutions, etc., with empha-
sis on the present situation. The credit gained from this

course will not count as part of the specific requirement for

a Pass or Honours degree in French.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
Evening division: Three hours a week.
Members of the Department.

French 20.206*
Advanced Reading French
This course is designed to enable specialists from other

departments to gain greater proficiency in reading technical

texts in French. Readings of selected material from various

fields and individual assignments in the student's speciali-

zation. The half credit gained from this course will not count

as part of the specific requirements for a Pass or Honours
degree in French. No auditors.

Prerequisite: French 20.106* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

French 20.209

Techniques d'expression orate et ecrite pour Non-Ma-
jors

Ce cours s'adresse a I'etudiant anglophone non -specialise
en fran$ais et sert a approfondir la forme francaise de son
expression orale et ecrite. Partant de documents oraux et

de textes non-litteraires, il enseigne les differentes

manieres d'organiser I'enonce par des exercices varies,

oraux et ecrits. En plus de I'enrichissement du vocabulaire

et du perfectionnement grammatical, le cours eclaire les

principaux mecanismes de la langue.

Prerequisite: French 20.108, 20.11 1 or permission of the

Department.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.
C. The"hen and members of the Department.

French 20.210

Techniques d'expression ecrite et orate pour journal-

tstes

Ce cours, destine aux etudiants en joumalisme, insiste sur

I'etude des elements qui constituent les codes de la presse

ecrite et electronique, tout en examinant la presse franco-

phone au Canada.
Prerequisite: French 20.108or20.110or20.1 11 or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.
L. Dupuis

French 20.211

Techniques d'expression ecrite et orate (A)

Ce cours prepare I'etudiant anglophone a partir de bases
theoriques syntaxiques et textuelles a composer dans un
fran?ais soutenu, par I'emploi de mots precis, d'images et

d'autres procedes. Initiation a I'argumentation et a la com-
position litteraire.

Etude de textes litteraires de diverses epoques.
Prerequisite: French 20.11 1 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.
Members of the Department.

French 20.212

Techniques d'expression ecrite et orate (B)

Ce cours destine aux etudiants francophones comporte
des objectifs similaires a ceux du cours French 20.211,

mais s'inspire d'une methode et d'ouvrages adaptes a leur

niveau de competence linguistique.

Prerequisite: French 20.112 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division: Three hours a week.
J. Kealey

French 20.231

Initiation a la traduction

Comparaisons d'ordre grammatical, lexical et stylistique

entre I'anglais et le francais. Exercices de traduction de
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I'anglais au francais visant I'expression et exercices de

traduction du fran9ais a I'anglais visant la comprehension.

Prerequisite: French 20.1 11 or 20.1 12 or permission of the

Department.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.

D. Rosse and members of the Department

French 20.232*
Introduction a I'etude linguistique du francals

Revue des elements essentiels en recherche linguistique;

application de ces elements a la description et a I'analyse

de la langue francaise; preparation aux diffe rents cours de

linguistique francaise offerts au departement.

Prerequisites: French 20.111 or 20.112 and Linguistics

29.1 00 or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

J.J. Van Vlasselaer

French 20.233*
Phonetique et phono logle du francals

Revision des notions fondamentales de la phonetique

francaise. Organes de la parole. Phonemes du francais.

Phonetique articulatoire et acoustique; phonetique combi-

natoire. Prosodie. Notions fondamentales de la phonologie

du francais. Les traits distinctifs du francais.

Prerequisites: French 20.111 or 20.112 and Linguistics

29.1 00 or permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.
V. Basseville

French 20.261*
La litterature du Moyen Age
Introduction aux principaux courants de la litterature

medievale et approfondissement d'un ou plusieurs aspects

de celle-ci par I'etude detaillee de certains textes represen-

tatifs.

Prerequisite: French 20.1 61 or 20.162 or 20.163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

J. Miquet

French 20.262*
La litterature du XVIe siecle

Introduction aux theories de la Pleiade et aux aspects

principaux de la litterature de la Renaissance, avec appro-

fondissement de differents aspects de cette literature par

I'etude detaillee de quelques textes.

Prerequisite: French 20.161 or 20.162 or 20.163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

French 20.263*
La litterature du XVIle slecle

Le classicisme et/ou le mouvement baroque dans la littera-

ture francaise du XVIIe siecle, notamment le theatre. Etude

detaillee de plusieurs aspects de cette litterature dans un

choix de textes representatifs.

Prerequisite: French 20.1 61 or 20.162 or 20.163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

French 20.264*
La litterature du XVIIIe slecle

La fin du classicisme, le siecle de la raison, les Ency-

clopedistes etles Philosophies. Approfondissement d'un ou

plusieurs aspects de cette litterature par I'etude detaillee

de quelques textes.

Prerequisite: French 20.161 or 20.162 or 20.163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

French 20.265*
La litterature du XIXe slecle

Introduction aux principaux courants de la litterature

francaise du XIXe siecle: Romantisme, R6alisme, Par-

nasse, Symbolisme. Etude plus detaillee d'un ou plusieurs

de ces aspects dans un choix de textes repr6sentatifs.

Prerequisite: French 20.1 61 or 20.162 or 20.163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

E. Zimmerman

French 20.266*
La litterature du XXe siecle

Survol de la litterature francaise moderne du Naturalisme

au nouveau roman; I'unite et la diversite de cette litterature

avec des examples choisis parmi les textes representatifs

d'un ou plusieurs aspects les plus marquants. This course

will not count as part of the specific requirements for a Pass
or Honours degree in French if taken in conjunction with

French 20.162.

Prerequisite: French 20.1 61 or 20.162 or 20.163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

D. Rosse

French 20.267*
La literature du XIXe slecle au Canada francais

Introduction aux principaux courants ideologiques et lit-

teraires. Les debuts du roman et/ou de la poesie d'apres

quelques textes representatifs.

Prerequisite: French 20.161 or 20.162 or 20.163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

J. LeBlanc

French 20.268*
La litterature du XXe siecle au Canada francais

Evolution des principaux genres litteraires vue dans une

optique sociale et esthetique. Le cours portera principale-

ment sur I'epoque contemporaine. This course will not

count as part of the specific requirements for a Pass or

Honours degree in French if taken in conjunction with

French 20.163.

Prerequisite: French 20.1 61 or 20.162 or 20 .163 or permis-

sion of the Department.

Evening division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

D. Smith

French 20.280*
Civilisation de la France et de la francophonle

Etude d'un certain nombre d'elements importants de la

culture et de la civilisation de la France et de la francopho-

nie: institutions, activite culturelle et intellectuelle, divers

aspects de la vie actuelle.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

French 20.281*
Civilisation du Canada francais

Etude d'un certain nombre d'elements importants de la

culture et de la civilisation du Canada francais: institutions,

activite culturelle et intellectuelle, divers aspects de la vie

actuelle.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

French 20.282

Le theatre: Theorle et pratique

Examen detaille de plusieurs oouvres theatrales avec, pour

objet, la preparation a des travaux pratiques (diction, inter-

pretation theatrale) et la participation a une ou plusieurs

pieces presentees dans le cadre du cours.
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French 20.288

Contemporary English-Canadian and French-Cana-

dian Literature

This course, which is offered by the French and the English

departments, is designed for students who do not intend to

select French as a Pass or Honours subject. It provides a

general introduction to the two major literatures of Canada,

and is taught in the two languages. (Also listed as Canadian

Studies 12.288 and English 1 8.288.)

Precludes additional credit for French 20.188.

Prerequisite: A basic reading knowledge of French and

Second-year standing.

French 20.310

L'Ecrfture Joumallstlque

Ce cours, destine aux etudiants en joumalisme, insiste sur

I'analyse des nrrecanismes de fecriture joumalistique.

L'etude des textes de nature differente (articles d'infonma-

tion, analyses, edrtoriaux, reportages de fond, etc.) sera

compietee par la redaction d*articles sur I'actualrte politique

et autre.

Prerequisite: French 20.210 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

French 20.312

Cours de grammalre descriptive

Etude de la langue francaise par une reflexion sur les

structures de la langue et I'utilisation des grandes gram-

maires descriptives du francais. Methodobgie de la recher-

che grammatical, etablissement de bibliographies et de
corpus. Exercices pratiques. Cours commun aux etudiants

ang lophones et francophones.

Prerequisite: French 20.21 1 or 20 .21 2 or permission of the

Department.

Evening division: Three hours a week,

ft Foumier

French 20.331

Principe s et m 6thodes de la traduction

Initiation aux principes sous-jacents a la traduction, en
particulier de I'anglais au francais. Exercices pratiques

s'appliquant a des textes non litteraires, souvent special-

ises (scientifiques, administratifs, commerciaux, etc.).

Prerequisite: French 20.231 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Evening division: Three hours a week.

D. Rosse

French 20.332
Francais Canadian
Histoire de la langue francaise au Canada; description de
la phonetique, morphologie, syntaxe; le lexique: archais-

mes, anglicismes, canadianismes; variations sociales et

regionales; problemede la norma.

Prerequisite: French 20.21 1 or 2021 2 or permission of the

Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.
S. Robinson

French 20.336*
Aspects de la llngulstique de francais I

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.
Prerequisite: French 20.233* or permission of the Depart-
ment.

French 20.337*
Aspects de ia llngulstique du francais II

Le contenu prdcis de ce cours varie selon les annees.
Prerequisite: French 20.21 1 or 20.21 2 or permission of the

Department.

French 20.361

La Poesle
Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.261 * to

20.268* or permission of the Department.

French 20.362

Le Roman
Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: Prouesse et d6passement de soi. Un ideal

qui sous-tend I'oeuvre de Chretien de Troyes (Xll's). et

particulierement ses trois demiers romans: Erec et Enide,

Le Chevalier au Lion, Le Conte du Graal (etudi6s en
francais modeme et en ancien francais).

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.261* to

20.268* or permission of the Department.

Evening division: Three hours a week.

J. Miquet

French 20.363

Etudes litteraires

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

French 20.364

Le Theatre
Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

Sujet pour 1993-94: Th6dtre et discours social: action,

reaction, rtivolte. Le theatre en France a subi des change-

ments importants depuis les premieres manifestations

symbolistes jusqu'aux dernieres creations d'Ariane

Mnouchekine. Nous aimerions nous attarder sur certains

moments de ce trajet createur pour examiner a la fois la

dramaturgie et la pratique scenique a la lumiere des dis-

cours dominants des differentes epoques. Nous abor-

derons, entre autres, les theories de Claudel et d'Artaud;

les textes de Sartre, d'lonesco, de Vildrac, de Genet, de
Cesaire; le travail scenique de Copeau, de Barrault, de
Planchon, de Vilaretde Mnouchekine.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.261* to

20.268* or permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

A. Ruprecht

French 20.366*
Lltterature et sciences humaines (I)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.261* to

20.268* or permission of the Department.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

French 20.367*
Methodologte et lltterature (I)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: La littSrature intime au QuSbec. La Iitt6rature

vouee a I'expression du moi et que Ton designe par ('ap-

pellation "iitterature intime" est composee de quatre grands
sous-genres: I'autobiographie, le journal intime, les

memoires, le recit epistolaire. En depit de sa diversity

generique, cette Iitterature constitue un domainede recher-

che bien identifie qui a donne lieu a d'innombrables etudes

d'ordre theorique et analytique. Ce cours aura pour object'rf

de definir le champ de la Iitterature intime et ensuite d'etu-

dier les textes de certains ecrivains quebecois representa-

tifs de ce corpus: Brossard, Dessaulles, Groulx, Hebert et

Martin.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.261 to

20.268* or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.
J. LeBlanc
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French 20.381

Aspects de la I literature canadlenne-francate

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.261* to

20.268* or permission of the Department.

French 20.431

Traduction lltteralre

Traduction de I'anglais au francais etdu francais a I'anglais

de textes litteraires. Analyses de traductions deja parues.

Retraductlon.

Prerequisite: French 20.231 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division: Two hours a week.

J. Miquet, E. Voldeng

French 20.432*
Morphologle et syntaxe du francais

Grammaires modemes du francais. Le cours a pour objet

de familiariser les etudiants avec les grammaires modemes
du francais issues des demiers developpements de la

linguistiquG. On etudiera en particulier les systemes gram-

maticaux.

Prerequisite: French 20.312 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

French 20.433*
Semantique et toxicologic du francais

Les methodes modemes de la semantique appliquees a

I'analyse des textes litteraires. Semantique, lexicologie et

lexicographie franchises. Le cours portera en outre sur

revolution de la semantique, le concept de sens et de

signification, la determination des significations, revolution

des sens et ses lois et I'etablissement du lexique et sa

structuration.

French 20.434*
Stylistlque lltteralre

Le cours est destine a sensibiliser les etudiants aux
precedes de I'expression litteraire et a les preparer a la

critique stylistique. On etudiera en particulier les points

suivants: la theorie du style litteraire, la fonction de la

langue dans I'expression litteraire; la phonostylistique: util-

isation des accents, des rythmes, des sons; la stylistique

des mots: I' utilisation du vocabulaire, les effets affectifs, les

effets par evocation; les translations fkjuratives: metapho-

res, metonymies, etc.; la stylistique de la phrase, etc.

Prerequisites: French 20.232* and 20.233* or permission

of the Department.

French 20.435

Llngulstlque applique©: pedagogle de I'enselgnement
du francais

Revue des notions de linguistique, de phonetique et de

psycho linguistique se rapportant a I'apprentissage et a

i'enseignement du francais comme langue premiere et

langue seconde. Etude des processus d'acquisition de la

langue. Description de la langue pour la preparation a

I'enseignement. Critique scientifique des methodes et des
methodologies d'enseignement. Etude des relations entre

les recherches sur la communication et I'apprentissage du

francais.

Prerequisite: French 20.232* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Evening division: Two hours a week.

J.J. Van Vlasselaer

French 20.436*
Aspects de la linguistique du francais III

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: Sociolinguistiquedu franqais Ontario n. Etude .

descriptive et analyse des varietes du francais parle en

Ontario, tant au plan phonologique, morpho-syntaxique

que lexical. Application de notions sociolinguistiques

theoriques et methodologiques au francais parte en On-
tario. Phenomenes de covariation linguistique et sociale.

Norme et usages. This course may be counted as part of

Fourth-year linguistics or literature requirements.

Prerequisite: French 20.232* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Two hours a week,

ft Foumior

French 20.437*
Aspects de la linguistique du francais IV

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: sera annonce par le Departement.

Prerequisite: French 20.232* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Fall term: Two hours a week.

J. LoBlanc

French 20.461

Literature d'ldees (I)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

Day division: Two hours a week.

French 20.462

Lltterature d'ldees (II)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: Joan-Paul Sartre ot Simono do Beauvoir,

uno miso en question. Ce cours s'appuiera sur certaines

interpretations "revision nistes" recentes pour explorer a la

fois la "vie" (portee culturelle/mythique) et I'oeuvre de ce

couple litteraire a la fois cel^bre et controverse. Jean-Paul

Sartre et Simone de Beauvoir ayant tous deux pratique

plusieurs genres litteraires (roman, theatre, essai, littera-

ture confession nelle), nous offrent un eventail de textes qui

nous permettent egalement d'explorer certains problemes

de reception fort interessants.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

Day division: Two hours a week.

E. Zimmerman

French 20.463*
Aspects de la lltterature franca tee (I)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

French 20.464*
Aspects de la lltterature franca tee (II)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

French 20.466*
Lltterature et sciences humalnes (II)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

French 20.467*
Methodologie et lltterature (II)

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

French 20.468*
Aspects de la lltterature canadienne-francatee I

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: Jacques Godbout, romancior et cinSaste.

Etude de sept romansetde sept films de Jacques Godbout:
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signes, metaphores, themes et mythes. Comparaison en-

tre les representations symboliquesdans le roman et dans

le documentaire cinematographique. Portee ideologique

de I'oeuvre de God bout.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

Evening division, Fall term: Two hours a week.

D. W. Smith

French 20.469*
Aspects de la litterature canadlenne-francaise II

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: Le Conte populaire dans I'Ontario frangais.

Definition du folklore, du conte populaire. Examen des

problemes poses par la cueillette du conte et le passage

de Coral a I'ecrit. Presentation des approches theoriques

les plus recentes. Etude de plusieurs volumes de contes

de la serie Les vieux m'ont conte".

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Two hours a week.

E. VokJeng

French 20.484*
Tutorial

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Graduate Courses Open to Undergraduates

(With permission of the Department)

French

20.504* Linguistique du francais canadien

20.506* Linguistique du frangais langue second

e

20.507* Traduction: th6orie et pratique

20.520* Aspects linguistiques particuliers

20.543* Litterature et ideologic

20.544* Auteurs I

20.546* Genres I

20.547* Genres II

20.548* Litterature francaise I

20.551 * Litterature canadienne-francaise II

20.563* Litterature et les autres arts

French 20.470*
Litteratures et cultures de la francophonie I

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1 993-94: Espaces littdraires dans la francophonie des

Am6riques. Analyse des litteratures metissees et migran-

tes: Haiti -Quebec, Acadie-Louisiane, espace carribbeen et

espace continental. Les espaces imaginaires et reels des
litteratures francophones et le diabgisme. Ruptures, iden-

tifications et doubles appartenances, transformations, re-

tours au pays natal, Ties et continents. Processus
d'unification et de diversification dans la francophonie et la

creolophonie Irtteraires. Textes de Depestre, Dorsinville,

Bemabe, Cesaire, Gratiant, Etienne, Ollivier.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

Evening division, Fall term: Two hours a week.

P. Laurette

French 20.471*
Litteratures et cultures de la francophonie I

Le contenu precis de ce cours varie selon les annees. Sujet

pour 1993-94: La Po6sie dans la francophonie des Am6ri-

ques. Analyse de quelques aspects de la poetique de cette

poesie. L'ecriture poetique dans ses relations a I'oralite, au
rythme, au recit et a I'histoire. Une nouvelle poeticite, la

poesie comme incantation, rupture et recherche d'une

totalite. Textes de Damas, Glissant, Depestre, Arceneaux,
Miron.

Prerequisite: A course from the series French 20.361 to

20.381 or permission of the Department.

Evening division, Winter term: Two hours a week.
P. Laurette

French 20.482

Initiation a la recherche
Comment etoueffectuer des recherches pour I'etude d'une

oeuvre, d'un auteur ou d'un theme. Les sources bib-

loth6caires et autres. Travaux pratiques: etablissement de
bibliographies, de fiches, d'une edition critique, etc.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

French 20.483

Tutorial

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
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General Information

The Department of Geography has programs of study

leading to the following Degrees: B.A. (Pass), B.A. (Hon-

ours), B.Sc. (Honours), and M.A. A special concentration

in Geographic Information Processing (GIP) is available

under the B.A. (Honours) program. In addition, informal

concentrations can be developed (with particular reference

to Canada and parts of northern lands, and the Third World)

in: urban studies; regional development; economic geogra-

phy; resource and land-use planning; cultural, historical

and political geography; physical geography and environ-

mental management. Geographic skills are developed in

areas such as: air photo interpretation; remote sensing;

traditional and computer cartography and data processing.

A mixture of classroom, laboratory, seminar and field stud-

ies is used in the program.

It is also possible to complete joint B.A. Pass and Honours
programs between Geography and many Arts and Social

Science disciplines, including Law, Economics, History,

Anthropology, Psychology, Political Science, Canadian
Studies, Sociology, Journalism and Biology. There is also

a Combined Honours Geography and Biology program.

Even without the formality of a Combined program it is

possible for those pursuing a single Pass or Honours

program in Geography to develop a subsidiary thematic or

regional concentration by taking a variety of non-geography

electives. Please contact the Department of Geography for

information about these possibilities.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

B.A. Pass Programs

Pass Program In Geography

This program is offered for students who wish a liberal arts

education with emphasis in geography. Guidance on pat-

terns of courses for particular interests is available from the

Department.

Students admitted to the Pass Program in Geography are

required to complete the equivalent of at least seven credits

and normally not more than nine credits in Geography,

which must include:

1. A full credit in Geography at the 100-level. Geography

45.101 is recommended;

2. Geography 45.204, 45.210* (or 45.211*), 45.220*,

45.230*;

3. At least three and a half additional Geography credits

above the 100-level, of which at least two and a half must

be at the 300- or 400-level.
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Combined Pass Programs

Students admitted to a Combined Pass Program in Geogra-

phy and another department are required to complete the

equivalent of at least five credits and normally not more than

seven credits in Geography, which must include:

1. A full credit in Geography at the 100-level. Geography

45.101 is recommended;

2. Two of Geography 45.210* (or 45.21 1*), 45.220*.

45230*;

3. At least three additional Geography credits above the

100-level; of which at least one and a half must be at the

300-or400-level.

B.A. Honours Programs

The Honours program in Geography is offered for students

who wish to prepare for graduate study, a career in planning,

government, business, or other specialization in which the

field of geography offers the appropriate training. Information

on recommended patterns of courses related to various

interests is available from the department. There is substan-

tial freedom in the program for students to take courses of

special interest in the University, as well as courses in geog-

raphy and related disciplines.

A formal concentration is offered in Geographic Information

Processing for students who wish to focus on the acquisition,

management, display and use of geographic information.

Students will be involved with microcomputer-based tech-

niques of data management and display and with various

applications in planning, environmental and resources man-
agement, and demographics.

Students reading for an Honours degree must satisfy the

general Faculty regulations for Honours (pp. 64-65). Fourth-

year Honours students may take one half credit listed in the

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar only if they have
a B+ grade-point average in Geography and permission of

the Department.

Honours In Geography

Students admitted to the Honours Geography program are

required to complete the equivalent of 20 credits beyond
Senior Matriculation or Qualifying-University year in Arts or

Social Sciences. The equivalent of at least 11 credits and
normally not more than 1 3 credits must be in Geography and
must include:

1. A full credit in Geography at the 100-level. Geography
45.101 is recommended;

2. Geography 45 .204 ,45.21 0* (or 45 .2 1 1 ), 45 .220*. and
45230*;

3. Either (I) Geography 45.491 * and 45.492*or
(11)45.499;

4. at least six and a half additional Geography credits above
the 100-level, of which at least three must be at the 3 00-level

and at least two must be at the 400-level. A Geography field

course above the 200-level (normally Geography 45.300*)
must be included.

Combined Honours

Students taking Combined Honours in Geography and an-
other subject are required to complete the equivalent of at

least seven credits and normally not more than nine credits

in Geography which must include:

1. A full credit in Geography at the 100-level. Geography
45.101 is recommended;

2. two of Geography 45.210* (or 45.211*), 45.220*.

45.230*;

3. Geography 45.204;

4. at least three additional Geography credits above the

100-level, two at the 300-level and one at the 400-level.

5. either (I) Geography 45.491 * and 45.492*, or Geog-
raphy 45.499 or (II) an Honours research essay or equiva-

lent in the other Honours department and an additional

Geography credit at the 400-level.

B.A. Combined Honours in Biology and Geography
For Geography requirements see above; for Biology re-

quirements see pp. 84-85. Students must contact both

departments for advice.

Honours In Geography with a Concentration in Geo-
graphic Information Processing (GIP)

This is a limited enrolment concentration. Admission to the

concentration is by application through the Department of

Geography. The deadline for application is June 1 for early

September. Students from other institutions should consult

the admissions section of this Calendar for deadlines and

procedures. (See p. 25).

To be considered for admission to the concentration, stu-

dents must:

1. satisfy the requirements for admission to, or continu-

ation in, the Honours program in Geography, and all Faculty

regulations pertaining to Honours programs (see p. 65);

2. have completed at least three credits in Geography,
including at least one credit from the GIP core courses listed

below. A minimum grade-point average of 6.5 must be

attained in the GIP course(s).

Admissibility to the concentration is determined by calcu-

lating the simple average of the grade-point average

achieved in the GIP core course(s) completed at the time

of application and the grade-point average achieved on all

completed Geography courses.

Admission will be determined according to descending
order of simple average attained, until the full complement
of places available, on an annual basis, has been filled. Up
to twelve candidates who satisfy the admission require-

ments stated above may be admitted.

To graduate in the concentration, candidates must achieve

a grade-point average of at least 6.5 in the GIP core

courses, in addition to both the grade-point average in

Geography courses overall and the Continuation Index

required for graduation with Honours.

Students taking this concentration are required to complete

successfully the following courses:

1. A full credit in Geography at the 1 00-level;

2. Geography 45.210* (or 45.211*); 45.220* and
45.230*;

3. 5.5 credits in Geographic Information Processing as

follows: 45.204
, 45.302*. 45.303*. 45.304

,
45.307*,

45.403*. 45.406*. 45.408*,45.446* (with placement in

a GIP-related setting);

4. 1 .5 additional credits in Geography at the 200-level or

higher;

5. An additional half credit in Geography at the 300-level

or higher;
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6. Geography 45.491 */492* or 45.499, with an emphasis

on the nature and/or use of Geographic Information Process-

ing.

B.Sc. Honours Programs

45.413* Hydrology

45.414* Microclimatology

45.415* Earth Surface Materials

45.417* Introductory Soil Mechanics and Engineering

Geology

45.418* Geocryology

Honours B.Sc. In Geography

The Bachelor of Science Honours program in Physical Ge-
ography is designed to give the student an understanding of

the earth's surface as humanity's physical environment. The
student will specialize in the study of properties and proc-

esses of the earth's surface materials and atmosphere.

The program consists of 20 credits beyond Senior Matricula-

tion or Qualifying-University year Science, selected in a pat-

tern approved by the Supervisor of Honours Studies in the

Department of Geography, and consistent with the following

requirements:

1. The First year of the program will be consistent with

Faculty of Science requirements for First-year Science. (Note

that Physics 75.101* and 75.102*, or 75.1 05 is required in

Second year if not taken in First year.)

2. The program will contain eight credits in Geography at or

beyond the 200-level, including the Honours Research Pro-

ject, Geography 45.496, which should be taken in the final

year; and seven credits selected from the list below, of which

at least two must be at the 300-level and at least two at the

400-level. These should include Geography 45.210*.
45.21 1 , 45.31 1 *, 45.31 2*. 45.31 5* and 45.31 8*. In spe-

cial cases students may take an appropriate graduate course

in their final year, with permission of the Supervisor of Gradu-
ate Studies.

3. The remaining seven credits must include:

(a) two approved credits in Science, not in Geography, be-

yond the 100-level (Geology 67.233* and 67.281* are

recommended);
(b) two approved credits in Science, Computer Science or

Engineering;

(c) two Arts or Social Science electives, one of which must
be an approved credit not in Geography;
(d) one free elective.

Physical Geography Courses
45.1 05 Introduction to Geoscience
45.204 Geographic Information and Analysis

45210* The Physical Environment
45211 * Physical Basis of Environmental Management
45.300* Honours Field Course
45.302* Air Photo Interpretation and Remote Sensing
45203* Quantitative Geography
45204 Geographic Information Processing

45.307* Cartographic Theory and Design
45209* Cartographic Production

45.311* Biophysical Resource Assessment
45.312* Geomorphology
45315* Climatology and Climatic Change
45218* Soil Properties

45.319* Soils and Environment
45.400* Field Studies

45.402* Problems in Physical Geography
45.403* Remote Sensing of the Environment
45.404* Environmental Impact Assessment
45.405* Field Studies in Environmental Assessment
45.406* Computer-Assisted Cartography
45.408* Geographic Information Systems
45.411* Quaternary Geography
45.412* Terrain Analysis

Note:

A Human Geography course is recommended as one of the

Arts or Social Science electives.

Combined Honours B.Sc. In Biology and Physical Ge-
ography

Program advisers are H.G. Merriam and P.J. Williams.

Students desiring a comprehensive basic education in both

Biology and Physical Geography may apply to a Combined
Honours B.Sc. program. Applicants must satisfy entry re-

quirements of the Honours B.Sc. program. Course require-

ments of the Combined Honours B.Sc. program are as

follows:

1. Biology 61.100, Geography 45.105, Mathematics
69.107* and 69.1 17* or 69.257*. Chemistry 65.100.

2. Two optional credits that are acceptable courses offered

by the Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences. A credit in

Geography, other than the Physical Geography courses on

p. 421 , is recommended.

3. One additional Science credit from the list on pp. 373-

374 (Physics 75.1 01* and 75.1 02*. or 75.1 05 is required

unless OAC Physics is presented as an entrance credit).

4. One free option credit (unless Biology 61 .102 (no longer

offered) is taken in lieu of the Ontario Academic Credit in

Biology. See Biology program for entry with and without

Ontario Academic Credit in Biology).

5. Ten credits in Biology (or Biochemistry) and Physical

Geography (see preceding list of courses) beyond First-

year level, including at least one half credit involving a field

course. Not more than six credits in this group should be
taken in one department and not more than six may be at

the 200-level.

6. One additional credit in Science or Computer Science
above the 100-level, not in Biology or Geography and
chosen in consultation with the student's program adviser.

7. Biology 61.498 or Geography 45.496.

Combined Honours B.Sc. In Geology and Physical Ge-
ography

Program advisers are F. Michel and P.J. Williams.

A grade of C+ or better in Geography 45.105/Geology
67.1 05 and overall Honours standing are required for ad-

mittance to the program. Program requirements are as
follows:

1. Geography 45.105 or Geology 67.105f, Chemistry
65.100, Mathematics 69.107* and 69.117* and Physics

75.1 01 * and 75.1 02*. or 75.1 05;

2. Five credits in Geology beyond First-year level, includ-

ing 67.221*. 67.223*. 67.228*. 67.232*. 67.281 *tt.
one and a half credits in Geology at the 300-level or above,

and one credit in Geology at the 400-level;

3. Five credits in Physical Geography beyond First-year

level from list on p. 421 , to include: Geography 45.2 10*.
one credit in Physical Geography at the 200-level or above,
Geography 45.302*. 45.312*. 45.315*. 45.318* and
one credit in Physical Geography at the 400-level;
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4. Geography 45.496 or Geology 67.498;

5. One credit in Mathematics beyond First-year level and/or

Computer Science. (Mathematics 69.257* and Computer
Science 95.104* are recommended.)

6. Two Arts or Social Science elective creditsftt;

7. Two credits chosen from Arts, Social Science, Science or

Engineering.

t Students who have taken Geology 67.100 may substitute,

with permission of the program advisers, Geology 67.100 for

67.105/45.105.

ft Geology 67.281* precludes additional credit for Geogra-

phy 45.299*. (no longer offered).

ftt A Human Geography course is recommended in the

program.

Graduate Programs

The Department of Geography offers graduate programs in

human geography, physical geography and geotechnical

science. For further details consult the Graduate Studies and
Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings for

1993-94 , please consult the Registration Instructionsand
Class Schedule booklet published in the summer.

Geography 45.101

The Geographic Web
Introduces the major themes of geographic analysis, focusing

(1) on the interdependencies between societies and their

natural environments, and (2) on the social, economic, cul-

tural and political forces that are reflected in the spatial

distributions of human activity at scales ranging from the

international to the local. Methods of acquiring and interpret-

ing geographical information are reviewed.

Section A: Lectures and practical work/discussion three hours

a week; Section B: Tutored modules, self-paced, three hours

a week.

Geography 45.102*
Contemporary Issues: Environment, Resources and So-

ciety

Examination of the variety of geographic factors operating in

the contemporary world, emphasizing global and regional

issues in which environmental, economic geography and

resource problems are crucial; organized around a series of

themes which include global climatic change, desertification,

global food problems, the geographic impact of declining oil

supply, and the world oceans — changing conditions and

role.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.103*
Contemporary Issues: Territory, Culture and Political

Space
Examination of the variety of geographic factors operating in

the contemporary world, emphasizing global and regional

issues in which political and cultural geography is central;

organized around a series of themes including colonial link-

ages to Third World development, metropolitan dominance
and "micro-states," diffusion of technology and values, terri-

torial integration and fragmentation.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.105

Introduction to Geoscience
A survey of processes operating within the Earth and at its

surface: the hydrologic cycle, oceans, earth structure, tec-

tonics, rocks, minerals, history of life on the earth, climatic

change, soils, landforms and resources. This course is

designed for students who wish to understand the physical

environment of the planet they inhabit. (Also listed as
Geology 67.105.)

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.1 00.

Day division: Lecture three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week, a field excursion.

Geography 45.204

Geographic Information and Analysis

Examines the characteristics, utility, analysis, presentation,

and geographic application of information derived from

field-work, maps, statistical and literary sources, remotely

sensed imagery, and geographic information systems. An
integrated micro-computer orientated approach is empha-
sized, paying particular attention to graphic and carto-

graphic design, and exploratory and inferential statistical

procedures. Field work forms an integral part of the course.

Prerequisites: A full credit in Geography at the 100-level

and Second-year standing.

Note: Restricted to students in Geography Honours, Com-
bined Honours or Pass programs: not available to students

in Geography Combined Pass programs.

Lectures two hours a week, laboratory two hours a week.

Geography 45.210*
The Physical Environment
The physical geography of natural environments, empha-
sizing the kinds of earth materials, their properties, and the

processes that act upon them.

Prerequisite: A full credit in Geography at the 100-level, or

a First-year science course.

Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.21 1*
Physical Basis of Environmental Management
The use and management of the physical environment, with

an emphasis on the climate, water, land and soils of the

local region. Regional environmental concerns are exam-

ined with reference to public hearings and municipal meet-

ings.

Prerequisite: A full credit in Geography at the 100-level or

Second-year standing.

Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.220*
Geography of the Global Economy
An overview of the global economy, focusing on the geo-

graphical pattern of its evolution and its resource base.

Theories of spatial relationships at various scales, including

the development of core-periphery contrasts, national ur-

ban systems and regional specializations in agriculture and

industry.

Prerequisite: A full credit in Geography at the 100-level,

(Geography 45.101 is recommended) or Second-year

standing.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Geography 45.221*
Geographical Challenges of Contemporary Economies
Geographical analysis of problems facing modem econo-

mies, within different political frameworks and at varying

levels of technological development. Includes provision of
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food and energy supplies, the activity of multinational corpo-

rations, policies to combat regional economic disparities and
problems of growth and change in urban areas.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.220* is recommended.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Geography 45.230*
The Cultural Landscape
Examination of ways people varyingly create, modify and
interact with the physical environment. Emphasis is placed

on the roles of attitudes, ideas, behaviour and organizational

structu res, as we II as co ntrasting perceptio ns of e nvironment.

Prerequisite: A full credit in Geography at the 100-level,

(Geography 45.1 01 is recommended) or Second-year stand-

ing.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Geography 45231*
Conflict and Accord In the Modern World
The role of boundaries, especially cultural and political; the

meanings given to space, with emphasis on their impact on
development processes and on ethnic and international con-

flict; culture area, cultural ecology and plural societies.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.230* is recommended.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Geography 45.300*
Honours Field Course
Geographical techniques of field observation, measurement,
recording and analysis are examined in group and/or individ-

ual field projects. This course may only be taken once for

credit. There is no supplemental examination.

Prerequisite: Third-year Honours standing in Geography.
A residential field camp and group meetings three hours a
week through the term.

Geography 45.302*
Air Photo Interpretation and Remote Sensing
Introduction to the techniques of air photo interpretation,

remote sensing of the environment and elements of photo-

gram metry.
Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.202* (no
longer offered).

Prerequisite: Geography 45.204 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures two hours a week, laboratory two hours a week.

Geography 45.303*
Quantitative Geography
Multiple-regression and factor analytic techniques as applied

to problems of classification, regionalization, explanation and
hypothesis testing in geographical research. Various taxo-

nomic algorithms are examined and an introduction to geo-
graphical models is provided.

Prerequisites: Geography 45.204 and enrolment in a Geog-
raphy degree program or permission of the Department.
Lectures and laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.304
Geographic Information Processing
The acquisition, manpulation, and display of spatially refer-

enced information by means of micro-computers. The princi-

ples, design and application of spatial information systems
for environmental and socio-economic data bases; concepts
of computer-assisted cartography; and the use of micro-com-
puter-based mapping systems.

Prerequisites: Geography 45.204 and Honours standing in

Geography. (Concurrent registration in Geography 45.307*
is recommended).
Lecture one hour a week, practical two hours a week.

Geography 45.307*
Cartographic Theory and Design
Principles of cartography, cartographic communication and
map design. The course includes practical work designed
to provide experience in solving problems of cartographic

representation.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.324* and
45.325 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Geography 45.204 and Third-year standing,

or permission of the Department.

Lectures and practical three hours a week.

Geography 45.309*
Cartographic Production
Principles of design and production used by professional

cartographers. Each student produces a multi-colour the-

matic map using state-of-the-art map-making operations.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.325* and
45.325 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Geography 45.204, 45.307* (or concurrent

enrolment) and Third-year standing or permission of the

Department.

Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.31 1*
Biophysical Resource Assessment
The acquisition and interpretation of biophysical informa-

tion, with regard to defining limitations on the use of the

environment. The course includes instruction in field tech-

niques and the use of microcomputer-based systems for

compiling databases and maps for examining land capabil-

ity and environmental constraints.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.2 10* or 45 .211 *. Geography
45.204 is recommended.
Lectures/laboratory/fieldwork five hours a week.

Geography 45.312*
Geomorpholog y
Geomorphological agents of landscape change at the

Earth's surface, emphasizing the role of water, ice and wind
in erosion and deposition; use of geomorphic indicators in

studies of environmental change.

Prerequisites: ForB.Sc. students: Geography 45.210*; for

B.A. students: Geography 45.210* and Third-year stand-

ing or permission of the Department.

Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.315*
Climatology and Climatic Change
An understanding of global climatic patterns in terms of

radiation and energy exchange, the hydrologic cycle and
atmospheric circulation; mechanisms of climatic change;
recent climatic history and contemporary issues of climatic

change; climate impact assessment.
Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.345* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Geography 45.210* or permission of the

Department. Students should also have taken Geography
45.204, or have equivalent knowledge of microcomputers.

Lecture/laboratory five hours a week.

Geography 45.318*
Soil Properties

the physical and chemical properties of soils; soil-water

relationships, weathering processes, soil mineralogy, cat-

ion exchange, soil pH. A plant-oriented perspective pre-

dominates.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45:308 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Geography 45.105, or 45.210*, or permis-
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sion of the Department.

Lectures/laboratory five hours a week.

Geography 45.31 9*
Soils and Environment
The formation and development of soils, soil classification,

soil fertility, soils and environmental concerns, land degrada-

tion.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.308 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Geography 45.318* or permission of the De-

partment.

Geography 45.320*
The Canadian City: Environment, Structure and Contem-
porary Problems
The internal structure of the Western city with explicit appli-

cation to Canadian cities; current urban problems and their

attempted resolutions, with particular focus on: inner city

revitalization and peripheral expansion, movement toward

metropolitan organization of the city; evolving transportation

systems and their interaction with land use.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.220* or permission of the De-

partment.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.327*
Measuring the Quality of Life

Examines the philosophies, methodologies and techniques

that define and describe the place-to-place variations in

socio-economic environments.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.425* (taken

before 1990-91).

Prerequisite: Geography 45.303*. Concurrent registration in

Geography 45.304 is recommended.
Lecture two hours a week, laboratory/workshop two hours a

week.

Geography 45.329*
Sustainable Development and Third World Environments
In light of theories of development and underdevelopment,

and in the context of environmentally sustainable develop-

ment, issues such as land degradation, deforestation, agri-

cultural productivity, climatic change, energy supplies and
urban growth are examined at scales ranging from the intra-

household and local to the international.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.220* or 45.230* or 45.231 * or

permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.330*
Sustainable Development In Sub-Saharan Africa

A historical analysis of contemporary problems faced by

selected states in sub-Saharan Africa, focusing on the ques-

tion of environmental susta inability in the context of political,

social and economic change. Issues are discussed at scales

ranging from the intra-household and local to national.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.333*
Municipal Land-Use Planning In Canada
The rationale for, evolution of, and cultural influences on land

use and land-use planning; the powers and roles of govern-

ments and other factors, including the public, in the municipal

planning process, with the chief emphasis on Ontario. Se-

lected land-use planning issues from various provinces re-

lated to environmental, watershed, agricultural,

redevelopment and heritage concerns.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures two hours a week, one hour discussion group.

Geography 45.334*
Renewable Resource Planning in a Local Area
A planning-oriented examination of a local river basin,

aimed at developing a co-ordinated plan for renewable

resource management, utilizing existing local, regional and
watershed legislation in Ontario. Students work in project

teams, under supervision, to develop a practical plan for

land use, water resource management, urban develop-

ment, recreational space and environmental preservation.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the De-

partment. Geography 45.333* is recommended.
Lectures, discussion and project work three hours a week.

Geography 45.335

The Development of Canada: The Historical Geographi-

cal Perspective

Canada from pre-history to the present. The course ad-

dresses issues of culture and economy in a geographical

context. Methodology in historical geography is examined.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.230* or History 24.230 or

24.231 or permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.337*
Systematic Political Geography
A systematic analysis of political structures, processes and
behaviour from a geographic perspective through exami-

nation of the "classical" works in political geography and
current literature.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.103* or 45.231* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.340*
The Location of Industry and Public Services

Theories of industrial location and of the geographical

behaviour of business corporations. Geographical decision

making in the public sector, especially in urban areas.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.220* or permission of the

Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.341*
Geographical Analysis of Regional Economies
Examination of the various bases for regional economic
development, including resource endowment, relative loca-

tion and the significance of external influences. Relation-

ships between economic structure and spatial structure at

various scales. Issues of theory and policy are both ad-

dressed.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.220* or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Geography 45.351*
Northern Lands
An analysis of the physical characteristics, historical geog-

raphy, economic resources, settlement patterns and prob-

lems and the future development of Arctic and Subarctic

lands, focusing primarily on Canada.
Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the De-

partment.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.355*
Canada: Contemporary Geographic Issues

Analysis and interpretation of Canada, its regions and

localities, using a range of geographical concepts. The
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focus Is on the interactions among society, the economy and

the environment, and related policy issues.

Precludes additional credit for 45.305* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the Depart-

i ment.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.360*
The Soviet Union and Successor States: A Geographic
Survey
A general review of the physical, social and economic geog-

i raphy of the Soviet Union and successor states, with detailed

analyses of selected topics related to social and population

, conditions, resources development and environmental prob-

lems, including comparisons with North America.

|

Prerequisite: Third-year standing.

• Offered in alternate years to Geography 45.361 *.

j
Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.361*
Eastern Europe: A Geographic Survey

i
A general review of the physical, social and economic geog-

i raphy of Eastern Europe, with detailed analyses of selected

j

topics related to social and population conditions, resources

development and environmental problems, including com-
parisons with North America.

' Prerequisite: Third-year standing.

! Offered in alternate years to Geography 45.360*.

I
Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.370*
Population Geography
Studies of the distributional aspects of population attributes.

The area! patterns of population characteristics and their

spatial variations associated with differences in the nature of

places are examined. Migratory movements are considered

within the framework of spatial models of interactions be-

tween locations.

Prerequisite: Either Geography 45.230* or 45.220* or per-

;
mission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.374*
Local Government Law
Offered in the Department of Law as Law 51 .374*.

Geography 45.395*
Selected World Regional Problems
Geographical analysis of topical problem areas in the world

community.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures three hours a week.

400-level courses are normally restricted to Fourth-year Hon-
ours students. However, a Third-year student may take one
course provided the student has the necessary prerequisites,

a Geography grade-point average high enough for entry into

Honours and permission of the Department.

Geography 45.400*
Field Studies
Field observation and methodology in a selected region;

individual or group basis.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
Day or Evening division, Fall or Winter terms: Hours to be
arranged.

Geography 45.401*
Problems In Human Geography
A course designed to permit a student to pursue his or her
interests in a selected field of human geography. The student

prepares papers for discussion with the tutor.

Normally only one half credit in Geography 45.401 * may
be presented for the degree and additional credit for Geog-
raphy 45.402* is precluded.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing and permission

of the Department (by special arrangement only).

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Hours to be arranged.

Geography 45.402*
Problems In Physical Geography
A course designed to permit a student to pursue his or her

interests in a selected field of physical geography. The
student prepares papers as the basis for discussion with

the tutor.

Normally only one half credit in Geography 45.402* may
be presented for the degree and additional credit for Geog-
raphy 45.401* is precluded.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing and permission

of the Department (by special arrangement only).

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Hours to be arranged.

Geography 45.403*
Remote Sensing of the Environment
The recording of earth features from suborbital and orbital

altitudes and applications to the study of natural and human
environments. Interpretation and geometry of the airphoto;

technical aspects include the electro-magnetic spectrum,

active and passive sensors, sensor platforms, and visual

and digital image analysis; practical applications are ex-

plored in such areas as agriculture, forestry, corridor map-
ping, hydrology, urban analysis and regional planning, and
northern environments.

Prerequisites: Geography 45.302* and Honours standing

or permission of the Department.

Lectures two hours a week, laboratory two hours a week.

Geography 45.404*
Environmental Impact Assessment
An examination of the principles, scope and purpose of

environmental impact assessment, from conceptual and
methodological points of view. A range of environmental

issues is examined through class seminars, field trips and
a field-based student project.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Geography Honours standing or,

for non-Geography students, permission of the Depart-

ment. 45.31 1* is recommended.
Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Geography 45.405*
Field Studies In Environmental Assessment
A project-oriented course in which students apply the prin-

ciples and methods of environmental assessment to a

selected development proposal.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.404* or permission of the

Department.

Four hours a week.

Geography 45.406*
Computer-assisted Cartography
A theoretical and practical introduction to computer-as-

sisted cartography, with an emphasis on digital mapping
algorithms. The laboratory work provides experience with

digital cartographic techniques using microcomputers.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.326* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisites: Geography 45.307* (or equivalent), and
Fourth-year Honours standing, or permission of the Depart-

ment. Students should have at least one Computer Science
course (e.g. Computer Science 95.101 * or equivalent) or

knowledge of data processing. Basic mathematical skiils
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(linear algebra, geometry, and trigonometry) are assumed.
Lectures and laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.408*
Geographic Information Systems
The input, storage, retrieval and use of spatially referenced

information applied to selected case studies and problems.

The course is intended to give students a working knowledge
of a micro-computer-based geographic information system.

Prerequisites: Geography 45.304 and Honours standing in

Geography.

Lectures two hours a week, practical two hours a week.

Geography 45.41 1*
Quaternary Geography
Changes in the physical environment of the earth during and
subsequent to the last ice age. (Also listed as Geology

67.415*.)

Prerequisites: Geography 45.315* and 45.318* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.41 2*
Terrain Analysis

Statistical techniques of morphometric and spatial analysis;

applications in geomorphology and geography.

Prerequisites: Geography 45.204 or equivalent, and Honours
standing or permission of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.41 3*
Hydrology
Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

ing 82.441*. (Also listed as Geology 67.419*.)

Geography 45.41 4*
Microclimatology

The formation of microclimates near the Earth's surface;

energy and water flows; the interaction of atmospheric proc-

esses with the physical properties of surfaces.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.315* or permission of the De-

partment.

Lectures and laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.41 5*
Earth Surface Materials

The properties and behaviour of soils and rocks that influence

the development and stability of the Earth's surface. Thermal

and hydrologic conditions are considered with regard to

energy flows, climatic change, soil erosion, landslides and
other concerns. Emphasis is placed on the variety of natural

processes, materials and landforms, and how these are

important.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.318* or permission of the De-

partment
Lectures, laboratories and field studies three hours a week.

Geography 45.41 7*
Introductory Soil Mechanics and Engineering Geology
Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

ing 82.328*. (Also listed as Geology 67.41 7*.)

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.424* (no

longer offered).

Geography 45.418*
Geocryology
The effects of freezing and thawing on soils from thermody-

namic and mechanical points of view; the distribution of

seasonal ground freezing and permafrost; the ground thermal

regime and its relationship to climate and earth materials;

terrain features due to frost action; current geotechnical

concerns relating to northern development.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.318* or permission of the

Department.

Lectures/laboratory three hours a week.

Geography 45.423*
Urban Revitalization

A seminar/field-work-based course that examines the re-

cent revitalization of inner cities from an internationally

comparative perspective. Topics of study include residen-

tial, commercial and institutional dimensions of revitaliza-

tion, with particular reference to waterfronts and to heritage

conservation issues.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.421* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisites: Geography 45.320* and Fourth-year Hon-

ours Geography standing, or permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week; optional residential field week.

Geography 45.425*
Space, Place and Well-being

An examination of spatial variation in life-chances. Geo-

graphically varying access to goods such as health care,

shelter, work, and security is considered in light of diverse

ideas of equality.

Prerequisites: Geography 45.370* and Fourth-year Hon-

ours standing or permission of the Department. Geography
45.370* is also recommended.
Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Geography 45.426*
Health, Environment and Society

The social and environmental contexts of human disease

are examined through the methods and concepts of spatial

epidemiology. The ecology of communicable and degen-

erative diseases is examined in First- and Third-World

situations.

Prerequisites: Geography 45.370* and Fourth-year Hon-

ours standing or permission of the Department.

Lecture two hours a week, laboratory/workshop two hours

a week.

Geography 45.427*
Urban Development and Analysis

Examines Ihe relationship between changes in urban de-

velopment and geographic theory, emphasizing contempo-

rary critical perspectives on selected urban issues.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours Geography standing or

permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week.

Geography 45.430*
Comparative Environmental Movements
This course will examine the emergence of contemporary,

locally-based, environmental movements in Canada, Af-

rica, Asia, and Latin America. Drawing on case studies, the

objective is to analyze local environmental action in relation

to the broader political economy and to assess such action

in terms of long term sustainability of land use.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and 45.329*

or 45.330* or permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week.

Geography 45.431*
Advanced Cultural Geography
Cross-cultural thematic examination of territorial organiza-

tion, territoriality, mental maps, geographies of the mind,

and landscape impact of authority and ideology. Regional

foci are principally Canada and Africa.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.230* or permission of the
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Department. Geography 45.231 * recommended.

J Seminar three hours a week.

n Geography 45.433*
I Urban Planning

! Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

|

ing 82.433* (82.333*).

I Geography 45.434*
I Transportation Engineering and Planning

Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

|

ing 82.334* (82.434*).

rl Geography 45.435*

|
Historical Geography

i The relation of geography and history, the use of field tech-

niques, primary documents, model building and statistical

I

methods in historical geography. Emphasis is given to local

studies.

il Prerequisite: Geography 45.335 or permission of the Depart-

|
ment.

j
Geography 45.440*
Advanced Political Geography
Systematic concepts in political geography are applied to the

analysis of specific contemporary regional problems, territo-

I rial conflicts and case studies such as European integration,

| the Middle East and Southern African conflicts, and the

management of the world's oceans.

j
Prerequisite: Geography 45.337* or permission of the De-

> partment.

j
Lectures three hours a week.

i Geography 45.442*
Transportation Geography

i Geographical appraisal of transportation systems in relation

to their physical, social, and economic milieu. The role of
: transport in industrial location, regional development and
; trade patterns; problems of urban transport and Canadian
transportation policy issues. (Also listed as Engineering

82.435*.)

Prerequisite: Geography 45.220* or permission of the De-

i partment.

Geography 45.443*
Issues In Applied Economic Geography
A problem-oriented course in the field of economic geogra-

phy. Topics are drawn from a variety of areas of concern,

< such as agriculture, resource development, manufacturing

and trade

i Prerequisites: Geography 45.340* and 45.341 * or permis-

sion of the Department.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Geography 45.444*
Outdoor Recreational Land Use
Examination of recreational land use in Canada, including:

the evolution of leisure and outdoor recreation, users' prefer-

ences, demand and supply, impacts, the role of govemments,
. planning and management of parks, contrasts of urban and
wilderness recreation, and current trends and conflicts.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours Geography standing or

permission of the Department.
Seminar three hours a week.

Geography 45.445*
Land Resource Use
This course examines, from both theoretical and empirical

approaches, the nature and problems of humanity's use of

land resources. The emphasis is on the processes, the

impacts of urbanization on rural land patterns and on contem-

porary methods of land evaluation and classification.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.333* or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Geography 45.446*
Practkum in Geography
Experience is gained in an employment environment

through field placements of seven hours a week, providing

the opportunity to observe and become involved in issues

and research methods used by geographers. Academic
requirements are satisfied through a term paper, which

integrates the understanding gained from the placement

with theoretical and empirical knowledge gained from a

literature review, and participation in a class-forum.

Precludes additional credit for Geography 45.443* (taken

before 1988-89), and for any other Social Science prac-

ticum.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and permis-

sion of the Department.

Geography 45.460*
The Changing Geography of Post-Communist Socie-

ties

This course will focus on analysis and interpretation of the

geographical dimensions of political and economic transi-

tion in the post-communist societies of Eastern Europe and
the former USSR. Topics are drawn from a variety of areas

of geographical inquiry such as environmental degradation,

resource management, population, spatial variation and
inequality in the material and less tangble circumstances

of life, industrial restructuring and regional development,

urban and rural changes, energy, transportation, and for-

eign trade.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing, Geography
45.360* or 45.361 * or permission of the Department.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Geography 45.490*
Development of Geographic Thought and Methodology
The development of ideas and methods in geography. An
examination and discussion of original works. Recom-
mended for Honours students.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours standing or permission

of the Department.

Lectures three hours a week.

Geography 45.491*
Honours Research Project Design
Design and implementation of a geographical research

project, based on primary and secondary sources of infor-

mation. The student will select a research topic, place it in

its intellectual and methodological context and develop an
appropriate research plan. The project may take the form

of an experiment, a case study, a survey, archival research,

or such other work as meets with the Department's ap-

proval.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours standing in Geography.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Geography 45.492*
Honours Research Project Report
Under the supervision of a faculty member, the student will

complete the research project initiated in Geography
45.491 and submit a project report.

Prerequisite: Geography 45.491 *
Hours to be arranged with faculty adviser.

Geography 45.496

Honours Research Project

Candidates for B.Sc. with Honours in Geography undertake
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a research project based on a laboratory or field problem. The
project Is supervised by a member of the department and a
written report must be submitted. The candidate may be
examined orally on the report.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in the Geography B.Sc.

Honours program.

Day division: Hours to be arranged.

Geography 45.499
Honours Research Essay
A student in the final year of B.A. Honours or Combined
Honours in Geography may write an Honours essay or

equivalent. The essay counts as the equivalent of one credit.

Students work under an individual faculty adviser. The subject

for research is decided upon in consultation with the supervi-

sor.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing in Geography
and permission of the B.A. Honours Supervisor.

Day division: Hours to be arranged with faculty adviser.
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General Information

German language and literature can be seen in various

ways: in their historical dimension, with all the wealth of

cultural context that implies; as the subject matter of more
theoretical frames of reference such as linguistics or aes-

thetics; and as contemporary means of communication.
These three approaches all play a part in German studies

at Carleton.

The Department's offerings range from German for begin-

ners (one credit or two credits) up to the M.A. program. One
can take a single German course, or a sequence, or a whole

program (Pass or Honours). In the latter case, students

often find that to have a twofold specialization (i.e. to take

a Combined Pass or Combined Honours) suits them. It is

also possible, while to some extent specializing in German,
to take a sequence of two or three courses in another field,

such as economics, or computer science, or another lan-

guage.

The combinations are many and various, and the Depart-
ment accommodates both those whose prime objective is

practical command of the language (as taught in a univer-

sity context) and those who wish to study an unusually rich

literature.

In addition to the foregoing, the German Department, in

collaboration with other departments in the University, of-

fers an Honours Program in German Studies. This program
Is distinctively structured to enable students to obtain a
greater understanding of Important aspects of the German-
speaking area of Europe and its relationships with its

neighbours.

Unless otherwise noted, the Department's courses are

taught wholly or partly in German. Students have access to

the language laboratory, including computer-assisted
learning. Language courses are not available to auditors.

Uterature courses may be audited with permission of the

Department.

Lists of required readings are available from the Secretary
of the Department.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Intensive Introductory German

Students considering beginning the study of German at

Carleton should take particular note of German 22.120,

Intensive Introductory German (two credits). This course is

designed to enable students to reach in one year the level

of proficiency normally attained over two years in German
22.1 15 and 22.205.

Undergraduate Programs

Core Programs

There are five alternative undergraduate programs, ail of

which normally include the following core in German:

1. 22.120 Intensive Introductory German;
or 22.205 Intermediate German A;

or 22206 Intermediate German B;

2. 22.209* Spoken German and
22.211* Descriptive Analysis of Contemporary German
Vocabulary and
22.213 Written German: Analysis and Practice;

3. 22.240 Introduction to Literary Reading.

To that core, students during their program, and in consult-

ation with the Department, add a number of options. The
number of these options to be added to the core varies

according to the program.

Students should note that before 1992-93, German 22.213
was two separate half-courses, German 22.210* and
22.212*.

Students who completed German 22.250 prior to 1988-89

may substitute German 22.250 for 22.240.

Students whose backgrounds preclude their taking any of

the core language courses must still complete the total of

credits required for their program.

Single Pass

Core plus two credits in German , at least one of them at the

300-level; i.e. six in all.

Combined Pass

Core plus one credit in German, at least one of them at the

300-level; i.e. five in all.

Single Honours

Core plus five credits in German, one of which must be
German 22.350. Of these nine total credits in German, at

least one must be at the 400-level.

Combined Honours

Core plus three credits in German, one of which must be
German 22.350. Of these seven total credits In German, at

least one must be at the 400-level.
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Honours German Studies

Core plus three credits in German. Of these seven total

credits in German, at least two must be at the 400-level and

include German 22.498 (doubled weighted), or 22.491 and
another 400-level course. See below for further details of

German Studies requirements.

All Programs

Students with an advanced knowledge of German will

select a suitable course program in consultation with the

Department.

A written language test is normally part of the degree

requirements; students must take the test no later than

December for June graduation, May for November gradu-

ation, and August for February graduation. The test must
be completed before graduation.

Students are reminded that their graduation is governed by

the regulations in force at the time of their admission to the

program.

Combined Pass Programs

Combined Pass programs are possible with a number of

other subjects, among them Art History, Music, History,

Philosophy, Political Science, Religion, Linguistics, Latin,

English, French, Spanish, Italian and Russian. Early con-

sultation with the departments concerned is advised.

Combined Honours Programs

Combined Honours are possble with a variety of subjects.

Among the possibilities are German with Art History, Eco-

nomics, English, French, Geography, History, Italian, Latin,

Linguistics, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Political Sci-

ence, Psychology, Russian or Spanish. Early consultation

with the departments concerned is strongly advised.

All Honours programs, including Combined ones, are de-

signed to serve, where required, as a basis for further work

in German at the graduate level.

Honours In German Studies

The Department of German offers an Honours program in

German Studies. The guiding principle of the program is to

provide a key to understanding the foundations of the

culture of the German-speaking nations. The curriculum

integrates significant fields of study. Students will be able

to concentrate on aspects of the late nineteenth and the

twentieth centuries.

Students who wish to register in the program are advised

to contact the Chair of the Department. On admission to the

program, students make a proposal to the Co-ordinating

Committee concerning the program of studies they wish to

take, explaining and justifying their selection of courses.

The choice of courses is subject to the approval of the

Co-ordinating Committee.

German Studies Course Requirements

A. German Courses

Seven credits from German (including the core courses as
for German Honours and either German 22.498 (double-

weighted) which will cover an interdisciplinary topic or

German 22.491 with an interdisciplinary topic and one other

400-level full-course credit) and Language Examination.

22.120 Intensive Introductory German
22.206 Intermediate German B
22.209* Spoken German
22.211* Descriptive Analysis of Contemporary German

Vocabulary

22.213 Written German: Analysis and Practice

22.240. An Introduction to Literary Reading;

22.301 * Advanced Spoken German
22.302* Advanced Written German
22.31 1 * Linguistic Text Analysis

22.312 Twentieth-Century German as a Literary Lan-

guage
22.348* A Genre in German Literature

22.350 German Literature of the Eighteenth Century
22.352* Seminar on a Nineteenth-Century Topic

22.380 German Literature in the Twentieth Century
22.402* Translation

22.403* German Syntax

22.405 Formal German Speech (Die deutsche Rede)
22.412 History of the German Language
22.430 Medieval Language and Literature

22.441 * German Literature of the Sixteenth Century
22.442* German Literature of the Seventeenth Century

22.454* Seminar on a Topic from the Eighteenth Century

22.469* Selected Authors of the Nineteenth Century

22.470 Seminar on a Literary or Linguistic Topic

22.471* Seminar on a Selected Topic

22.472* Literary Semiotics

22.483* Language and Society in Twentieth-Centu

Germany
22.492* Tutorial in Advanced Translation

B. Course Requirements in Other Disciplines

Six credits, including two at the 400-level, in one of the

following disciplines:

History

One credit from:

24 .1 01 History of Western Civilization

24.1 02 The World in the Twentieth Century

At least one credit from:

24.221 History of Science

24.223 A History of Early Modern Europe, 1 500-1 789
24.224 The Revolutionary Tradition in Europe, 1789-

1900

24.259 A History of Germany
24.270 European Economic History, 1 500-1914

24.280 The Diplomatic History of Europe, 1815-1914

24.281 War and Peace in the Modem World

At least one credit from:

24.305 Medieval Thought

24.317 The European Family

24.359* The History of the Habsburg Monarchy, 15

1918

24.378* The Reformation Era in European History, 1409-

1648

24.380 International History, 1941-1956

24.388 Historical Theory and Method
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Two credits from:

24.455

24.480

24.481

Selected Problems in Modern German History

Selected Problems in the Diplomacy of the Great

Powers, 1906-1945

Diplomatic and Strategic Problems in the Second
World War

Philosophy

One credit from:

32.103* Philosophical Texts I

32.107* Philosophical Texts II

32.1 10 Looking at Philosophy

32.160 History of Philosophy

Three credits from:

32.215 Modem Philosophy: 1600-1800

32.220 Introduction to Marxist Philosophy

32.225 Reason and Revelation

32.270 Existentialism and Continental Philosophy

32280 Language and Communication
32290 Truth and Propaganda
32.305 German Philosophy: Eighteenth and Nineteenth

Centuries

32.306* Kant to Hegel

32.340 Aesthetics

Two credits from:

32.401* Philosophy of Language
32.473* Special Topic In Medieval Philosophy

32.477* Special Topic in Nineteenth Century Philosophy

32.478* Special Topic in Nineteenth Century Philosophy

32.479* Special Topic in Twentieth Century Philosophy

32.480* Special Topic in Twentieth Century Philosophy

Political Science

47.100 Introduction to Political Science

Three credits from:

47215 Comparative Politics

47230 History of Political Thought
47270 Quantitative Political Science Research Meth-

ods
47.316* Revolution

47.317* The Causes of War
47321 Government and Politics of Western Europe
47.330* Politics and Literature

47.331 Politics and Psychoanalytic Thought
47:333 Modem Political Thought and Ideologies

47.334 Ancient and Medieval Political Thought
Two credits from:

47.430* Concepts of the State

47.431* Marxist Thought
47.432* Contemporary Marxism
47.434 Political Inquiry

47.435 Contemporary Political Theory

C. Additional Requirements

Four credits in one of the following disciplines.

Art History

11 .1 00 A History of Western Art: Prehistory to the Pre-

sent

11260* Twentieth-Century European Art

1 1 286* Art and Ideas: From Ancient Greece to the Twen-
tieth Century

11 287* Art and Ideas: the Twentieth Century
11316* History and Methods of Art History

11 327* Gothic Architecture and Monumental Sculpture

11328* Gothic Minor Arts

11 335* Northern Renaissance Art

1 1 .423* Topics in Western Medieval Art

1 1 .431 Topics in Iconography

11 .455* Topics in Nineteenth-Century European Art

1 1 .461 * Topics in Twentieth-Century Art

1 1 .487* Topics in Art Criticism

Music
30.1 00 Introduction to Music
30212* Music In the Baroque Era

30213* Music in the Classical Era

30.214* Music in the Romantic Era

30.215* Twentieth-Century Music to World War II

30216* Music Since World War II

30.340* A History of Opera before 1 800
30.341 * A History of Opera from 1800 to the Present

30.420* - 30.424* Special Topics

30.471* Music as Social Knowledge
30.472* Theory and Method in Musicology

Religion

34.1 02* Introduction to the Literature of the Hebrew Bible

(Old Testament) and
34.1 03* Introduction to New Testament Literature or

34.107* Christianity

34.1 08* Introduction to Judaism and the Jewish People

34.1 12* Introduction to the Psychology of Religion

34203* Women in the Christian Tradition

34230* Mysticism

34.265* Historic Figures in the Psychology of Religion

34.272* Judaism and the Jewish People: Survival in Me-
dieval Europe

34273* Judaism and the Jewish People: The Challenge

of the Modern Age
34.303* Paul Tillich and the Divine-Human Relation

34.305* C.G. Jung and the Psychology of Religion

34.323 Religion and the State, Europe 1 81 5-1 965
34.378* The Reformation Era in European History, 1409-

1648
34.488* Seminar In Modem Religious Thought and Cul-

ture

Sociology (53), Anthropology (54) or Sociology-Anthropol-

ogy (56)

53.100

54.100

53.203

56284*
56.305

53.381*
53.403*
53.406

56.460*

Introduction to Sociology or

Introduction to Anthropology

Introduction to Sociological Research
Language and Culture

The Development of Sociological and Anthropo-

logical Thought

Sociology of Law
Workshop in Advanced Research Design

Contemporary Theoretical Sociology

Studies in Applied Semiology

Or: four credits from one of the two disciplines listed under
B above, in which the student is not taking six credits plus:

Three free options.

Related Courses

Students in one of the Pass or Honours programs in Ger-

man language and literature should consider the possibility

of taking related courses from among those listed above for

German Studies.
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Graduate Program

The Department of German offers studies leading to the

degree of Master of Arts. For further details consult the

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

German 22.115

Introductory German
A beginners' course designed to give a sound grasp of the

fundamentals of present-day German. The facilities of the

Language Learning Resource Centre and computer-as-

sisted language instruction are an integral part of the

course, available for both on-campus and off-campus use.

Day and Evening divisions: Four hours a week.

German 22.1 18

Reading German
A course for beginners interested in the rapid acquisition of

a reading knowledge of German. Grammar; use of diction-

aries; basic vocabulary. Taught in English.

Day division: Four hours a week.

German 22.1 20 (two credits)

intensive Introductory German
An intensive course designed to enable students with little

or no previous knowledge of German to reach in one year

the level of proficiency normally attained over two years in

German 22.115 and 22.205. The course thus provides a

basis for majoring in German, but enrolment is not restricted

to those intending to obtain a Pass or Honours degree in

the German Department. Students not making satisfactory

progress may transfer to the regular introductory course,

German 22.1 15.

!n conformity with the graduation requirements of the De-
partment, in calculating the average grade of German
courses for students in the programs of the German De-

partment, the grade obtained in 22.120 will be given the

weight of one course.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Eight hours a week.

German 22.205
Intermediate German A
Using a number of teaching methods, the course takes

students from successful completion of the elementary

course to a stage where they are able to use German in a

variety of situations. The course emphasizes reading and
writing but also includes oral work. Full concentration on

speaking, however, occurs in German 22.209*. Students

should register in that course after completion of German
22.205.

Prerequisite: German 22.115 or 22.1 18 or equivalent.

Day division: Four hours a week.

German 22.206

Intermediate German B
This course pursues objectives similar to those of German
22.205 and is designed for students who enter it with a
higher-than-average standing on the elementary level, or

with several years of high school or equivalent background.

Grammar work and texts are appropriately adapted to th

group, which is likely to include declared or prospectiv

Majors.

Prerequisite: Standing of B+ or better in German 22.1 1 5 o

equivalent.

Day division: Four hours a week.

German 22.209*
Spoken German
A course to develop increased proficiency in spoken Ger
man. Oral comprehension and systematic enlargement o

vocabulary. Practice in the effective presentation of argu

ments and reports.

Prerequisite: German 22.120 or 22.205 or 22.206 or pe

mission of the Department. (This course is not open t

native speakers of German.)
Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week plus laboratory

assignments.

German 22.211 *
Descriptive Analysis of Contemporary German Vo-
cabulary

Patterns of German word formation and their interaction

with syntactic structures. Analysis of text samples from

various written sources; some practice in writing short

essays in German.
Prerequisites: German 22.120 or 22.205 or 22.206, or

permission of the Department.

German 22.213 (previously 22.21 0* and 22.212*)
Written German: Analysis and Practice

A course parallel to German 22.209* and emphasiz"

effective communication in written German. Explication

grammatical patterns and sentence structure in the light of

current linguistic theory. Text analyses and practice in

structured writing.

Prerequisite: German 22.120 or 22.205 or 22.206, or per-

mission of the Department.

German 22.240

An Introduction to Literary Reading
An introduction both to representative works of German
literature (to be read in German), and to the informed

discussio n of litera ry texts, including narrative fiction
,
po etry

and drama.

Prerequisite: German 22.118 or 22.120 or 22.205 or

22.206, 22.213 or permission of the Department.

Three hours a week.

German 22.301

Advanced Spoken German
Practice of oral comprehension and spoken German in

discussions, short presentations and casual talks; based

on material (films and texts) illustrating concerns of contem-

porary Germany.
Prerequisite: German 22.209* or 22.210*, 22.213, or

permission of the Department.

Three hours a week.

German 22.302*
Advanced Written German
The development of arguments and their effective presen-

tation in descriptive, analytical and expository texts.

Prerequisite: German 22.210*. or 22.211* or 22.212*.

22.213 or permission of the Department.

Three hours a week.

German 22.311 *
Linguistic Text Analysis

Theory (structure, function and examples of written and

spoken texts) and praxis of text analysis (representing
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fiction and non-fiction in modem German), production of

written and spoken texts of various nonfictional types (Ge-

brauchstexte).

Prerequisite: German 22.21 1 or 22.212*. 22.213 or per-

mission of the Department.

German 22.312

Twentieth-Century German as a Literary Language
The style of narrative prose from the viewpoint of discourse

analysis. Texts by authors such as Rllke, Thomas Mann,
Kafka, Christa Wolf.

Prerequisite: German 22.210* or 22.211* or 22.212*.

22.213 or permission of the Department.

German 22.348*
A Genre In German Literature

This course discusses in different years the development

of one of the literary genres (poetry, drama, prose) within a

specific time-frame. Topic for 1993-94: Short prose forms

in the twentieth century.

Prerequisite: German 22.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

German 22.350

German Literature of the Eighteenth Century
The literature of the Enlightenment, Storm and Stress, and
Early Classicism, with special emphasis on the works of

Lessing, Goethe and Schiller.

Prerequisite: German 22.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

German 22.352*
Seminar on a Nineteenth-Century Topic

This course discusses, for example, an author, a genre, a

theme. Topic for 1993-94: Fontane and his times. Theodor
Fontane as novelist, travel writer, war correspondent, thea-

tre critic; perspectives on Berlin, Brandenburg, Prussia, and
Germany, from 1860's to the 1 890's.

Three hours a week.

German 22.380

German Literature In the Twentieth Century
Representative texts from drama, poetry, and prose fiction

In the period from Hauptmann to Grass.

Prerequisite: German 22.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

German 22.402*
Translation

Practical exercises in translation and consideration of some
theoretical approaches. In years when both German
22.402* and 22.492* are offered, the contents of the two

courses will be co-ordinated.

Prerequisite: German 22.302* or 22.311* or permission

of the Department.

Three hours a week.

German 22.403*
German Syntax
A systematic investigation of the principles of syntax in

modem written German.
Prerequisite: German 22.302* or 22.311 * or 22.402* or

permission of the Department.

German 22.405

Formal German Speech (Die deutsche Rede)
A study of rhetorical and linguistic patterns in spoken
(spontaneous and formal) German; analysis of German
political and other genres of public speech from the 1 9th to

the late 20th century. Strategies of group discussion, and
formal oral presentations.

Precludes additional course credit for 22.401*.

Prerequisite: German 22.301*. or 22.302*. or 22.312, or

permission of the Department.

Three hours a week.

German 22.412

History of the German Language
Significant stages in the development of German: the evo-

lution of its phonetic and grammatical structure, its vocabu*
iary and stylistic norms. The social role of language of the

twentieth century: language as a means of manipulation

(Nazi Germany; advertising), divided German (FRG and
GDR); socio-linguistic facets of contemporary literary lan-

guage.

Prerequisite: One of German 22.211*, 22.312, 22.430 or

permission of the Department.

German 22.430

Medieval Language and Literature

Introduction to Medieval German; Medieval narrative style

in heroic epic poetry (Nibe lungen lied) and early vernacular

love poetry (Minnesang).

Prerequisite: German 22.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

German 22.441 *
German Literature of the Sixteenth Century
Readings in imaginative literature; selected non-fiction

taken from religious polemics, bblical exegesis, and natural

philosophy.

Prerequisites: German 22.240 and one full course (or

equivalent) in German at the 300-level, or permission of the

Department.

German 22.442*
German Literature of the Seventeenth Century
Readings in the literature of the German Baroque: fiction,

drama and poetry.

Prerequisites: German 22.240 and one full course (or the

equivalent) in German at the 300-level, or permission of the

Department.

German 22.454*
Seminar on a Topic from the Eighteenth Century
A detailed study of a movement, an author, a genre, etc.

Topic for 1993-94: Beauty in art and nature: ideas and
representations of beauty in aesthetics, criticism, and po-

etry of the eighteenth century.

Prerequisite: German 22.350 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

German 22.469*
Selected Authors of the Nineteenth Century
A detailed study of works by specific authors such as
Fontane or Keller or Kleist. Topic for 1993-94: Eduard
Morike: Theme, genre, and structure in the novel Maler
Nolten (1832), with particular attention to duplicated moti-

vation, planes or realty, and the fusion of prose, poetry, and
drama.

Prerequisite: German 22.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.
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German 22.470

Seminar on a Literary or Linguistic Topic

German 22.471 *
Seminar on a Selected Topic

Topic for 1993-94: The development of comedy in German-
speaking countries during the nineteenth century.

Prerequisite: German 22.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

German 22.472*
Literary Semiotics
Analysis of literary texts to discover the sign-systems

through which literature communicates meaning. In differ-

ent years the principal object of study will be the semiotics

of either poetry or narrative prose or drama. Topic for

1993-94: Semiotics of poetry. Selected poems of the twen-

tieth century.

Three hours a week.

German 22.483*
Language and Society In Twentieth-Century Germany
Language as a means of manipulation; divided German;
socio-linguistic aspects of contemporary literary language,

the course concentrates on one of these aspects. For

specific information the student should consult the Depart-

ment.

German 22.490*
Tutorial on a Selected Topic

Primarily for Honours students in their final year. A genre,

an author or a group of authors is selected; methods of

literary criticism are considered. ,

German 22.491

Tutorial

As above, but offered for full credit, with a corresponding

enlargement of scope and assignments.

German 22.492*
Tutorial In Advanced Translation

Primarily for Honours students in their final year. In consult-

ation with the Department, students complete a substantial

translation project. Theoretical and institutional problems of

translation are considered. In years when both German
22.402* and 22.492* are offered, the contents of the two

courses will be co-ordinated.

Prerequisites: German 22.311* and 22.402* or permis-

sion of the Department.

German 22.498

Honours Essay (2 credits)

Open to candidates for Honours German and Honours
German Studies in their Fourth year, with the permission of

the Department. Minimum requirement for admission to the

course: an average of A- in Third year in the two core

disciplines for students in German Studies, or, for students

in German, A- in German courses inThird year. Candidates

for Honours German Studies are required to write an essay

with an interdisciplinary topic. For all students the essay will

be a substantial piece of work of approximately 16,000

words.
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Officers of Instruction

Chair

R.C. Elwood

Professors Emeriti

D.M.L. Farr

S.R. Mealing

H. Blair Neatby
Michael J. Sydenham

Professors

J.G. Bellamy

J.L. Black

R.C. Elwood
Deborah Gorham
Naomi E.S. Griffiths

G.N. Hillmer

J.K. Johnson
R.A. Jones
Peter J. King

Duncan L. McDowall

A.B. McKillop

Paul C. Merkley

D.A. Muise

Mark Philips

Roderick Philips

John W. Strong

S.F.Wise

Associate Professors

Marilyn J. Barber

Y.A. Bennett

B. Carman Bickerton

E.P. Fitzgerald

Robert B. Goheen
G.F. Goodwin
F.J.K. Griezic

Jacob Kovalio

W.R. Laird

F.A.J. Szabo
John H. Taylor

Assistant Professors

K.M. Abel

B.S. Elliott

Dominique Jean
Sonya Lipsett-Rivera

Pameia J. Walker

Adjunct Professors

N. Adamson
W.A.B. Douglas
Toby Gelfand

E. Kranakis

M.W. Labarge
HA MacDougall
D.C. Savage

Programs of Study

Students intending to major In History, whether in the Pass,

Honours, or Graduate program, should first consult with the

appropriate adviser (below). Students considering an Hon-
ours program should note particularly the compulsory re-

quirements not included in the Pass program. All majors in

History should review their course of study annually with

the appropriate adviser.

Pass students, K.M.Abel
Honours students, Deborah Gorham
Graduate students, Duncan L. McDowall
"Mention: frangais", N.E.S. Griffiths

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to ail departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

Entrance and Continuation

Entry into History Pass programs requires enrolment in a

100-level History course, or an equivalent approved by the

Department. Continuation requires completion of such a

course with at least a C- average, and maintenance of a

minimum C- average over all other History courses suc-

cessfully completed. History graduation averages will be
calculated on the six best History credits for Pass and the

five best for Combined Pass programs.

Neither History 24.490 nor 24.491 may be presented for

graduation in a Pass degree program. Other 400 -level

credits may be presented with permission of the Depart-

ment.

Pass Program in History

1. Students majoring in History are to take a minimum of

six History credits as follows:

(a) one 1 00-level credit, to be taken in the First year; in

exceptional circumstances a 200-level course may be

taken in its place;

(b) at least two 200-level credits, to be completed by the

end of the Second year. A third 200-level credit is usually

recommended;
(c) at least two 300-level credits, to be taken in the Third

year. The Department may permit a third 300-level credit in

lieu of a third 200-level credit.

2. The courses offered at the 200- and 300-levels generally

fall into the following four fields:

(a) ancient, medieval and early modem Europe;

(b) modem Europe;

(c) North America;

(d) European expansion and the non-Western world.

Students in a Pass program in History are required to take

at least one credit in three of the four fields. History 24.388

may not be used to satisfy this field requirement except in

extraordinary cases and with the permission of the Depart-

ment.

Combined Pass Program

Pass programs combining History with another subject

require at least five History credits, with at least two credits

at the 200-level and at least two credits at the 300-level.

Students in the Combined Pass program must take one
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credit in at least two of the four fields listed above under

item 2. of the "Pass Program in History".

Honours Program

1. The Honours program requires 1 1 credits in History:

(a) one 100-level credit, to be taken as part of the First

year; in exceptional circumstances a 200-level course may
be taken in its place;

(b) two 200-level credits, to be taken in the Second year;

(c) three 300-level credits, to be taken in the Third year and

to include History 24.388;

(d) three 400-level seminar credits to be taken in the

Fourth year. Not more than two seminars may be taken in

any one of the following fields:

(I) ancient, medieval and early modem Europe;

(II) modem Western Europe;

(Hi) Russia and Eastern Europe;

(lv) Great Britain and the Commonwealth;
(v) Canada;
(vl) United States;

(vil) European expansion and the non-Western world.

One of these seminar credits may, with departmental ap-

proval, be taken in a discipline other than History. Students

choosing this option will be required to present only ten

History credits. A student may elect to present a research

essay (History 24.499) in place of any two 400-level semi-

nars;

(e) History 24.490 and History 24.491 to be taken in the

Fourth or final year.

2. The courses offered at the 200- and 300-levels generally

fall into the following four fields:

(a) ancient, medieval and early modem Europe;

(b) modem Europe;

(c) North America;

(d) European expansion and the non-Western world.

Honours students in their first three years are required to

take at least one credit at the 200- or 300-level in three of

the four fields. History 24.388 may not be used to satisfy

this field requirement except in extraordinary cases and
with the permission of the Department.

Students are required to show a proficient reading knowl-

edge of French. This requirement may be satisfied by:

(a) the completion of French 20.106* Reading French

with a grade of C or better, or any course offered by the

Department of French with a number higher than 20.1 06-*;

or

(b) passing the Department of History's language exami-

nation.

Students may substitute another language, with the permis-

sion of the Department, if it is more appropriate to their

program.

Students intending to enter the Honours program are ad-

vised to do so as early as their intentions are settled, and

not later than the beginning of the Third year. All students

who meet the general University Honours requirements,

and who have a grade-point average of at least 6.0 in

History, will be admitted to, and permitted to continue in the

Honours program. Other applicants will be given individual

consideration on application to the Department. Students

entering Fourth year must, as a Faculty of Arts requirement,

have a grade-point average of at least 6.5 in the History

courses they have taken.

Honours students in good standing may revert to the Pass
program with a B.A. at the end of the Third year. Students

in the Fourth year may also do so, but may not present

either History 24.490 or 24.491 for graduation in a Pass
degree. Other 400-level credits may be presented with the

permission of the Department. Students who have not

taken History 24.388 in their Third year will require the

permission of the Department to enter the Fourth year. In

determining the class of an Honours candidate's degree,

the Department will average the grades on all History

credits, those in the 400-level courses being given double

weight.

Combined Honours Programs

Students combining History with another subject will be

expected to meet the language requirement of the Depart-

ment (see foregoing, Honours in History), and to complete

at least six credits in History. Only one of these six credits

may be taken at the 1 00-level and at least one must be at

the 300-level. The program must include two History credits

at the 400-level, one of which may be 24.491. History

24.490 is not open to students in combined honours pro-

grams.

"Mention: franc ais"

Students in the Pass or Honours program in History may
qualify for the notation "Mention: francais" (pp. 45, 70) by

fulfilling the requirements outlined below. Those wishing to

pursue this path should consult with the Department's

"Mention: francais" adviser. Approval of this adviser is

required for all courses under the "Mention: francais".

History courses presented in fulfilment of the "Mention:

francais" requirement can double as courses to satisfy

History Pass or Honours requirements.

Students enrolling in courses at the University of Ottawa

will do so through the University of Ottawa Exchange

Program. To enrol in courses in French at another univer-

sity, students must obtain a Letter of Permission (see

articles 3.12 and 3.13, p. 62).

Pass or Combined Pass

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais" students

must include in their program the following:

1. One credit in French language chosen in consultation

with the Department of French for the purpose of perfecting

the student's French language skills.

2. One credit from the following list of courses taught in

French at Carieton or the University of Ottawa and con-

cerned with the study of the heritage and culture of French

Canada:
(Carleto n) Fre nch 20 .2 67 , 20 .2 68 , 20 .281*; (University

of Ottawa) Histoire HIS 2601, HIS 2701; Francais FRA
2525, FRA 2526, FRA 2711 , FRA 2714, FRA 2722, FRA
2727; Linguistique LIN 2502; Etudes Religieuses SRS
2530.

3. One credit in History at the 200- or 300-level taught in

French at Carieton, atthe University of Ottawa or at another

university. At Carieton, History 24.390 and 24.391* are

available in French to meet this requirement.

4. Combined Pass students must meet the "Mention:

francais" requirements of both disciplines.

Honours and Combined Honours

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais" students

must include in their program the following:
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1. One credit in French language chosen in consultation

with the Department of French for the purpose of perfecting

the student's French language skills.

2. One credit from the following list of courses taught in

French at Carleton or the University of Ottawa and relating

to the French experience in Canada:
(Carleto n) French 20 .267 20 .268 20 .28 1; (University

of Ottawa) Histoire HIS 2601, HIS 2701; Frangais FRA
2525, FRA 2526, FRA 2711 , FRA 2714, FRA 2722, FRA
2727; Linguistique LIN 2502; Etudes Religieuses SRS
2530.

3. One credit in History at the 200- or 300-level taught in

French at Carleton, at the University of Ottawa or at another

university. At Carleton, History 24.390 and 24.391* are

available in French to meet this requirement.

4. Either History 24.498, or a one-credit History seminar at

the 400-level taught in French at the University of Ottawa.

All written work must be submitted in French.

5. Combined Honours students must meet the "Mention:

francais" requirements of both Honours disciplines.

6. The language requirement associated with Honours or

Combined Honours in History is waived for students en-

rolled in the "Mention: frangais."

Cross-Listed Courses

The Department of History cross-lists several courses of-

fered by other departments (e.g., several Classical Civiliza-

tion courses in the Department of Classics). No more than

two credits in cross-listed courses may be included in the

six credits required for the Pass program or the five credits

required in Combined Pass programs. No more than three

full credits in cross-listed courses may be included in an
Honours or Combined Honours program.

Prerequisites

Unless otherwise stated, the prerequisite for any 300-level

course is:

1. A 200-level course, preferably in an appropriate field (for

fields, see Pass Program in History, paragraph 2); or

2. Permission of the Department.

The prerequisite for any 400-level course is permission of

the Department. Permission will normally be granted to

students who have taken two 300-level History courses,

with one course at either the 200- or 300-level in an
appropriate field.

Courses

Not all ot the following courses are offered in a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

tor 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

History 24.1 01

History of Western Civilization

A survey of the major events, ideas and movements that

have shaped western civilization from the fall of Rome to

the twentieth century.

Registration is restricted to First-year students, except for

those students who need the course to satisfy the degree

requirements of their department, faculty, or school.

Day division: Three hours a week.

J.G. Bellamy, F.A.J. Szabo, P.J. Walker

History 24.1 02

The World In the Twentieth Century
An introduction to the ideologies, political movements, eco-

nomic forces and international conflicts that have shaped
the contemporary world. This course is designed primarily

for students who do not plan to major in History.

Registration is restricted to First-year students, except for

those students who need the course to satisfy the degree
requirements of their department, faculty, or school.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.
Y.A. Bennett, Ft. Phillips

History 24.1 09

Turning Points In Modern History

Introductory seminars emphasizing the development of

writing, research and analytical skills through the intensive

examination of selected topics in modern history (e.g., the

Italian Renaissance, the French Revolution, the impact of

science, industrialization, the origins of the world wars). The
numbers in each seminar will be kept small in order to

provide an opportunity to work closely with individual faculty

members.
Precludes additional credit for History 24.1 00.

Registration is restricted to First-year students, except for

those students who need the course to satisfy the degree
requirements of their department, faculty, or school.

Day division: Three hours a week.

S. Lipsett-Rivera, P.J. Walker

History 24.1 30
Introduction to Canadian History

A historical study of the political, economic and social

development of Canada with emphasis on the twentieth

century.

Registration is restricted to First-year students, except for

those students who need the course to satisfy the degree
requirements of their department, faculty, or school.

Day and Evening divisions: Three hours a week.
Members of the Department

History 24.1 70

Europe and the Non-Western World
A study of European expansion overseas and of the range

of local responses to Western pressures, with a view to

explaining how this two-fold process shaped the historical

development of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

Registration is restricted to First-year students, except for

those students who need the course to satisfy the degree
requirements of their department, faculty, or school.

History 24.205

England During the Middle Ages
A study concentrating on the political development of me-
dieval England, A D 410-1485. (Field a)

Day division: Three hours a week.

J.G. Bellamy

History 24.210

Introduction to the History ot Ideas

A study of Western intellectual development since the

Renaissance which considers such movements as human-
ism, the Enlightenment, romanticism, Darwinism and con-
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temporary ideologies. (Field a or b)

Day division: Three hours a week.

A.B. McKillop

History 24.215

Renaissance Europe
The political and cultural history of Europe in the fourteenth,

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, with emphasis on the

Italian Renaissance and its diffusion into England and

France. (Field a)

History 24521
History of Science
An introduction to the history of science from antiquity to

the twentieth century. Readings include works by Plato,

Aristotle, Grosseteste, Aquinas, Galileo, Newton, Darwin

and Einstein. No special knowledge of modem science is

assumed. (Field a)

History 24.223

A History of Early Modern Europe, 1500-1789

A survey of the social, economic, cultural and political

development of Europe (including Scandinavian, Eastern

and Mediterranean as well as Western and Central Europe)

from the era of the Reformation to the outbreak of the

French Revolution. Special attention is paid to social

themes, such as family, sexuality and population, and to

cultural aspects, including art, music and intellectual his-

tory. (Field a).

Day division: Three hours a week.

R. Phillips, F.A.J. Szabo

History 24.224
The Revolutionary Tradition In Europe, 1789-1900

Beginning with the French Revolution of 1789, the course

includes such significant movements as romanticism, na-

tionalism, the rise and implications of industrialism, and the

development of socialist theory culminating in Marxism.

(Field b)

Day division: Three hours a week.

H.A. MacDougall

History 24.233

Canadian Political History

A historical survey of the Canadian political tradition from

the late eighteenth century to the present. Politicians, par-

ties, ideas, social context and dissent are examined.

Second-year standing recommended. (Held c)

Day division: Three hours a week.
D.L. McDowall

History 24.234

Canadian Social History

A historical survey of the structure and values of Canadian

societies from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries.

Second-year standing recommended. (Field c)

Evening division: Three hours a week.
B. S. Elliott

History 24.235

Canadian Economic History

A historical survey of persistence and change in the Cana-
dian economy from the eighteenth to the twentieth centu-

ries. (Also listed as Economics 43.235.) (Field c)

Prerequisite: Economics 43.100 or permission of the De-
partment of History.

Day division: Three hours a week.
R.F. Noll

History 24.236

The Spanish and English Colonies In North America
A comparative study of the development of the English

North American colonies and New Spain (Mexico), with

emphasis on settlement, social patterns and institutions,

the frontier, native peoples and the emergence of a colonial

sense of identity. (Field d)

Day division: Three hours a week.

P.J. King

History 24.237

The History of Latin America
A survey of the political, economic, and social development

of Latin America from the colonial era to the twentieth

century, with particular emphasis on Mexico, Argentina

and Brazil. (Field d)

Day division: Three hours a week.

S. Lipsett-Rivera

History 24.240

History of the United States of America
A survey of United States politics and society since the

American Revolution. (Field c)

Day division: Three hours a week.

G.F. Goodwin

History 24.250

Modem England, 1460-1918
A survey of significant political and social developments ir

England from the mid-fifteenth to the early twentieth cen

tury. (Field a orb)

Day division: Three hours a week.

R.B. Gohe en

History 24.254

Introduction to the History of Women
A survey of themes in the history of women with emphasis

on their European experience, from the early modem pe

riod to the present. (Field b)

Evening division: Three hours a week.

D. Gortiam

History 24.256

Comparative History of England and France
A comparison of political and social developments in twe

major Western European countries, from the seventeenth

to the nineteenth century. (Field a or b)

Day division: Three hours a week.

N.E.S. Griffiths

History 24.259

A History of Germany
A history of the German-speaking peoples from the rise o

the Holy Roman Empire to the present. (Field a or b)

History 24.260

History of Russia and the U.S.S.R.

A survey of Russian history from Kiev to the present, witr

emphasis on the period from the reign of Peter the Grea

to the revolutions of 1917. (Field b)

Day division: Three hours a week.

R.C. Elwood

History 24.270

European Economic History, 1500-1914

The economic development of modem Europe within tht

emerging world economy, from the beginnings of oversea:

expansion through the Industrial Revolution. (A knowledg*

of economics is not a prerequisite.) (Field a, b or d)
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History 24.275

History of Africa

An introduction to the history of Africa. The first half is

devoted to the period prior to European colonization with

I

emphasis on West African states and empires; the second

j
half deals with resistance to colonization, European colonial

rule, independence and liberation movements. (Field d)

Evening division: Three hours a week.

D.C. Savage

History 24.278

The Middle East: 1796 to the Present

Offered in the Department of Religion as Religion 34.278.

(Field d)

History 24.280

! The Diplomatic History of Europe, 1815-1914

j
A survey of diplomatic history from the Congress of Vienna

I to the outbreak of the First World War. (Field b)

I

Day division: Three hours a week.

R.A. Jones

History 24.281

War and Peace In the Modem World
A comparative survey of the social consequences of war
for the major Western European states and Russia from

Napoleon to Hitler, and the efforts of international organi-

zations and governments to seek alternative ways to re-

solve international conflict. (Field b)

History 24.285

History of China
A survey of Chinese political and intellectual history from

the Xia Dynasty to the 1911 Revolution. Emphasis is placed

on the impact of the West on China from the sixteenth to

the twentieth century. (Field d)

Day division: Three hours a week.
J.W. Strong

History 24.286

History of Japan
A survey of Japanese history from the legendary beginning

of the country in 600 B.C. to the end of World War Two.
(Field d)

History 24290
History of Ancient Greece
Offered in the Department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.290. (Field a)

History 24.291

History of Ancient Rome
Offered in the Department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.291. (Field a)

History 24.302
The Later Roman Empire
A study of major developments-administrative, ecclesiasti-

cal, cultural and societal-of the later Roman Empire. (Also

listed as Classical Civilization 13.302.) (Field a)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.
R.C. Blockley

History 24.303

History of the Byzantine Empire, 527-1453 A.D.
Offered in the Department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.303. (Field a)

History 24.305

Medieval Thought
A general examination of medieval European intellectual

life, with special reference to its setting in monastery,

cathedral school, and university. (Field a)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.309*
Studies in Greek History and Institutions

The topic is: Alexander and the Hellenistic World.

Offered in the Department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.321*. (Field a)

History 24.311*
Studies In Roman History and Institutions

The topic is: The Augustan Age.

Offered in the Department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.322*. (Field a)

History 24.314*
Studies in Ancient History and Institutions

Offered in the department of Classics as Classical Civiliza-

tion 13.323*. (Field a)

History 24.316

The Era of the French Revolution, 1776-1815
A study of the transformation of Old France into a modern
nation during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic period and
of its rivalry with Britain at that time. The theme of the course

is the development of conflict, both political and martial,

arising from differing concepts of freedom. (Field b)

Precludes additional credit for History 24.318.

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.317

The European Family
A comparative study of the family in early modern and
modem Europe. Themes to be examined include family and
household forms; family economy and government; de-

mography; law; marriage formation, stability and break-

down; gender and family relationships; sexuality. The family

is considered in its own right and in terms of broader social,

economic and political developments. (Field a or b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.318

France Under the Old Regime and Revolution
A study of the main social, economic and political develop-

ments in eighteenth-century France, with particular empha-
sis on the origins and course of the Revolution up to 1799.

Topics include social structure, authority and protest, relig-

ion and secularization, theory and practice of government,

and economic change. (Field b)

Precludes additional credit for History 24 316.

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.321

The Enlightenment
A study in eighteenth-century reformist thought with par-

ticular attention given to the French philosophies. Their

contribution to the French Revolution and the emergence
of an anti-Enlightenment reaction are considered. (Field b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.323

Religion and the State, Europe 1 81 5-1 965
A study of selected problems in modem religious history

from the end of the French Revolution to Vatican Council

II. Areas to be represented include the rise and decline of

Ifoeral Catholicism, the Oxford movement, Christian Social-

ism, Bismarck and the churches, the growth of anti-Semi-
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tism, Zionism, Vatican Council II. (Field b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.324

Colonial Frontier Societies

An examination of four or five frontier societies in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, most of them Cana-

dian, in which the presence of either European or North

American metropolitan influences were critical to the char-

acter of development. (Field c or d)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.325*
History of Business In Canada: 1850-1980

An examination of the place of business in Canadian soci-

ety, economics and politics. The course covers both the

internal dynamics of Canadian business (organization,

strategy, the rise of the manager), and its external implica-

tions (competition, foreign investment, business-govern-

ment relations). (Field c)

Precludes additional credit for Business 42.468*.

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

D.L. McDowall

History 24.326*
Old Canada, 1740-1850s
An examination of the processes of social formation and

change in the St. Lawrence Valley in the critical period of

development from the height of French success in 1 740 to

the emergence of Montreal as a major metropole by the

1850s. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.327*
Introduction to Local History

An examination of the methods and approaches that char-

acterize recent British, French and North American writing

on local history. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

B.S. Elliott

History 24.328*
Eastern Ontario Communities
The local history of Eastern Ontario, with particular refer-

ence to the settlement and development of the Ottawa
Valley in the nineteenth century. (Field c)

Prerequisite: History 24.327* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

B.S. Elliott

History 24.329*
Canadian Urban History

An introduction to urban growth and development in Can-
ada. The course considers the historical basis of the urban

pattern and its influence in Canada, and the internal struc-

ture and institutions of Canadian cities. In particular, Ottawa

is used as a case study for classroom and research pur-

poses. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.330*
The History of Upper Canada to 1867
An introduction to the economic, social and political devel-

opment of Upper Canada to the time of Confederation.

(Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Summer session, Evening division, First term.

J.K. Johnson

History 24.331 *
Quebec Since the 1860s
A social, economic, cultural and intellectual history of Que-
bec with emphasis on the development of Quebec nation-

alism. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Dominique Jean

History 24.332*
The Atlantic Provinces

Selected periods in the history of the four Atlantic Prov-

inces. Themes covered include: settlementand population;

economic trends; religious and cultural development; social

and political evaluation. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Summer session, Evening division, First term.

B.C. Bickerton

History 24.333*
The History of Ontario, 1867-1967

An introduction to the economic, social and political devel-

opment of the Province of Ontario. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.334*
Canada-United States Relations

An examination of diplomatic, economic, cultural and mili-

tary relations, with particular attention to the twentieth t

century. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

G.N. Hillmer

History 24.335

History of Canadian Labour
A social, economic, political and cultural history of workers'

j

responses to the evolving Canadian capitalist system, with

emphasis on the twentieth century. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.

F.J.K. Griezic

History 24.336*
Canadian External Relations

The development of Canadian attitudes and policies toward

external affairs, with emphasis on the twentieth century.

(Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.337*
Development and Underdevelopment In Atlantic Can-
ada, 1660-1960
Case-study analyses of the contrasts of development in

different regions of all four Atlantic provinces from early

colonial times to the modem period. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Evening division, Winter term.

D.A. Muise
-

History 24.339*
History of The Prairie West
An introduction to the economic, social and political evolu-

1

tion of the three prairie provinces from European penetra- i

tion to the present. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.340*
History of Canadian Socialism since 1890
A history of the local, regional and national origins, evolu-

tion, schisms, vicissitudes of socialist practice and ideology
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in Canada in the twentieth century. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.341 *
The American Revolution

A study of the causes and course of the movement leading

to the independence of the United States. Particular em-

phasis is given to ideology, society, local issues and revo-

lutionary organization. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

P.J. King

History 24.342*
Expansion, Sectionalism and Reform: The United

States, 1819 to 1850
An examination of major developments in the United States

from the Panic of 1 81 9 to the Compromise of 1 850, stress-

ing the major social and political issues arising from territo-

rial expansion, immigration and the reform impulse. (Field

c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

P.J. King

History 24.344

The United States in the Twentieth Century

Some principal themes in the history of the United States

since 1900. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Evening division: Three hours a week.

P.C. Merkley

History 24.347*
Blacks in the United States

A study of blacks in the United States, which concentrates

on their experience under slavery and the recurring themes
of integration and separatism after emancipation. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.
G.F. Goodwin

History 24.348

American Intellectual History

An examination of American thought from the colonial

period to the twentieth century, with emphasis on political,

social and religious ideas and their relation to American

society and institutions. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.
P.C. Merkley

History 24.349

History of United States Foreign Policy Since 1865
A study of the United States as a world power in its

international and domestic context. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.350*
Canadian Immigration and Settlement: 1760-1875
A study of immigration to and within British North America
and of the adaptation of immigrants to colonial life between
the Seven Years War and the early years of Confederation.

(Field c).

Precludes additional credit for 24.338* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.
B.S. Elliott

History 24.351

Selected Topics In Canadian History

A lecture course on a thematic area in Canadian history.

The topic for 1993 Fall term is Canadian Military History.

The topic for 1994 Winter term is Capital Cities in Modem
History. (Field d)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.

J.H. Taylor, S.F. Wise

History 24.352*
Aboriginal Peoples of British North America to 1867
An introduction to the history of the aboriginal peoples of

Canada, with particular emphasis on the cultural and eco-

nomic impact of contact. The attitudes of Europeans to the

natives of North America and the development of British

Indian policy are considered. (Field c or d)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.353*
Aboriginal Peoples of Canada Since 1867
An examination of the history of aboriginal peoples in

post-confederation Canada, with particular emphasis on

the development of Canadian Indian policy and current

issues regarding the Indian Act, land and treaty rights.

(Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

KM. Abel

History 24.354

Women and North American Society

An examination of the changes that have taken place in the

position of women in North America and the relationship of

these changes to other social, economic and intellectual

developments. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.

M.J. Barber

History 24.355*
History of British Columbia
An introduction to the economic, social, cultural, intellectual

and political evolution of British Columbia with emphasis on

the twentieth century. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

F.J.K. Griezic

History 24.356*
History of Canadian Social Policy

An analysis of the development of the Canadian welfare

state. It involves a chronological examination of welfare

arrangements in Canada since the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, comparisons with selected western coun-

tries, together with discussions of the role of different social

groups in policy formation: women, families, workers, bu-

reaucrats, businessmen, churches, first nations. (Field c)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Dominique Jean

History 24.357*
Canadian Immigration and Settlement Since 1875
A study of immigration to Canada and of the adaptation of

immigrants to their new environment from 1 875. (Field c).

Precludes additional creditfor 24.338* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.
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History 24.358

Society and Politics In England circa 1500-1914

An enquiry Into the relationship between society and politics

in England. (Field a or b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.

R.B. Goheen, N.E.S. Griffiths

History 24.359*
A History of the Habsburg Monarchy, 1526-1918
The rise and fall of the multi-national empire of the

Habsburgs from the unification of Austria, Bohemia, and
Hungary to the collapse of the empire in the First World

War. (Fieid a or b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.
F.A.J. Szabo

History 24.360

History of the U.S.S.R.

A history of the politics, diplomacy, culture and society of

Soviet Russia from 1 91 7 to the present. (Field b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.

J.L Black

History 24.364*
Selected Topics in European History

A lecture course on a thematic area in European history.

(Field b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.365*
The Soviet Union In International Affairs

A study of Soviet diplomatic activity and foreign policy

principles from the founding of Comintern in 1919 to the

present. Attention is spread evenly over five units of study:

Comintern and World Revolution (1919-28); Socialism in

One Country (1 929-43); Origins of the CoJd War (1943-48);

Global Concerns and Peaceful Co-existence (1948-64);

Brezhnev and Gorbachev. (Field b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.366*
Modem East Central Europe
A study of the political and diplomatic history of East Central

Europe since 1848 with emphasis on Poland and Czecho-
slovakia. (Field b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.370

European Economic History since 1914
The economic development of contemporary Europe within

the changing world economy, from the First World War to

the emergence of the European Economic Community. (A

knowledge of economics is not a prerequisite.) (Field b or

d)

History 24.371 *
A Selected Period In International Economic History

The political economy of international economic relations

and their influence on patterns of national development in

one of the following periods: (a) the age of high imperialism,

1870-1914; (b) the era of the world wars, 1914-45; (c) the

Bretton Woods era since 1 944. (Field b or d)

History 24.373

North Africa and the Near East In the Era of Western
Dominance
The political economy of Western expansion into Mediter-

ranean Africa and Southwest Asia from medieval to modem

times, with emphasis on commercial penetration, colonial

domination, and the incorporation of the region into the

world economy. (Field d).

Precludes additional credit for 24 .372* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.375*
Women In Latin American History

A historical overview of the lives of women in Latin America

from the pre-Hispanic period to the twentieth century. The
particular role women have played in the resistance move-
ments, in informal political structure, and In the economy
will be emphasized. The experience of women in Mexico,

Brazil, Argentina, and Peru will be highlighted. (Field d).

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.376*
Revolutions In Latin America
The context of revolutions and attempted revolutions as

well as the question of resistance will be examined in a

chronological framework. While exploring the revolutionary

movements of the colonial and nineteenth-century periods,

the course will focus on the twentieth century experience.

(Field d).

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

S. Lipsett-Rivera

History 24.378*
The Reformation Era In European History, 1409-1648

A study of the papacy and the reformed churches, from the

Council of Pisa to the Treaty of Westphalia. The radical

changes in the relationship between church, state, and
society in Western Europe during this period are examined.

(Also listed as Religion 34.378*). (Field a)

History 24.380

International History, 1914-1956

A survey of international history in the First World War;

peacemaking 1919-1923; inter-war diplomacy and the ori-

gins of the Second World War; the relations of the powers
in the Second World War; and post-war relations and the

Cold War. (Field b)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Y.A. Bennett

History 24.384*
Selected Topics In Non-Western History

A lecture course on a thematic area in non-Western history.

(Field d)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

History 24.385*
Twentieth-Century China
A political history of China from the 1911 Revolution to the

present. Emphasis is placed on the development of Chi-

nese communism and the Peoples Republic since 1949.

(Field d)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Summer session, Day division, Second term.

J.W. Strong

History 24.386*
Twentieth-Century Japan
A political, intellectual and economic history of Japan in the

twentieth century, concentrating on the period since the end

of the Pacific War. (Field d)

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.
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History 24.388

Historical Theory and Method
An examination of questions concerning the nature and

value of historical enquiry and the meaning of the course

of history.

Prerequisite: A 200-level History course.

Day division: Three hours a week.

M. Phillips

History 24.390

Etudes Dirlgees

Un programme de lectures choisies et de travaux ecrits

dans le domaine de specialisation d'un membre du
departement. Consultez le conseiller de Mention: francais

pour les sujets offerts.

For students of "Mention: francais" only.

Permission of the "Mention: francais" adviser required.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.391 .

History 24.391

Etudes Dirlgees

Voir History 24.390 pour description.

Permission of the "Mention: francais" adviser required.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.390.

History 24.402

Beginnings of Early Medieval Europe and the Near East

A seminar on the transformation of the later Roman world

into the polities of early Medieval Europe and the Near East.

(Also listed as Classical Civilization 13.402.)

Precludes additional credit for History 24.502T2.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.405

Selected Problems in Medieval History

A seminar on crime, criminal law, and society in medieval

England.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

J.G. Bellamy

History 24.406

Medieval Intellectual History

An examination of selected aspects of medieval intellectual

history.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.506T2.

History 24.412
Mac hiaveil! and His Age
An intensive examination of Machiavelli's political, histori-

cal, military, diplomatic, literary and personal writing. His life

and thought are explored in the context of the political,

intellectual, and social issues that confronted Italians in the

late Renaissance. Representative topics include: ancient

political thought, the Florentine historiograph ical tradition,

the role of the Papacy in Italian politics, the influence of

Venice.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.416
The French Revolution
A seminar on selected problems in the history and interpre-

tation of the French revolution, with particular reference to

political culture and social issues in the period 1780-1800.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.417
Selected Topics in the History of Eighteenth- and Nine-
teenth-Century France
A seminar on selected problems and issues related to the

history and historiography of France in the early modern

and modern period.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.421

Science and Technology In the Canadian Experience
An examination of the role and relationship of science and
technology, including their social and engineering applica-

tions, in the Canadian historical experience. The course is

conducted as a graduate seminar with modified require-

ments for Honours students.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.536T2.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.422

The Marftlmes In Transition, 1870s to 1920s
A seminar on social and economic themes. The course is

conducted as a graduate seminar with modified require-

ments for Honours students.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.537T2.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Evening division: Three hours a week.
B.C. Bickerton

History 24.424

Canadian Immigration and Ethnic History

An analysis of immigration to Canada in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The course is conducted as a graduate

seminar with modified requirements for Honours students.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.530T2.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.
M.J. Barber

History 24.425

Selected Problems in the Political Economy of Cana-
dian Labour
A study of selected aspects in the history of Canadian
labour with emphasis on the dynamics of social, economic,

technological, political and cultural change in twentieth-

century Canada. The course is conducted as a graduate

seminar with modified requirements for Honours students.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.550T2.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24426
Perspectives on State Formation in Canada
An exploration of selected problems of political history: the

construction of official statistics, the language of govern-

ments, the invention of nationalisms, the making of political

cultures, the autonomy of the state, the practices of bureau-

crats, the political role of women, the encounter of the

welfare state and families, the political economy''of the

state, communities and the state.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.526T2.

Day division: Three hours a week.
Dominique Jean

History 24.429

Selected Topics in Greek and Roman History

Intended for Honours students in Classics or History in their

Third or Fourth year. (Offered in the Department of Classics

as Classical Civilization 13.429.)

History 24.430

Colonial Society In British North America
A seminar involving a comparative examination of two or

more of the British North American colonies.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
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History 24.431

Canada from Confederation to the Great War
A seminar examining political and social transformations of

the nation-making phase of our history.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

J.H. Taylor

History 24.432

Acadian and Quebec Society before 1 763
An examination of the main political and social develop-

ments in both communities, with attention being paid to the

history of France during the same period. The course is

conducted as a graduate seminar with modified require-

ments for Honours students.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.539T2.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

N.E.S. Griffiths

History 24.433

Selected Problems In Canadian Business History,

1850-1980

Combining extensive reading of the secondary literature

with research In primary collections in the Ottawa area, this

seminar focuses on central themes of business develop-

ment in Canada since 1 850.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.434

History of Northern Canada
A seminar on the regional history of the Canadian north,

including both the provincial and the territorial norths. Top-

ics include native peoples, culture contact, the fur trade

economy, and resource frontier development. Canadian
attitudes toward the north and the concept of Canada as a

"northern nation" are also examined.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.529.

Prerequisite: Permission of the department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

K.M. Abel

History 24.435

Elites and Elite Formation In Canadian Society, 1800-

1925

A historical examination of the critical role of elites in the

economies of selected Canadian regions in the nineteenth

and early part of the twentieth centuries.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.437

Canada from War to War
A seminar on the contours of Canadian development
through the crises of war, reconstruction and depression.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Evening division: Three hours a week.

G.N. Hillmer

History 24.438

Studies In Canadian Popular Culture

Selected studies in the social history of culture in the age
of mass society, including the popular arts, and the "culture

of consumption".

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.439

Modern Canada Since 1939
Selected aspects of Canadian industrialization, urbaniza-

tion, unionization, federalism, regionalism, feminism, na-

tionalist ideologies, popular culture, and class and
intellectual development.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.
F.J.K. Griezic

History 24.440

A Selected Period In United States History

A seminar that considers the relationship among the politi-

cal, social, economic and intellectual aspects of one of the

following periods: (a) The American Revolution; (b) the

early modern period, 1783-1816; (c) the Jacksonian era,

1819-1844; (d) the progressive era, 1896-1912; (e) the

interwar years, 1920-1941
;
(f) since 1941. For 1993-94 the

period will be (d).

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

G. F. Goodwin

History 24.443

The Religious Factor In the History of the United States

A study of the role played by religious faith in the history of

the United States, with special emphasis on political activi-

ties, the public philosophy, public policy and the American
concept of national destiny.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.453

Problems In the Intellectual History of Britain, 1740-

1850
A seminar on selected themes in the intellectual and cultural

history of Britain, with special attention to the development
of ideas of history and society. Representative topics in-

clude: the Scottish Enlightenment, the periodical press, the

impact of the French Revolution.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Evening division.

M. Phillips

History 24.454

Selected Problems in the History of Women and the

Family: the Pre-lndustrial Atlantic World
A seminar on selected problems relating to the pattern of

women's lives from the mid-sixteenth to the early eight-

eenth century. The course is concerned with one or more
of the following issues: the changing nature of the family,

women's changing work patterns, the place of women in

the changing political scene, changing attitudes to child-

hood, changing attitudes to sexuality, the experience of

trans-Atlantic migration for women and children. While the

major focus is on Britain and France, Quebec and Acadia;

the experiences of Amerindian women, especially Micmac,

are usually considered.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.455

Selected Problems In Modern German History

A seminar on selected problems relating to the political,

social, economic, cultural, and intellectual developments of

German-speaking central Europe in the modem era with

emphasis on the Third Reich.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.457

Selected Problems In Tudor and Stuart History

A seminar concentrating on group and community organi-

zations and power in Tudor and early Stuart England.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

R.B. Goheen
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History 24.458

Selected Problems In Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Con-
Jury British Social History

A seminar primarily concerned with themes in social history.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.459

Selected Problems In the History of Women and the

Family: from the Industrial Revolution

A seminar on selected problems relating to the changes in

women's lives and in the structure of the family that have

occurred since the eighteenth century. The course is con-

cerned with one or more of the following issues: women's
changing work patterns; the rise of the women's movement;
changing attitudes toward childhood; changing views of

sexuality. While the main focus is on Britain, North Ameri-

can and European experience is also examined, for com-
parative purposes.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

P.J. Walker

History 24.460

Selected Problems In Russian History

A seminar on selected problems relating to the expansion

and decline of Imperial Russia.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.461

Selected Problems In Soviet History

A seminar on selected problems relating to the estab-

lishment and subsequent course of the Soviet Union.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

J.L Black

History 24.471

Selected Problems In International Economic History

A seminar concerned with the political economy of interna-

tional economic relations and their influence on patterns of

historical development.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.480

Selected Problems In the Diplomacy of the Great Pow-
ers, 1906-1945

A seminar on selected problems in diplomatic history from
the origins of the First World War.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
Day division: Three hours a week.
R.A. Jones

History 24.481

Diplomatic and Strategic Problems of the Second
World War
A seminar on problems selected from major politico-strate-

gic issues of the outbreak, conduct and aftermath of the

Second World War.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.485
Selected Problems In East-Asian History
A seminar on a selected topic in Chinese or Japanese
history during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

History 24.490

Honours Comprehensive
A written examination, required of candidates for Honours
in History and taken In the Fourth or final year. The exami-
nation deals with general questions of historical interpreta-

tion arising from the Fourth-year seminars and History

24.491.

History 24.491

Directed Studies

A course required of candidates for Honours in History

which is taken in the Fourth or final year. It includes super-

vised reading and written reports in an area of history.

History 24.498

Memoire de recherche
Un travail ecrit dans le domaine de specialisation d'un

membre du departement. Consultez le conseiller de "Men-
tion: francais" pour les sujets offerts.

For students of "Mention: francais" only.

Permission of the "Mention: francais" adviser required.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.499.

History 24.499 (2 credits)

Honours Research Essay
Open to candidates for Honours in History in their Fourth

year with the permission of the Department. B+ standing in

History courses is expected. The subject for research is

settled in consultation with the Department and a supervi-

sor is assigned. A written outline of the project must be
submitted to the Honours Committee one week before the

last day for course changes. The candidate will be orally

examined upon the essay after presentation. This course

carries double credit.

Precludes additional credit for History 24.498.
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Members of the Institute

Director

J. A. Brook (Philosophy)

Associate Director

Charles Gordon (Sociology and Anthropology)

Program Co-ordinators

Environmental Studies

J. Peter Johnson (Geography)

Cognitive Science

J. Logan (Psychology)

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies

Charles Gordon (Sociology and Anthropology)

Programs of Study

The Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies is the administra-

tive centre for interdisciplinary programs in the Faculties of

Arts and Social Sciences that do not have a separate

administrative unit. The Institute offers Pass and Honours
programs in Environmental Studies and Directed Interdis-

ciplinary Studies, and an Honours program in Cognitive

Science.

The degree of Directed Interdisciplinary Studies may be

taken in any one of eight interdisciplinary subject areas:

Aboriginal Studies, African Studies, Asian Studies, Labour

Studies, Latin American and Caribbean Studies, Medieval

Studies, Urban Studies (for all these, see below), and

Visual and Performing Arts (see School for Studies in Art

and Culture, p. 76). Special programs may also be ar-

ranged.

In addition, the Institute offers three kinds of interdiscipli-

nary courses: Humanities (course prefix 02), Social Sci-

ence (course prefix 03) and combined Humanities/Social

Science (course prefix 04). These courses are listed on pp.
188-189.

Environmental Studies

Dunton Tower, Room 1 102

Telephone: 788-2368

Program Co-ordinator

J. Peter Johnson (Geography)

Members of the Committee
J.A. Brook (Philosophy)

Charles Gordon (Sociology and Anthropology)

Brian R. Little (Psychology)

H. Gray Merriam (Biology)

Susan D. Phillips (Public Administration)

Douglas A. Smith (Economics)

Peter Swan (Law)

M.S. Whittington (Political Science)

General Information

The B.A. in Environmental Studies program is founded on
the premise that the social sciences and humanities can

j

make a significant contribution to the study of environ-
j

mental issues. The program is designed to enable students

to develop an interdisciplinary perspective on human inter-

action with the environment. To this end it introduces

students to the range of social, cultural, economic, political,
'

legal and ethical factors affecting human interaction with

the environment, while at the same time ensuring they

acquire a basic literacy in the physical and biological sci-
j

ences.

In the course of their studies, students will develop an
j

understanding and appreciation of the environmental con-

sequences of individual and collective human actions and
policies. The program will expose students to the ap-

proaches of various disciplines to understanding the envi-

!

ronment, as well as the differences and inconsistencies

between the various approaches. In addition students will
j

be introduced to methods and techniques appropriate for

examining environmental questions from a human and
social perspective.

The Major in Environmental Studies is offered at both the

Pass and the Honours level within the B.A.

Honours graduates from this program could be eligible to

undertake graduate study in Environmental Studies, as well

as Geography, Sociology, Political Science, Legal Studies,

Philosophy, or some other discipline. Students who con-

j

template going on to graduate work should seek appropri-

ate advice on selecting their program electives and options.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation requirements (see pp. 41) and all Faculty re-

quirements (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all the Major

requirements set out below.

Pass Program

At the Pass level, the Environmental Studies program

consists of a total of 8.0 credits, with a core of 5.0 credits

plus 3.0 program electives. The remaining 7.0 credits for I

the degree are free options.

1. Science 60.1 00 Science for Survival;

2. Philosophy 32.184* Environmental Ethics;

3. Geography 45.102* Environment, Resources and So-

ciety;

4. Science 60.200 The Living Ecosphere;

5. One of: Economics 43.220 Statistical Methods in the!

Social Sciences; Psychology 49.200 Introduction to Psy

chological Research and Statistics; Sociology 53.203 Intro-

duction to Sociological Research; Political Science 47.270

Quantitative Political Science Research Methods;

6. Environmental Studies 04.300* Environmental Studies

Colloquium;

7. One of: Philosophy 32.284* Environments, Technology

and Values; Law 51 .380* Law of Environmental Quality;
j

8. 3.0 credits to be chosen from the list of Program Elec
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fives (see below). At least 1 .0 of these credits must be at

the 300-level or above.

Honours Program

At the Honours level the Environmental Studies program
consists of a total of 1 2.0 credits, with a core of 7.5 credits

plus 4.5 program electives. The remaining 8.0 credits for

the degree are free options.

1. Science 60.100 Science for Survival;

2. Philosophy 32.184* Environmental Ethics;

3. Geography 45.102* Environment, Resources and So-

ciety;

4. Science 60.200 The Living Ecosphere;

5. One of: Economics 43.220 Statistical Methods in the

Social Sciences; Psychology 49200 Introduction to Psy-

chological Research and Statistics; Sociology 53.203 Intro-

duction to Sociological Research; Political Science 47.270

Quantitative Political Science Research Methods;

6. Environmental Studies 04.300* Environmental Studies

Colloquium;

7. One of: Philosophy 32.284* Environments, Technology
and Values; 51 .380* Law of Environmental Quality;

8. One of: Biology 61.393* Biology and Development of

Renewable Resources; Environmental Science 62.359*;
Environmental Science Group Project;

9. Environmental Studies 04.400* Environmental Studies

Seminar;

10. Environmental Studies 04.401* Environmental Stud-

ies Practicum;

11. Environmental Studies 04.497 Honours Essay in En-

vironmental Studies;

12. 4.5 credits to be chosen from the list of Program
Electives (see below). At least 1 .5 of these credits must be
at the 300-level or above.

Prerequisites

themes according to personal interests and career goals.

Students should consult the program coordinator about a
strategy appropriate for their individual goals, especially if

these plans include eventual graduate study.

Environment, Economy and Development

Biology

61.393* Biology and Development of Renewable Re-

sources

Economics
43.342* Special Studies in Economics
43.385* The Economics of Natural Resources

Geography
45.211 * Physical Basis of Environmental Management
45.220* Geography of the Global Economy
45.311 * Biophysical Resource Assessment
45.329* Sustainable Development and Third World Envi-

ronments
45.334* Renewable Resource Planning in a Local Area
45.404* Environmental Impact Assessment
45.443* Issues in Applied Economic Geography
45.445* Land Resource Use

History

24.421 Science and Technology in the Canadian Expe-

rience

So ciology/Anthropology

54.206* Cultural Adaptations and the Environment
56.253* Introduction to Human Ecology

53.451 * Workshop in Demography/Human Ecology

Technology, Society, Environment
59.350* Interactions in Industrial Society

59.401 * Technology and Society: Assessment
59.402* Technology and Society: Forecasting

Environment, Policy and Law

Geography
45.327* Measuring Quality of Life

45.404* Environmental Impact Assessment
45.426* Health, Environment and Society

In choosing optional courses, especially in First year, stu-

dents should take into account the prerequisite require-

ments for courses they will be taking in subsequent years.

In particular, as preparation for the statistics/methodology

course in requirement 5 (see Pass and Honours program,

pp. 178-179), students should Include in their First-Year

course selection an introductory course in at least one of

Economics, Sociology, Political Science or Psychology.
These courses, along with the Introductory course in Law,
also serve as prerequisites to many of the courses listed

below as Program Electives.

Program Electives

The Environmental Studies major requires a minimum
number of Program Electives (3.0 credits for the Pass
program, 4.5 for the Honours program, (see Pass and
Honours program, this page). The list of acceptable elec-

tives is laid out below. The courses are grouped according
to four themes. Students may concentrate their electives

within a single theme or distribute them over various

History

24.421 Science and Technology in the Canadian Expe-

rience

Law
51 .205 Introduction to Public Law
51.305* Law and Regulation

51 .380* Law of Environmental Quality

Political Science

47.200 Canadian Government and Politics

47.401 Canadian Public Policy

47.402* Policy Seminar: Problems of Northern Develop-
ment

Sociology

53.348* Collective Behaviour and Social Movements
53.380 Social Policy

53.440* Environment, Ideology and Social Policy

Technology, Society, Environment
59.350* Interactions in Industrial Society
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Environmental Attitudes and Ethics

Geography
45.230* The Cultural Landscape
45.327* Measuring Quality of Life

45.404* Environmental Impact Assessment
45.431 * Advanced Cultural Geography

History

24.421 Science and Technology in the Canadian Expe-

rience

Philosophy

32.212* Contemporary Ethical Theory
32.284* Environments, Technology and Values

32.330 Social and Political Philosophy

32.441 Contemporary Moral or Political Philosophy

Sociology/Anthropology

54.206* Cultural Adaptations and the Environment

53.348* Collective Behaviour and Social Movements
53.440* Environment, Ideology and Social Policy

Technology, Society, Environment

59.350* Interactions in Industrial Society

Human Population and the Built Environment

Architecture

76.204* The Physical Morphology of the City

76.315* Theories of Landscape Design

76.318* Design of Cities

76.319* Theory of City Form
78.345* Workshop: Urban Design

78.392A*Selected Topics: Workshop in Urban Studies

Engineering

82.433* Urban Planning

Geography
45.320* The Canadian City: Environment, Structure and

Contemporary Problems

45.333* Municipal Land-Use Planning in Canada
45.370* Population Geography
45.423* Urban Revitalization

45.427* Urban Development and Analysis

Canadian Studies

12.1 00 Introduction to Canadian Studies

12.302 Canadian Studies Seminar (when there is envi-

ronmental content)

12.402 Canadian Studies Seminar (when there is envi-

ronmental content)

English Language and Literature

18.207 Literature and the Sciences

18.296 The Writer, Literature and Society

Geography
45.302* Air Photo Interpretation and Remote Sensing

45.319* Soils and Environment

45.335 Development of Canada : The Historical Geo-

graphical Perspective

45.351* Northern Lands
45.355* Development of Canada: The Historical Geo-

graphical Perspective

45.444* Outdoor Recreational Land Use

History

24.352* Aboriginal Peoples of British North America tc

1867
24.353* Aboriginal Peoples of Canada Since 1 867
24.434 History of Northern Canada

Law
51.374* Local Government Law

Philosophy

32.211* History of Ethics

Physics

75.291 * Physics of the Environment I

75.292* Physics of the Environment II

Political Science

47.303* Canadian Urban Politics

Religion

34.235 Religion and Contemporary Moral Issues

Technology, Society, Environment
59.403* Technology and Society: Innovation

History

24.329* Canadian Urban History

Political Science

47.302* Canadian Municipal Government

Sociology/Anthropology

53.251 * Introduction to Population Studies

53.254* Urban Sociology

53.260* Community
54.335* The Prehistory of Human Settlement

53.339* Society and Shelter (also listed as 76.423*)
53.451 * Workshop in Demography/Human Ecology
53.456* Workshop in Urban Sociology

Course Suggestions for Free Options

Biology

61.192* Natural History

Cognitive Science

Dunton Tower, Room 1 103
Telephone: 788-2368 or 788-3597

Members of the Committee

Program Co-ordinator

John Logan (Psychology)

Members
Ann Laubstein (Linguistics)

William Petrusic (Psychology)

John Logan (Psychology)

Franz Oppacher (School of Computer Science)

Jean-Pierre Corriveau (School of Computer Science)

Andrew Brook (Philosophy), Chair
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General Information Core Courses

Cognitive Science is a multi-disciplinary approach to the

study of human cognition, perception, emotion and so on.

First mooted as a branch of knowledge with the develop-

ment of computers in the years following WWII, it took on

an identity as a separate discipPne in the mid-1 970's. Now
found at over 150 universities worldwide, Philosophy, Lin-

guistics, Psychology and Computer Science have always

been major contributors to its work. At Carleton, all four

disciplines contribute directly to the undergraduate pro-

gram. Other academic units such as Sociology/Anthropol-

ogy and Biology offer highly relevant courses. Going all the

way from the abstract study of concepts of cognition at one
end to well-defined empirical research into language and
cognition and the specifics of modelling cognition on com-
puters on the other, Cognitive Science presents a unique

opportunity to study four major approaches to human cog-

nition, perception, etc. at the same time. In addition to a

satisfactory overview of the four approaches together, the

Carleton program also offers students an opportunity to

acquire deeper knowledge of one of them. This feature of

Carleton's program greatly expands the range of options

open to graduates of the program.

Admission Requirements

The admission requirements for Cognitive Science are the

same as those for Honour programs as a whole. It is likely

that the number of places will be limited, so early application

is recommended.

Graduation Requirements

First Year
04.1 01 * Introduction to Cognitive Science

29.1 00 Introduction to Linguistics

49.1 00 Introduction to Psychology

95.105* Introduction to Programming
32.1 51 * Mind and Truth (recommended but not required)

Second Year
04.201 * History of Cognitive Science
95.1 06* Computer Applications (may also be taken in

First year)

95.185* Introduction to Discrete Structures

29.232* Semantics
49.220* Biological Foundations of Behaviour

49.270* Introduction to Cognitive Psychology
32.252* Philosophy of Mind
1 .5 credits from an area of specialization

Third Year
32.201* Logic or 32.336* Symbolic Logic

95.202* Data Structures and Data Types
95.207* Programming Language Concepts
29.301* Phonetics

29.303* Language Analysis

49.220* Biological Foundations of Behaviour or 49.270*
Introduction to Cognitive Psychology ( see sec-

ond year)

1 .5 credits from the chosen area of specialization

Fourth year
95.407* Applied Artificial Intelligence

Honours essay, one fourth-year credit and additional re-

quired credits, if any, from the chosen area of specializa-

tion.

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation requirements (see p. 41 ) and all Faculty require-

ments (see pp. 69-70), in addition to the requirements of

the Cognitive Science program listed below.

Honours Program

Carleton offers only an Honours program in Cognitive

Science. This program consists of three elements: a core

of courses taken by all students (9.5 credits); an area of

specialization, selected from the five areas of specialization

listed immediately below ( 5 or 5.5 credits); and free options

to a total of 20 credits. The five areas of specialization are:

Philosophical and Conceptual Issues; Language and Lin-

guistics; the Biological Foundations of Cognition; Cognition

and Psychology; and Cognition and Computation.

Note:

Students are not required to complete courses in the order

isted. The division into years is merely a guideline. How-
ever, students should take prerequisite courses early

enough in their program to ensure that they can take

upper-year courses when they wish to do so.

Areas of Specialization

Philosophical and Conceptual Issues (not available in

1993-94)

32.280 Language and Communication (also listed as

29.280)

32.332* Issues in the Philosophy of Science

32.351* Philosophy of Computing
32.380 20th-century Anglo-American Philosophy

32.451* Philosophy and Theories of Mentality

One of : 32.401 Philosophy of Language, 32.402*Phi-
losophy of Social Science, 32.41 1*Phik>sophy

of Action, 32.421*Epistemology, 32 .43 ^Phi-
losophy of Logic

04.498 Honours Essay

Language and Linguistics

29.261* Psycho linguistics

29.264* Speech and Language Problems
29.302* Phonology

29.304 Grammatical Theory
29.381 * Language Structure

One of: 29.211 *Historical Linguistics, 29.271* Sociol-

inguistics, or 29.272* Language Typology
Two of: 29.401 * Advanced Phonology, 29.402 Ad-

vanced Grammar, 29.409* Current Issues,

29.461* Experimental Linguistics, 29.462*
Language Acquisition

04.498 Honours Essay
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The Biological Foundations of Cognition

49.200 Introduction to Psychological Research and Sta-

tistics

49.300 Design and Analysis in Psychological Research
49 .3 20 Beh aviouna I Ne uro scienee

One of: 49.322* Sensory Processes or 49.372* Per-

ception, 49.322* recommended
Two half-credits at the fourth-year level or above, to be

chosen in consultation with the Co-ordinator

04.498 Honours Essay

Cognition and Psychology
49200 Introduction to Psychological Research and Sta-

tistics

49.300 Design and Analysis in Psychological Research
49.370 Cognition

One of: 49.322 Sensory Processes or 49.372* Percep-

tion, 49.372* recommended
Two half-credits at the fourth-year level or above, to be

chosen in consultation with the Co-ordinator

04.498 Honours Essay

Cognition and Computation

95.102* Introduction to Computers (could also be taken

in First Year)

95.302* Compiler Construction

95.402* Computer Graphics

95.405* Robotics and Computer Vision

One additional second-year credit or above in Computer
Science, chosen in consultation with the Coordinator

One fourth-year credit or above in Computer Science,

chosen in consultation with the Coordinator

04.498 Honours Essay

Prerequisites

Students should check the prerequisites for courses care-

fully, especially in their area of specialization, to ensure that

by the year in which they wish to enrol in a given course,

they have all prerequisites of that course.

The Honours Essay must be done in a student's area of

specialization. To enrol in 04.498, a student must have

satisfied all the requirements of that area of specialization

except those of fourth-year.

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies

Dunton Tower, Room 1101

Telephone: 788-2368

Members of the Committee

Program Co-ordinator

Charles Gordon (Sociology and Anthropology)

Members
Jane Dickson-Gilmore (Law)

Foster Griezic (History)

Ben Jones (English)

J. Lambert (Biology)

Rob Shields (Sociology and Anthropology)

Priscilla Walton (English)

General Information

In Directed Interdisciplinary Studies, students concentrate

on a theme or field of interest outside the formal programs
offered by departments, schools or institutes. Students may
choose courses from various disciplines bearing directly

upon their interests. Some possibilities are medieval stud-

ies, Renaissance studies, Third World studies, African

studies, Asian studies, comparative literary studies, studies

in the fine arts, labour studies, Latin American and Carib-

bean studies, urban studies, technology, society and envi-

ronment studies, visual or performing arts, or studies

leading to a specific vocational goal not met by existing

programs. Please see below, for listings of courses and
committees in some of these fields. Students in Directed

Interdisciplinary Studies may take either a Pass or an

Honours program.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see pp. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all Committee regula-

tions and requirements as set out below.

Pass Program

1. Students applying for admission to the Pass program
must complete the prescribed application form, available

from the office of Directed Interdisciplinary Studies. They
are required to list and justify a minimum of eight credits

related to a significant theme or field of interest and fitting

into a coherent pattern. On acceptance of the application,

the credits noted above, or any variation later agreed to by

the Committee, become a requirement for completion of

the degree.

2. Prior to submitting a formal application, students are

advised to consult with the Program Co-ordinator for assis-

tance in working out a suitable pattern of courses.

3. To allow time for adequate appraisal by the Committee,

the application for admission should be submitted as early

as possible before the year of entry to the program (by July

1 for September registration and by November 1 for Janu-

ary registration).

4. Students may apply for admission to the program at any

time after completion of their first five credits and before

they begin their last five credits towards the degree.

5. Normally, three credits in the student's field of interest

are to be included among the last five credits taken Towards

the degree.

6. In order to graduate, students must have a minimum
overall grade-point average of 4.0 (C-) in all 15 credits

counted towards the degree, as well as a minimum grade-

point average of 4.0 (C-) in the eight-credit pattern ap-

proved for the degree.

7. Students must obtain at least one credit at the 300-level

or above.

Honours Program

1. Students applying for admission to the Honours pro-
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gram must complete the prescribed application form, avail-

able from the office of Directed InterdiscipPnary Studies.

They are required to list and justify a minimum of 1 2 credits

related to a significant theme or field of interest and fitting

into a coherent pattern. On acceptance of the application,

the credits noted, or any variation later agreed to by the

Committee, become a requirement for completion of the

degree.

2. At least six of the 20 credits must be in a single discipline

.

3. At least four of the 12 credits should be taken at the 400
level or equivalent, one of these to be the Honours Essay,

Interdisciplinary 04.498.

4. Regulations for the Major program numbered 2, 3, 4 and
5 apply equally to Honours.

Interdisciplinary Subject Areas

The Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies sponsors the nine

interdisciplinary subject areas described below. There are

no majors in these areas but there is strong teaching and
active research interest. Students interested in pursuing

work in any of these areas either through the Directed

InterdiscipSnary Studies major or in conjunction with a

disciplinary major should arrange a meeting with the area

cc-ordinator. Where a co-ordinator is not named, contact

the office of the Institute for InterdiscipSnary Studies.

In all cases detailed descriptions of the courses listed for

each area can be found in the various departmental

courses listings. Courses at the 500-level are described in

the Calendar of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Re-
search.

Aboriginal Studies

Co-ordina tor: Simon Brascoupe (Sociology/Anthropology)

Individual departments at Caneton offer courses concerned
with aboriginal issues. Growing interest in Canadian first

peoples has promoted a gradual increase in courses about
aboriginal cultures and an increase in related activities on
campus. No degree program in aboriginal studies exists,

but students may submit a coherent pattern of courses
selected from the list below for a B.A. or B.A. Honours
program in Directed Interdisciplinary Studies, according to

the procedures described for this degree in the Calendar,

pp. 182-183. Students interested in pursuing such a pro-

gram may contact the co-ordinator.

11.404* Topics in Canadian Indian Art

11.502* Aspects of Canadian Indian Art

11.507* Aspects of In uit Art

Canadian Studies

12.510 Northern and Native Issues

Geography
45.351* Northern Lands

45.431 * Advanced Cultural Geography
45.570* Problems of Development in Arctic and Subarctic

Environments

History

24.352* Aboriginal Peoples of British North America to

1867
24.353* Aboriginal Peoples of Canada since 1867
24.423 The Indian Peoples of Northern Canada (jointly

with 24.538)

Law
51.354* Law and Native Peoples of Canada
51.436* Contemporary Issues in Criminal Law; Canada's

Aboriginal People and Criminal Justice Issues in

the 1990's

Music
30.230*
30.310

30.512*

An Introduction to Ethnomusicology

Music in Canada
History of Canadian Music III

Political Science

47.402* Policy Seminar: Problems of Northern Develop-

ment

Sociology and Anthropology

54207* The Anthropology of Conquest
54.318* Archaeology in Canada
54.319* Issues in Canadian Native Studies

54.470* Selected Problems in the Study of North Ameri-

can Native Peoples

54.516* North American Native Studies

54.517* Problems in North American Ethnohistory

56.383* The Anthropology of Art I

56.384* The Anthropology of Art II

56.465* Selected Problems in the Study of Ethnic and
Race Relations

Other

Art History, the Centre for Applied Language Studies, Ca-
nadian Studies, English, Law and Sociology/Anthropology

have special topics courses which, from year to year, may
focus on aboriginal issues.

Courses

Applied Language Studies

23.1 90 Introduction to an Indigenous Language
23.195 Intensive Introduction to an Indigenous Lan-

guage

Art History

11205* Arts of the First Peoples: the Woodlands, the

Plains, and the Subarctic

11206* Arts of the First Peoples: the Southwest, the

West Coast, and the Arctic

11313* Themes and Issues in African, Oceanic, and
Native American Arts

11.314* InuitArt

11.403* Topics In Canadian Inuit Art
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African Studies

Co-ordinator. Chris Brown (Political Science)

Although there is no degree program in African Studies at

Carieton, there is a strong teaching and research interest.

Courses relating to Africa have been given in various

departments and schools for many years and students can

select these courses as part of their degree programs.

Students may also submit a pattern of courses of African

Studies for a B.A. Pass or Honours program (Directed

Interdisciplinary Studies) according to the procedures de-

scribed for this degree in the Calendar, pp. 182-1 83.

Courses

Applied Language Studies

23.130 Intensive Introductory Arabic

Art History

1 1 .204* Arts of Native Peoples: Africa and Oceania

Economics
43.363* Introduction to Economic Development

43.457* The Economics of Development
43.458* International Aspects of Economic Development

English

18.496* Studies in African or Caribbean Literature

Geography
45.329* Sustainable Development and Third World Envi-

ronments
45.330* Sustainable Development in Sub-Saharan Africa

45.395* Selected World Regional Problems
45.520* Issues of Development in Africa (46.563*)

45.540* Territory and Territoriality (46.542*)

45.544* Gender and Environments

History

24.275 History of Africa

24.372* North Africa and the Near East in the Era of

Western Dominance

International Affairs

46.529* Conflict in Southern Africa

46.533* Science, Technology and International Affairs:

The Third World

46.537* Macroeconomics in a Development Context

46.542* Territory and Territoriality (45.540*)

46.563* Issues of Development in Africa (45.520*)

46.568* Indigenous Perspectives on Third-World Devel-

opment
46.581 * Regional Cooperation among Developing Coun-

tries

Law
51 .563* International Economic Law: Regulation of

Trade and Investment (International Affairs

46.555*)

Music

30.151*
30.230*

Aural training I

Introduction to Ethnomusicology

30.231 * Musics of Eastern Cultures

30.251 Aural Training II

Political Science

47.310 Government and Politics in Africa

47.344* Comparative Public Administration

47.352* Women in Politics: Third World
47.414* Theory and Practice in Third World Development
47.415* Selected Problems in Third World Development
47.423* The Politics of Southern Africa

47.440* Comparative Public Bureaucracy
47.482* International Politics of Africa

47.517* Selected Problems in African Politics

47.522* Politics of Third Worid Development
47.523* The Politics of Southern Africa

47.545* Public Administration in Developing countries

47.581 * Foreign Policies of African States

Public Administration

50.573* Industrialization and Development

Sociology and Anthropology

56.235 Ethnic Group Relations

53.544* Race, Ethnicity and Class in Contemporary So-

cieties

Asian Studies

Co-ordinator: J. Kovalio (History)

No degree program for Asian studies exists but members
of the Committee for Asian Studies offer a wide variety of

courses about Asia. Research activities are encouraged
through such units as the Asian Pacific Research and

Resource Centre. The University is a member of the Shastri

Indo-Canadian Institute. The Norman Paterson School of

International Affairs supports graduate studies and re-

search on Asia. Students may submit a coherent pattern of

courses selected from the list below for a B.A. Pass or

Honours (Directed Interdisciplinary Studies), according to

the procedures described for this degree in the Calendar,

pp. 182-183.

Courses

Applied Language Studies

23.110 Intensive Introductory Mandarin

23.1 15 Intensive Introductory Thai

23.120 Introductory Japanese
23.1 25 Intensive Introductory Korean

23.130 Intensive Introductory Arabic

23.140 Introduction to Indonesian/Malaysian

23.150 Modern Spoken Hebrew
23.160 Vietnamese Language and Culture

Economics
43.457* The Economics of Development
43.458* International Aspects of Economic Development

43.555* Economic Development: International Aspects

Geography
45.540* Territory and Territoriality

History

24.1 70 Europe and the Non-Western World

24.278 The Middle East: 1 798 to the Present

24 .285 History of China

24 .286 History of Japan

24.361 * The Russian Empire

24.385* Twentieth-Century China

24.386* Twentieth-Century Japan
24.485 Selected Problems in East-Asian History
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International Affairs

46.508 Development Planning: Theory and Practice

46.512 Canada and International Development

46.527* Conflict in the Middle East

46.536* The Third World in the Global Political Economic

System
46.557 International Economic Law: Regulation of

Trade and Investment

46.560 Human Resource Development

46.561 * Historical Dimensions of Development and Un-

derdevelopment

46.567* Issues in Development in Southeast Asia

46.569 Social Cost-Benefit Analysis and Development

Project Evaluation

46.580* Pacific Economic and Political Relationships

Journalism

28.421 Specialized Reporting

Political Science

47.312 Government and Politics of East Asia

47315 Government and Politics of South and South-

East Asia

47.332* East Asian Political Thought-China, Japan and
Korea

47.483* Foreign Policies of Major East Asian Powers
47.518* State, Revolution and Reform in East Asia

Religion

34.1 05* Introduction to the Hindu Tradition

34.106* Introduction to the Buddhist Tradition

34.109* Introduction to Islam

34.278 The Middle East: 1 798 to the Present

34.320* Selected Problems in Indian Thought
34.342* Selected Topics in Religion

34.1 17 Introduction to Sanskrit

34.217 Readings in Sanskrit Literature

Labour Studies

Economics
43.356* Introduction to Labour Economics
43.357* Introduction to Industrial Relations

43.435 Manpower Economics and Labour Policy

43.465 Industrial Relations

History

24.331 * Quebec Since the 1 860s
24.335 History of Canadian Labour

24.340* History of Canadian Socialism since 1 890
24.355* History of British Columbia

24.425 Selected Problems in the Political Economy of

Canadian Labour

24.439 Modem Canada Since 1939

Law
51 .341 Employment Law
51.345* Labour Law
51.440* The Arbitration Process in Labour Relations

51 .445* Labour Relations in the Public Service

Philosophy

32.220 Introduction to Marxist Philosophy

32.284* Environments, Technology and Values
32.330 Social Philosophy

Political Science

47.306* Social Power in Canadian Politics

47.412* Politics of Western Lfoeral Democracies
47.413* The State in Advanced Capitalist Societies

47.416* Labour and the Canadian State

47.431* Marxist Thought
47.432* Contemporary Marxism

Sociology/Anthropology

53.257* The Sociology of Work
53.258* The Sociology of Occupations and Professions

53.346* Industrial Sociology

53.348* Collective Behaviour and Social Movements
53.381* Sociology of Law (Law 5 131 6*)
56.458* Workshop in Political Sociology-Anthropology

Co-ordinator:F. Griezic (History)

The Committee on Labour Studies, consisting of faculty

members with research and teaching interests in labour,

acts as a co-ordinating unit for activities in this area. An
interdisciplinary Labour Studies Research and Resource
Centre has been established for use by the University

community and the public at large. The University offers a

wide range of courses in the humanities and social sciences

relating to labour, and students can select those courses
as part of their degree program.

Students may also submit a coherent pattern of courses in

Labour Studies for a B.A. Pass or Honours (Directed Inter-

disciplinary Studies). Assistance in planning such a pattern

is available from the co-ordinator.

Courses

In developing a pattern in Labour Studies, the student can
choose from the following suggested basic and related

courses.

Related Courses

Business: 42.214*. 42.31 1 , 42.41 3*

Economics: 43.325, 43.344*

History: 24.234, 24.235, 24.270, 24.325*. 24.329*.
24.330*. 24.332, 24.337, 24.370, 24.433, 24.458

Law: 51 .203, 51 .205 , 5 1 .231 , 5 1 .30 1 , 51 .32 1 * , 51 .353

Philosophy: 32.202.32.409

Political Science: 47.200, 47.313*. 47.335*. 47.345*.
47.400A, 47.401 A

Sociology: 53.247, 54.333*, 53.345*. 53.347*. 53.433*.

(Law 51.41 7*), 53.452*

Other courses in specific disciplines may be applicable;

students should consult advisers in these disciplines.

Latin American and Caribbean Studies

Basic Courses

Business

42.312* Personnel Management
42.317* Introduction to Industrial Relations

Co-ordinator: To be announced

At present, no degree program in Latin American and
Caribbean Studies exists at Carleton. It is possible, how-
ever, for students to construct a program for a B.A. Pass or

Honours degree (Directed Interdisciplinary Studies) that

could focus on the Latin American and Caribbean region.
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(See pp. 182-183 for the prescribed procedures for this

Degree.)

Of particular interest to some students may be a Pass or

Honours degree in Spanish with supporting work in one or

more of the Social Sciences, or a Social Science program

with supporting work in Spanish. The same combinations

would be possible for those students interested in French

and the French Antilles or in English and the English

Speaking Caribbean.

Courses with a Latin American and Caribbean content are

listed below. Detailed course descriptions may be found in

the departmental listings of this Calendar. Graduate level

courses are described in the Calendar of Graduate Studies

and Research.

Knowledge of languages is indispensable for the study of

the region. The language courses relevant for Latin Amer-
ica are described under the listings of the Departments of

Spanish and French in this Calendar.

Courses

Biology

61.393* Biology and Development of Renewable Re-

Economlcs
43.363* Introduction to Economic Development
43.457* The Economics of Development
43.458* International Aspects of Economic Development

English

18.496 Studies in African or Caribbean Literature

Film Studies

19.421* Selected Topic in National Cinemas (Latin

American and the Caribbean)

French

20.470* Litteratures et cultures de la francophonie I

20.471 * Litteratures et cultures de la francophonie II

20.483 Tutorial: Selected Problems in Francophone Lit-

erature

Geography
45.220* Geography of the Global Economy
45.329* Sustainable Development and Third World Envi-

ronments

History

24.236 The Spanish and English Colonies in North

America
24.237 The History of Europe America

24.371 * A Selected Period in International Economic His-

tory

24.471 Selected Problems in International Economic
History

International Affairs

46.533 Science, Technology and International Affairs:

The Third World

45.536 The Third World in the Global System
46.561 Historical Dimensions of Development and Un-

derdevelopment
45.564 Issues in Development in Latin America
46.568 Indigenous Perspectives on Third World Devel-

opment
46.581 Regional Co-operation Among Developing

countries

Music
23.230* An Introduction to Ethnomusicology

Political Science

47.215 Comparative Politics

47.260 International Politics

47.3 1 1 Government and Politics of Latin America
47.318* Women in Developing Polities: A Comparative

Assessment
47.414* Theoryand Practice in Third World Development
47.415* Selected Problems in Third World Development

Public Administration

50.515 Management in the Public Service

50.517 Public Management in Developing Countries

50.567 Political Economy of the State

Social Work
52.519 Social Policy in Latin America and the Caribbean

Sociology and Anthropology

54.318* Archaeology in Canada
54.333* Economic Anthropology

53.360 Development and Social Change
56.465* Selected Problems in the Study of Ethnic and

Race Relations

Spanish
38.350* Spanish-American Literature 1500-1888

38.351 * Spanish-American Literature from Modernism to

the Present

38.460* Twentieth Century Spanish-American Novel I

38.461 * Twentieth Century Spanish-American Novel II

38.470* Twentieth Century Spanish-American Poetry I

38.471 * Twentieth Century Spanish-American Poetry II

38.560 Aspects of Spanish-American Literature after

1888

38.570 Special Problems in Spanish-American Litera-

ture

Intensive Spanish Program and Winter Program Abroad!

(see pp. 294-295).

Medieval Studies
|

Co-ordinator: D. le Berrurier (School for Studies in Art and
Culture)

The University offers a wide range of courses in the hu-

manities and social sciences relating to the Middle Ages,

and students can select these courses as part of their]

degree program.

Students may also submit a coherent pattern of courses in

Medieval Studies for a B.A. Pass or Honours (Directed

Interdisciplinary Studies), in accordance with the proce-

dures described for this degree in the Calendar, pp. 182-

183. Contact the Co-ordinator for assistance in planning a

program.

Courses

Art History

11 .220* Western Medieval Art

1 1 .221 * Eastern Medieval Art

11.325* Russian Art

11 .327* Gothic Architecture and Monumental Sculpture

11.329* Gothic Minor Arts

1 1 .393* Practicum in Art History through Archaeology
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1 1 .422* Topics in Eastern Medieval Art

1 1 .423* Topics in Western Medieval Art

Classics

13.302 The Later Roman Empire (also listed as History

24.302)

The History of the Byzantine Empire, 527-1453

A.D. (also listed as History 24.303)

Beginnings of Early Medieval Europe and the

Near East (also listed as History 24.402)

This Department offers several courses in Greek and Latin

.

Medieval Latin may be taken on a tutorial basis.

13.303

13.402

English

18.312

18.322

Old English

Chaucer and the Literature of Medieval England

18.428* Studies in Medieval Literature I. Special Topic for

1993-94: Thomas Malory's Le Morte d 'Arthur

18.492H Studies in Medieval Literature II.

French

20261 i

20.362

La litterature du Moyen Age
Le Roman. Special topic for 1 993-94: Prouesse

et depassement (oeuvres de Chretien de
Troyes).

German
22.430 Medieval Language and Literature

History

24.205

24.302

24.303

24.305

24.402

24.405

24.406

Italian

26.340

26.441

26.491

England during the Middle Ages
The Later Roman Empire (also listed as Classics

13.302)

The History of the Byzantine Empire, 527-1453

A.D. (also listed as Classics 13.303)

Medieval Thought
Beginnings of Early Medieval Europe and the

Near East (also listed as Classics 13 .402)

Selected Problems in Medieval History

Medieval Intellectual History

Development of Literary Genres from the Thir-

teenth Century to the Renaissance

Tutorial: Literature. Topic for 1 993-94: Dante

Special Studies

Law
51.491 Tutorial in Law

Music

30.210* Music in the Middle Ages
30.430* Notation of Medieval and Renaissance Music

Philosophy

32.225 Reason and Revelation

32.473*. 32.474* Special Topic in Medieval Philosophy

Political Science

47.334 Ancient and Medieval Political Thought

Psychology

49.401 * Special Topics in Psychology: Psychology from

the Middle Ages

Spanish

38.415* Medieval Spanish Literature from the Origins

through 1 300
38.416* Medieval Spanish Literature, 1300-1500

38.491 * Seminar on a Special Topic. Special Topic for

1993-94: The literature of the medieval kingdom
of Castile.

Urban Studies

Co-ordinator: Charles Gordon (Sociology and Anthropol-

ogy)

The Interfaculty Committee on Urban Studies has drawn

up the following list of undergraduate courses in urban

studies currently offered at Carleton.

Students may submit a coherent pattern of courses in urban

studies for a B.A. Pass or Honours (Directed Interdiscipli-

nary Studies) in accordance with the procedures described

for this degree in the Calendar, pp. 182-183. Assistance in

planning such a program is available from members of the

Committee on Urban Studies.

Courses

Architecture

76.308* Origins of Modem Architecture

76.315* Theories of Landscape Architecture

76.328* Workshop: The Architecture of Urban Space
78.323* Workshop: Landscape Architecture

78.340* City Organization and Planning Processes

78.345* Workshop: Urban Design

78349* Workshop: City Organization and Planning Proc-

esses

Art History

11.302* Canadian Architecture

1 1 .305* American Architecture

11.350* British Art and Architecture: 1600-1850

Economics
43.480 Research Seminar in Urban Economics

Engineering

82.334* Transportation Engineering and Planning

82.433* Urban Planning

82.435* Transportation Geography

Geography
45.220* Geography of the Global Economy
45.221* Geographical Challenges of Contemporary

Economies
45.320* The Canadian City: Internal Structure and Con-

temporary Problems
45.333* Municipal Land Use Planning in Canada
45.423* Urban Revitalization

45.427* Urban Development and Analysis

45.433* Urban Planning

45.442* Transportation Geography

Geology
67.417* Geotechnical Mechanics

History

24.329 4 Canadian Urban History

24.330* The History of Upper Canada to 1 867

Law
51.374 Local Government Law

Physics

75.291 * Physics of the Environment
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75.292* Physics of the Environment II

Political Science

47.302* Canadian Municipal Government
47.303* Canadian Urban Politics

47.410* Canadian and Comparative Local Government
and Politics

Sociology and Anthropology
56.253* Introduction to Human Ecology

53.254* Urban Sociology

53260* Community
53.339* Society and Shelter (Architecture 76.423*)
53.456* Workshop in Urban Sociology

Visual and Performing Arts

For this area of study please consult the School for Studies

in Art and Culture (see pp. 75-76).

Interdisciplinary Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Social Sciences

Social Sciences 03.101

Human Rights and the Social Sciences
The course will examine human rights issues from a mul-

tidisciplinary perspective. Among the topics to be covered

are: cultural roots of and influences on inequality; measures
of discrimination; the philosophical nature of equality; the

role of the state vis-a-vis human rights; social movements;
advocacy and empowerment of vulnerable groups; under-

standing the nature of the anger of victims of discrimination;

and, legal instruments and precedents involved in the

development of human rights. Study of important cases and
experiences will be used to trace the evolution of human
rights principles.

Lectures and discussion groups: Three hours a week.

Social Sciences 03.300*
Computer Applications In the Social Sciences
An introduction to the use of mainframe and micro-com-

puter applications in social science research. Topics cov-

ered may include statistical packages, database
management, word processing, graphics, computer com-
munications, spread sheets, computer data collection and
laboratory control.

Prerequisites: Computer Science 95.1 01 or any program-
ming course and a research-methods course.

Social Sciences 03.401 *
Innovations in Social-Science Data Collection and
Measurement
This course provides an opportunity to study recent inno-

vations in social-science data collection and measurement.
It is an interdisciplinary course of interest to senior students,

researchers and practitioners who already have a prelimi-

nary foundation in social science methods. Topics empha-
sized vary from year to year, but developments in sampling
theory, survey instrument design, and reduction of meas-

urement bias are examples of intended topics.

Prerequisite: One full-course credit, or equivalent, in meth-
odology in one of the social sciences, or permission of the

program co-ordinator.

Social Sciences 03.402*
Innovations in Quantitative Analysis for the Social Sci-

ences
This course provides an opportunity to study recent inno-

vations in quantitative analysis of social science data. It is

an interdisciplinary course of interest to senior students,

researchers and practitioners who already have a prelimi-

nary foundation in quantitative analysis for the social sci-

ences. Topics emphasized vary from year to year, but linear

restriction modelling, log-linear techniques and develop-

ments in time series analysis are examples of intended

topics.

Prerequisite: One full-course credit, or equivalent, in meth-

odology in one of the social sciences, or permission of the

program co-ordinator.

Social Sciences 03.41 0*
Seminar on Special Research Problems In Social Sci-

ences
This is a research-oriented honours seminar that focuses

on special problems in the Social Sciences.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year honours in a social sciences dis-

cipline or permission of the program co-ordinator.

Arts and Social Sciences Courses: Interdisciplinary

Cognitive Science 04.101*
Introduction to Cognitive Science
An introduction to human cognition and 'the mind's new
science', cognitive science, and to the contributions of

psychology, computer science, linguistics, philosophy and
other disciplines to the field.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Cognitive Science 04.201*
History of Cognitive Science

A survey of the history and development of cognitive sci-

ence as a separate branch of knowledge, from its roots in

cybernetics and theory of computation in the late 1 940's to

the large multi-disciplinary, multi-national teaching and re-

search program it has now become.
Prerequisite: Second-year standing or permission of the

Institute.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Environmental Studies 04.300*
Environmental Studies Colloquium
Efforts to deal with the environmental impacts of human
actions must acknowledge the interactions between com-
plex natural systems, social values and attitudes, and

economic, legal and political concerns. These interactions

will be explored, in relation to specific environmental issues,

through invited speakers from various acade mic discip lines

and outside agencies.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing in Environmental Studies

or permission of the Institute.

Arts and Social Sciences 04.390

The Literature of Existentialism

A study of the origins, development, and principal charac-

teristics of existentialist literature. (Also listed as English

18.390.)

All assigned readings will be in English.

Prerequisite: At least Third-year University standing.
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Environmental Studies 04.400*
Environmental Studies Seminar
Using interdisciplinary case studies, the course examines

how societal institutions respond to environmental con-

cerns, how the environment is understood by various stake-

holders and how environmental priorities may be reflected

in social, political and economic decision-making.

Prerequisite: Registration is restricted to students in the

Fourth year of the B.A. (Environmental Studies) Honours
program.

Environmental Studies 04.401

Environmental Studies Practlcum
Experience in an external agency setting provides the basis

for translating the academic dimension into practical in-

volvement with environmental issues. Academic require-

ments are satisfied through a final report which integrates

the experience gained in the placement with a student's

background knowledge. This course is graded on a satis-

factory/unsatisfactory basis; there is no supplemental ex-

amination. The course may only be taken once for credit.

Prerequisite: Registration is restricted to students in the

Fourth year of the B.A. (Environmental Studies) Honours
program.

Interdisciplinary 04.497

Honours Essay in Environmental Studies

A required interdisciplinary research essay for Honours
students in the Fourth year of Environmental Studies. The
project is carried out by the student in consultation with a

faculty supervisor. The project must be approved in ad-

vance by the Committee on Environmental Studies. Stu-

dents must consult with the Program Co-ordinator in

selecting a project and a supervisor. Arts and Social Sci-

ences regulations governing Honours Theses and Re-

search Essays apply to this project, which is equivalent to

one credit.

Prerequisite: registration is restricted to students in the

Fourth year of the B.A. (Environmental Studies) Honours
program.

Arts and Social Sciences 04.498

Honours Essay
Interdisciplinary research essay for Honours students in the

fourth year of all IIS programs except Environmental Stud-

ies. !n selecting a project, students must consult their

Program Coordinator. Only the Program Coordinator can
assign a supervisor or grant approval to register in this

course. Arts and Social Sciences regulations governing
Honours Research Essays and Honours Theses apply.

Registration in this course is limited to students in the

Fourth year of the B.A. Honours program in IIS.
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Dunton Tower, Room 1427 varied for students who come into the program with ad-

Telephone: 788-2108 vanced standing in Italian.

Officers of Instruction

Chair

G. Panico

Associate Professors

C. Persi Haines

F. Loriggio

Assistant Professor

G. Panico

Instructor

W. Anselmi

Supervisors of Pass and Honours Studies

F. Loriggio

G. Panico

General Information

Some course changes were implemented in the academic

year 1989-90. Students enrolled in an Italian degree pro-

gram before this year should direct their enquiries to the

Pass or Honours supervisor before registration.

The Department of Italian offers a varied and flexible un-

dergraduate program, which has been designed to comply

with a range of academic and professional interests. The
program offers courses and tutorials in language, literature

and cultural studies, and it includes some options for trans-

lation training.

The minimum credit requirements for a degree in Italian,

after the completion of Italian 26.100 or the equivalent are

as follows: Pass: six; Combined Pass: five; Combined
Honours: seven.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

The requirements for the Pass program in Italian after the

completion of a 100-level credit or the equivalent are Italian

26.200, 26.240, 26.260, 26.300, 26.340 and 26.342. Both

Italian 26.340 and 26.342 can be taken as requirements for

the Pass program; either Italian 26.340 or 26.342 can be

replaced by Italian 26.362, or 26.303* and 26.403*. The
course pattern may be varied for students who come into

the program with advanced standing in Italian.

The requirements for the Combined Pass program in Italian

after the completion of a 100-level credit or the equivalent

are Italian 26.200, 26.240, 26.260, 26.300 and one addi-

tional credit at the 300-level. The course pattern may be

Combined Honours Program

The minimum requirements for the Combined Honours
program in Italian after the completion of a 1 00-level credit

or the equivalent are Italian 26.200, 26.240, 26.260,

26.300
,
26.340, 26.342 and one 400-level credit. Both

Italian 26.340 and 26.342 can be taken as requirements for

the Combined Honours program; either Italian 26.340 or

26.342 can be replaced by Italian 26.362 or 26.303* and
26.403* or a tutorial. The course pattern may be varied for

students who come into the program with advanced stand-

ing in Italian. Only a Combined Honours program is offered

by the Department of Italian. The program must be ar-

ranged with both Honours advisers concerned.

Departmental Tutorial Program

Students registered in Combined Honours in Italian and
students with specialized interests in Italian studies, should

examine the tutorials that the Department offers in the

areas of language, literature and cultural studies. The
tutorials are conducted on a one-to -one basis or in small

study groups. Enquiries about the selection of tutorials

should be directed to the Chair.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Italian 26.100

Introductory Italian

A course designed to introduce the student to the acquisi-

tion of Italian. Understanding, speaking, reading and writ-

ing.

Precludes additional credit for Italian 26.101* and/oi

26.102*.

Three hours a week and one hour practice in the laboratory
|

Italian 26.101*
introduction to Italian I

This half course introduces students to the main elements ,

of the Italian language. It is designed to make them acquire]

a functional competence in elementary spoken and written
j

Italian. Only for students with no previous knowledge H
Italian. One section may be reserved for Third-year archi-i

tecture students planning to participate in The Directec

Studies Abroad Program in Rome.
Precludes additional credit for Italian 26.100.

Three hours a week and one hour practice in the laboratory
j

Italian 26.102*
Introduction to Italian II

A half course that complements Italian 26.101 *. For stu-j

dents wishing to acquire a better understanding of th€j

language, and to further the acquisition process already

initiated in Italian 26.101*.

Precludes additional credit for Italian 26.100.
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Prerequisite: Italian 26.1 01 or equivalent.

Three hours a week and one hour practice in the laboratory.

ItaKan 26.200

Intermediate Italian

A sequel to Introductory Italian. Speaking, reading, writing,

understanding, and using the language as a means for

self-expression. A course intended to lead to the compre-

hension and enjoyment of Italian texts.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.100 or Italian 26.102* or equiva-

lent.

Three hours a week and one hour practice in the laboratory.

Italian 26.206*
Italian Conversation
Conversation and discussion of general and current prob-

lems, including occasional written work.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.100 or Italian 26.102* or equiva-

lent.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26.240

Introduction to Italian Literature

A course designed for students who intend to enter an

Italian program. Textual analysis of representative works.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.200 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26.260

Introduction to the Culture of Italy

This course, taught in English, traces the major develop-

ments of Italian culture. Emphasis is placed on art, litera-

ture, music, theatre and cinema. Students enrolled in

degree programs in Italian will be asked to complete as-

signments in Italian.

Prerequisite: For students who take Italian 26.260 as a

requirement in a degree program in Italian: Italian 26.200,

or permission of the Department.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26.300

Advanced Italian

A sequel to Intermediate Italian. Defined points of grammar,
style, composition; conversation and some translation. A
course designed to perfect the command of Italian.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.200 or equivalent.

Three hours a week and one hour practice in the laboratory.

Italian 26.303*
Italian Grammar
A systematic study of Italian grammar. Lexicology, phonol-

ogy, morphology, syntax, semantics, and contrastive gram-
mar.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.200 or equivalent.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26.340

Development of Literary Genres from the Thirteenth

Century to the Renaissance
An historical approach to the development of literary genres
from the thirteenth -century to the Renaissance.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26.342

Development of Literary Genres from the Baroque to

the Present

A historical approach to the development of literary genres
from the Baroque to the present.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.240 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26.362

The Italian Heritage in North America
A critical survey of the Italian-Canadian and Italian-Ameri-

can contribution to Canadian and American culture. Works
studied include novels, poetry, plays and films by such

authors as: Pier Giorgio Di Cicco, Mary Di Michele, Maria

Ardizzi, Marco Micone, Pietro Di Donato, Mario Puzo, John
Fante, Francis Coppola, Martin Scorsese.

The course is taught in English. Students enrolled in Pass

and Honours degrees in Italian will be asked to complete

assignments in the Italian language.

Prerequisite: For students who take Italian 26.362 as a

requirement in a degree program in Italian: Italian 26.200,

or permission of the Department.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26.401

Tutorial: Language and Dialects

A language tutorial with particular reference to the complex
problems of Italian and dialects in Italy and in North Amer-
ica.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Italian 26.403*
Translation

This course deals with the general principles as well as with

the particular problems of translation from and into Italian.

Practice and exercises with literary and non-literary texts.

Prerequisite: Italian 26.300 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Three hours a week.

Italian 26 .441

Tutorial: Literature

A tutorial on a selected author, movement or development

of a particular genre.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Italian 26.461

Tutorial: Contemporary Italian Culture

A tutorial on particular themes or trends of Italian culture as

they have developed from the Second World War to the

present. Topic for 1 993-94: Cultura di massa e intellettuali

negli ultimi trent'anni.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Italian 26491
Special Studies

A tutorial on a selected language or literature or civilization

topic.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
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St. Patrick's Building, Room 346
Telephone: 788-7404

Officers of the School

Director

Peter Johansen

Associate Director (Mass Communication)

Paul Attallah

Supervisor of Graduate Studies

Catherine McKercher

Supervisor of Undergraduate Studies, Journalism

T. Joseph Scanlon

Professor Emeritus

Wilfred Kesterton

Professors

G. Stuart Adam
Vincent Mosco
T. Joseph Scanlon

Associate Professors

Elly Alboim

Roger Bird

Peter A. Bruck

Christopher Doman
Ross Earnan

George Frajkor

Alan Frizzell

Peter Johansen
Lionel Lumb
Patrick MacFadden
Catherine McKercher
Brian Nolan

Klaus Pohle

Dan Pottier

Robert Rupert

Eileen Saunders
David Van Praagh

J.R. Weston

Assistant Professors

Paul Attallah

Michael Dorland

Barbara Freeman
Joanne Marshall

Mary McGuire
Lynne Van Luven

Visiting Associate Professor

Cameron Graham

General Information

Bachelor of Journalism Honours Program

The School of Journalism and Communication offers the

degree of Bachelor of Journalism with Honours. Students

entering the University after Senior Matriculation complete

a four-year course of 20.5 credits.

The aim of this program is not to train technologists; it is to

give students the ability to investigate, interpret and com-

municate intelligently in any of the mass media. To this end,

courses are designed to give students both professional

skills and an understanding of how media function, in order

that they can adapt to the various areas of modem journal-

ism. Advantage is taken of the many resources outside the

University provided by the location of the University in the

national capital.

Journalism courses, with the exception of a few seminars,

are offered in the Day division only. Optional courses in the

four-year program, however, maybe offered in the Evening

division.

Bachelor of Arts In Mass Communication

The School of Journalism and Communication offers Pass
and Honours Arts undergraduate programs in Mass Com-
munication.

See p. 216.

Graduate Programs

The School of Journalism and Communication offers the

Master of Journalism degree and a Master of Arts in

Communication. For further details consult the Faculty of

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar.

Bachelor of Journalism Honours Four-Year Program

Program Requirements

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Journalism take

a total of 20.5 credits, normally in this sequence:

First Year
Journalism 28.100;

A French language credit*; acceptable 100-level French

courses are any two of French 20.101*, 20.102*.
20.103* and 20.104*; 20.1 08; and 20.1 10.

Three approved optional credits.

•Students should be aware that the Department of French

offers French 20.110 and two senior courses, French

20.210 and 20.310, specifically for Journalism students.

Those who already have capacity in French may fulfil this

requirement by passing a language test administered on

an ad hoc basis by the Department of French, but will be

required to take an approved optional credit. Students who
have completed French Immersion in High School, or who
have obtained a Bilingual Diploma or Certificate will be

regarded as having met this French language requirement,

but will be required to take an approved optional credit.

Students from abroad whose mother tongue is other than

English, or students whose research interests require an-

other language, may obtain permission from the Supervisor

of Undergraduate Studies to substitute this language for

French.

Students should be aware of the School's requirement that,

before graduation, four credits must be taken in a field other

than Journalism, with at least one of these credits at the

300-level or higher.

Second Year

Journalism 28.200 and 28.220;

An approved credit in Canadian history*, normally History

24.130, 24.233, 24.234 or 24235;
Two approved optional credits.

'Students who expect to practice journalism in another

country may be advised to choose a different history course i
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and must seek written permission to do so from the Super-

visor of Undergraduate Studies (Journalism).

Third Year

Journalism 28 .351* and 28.320 (Note: Journalism 28.320

is a two-credit course);

Three approved optional credits. These options must in-

clude at least one but may include additional Journalism

credits. The courses available as options are: Journalism

28215, 28.300, 28.305*. 28.306*. 28.321, 28.333.

28.352*. Mass Communication 27.201 , 27280, 27.290,

27.311, 27.355* and 27.357*. Furthermore, a student

registered in a straight Journalism program should continue

working toward the School's requirement that, before

graduation, four credits must be taken in a field other than

Journalism, with at least one of these credits at the 300-

ievel or higher.

Fourth Year

Journalism 28.421 and 28.498;

Three approved optional credits. Students will note the

School's requirement described above regarding non -Jour-

nalism courses. The Journalism options offered in Fourth

year are Journalism 28.410*. 28.411 * and 28.490.

Combined Honours

Honours programs may be taken by students in the four-

year undergraduate program in which Journalism is com-
bined with other disciplines by arrangement. The minimum
requirements are normally the same as those for the

Bachelor of Journalism with Honours, with the exception

lhat students in Combined Honours programs may write

their graduating research paper for either of the participat-

ing departments. The degree obtained (Bachelor of Jour-

nalism or Bachelor of Arts with Honours) depends upon the

department for which a student writes the graduating re-

search paper. Nevertheless, Combined Honours programs
in Journalism and other discplines are available only to

students registered in Journalism.

Students in Combined programs are required to complete
20.5 credits, but are excused from the 300- and 400-level

Journalism options required for the Honours program.

Combined Honours, Journalism and Economics

See p. 1 19 and consult the Department of Economics.

Combined Honours, Journalism and English

See p. 128 and consult the Department of English Lan-

guage and Literature.

Combined Honours, Journalism and French

See p. 1 31 and consult the Department of French.

Combined Honours, Journalism and Mass Communi-
cation

Seep. 217.

Combined Honours, Journalism and Political Science

See p. 237 and consult the Department of Political Science.

Combined Honours, Journalism and Law

Course requirements are:

I Journalism 28.100, 28.200, 28.220, 28.320, 28.351 ,

28.421 and, if the Honours degree sought is the Bachelor

of Journalism, Journalism 28.498;

Note:

Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit course;

2. Combined Honours students will complete at least six

but normally not more than nine Law credits, or their

equivalent, according to the following prescribed pattern:

(a) Law 51 .100 with a minimum grade of C+;

(b) two of Law 51 .203 , 51 .204 or 51 .205 with a grade-point

average of 6.0 (C+);

(c) at least one Law credit at the 300-level or higher;

(d) at least one other Law credit at the 400-level or higher;

and
(e) an Honours essay in Law (51.498), or a designated

equivalent, or an Honours essay in Journalism; (when the

Honours essay is in Journalism, students are required to

take an additional Law credit at the 300 or 400-level);

3. A French language credit; acceptable 100-level French

courses are any two of French 20.101*, 20.1 02*.
20.1 03* and 20.104*; 20.108; and 20.1 10;

4. An approved credit in Canadian history. (Students who
plan to practice journalism in another country may be
advised to choose a different History course and must seek
permission to do so from the Supervisor of Undergraduate
Studies, Journalism);

5. At least one introductory or survey credit in a Social

Science as may be approved by the Department of Law;

6. Approved options to make up a program total of 20.5

credits.

Combined Honours, Journalism and Philosophy

Course requirements are:

1. Journalism 28.100, 28.200, 28.220, 28.320, 28.351*,
28.421 and, rf the Honours degree sought is the Bachelor
of Journalism, Journalism 28.498;

Note:

Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit course;

2. Seven credits in Philosophy, including: an introductory

course or equivalent; six credits beyond the 100-level to

include:

(a) two credits in the history of philosophy;

(b) Philosophy 3 2.280 or 32 .2 90;

(c) one credit at the 400-level;

3. A French language credit; acceptable 100-level French
courses are any two of French 20.101*, 20.102*,
20.103* and 20.104*; 20.108; and 20.1 10;

4. An approved credit in Canadian history. (Students who
plan to practice journalism in another country may be
advised to choose a different History course and must seek
permission to do so from the Supervisor of Undergraduate
Studies, Journalism);

5. Approved options to make up a program total of 20.5

credits.

Combined Honours, Journalism and Sociology

Course requirements are:

1. Journalism 28.100, 28.200, 28.220, 28.320, 28.351*.
28.421 and, if the Honours degree sought is the Bachelor
of Journalism, Journalism 28.498;

Note:

Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit course;
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2. Sociology 53.100 or Anthropology 54.100 or Sociology-

Anthropology 56.100 (with a minimum grade of C+)\ Soci-

ology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203; (Mass
Communication 27.201 can be substituted for Sociology

53.203 or Anthropology 54.203); Sociology 53.370; Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 or Sociology 53.406 (if the Hon-
ours Essay is written in Sociology, Sociology 53.406 is

recommended); if the Honours Essay is written in Sociol-

ogy, Sociology 53.495, one credit at the 400- or 500-level

and one additional credit beyond the 1 00-level in Sociology

and/or Anthropology (not including Sociology-Anthropol-

ogy 56.211); if the Honours Essay is written in Journalism,

one credit at the 400- or 500-level and two additional credits

beyond the 100-level in Sociology and/or Anthropology (not

including Sociology-Anthropology 56.21
1 );

3. A French language credit; acceptable 100-level French

courses are any two of French 20.1 01, 20.102*,
20.1 03* and 20.104*; 20.108; and 20.1 10;

4. An approved credit in Canadian history. (Students who
expect to practice journalism in another country may be

advised to choose a different History course and must seek
permission to do so from the Supervisor of Undergraduate

Studies, Journalism);

5. Approved options to make up a program total of 20.5

credits.

B.J. Honours with a Concentration In Psychology

Note:

The following course pattern does not constitute a Com-
bined Honours program in Journalism and Psychology.

Course requirements are:

1. Journalism 28.100, 28.200, 28.220, 28.320, 28.351*,

28.421, 28.498; Note: Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit

course;

2. Psychology 49.1 00, 49.200, two of 49.210*. 49.220*.
49.230*. 49.250*. 49.260*. 49.270*; two credits in Psy-

chology chosen in consultation with members of the De-
partment from Psychology courses in the areas of

behavioral neuroscience, community and social psychol-

ogy, perception and cognition, developmental psychology,

or personality and assessment; and one optional credit in

Psychology;

3. A French language credit; acceptable 100-level French

courses are any two of French 20.101*. 20.102*.
20.103* and 20.104*; 20.1 08; and 20.1 10;

4. An approved credit in Canadian history (students who
expect to practice journalism in another country may be

advised to choose a different history course and must seek

permission to do so from the Supervisor of Undergraduate

Studies, Journalism);

5. Approved options to make up a program total of 20.5

credits.

Admission, Continuation and Graduation

Admission and Continuation

For admission to the First year, students are required to

present:

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma, or the equivalent,

including six Ontario Academic Courses (OACs) with a

minimum average of 65 percent; or the Ontario Secondary

School Honour Graduation Diploma or the equivalent, with

a minimum average of 65 percent; or the successful com-
pletion of Qualifying-University year.

Although not required for admission, an OAC in English is

recommended.

It should be noted that the number of student spaces in the

School is limited. Because of this it may not be possible to

grant admission to all applicants who meet the foregoing

requirements. Admission will therefore be on a selective

basis with preference given to those candidates who show
the highest promise of success in the course.

Admission to Second year will be guaranteed only to First-

year Journalism students who achieve a minimum B+ in

Journalism 28.1 00 and a Continuation Index (CI) of 8.00 in

First year on five full credits. For information on calculation

of the CI, refer to p. 66.

The School also maintains a number of places in Second
year for students who wish to transfer from Carleton or

elsewhere. Normally, offers are made to students with an
overall grade-point average equivalent to B+ or better.

Students may not continue into 300-level or higher courses

without satisfactory standing. Admission to these courses

will be based on a minimum of:

(a) C standing in Journalism 28.220;

(b) an average of C+ in the three Journalism subjects

taken for credit in the first two years: Journalism 28.100

28.200 and 28.220;

(c) an overall grade-point average of 4.0.

Note:

Journalism students must become reasonably proficient in

computer keyboarding as soon as possible. Most assign-

ments in the professional Journalism courses are done by

computer.

Graduation Requirements

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

regulations (see p. 41 ) and all Faculty regulations (see pp
69-70), in addition to all School regulations.

In addition to the graduation requirements of the Faculty of

Arts, a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Journalism

with Honours must have a C+ average in the Journalism

courses, with C grades or better in the reporting courses,

a minimum C- in each other Journalism course, and be

recommended for graduation by the School.

If, after the regular examinations in any year, a student is

below the standard, grades must be raised in the appropri

ate subjects by writing grade-raising examinations.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc

tlons and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Journalism 28.100

Introduction to Journalism Studies

An introduction to the social and philosophical contexts of

journalism, followed by an outline of its development in

Europe, the United States and Canada. In the Winter term

the course introduces students to the basics of reporting

the news. Lectures, readings and workshops explore how
journalists gather information and prepare news reports for
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newspapers, radio and television.

Prerequisite: For Journalism Honours students only.

Journalism 28.200

Problems of the Mass Media

A historical and contemporary examination of mass media

problems including ownership structure, monopoly, gov-

ernment control, freedom and secrecy, responsibility and

ethics, public opinion, propaganda, copyright, censorship

in war and peace.

Prerequisite: Journalism 28.100 or Mass Communication

27.111.

Journalism 28.215

The Documentary
This course examines the work of individual film makers, of

documentary styles, and of organizations and institutions

In the context of the history of documentary film making,

including documentaries made for television. Non-fiction

firms other than documentaries may be considered. (Also

listed as Film Studies 1 9.21 5.)

Prerequisite: Film Studies 19.100 or permission of the

School.

Journalism 28.220

Fundamentals of Reporting

The collection and presentation of news, for print, radio and

television media. This is mainly a practical course, based

on workshop and newsroom assignments.

Prerequisite: For Second-year Honours Journalism stu-

dents and transfer students.

Journalism 28.300

The Modern Environment
A seminar course for Journalism students in which a num-
ber of texts drawn from the social sciences, literature,

journalism and philosophy are considered for their contri-

butions to an understanding of contemporary society and
the issues that provide the background to much of contem-

porary journalism.

Prerequisites: Journalism 28.1 00 or Mass Communication

27.1 11 and Journalism 28 200 or permission of the School.

Journalism 28.305*
International Medte Systems
This course is concerned with the flow of world news —
how it is collected, transmitted, received, selected, edited

and distributed; how it informs or inhibits our views of the

world around us. It examines the relationship and depend-
ence of Canadian media on regional and international

institutions and systems. It examines such items as media
systems; the role of international news agencies; the role

of global telecommunication systems; the foreign news-

gathering operations of national radio and television net-

works, and the inter-network arrangements for news
distribution; the role of supranational media institutions

such as UNESCO, the International Press Institute, the

Inter-American Press Association and the International

Organization of Journalists; the role of regional distribution

agencies such as Intervision, Eurovision, European Broad-

casting Union, Asian Broadcasting Union. (Also listed as

Mass Communication 27.305*.)
Prerequisite: One of Journalism 28.100

,
28.200, Mass

Communication 27.111, 27.211 or permission of the

School.

Journalism 28.306*
Comparative Media Studies

This course is concerned with comparisons of media con-

tent, organization or operation. Comparisons may be cross-

cultural in nature (i.e. comparisons of English and

French-Canadian media content), cross-media (i.e. com-
parisons of broadcast and print media organizations),

cross-national (i.e. comparisons of media operations in

various countries) or a mixture of these. There may also be
comparisons over time. Some time is spent examining and
employing research tools and methods used in these stud-

ies. (Also listed as Mass Communication 27.306*.)

Prerequisite: One of Journalism 28.100, 28.200, Mass
Communication 27.111, 27.211 or permission of the

School.

Journalism 28.320 (2 credits)

Advanced Reporting and Editing

The course covers advanced work in TV, radio and print

media. Under staff supervision, students report and edit for

a community newspaper, report and produce for radio news
and television news, and engage in depth reporting.

Prerequisite: Journalism 28.220.

Journalism 28.321*
Career Seminars
An opportunity for the student to specialize by doing work

in such areas as television, radio, magazines, public rela-

tions, creative writing, editorial writing, freelancing, the film,

or reporting in the French language. Certain of these spe-

cialties may not be offered in a given year.

Prerequisite: For Third- and Fourth-year students only.

Journalism 28.333

Film and Society

An examination of film in relation to social and intellectual

developments of the twentieth century. The ways in which

the cinema has both shaped and been shaped by some of

these developments are considered. (Also listed as Film

Studies 19.333.)

Prerequisite: For Third- and Fourth-year students or per-

mission of the School.

Journalism 28.351*
Communications Law I

This course is concerned with the general laws governing

the mass media in Canada with attention to their effect on
freedom of expression. Specific topics for examination

include: the development of freedom of expression and of

the press in Canadian constitutional law, including the

effects of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms; statutory

limits on freedom of expression and of the press; contempt

of court; civil defamation; and privacy. (Also listed as Law
51 .351 * and Mass Communication 27.351 *.)

Prerequisite: Journalism 28.1 00, Law 51 .1 00 or Mass Com-
munication 27.1 11 or permission of the School.

Journalism 28.352*
Communications Law II

The law as it affects the Canadian broadcasting and com-
munications industry. The primary focus of the course is on
the operations of the Canadian Radio-Television and Tele-

communications Commission. Specific topics for examina-

tion may include: administrative formulation of policy;

multiple, monopoly and foreign ownership; control of pro-

gram content (violence, obscenity, "good taste," food and

drug commercials, liquor advertising, indirect censorship);

controlling program quality; the provision of a right of ac-

cess to the media; cablevision licensing and control; alter-

native sanctions. (Also listed as Law 51.352* and Mass
Communication 27.352*.)

Prerequisite: Journalism 28 .1 00, Law 51 .1 00 or Mass Com-
munication 27.1 1 1 or permission of the Department of Law.
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Journalism 28.410*
Special Topic

An examination of a topic in journalism not covered in depth

in other courses. Topics may change from year to year.

Journalism 28.41 1*
Special Topic
An examination of atopic in journalism not covered in depth

in other courses. Topics may change from year to year.

Journalism 28.421

Specialized Reporting

An opportunity for students to specialize by acquiring back-

ground and undertaking assignments in all media in various

specialized areas, such as science and technology, busi-

ness and finance, sports, the arts, international affairs,

Canadian politics and government, social welfare. Certain

of these specialties may not be offered in a given year.

Prerequisite: Journalism 28.320.

Journalism 28.490

Honours Tutorial

Students are asked to analyze some of the major achieve-

ments in contemporary journalism. They work individually

and in groups in presenting research papers. Students are

also given the opportunity to acquire background and ex-

perience in the managerial aspects and production of print

and broadcast journalism.

Prerequisite: Journalism 28.320.

Journalism 28.498

Honours Research
Students in this course have to carry out directed research

and prepare a project under faculty supervision. The dead-

line for completion of the Honours research project is April

1.

Prerequisite: For B.J. Honours students only.*

'Students should refer to general Faculty of Arts regulations

regarding submission of Honours Essays (p. 65).
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General Information

The Department of Law provides a unique forum for the

study of law in an interdisciplinary environment. Emphasis
is placed on an approach that views law as a social phe-

nomenon, and that situates the study of legal structures,

rules and institutions within their social, economic and

political context. Consistent with its location in the Faculty

of Social Sciences, the Department of Law is characterized

by an approach to the study of law that is firmly rooted in

the social science tradition of enquiry.

The Department does not attempt, in any manner, to offer

a "pre-law" program for students intending to pursue pro-

fessional vocational training in law schools. Nor does com-
pletion of courses or programs qualify anyone to practise

law or give counsel in legal matters. The interdisciplinary

and social sciences perspectives on legal issues offered in

the Department's courses do serve as valuable background
to a wide variety of career pursuits, including professional

and administrative areas as well as supporting further

academic studies.

The Department of Law offers programs leading to both

Pass and Honours degrees in Law. Students may also

undertake the study of law in a Combined Pass or Honours
program in conjunction with another discipline.

Transition Provisions

The Department of Law introduced a revised program in

1 985 -86 . Stude nts wh o fi rst re gi ste red in a Pass o r Ho no u rs
program in a session prior to 1985-86 may proceed under

either the old or new requirements. Students who first

registered in a Pass or Honours program in 1985-86 or later

must complete the new program requirements. Students in

doubt about their status should consult the Registrarial

Services office or the Pass or Honours Advisers in Law.

Students under the old program requirements who have not

completed required courses that are no longeroffered (Law
51.101*, 51.102* or 51.200) must arrange appropriate

course equivalents by contacting the Department Chair.
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Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Introduction

In the following program descriptions: the term "course"

means full credit course.

A/ores;

Students in any Law program cannot include Law 51 .231 ,
51 .232*. Business 42.261 * or 42.262* towards the fulfil-

ment of their degree requirements, even as options.

Pass Program

The Pass program is governed by the following regulations:

1. Students are responsible for meeting graduation re-

quirements as laid out in the Calendar. Any exceptions

must be specifically approved by the Department on a

Statement of Standing on Admission or on a Graduation

Amendment form.

2. A Pass degree in Law requires at least six but normally

not more than nine Law credits or their equivalent. Nor-

mally, no credits beyond this maximum permissible total

may be counted towards the 1 5 full course credits required

for the degree. Law credits must conform to the following

prescribed pattern:

(a) Law 5 1.1 00 with a minimum grade of C-; and
(b) Two of Law 51 .203, 51.204 or 51 .205; and

(c) At least three additional Law credits.

3. Students must either:

(a) have taken Law 51 .100 or its equivalent and normally

obtained a grade of C- or better at the time of declaring a

Law Major; or

(b) include Law 51.100 or its equivalent in their program

immediately after declaring a Law Major and normally

obtain a grade of C- or better in it.

4. In addition to the Law credits, Pass students must

normally take at least three approved credits in one other

discipline. This does not apply to students who complete a

concentration in Criminology and Criminal Justice.

5. Students in the Pass program must satisfy the general

University regulations for Pass programs.

Combined Pass Program

The Combined Pass program is governed by the following

regulations:

1. Students are responsible for meeting graduation re-

quirements as laid out in the Calendar. Any exceptions

must be specifically approved by the Department on a

Statement of Standing on Admission or on a Graduation

Amendment form.

2. A Combined Pass degree in Law requires at least five,

but normally not more than seven Law credits or their

equivalent. Normally, no credits beyond this maximum
permissible total may be counted towards the 15 full course

credits required for the degree. Law credits must conform

to the following prescribed pattern:

(a) Law 51 .1 00 with a minimum grade of C-; and
(b) Two of Law 51 .203, 51.204 or 51 .205; and
(c) At least two further Law credits.

3. Students whose other discipline in a Combined Pass
program is not in the Faculty of Social Sciences must take

at least one introductory or survey credit in a Social Science

as may be approved by the Department.

4. Combined Pass students must normally obtain a grade

of C- or better in Law 51 .100, or in the combination of its

prescribed equivalent.

5. Students in the Combined Pass program must satisfy

the general University regulations governing B.A. Pass
programs.

6. All transitional arrangements governing entry into a

Combined Pass program in previous issues of the Calendar

are revoked.

Honours Program

The Honours program is governed by the following regula-

tions:

1. Students are responsible for meeting graduation re-

quirements as laid out in the Calendar. Any exceptions

must be specifically approved by the Department on a
Statement of Standing on Admission or on a Graduation

Amendment form.

2. An Honours degree in Law requires at least nine but

normally not more than 1 2 Law credits or their equivalent.

Normally, no credits beyond this maximum permissible total

may be counted towards the 20 full course credits required

for the degree. Law credits must conform to the following

prescribed pattern:

(a) Law 5 1.1 00 with a minimum grade of C+; and
(b) Law 51 .203, 51 .204 and 51 .205 with an average grade

of C+ or better; and
(c) Law 51.397*; and
(d) An Honours essay in Law (51 .498), which includes a

mandatory weekly workshop during Fall term of first regis-

tration; and
(e) Two additional Law credits at the 400-level or higher;

and
(f) At least one and one-half additional Law credits.

3. Honours students normally must have taken Law 51 .1 00

or its equivalent before entering the Honours program and

have obtained a grade of C+ or better.

4. Honours students:

(a) will normally have completed 14 credits towards their

Honours B.A. in Law, must have attained final-year Hon-

ours standing, must have an average of at least a C+ in

their required 200-level courses and received written ac-

ceptance by a faculty supervisor as prescribed by the

Department, before they may register in Law 51 .498.

(b) should consult as early as possible with the Honours

Supervisor regarding the process for registration in Law
51.498.

(c) must obtain a grade of B- or better in their Honours

Essay in Law 51.498.

5. In addition to the Law credits, Honours students must

normally take at least three approved credits in one other

discipline. This does not apply to students who complete a

concentration in Criminology and Criminal Justice.
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6. Students in Honours programs must satisfy the general

University regulations for B.A. Honours programs.

Combined Honours Program

The Combined Honours program is governed by the follow-

ing regulations:

1. Students are responsible for meeting graduation re-

quirements as laid out in the Calendar. Any exceptions

must be specifically approved by the Department on a

Statement of Standing on Admission or on a Graduation

Amendment form.

2. A Combined Honours degree requires at least six but

normally not more than nine Law credits, or their equivalent.

Normally, no credits beyond this maximum permissible total

may be counted towards the 20 fun credits required for the

degree. Law credits must conform to the following pre-

scribed pattern:

(a) Law 51.100 with a minimum grade of C+; and
(b) Two of Law 51 .203, 51 204 or 51 205 with an average

grade of C+ or better; and
(c) Law 5 1.397*; and
(d) An Honours essay in Law (51 .498), or a designated

equivalent, or an Honours essay in the other discipline;

(when the Honours essay is in the other discipline students

are required to take an additional Law credit at the 300- or

400-level); and

(•) At least one and one-half additional Law credits, includ-

|
ing at least one credit at the 400-level or higher.

Note:

Honours Essay (Law 51 .498) includes a mandatory weekly

workshop during Fall term of first registration.

, 3. Students whose other discipline in a Combined Honours

program is not in the Faculty of Social Sciences must take

at least one introductory or survey credit in a Social Science

\ as may be approved by the Department.

4. (a) Applicants for Combined Honours normally must
have obtained a grade of C+ or better in Law 51 .1 00 or its

equivalent before entering the Combined Honours pro-

gram.

(b) Combined Honours students will normally have com-
pleted 14 credits towards their Honours B.A., must have
attained final-year Honours standing, must have obtained

an average of at least C+ in their two 200-level Law courses,

and have received written acceptance by a faculty supervi-

sor as prescribed by the Department, before they may
register in Law 51 .498.

I (c) Combined Honours students should consult as early as
possible with the Honours Supervisor regarding the proc-

ess for registration in Law 51 .498.

5. Students in a Combined Honours program must have
I obtained a grade of B- or better in their Honours Essay in

{' Law (51.498), or in the designated equivalent.

6. Students in a Combined Honours program must satisfy

the general University regulations for B.A. Honours pro-

i gram.

I 7. Where the Combined Honours program is with the

I School of Journalism, and the Honours Essay is done in

}
Journalism, the degree awarded will be the Honours

t Bachelor of Journalism with Law. Students are directed to

\ the regulations of the School of Journalism, which include

I a requirement of 20.5 credits in four years.

Criminology and Criminal Justice Concentration

For details see p. 115.

Off-Campus Courses

Introductory Law courses may be offered off-campus by the

Department of Law. The particular course(s) offered and

location(s) will be announced well in advance of the period

of registration.

Prerequisites

1. Students should note that many Law courses have
designated prerequisites. Students who have not obtained

credit for designated prerequisites may be required to

withdraw from the applicable course.

2. In some instances "permission of the Departmenr is an

alternative to a designated prerequisite. It must not be

assumed that such permission will be granted automat-

ically. Further, it may be granted subject to certain condi-

tions, including the fulfilment of preliminary reading

requirements or the submission of some written work.

Students who have not obtained permission of the Depart-

ment may be required to withdraw from the applicable

course.

Waiver of Prerequisites

Where the term "normally" is used in these regulations, it

indicates that the formal requirements can only be waived

by express written permission of the Department in excep-

tional circumstances and on special written application.

Cross-listed Courses

Students should note that the Department of Law will

normally regard a cross-listed course as a credit in the

department in which the student registers. Students are

advised to consult with the relevant departments before

deciding unchr which department they should register in

cross-listed courses.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Note:

A star () following a course number indicates a half-credit

course.

Law51.100
Introduction to Legal Studies

An introduction to law and the Canadian legal system.

Topics include an examination of the nature and functions

of law; concepts and sources of law, and the relationship

between law and social change; historical and constitu-

tional foundations of the Canadian legal system; the com-
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mon law and civil law traditions; legal institutions and
methods; statutory interpretation and precedent; role of

judges, lawyers and lay persons; effectiveness and acces-

sibility of the legal system; alternatives to the court process

as a mechanism for dispute resolution.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and group workshops
three hours a week.

A. Bartholomew, P.J. Fitzgerald, D. Fraser, W. Pue, P.

Swan, B. Wright

Note:

Law 51.100 and the combination of Law 51.101* with

51 .1 02* (no longer offered) are equivalent and only one of

them may be taken for credit.

Law 5 1.203

Introduction to Private Law Relationships

This course examines the origins and scope of modem
private law relationships. Values espoused by such con-

cepts as legal personality, property and obligations arising

from contracts, torts and the law of restitution will be stud-

ied. The interaction of various private law categories and

the role of the state in ordering private relations will be

emphasized.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .100 or permission of the Department.

Day or Evening division: Lectures and discussions three

hours a week.

R.L. Campbell, P.J. Davidson, B. Dawson, M. Mac Neil,

M.H. Ogilvie, C.N. Sargent, P. Swan

Law 5 1.204

An Introduction to Criminal Law in Context
Canadian criminal process; the nature and purpose of

criminal law; the criminal act as distinguished from civil

wrong; the origin and development of contemporary princi-

ples and procedures, the various categories of criminal

conduct. The role of enforcement agencies and of the

courts in the administration of criminal law. Methods of

criminal correction. Introduction to the study of the relation-

ship between criminal activity and deviant behaviour.

Prerequisite: Law 51.100 with a minimum grade of C- or

permission of the Department.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and discussions three

hours a week.

D. Majury, R. Mohr, R. Saunders, B. Wright

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.234 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .204.

Law 51.205

Introduction to Public Law
This course examines the law relating to the state and the

state's relationship to other legal persons. Basic principles

of constitutional law, administrative law and selected other

areas of public law are dealt with. Themes include the

special features and problems of public law, implications of

the expanded new role of modem governments, and legal

and alternative processes in public law.

Prerequisite: An introductory course in Political Science or

Law 51 .100 (or its equivalent) or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and discussion three

hours a week.

Law 51.300*
The Legal Process
This course explores advanced topics in the legal process

such as the nature and function of law, dispute resolution

and law-making.

Prerequisites: Law 51 .100 (or its equivalent) and any two

of Law 51.203 , 51.204 or 51.205, or permission of the

Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.200 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .300*

Law 51.301*
Women and the Legal Process
This course examines the manner in which the legal proc-

ess has affected the status of women. Areas of concentra-

tion within the Canadian context include the criminal law,

citizenship and immigration, education, employment, and
welfare and social services.

Prerequisite: Law 51.100 or Women's Studies 09.188 oi

09.288 and at least Third-year standing, or permission oi

the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Law 5 1.302*
Canadian Legal Professions
An introduction to the concept of professionalism, the par-

ticular characteristics of the Canadian legal professions, the

role of lawyers in society and the future of legal profession-

alism.

Prerequisites: Completion of Law 51 .100 and any one of

Law 51 .203 , 51 .204 or 51 .205, or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Law 51.303*
Contracts

This course explores in depth some aspects of the contrac-

tual relationship. Basic doctrines and precepts are studied

and an assessment made of their rationale and efficiency.

The role of contracts as a means of economic and social

control is considered. Such issues as the interests pro-

tected by contract law, the most suitable remedies and the

increasing influence of legislation on the ordering of con-

tractual relations are also addressed.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

M.H. Ogilvie

Law 51.305*
Law and Regulation

This course explores definitions and goals of regulation, the

instruments through which regulation is pursued, and why
it takes particular forms. Regulation is treated as a perva-

sive phenomenon that cuts across a number of dichotomies

such as public/private, legal/political, legislative/administra-

tive, etc. Particular forms of regulation to be considered may
include contracting, tort liability, standard setting, rate fix-

ing, resource allocation, welfare and social benefit confer-

ral.

Prerequisite: Law 51.203 or 51.205 or permission of the

Department.

Law51.311*
Philosophy of Law: The Nature of Law
This course examines the concept of law, leading theories

of law and related concepts such as rules and obligations,

power and authority, coercion, and justice. (Also listed as

Philosophy 32.311*.)

Prerequisites: Law 51 .100 and one of Law 51 .203, 51 .204

or 51 .205, or permission of the Department.

Fall term: Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

P.J. Fitzgerald

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51 .310 (Philoso-
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phy 32.350) (no longer offered) cannot also obtain credit

for Law 5 1 .3 1 1 * (Philosophy 32.31 1 ).

Law51.312*
Philosophy of Law: The Logic of the Law
This course examines the nature of legal reasoning and

analyzes concepts particularly used in the course of legal

reasoning such as rights and duties, ownership and pos-

session, liability and punishment. (Also listed as Philosophy

32.312*.)

Prerequisite: Law 51.311* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 5 1.3 10 (Philoso-

phy 32.350) (no longer offered) cannot also obtain credit

for Law 51.312* (Philosophy 32.31 2*).

Law51.315
Theory of Law and Politics

A study of the interrelated theories of law and politics, as

they are treated by prominent thinkers and by important

schools of thought and as they have manifested them-

selves in various legal and political institutions throughout

history. Topics of investigation include law and ethics,

justice and equity, positivism and natural law, state abso-

lutism and positive law, the political background of past

codifications as well as anthropological and historical theo-

ries of law and society.

Prerequisites: Law 51.100 and one of Law 51 .203, 51 .204,

51 .205, or Political Science 47.1 00 and 47.230; or permis-

sion of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

D. Wayand

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.210 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .31 5.

Law51.316*
Sociology of Law
This course offers an introduction to and overview of the

sociology of law. The development of sociology of law is

located in sociology's wider concerns with the distinctive

features of modernity, the West and capitalism. These
themes are explored through the writings on law of Durk-

heim (changing forms of social solidarity, rise of restitutive

law, contract), Weber (formal rationality, legal rationalisa-

tion, economic calculation) and Marx (law, state and coer-

cion, legal form/commodity form). The course outlines the

way in which these themes have influenced the subsequent
development of the sociology of law. (Also listed as Sociol-

ogy 53.381*.)

Prerequisite: One of Law 51.203
,
51.204, or 51.205, or

permission of the Department.

Law 51.321*
Legal Organization of Economic Units

This course examines the forms of carrying on economic
activity. The legal existence, identity and structure of pro-

prietorship, partnership, corporation and Crown entity are

discussed. The rights and obligations of such economic
units both internally and in relationship with other persons
are analyzed. The relationship between legal form and
economic function and the role of state regulation is also

considered.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or permission of the Department.
Lectures and discussions three hours a week.
R.L. Campbell

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.321 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .321 *.

Law 51.323*
The Legal Nature of Property

An examination of the nature and functions of property as

a legal and social institution, with particular reference to

theories of property, the scope of property interests, and

the relationship between individual property rights and the

state

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.323 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .323*.

Law 5 1.324

Tax Law and Policy

An introduction to federal income taxation, both personal

and corporate, and a review of the Canadian tax system

generally with some reference to the development, imple-

mentation and enforcement of tax policy.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or 51.220 or 51.232* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Law 51.325*
Consumer Law
This course examines the need for consumer protection in

the provision of goods and services, and investigates the

traditional legal protection afforded by statute and common
law, the legislative response to consumer pressures and
the judicial response in recent Canadian, English and
American law. In addition, reform of consumer law is con-

sidered.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or 51.220 or 51.232* or Business

42.262* or permission of the Department.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.325 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .325*.

Law 5 1.326*

Banking Law
This course examines the law relating to banks and bank-

ing. Particular emphasis is placed on the nature of the legal

relationship created and on the legal rights and duties of

the parties involved. Areas studied include the consumer
and corporate aspects of banking (including computeriza-

tion and electronic fund transfers) as well as the regulation

of banking.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or 51 .220 or 51 .232* or Business

42.262* or permission of the Department.

M.H. Ogilvie

Law 51.327*
International Economic Law: Trade and Investment
A general introduction to the legal aspects of foreign trade

and investment. Topics may include: the international sale

of goods and related issues of finance of transnational

transactions, international carriage of goods, insurance,

agency and trading houses; other forms of trade, e.g.,

counter-trade; foreign investment including transfer of tech-

nology and joint ventures; and dispute settlement of inter-

national disputes by litigation and arbitration.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or 51 .232* or Business 42.262*
or permission of the Department.
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Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.322 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .327*.

Law 51.328*
International Economic Law: International Regulation

A study of international regulation of trade and investment

through such mechanisms as bilateral, regional and multi-

lateral treaties and agreements. Topics may include: The

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; the European

Economic Community; the United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development; intergovernmental commodity

agreements; the International Monetary Fund; the World

Bank and others.

Prerequisite: Law 51.203 or 51.205 or permission of the

Department.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.322 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .328*.

Law 5 1.333*
Injury, Compensation and the Law
This course focuses on the problems of injury and compen-

sation. Varying legal responses to these problems are

examined in their economic, historical, comparative, politi-

cal, philosophical or sociological contexts. Particular con-

cerns include definitions of personal injury, the objectives

and effectiveness of legal intervention, varying forms of

compensation and the relation between private law and

state regulation.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.333 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .333*.

Law 51.335*
Law, Crime and Society In Historical Perspective

The course introduces students to the history of the rela-

tionship between the criminal law system and society.

Changing issues in the criminal law and the nature of

institutional responses are examined, covering medieval to

early nineteenth-century England and nineteenth to early

twentieth-century Canada.
Prerequisite: Law 51 .204 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Law 5 1.336*
Criminal Law: Process and Politics

This course examines the issues and concerns surrounding

criminal law process in Canada. The structure and use of

the process is studied, in order to examine its fairness, its

defects, and possible reform initiatives. In particular, issues

concerning gender, race and class bias in the implementa-

tion and application of the criminal law are examined.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .204 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Law 5 1.337*
Young Offenders and the Law
A review of the Young Offenders Act within the framework

of the Canadian justice system, with particular emphasis on

historical and philosophical developments and objectives.

Current topics include: constitutional issues, procedure,

confessions, transfers, sentencing options, alternative

measures, reviews, and possible amendments.
Prerequisite: Law 51 .204 or permission of the Department.

This course may not be taken by students who completed

Law 51.493* in 1987-88.

Law 5 1.341*
Employment Law
This course investigates the legal regulation of the employ-

ment relationship. It comprises a study of the contractual

basis and the significant statutory regulation of the relation-

ship. Particular questions such as who is an employee, and

what are the rights and duties of the employee and the

employer in creating, carrying out and terminating the

relationship are canvassed. Statutory regulation through

employment standards legislation, human rights codes,

workers' compensation acts, occupational health and
safety acts and other related statutes are covered.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

R.L. Campbell, M. Mac Neil

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.320 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .341 *.

Law 51.342*
Landlord and Tenant Relations

An examination of the nature and history, creation and

termination of the. landlord and tenant relationship in On-

tario, focusing on the rights and duties of both landlord and

tenant under common law and statute and the legal distinc-

tion between residential and commercial tenancies. Par-

ticular attention is given to the recent statutory regulation

of residential tenancies in Ontario, and the implications of

rent control and security of tenure for housing policy.

Prerequisite: Law 51.203 or 51.220 or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.320 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .342*.

Law 51.345*
Labour Law
A study of the ordering role of law in industrial relations. The

course considers the effect of law on the relationship

among employer, employer association, employee, union

and the public. The main process considered is collective

bargaining, and subprocesses studied are the recognition

of the bargaining agent, bargaining for the collective agree-

ment and administration of the agreement. The attempt to

resolve industrial conflict by formalization of the disputes

into adversary modes and other methods of conflict-reso-

lution is considered. The ordering role is studied in both its

social and legal context.

Prerequisite: Law 51.200 or 51.203 or 5 1.205 or permission

of the Department. Permission may be given to students in

Business or Directed Interdisciplinary Studies who have

completed Law 51 .231 * or Business 42.261 .
Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

R.L. Campbell, M. Mac Neil

Note:

Students who have received credit for Law 51 .441 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .345*.

Law 5 1.348*
Legal Aspects of Sport

This course deals with issues in the legal regulation of

sporting activities in Canada. Subjects considered include

the constitutional power to regulate sport, government in-

volvement in sports administration, criminal prosecutions

for sports violence, civil liability for sports injuries including

actions against school boards, sex discrimination in sport,

and legal, economic and commercial aspects of profes-
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sional and intercollegiate leagues including players' em-

ployment contracts and disciplinary proceedings.

Prerequisite: Law 51.203 or 51.205 or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Law 51.350*
Constitutional Law
An investigation of the Canadian constitution. Sovereignty,

the nature and units of executive, legislative, and judicial

power in Canada as interpreted by the courts. The distribu-

tion of powers under the Canadian constitution including an

investigation of contemporary problems of federalism.

Problems of judicial review.

Prerequisite: Law 51.205 or a Political Science course in

Canadian government or permission of the Department.

Not9:

Students who have received credit for Law 51 .450 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .350*.

Law 5 1.351*
Communications Law I

This course is concerned with the general laws governing

the mass media in Canada, with attention to their effect on

freedom of expression. Specific topics for examination

include: the development of freedom of expression and of

the press in Canadian constitutional law, including the

effects of the Charter of Rights and Freedom, statutory

limits on freedom of expression and of the press; contempt

of court; civil defamation; and privacy. (Also listed as Jour-

nalism 28.351 * and Mass Communication 27.351 *.)

Prerequisite: One of Law 51.100, Mass Communication

27.1 11 , or Journalism 28.100, or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Law 5 1.352*
Communications Law II

The law as it affects the Canadian broadcasting and com-
munications industry. The primary focus of the course is on

the operations of the Canadian Radio-Television and Tele-

communications Commission. Specific topics for examina-

tion may include: administrative formulation of policy;

multiple, monopoly and foreign ownership; control of pro-

gram content (violence, obscenity, "good taste," food and

drug commercials, liquor advertising, indirect censorship);

controlling program quality ; the provision of a right of access

to the media; cablevision licensing and control; alternative

sanctions. (Also listed as Journalism 28.352* and Mass
Communication 27.352*.)

Prerequisite: One of Law 51.100, Mass Communication
27.1 11 , or Journalism 28.100 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Law 5 1.353

Civil Liberties and Human Rights

An examination of theoretical and empirical issues regard-

ing civil liberties and human rights in the Canadian context.

Issues that may be addressed include: competing theoreti-

cal approaches to rights and Iberties; the historical devel-

opment of rights; the desirability and effectiveness of

employing rights discourses and rights strategies; the na-

ture of the contests between individuals, collectivities and
the state involved in rights claims. Empirical focus draws
selectively from rights protected in the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms as well as from human rights legis-

lation, freedom of information statutes and the like, and may
draw upon comparative study in order to enhance under-

standing of Canadian issues.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .200 or 51 .204 or 51 .205 or permission

of the Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

K.G. McShane and others

Law 51.354*
Law and Native Peoples of Canada
A study of the legal situation of native peoples in Canada.

Topics include the constitutional framework of the law,

Indian status, aboriginal rights, the treaty system, the rela-

tions between special native rights and the principle of

equality before the law, hunting rights, government policy

and the reserve system. Comparative references to native

policy in other countries are also considered.

Prerequisite: One of Law 51 .205, 51 .353 or permission of

the Department.

Law 5 1.355*
Law Reform and the Protection of Life

A study of the relationship among law, medicine and ethics

concerning questions about life and death. Topics consid-

ered include the definition of death; cessation of treatment

and euthanasia; right to refuse treatment; "right to die"

legislation; meaning of "person" in the medical/legal con-

text; informed consent; human experimentation; behaviour

modification; and quality of life.

Prerequisite: Law 51. 100 or 51.200 or 51. 205 or permission

of the Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

Law 51.356*
Administrative Law
An examination of the structure and procedure of Canadian

administrative authorities, and of policy, statutory, and ju-

dicial environments in which they operate. Topics include:

techniques for implementing public policy and structuring

public authorities, interpretation of enabling statutes, pro-

cedural safeguards and the exercise of statutory discretion.

The course considers attempts by selected authorities to

reconcile competing demands of efficiency and fairness.

Prerequisites: One of Law 51 .205 , 51 .305*, or 51.352*
(Journalism 28.352*. Mass Communication 27.352*), or

Political Science 47.200, or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51 .456* (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .356*.

Law 51.363

Public International Law
An examination of the role of law in contemporary interna-

tional relations. Nature, history and sources of international

law; international personality of states; the status of inter-

national organizations and individuals; creation and effect

of international obligations; importance and functions of law

in the settlement of international disputes.

Precludes additional credit for Law 51.463 (no longer of-

fered).

Prerequisite: Law 51 .100 or 51 .200 or 51 .205 or a Political

Science or History course in international relations, or

permission of the Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

Law 51.374*
Local Government Law
The legal framework of local and regional governments; the

distribution of functions between the levels of local govern-

ment and problems of the relationship between local gov-

ernment bodies and provincial and federal authorities;

planning law and land use, regionalism and local govern-
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ment reform. (Also listed as Geography 45.374*.)

Prerequisite: Law 51 .205 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.374 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .374*.

Law 51.380*
Law of Environmental Quality

An examination of various aspects of environmental law

such as pollution control, available legal actions and reme-

dies and the legal foundations for participation in decision-

making processes. The social, economic and political

forces that influence the formulation and implementation of

law in this regulatory area are analyzed as are alternative

forms of regulation that may articulate different sorts of

demands.
Prerequisite: Law 51 .203, 51 .204 or 51 .205 or permission

of the Department.

Note:

Students who have received credit for Law 51 .380 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .380*.

Law 51.384

Law of the Family
This course examines the legal framework surrounding the

family and family relationships in Canadian society. Main

topics include marriage and cohabitation, matrimonial sup-

port, custody and access, adoption, child protection, do-

mestic violence and dissolution of marriage. Major themes
are state intervention in family affairs through the law; how
the law copes with and encourages changes in the structure

of the family; the relationship between movements towards

equality for women and children and family law; the suit-

ability of the adversarial process to family disputes.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.284 (no

longer offered) cannot also obtain credit for Law 51 .384.

Law 51.395*
Practlcum In Criminal Justice

This course provides experience in an institutional setting

and supplements the theoretical approach of the class-

room. An emphasis is placed on understanding the role of

the particular agency within the wider institutional frame-

work and also within a consistent and coherent policy on

criminal justice. This course is graded on a satisfactory/un-

satisfactory basis.

Prerequisite: Open only to students formally admitted to,

and registered in, the Criminology and Criminal Justice

Concentration.

Law 51.397*
Legal Research Methods
An introduction to basic methods used in the design and

execution of research projects in law in a social science

context. The course considers research principles, the

significance of theoretical approaches taken to research,

and the diversity of law-related materials and research

procedures. Computer-assisted legal research, elementary

problem -solving skills, bibliographic and citation skills are

also developed. This is a required course for students

enrolled in the Honours program.

Prerequisites: Any two of Law 51 .203, 51 .204, or 51.205

and Honours standing, or permission of the Department.

Law 5 1.401*
Law, Family and Gender
The objective of the course is to explore the relationship

between family law and: ideology of the family, gender
roles, and the reproduction of family structures. The social

ramifications of family law are emphasized, with a view to

determining the potential forfamily law reform as an agency
of social change.

Prerequisites: Law 51.301 * or 51.384 and final-year Hon-
ours standing, or permission of the Department.

Law 5 1.402*
Feminist Theories of Law
This course identifies, describes and contextualizes the

literature comprising feminist perspectives on law. The
place of feminist theories on law within other critical litera-

ture on law is examined, as well as the differing theoretical

bases of feminist perspectives on law (liberal, result equal-

ity, socialist, radical, integrative and so on). The signifi-

cance for theories of equality and for law reform strategies

of understanding differences between feminist theories on

law is stressed, as well as the unique contributions of the

various perspectives.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .301 * or final-year Honours standing

or permission of the Department.

Law 51.403*
Historical Perspectives on Law, Economy and Society

This course introduces students to the nature of the rela-

tionship between private law, and economic and social

change. Theoretical perspectives of this relationship are

illustrated with case studies of selected topics.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .203 or permission of the Department.

Law 51.405*
Contemporary Theories of Law, State and Politics

An examination of contemporary approaches to law, state

and politics with emphasis upon neo-marxist theories and

post-marxist' challenges. The course explores questions

of agency and structure in determining state and legal

forms, responses and mediations and the roles of law and
state in shaping political struggles.

Prerequisite: Law 51.204 or 51.205 or permission of the

Department.

Law 51.406*
Church and State in the Laws of England, Scotland and
Canada
This course examines, within a historical framework, the

legal nature of the interaction of church and state in Eng-

land, Scotland and Canada from the Reformation to the

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Particular em-
phasis is placed on the themes of religious pluralism within

one state and resistance to state intervention in church

affairs. Course content is interdisciplinary, with readings

from legal, historical and theological literature.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .100 or permission of the Department.

Law51.410*
Modern Legal Theory
An introduction to realist and post-realist legal scholarship

with a primary emphasis on Canadian, American and British

approaches to the study of law. Topics to be addressed may
include the Canadian Treatise tradition, American legal

realism, empirical approaches to legal problems, the socio-

logical movement in law, critical legal scholarship, recent

developments in marxian theories of law, normative eco-

nomic theory, and Canadian feminist legal scholarship.

Prerequisites: Any two of Law 51 .203 , 51 .204, or 51 .205,

or permission of the Department.
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Law 51.417*
Law In Advanced Capitalist Society

The course examines the different ways in which sociologi-

cal and legal theory has attempted to grasp and understand

the changing role and function of law in modern society,

with particular reference to advanced capitalist societies.

Topics include: the welfare state and the use of regulatory

law; juridification and legalisation; counter-trends, deregu-

lation, informalism, legal pluralism. (Also listed as Sociology

53.433*.)
Prerequisite: Law 51 .311 , 51 .315, 51 .31 6* or Sociology

53.381 * or permission of the Department.

Law 5 1.420*
Advanced International Economic Law
In-depth examination of selected topics in the field of inter-

national economic law. Topics to be studied may include

the legal regulation of international economic activity, meth-

ods of dispute settlement in international economic and

trade law, standardization of international trade laws, the

development of an autonomous international trade law, and

selected conventions and institutions governing interna-

tional economic law.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Law 51.422*
Control of the Management ot Economic Units

This course examines the role and function of persons

involved in the management of economic units and the

scope of legal regulation of them. Status, social responsi-

bility, fiduciary obligations and rights are analyzed. Consid-

eration of control and accountability of managers focus on

obligations owed to the economic unit itself, the constitu-

tional rights of members, and standards imposed by statu-

tory regulation.

Prerequisite: Law 51.321* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

R.L. Campbell

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.321 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .422*.

Law 51.432*
Legal Regulation of Corporate Crime
This course examines the current debates over the regula-

tion of corporate crime from both legal and policy perspec-

tives. Different theoretical perspectives on the nature and

causes of corporate crime, and the role of the state in

regulating corporate behaviour are examined (through se-

lected case studies) with a view to determining the reasons

for the failure of the criminal justice system to respond to

corporate crime.

Prerequisites: Law 51.204 and one of Law 51.305*,
51.321* or 51.380*. or 51.321 (no longer offered) or

permission of the Department.

Law 51.435*
Criminal Justice Reform : Theory and Practice

An advanced study of the problematic relationship between
social transformation and criminal justice reform. This in-

cludes an examination of the theoretical and practical rea-

sons behind the use of criminal law as an instrument of

social control. Specific reform initiatives and processes are

analyzed so as to illustrate not only the possible alternate

responses to social problems but also the varying conse-
quences of these responses.

Prerequisites: Law 51.204 or 51.234 and final-year Hon-
ours standing or permission of the Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

Law 51.436*
Contemporary Issues In Criminal Law
An advanced seminar dealing with selected issues and

problems in the area of criminal law not covered in the

regular course program. The choice of topics varies from

year to year depending on demand and interest. The topics

are announced well in advance of the period of registration,

and students are advised to consult with the Department.

For 1993-94 the topic for Section A is Current Issues in

Policing. This course examines a series of key legal, social,

and other current issues in Canadian policing and law

enforcement. These topics include such issues as: the role,

mandate and legal authority of the police, including the

common law idea of the police; governance of the police,

including constitutional questions; selected police powers,

including the use of deadly force; public accountability and
oversight; models of policing, including community policing;

delivery of police services to structurally disadvantaged

groups; evaluating police performance.

In 1993-94 the topic for Section B is First Nations and the

Canadian Criminal legal system: Current Issues and Alter-

native Futures. Aboriginal Peoples coming into contact with

the Canadian legal system are confronted by a range of

obstacles, many of which are extraordinary to those faced

by non-Native Canadians in similar circumstances. A num-
ber of these impediments are rooted in the legacy of

imposed law and legal-cultural conflict, and may be seen

clearly in the systemic discrimination faced by First Nations

Peoples interacting with the Canadian legal system. The
goal of this course is to analyze that interaction at a range

of levels, including policing, courts, corrections and after-

care, with a view to understanding the problems and locat-

ing solutions.

Other special topics may also be offered; Fourth-year stu-

dents are urged to consult the Department for information

on additional courses.

Prerequisites: Law 51 .204 and at least Fourth-year stand-

ing or permission of the Department

B. Leighton (A), J. Dickson-Gilmore (B)

Law 5 1.437*
Legal Medical Issues in Criminal Law
An advanced study of selected issues involving medical-le-

gal conflicts and relationships in the field of social control.

Topics covered may include mental disorder and criminal

liability, theories of personality, diversion of offenders to civil

commitment in hospital, insanity, automatism, fitness to

stand trial, prediction of dangerousness, and the classifica-

tion, control, prescription and prohibition of psychoactive

drugs.

Prerequisites: Law 51 .204 and final-year Honours standing

or permission of the Department.

Law 51.438*
Sentencing: Theories and Practice

This course examines theories of sentencing, current sen-

tencing laws, sentencing practices and perceptions of sen-

tencing. In addition, available data on sentencing practice

across Canada are considered and recent reforms in other

jurisdictions are studied. Finally there is critical review of

the reforms recently proposed by the Canadian Sentencing

Commission. The approach is multidisciplinary, drawing

upon research and theory in the fields of law, criminology,

social psychology and sociology.

Prerequisites: Law 51 .204 and final-year Honours standing

or permission of the Department. This course may not be

taken by students who have completed the course as a

special topics course.

R. Mohr
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Law 51.439*
Criminal Proceedings and Dissent: Political Offences
and National Security Measures
This course follows a historical and critical analysis of the

legal responses of authorities to dissent and political oppo-

sition, focusing primarily on Canadian examples. Criminal

proceedings involving political offences (treason, sedition,

riot), national security measures (War Measures Act, Offi-

cial Secrets Act), and other extraordinary official measures
(police, labour, immigration, parliamentary privilege, etc.)

are examined.
Prerequisites: Law 51 .353 or Law 51 .335*. and final-year

Honours standing or permission of the Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

Note:

Students who completed Law51.436*Ain 1990-91 cannot

also obtain credit for Law 51.439*.

Law 51.440*
The Arbitration Process in Industrial Relations

An examination of arbitration in industrial relations in the

form of rights arbitration to resolve disputes in the admini-

stration of the collective agreement and in the form of

interest arbitration to resolve disputes in the negotiation of

the collective agreement. The benefits and drawbacks of

the process, the values that it espouses and the results that

it produces are considered.

Prerequisite: Law 51.345* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Seminars three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.441 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .440*.

Law 51.445*
Labour Relations in the Public Service

A study of the collective bargaining process in the public

sector with particular emphasis on the federal, Ontario and
Quebec public services. The problems of adapting ac-

cepted collective bargaining procedures and techniques to

the public service environment; the right to strike in the

public service and essential industries; grievance proce-

dures; the general problem of labour-management relation-

ships in the public sector and the consequences thereof for

efficiency and loyalty.

Prerequisite: Law 51.341* or 51.345* or 51.441 or per-

mission of the Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

Law 51.451*
Selected Problems in Comparative Constitutional Law
The topics of this course may vary from year to year. Topics

may include comparative federalism, comparative study of

civil liberties and human rights, comparative bases and
theories of judicial review in their social, political, economic
or historical contexts.

Prerequisite: Law 51.350* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Note:

Students who have received credit for Law 51.450 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .451 *.

Law 51.457*
Administrative Law and Control

An examination of characteristics and selected problems of

control of administrative action. Topics include: varieties of

traditional and constitutional, legal and judicial control, im-

pact of the Charter, reforms to administrative law control

systems in Canada, and comparisons with developments

outside Canada. (Also listed as Public Administration

50.537*.)

Prerequisites: Law 51.305* or 51.356*. or 51.456* (no

tong er offered) or Public Adm in istration 50.536* or perm is-

sion of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Note:

Students who have obtained credit for Law 51.455 (no

longer offered) may not also obtain credit for Law 51 .457*.

Law 51.460*
The Law of International Organizations
The nature, character, as well as the legal status and
jurisdiction of intergovernmental international organiza-

tions. Sovereign equality of states and their rights and

duties arising from membership in international organiza-

tions. The distinction between international and supra-na-

tional institutions. Particular attention is focused on the

United Nations system, including the International Court of

Justice; selected subsidiary organs, and specialized agen-

cies; the role of the non-governmental organizations at

times of crisis.

Prerequisite: Law 51.363 (formerly 51.463) or permission

of the Department.

Law 51.464*
Legal Aspects of the International Protection of Human
Rights

This course is an introduction to the developing interna-

tional law relating to the protection of human rights. General

concepts, rules and institutions are considered, together

with specific issues of concern, for example, self-determi-

nation, aboriginal rights, the refugee problem, and torture.

The inherent problems and overall potential of international

law in this area are discussed.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .353 or Law 51.363 (formerly 51.463)

or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Law 51.465*
Contemporary Issues in Public International Law
The topics of this course, to be offered as demand warrants,

may vary from year to year and are announced well in

advance of the relevant registration period. They may
include (a) transnational environmental issues; (b) the in-

ternational law of armed conflict, peacekeeping and neu-

trality; (c) the law of international treaties and transnational

agreements; and (d) state responsibility under international

law.

Prerequisite: Law 51.363 (or, if Law 51.465* is offered in

the Winter term, concurrent registration in Law 51.363) or

permission of the Department.

Seminars three hours a week.

Law 51.467*
Immigration and Refugee Law
Immigrants and refugees are considered in a Canadian

legal and demographic context, and in the context of inter-

national and human rights law. The course analyzes the

criteria and the procedures established by the Canadian

Immigration Act in the light of developments in immigration

policy. It examines legal and social problems faced by

non-citizens and rights-related issues affecting refugees

and immigrants, including entry and removal, family reun-

ion, citizenship, remedies, the rights of clandestine mi-

grants; settlement rights; non-discrimination; asylum; and

a national community's right to determine membership.

Prerequisite: Law 51 .205 or permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week.
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Law 5 1.471*
Speclai Topic in Criminal Justice and Social Policy

Examination of a selected topic in criminal justice and social

policy. Topics to be announced in advance each year. This

course is part of the Summer School in Criminal Justice and
Social Policy and is offered by the Department of Law. (Also

listed as Social Work 52.571 * and Sociology 53.471 .)
Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Law 51.472*
Special Topic In Criminal Justice and Social Policy

Examination of a selected topic in criminal justice and social

policy. Topics to be announced in advance each year. This

course is part of the Summer School in CriminalJustice and

Social Policy and is offered by the Department of Sociology

and Anthropology. (Also listed as Social Work 52.572* and
Sociology 53.472.)

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Law 51.473*
Special Topic In Criminal Justice and Social Policy

Examination of a selected topic in criminal justice and social

policy. Topics to be announced in advance each year. This

course is part of the Summer School in CriminalJustice and
Social Policy and is offered by the School of Social Work.
(Also listed as Social Work 52.573* and Sociology

53.473*.)

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Law 51.486*
The Civ Hist Tradition

A comparative study of selected topics of several major
European legal systems which are based on Roman law.

The development of Roman law up to and including Justin-

ian's corpus juris civilis. The reception of Roman law by
various European continental legal systems. Comparative
analysis of selected articles of the French, Austrian and
German codes.

Prerequisites: Law 51 .100 (or its equivalent) and another
Law course or a Classics course or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.
D. Wayand

Law 5 1.487*
Quebec Civil Law
A comparative examination of the legal system of Quebec.
The weight and importance of the various sources of law in

Quebec and how the law is made. Study of the Quebec Civil

Code and of the force of the code provisions. Division of

the code and influence of Roman law. Techniques of inter-

pretation of the code. Detailed study of selected Articles of

the code. Interpretation and application of the code in

federal appeal courts.

Prerequisites: Law 51.100 (or its equivalent) and another
Law course or Law 51 .486* or permission of the Depart-
ment.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

taw 51.488*
Socialist Legal Systems
A comparative approach to selected legal problems of the

Soviet Union and a number of other socialist states. Marxist
concepts of state and law, the Leninist, Stalinist and con-
temporary interpretations of law and their practical applica-
tions.

Prerequisite: One of Law51 .1 00 (or its equivalent), 51 .200,
51 205, 51 .450, 51 .451 , 51 .486*. a course in East Euro-

pean government or in the history of Eastern Europe or

permission of the Department.

Law 51.490

Directed Studies

A reading or research course for selected students who
wish to investigate a particular topic of interest. Available to

Third- and Fourth-year students only.

Prerequisite: Written acceptance by a faculty adviser and
permission of the Department.

Law 5 1.491*
Tutorial in Law
Members of the Department are prepared to give reading

courses in selected fields. Students are encouraged to

enquire from individual instructors or the Supervisor of

Honours in what fields such reading courses are available.

Prerequisite: Written acceptance by a faculty member and
permission of the Department.

Fall term.

Law 51.492*
Tutorial in Law
Members of the Department are prepared to give reading

courses in selected fields. Students are encouraged to

enquire from individual instructors or the Supervisor of

Honours in what fields such reading courses are available.

Prerequisite: Written acceptance by a faculty member and
permission of the Department.
Winter term.

Law51.493*
Advanced Legal Topics
The topics of this course, to be offered as demand warrants,
vary from year to year, and are announced well in advance
of the period of registration. (Students are advised to con-
sult with the Department.) In 1993-94 the topic of Section

A is Disability and Civil Rights. Exploring a wide variety of

topics ranging from a historical perspective of disability

through the growth of the disabled civil rights movement
and the impact of the medical model on policy development,
this course provides a comprehensive overview of the

evolution of legislation as it relates to persons with disabili-

ties in Canada. Topics of special interest include: the

Charterof Rights and human rights legislation, employment
equity, immigration and access to education.

Other special topics may also be offered; Fourth-year stu-

dents are urged to consult the Department for information

on additional courses.

Prerequisites: Law 51 .353 and at least Fourth-year stand-
ing or permission of the Department.

N. Hansen

Law 5 1.494*
Advanced Legal Topics
The topics of this course, to be offered as demand warrants,
vary from year to year, and are be announced well in

advance of the period of registration. (Students are advised
to check with the Department.) In 1993-94, the topic for

Section B is Child Welfare Law: Children Families and the

State. The primary objective of this course is to provide

students of law and/or social work with an understanding
of the theoretical and practical issues that arise when a child

welfare agency becomes involved in seeking to use the

legal system to protect a child from abuse, neglect or

deprivation.

Other special topics may also be offered; Fourth-year stu-

dents are urged to consult the department for information

on additional courses.

Prerequisite: At least Fourth-year honours standing.
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Law 51.498

Honours Essay
Students in the Honours program must write an Honours

Essay or a designated equivalent. Students in the Com-
bined Honours program are required to write an Honours

Essay in Law or a designated equivalent.

Prerequisites: Law Honours students will normally have 14

credits towards their Honours B.A. in Law and final year

Honours standing before they register in Law 51 .498; they

must have obtained a minimum of C+- in Law 51 .200 (old

program) or an average of at least C+ in their required

200-level courses (new program) and received written ac-

ceptance by a faculty supervisor as prescribed by the

Department.

Law 51 .498 (first registration) includes a mandatory weekly

workshop during Fall term of first registration.

Graduate Courses Open to Undergraduate Students

Some graduate courses may also be open to interested

Fourth-year students with permission of the Department.
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Management Committee

Program Co-ordhator
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S. Rochon
Telephone: 788-2588

Members
M. Marshall (Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences)

P. Fitzgerald (Law)

J.G. Bellamy (History)

B. Landry (Director, Continuing Education)

One student

Students are permitted eight attempts to complete the

six-credit program.

General Information

This certificate program is designed for persons employed

in the areas of law enforcement, national security or correc-

tions, who wish to attend university courses. The program

is offered in Day and Evening divisions. Candidates for the

certificate are also encouraged to investigate undergradu-

ate degree programs offered by the University. Courses
taken for the certificate are normally creditable towards a

Bachelor of Arts degree. Such a degree program will nor-

mally require at least nine further credits in addition to those

required for the certificate. Persons who wish to complete

a Bachelor of Arts degree after taking the certificate must
complete at least five of the credits required for a Bachelor

of Arts degree after the awarding of the certificate.

Admission Requirements

The basic admission requirement is the completion of the

Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six Ontario

Academic Courses, or the Ontario Secondary School Hon-
our Graduation Diploma, or the equivalent, with a minimum
overall average of 60 percent. Special consideration will be

extended to other applicants under Mature Applicant regu-

lations (see Mature and Special Admissions, pp. 29-30).

Candidates may be admitted with advanced standing, but

must complete at least four credits for the certificate, includ-

ing all core courses, at Carleton University.

Course Requirements

The following courses are required:

I Law 51.204 (Introduction to Criminal Law in Context,

prerequisite is C- or better in Law 51 .100, or permission of

the Department of Law);

2. Sociology 53.255* and 53.256* (Sociology of Devi-

ance, and Police in Society);

3. Political Science 47.200 (Canadian Government and
Politics, prerequisite is Political Science 47.100);

The candidate must, in addition, complete three credits,

chosen in consultation with the Program Co-ordinator.

A candidate for the certificate must obtain a grade of C or

better in at least one-half of the credits taken at Carleton

University for the certificate.
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Chair

William Cowan

Professors

William Cowan
C. Stanley Jones
Ian Pringle

Hans-George Ruprecht

Janice Yalden

Associate Professors

Aviva Freedman
Ann Laubstein

Peter Medway
Jaromira Rakusan
Helmut Zobl

Assistant Professors

Ellen Cray
Pat Currie

Richard Darville

Lynne Young

Adjunct Professor
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General Information

The Department of Linguistics and Applied Language Stud-

ies offers programs leading to a Pass degree in Linguistics

and two Honours degrees - Honours in Linguistics and

Applied Language Studies and Honours in Teaching Eng-

lish as a Second Language. Students may also pursue the

study of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies in con-

junction with another discipline in a Combined Pass or

Honours degree.

The aim of the Pass program is to provide the student with

the general linguistic background and methodological

bases and procedures for the analysis of language and

languages, on both the descriptive and historical levels. In

addition to the introductory course (Linguistics 29.100),

there is a core of half-credit courses dealing with the special

areas within linguistics, such as historical linguistics, se-

mantics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, language typo-

logy, language pedagogy and speech science.

The completion of the Pass program enables the student

to choose either of the two Honours degree specializations.

The Honours degree in Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies further deepens the student's knowledge of pho-

netics, phonology, grammar and general linguistic theory.

The Honours degree in Teaching English as a Second
Language is designed for students intending to specialize

in teaching English as a foreign language and other matters

related to foreign language study in general.

The Department of Linguistics and Applied Language Stud-

ies also offers a five-credit program leading to a Certificate

in the Teaching of English as a Second Language for those

students who already have a degree, in either Linguistics

or another subject, or who have extensive experience in

teaching. The courses include the theory of teaching Eng-
lish as a second language, an intensive, advanced course
in the structure of English, and a range of complementary
half-credit courses.

English as a Second Language

For courses in English as a Second Language, see p. 72

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

Students in the Pass program in Linguistics must complete

the following courses:

Linguistics 29.100, 29.301 , 29.302*. 29.303*. 29 .304*.

29.381 *, plus three other credits in Linguistics. In addition,

all students must have a working knowledge of a language

other than English, proficiency to be determined by suc-

cessful completion of a university course in the language

or by an oral or written test given by the Department.

For Pass programs combining Linguistics with another

subject, students must complete:

Linguistics 29.100, 29.301 , 29.302*. 29.303*, 29.304*.
plus one further credit in Linguistics.

Honours Programs

(a) For the Honours degree in Linguistics and Applied

Language Studies, students must complete:

Linguistics 29.100. 29.301 *, 29.302*. 29.303*. 29.304*.

29.381 *, plus six other credits in Linguistics and Applied

Language Studies (including at least two and a half at the

400-level).

In addition to the above stated requirements, ail students

must have a working knowledge of a language other than

English, proficiency to be determined by successful com-
pletion of a university course in the language or by an oral

or written test given by the Department.

(b) For the Honours degree in Teaching English as a

Second Language, students must complete:

Linguistics 29.100, 29.301 *, 29.302*. 29.303*. 29.304*.

29.381 , 29.421*, 29.425, 29.426*. 29.427*. 29.462*

and 29.485, plus one credit from the following options,

29.223*. 29.271*. 29.273*. 29.274*. 29.297, 29.423*.

29.496*. and 29.498*, plus one other credit in Linguistics

and Applied Language Studies.

Students who are not native speakers of English must have

their English proficiency assessed in the Centre for Applied

Language Studies on admission to Carieton and, depend-

ing on the results, may be required to take some or all of

ESL 21 .1 30. 21 .150, 21 .1 90 and 21 .1 96* as part of their

degree.
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In addition to the above stated requirements, all students

must have a working knowledge of a language other than

English, proficiency to be determined by successful com-

pletion of a university course in the language or by an oral

or written test given by the Department.

(c) For a Combined Honours degree in Linguistics and

Applied Language Studies, students must complete:

Linguistics 29.1 00, 29.301 , 29.302*, 29.303*, 29.304*,

29.381 *, and two and a half further credits in Linguistics

and Applied Language Studies (including at least one and

a half at the 400-level).

In addition to the above stated requirements, all students

must have a working knowledge of a language other than

English, proficiency to be determined by successful com-

pletion of a university course in the language or by an oral

or written test given by the Department.

(d) For a Combined Honours degree in Linguistics and

Russian (Translation Option), students must complete:

Linguistics 29.100, 29.301 , 29.303*. 29.304*. 29.485,

29.490, and the courses outlined in the requirements of the

Russian department. In this program, the Tutorial in Lin-

guistics consists obligatorily of directed readings in the

theory of translation. See also p. 268.

Mention: francais

Students in the Pass or Honours program in Linguistics may
qualify for the notation "Mention: francais" (p. 45) by fulfilling

the requirements outlined below. Those wishing to pursue

this path should consult with the Department's "Mention:

francais" adviser.

Linguistics courses presented in fulfilment of the "Mention:

francais" requirements can double as courses to satisfy

Linguistics Pass or Honours requirements.

Students enrolling in courses at the University of Ottawa
will do so through the University of Ottawa Exchange
Program. To enrol in courses in French at another univer-

sity, students must obtain a Letter of Permission (see

articles 3.10 and 3.12, p. 62).

Pass or Combined Pass Programs (3 credits)

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais" students

must include in their program the following:

E One credit in French language chosen in consultation

with the Department of French, for perfecting the students'

command in French.

2. One credit linked to the study of the heritage and culture

of French Canada taught in French at Carleton or the

University of Ottawa. At Carleton: French 20.332; At the

University of Ottawa: FRA 3799, LIN 2502, LIN 2505, LIN

3502, LIN 3503.

3. One credit in the area of linguistics taught in French at

Carleton, at the University of Ottawa or at another univer-

sity. At Carleton, one credit chosen from French 20.312,

20.333*. 20.334*, 20.432*. 20.433*. 20.434*. 20.435,

Linguistics 29.397.

4. Combined Pass program students must meet the "Men-
tion: francais" requirements of both disciplines.

Honours and Combined Honours (4 credits)

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais" students

must include in their program the following:

E One credit in French language chosen in consultation

with the Department of French, for perfecting the students'

command in French.

2. One credit linked to the study of the heritage and culture

of French Canada taught in French at Carleton or the

University of Ottawa. At Carleton: French 20.332; At the

University of Ottawa: FRA 3799, LIN 2502, LIN 2505, LIN

3502, LIN 3503.

3. One credit in the area of linguistics taught in French at

Carleton, at the University of Ottawa or at another univer-

sity. At Carleton, one credit chosen from French 20.312,

20.333*, 20.334*, 20.432*. 20.433*, 20.434*. 20.435,

29.397.

4. One credit at the 400-level in the area of linguistics

taught in French at Carleton, at the University of Ottawa or

at another university. At Carleton, one credit chosen from

French 20.432*. 20.433*. 20.434*. 20.435* (if not taken

during the Third year), Linguistics 29.497.

The focus of the tutorials (Linguistics 29.397 and 29.497)

may be on any of the following topics: American Indian

languages, sociolinguistique, bilinguisme, dialectobgie,

developpement de la langue maternelle pendant les an-

nees scolaires, problemes du bilinguisme scolaire, prag-

matique, grammaire du texte, semiotique, semantique. Ail

written work must be submitted in French.

5. Combined Honours students must meet the "Mention:

francais" requirements of both Honours disciplines.

Certificate In the Teaching of English as a Second
Language (CTESL)

To receive the Certificate in the Teaching of English as a

Second Language, students must meet the following re-

quirements:

Linguistics 29.421 *, 29.425, 29.426*. 29.427*. 29.462*
and 29.485, and one credit from the following options:

Linguistics 29.1 00, 29.223*, 29.271 *, 29.273*, 29.274*.

29.297
,
29.423*. 29.496* or 29.498*. (Part-time stu-

dents who had already been admitted and had completed

some courses towards the Certificate before 1983-84 may,
after discussion with the Department adviser, elect to com-
plete the Certificate either \n accordance with the foregoing

requirements or in accordance with the earlier require-

ments, viz. Linguistics 29.100, 29.240, 29.241 *, 29.422*.
29.423*, 29.262* and 29.485.) A candidate for the Cer-

tificate must obtain a grade of C or better in all courses

taken at Carleton University under the Certificate program.

In addition, students in the CTESL program must be fluent

in English, proficiency to be determined by an oral or written

test given by the Department.

It should be noted that students cannot receive both a B.A.

degree and a Certificate at the same time, nor can courses

included in a B.A. or other degree be credited towards the

certificate. If any of the foregoing Linguistics and Applied

Language Studies courses are included in the B.A., then

the student must choose other courses in Linguistics and
Applied Language Studies in consultation with the Depart-

ment. Students may take courses in other departments with

the permission of the CTESL adviser. For more information,

students should contact the Department.

Admission Requirements

Applicants are admitted on the recommendation of the

Department of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies.

Applicants have normally completed a first degree in an-

other discipline, or a course of study in a teacher training

college. Others with a strong academic background or with

experience in the teaching of English as a second language
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may be admitted with permission of the Department. It

should be noted that the number of student spaces in the

program is limited. Thus, it may not be possible to grant

admission to all applicants who meet the foregoing require-

ments. Admissions will, therefore, be on a selective basis

with preference given to those candidates who show the

highest promise of success in the program.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Linguistics 29.100

Introduction to Linguistics

Elementary principles and methods of descriptive analysis

of language; phonetics; phonology; morphology; syntax.

Survey of other areas of linguistics: historical linguistics,

sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, semantics, applied lin-

guistics.

Lectures and discussions three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.21 1*
Historical Linguistics

Principles and methods of the historical analysis of lan-

guages; the comparative method; internal reconstruction;

sound change; rule change; the philological method; prob-

lems in historical analysis.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.100.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.223*
Linguistic Theory and Second-Language Learning

A critical study of linguistic theory and description applied

to second-language learning. Includes a brief consideration

of similarities and differences in first- and second-language

development, bilingualism and types of linguistic error and
their significance.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00 or enrolment in the CTESL
program.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.232* •

Semantics
The study of meaning as a part of the study of communica-
tion. Organization of the semantic structure of language,

and the relation of this structure to the lexicon.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.261*
Psycholinguistics

Language performance and language use; the production

and perception of language; psychological processes in-

volved in speech performance; the relevance of these

questions to linguistic theory.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.100.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.264*
Speech and Language Problems
An examination of the congenital, developmental and ac-

quired disorders of language, speech and voice; preva-

lences, types, causes and effects; related research.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.100.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.271*
Sociolinguistics

The place of language within society; bilingual and multil-

ingual communities; language, social mobility and social

stratification; sociolinguistic factors in language change.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00 or enrolment in the CTESL
program.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.272*
Language Typology
The study of language typology as a classificatory device,

universalist hypothesis, and areal features. Methodology in

language typology. The theoretical material is based on a
survey of the world's languages and language types.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.273*
Gender and Language
A course that considers the influence of gender on lan-

guage and the way in which language reflects society's

view of gender. Topics covered include: gender differences

in language use and in discourse, gender-bias in language,

and the role of language in socializing for gender.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.274*
Bilingualism

The linguistic nature of bilingualism. The structure of bilin-

gual societies and the relation between societal and indi-

vidual bilingualism. The role of bilingualism in language
education.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.280

Language and Communication
Among theories about the nature of language that the

course examines are those of Skinner and the behaviour-

ists; of Chomsky and other transformational-generative

grammarians; and of the speech-act theorists. Among
questions to which an answer is attempted are: What is

language? What is meaning? What is it to communicate?
Philosophical issues with respect to such topics as the

following are considered: language and innate knowledge;

language and culture; translation; the origins and acquisi-

tion of language; nonverbal communication; nonhuman
language; machine languages; ideal languages, normative

grammar and "correct" speech. (Also listed as Philosophy

32.280 and Mass Communication 27.280.)

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.295

Introduction to the English Language
A course intended particularly as an in-service course for

teachers of English and the language arts. The sound

system of English in relation to English spelling; English

vocabulary, grammar and syntax; stages in the acquisition

of English as a first language, especially after age six; roles

and uses of English in Canada; standard English; peda-

gogical implications.

This course is chiefly intended for practising or future

teachers. It usually meets on an irregular schedule off-cam-

pus. Classes may begin before the first week in September.

Prospective students should contact the Department to

verify their admissibility well in advance of the beginning of

the course. (Also listed as English 1 8.295.)

Prerequisite: Admission to the Certificate in English Lan-
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guage and Composition program or permission of the

Department.

Linguistics 29.297

Writing: Theory and Practice

A study of the process of writing in theory and practice.

Readings and discussions focus on the nature of the com-

posing process; the development of writing abilities from

the elementary years to maturity; the interrelationships

between thinking and writing; strategies for encouraging

growth in writing.

This course is chiefly intended for practising or future

teachers. It usually meets on an irregular schedule off-cam-

pus. Classes may begin before the first week in September.

Prospective students should contact the Department to

verify their admissbility well in advance of the beginning of

the course. (Also listed as English 18297.)

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or enrolment in either

of the Certificate Program in English Language and Com-

j

position or CTESL program

.

I Linguistics 29 .301*
! Phonetics

Recognition, description, transcription and production of

speech sounds; systems of transcription; the nature of the

speech-producing mechanism; the acoustics of speech

;
sounds. (Also listed as Anthropology 54.301 .)
Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.302*
Phonology
The sound-systems of languages; methods for the analysis

and description of phonological structure. The course con-

centrates on generative theory with comparisons to other

, theories. (Also listed as Anthropology 54.302*.)

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.301 *.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.303*
Language Analysis

Direction and practice in the analysis of grammatical mate-

rial, including both morphology and syntax. Models for the

description of grammatical regularities. Course work con-

sists principally of practical exercises. (Also listed as An-

thropology 54.303*.)
Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.100.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.304*
Grammatical Theory
Comparison of major current schools of linguistics. Theo-
ries of grammatical structure. The testing of grammatical

hypotheses. Grammatical structure and meaning. Course
work consists principally of lectures and readings. (Also

listed as Anthropology 54.304*.)
Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.303*.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.381*
Language Structure
Intensive analysis of the linguistic structure of a selected

language, the structure of which is not currently being
offered elsewhere in the University. This course may be
taken for credit twice, provided a different language is being
studied. Language for 1993-94 to be announced.
Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.390

Independent Study
Research under the supervision of a member of the Depart-

ment. Projects may be organized on an individual basis, or

as a special seminar directed by an instructor. No more than

one group project is normally offered in any one year.

Normally open only to Third- and Fourth-year students.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Linguistics 29.391*
Independent Study
Research under the supervision of a member of the Depart-

ment. Projects may be organized on an individual basis, or

as a special seminar directed by an instructor. No more than

one group project is normally offered in any term. Normally

available only to Third- and Fourth-year students in Linguis-

tics.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Fall term.

Linguistics 29.392*
Independent Study
Research under the supervision of a member of the Depart-

ment. Projects may be organized on an individual basis, or

as a special seminar directed by an instructor. No more than

one group project is normally offered in any term. Normally

available only to Third- and Fourth-year students in Linguis-

tics.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Winter term.

Linguistics 29.397

Etudes dlrlgees

Un programme de lectures ou de recherche et de travaux

ecrits dirige par un membre du departement. Les projets

de recherche peuvent etre organises soit comme tutorial

pour un(e) seul(e) etudiant(e) soit comme seminaire pour

un groupe d'etudiants. II n'y a pas plus d'un seminaire par

annee.

For Third- or Fourth-year Linguistics students of "Mention:

francais" only.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Linguistics 29.401 *
Advanced Phonology
A continuation of Linguistics 29.302*. Among topics cov-

ered: the methodological problems of phonology, the prob-

lems of markedness and natural rules, ordering,

abstractness, and other current theoretical developments.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.301 , 29.302*, 29.303*,
29.304* or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.402*
Advanced Grammar
A continuation of Linguistics 29.304*. Among topics cov-

ered: global rules, clause movement, constraints, trace

theory and other current developments in syntactic analy-

sis.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.301 , 29.302*, 29.303*,
29.304* or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.409*
Topics in Linguistics and Language Study
A course devoted to an examination of a topic or more
specialized area in linguistics or language study. This

course may be taken more than once.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing in Linguistics

or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.
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Linguistics 29.421*
Language Testing

The principles of test construction as applied to testing

language proficiency, achievement and aptitude. Struc-

tural, notional, discrete point and integrative tests are cov-

ered. Students are expected to create, analyse and
evaluate language tests.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment
in the CTESL program.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.423*
Analysis of Discourse
Princples of discourse analysis and their application in

problems in applied linguistics, such as the effect of class-

room discourse on second-language learning, and meth-
ods for expanding the variety of discourse in a classroom

setting. Students are required to observe both actual class-

room interaction and videotapes of classroom discourse,

and to undertake detailed analysis of such discourse.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing in Linguistics

or enrolment in the CTESL program.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.425

Teaching English as a Second Language: Methodology
Classification of classroom teaching materials and adapta-

tion of teaching materials for particular situations; creation

of teaching materials; teaching techniques and strategies.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment

in the CTESL program.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.426*
Practkum In Teaching English as a Second Language:
Experience in an ESL teaching situation

Students have the opportunity to integrate the more aca-
demic dimension of the program with practical work. Stu-

dents may tutor individual ESL students, help with the

preparation of teaching materials or teach classes. The
grades are assigned on a Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory ba-

sis. The course extends over both Fall and Winter terms,

normally taken concurrently with Linguistics 29.425.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment

in the CTESL program.

Linguistics 29.427*
ESL Literacy

The nature of everyday literacy and literacy skills, with an

emphasis on analyzing the structure of everyday literacy

texts and demands. Issues in literacy for second-language
learners who may or may not have literacy skills in their first

language.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment
in the CTESL program.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.461*
Seminar In Experimental Linguistics

Experimental phonetics; the investigation of linguistic per-

formance; the testing of propositions derived from the

theory of linguistic competence.
Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.301*, 29.302*. 29.303*.
29.304* or permission of the Department.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.462*
Second-Language Acquisition

Current models of second-language acquisition and learn-

ing with an emphasis on empirical studies. Universals of

second-language acquisition.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment
in the CTESL program.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.485

Structures and Use of the English Language
An intensive introduction to the structures of the English

language, with particular emphasis on syntax; questions of

usage and style; an introduction to regional, social and
stylistic variation in English and to Canadian English.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment
in the CTESL program.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Linguistics 29.490

Tutorial In Linguistics

A course designed to permit students to pursue their inter-

ests in a selected area of linguistics. Students prepare

papers as a basis for discussion with the tutor. The topic of

study must have the prior approval of the tutor and the

•Department. The course is available only to Fourth-year

Honours students, and may be taken only once.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Linguistics 29.491*
Tutorial In Linguistics

A course designed to permit students to pursue their inter-

ests in a selected area of linguistics. Students prepare

papers as a basis for discussion with the tutor. The topic of

study must have the prior approval of the tutor and the

Department. The course is available only to Fourth-year

Honours students, and may be taken only once.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
Fall term.

Linguistics 29.492*
Tutorial in Linguistics

A course designed to permit students to pursue their inter-

ests in a selected area of linguistics. The student prepares

papers as a basis for discussion with the tutor. The topic of

study must have the prior approval of the tutor and the

Department. The course is available only to Fourth-year

Honours students, and may be taken only once.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Winter term.

Linguistics 29.495

Research Seminar in English and Education
Investigation of recent developments in language study,

rhetoric and composition, and studies of the literary imagi-

nation. Their implications for the teaching of English. (Also

listed as English 18.495.)

This course is chiefly intended for practising or future

teachers. It usually meets on an irregular schedule off-cam-

pus. Classes may begin before the first week in September.
Prospective students should contact the Department to

verify their admissibility well in advance of the beginning of

the course.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.485 or English 18.295 and

Linguistics 29.297 or permission of the Department.

Linguistics 29.496*
Selected Topics In Linguistics

Selected topics in applied language studies not ordinarily

treated in tine regular course program. Contents of this

course vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment

in the CTESL program.

Fall term: Lectures and discussion three hours a week.
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Linguistics 29.497

Etudes dirlgees

Etudes specialisees en linguistique. Preparation d'un tra-

vail ecrit ou d'une memoire sur un sujet choisi par I'etudi-

ant(e) en collaboration avec le directeur du tutorial et

approuve par le departement.

For Fourth-year Linguistics students of "Mention: francais"

only.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Linguistics 29.498*
Selected Topics In Linguistics

Selected topics in applied language studies not ordinarily

treated in the regular course program. Contents of this

course vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year standing or enrolment

in the CTESL program.

Winter term: Lectures and discussion three hours a week.
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St. Patrick's Building, Room 310
Telephone: 788-7408

Associate Director, School of Journalism and Communica-
tion

Paul Attallah

Bachelor of Arts In Mass Communication

The School of Journalism and Communication (see p. 1 92)

offers Pass and Honours undergraduate programs in Mass
Communication. Candidates for the Pass program are

required to take a minimum of 15 credits after Senior

Matriculation and those in the Honours program 20 credits

after Senior Matriculation. The Mass Communication pro-

grams are provided for students with broad interests in

mass communication in contemporary society who do not

intend to pursue careers as professional journalists. The
Honours degree is designed for students who intend to do

graduate work in communication or a related field.

Graduate Program

The School of Journalism and Communication offers stud-

ies leading to the degree of Master of Arts in Communica-
tion. For further details consult the Graduate Studies and
Research Calendar.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all regulations and

requirements of the School of Journalism and Communica-
tion as set out below.

Admission and Continuation Requirements

Admission and continuation requirements in the two pro-

grams are those set by the Faculty of Arts. Admission to

Second year will be guaranteed only to students who
complete 5.0 credits in First year, achieve a grade of B- or

better in Mass Communication 27.1 1 1 and also achieve a

Continuation Index of 7.00. The CI is calculated by dividing

the total grade points accumulated over all attempts by the

total number of attempts. The calculation is carried to two

decimal places without rounding. For further information on

calculation of the CI, see p. 66.

Pass Program

The requirements for a Pass program in Mass Communi-
cation include six credits in Mass Communication.

1 . Mass Communication 27.1 1 1 , 27.201 , 27.21 1 , 27.31 1

;

2. Two credits chosen from Mass Communication 27.280,

27290, 27.305*. 27.306*. 27.342*. 27.343*, 27.346*,

27.348*. 27.351 . 27.352*. 27.355*. 27.357*;

3. Either Sociology-Anthropology 56.220 or Political Sci-

ence 47.200;

Note:

The prerequisites for Sociology-Anthropology 56.220 and
Political Science 47.200 are normally waived for students

in a Mass Communication program.

Combined Pass Program

The requirements for a Combined Pass program including

Mass Communication are requirement 1 and one credit

from requirement 2 of the Pass program.

Honours Program

A candidate for a B.A. with Honours in Mass Communica-
tion requires nine credits in Mass Communication and one
specified credit from another discipline. The requirements

are:

1. Mass Communication 27.1 1 1 , 27.201 , 27.211 , 27.31 1;

2. Two credits chosen from Mass Communication 27.280,

27.290, 27.305*, 27.306*. 27.342*. 27.343*. 27.346*.
27.348*. 27.351 *, 27.352*. 27.355*. 27.357*;

3. Three credits chosen from Mass Communication
27.400*. 27.4 0 2*. 27.4 1 0*. 27.4 1 2*. 27.4 3 0*,

27.432*. 27.450*. 27.451, 27.497;

4. Either Sociology-Anthropology 56.220 or Political Sci-

ence 47.200;

5. Ten elective credits.

Recommended sequence for B.A. Honours in Mass Com-
munication

First Year

Mass Communication 27.1 1 1

;

Four electives.

Second Year

Mass Communication 27.201 . 27.21 1

;

Sociology-Anthropology 56.220 or Political Science

47.200;

Two electives.

Third Year

Mass Communication 27.31 1

;

Two credits chosen from Mass Communication 27.280,

27.290, 27.305*. 27.306*. 27.342*. 27.343*. 27.346*.

27.348*. 27.351 *, 27.352*. 27.355*. 27.357*;

Two electives.

Fourth Year

Three credits chosen from Mass Communication 27.400*.

27.402*. 27.410*. 27.412*. 27.430*. 27.432*.
27.450*. 27.451 *, 27.497;

Two electives.

Combined Honours

Students taking Combined Honours in Mass Communica-
tion and another discipline are required to take the following

credits:

1 . Mass Communication 27.1 1 1 . 27.201 , 27.21 1 , 27.31 1

;

2. One other 200- or 300-level Mass Communication

credit;

3. Two of Mass Communication 27.400*, 27.402*.

27.410*, 27.412*, 27.430*. 27.432*, 27.450*.
27.451*, 27.497.

4. Eight electives.
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Combined Honours in Journalism and Mass Commu-
nication

Course requirements are:

1. Journalism 28.100, 28.220, 28.320, 28.351, 28.352*,

28.421 and, if the Honours degree sought is the Bachelor

of Journalism, Journalism 28.498;

Note: Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit course.

2. Mass Communication 27.201 , 27.21 1 , 27.31 1 , and two

credits chosen from Mass Communication 27.400*,

27.402*. 27.410*, 27.412*, 27.430*. 27.432*,
27.450*. 27.451*. 27.497;

3. A French language credit (acceptable French language

credits are any two of French 20.102*. 20.103*. and

20.1 04*; 20.108; and 20.110.)

4. An approved credit in Canadian history. (Students who
expect to practise journalism in another country may be
advised to choose a different history course and must seek
permission to do so from the Supervisor of Undergraduate

Studies, Journalism.);

5. Approved options to make up a program total of 20.5

credits.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a gfven

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Mass Communication 27.1 1

1

Introduction to Mass Communication
An examination of some of the major reasons for the

emergence in the twentieth century of Mass Communica-
tion as a field of study, with discussion of main research

trends: the historical development of newspapers, maga-
zines, radio, television, and other mass media; modem
mass media structures and their relationship to social and
cultural changes; and basic issues related to communica-
tion and cultural policy.

Lectures and discussion groups three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.201

Media Research
An introduction to methods in media and communication
research. The objectives of the course are to develop an
understanding of the research process and research de-

sign. The course normally includes the following methodo-
logical approaches: statistical and computer analysis, field

research methods, policy and document analysis, histori-

cal/archival research.

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.1 1 1 or Journalism

28.100 and Pass or Honours standing in Mass Communi-
cation or permission of the School.

Lecture two hours a week, laboratory one hour a week.

Mass Communication 27.21

1

The Mass Media In Modern Society
An examination of the historical development and current

operations of the major mass media, with a view to relating

developments to the larger social structure. Emphasis is on
the relationship between the media and the structure of

Canadian society. (Also listed as Sociology-Anthropology

56.211.)

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.111 and Pass or

Honours standing in Mass Communication or permission

of the School.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.280

Language and Communication
Among theories about the nature of language that the

course examines are those of Skinner and the behaviour-

ists; of Chomsky and other transformational-generative

grammarians; and of the speech-act theorists. Among
questions to which an answer is attempted are: What is

language? What is meaning? What is it to communicate?
Phitosophical issues with respect to such topics as the

following are considered: language and innate knowledge;

language and culture; translation; the origins and acquisi-

tion of language; nonverbal communication; nonhuman
language; machine languages; ideal languages; normative

grammar and "correct" speech. (Also listed as Philosophy

32.280 and Linguistics 29.280.)

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.290

Truth and Propaganda
A study of techniques, some ancient as well as modem, for

influencing public opinion. The ethics of various attempts

to control, affect or modify mass consciousness, under

circumstances of wartime or peace, by the state, political

parties, commercial interests or pressure groups, are dis-

cussed. Attention is paid to definition of key terms such as

"propaganda," "manipulation," and the like, in the light of

shifting nuances of different times and usages. The prob-

lem of arriving at a satisfactory definition of "truth" to com-
pare or contrast with "propaganda" is one focal point of

investigation. The values of an open society, as against

those promoted by closed societies, also receive attention,

account being taken of subtler as well as more obvious

forms of censorship, and of external as well as internal

attempts to influence or subvert public consciousness in a

given society. (Also listed as Philosophy 32.290.)

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.305*
International Media Systems
This course is concerned with the flow of wo rid news- how
it is collected, transmitted, received, selected, edited and
distributed; how it informs or inhbits our views of the world

around us. It examines the relationship and dependence of

Canadian media on regional and international institutions

and systems. It examines such items as media systems;

the role of international news agencies; the role of global

telecommunication systems; the foreign news-gathering

operations of national radio and television networks, and
the inter-network arrangements for news distribution; the

role of supranational media institutions such as UNESCO,
the International Press Institute, the Inter-American Press

Association and the International Organization of Journal-

ists; the role of regional distribution agencies such as
Intervision, Eurovision, European Broadcasting Union,

Asian Broadcasting Union. (Also listed as Journalism

28.305*.)

Prerequisite: One of Journalism 28.100, 28.200, Mass
Communication 27.111, 27.211 or permission of the

School.

Mass Communication 27.306*
Comparative Media Studies

This course is concerned with comparisons of media con-

tent, organization or ope ration. Comparisons maybe cross-
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cultural in nature (I.e. comparisons of English and French-

Canadian media content), cross-media (i.e. comparisons

of broadcast and print media organizations), cross-national

(i.e. comparisons of media operations in various countries)

or a mixture of these. There may also be comparisons over

time. Some time is spent examining and employing re-

search tools and methods used in these studies. (Also listed

as Journalism 28.306*.)

Prerequisites: One of Journalism 28.100, 28.200, Mass
Communication 27.111, 27.211 or permission of the

School.

Mass Communication 27.31

1

Advanced Study of the Mass Madia
An examination of the philosophical and theoretical foun-

dations of mass communication studies. The course is an

analysis*of the content of selected theories with a view to

assessing the contributions they make to the understanding

of mass communication. (Also listed as Sociology-Anthro-

pology 56.311.)

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.21 1 and Pass or

Honours standing in Mass Communication or permission

of the School.

Lecture and discussion groups three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.342*
On Television

This course examines the television medium as it was
formed historically, both as a social institution and as a

technological form. Various methods by which television

texts might be analysed are presented, and different genres

are compared and discussed.

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.211 or permission

of the School.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.343*
Communication Technology and Culture

An examination of the relationship between communication

technology and society. The course examines the factors

that contribute to changes in the collection, storage and

distribution of information and their cultural implications.

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.211 or permission

of the School.

Seminar three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.346*
Media Construction and Social Issues

A study of the industrial-bureaucratic structures of the news
media and their relevance to the reporting of social and

political issues; an examination of the dominant discourses

on these issues and their relevance for the organization of

newswork. The issues vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.211 or permission

of the School.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.348*
Advertising: A Critical Perspective

This course explores and critically analyzes some of the

major constructs and basic mechanisms of the advertising

system. This will include an examination of the social,

political-economic and cultural implications of advertising.

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.211 or permission

of the School.

Lecture three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.351*
Communications Law I

This course is concerned with the general laws governing

the mass media in Canada, with attention to their effect on

freedom of expression. Specific topics for examination

include: the development of freedom of expression and of

the press in Canadian constitutional law, including the

effects of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms; statutory

limits on freedom of expression and of the press; contempt
of court; civil defamation; and privacy. (Also listed as Jour-

nalism 28.351 * and Law 51 .351 .)
Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.111, Journalism

28.100, or Law 51.100, or permission of the School.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.352*
Communications Law II

The law as it affects the Canadian broadcasting and com-
munications industry. The primary focus of the course is on

the operations of the Canadian Radio-Television and Tele-

communications Commission. Specific topics for examina-

tion may include: administrative formulation of policy;

multiple, monopoly and foreign ownership; control of pro-

gram content (violence, obscenity, "good taste," food and
drug commercials, liquor advertising, indirect censorship);

controlling program quality; the provision of a right of ac-

cess to the media; cablevision licensing and control; alter-

native sanctions. (Also listed as Journalism 28.352* and

Law 51.352*.)

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.111, Journalism

28.1 00, or Law 51 .1 00, or permission of the School.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.355*
Media and Gender
An examination of the role of mass media in shaping our

conceptions of gender roles, and an evaluation of the

social, political and cultural consequences of such concep-

tions. Topics to be considered include: male and female

images in media content; the relative status of men and

women within media professions; organizational and insti-

tutional factors in the treatment of gender; regulatory poli-

cies and possibilities concerning the gender issue within

media institutions.

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.211 or permission

of the School.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.357*
Special Topic

An examination of a special topic in mass communication
not covered in depth in other courses. The topic varies from

year to year. Possible topics include: communications pol-

icy analysis; the political economy of the mass media; and

the social impact of new communications technology.

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.211 or permission

of the School.

Mass Communication 27.400*
Advanced Media Research: Quantitative Methods
An advanced study of specific methodological issues and

statistical techniques appropriate to the investigation of

theoretical questions concerning mass communication and

society. The course is primarily concerned with the selec-

tion of appropriate methodologies and models for investi-

gating specific questions, and for this reason the content of

the seminar changes somewhat from year to year. This

course deals with advanced statistical methods appropriate

in the context of mass communication studies.

Precludes additional credit for Mass Communication
27.401 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites. Mass Communication 27.201, 27.311 and

Honours standing in Mass Communication or permission

of the School.
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Mass Communication 27.402*
Advanced Media Research: Qualitative Methods
An advanced study of specific methodological issues ap-

propriate to the investigation of theoretical questions con-

cerning mass communication and society. The course is

primarily concerned with the selection of appropriate meth-

odologies and models for investigating specific questions

and for this reason the content of the seminar changes

somewhat from year to year. Topics to be considered may
include field research methods, policy/document analysis,

historical research.

Precludes additional credit for Mass Communication
27.401 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.201, 27.311 and
Honours standing in Mass Communication or permission

of the School.

Mass Communication 27.410*
Selected Topics In Mass Communication Analysis

Selected topics in mass communication, not ordinarily

treated in the regular course program. The choice of topics

varies from year to year. Topic for 1993-94: Information

Technology and Gender. This course examines the rela-

tionship of information technology and social relations of

domination based upon gender. While addressing the gen-

dered nature of information technology, this course focuses

upon the ideological/political context framing its develop-

ment and application. As this is a seminar course, the

students are required to conduct and present research on

topics such as the role gender plays in the production and
application of information technology, how political and/or

ideological structures contribute to the gendered nature of

technology, and the struggle within both the production and

regulation processes to change these gender relations of

domination.

Precludes additional credit for Mass Communication
27.41 1 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.311 and Honours
standing in Mass Communication or permission of the

School.

Seminar three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.412*
Selected Topics in Mass Communication Analysis

Selected topics in mass communication, not ordinarily

treated in the regular course program. The choice of topics

varies from year to year.

Topic for 1993-94: Information, Communication and the

Organization of Space. The use of information technologies

and communications media are argued to have significant

implications for the spatial organization of political and
economic life. The course considers and evaluates both

historical and contemporary perspectives regarding the

importance of communications for the formation of urban

or metropolitan areas, the development of economic re-

gions, and international distribution of economic production

and political control. After examining the meanings of terms
such as technology, communication, and social and eco-

nomic development, focus shifts to evaluating relationships

such as electronic communications and urbanization; the

nature of the "post-industrial" or service economy; "tele-

commuting"; nation-states and economic regions; the late

nineteenth century age of imperialism; the contemporary
international organization of production.

Precludes additional credit for Mass Communication
27.411 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.311 and Honours
standing in Mass Communication or permission of the

School.

Seminar three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.430*
Communication Policy: Theory and Foundations
This course examines theoretical perspectives on the role

and context of communication and cultural policy in modern
Canadian society. It introduces students to basic concepts

necessary to explain the role of the State in capitalist

society. It explores alternative frameworks for under-

standing the production and legitimation of communication
and cultural policy as a type of State action. (Also listed as

Sociology-Anthropology 56.430*.)

Precludes additional credit for Mass Communication
27.431 and Sociology-Anthropology 56.431 (no longer of-

fered), and Mass Communication 27.41 1 or Sociology-An-

thropology 56.41 1 taken prior to 1 986-87.

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.31 1 or Sociology-

Anthropology 56.31 1 and Honours standing in Mass Com-
munication or permission of the School.

Seminar three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.432*
Communication Policy: Institutions and Practices

This course examines concrete examples of selected policy

practices in the communication and cultural policy field and
relates them to the institutions, agencies, actors and social

interests shaping the policy formation process in Canada.
(Also listed as Sociology-Anthropology 56.432*.)

Precludes additional credit for Mass Communication
27.431 and Sociology-Anthropology 56.431 (no longer of-

fered), and Mass Communication 27.41 1 or Sociology-An-

thropology 56.41 1 taken prior to 1 986-87.

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.430* or Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.430* and Honours standing in Mass
Communication or permission of the School.

Seminar three hours a week.

Mass Communication 27.450*
Mass Media and Capitalist Democracy I

An examination of the relationship between the rise and
expansion of the mass media and the political, economic
and cultural development of Europe and North America

from the early nineteenth century to the Second World War.

Consideration is given to the interaction between the mass
media and processes such as democratization, industriali-

zation, urbanization, imperialism, mass consumption, and
the growth of corporate capitalism.

Prerequisites: Mass Communication 27.311 and Honours
standing in Mass Communication or permission of the

School.

Mass Communication 27.451*
Mass Media and Capitalist Democracy II

A continuation of Mass Communication 27.450*, focusing

on the period from the Second World War to the present

day.

Prerequisite: Mass Communication 27.450* or permission

of the School.

Mass Communication 27.497

Honours Essay
The Honours Essay, which is a major research essay, is

carried out under the direction of a faculty supervisor. The
Honours Essay is evaluated by both the supervisor and an
appointed reader.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing in Mass Com-
munication.*

'Students should refer to general Faculty of Arts regulations

regarding submission of Honours Essays, (p. 65).
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Dunton Tower, Room 710
Telephone: 788-2155

Undergraduate Adviser: 788-2150

Bachelor of Arts Programs

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics (Faculty of

Science) offers a wide variety of programs leading to

Bachelor of Arts Pass and Honours degrees, as well as

Bachelor of Science degrees. The following is a list and
short description of the Arts programs that are available:

Mathematics (Pass and Honours B.A.)

The B.A. Pass programs emphasize methods and applica-

tions, whereas the B.A. Honours programs emphasize
theoretical aspects and serve as an introduction to gradu-

ate studies. The main areas of concentration are algebra,

analysis, topology, applied mathematics (classical and

modem), statistics and probability. Of particular interest

may be the Combined Honours programs such as:

Economics and Mathematics (Honours B.A.)

Mathematics and Philosophy (Honours B.A.)

For these two Combined Honours programs, the minimum
requirements have been specified (see p. 429).

It is in fact possible to combine studies in Mathematics with

almost any other department in the Faculties of Arts or

Social Sciences at both the Pass and Honours levels,

subject to the approval of the course selections by the

respective departments.

Computer Mathematics (Pass and Honours B.A.)

The Pass and Honours B.A. programs in Computer Mathe-

matics are designed to provide a student with a background

of computer-related mathematical ideas together with a firm

base of computer science. These programs may be of

interest to students who are preparing for careers in gov-

ernment, industry, management, or systems analysis.

Statistics (Pass and Honours B.A.)

The Pass B.A. program in statistics provides the academic
groundwork for employment opportunities at the junior

methodologist level, in a variety of statistics-related fields.

The Honours B.A. program is designed primarily for a

student who wishes to prepare for a career as a profes-

sional statistician.

Operations Research (Honours B.A.)

This program is devoted to the professional discipline which

deals with the scientific aspects of planning and decision-

making and leads to an Honours B.A. Degree. (See also

pp. 229, 442.)

Students wishing more details on these or other programs

offered through the Faculty of Science should consult pp.
425-441 . For further information, contact the Departmental

Undergraduate Adviser.
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Viols

Peggy Atherton

Voice

Susanna Burton

Lawrence Ewashko
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Barbara Ross

General Information

The purpose of the programs offered by the Discipline of

Music is to promote an intellectual, aesthetic and emotional

understanding of music as an expression of human cultural

activity. All students will be encouraged to examine the

meanings and motivations of the art and to develop their

speculative and critical responses to it in both historical and

contemporary contexts. Stated briefly, the Discipline

wishes to offer flexibility of choice and emphasis in pro-

grams that foster a basic grasp of the nature of musical

processes from historical, social, practical and artistic

points of view.

In addition to its undergraduate programs, the Discipline

offers courses at the graduate level in the history of Cana-
dian music in co-operation with the School of Canadian
Studies.

The Discipline also sponsors a variety of non-credit per-

forming groups including the Carleton Choir, Early Music
Ensemble, Carleton Concert Band, and The Contemporary
Music Group, ail of which are open to Carleton students and

members of the community. B.Mus. and B.A. students are

required to belong to at least one such group in each year

of residency. Students are also expected to attend weekly

noon-hour concerts and occasional guest lectures.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all Discipline regulations

and requirements as set out below.

Pass Program (B.A.)

The three-year B.A. program in Music requires 1 5.0 credits,

including a minimum of 7.0 credits in Music as follows:

1. Music 30.1 00, normally to be taken in First year;

2. 1.5 credits from Music 30.200*. 30.201*. 30.202*.

30203*. 30.204*. 30.205*. 30.206*. 30.207*. 30.208*
and 30.209*;

3. 1.5 additional credits at the 200-level;

4. Music 30 .300;

5. 1 .0 additional credit at the 300-level;

6. 1 .0 additional credit in Music.

Note:

Performance courses may not be taken in this program.

Students transferring into and continuing in the B.A. Pass
(Music) program must have achieved and must maintain a

grade-point average of 4.0 in the required Music credits and

a Continuation Index of 4.00 in order to remain in good

standing in the program. The Music grade-point average

will be calculated on only the required Music credits in the

program; Music credits counted as Options in the program
will not be included in the calculation.

Combined Pass Program (B.A.)

Combined Pass programs may be arranged with other

departments and disciplines in the Faculties of Arts or

Social Sciences. Both departments or disciplines must
approve a Combined Pass program.

The three-year B.A. program in Music combined with an-

other subject requires 1 5.0 credits, including a minimum of

5.0 credits in Music as follows:

1. Music 30.100, normally to be taken in First year;

2. 2.0 credits at the 200-level;

3. 1 .0 credit in Music at the 300-level or above.

4. 1 .0 additional credit in Music.

Note:

Performance courses may not be taken in this program.

Students transferring into and continuing in the B.A. Pass
(Music combined with another discipline) program must
have achieved and must maintain a grade-point average of

4.0 in the required Music credits and a Continuation Index

of 4.00 in order to remain in good standing in the program.

The Music grade-point average will be calculated on only

the required Music credits in the program; Music credits

counted as Options in the program will not be included in

the calculation.

Honours In Music Program (B.Mus.)

Each prospective student should have an appreciable

background in practical music-making and must consult the

Discipline of Music for advice before entering the program.

Admission to the B.Mus. program is by audition. Auditions

will be scheduled beginning in March of the academic year

preceding entry to the program. Applicants who reside

more than 200 km from Ottawa can audition by means of

a tape with an affidavit. Prospective students can audition

in any classical, folk, traditional or popular idiom. The
applicant is expected to display technical competence in an

instrument or voice. Full details of what is expected in the

audition are available from the Music Discipline Office of

the School.

The Four-year B.Mus. program requires 20.0 credits, in-

cluding a minimum of 13.0 credits in Music as follows:

1. Music 30.100 , 30.170 and 30.190*; on attaining sec-

ond-year standing and on completion of the above music

requirements;

2. Music 30.270*. 30.271, 30.272* and 30.290*. nor-

mally to be taken in Second year;

3. 1.5 credits from Music 30.200*. 30.201*. 30.202,

30.203*. 30.204*, 30.205*, 30.206*. 30 .207*. 30.208*
and 30.209*. with at least 0.5 credit from 30.200*.

30.201 . 30.202*, 30.203* and 30.204* and at least 0.5

credit from 30.205*, 30.206*, 30.207*, 30.208* and

30.209*, normally to be completed by the end of Third

year;

4. 1 .0 additional credit at the 200-level, normally to be

completed by the end of Third year;
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5. Music 30.300 , 30.370* and 30.390*. normally to be

taken in Third year;

6. 1 .5 additional credits at the 300-level;

7. Music 30.490* or30.497, normally to be taken in Fourth

year;

8. 2.0 additional credits (1 .5 for those taking 30.497 under

7. above) at the 400-level from Music 30.400*, 30.410*,

30.420*. 30.421*. 30.4 2 2*, 30.4 2 3*. 30.4 24*,
30.425*. 30.4 2 6*. 30.4 2 7*. 30.4 2 8*. 30.4 2 9*.
30.430*. 30.431 *, 30.460, 30.470*. 30.473*. 30.477*.

30.496 and 30.498;

B.Mus. students are also required to take:

1. 1 .0 credit, or equivalent, in a language other than Eng-

lish. Students contemplating graduate study are strongly

advised to develop further their language skills;

2. No more than 15.0 credits in Music.

Students who obtain a mark of FNS'm 30.1 90*. 30.290*,
30.390* or 30.490* will be barred from continuation in the

program. Students transferring into the B.Mus. program
must have achieved a grade-point average of 6.0 in the

required Music credits and a Continuation Index of 6.0.

Students beginning the final 5.0 credits towards the B.Mus.

degree must have achieved a grade-point average of 6.5

in the required Music credits and a Continuation Index of

6.0. To be eligble to graduate, B.Mus. students must have
achieved a grade-point average of 6.5 in the required Music

credits and a Continuation Index of 6.0.

Students transferring into and continuing in the B.Mus.

program with First-, Second- or Third-year standing must
have achieved and must maintain a grade-point average of

6.0 in the required Music credits and a Continuation Index

of 6.0. Students beginning the final 5.0 credits towards the

B.Mus. degree must have achieved a grade-point average

of 6.5 in the required Music credits and a Continuation Index

of 6.0. To be eligible to graduate, B.Mus. students must
have achieved a grade-point average of 6.5 in the required

Music credits and a Continuation Index of 6.0. The Music

grade-point average will be calculated on only the required

Music credits in the program; Music credits counted as

Options in the program will not be included in the calcula-

tion.

Honours In Musk: Program (B.A. Hons.)

Each prospective student must consult the Discipline of

Music for advice before entering the program.

The four-year B.A. Honours program requires 20.0 credits,

including a minimum of 11 .0 credits in Music as follows:

1. Music 30.100, normally to be taken in First year;

2. 1.5 credits from Music 30.200*. 30.201*. 30.202*.
30203*. 30204*. 30.205*. 30206*. 30 207*. 30.208*
and 30.209*. with at least 0.5 credit from 30.200*.
30201 *, 30.202*. 30.203* and 30.204* and at least 0.5

credit from 30.205*. 30206*. 30207*. 30.208* and
30209*;

3. 2.5 additional credits in Music at the 200-level;

4. Music 30.300;

5. 2.0 additional credits in Music at the 300-level;

6. 2.0 credits in Music at the 400-level;

7. 1 .0 additional credit in Music.

Note:

Performance courses may not be taken in this program.

B.A. Honours students are also required to take:

1. 1 .0 credit, or equivalent, in a language other than Eng-

lish. Students contemplating graduate study are strongly

advised to develop further their language skills;

2. At least 5.0 credits (including 1 . above) in a discipline or

disciplines other than Music.

Students transferring into the B.A. Honours program must
have achieved a grade-point average of 6.0 in the required

Music credits and a Continuation Index of 6.0. Students

beginning the final 5.0 credits towards the B.A. Honours
degree must have achieved a grade-point average of 6.5

in the required Music credits and a Continuation Index of

6.0. To be eligible to graduate B.A. Honours students must
have achieved a grade-point average of 6.5 in the required

Music credits and a Continuation Index of 6.0.

Combined Honours Program (B.A. Hons.)

Each prospective student must consult the department or

school of each discipline for advice before entering the

Combined Honours program.

The four-year B.A. Honours program in Music combined
with another subject requires 20.0 credits, including a mini-

mum of 7.0 credits in Music as follows:

1. Music 30.100, normally to be taken in First year;

2. 2.0 credits in Music at the 200-level;

3. 2.0 credits in Music at the 300-level;

4. 1.0 credit in Music at the 400-level;

5. 1 .0 additional credit in Music.

Note:

Performance courses may not be taken in this program.

Students transferring into the B.A. Combined Honours
program must have achieved a grade-point average of 6.0

in the required Music credits and a Continuation Index of

6.0. Students beginning the final 5.0 credits towards the

B.A. Combined Honours degree must have achieved a

GPA of 6.5 in the required Music credits and a Continuation

Index of 6.0. To be eligible to graduate B.A. Combined
Honours students must have achieved a grade-point aver-

age of 6.5 in the required Music credits and a Continuation

Index of 6.0. The Music grade-point average will be calcu-

lated on only the required Music credits in the program;
Music credits counted as Options in the program will not be
included in the calculation.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the
summer.

The majority of courses are open to non-Majors; students

are advised to consult the Discipline.

Music 30.100

Introduction to the Study of Music
An introduction to the issues and problems of studying

music as an academic subject. The course will be struc-
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tured around a series of case studies serving to introduce

students to Western high-culture music from the medieval

period to the present, folk and traditional musics, music in

Asian high cultures and popular musics.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.1 15

Elementary Materials of Music
An introduction to the rudiments of music for those who,

although interested in the theory of music, have had no

opportunity to study it systematically: a study of elementary

harmony and the basics of melodic writing through written

work and aural training, with emphasis on the development

of analytic listening skills. This course is not accepted, even

as an option, toward the requirements of the B.Mus. de-

gree. However, it is an acceptable option for the B.A.

(Honours) or B.A. (Pass) degrees.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.170

An Introduction to Theoretical Studies

An introduction to tonal thinking, with emphasis on the

development of musicianship skills.

Precludes additional credit for 30.150* and 30.151* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Lectures and seminars five hours a week.

Music 30.190*
Performance I

Vocal or instrumental instruction for B.Mus. students only.

Instruction is offered in high-culture, traditional and popular

idioms. A brief prepared recital before a jury of faculty

members is required at the end of the year. Registration is

restricted to students in the B.Mus. program only. Students

who transfer from the B.Mus. program to a B.A. program

cannot transfer credit for this course.

Prerequisite: Audition.

Individual tuition up to twenty hours.

Music 30.191*
Class Piano/Guitar

Tuition offered on a group basis for keyboard or guitar

(subject to sufficient enrolment) to obtain basic playing and
reading skills. Registration in this course is restricted to

students inthe B.Mus. Program only. Students who transfer

from the B.Mus. program to a B.A. program cannot transfer

credit for this course.

Precludes additional credit for 30.1 95* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Group instruction up to twenty hours.

Music 30.200*
Music In the Middle Ages
A survey of music in its courtly, national and ecclesiastical

contexts from 350 until 1450, including the study of secular

monophony, medieval polyphony and liturgical music.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.210* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30 .201*
Music In the Renaissance and Baroque Eras

A survey of European music and its milieu from the high

Renaissance to the late Baroque (approximately 1450-

1750). Major genres (chanson, motet, madrigal, concerted

music, chamber music, keyboard music, and large vocal

works) by important composers from Josquin to Bach will

be the main focus of study.

Precludes additional cred it for Music 30 .2 1 1 and 30.2 1 2*

(no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.202*
Music In the Classical and Romantic Eras
A survey of European music from the early eighteenth

century to the end of the Romantic era. The evolution of the

Classical and Romantic styles is traced in the important

works of composers from the Viennese school of Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven to the late Romantics Brahms and
Mahler. Important genres (art-song, opera, chamber and
symphonic music) as well as individual and national styles

are examined in the context of the socio-political climate of

the period circa 1 720 to circa 1 91 0.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.213*, 30.214*
(no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.203*
Twentieth-Century Music to World War II

A survey of European high-culture music from 1890 to circa

1945. Idioms to be examined in the socio-political climate

of the period include Debussyan impressionism, Viennese
expressionism, nationalism and Stravinskyan neoclassi-

cism.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.215* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.204*
Music Since World War II

•

A study of selected aspects of the musical avant-garde in

the Western classical tradition in the socio-political climate

of the post-War period. Aspects to be examined include

post-Webernian serialism, colouristic and textural compo-
sition, music of political commitment, electronic music,

musical theatre, process music and the music of chance.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.216* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.205*
Ragtime and Jazz
A survey of ragtime and jazz from their roots in pre-twenti-

eth-century black music to contemporary jazz idioms, in-

cluding an examination of New Orleans jazz, and Dixieland,

swing, bebop, cool jazz, free jazz, and jazz/rock fusion.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.225* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.206*
Anglo-American Popular Musics before 1945
An examination of selected aspects of the development of

Anglo-American popular musics from their roots in the

Nineteenth Century until the shifts and tensions which led

to the advent of rock 'n' roll and soul in the 1950s.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.223*. 30.226*

and 30.228* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.207*
Anglo-American and World Popular Musics after 1945
An examination of selected aspects of the development of

Anglo-American and world popular musics from the advent
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of rock 'n' roll and soul to the present.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.227*. 30.228*.

and 30.229* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.208*
An Introduction to Ethnomusicology
The basic techniques in ethnomusicology are introduced

and illustrated through a survey of the folk and tribal musics

of Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and Oceania, North and

South America.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.315 taken prior to

1986-87.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30209*
Music of the Asian High Cultures

A comparative and analytical study of music in Asian high

cultures, including India, China, Korea, Indonesia, Japan,

and the Arabic world, through an examination of the music,

musical instruments and theoretical systems.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30260
Composition I

An introductory course designed to enable students to

develop abilities in the writing of original music. The study

and application of modem and contemporary styles and
techniques are emphasized.

Prerequisite: Music 30.170* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Music 30265*
Choral Conducting
A course designed to Introduce students to the special

stylstic features of choral music from the Renaissance to

the present as well as to a variety of practical techniques

(vocal production, gesture, conducting patterns, diction,

etc.). The course contains a research component in choral

literature as well as practical experience in conducting

techniques.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.270*
Theoretical Studies: Common Practice

A study of the harmonic, melodic, rhythmic and formal

structures of music of the common practice period, with

emphasis on the development of written musical skills.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.250* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Music 30.1 70 or permission of the Discipline.

Lectures two hours a week throughout the year.

Music 30271*
Theoretical Studies: Popular Music Practice
A study of the rhythmic, melodic, harmonic and formal

structures of popular musics.

Prerequisite: Music 30.1 70 or permission of the Dlsclpine.

Lectures two hours a week throughout the year.

Music 30272*
Theoretical Studies: Aural Training
A practical study of music as an aural phenomenon. Hear-
ing skills and aural concentration are developed through
recall, reproduction, aural analysis and transcription. Sound
materials are drawn from a wide range of sources, live and
recorded.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.251* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Music 30.1 70 or permission of the Discipline.

Seminars three-and-a-half hours a week throughout the

year.

Music 30.273*
Theoretical Studies: Practical Skills

A practical study of rhythm, melody and harmony on key-

board or guitar with emphasis on melodic creation, har-

monization in a variety of styles, and score reading.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.152* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Music 30.170 and permission of the Disci-

pline.

Seminars three hours a week throughout the year.

Music 30.290*
Performance II

A continuation of Music 30.1 90* for B.Mus. students only.

A brief prepared recital before a jury of faculty members is

required at the end of the year. Registration is restricted to

students in the B.Mus. program only. Students who transfer

from the B.Mus. program to a B.A. program cannot transfer

credit for this course.

Prerequisite: Music 30.190* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Individual tuition up to twenty hours.

Music 30.300

Approaches to the Study of Musk
This course surveys the development of historical musicol-

ogy, ethnomusicology, popular music studies, music the-

ory, music analysis and music criticism as distinct

subdisciplines and considers the range of theories and
methods they provide for the study of music. The course

considers established approaches as well as more recent

developments deriving from various forms of cultural theory

and feminism.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.321*. 30.322*.
30.471 and 30.472* (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Music 30.100 and permission of the Disci-

pline.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30 .310
Music In Canada
A survey of musics in Canada from the earliest historical

records to the present day. Topics include: the sacred and
secular music of New France; the cultivated and vernacular

traditions after 1 760; Mathieu and Willan; new trends circa

1940; electro-acoustic music; Schafer and the contempo-
rary soundscape; and popular music in Canada.
Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30 .31 2*
Music In the United States in the Twentieth Century
A survey of contemporary American music. Topics include:

Ives and the experimental tradition, Copland, Thomson,
Harris and the American nationalists; the neoclassicists and
neoromantics; Gershwin and the third stream; and post-

1945 developments in Indeterminacy and minimalism.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.312 taken before

1986-87.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30 .331*
The Production and Consumption of Music
This course considers as historical and social phenomena
the ways in which music is mediated and supported through

social institutions, technologies, and financial and legal
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arrangements. Topics to be covered include changing pat-

terns of patronage during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries as well as the advent and development of the

modem music industries.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.321* (no longer

offered).

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.332*
Women In Music
This course explores the role of women in the practice of

music as well as the relationship of women's musical

practice to various theories, histories and developments of

music. Particular attention is paid to the recent renaissance

in both women's musical practice and research into

women's participation in music.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.333*
Music and Gender
This course explores the relationship between the social

and formal organization of music and the social and formal

organization of sexual difference. A principal focus of the

course is to understand the role of music in the social

construction of gender as well as the role of gender in the

determination of musical style and taste.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.424* (no longer

offered).

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.340*
A History of Opera before 1800
A survey of the development of opera from the beginnings

to about 1800. The course deals with the major monuments
of Italian, French, German and English opera, by such

composers as Monteverdi, Cavalli, Scarlatti, Pureed, Lully,

Gluck, Rameau, Mozart and Haydn.
Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30 .341*

A History of Opera from 1800 to 1945

A study of romantic and contemporary opera through an

examination of selected works from Weber's Der Freischutz

to Britten's Peter Grimes, including an investigation of

national styles from Wagnerian music drama and Italian

verismo to Russian realism and German expressionism.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.360

Composition II

In part a continuation of Music 30.260, but more emphasis

is placed on developing the student's own creative person-

ality.

Prerequisite: Music 30.260 or permission of the Discipline.

Seminars two hours a week.

Music 30.361

Orchestration

A study of the instruments of the orchestra, their historical

background, ranges and technical abilities, with emphasis
on the development of practical written skills in orchestrat-

ing works for a variety of small and large ensembles.

Prerequisite: Music 30.270* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.363*
Computer Music Techniques
An introduction to the techniques of sound synthesis pri-

marily through practical experience at the digital synthe-

sizer and computer. This course includes the basics of

machine operations, software and computer applications to

composition and synthesis. Enrolment in this course is

limited.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Lectures three hours a week, plus individual studio time.

Music 30.364*
Computer Music Projects

A continuation of Music 30.363*. The various applications

of digital equipment are examined through the realization

of original projects. Students may focus on studio compo-
sition, software development or analytic research. Appro-
priate compositional techniques and problem solving

strategies are also discussed. Enrolment in this course is

limited.

Prerequisite: Music 30.363* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Lectures three hours a week, plus individual studio time.

Music 30.370*
Theoretical Studies: Advanced Common Practice

A continuation of Music 30.270*.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.350* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Music 30.270* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30 .373*
Theoretical Studies: Advanced Practical Skills

A continuation of Music 30.273* with emphasis on the

reading of scores and charts, figured bass, transposition,

and advanced improvisation in a variety of styles.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.252* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Music 30.273*.

Seminars three hours a week throughout the year.

Music 30.375*
Theoretical Studies: Sixteenth-Century Counterpoint
A study of the polyphonic techniques of vocal writing in the

sacred music of the sixteenth century. The emphasis is on
the acquisition of writing skills.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.353* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Music 30.201 * and 30.270*.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.376*
Theoretical Studies: Tonal Counterpoint
A study of the forms arid techniques of contrapuntal writing

during the common practice period. The purpose of the

course is the development of writing skills.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.354* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Music 30.201* or 30.202*. and 30.270*.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.380*
Analytical Studies: Works
A study of the style and structure of selected works from

the Middle Ages to the present. The object of the course is

to pinpoint key components of the musical processes rep-

resented while at the same time developing and applying

techniques of musical analysis.

Preclude s add itiona I cred it fo r Mu sic 30 .355 * and 30 .356 *
(no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Music 30.1 70.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.
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Music 30 .381*

Analytical Studies: Theoretical Approaches

The course will explore important methods of musical

analysis as outlined in the theoretical literature from the

eighteenth century to the present. Some of the major

approaches to be considered are: rhetoric and music,

phrasal/formal analysis, harmonic reductionism (including

Schenker), Gestalt patterning, organic growth, composi-

tional unfolding, layer theory, graphic analysis, cybernetics,

set theory and semiotics.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.355*. 30.356*

and 30.357* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Music 30.380*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.390*
Performance III

A continuation of Music 30.290* for B.Mus. students only.

A brief prepared recital before a jury of faculty members is

required at the end of the year. Registration in this course

is restricted to B.Mus. students only. Students who transfer

from the B.Mus. program to a B.A. program can not transfer

credit for this course.

Prerequisite: Music 30.290* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Individual tuition up to twenty hours.

Music 30.400*
Theory In Muslcology
An advanced seminar in contemporary theoretical and

methodological issues raised in historical musicology, eth-

nomusicology and popular music studies.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.472* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Music 30.300 and permission of the Disci-

pline.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30 .410*
National Identities In Music
An advanced seminar which considers the problem of

national identities in music with special, but not exclusive,

attention to Canada and the United States.

Prerequisite: Music 30.310 or 30.312*. or permission of

the Discipline.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.420* to 30.424*
Special Topics
Courses focusing on one selected aspect of music, in the

area of either musicology, theory or composition. The
course offerings change from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Music 30.425* to 30.429*
Specialized Studies
Courses designed specifically for music Honours students

who have acquired an extensive background through

courses in theory, musicology or composition. The course

offerings change from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Music 30 .430*
Notation of Medieval and Renaissance Music
An introduction to the notation of medieval and renaissance

music with emphasis on the major palaeographic and tran-

scriptional problems to be encountered in early chant nota-

tion, square and Franconian notations, the innovations of

the Ars Nova and mannerist phases, white notation, and

various lute tablatures. Examples are selected, for detailed

study and transcription, from the ninth to sixteenth centu-

ries.

Prerequisite: Music 30.200* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30 .431*
Twentieth-Century Musical Notation

A seminar in twentieth-century notation, considering the

modification of existing systems to accommodate new com-

positional and performance practices and the development

of new systems. Topics discussed include the psychology

of notation, information theory in music, classification sys-

tems, graphic notation, indeterminate scores and calli-

graphic techniques.

Prerequisite: Music 30.204* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Lectures three hours a week.

Music 30.460

Composition III

A continuation of Music 30.360 for students who possess

a displayed aptitude for composition. The course centres

around the writing of original works of substantial propor-

tions and for a variety of media. Students are encouraged

to prepare some of their music for public performance.

Prerequisite: Music 30.360 or permission of the Discipline.

Small-group tutorial one hour a week.

Music 30.470*
Advanced Theoretical Studies

A study of selected topics in music theory.

Prerequisite: Music 30.370* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30 .473*
Performance Practice

A seminar to examine how music in earlier periods of the

Western tradition was performed, the "authentic" move-

ment of the twentieth century, and the boundaries within

which compositions of Asian high cultures and jazz and

popular music standards can be realized.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30 .477*
History of Music Theory
Case studies drawn from a wide range of theoretical writ-

ings from the ancient world to the present provide the core

of this seminar. The course is designed in such a way as

to allow for the exploration of particular interests of individ-

ual students, while at the same time providing a broader

overview of the history of music theory.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Seminars three hours a week.

Music 30.490*
Performance IV

A continuation of Music 30.390* for B.Mus. students only.

A brief prepared recital before a jury of faculty members is

required at the end of the year. Registration is restricted to

students in the B.Mus. program only. Students who transfer

from the B.Mus. program to a B.A. program cannot transfer

credit for this course.

This course may nothe taken in addition to or concurrently

with Music 30.497.

Prerequisite: Music 30.390* or permission of the Disci-

pline.

Individual tuition one hour a week throughout the year.
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Music 30.496

Honours Portfolio In Composition
A project involving the composition and written analysis (of

approximately 20 pages) of an original work (or works) of

substantial length, prepared in consultation with the Disci-

pline and an assigned adviser. This course is recom-

mended for B.Mus students wishing to undertake intensive

study in composition.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Music 30.497

Graduating Recital

Recommended for B.Mus students intending to continue

performance studies. The course requires preparation of a

public performance of at least one hour duration arranged

in consultation with Director of Performance Studies and
teacher.

Precludes additional credit for Music 30.490*.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Individual tuition one hour a week.

Music 30 .498

Honours Essay In Musieology
An Honours research essay of approximately 50 pages in

length on a topic chosen in consultation with the Discipline

and an assigned supervisor. A high level of personal re-

search and subsequent presentation is required.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Discipline.

Music 30.51 0, 30.51 1 30.512*. 30.51 5*
Graduate Studies in Canadian Music
See Graduate Studies and Research Calendar.
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Telephone: 788-2165 or 788-2155
Course Requirements

Members of the Committee

i.S. Pressman, Program Co-ordinator

LE. May
S.E. Mills

General Information

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics offers a B.A.

(Honours) program in Operations Research.

Operations Research (O.R.) began as a discipline about

fifty years ago, and is concerned with the study and appli-

cation of scientific methods of making decisions. Opera-

tions Research techniques are used extensively in

business and industry for financial planning and economic

modelling, allocating resources, scheduling of personnel

and machinery, routing vehicles, designing networks, and

determining optimal product mixes.

There is also considerable theoretical activity in areas such

as economics, business, the study of algorithms, stochastic

modelling, queueing, etc., which have many practical ap-

plications.

The program at Carleton University was designed in con-

sultation with employers of O.R. professionals and the

Canadian Operations Research Society. Graduates of this

program will be prepared for careers either in government
or In the private sector, and they will be qualified to continue

in graduate programs.

Operations Research at Carleton University is exclusively

an Honours program. Those students who prefer a Man-
agement-Business-Social Science orientation would nor-

mally proceed towards a B.A. (Honours) degree. Students

who select a program with an orientation towards Mathe-

matics-Physical Science-Computer Science should pro-

ceed towards a B.Sc. (Honours) degree. An Honours
project (Mathematics 70.495*) is a required component of

either degree program.

Students who are planning to apply for admission to this

program should have good quantitative skills. The required

courses provide a broad range of O.R. techniques and
methodologies which include: statistical analysis, stochas-

tic processes, linear and non-linear optimization, network
theory, mathematical modelling and computer simulation.

It Is strongly recommended that students acquire an under-

standing of the human side of the O.R. discipline through

study within the Social Sciences.

Students who are considering this program are urged to

meet with the program coordinator to discuss their inter-

ests. The committee is available to advise students within

the program.

For full details of course requirements see p. 442.

Admission Requirements

The admission requirements for this program are as speci-

fied for the B.A. Honours program (see p. 33) or the B.Sc.
Honours program (see p. 37).
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Telephone: 788-21 10

Officers of Instruction

Chair

John W. Leyden

Pass Program Adviser

Randal R.A. Marlin

Honours Program Adviser

Diane E. Dubrule

Graduate Studies Supervisor

Marvin Glass

Professor Emeritus

James C.S. Wernham

Associate Professors

J. Andrew Brook

Stanley G. Clarke

Bel a I. Egyed
Marvin Glass

Andrew Jeffrey

Randal R.A. Marlin

Stephen Talmage
James M. Thompson
Julian Wolfe

Assistant Professors

Wendy Donner
Jay Drydyk

Diane E. Dubrule

John W. Leyden

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Courses Open to First-Year Students

The following courses are open to First-year students:

Philosophy 32.110, 32.150, 32.160 (full-credit courses);

32.101*, 32.102*, 32.103*. 32.107*, 32.151*,
32.184*. 32.201*, 32.203* (half-credit courses ) Please

note that not all of these courses are offered each year. No
more than 2.0 credits at the 100-level maybe used to satisfy

requirements for graduation in any degree program.

Pass Program

Students in the Pass program in Philosophy will present a

minimum of 6.0 credits in Philosophy including 5.0 credits

beyond the 100-level

32.205, 32.215, 32.220, 32.225, 32.270, 32.286*,
32.287*. 32.305, 32.306*, 32.31 0 and 32.380.

Special arrangements will be made for students proposing

a Combined Pass program. The normal requirement in

Philosophy is 5.0 credits, including 4.0 beyond the 100-

level.

All Pass and Combined Pass program students will arrange
their programs in consultation with the Department.

Honours Program

The Honours program may be entered at the beginning of

the First year or by transfer from the Pass program. Stu-

dents intending to enter the Honours program are advised

to include 1.0 credit in Philosophy at the 100-level in the

First-year program. In certain circumstances this require-

ment will be waived for students entering the Honours or

Combined Honours program after the First year, who may
be permitted to substitute an upper-year credit in Philoso-

phy.

The Honours program consists of a minimum of 20.0

credits, with at least 9.0 credits in Philosophy. A minimum
of 8.0 credits in Philosophy must be beyond the 1 00-level.

The program for the Second and subsequent years is

planned in consultation with the Department. Courses must
be chosen according to the following requirements:

1. 2.0 credits in history of philosophy;

2. 2.0 credits in problems in philosophy;

3. 1 .0 credit in moral and/or political philosophy;

4. Either 1 .0 credit in Logic or 0.5 credit in Logic and
another 0.5 credit in Philosophy;

5. 2.0 credits at the 400- or 500-level.

Courses falling within the foregoing groups are:

History of philosophy: 32.205, 32.215, 32.220, 32.225,

32.270
, 32.286*. 32.287*, 32.305, 32.306*. 32.310,

32.380;

Problems in philosophy. 32.200, 32.237*. 32.245*,

32.251*. 32.252*. 32.260, 32.280, 32.284*, 32.290,

32.311 *, 32.312*. 32.332*. 32.340, 32.351 *, 32.366*;

Moral and/or political philosophy. 32.202. 32.211*.
32.2T2*. 32.236*. 32.266*. 32.330;

Logic: 32.201, 32.336*.

Combined Honours Programs

In Combined Honours programs the Philosophy require-

ments are 7.0 credits, to include 6.0 credits beyond the

100-level of which 1 .0 credit must be at the 400- or 500-

level. Combined Honours programs are available in Phi-

losophy with the following subjects: Art History, Biology,

Economics, English, French, Greek, German, History,

Journalism, Law, Linguistics. Mathematics, Political Sci-

ence, Psychology, Religion, Sociology-Anthropology and

Women's Studies. Details of the specific requirements for

these programs may be obtained from the Department.

Special arrangements may be made for other combina-

tions. Students proposing other combinations must consult

the Honours Adviser.

These credits must be chosen to include 1.0 credit in

History of Philosophy History of Philosophy courses are:
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"Mention: franoals"

Students in the Pass or Honours program in Philosophy

may qualify for the notation "Mention: francais" (p. 45) by

fulfilling the requirements outlined below. Those wishing to

pursue this path should consult with the Department's Pass

or Honours adviser. Approval of the relevant adviser is

required for all courses under the "Mention: francais."

Philosophy courses presented in fulfillment of the "Mention:

francais" requirements can double as courses to satisfy

Philosophy Pass or Honours requirements.

Pass or Combined Pass

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais", students

must include in the program the following:

1. One credit in French language chosen in consultation

with the Department of French for the purpose of perfecting

the student's French language skills.

2. One credit from the following list of courses taught in

French at Carteton and concerned with the study of the

heritage and culture of French Canada: French 20.267*.

20268 20.281*.

3. Either Philosophy 32.399 (Independent Study) with

philosophical works read in French and papers submitted

in French to be assessed by two members of the Depart-

ment of Philosophy knowledgeable in the language, or one
credit in Philosophy at the 300-level taught in French at

another university and acceptable to the Department of

Philosophy.

4. Students in Combined Pass programs must meet the

"Mention: francais" requirements of both disciplines.

Honours or Combined Honours

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais", students

must Include in their program the following:

1. same as 1 above

2. same as 2 above

3. same as 3 above

4. Ether a special project (Philosophy 32.490 tutorial) in

French, supervised by a member of the Department of

Philosophy or one credit earned in a Philosophy seminar
or seminars at the 400-level taught in French at another

university and acceptable to the Department of Philosophy.

Students who choose the latter must, in addition, satisfy the

Honours requirement of 2.0 Carteton credits at the 400- or

500-level in Philosophy (1 .0 for Combined Honours).

5. Combined Honours students must meet the "Mention:

francais" requirements of both Honours disciplines.

Graduate Program

The Department of Philosophy offers studies leading to the

degree of Master of Arts. For information see the Graduate
Studies and Research Calendar, or consult the department
Graduate Studies Supervisor.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For en up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Philosophy 32.101*
Ethics and Philosophy of Religion

An examination of arguments for and against the existence

of God; the nature of religious language and the meaning
and justification of moral judgments.

Philosophy 32.102*
Knowledge and Reality

Topics include the nature and definition of knowledge,

perception and the nature of the external world, the status

of necessary truths and of scientific knowledge.

Philosophy 32.103*
Philosophical Texts I

An examination, both historical and critical, of selected

philosophical texts. Works to be studied include Plato, The
Republic and Descartes, Meditations.

Philosophy 32.107*
Philosophical Texts II

An examination, both historical and critical, of selected

philosophical texts. Works to be studied include Hume, An
Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding; Ayer, Lan-

guage, Truth and Logic.

Philosophy 32.1 10
Looking at Philosophy
An introductiontophilosophythroughanexaminationofthe

following questions: What is logical thinking? Does God
exist? Are values relative? Do we have responsibilities?

What is a just society? Do we have free will? What is the

mind? What is the nature of reality? Can we know anything

for certain?

This course is not intended for Majors (Pass or Honours) in

Philosophy.

Day division.

S. Talmage, J. Wolfe

Philosophy 32.150
Contemporary Moral, Social and Religious Issues
A critical examination of some of the philosophical prob-

lems associated with such topical issues as feminism (e.g.

marriage, the family, abortion and sexual ethics); atheism

vs. theism; the meaning of life (e.g. existentialism); moral
relativism vs. moral objectivism; egoistic vs. non-egoistic

ethics (e.g. Ayn Rand and utilitarianism); euthanasia and
capital punishment; legal paternalism (e.g. "hard" and "soft"

drugs, suicide, medicare); freedom of the will.

Day division.

M. Glass

Philosophy 32.151*
Mind and Truth

An introduction to philosophy of mind and philosophy's

contribution to cognitive science. Topics include: how mind
is related to body; what free choice is and whether it is

possible; what truth is and how philosophical truths differ

from truths of psychology.

Precludes additional credit for 32.1 06* (no longer offered).

Philosophy 32.160
History of Philosophy
A study of the major figures and developments in philoso-

phy from the early Greeks to the present. The approach is

primarily descriptive and comparative, though an apprecia-

tion of critical reasoning is included for comprehending
philosophical developments. This course is intended to
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provide a background from which to understand the philo-

sophical aspects of other disciplines as well as the further

study of philosophy.

Philosophy 32.1 84*
Introduction to Environmental Ethics

An introduction to major questions in environmental ethics,

including: How should human beings view their relationship

to the rest of nature? Is responsble stewardship of the

environment compatible with current technology? Do dis-

tinct forms of life, for example endangered species, have

value? Do animals, other life-forms, ecosystems and/or the

biosphere have rights? Is the right to Ifoerty and property

compatible with protecting the environment and meeting

our obligations to future generations?

Day division

W. Donner

Philosophy 32.200

Science and the Human
Topics include the scientific view of the world, scientific

revolutions and the growth of knowledge and objectivity.

Specific attention is paid to fundamental concepts such as

observation, explanation, causation and induction. The
course concludes with an examination of the biological and

social sciences.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Philosophy 32.201

Introduction to Symbolic Logic

An introduction to the techniques and philosophical impli-

cations of formal logic with emphasis on the following

issues: translation of expressions into symbolic form, test-

ing for logical correctness, the formulation and application

of rules of inference, and the relation between logic and

language.

Open to First-year students.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms.

Philosophy 32.202

Ideas of the individual and Society In Canada
An examination of Canadian ideas of the individual, culture

and society in the context of their philosophical traditions.

Emphasis is placed on the themes of nationalism; human
interaction with the natural and technical environment; the

individual's relation to the past, society and culture; and the

ideological aspects of traditionalism, social reform and

revolution. The following representatives of Canadian

thinking, among others, are discussed: G. Grant, C.B.

McPherson, F. Dumont.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Philosophy 32.203*
Informal Reasoning
A practical course to aid the student in the assessment of

reasoning and the development of cogent patterns of think-

ing. Reference to formal logic is minimal and employed only

where it will assist in clarification. A significant part of the

course work is practice in criticizing examples of reasoning

and in formulating one's own reasons correctly and clearly.

Open to First-year students.

Precludes additional credit for Philosophy 32.120 (no

longer offered).

Day division, Fall and Winter terms.

Philosophy 32.205

Greek Philosophy
An examination of early speculation in Greece, the roles of

the Sophists and of Socrates, together with a study of

selected topics in the works of Plato and Aristotle. (Also

listed as Classical Civilization 13.240).

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Day division.

D. Dubrule, A. Jeffrey

Philosophy 32.211

History of Ethics

An examination of historical discussions of some principal

questions in moral philosophy: e.g. Hobbes on egoism "and

obligation, Butler on conscience, Kant on moral principles,

Hume or J.S. Mill on utilitarianism.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Fall term.

Philosophy 32.212*
Contemporary Ethical Theory
A critical approach to the nature of morality, the meaning

of moral language and the justification of moral claims

studied through influential twentieth century writings. G.E.

Moore, C.L. Stevenson, R.M. Hare and Philippa Foot set

the context for more recent contributions.

Prerequisite: Philosophy 32.211* or permission of the

Department.

Winter term.

W. Donner

Philosophy 32.215

Modern Philosophy: 1600-1800

An examination of the major philosophical writers of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Selections are stud-

ied from the works of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke,

Berkeley, Hume.
Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or permission of the

Department.

Day division.

J. Leyden

Philosophy 32.220

Introduction to Marxist Philosophy

This course focuses primarily on the philosophical writings

of Marx, Engels and Lenin. Materials used are intended to

give the student an understanding of the Marxist world

outlook as a whole, and at the same time of the Marxist

approach to such special branches of philosophy as theory

of history, theory of knowledge, social and political philoso-

phy, philosophy of science and ethics. Topics such as

materialism vs. idealism, dialectical vs. non-dialectical

thinking, absolute vs. relative truth, freedom vs. necessity,

human nature, alienation, and ideology will be discussed.

Secondary source material includes the writings of both

proponents and critics of Marxism.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

M. Glass

Philosophy 32.225

Reason and Revelation

A study of the evolution of western philosophy up to the end

of the Renaissance. Theories of human nature, knowledge

and reality are traced from the early rationalism of the

Greeks through the syntheses of reason with Christianity

in the Middle Ages to the humanist rationality of the Ren-

aissance. In-depth studies are made of six important think-

ers: Plotinus, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, William of

Ockham, Montaigne and Francis Bacon.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Day division.

D. Dubrule
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Philosophy 32.236*

Philosophy and Feminism
i A study of philosophical issues arising from feminism. The

I course includes discussions of the relations between femi-

I
nism, reason and ideological commitment, as well as critical

evaluation of contemporary views on selected topics (e.g.

abortion, pornography and censorship, affirmative action,

and beauty).

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Evening division.

M. Glass

Philosophy 32.237*
: Topics In Feminist Philosophy
i An examination of issues such as science and gender,

feminist epistemology, feminism and post modernism and

I feminist ethics. In connection with these issues, practical

i
applications are given consideration.

I Prerequisite: Philosophy 32.236* or permission of the

Department.

Philosophy 32.245*
Philosophy of the Paranormal

i A philosophical examination of claims, concepts, theories

and methods in parapsychology as well as astrology and
i other occult studies. Consideration is given to the question

of their scientific character and the relation of paranormal
1 and occult phenomena to philosophical issues such as

i survival of death, the immortality of the soul and human
nature, time, space, causality and perception. Specific

topics dealt with vary from year to year, but the following

are likely to be included: telepathy, clairvoyance, precogni-

tion, retrocognition, psychokinesis, out-of-body experi-

ences, mental mediumship, demonic possession,
apparitions and time travel.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or permission of the

Department.

Philosophy 32.251*
Personal Identity and the Self

The course is centred on the concept of personal identity

and the problem of the relation of the mind to the body. Both

psychological and philosophical concepts of personal iden-

tity are delineated and discussed. In the treatment of the

mind/body problem, contemporary views are emphasized,
with special emphasis on the scope and limits of introspec-

tion.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term.

A. Brook

Philosophy 32.252*
Philosophy of Mind
An examination of contemporary work on some major
conceptual problems to do with the mind. Topics often

include: the nature of intentional systems, mental images,
dreams, consciousness and artificial intelligence, pain, self-

deception, mental illness, and what it is to treat someone
as a person. Particular attention is paid to the views of

philosophers working within cognitive science.

Prerequisite: Philosophy 32.106*. 32.1 51 * or 32.251.
Day division, Winter term.

A. Brook

Philosophy 32.260
Philosophy of Religion
A philosophical examination of some characteristic con-
cepts of religion, such as faith, hope, worship, revelation,

miracle, God. (Also listed as Religion 34.260.)

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Philosophy 32.266*
Personal Ideals and Lifestyles

Problems of describing, analyzing and evaluating personal

ideals and lifestyles are investigated. Emphasis is given to

the works of Iris Murdoch and Albert Camus.
Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Philosophy 32.270
Existentialism and Continental Philosophy

A study of recent philosophical movements in continental

Europe. An account is given of the historical origins of these

movements in the thought of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and
Husserl. The views of Heidegger, Sartre, Camus, Merleau-

Ponty, Gadamer, Habermas and Foucault, together with

those of some of their commentators, are also discussed.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Philosophy 32.280

Language and Communication
Among theories about the nature of language that the

course examines are those of Skinner and the behaviour-

ists; of Chomsky and other transformation-generative

grammarians; and of the speech-act theorists. Among
questions to which an answer is attempted are: What is

language? What is meaning? What is it to communicate?
Philosophical issues with respect to such topics as the

following are considered: language and innate knowledge;

language and culture; translation; the origins and acquisi-

tion of language; nonverbal communication; nonhuman
language; machine languages; ideal languages; normative

grammar and "correct" speech. (Also listed as Mass Com-
munication 27.280 and Linguistics 29.280.)

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Day division.

Philosophy 32.284*
Environments, Technology and Values
An advanced treatment of some ethical issues concerning

technology and the built and natural environment, includ-

ing: sustainable development and the idea of progress,

women and the environment, the value of biological diver-

sity, the relation of human beings to the rest of the natural

world, whether non-human beings have intrinsic value or

rights, triage and distributive justice, obligations to future

generations, and the conflict between liberty and equality.

Prerequisite: Philosophy 32.184* or permission of the

Department.

W. Donner

Philosophy 32.286*
Art and Ideas: From Ancient Greece to the Twentieth
Century
A survey of theories that have shaped the Western ap-

proach to art and art criticism, including Plato, Aquinas,

Kant, Hegel and Nietzsche. (Offered in the Department of

Art History as Art History 1 1 .286*.)

Philosophy 32.287*
Art and ideas: The Twentieth Century
A survey of theories that have shaped the Western ap-

proach to art and art criticism including psychological,

sociological, phenome no logical, semiotic and aesthetic ap-

proaches and including such thinkers as Freud, Arnheim,
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Marx, Heidegger, Barthes and Bell. (Offered in the Depart-

ment of Art History as Art History 1 1 .287*.)

Philosophy 32.290

Truth and Propaganda
A study of techniques, ancient as well as modem, for

influencing public opinion. The ethics of various attempts

to control, affect or modify mass consciousness, under

circumstances of wartime or peace, by the state, political

parties, commercial interests or pressure groups, are dis-

cussed. Attention is paid to definition of key terms such as

"propaganda", "manipulation" and the like, in the light of

shifting nuances of different times and usages. The prob-

lem of arriving at a satisfactory definition of "truth" to com-

pare or contrast with "propaganda" is one focal point of

investigation. The values of an open society, as against

those promoted by closed societies, also receive attention,

account being taken of subtler as well as more obvious

forms of censorship, and of external as well as internal

attempts to influence or subvert public consciousness in a

given society. (Also listed as Mass Communication
27.290.)

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Day division.

R. Martin

Philosophy 32.305

German Philosophy: Eighteenth and Nineteenth Cen-
turies

An examination of some major German philosophers of the

late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, including Kant,

Hegel, Schopenhauer, Marx and Nietzsche.

Precludes additional credit for Philosophy 32.306*.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the De-

partment.

Day division.

B. Egyed

Philosophy 32.306*
Kant to Hegel
The development of German idealism from Kant to Hegel.

Precludes additional credit for Philosophy 32.305.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing or permission of the De-

partment.

Day division, Fall term.

B. Egyed

Philosophy 32.310

History of Contemporary Philosophy
A study of analytic, hermeneutic and pragmatic philoso-

phies and their interaction. The focus is on major figures in

these approaches such as Russell, Wittgenstein and Car-

nap in analytic philosophy, Heidegger and Gadamer in

hermeneutics, and Quine, Goodman and Rorty in pragma-
tism.

Prerequisite: 1 .0 credit in Philosophy.

Philosophy 32.311*
Philosophy of Law: The Nature of Law
This course involves a consideration of the concept of law,

and of those concepts that are commonly associated with

it, viz. rules, obligations, authority, coercion, and force.

(Also listed as Law 51 .31 1 .)
Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or permission of the

Department.

Philosophy 32.312*
Philosophy of Law: The Logic of Law
This course examines legal reasoning and analyzes con-

cepts of particular significance to the law. These include

justice, rights and duties, liability, punishment, ownership

and possession. (Also listed as Law 51 .31 2*.)

Prerequisite: Philosophy 32.311* or permission of the

Department.

Philosophy 32.330
Social and Political Philosophy
An analysis of the concepts used to explain and justify

social and political thinking or action: state, society, the

common good, justice, rights and obligations, punishment
and Iberty, and a consideration of the moral basis of

political obligation.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Philosophy 32.332*
Issues In the Philosophy of Science
An introduction to the main currents of post-positivist phi-

losophy of science. The main concepts discussed in the

course include: truth, meaning, testability, theory laden-

ness, progress, induction, objectivity, rationality, explana-

tion and paradigms. An attempt is made to trace the use of

these concepts and the various philosophical problems to

which they give rise from early twentieth century positivism

through the writings of Karl Popper and Thomas Kuhn to

the writings of Paul Feyerabend, Imre Lakatos and Mary
Hesse.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Winter term.

B. Egyed

Philosophy 32.336*
Symbolic Logic

A review of the basic techniques of propositional and

predicate logic. Natural deduction and consistency trees.

Soundness and completeness. Alternative semantics. Ex-

tensions to basic logic: identity, modal logic with possible

world semantics, three valued systems, deontic logic.

Precludes additional credit for Philosophy 32.335 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Philosophy 32.201* or permission of the

Department.

Philosophy 32.340

Aesthetics

Analysis of problems in the description, interpretation and

evaluation of works of art, including music, literature and

the visual arts, together with the study of types of aesthetic

theory.

Precludes additional credit for Philosophy 32.240 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing.

Day division.

J. Thompson

Philosophy 32.341

Aesthetics

The first half of Philosophy 32.340, Aesthetics. (For Archi-

tecture students only.)

Precludes additional credit for Philosophy 32.241* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. Only for stu-

dents who will take Philosophy 32.342* in a later year.

Day division, Fall term.

J. Thompson

Philosophy 32.342*
Aesthetics

The second half of Philosophy 32.340, Aesthetics. (For

Architecture students only.)

Precludes additional credit for Philosophy 32.242* (no
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longer offered).

Prerequisite: Philosophy 32.341*.

Day division, Winter term.

J. Thompson

Philosophy 32.351*
Philosophy of Computing
Can machines think? The course begins with an overview

of research results concerning "artificial intelligence," fol-

lowed by a discussion of theoretical limits to computing.

Further topics to be considered may include the informa-

tion-processing view of the mind/brain problem, Searle's

paradox and Weizenbaum on what ought not to be com-
puted.

Prerequisite: One credit in Philosophy or Second-year

standing in Computer Science.

Philosophy 32.366*
Philosophies of Love
Philosophical theories of love are studied with emphasis on
their implications for understanding human nature and
developing moral ideals.

Prerequisite: A course in Philosophy or Second-year stand-

ing-

Recommended background: Philosophy 32.266*.

Philosophy 32.380
Twentieth Century Anglo-American Philosophy
A study of recent philosophical developments in the Anglo-

American tradition. An account is given of the origins of this

tradition in the thought of Frege, Bradley and James. Some
major figures such as Russell, Wittgenstein and Quine, and
some major movements such as empiricism, positivism and
pragmatism will be discussed.

Pre requisite: Third-year standing or permission of the De-
partment.

Day division.

J. Leyden, S. Talmage

Philosophy 32.399

Independent Study
Normally restricted to students with at least three credits in

Philosophy and with high standing in Philosophy courses.

The students submit topics for approval and present papers
for grading.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.401*
Philosophy of Language
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy
program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.402*
Philosophy of Social Science
Current practices of theory-building, confirmation and ex-

planation in the social sciences are studied. Issues such as
the following are addressed: Does science form a unity? In

what manner can one theory or science be reduced to

another? Should standards for confirmation vary from one
science to another? Is there any privileged form of expla-
nation?

Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy
program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.411*
Philosophy of Action
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy
program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.421*
Epistemology
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy
program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.431*
Philosophy of Logic
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.441*
Contemporary Moral or Political Philosophy
An intensive study of recent works in one or both of these

areas.

Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Fall term.

J. Drydyk

Philosophy 32.451*
Philosophy and Theories of Mentality

A study of some philosophical issues arising from psychol-

ogy, biology, cognitive science and neuroscience.

Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.461*
Philosophy of Religion

Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.471*. 32.472*
Special Topic in Greek Philosophy
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.473*, 32.474*
Special Topic In Medieval Philosophy
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.475*. 32.476*
Special Topic in Early Modern Philosophy
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy
program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.477*. 32.478*
Special Topic in Nineteenth Century Philosophy
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.479*. 32.480*
Special Topic In Twentieth Century Philosophy
Prerequisite: Rnal-year Honours standing in a Philosophy

program or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.490
Tutorial

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.491*
Tutorial

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Philosophy 32.492*
Tutorial

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Note:

Students who wish to enroll in a tutorial course must consult

the Honours Adviser, before registration.

Graduate Course Open to Undergraduate Students

The following graduate course may, with permission, be
taken by Honours and Combined Honours students in their

final year.

Philosophy

32.580 Graduate Seminar
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General Information

Ottawa provides a wealth of resources, both in personnel

and in research materials, for the student of government,
politics, public administration and international relations.

Undergraduates will be assisted in making the fullest use
of these unique advantages of the national capital. The
Department of Political Science offers courses in the follow-

ing fields of study: Canadian government and politics,

comparative institutions and politics, public administration

and public policy, international relations, political theory and
methodology.

Students should note that it is possble to combine a Pass
or Honours program in Political Science with a pattern of

studies, such as urban studies, studies in developing areas,

etc. Those wishing to do so should consult the Department
for a suggested outline of courses.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all Universit

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

A Pass program in Political Science requires Political Sci-

ence 47.100; one of 47.230 or 47.270; and four or more
additional credits in Political Science.

First-year students intending to enter a Pass (or Honours)

program in Political Science should note that they may take

a 200-level course concurrently with Political Science

47.100.

A Combined Pass program, including Political Science,

requires Political Science 47.100 and three or more addi-

tional credits in Political Science.

Pass students should take a number of courses in related

social sciences. Final-year Pass program students with the

required standing may, with permission, be admitted to

400-level Honours courses, provided space is available.

The entire program must be approved by the Department.

Pass students must maintain a 4.0 (C-) grade-point aver-

age in Political Science.

Honours Programs

The Honours programs may be entered in the First year, or

by transfer from Pass programs, if sufficient standing has

been obtained. Only students whose past record indicates

the ability to meet the Department's language requirement,

and to obtain at least a B- in the Honours Essay will be
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recommended for Fourth-year Honours. An Honours stu-

dent may be approved for a Pass degree at the end of the

Third year if the requirements under the Pass program have

been completed. The following programs are available.

Honours In Political Science

For full Honours, 20 credits will be required, including at

least nine credits in Political Science. The Political Science

credits must comprise:

1. Political Science 47.100, 47.230, 47.270 and 47.498;

2. One credit (or two half credits), chosen from the follow-

ing list of courses in Canadian government and politics:

Political Science 47.200, 47.201, 47.300*. 47.301 ,
47.302*, 47.303*. 47.304*. 47.305*. 47.306*.

: 47.307*. 47.335*. 47.336*. 47.340, 47.341*. 47.342*,
47.346*. 47.366*. 47.367*. 47.400

, 47.401, 47.402*,
' 47.403*. 47.4 0 6*. 47.4 0 7*. 47.4 0 8*. 47.4 0 9*,

!
47.411*. 47.416*. 47.417*. 47.418*. 47.419*.

I

47.441*;

I
3. One credit (or two half credits) chosen from the following

list of courses in comparative politics and international

relations: Political Science 47.21 5. 47.260. 47.31 0. 47.31 1

,

' 47.312, 47.314, 47.315, 47.316*. 47.317*. 47.320,

47.321, 47.322, 47.323, 47.332*, 47.344*. 47.345*.
47.350*. 47.351*. 47.3 5 2*. 47.3 6 0*. 47.361*.
47.362*. 47.363*. 47.365*. 47.366*. 47.405, 47.412*,
47.413*. 47.414*. 47.415*. 47.420*. 47.421*.
47.422*. 47.423*. 47.440*. 47.460, 47.461*, 47.463*.
47.464*. 47.466*. 47.467*. 47.482*. 47.483*.
47.484*;

4. Three additional credits in Political Science, of which

one full credit or two half-credits must be 400-level semi-

nars.

5. Language requirement. The Department requires Hon-
ours students to have a knowledge of French. This require-

ment may be satisfied in one of two ways:

(a) Successful completion of one of French 20.106* or

20.108, or an equivalent course approved by the Depart-

ment. Students with a limited background in French should
note that it may be necessary for them to take French
20.100 and/or four recommended courses from the series

French 20.101*. 20.102*. 20.103*. 20.104*, 20.105*.
20.107*. in order to be admitted to French 20.108.
(b) The Department conducts a language examination
once a year in November. This examination must be suc-

cessfully completed before registration in the final five

credits of the Honours program. If the examination is at-

tempted and failed, the student must then satisfy the lan-

guage requirement by completing option (a) above.

Students from abroad, whose mother tongue is other than
English, or students whose research interests require an-
other language, may obtain permission from the Supervisor
of Undergraduate Studies to substitute this language for

French.

6. Candidates present a graduation essay on some topic

involving independent investigation (Political Science
47.498); they may be examined orally on this essay and
must receive at least B- in this course.

7. Candidates must select a minor field or fields consisting
of three credits in an approved area outside of Political

Science.

Combined Honours

Students intending to enter a program combining Political

Science with another discipline should, in their First year,
take Political Science 47.100 and the introductory course

in the other discipline. For Combined Honours at least six

credits in Political Science will be required, including:

1. Political Science 47.100, 47.230, 47.270 or its equiva-

lent; one credit chosen from the 400-level seminars in

Political Science; 47.498 unless the Honours Essay is

written in the other discipline of the Combined program; (if

the other department does not offer an Honours essay,

students must take Political Science 47.498);

2. The equivalent of two credits, chosen from requirements

2 and/or 3 listed for the full Honours program. The two

credits may be chosen from one list; one of the two credits

may be the 400-level seminar;

3. The language requirement as stated for Honours (item

5 above) in Political Science must be completed;

4. The requirements as stated for Combined Honours in

the other discipline of the Combined program must be met.

Combined Honours, Journalism and Political Science

Students may select a course pattern that will lead either

to the degree of B.A. with Combined Honours in Journalism

and Political Science, in which case the Honours Essay will

be written for the Department of Political Science, or to the

degree of B.J. with Combined Honours in Political Science,

in which case the Honours Essay will be written for the

School of Journalism and Communication. Students in

either program must complete 20.5 credits, and they must
maintain a standing sufficiently high at all times to satisfy

the standards of both the School of Journalism and Com-
munication and the Department of Political Science. Please
refer to the statement of standing on p. 193 (Journalism)

and the regulations of the Faculties of Arts and Social

Sciences, pp. 60-71.

Course requirements are:

1. A minimum of six credits in Political Science including:

47.100
, 47.230, 47.270 or its equivalent, 47.498 if the

student is in the B.A. program, the equivalent of two credits

chosen from requirements 2 and/or 3 listed for Honours in

Political Science, the equivalent of one credit from the

400-level seminars offered.

2. The Journalism courses normally required under the

Honours Journalism program, including Journalism 28.1 00,

28.200, 28.220, 28.320, 28.351 , 28.421 and 28.498 if the

student is in the B.J. program. Students should consult the

School of Journalism and Communication on course pat-

terns. Note: Journalism 28.320 is a two-credit course.

3. The language requirement as stated for Honours in

Political Science (item 5 above) must be completed.

4. An approved course in Canadian history. (Students who
wish to practise journalism in another country may be
advised to choose a different history course.)

Combined Honours in Political Science and Sociology

Students in this program are required to complete six

credits in Political Science including Political Science
47.1 00, 47230, the equivalent of one credit from the 400-

level seminars in Political Science and 47.498 (if the Hon-
ours Essay is written in Political Science). In addition, the

student must complete one of the following methodology
sequences:

(a) in the Second year, Political Science 47.270; in the

Third year, Sociology, 53.370; or

(b) in the Second year, Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology

54.203 (Sociology 53.203 is recommended); in the Third

year, Political Science 47.471* and 47.472*. Students
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should note that Political Science 47.471* and 47.472*
may not be offered every year.

Students must also meet requirements 2, 3 and 4 as stated

for Combined Honours in Political Science.

Note:

See also pp. 281 -282 and consult the Department of Soci-

ology and Anthropology.

Honours and Combined Honours Standing

Students must maintain a standing sufficiently high at all

times to satisfy the requirements of the Faculties of Arts

and Social Sciences, pp. 60-71

.

Mention: franca is

Students who wish to qualify for the "Mention: francais"

notation in Political Science may do so by taking the follow-

ing pattern of courses in their degree program:

1. One credit in the advanced study of the French language

(a minimum of French 20.1 11 or 20.1 12).

2. One credit in French-Canadian culture and heritage (two

of French 20.267*, 20.268*. 20.281 *).

3. One of Political Science 47.201 (Introduction a la poli-

tique canadienne) or 47.390 (Etudes dirigees). Political

Science 47.201 is recommended.

4. Honours students are required to take Political Science

47.499 (Memoirede recherche) or one of 47.201 or47.390,

whichever was not used to meet requirement number 3..

With the prior approval of the Department, students may
substitute appropriate courses taught in French at the

University of Ottawa for requirements 2 and 4.

Carieton-Leeds Parliamentary Internship Exchange

The Carleton-Leeds Parliamentary Internship Exchange is

a unique opportunity for Honours and Combined Honours

students in their final year of Political Science to combine
academic study with parliamentary internships in Canada
and the United Kingdom. Students participating in the

exchange spend the Fall term in Ottawa and the Winter

term in London. They spend four days a week in each city

serving as parliamentary interns. In addition, they take

courses offered by Carleton and Leeds Universities. More
information and application forms are available from the

Department of Political Science or from Carleton Interna-

tional.

Graduate Program

The Department of Political Science offers studies leading

to the degree of Master of Arts and to the degree of Doctor

of Philosophy. For further details consult the Graduate

Studies and Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Prerequisites

Except in special circumstances, students are required to

have taken the prerequisites listed in the Calendar. Appro-

priate experience and/or equivalent academic background
may be substituted with the permission of the Department.

• First Year

Political Science 47.100

Introduction to Political Science
An introduction to four areas of concern in the study of

contemporary political issues and problems: political

thought, focusing upon the clash of modem ideologies such

as fascism, socialism, liberalism, communism and nation-

alism; comparative government, starting from the Canadian
system, and including one other western democracy, a

communist system and a developing country; international

politics; and methods of enquiry.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and discussion three

hours a week.

• Second Year: Pass and Honours Programs

Political Science 47.200

Canadian Government and Politics

A survey of the political process and political institutions in

Canada.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.201

.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.1 00. Third-year student

in another discipline will normally be permitted to take thi

course without having taken Political Science 47.100.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and discussion three

hours a week.

Political Science 47.201

Introduction a la politique canadienne
Une vue generate du processus politique etdes institution

politiques au Canada. Travaux peuvent etre presentes e

francais ou en anglais.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.200.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.100.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.215

Comparative Politics

An examination of concepts, theories and methods em
ployed in the study of comparative politics, with particula

emphasis on cross-national comparison of regimes and

some of the major issues in the field.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.100.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.230

History of Political Thought
A study of Western political thought from classical times to

the nineteenth century. Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli, Hob-

bes, Locke, Rousseau and other thinkers are considered.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.231

.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.100. Third-year students

in another discipline may normally take this course without

having taken Political Science 47.100.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and discussion three

hours a week.

Political Science 47.240

Introduction to Public Administration and Public Policy

An introduction to the important concepts, institutions, and

processes in the fields of public administration and public

policy. Theoretical, empirical, and applied foundations of
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these fields will be considered.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.340 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.100.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

If
Political Science 47.260

International Politics

An analysis of the structure and processes of the interna-

| tional system; the interactions of both state and non-state

actors (such as multinational enterprises). Contemporary

approaches (for example, simulations) to the systematic

study of international phenomena are illustrated by refer-

;
ence to current developments such as nuclear proliferation

and the tensions between rich and poor nations.

i Prerequisite: Political Science 47.100.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and discussion three

1 hours a week.

I
Political Science 47.270

i Quantitative Political Science Research Methods
' An introduction to quantitative research methods used in

political science. The course has four basic components,

i These are the logic and nature of the quantitative study of

I politics, research design, data collection methods, and

statistical techniques for data analysis. In addition, students

' have an opportunity to use packaged computer programs

in analyzing political and policy-related data.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.100.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and discussion three
1 hours a week.

• Third Year: Pass and Honours Programs

Political Science 47.300*
Canadian Provincial Politics

A comparative examination of the nature of Canadian

provincial politics. Topics include: political culture, history,

party systems, electoral systems and voting behaviour.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.301

Canadian Intergovernmental Relations

This course deals with the main conceptual approaches to

the structures and socio-economic processes of Canadian
intergovernmental relations. Selected policy fields in inter-

governmental relations will be included.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201 or 47.240.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.302*
Canadian Municipal Government
An examination of the nature and problems of Canadian
municipal government, including metropolitan and regional

government and provincial-municipal relations.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.303*
Canadian Urban Politics

An examination of the nature and problems of Canadian
urban politics.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.304*
Political Parties and Elections In Canada
An examination of the evolution of the party system, the

growth of major and minor party movements and the elec-

toral process In Canada.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.305*
Ontario Government and Politics

A survey of the political process and political institutions in

Ontario.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.306*
Social Power in Canadian Politics

An examination of the role of social forces in the Canadian

political process, including interest groups, social move-

ments, elites and classes.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.307*
Constitutional Politics in Canada
An examination of the politics of the Canadian constitution.

Particular attention will be paid to historical and contempo-

rary constitutional reform.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.310

Government and Politics in Africa

The evolution and functioning of African political systems,

with emphasis on recent developments in West Central and

East Africa.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.215 or 47.260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.311

Government and Politics of Latin America
The evolution and functioning of Latin American political

systems, including political development, state-society re-

lations, regional integration, and North-South relations.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably Political Science

47.215 or 47 .260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.312

Government and Politics of East Asia
The evolution and functioning of the political systems of

China, Japan and Korea.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.314

Politics In Central and Eastern Europe
A comparative examination of political institutions and proc-

esses in the states of Central and Eastern Europe.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.315

Government and Politics of South and South-East Asia

This course on developing areas acquaints the student with

the patterns of colonial history, emergent political regimes

and problems of development and foreign policy in the

countries from Pakistan through the Philippine Islands, with

special emphasis on problems of political change.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.
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Political Science 47.316*
Revolution

An examination of theories of revolution from Aristotle

through the present era. Students are encouraged to ex-

amine revolution as a concept, and as an empirical fact of

central importance to our age.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.317*
The Causes of War
A detailed examination of alternate theories of the causes
of war. The course examines such alternate perspectives

as biological, social and comparative historical ap-

proaches, and includes the results of peace research ac-

tivities of the past two decades.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.319*
The Politics of Law and Morality

This course examines the politics of moral regulation.

Drawing upon the experience of Canada, the United States

and other jurisdictions, it examines the treatment in law and

public policy of such subjects as: capital punishment, sex-

ual orientation, euthanasia, pornography, new reproductive

technologies, racial discrimination, religious rights and
equality rights.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably Political Science

47.200, 47.215 or 47.230.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.320

Government and Politics in Soviet Successor States

A study of the evolution and disintegration of the Soviet

political system and the emergence of successor states.

Emphasis is on their respective civil societies, political

cultures, the functioning of their political systems, and
relations among them and with other states.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.321

Government and Politics of Western Europe
A survey of the political processes and institutions in the

democracies of Western Europe, with emphasis on Britain,

France, Italy and the German Federal Republic.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.322

Government and Politics of the United States

American political thought, constitutional development, and
the governmental process.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.215.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.323

Government and Politics In the Middle East
The evolution and functioning of political systems in the

Middle East region, with emphasis on the problems of

political stability, the Impact of the West, the role of Islam,

and war and peace.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.362*
(no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and either a 200-

level course in Political Science, preferably Political Sci-

ence 47.215 or 47.260, or History 24.278.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.330*
Politics and Literature

A study of imaginative prose in which political ideas and/or

political settings dominate. Literature as political communi-
cation, the impact of literature upon politics, the peculiar

value of literature in the study of politics, its shortcomings.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably 47.230.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.331 *
Politics and Psychoanalytic Thought
An investigation and critique of the contribution of psycho-

analytic thought to political and social theory. Emphasis is

placed on the origin and function of culture, instinct modifi-

cation, perversion, character and political order; the psy-

choanalytic ethic and the therapeutic state; the
Freudian -Marxist dialectic and the critique of society.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.230 or Psychology
49.361*.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.332*
East Asian Political Thought— China, Japan and Korea
A seminar on Chinese political philosophy with special

reference to historical and modem thought on the State.

Japanese and Korean variants of the Chinese state are also

discussed.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science, preferably either 47.215 or

47.230.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.333

Modem Political Thought and Ideologies

An analysis of leading political concepts and ideologies

since 1800, including utilitarianism, liberalism, conserva-

tism, socialism and fascism.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.230.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.334

Ancient and Medieval Political Thought
An inquiry into the significance for political theory of the

ancient and medieval controversies over nature/conven-

tion, power/knowledge, time/eternity, theory/practice, and

science/mysticism. Such thinkers as Homer, the pre-

Socratics, Plato and Aristotle, the neo-Platonists,

Augustine, and the Scholastics are considered

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.230 or Philosophy 32.225

or Law51 .315.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.335*
Canadian Political Ideas

An examination of the sources and development of political

ideas in French and English Canada.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 (or 47.201), or

47.230 (preferably both).

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.336*
Canadian Political Culture

An analysis of the elements of Canadian political culture.

Topics include individual beliefs, attitudes and values, the

influence of the economy and environment, ideology, po-

litical socialization, and regional differences.
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Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.341

Canadian Public Administration

This course concentrates on the Canadian bureaucracy as

a major state actor in policy development. Selected issues

and/or case studies in public sector management will be

considered with particular attention paid to the process of

policy identification through program development and im-

plementation.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.340 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.240.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.342*
Canadian Public Policy

An examination of policy communities and policy networks

in Canada with particular attention paid to policy issues, the

political environment, policy instruments, impact and out-

comes.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.401 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.240 or 47.340 (no longer

offered).

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.344*
Comparative Public Administration

A course on relations between the state bureaucracy or

public organizations and civil society in various types of

political and economic systems. Themes relevant to devel-

oped and developing countries will be considered.

Precludes additional credit for Political Science 47.440*
(no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.240 or 47.340 (no longer

offered).

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.345*
Comparative Public Policy Analysis

An examination of the formation and impact of public policy

including such topics as policy directed at citizens, policies

directed at corporations and policies directed toward gov-

ernment itself. Students have an opportunity to consider a

variety of political systems as well as a variety of policy

areas. Emphasis is placed on developing skills for the

analysis of policy formation and impact.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.240.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.346*
Public Affairs Strategies

An examination of the public affairs and issue management
strategies of corporations, government departments, and
other institutions in Canada from a comparative perspec-

tive.

Prerequisite. Political Science 47.240.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.350*
Women In Politics: Liberal Democracies I

An examination of the sex/gender dimension of political

theory, culture, mass and elite participation, and public

policy as manifested in selected Iberal democracies, in-

cluding Canada.
Precludes additional credit for 47.313* (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course In Political Science.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.351

Women In Politics: Liberal Democracies II

A continued examination of the sex/gender dimension of

political theory, culture, mass and elite participation, and

public policy as manifested in selected liberal democracies,

including Canada.
Precludes additional credit for 47.313* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.350*.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.352*
Women In Politics: Third World
An examination of the sex/gender dimensions of develop-

ment theory and policy, political culture, mass and elite

participation, and international agencies as manifested in

selected Third World countries.

Precludes additional credit for 47.3 18* (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and a 200-level

course in Political Science.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.360*
International Institutions

Origins, structure and functioning of international institu-

tions with emphasis on the United Nations as well as

regional organizations. Topics include peace and security,

international aid and development, human rights and the

control of global resources.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.361 *
Theories of International Politics

A survey of theoretical approaches to the study of interna-

tional politics including an examination of the major con-

cepts used for analysis and explanation in the field.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.363*
Strategic Thought and International Security

A course on the evolution of U.S., Soviet/Russian, and
Chinese approaches to strategy and those of other coun-

tries, such as Germany, Japan, Iraq, and Israel, as well as
the application of strategic thought to selected issues in

international security.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.365*
Comparative Study of Foreign Policy

An examination of the utility of comparative analysis in the

study of the objectives, strategies and decision-making

processes involved in the foreign policies of states.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.366*
Canadian Foreign Policy

An examination of the traditions, domestic influences, ob-

jectives, capabilities, and decision-making processes, and
analysis of selected contemporary issues.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.367*
Canadian Defence Policy

The evolution of Canadian defence policy in the twentieth

century. The course addresses both the theory of Canadian
defence policy and its operational aspects in a broad com-
parative context, related to themes such as strategic theory,
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military culture in a modem state, continentalism and mili-

tary alliances.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200, 47.201 , or 47.260.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Political Science 47.390

Etudes dlrlgees

Un programme de lectures choisies et de travaux ecrits

dans le domaine de specialisation d'un membre du de-

partement. Consulter le conseiller des etudes de premier

cycle (Undergraduate supervisor) pour les sujets offerts.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing in the Political Science

"Mention: fran$ais" program.

• Fourth Year: Honours and Graduate

These courses are normally reserved for Honours students

in their final year.

Political Science 47.400

Topics in Canadian Government and Politics

Section A: Political Economy of Canada. An examination

of selected issues in Canadian political economy including

the role of the state in the Canadian economy, the political

aspects of foreign ownership and economic structure and

political change.

Section B: Canadian Political Institutions. A seminar on

selected topics on institutions of Canadian Government at

the federal level.

Section C: Canadian Political Behaviour. A seminar on

voting, public opinion, political violence, socialization and

other aspects of political behaviour in Canada. The course

also examines religion, class and region as determinants

of political cleavage.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Seminars three hours a week.

Political Science 47.402*
Policy Seminar: Problems of Northern Development
A research seminar that examines the issues, the policy

processes and the problems of policy implementation in the

political and economic development of Canada's northern

territories.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.403*
Politics and the Media
A seminar on the role of the mass media in the Canadian
political system from a comparative perspective.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.405

Federalism

A seminar on the theory and practice of divided political

authority. The primary focus is the Canadian federal struc-

ture and its current crisis. Using a theme-oriented ap-

proach, the methodology is comparative, with relevant

aspects drawn from the experience of other federations and

quasi-fede rations.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.406*
Legislative Process In Canada
A seminar on the role of Parliament and of the individual

M.P. in terms of policy making, representation and the

passage of legislation.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.407*
The Politics of Law Enforcement In Canada
A research seminar focusing on major issues in the area of |i

law enforcement policy, police administration and the crimi-
|

nal justice system in Canada. Particular emphasis is given
'

to the role of law enforcement agencies as integral institu- i -

tions of the Canadian political system.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201. Prereq- |
*

uisite may be waived for students with practical experience D «

in law enforcement.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.408*
National Security and Intelligence In the Modem State

A research seminar dealing with the state's response to V

foreign espionage, alleged subversion, terrorism, and |
>

counterintelligence in general but with specific reference to I
1

the dilemmas of national security operations in liberal so-
|

;

cieties. Major focus is on the Canadian experience, but with y
'<

extensive use of materials chronicling the practices of KGB, !i
1

CIA, BIS, ASIO, MOSSAD, etc.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200, 47.201, or 47.260. ji :

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.409*
Politics In Quebec
An examination of society, culture, economy and politics in

Quebec, giving special attention to the politically relevant j

i

changes since 1960 and the central place of Quebec within I

the Canadian federation.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.200 and a reading
|

knowledge of French or 47.201

.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.410*
Canadian and Comparative Local Government and 1

Politics

The seminar begins with a comparative survey of the 1

systems of local government in Canada, Britain and the

United States, and in the remainder of the course the 1

emphasis on Canadian or comparative, and the problems

chosen for study, varies with the interests of the students, i

Prerequisites: One of Political Science 47.200, 47.201 , or

47.215, and preferably one of 47.302* or 47.303*.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.411 *
French-English Relations

A seminar on French-English relations in federal politics
j

and in selected provinces, with emphasis on areas of n

conflict and methods of conflict management.
Prerequisites: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201 or an i

approved course in Canadian history. A reading knowledge
j

of French is recommended.
Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.412*
Politics of Western Liberal Democracies
A seminar that examines the social structure and politics of

advanced capitalist societies, including the historical and h
contemporary relationship between social classes —

Jj
groupings, political parties and interest groups.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200, 47.201, or 47.21 5.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.413*
The State In Advanced Capitalist Societies

A seminar that undertakes comparative analysis of the
j

structure and role of the state in capitalist societies. Specific 1

topics may include state economic intervention, corpora- M
tism, welfare state activities and neo-conservatism.
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Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200, 47.201, or 47.215.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.414*
Theory and Practice In Third-World Development

An examination of the various theoretical approaches to the

analysis of development and underdevelopment, of the

historical experience of important models of development

and of their application to selected countries in Asia, Africa

and Latin America.

Prerequisite: PoUtical Science 47.215, 47.260, 47.310,

47.312 or 47.315.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.415*
Selected Problems In Third-World Development

A research seminar focusing on the nature of international

factors that influence Third World development such as

multinational corporations, the new international division of

labour, the new protectionism, the role of international debt,

the politics of the Green Revolution, technology, and devel-

opment assistance.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.215, 47.260, 47.310,

47.312 or 47.315; and 47.414*.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.416*
Labour and the Canadian State

A comparative examination of models of labour and the

liberal democratic state, which pays particular attention to

the role of the Canadian labour movement in the political

process.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.417*
Political Participation In Canada
A seminar on the causes and implications of political par-

ticipation by individuals with special reference to Canada.
Topics include citizen participation in campaign and party

organizations, political protest movements, interest groups,

and community associations.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201 , and
47.270.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.418*
Canadian Provincial Government and Politics

An examination of the political processes and institutions

of the provinces.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47.201

.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.419*
The Politics of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms
An examination of the genesis and impact of the Charter of

Rights and Freedoms. Particular emphasis will be placed
on the politics of aboriginal, language, and equality rights.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200 or 47501

.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.420*
Policy Making In the United States
A seminar on conflict and co-operation in the United States
legislative and executive/bureaucratic arenas; this course
also treats overlapping struggles over policy initiative, inno-

vation and planning. Special emphases are determined by
student needs and interests.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.1 00 and 47.322.
Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.421 *
Politics of Influence In the United States

A seminar on parties, interest groups, coalitions, move-

ments and other significant influences upon who gets what,

when, how in the United States. Other topics include elec-

tions, democratic accountability and political uses of mass
media. Special emphases are determined by student needs

and interests.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and 47.322.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.422*
Constitutional Politics

A seminar on the political character of leading western

constitutions, with special emphasis on judicial politics and
judicial policy-making in the United States; consideration is

also given to developments in Canada, Britain and France.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.100 and 47.322.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.423*
The Politics of Southern Africa

This course examines the roots of the contemporary politi-

cal situation in the countries of Southern Africa and com-
peting explanations in the literature.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.215 or 47.260, and
47.310.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.430*
Concepts of the State

A critical survey of concepts of the state from Hegel to the

present with emphasis on the dichotomy between the

political and civil society, as well as on an analysis of class

nature and regulatory role of the state in modem societies.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.230 or 47.333.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.431 *
Marxist Thought
An examination of Marxism with special emphasis on Marx
and Engels, and including writings from all periods of their

work.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.230 or 47.333.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.432*
Contemporary Marxism
An examination of all relevant interpretations of Marx's

theory including evolutionary socialism, Leninism, Trotsky-

ism, Stalinism, Maoism and the main schools of contempo-
rary revisionism.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.431*.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.434

Political Inquiry

A study of competing theoretical methods of inquiry in the

discipline — positivism, functionalism, phenomenology,
structuralism, and post-structuralism — with particular at-

tention to the claims made for scientific truth. Weber, Po-

lanyi, Feyerabend, Kuhn, Habermas, Foucaurt, Rorty and
others are considered.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.230 or 47.270.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.435

Contemporary Political Theory
Recent work in political theory, stressing major approaches
to the understanding of contemporary political life. This

seminar includes approaches such as historicism, the so-

ciology of knowledge, positivism, phenomenology, critical

theory, existentialism, neo-classicism. Works by such think-

ers as Gramsci, Mannheim, Popper, Strauss, Cassirer,
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Habermas, Sartre, and Voegelin are discussed.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.230.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.441

Business-Government Relations In Canada
A seminar on the theory and practice of business-govern-

ment relations in Canada. The primary focus is on the role

of the private sector firm in the Canadian political system
and policy process, with case studies addressing issues

and problems in the relations of business to government.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.200, 47.201 , or Business

42.361*.
Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.446*
Theories of Public Administration

A seminar on the theories of bureaucracy, organization and

comparison.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.240 or 47.340 (no longer

offered).

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.447*
Decision Theories and Policy Studies

This course covers decision making and policy studies in a

non-mathematical way from three complementary angles:

basic philosophy, psychology and theory of individual and
group decision making, and overall policy analysis as pur-

sued by Vickers, Dror and others, with a brief look at tools

of decision making.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.240 or 47.340 (no longer

offered).

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.448

Public Organizations: Theory and Practice

An examination of the major schools of organizational

theory and behaviour as approaches for understanding the

nature of public organizations. In the Winter term students

prepare research papers on particular public agencies.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.240 or 47.340 (no longer

offered).

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.460

Analysis of International Politics

Some principal issues in international relations; theory

building, evaluation of concepts, research design, philoso-

phy of science criteria and policy relevance in ongoing

research in international relations theory.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.461 *
Foreign Policies of Soviet Successor States

An examination of the foreign policies of the USSR, and of

Russia and selected other successor states, with special

emphasis on the search for a new security order.

Prerequisites: Political Science 47.260 and 47.320.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.463*
Analysis of International Political Economy
A seminar on the various theoretical approaches to the

study of the international political economy, with a focus on

historical development and changing international struc-

tures.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.464*
Selected Problems in International Political Economy
A seminar that focuses on contemporary problems and
issues in the international political economy, with particular

attention given to advanced industrial countries.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.466*
American Foreign Policy

A seminar on sources, trends and conflicting interpretations

of the international roles of the United States since World
War II. Foreign policy machinery and processes are as-

sessed in terms of the relative importance of perceptions,

ideology, self-interest, and domestic and foreign pressures.

Special emphases are determined by the needs and inter-

ests of students.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.467*
International Politics of North America
An examination of continentalism within Canadian foreign

policy during the twentieth century in relation to Britain and
the United States.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.471 *
Intermediate Polimetrics for Micro Data
This course introduces students to research designs and
statistical techniques primarily used in analyzing survey

data. Selected topics may vary from year to year. Students

doing Honours papers based on micro data are advised to

take this course.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.270.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.472*
Intermediate Polimetrics for Macro Data

This course introduces students to research designs and
statistical techniques primarily used in analyzing macro or

aggregate data. Selected topics may vary from year to year.

Students doing Honours papers based on macro data are

advised to take this course.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.270.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.482*
International Politics of Africa

The interactions of African states within the African subsys-

tem and with other sectors in the international system. Each
year the seminar focuses on a particular theme.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260 or 47.310.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.483*
Foreign Policies of Major East Asian Powers
The foreign policies of the East Asian powers, with special

attention to China and Japan; an analysis of the domestic

sources of policy, capabilities, interests, decision-making

processes and foreign relations.

Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260 or 47.312.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.484*
International Relations of South and Southeast Asia

A seminar on the foreign policy orientations of the regional

actors and interaction with non-regional actors. Special

emphasis is given to enduring sources of conflict within the

area, and emerging patterns of co-operation, including

comparison of ASEAN with SAARC.
Prerequisite: Political Science 47.260 or 47.315.

Seminar three hours a week.

Political Science 47.490

Tutorial In a Selected Field

Tutorials or reading courses on selected topics may be

arranged with the permission of the Department and agree-
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ment of the instructor.

Day division: Tutorial hours arranged.

Political Science 47.491 *
Tutorial In a Selected Field

Tutorials or reading courses on selected topics may be

arranged with the permission of the Department and agree-

ment of the instructor.

Day division, Fall term: Tutorial hours arranged.

Political Science 47.492*
Tutorial in a Selected Field

Tutorials or reading courses on selected topics may be

arranged with the permission of the Department and agree-

ment of the instructor.

Day division, Winter term: Tutorial hours arranged.

Political Science 47.493*
British Parliamentary Politics

A seminar on British politics, focusing on Parliament and

the legislative process. Offered in the Winter term in Lon-

don, U.K., by faculty members of Leeds University. Admini-

stration of this course is governed by the terms and

conditions of the Carieton University Undergraduate Cal-

endar, and the Department of Political Science will so

co-ordinate with Leeds University.

Prerequisite: Open only to students selected for the Carle-

ton-Leeds Parliamentary Internship Exchange.

Seminar three and one-half hours a week.

Political Science 47.494 (three credits)

Carleton-Leeds Parliamentary Internships

Parliamentary Internships in Ottawa (Fall term) and Lon-

don, U.K. (Winter term) four days a week. The grade

assigned will be either Saf (Satisfactory) or Uns (Unsatis-

factory). The academic requirements of the course are

satisfied through an essay, distinct from the Honours Es-

say, which integrates the academic and internship compo-
nents of the Exchange, and an oral examination held after

successful completion of the essay requirement. The De-

partment will grant no equivalence for this course.

Prerequisite: Open only to students selected for the Carle-

ton-Leeds Parliamentary Internship Exchange.

Political Science 47.498
Honours Graduation Essay
During their Fourth year, Honours candidates in Political

Science are required to present a major research essay
and achieve a minimal grade of B-. The Honours essay is

carried out under the direction of a faculty supervisor who
is either selected by the candidate or assigned early in the

year. The Honours essay is evaluated by both the supervi-

sor and an appointed reader.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing in Political Sci-

ence.*

Day division: Tutorial hours arranged.

'Students should refer to regulations of the Faculty of Social

Sciences regarding submission of Honours Essays (see p.

65) and to the Department of Political Science course

requirements for the Honours Essay, which may be ob-

tained from the Departmental Office.

Political Science 47.499
Memoire de recherche
Un travail de recherche dans le domaine de specialisation

d'un membre du departement. Consulter le conseiller des
etudes de premier cycle (Undergraduate supervisor) pour
les sujets offerts.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year standing in the Political Science
"Mention: francais" program.

• Graduate Courses

Fourth-year Honours students may, with permission of the

Department, be admitted to the following 500-level Political

Science seminars, which are more fully described in the

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar:

Political Science

47.503* Political Parties in Canada
47.504* Policy-Making in Canada
47.506* Problems of Canadian Government I

47.507* Problems of Canadian Government II

47.508* The Politics of Energy and the Environment

47.509* Canadian Political Economy
47.51 1 * Canadian Federalism

47.514* The Transition from Communism
47.515* Post-Communist Politics in East Central Europe

47.516* Selected Problems in the Politics of Soviet Suc-

cessor States

47.517* Selected Problems in African Politics

47.518* State, Revolution, and Reform in East Asia

47.519* Comparative Public Policy

47.520* Nationalism

47.521 * Politics in Plural Societies

47.522* Politics of Third-World Development
47.525* Problems in American Government I

47.526* Problems in American Government II

47.531 * Modem Political Culture and Ideology

47.532* Democratic Theories

47.536* The Canadian and American Political Traditions

I

47.537* The Canadian and American Political Traditions

II

47.541* Canadian Public Administration and Policy

Analysis

47.544* Public Administration in Developed Western

Countries

47.545* Public Administration in Developing Countries

47.548* Research Seminar in Public Administration I

47.549* Research Seminar in Public Administration II

47.551 * Selected Issues in Political Economy I

47.552* Selected Issues in Political Economy II

47.553* Selected Problems in Western European Politics

I

47.554* Selected Problems in Western European Politics

II

47.555* Selected Problems of Comparative Politics I

47.556* Selected Problems of Comparative Politics II

47.561* Analysis of Canadian Foreign Policy

47.573* Advanced Research Methods
47.581 * Foreign Policies of African States

47.585* Foreign Policy Analysis

47.586* Strategic Thought and Issues in International

Security

47.587* Analysis of International Organizations

47.588* International Political Economy
47.589* Problems in International Politics

Related Courses

Subject to prior approval by the Department, a student in

the Honours or Pass program may use one course in a
related discipline as a Political Science credit. This permis-

sion will be granted only if the content of the transfer course

is very closely related to Political Science and if the Depart-

ment of Political Science does not itself offer a comparable
course. Students in the Combined Pass or Honours pro-

grams may not use related courses as Political Science

credits.
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General information

The concentration in Population Studies provides an oppor-

tunity for focused study on the growth and characteristics

of human populations. This concentration includes formal

demography, social demography, and applied population

studies. The courses enable the student to be exposed to

a variety of topics and approaches one needs to master the

field of demographic analysis. Students take these courses

in the area of population studies while completing an Hon-
ours program in the discipline of Sociology.

Admission to the Concentration

This is a limited enrolment concentration.

Students are admitted to the program at the end of their

Third year of study, on the basis of their performance in

courses taken up to that time, and on the recommendation

of the program Co-ordinator.

Carleton students applying for the concentration must do

so through application to the Department of Sociology and

Anthropology office no later than March 31 , to be consid-

ered for a space in the concentration during their final year

of study. Students from other institutions should consult the

admissions section of this Calendar for deadlines and

procedures. (See p. 29)

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfill all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Program Requirements

The requirements of an Honours B.A. degree in Sociology

with a Concentration in Population Studies are:

1. Sociology 53.100 (Introduction to Sociology), or Anthro-

pology 54.100 (Introduction to Anthropology), or Sociology-

Anthropology 56.100 (Principles of Comparative Social

Structure) with a minimum grade of C+ (1 credit).

2. Sociology 53.203 (Introduction to Sociological Re-

search) (1 credit).

3. Sociology 53.370 (Research Design and Data Analy-

sis); or alternatively Mathematics 69.257* (Introduction to

Statistics) and Mathematics 69.357* (Sampling Methodol-

ogy) (1 credit).

4. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 (The Development of

Sociological and Anthropological Thought) (1 credit).

5. Sociology 53.406 (Contemporary Theoretical Sociol-

ogy) (1 credit).

6. Sociology 53.400* (Field Placement: Research and
Analysis) and a 0.5 additional credit in Sociology and/or

Anthropology at the 400- or 500-level (1 credit).

7. Sociology 53.495 (Honours Practicum) (1 credit). The
subject of the research project undertaken must be in the

area of Population Studies.

8. Sociology 53.251* (Introduction to Population Studies)

(0.5 credit).

9. Sociology-Anthropology 56.220 (Canadian Society) (1

credit).

10. One and one half additional credits in Sociology and/or

Anthropology at the 200- or 300-level. The following

courses are recommended: Sociology-Anthropology

56.235, 56.241
,
Sociology 53.247, 53.252*, Sociology-An-

thropology 56.253*, Anthropology 54.319*, Sociology-

Anthropology 56.320 and Anthropology 54.331 .
11. Sociology 53.351 * (Methods of Population Analysis)

(0.5 credit)

12. A minor consisting of three credits in one of the follow-

ing: Economics, Geography, History, Philosophy, Political

Science, Psychology, or as arranged in consultation with

the Co-ordinator of Honours (Sociology) and the Co-ordi-

nator for Population Studies.

Students must maintain a minimum grade -point average of

6.5 in requirements 1 through 11 listed above, in order to

remain in, and graduate with, the Concentration in Popula-

tion Studies. A maximum of 12 credits in Sociology and/or

Anthropology may be counted toward the degree of B.A.

Honours in Sociology with Concentration in Population

Studies.

Field Placement

Students are required to complete Sociology 53.400*
(Field Placement: Research and Analysis) with an assign

ment at Statistics Canada or other agency as part of thei

concentration requirements. Students should contact the

Placement Supervisor to complete arrangements for the

placements during the first week of classes in Septembe
upon entrance to Fourth year.

Students are strongly advised to consult the Sociolog

Honours Co-ordinator and the Co-ordinator for Population

Studies regularly through their degree studies to ensure

that they are observing departmental, concentration, and

University requirements.
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Study In Psychology

With the 1992-1993 Academic Year, the Department of

Psychology introduced major changes in its degree pro-

grams. These changes apply only to those who entered a

Psychology degree program after the 1 99 1 -1 992 academic
year.

The Department of Psychology offers two programs in the

Faculty of Social Sciences. One leads to a Bachelor of Arts

(B.A.) degree with Honours in Psychology; the other leads

to a B.A. degree in Psychology. In the Faculty of Science,

the Department offers a program leading to a Bachelor of

Science (B.Sc.) degree with Honours in Psychology.

With certain restrictions, these degree programs may be

combined with programs in other departments. In addition,

the B.A. with Honours and B.A. programs in Psychology

may be undertaken with concentration in Criminology and
Criminal Justice, (p. 1 15).

To be eligble to enter, to continue and to graduate from

these degree programs, students must fulfil all the Univer-

sity regulations (see pp. 39-50) and all appropriate Faculty

regulations (see pp. 60-71 for the Faculty of Social Sci-

ences and pp. 370-377 for the Faculty of Science). In

addition students must meet the requirements of the De-
partment of Psychology, as described below for the B.A.

programs and on p. 454 for the B.Sc. program.

Course Organization In Psychology

Study in Psychology begins with Introductory Psychology

(Psychology 49.100), which is a prerequisite for all other

courses offered by the Department. At the 200-level, the

Department offers core courses, which are frequently pre-

requisites for higher level courses. Some combination of
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these core courses is required in each of the programs of

study offered by the Department of Psychology.

Included among the 200-level courses is Psychology

49.200, Introduction to Psychological Research and Statis-

tics, which must be completed by all students enrolled in a

Departmental program.

The 200-level courses lead to branching courses, which

offer still further specialization in the subject matter of

psychology. These and other advanced courses are num-
bered at the 300 and 400-level. The upper-level courses in

psychology are loosely clustered into speciality areas,

which may be used to focus study within degree programs.

The speciality areas are identified by the next-to-last digit

of the course number: Social Psychology (49.x1x), Neuro-

science (49.x2x), History (49.x3x), Community (49.x4x),

Developmental (49.x5x), Personality (49.x6x), Learning

and Cognition (49.x7x), Testing and Assessment (49.x8x).

Courses Outside the Department of Psychology

Credits for the degree that are not specified by the Depart-

ment of Psychology may be taken in any discipline, subject

to the Faculty of Social Sciences regulations described on

pp. 60-71 . Unspecified credits may also be taken in Psy-

chology so long as the maximum number of Psychology

credits permitted for the degree is not exceeded.

Students are strongly urged to discuss the suitability of their

course selections with the Undergraduate Office of the

Department of Psychology.

Acceptable Credits In Psychology

Both the minimum number of required credits in Psychology

and the maximum number of Psychology credits permitted

in a Psychology degree program are given in the program

descriptions that follow. In the calculation of the Psychology

grade-point average, all Psychology credits up to the maxi-

mum allowed in the degree program are used. Psychology

credits beyond the maximum number permitted in a Psy-

chology degree program are excluded from the total num-
ber of credits counted toward the degree.

Mention: franca is

Students other than those in the B.Sc. with Honours in

Biology and Psychology degree program who wish to qual-

ify for the "Mention: francais" notation in Psychology may
do so. To qualify, students must undergo placement testing

by the Department of French in order to satisfy the language

requirement and to protect the integrity of the initiative.

To graduate with the notation "Mention: francais" students

must include in their program the following:

Year 1

One credit in the advanced study of the French language

(a minimum of French 20.111, 20.112 or 20.209) This

credit will fulfill Requirement 2 in Year 1 of the B.A. and B A
with Honours programs and Requirement4 in the B Sc. with

Honours in Psychology program.

Years 2 and 3

One credit devoted to the history and culture of French

Canada at the 200- or 300-level (French 20.267*,

20.268*. 20.280*, 20.281 ) or one credit at the 200 or

300-level offered entirely in French and approved by the

Department of Psychology. This credit will fulfill Require-

ment 4 in Year 2 of the B.A. degree program and Require-

ments 5 in Year 2 of both the B.A. and B.Sc. with Honours
degree programs.

One credit at the 200- or 300-level in Psychology taken
j

entirely in French to satisfy one of the elective requirements

in the relevant Psychology degree program. This credit

must be approved by the Department of Psychology and
must be taken at the University of Ottawa under the Ex-

'

change Agreement or at a francophone institution on a

Letter of Permission obtained from the Faculty Registrarial

Office.

Year 4 (Honours)

One credit at the 400-level in Psychology taken entirely in

French at Carieton University. Normally this will be one of

Psychology 49.497, 49.498, 49.499 or 49.490* and
49.492*.

B.A. with Honours Program

The B.A. with Honours program requires 20 course credits,

with a minimum of 9 and a maximum of 1 2 of these taken

in Psychology. This program normally takes four years to

complete, but may take longer.

In the Third year either a thesis or an essay option becomes
available in the B.A. with Honours in Psychology degree
program. The thesis option provides increased training in

both research methodology and writing and is intended

primarily for students who plan post-graduate study and/or

a career in research. The essay option offers training in

writing and develops skills in literature review and is in-

tended primarily for students who want to obtain this prepa-

ration and to take advantage of other opportunities that an

Honours degree in Psychology can provide.

The thesis option requires an Honours seminar, which is

normally taken in Third year and is usually followed in

Fourth year by Psychology 49 498. Thesis for B.A. with

Honours in Psychology. The Department of Psychology

offers seven Honours seminars (Psychology 49.310,

49.320, 49.340, 49.350, 49.360, 49.370 and 49.380). Each

is scheduled for six hours a week. To enter an Honours

seminar a student must have a grade point average of 8.0

or better in ail graded Psychology courses taken at Carle-

ton. Students who elect the thesis option are encouraged

to take a second Honours seminar in the Fourth Year. The

prerequisites for the thesis course, Psychology 49.498,
j

include a required minimum grade-point average in all i

graded Psychology courses taken at Carieton of 9.0.

The essay option requires either an Honours seminar or
5

both Psychology 49.301* and one-half elective credit in

Psychology above the 200-level. Psychology 49 499, Es-
j

say for B.A. with Honours in Psychology, is normally taken

in the Fourth year. The minimum required grade point

average for the Honours seminar is 8.0 in all graded Psy-

chology courses taken at Carieton. Otherwise, the mini-
j

mum required grade-point average required to enter Third

year is 6.0 in all graded Psychology courses taken at

Carieton. The minimum grade-point average required to
j.

enter Fourth year is 6.5 in all graded Psychology courses •.

taken at Carieton A requirement of both options is Psychol-

ogy 49.300, Design and Analysis in Psychological Re-

search (or an acceptable alternate). Students in an
|

approved program which combines study in Psychology

and another discipline may take approved alternate

courses for Psychology 49.300. 49.498 or 49499.
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Students in part-time study should note that the times when

Honours courses are offered may require enrolment during

the Day division.

To enter the B.A. with Honours program in Psychology, a

student must make application at the Registrarial Office of

the Faculty of Social Sciences. Normally this is done before

the start of the Second program year. The periods during

the academic year when application may be made are

announced by the Faculty Registrarial Office. At the time of

jpplication a student should also consult the Undergradu-

ate Office about specific program requirements. Students

who apply to change a program after the start of the Second

program year may have difficulty in completing the program

in the usual time period.

. Failure to maintain the minimum required grade-point av-

erage will result in a student being required to wfthdrawfrom

the Honours program in Psychology. In addition, to enter

and to continue in the B.A. with Honours program, a student

|
must meet the relevant Faculty of Social Sciences regula-

:
tions, which are found on pp. 60-71

.

Graduation from the B.A. with Honours program in Psychol-

ogy requires a grade-point average of 6.5 or better over all

graded Psychology courses counted towards the degree.

A student in the B.A. with Honours program may apply to

transfer to the B.A. program at the times specified by the

Registrarial Services office and may be graduated with a

B.A. degree provided that the requirements for that degree

i have been satisfied.

! The Department's requirements for the degree are given in

the table on p. 250 in the recommended sequence in which

they should be completed and are summarized in the

following list:

, 1. Psychology 49.100

2. Psychology 49.200

3. Two half credits from Psychology 49.220*. 49.250*
and 49.270*

4. Two half credits from Psychology 49.210*. 49.230*
and 49.260*

5. Psychology 49.300

6. One of Psychology 49.310, 49.320, 49.340, 49.350,

49.360, 49.370, 49.380 or both Psychology 49.301* and
one-half credit in Psychology above the 200-level.

7. One elective credit in Psychology at300-level or higher

8. One elective credit in Psychology

|

9. Psychology 49.498 or 49.499

10. Two credits from Biology, Chemistry, Computer Sci-

ence, Geology, Mathematics and Physics

11. One credit from adiscpline in the Faculty of Arts

12. One credit from a discipline other than Psychology in

the Faculty of Social Sciences

13. Three optional credits above 100-level, not in Psychol-
ogy

14. One optional credit, not in Psychology

15. Three optional credits

In this program, the maximum number of Psychology cred-

its permitted is 12

Computer Science 95.1 01 * is recommended as an option
in this program, but can not be offered as an optional half

credit in Psychology.

B.A. with Combined Honours In Psychology and An-

other Discipline

When application is made to enter an Honours program in

Psychology and another discipline, the student must de-

clare one or the other as the discipline of primary study.

This declaration is determined by the order in which the two

disciplines are listed on the application. The other discipline

must be selected from the Faculty of Social Sciences or the

Faculty of Arts.

Application to enter a combined B.A. with Honours program

must be made at the Registrarial Services office appropri-

ate to the discipline of primary study. Normally application

is made before the start of the Second program year. The
periods during the academic year when application may be

made are announced by the Registrarial Services office.

Students who apply to change a program after the start of

the Second program year may have difficulty in completing

the program in the usual time period.

The Department's requirements for the B.A. degree with

Honours in Psychology are modified when study is com-
bined with another discipline. The Undergraduate Office of

the Department of Psychology should be consulted for

advice in the selection of courses.

When Psychology is the discipline of primary study, Psy-

chology 49.200, 49.300 and Psychology 49.498 or 49.499

are normally taken to meet Requirements 2, 5, and 9. When
the other discipline is the one for primary study Require-

ments 2 and 5 may be met with approved alternatives in

the other discpline, if available. Thus Psychology 49.200

(Requirement 2) may be replaced with Anthropology

54.203, Mass Communication 27.201, Political Science

47.270 or Sociology 53.203. Psychology 49.300 (Require-

ment 5) may be replaced with Economics 43.220, both

Mass Communication 27.400* and 27.402* or Sociology

53.370.

The Honours thesis or essay (Requirement 9) must be

completed in the discipline of primary study. If an Honours
thesis or essay is not available in the other discipline, either

Psychology 49.498 or 49.499 must be taken.

Acceptable alternatives to Psychology 49.498 and 49.499

in combined programs include Anthropology 54 495, Art

History 1 1 .499, Biology 61 .497, Biology 61 .498, Economics

43.498, English 18.498, Film Studies 19.495, Geography
45.491* and 45.492*. Geography 45.499, German
22.499. History 24.499, Journalism 28.498, Law 51.498,

Mass Communication 27.497, Music 30 498, Political Sci-

ence 47.495, Religion 34.499, Russian 36.499, Sociology

53.495, East European Studies 55.498, Women's Studies

09.498.

Requirements 7 and 8 are waived.

A minimum of seven credits in Psychology must be taken

in the B.A. with Honours program in Psychology and an-

other discipline. Additional credits in Psychology must be

taken to replace those credits for which approved alterna-

tives for 49.200, 49.300, 49.498 or 49.499 are taken. The
maximum number of Psychology credits allowed in any B.A.

with Honours program is 12.

Credit can not be obtained in a Psychology degree program
for both a Psychology credit and an alternative credit in

another discipline. Approved alternative credits are not

used in the calculation of the grade-point average in Psy-

chology.
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1
B.A. Psychology B.A. with Honours Psychology

Yearl Yearl

1. Psychology 49.100 1. Psychology 49.100

2. One credit from Faculty of Arts 1

3. One credit from Faculty of Social Sciences, not Psychol-

ogy

2. One credit from Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science

Geology, Mathematics or Physics2

3. One credit from Faculty of Arts 1

4. Two optional credits 4. One credit from Faculty of Social Sciences, not Psychol

ogy

5. One optional credit

Year2 Year 2

1. Psychology 49.200 1. Psychology 49.200

2. One credit from 49.220*-, 49.250* and 49.270* 2. One credit from 49220*. 49.250* and 49.270*

3. One credit from 49.210*. 49.230* and 49.260* 3. One credit from 49.210*. 49.230* and 49.260*

4. One credit above the 100-level, not in Psychology

5. On© options! cr@dit, not in Psychology

4. One credit from Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science
Geology, Mathematics, or Physics, not already taken2

5. One credit above the 100-level, not in Psychology

Year 3 Year 3

1. One elective credit in Psychology at300-level or higher 1. 49.300

2. One elective credit in Psychology

3. Two optional credits, not in Psychology and above the

100-level

2. One of 49.31 0. 49.320. 49.340, 49.350, 49.360, 49.370

4y.ooU or Dotn rsycnoiogy 4y.oui ir ana one-nair crean

Psychology above the 200-level

4. One optional credit
3. One elective credit in Psychology at 300-level or highe

4. One optional credit, not in Psychology and above tht

100-level

5. One optional credit, not in Psychology

Year4

1. One of 49.498 or 49.499

2. One elective credit in Psychology

3. One optional credit, not in Psychology and above thf

100-level

4. Two optional credits

1 French 20.100 or appropriate level course or English 18.105 are recommended.

2 A number of courses in the Faculty of Science are without prerequisites and are intended for the non-Science student

These courses are listed on p. 377 of the Undergraduate Calendar. However, any courses in the Faculty of Science fo

which the student has the prerequisites may be taken. Credit may not be obtained in a Psychology degree program fo

both Geology 67.100 and Geography 45.105.
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B.Sc. with Honours Psychology

Yearl

1. Psychology 49.1 00 as Social Science Elective

2. Math 69.107* and 69.117*

3. Two credits from Biology 61.100, Chemistry 65.100,

Geography 45.105 or Geology 67.100 or 67.105, Physics

75.101 and 75.102* or 75.105

4. One additional credit from Science, Social Sciences or

Arts

Year 2

1. Psychology 49.200

2. One credit from 49.220*. 49.250* and 49.270*

3. Math 69.257* and 69.259* or 69.217* and 69.257*3

4. One credit from Arts and Social Sciences other than

Psychology

]
5. One optional credit

Year 3

(See Footnote 3 regarding 49.300)

1. One of 49.320, 49.350, 49.370, or 49.380

2. One of 49220*. 49.250*. or 49.270*. not previously

taken and 49230*

3. One elective credit in Psychology

4. One credit in Arts or Social Sciences other than Psychol-

ogy

5. One Science Continuation Credit (not Psychology) as
defined on pp. 373-374 of the Calendar

Year 4

1 49.497

2. One credit in Psychology chosen from the following

Science Continuation courses: Psychology 49.321*.
49.322*, 49.3 2 3*. 49.3 2 4*, 49.3 2 5*, 49.3 2 6*.
49.327*. 49.356*. 49.372*, 49.375*. 49.401 *

' 3. One elective credit in Psychology

4. One credit above First-Year level in Biology, Chemistry,

|

Geology, Mathematics or Physics

: 5. One optional credit

B.Sc. with Honours Combined Biology and
Psychology

Year 1

1 . Psycho logy 49 . 1 00 as So cia I Scie nee El ective

2. Math 69.107* and 69.1 17*

3. Biology 61 .100

4. Chemistry 65.100

5. Physics 75.1 01 and 75.1 02* or 75.105

Year 2

1. Psychology 49.200

2. Psychology 49.220* and 4 9.270*

3. Biology 61 .201 and 61 .220*

4. One credit from Arts and Social Sciences other than

Psychology

5. Chemistry 65.220

Year 3

1. Mathematics 69.357* and 69.258* or Psychology
49.300

2. One of Psychology 49.320 or 49.370

3. One credit in Psychology chosen from the following

Science Continuation courses: Psychology 49.321*,
49.322*, 49.323*. 49.324*, 49.325*. 49.326*,
49.327*, 49.372*, 49.375*. 49.401

4. Biology 61 .335 and 61 .21 4*

5. One elective credit in Biology or Biochemistry

Year 4

1. Psychology 49.497 or Biology 61 .498 - Thesis in neuro-

physiology, animal behaviour, neuropsychology or related

topic

2. One credit in Psychology chosen from the following

Science Continuation courses: Psychology 49.321*,
49.322*, 49.323*. 49.324*, 49.325*. 49.326*.
49.372*. 49.375*. 49.401

3. Biology 61 .435 or equivalent

4. One advanced credit in Biology

5. One optional credit (unless Biology 61 .1 00 is offered in

lieu of OAC in Biology)

49.300 maybe substituted in which case the student must offer one credit above first-year level in Biology, Mathematics,
Chemistry, or Physics chosen with approval of the Department of Psychology.
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B.Sc. with Honours Program

The program leading to the B.Sc. with Honours degree in

Psychology is described in the entry for the Department of

Psychology under the Faculty of Science and the table on

p. 251 . In general, the requirements of the Department of

Psychology for the B.Sc. with Honours degree are the same
as for the B.A. with Honours degree. The elective and
optional credits, however, are strictly specified. Students

should consult the Undergraduate Office of the Department
of Psychology for advice concerning the B.Sc. program.

B.A. Program

The B.A. program is intended for those students who want
to have Psychology as their required area of study. The B.A.

degree requires a total of 15 credits and normally takes

three years of study. A minimum of 6 and a maximum of 7
of the credits must be in Psychology.

To enter the B.A. program in Psychology, a student must
make application at the Registrarial Services office of the

Faculty of Social Sciences. Normally this is done before the

start of the Second program year. The periods during the

academic year when application may be made are an-

nounced by the Faculty Registrarial Services office. At the

time of application a student should also consult the Under-

graduate Office about specific program requirements. Stu-

dents who apply to change a program after the start of the

Second program year may have difficulty in completing the

program in the usual time period.

The requirements for the degree may be met in part-time

study.

Entry to and continuation in the B.A. program in Psychology

as well as graduation with the B.A. degree require that the

student maintain a grade-point average of at least 4.0 over

all Psychology courses taken at Carleton University.

The student must meet all the relevant University and
Faculty of Social Sciences regulations. The University regu-

lations are given on pp. 39-50, and those of the Faculty of

Social Sciences on pp. 60-71

.

The Department's requirements for the degree are given in

the table on p. 250 in the recommended sequence in which

they should be completed and are summarized in the

following list:

t. Psychology 49.100

2. Psychology 49.200

3. Two half credits from Psychology 49.220*. 49.250*
and 49.270*

4. Two half credits from Psychology 49.210*, 49.230*
and 49.260*

5. One elective credit in Psychology at 300-level or higher

6. One elective credit In Psychology

7. One credit from a discipline in the Faculty of Arts

8. One cred it from a di scipl ine othe r than Psycho log y in the

Faculty of Social Sciences

9. Three optional credits above 100-level, not in Psychol-

ogy

10. Three optional credits, not in Psychology

11. One optional credit

In this program the maximum number of Psychology credits

permitted is 7.

Computer Science 95.1 01 * is recommended as an option

in this program, but can not be offered as an optional half

credit in Psychology.

B.A. In Psychology and Another Discipline

When application is made to enter a B.A. program in

Psychology and another discipline, the student must de-

clare one or the other as the discipline of primary study.

This declaration is determined by the order in which the two

disciplines are listed on the application. The other discipline

must be selected from the Faculty of Social Sciences or the

Faculty of Arts.

Application to enter a combined B.A. program must be
made at the Registrarial Services office appropriate to the

discipline of primary study. Normally application is made
before the start of the Second program year. The periods

during the academic year when application may be made
are announced by the Registrarial Services office. Students

who apply to change a program after the start of the Second
program year may have difficulty in completing the program
in the usual time period.

The Department's requirements for the B.A. degree in

Psychology are modified when study is combined with

anotherdiscipline. The Undergraduate Office of the Depart-

ment of Psychology should be consulted for advice in the

selection of courses.

When Psychology is the discipline of primary study, Psy-

chology 49.200 is normally taken to meet Requirement 2.

When the other discipline is the one for primary study

Requirement 2 may be met with an approved alternative in

the other discipline, if available. Thus Psychology 49.200

(Requirement 2) may be replaced with Anthropology
54.203, Mass Communication 27.201, Political Science

47.270 or Sociology 53.203.

Requirement 6 is waived.

A minimum of five credits in Psychology must be taken in

a B.A. program in Psychology and another discipline. An
additional credit in Psychology must be taken to replace an

alternative credit taken for 49.200 (Requirement 2). The
maximum number of credits in Psychology that can be

counted towards the B.A. degree is seven.

Credit can notbe obtained in a Psychology degree program

for both a Psychology credit and an alternative credit in

another discipline. Approved alternative credits are not

used in the calculation of the grade-point average in Psy-

chology.

Departmental Advice

The Department of Psychology maintains an Undergradu-

ate Office, which operates daily from Monday to Thursday.

There students will find advice about Psychology programs,

course selections and program changes. Faculty and staff

are available for discussion of career options and courses

of study. The office is located in B552, Loeb Building, and

may be reached by telephone at 61 3-788-2643.

In addition, the Department publishes annually a Student

Handbook which presents further details about the require-

ments of the degree programs as well as other information

on study in Psychology at Carleton. The Department also

publishes annually a guide to the courses to be offered

during the academic year.
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i Graduate Program

The Department of Psychology offers studies leading to the

degree of Master of Arts (M.A.) and to the Doctor of

Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree. For details of these programs

i consult the Department and the Calendar of the Faculty of

! Graduate Studies and Research.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Courses offered by the Department are presented as lec-

tures for three hours a week, unless another format is

specified in the course description.

Psychology 49.100

Introductory Psychology
The course provides a foundation for the scientific under-

standing of human and animal behaviour. Both biological

i
and social science approaches are considered.

I Psychology 49.200

Introduction to Psychological Research and Statistics

An introduction to the various research methodologies and

statistical ideas employed within contemporary psychology.

Topics covered typically include experimental, observa-

tional, case study and archival techniques. The data analy-

sis and inferential techniques are presented at a level

emphasizing the elementary logical foundations of meas-
urement, data description, inference, and hypothesis test-

ing. The course emphasizes basic principles rather than

techniques, although both are covered.

Note: Credit towards Psychology degree requirements can

not be obtained for both Psychology 49.200 and any of the

following courses: Anthropology 54.203, Political Science

47.270, Mass Communication 27.201 or Sociology 53 .203.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100 or permission of the De-

partment.

Lectures and tutorial four hours a week.

;

Psychology 49.210*
Introduction to Social Psychology
Introduction to contemporary theory and research in social

psychology. Areas covered include attitude structure and
change, small groups and social learning.

Note: Students who wish to substitute Sociology 53.210 for

Psychology 49.210* should consult the Undergraduate

Office of the Department of Psychology. Students may not

offer both Sociology 53210 and Psychology 49.210* for

credit.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

Psychology 49.220*
Biological Foundations of Behaviour
A general Introduction to the biological basis of behaviour
with particular reference to biological mechanisms associ-

ated with sensory and perceptual processes, motivation,
i emotion, learning and cognition.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

' Psychology 49.230*
Origins of Modern Psychology

i The evolution of psychology in Europe and North America

is surveyed with an emphasis on psychology as a special-

ized area of knowledge and practice in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

Psychology 49.250*
Foundations of Developmental Psychology
Basic principles of developmental psychology with a con-

centration on theories and methods. Emphasis is on the

psychology of childhood and adolescence.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

Psychology 49.260*
Introduction to the Study of Personality

An introduction to the study of personality. Consideration

of problems, methods and theories.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

Psychology 49.270*
Introduction to Cognitive Psychology
A general introduction to cognitive processes, including a

survey of theories, issues, methods and findings. Topics

covered may include pattern recognition, attention, im-

agery, learning (animal and human), memory, language,

and thinking.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

Psychology 49.300

Design and Analysis in Psychological Research
Techniques in data analysis, probability theory, sampling

distribution theory and the ideas and procedures of estima-

tion, classical and Bayesian approaches to hypothesis

testing, linear regression and curve fitting, distribution free

hypothesis testing, and the analysis of variance methods in

experimental design will be covered. Throughout the

course, use of the computer for data handling and analysis

is stressed and use of available programs such as BMDP
and SPSSX is required.

Credit towards Psychology degree requirements cannot be

obtained for both Psychology 49.300 and any of the follow-

ing courses: Sociology 53.370, Mass Communication
27.400* and 27.402* or Economics 43.220.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200 (or 49.200*, no longer

offered), and permission of the Department. Limited enrol-

ment; intended for Honours students in Psychology.

Lectures and tutorial four hours a week.

Psychology 49.301*
Writing for Psychology
An introduction to the processes and skills necessary to

write successfully and to read critically in psychology.

Among the topics to be covered are time management,
literature searches, bibliographic styles, writing styles,

graphics and computer-based word processing. Practical

exercises in literature review and writing will be presented.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200 and permission of the

Department. Limited enrolment; intended for Honours stu-

dents.

Lectures, seminars and tutorial four hours a week.

Psychology 49.310
Social Psychology (Honours Seminar)
An analysis of historical and contemporary developments
in social psychology theory, research and methodology.

Students may be required Xo complete independent re-

search projects.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200 and 49.210*. A mini-

mum grade point average of 8.0 in all graded Carieton

Psychology courses is normally required. Permission of the

Department required; limited enrolment; intended for Hon-
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ours students.

Lectures, seminars and tutorials six hours a week.

Psychology 49.31 1*
Social Problems
An analysis of one or more social problems from the point

of view of social psychology. The problems studied vary

from year to year and may include war and peace, prejudice

and discrimination, gender roles, politics and social change,

leisure and quality of working life.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.210*.

Psychology 49.31 2*
Cognitive Processes In Social Psychology
In-depth coverage of one or more sub-areas of social

psychology introduced in Psychology 49.21 0*. Topics may
include attitudes, impression formation, attribution of social

causality, decision making, and social judgment.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.21 0*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.313*
Group Processes In Social Psychology
In-depth coverage of one or more sub-areas of social

psychology introduced in Psychology 49.21 0*. Topics may
include interaction in the dyad, coalition formation in larger

groups, history and theory of small group research, North

American, West-European and East-European models of

group behaviour, and training groups in industry.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.21 0*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.320

Behavioural Neuroscience (Honours Seminar)

A detailed consideration of biological approaches to the

study of behaviour and of research methods used in behav-

ioural neuroscience.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200 (or 49.200*. no longer

offered) and 49.220*. A minimum grade point average of

8.0 in all graded Carleton Psychology courses is normally

required. Permission of the Department required; limited

enrolment; intended for Honours students.

Lectures, seminars and laboratory tutorials six hours a

week.

Psychology 49.321*
Comparative Psychology
An introduction to the development of behavioural capacity

from unicellular organisms to man.
Prerequisite: Psychology 49.220*.

Psychology 49.322*
Sensory Processes
The physiological basis of sensation. Topics include sen-

sory mechanisms, neuropsychological bases of perception

and psychological phenomena encountered in the various

senses.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.220*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.323*
Field Course In Animal Behaviour

Offered in the Department of Biology as Biology 61 .365*.

Only those modules dealing with animal behaviour topics

may be offered for Psychology credit.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Psychology 49.324*
Drugs and Behaviour
An introduction to synaptic mechanisms and the arrange-

ments of the transmitter-specific brain systems, followed by

a discussion of neuro-pharmacological bases of normal

and abnormal behaviour and of the behavioural effects of

various classes of psychoactive drugs such as stimulants,

tranquilizers, opiates, etc.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.220*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.325*
Psychopharmacology and Behavioural Medicine

An examination of the relationship between endogenous
neurochemical, hormonal and immunological states and

various physiological and behavioural pathologies. The
contribution of psychological variables to these pathologies

will be assessed.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.324* or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.326*
Sleeping and Dreaming
This course is a general introduction to the development,

organization and function of sleeping in humans and other

species. Sleep disorders such as narcolepsy, the parasom-

nias and excessive daytime somnolence and their effects

upon waking function are also examined. Dreaming and

dream disorders are examined in terms of development,

organization and function. Emphasis is placed on the psy-

chophysiological study of dreaming and on dreaming as a

cognitive activity.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.1 00 and 49.220*.

Psychology 49.327*
Human Neuropsychology
An introduction to human experimental neuropsychology

with emphasis on the basic principles and methods used to

study brain-behaviour relationships in normal and brain-

damaged subjects. Subjects to be studied include the

development and structure of the human nervous system

and the principles of neurology. Among topics that may be

considered are hemispheric specialization, handedness,

memory, language, motor and spatial abilities and learning

disabilities.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.220*.

Psychology 49.340

Community Psychology and Program Evaluation (Hon-

ours Seminar)

A survey of the major theoretical and research efforts in

community psychology and the major methodological is-

sues in program evaluation. Major themes include: the

analysis of human-social problems; the social context

within which behaviour problems are generated, main-

tained and labelled as problems; a commitment to system-

atic assessment and conceptualization, intervention and

research/evaluation; and the realities of formal and informal

decision-making processes within organizations. Students

may be required to participate in field work.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200. 49.210*. A minimum

grade point average of 8.0 in all graded Carleton Psychol-

ogy courses is normally required. Permission of the Depart-

ment required. Limited enrolment, intended for Honours

students.

Lectures, seminars, tutorials, and field work six hours a

week.

Psychology 49.342*
Criminal Behaviour

An examination of behavioural approaches to the classifi-

cation and treatment of offenders. Theories and research

relevant to selected patterns of law-breaking and selected

offender types are reviewed. The value of behaviour modi-
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fication and counselling programs within prisons is exam-

i
ined.

I

Prerequisite: Psychology 4921 0* or 49.260*.

j

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

|
Psychology 49.343*
Addiction

A critical review of theories and research on the acquisition

and maintenance of addictive behaviour. The rationale and

outcome of treatment programs for the abuse of alcohol,

;
tobacco, the opiates and the amphetamines.

Prerequisites: Two credits in Psychology including Psychol-

ogy 49.100.

i
Psychology 49.344*

I

Sport and Performance Psychology

An introduction to sport and performance psychology. Top-

ics may include the role of play, sport and physical activity

throughout the life span, as well as the mental and social

factors involved in the pursuit of excellence in sports and

! the performing arts.

I

Prerequisites: Psychology 49200 and at least one of Psy-

chology 49.210*. 49250* or 49.260*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.345*
Psychology of Motivation and Emotion

i A historical review of the concepts of motivation and emo-
tion is provided as a foundation for a detailed examination

|
of such current concepts as anxiety, stress and depression

,

i
among the emotions, and obesity, sexual behaviour and

the need to achieve, among the motivations. Material is

drawn from the physiological, cognitive, social and person-

. ality areas of psychology to gain a comprehensive coverage

of the selected topics.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.
' Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

j

Psychology 49.346*
Psychological Factors In Hearth and Illness

Topics covered include sociocultural influences on physical

health, psychological factors in physical disease, behav-

ioural diagnostic techniques, pain and its regulation , factors

affecting compliance to therapy, and behavioural variables

in the treatment and management of physical disorders.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.350

Developmental Psychology (Honours Seminar)
The major theoretical and empirical approaches within

developmental psychology are examined through a de-

tailed consideration of selected topics. Students may be
required to complete independent research projects.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200, 49250*. A minimum
grade point average of 8.0 in all graded Carieton Psychol-

ogy courses is normally required. Permission of the Depart-

ment required. Limited enrolment, intended for Honours
students.

Lectures, seminars and laboratory tutorials six hours a
week.

Psychology 49.353*
Psychology of Adolescence
Psychological growth and development from puberty to

maturity.

Atofe. No more than two of the following developmental
branching courses may be credited toward the B. A. or B.Sc.

degree: Psychology 49.351*, 49.352* (both no longer

offered), 49.353*. 49.354*. 49.356* and 49.357*.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.250*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.354*
Psychology of Adult Development and Aging
Development and change after the age of physical maturity.

Note: No more than two of the following devetopmental

branching courses may be credited toward the B.A. or B.Sc.

degree: Psychology 49.351*. 49.352* (both no longer

offered), 49.353*. 49.354*. 49.356* and 49.357*.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49250*.

Psychology 49.355*
Exceptional Children

Selected topics concerning exceptional children such as

mentally retarded, brain damaged, physically handicapped,

disturbed and gifted children.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.250*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.356*
Cognitive Development
The development of human cognition is examined with a

focus on memory, thinking and language through the life

span. Topics that may be considered include perceptual

and language development, emergent literacy, develop-

ment of strategies and development of reading and arith-

metic skills.

Note: No more than two of the following developmental

branching courses may be credited toward the B.A. or B.Sc.

degree: Psychology 49.351 , 49.352* (both no longer

offered), 49.353*, 49.354*. 49.356* and 49.357*.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.250* and 49.270*.

Psychology 49.357*
Social Development
The development of the individual is examined with a focus

on social cognition and social behaviour. Topics that may
be considered include the role of temperament in develop-

ment, the role of parents, siblings and peers in social/emo-

tional development, the development of prosocial and

aggressive behaviour, moral development and the devel-

opment of self and other understanding.

Note: No more than two of the following devetopmental

branching courses may be credited toward the B.A. or B.Sc.

degree: Psychology 49.351*. 49.352* (both no longer

offered), 49.353*. 49.354*. 49.356* and 49.357*.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.250*.

Psychology 49.360

Personality (Honours Seminar)
Issues and research methodologies in the study of person-

ality. Included may be a consideration of research on

psychopathology and personality theory, and evaluation of

psychotherapy/counselling process and outcome. Stu-

dents may be required to complete independent research

projects.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49 200, 49260*. A minimum
grade point average of 8.0 in all graded Carieton Psychol-

ogy courses is normally required. Permission of the Depart-

ment required. Limited enrolment, intended for Honours
students.

Lectures, seminars and laboratory tutorials six hours a

week.

Psychology 49.361*
Psychoanalytic Theories
Origin and evaluation of psychoanalytic theories with an

emphasis on Freud and Jung.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.250* or 49.260*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.
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Psychology 49.362*
Self Theories
An evaluation of the assumptive bases and research evi-

dence relating to the positions of Rogers, Maslow and

others.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.260*.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.363*
Psychology of Women
An examination of the literature on the psychology of

women. Topics to be considered include: theories of female

personality development, sex differences in ability and

personality, biological influences on female behaviour, fe-

male sexuality, sex roles, women's roles throughout the life

span.

Prerequisite: At least one of Psychology 49.210*. 49.250*

or 49.260*.

Psychology 49.364*
Abnormal Psychology
History of the concept of behavioural abnormality. Theory

and selected research dealing with the nature and etiology

of behavioural abnormality.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.250* or 49.260* or 49.1 00

and Third-year standing.

Psychology 49.365*
Transpersonal Psychology
This course represents the viewpoint that the scientific

study of direct experience can provide valuable knowledge

concerning the nature of human consciousness. Concern

is also directed towards understanding techniques for alter-

ing consciousness and to systems of thought that make the

experiences meaningful.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.200 or 49.300 or three credits

in Psychology.

Psychology 49.370

Cognition (Honours Seminar)
Issues and research methodologies in the study of cogni-

tive processes involved in perception, attention, language,

reasoning, problem solving, decision making, human learn-

ing, and memory are considered. Throughout the course

the major theoretical issues and the empirical studies of

human cognition are examined. Students may be required

to complete independent research projects.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200, 49.270*. A minimum
grade point average of 8.0 in all graded Carle ton Psychol-

ogy courses is normally required. Permission of the Depart-

ment required. Limited enrolment, intended for Honours

students.

Lectures, seminars, and laboratory tutorials six hours a

Psychology 49.372*
Perception

A consideration of data and theory concerning perceptual

processes. Such topics as psychophysical methodology,

perception of form and space and perceptual learning are

discussed.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.100 and one of Psychology

49.200 or Mathematics 69.107* and 69.117* (or equiva-

lent).

Psychology 49.380

Human Assessment (Honours Seminar)

A critical appraisal of assessment techniques used for

research, classification, and clinical/counselling purposes.

Topics may include reliability, validity, and utility of tests,

Individual difference measurement in general psychology,

ethical issues in testing, and alternatives to orthodox as-

sessment. Laboratory exercises expose the student to

selected psychometric and assessment techniques.

Prerequisites: Psychology 49.200 and at least one of

49.210*. 49.250*. 49.260*. A minimum grade point av-

erage of 8.0 in all graded Carieton Psychology courses is

normally required. Permission of the Department required.

Limited enrolment, intended for Honours students.

Lectures, seminars, and laboratory tutorials six hours a

week.

Psychology 49.391*, 49.392*
,

Practlcum in Community Psychology
Through seven-hour-a-week field placements and regular

class forums, students are provided with the opportunity to

pursue personal learning objectives concerning the appli-

cation of psychology within the community. Academic re-

quirements are satisfied through a term paper, which
integrates the experiential knowledge gained in the place-

ment with theoretical and empirical knowledge gained from

the literature review.

Note:

Students registered in the Criminology and Criminal Justice

concentration should enrol in Psychology 49.393* and/or

49.394*.

Prerequisite: Open to Third- and Fourth-year students in

Psychology with permission of the Department.

Psychology 49.393*, 49.394*
Field Placement: Criminology and Criminal Justice

Concentration

Experience in an agency setting provides the basis for

translating the academic dimension into practical involve-

ment in various aspects of criminal justice. These courses

are graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. There is

no supplemental examination in this course.

Prerequisite: Open only to those students formally admitted'

to and registered in the Criminology and Criminal Justice

Concentration.

Psychology 49.40 1, 49 .402* , 49 .403

*

Special Topics In Psychology

The topics of this course, to be offered as demand warrants,

vary from year to year and are announced well in advance

of the period of registration. A list of this year's topics can

be obtained from the Psychology Undergraduate Office

(B552 Loeb Building) after March 1

.

Psychology 49.405*
Psychological Aspects of Product Design Methodol-

ogy
Methods of designing successful computerized products

are a focus of the course. Important issues in product

design, product testing, and customer support are covered,

from a psychological perspective. Topics covered include

current guidelines for user-interface design, how to cha rac-

terize users and their tasks, how to design and interpret

user testing, and issues in customer support. Experienced

designers and researchers from industry are invited to

participate in the course on a regular basis to provide

practical view of the design process. Many classes involve

workshops in which students work on problems Individually

or in groups. Students from other disciplines such as Com !

puter Science and Industrial Design may find the course

content relevant to their interests.

Prerequisites: Third-year standing and permission of the

Department.

Psychology 49.430*
History and Theory of Psychology: Selected Topics

Among topics that may be covered are the history of s
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particular time period , the history of a content area or issues

related to theory in psychology. The course is offered as

both faculty and student interests warrant. Announcements
of availability and content are made in the Spring of the

preceding academic year.

Prerequisites: 49.230* and Third- or Fourth-year standing

or permission of the Department.

Lectures and seminars three hours a week.

Psychology 49.490*. 49.492*
Independent Study
A reading or research course for selected students who
wish to investigate a particular topic of interest. Available to

Third- and Fourth-year students only. Normally students

may not offer more than one credit of independent study in

their total program.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Psychology 49.497
Thesis for B.Sc. with Honours In Psychology
Open to all candidates for the B.Sc. degree with Honours
in Psychology. A thesis project is conducted under the

direct supervision of a Faculty Adviser from the Department
of Psychology. The project may take the form of an experi-

ment or other such work as meets with the approval of the

Faculty Adviser and the Course Instructor. Formally-sched-

uled classes review the principles and practices of scientific

writing and the critical evaluation of psychological literature.

Topics of professional interest, including ethics, are also

considered.

Note: Faculty of Science regulations concerning the Hon-
ours degree are found on pp. 373-374.

Prerequisites: Fourth -year Honours standing in Psychol-

ogy, Psychology 49.300 or Mathematics 69.257* and
69.259* or Mathematics 69.217* and 69.257*, one of

Psychology 49.320, 49.350, 49.370 or49.380. Permission

of the Department is required.

Lectures as scheduled by the Instructor; other hours as

arranged with the Faculty Adviser.

Psychology 49.498
Thesis for B.A. with Honours In Psychology
Open to selected candidates for the B.A. degree with

Honours in Psychology. A thesis project is conducted under

the direct supervision of a Faculty Adviser from the Depart-

ment of Psychology. The project may take the form of an
experiment, a case study, a survey, archival research or

other such work as meets with the approval of the Faculty

Adviser and the Course Instructor. Formally-scheduled

classes review the principles and practices of scientific

writing and the critical evaluation of psychological literature.

Topics of professional interest, including ethics, are also

considered.

Note: Faculty regulations concerning the Honours thesis

are detailed on p. 65.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing in Psychol-

ogy, Psychology 49.300, and one of Psychology 49.310,

49.320, 49.340, 49.350, 49.360, 49.370 or 49 .380. Permis-

sion of the Department is required. Enrolment is normally

limited to Honours students with a minimum grade point

average of 9.0 (B+) in all Carieton Psychology courses
counted toward the degree.

Lectures as scheduled by the Instructor; other hours as
arranged with the Faculty Adviser.

Psychology 49.499
Essay for B.A. with Honours In Psychology
Open to all candidates for the B.A. degree with Honours in

Psychology. An essay is prepared under the direct super-

vision of a Faculty Adviser from the Department of Psychol-

ogy on a topic that represents a substantive area of

psychological study and that is approved by the Faculty

Adviser and the Course Instructor. Formally-scheduled

classes review the principles and practices of scientific

writing and the critical evaluation of psychological literature.

Topics of professional interest, including ethics, are also

considered.

Note: Faculty regulations concerning the Honours thesis

are detailed on p. 65.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing in Psychol-

ogy, 49.300; both 49.301 and one-half credit in Psychol-

ogy above the 200-level or one of Psychology 49.310,

39.320, 49.340, 49.350, 49.360, 49.370, 49.380. Permis-

sion of the Department is required.

Lectures and discussion as scheduled by the Instructor;

other hours as arranged with the Faculty Adviser.
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General Information

Public administration is the field of study concerned with

the choice, design and implementation of government pro-

grams. It is analytical in the sense that it attempts to develop

an understanding of why politicians and public servants act

the way they do, and of what policies or practices are best

able to achieve specified goals. It is practical in the sense

that it considers actual policies or practices of government,

and methods for their reform.

Public administration is also multi-disciplinary. It draws from

other disciplines that have something to say about the

opportunities and limitations governments face. Political

science examines the political system of which the public

service is a part, and the processes by which policy deci-

sions are made. Economics considers the allocation of

products and resources in markets with and without gov-

ernment involvement. Law addresses the legal control of

public authorities and the rights of citizens. Sociology de-

scribes the behaviour and motivation of individuals working

in bureaucratic settings. Accounting, quantitative methods,

history, science, ethics— all can have a bearing on the field

of public administration.

The School of Public Administration was established in

1953, and has the distinction of being the first of its kind in

Canada. Students of public administration could wish for

no better place to study than the national capital. Ottawa is

home to many federal government departments and agen-

cies, as well as national associations, research institutes

and non-governmental organizations that deal with public

policy issues. All are valuable sources of information for

enquiring students. In addition, the federal government is

a source of career-oriented summer and term employment.

The School offers two undergraduate programs in public

administration. The Bachelor of Public Administration is an

Honours program designed for students planning a career

in the public service. Although a majority of the graduates

have traditionally found employment in the public sector,

many have professions in the private sector, law, journalism

and academia. The Certificate in Public Service Studies is

designed for public servants without university training who
wou Id like to broade n the ir ed ucation al background th rough

career-related part-time study. Credits taken under the

Certificate can subsequently be applied toward a Bachelor

of Arts or the Bachelor of Public Administration degree.

Bachelor of Public Administration

Qualifying-University and First years are offered in both

Day and Evening divisions. The last three years are offered

in the Day division only.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all School regulations

and requirements as set out below.

Admission Requirements

Same as for Faculty of Social Sciences. (See p. 37.)

Entry into Second year is dependent on academic promise,

with students being assured of admission into Second year

who have completed First year with 5.0 credits, achieved a

grade of B- or better in both Economics 43.1 00 and Political

Science 47.100, and achieved a Continuation Index (CI) of

7.0 (the CI is defined on p. 66).

Requirements for continuation in Honours are found on pp.

67-68.

Course Requirements

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Public Administra-

tion must satisfy all requirements for the B.A. with Honours.

(See pp. 64-65).

The Bachelor of Public Administration Program comprises

20 credits, of which 15 are made up by required courses.

The School encourages students to take the required

courses in the sequence outlined below, in order to avoid

timetable conflicts. The School also encourages students

to choose as options those courses that are prerequisites

for the particular Management and Policy Electives they are

considering.

The First year includes two credits made up by required

courses. They introduce the major political ideas and insti-

tutions in Canada and other countries, and introduce the

behaviour of consumers, producers and governments in

individual markets and in the aggregate economy.

The Second and Third years include eight credits made up

by required courses that provide a broader background in

political science and economics, and a basic knowledge of

law, accounting and quantitative methods. The courses in

political science emphasize the Canadian political system

and the role of the public service within it. The courses in

economics emphasize the taxing and spending powers of

government. The law course addresses the legal context

in which public authorities operate. The accounting and

quantitative methods courses develop skills in the collec-

tion and interpretation of data useful to both private and
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public organizations. The Third year also includes a semi-

nar in policy analysis that considers various theories of

government decision making, with particular attention be-

ing paid to the integration of the insights offered by the

various disciplines to which the students have already been

introduced.

In Fourth year, students specialize. They select courses

that reflect their own career or research interests from a

wide selection of Management and Policy Electives. They
also write an Honours Essay— an in-depth research paper

written under the supervision of an individual faculty mem-
ber. A topics seminar allows students to present their own
research and to discuss that of others.

Full-time students in Fourth year with an Honours grade-

point average (GPA) of at least 9.0 and an overall GPA of

at least 7.0 are eligible to apply for co-operative work terms.

These work terms are four months in duration, and are at

a junior officer level within the federal public service. Stu-

dents on a work term may concurrently take no more than

one half-credit course. Work terms provide students with

opportunities to integrate the academic and applied as-

pects of public administration. They are neither mandatory

nor guaranteed, and are not for credit.

The School requires students to have a reading knowledge

of French. This requirement is satisfied by successfully

completing one of the following courses, or by demonstrat-

ing an equivalent level of reading proficiency based on the

placement procedure of the Department of French. The
French requirement should be satisfied by the end of the

Second year.

French

20.106* Reading French

20.1 08 Advanced French for Non-Majors

The course requirements of the B.P.A. program are listed

below, by year:

First Year

Economics (1 credit)

43.100 Introduction to Economics

Political Science (1 credit)

47.1 00 Introduction to Political Science

Approved Options (3 credits)

Students are advised to meet the School's language re-

quirement in their First year. If this is not feasible, then the

language requirement must be completed by the end of the

Second year of the program.

Second Year

Business (1 credit)

42.1 00 An Introduction to Accounting; or

42.1 01 * Principles of Financial Accounting, and
42.102* Management Accounting

Economics (1 credit)

43.201 * Introduction to Microeconomic Analysis, and
43.21 1 * Introduction to Macroeconomic Analysis

Law (1 credit)

51 .205 Introduction to Public Law

Political Science (1 credit)

47200 Canadian Government and Politics; or

47201 Introduction a la politique canadienne

Approved Option (1 credit)

(French requirement must be completed if not completed

in First year)

Third Year

Economics (1 credit)

43.347* Public Finance: Taxation, or

43.441 * Public Sector Economics: Taxation; and
43.348* Public Finance: Expenditure, or

43.442* Public Sector Economics: Expenditure

Political Science (1 credit)

47.240 Canadian Public Administration

Quantitative Methods (1 credit)

43.220 Statistical Methods in the Social Sciences; or

47.270 Quantitative Political Science Research Meth-

ods

Organizational Behaviour (1/2 credit)

42.210* Management and Organizational Behaviour; or

42.31 7*/43.357* Introduction to Industrial Relations; or

51.345* Labour Law; or

53.346* Industrial Sociology

Public Administration (1/2 credit)

50.301 * Policy Analysis for Public Administration

Approved Option (1 credit)

Fourth Year

Public Administration (1 1/2 credits)

Only fourth year students, i.e. those who have already

completed 14 credits, will be admitted into 50.401 and
50.498.

50.401 * Selected Topics in Public Administration

50.498 Honours Essay
Management and Policy Electives (3 1/2 credits)

Courses drawn from the Management and Policy catego-

ries must total 3 1/2 credits, with at least 1 credit coming
from each category. Courses other than those listed below
may be used as electives, with the written approval of the

Undergraduate Supervisor.

(A) Management Electives (1 to 2 1/2 credits)

Business
42.31 1 * Micro-Organizational Behaviour

42.312* Personnel Management
42.361 * Business and Its Environment

Economics
43.435 Manpower Economics and Labour Policy

43.465 Industrial Relations

Political Science

47.300* Canadian Provincial Politics

47.301 Canadian Intergovernmental Relations

47.302* Canadian Municipal Government
47.303* Canadian Urban Politics

47.305* Ontario Government and Politics

47.306* Social Power in Canadian Politics

47.403* Politics and the Media
47.405 Federalism

47.406* Legislative Process in Canada
47.407* The Politics of Law Enforcement in Canada
47.408* National Security and Intelligence in the Modem

State

47.409* Politics in Quebec
47.416* Labour and the Canadian State

47.417* Political Participation in Canada
47.441 * Business-Government Relations in Canada
47.446* Theories of Public Administration

47.447* Decision Theories and Policy Studies
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47.448* Public Organizations: Theory and Practice

Geography
45.333* Municipal Land-Use Planning in Canada
46.433* Urban Planning (82.333*)

Law
51 .327* International Economic Law: Trade and Invest-

ment
51 .328* International Economic Law: International Regu-

lation

51.350* Constitutional Law
51.356* Administrative Law
51.374* Local Government Law
51 .440* Arbitration Process in Industrial Relations

51 .445* Labour Relations in the Public Service

51.451* Selected Problems in Comparative Constitu-

tional Law
51 .457* Administrative Law and Control

Architecture

78.340* City Organization and Planning Processes

(B) Policy Electives (1 to 2 1/2 credits)

Philosophy

32.330 Social and Political Philosophy

Economics
43.330* Public Policy Toward Business

43.346* Agricultural Economics
43.356* Introduction to Labour Economics
43.360* Topics in International Economics
43.361 International Trade
43.362* International Monetary Problems

43.363* Economic Development
43.367* Monetary and Financial Institutions

43.380* Topics in Canadian Economic Policy

43.385* Economics of Natural Resources

43.415 History of Economic Thought
43.445* Welfare Economics
43.457* Economics of Development
43.458* International Aspects of Economic Development

43.461 * International Trade Theory and Policy

43.467* Monetary Theory I

43.468* Monetary Theory II

43.480 Research Seminar in Urban Economics

Geography
45.320* The Canadian City: Internal Structure and Con-

temporary Problems
45.433* Urban Planning

Political Science

47.230 History of Political Thought
47.345* Comparative Public Policy Analysis

47.366* Canadian Foreign Policy

47.367* Canadian Defence Policy

47.401 Canadian Public Policy

47.402* Policy Seminar: Problems of Northern Develop-

ment
47.413* The State in Advanced Capitalist Societies

Law
51 .301 * Women and the Legal Process (requires permis-

sion of the Department)

51 .305* Law and Regulation

51 .353 Civil Lberties and Human Rights

51 .354* Law and Native Peoples

51 .380 Law of Environmental Quality

51 .467* Immigration and Refugee Law

Sociology-Anthropology

53.380 Social Policy

53.373* Crim in alJustice Policy

Engineering

82.434* Transportation (45.434*)

Mention: franca is

Students proficient in French may wish to earn the Univer-

sity's "Mention: francais" designation by taking the following

pattern of courses in their degree program:

Students must undergo placement testing by the Depart-

ment of French in order to satisfy the language requirement,

and to protect the integrity of the initiative. At least one credit

from the Second, Third or Fourth years must be made up
by courses at Carieton.

First Year:

One credit in the advanced study of the French language

(French 20.1 12 as a minimum standard; no equivalents can

be substituted).

Second and Third Years

Two credits made up by Political Science 47.201
,
47.390,

or by Second-year courses given entirely in French on

French Canadian culture and heritage (French 20.267*,

20.268*,20.280*,20.281*),orbyotherSecond-yearand
Third-year courses offered entirely in French at Carieton or

at another university and approved by the Undergraduate

Supervisor of the School.

Fourth Year:

One credit made up either by Public Administration 50.498

Honours Essay written in French, or by Third- or Fourth-

year courses offered entirely in French at Carieton or at

another university and approved by the Undergraduate

Supervisor at the School.

Certificate In Public Service Studies

Offered in Day and/or Evening divisions.

The Certificate program is designed primarily for public

employees who seek special training in public service

subjects at the undergraduate level.

Courses taken for the Certificate may be credited towards

a Bachelor of Public Administration or Bachelor of Arts

degree. A transfer student from the Certificate program into

the Bachelor of Public Administration program will normally

be required to take at least 1 4 further credits in addition to

those required for the Certificate, to be recommended for

the degree. A transfer student into a Bachelor of Arts

program will normally be required to take at least nine

further credits. At least five of the credits required for either

degree must be completed after the awarding of the Cer-

tificate.

Full-time candidates for the Certificate are invited to enquire

about possible financial aid.

Admission Requirements

The basic admission requirement is the completion of the

Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six Ontario

Academic Courses or the Ontario Secondary School Hon-

our Graduation Diploma, or the equivalent, with a minimum
overall average of 60 percent. Special consideration will be

extended to other applicants under Mature Applicant regu-

lations (see pp. 29-30).

Candidates may be admitted with advanced standing, but

must complete at least four credits, including all core

courses, for the Certificate at Carieton University.



Students who have completed an undergraduate degree

are not eligble for admission to the Certificate program.

They are encouraged, however, to investigate the under-

graduate and graduate degree and diploma programs of-

fered by the School.

Course Requirements

The following courses are required and the following order

is suggested:

1. Political Science 47.100

2. Economics 43.100

3. History 24.130 or 24.233 or 24.234 or 24.235

4. Political Science 47.200

5. Political Science 47.240

6. One other credit chosen in consultation with the Director

according to the needs of the student.

Academic Standing

A candidate for the Certificate must obtain a grade of C or

better in at least half of the credits taken at Carteton

University for the certificate.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Public Administration 50.301*
Policy Analysis for Public Administration

A multi-disciplinary seminar that involves the participation

of several faculty members. It explores various theoretical

approaches for analyzing the origins and effects of prob-

lems in public policy, and evaluating alternative responses
to those problems.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing in Public Administration.

Day division, Winter term: Seminar three hours a week.

Public Administration 50.401*
Selected Topics In Public Administration

A seminar that provides an opportunity for interaction be-

tween students and faculty directed toward examining cur-

rent issues in Public Administration.

Prerequisite: Public Administration 50.301.
Day division, Winter term: Seminar three hours a week.

Public Administration 50.498
Honours Essay
Tutorial hours arranged.
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General Information

The general purpose of courses offered in this Department

is to promote a sensitive and intellectually mature under-

standing of the basic ideas and concerns of outstanding

religious leaders and movements irrespective of whether

these coincide or conflict with individual convictions. Relig-

ious writings are studied critically, in an attempt to under-

stand their meaning, to grapple with their problems and to

assess their significance both in their original cultural con-

text and for our own situation.

Programs of Study

Students who elect Religion as their Pass or Honours
subject will consult with their respective departmental ad-

viser before registration each year.

Department program advisers are:

Honours, N. Devdas
Pass, E. Rothman
Graduate Supervisor, A.R. Gualtieri

Main Areas of Study

Religion courses are offered in three main areas:

1. Philosophical-Theological Studies of Religion: Religion

34.122, 34.203*. 34.235, 34.238*, 34.243, 34.260,

34.265*. 34.266*. 34.280, 34.303*. 34.304*. 34.305*,

34.325*. 34.332*. 34.488*.

2. History of Religion: Jewish and Christian Traditions:

Religion 34.102*. 34.103*. 34.107*. 34.108*. 34.219.

34525. 34.270, 34.271*. 34.272*. 34.273*. 34.321*.

34.323. 34.330, 34.338*. 34.355*. 34.378*. 34.486*.

3. History of Religion: Other Religious Traditions: Religion

34.105*. 34.106*. 34.109*. 34.2 0 6*. 34.2 0 8*.
34.209*. 34.2 1 0*. 34.211*, 34.2 1 2*. 34.2 3 0*.
34231 , 34274. 34.278. 34.320*. 34.342*. 34.484*.

For classification of Religion 34.125, 34.237*. 34.331*,
34.336*. 34.390, 34.391 and 34.392 each year, consult

the Program Adviser.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

A Pass program requires six credits in Religion, including

34.331 * and one other credit at the 300-level or above. Of
these six credits, at least one must be in each of the three

main areas of study as set forth above. Courses must be
selected in consultation with the Pass Adviser.

Combined Pass Programs

A Pass program combining Religion with another subject

must include at least four credits in Religion. The precise

pattern of courses for each student must be approved by

the Departmental Pass Program Adviser.

Honours Programs

Honours in Religion

The Honours program may be entered at the beginning of

the First year or in later years or by transfer from the Pass
program.

The Honours program requires ten credits in Religion. In

addition to fulfilling the requirements for the Pass program,

students must include at least two credits at the 400-level,

that is, 34.498 or seminars equivalent to two credits.

Courses must be selected in consultation with the Honours
Adviser.

Combined Honours Program

The Combined Honours program requires seven credits in

Religion. In addition to fulfilling the requirements for the

Pass program, students must include at least one credit at

the 400-level, that is, 34.499 or seminars equivalent to one
credit. Courses must be selected in consultation with the

Honours adviser.

Combined Honours in Philosophy and Religion

Philosophy. At least seven credits including:

1. an introductory course or equivalent;

2. 6.0 credits beyond the 1 00-level including:

(a) 2.0 credits in history of philosophy;

(b) Philosophy 32.260, or if taken already as Religion

34.260 or if not available, 1.0 credit in philosophical prob-

lems, selected in consultation with the Honours Adviser;

(c) 1 .0 credit at the 400-level.

Religion: Requirements are those listed above for the Com-
bined Honours program.
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Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

I year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

tor 1993-94, please consult the Registration Ins true-

I ffons and Class Schedule booklet published In the

I summer.

Note:

When possible, Religion 34.102* and 34.103* are so

scheduled as to allow the student to take one of them in

each term in the same time slot. Students who took Religion

34.120 (no longer offered), may not register for either of

I these courses.

I Religion 34.1 02*
i Introduction to the Literature of the Hebrew Bible (Old

i
Testament)
An examination of the books of the HebrewBible. Emphasis

I is given to literary approaches to the text, that is, to the kind

I of disciplined attention that has illuminated the manifold

I examples of world literature through a variety of critical

!
approaches.

I Religion 34.103*

[
The History and Literature of Early Christianity

•j An introduction to the rise of the Christian movement as

revealed in the New Testament and other early evi-

dence.Topics will include the Hellenistic and Jewish con-

i\ text, Jesus, Paul, Jewish Christianity, the Johannine
writings, feminist and sociological approaches to the early

church.

Students taking this course are also encouraged to take

Religion 34.102*.

Note:

When possible, Religion 34.105* and 34.106* are so

scheduled as to allow the student to take one of them in

each term in the same time slot.

Religion 34.105*
Introduction to the Hindu Tradition

An introduction to the basic beliefs, myths and symbols,

methods of meditation and ethical principles developed in

the main branches of the Hindu tradition. The study in-

cludes a survey of movements stemming from the Hindu

tradition such as Transcendental Meditation and Krishna

Consciousness.

Religion 34.106*
Introduction to the Buddhist Tradition

An introduction to the basic beliefs and practices of the

Buddhist tradition and a brief survey of its developments
and transformations in India, Sri Lanka, Southeast Asia,

Tibet, China and Japan.

Religion 34.107*
Christianity

An introduction to Christian thought, Catholic and Protes-

tant, concerning such major issues as the character of God,
the role of Christ and the Church, the authority of the Bible,

human nature and destiny, the ecumenical and charismatic

movements, the ordination of women, and the impact of

secular culture.

Religion 34.108*
Introduction to Judaism and the Jewish People
An introduction to Judaism and the Jewish people from the

earliest times until the present day. Special emphasis is

placed on the history of the Jewish people in the rabbinic

age, Jews in the Muslim world, the medieval era, and in the

modem era in Europe, North America and Israel. The
course also deals with the organization, basic beliefs, social

and ethical practices of the Jews and Judaism.

Religion 34.109*
Introduction to Islam

An introduction to the Muslim religious tradition and inves-

tigation of its organization, basic beliefs, social and ethical

principles and practices.

Religion 34.122

Introduction to the Psychology of Religion

An introduction to the psychology of religion, which exam-
ines the major contributions of psychology to the study of

religion, religious experience, and the religious personality

through various individuals and schools such as those of

James, Freud, Jung, Fromm, Erickson and Maslow.

Preeludes additional credit for 34.1 12* (no longer offered).

Religion 34.125

Interpretations of Religion

This course surveys modem enquiries into the nature of

religion from various perspectives such as anthropology,

history, psychology, sociology and theology. Contrasting

views of self, society, nature, God, history and ultimate

destiny conveyed by the myths, symbols, scriptures, doc-

trines, codes and rituals of religious traditions are exam-
ined. Specialists within the Department lecture on specific

religious traditions.

Precludes additional credit for 34.202 (no longer offered).

Religion 34.203*
Women in the Christian Tradition

An examination of the status of women in Christianity,

including such themes as images of women and gender
roles in churches, recent feminist theologies, practical

questions such as inclusive language and the ordination of

women, and alternative approaches to Christian spirituality.

Religion 34.206*
The Hindu Tradition: The Formative Period

A historical survey of the formation of the Hindu scriptures,

the development of basic philosophic concepts and the

establishment of the Shiva, Vishnu and Goddess traditions.

Discussions of Hindu practices of meditation and presen-

tations of Hindu religious art are included.

Religion 34.208*
The Hindu Tradition: The Period of Maturation and
Responses to Modernity
This historical survey emphasizes the development of the

non-dualistic and Theistic systems of Vedanta, and in-

cludes the re interpretations of Hindu thought by modern
thinkers in response to social and political changes.
Prerequisite: Religion 34.1 05* or 34.206*, or permission

of the Department.

Religion 34.209*
Theravada Buddhism In South and South East Asia

A survey of the philosophic and psychological concepts and
the techniques of meditation developed in the Theravada
Buddhist tradition; an introduction to early Buddhist art; a

consideration of Theravada Buddhist attitudes to modem
social issues.

Religion 34.210*
Mahayana Buddhism
A survey of the philosophic and psychological concepts and
the techniques of meditation developed in Indian Mahay-
ana Buddhism; an introduction to the development of Ma-
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hayana Buddhist concepts In Pure Land Buddhism, Zen
Buddhism and Tibetan Tantra; a discussion of symbols in

Mahayana Buddhist art; a consideration of Mahayana Bud-

dhist responses to modern social issues.

Prerequisites: 34.1 06* or 34.209* or permission of the

Department.

Religion 34.211*
Ancient Near Eastern Religions

An investigation of selected writings in English translation

from Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Israel. The writings studied

include narrative, myths, wisdom literature, hymns and
poetry. Major themes of this literature include: the world of

the gods; the creation of the universe; friendship; the

inevitability of death; how to succeed in business and life.

Religion 34.212*
Graeco-Roman Religions

A study of selected topics in Graeco-Roman religion, such

as Homeric religion, chthonic cults, the Sophists, astrology,

ruler cults, mystery religions and gnosticism.

Religion 34.219
Life, Thought and Wisdom In Ancient Israel

An examination of the major methods used by scholars in

studying the Hebrew Bible (i.e., source criticism, form criti-

cism, and tradition history) and how these relate to new
approaches such as literary or structural analysis. Topics

include creation and myth, Israel's patriarchs, the exodus
from Egypt, revelation at Sinai, the occupation of Canaan,
tensions between religious faith and personal experience,

God and the presence of suffering in the world, rules for

success in life and business, the religious sceptic, the

problems of suicide and the delights orhuman love.

Religion 34.225

The Life and Teaching of Jesus
The course is concerned with a systematic study of the

available records of the life of Jesus. Class periods are

mainly taken up with free class discussions of successive

sections of the gospel parallels of Matthew, Mark and Luke.

There are accompanying lectures and readings on the

historical context of the life of Jesus and on the milieu within

which the records developed.

Religion 34.230*
Mysticism

A historical and functional study of mystical experience in

its religious context, relying on examples from selected

traditions such as the Christian, Buddhist, Hindu, Jewish

and Muslim.

Precludes additional credit for Religion 34.230 (no longer

offered).

Religion 34 .231*
Selected Topics in the Study of Mysticism
Contents of this course may vary from year to year.

Religion 34.235
Religion and Contemporary Moral Issues

An analysis of the nature of religious ethics, both the explicit

moral principles and rules of various religious traditions,

and the general moral perspectives generated by religious

images of ultimate reality, history, human nature and the

physical world. In the light of this, contemporary moral

issues such as the following are examined: cultural integrity

(e.g., Indian, Inuit, Quebecois), violent liberation and just

war, crime and punishment, sexuality, role of men and
women, marriage, abortion, alienation in modem society,

drugs, economic order and conflict, ecology and pollution.

Prerequisite: Any other Religion course or permission of the

Department.

Religion 34.237*
Selected Topics in Religion

Contents of this course vary from year to year.

Topic for 1993-94 Search For Meaning in The Great Relig-

ions of the World. A survey of some of the great religions

of the world including Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Chris-

tianity and Islam. The intention is, in the first place, to

become acquainted with factual and historical material like

scripture, beliefs, institutions, worship and moral codes.

Secondly, the aim is to grasp the personal meaning of this

historical data for the devotees. How is the identity of

religious persons created by and expressed in the symbols

of their traditions? The course makes use of the BBC films,

The Long Search.

Religion 34.238*
Death and Afterlife

The meaning of death and afterlife in some religious tradi-

tions and secular philosophies with emphasis on the Hindu

teaching of the immortal soul; the Hebraic idea of collective

survival; the Christian doctrine of resurrection of the body;

the Buddhist conception of no-soul and nirvana.

Religion 34.243

Religion and Society

Offered in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology

as Sociology-Anthropology 56.243.

Religion 34.260

Philosophy of Religion

Offered in the Department of Philosophy as Philosophy

32.260.

Religion 34.265*
Historic Figures in the Psychology of Religion

Discussion of religiously significant texts from the works of

William James, Sigmund Freud and C.G. Jung.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or permission of the

Department.

Religion 34.266*
Contemporary Psychologies of Religion

An examination of developmental, experimental, humanis-

tic and existential theories in psychology as these shed light

on religious thought, behaviour and institutions.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or permission of the

Department.

Religion 34.270

The Development of Christian Thought
The historical and cultural development of selected aspects

of Christian thought from its origins to the modem period.

Problems considered are the early shift from a Semitic to a

hellenistic culture; the beginnings of the church as an

institution; the development of thinking about Jesus in the

early councils; conciliarism and other theories on the nature

of the church; medieval efforts at reform; issues in the

Protestant Reformation and its aftermath. Analysis of the

way change and development have taken place in Christi-

anity is also included.

Prerequisite: One course in Religion.

Religion 34 .271*
Judaism and the Jewish People: The Early Period

A study of the history of Judaism and the Jewish people

from the Maccabees to the Rabbinic Age. Attention is given

to the rise of sectarian movements (Pharisees, Saducees
and Qumran Covenanters), the rise of Christianity, revolu-
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tionaries such as the Zealots and Bar Kochba, the Jewish

responses to Hellenism, the reshaping of Judaism after the

destruction of the Second Temple, and Rabbinic Judaism

in Palestine and the Diaspora.

Religion 34.272*
Judaism and the Jewish People: Survival In Medieval

Europe
Jewish life in the medieval world, from the Crusades until

the French Revolution, with emphasis on the evolution,

structure and organization of the Jewish community in the

Ghetto, religious movements such as mysticism, the false

messiahs, and the rise of the Jewish Enlightenment and

Hasidism, and Christian-Jewish relations.

Religion 34.273*
Judaism and the Jewish People: The Challenge of the

Modem Age
The response of the Jews and Judaism to the challenges

of modernity: the French Revolution and Emancipation; the

spread of the Jewish Enlightenment; the religious reaction;

Reform and Conservative Judaism; secular ideologies,

nationalism and Zionism; the growth of the Jewish commu-
nity in North America; anti-semitism and the Holocaust; and

the emergence of the State of Israel.

Religion 34.274

The Formative Periods of Islam

A study of one major period in the development of Islam:

(1)The Classical Period (610-1258), study of the transfor-

mation of an Arab sect into a universal religious community
dominating an enpire and of the factors which made it a

successful religious culture; or (2) The Medieval Period

(1258-1798), study of the consolidation of the religious and
cultural dimensions of the Muslim community in the period

of the great empires. In 1993-94, the period to be ad-

dressed is (1).

Religion 34.278

The Middle East: 1 798 to the Present

The history of the development of the civilization and culture

of the Middle East from 1798 to the present with special

emphasis on the mutual discovery of East and West, the

search for identity, the impact of colonialism and interna-

tional rivalry, and social, religious and cultural change
within a continuing tradition. (Also listed as History 24.278.)

Religion 34.280
Modem Religious Thought
An examination of the major currents and developments of

religious and philosophical thought among Protestants and
Catholics in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Prot-

estant developments are traced from the Kantian critique

to the present and Catholic thought from its response to the

French Revolution up to and beyond Vatican II.

Prerequisite: One course in Religion or Philosophy.

Religion 34.303*
Paul Tllllch and the Divine-Human Relation
The course examines Tillich's conception of God as Ground
of Being and Depth of Reason, drawing on selections from
his essays, lesser works and Systematic Theology.

Precludes additional credit for Religion 34.306 (no longer

offered).

Religion 34.304*
Tellhard de Chardln: Christianity and Evolution
The course examines Teilhard's correlation of a Christian

with an evolutionary perspective from his early writings

(First World War) through to his late synoptic essays.

Precludes additional credit for Religion 34.306 (no longer

offered).

Religion 34.305*
C.G. Jung and the Psychology of Religion

The course examines Jung's major statements in the Col-

lected Works about the psychoegensis of religion and the

implications this has for the understanding of humanity as
religious.

Precludes additional credit for Religion 34.306 (no longer

offered).

Religion 34.320*
Selected Problems In Indian Thought
Contents of this course vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: One course in Buddhism.

Religion 34.321*
Selected Topics in Hebrew Bible

Contents of this course vary from year to year.

Religion 34.323

Religion and the State, Europe 1815-1965
Offered in the Department of History as History 24.323.

Religion 34.325*
Selected Topics of Women in Religion

Descriptive and critical analysis of perspectives on women,
sex, and gender in selected religious traditions. Contents

of this course may vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or better.

Religion 34.330
The Life and Thought of Paul

Paul's relation to the Old Testament, Rabbinic Judaism,
and Hellenism; the mission to the Gentiles; the "mysticism"

of Paul; central ideas such as justification by faith, predes-

tination, the Holy Spirit, the Church. Consideration of the

situation and message of each of Paul's writings.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or better.

Religion 34.331 *
Theory and Method in the Study of Religion

Examination of selected theoretical and methodological

models used in the interpretation of religious data. Contents
of this course vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or better.

Religion 34.332*
Studies on Christianity

Selected problems in the study of the Christian religion. The
specific topic may vary from year to year. The topic for

1993-94: Liberation Theology. An examination of the phe-

nomenon of Hberation theology, which has emerged in

recent years in the churches of many developing countries.

Questions to be considered include the relationships be-

tween theory and praxis in theology, its social and eco-

nomic contexts, and the contributions of political theology

and Marxist and other critical theories.

Prerequisite: One course in Religion.

Religion 34.336*
Selected Topics In Religion

Contents of this course may vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or better.

Religion 34.338*
Selected Topics In Early Christian History

Contents of this course vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or better.
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Religion 34.342*
Selected Topics In Islam

Contents of this course vary from year to year. Topic for

1993-94: At-Ghazali(d.1 1 1 1) and Islam. The course exam-
ines the times and ideas of Abu Hamid al-Ghazali, relying

on his translated works, to reveal his numerous perspec-

tives (legal, theological, philosophical, and mystical) on

eleventh century Islam.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing or better.

Religion 34.355*
Selected Topics In Judaism and Jewish History

Contents of this course may vary from year to year. Topic

for 1 993-94: Contemporary Canadian Jewish Community.

A study of the contemporary Canadian Jewish community,

including themes such as history, organized community
structure, religion and the community, Canada and Israel,

and immigration.

Prerequisite: Second-year or higher standing.

Religion 34.378*
The Reformation Era In European History, 1409-1648

Offered in the Department of History as History 24.378*.

Religion 34.390

Selected Problems In Interpretation

A course conducted on a tutorial or seminar basis designed

to enable advanced students to pursue interests in selected

areas of religion.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Religion 34 .391*
Selected Problems In Interpretation

A course conducted on a tutorial or seminar basis designed

to enable advanced students to pursue interests in selected

areas of religion.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Religion 34.484*
Seminar In Comparative Religion

Religion 34.486*
Seminar in Biblical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies

Contents of this course may vary from year to year. Topic

for 1993-94: Section A, Fall term: Jewish-Christian Rela-

tions in the First Two Centuries C.E.. A study of the origins

of Christian anti-semitism in the context of the transforma-

tion of Christianity from a Jewish sect to an independent

religion. Section B, Winter term: Critical Theory and the

Bible. An exploration of trends in biblical scholarship influ-

enced by current literary theory and the philosophy of

language. Selected biblical texts from Deuteronomy
through II Kings are interpreted according to these new
approached. (Also listed as Comparative Literary Studies

17.582).

Religion 34.488*
Seminar in Modern Religious Thought and Culture

Contents of this course vary from year to year. Topic for

1993-94: The Interconnection of Religion and Ethics. An
inquiry into the relation between assumptions about ulti-

macy, humans, history and nature implied or explicated in

the doctrines and symbols of religious traditions, and the

morality of those traditions.

Religion 34.498 (Two Credits)

Honours Essay
Open to candidates for Honours in Religion in their Fourth

year, with the permission of the Department. The subject

for research is settled in consultation with a Departmental
Director. A written proposal consisting of title, outline and

bibliography must be submitted to and approved by the

Honours Essay Proposal Board. The essay will be a sub-

stantial piece of work of approximately 1 6,000 words. The
essay is jointly evaluated on its completion by the Depart-

mental Director and one other member of the department.

Precludes credit for Religion 34.499. (Consult Departmen-
tal Document for further details.)

Religion 34.499

Honours Essay
Open to candidates for Combined Honours in Religion in

their Fourth year with permission of the Department. The
subject for research is settled in consultation with a Depart-

mental Director. A written proposal consisting of title, out-

line and bibliography must be submitted to and approved

by the Honours Essay Proposal Board. The essay will be a

substantial piece of work of approximately 10,000 words.

The essay is jointly evaluated on its completion by the

Departmental Director and one other member of the De-
partment. Precludes credit for Religion 34.498. (Consult

Departmental Document for further details.)

• Language Courses

Language courses are intended for students specializing in

a particular religious tradition. They are offered according

to the availability of members of the Department. Courses
taken at the 200-level or above will be mainly independent

study under the supervision of a member of the Depart-

ment. Students interested in taking these courses should

consult the Department chair.

Religion 34.1 15

Introduction to Hebrew
An introduction to Hebrew with emphasis on reading com-
prehension. A study of the prose language of the Hebrew
Bible in its basic vocabulary and grammar. Restricted to

beginners in the language. When this course is not offered,

students are encouraged to consider taking Hebrew
23.1 50, Modern Spoken Hebrew, offered by the Centre for

Applied Language Studies, see p. 74. Restricted to Religion

Pass and Honours students.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Religion 34.1 16

Introduction to Classical Arabic

An introduction to the forms, grammar, and syntax of the

classical Arabic language employed in the Our*an and by

Muslim scholars from the seventh to the fourteenth century.

The course is restricted to beginners. Restricted to Religion

Pass and Honours students.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Religion 34.1 17

Introduction to Sanskrit

Introduction to the fundamentals of the language with em-
phasis on reading and writing skills. Restricted to Religion

Pass and Honours students.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Religion 34.215

Intermediate Hebrew
Readings in classical biblical Hebrew with emphasis on the

grammatical structure and vocabulary of its prose lan-

guage. Restricted to Religion Pass and Honours students.

Prerequisites: The appropriate 100-level language course

and permission of the Department.

Religion 34.216

Intermediate Classical Arabic

Second-level study of classical Arabic grammar and style



with the help of readings and exercises. Restricted to

1 Religion Pass and Honours students.

Prerequisites: The appropriate 100-level language course

and permission of the Department.

Religion 34.217

t
Readings in Sanskrit Literature

|t A study of selected readings from early Hindu literature.

I Restricted to Religion Pass and Honours students.

|
Prerequisites: Religion 34.1 17 and permission of the De-

partment.

Religion 34218
New Testament Greek

A study of the form and content of prescribed readings from

.• the New Testament in Greek with guidance in translation

and exegesis. Restricted to Religion Pass and Honours
students.

Prerequisites: The appropriate 100-level language course

and permission of the Department.

Religion 34.392

Language Tutorial

An advanced study of a language in which one of the

I religious traditions has been transmitted. Restricted to Re-
< Hgton Pass and Honours students.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
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to either Russian 36.100 or 36 .202.
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Instructor
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Adjunct Professor

A. Donskov

The Russian Program

The Department of Russian offers a flexble undergraduate

program. It has been designed to satisfy a range of different

academic and professional interests. Courses are offered

in the areas of Russian literature, Russian language and

linguistics (including an option for translation training), and

Soviet period studies. Details of each degree program are

listed below. The Department also offers special-interest

courses and tutorials in the areas of literature in translation,

business Russian, applied Russian for international rela-

tions, Ukrainian and other Slavic languages, and Hungar-

ian.

The minimum credit requirements for a degree in Russian,

after the completion of Russian 36.100 or the equivalent,

are as follows: Pass, six; Combined Pass, five; Honours,

nine; Combined Honours, seven.

Students should plan their program in accordance with their

interests and their needs and in consultation with the

Department.

The minimum requirements for the Honours degree in

Russian, after the completion of Russian 36.100, include

Russian 36.201*. 36.202, 36.203, 36.205*, 36.260,

36.301 , 36.302, 36 .305-*, 36.307*. 36.308*. 36.407 or

36.409 and one additional credit at the 4 00 -level.

The minimum requirements for the Combined Honours
degree, after the completion of Russian 36.100, include

Russian 36.201*. 36.202. 36.203, 36.205*. 36.260,

36.301 *, 36.302, 36.305*. 36.407 or 36.409.

Intensive Russian 36.120 is counted as the equivalent of

Russian 36.1 00 and 36 .202, but cannot be taken in addition

to either Russian 36.1 00 or 36.202.

Combined Honours programs are possible with a number
of other disciplines, among them History, Political Science,

Journalism, English, French, Italian, German, Spanish and
Linguistics. The Department also participates in the Com-
parative Literary Studies program, and in the Institute of

Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies.

Combined Honours in Russian and Linguistics and
Applied Language Studies, Translation Option

A special Combined Honours program is available to stu-

dents contemplating a career in Russian to English trans-

lation. In this program, the following courses are required:

Linguistics

29.1 00 Introduction to Linguistics

29.301* Phonetics

29.303* Language Analysis

29.304* Grammatical Theory
29.485 Structure and Use of the English Language
29.490 Tutorial in Linguistics. Tutorial consists obligato-

rily of directed readings in the theory of transla-

tion.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Programs

The minimum requirements for the Pass degree in Russian,

after the completion of Russian 36.100, include Russian

36.201 , 36.202, 36.203, 36.205*. 36.260. 36.302 and
one additional credit beyond the 100-level. Russian 36.260

should be taken concurrently with 36.202.

The minimum requirements for the Combined Pass degree,
after the completion of Russian 36.100 include Russian

36.201 , 36.202, 36.203. 36.205*. 36.260, 36.302. Rus-

sian 36.260 should be taken concurrently with 36.202.

Intensive Russian 36.120 is counted as the equivalent of

Russian

36.1 20 Intensive Russian, or

36.202 Intermediate Russian

36.203 Russian Grammar
36.302 Advanced Russian

36.307* Russian Syntax

36.308* Russian Translation

36.404 Russian Style and Composition

36.495* Tutorial. For students in this program a practicum

in translation, with analysis and criticism of se-

lected professional translations.

36.499 Honours Essay. For students in this program, an

annotated translation of a substantial piece of

text, with oral defence before a panel consisting

of a member of the Department of Russian, a

member of the Department of Linguistics, and a

professional translator.

French

At least a 1 00-level credit.

At least five of the remaining credits shall be chosen from

offerings in the following areas: Mass Communication
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(27.111 Introduction to Mass Communication), Business

(Accounting), Economics, Geography, Political Science,

Law, Sociology-Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, Geol-

ogy, Physics, Computer Science, French (above the 100-

>evel). Russian literature courses may also be selected.

used in the following courses: Russian 36.100, 36.120,

36.202.

Departmental Reading Lists

Departmental Tutorial Program

Students with advanced or specialized interests in Russian

and Slavic studies should examine the tutorials offered by

the Department in the areas of literary and language study.

These tutorials allow individual or small group study of

particular interests for which there is a demand. Enquiries

should be directed to the Department or to individual faculty

members.

Special Interest Courses

1. Business Russian: The Department offers a special

course to students interested in Business, Business Rus-

sian 36.220. This is a full-credit course in which students

will acquire basic grammatical knowledge, understanding

and minimal vocabulary necessary to be introduced to the

world of Russian business language.

2. Russian for International Relations: The Department
offers two Fourth-year half credit courses in Russian for

International Relations, 36.420-* and 36.421*, to assist

interested students in the acquisition of the linguistic knowl-

edge, terminology and language skills needed for interna-

tional transactions. In addition to reading, translating and
writing, there is discussion of various documents and of

material from the Russian press.

3. Russian Literature Courses in English Translation: The
Department offers one full-credit course, Russian 36.260,

and two half-credits, Russian 36.360* and 36.361*, in

which Russian literary works are read and studied in Eng-

lish translations. Conducted entirely in English, these

courses are designed for all students wishing to broaden
their knowledge of Russian literature and culture. The
courses offer opportunities for both a comprehensive sur-

vey and a detailed examination of Russian authors.

4. Other Slavic Languages: The Department also offers

additional optional credits in other Slavic languages:

(a) A basic sequence of Ukrainian 36.116 and 36.216
(beginning and advanced may be offered on request);

(b) Bulgarian with an introduction to Macedonian, Old

Slavonic, and Serbo-Croat, may be offered on request.

Hungarian is also offered.

5. East-European Literature in English Translation: The
Department offers Russian 36.291 , Twentieth-Century

East-European Literature in English Translation, as a sur-

vey of the recent literature of Czechoslovakia, Poland and
Hungary. All texts are read in English translation. This

course is centred around authors whose concerns extend
beyond national boundaries, who are politically and socially

revealing, and artistically innovative. The specific Calendar
description should be consulted.

Laboratory Facilities

The University's language laboratory provides facilities for

drill in aural comprehension. Students may take extra prac-

tice in periods in open hours. The language laboratory is

Departmental reading lists will be available from the Admin-
istrative Assistant, Room 3A38 Paterson Hall (telephone

788-6646). These reading lists give additional information

about courses, including texts, instructors and, as avail-

able, the scheduling of courses.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-84, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the
summer.

Russian 36.100

Introductory Russian
Introductory course, the aim of which is to ensure an
adequate grasp of the mechanics of the language and basic

skills in oral comprehension. Reading of texts. One hour a

week devoted exclusively to Russian conversation in class.

Oral practice in the language laboratory. Compulsory atten-

dance for both classes and laboratory work.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.1 20.

Day and Evening divisions: Four hours a week and one
laboratory period a week.

Russian 36.120

Intensive Russian
This course is designed to cover a basic two-year study of

the Russian language in one year, and to provide a rapid

and thorough grounding in how to read, write and speak
Russian. Audio visual material is used to reinforce compre-
hension. Students not making satisfactory progress will be
advised to transfer to Russian 36.1 00. Attendance in both

classes and laboratory work is compulsory. No auditors.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.100 and 36.202.

Russian 36.201 *
Spoken Russian
The course focuses on the oral practice of the vocabulary

acquired so far, and should enable the students to commu-
nicate in simple terms in a range of everyday topics and
social situations, and demonstrate their ability for simple

narration or description.

Prerequisite: Russian 36.100 or permission of the Depart-

ment. It is recommended that the course is to be taken

concurrently with Russian 36.202 (Intermediate Russian)

or after its completion.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.202

Intermediate Russian
Continuation of the basic Russian sequence. Grammar
studies, composition, oral drill, reading of selected poetry

and prose. Compulsory attendance for both classes and
laboratory work.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.1 20.

Prerequisite: Russian 36.100 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day and Evening divisions: Four hours a week including

laboratory.
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Russian 36.203

Russian Grammar
A systematic review of Russian grammar taught in English.

Word formation , and morphology, with special emphasis on
the most difficult parts of Russian grammar for non-Rus-

sians.

Prerequisite: A grade of C or better in Russian 36.100 or

permission of the Department. It is recommended that the

course is to be taken concurrently with Russian 36.202

(Intermediate Russian) or after its completion.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.205*
Written Russian
A sequel to Russian 36.201 emphasizing comprehension

and self-expression in written Russian.

Prerequisite: Russian 36201 or permission of the Depart-

ment. It is recommended that this course is to be taken

concurrently with Russian 36.202 (Intermediate Russian)

or after its completion.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.207

Introduction to Literary Reading
Intensive oral reading practice on the basis of Russian

literary texts. Texts are used for various forms of study in

class and at home.
Prerequisite: Russian 36.100 or permission of the Depart-

ment. It is recommended that this course is to be taken

concurrently with Russian 36202 (Intermediate Russian)

or after its completion.

Russian 36.220

Business Russian
This course is designed for students interested in acquiring

basic grammatical knowledge, comprehension and mini-

mal vocabulary necessary for the introduction to Russian

business language. The reading and writing material of the

course is based on language of business and commerce.
Prerequisite: Russian 36.100.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.260

Russian Literature In English Translation— Nineteenth

and Twentieth Centuries

A study of selected works of Russian literature in the

general context of European literature and against their

social and political background. It includes works by
Pushkin, Gogol, Turgenev, Leo Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Chek-
hov, Gorky, Bulgakov, Pasternak, Solzhenitsyn, etc.

Day division: Two hours a week.

Russian 36,291*
Twentieth-Century East-European Literature in English

Translation

This course focuses on the literature of three countries:

Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland. Following an intro-

duction to the pertinent literary traditions, representative

twentieth-century works are treated in detail. Post-World

War II developments receive further emphasis. All texts are

read in English translations. This course does not count as

a credit in Russian, but can serve as an Arts option for all

students.

Russian 36.301*
Advanced Spoken Russian
A sequel to Russian 36.201 *.

Prerequisite: Russian 36 .201 *orpermission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.302

Advanced Russian
Continuation of the basic Russian sequence. Introduction

to prose composition and essay writing; further develop-

ment of comprehension and self-expression in Russian.

Compulsory attendance.

Prerequisite: Russian 36.1 20 or36.202 or permission of the

Department.

Day division: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.305*
Advanced Written Russian
A sequel to Russian 36.205*. Composition and essay
writing in Russian.

Prerequisites: Russian 36.202, 36.205* and 36.301 , or

permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.307*
Russian Syntax
Fundamental concept of Russian syntax (the case system,

government and agreement, subject-predicate differentia-

tion) with extensive exercises.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.303 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Russian 36.202 and 36.203, or permission

of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.308*
Russian Translation

A basic course focusing on the principles and practice of

translation of literary and non-literary texts from Russian

into English.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.303 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite : Russian 36.307* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week..

Russian 36.360*
Special Topic: Dostoevsky to Chekhov (in English

Translation)

Study of particular authors, movements or themes, concen-

trating on the work of Dostoevsky, Tolstoy and Chekhov.
The specific course outline may vary from year to year, but

it will regularly focus on the relation between imaginative

writing and society. All texts are read in English. This course

does not count as a credit in Russian but can serve as an

Arts option for all students.

Prerequisite: At least Second-year standing or permission

of the Department.

Russian 36.361*
Special Topic: The Revolution and After (in English

Translation)

Study of particular authors, movements or themes, concen-

trating on the period of the Revolution and its aftermath.

The specific course outline may vary from year to year, but

it will regularly focus on the relation between imaginative

writing and society. All texts are read in English. This course

does not count as a credit in Russian but can serve as an

Arts option for all students.

Prerequisite: At least Second-year standing or permission

of the Department.

Russian 36.399

Introduction to Methods of Research
Tutorial on topics of Russian or comparative language and
literature, aimed at training in methods of scholarly re-
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search and Slavic bibliography.

Prerequisites: A Russian course at the 300-level and per-

mission of the Department.

Russian 36.404

Russian Style and Composition
Continuation of the basic Russian sequence. Introduction

to stylistics and expressive writing. Analysis of semantic

and structural peculiarities of modern Russian.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.304 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Russian 36.302 and permission of the De-

partment.

Russian 36.405

Tutorial: History of the Russian Language
A tutorial on the historical development of Russian from Old

Slavic to the present, based on studies in historical gram-

mar and reading of selected medieval and modern texts.

No auditors.

Prerequisites: Russian 36.203 and permission of the De-

partment.

Russian 36.407

Major Authors: Pushkin to Chekhov
A study of selected texts in Russian from major authors of

the nineteenth century such as Pushkin, Gogol, Turgenev,

Dostoevsky, Tolstoy and Chekhov. Emphasis is placed on
the reading of literary texts in a historical context and on the

artistic developments in poetry and fiction throughout the

period.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.336 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: A Russian course at the 300-level and per-

mission of the Department.

Russian 36.409

Major Authors: Gorky to Solzhenltsyn

A study of selected texts in Russian from authors of the

twentieth century such as Gorky, Babel, Blok, Mayakovsky,
Bulgakov, Zamyatin, Sholokhov and Solzhenitsyn. Empha-
sis is placed on the reading of literary texts in the context

of political and social change and on the study of literary

trends, themes and experiments.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.355 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: A Russian course at the 300-level and per-

mission of the Department.

Russian 36.420*
Russian for International Relations I

This course consists of reading, translation, discussion and
writing in Russian of documents, reports and articles. Read-
ings from the Russian Press are studied and insights are

obtained into Russian organizations, Russian views of

Canada, and political and commercial relations between
Canada and Russia. No auditors.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.320* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Russian 36.302, 36.307* and 36.308* or

permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.421 *
Russian for Internationa I Relations II

A continuation of Russian 36.420*. No auditors.

Precludes additional credit for Russian 36.321 * (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Russian 36.420* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Russian 36.435*
Tutorial: Special Topic (Literature)

A tutorial offering advanced study of a literary topic in the

area of literary history, criticism or theory, to be arranged in

consultation with a member of the Department. No auditors.

Prerequisites: A Russian course at the 300-level and per-

mission of the Department.

Russian 36.445*
Tutorial: Special Topic (Drama)
A tutorial offering concentrated study of a topic related to

Russian dramatic literature and theatre, to be arranged in

consultation with a member of the Department. No auditors.

Prerequisites: A Russian course at the 300-level and per-

mission of the Department.

Russian 36.455

Tutorial: Special Topic (Post-1917 Period)

A tutorial offering study of a topic related to the literature of

the Revolution and after, to be arranged in consultation with

a member of the Department. No auditors.

Prerequisites: A Russian course at the 300-level and per-

mission of the Department.

Russian 36.493*
Translation Tutorial I

This course is intended for students in the Institute of

Central/East European and Russian-Area Studies, al-

though other students may enrol with the permission of the

Department. It offers work in translation to and from Rus-

sian, and the objectives of the course are co-ordinated with

the specific needs of students in the Institute. No auditors.

Prerequisites: A 300-level Russian language course or

equivalent and permission of the Department.

Russian 36.494*
Translation Tutorial II

A continuation of Russian 36.493*. No auditors.

Prerequisites: Russian 36.493* and permission of the

Department.

Russian 36.495*
Tutorial: Special Topic (Language)
A tutorial on topics of language or linguistics, providing

individual or small group study. For students in the Trans-

lation Option, it will be a practicum in translation with

analysis and criticism of selected professional translations.

No auditors.

Prerequisites. Russian 36.302 or 36.307* and 36.308*
and permission of the Department.

Russian 36.496*
Tutorial: Special Subject

A tutorial on a selected literary or language topic, providing

individual or small group study. No auditors.

Prerequisites: A Russian course at the 400-level and per-

mission of the Department.

Russian 36.499

Honours Research Project

A course for independent research and writing under the

supervision of a member of the Department, open to stu-

dents in the Fourth year of Honours. The written assign-

ment for the course is a substantial piece of work of

approximately 8,000 words. It is graded by the supervisor

in consultation with a second reader. A written statement,

outlining the project and approved by the supervisor, must
be submitted to the Chair of the Department by the last day
for course changes. For students in the Translation Option

the project consists of an annotated translation of a sub-

stantial piece of text, with an oral defence before a board
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consisting of a member of the Department of Russian, a

member of the Department of Linguistics and a professional

translator.

• Ukrainian

Ukrainian 36.1 16

Introductory Ukrainian

An introductory course designed to give students the fun-

damentals of written and spoken Ukrainian. Grammar,
reading and oral practice. Language laboratory. This

course does not count as a credit in Russian, but can serve

as an Arts option for all students.

Ukrainian 36.216

Advanced Ukrainian

Grammar review, composition, advanced conversation.

Reading of selected prose and poetry representing the

most typical features of Ukrainian culture in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries. This course does not count as a
credit in Russian, but can serve as an Arts option for all

students.

Prerequisite: Ukrainian 36.1 1 6 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

• Slavic and East-European Languages

Slavic 36.390

Slavic Language Tutorial

A study in a Slavic language, other than Russian, which

may be useful for research information or translation activi-

ties at the graduate or undergraduate level. It includes

written and oral exercises in class, as well as translation

and reading assignments. Students wishing to study

Ukrainian beyond the Ukrainian 36.216 level may enrol in

this tutorial. The choice of the language depends on the

availability of an instructor. This course does not count as

a credit in Russian, but can serve as an Arts option for all

students.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Slavic 36.392*
Hungarian Language Tutorial

This course is offered at the introductory or the advanced
level, for both graduate or undergraduate students. It in-

cludes written and oral exercises in class, as well as

translation and reading assignments. It does not count as

a credit in Russian, but can serve as an Arts option for all

students.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
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administrative practices that affect the lives of many people

in our society. Analyses of class, gender and race relations

are considered central to the program. The program's core

courses and field practice are structured so that students

develop first a broad societal understanding of and then

skills in direct practice, social administration and policy.

The B.S.W. program at Carleton is committed to increasing

accessibility for those persons who have been traditionally

disadvantaged with respect to access to many of our social

institutions. This social work program is intended to respond

to the educational needs of human services workers, abo-

riginal people, and other racial and cultural minorities.

The schedule of implementation of the program is as fol-

lows: 100-level course offered in 1990-91, 200-level

courses offered for the first time in 1991-92, 300-level

courses in 1 992-93 and 400-level courses in 1 993-94.

Officers of Instruction

Professors

Edith Moore
Allan Moscovitch
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Kurt Fuerst

Colleen Lundy
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Adjunct Professors
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General Information

The Bachelor of Social Work Honours program combines
a Iberal arts education with professional preparation. The
primary objective of the program is to provide students with

the knowledge and skills necessary to begin entry level

practice in social work.

The School's orientation places a strong emphasis on
sensitivity to the individual and, on the development of

innovative strategies for working with people both individu-

ally and collectively. The School also stresses an aware-
ness of and a capacity for analysis of the social policies and

Admission Requirements

This Calendar specifies the general conditions of entry that

apply to all undergraduate programs. See pp. 25-32.

For admission to First year of Social Work, there are two

components of the admission standards:

1. The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equiva-

lent, with a minimum average of 65 percent, including six

Ontario Academic Courses (OACs) or the successful com-
pletion of Qualifying-University year.

2. Preference will be given to applicants with human serv-

ice experience, which may be met by employment and/or

volunteer experience. Each applicant is requested to com-
plete a personal data information document, which will

assist in the evaluation of their suitability for the program.

Consideration may be extended to other applicants under

Mature Applicant regulations (see Mature and Special Ad-

missions, pp. 29-30).

The number of student spaces in the School is limited.

Because of this, it may not be possble to grant admission

to all applicants who meet the foregoing requirements.

Students who meet the Faculty of Social Sciences Honours
continuation standards will be considered for transfer into

the Second year of the B.S.W. program when spaces are

available.

Students who apply for admission who have completed an

undergraduate degree will be required to complete the 1 0.0

Social Work credits of the Honours program. This require-

ment may be reduced for those students whose previous

degree included comparable credits in Social Work. Pref-

erence will be given to applicants with human service

experience. Potential applicants should pay particular at-

tention to the schedule of implementation of the B.S.W.

program.

Residence Requirements

Students transferring from other institutions with advanced
standing in Social Work must complete a minimum of 5.0

credits at Carleton including a minimum of 4.0 credits in the

School of Social Work chosen from the core courses in

years 3 and 4, and to include either Social Work 52.360 or

52.460.
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Affirmative Action

In the context of the admissions policy of Carleton Univer-

sity, the School of Social Work has an affirmative action

admission policy that applies to candidates from groups

that have been disadvantaged in respect to access to many
social institutions in Canadian society. The specific groups

include: persons of aboriginal, and racial, cultural and/or

ethnic minority origin, disabled persons, and persons who
have themselves been dependent on the services and

social assistance provided by social agencies. This policy

is based on the current admission requirements for Mature

and Special Student Admissions (pp. 29-30).

Components of the affirmative action admission policy

include:

1. The assurance of a pool of reserved spaces. If any of

these are not filled under the affirmative action policy they

will revert back to the general pool.

2. Culturally sensitive tutorial and personal support serv-

ices.

Students admitted under this policy will be required to meet
the same continuation standards and graduation require-

ments as other students.

Work Experience and Challenge for Credit

Work experience cannot be directly counted for credit. It

can, however, serve as the basis for a challenge for credit.

Students may challenge for a maximum of 5.0 credits. See

p. 63 for details about Carleton's Challenge for Credit

policy.

Students who have been admitted to the B.S.W. program
who are eligible to apply to challenge the Social Work
52.360 course include those who have:

1. a minimum of four years human service work experi-

ence; or

2. a minimum of two years work experience in an approved

social service agency and a diploma in applied arts from a

community college or an undergraduate degree from a

university.

Students who meet these requirements are requested to

contact the Supervisor of Undergraduate Studies to ar-

range for the necessary procedure.

Graduate Program

The School of Social Work offers studies leading to the

degree of Master of Social Work (M.S.W.). For details of

this program consult the School and the Calendar of the

Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research.

Honours Program

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Social Work take

a total of 20.0 credits, a minimum of 10.0 Social Work
credits and a minimum of 8.0 credits taken from outside the

School of Social Work.

The School requirements for this degree are:

1. Social Work 52.1 00;

2. Social Work 52.200;

3. Social Work 52.210*. 52.410*;
4. Social Work 52.320*. 52.321 *. 52.420*;
5. Social Work 52.360 (2.0 credits). 52.460 (2.0 credits);

6. Social Work 52.350*;
7. Social Work options, either 52.498 or 0.5 credit Direct

practice option and 0.5 credit Social Policy option.

8. a minimum of 8.0 credits outside the School of Social

Work to include Psychology 49.1 00 and Sociology 53.1 00.

9. two additional credits may be either Social Work options

or electives outside the School.

Continuation in the B.S.W. Honours program requires that

a student meet the relevant Faculty of Social Sciences

regulations, which are found on pp. 60-71

.

Graduation from the B.S.W. Honours program requires a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better over all graded Socia

Work courses counted towards the degree.

Students are strongly advised to consult with their faculty

adviser and the Supervisor of Undergraduate Studies regu-

larly throughout their degree studies to ensure that they are

observing School and University requirements.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Social Work 52.100

Introduction to Social Work and Social Welfare

An overview of social work practice, principles and knowl-

edge base, current social problems and related fields of

practice. Attention is also given to the analysis of the

relationship between social welfare and Canadian society,

and the interrelationship among social work practice, socie-

tal change, social problems and social programs.

Lecture three hours a week.

Social Work 52.200

The Class, Race and Gender Framework of Social Work
Practice: Part I Focus on Race, Part II Focus on Gender
A general framework for the utilization of social science

theory in social work practice is presented. Major contribu-

tions from individual and social psychology, and from social,

political and economic theory are reviewed in the contexts

of race, gender and class. The emphasis in one term is on

race, and in the other term it focuses on gender and how
they interrelate with class.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing in the B.S.W. program.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 52.210*
The Political Economy of Social Welfare

History of welfare, theories of welfare, contemporary issues

such as the nature of the labour market, the family, the

voluntary sector, and the state as the institutions through

which welfare is provided in contemporary society.

Prerequisite: Second-year standing in the B.S.W. program.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 52 .320*

Social Work Practice In Communities and Organiza-

tions

This course introduces students to major theories and

practices pertaining to work in communities and human
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service organizations. The social causes of client problems

and the impact of agency structures on services are ex-

i plored. Social change theories and methods for social work

practitioners are examined.

Prerequisite: Third-Year standing in the B.S.W. program.

: Social Work 52.321*
Social Work Practice: Individuals, Families and Groups
This course focuses on the development of practice com-

petency in helping individuals, families and groups. Empha-
sis is on integrating interpersonal and analytic skills in

learning effective helping strategies within a structural

framework that acknowledges the influence of class, race

and gender in shaping personal and social well-being.

, Prerequisite: Third-year standing in the B.S.W. program.

j
Social Work 52.350*
Research Methods In Social Work

|

A basic course on systematic knowledge-building for social

work practice. The logic and process of enquiry are articu-

|
lated with respect to a range of methods and designs.

! Students become competent consumers of, and partici-

l
pants in, social work research.

i
Prerequisite: Third-year standing in the B.S.W. program.

i

Social Work 52.360 (2.0 credits)

Field Practice I

I This course provides an opportunity to integrate theory with

practice in a community setting. The student spends an

equivalent of two days a week over two terms in field work

experience supervised by a field instructor. This course is

graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. There is no

supplemental examination in this course.

Prerequisite: Third-year standing in the B.S.W. program

and permission of the School.

Social Work 52 .410*

Social Administration and Policy

Social work has two general forms of practice: intervention

with individuals, families and communities; and administra-

tion, management, social research and social planning.

This latter form of practice is the subject of this course. The
course focuses on the theory and practice of the welfare

state and social policy, the structure and administration of

the major social programs, and on social administration as

a field of study and as a form of practice.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year standing in the B.S.W. program.

Social Work 52 .420*

Honours Integrative Seminar
This Honours seminar is designed to help students to arrive

at a synthesis of theory and practice, and to develop skills

of critical self evaluation.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year standing in the B.S.W. program
and Social Work 52.460.

Social Work 52.460 (2.0 credits)

Field Practice II

This course offers the opportunity to apply knowledge and
skills for working with individuals, groups, and families to

the practice situation. The student spends four days a week
in the placement. Along with field supervision, this course

includes a bi-weekly field seminar. This course is graded
on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. There is no supple-

mental examination in this course.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year standing in the B.S.W. program
and permission of the School.

Social Work 52.202*
Social Control and Deviance in Social Work
Theories of deviance and the structural contexts of deviant

labelling and social control are explored in the context of

social work practice. Students explore the implications of

stigma in their lives and in the lives of those they serve.

Prerequisite: Second-year Honours standing.

Lecture and discussions: three hours a week.

Social Work 52.203*
Drugs In Society: Theory, Policy and Practice

An examination of the extent and nature of alcohol and
other drug use, theoretical explanations of drug depend-
ence, history of drug policy development and current fed-

eral and provincial drug strategies. Strategies for social

work practice are outlined.

Prerequisite: Second-year Honours standing.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 52.204*
Human Sexuality

An overview of psychosocial and political issues surround-

ing human sexuality. Emphasis is placed on the influence

of culture and the range of individual differences in sexual

and reproductive attitudes, values and behaviour and to the

particular concerns of various sexually oppressed groups.

Attention is given to the inter-relatedness of sexual values

and norms and social policy affecting sexual behaviour and
the implications for social work practice.

Prerequisite: Second-year Honours standing.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 52.211*
Poverty and Social Policy

The purpose of this course is to acquaint students with: (1

)

studies of poverty and the distribution of income and wealth

in Canada; (2) explorations of the origins and persistence

of inequality of income and wealth; (3) social policies and
poverty. The orientation of the course is both descriptive

and analytic.

Prerequisite: Second-year Honours standing.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 5221 2*
Housing Policy

This course is intended to provide an introduction to modes
of analysis of housing and policy, to current Canadian

housing programs and policies, and to contemporary is-

sues in policy analysis. An examination of the housing

conditions of the Canadian population is the starting point.

Prerequisite: Second-year Honours standing.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 52.221*
Working with Children and Youth
This course examines preventative and protective social

work intervention with children and youth, analyzing the

problems involved in neglect, violence and abuse, crises,

wardship, laking-into-care", and problem behaviours, in

the context of the epigenetic stages of maturation, the

family in its diverse forms, and the social-political context

in Canada.
Prerequisite: Second-year Honours standing.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 52 .222*

Practice Skills in Social Work
An opportunity to begin to practice specific analytical and
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intervention skills that are needed for structural social work

and that are discussed in other courses. These skills are

further developed during Field Practice I and II. The em-
phasis is on experiential learning, connected to readings in

this course and related to life and work experience.

Prerequisites: Second-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Lecture and discussion three hours a week.

Social Work 52.311*
Race and Social Policy

The purpose of this course is to introduce students to: (1

)

race analysis of social welfare issues and social policy; and

(2) an overview of the theoretical approaches to the study

of racism in Canadian society and specifically in the welfare

state. Emphasis is on the historically specific social rela-

tions that have shaped racism in Canadian welfare state

policy. The orientation of the course is to analyze social

policies from a grass-roots perspective.

Prerequisite: Third-year Honours standing.

Social Work 52 .31 2*
Aboriginal Peoples and Social Policy

This course introduces students to specific social welfare

issues of Canadian Aboriginal Peoples (Indian, Metis,

Inurt), such as child welfare, racism, justice system, vio-

lence against women and children, substance abuse, hous-
ing, etc. Emphasis is on the analysis of policy issues within

the historical and contemporary social, political, and eco-
nomic context of Aboriginal Peoples and from their stand-

point. An international perspective is also emphasized. The
course examines theoretical approaches to analyzing Abo-
riginal social welfare and policy and introduces students to

self-determined Aboriginal social policy and programs.
Prerequisite: Third-year Honours standing.

Social Work 52 .31 3*
Practice and Policy In Immigration
This course introduces students to issues specific to prac-

tice and policy in Canadian immigration. The content in-

cludes: the Canadian and international responses to

immigration and refugee policies; the historical context;

direct practice with immigrants and refugees; settlement

and integration issues; immigrant and refugee women;
intergenerational family issues; resources and community
organizing.

Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.314*
International Themes in Social Wont and Social Welfare
This course provides an introduction to the practice of social

work and the nature of social welfare policies in the Third

World. With respect to social work practice, the focus is on
emerging trends in practice, in the context of political,

economic and social developments in Third World coun-
tries. Similarly, social policies are examined in relation to

the needs of the people. The course also examines prob-
lems inherent in the importation of North American ideas

and practices in the field of social work and social welfare.

Prerequisite: Third-year Honours standing.

Social Work 52.324*
Models of Practice with Individuals and Families
This course examines contemporary models of social work
practice (ie. psychosocial, problem-solving, the construe -

tivist-developmental paradigm and cybernetic epistemol-

ogy). The strengths and limitations of each model are

considered, as well as issues, questions and problems
relating to practice.

Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.325*
Strategies of Community Change
An introduction to models and methods of grass-roots

organizing for social change. Studying and working with

community groups, students learn strategic planning, or-

ganizing, and evaluation skills.

Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.327*
Race and Culture In Direct Practice

This course introduces students to race and culture in direct

practice from a structural perspective. The content covers
direct intervention and social action, and their inter-relation-

ship with policy development from a grass-roots perspec-
tive. Emphasis is on developing anti-racist practice skills in

social work. This is a practical course that provides the

student with the opportunity to meet and question a variety

of practitioners about the work they do and the realities they

face.

Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.309* 52.319* 52.329*
Special Topics In Social Work
Special topics in Social Work focus on theory, policy or

direct practice that is not ordinarily treated in the regular

course program. The choice of topics varies from year to

year and is announced well in advance of the period of

registration.

Prerequisite: Social Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.351*
Statistics for Social Workers
This course concentrates on the concepts and applications

of descriptive and inferential statistics that are relevant to

the types of problems encountered by social workers and
other human service practitioners. Emphasis is placed on
the selection and utilization of statistical methods in policy

making and program development.
Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.350 or equivalent.

Social Work 52.352*
Qualitative Research Methods in Social Work
This course introduces students to qualitative research. It

focuses especially on how to gather data that exists in terms
of lived experience thickly embedded in the historical, inter-

actional, emotional and relational worlds of everyday life.

The course draws on strategies from feminist research,

participatory and social action research, phenomenological
research and makes application to social work practice.

Prerequisite: Third-year Honours standing.

Social Work 52.422*
AIDS: Policy, Programs and Practice

Social workers are increasingly being confronted with the

personal, social and political aspects of Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). This course examines the

knowledge, skills and values important for social workers
in co-ordinating health and social services, engaging in

program development and policy analysis and working in

partnership with people living with AIDS.
Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.423*
Social Work Practice from an Aboriginal Perspective
This course introduces students to the cultural identity of



the Original Peoples of Canada, their traditional values,

cultural-based behaviour and the effects on them of chang-

ing times and relations. Special attention is given to the

culture-specific skills and approaches particular to tradi-

tional and current helping with First Nations People. The

course also examines the role of the political, legal, and

constitutional status of Canadian Aboriginal Peoples, and

how those create many of the problems that bring Aborigi-

nal Peoples to social agencies and limit options for self-de-

termination.

Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.424*
Social Work and Aging
This course orients students to social perspectives on aging

and specifically focuses on models of practice that contrib-

ute to the independence of elderly people. It considers

social programs and policies, such as social insurance,

social services, housing, public health and health care

which affect older people. It also considers how social,

psychological and political issues relate to independence

in later life.

Prerequisites: Third-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.100.

Social Work 52.426*
Feminist Counselling

This course is designed to examine the theory, practice and

literature of feminist counselling, an approach that weaves
together personal and political aspects of women's lives in

the helping process. Attention is paid to the commonalities

among women arising from experiences of sexism and the

differences arising from racism, class oppression, het-

erosexism, disability, ageism, etc. Emphasis is on practice,

on ways of working from both a provider and consumer
perspective. A high degree of student participation is es-

sential.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year Honours standing and Social

Work 52.321 * or permission of the instructor.

Social Work 52.490* 52.492*
Independent Essay
A reading or research course for students who wish to

investigate a particular topic of interest. Available to Third-

and Fourth-year students only. Students may take a maxi-

mum of one credit of independent study in their total pro-

gram.

Social Work 52 .498
Honours Essay
During their final year, candidates may choose to undertake

a research essay under the supervision of a faculty adviser.

The project may take the form of an experiment, a case-

study, historical research, or such other work as meets with

the adviser's approval. Students should refer to general

Faculty of Social Sciences regulations regarding submis-

sion of Honours Essays (see p. 65).
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General Information

The Department of Sociology and Anthropology offers the

following undergraduate programs:

Pass in Sociology-Anthropology

Honours in Anthropology

Honours in Sociology

All of these programs can be taken either as principal

concentrations or in combination with other disciplines.

Details of these programs are outlined below.

The several types of courses offered by the Department are

indicated by the following numerical prefixes:

53 Sociology

54 Anthropology

56 Sociology-Anthropology

Provided they meet the requirements of the particular pro-

gram for which they are registered, students may select

their courses from any or all of these.

Students may take both Sociology 53.100 and Anthropol-

ogy 54.100 for credit, but only one will count toward the

requirements in any Sociology and/or Anthropology pro-

gram; the other may be used only as an Arts option. If

Sociology-Anthropology 56.1 00 has been taken, Sociology

53.100 or Anthropology 54. 100 may not be taken.
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Academic Audit Report

Each student Is provided with an Academic Audit Report.

This important document is a computerized statement of

the student's degree and disciplinary requirements,

matched with the courses completed or in progress; it also

includes requirements left to be completed. Students who
require assistance with the interpretation of their Academic

Audit Report should refer to the Undergraduate Handbook,

published by the Department of Sociology and Anthropol-

ogy, and/or consult with the appropriate departmental pro-

gram Co-ordinator.

Graduation Regulations

in order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to ail departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Pass Program

Pass Program in Sociology-Anthropology

1. Students in the Pass program in Sociology-Anthropol-

ogy must successfully complete six credits in the sociology-

anthropology field:

(a) one of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.1 00, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.100 with a minimum grade of C-;

(b) either Socio logy 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203;

(c) ertherSociology-Anthropology 56.305 or Anthropology

54.310;

(d) one further credit in Sociology and/or Anthropology at

the 300-level;

(e) two additional credits beyond the 1 00-level in Sociology

and/or Anthropology.

2. Students may not count more than nine credits in Soci-

ology and/or Anthropology toward a Pass B.A. degree.

3. Final-year students with the required standing may be
given permission to take a course at the 400-level. It is also

expected that some work will be taken in related disciplines

in the Social Sciences.

4. Students are expected to maintain a minimum grade-

point average of 4.0 (C-) in the Sociology-Anthropology

field.

5. A total of 15 credits beyond Qualifying-University year

is required.

Students are strongly advised to consult the Co-ordinator

of the Pass program regularly throughout their degree
studies to ensure that they are observing departmental and
University requirements.

Combined Pass Programs

1. Students combining Sociology-Anthropology with an-

other discipline must successfully complete four credits in

Sociology and/or Anthropology.

(a) one of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.1 00, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.100 with a minimum grade of C-;

(b) one of Sociology 53.203, Anthropology 54.203, Soci-

ology-Anthropology 56.305 or Anthropology 54.31 0. Note:

It is recommended that Pass B.A. Combined Majors who
take Psychology 49.200 take either Sociology-Anthropol-

ogy 56.305 or Anthropology 54.31 0.

(c) one further credit in Sociology and/or Anthropology at

the 300-level;

(d) one additional credit beyond the 1 00-level in Sociology

and/or Anthropology.

2. Students may not count more than seven credits in

Sociology and/or Anthropology toward a B.A. Combined
Pass degree.

3. Final-year students with the required standing may be
given permission to take a course at the 400-level.

4. Students are expected to maintain a minimum grade-

point average of 4.0 (C-) in each Major field.

5. A total of 15 credits beyond Qualifying-University year

is required.

Combined Pass programs should be worked out in consult-

ation with the departments concerned, and may include

other requirements additional to those listed above.

Students are strongly advised to consult the Co-ordinator

of the Pass program regularly throughout their degree

studies to ensure that they are observing departmental and
University requirements.

Honours Programs

General

Honours programs may be entered from the Honours First

year in the Social Sciences or by transfer from the Pass
program if the appropriate standing has been attained.

Students taking Honours in Sociology or Anthropology are

expected to meet the general University regulations gov-

erning the degree and to fulfil certain additional require-

ments depending on the program selected. The practicum

will be considered as a credit in determining a student's final

standing. The following programs are available.

Sociology

The requirements are:

1. Nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropology:

(a) one of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.1 00, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.100 with a minimum grade of C+;

(b) either Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203 (Soci-

ology 53.203 is recommended);
(c) Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 and Sociology 53.406

(students should note that Socio logy-Anthropology 56.305

is a prerequisite for Sociology 53.406);

(d) Sociology 53.370 (it is recommended that students

take Sociology 53.370 in the Third year);

(e) one full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level;

(f) Sociology 53.495;

(g) two additional credits beyond the 1 00-level within the

Department.

2. A Minor consisting of three credits in one of the following:

Economics, Geography, History, Philosophy, Political Sci-

ence, Psychology, or as arranged in consultation with the

Co-ordinator of Honours (Sociology).

3. A maximum of 12 credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with Hon-
ours in Sociology.

4. Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain

a grade-point average of 6.5 or better in their Major; prior

to that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in the Major

discipline is required.
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5. A total of 20 credits beyond Qualifying-University year

is required.

It is recommended that students take a course (or courses)

involving formal reasoning (e.g., Mathematics 69.109* or

69.1 19*. or Philosophy 32.201*) during their first two

years.

Students are strongly advised to consult the Co-ordinator

of Honours (Sociology) regularly throughout their degree

studies to ensure that they are observing departmental and

University requirements.

Anthropology

The requirements are:

1. Nine credits in Anthropology and/or Sociology:

(a) one of Anthropology 54.1 00, Sociology 53.100, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.1 00 with a minimum grade of C+;

(b) either Anthropology 54.203 or Sociology 53.203 (An-

thropology 54.203 is recommended);

(c) Anthropology 54.31 0, 54.41 0 and 54.495;

(d) one full or two half credits in Anthropology and/or

Sociology at the 400- or 500-level;

(e) three additional credits beyond the 1 00-level within the

Department.

2. A maximum of 12 credits in Anthropology and/or Soci-

ology may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with

Honours in Anthropology.

3. Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain

a grade-point average of 6.5 or better in their Major; prior

to that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in the Major

discipline is required.

4. A total of 20 credits beyond Qualifying-University year

is required.

Students are strongly advised to consult the Co-ordinator

of Honours (Anthropology) regularly throughout their de-

gree studies to ensure that they are observing departmental

and University requirements.

Combined Honours In Sociology

Students are strongly advised to consult the Co-ordinator

of Honours (Sociology) regularly throughout their degree

studies to ensure that they are observing departmental and
University requirements.

The general requirements for Combined Honours in Soci-

ology are:

1. One of Sociology 53.1 00, Anthropology 54.100, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.1 00 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203 (Sociology

53.203 is recommended).

3. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 or Sociology 53.406; if

the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Sociology

53.406 is recommended (students should note that Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 is a prerequisite for Sociology

53.406).

4. Sociology 53.370 (it is recommended that students take

Sociology 53.370 in the Third year).

5. One full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level.

6. (a) If the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Soci-

ology 53.495 and one additional credit in Sociology and/or

Anthropology beyond the 1 00-level;

(b) If the Honours Essay is written in the other discipline

two additional credits in Sociology and/or Anthropology

beyond the 100-level.

Normally, Honours students will be expected to undertake

an Honours Essay in one of the disciplines; in those cas
where the second discipline does not require an Honours
Essay, alternative arrangements may be considered by

Co-ordinator of Honours (Sociology).

A maximum of nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol

ogy may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with Com
bined Honours in Sociology and another discipline.

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Majo

discipline is required.

It is recommended that students take a course (or courses

involving formal reasoning (e.g., Mathematics 69.109* o

69.119*, or Philosophy 32.201*) during their first two

years.

The following programs are exceptions to the foregoing

requirements:

Combined Honours in Sociology and Economics

The requirements in the Sociology component of this pro

gram are:

1. One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100, Sociol

ogy-Anthropotogy 56.1 00 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203 (Sociology

53.203 is recommended), followed by Sociology 53.370 o

Economics 43.220 (if the Honours Essay is written

Sociology, Sociology 53.370 is recommended; student;

who take Sociology 53.370 should do so in the Third year)

3. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 or Sociology 53.406;

the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Socioloc

53.406 is recommended (students should note that Sociol

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 is a prerequisite for Sociology

53.406).

4. One full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level.

5. (a) If the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Soci-

ology 53.495 and one additional credit in Sociology and/or

Anthropology beyond the 100-level;

(b) If the Honours Essay is written in Economics, two

additional credits in Sociology and/or Anthropology beyond

the 1 00-level.

A maximum of nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with Com-
bined Honours in Economics and Sociology.

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior to

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Major

discipline is required.

Note:

See also p. 1 1 9, and consult the Department of Economics.

Combined Honours in Sociology and Geography

The requirements in the Sociology component of this pro-

gram are:

1. One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.1 00 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203 (Sociology

53.203 is recommended).
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; 3. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 orSociology 53.406; if

the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Sociology
' 53.406 is recommended (students should note that Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 is a prerequisite for Sociology

53.406).

4. Sociology 53.370 (if the Honours Essay is written in

Geography, one optional Sociology and/or Anthropology

credit beyond the 100-level can be substituted for Sociology

53.370; students who take Sociology 53.370 should do so

in the Third year).

5. One full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level.

6. (a) If the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Soci-

ology 53.495 and one additional credit in Sociology and/or

;
Anthropology beyond the 100-level;

( (b) If the Honours Essay is written in Geography, two

additional credits in Sociology and/or Anthropology beyond
i the 100-level.

j
A maximum of nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with Com-
!

bined Honours in Geography and Sociology.

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior to

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Major

discipline is required.

Note:

See also p. 1 51 , and consult the Department of Geography.

Combined Honours In Sociology and Journalism

Students may select a course pattern that will lead, at their

option, to either the degree of B.A. with Combined Honours
in Journalism and Sociology, or B.J. (with Sociology). At the

end of the Third year, students will elect to write their

Honours Essay in either Sociology or Journalism. Should

students select Sociology, they will be awarded the degree
of B.A. upon graduation. Students selecting Journalism will

be awarded the degree of B.J. (with Sociology) upon gradu-

ation.

The Combined Honours program in Sociology and Journal-

ism requires a total of 20.5 credits. The requirements in the

Sociology component of this program are:

f. One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.100 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. Sociology 53203 or Anthropology 54.203 (Sociology

53203 is recommended). Note: Mass Communication
27.201 can be substituted for Sociology 53.203 or Anthro-

pology 54.203.

3. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 orSociology 53.406; if

the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Sociology

53.406 is recommended (students should note that Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 is a prerequisite for Sociology

53.406).

4. Sociology 53.370 (it is recommended that students take

Sociology 53.370 in the Third year).

5. One full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level.

6. (a) If the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Soci-

ology 53.495 and one additional credit in Sociology and/or

Anthropology beyond the 100-level (not including Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.21 1);

(b) If the Honours Essay is written in Journalism, two
additional credits in Sociology and/or Anthropology beyond
the 100-level (not including Sociology-Anthropology
56211).

A maximum of nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy may be counted toward the degrees of B.A. with

Combined Honours in Journalism and Sociology or B.J.

(with Sociology).

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior to

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Major

discipline is required.

Note:

See also p. 193, and consult the School of Journalism.

Combined Honours In Sociology and Mass Communi-
cation

The requirements in the Sociology component of this pro-

gram are:

1. One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.100 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology 54203 (Sociology

53.203 is recommended). Note: Mass Communication
27.201 can be substituted for Sociology 53.203 or Anthro-

pology 54.203; one additional Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy credit beyond the 100-level would then be required (not

including Sociology-Anthropology 56.211, 56.311,
56.430*, 56.431 and 56.432*).

3. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 orSociology 53.406; if

the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Sociology

53.406 is recommended (students should note that Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 is a prerequisite for Sociology

53.406).

4. Sociology 53.370 (it is recommended that students take

Sociology 53.370 in the Third year).

5. One full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level.

6. (a) If the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Soci-

ology 53.495 and one additional credit in Sociology and/or

Anthropology beyond the 100-level (not including Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.211, 56.311, 56.430*. 56.431 and
56.432*);

(b) If the Honours Essay is written in Mass Communica-
tion, two additional credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy beyond the 100-level (not including
Sociology-Anthropology 5621 1 , 56.311 ,

56.430*. 56.431

and 56.432*).

A maximum of nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with Com-
bined Honours in Mass Communication and Sociology.

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior to

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Major

discipline is required.

Note:

See also p. 216, and consult Mass Communication.

Combined Honours in Sociology and Political Science

The requirements in the Sociology component of this pro-

gram are:

1. One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.1 00, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.100 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. One of the following methods sequences:

(a) in the Second year, Political Science 47.270; in the

Third year, Sociology 53.370; or

(b) in the Second year, Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology

54203 (Sociology 53.203 is recommended); in the Third
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year, Political Science 47.471* and 47.472* (students

should note that Political Science 47.471* and 47.472*
may not be offered every year).

3. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 or Sociology 53.406; if

the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Sociology

53.406 is recommended (students should note that Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 is a prerequisite for Sociology

53.406).

4. One full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level.

5. (a) If the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Soci-

ology 53.495 and one additional credit in Sociology and/or

Anthropology beyond the 100-level;

(b) If the Honours Essay is written in Political Science, two

additional credits in Sociology and/or Anthropology beyond
the 100-level.

A maximum of nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with Com-
bined Honours in Political Science and Sociology.

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior to

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Major

discipline is required.

Note:

See also p. 237, and consult the Department of Political

Science.

Combined Honours In Sociology and Psychology

The requirements in the Sociology component of this pro-

gram are:

1. One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.1 00 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203 (Sociology

53.203 is recommended). Note: Students who take Psy-

chology 49.200 may substitute one optional Sociology

and/or Anthropology credit beyond the 100-level for Soci-

ology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203.

3. Sociology-Anthropology 56.305 or Sociology 53.406; if

the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Sociology

53.406 is recommended (students should note that Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.305 is a prerequisite for Sociology

53.406).

4. One full or two half credits in Sociology and/or Anthro-

pology at the 400- or 500-level.

5. (a) If the Honours Essay is written in Sociology, Soci-

ology 53.370 (which should be taken in the Third year),

53.495 and one additional credit in Sociology and/or An-
thropology beyond the 100-level;

(b) If the Honours Essay is written in Psychology, three

additional credits in Sociology and/or Anthropology beyond
the 1 00-level.

A maximum of nine credits in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy may be counted toward the degree of B.A. with Com-
bined Honours in Psychology and Sociology.

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior to

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Major

discipline is required.

Note:

See also p. 249, and consult the Department of Psychology.

Combined Honours In Anthropology

Students intending to enter an Honours program combining

Anthropology with another discipline should take one of

Anthropology 54.100, Sociology 53.100, Sociology-Anthro-

pology 56.100 and the introductory course in the other

discipline in their First year. A minimum of six credits in

Anthropology and/or Sociology is required, but not more
than nine credits in Anthropology and/or Sociology may be

counted toward the degree of B.A. with Combined Honours
in Anthropology and another discipline.

Students are strongly advised to consult the Co-ordinator

of Honours (Anthropology) regularly throughout their de-

gree studies to ensure that they are observing departmental

and University requirements.

The general requirements for Combined Honours in An-

thropology are:

1. One of Anthropology 54.100, Sociology 53.100, Sociol-

ogy-Anthropology 56.1 00 with a minimum grade of C+.

2. Anthropology 54.203 or Sociology 53.203 (Anthropol-

ogy 54.203 is recommended).

3. Anthropology 54.310.

4. One full or two half credits in Anthropology and/or Soci-

ology at the 400- or 500-level.

5. (a) If the Honours Practicum is taken in Anthropology,

Anthropology 54.41 0 and 54.495; -

(b) If the Honours Essay is written in the other discipline,

two additional credits in Anthropology and/or Sociology

beyond the 100-level.

Normally, Honours students will be expected to undertake

an Honours Essay in one of the disciplines. In those cases

where the second discipline does not require an Honours
Essay, alternative arrangements may be considered by the

Co-ordinator of Honours (Anthropology).

Students entering Fourth year must have and maintain a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in each Major; prior to

that, a minimum grade-point average of 6.0 in each Major

discipline is required.

Criminology and Criminal Justice Concentration

For details see p. 115.

Graduate Programs

The Department offers studies leading to the following

graduate degrees: M.A. in Sociology, M.A. in Social Anthro-

pology and Ph.D. in Sociology. For further details consult

the Calendar of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Re-

search. Final-year Honours students may take one or more

graduate seminars with the permission of the Department.

Prerequisite

The normal prerequisite for courses taken beyond the

100-level is one of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.1 00,

Sociology-Anthropology 56.100. Otherwise, students may
be admitted with permission of the Department.
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Course-Related Tutorials

Students within the Department may include among their

courses one or more tutorials. Further information is avail-

able from the Undergraduate Program Co-ordinators.

Written permission from the Chair of the Department of

Sociology and Anthropology is necessary before registra-

tion in these courses can take place.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

i for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

I ttons and Class Schedule booklet published in the

i summer.

i Sociology 53.100

I Introduction to Sociology
i An introduction to the comparative study of social groups,

i classes and institutions. The main emphasis is on industri-

I
alized societies with special attention given to Canadian

society.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

|
56.100. Students in any Sociology and/or Anthropology

program should consult the departmental General Informa-

i Hon section on p. 278 and the departmental Pass/Com-
i bined Pass, Honours/Combined Honours sections on pp.

279-282.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.100

Introduction to Anthropology
Anthropology is the study of the alternative ways that

, humans perceive, believe and behave. The course consid-

ers the nature and evolution of human cultural systems and
forms of adaptation ranging from hunting and gathering to

farming and stratified state formations. Attention is given to

such varying institutions as marriage and the family, eco-

nomics, politics and religion. Both the adaptive and poten-

tially maladaptive aspects of human behaviour are

examined.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

56.100. Students in any Sociology and/or Anthropology

program should consult the departmental General Informa-

tion section on p. 278 and the departmental Pass/Com-
bined Pass, Honours/Combined Honours sections on pp.
279-282.

I Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.100

Principles of Comparative Social Structure: Sociology
and Anthropology
An introduction to the comparative study of human society

from the parallel perspective of sociology and social anthro-

pology. The principal focus is on continuity and change in

the development of relatively simple and highly complex
societies.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.100 and An-

thropology 54.100. Students in any Sociology and/or An-
thropology program should consult the departmental
Pass/Combined Pass, Honours/Combined Honours sec-

tions on pp. 279-282.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Socio togy 53.203

Introduction to Sociological Research
An introduction to general issues in sociological research.

Topics include the logic of research, problems of research

design, fundamental techniques of data collection in soci-

ology and problems in the ethics of research. Students are

introduced to both qualitative and quantitative research

methods.

.

Precludes additional credit for Anthropology 54.203.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and workshop three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.203

Introduction to Anthropological Research
An introduction to general issues in anthropological re-

search. Topics include the logic of research, problems of

research design, fundamental techniques of data collection

in anthropology and problems in the ethics of research.

Students are introduced to both qualitative and quantitative

research methods.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.203.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and workshop three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.206*
Cultural Adaptations and the Environment
This course examines the ways in which humans affect and
are affected by the natural environment. The focus is upon
simpler, non -industrial societies whose modes of subsis-

tence are based upon hunting and gathering, horticulture,

or pastoralism. Basic concepts and theories of anthro-

pological ecology are introduced.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.207*
The Anthropology of Conquest
What is the fate of a small-scale or non-Western society in

a situation of partial or pervasive contact with colonial or

industrial nation-states? Is it one of mutual adjustment and
exchange or one of devastating disruption? This course

examines these and other closely related issues with ex-

amples drawn from Canadian history and other parts of the

world. Specific topics include forced labour and mecha-
nisms of resource appropriation, acculturation and ethno-

centrism, wars of extermination and the demographic
effects of contact, treaty-making and land policies, revitali-

zation movements and other aboriginal responses to con-

quest.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.210

Social Psychology
The study of the relationship between the individual and the

social system. Emphasis is on integrating individual and
social approaches. Howdoesagroup influence psychologi-

cal processes (attitudes, cognitions, motivations, etc.)?

How does an individual influence a group? Group proc-

esses such as socialization, symbolic interaction, coercion,

conformity, leadership, cohesion, etc., are studied.

Precludes additional credit for Psychology 49.21 0*.
Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology
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54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, in-

troductory Psychology, or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.21

1

The Mass Madia in Modem Society

An examination of the historical development and current

operations of the major mass media, with a view to relating

developments to the larger social structure. Emphasis is on

the relationship between the media and the structure of

Canadian society. (Also listed as Mass Communication

27.211.)

Prerequisites: For students in Sociology and/or Anthropol-

ogy programs only and either Mass Communication
27.111, or one of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology 54.100

or Sociology-Anthropology 56.1 00.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.220

Canadian Society

The course focuses on the study of Canadian society as an

ongoing social system. Alternative theoretical perspectives

are developed and examined for the interpretation they

provide of recurrent social issues. Special attention is given

to persistence and change in regional, ethnic, class and
sex-role differences.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.225

Prehistoric Anthropology, Cultural and Biological Evo-
lution of Humans
An examination, from an evolutionary point of view, of the

physical anthropology and archaeology of early humans,
their origins, the development of technology and of complex
institutions, and the nature of racial differences.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.230

Social Systems of Non-Western Societies

A study of social anthropology with an emphasis on cross-

cultural comparisons of various societies. The course fo-

cuses on current directions and debates in the study of

kinship, political, economic and symbolic systems, culture

change and other areas of anthropological concern.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.235

Ethnic Group Relations

An anthropological and sociological study of minority

groups and of ethnic and "race" relations in multi-cultural

societies. The course focuses on intergroup processes

within a comparative framework.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.241

Kinship, Marriage and the Family
The primary focus of this course is upon contemporary
marriage and family life with a major emphasis on the family

in Canadian society. The background for this study is

developed through the consideration of historical and
cross-cultural perspectives on kinship and family forms.

Consideration is given to current issues, including changes
in marriage and parenthood and associated policy

changes.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Socio logy-Anthropology 56.243

Religion and Society

A broad survey of religious institutions, with comparative

and historical emphases. Examination is made of the major

social, cultural and psychological theories of religion, as

well as of the methodological problems associated with the

subject matter. Attention is also placed on a range of topics

such as totemism, social change, Utopian communities,

secularization, and the relationship of religion to other

social institutions and processes. (Also listed as Religion

34.243.)

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.247
Women in Society

An enquiry into the historical and contemporary roots of

sex-role determination. A comparative analysis of the po-

sition of women in various social formations is attempted,

in conjunction with an examination of various theoretical

perspectives concerning women's societal role. Emphasis
is on the Canadian context.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.248*
The Anthropology of Women
An examination of male and female roles and status in

relation to societal factors such as economics, decision-

making, and ideology. Emphasis is on the study of women
in traditional, and changing, non-Western pre-industrial

societies.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.249*
Development, Dependency and Gender
An examination of anthropological and feminist analyses of

the changing gendered division of labour in the Third and
Fourth Worlds. Emphases are on case studiesthat illustrate

the impact of "development" or "underdevelopment" on

gender roles and gender inequality, and on theoretical

understandings which "explain" this impact.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.251*
Introduction to Population Studies

An introduction to the basic principles of demography. Past

and present population growth, and the determinants of

population growth, are examined. Interrelations among
demographic, social, cultural and economic factors are

investigated. Where possble, Canadian demographic ma-
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terial is discussed.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53252
Sociology of Aging and the Elderly

An investigation of the implications of population aging for

Canadian social structure and the major issues, theories

and research regarding aging and the elderly in contempo-

rary society. The implications of Canada's changing age
structure for such institutions as the economy, the polity

and the family are examined in a comparative perspective.

Social policy issues related to aspects of the aging process

such as retirement and pensions are discussed. Special

attention is given to a detailed examination of the compo-

sition and living conditions of Canada's elderly.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.253*
Introduction to Human Ecology
The course focuses on interrelationships among popula-

tion, organization, environment and technology, and on the

relationship between man and the natural environment

from the perspective of resource use, management and
policy.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53254*
Urban Sociology
An examination of issues related to people and the urban

environment, including the historical process of urbaniza-

tion, the rural-urban transition, and the diffusion of urban

values and life styles. Some attention is paid to contempo-
rary urban problems, such as urban renewal, pollution and
the pressures of the urban environment on social institu-

tions.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53255*
Sociology of Deviance
An analysis of the relation of deviant and criminal behaviour

in modem society to the functioning of social systems. A
special emphasis is given to theories of causation, types of

deviance, the creation and evasion of rules and social roles

of deviants.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53256*
Police In Society

An examination of the organization and activities of the

police in industrialized societies. Particular attention is de-

voted to Canadian information, and the themes of social

control, police discretion, and the relations of police to a
democratic society.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53257*
The Sociology of Work
A study of the sociological aspects of work with particular

emphasis on: the changing meaning of work; changing

impact of technology; alienation; shift from primary to sec-

ondary to tertiary sectors; changing participation rate of

men and women; ethnicity and work; impact of social policy;

and labour resources problems in developed and develop-

ing societies.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.245 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.258*
The Sociology of Occupations and Professions

A study of the social history of occupations; and an exami-

nation of: occupational choice; recruitment; training and
careers in non-professional and professional occupations;

traditional and non-traditional views of professions, semi
and para professions; and the changing participation and
experiences of women in traditional and non-traditional

occupations.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.245 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.260*
Community
The community is studied as a localized social system in a

larger social setting. This involves analysis of demographic
and ecological factors as well as a variety of community-

based institutions. Special attention is given to decision-

making, community planning and development.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53271*
Criminology

The study of the relationship of crime and social structure

with a special emphasis on policies and programs by which
society reacts to crime.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.270 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.284*
Language and Culture

The course surveys several approaches to the study of

language in anthropology. Among the topics covered are

the evolution of language, the brain and language, commu-
nication among non-human primates, historical linguistics,

sociolinguistics, the hermeneutjcs of text analysis, dialec-

tology, body language and non-verbal communication,

drum and whistle languages, language change and devel-

opmental linguistics. The course involves a laboratory dur-

ing which the student learns to record linguistic data from

a native speaker.
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Precludes additional credit for Anthropology 54.371 * taken

prior to 1983-84, and for Sociology-Anthropology 56.285

and 56.326* taken with the same topic.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

Linguistics 29.100, or permission of the Department.

Lectures and workshop three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.285*
Selected Topics
Selected topics in sociology and/or anthropology, not ordi-

narily treated in the regular course program. The choice of

topics varies from year to year. Students should check with

the Department regarding the topic offered.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.286*
Selected Topics
Selected topics in sociology and/or anthropology, not ordi-

narily treated in the regular course program. The choice of

topics varies from year to year. Students should check with

the Department regarding the topic offered.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.291 and 56.292*
Course-Related Tutorials

See explanatory note on p. 283.

Anthropology 54.301*
Phonetics
Offered in the Department of Linguistics as Linguistics

29.301*.
Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00.

Anthropology 54.302*
Phonology
Offered in the Department of Linguistics as Linguistics

29.302*.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.301* or Anthropology
54.301*.

Anthropology 54.303*
Language Analysis
Offered in the Department of Linguistics as Linguistics

29.303*.
Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.1 00.

Anthropology 54.304*
Grammatical Theory
Offered in the Department of Linguistics as Linguistics

29.304*.

Prerequisite: Linguistics 29.303* or Anthropology
54.303*.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.305

The Development of Sociological and Anthropological

Thought
The development of sociological and anthropological

thought since the end of the eighteenth century. Various

theoretical approaches are placed within their historical,

social and intellectual contexts. The writings of key figures

such as Comte, Spencer, Marx, Durkheim, Weber, Mali-

nowski and Radcliffe-Brown are examined and analyzed as

illustrations of the development of theoretical approaches
in both disciplines. Connections between theoretical tradi-

tions and current theoretical debates in sociology and
anthropology are considered.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.31

0

Theory and Methodology In Anthropology
The course addresses questions of theory and methods I

analysis in social anthropology. Although some attention

given to early developments in anthropological theory,

emphasis is on the contemporary formulations of function

alism, exchange theory, cultural ecology, structuralism

Marxism, feminism, and critical theory. Special attention i

given to the interdependence of theory, methods of r<

search and the analysis of concrete data taken from variou

societies.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropoloc

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, i

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.3 1

1

Advanced Study of the Mass Media
An examination of the philosophical and theoretical foun

dations of mass-communication studies. The course is a

analysis of the content of selected theories with a view
j

assessing the contributions they make to the understand ir

of mass communication. (Also listed as Mass Communica
tion 27.311.)

Prerequisites: For students in Sociology and/or Anthropo

ogy programs only and Mass Communication 27.211

Sociology-Anthropology 56.21 1

.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.315

Sociology of Education
An examination of educational institutions; their interpla

with one another and with other social institutions;

structure of educational opportunity; the school and univer

sity seen as organizations; individual and social effects

education; the sociology of learning. The approach is gei

erally comparative and includes a consideration of contem
porary critiques of the educational system.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropolog

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, o

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.31 7*
visual Anthropology
This course examines the anthropological experience as

reflected in film. A number of problems are considered,

including selectivity, bias, the effect of the observer's pres-

ence, and problems in reconstructing past events in film.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.318*
Archaeology in Canada
An examination of archaeological practice in North Amer-

ica, with particular emphasis on Canada. Topics covered

include: the human settlement of the Americas; archae-

ological perspectives on the cultural histories of Native

American peoples and on evidences of early European

contact with them; the relationship between archaeological

and ethnological constructions of Native peoples' culture

histories and European contact; the political and ideological

significance of alternative archaeological representations

of these culture histories and of experiences of contact.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.
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Anthropology 54.319*

Issues In Canadian Native Studies

i An anthropological examination of issues and policies con-

cerning Canadian Indian, Inuit and M6tis peoples. The
course explores controversies surrounding social change,

native rights, cultural autonomy and women's status.

Precludes additional credit for Anthropology 54.219* (no

|

longer offered).

i Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.320

French Canada and Quebec Society

; An analysis of the economic, cultural and political aspects

of present-day French Canada and Quebec society, with

J

special reference to the interplay of three fundamental

i themes, i.e., class, culture and nation. Particular attention

is also given to the diversity of theoretical perspectives and
• modes of analysis which prevail in the study of the contem-

porary situation. A reading knowledge of French is helpful,

; but is not a prerequisite for the course.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology
• 54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

i Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.325*
Selected Topics In Sociology-Anthropology
Selected topics in sociology and/or anthropology, not ordi-

narily treated in the regular course program. The choice of

topics varies from year to year. Students should check with

the Department regarding the topic offered.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.326*
Selected Topics in Sociology-Anthropology
Selected topics in sociology and/or anthropology, not ordi-

narily treated in the regular course program. The choice of

topics varies from year to year. Students should check with

the Department regarding the topic offered.

Anthropology 54.331 *
Kinship and Culture

This course examines the nature of peoples' ideas concern-

ing procreation, incest, and social relationships, and vari-

ations in descent, marriage, families, and kinship

terminologies cross-culturally. The course also relates as-

pects of kinship to other societal institutions and ideologies.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology
54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.333*
Economic Anthropology
The course is concerned with the culturally varying systems
of material production, the unequal distribution of wealth
and the effects that decision strategies have on social

relations and change in non-industrial societies. Attention

is given to fundamental controversies dividing scholars of

divergent theoretical affiliations - functionalists, Marxists,

and so on - with a particular emphasis on related issues of

Third World or hinterland underdevelopment. Concrete
case studies of gift exchange, conspicuous consumption,
slavery, kin-based economies, etc., are examined in a
variety of geographical and historical contexts.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology
54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.334*
Culture and Symbols
The ability to create and manipulate symbols and concrete

images ranging from colours to sounds and from animals

and plants to deities is a defining characteristic of cultural

reality. Different anthropological methods are employed to

examine symbols in all parts of the world and in a variety

of social contexts, such as magical and religious rituals,

mythology, folklore, art, primitive classification, kinship and
politics. The focus is on how human beings understand

themselves through symbols and on alternative ap-

proaches to symbolic studies.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54 .335*

The Prehistory of Human Settlement

This course examines the way in which human societies

with different ways of life utilize space. Archaeological data

are used to compare and contrast the settlement forms of

hunting and gathering peoples with those of more settled

village and urban dwellers. This course considers in detail

the emergence in both the Old and New Worlds of settled

life and the resulting changes in human -environment rela-

tions.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.336*
Medical Anthropology
An examination of the cross-cultural literature on ap-

proaches, institutions and techniques of healing. This in-

cludes the study of cultural and biological factors in the

causation, diagnosis, treatment and meaning of disease.

Methods in cross-cultural epidemiology and ethnographic

field procedures are discussed, as is the role of symbolism
and ritual in healing traditions. Additional topics include

transcultural psychiatry, ethno-pharmacology, midwifery,

paleopathology, health care delivery in developing coun-

tries.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

56.325* taken in the Fall of 1987.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.339*
Society and Shelter

An examination of buildings and shelter as human and
social products. Major areas of concern include the impact
of the built environment on social processes, the perception

and cognition of the built environment, the design, construc-

tion and use of buildings as social processes, the develop-

ment of the design professions, and the distribution of

shelter as part of social stratification. (Also listed as Archi-

tecture 76.423*.)

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.338 taken prior

to 1 984-85.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.345*
Stratification and Mobility

An examination of the principal theoretical and empirical
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questions in the study of social class and social mobility in

complex societies. The bases and forms of inequality are

examined with the aid of data from Canada, England, the

United States, Eastern Europe .China, Japan and a number
of other societies.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.346*
Industrial Sociology

An enquiry into the development, structure and prospects

of industrial society and post-industrial society, including

the relation of industrial institutions to the rest of society,

and the internal organization of industrial institutions, in-

cluding problems of management, labour and union rela-

tions.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.246* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.347*
Power
The principal concern of the course is the nature of power
in human groups - its sources, forms and processes.

Particular attention is paid to community and national elites

and power structures.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.348*
Collective Behaviour and Social Movements
An enquiry into the process of collective action as part of

social change at various levels. Topics discussed include

crowds, fashions, labour, political and religious move-
ments, rebellion and revolution.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.350*
Political Behaviour
An examination of sociological contributions to the study of

political behaviour and of the relations between politics and

the social structure, both in Canada and in other societies.

Emphasis is placed upon political socialization, the class

basis of politics, conflict, mass movements and change.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.351*
Methods of Population Analysis

An introduction to demographic techniques. Problems in

the collection and analysis of population data, such as

population censuses and vital registration. Emphasis is

placed upon the application of "demographic" methods
(e.g., cohort analysis) to other areas of sociological inves-

tigation.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.355

Bureaucracy and Society

An examination of the origins and development of large-

scale bureaucratic structures in the industrialized nations.

Particular attention is given to a critical evaluation of the

bureaucratic thesis, namely that bureaucracy operating in

the context of large-scale complex organizations is the

distinguishing characteristic and ultimate basis of power in

contemporary societies. This is accomplished by means of

a detailed study of bureaucratic structures and processes

in the modem business enterprise, the state and other

public and private organizations.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.358

Conflict and Conflict Resolution

A comparative analysis of the structure of social and inter-

cultural conflict. Methods for conflict management and

resolution are examined with particular reference to media-

tion, bargaining and negotiation theories. Students are

expected to participate in simulation exercises.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.360

Development and Social Change
An enquiry into central theoretical debates pertaining to

issues of underdevelopment, modernization, dependence,
exploitation and world system formation. Emphasis is

placed on the general effects of industrialism and capitalism

on the contemporary history of Third Worid societies. Con-

sideration is given to concrete case studies from across the

world.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.370

Research Design and Data Analysis

An integrated approach to the problems involved in the

analysis of quantitative data. Research design and proce-

dure and statistical inference are studied. It is recom-

mended that Sociology Honours students take this course

in the Third year of study, prior to commencing work on their

Honours Essay.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.220 and Psy-

chology 49.300.

Prerequisites: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Socio logy-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent and

in addition, Sociology 53.203 or Anthropology 54.203 or

equivalent in other departments; or permission of the De-

partment.

Lectures and workshop four hours a week.

Sociology 53.373*
Criminal Justice Policy

A description of Canadian criminal justice administration,

including prison, parole, probation and community treat-

ment, with an emphasis on conflicting ideologies and the

dynamics of policy-making decisions. Consideration is

given to the relationship between criminal justice policy and

other aspects of social change.

Note: Places in this course are limited; students formally

admitted to and registered in the Criminology and Criminal

Justice Concentration will be given priority.
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Prerequisites: Sociology 53.255*, 53.271* (53.270 prior

to 1988-89) and Third-year standing, or permission of the

;
Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.375*
Medical Sociology

A study of social factors related to health and illness, the

illness role, relationships between patients and health prac-

titioners, and the organization of health services. Attention

is given to both the social psychology of health and illness

and the structure of organizations concerned with health

care.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.377*
Sociology of Welfare Institutions

i
A study of the emergence and position of welfare institu-

tions in contemporary society with special emphasis on

i their relationship to social change, ideological conflicts and

forms of organization.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Socio logy 53 .380

Social Policy

A study of social policy in relation to social change and

Issues in Canadian society. This involves the policy orien-

tation and role of the social sciences, especially sociology,

In assessing the socio-cultural background, the processes

and the consequences of social policy. Contemporary Ca-

nadian issues are considered as case studies in social

policy.

Prerequisites: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 and at least one

additional 200- or 300-level credit in Sociology, or equiva-

lent courses in related disciplines, or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.381*
Sociology of Law
This course offers an introduction to and overview of the

sociology of law. The development of sociology of law is

located In sociology's wider concerns with the distinctive

features of modernity, the West and capitalism. These

themes are explored through the writings on law of Durk-

heim (changing forms of social solidarity, rise of restitutive

law, contract), Weber (formal rationality, legal rationaliza-

tion, economic calculation) and Marx (law, state and coer-

cion, legal form/commodity form). The course outEnes the

way in which these themes have influenced the subsequent

development of the sociology of law. (Also listed as Law
51516*.)
Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropobgy 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.382*
Anthropology and Science Fiction

This course explores the fundamental principles of anthro-

pology through the medium of science fiction. There are

points of convergence between the literature of anthropol-

ogy and the literature of science fiction, and these are

9xpk>red. Topics to be covered include: order in an anarchic

social field, gender and identity, the evolution of brain and

consciousness, religions and symbolic systems, and the

future of human societies.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

56.285* taken with the topic Anthropology through Sci-

ence Fiction.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Socio logy-Anthropology 56.383*
The Anthropology of Art I

This course considers anthropological approaches to the

study of art. The focus is on art in small-scale, non-indus-

trialized societies and on the art of tribal peoples who have

been colonized (so-called "Fourth World" art). Topics in-

clude the economic, social, political and symbolic roles of

art in social processes. Attention is given to issues of

identifying and defining art forms and activities cross-cul-

turally, and to the methods required to study and compare

differing aesthetic systems.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

56.285* or 56.325* taken with the same topic.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.1 00, or an introductory

course in Art History, or permission of the Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.384*

The Anthropology of Art II

This course applies anthropological methods and theories

to the analysis of the art of selected non-Western and
Fourth World societies. Case materials are drawn from

selected societies.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

56.286* or 56.326* taken with the same topic.

Prerequisite: Sociology-Anthropology 56.285* or 56.325*

or 56.383*. The Anthropology of Art I, or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.385*
Introduction to Cultural Studies

This course introduces students to research and theory in

the interdisciplinary area of Cultural Studies. Cultural Stud-

ies focuses on contemporary cultural change in the ad-

vanced industrialised societies and its impact on everyday

life. The implications of this research for social science and
policy are assessed.

Precludes additional credit for 56 .325*, taken with the topic

'Culture Studies: An Introduction''in 1991-92 and 1992-93.

Prerequisite: One of Sociology 53.100, Anthropology

54.100, Sociology-Anthropology 56.100 or equivalent, or

permission of the Department. Third-year standing is rec-

ommended.
Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology 53.386*
Field Placement: Criminology and Criminal Justice

Concentration
Experience in an agency setting, which provides the basis

for translating the academic dimension into practical in-

volvement in various aspects of criminal justice. This course

is graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. There is no

supplemental examination in this course.

Prerequisite: Open only to those students formally admitted

to and registered in the Criminology and Criminal Justice

Concentration.

Fall and Winter terms.
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Sociology 53.388*
Selected issues In Criminal Justice

This course focuses on conflicting goals among compo-
nents of the criminal justice system, the theory and practice

of correctional institutions and their alternatives, and of-

fenders' rights.

Note: Places in this course are limited; students formally

admitted to and registered in the Criminology and Criminal

Justice Concentration will be given priority.

Prerequisites: Sociology 53.255*. 53.271* (53.270 prior

to 1988-89) and Third-year standing, or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.391 * and 56.392*
Course-Related Tutorials

See explanatory note on p. 283.

Sociology 53.400*
Field Placement: Research and Analysis

Students in this placement gain research experience in a

professional research setting. Instead of attending classes,

students spend up to one day a week participating in the

research of an organization. In return, students receive a

half credit and are allowed to draw upon this research in

their Honours Essay. Students prepare a short assessment
of their placement experience. Enrolment is limited. Place-

ment is based on selection criteria and is done by the

Honours Sociology Co-ordinator. Interested students

should consult with the Honours Sociology Co-ordinator.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours Sociology standing, So-
ciology 53.370, and permission of the Department.

Anthropology 54.400*
Field Placement in Anthropology
Students in this placement gain research experience in a

professional research setting. Instead of attending classes,

students spend up to one day a week participating in the

research of an organization. In return, students receive a

half credit and are allowed to draw upon this research in

their Honours Essay. Students prepare a short assessment
of their placement experience. Interested students should

consult with the Honours Anthropology Co-ordinator.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours Anthropology standing

and permission of the Department.

Sociology 53.403*
Workshop In Advanced Research Design
A research-oriented course that allows students to develop

advanced research design skills in qualitative and quanti-

tative techniques. Topics to be covered include philosophy

of science, the nature of evidence, strategies of research

design and data collection.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing and Sociology

53.203, or permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.404*
Workshop In Advanced Data Analysis

This course examines advanced methods of data analysis,

with a focus on the development and application of techni-

cal skills. Topics to be examined may include: advanced
qualitative and quantitative analyses, multivariate analysis,

etc.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing and Sociology

53.370, or permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.406

Contemporary Theoretical Sociology
An analysis of sociological theories since the mid-twentieth

century such as structuralist, phenomenology and dis- I

course theories, as well as the contributions of modem
Marxist and feminist approaches.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.306 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing in Sociology,

and Sociology-Anthropology 56.305, or permission of the

Department.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Anthropology 54.410

The Ethnographic Enterprise

An examination of the premises underlying particular cases
of empirical work in anthropology. The value of various

anthropological paradigms for the solution of standard eth-

nographic problems.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.430*
Communication Policy: Theory and Foundations
This course examines theoretical perspectives on the role

and context of communication and cultural policy in modern
Canadian society. It introduces students to basic concepts
necessary to explain the role of the State in capitalist

society. It explores alternative framework^ for under-

standing the production and legitimation of communication
and cultural policy as a type of State action. (Also listed as

Mass Communication 27.430*.)

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

56 .431 or Mass Communication 27.431 (no longer offered),
J

and Sociology-Anthropology 56.41 1 or Mass Communica-
tion 27 .411 .taken prior to 1986-87.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing and Sociology-
|

Anthropology 56.31 1 or Mass Communication 27.31 1, or

permission of the Department.
Seminar three hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.432*
Communication Policy: Institutions and Practices

This course examines concrete examples of selected policy

practices in the communication and cultural policy field and
relates them to the institutions, agencies, actors, and social

j|

interests shaping the policy formation process in Canada,
j:

(Also listed as Mass Communication 27.432*.)

Precludes additional credit for Sociology-Anthropology

56.431 or Mass Communication 27.431 (no longer offered),

and Sociology-Anthropology 56.41 1 or Mass Communica- i

tion 27.41 1 taken prior to 1986-87.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing and Sociology- i

Anthropology 56.430* or Mass Communication 27.430*. !

or permission of the Department.

Seminar three hours a week.

Sociology 53.433*
Law in Advanced Capitalist Society

The course examines the different ways in which sociologi-

caland legal theory has attempted to grasp and understand I

the changing role and function of law in modern society,

with particular reference to advanced capitalist societies,
j

Topics include: the welfare state and the use of regulatory I

law; juridification and legalization; counter-trends: deregu-

lation, informalism, legal pluralism. (Also listed as Law
j

51.417*.)

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar three hours a week.
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j Sociology 53 .434*

i Sociology of Law and Morals

The course examines relations between law and morals

and other areas of social life in various social systems and

in various historical perspectives. Problems discussed in-

clude: mores; various types of law: official, living, natural

> and customary laws; legitimacy of law; social operation of

law, exclusive areas regulated by morality; effectiveness of

law; relation between power and law or morality; human
rights; totalitarian law. Different theoretical perspectives on

law and morals are analyzed. Ideas of Durkheim, Petrazy-

cki, Weber, Pound, Aubert, Habermas, and Luhmann are

n discussed.

t Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.440*
Environment, Ideology and Social Policy

This course traces the development of the environmental

i
movement in North America from the turn of the century

onwards. Changing public perceptions of the environment

«
|

are examined as are the various policy responses that have

emerged in response to the call for environmental protec-

tion . Topics may include sustainable development, altema-

s tive energy sources, environmental impact assessment,

and appropriate technology strategies. Collective versus

individualistic responsibility for environmental protection is

I examined in the context of legal remedies to environmental

problems, criminalization versus regulation, the emergence

I I of "green" consumer products, and community recycling

programs.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

f i Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53 .443*
Selected Problems In the Uses of Sociology and Social

Policy Analysis

An examination of selected problems in the relation be-

tween sociology as a discipline and the uses to which ft may
be put. Depending on the interests of the instructor, these

c may include: social criticism, social intervention, social

poicy and social planning, social engineering, systems
analysis and action research.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.450*
Advanced Research Methodology In Sociology and
Anthropology
A study of specific methodological topics in social research.

Among the topics that may be included are : secondary data
analysis, interviewing, observational techniques, social in-

dicators, evaluation research, content analysis and life

histories.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Note:

The following courses, Sociology 53.451 -56 .459*, are
workshops organized either around a specific research
topic or around some policy or interventionist issue. The
content is expected to vary from year to year reflecting the

current research Interests of the instructor. When a work-
shop is offered, a detailed description will be available. In

general, specific area workshops are unlikely to be offered

more than once In any two-year period.

Sociology 53.451

Workshop in Demography/Human Ecology
A research- and/or policy-oriented seminar that uses cen-

sus data or other secondary sources to examine topics in

Canadian population, technological development, migra-

tion or resource use, depending on the research interests

of the instructor.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.452*
Workshop on Work and Organizations

A research-oriented seminar that, depending on the re-

search interests of the instructor, may examine the occu-

pational distribution in Canada, ethnicity, gender and work,

occupational choice, trade unions, professional organiza-

tions, the professions or bureaucracy.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.453*
Workshop In Criminology/Deviance

A seminar that, depending on the research interests of the

instructor, may consider crime, criminal justice, social proc-

esses relating to the implementation of criminal justice

policy, or other aspects of criminality or deviance.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.454*
Workshop on Sociology of Education
A research- or policy-oriented seminar that, depending on
the research interests of the instructor, may examine
teacher expectancy effects, student culture, barriers to

equality of access or' other substantive issues.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53 455*
Workshop on Stratification and Mobility

A research-oriented seminar that, depending on the re-

search interests of the instructor, may examine differentia-

tion over time or comparatively, patterns of inheritance

mobility, or the effects of ethnicity, of gender and of past

education on returns to education.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.456*
Workshop In Urban Sociology

A research-oriented seminar examining aspects of the

Ottawa area. These may include patterns of urban growth
and change, residential and urban-rural mobility, depend-
ing on the research interests of the instructor.

Prerequisite: Fina 1-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.457*
Workshop in Social Psychology
A research-oriented seminar that, depending on the re-

search interests of the instructor, may focus on one or more
of the following topics: attribution theory, cognitive social

psychology, conformity, ethno-methodology, psychoana-
lysis or victimology.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of
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the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.458*
Workshop In Political Sociology-Anthropology
A research-oriented seminar that, depending on the re-

search interests of the instructor, may examine voting

behaviour, political movements and parties, national and

community elites, relations between society and the state,

the prehistoric state, and social conflict.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.459*
Workshop in Feminist Theory and Analysis

A research-oriented seminarthatfocuses on current issues

in feminist theory and analysis, depending on the research

interests of the instructor.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology-Anthropology 56.460*
Studies in Applied Semiology
A critical examination of different approaches to the rela-

tionship between culture and signs broadly defined, with an

emphasis on the concrete workings of symbolism and

language from within themselves as well as in the historical

context of special cultural environments. "Scripts" taken

from different sources - the scriptures, myths, folk narra-

tives, modem literature and art, the media, pornography,

children'sdrawings-are analyzed with a view to illustrating

conflicting views on the nature of language.

Precludes additio nal credit for Anthropology 54 .475* taken

with the same topic.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Socio logy-Anthropology 56.465*
Selected Problems In the Study of Ethnic and Race
Relations

This seminar is designed to explore the social, political,

economic and ideological relevance of ethnicity and "race"

in Canada and other Western societies. It examines the

efficacy of several theoretical frameworks in elucidating

issues such as ethnic inequality, aboriginal rights, racism,

ethnic mobilization, and the position of immigrant and mi-

nority women.
Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Anthropology 54.470*
Selected Problems In the Study of North American
Native Peoples
This is an advanced seminar course for the in-depth study

and discussion of North American native peoples. Attention

is given to both change and persistence in social and
cultural patterns through time, as well as to the contempo-
rary conditions under which native people live. Emphasis
is placed on Canadian Indians, Inuit and Metis, and their

position in the wider society. Students undertake a critical

research project.

Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.471*
Special Topic in Criminal Justice and Social Policy

Examination of a selected topic in criminal justice and social I

policy. Topics to be announced in advance each year. (Also li

listed as Law 51 .471 * and Social Work 52.571S1
.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
Summer session: Hours to be arranged.

Sociology 53.472*
Special Topic In Criminal Justice and Social Policy

Examination of a selected topic in criminal justice and social 1
1

policy. Topics to be announced in advance each year. (Also

listed as Law 51 .472* and Social Work 52. 572S1
.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Summer session: Hours to be arranged.

Sociology 53.473*
Special Topic in Criminal Justice and Social Policy

Examination of a selected topic in criminal justice and social
|

policy. Topics to be announced in advance each year. (Also

listed as Law 51 .473* and Social Work 52. 573S1 .)

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Summer session: Hours to be arranged.

Sociology 53.474*
Youth Culture and Juvenile Justice

This course provides an overview of the establishment and
development of a separate and distinct system of justice for

| j

youth in Canada. This includes an analysis of juvenile 1 i

justice policy in relation to both juvenile crime patterns and
|

the impact of youth culture. Particular emphasis is placed

on the creation and implementation of the federal Young w

Offenders Act and the consequences that this has had for I

the juvenile justice system in Canada.
Prerequisite: Final-year Honours standing or permission of I

the Department.

Seminar two hours a week. II

Anthropology 54.475*
Contemporary Problems In Anthropology
Selected problems in anthropology, not ordinarily treated \m

in the regular course program. The choice of topics varies I

from year to year. Students should check with the Depart- |i

ment regarding the topic offered.

Anthropology 54.476*
Contemporary Problems In Anthropology
Selected problems in anthropology, not ordinarily treated

!

in the regular course program. The choice of topics varies

from year to year. Students should check with the Depart

ment regarding the topic offered.

Sociology 53.480*
Masculinity and Power
An examination of masculinity as a social construct; o
relationships between masculinity and femininity as they

constitute a field of power relations; and of social and
discursive practices by which masculinity is re -constituted

historically, and in contemporary times.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.480* , Men's

Studies, and Sociology 53 .485*, taken with the topic Men's

Studies.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year Honours or graduate standing, o

permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.482*
Feminist Theories of Sexuality and Human Reproduc-

tion

Sexuality and human reproduction have formed a signifi-

cant terrain of feminist politics in both the First and Second



Waves of the women's movement. This course examines

recent feminist contributions to understanding the political

economy of women's sexuality and reproduction. State and

medical regulatory practices are analyzed, together with

feminist contributions to theorizing sexual subjectivity and

representations of the female body.

Precludes additional credit for Sociology 53.485*, offered

in 1989-90 and 1990-91.

Prerequisites: Final-year Honours standing and Sociology

53547 or equivalent, or permission of the Department.

Seminar two hours a week.

Sociology 53.485*
Contemporary Problems in Sociology

Selected problems in sociology, not ordinarily treated in the

regular course program. The choice of topics varies from

year to year. Students should check with the Department

regarding the topic offered.

» Socio logy 53 .486*

{

Contemporary Problems In Sociology

Selected problems in sociology, not ordinarily treated in the

regular course program. The choice of topics varies from

year to year. Students should check with the Department

regarding the topic offered.

c Sociology 53.491* and 53 .492*

Anthropology 54.491 and 54.492*
< Tutorial In Sociology or Anthropology
i See explanatory note, p. 283.

1 Sociology 53.495, Anthropology 54.495

Honours Practlcum

At the end of their final year, Honours candidates are

required to present a major research essay. Students pre-

sent their essay proposals for discussion and criticism to

fe llow students and faculty, and report periodically upon the

paper's progress. Common problems of conceptualization,

research design, analysis and interpretation are taken up
for consideration,

c Pre req uislte : Final-yearHonoursstanding.

Graduate Courses

Final-year Honours students are encouraged to take one
or more graduate seminars, which are available to them
with the permission of the Department. A variety of theo-

retical, substantive and methodological courses are avail-

able. Specific details are contained In the 1993-94 Calendar
of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research.
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General Information

The Department of Spanish offers both Pass and Honours
programs. Classes are generally conducted in Spanish,

and laboratory instruction, an integral part of courses at the

introductory and intermediate levels, is also available to

students in the more advanced language courses.

The Department offers introductory Portuguese when there

is a sufficient number of interested students.

Lists of prescribed texts and supplementary reading for all

courses are available from the Secretary of the department.

Students are encouraged to take advantage of the favour-

able atmosphere for informal practice of the language

provided by La Sociedad Hispanica (Hispanic Society).

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to ail departmental regu-

lations and requirements as set out below.

Acceleration and Intensive Spanish

Students who are beginning the study of Spanish at univer-

sity, and who are considering Spanish as a Major, should

take note of Spanish 38.120 Intensive Introductory Spanish
(two credits), 38.204 Intensive Intermediate Spanish, de-

signed specifically for potential Majors, and the Intensive

Spanish Program, a year which includes a term abroad,

devoted exclusively to the study of Spanish (see below).

Intensive Spanish Program and Winter Program
Abroad

The Intensive Spanish Program is a year devoted exclu-

sively to the study of Spanish. The program is divided into

Fall term and Winter term. Students may enrol in either of

the two terms or in both. This program will not be offered in

the event of insufficient enrolment.

First year students may select this intensive language
program but they should be aware that failure to complete

it successfully could limit academic options in the next

session (see Arts and Social Sciences Regulations: 8.2).

Please consult the Registrarial Services Office in your

Faculty or the Department of Spanish before making this

commitment.

Fall Term: Language Acquisition

The Fall term of the Intensive Spanish Program, offered at

Carieton, is designed to provide a maximum of acceleration

in language acquisition to well -motivated students with little

or no previous training in Spanish. While intended for the

beginning student, the program is flexible enough to ac-

commodate students who already have a grade of at least

C+ in OAC Spanish or in Spanish 38.1 1 5 or the equivalent.

Such students may audit the introductory unit (Spanish

38.1 15) of the program but may receive only an additional

one and a half credits upon successful completion of the

Fall term.

The* full Fall term covers the following courses:

Spanish

38.115 Introductory Spanish

38.203 Intermediate Spanish

38.205* Spanish Conversation

This program entails 15 hours of class a week plus lan-

guage laboratory instruction and practice for a total of up to

two and a half credits.

During the Fall term, students are charged with the respon-

sibility of spending, together with the other members of the

program, as much time as possible outside the classroom

under the guidance of a "group leader" (a senior student in

Spanish), who will encourage them to practise whatever

material they are being exposed to in class, and who will

organize drill sessions and other activities for the purpose

of reinforcing what the students are learning during regular

classroom hours. After successful completion of the Fall

term, students have the option of joining the Winter term of

the Intensive Spanish Program or enrolling in up to two and

a half credits in the subjects of their choice.

Winter Term: Language and Civilization

During the Winter term the program is held in a Spanish-

speaking country, where students continue their studies by

taking another two and a half compressed credits in Span-

ish.
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Courses available abroad are:

Spanish
38.206* Spanish Composition

38210* Spanish Civilization

38211 * Spanish American Civilization

38.301 * Advanced Spanish Conversation

38.302* Advanced Spanish Composition

The program requires 15 class hours a week plus regular

field trips. Attendance is compulsory, subject to the usual

exceptions.

The cost of the program, including university fees and room

and board, is about the same as the cost of a similar period

of full-time study spent at Carleton, plus air fare. Financial

assistance is available in the form of the Sara Helen Parry

Hughes Travel Award. For terms see Awards and Financial

Assistance section of this Calendar.

Admission Requirements

Admission to the Winter Program Abroad (Winter term) is

limited to students who have (a) completed the Intensive

Spanish Program, Fall term; or (b) have a credit in an

intermediate-level Spanish course and Spanish 38.205*
or the equivalent.

Second- or Third-year Spanish Majors who wish to take

only this second half of the program are advised to take

Spanish 38.205*. and four other half credits from those

available in other disciplines during the Fall term. Non-Ma-
jors wishing to enrol in the program should consult not only

the Department of Spanish concerning the program, but

also their Major departments (chosen or intended) to ar-

range a Major program that will permit the necessary

absence from Ottawa.

interested students should apply to M.A. GieRa, Director of

the Winter Program Abroad, (Winter term), Spanish Depart-

ment, preferably not later than October 15,1 993.

Honours Programs

Honours In Spanish

General regulations concerning Honours programs are to

be found on p. 65. The Honours program in Spanish is

designed to give the student a thorough knowledge of

Hispanic language and literature. Lectures and seminars

cover the origins and evolution of the language, the princi-

pal periods of Spanish and Spanish American literature,

and include some study of allied literatures with a view to

further work at the graduate level. The program consists of

eight credits beyond the intermediate level to include Span-
ish 38.21 0*, 38.21 1 *, three literature survey credits at the

300-level and at least two literature credits at the 400-level.

For an explanation of Honours standing see p. 65.

Combined Honours In Spanish and French

This program is recommended especially for students wish-

ing to enter a Faculty of Education in one of the Ontario

universities after completion of the B.A. with a view to

becoming a language teacher in a secondary school. Six

credits beyond the intermediate level are required in each
language. Required courses in Spanish are 38.210*,
38.211 *, two literature survey credits at the 300-level and
at least one literature credit at the 400-level.

Other Combined Honours Programs

Students interested in pursuing an Honours program in

which Spanish is combined with another discipline are

invited to discuss the matter with the Supervisor of Honours

in the Department of Spanish. The minimum requirements

are six credits beyond the intermediate level in Spanish, to

include Spanish 38.210*. 38.211*, two literature survey

credits at the 300-level and at least one literature credit at

the 400-level.

Pass Programs

Interested students must consult the Department as early

as possible to plan their program. General requirements

are as laid down on pp. 60-71 . A Pass program in Spanish
normally consists of five credits after Spanish 38.203,

38.204, or 38.120; Spanish 38.210* and 38.211* are

compulsory, and three literature survey credits at the 300-

level must be taken. A Combined Pass program consists

of four credits beyond the intermediate level, to include

Spanish 38.21 0*. 38.211 and two literature survey cred-

its at the 300-level.

Minimum Requirements for Pass and Honours Stu-

dents

The Department requires Pass and Honours students to

have a minimum of C~ in each required literature course at

the 300- or 400-level or an average of C overall in these

courses.

Graduate Courses

Students in Fourth-year Honours may take a maximum of

two credits at the 500-level with special permission of the

Graduate Studies Committee of the Department of Span-
ish. These courses are listed separately in the Graduate

Studies and Research Calendar.

Prerequisites

All students wishing to enrol in a course for which they do
not have the prerequisite must obtain the permission of the

Department.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Sehadula booklet published In the
summer.

Note:

Students who have already taken any of the following

full-credit courses (no longer offered) may not enrol for

additional credit in either of the corresponding half-credit
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courses introduced in 1980-81: Spanish 38.210 (38.210*,

38.211 ), 38.320 (38.320*. 38.321*), 38.330 (38.330*.

38.331 ). 38.350 (38.350*. 38.351*). 38.415 (38.415*.

38.416*). 38.420 (38.420*). 38.430 (38.430*. 38.431 *).

38.435 (38.435*. 38.436*), 38.440 (38.440*. 38.441 *),

38.460 (38.460*. 38.461*), 38.470 (38.470*. 38.471*).

Students should note that before 1992-93, Spanish 38.203

was numbered 38.150, 38.204 was 38.151, 38.205* was
38.201 , and 38.206* was 38.202*.

Spanish 38.1 15

Introductory Spanish
A course for those with no knowledge of Spanish, designed

to give the student the fundamentals of spoken and written

Spanish, through oral practice, reading and laboratory

work.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and laboratory four

hours a week.
Also offered in Intensive Spanish Program (Fall term).

Spanish 38.1 20 (two credits)

Intensive Introductory Spanish
A course designed for students with little or no knowledge

of Spanish. Using an intensive audiolingual approach to

Spanish, students can attain in one year the level of profi-

ciency and fluency normally gained in Spanish 38.1 1 5 and

38.203. Students not making satisfactory progress will be

transferred to the regular introductory course (Spanish

38.115).

Day division: Lectures and laboratory six hours a week.

Spanish 38.203

Intermediate Spanish
A course for those with at least one year of Spanish.

Grammar review, extensive reading, guided composition,

laboratory work.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.1 15 or equivalent.

Day and Evening divisions: Lectures and laboratory four

hours a week.

Also offered in Intensive Spanish Program (Fall term).

Spanish 38.204
Intensive Intermediate Spanish
A course for potential Majors and for those with OAC
Spanish or equivalent. Review of grammar and some ad-

vanced syntax; extensive reading, discussion and compo-
sition. Laboratory work.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.1 15 or equivalent, and permis-

sion of the Department. With special permission of the

Department, students enrolled in this course may take

Spanish 38.205* simultaneously.

Spanish 38.205*
Spanish Conversation
Conversation and discussion of current problems, supple-

mented by occasional written work.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.203 or 38.204 or 38.120 or per-

mission of the Department.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall term: Three hours a week.
Also offered in Intensive Spanish Program (Fall term).

Spanish 38.206*
Spanish Composition
A course designed to consolidate the linguistic knowledge
attained in Spanish 38.203 and to inculcate the elements

of a good Spanish style.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.203 or 38.204 or 38.120 or per-

mission of the Department.

Evening division, Winter term: Three hours a week.
Also offered in Winter Program Abroad (Winter term).

Spanish 38.210*
Spanish Civilization

The cultural heritage of Spain in its social and geographica
contexts.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.203 or 38.204 or 38.120 or per-

mission of the Department.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.
Also offered in Winter Program Abroad (Winter term).

Spanish 38.211*
Spanish-American Civilization

The cultural heritage of Spanish America in its social and
geographical contexts.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.203 or 38.204 or 38.120 or per-

mission of the Department.

Evening division, Winter term: Three hours a week.
Also offered in Winter Program Abroad (Winter term).

Spanish 38.235

An Introduction to Hispanic Theatre

A study of the theory and practice of dramatic production

in Spain and Spanish America together with detailed analy-

sis and interpretative reading of representative plays. Stu-

dents in the course are required to participate in the staging

of a play.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.203 or 38.204 or 38.120 or per-

mission of the Department.

Spanish 38.301 *
Advanced Oral Spanish
An advanced sequel to Spanish 38.205*.
Prerequ isite : Spa nish 38 .205* o r pe rmi ssion of the Depa rt-

ment.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.
Also offered in Winter Program Abroad (Winter term).

Spanish 38.302*
Advanced Spanish Composition
An advanced sequel to Spanish 38.206*.
Prerequisite: Spanish 38 .206* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Also offered in Winter Program Abroad (Winter term).

Spanish 38.303*
Spanish Phonetics and Phonology
A descriptive study of the sounds and sound patterns of

Spanish. Practical exercises, written and oral.

Recommended for teachers.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.205* and 38.206* or permis-.

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.305

Intensive Oral Spanish
An intensive course in Spanish conversation which, being

offered only in a Spanish-speaking country, also provides

an introduction to Hispanic culture. Students who satisfac-

torily complete this course are ineligible to enrol sub-

sequently in Spanish 38.205* or 38 .301 *.

Offered only in the Summer session. Compulsory atten-

dance at all classes and participation in all activities.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.203 or 38.204 or 38.120 or per-

mission of the Department.

Spanish 38.320*
The Golden Age I

A study of representative works of Spanish literature of the

Renaissance and Early Baroque periods.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.210* or 38.235 or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.
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Spanish 38.321 *
The Golden Age II

A study of representative works of Spanish literature of the

Baroque period.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.210* or 38.235 or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.330*
Nineteenth-Century Spanish Literature

A study of representative works of the major movements
(Romanticism, costumbrismo, Realism and Naturalism)

and authors of Spanish literature of the nineteenth century.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.210* or 38.235 or permission of

tne Department.*

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.331 *
Twentieth-Century Spanish Literature

A study of representative works of Spanish literature from

the Generation of 1 898 on.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.210* or 38.235 or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.350*
Spanish-American Literature, 1500-1888
A study of representative works of Spanish-American litera-

ture of the Colonial Period and the nineteenth century prior

to Modernism.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.211 or 38.235 or permission of

the Department.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.351

Spanish-American Literature from Modernism to the

Present

A study of representative works of Spanish-American litera-

ture since 1 888.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.211 * or 38.235 or permission of

the Department.

Evening division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.402*
Theories of Literature

This course focuses on the theoretical discussion of litera-

ture from about 1920 to the present. Included in the study

are Russian Formalism, American New Criticism and such
other approaches as the structuralist, semiotic, socio-cul-

tural and hermeneutic. Offered by the Comparative Litera-

ture Committee as Theories of Literature 1 7.402*. Spanish
students will register in Spanish 38.402*, and will use
Hispanic texts for exercises of practical application.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Comparative Literature

Committee.

Evening division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Soanish 38.415*
Medieval Spanish Literature from the Origins through
1300

A study of major works of Spanish literature from the

earliest times through the thirteenth century.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.210* or 38.235 or permission of

the Department. Students will normally have taken a litera-

ture course at the 300- level before enrolling in this course.

Spanish 38.416*
Medieval Spanish Literature, 1 300-1 500
A study of major works of Spanish literature of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries.

Prerequisite: Spanish 38.210* or 38.235 or permission of

the Department. Students will normally have taken a litera-

ture course at the 300-level before enrolling in this course.

Spanish 38.420*
Cervantes
A study of Cervantes and his age, with particular reference

to Don Quijote.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.320* and 38.321 * or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.430*
Modem Spanish Novel
Analysis and interpretation of works by major Spanish
novelists from the beginnings of Realism in the nineteenth

century up to the Civil War in 1 936.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.330* and 38.331*, or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.431 *
Contemporary Spanish Novel
Analysis and interpretation of works by major Spanish

novelists from the Civil War to the present.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.330* and 38.331* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.435*
Modern Spanish Drama
Analysis and interpretation of works by major Spanish
playwrights of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

together with study of related dramatic theory.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.330* and 38.331* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.436*
Contemporary Spanish Drama
Analysis and interpretation of works by major Spanish

playwrights from the Civil War to the present, together with

study of related dramatic theory.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.330* and 38.331* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.440*
Modern Spanish Poetry

A study of Spanish poetry and poetics of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.330* and 38.331* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.441

Contemporary Spanish Poetry
A study of Spanish poetry and poetics from the Generation

of 1927 to the present.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.330* and 38.331* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.460*
Twentieth-Century Spanish-American Novel I

Analysis and interpretation of works by major Spanish-

American novelists of the first half of the twentieth century.

The regionalistic novel of social realism, including novels

of the Mexican Revolution, the pampa, the jungle and the

Andes.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.350* and 38.351* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.461

Twentieth-Century Spanish-American Novel II

Analysis and interpretation of works by major Spanish-
American novelists of the- first half of the twentieth century.
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Novels of universal theme, especially reflecting artistic,

philosophical and psychological concerns.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.350* and 38.351* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.470*
Twentieth-Century Spanish-American Poetry I

A study of the principal tendencies in twentieth-century

Spanish-American poetry with special emphasis on the

modernist poets, the post-modernist poetisas and the crea-

tionism of Huidobro.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.350* and 38.351* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.471*
Twentieth-Century Spanish-American Poetry II

A study of the principal tendencies in twentieth-century

Spanish-American poetry, with special emphasis on the

social poetry of Cesar Vallejo, Nicolas Guillen and Pablo

Neruda.

Prerequisites: Spanish 38.350* and 38.351* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Spanish 38.490

Seminar on a Special Topic
Designed for Honours students normally in their final year,

or for Graduate students.

Spanish 38.491*
Seminar on a Special Topic
Designed for Honours students normally in their final year,

or for Graduate students. Topic for 1993-94: Theatre and
Society in 20th-century Argentina. Emphasis will be placed

on the socio-political conditions that gave rise to Teatro

Abierto (1981-85), as well as on the analysis of selected

plays. Among the authors studied will be Cossa, Dragun,

Gambaro, Gorostiza and Pavlovsky.

Prerequisites: 38.350* and 38.351 *, or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Three hours a week.

Spanish 38.492*
Special Studies

From time to time members of the Department form small

groups to study certain problems or aspects of Spanish

literature in greater depth than is possble in other courses.

It is expected that under the terms of the Madrid-Carle ton

Agreement, a Visiting Professor from Madrid will be teach-

ing Contemporary Spanish Literature in 1993-94. Inter-

ested students should consult the Department.

• Portuguese Course

Portuguese 38.1 16

Introductory Portuguese
A course designed to provide the student with the funda-

mentals of Portuguese grammar, a basic vocabulary and
speaking knowledge of Portuguese. Students who have

taken courses in other Romance languages should make
considerable progress.
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General Information

In September, 1987, Carleton established the Institute of

Women's Studies. The Institute continues and expands on

the work of its predecessor, the Interfaculty Committee on

Women's Studies, which began its operation in the early

1970s.

The Institute of Women's Studies is intended to foster

research, studies and communication among colleagues in

this area. Joining in this venture is the Chair in Women's
Studies, held jointly at Carleton and the University of

Ottawa. Over the years, the Institute will continue to pro-

mote an awareness on the part of all disciplines to include

a fuller treatment of women's experience.

Women's Studies courses have been offered at Carleton

since 1971-72 by several departments. Beginning in the

academic year 1989-90, Combined Pass and Combined
Honours programs in Women's Studies and a second Arts

or Social Sciences discipline have been offered. The Com-
bined Pass and Combined Honours programs are intended

for those students wanting a focused approach to Women's
Studies in combination with a second Arts or Social Sci-

ences discipline. The Combined Pass program is intended

to give students a general overview of the field of Women's
Studies. The Combined Honours program requires a

deeper study of the methodological and theoretical implica-

tions of Women's Studies. Both programs offer interdisci-

plinary perspectives while also requiring students to

develop a disciplinary base for their studies.

Graduation Requirements

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 69-70), in addition to all Institute regulations

and requirements as set out below.

Combined Pass Program

Students planning a Combined Pass program are advised

to consult with the Director of the Institute of Women's
Studies.

The requirements for a Combined Pass program in

Women's Studies and another discipline are at least five

credits as follows:

1. 09.188 Introduction to Women's Studies

2. 09.280* Gender, Race/Ethnicity, and Class; and
09.281 Praxis: Women's Movements and Social Change

3. Social Science electives: One and a half credits from:

Sociology 53.247, Anthropology 54.24 8*. 54.249*, Politi-

cal Science 47.313*, 47.31 8*, Psychology 49.363, Law
51.301*.

4. Arts electives: One and a half credits from: English

18.292, Religion 34 .203*, Philosophy 32.236*, 32.237*,

History 24.254 , 24.354, Mass Communication 27.355*,

Linguistics 29.273*, Comparative Literary Studies 17.302.
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Other courses may be substituted for the credits specified

above in items 3 and 4 (e.g. Law 51 .384) when material on

gender and/or women's experience is central to the course.

Such substitutions must be individually approved by the

Institute of Women's Studies.

Combined Honours Program

Students planning a Combined Honours Program are ad-

vised to consult wfth the Director of the Institute of Women's
Studies.

The requirements for a Combined Honours in Women's
Studies are at least seven credits as follows:

1. 09.188 Introduction to Women's Studies

2. 09280* Gender, Race/Ethnicity, and Class; and
09281 * Praxis: Women's Movements and Social Change

3. 09.388 Theory and Methods from a Feminist Perspec-

tive

4. Social Science electh/es: One and a half credits from:

Sociology 53.247, Anthropology 54.248*. 54.249*. Politi-

cal Science 47 .313*. 47.31 8*. Psychology 49.363, Law
51 .301 .
5. Arts electees: One and a half credits from: English

18292, Religion 34 203*. Philosophy 32.236*. 32.237*,
History 24.254, 24.354, Mass Communication 27.355*.
Linguistics 29273*.

6. 400-level elective.

One additional credit from: Women's Studies 09.490*.

09.491 , 09.492*. 09.498, History 24.459, Law 51 .401 *,

51 .402, Sociology 53 .482*, 56 .459 *, Business 42.462 *
and History 24 .454*.

Other courses may be substituted for the credits specified

above in items 4, 5, and 6 (e.g. Law 51.384, Art History

11 .400*) when material on gender and/or women's expe-

rience is central to the course. Such substitutions must be
individually approved by the Institute of Women's Studies.

Women's Studies 09.280*
Gender, Race/Ethnicity, and Class
The dynamics of racialization, gender construction, and
class stratification are influential in creating systems of

social inequality and subordination. This course is designed

as a foundational course which provides theoretical

grounding in women's studies by developing integrated

understandings of the role of race, nationalism, class, and
gender in women's lives. Historical and comparative per-

spectives together with theoretical and applied analyses

are utilized to explore underlying issues including diver-

sity.first peoples, institutional structures, and knowledge
production. Canadian experience is located in a global

context.

Prerequisite: Women's Studies 09.188 (formerly 09.288).

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Women' Studies 09.281*
Praxis: Women's Movements and Social Change
An in-depth, interdisciplinary examination of core themes
around which women's movements have organized to ef-

fect social and political change. A range of theoretical and
historical perspectives and materials are used to examine
the objectives,scope

,
processes and impacts of a particular

example or examples of women's activism. By examining

women's movements, the course relates methods and
strategies in action, to the theories and methods of

women's studies.

Prerequisite: Women's Studies 09.188* or 09.288.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Women's Studies 09.388

Theory and Methods From a Feminist Perspective

This course draws on the emerging feminist literature in the

humanities and in the social, natural, and applied sciences.

Feminist critiques of prevailing approaches to knowledge

are considered as well as feminist contributions to the

development of theory and method. Emphasis on particular
j

areas may vary from year to year.

Prerequisites: Third-year standing and Women's Studies

09.188* or 09.288.

Lectures and discussion three hours a week.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1093-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Women's Studies 09.1 88

Introduction to Women's Studies

A survey course, designed to increase the student's under-

standing of the position of women in contemporary society.

The course offers an introduction to such issues as biologi-

cal and cultural sex differentiation, women and literature,

women and religious institutions, women and politics,

women and social and health services and women and the

law. A brief introduction to the intellectual and social origins

of feminism and a survey of women's place in Western
European history provides a context for examining
women's position in contemporary society.

Precludes additional credit for Women's Studies 09288,
(no longer offered).

Lectures and discussion three times a week.

Women's Studies 09.490* A and B Sections

Independent Study
A reading or research course for selected students who
wish to investigate a particular topic of interest under the

supervision of an individual faculty member. Available to

Third and Fourth-year students. A written outline of the

course approved by the supervisor must be submitted to

the Institute of Women's Studies one week before the last

day for course changes. Normally, students may not offer

more than one-half credit of independent study in their total

Women's Studies program.

Prerequisites: Third- or fourth-year standing and permis-

sion of the Institute of Women's Studies.

Women's Studies 09.491 *
Selected Topics In Women's Studies I

Topic for 1 993-94: To be announced.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute of Women's Stud-

ies.

Women's Studies 09.492* . s ]

Selected Topics In Women's Studies II

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute of Women's Stud-

ies.
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Women's Studies 09.498

Honours Research Essay
Students in the Combined Honours Program in Women's

Studies and another discipline may write an honours re-

search essay in Women's Studies. The subject for research

is settled in conjunction with the Institute and an appropriate

supervisor.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year standing in Women's Studies

and Women's Studies 09.388.

Religion

34.203* Women in the Christian Tradition

Faculty of Engineering

School of Architecture

76.391* Studies in History and Theory of Architecture:

Women as the 'Other* in Architecture: The Amor-
phous, Morpheus, and Morphogenesis

Courses with Substantial Material on Gender or

Women's Experience Offered Within the Arts and So-

cial Sciences Faculties

The following course offerings are listed here for the con-

venience of students. Detailed course descriptions are

given under the appropriate faculty, or interdisciplinary

listing.

Faculty of Arts

Art History

11 .461 Topics in Twentieth-Century Art (Women Artists

and Modernism ( 1 91 0-1 960)

11.514* Canadian Women Artists Between the World

Wars

School of Canadian Studies

12.402 Technology and the Canadian Mind
12.492A*Selected Problems in Canadian Studies: Social

Movements in Canada
12.520 Women's Studies

Comparative Literary Studies

17.302 Gender and Literature

17.532 Studies in the Literature of Identity Topic: Female

Identity: Writing by Women in the Twentieth Cen-
tury

English Language and Literature

18 .292 Women and Literature

French

20.363* Etudes I itterai res

History

24.254

24.351*

24.354

24.454*

24.459

24.559

Introduction to the History of Women
Selected Topics in Canadian History

Women and North American Society

Selected Problems in the History of Women and
the Family: The Pre- Industrial Atlantic World
Selected Problems in the History of Women and

the Family: from the Industrial Revolution

Women in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century

North America and Britain

Interdisciplinary Arts and Social Science
08.395 Visual and Performing Arts in the Twentieth Cen-

tury

Linguistics

29273* Gender and Language

Mass Communication
27.355* Media and Gender

Faculty of Social Sciences

Anthropology

54.248* The Anthropology of Women
54.249* Development, Dependency and Gender
54.519* Development, Dependency and Gender
54.538* Feminist Analyses

42.462* Women in Business

Geography
45 .544 Gender and Environments

45.542 Selected Concepts in Social Geography
45.543 Selected Concepts in Cultural Geography

Law
51.301* Women and the Legal Process

51.384 Law of the Family

51 .401 * Law, Family and Gender
51 402* Feminist Theories of Law
51.502* Law and Gender Relations

51 .532* Femininism: Law and Social Transformation

Political Science

47.350* Women in Politics: Lberal Democracies I

47.351 * Women in Politics: Lberal Democracies II

47.352 Women in Politics: Third World

Psychology
49.363* Psychology of Women
49.580* Psychology of Women

Sociology-Anthropology

Kinship, Marriage and the Family

Women in Society

Selected Topics in Women's Studies I

Feminist Theories of Sexuality and Human F

production

Psychoanalysis and Cultural Studies

Feminist Analyses

Feminism and Materialism

Gender Formation and State Formation

Women and Work

School of Social Work
52.506* Women and Welfare

52.516* Women and Social Policy

52.528* Feminist Counselling

56 .241

53 .247

56 .459*

53 .482*

53 .537*
53 .538*

53 .548*
53 .550*

53 .568*

Music

30.424* Music and Gender

Philosophy

32236* Philosophy and Feminism
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Bachelor of Engineering Degree Program

The Bachelor of Engineering degree is awarded on suc-

cessful completion of a four-year program of studies with

specialization in Aerospace, Civil, Electrical, Environ-

mental, Mechanical or Computer Systems Engineering.

The four-year program comprises common core material

emphasizing fundamental mathematical, physical and en-

gineering sciences followed by further study in one of the

six programs. The Environmental Engineering program pro-

vides a sound background in environmental engineering

and the environmental aspects of chemistry and biology.

Several specializations are possible within other Program

Options. In Aerospace Engineering, students may select a

specialization in Aerodynamics, Propulsion and Vehicle

Performance; Aerospace Structures, Systems and Vehicle

Design; or Aerospace Electronics and Systems. In Civil

Engineering, students may choose either the Program Op-

tion or they may choose a Concentration in Management;
in Electrical Engineering, students may choose a General

Stream or they may specialize in Microelectronics, Sys-

tems, or Telecommunications, or a Concentration in Man-
agement; in Mechanical Engineering, students choose
either the Program Option or a Concentration in Manage-
ment or a Concentration in Computer Integrated Manufac-

turing.

Licensing, Registration and Accreditation

Licensing and registration are key words for doctors, for

lawyers and for engineers. To practise engineering in Can-
ada as a professional (P. Eng.), a person mustbe registered

(licensed) with his or her provincial or territorial professional

engineering association.

}
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In 1965, the Canadian Council of Professional Engine

(C.C.P.E.) established the Canadian Engineering Accn
tation Board (C.E.A.B.). This board develops standards for

engineering degree programs in Canadian universities and
monitors the application of these standards to ensure engi-

neering graduates meet the educational requirements of the

profession. Graduates from a C.E.A. B. -accredited program

meet the educational requirements for registration in any

one of the C.C.P.E.'s 12 federated associations. Most Car-

leton engineering graduates become registered and li-

censed with the Association of Professional Engineers of

the Province of Ontario (A.P.E.O.).

The Aerospace, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical and Computer

Systems Bachelor of Engineering degree programs are

accredited by the Canadian Engineering Accreditation

Board. In addition, the new Environmental Engineering

Program has been designed for accreditation.

Admission Requirements

Qualifying-University Year

The Ontario Secondary School Graduation Diploma. A 75

percent average must be presented on a minimum of 10

Advanced credits at Grades 1 1 and 12, including an appro-

priate preparation in Chemistry, Physics and Grade 12

Mathematics.

First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma including at least

six Ontario Academic Courses with a minimum of 65 per-

cent. The six OACs must include the courses Calculus,

Algebra and Geometry, Chemistry and Physics with a mini-

mum of 65 percent average in these core courses, it is

strongly recommended that the remaining Ontario Aca-

demic Courses include at least one in English or Francais.

A student unable to meet the foregoing specific course

requirements but otherwise admissible to Carleton Univer-

sity may be admitted, but will be required to satisfy the

outstanding requirements at the Qualifying-University year

level.

Engineering students are required to make extensive use

of computers, and some background in this area prior to

admission is a definite asset. For those students who have

had little or no computer experience, Carleton offers special

instruction the first week of the Fall term.

Enrolment Limitation

Applicants should note that in view of limited human a

physical resources, meeting the admission requirements

can only establish eligibility for selection to the Faculty of

Engineering.

Each student offered admission to the Faculty of Engineer-

ing will have a place reserved in at least one of the special-

ized Program Options: Aerospace, Civil, Computer
Systems, Electrical, Environmental or Mechanical Engi-

neering; this will be confirmed in the letter offering admis-

sion. Transfer from one Program Option to another,

requested after admission, will be permitted wherever pos-

sible. However, the Faculty of Engineering reserves

right to restrict enrolment in each of the foregoing Prog

Options.

JOS-

Advanced Standing

Applications for admission with advanced standing to
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program leading to the Bachelor of Engineering degree will

be evaluated on an individual basis.

Successful applicants will have individual academic sub-

jects, completed with grades of at least C- or equivalent,

evaluated for academic standing, provided the academic

work has been completed at another university or degree-

granting college or in another degree program at Carleton

University.

The Faculty of Engineering does not normally accept, for

transfer, courses that have been assessed as Science

courses and that might be used towards the Fourth-year

Engineering/Science elective requirements, since the final

year of study must be completed in the Bachelor of Engi-

neering program at Carleton University.

Mature Applicants

Persons who lack the normal entrance requirements as

published in this Calendar but who have been away from

full-time studies for a minimum of two years and are 21

years of age or over, by December 31 of the year in which

they wish to enrol, may receive consideration for admission

to a degree program. See Admissions Section, pp. 29-30

for detailed information.

Types of Instruction - Instructional Television

Carleton University provides opportunities for full- and part-

time study to students on campus and beyond through

several types of instruction. These include courses offered

on the campus presented through classroom lectures,

seminars, laboratory practice and tutorials. An alternative

mode of instruction is delivery of courses by Instructional

Television (Itv).

Carleton 's alternative delivery media are cable television

(Itv) and vkJeocassette. Course lectures are broadcast

without restriction on cable television (Ch 15) in the Ottawa

area. For registered students living outside the metropolitan

Ottawa cable area, course lectures can be accessed
through: selected presentations arranged with cable televi-

sion companies in smaller communities; course lecture

tapes borrowed through participating community libraries

and resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services, (see Fees, p. 48).

Students registered in itv courses are expected to meet all

University and Faculty requirements.

Courses begin and enrolment deadlines are in September,

January, and May. Early registration is recommended. Aca-

demic regulations can be found in this Calendar.

Information about Itv is available in this Calendar under

"School of Continuing Education, Instructional Televi-

sion" (see p. 51) and in the itv Brochure available from the

School of Continuing Education (613-788-3500).

English Proficiency Requirements

English Placement Test

The University policy governing applicants whose mother

tongue is a language other than English is given on p. 25.

Engineering Summer Report

All students entering Second year of an Engineering pro-

gram must submit a Summer Report, Engineering 91.200.

The Summer Report is normally written on a topic assigned

by the Faculty. It should range from 3,000 words minimum
to 5,000 words maximum and is due on the first day of

classes for the Fall term. Engineering 91 .200 is a course

with a 0.0 credit value; it carries an Engineering weight of

2.

Industrial Experience Program

Students with a cumulative grade-point average of 7 or

higher may apply to the Industrial Experience Program.

Subject to the availability of positions, suitable students may
be placed in industry or government, for a period of 12 to

16 months beginning in May following the Third year of the

program. Applications must be made in writing to the rele-

vant Departmental Chair before October 1 of Third year.

Students participating in the "Industrial Experience Pro-

gram", Engineering 91.400, will be required to submit a

formal report when entering Fourth Year. Engineering

91 .400 carries no weight and no course credit.

Engineering Common Core

FlrstYeer

Lectures and
Tutorials

Laboratory and
Problem Analysis

Course
Weight

Term Fall Winter Fall Winter

65.1 1 1 Chemistry for Engineering Students 3 3 6

75.1 01 Introductory Physics I 3 3 5

75.102* Introductory Physics II 3 3 5

69.104* Calculus for Engineering Students 4 5

69.1 14* Algebra for Engineering Students 4 5

91.111* Mechanics-Statics 3 3 6

91.100* Orientation to Engineering 2 4 5

91 .1 01 * Engineering Graphics 2 4 5

91.166* Structured Problem Solving and Computers 3 1 5

91 .1 67* Computers and Applications 3 1 5

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 3 7

18 18 11 11 59
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Concentration In Management

Students In Civil, Electrical, or Mechanical Engineering

have the opportunity to undertake a "Concentration in Man-
agement" within their degree program. Among other things,

the Management Concentration provides direct entry to the

Masters of Management Studies program (MMS degree)

offered by the School of Business. Engineering students will

be particularly interested in this program because it empha-
sizes the management of technology.

With this emphasis, the MMS is an attractive alternative to

traditional MBA programs offered by other schools.

The Concentration in Management is designed to provide

students with an understanding of the issues, concepts and
techniques in the management of technology and re-

sources. It aims to impart to them enhanced problem-solv-

ing skills and should help to widen the scope of their

employment.

A student who wishes to follow the Management Concen-

1

tration must declare his or her intent with the Registrar's
j

Office at the beginning of Second year. Students who
\

successfully complete the concentration will receive an
1

entry "Concentration in Management" on their transcripts.

The Concentration in Management consists of the following

courses: Business 42.101*, Principles of Financial Ac-

counting; Business42.102*. Management Accounting; En-

gineering 91.380*. Engineering Economics; Mathematics

69.352*, Probability and Statistics; Business 42.210*!
Management and Organizational Behavior; Engineering

94.320*. Industrial Engineering; Engineering 90.460*. En-
j

gineering Applications of Operations Research; Engineer-

ing 90.461*. Principles of Finance; and Engineering
]

90.462*. Organizational Behaviour II. Spreadsheets show-
big the concentration pattern for each discipline are con-

tained in the booklet, A Guide to the Engineering Program.

Aerospace Engineering Program

Aerospace Engineering covers a wide variety of applica-

tions ranging from aircraft aerodynamics, structures and

propulsion to the complete design and systems integration

of air and space vehicles. The main disciplines relating to

airframes, propulsion and space platforms are solid me-
chanics and materials, fluid mechanics and thermos-

ciences; the topic areas are basically the same as for

Mechanical Engineering, with a somewhat different empha-
sis. Electronic systems are a vital, sometimes dominant,

element in modem aircraft and spacecraft for navigation,

guidance and control. In addition, electronic systems for

remote sensing, communication, etc., normally comprise

the entire paybad of a spacecraft. Electronics and Systems
engineering are key disciplines in such situations, dynamics

and the thermosciences are important in designing the

systems for the environment in which they must function.

Three streams are available in the Aerospace Engineering

degree program (A) Aerodynamics, Propulsion and Vehicle

Performance; (B) Aerospace Structures, Systems and Ve-

hicle Design; (C) Aerospace Electronics and Systems. The

Aerospace Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Second Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 — 4.5

91 251 * Circuits and Signals 3 3 6

91211* Mechanics-Dynamics 3 3 6

86230* Introductory Fluid Mechanics 3 3 6

91266* Computer Methods in Engineering 3 1/2 4

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 — 4

91 .200 Summer Report (Note a) — — 2

(Previous Summer)

19 9.5 32.5

Note:

(a) Engineering 91 .200 is a course with a 0.0 credit value; it carries an Engineering weight of 2.

(A) and (B) streams are identical to the Mechanical program
for the first two years while the (C) stream differs only slightly

j

in Second year. The Third year of all these streams differs
{

substantially from the Mechanical Engineering program
while the Fourth year is almost entirely different. Stream (C) :

incorporates numerous electronics and systems engineer-
|

ing courses. All aerospace engineering students will partici-

pate as design team members in a single major project,

typically involving the design of some aerospace vehicle in

an environment much like that of an engineering design

office.

Suggested Engineering Electives

Any course numbered Engineering 87/88/94/97 .xxx for

which the prerequisite material and other noted constraints

are satisfied.
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Aerospace Streams A, B Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Aerodynamics, Propulsion and Vehicle Performance Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

Aerospace Structures, Systems and Vehicle Design

Second Year, Winter Term

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 — 4.5

82.220* Mechanics of Materials I 3 3 6

91.241* Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 3 6

86.270* Introduction to Engineering Materials 3 3 6

97.261 * Electrical Energy Conversion 3 3 6

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 — 4

19 12 32.5

Aerospace Stream C Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerospace Electronics and Systems Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

Second Year, Winter Term

69201 Intermediate Calculus 4 — 4.5

82220* Mechanics of Materials I 3 3 6

91.241* Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 3 6

94260* Systems and Simulation 3 3 6

97257* Electronics I 3 3 6

97.261 * Electrical Energy Conversion 3 3 6

19 15 34.5

Aerospace Streams A, B Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerodynamics, Propulsion and Vehicle Performance Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight
Aerospace Structures, Systems and Vehicle Design
Third Year, Fall Term

69.375* Mathematical Methods I 4 — 5

87.370* Aerospace Materials and Manufacturing Methods 3 — 4
94260* Systems and Simulation 3 3 6

86.322* Solid Mechanics I 3 3 6
86.333* Fluid Mechanics 3 3 6

91.380* Engineering Economics 3 — 4

19 9 31

Aerospace Stream C Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerospace Electronics and Systems Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight
Third Year, Fall Term

69.375* Mathematical Methods I 4 — 5
86222* Solid Mechanics I 3 3 6
91.380* Engineering Economics 3 — 4
94.303* Introduction to Real-Time Systems 3 2 5
94267* Switching Circuits 3 3/2 5
97.359* Electronics II 3 3 6

19 9.5 31
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Aerospace Stream A Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerodynamics, Propulsion and Vehicle Performance Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight
Third Year, Winter Term

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 — 5

87.302* Aerospace Design and Practice 3 3 6

86.304* Dynamics of Machinery 3 4

86.340* Applied Thermodynamics 3 4

86.352* Feedback Control Systems 3 4

86.390* Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Laboratory 1 6 5

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 p 4

19 9 32

Aerospace Stream B Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerospace Structures, Systems and Vehicle Design Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

Third Year, Winter Term

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 5

87.302* Aerospace Design and Practice 3 3 6

86.304* Dynamics of Machinery 3 4

87.3 1 1 * Lightweight Structures 3 4

86.352* Feedback Control Systems 3 4

86.390* Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Laboratory I 6 5

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

19 9 32

Aerospace Stream C Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerospace Electronics and Systems Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

Third Year, Winter Term

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 5

87.302* Aerospace Design and Practice 3 3 6

94.351* Communication Theory 3 3/2 5

94.202* Program Design and Construction 3 2 5

97.350* Digital Electronics 2 3 5

97.354* Electromagnetic Theory 3 3/2 5

18 11 31

Aerospace Stream A Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Aerodynamics, Propulsion and Vehicle Performance Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

Fourth Year, Fall term

87.497 Aerospace Engineering Project 8 4.5

87.403* Aerospace Systems Design 3 3 6

87.432* Applied Aerodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 4

87.436* Aircraft and Spacecraft Performance and Dynamics 3 4

86.491 Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Laboratory II 1 5 5

Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 4

Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 4

16 16 3, 5

Note:

(a) Selected from available Engineering 87.4 xx or 884xx courses.
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Aerospace Stream B Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Aerospace Structures, Systems and Vehicle Design Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

Fourth Year, Fall Term

87.497 Aerospace Engineering Project - 8 4.5

87.403* Aerospace Systems Design 3 3 6

86.412* Engineering Materials: Strength/Fracture 3 4

87.436* Aircraft and Spacecraft Performance and Dynamics 3 4

86.491 * Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Laboratory II 1 5 5

Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 4

Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 - 4

16 16 31.5

Note:

(a) Selected from available Engineering 87.4xx or 88.4xx courses.

Aerospace Stream C Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerospace Electronics and Systems Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

Fourth Year, Fall Term

87.497 Engineering Project 8 4.5

87.403* Aerospace Systems Design 3 3

Two of:

94.460* Digital Communications 3 3/2 5

94.461* Microprocessor Systems
97.453* Radio Frequency Lines and Antennas 3 3/2 5

Elective, Engineering 3 4
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 14 28.5

Aerospace Stream A Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerodynamics, Propulsion and Vehicle Performance Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight
Fourth Year, Winter Term

87.497 Aerospace Engineering Project 8 4.5

86.495* Professional Practice Seminar 3 4
87.438* Aircraft Stability and Control 3 4

97.485* Electronics. Instrumentation & Data Handling 3 4

Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 4
Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 4
Engineering Elective 3 4

18 8 28.5

Note:

(a) Selected from available Engineering 87.4xx or 88.4xx courses.

Aerospace Stream B Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerospace Structures, Systems and Vehicle Dynamics Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight
Fourth Year, Winter Term

87.497 Aerospace Engineering Project 8 4.5

86.495* Professional Practice Seminar 3 4
87.462* Introductory Aeroelasticity 3 4
97.485 Electronics, Instrumentation & Data Handling 3 4

Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 4
Engineering Elective (Note a) 3 4
Engineering Elective 3 4

18 8 28.5

Note:

(a) Selected from available Engineering 87.4xx or 88.4xx courses.
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Aerospace Stream C Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Aerospace Electronics and Systems Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight
Fourth Year, Winter Term

87.497 Engineering Project — jjp 8 4.5

86.352* Feedback Control Systems 3 4
86.495* Professional Practice Seminar 3 — 4

Two of:

97.460* Radar and Navigation 3 3/2 5

97.459* Communication Links 3 3/2 5
94.401* Operating Systems
94.445* Discrete Time Systems

Elective Engineering 3 3/2

Elective Humanities and Social Sciences 3

18 12.5 31.5

'

. - " 1

Civil Engineering Program -

Civil engineers play a key role in the development and

management of the infrastructure of a country. They are

engaged in all aspects related to research, planning, con-

struction and maintenance of bridges, buildings, dams,
airports, power stations, highways, subways, transporta-

tion networks, harbours, water supply and waste water

treatment facilities. The modern civil engineer is called

upon to use his or her expertise in analysis, computer
applications, design and management skills to plan and

execute projects in areas such as energy resources devel-

opment, engineering for cold climates, hazardous waste

management and environmental engineering, which are of

national importance.

At Carleton University, students in their final two and one-

half years in the Civil Engineering program will build upon
the broad background in engineering developed in the

common core program of the first one and one-half years.

The program of the Fourth year requires the students to

study in the general areas of structural mechanics, struc-

tural engineering, geotechnical engineering and transpor-

tation engineering. The students are also encouraged to

make use of all available elective courses to obtain as broad

a background in Civil Engineering as possible.

Many civil engineers also make their careers in practices

that are managerial in nature and involve managerial deci-

sion making. The managerial aspects of civil engineering

and engineering at large are expected to play an increasing

role in the future training of engineers. In recognizing this

potential the Department of Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering has introduced the degree program in Civil Engi-

neering with "Concentration in Management." In this

program, the Civil Engineering curriculum is complemented
by courses in subjects such as management accounting,

industrial engineering, operations research and organiza-

tional behaviour. Upon satisfactory completion of a pre

scribed set of courses the students enrolled in the subspe
cialty will receive the designation "Concentration ir

Management" on their transcripts.

For more information students should consult p. 304 and

the booklet A Guide to the Engineering Program, available

from the Registrar's Office.

Suggested Electives

82.421 Advanced Structural Analysis

82.422* Wood Engineering

82.426* Structural Steel Design II

82.427* Reinforced Concrete Design II

82.430* Structural Planning in Architecture

82.431* Foundation Engineering

82.437* Hydraulics of Municipal Waste Water Systems
82.440* Construction/Project Management
82.441* Hydrology

82.450* Computer Methods in Civil Engineering

86.270* An Introduction to Engineering Materials

88 .4 1 1 Strength Analysis

86.412* Engineering Materials: Strength and Fracture

88.414* Vibrations in Mechanical Systems
87.430* Acoustics and Noise Control

88.443* Energy Conversion and Power Generation

88.447* Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning

87.468* Composite Materials

88.474* Computer Integrated Manufacturing Systems

(CIMS)
94.260* Systems and Simulation

94.415* Engineering Management
97.261 Electrical Energy Conversion
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Civil Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Second Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 4.5

91 .251 * Circuits and Signals 3 3 6

91211* Mechanics-Dynamics 3 3 6

91 .241 * Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer <io 3 6

91 266* Computer Methods in Engineering 3 1/2 4

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

91 200 Summer Report (Note a) 2

(Previous Summer)

19 9.5 32.5

Note:

(a) Engineering 91 200 is a course with a 0.0 credit value; it carries an Engineering weight of 2.

Civil Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Second Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 4.5

82220* Mechanics of Materials I 3 3 6

86230* Introductory Fluid Mechanics 3 3 6

Two of:

86270* An Introduction to Engineering Materials

94.260* Systems and Simulation 3 3 6

97261 * Electrical Energy Conversion 3 3 6

Elective Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

19 12 32.5

Civil Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.375* Mathematical Methods I 4 5

82222* Mechanics of Materials II 3 3 6
82.324* Introduction to Structural Design 2 3/2 4
82.328* Geotechnical Mechanics 3 3/2 5

82.337* Municipal Engineering 3 3/2 5

91.380* Engineering Economics 3 4

18 7.5 29
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Civil Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third YAnr Wlninr Torm1 niivJ Tvaii VVinivr 1 ©fin Tutorials Problem Analysis weignt

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 5 1
82.1 04* Surveying (Note a) 4 (Spring)
o<:.o<^oir otructurai Analysis I 3 3/2 5

82.325* Design of Structural Steel Components 3 3/2 5
82.326* Design of Reinforced Concrete Components 3 3/2 5
82.334* Transportation Engineering and Planning 2 3/2 4
Elective, Engineering or Scientific 2 3/2 4
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

20 7.5 32

44 (Spring)

Note:

(a) Students are encouraged to take Engineering 82.104* (Surveying) in either the First or Second year of their

Engineering program. Lectures and field work three weeks at the end of the Winter term.

Civil Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Fourth Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

82.497 Fourth-Year Project 8 4.5

82.420* Structural Analysis II 3 3/2 5

82.428* Geotechnical Engineering 3 3/2 5

82.432* Reinforced Concrete Design I 3 3/2 5

82.438* Structural Steel Design I 3 3/2 5

One of:

82.422* Wood Engineering

82.440* Construction/Project Management 2 3/2 4
82.441* Hydrology

82.450* Computer Methods in Civil Engineering

Free Elective (Note a) 3 4

17 15.5 32.5

Note:

(a) This course carries a typical elective course weight; actual weight used is the assigned weight of the course selected

by each student.

Civil Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

82.497 Fourth-Year Project 8 4.5

82.429* Highway Engineering 2 3/2 4

82.495* Professional Practice Seminar 3 4

Three of:

82.421 * Advanced Structural Analysis

82.427* Reinforced Concrete Design II 2 3/2 4

82.430* Structural Planning in Architecture 2 3/2 4

82.431* Foundation Engineering 2 3/2 4
82.433* Urban Planning

82.435* Transportation Geography
82.437* Hydraulics of Municipal Waste Water Systems
82.439* Structural Steel Design II

Free Elective (Note a) 3 4

14 14 28.5

Note:

(a) This course carries a typical elective course weight; actual weight used is the assigned weight of the course selected

by each student.
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Computer Systems Engineering Program

The study of Computer Systems Engineering centres

around the design, analysis and implementation of engi-

neering systems that have computers as components. A
Computer Systems Engineer is one who can combine

advanced software and hardware to build such systems,

subject to economic and performance constraints. The
Computer Systems Engineering program aims to provide

students with an excellent foundation in the principles,

methods, computer tools and elements of professional

practice for this purpose.

Students in the final two and one-half years in the Computer
Systems Engineering program at Carleton University build

upon the broad background in engineering developed in

the common core programs of the first one and one-half

years. While the Third and Fourth years have some com-
monality with the Electrical Engineering program, Com-
puter Systems engineers concentrate primarily on digital

logic, computer systems organization and design, software

and systems engineering. In addition, students may take a
number of electives either to broaden their background or

to provide further specialized knowledge.

Suggested Electives

Engineering

82220* Mechanics of Materials I

86.230* Introductory Fluid Mechanics

88.271 * An Introduction to Electrical Engineering Materi-

als

88.453* An Introduction to Robotics

94.320* Industrial Engineering

94.405* Discrete Simulation and Its Applications

94.415* Engineering Management
94.445* Discrete Time Systems
94.455* Automatic Control Systems I

94.462* Introduction to Computer Communications
94.470* Telecommunications Engineering

94.481* Software Engineering Project

94/97.496* Special Topics in Electrical and Computer
Systems Engineering

97.354* Electromagnetic Theory
97.368* Solid State Electronics

97.452* Microwave Circuits

97.453* Radio Frequency Lines and Antennas
97.455* Telecommunication Circuits

97.456* CAD for Communication Circuits

97.459* Communications Links

97.460* Radar and Navigation

97.469* Integrated Circuit Design and Fabrication

97.470* Integrated Circuit Fabrication Technology
97.475* Electronic Properties of Materials

97.477* Analog Integrated Electronics

97.478* Advanced Digital Integrated Circuit Design

Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science

69.384* Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis

70.483* Computable Functions

70.484* Design and Analysis of Algorithms

75.364* Modern Physics

95.207* Programming Language Concepts
95.401 * Concurrent Programming
95.402* Computer Graphics

95 .404 * Syste ms Softwa re

95.405* A First Course in Robotics and Computer Vision

95.407* Applied Artificial Intelligence

Business, Economics and Law
42.1 01 * Principles of Financial Accounting

42.102* Management Accounting

42.200 intermediate Accounting

42.250* Introduction to Business Finance

42.261 * Business Law I

42.262* Business Law II

42.311* Micro-Organizational Behaviour

43.1 00 Introduction to Economics
43.201 * Introduction to Microeconomic Theory and

Analysis

43.356* Introduction to Labour Economics
43.357* Introduction to Industrial Relations

43.430 Industrial Organization and Public Policy

51 .321 * Legal Organization of Economic Units

51.333* Injury, Compensation and the Law
51.352* Communications Law II

51 .422* Regulation of Management of Economic Units

Computer Systems Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Second Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 — 4.5

91251* Circuits and Signals 3 3 6
91211* Mechanics-Dynamics 3 3 6
91 241 * Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 3 6
91266* Computer Methods in Engineering 3 1/2 4
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 — 4
91200 Summer Report (Note a) — — 2

(Previous Summer)

19 9.5 32.5

Atofe:

(a) Engineering 91 200 is a course with a 0.0 credit value; it carries an Engineering weight of 2.
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Computer Systems Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Saennd Year Winter Termvvvuiiu loai) itiiiioi i villi i uivi laio PrnKiom Analvcicr 1 vUlOl 1 1 r\\ 1 CM y old Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 4.5

97.257* Electronics I 3 3 6

94.260* Systems and Simulation 3 3 6

94.202* Program Design and Construction 3 2 5

94.303* Introduction to Real-Time Systems 3 2 5

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

19 10 30.5

Computer Systems Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.375* Mathematical Methods I 4 5

91.380* Engineering Economics 3 4

94.301 * Operating Systems and Data Bases 3 4

94.310* Systems Analysis 3 4
94.367* Switching Circuits 3 3/2 5

97.359* Electronics II 3 3 6

19 4.5 28

Computer Systems Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 5

94.351 * Communication Theory 3 3/2 5

94.361* Microprocessor Systems 3 3/2 5

94.333* Real-Time Concurrent Systems 2 3 5

97.350* Digital Electronics 2 3 5

94/97.395* Professional Practice Seminar 3 < 4

17 9 29

Computer Systems Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

94/97.498 Engineering Project (Note a) 8 4.5

94.457* Introduction to the Architecture

of Computer Systems 3 4

94 .460* Dig ita I Commu ni catio ns 3 3/2 5

94.480* Software Engineering 3 3/2 5

94.475* Transmission and Storage Media for Computers 3 4

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 11 26.5

Note:

(a) See course descriptions to determine appropriate course number.
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Computer Systems
Pmirih Ynflr Winter TermrQUllll IORI| If HIIWI • villi

Lectures and
Tutorials

Labratory and
Problem Analysis

Course
Weiqht

^4/97.498 Engineering Project (Note a) 8 4.5

94.485* Computer Systems Design Laboratory 2 4 5

97.476* Digital Integrated Electronics 3 3/2 4

Elective, Engineering or Scientific 2 3/2 4

Elective, Engineering or Scientific 2 3/2 4

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

12 16.5 25.5

Note:

(a)Se course description to determine appropriate course number.

Electrical Engineering Program

Electrical engineers are engaged in research, design, de-

velopment and production associated with a wide variety of

! electrical devices and systems. Examples include elec-

tronic circuit design and fabrication, and the design and

application of communications systems, computers, and

power systems. Opportunities exist for electrical engineers

in industry, government and education.

At Carleton University, the first one and one-half years of

the Engineering program provide a broad common back-

ground of technical fundamentals. The last two and one-

half years of Electrical Engineering concentrate primarily

on electronics, electromagnetics, control and communica-

tions. In addition, Electrical Engineering students may fur-

ther enhance their specialized knowledge by choosing

Fourth-year Engineering electives in the areas of micro-

electronics, materials, systems, computing and telecom-

munications.

Management and business decision-making are often im-

portant in engineering professional practice. Moreover, it is

expected that managerial matters will play an ever increas-

ing role. Students in Electrical Engineering who wish to

acquire a background in this area are invited to select the

Concentration in Management beginning at Second year.

Those who successfully complete this concentration will

receive an entry "Concentration in Management" on their

transcripts. For more information students should consult

p. 304 and the booklet A Guide to the Engineering Program
available from the Registrar's Office.

Suggested Electives

87.430* Acoustics and Noise Control

88.443* Energy Conversion and Power Generation

88.453* An Introduction to Robotics

88.474* Computer Integrated Manufacturing Systems
(CIMS)

88.475* CAD/CAM
94.310* Systems Analysis

94.320* Industrial Engineering

94.362* Electric Power Circuits and Machines
94.401* Operating Systems
94.405* Discrete Simulation and its Applications

94.415* Engineering Management
94.445* Discrete Time Systems
94.457* Introduction to the Architecture of Computer Sys-

tems
94.460* Digital Communications
94.462* Introduction to Computer Communications
94.481 * Software Engineering Project

94.485* Computer Systems Design Laboratory

97.452* Microwave Circuits

97.455* Telecommunication Circuits

97.456* CAD for Communication Circuits

97.460* Radar and Navigation

97.470* Integrated Circuit Fabrication Technology
97.475* Electronic Properties of Materials

97.476* Digital Integrated Electronics

97.478* Advanced Digital IC Design

97.496* Special Topics in Electrical Engineering

For Computer Science electives see p. 404

Electrical

Second Year, Fall Term
Lectures and

Tutorials

Laboratory and
Problem Analysis

Course
Weight

69201 Intermediate Calculus
91 .251 * Circuits and Signals

91 21 1 * Mechanics-Dynamics
91 241 * Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

91266* Computer Methods in Engineering
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences
91 200 Summer Report (Note a)

3

3

3

1/2

4.5

6

6

6

4

4

2

(Previous Summer)

19 9.5 32.5

M>fe:

(a) Engineering 91 .200 is a course with a 0.0 credit value; it carries an Engineering weight of 2.
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Electrical Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Second Year, Winter Term Tutorials Prnhlfim Analwcic Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 4.5

97.257* Electronics I 3 3 6

94260* Systems and Simulation 3 3 6
88.271 * Introduction to Electrical Materials 3 3/2 5

97.261 * Electrical Energy Conversion 3 3 6
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

19 10.5 31.5

Electrical Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Third Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.375* Mathematical Methods I 4 5

91 .380* Engineering Economics 3 4
94.303* Introduction to Real-Time Systems 3 2 5

94.367* Switching Circuits 3 3/2 5

97.359* Electronics II 3 3 6

97.368* Solid State Electronics 3 3/2 5

19 8 30

Electrical Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 5

94.202* Program Design and Construction 3 2 5

94.351* Communication Theory 3 3/2 5

97.350* Digital Electronics 2 3 5

97.354* Electromagnetic Theory 3 3/2 5

94/97.395* Professional Practice Seminar 3 4

18 8 29

Electrical (General Stream) Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

94/97.497 Engineering Project (Note a) 8 4.5

Four of:

94.455* Automatic Control Systems I

94.457* Introduction to the Architecture of Computer Systems 3 4

94.460* Digital Communications 3 3/2 5

94.461* Microprocessor Systems 3 3/2 5

97.453* Radio Frequency Lines and Antennas 3 3/2 5

97.455* Telecommunication Circuits

97.469* Integrated Circuit Design and Fabrication

97.475* Electronic Properties of Materials

97.477* Analog Integrated Electronics

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 12.5 27.5

Note:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course number.
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Electrical (Microelectronics Stream) Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weiqht

94/97.497 Engineering Project (Note a) 8 4.5

94.461 Microprocessor Systems 3 3/2 5

97.469* Integrated Circuit Design and Fabrication OIC.
co

97.475* Electronic Properties of Materials 3 3/2 5

97.477* Analog Integrated Electronics 3 3/2 5

Sective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 14 28.5

Afore:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course number.

Electrical (Systems Stream) Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

94/97.497 Engineering Project (Note a) 8 4.5

94.455* Automatic Control Systems I 3 3/2 5

94.457* Introduction to the Architecture of Computer Systems 3 A1

94.460* Digital Communications 3 3/2 5

94.461* Microprocessor Systems 3 3/2 5

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 12.5 27.5

Note:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course number

Electrical (Telecommunications) Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Fourth Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

94/97.497 Engineering Project (Note a)
ao 4.5

94.460* Digital Communications 3 3/2 5

94.461* Microprocessor Systems 3 3/2 5

Two of:

94.455* Automatic Control Systems I 3 3/2 5

97.453* Radio Frequency Lines and Antennas 3 'in cD

97.455* Telecommunication Circuits

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 14 28.5

Afore:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course num ber.

Electrical (General Stream) Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Fourth Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Anslysi^ Weight

94/97.497 Engineering Project (Note a) 8 4.5

Elective, Engineering (Note b) 3 3/2 5
Elective, Engineering (Note b) 3 3/2 5
Elective, Engineering (Note b) 3 3/2 5
Elective, Engineering or Scientific 3 3/2 5
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 14 28.5

Note:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course number.
(b) Selected from 94.xxx or 97.xxx.
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Electrical (Microelectronics Stream) Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Fourth Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

94/97.497 Engineering Project (Note a) — 8 4.5

Three of:

97.456* CAD for Communication Circuits 3 3/2 5

97.470* Integrated Circuit Fabrication Technology 3 3/2 5

97.476* Digital Integrated Electronics 3 3/2 5
QT A 7ft AH \ia r\r-ar\ Plinital In to or3 fari fNiYMiit Hachn*7/.*t/Ow nOVailCoO L/ry lla I IMlfcJylalfcKJ \s II OUU Uo Sly It

Elective, Engineering or Scientific 3 3/2 5
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 14 28.5

Note:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course number.

Electrical (Systems Stream) Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Fourth Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

94/97.498 Engineering Project (Note a) 8 4.5

94.401* Operating Systems 3 4
Elective, Engineering (Note b) 3 3/2 5

Elective, Engineering (Note b) 3 3/2 5
Elective, Engineering or Scientific 3 3/2 5

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

15 12.5 27.5

Note:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course number.
(b) Selected from 94.xxx or 97.xxx.

Electrical (Telecommunication Stream)

Fourth Year, Winter Term
Lectures and

Tutorials

Laboratory and
Problem Analysis

Course

Weight

94/97.497 Engineering Project (Note a)

94.470* Telecommunications Engineering 3

8

3/2

4.5

5

Two of:

97.452* Microwave Circuits

94.462* Introduction to Computer Communications
97.459* Communication Links

3

3

3/2

3/2

5

5

Elective, Engineering or Scientific

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences

3

3

3/2 5

4

15 14 28.5

Note:

(a) See course description to determine appropriate course number.
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Environmental Engineering Program

Environmental Engineering focuses on management and

Protection of the environment and on the development of

engineered solutions which minimize the threat to human
nealth. Environmental Engineers play a major role in the

development of technically sound and economically feasi-

ble solutions to air and water pollution, noise pollution, and

lazardous and toxic waste management. They deal with

issues related to landfills and solid waste management,
remediation of contamination, ecosystem protection and

preservation, and the development of sustainable and en-

viron mentally safe methods forthe allocation, development

and utilization of natural and renewable resources.

Environmental Engineering is a multidisciplinary activity.

Environmental Engineers work closely with professionals

from many other disciplines including biologists, chemists,

i
economists, sociologists, lawyers, political scientists, urban

land regional planners and others who play an integral role

i in defining and designing sustainable developments.

The program in Environmental Engineering at Carieton is

I

structured to provide the undergraduate with a sound train-

ing in the environmental aspects of chemisty and biology,

which are considered essential to the in-depth appreciation

i of environmental problems. The engineering component of

the undergraduate degree consists of a strong engineering

common core, which emphasizes the pure sciences, engi-

neering analysis, computer applications and engineering

design. The Environmental Engineering component in the

undergraduate degree program consists of a set of well

structured courses that emphasize the conceptualization,

mathematical modelling, engineering design and solution

of problems in Environmental Engineering. The scientific

and engineering aspects of the program prepare the

ground for design and synthesis courses such as environ-

mental planning and decision making and environmental

impact assessment. The interdisciplinary aspects of the

program are enhanced by a wide selection of elective

courses in the humanities and social sciences, which em-
phasize management, ethics, economics and law, as they

relate to the environment. Students in Environmental Engi-

neering are encouraged to select during their First and
Third years of study appropriate humanities and social

science courses from the list provided below.

Geography 45.21 1* Physical Basis of Environmental

Management
Philosophy 32.184* Introduction to Environment Ethics

Geography 45.102* Environment, Resources and Society

Law 51 .1 00 Introduction to Legal Studies

Law 51 .380* Law of Environmental Quality.

Environmental Engineering Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Second Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 4.5

91 251 Circuit and Signals 3 3 6
91.211* Mechanics-Dynamics 3 3 6

91 .241 * Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 3 6
91266* Computer Methods in Engineering 3 1/2 4

61 .1 02 Introductory Biology 3 3 6

91 200 Summer Report (Note a) 2

19 12.5 34.5

Note:

(a) Engineering 91.200 is a course with 0.0 credit value; it carries an Engineering weight of 2.0.

Environmental Engineering Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Second Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 4.5

82.220* Mechanics of Materials I 3 3 6
86.230* Introductory Fluid Mechanics 3 3 6
61.230* Microorganisms 3 3 6
65.231 * Analytical Chemistry 3 3 6
61 .1 02 Introductory Biology 3 4

19 12 32.5
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Environmental Engineering Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.375* Mathematical Methods 1 4 5
81 .301 * Environmental Engineering Unit Operations 3 3/2 5
81 .302* Environmental Engineering Systems Modelling 3 3/2 5

82.328* Geotechnical Mechanics 3 3/2 5

82.337* Municipal Engineering 3 3/2 5
91 .380* Engineering Economics 3 4

19 6 29

Environmental Engineering Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 5
81 .303* Water Resources Engineering 3 3/2 5

81 .304* Contaminant and Pollutant Transport

in the Environment 3 3/2 5

61 .364* Analysis of Ecological Relationships 4 3
82.437* Hydraulics of Municipal Waste Water Systems 2 3/2 4
65280* Environmental Chemistry 3 3 6
Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 4

18 11.5 32

Environmental Engineering Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

81 .497 Engineering Project 8 4.5

81 .401 * Hazardous Waste Management 3 3/2 5

81 .403* Air Pollution and Emissions Control 3 3/2 5

81 .404* Environmental Planning and Decision Making 3 3/2 5

82.428* Geotechnical Engineering 3 3/2 5

One of:

81 .402* Environmental Geotechnical Engineering 2 3/2 4
81 .405* Environmental Engineering Unit Processes

Engineering Elective* 2 3/2 4

16 17 32.5

Environmental Engineering Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

81 .497 Engineering Project 8 4.5

81 .408* Environmental Impact Assessment 3 3/2 5

Three of:

81 .406* Geohydrology and Ground Water Flow 2 3/2 4

81.407* Solid Waste Management 2 3/2 4

82.433* Urban Planning Transportation

82.334* Transportation Engineering and Planning 2 3/2 4

82.495* Professional Practice Seminar 3 4

Engineering Elective* 2 3/2 4

14 15.5 29.5
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Mechanical Engineering Program

Mechanical Engineering by its nature is a highly diversified

discipline, encompassing a range of activities from manu-

facturing processes and design to energy conversion and

conservation. The main topic areas of the discipline are

solid mechanics and materials, fluid mechanics and

hermo-sciences which together provide the breadth nec-

essary for the graduate mechanical engineer.

At Carleton University, students in their final two and one-

half years in the Mechanical Engineering program will build

upon the broad background in engineering developed in

the common core program of the first one and one-half

years. In addition to the continued major emphasis on

design, dynamics, thermodynamics and heat transfer, the

student can choose elective courses that span a wide range

of applied subjects like noise control, energy conversion

and power generation, vehicle technology, aerodynamics

and flight mechanics, automatic controls, etc., which reflect

the wide range of interests of faculty members of the

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. In

addition, the final-year student completes a major project

on a topic of current interest in mechanical or aeronautical

engineering.

In select cases, students of high academic standing may
be able to coordinate Engineering 88 .497 project work with

Masters thesis work such that they can complete an M.Eng.

program about one year after obtaining their B.Eng. de-

gree. Interested students should consult the Departmental

Chair or Supervisor of Graduate Studies near the end of

their Third year.

Management and business decision-making are often im-

,portant in engineering professional practice. Moreover, it is

expected that managerial matters will play an ever increas-

ing role. Students in Mechanical Engineering who wish to

acquire a background in this area are invited to select the

Concentration in Management beginning at Second year.

Those who successfully complete this concentration will

receive an entry "Concentration in Management" on their

transcripts. For more information students should consult

p. 304 and the booklet A Guide to the Engineering Program

available from the Registrar's Office

Mechanical Engineering with Concentration in

Computer-Integrated Manufacturing

A special concentration in Computer- In teg rated Manufac-

turing (CIM) is available for students with an interest in this

area. The concentration is designed to provide an under-

standing of the issues, concepts and techniques of applying

computer technology to design and manufacturing. The
concentration consists of the following courses: Year Two:
Business 42.101*, Financial Accounting, and Business

42.1 02*. Management Accounting; Year Three: Engineer-

ing 88.370*, Manufacturing Engineering, 91.380*, Engi-

neering Economics, and Business 42.21 0*, Management
and Organizational Behaviour; Year Four: four of Engineer-

ing 88.475*,CAD/CAM, Engineering 88.474*, Computer
Integrated Manufacturing Systems, Engineering 88.453*,

Robotics, Engineering 94.405*, Discrete Simulation, En-

gineering 94.310*, Systems Analysis and 94.320* Indus-

trial Engineering.

The brochure "A Guide to the Engineering Program," avail-

able from the Registrar's Office should be consulted for the

appropriate selection of elective choices for this program.

A student who wishes to follow the CIM concentration

should declare his/her intentions at the beginning of the

Second year. Those who successfully complete this option

will receive an entry "Concentration in Computer Integrated

Manufacturing" on their transcripts.

Suggested Engineering Electives

82.104* Surveying

82.334* Transportation Engineering and Planning

82 .437* Hydraulics of Municipal Waste Water Systems
Any prefixed 87 or 88 courses having a weight of 4 units

(i.e. three lecture hours a week) and for which prerequisites

and other noted constraints are satisfied.

94.362* Electric Power Circuits and Machines
94.415* Engineering Management

Mechanical
Second Year. Fall Term

Lectures and

Tutorials

Laboratory and
Problem Analysis

Course
Weight

69201 Intermediate Calculus

91 251 * Circuits and Signals

91 21 1 * Mechanics-Dynamics
86.230* Introductory Fluid Mechanics
91.266* Computer Methods in Engineering

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences

91 .200 Summer Report (Note a)

3

3

3

1/2

4.5

(Previous Summer)

9.5 32.5

Note:

(a) Engineering 91 .200 is a course with a 0.0 credit value; it carries an Engineering weight of 2.
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Mechanical Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Second Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.201 Intermediate Calculus 4 — 4.5

82.220* Mechanics of Materials I 3 3 6

91.241* Introductory Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 3 6

86270* Introduction to Engineering Materials 3 3 6

97.261* Electrical Energy Conversion 3 3 6

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 3 — 4

19 12 32.5

Mechanical Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.375* Mathematical Methods I 4 — 5

86.322* Solid Mechanics 3 3 6

86.333* Fluid Mechanics 3 3 6

88.370* Principles of Manufacturing Engineering 3 — 4
91.380* Engineering Economics 3 — 4

94.260* Systems and Simulation 3 3 6

19 9 31

Mechanical Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Third Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

69.352* Probability and Statistics 4 — 5

88.302* Machine Design and Practice 3 3 6

86.304* Dynamics of Machinery 3 — 4

86.340* Applied Thermodynamics 3 — 4

86.390* Mechanical Engineering Laboratory I
— 6 5

86.352* Feedback Control Systems 3 — 4

Elective, Humanities or Social Sciences 4 — 4

20 9 32

Mechanical Lectures and Laboratory and Course

Fourth Year, Fall Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight
j

88.497 Engineering Project — 8 4.5

88.403* Mechanical Systems Design 3 3 6

88.446* Heat Transfer 3 — 4

86.491* Mechanical Engineering Laboratory II 1 5 5

86.412* Engineering Materials: Strength and Fracture 3 — 4

Elective, Engineering (Note a) 2 3/2 4

Elective, Engineering or Scientific 2 3/2 4

14 19 31.5

Note:

(a) Selected from available Engineering 87.4xx or 88.4xx courses.
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Mechanical Lectures and Laboratory and Course
Fourth Year, Winter Term Tutorials Problem Analysis Weight

88.497 Engineering Project — 8 4.5

86.495* Professional Practice Seminar 3 — 4

97.485* Electronics, Instrumentation and Data Handling 3 — 4

Elective, Engineering (Note a) 2 3/2 4

Elective, Engineering (Note a) 2 3/2 4

Elective, Engineering (Note a) 2 3/2 4

Elective, Engineering or Scientific 2 3/2 4

14 14 28.5

Note:

(a) Selected from available Engineering 87.4xx or 88.4xx courses.

Qualifying-University Year

Students who have not yet completed six Ontario Academic
Credits (Including Calculus, Algebra and Geometry, Phys-

ics and Chemistry) or equivalent may apply to Qualifying-

University year. The formal admission requirements are

listed on p. 35, although alternative background prepara-

tions (e.g. courses from other Provinces, mature applicant

status, etc.) may be presented for evaluation.

The course of studies consists of five full credits including

mathematics, physics, chemistry and electives. The exact

course of studies depends on background preparation and

is to be determined in consultation with the Engineering

Registrar's Office at the time of registration.

Accelerated Progress

r Qualifying-University year (Engineering) students who
! pass all required courses in Qualifying-University year,

including electives, with a B- or 7.0 average, may have their

programs assessed for the purpose of reducing the number
of courses required to graduate from the Bachelor of Engi-

i neering program. For example, approved humanities/social

\ sciences electives taken as Qualifying-University yearelec-

i tives, which are at a First-year level or higher, may be used

to fulfil program requirements in the Bachelor of Engineer-

ing program. It is necessary for Qualifying-University year

students to meet the promotion requirements of the Quali-

fying-University year, as well as the Accelerated Progress

requirements, in order to be considered for Accelerated

Progress.

Academic Standing and Promotion
Students in Qualifying-University year are permitted to write

supplemental examinations or to enrol in Summer-session
courses, in a maximum of two credits or equivalent.

To achieve satisfactory academic standing the student

must, at the end of August:

(a) have received credit in Chemistry, Mathematics and

Physics

(b) have a grade-point average of 3.4 in all courses com-
pleted in the year.

Students who achieve satisfactory academic standing are

promoted to First-year Engineering. Students who fail to

achieve satisfactory academic standing forfeit their under-

graduate status in the Faculty of Engineering.

The Qualifying-University year is not considered as part of

the Bachelor of Engineering program for the purpose of

assessment of academic standing in the program.

General Information

: The study of Engineering is necessarily structured. Upper-

year courses are built on the material studied in previous

years. The program consists of a consecutive sequence of

four years, each of which comprises the two terms of the

j

Fall/Winter session. Regulations governing promotion are

i detailed below.

j

With few exceptions, courses in the Faculty of Engineering

i are offered only in the Fall/Winter session and only in the

Day division. However, a significant portion of the Engineer-

ing program involves courses in the Faculties of Science,

Arts and Social Sciences; many of these courses are

offered in the Summer session and in the Evening division

of the Fall/Winter session.

It should be noted that in all courses with computer pro-

gramming assignments students usually find it necessary
to be on campus at other than scheduled periods to make
use of computing facilities.

For administrative matters regarding regulations and re-

cords, students are encouraged to seek advice from the

Faculty of Engineering Registrar's Office.

Course Load

The course requirements for each year of the program are

tabulated on pp. 303-321 along with the course weight and
hours for each course. Where the fraction 3/2 appears in

the laboratory and problem analysis column, it means a

three-hour period is scheduled on alternate weeks; the

fraction 1/2 refers to a one hour workshop on alternate

weeks.

During the Fall/Winter session, the normal course load for

a full-time student is all of the courses for the program year

in which the student is registered. The normal course load

for Fourth-year students is the lesser of the courses of the

program year or the number of courses required to satisfy

graduation requirements. In order to enrol in a course, a

student must have satisfied the prerequisites for that course

or have permission of the department offering the course.

Any student who is enrolled in a course but who has not

satisfied the prerequisites for that course is required to
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obtain approval or may be required to withdraw from the

course.

Except for those Fourth-year students with fewer than five

credits outstanding in their program, full-time students

must, after the last date for withdrawal from courses in each

term, remain enrolled in a minimum of five credits, part-time

students in a maximum of two credits. In exceptional cir-

cumstances, and on the recommendation of a departmen-

tal chair or the Registrar, the Dean of Engineering may
waive this regulation where it is deemed to be in the best

interest of the student and of the Faculty of Engineering.

Students with a cumulative weighted grade-point average

of at least 5.0 may enrol in a maximum of one credit in

addition to those of the program year in which they are

registered.

Students may enrol in non-elective courses from a higher

program year than the one in which they are registered if:

(a) they have C- or better in the stated prerequisites for

such courses; and
(b) they are concurrently enrolled in all outstanding non-

elective courses from the program years preceding the one

in which they are registered; and
(c) they have the permission of the department that offers

the course.

During the Summer session, the maximum course load is

two credits.

Elective Courses

The program course requirements tabulated on pp. 303-

321 include humanities or social sciences electives. Elec-

tees are selected from one or more of the categories listed

below. A free elective can be chosen from any of the three

categories. Where an elective course is shown in the tables

with lectures two hours a week and laboratory/problem

analysis three hours alternate weeks, the requirement is

equally satisfied by a course having three hour lectures a

week and no laboratory/problem analysis.

1 . Engineering Ele ctives: Al I unde rgradu ate courses bea r-

ingthe departmental numbers of the Faculty of Engineering

(i.e. 81 , 82, 86, 87, 88, 90, 94, 97) are approved Engineer-

ing electives. Graduate courses bearing those numbers
may be taken as electives with the approval of the chair of

the department offering the course.

2. Scientific Electives: Courses in this classification include

the physical sciences, mathematical sciences, computer
science and related courses. Approved scientific electives

are listed in the booklet, A Guide to the Engineering Pro-

gram, available from the Registrar's Office.

3. Humanities or Social Sciences Electives:Courses in this

classification must be chosen from among those listed as

approved in the booklet, A Guide to the Engineering Pro-

gram, available from the Registrar's Office.

Student Responsibility

The student is responsble for knowing the regulations of

the Faculty of Engineering and for complying with them.

Any exceptions to the regulations must be approved, in

writing, by the Faculty of Engineering Committee on Admis-

sion and Studies.

with their corresponding grade points are as follows:

A+ 12 B+ 9

A 11 B 8

A- 10 B- 7

C+ 6 D+ 3

C 5 D 2

C- 4 D- 1

Passed Supplemental Examination: D-

Each course is assigned a course weight, shown on the

charts on pp. 303-321 . The weighted grade points achieved

in a course are the product of the course weight and the

grade points for that course. The cumulative weighted

grade-point average is the sum of weighted grade points

divided by the sum of course weights, for ail courses for

which the student has received a grade in the program of

studies.

Where regulations refer to one credit, it is understood that

two half-course credits are in all respects equivalent to one

credit. Any course in the Engineering program with a weight

of seven or greater is one credit; any course with a weight

of six or less is a half-course credit. The only exception is

the Engineering Summer Report which has a 0.0 credit

value; it carries an Engineering weight of 2.

Notations to represent special circumstances are as fol-

lows:

Aeg
Aegrotat standing is a pass standing granted despite ab-

sence from the final examinations. It may be granted by the

Engineering Faculty Committee on Admission and Studies

only in response to a student's written request. Aegrotat

standing will be granted only in exceptional circumstances

and if the term work has been of high quality.

F
Failure; no academic credit.

FNS
Failure, but with supplemental privileges withdrawn be-

cause of unsatisfactory term work or an unacceptably low

mark in the examination. No academic credit.

Wdn
Withdrawn in good standing; no academic credit.

Abs
Absent from formally scheduled final, special final and

supplemental examinations where the necessary term

work has been completed. No supplemental privileges. No
academic credit.

.

Def
Students who are absent from final examinations or who
are unable to complete their course work for medical or

compassionate reasons may apply to the Engineering Fac-

ulty Committee on Admission and Studies for deferred

examination privileges. Such applications must:

1 . be made in writing to the Registrar's Office not later than

one week after the date of the examination; and

2. be fully supported in the case of illness by a medical

certificate or appropriate documents in other cases.

Grading System

Standing in courses will be determined by the Faculty and
will be shown by alphabetical grades. The grades used,



Grade-Raising Examinations

The Faculty of Engineering does not recognize grade-rais-

ing examinations. Students enrolled in the Bachelor of

Engineering degree program may not take grade-raising

examinations in any course that forms part of their program.

Academic Standing, Promotion and Continuation

Supplemental Examination Privileges

Students who are granted supplemental examination privi-

j

leges are permitted to write supplemental examinations in

\
any course from the Fall/Winter session just completed for

which they have received a grade of F. Such students may
register in Summer session in addition to applying to write

one or more supplemental examinations in August.

Supplemental examinations for courses in the Faculty of

Engineering are scheduled during the August supplemental

period, with the exception of Fourth year, Fall-term courses,

which are held in May. For certain Fall-term half-credit

courses in the Faculties of Science, Arts, and Social Sci-

ences, supplemental examinations are scheduled only in

the February examination period.

The requirements for supplemental examination privileges

are based on final grades only, for all courses taken in the

Fall/Winter session just completed. The following are the

minimum requirements for full-time students:

In First year, not repeating the year:

three credits passed and 135 weighted grade points.

In Second, Third and Fourth years, not repeating the year:

three credits passed and 150 weighted grade points.

Repeating any year:

four credits passed and 200 weighted grade points.

For part-time students, eligibility for supplemental examina-

tions will be assessed at the end of each group of three

credits and based upon the final grades achieved in those

courses. Number of passed courses and weighted grade

points required are pro-rated to one-half of those listed

above.

Students who fail to meet the minimum requirements for

the granting of supplemental examination privileges are

also ineigble to register in Summer session and forfeit their

I undergraduate status in the Faculty of Engineering.

I Summer Session

Students are permitted to enrol in a maximum of two credits

in the Summer session. Courses taken by Engineering

students in the Summer session may be used to complete
"4 program-year requirements for the previous Fall/Winter

ti session; such courses count towards both year promotion

I and program-year completion, and are reflected in the

t* year's course count, the year's weighted grade-point aver-

I age, and in the cumulative weighted grade-point average.

I Summer session courses that are not part of program-year

I requirements for the previous Fall/Winter-session count

I neither towards promotion from nor completion of that

I year's program, nor are they reflected in that year's course
I count. While such courses taken during a Summer session

I may be used to fulfil future program requirements, these

I courses will not affect the promotion decision for either the

I current year or for any future year. Such courses will count

I only towards degree program completion, and will be re-
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fleeted only in the cumulative weighted grade-point aver-

age.

Academic Standing

Academic standing for the academic year is determined,

forfull-time students, at the beginning of September. Stand-

ing is based on grades achieved during the previous 12-

month period. This includes all passing grades for the

Fall/Winter session, supplemental examination results in

Fall/Winter session courses, and final grades in Summer
session courses which are relevant to the previous

Fall/Winter session.

The following are the minimum requirements for satisfac-

tory academic standing for full-time students:

In First year, not repeating the year:

four credits passed and 1 80 weighted grade points.

In Second, Third and Fourth years, not repeating the year:

four credits passed and 200 weighted grade points.

Repeating any year:

five credits passed and 250 weighted grade points.

For part-time students, academic standing is determined at

the completion of each group of three credits, using the

appropriate criterion above. Number of passed courses and
weighted grade points required are pro-rated to one-half of

those listed above.

Discredits

A discredit is a failing grade (F, FNS, Abs) in a full course

(1 .0 credit) or the equivalent.

Students who accumulate more than three full-course dis-

credits or the equivalent forfeit their undergraduate status

in the Faculty of Engineering.

A discredit is defined as a failing grade (F, FNS, ABS)
earned while a student is registered in the Engineering

program in Second year, Third year, Fourth year, or repeat-

ing any year. For example, a failed full-course followed by

a failed supplemental examination counts as two full-

course discredits.

Promotion

Students who achieve satisfactory academic standing are

promoted to the next year of the program, except that:

1. for promotion to Third year, credit is required for all

non-elective courses of First year; and

2. for promotion to Fourth year, credit is required for all

non-elective courses of Second year.

Students who fail to achieve satisfactory academic standing

are placed on academic probation and may repeat the year

just completed; the following conditions apply:

1. Mandatory courses in which at least B-, and optional

courses in which at least C-, grades were achieved in the

failed year, need not be repeated;

2. In a repeated year, the course load is either five or six

credits and must be approved by the Dean of Engineering

or the Registrar.

Exceptions:

1. Students failing in a repeated year forfeit their under-

graduate status;

2. Students who have previously been on academic pro-

bation forfeit their undergraduate status;

3. Students who accumulate more than 3.0 discredits in
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their program, exclusive of their First year, forfeit their

undergraduate status.

Graduation

In order to fulfil the minimum graduation requirements for

the degree of Bachelor of Engineering, a candidate must:

1. have completed the requirements of the First to Fourth

years, inclusive.

2. have a cumulative weighted grade-point average of at

least 3.4.

3. have achieved satisfactory academic standing in the

final year of study.

4. have a weighted grade-point average of 3.4 on the

requirements of the Fourth year program.

5. be recommended for graduation by the Faculty of Engi-

neering.

Students must also fulfil all University graduation require-

ments (see p. 41).

Degrees with Distinction

Upon recommendation of the Faculty of Engineering, the

notation "with High Distinction" may be made on the aca-

demic record of a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of

Engineering. To be considered for recommendation, the

candidate is expected to obtain a weighted grade-point

average of at least 10.0 in the course requirements of the

Fourth year of that student's Program Option; in addition,

the student must present a weighted grade-point average

of at least 8.0 in the course requirements of the First to

Fourth years, inclusive. Any candidate with a failure, sup-

plemental examination, repetition or replacement course

will not normally be considered for a degree "with High

Distinction."

Upon recommendation of the Faculty of Engineering, the

notation "with Distinction" may be made on the academic

record of a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Engi-

neering. To be considered for this recommendation, the

candidate is expected to obtain a weighted grade-point

average of at least 9.0 in the course requirements of the

Fourth year of that student's Program Option; in addition,

the student must present a weighted grade-point average

of at least 7.0 in the course requirements of the First to

Fourth years, inclusive. Any candidate with a failure, sup-

plemental examination, repetition or replacement course in

more than a total of two credits will not normally be consid-

ered for a degree "with Distinction."

Note:

In addition to these numerical requirements, students must
also fulfil the detailed requirements listed under the "Gradu-

ation" section, see above.

Graduate Programs

Programs of study are offered by the Faculty of Engineering

leading to the degrees of Master of Engineering and Doctor

of Philosophy in Aerospace, Civil, Electrical and Mechani-

cal Engineering; to the degree of Master of Engineering in

Materials Engineering, and, in co-operation with the Faculty

of Science, to the degree of Master of Science in Informa-

tion and Systems Science. In co-operation with the School

of Computer Science, the Department of Mathematics and
Statistics, and the University of Ottawa, the Faculty offers

a joint program leading to the degree of Master of Computer
Science. Joint programs in Aerospace, Civil, Electrical and

Mechanical Engineering at both Masters and Ph.D. levels

are offered in conjunction with the University of Ottawa. For

further details, contact the Graduate Secretary, Faculty of

Engineering, orrefertothe Faculty of Graduate Studiesand

Research Calendar.

Academic and Professional Clubs and Societies

The following clubs and societies operating on the campus
serve to broaden and enrich the curriculum and to offer

students social activity and friendship related to their intel-

lectual interests. The societies listed here are particularly

pertinent for students registered in the Faculty of Engineer-

ing.

77?© Canadian Society for Mechanical Engineering— Stu-

dent Section sponsors field trips, films and speakers on
industrial and other aspects of mechanical engineering.

Faculty Adviser: Dr. J.T. Rogers.

The American Society for Materials for students interested

in Materials Engineering; students are invited to the

monthly meetings of the Ottawa Valley chapter of ASM:
Faculty Adviser, Dr. M. J. Bibby.

The Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute meets
monthly to provide a forum for discussion and dissemina-

tion of information on topics relating to aeronautics and
space activities. Faculty Adviser: Dr. P.E. Barrington.

777© Canadian Society for Civil Engineering promotes tech-

nical activities related to all areas of civil engineering, such

as building design and construction, geotechnical engi-

neering and transportation. The activities of this group are

designed to enhance and broaden the student's apprecia-

tion of the profession. To this effect, speakers are brought

to the Department of Civil Engineering to give seminars on

current topics and visits are organized to construction sites

and other facilities where civil engineering has played an

important role. Faculty Adviser: Dr. S.J. Kennedy

777e Caheton Student Engineering Society (C.S.E.S.) is

open to all members of the University who are enrolled in

Engineering courses. Through its academic and social

activities, C.S.E.S. acts as a liaison between the students

and the governing bodies of the University and promotes

professional interest, high standards and a spirit of mutual

assistance in the study of engineering.

The Institute of Transportation Engineers (I.T.E.) is an

international organization of professional transportation en-

gineers. The I.T.E. is organized into Districts, of which

Canada is one, and into Sections, of which Ottawa is one.

For students in transportation, there are Student Chapters,

one of which is located on campus. The Chapter is closely

associated with the local Section. Joint meetings are held

once a month in Ottawa. The meetings have both a techni-

cal and social content. Membership in the Student Chapter

is an excellent way of becoming part of the profession of

transportation engineering. Students enrolled in the trans-

portation program are eligible to join. Faculty Adviser: Dr.

John P. Braaksma.

The Student Branch of the Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronics Engineers (I.E.E.E.) organizes a series of events of

both professional and general interest. Among these activi-

ties are an annual "Computer Fair", an employment work-
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shop for upper-year students, an annual "papers" night and

student-faculty get-togethers. Faculty Adviser: Dr. Calvin

Rett.

Engineering Common Core Committee

Members of Committee

G.E. Bauer, Chair

J. Kirkhope (Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering)

A.M. Khan (Civil and Environmental Engineering)

D.J. Walkey (Electronics)

D.L. Bailey (Systems and Computer Engineering)

Common Core Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Engineering 91.100*
Orientation to Engineering

I
This course is intended to introduce the profession of

I

engineering to the students. Several guest lecturers will

I present information on topics such as; the major disciplines

I
of engineering, contemporary issues in engineering, the

importance of writing well in engineering practice, and the

regulation of the profession by organizations such as the

' APEO. Drawing instruments and elementary engineering

i
drawing techniques such as pictorial sketching and ortho-

i
graphic projection will be studied; section views; the CAD
system will be introduced.

Lectures and tutorials two hours/week, laboratories four

! hours a week.

Department offering course: Mechanical and Aerospace

Engineering.

Engineering 91.101*
Engineering Graphics
Engineering drawing techniques; fits and tolerances; work-

|

ing drawings; fasteners'. Elementary descriptive geometry;

[

the true length of a line; edge view of a plane; intersections
' of geometric entities; developments of ducts. Further in-

I

struction in the use of the CAD system will be incorporated

j

into this material. A small design project will be carried out

and working drawings will be prepared. An introduction to

j

Fundamentals of Manufacturing Methods will be presented

.

Lectures and tutorials two hours a week, laboratory four

hours a week.
Department offering course: Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering.

Engineering 91.1 11 *
Mechanics - Statics

Definition of basic concepts: mass, fo'rce, moment, equilib-

rium. Scalarsand vectors. Applications of vector operations

in three-dimensional statics. Free-body diagrams. Equilib-

rium. Truss analysis. Beams, bending moment and shear

force diagrams, distributed forces, centroids, moment of

inertia. Hydrostatics. Friction. Introduction to engineering

stress and strain. Deformable bodies.

One term: Lectures three hours a week, tutorials and
problem analysis, three hours a week.
Department offering course: Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering.

Engineering 91.166*
Structured Problem Solving and Computers
Introduction to problem solving and engineering models. A
structured approach to the solution of engineering prob-

lems by programming a computer. Programming in a high-

level language (Pascal). Algorithm design, procedural and
data abstraction, implementation, testing. Program style,

documentation, reliability. Examples from science and en-

gineering, including non-numerical examples.

Lectures and tutorials three hours a week; workshop one
hour a week.

Department offering course: Systems and Computer Engi-

neering.

Engineering 91.167*
Computers and Applications

Basic computer organization: CPU and memory. Repre-

sentation of numbers and characters. Instructions: opera-

tion codes and addressing modes. Assembly language.

Input-output devices: interfaces, programming. Introduc-

tion to the relationship between application programs, high-

level languages, operating systems and computer
architecture. Engineering applications in command and
control.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91 .166*.

Lectures and tutorial three hours a week; workshop one
hour a week.

Department offering course: Systems and Computer Engi-

neering.

Engineering 91.211 *
Mechanics-Dynamics
Kinematics and kinetics of particles: rectilinear and curvilin-

ear motions; Newton's second law; energy and momentum
methods. Kinematics and kinetics of rigid bodies: plane

motion of rigid bodies; forces and accelerations; energy and
momentum methods.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.111* and Mathematics
69.104* and 69.114*.

Text: Meriam, Engineering Mechanics, Volume II, Dynam-
ics, Si/English version.

One term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours a week.

Department offering course: Mechanical and Aerospace

Engineering.

Engineering 91.241

Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

Basic concepts of thermodynamics: temperature, work,

heat, internal energy and enthalpy. First law of thermody-

namics for closed and steady-flow open systems. Thermo-
dynamic properties of pure substances; changes of phase;

equation of state. Second law of thermodynamics: concept

of entropy. Simple power and refrigeration cycles. Introduc-

tion to heat transfer: conduction, convection and radiation.

Both terms: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and

problem analysis three hours a week.

Department offering course: Mechanical and Aerospace

Engineering.

Engineering 91 .251

Circuits and Signals

Nature and properties of signals. Fourier analysis. Circuit

elements: definitions and basic properties. Voltage and

current sources. Kirchhoff's laws, linearity, and superposi-

tion. Thevenin and Norton theorems: circuit simplification

techniques; resistance circuits, AC signals; phasors. AC
steady-state analysis: impedance, admittance and transfer

properties; frequency response; detailed treatment of first

order (RL and RC) circuits. Transient response: first-order

circuits, form of response; initial and final condition; relation
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to AC steady-state properties. Properties of LR and CR
circuits: AC steady-state response; resonance.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.1 01* and 75.102* and concur-

rent registration in Mathematics 69.201

.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours a week.
Department offering course: Electronics.

Engineering 91 .266*
Computer Methods In Engineering
Introduction to FORTRAN. Errors: truncation and rounding.

Modelling and analysis. Curve fitting; Lagrange formula-

tion, Chebyshev and least squares fit; orthogonal polyno-

mials. Numerical differentiation and integration. Solution of

differential equations in engineering. Eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. Use of spread-sheets and symbolic mathe-

matics programs.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.166* and Mathematics
69.1 04* and 69.1 14*.

Lectures three hours a week. Workshop one hour alternate

weeks.

Department offering course: Systems and Computer Engi-

neering.

Engineering 91.380*
Engineering Economics
Resources and the role of the engineer. Fundamental
economic and problem-solving concepts. Discounted cash

flow mechanics. Economic analyses including structural,

replacement and financial analyses and analysis of public

projects. Management of money: depreciation and income
tax considerations, estimating and forecasting, effects of

inflation and sensitivity analysis. Economic decisions;

break-even analysis, risk and uncertainty. Introduction to

money value of time; production economy and resource

management.
Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Department offering course: Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering.

Concentration in Management Courses

Engineering 90.460*
Engineering Application of Operations Research
Nonlinear programming, forecasting, decision analysis,

game theory, reliability, equipment replacement, mainte-

nance, simulation, cases and applications in management
science.

Prerequisite: Engineering 94.320*
Department offering course: Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering

Engineering 90.461 *
Principles of Finance
Financial management of a firm, cost and structure of

capital, dividend policy decisions, financial analysis and
financial decisions of public enterprise, risk and assets

evaluation, capital investment decisions, asset manage-
ment problems.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91.380*, Business 42.101*,
42.102*.
Department offering course: Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering

Engineering 90.462*
Theories and Processes In Organizational Behaviour
Macro theories of organization and organizational process,

group dynamics; discussion of organizational processes

such as conflicts and communication control organizational

structure and design.

Prerequisite: Business 42.210*.
Department offering course: Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering.
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Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

tor 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

As a result of the transition from the old program to the new
program there may be some duplication of course descrip-

tions and alterations in the course numbering.

Engineering 82.1 04*
Surveying
Surveying principles and practice; measurements of dis-

tance, difference in elevation, angles and directions; theory,

use and adjustments of principal surveying instruments;

theory of errors and weighted measurements; engineering

surveys, profile, cross sections, earth-work horizontal and
vertical curves; use of rectangular coordinates in surveying;

area computation by surveying methods; handling of equip-

ment, note-keeping, and surveying procedures are

stressed in the field work.

Lectures and field work three weeks at the end of the Winter

term.

Engineering 82.220*
Mechanics of Materials I

Pin-jointed trusses: forces and stresses in members, safety

factor, introduction to design, bolted and riveted connec-

tions. Bending and shearing stresses in beams by approxi-

mate methods. Stresses in thin-walled cylinders due to

internal pressure and torsion. Mohr's circle for stress.

Stress-strain relations. Bending stresses in beams. Circular

members in torsion. Stress-strain relations in shear. Shear-

ing stresses in beams. Mohr's circle for strain. Introduction

to electric resistance strain gauges, principal stresses from

strain rosette data. Ultimate loads in bending and torsion.

Thermal stresses. Buckling of columns.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91.111*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

and laboratory three hours a week.

Engineering 82.322*
Mechanics of Materials II

Torsion bars and helical springs, stresses due to torque on

non-circular sections, membrane analogy, shear flow, elas-

tic-plastic torsion. Bending and shear stresses in beams of

non-symmetrical cross-sections. Properties of areas; prin-

cipal axes, Mohr's circle of inertia, shear centre. Columns
having partial end-constraint, eccentrically loaded columns,

beam-columns. Energy methods, minimum potential en-

ergy, Castigliano's theorems. Fatigue: S-N curve, strength

reduction factors, loads of varying amplitude. Failure theo-

ries.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 88.322*.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.220*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

and laboratory three hours a week.

Engineering 82.323*
Structural Analysis I

Review of plane statics; analysis of statically determinate

structures; strain energy, principle of virtual work; influence

lines, structural deflections and deformations; degree of

indeterminacy and stability of structural systems; analysis

of statically indeterminate structures; elastic instability of

structural elements.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.322*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.324*
Introduction to Structural Design
An introduction to structural design intended to acquaint the

student with building systems; bridges; Limit States Design;

the design process; the determination of dead, live, snow,

rain, wind, earthquake, and crane loads; design for lateral

loads; preliminary analyses and the determination of maxi-

mum load effects; and an introduction to timber, masonry,
concrete and steel design in Canada.
Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory and prob-

lem analysis two hours a week.

Engineering 82.325*
Design of Structural Steel Components
Design of axially loaded tension and compression mem-
bers; design of beams in flexure; design of members sub-

jected to combined compression and flexure; design of

welded and bolted connections. (Also listed as Architecture

77.316*.)
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Prerequisites: Engineering 82.322* and 82.324*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.326*
Design of Reinforced Concrete Components
Based on reinforced concrete behaviour in flexure, com-
pression, shear and bond, analysis and design concepts

are developed for beams, slabs, columns, walls and foot-

ings.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.322*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.328*
Geotechnlcal Mechanics
Origin and classification of soils and rocks. Character of

natural soil deposits. Soil water. Seepage and permeability

of soils. Principle of effective stress. Stress-deformation

and strength characteristics of soils and rocks. Consolida-

tion characteristics of soils. Stress distribution in earth

masses. Laboratory testing. (Also listed as Geography
45.424* and Geology 67.41 7*.)
Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.334*
Transportation Engineering and Planning
Transportation within the socio-economic environment.

Transportation systems and components. Vehicle motion

and flow. Transportation terminals. Operations plans.

Transportation costs. Transportation demand. Supply of

transportation. Transportation network flows. Environ-

mental impacts. Introduction to planning, management and
design process. (Also listed as Geography 45.434*.)

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 82.434*.
Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.337*
Municipal Engineering

Introduction to fundamentals of municipal engineering. City

management; permits and approvals; water supply, treat-

ment and distribution; sewage collection, treatment and

disposal; solid waste management; snow disposal; protec-

tive services.

Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.420*
Structural Analysis II

Basic concepts of structural analysis; review of matrices

and solution of equations; structural deformations and the

virtual work method; force (flexibility) method of analysis;

displacement (stiffness) method of analysis, important en-

ergy theorems, the moment distribution method; introduc-

tion to computer analysis of structures by the stiffness

method. (Also listed as Architecture 77.314*.)

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.323*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.421

Advanced Structural Analysis
Review of matrix force method, formulation of the matrix

stiffness method; three-dimensional frames; computer
analysis of structures; introduction to finite elements; struc-

tural dynamics.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.420*.

Winter term: Lectures and tutorials two hours a we
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.422*
Wood Engineering
Introduction to structural design in timber. Properties a

anatomy of wood. Description of wood products. Factors

affecting the strength and structural behaviour of wood
structures. Strength evaluation and testing. Allowable

stresses. Design in bending, compression and combined
stresses. Design of trusses, frames, glulam structures,

plywood components. Design of structural systems, form-

work, foundations. Connections and connectors. Care, in-

spection, maintenance and repair of timber structures.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration or permission of the

Department.

Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.427*
Reinforced Concrete Design II

Prestressed concrete design including pre-tensioned and
post-tensioned members, prestressing losses, cable pro-

files, ultimate strength, shear and diagonal tension, bond
and end block considerations. Introductory concrete bridge

design including bridge types, loadings, procedures for

single span slab, T-beam and AASHO girder bridges, dia-

phragms and bearing design. Basic building design in

reinforced and prestressed concrete.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.432*.
Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis,

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.428*
Geotechnlcal Engineering

Waterflow through saturated soils. Laplace equation, flow

nets, hydraulic instability. Earth pressures; at rest, active

and passive conditions. Design of flexible and rigid retaining

structures. Elastic equilibrium in soils. Stress distribution in

soils. Settlement of foundations. Bearing capacity of foot-

ings. Pile foundations, group action, load distribution. Sta-

bility of earth slopes.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.328*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.429*
Highway Engineering

Highway planning, highway location and geometric design.

Traffic engineering, highway capacity. Soil classifications,

subgrade and base materials, highway drainage. Principles

of frost action and applications to highway systems. Struc-

tural design methods for rigid and flexible pavements.

Highway economics and finance. Maintenance and reha-

bilitation. Canadian experience.

Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.430*
Structural Planning in Architecture

The nature of structural planning problems; general criteria

in structural planning; functional, technical, economic and

form considerations; loads, classification and estimation;

building codes, fire resistance requirements; structural sys-

tems; various classifications; comparative study; integra-

tion of structural systems with other building systems;

synthesis, preliminary analysis and evaluation of alternative

structural schemes; case studies. (Also listed as Architec-

ture 77.424*.)

Prerequisites: Fourth-year registration, permission of the
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Departmerit.

Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.431

Foundation Engineering

A critical study of the theories in soil mechanics and their

: application to the solution of geotechnical engineering

i problems. Field investigations, laboratory and field testing,

l special footings, mat foundations, caissons, pile founda-

> tions and excavations. Discussion of new methods and

l current research.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.428*.
i Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.432*

|
Reinforced Concrete Design I

I
Reinforced concrete applications. Design of two-way slabs,

i columns, deep beams and corbels, and shear walls. Design

for torsion. Special seismic requirements. Maintenance of

! reinforced concrete structures. Introduction to behaviour

: and design of prestressed concrete.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.326*

i
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

I three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.433*
i Urban Planning

A systematic approach to urban planning. Urbanization in

Canada; urban sprawl; data collection; forecasting; stand-

ards; space requirements; land use; zoning; transportation;

land development; site selection; land capability; layout;

evaluation; housing; urban renewal and new towns. (Also

listed as Geography 45.433*.)
Precludes additional credit for Engineering 82.333*.

Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.435*
Transportation Geography
Offered in the Department of Geography as Geography
45.442*.

Engineering 82.437*
Hydraulics of Municipal Waste Water Systems
Hydraulics of sewers flowing partially full, flow in sewer
junctions and transitions; estimates of amounts of sanitary

and storm sewage; design of sewage collection systems;

pumps, control, and measuring devices. Hydraulics of treat-

ment processes, disposal problems.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.438*
Structural Steel Design I

Design of steel -concrete composite sections. Design of

plate girders, Building systems: types of buildings and
fra mi ng

, type s of constru ction . Flo or fra ming systems : stee I

deck, open web steel joists, gravity load design of continu-

ous beams and columns. Design for lateral loads - rigid

frames: approximate analysis for loads and drift, design of

girders and columns for combined gravity and lateral loads.

Design for lateral loads - braced frames: stability and
P-delta effect, design of girders and columns, estimation of

drift.

Prerequisites: Engineering 82.325* and Fourth-year reg-

istration.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.439*
Structural Steel Design II

Bridge systems, review of various steel bridge types, and
analysis and design considerations. Case studies of a rigid

frame design, and a plate girder bridge design. Design

considerations for cold-formed members. Computer soft-

ware for the design of steel structures.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.438*.

Engineering 82.440*
Construction/Project Management
Systems approach to project planning and control. Analysis

of alternative network planning methods: CPM, precedence

and PERT. Planning procedure, computer techniques and
estimating. Physical, economic and financial feasibility.

Implementation feedback and control. Case studies.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.441 *
Hydrology
Hydrologic cycle, stream flow, hydrology of snow, sub-sur-

face water, hydraulics of wells, unit hydrograph and S-curve

analysis of flood flows, infiltration, river and reservoir rout-

ing, introduction to statistical inference and time series

analysis of hydrologic data. (Also listed as Geology
67.419* and Geography 45.413*.)

Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 82.450*
Computer Methods in Civil Engineering

The application of computers to the solution of civil engi-

neering problems for the areas of surveying, traffic simula-

tion, fluid distribution and collection, structural analysis and

geotechnical engineering (with network and flow analysis

being a common theme). Emphasis is placed on the careful

design and implementation of reasonably large applica-

tions programs. Computing techniques include data struc-

turing, data storage and data bases, and man-machine
communication. Effective use of existing software is dis-

cussed.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.266* and Fourth-year reg-

istration.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a
-

week.

Engineering 82.495*
Professional Practice Seminar
This course is intended to familiarize future professional

engineers with current engineering practice and its relation-

ship to other disciplines and to society in general. A se-

quence of seminars is presented by faculty and external

lecturers covering topics such as the Professional Engi-

neers Act, professional ethics, responsibilities of profes-

sional engineers and engineering practice appropriate to

the discipline. Also included are seminars on the impact of

technology on society. The development of communication
skills, both oral and written, is emphasized.
Precludes additional credit for Engineering 86.495*,
94.395* and 97.395*.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Seminars three hours a week.

Engineering 82.496*
Special Topics in Civil Engineering
At the discretion of the Faculty, a course dealing with

selected advanced topics of interest to Civil Engineering
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students may be offered.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Engineering 82.497

Engineering Project

As a part of the Fourth-year program, each student is

required to select and complete a major project in engineer-

ing analysis, design, development or research. The objec-

tive is to provide an opportunity to develop initiative,

self-reliance, creative ability and engineering judgment.

The results must be submitted in a comprehensive report

with appropriate drawings, charts, bbliography, etc. Each
student is required to submit his or her engineering project

proposal to the Chair of the Department of Civil and Envi-

ronmental Engineering on or before the last day of classes

in September.

Students enrolled in the Fourth-year Civil Engineering op-

tion may elect to satisfy the project requirements by suc-

cessfully completing two workshop courses from IT
Series in the School of Architecture with the approval of the

Chair of the Department of Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering.

Engineering 81.301*
Environmental Engineering Unit Operations
Introduction to treatment methods for water and wastewa-

ter. Data collection, sampling and analysis. Sludge proc-

essing; physical treatment methods; solid -liquid separation

;

screening comminution; mixing and agitation; flocculation

and coagulation, liquid-solid separation; sedimentation,

thickening filtration processes; mathematical modelling of

filtration processes. Adsorption and absorption. Mass-

transfer processes; mathematical modelling and applica-

tions; oxygen transfer, gas stripping. Chemical oxidation;

chlorination, oxidation. Membrane processes; precipita-

tion. Laboratory procedures; turbidity and colour; coagula-

tion; flocculation; dissolved oxygen; chlorine residual;

chemical oxygen demand; biochemical oxygen demand;
nitrogen forms; hardness; alkalinity; soil-water potential and

organic content.

Prerequisites: Engineering 88.230*. Chemistry 65.231*.

Engineering 81.302*
Environmental Engineering Systems Modelling

Environmental systems, ecological considerations, hydro-

logical considerations, pollution of the aqueous environ-

ment; pollutant characteristics; wastewater components
and impact, pollution measurements, solution chemistry;

surface chemistry; microbiological considerations; reac-

tors; reaction kinetics; diffusion processes, mathematical

models, continuous homogeneous reactors, modelling of

membrane processes; mixed aeration. Primary and secon-

dary wastewater treatment; activated sludge; process pa-

rameters, mass transfer, performance and control,

treatment and disposal of sludges; tertiary wastewater
treatment; reuse/ drinking water treatment; introduction to

process control.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.201
,
Engineering 91 .266*.

Engineering 81 .303*
Water Resources Engineering

The role and movement of water in the environment. Intro-

duction to hydrologic processes; precipitation, infiltration,

water use by vegetation, water movement in soils; runoff.

Water resources analysis and development; flood and
drought hazard analysis. Application of fluid mechanics
principles to the study of: flow in conduits, pumps, open
channels and culverts; hydraulic design procedures for

structures such as: culverts, dams, spillways, outlet works,

river control works, drop structures, water intakes, bridge

crossings and pipeline crossing. Environmental aspects

water resources management.
Prerequisites: Engineering 91 .111*, 82.220*. 88.230*.

Engineering 81.304*
Contaminant and Pollutant Transport In the Environ-

ment
Environmental interactions; large-scale transport of con-

taminants; transport phenomena and processes; advec-

tion, dispersion and sorption, interphase transport

processes; air-water interface transfers; water-soil inter-

face transfers; soil-air interface transfers; transformation

processes that govern the fate and distribution of contami-

nants in the environment; bacterial conversion, natural

decay, hydrolysis; photo-chemical and oxidation-reduction

reactions; mixing of pollutants in rivers; simple river models;

tidal rivers and estuaries; ocean outfalls; hydrodynamic
modelling of lakes and reservoirs; effect of physical proc-

esses on water quality; sources of contaminants in ground-

water; point-source and non-point-source pollution;

transport of non-reactive contaminants in groundwater;

transport of reactive contaminants in groundwater; atmos-

pheric transport and quality models; numerical modelling;

finite difference simulations and spreadsheets. Introduction

to Finite Element Applications.

Prerequisites: Engineering 81.302*. Mathematics
69.375*. concurrent registration in Chemistry 65.280*.

Engineering 81 .401 *
Hazardous Waste Management
Sources and effects of hazardous wastes; health and safety

aspects. Characterization, properties, sampling and pres-

ervation; environmental legislation. Concepts of site as-

sessment and risk assessment; waste minimization and
resource recovery. Chemical, physical and biological treat-

ment. Thermal processes; incineration, thermodynamics
and heat transfer of incineration, design and standards.

Nuclear waste management; principles of radiation protec-

tion, radiation, sources and effects. Radionuclide transport

in the environment. Low-level and high-level waste man-
agement. Risk assessment. Land treatment; organic va-

pour extraction, bio remediation, solidification, industrial site

decommissioning; PCB and asbestos handling and dis-

posal. Groundwater contamination; site assessment, con-

trol and mitigation. Site remediation. Detection and
regulation. Transport Canada regulations governing haz-

ardous waste transportation; bulk and non-bulk transport.

Process selection and facility siting.

Prerequisites: Engineering 81 .302* and 81 .304* and con-

current registration in Engineering 82.428*.

Engineering 81.402*
Environmental Ge©technical Engineering

Sources of waste generation. Regulatory overview. Waste
management methodologies. Soil chemistry; structure and

surface chemistry, ion exchange, mineral solution equili-

bria, adsorption reactions of clays. Biochemical degrada-

tion of chemical in soils, organic and chemical toxicants.

Soil physics; shrink-swell phenomena, mechanical and

thermodynamic equilibrium. Geotechnical design of envi-

ronmental control systems. Clay-leachate interaction. Bar-

rier technology, soil-geosynthetics composite liners.

Compatibility issues. Landfill covers and leachate collection

systems. Chemical reactions and pollutant movement in

the Vadose zone. Air stripping. Adsorption of organics by

activated carbon. Pump-and-treat methods. Reliability

quality control and quality assurance. Subsurface investi-

gations; soil gas surveys. Case studies of landfill design

and performance and groundwater remediation.
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Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.280*, Engineering 82. 328*
and 82.304*.

Engineering 81.403*
Air Pollution and Emissions Control

Air pollutants source and effects. Characterization; emis-

sion survey, qualification measurement, monitoring and

testing. Fundamental quantitative description of atmos-

pheric physics and chemistry of air pollutants. Pollutant

generation in combustion systems; atmospheric photo

chemistry; dynamics of atmospheric aerosols, transport

and dispersion of pollutants, deposition, mathematical

modelling. Computer models of buoyant pollutant plumes;

applications to stack emission studies. Control techniques
' and control strategies; particulate control, gas controls,

, fugitive emissions, odour control, indoor air pollution; pol-

I
lution due to radon, organic chemicals, smoke and micro-

biological agents. Air quality measurement. Regulation

!

governing emissions control; Federal and Provincial stand-

i ards governing atmospheric pollution.

: Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.280*, Engineering 91.241*

j

and 88.230*.

Eng inee ring 8 1 .404*
Environmental Planning and Decision Making

!
Environment as an economic asset. Residuals in environ-

mental engineering. Benefits of residuals reduction and
i cost-benefit analysis. Economic efficiency of management

of residuals. Effluent standards based on ambient stand-

ards, technology-based effluent and emission standards.

Marketable rights to pollute. Air, water and soil quality

management in Canada. International perspectives. Land
' use and the environment. Physical infrastructure and envi-

' ronmental quality. Forecasting and evaluating environment

effocts. Survey of techniques for assessing biological noise,

air and water quality impacts. Risk assessment; decision

and cost-benefit analysis and fault-tree methods for de-

scribing and making decisions about societal risks associ-

ated with engineering projects (nuclear waste
management, offshore development, mineral exploration

and surface mining, hydroelectric projects, hazardous
waste transportation). Balancing risks and benefits in situ-

ations involving threat to human health and the environ-

ment.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.380* and 81.302*, Mathe-

matics 69.352*.

Engineering 81 .405*
Environmental Engineering Unit Processes
Treatment process flow sheets. Sampling techniques. Sof-

tening and stabilization. Sludge handling fundamentals.

Sludge dewatering; vacuum filtration; pressure filtration;

centrifugal processes. Sludge management. Biological

wastewater treatment; carbon removal; nitrogen conver-

sion/removal. Aerobic alternatives for waste stabilization.

Suspended growth systems. Waste stabilization ponds;

aeration; batch reactors. Fixed film processes; trickling filter

and rotary reactors. Anaerobic stabilization processes.

Aerobic digestion. Trace organics/toxics removal. Tract

organics/hazardous substances. Nutrient removal. Phos-

phorus removal. Chemical treatment methods; disinfection;

chbrination, ultra violet technology.

Prerequisite: Engineering 81 .301 *.

Engineering 81.406*
Geohydrology and Groundwater Flow
Hydrologic cycle and budget, hygrographs, baseflow, influ-

ent/effluent streams. Mechanics of flow through porous
media; porosity, permeability, hydraulic conductivity, trans-

missivity, storage and specific yield, mass conservation,

Darcy equation. Aquifers hydraulics, leaky and confined

aquifers, steady and unsteady flows; aquifer test proce-

dures, Thiem and Theis equations; pumping tests; ground-

water recharge. Solute transport in the saturated zone;

convective, dispersive and diffusive processes. Point vs

non-point source. Plume configuration and delineation.

Fundamental equations of unsaturated flow in porous me-
dia. Groundwater mechanics in the Vadose zone; flow in

fractured media; hydraulic aspects of fractures. In situ

methods for hydrogeologic site characterization. Drilling

and well construction methods. Introduction to computer
modelling; finite difference schemes and spreadsheets;

applications of finite element techniques.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.375*, Engineering
82.328*.

Engineering 81 .407*
Solid Waste Management
Solid waste; sources, types, generation rates and impacts.

Composition, sampling and laboratory analysis. On-site

handling, storage and processing. Collection systems,

routes, transfer and transport. Processing techniques and
equipment; mechanical and chemical volume reduction;

drying and dewatering. Recovery of resources; chemical

and biological conversion; materials and energy recovery.

Disposal of solid wastes; site selection; landfills; chemical

and biological reactions in landfills; mathematical modelling

of transport and diffusion phenomena; gas and leachate

movement and control. Ocean disposal. Solid waste man-
agement systems and planning; legislative aspects. Plan-

ning and decision processes. Management issues in

collection, transfer and transport of solid wastes. Plan

development, selection and implementation.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.280*, Engineering 82.337*
and Engineering 81 .302*.

Engineering 81 .408*

Environmental Impact Assessment
Legislative requirements of environmental impact assess-

ment. Canadian Environmental Protection Act. Federal and
provincial environmental regulations. U.S. and Canada-
U.S. environmental regulations. Framework for environ-

mental impact statement and government
decision-making. Approaches to forecasting environmental

impacts. Techniques for assessing impacts. Prediction and

estimation of impacts on air, water and soil quality, noise,

biological, socio-economic, cultural environments and re-

source factors. Environmental audits, public participation.

Assessment preparation and review; the interdisciplinary

team, scoping, documentation and reviews. Strategies for

environmental compliance. Environmental impact assess-

ment case studies. Group study involving the development
of an environmental impact assessment of selected engi-

neering projects.

Prerequisites: Fourth-year registration in the Environmental

Engineering program.

Engineering 81.497*
Engineering Project

As a part of the Fourth-year program, each student is

required to select and complete a major project in engineer-

ing analysis, design, development or research. The objec-

tive is to provide an opportunity to develop initiative,

self-reliance, creative ability and engineering judgement.

The results must be submitted in a comprehensive report

with appropriate drawings, charts, bbliography, etc. Each
student is required to submit his or her engineering project

proposal to the Chair of the Department of Civil and Envi-

ronmental Engineering on or before the last day of classes

in September.
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Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration, Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Engineering 97.257*
Electronics I

A course that treats the introductory aspects of electronics.

The following topics are covered: Qualitative semiconduc-

tor physics, leading to the diode equation. Diode applica-

tions. Operational amplifiers and their application in

feedback configurations including active filters. Junction

field effect transistors: theory, biasing circuits, linear ampli-

fier design. Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transis-

tors: theory and applications in linear circuits and digital

gates. Digital circuits and applications in elementary com-
binational and sequential networks. Bipolar junction tran-

sistors, silicon controlled rectifiers and applications.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.251*; Mathematics 69.201

(may be taken concurrently).

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours a week.

Engineering 97.261

Electrical Energy Conversion
Fundamentals of energy; electrical and magnetic energy,

electromagnetic induction and forces. Synchronous ma-
chines: single and three-phase AC generation and trans-

mission. Power transformers: ideal and practical. DC
motors: equations, equivalent circuits, operating charac-

teristics, starting and speed control. AC induction motors:

torque-speed characteristics, equivalent circuit, single

phase motors. Applications of power semiconductor de-

vices: rectification and control.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.261* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Engineering 91.251*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and

problem analysis three hours a week.

Engineering 97.350*
Digital Electronics

A second course in digital design with an emphasis on

interfacing and on ASIC and programmable logic imple-

mentations. Topics include: lEEE-Std. 91, the electronic

properties of CMOS and bipolar logic gates, electrical

interfacing as between logic families, asynchronous to

synchronous interfacing, clock distribution and timing, and

VLSI design options. Students implement substantial cir-

cuits in SSI/MSI and with field-programmable gate arrays.

Prerequisites: Engineering 97.359* and 94.367.

Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Engineering 97.354*
Electromagnetic Theory
Vector analysis: gradient, divergence, curl and Laplacian.

Divergence theorem, Stokes' theorem, Maxwell's equa-

tions. Electrostatic fields, Coulomb's law, Gauss' law, Pois-

son and Laplace equations. Image and iteration

techniques. Boundary value problems. Force and energy.

Magnetostatic fields, Ampere's law, Biot-Savart law. Time
varying fields, skin effect, uniform plane waves.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.201 ,
Engineering 97.261 *.

Winterterm: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.359*
Electronics II

This course builds upon the material of Engineering

97.257* and acts as a bridge between discrete and inte-

grated circuits. The laboratory is design-oriented and in-

cludes both set laboratory exercises and project activities.

Topics: Introduction to physical nature of semiconductor

devices and integrated circuits. DC, small signal AC and

switching properties of bipolar junction transistors. Linear

amplifiers (small signal); high frequency response and

bandwidth considerations; two-port analysis. Large signal

amplifiers; class A, B and C operation; power amplifiers;

transformer-less circuits. Feedback amplifiers and opera-

tional amplifiers; considerations of gain, sensitivity, distor-

tion and stability. Frequency selective circuit design.

Oscillators.

Prerequisites: Engineering 97.257* and 94.260*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Engineering 97.368*
Solid State Electronics

Fundamentals of solid-state physics as applied to semicon-

ductors: energy bands; electrons and holes; doping; carrier

drift and diffusion, recombination and generation. Theory

of the pn junction: current flow in forward and reverse bias;

small-signal capacitance; switching transients; voltage limi-
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lations. MOS capacitors: flatband and threshold voltages;

use in process control. MOSFETs: first-order model; bulk-

charge model; body effect; short channel effects. Basic

principles of MOS IC fabrication. Bipolar junction transis-

tors: Ebers-Moll model; operating regimes. Laboratory ex-

periments illustrate principles of semiconductor device

physics.

Prerequisite: Engineering 97.257*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.395*
Professional Practice Seminar
This course is intended to familiarize future professional

; engineers with current engineering practice and its relation-

ship to other disciplines and to society in general. A se-

quence of seminars is presented by faculty and external

lecturers covering topics such as the Professional Engi-

neers Act, professional ethics, responsibilities of profes-

sional engineers and engineering practice appropriate to

i the discipline. Also included are seminars on the impact of

technology on society. The development of communication

skills, both oral and written, is emphasized. (Also listed as

Engineering 94.395*.)

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 82.495* and
86.495*.

Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Winter term: Seminars three hours a week.

Engineering 97.452*
Microwave Circuits

Introduction to the principles of operation and the properties

of important microwave tubes, semiconductor devices, and
passive components. Scattering matrix description of mi-

crowave junctions. Properties of basic reciprocal and non-

reciprocal passive microwave devices (hybrids, tuners,

impedance transformers, cavities, filters, attenuators, iso-

lators and circulators). Fundamentals of microwave ampli-

fiers and oscillators. Design of solid-state microwave
amplifiers and oscillators in coaxial, waveguide, and mi-

cro strip transmission media. Students will design, fabricate

and test two microwave integrated circuits: a bandpass filter

and a transistor amplifier.

Prerequisite: Engineering 97.453*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.453*
Radio Frequency Lines and Antennas
Introduction to distributed circuits; transmission lines as
distributed circuit elements, travelling waves and standing

waves, reflection coefficient, standing wave ratio, imped-

ance transformation, Smith charts, stub matching, quarter-

wave transformers, half-wave filters, transients.
1 Introduction to transmission lines; coaxial transmission

lines, rectangular waveguide, waveguide resonators, opti-

i cai fibers. Introduction to antennas; infinitesimal linear ele-

ment, half-wave dipole, field equations, near and far fields,

radiation resistance, gain, directivity, effective area. Intro-

duction to linear arrays; array polynomial, broadside array,

end-fire array. Laboratory on microwave measurements
and techniques.

Prerequisite: Engineering 97.354*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.454*
Avionics Systems
Historical developments and overview of requirements. Air

data sensing and display. Communications systems. Navi-

gation and landing systems; ground-based, inertial and
satellite systems. Guidance and control for aircraft, rockets

and spacecraft: autopilots, stability augmentation; active

control; station and position keeping; sensor requirements;

display techniques. Remote sensing. The emphasis in the

course is on the physical principles on which the various

systems are based and on vehicle/systems integration.

(Also listed as Engineering 87.454*).

Note: Engineering 97.454* must be taken concurrently

with or subsequent to 97.485*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 97.455*
Telecommunication Circuits

A course of study of the commonly used circuit components
in modem telecommunication systems. Both analog and
digital systems are included. The design of the hardware is

emphasized. Examples are drawn from broadcasting, te-

lephony and satellite systems.

Prerequisites: Engineering 97.359* and 94.351 .
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.456*
CAD for Communication Circuits

Basic principles of Computer-Aided Design tools used for

analysis and design of communication circuits and sys-

tems. Frequency and time-domain analysis. Noise and
distortion analysis. Transmission line effects. Sensitivity

analysis, and circuit performance optimization. Digital

simulation. Application examples: line cards and equaliz-

ers; MOS and bipolar macromodels; VLSI and microwave
circuits.

Prerequisite. Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.459*
Communication Links

Transmission fundamentals; decibel, thermal noise, inter-

modulation noise, IdB compression, third order intercept,

dynamic range, SNR, NPR, noise figure, noise tempera-

ture, AM to PM conversion, antenna gain, EIRP, G/T, C/T.

Line-of-sight microwave links; free space propagation loss,

earth's bulge, Fresnel clearance, FM transmitter, horn

feeds, parabolic antennas, FM receiver, diversity tech-

niques, fade margin, repeaters. Satellite links; earth space

window, path loss, up and down link calculations, multiple

accessing, earth station sub-systems. Fiber optic links;

fibertypes, connectors, sources, detectors, systemdesign.

Tropospheric scatter links; fading, path loss, take-off angle,

equipment. Millimeter wave links; propagation, rainfall loss,

systems, short hop. High-frequency radio links; iono-

sphere, skywaves, systems, rhombic and log periodic an-

tennas, diversity techniques.

Prerequisite: Engineering 94.351*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.460*
Radar and Navigation

Radar: operation, range equation, minimum detectable

signal, pulse integration, radar cross section, pulse repeti-

tion frequency, range ambiguities, propagation effects. Sur-

veillance Radars: Moving Target indicator (MTI) and Pulse

Doppler operation, delay line cancellers, range gated Dop-
pler filters, MTI improvement factor, subclutter visibility,

tracking with surveillance radars. Radio Navigation: pulsed

and CW operation, range-range and hyperbolic lines of

position, accuracy lobes. Operational systems: Loran C,

Omega, VOR/DME, TACAN, Global Positioning System.

Inertial Navigation: initial alignment, platform axis and navi-

gation co-ordinate system, gyro drift, accelerometers, rota-

tional averaging, ring laser gyros.
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Prerequisites: Engineering 94.351 and 97.453*
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.469*
Integrated Circuit Design and Fabrication

Introduction to nMOS IC design: simple static logic gates,

noise margin, transmission gates, factors influencing

switching speed, dynamic logic, input protection output

buffers, circuit simulation with SPICE. IC layout using

Mead-Conway design rules. Survey of MOS process tech-

no logy: oxidation, diffusion, ion implantation, thin-film depo-

sition, photolithography and etching. Laboratory work
includes design layout of a simple nMOS IC which is

fabricated and returned for testing.

Prerequisites: Engineering 97.368* and 97.350*
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.470*
Modelling and Simulation of Integrated Devices
Review and background of semiconductor physics. Bipolar

modelling: the EbersMoil and Gummel-Poon models.

MOSFET modelling: the square law and sheet charge

models. Applications of device modelling to simulation

programs (e.g. SPICE). One-dimensionai numerical simu-

lation of the device equations. Labs will involve investiga-

tion of device modelling through simulation, use of

commercial packages and lab measurement.
Prerequisite: Engineering 97.368.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.475*
Electronic Properties of Materials

The course is concerned with basic physical mechanisms
and material properties for the solid materials that find

application in electronics. Review of solid-state theory.

Conduction and conducting materials. Insulators; conduct-

ing mechanisms, dielectric properties. Elemental (Ge, Si)

and compound (GaAs and other) semiconductors: conduc-

tion mechanisms, Hall effect, excitation and absorption,

photo conductivity; light emission, lasers; photodetectors,

solar cells. Semiconductor transducers.

Prerequisite: Engineering 97.368*
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.476*
Digital Integrated Electronics

Through lectures and hands-on experience in the labora-

tory, this course introduces digital interfacing and hardware
simulation. For selected circuits internal circuit operation is

discussed. Industry standard VM E bus ope ration , hardware
description language VHDL programming and simulation,

use of programmable logic devices as well as internal

structure and operation of standard and special memory
devices are covered. A modem hardware/computer simu-

lation laboratory supports VME multiprocessing, VHDL
modelling and hardware design experiments.

Prerequisites: Engineering 97.350* and 94.461*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.477*
Analog Integrated Electronics

A course that develops on the linear integrated circuit

aspects covered in Engineering 97.359*, with particular

emphasis on integration of analog signal processing tech-

niques in monolithic MOS ICs. Op amp design. Basic

sampled data concepts, Z-transform analysis, switched

capacitor filters, more complex circuits. Noise aspects,

including dynamic range and signal to noise ratio.

Prerequisite: Engineering 97.359*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours alternate weeks .

Engineering 97.478*
Advanced Digital Integrated Circuit Design
An advanced course in VLSI design based on BiCMOS
technology; switching characteristics of BiCMOS logic cir-

cuits; performance estimation and optimization; structured

design and test, Computer-Aided Design tools, design for

testability. Laboratory exercises place a strong emphasis
on design methods, functional modelling and simulation.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and

problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.485*
Instrumentation, Measurement and Data Handling
Analog building blocks: operational amplifier, differential

amplifier, comparator, integrator current source, special

purpose amplifiers. Analog to digital conversion, digital

functions: logic components and building blocks.

Transducers and sensors. Microprocessor interfacing.

Measurement system specifications: measures of accu-

racy types of error, error reduction techniques. Data acqui-

sition and analysis.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 97.257*.
P rerequ isite s : En gine ering 9 1 .25 1 * , Mathem atics 69 .2 01

.

Not available for credit for Electrical Engineering or Com-
puter Systems Engineering students.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 94/97.496*

Special Topics In Electrical and Computer Systems
Engineering

At the discretion of the Engineering Faculty Board, a course

dealing with selected advanced topics of interest to Electri-

cal and Computer Systems engineering students may be

offered.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and

problem analysis three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 97.497 or 97.498

Engineering Project

As part of the Fourth-year program, each student is re-

quired to select and complete a major project in engineering

analysis, design, development or research. The objective

is to provide an opportunity to develop initiative, self-reli-

ance, creative ability and engineering judgment. The re-

sults must be submitted in a comprehensive report with

appropriate drawings, charts, bibliography, etc. Each stu-

dent is required to submit his or her engineering project

proposal to the Chair of the Department of Electronics on

or before the last day of classes in September.

Note:

Students in the Electrical Engineering degree program

whose engineering project is under the supervision of a

faculty member within the Department of Electronics should

register in Engineering 97.497; those whose project is

under the supervision of a faculty member in the Depart-

ment of Systems and Computer Engineering should regis-

ter in Engineering 94.497.

Students in the Computer Systems Engineering degree

program whose engineering project is under the supervi-

sion of a faculty member within the Department of Electron-

ics should register in Engineering 97.498; those whose
project is under the supervision of a faculty member in the

Department of Systems and Computer Engineering should

register in Engineering 94.498.
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Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Mechanical and Aerospace Core Courses

Engineering 86.230*
Introductory Fluid Mechanics
Fluid properties. Units. Fluid statics; pressure distribution

in fluid at rest; hydrostatic forces on plane and curved

surfaces; buoyancy. Kinematics and dynamics of fluid mo-
tion: concepts of streamline, control volume, steady and
one-dimensional flows; continuity, Euler, Bernouilli, steady

flow energy, momentum and moment of momentum equa-

tions; applications.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.104* and 69.114* and
Engineering 91.1 11*.

One term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory and
problem analysis three hours a week. Offered both terms.

Engineering 86.270*
An Introduction to Engineering Materials

Materials (metals, alloys, polymers, ceramics, glasses,

composites) in engineering service; relationship of intera-

tomic bonding, crystal structure and defect structure (va-

cancies, dislocations) to material properties; polymers,

thermoplastic, thermosetting, viscoelastic behaviour;

phase diagrams and alloys; microstructure control (heat

treatment); composites, reinforcement, laws of mixtures;

material failure: fracture, fatigue, creep, corrosion.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 88.271 *.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101*, 75.102*, Chemistry
65.111* and Mathematics 69.1 04*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

and laboratories three hours a week.

Engineering 86.304*
Dynamics of Machinery
Kinematic and dynamic analysis and synthesis of mecha-
nisms and machines. Design and analysis considerations

in reciprocating and rotating machinery. Vibrations in ma-
chinery, vbrations of systems with more than one degree

of freedom. Vibration and shock isolation. Experimental

investigation of dynamic systems.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91.21 1*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 86.322*
Solid Mechanics I

This course builds upon the material of Engineering

82.220* and provides the essential fundamentals of engi-

neering solid mechanics. Topics include: elementary theory

of elasticity; torsion and bending of non-circular sections;

energy methods; and plastic collapse.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 82.322*.

Prerequisite: Engineering 82.220*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

and laboratory three hours a week.

Engineering 86.333*
Fluid Mechanics
Review of the fundamental equations for one -dimensional
ideal fluid flow. Dimensional analysis and similitude. Vis-

cous flow theory. Boundary layer concept. One-dimen-
sional steady isentropic flow; normal shock waves. Open
channel flow. Two-dimensional potential flow theory.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.230*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

and laboratory three hours a week.

Engineering 86.340*
Applied Thermodynamics
Mixture of perfect gases and vapours, psychometry, com-
bustion processes, differences between real and ideal cy-

cles, gas cycles and vapour cycles for power and
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refrigeration plant, principles of turbomachines.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.241* and Third-year regis-

tration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 86.352*
Feedback Control Systems
Control systems and terminology. Design of automatic

control systems; analysis and synthesis, transfer function,

stability. Laplace and Fourier transforms, time and fre-

quency design techniques, performance criteria. Linear

and non-linear systems. State variables. Discrete and digi-

tal systems; z-transforms. Control system components;

hydraulic, pneumatic, electronic. Introduction to micro-

processors and their applications. Automation of industrial

processes.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.375* and Engineering

94.260*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 86.390*
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Laboratory I

A laboratory course in which each student performs a series

of laboratory exercises dealing with a wide range of me-
chanical engineering topics. This course is intended to give

students the opportunity to relate theory and practice and

to provide experience with modem engineering equipment

and measurement techniques. Good reporting practice is

emphasized.
Winter term: Laboratory six hours a week.

Engineering 86.412*
Engineering Materials: Strength and Fracture

This course covers an introduction to the analysis and

prevention of failures in metals and composite materials,

the micro-mechanisms by which fracture occurs and the

conditions that lead to the growth of cracks. The following

topics are addressed: mechanisms of fracture and transi-

tion temperature effects, an introduction to the discipline of

fracture mechanics, basic phenomenon of fatigue, environ-

mentally assisted cracking, non-destructive evaluation and
testing and an introduction to the mechanical properties of

structural composites.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.270 and 86.322.

Fall term: Lectures three hours per week.

Engineering 86.491*
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Laboratory II

A laboratory course in which each student performs a series

of laboratory exercises dealing with a wide range of me-
chanical engineering topics. This course is intended to give

students the opportunity to relate theory and practice and
to provide experience with modem engineering equipment

and measurement techniques. Good reporting practice is

emphasized.

Fall term: Lectures and tutorials one hour a week, labora-

tory five hours a week.

Engineering 86.495*
Professional Practice Seminar
This course is intended to familiarize future professional

engineers with current engineering practice and its relation-

ship to other disciplines and to society in general. A se-

quence of seminars is presented by faculty and external

lecturers covering topics such as the Professional Engi-

neers Act, professional ethics, responsibilities of profes-

sional engineers and engineering practice appropriate to

the discipline. Also included are seminars on the impact of

technology on society. The development of communication

skills, both oral and written, is emphasized.
Precludes additional credit for Engineering 82.495*,

94.395* and 97.395*.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Seminars three hours a week.

Engineering 86.496*
Special Topics in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineer-
ing

At the discretion of the Faculty, a course dealing with

selected advanced topics of interest to Aerospace and
Mechanical Engineering students may be offered.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Aerospace Engineering

Engineering 87.302*
Aerospace Design and Practice

Design approach and phases. Design integration. Influence

of mission, aerodynamic, structural and relatory require-

ments on vehicle configuration. Sizing and configuration

layout. Flight vehicle loads, velocity-load factor diagram.

Structural design: overall philosophy, role in design proc-

ess. Review of stress and deflection analysis. Bending and
torsion in thin wall structures, membrane and bending

stresses in plates and shells, stability.

Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours a week.

Engineering 87.311 *
Lightweight Structures

Structural concepts; two- and three-dimensional stress-

strain relationships; theory of elasticity; bending, torsion

and shear in thin-walled beams having single or multi-cell

sections; work and energy principles; deformation and

force analysis of advanced structures, including stiffened

thin-wall panels (flexibility, Rayleigh-Ritz and stiffness

methods); finite element methods. Stability and buckling of

thin-walled, reinforced structures; influence of pressuriza-

tion.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.322*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.370*
Aerospace Materials and Manufacturing Methods
Properties, behaviour and manufacturing methods for met-

als, polymers and ceramics used in aerospace applications.

Specialty alloys for gas turbines. Properties and manufac-

ture of aerospace composites. Behaviour of materials in

space.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.403*
Aerospace Systems Design
Fatigue, safe life and damage tolerant design. Propulsion

systems and integration, landing gear, control and other

subsystems. Review of airworthiness regulations. Certifica-

tion procedures. Component and full scale testing. Weight

and cost estimation and control. System reliability. Selected

case studies are examined. Design studies are undertaken

of major aircraft and spacecraft components.
Prerequisite: Engineering 87.302*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours a week.

Engineering 87.430*
Acoustics and Noise Control

Behaviour of compressible fluids, sound waves and prop-

erties of sound sources; measurement of sound; human
perception of sound; prediction methods based on energy
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considerations; sound propagation in realistic environ-

ments: outdoors, rooms, ducts; absorption and transmis-

sion loss, noise control; case studies.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.375*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.432*
Applied Aerodynamics and Heat Transfer

Differential equations of motion. Subdivision of flow into

viscous and inviscid regions. Potential flow: superposition

of simple potential flows; thin airfoil theory; finite wing

theory. Viscous flow: thin shear layer approximations; inte-

gral and differential methods; laminar boundary layers;

transition; the closure problem in turbulent flows; jets and

wakes. Convective heat transfer: the thermal boundary

layer; free convection. Compressble flow: one-dimensional
isentropic flow; effects of friction and heat transfer; shock

waves and expansions; two-dimensional supersonic flow.

Introduction to hypersonic and rarefied gas flows. Convec-

tive heat transfer in high-speed flow: recovery factor.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.333*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.434*
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Review of differential equations of motion. Numerical inte-

gration of ordinary differential equations: momentum inte-

gral equation for laminar and turbulent boundary layers.

Singularity and finite-difference methods for potential flows;

two- and three-dimensional panel methods; vortex lattice

methods. Finite-difference methods for second-order par-

tial differential equations; boundary layers; parabolized and

full Navier-Stokes equations; transonic small-disturbance

equations. Method of characteristics. Panel methods for

supersonic flows. The course will involve several computer-

based assignments.

Prerequisite: Engineering 87.432*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.436*
Aircraft and Spacecraft Performance and Dynamics
Morphology of flight vehicles: basic components of fixed

and rotary wing aircraft and spacecraft and their function.

Historical development. Performance analysis of fixed wing

aircraft: drag estimation, thrust generation, take-off and
landing, rate of climb, speed, endurance, payload/range

and steady state manoeuvres; operational economics. Per-

formance analysis of rotor craft: rotor-blade motion, hover-

ing and vertical ascent, forward flight, and autorotation;

factors limiting performance. The basics of rocket propul-

sion; escape velocity; introductory orbital dynamics.
Prerequisite: Engineering 86.333*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.438*
Stability and Control of Aircraft

Static stability and control: force and moment equilibrium

requirements; longitudinal stability requirements; neutral

points. Manoeuvring flight (turns and pull-ups); control

forces and control power requirements; flight envelope

diagram. Directional stability and control; roll control; fin,

rudder, aileron and dihedral requirements. Introduction to

dynamic stability: axis systems; remarks on governing

equations; phugoid and short period modes; lateral dy-

namic modes. Influence of airframe fiexbility. Ground-

based model testing; full-scale flight testing.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.333*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.442*
Aerospace Propulsion
Propulsion requirements, effects of Mach Number, altitude,

and application; basic propeller theory; propeller, tur-

boshaft, turbojet, turbofan and rocket; cycle analysis and

optimization for gas turbine power plant; inter-relations

between thermodynamic, aerodynamic and mechanical

designs; rocket propulsion; selection of aero engines.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 88.441 *.

Prerequisites: Engineering 86.333* and 86.340*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.454*
Avionics Systems
Historical developments and overview of requirements. Air

data sensing and display. Communications systems. Navi-

gation and landing systems; ground-based, inertia) and
satellite systems. Guidance and control for aircraft, rockets

and spacecraft: autopilots; stability augmentation; active

control; station and position keeping; sensor requirements;

display techniques. Remote sensing. The emphasis in the

course is on the physical principles on which the various

systems are based and on vehicle/systems integration.

(Also listed as Engineering 97.454*).

Note: Engineering 87.454* must be taken concurrently

with or subsequent to 97.485*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.462*
Introductory Aeroelastictty

Review of structural behaviour of lifting surface elements;

bending, torsion, mass distribution, mode shapes and fre-

quencies. Introduction to unsteady aerodynamic deriva-

tives, reduced frequency dependence, compressibility

effects. Outline of classical flutter analysis and brief intro-

duction to discretization schemes. Some examples of

aeroelastic effects on flight vehicles; on static and dynamic
stability, wing divergence and aileron reversal, bending-tor-

sion flutter of high aspect ratio lifting surfaces (the "flutter"

engine), influence of stores configuration, flap-lag and

pitch-lag instability of rotors. Test methods; aeroelastically

scaled models in wind tunnels, flight flutter testing. Limita-

tions to flight envelope of aircraft and rotorcraft due to

aeroelastic effects.

Prerequisites: Engineering 87.302* and 86.333*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.468*
Composite Materials

Reinforcing mechanisms in composite materials; material

properties. Strength and elastic constants of unidirectional

composites; failure criteria. Analysis of laminated plates;

bending and eigenvalue problems. Environmental effects

and durability. Damage tolerance of composites. Design of

composite structures.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.41 2*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 87.481 *
Spacecraft Design
Types of spacecraft and mission requirements. Overall

systems design considerations: configuration control dur-

ing design; planning and scheduling. Environmental con-

siderations during launch and in orbit: thermal, effect of

vacuum, debris impact. Design implementation: mechani-

cal, thermal, and electrical/electronic aspects. Spacecraft

testing: vibrational, acoustic, vacuum, and thermal testing.

Component testing. Simulation.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.241* and 87.302* or

88.302*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.
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Engineering 87.497

Aerospace Engineering Project

As part of the Fourth-year program, each student is re-

quired to participate in a major project in engineering analy-

sis, design, development or research. One or more
substantial projects, involving the design of an aerospace

vehicle, device or structure, will be undertaken in the De-

partment each year and students participate in this as

design team members. The objective is to provide each

student with an opportunity to exercise initiative, self-reli-

ance, creative ability and engineering judgment while also

developing an awareness of the problems of system inte-

gration and project management which typically arise in

aerospace projects. Results are submitted in the form of

design reports and a final summary report. Design teams
will be organized on or before the last day of classes in

September.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration in the Aerospace pro-

gram.

Mechanical Engineering

Engineering 88.271

An Introduction to Electrical Engineering Materials

Structure and properties of materials (metals, alloys, poly-

mers, ceramics, glasses, composites) used in electrical

engineering; interatomic bonding - delocalized electrons,

elementary band structure; crystal structure, directions,

planes, silicon diamond cubic structure; atomic vibrations

and heat transfer; polymers -thermosetting, thermoplastic,

viscoelastic behaviour; ceramic and glass structures; di-

electric polarization and materials; magnetic materials, hys-

teresis, domain behaviour; piezoelectric behaviour,

transducers, oscillator material behaviour; optical materi-

als, birefringence, colour centres, lasers; composites, mix-

ture rules, filament structures.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 86.270*.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101*, 75.102*, Chemistry
65.1 11* and Mathematics 69.104*.
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

one and one-half hours a week.

Engineering 88.302*
Machine Design and Practice

The design of mechanical machine elements is studied

from a theoretical and practical point of view. Topics cov-

ered are: design factors, fatigue, shafting, springs, gearing,

bearings, flexble drive elements, brakes and clutches,

fasteners and welded structures. Problem analysis empha-
sizes the application to real mechanical engineering prob-

lems.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours a week.

Engineering 88.370*
Principles of Manufacturing Engineering

Manufacturing unit processes and material considerations.

Casting techniques: solidification and heat flow theory,

defect formation, casting design. Metal forming: elementary

plasticity theory, plastic failure criteria, force and work
calculations. Powder-forming techniques: theory and prac-

tice of powder consolidation, design considerations. Joining

techniques: heat flow and defect formation theory, residual

stresses. Machining theory and practice. NC machining.

Heat treatment and surface hardening: diffusion theory,

principles of wear resistance.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.270*.
Fall term: Lectures and tutorials three hours a week.

Engineering 88.403*
Mechanical Systems Design
The course emphasizes the design of mechanical systems.

Topics to be covered include: establishing design criteria,

conceptual design, design economics, value analysis, syn-

thesis, optimization. The problem analysis involves synthe-

sis of real life mechanical systems.

Prerequisite: Engineering 88.302*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

three hours a week.

Engineering 88.406*
Vehicle Engineering I

The course emphasizes the engineering and design princi-

ples of road transport technology. Topics to be covered

include: performance characteristics, handling behaviour

and ride quality of road vehicles. The prediction and evalu-

ation of the performance of road transport systems are

included.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91 .21 1* and Third- or Fourth-

year registration.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.407*
Vehicle Engineering II

The course emphasizes the engineering and design princi-

ples of off-road transport technology and air cushion tech-

nology. Topics to be covered include: the mechanics of

vehicle-terrain interaction - terramechanics, performance

characteristics of off-road vehicles, steering of tracked ve-

hicles, air cushion systems and their performance. The
prediction and evaluation of the performance of off-road

transport systems are included.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91 .21 1* and Third- or Fourth-

year registration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.411 *
Solid Mechanics II

This course is intended to extend the student's ability in

design and stress analysis of engineering structures. Top-

ics include: theory of elasticity, stress function approach in

elasticity, stress concentrations, experimental stress analy-

sis, plasticity, introduction to creep analysis, bending of thin

axisymmetric plates and shells and introduction to the finite

element method of stress analysis.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.322*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.413*
Fatigue and Fracture Analysis

An introduction to linear elastic and elasto-piastic fracture

mechanics. Fatigue design methods, fatigue crack initiation

and crack growth, life prediction using Paris law and strain-

life methods. Fatigue testing, scatter, mean stress effects

and notches. Welded and built up structures, real load

histories and corrosion fatigue. Damage tolerant design

and fracture control plans. Applications and case histories.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.414*
Vibration Analysis

Transient vibrations of single-degree -of-freedom systems.

Free and forced vb rations of two-degrees-of-freedom sys-

tems. Numerical methods for multi-degree-of-freedom sys-

tems; influence coefficients; Dunkerley's equation;

orthogonality of principal modes; method of matrix iteration;

the Holzer-type problem; geared and branched systems.

Vibration of continuous systems; longitudinal and torsional

vibration of rods; lateral vibration of beams. Modal analysis
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techniques; non-linear vbration.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.304*.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.435*
Fluid Machinery
Types of fluid machines. Dimensional analysis and similar-

ity, performance parameters, performance characteristics,

running points. Cavitation. Velocity triangles, Euler pump
and turbine equation, impulse and reaction. Radial-flow

pumps, fans and compressors: analysis, design and opera-

tion. Radial-flow and mixed-flow turbines. Axial-fiow

pumps, fans and compressors: analysis and design by

cascade and blade-element methods, staging, off-design

performance. Axial-flow turbines. Fluid couplings and
torque converters.

Prerequisite: Engineering 86.333*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.441 *
Power Plant Analysis

Criteria of merit; selection of power plant for transportation

and power generation applications; interrelation among
mechanical, thermodynamic and aerodynamic design

processes; jet propulsion, turbojets and turbofans; alterna-

tive proposals for vehicular power plant; combined cycle

applications.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 87.442*.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91.241*.

Engineering 88.443*
Energy Conversion and Power Generation

Energy sources and resources. Basic elements of power
generation. Hydro-electric, fossil-fuel and fissile-fuel power
plants. Other methods of conversion. Future methods of

conversion. Economic and environmental considerations.

Power generation systems. Future power needs.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91.241*.

Engineering 88.446*
Heat Transfer

An introduction to the mechanisms of heat transfer with

emphasis on the basic fundamentals and practical solu-

tions. Steady and transient conduction: solution by analyti-

cal and numerical methods and electrical analog
techniques. Convective heat transfer: free and forced con-

vection for laminar and turbulent flows; heat exchangers.

Heat transfer by radiation between black and grey surfaces,

radiation shields, solar radiation. Boiling and condensation

heat transfer. Selected applications are covered.

Prerequisites: Engineering 86.333* and Fourth-year reg-

istration .

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.447*
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
Comfort. Environmental demands for residential, commer-
cial and industrial systems. Methods of altering and control-

ling environment. Air distribution. Refrigeration methods,

equipment and controls. Integrated year-round air-condi-

tioning and heating systems; heat pumps. Cooling load and
air-conditioning calculations. Thermal radiation control.

Component matching. System analysis and design.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.241* and Third-year regis-

tration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.453*
An Introduction to Robotics
Introduction to robotics with emphasis on applications.

Kinematics and dynamics of robots and manipulators. Mo-

tion trajectories. Object and task description. Motion be-

tween positions. Control. Steady-state Servo errors.

Steady-state velocity and acceleration errors. Applications

of microprocessors for robots and manipulator control.

Actuators of robots. Sensors of robots. Compliance. Pro-

gramming. Robot applications in manufacturing and other

industries.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.375* and Engineering

94.260*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.464*
Finite Element Methods
Introduction to finite element methodology with emphasis
on applications to stress analysis, heat transfer and fluid

flow using the simplest one- and two-dimensional ele-

ments. Direct equilibrium, variational and Gale rkin formula-

tions. Computer programs and practical applications.

Higher order elements.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.474*
Computer-Integrated Manufacturing Systems (CIMS)
The course presents an overview of the topics essential to

CIMS. These include computer graphics, geometric mod-
elling, kinematic analysis, numerically controlled machin-

ing, robotics, and flexble manufacturing systems, with the

objective of understanding the fundamental data structures

and procedures that are appropriate to the computerization

of engineering design, analysis and production.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 88.574*.
Prerequisite: Engineering 88.370*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.475*
CAD/CAM
Fundamentals of computer aided design (CAD): review of

the design process, elements of computer graphics includ-

ing hardware and software standards. Wire frames, bound-
ary representations, constructive solids geometry,
sculptured surfaces. Data bases. Graphics and product

interchange files. Fundamentals of computer aided manu-
facturing (CAM): numerical control (NC), CNC, DNC, adap-

tive control. CAM programming. Introduction to popular

commercial CAD programs. Management issues including

acquisition, training and security.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 88.497

Engineering Project

As part of the Fourth-year program, each student is re-

quired to select and complete a major project in engineering

analysis, design, development or research. The objective

is to provide an opportunity to develop initiative, self-reli-

ance, creative ability and engineering judgment. The re-

sults must be submitted in a comprehensive report with

appropriate drawings, charts, bibliography, etc. Each stu-

dent is required to submit his or her engineering project

proposal to the Chair of the Department of Mechanical and

Aerospace Engineering on or before the last day of classes

in September.
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Engineering 94.202*
Program Design and Construction
In-depth experience in the design and construction of com-

puter programs involving data structures and different pro-

gramming paradigms. Data structures, formalspecification,

abstract data types, graphs, recursion, finite state ma-
chines and object-oriented programming.
Prerequisites: Engineering 91.166* and 91.167* or

equivalent.

Win te r term : Lectu res th re e hou rs a we ek
,
pro blem ana lysis

two hours a week.

Engineering 94.260*
Systems and Simulation

Properties of linear systems. Linear dynamic models of

engineering systems. Applications of the Laplace trans-

form. Transfer functions. Block diagrams. Frequency and

time response. System simulation with digital computers.

Prerequisite: Second-year registration.

Fall and Winter terms: Lectures and tutorials three hours a

week, laboratory and problem analysis three hours a week.

Engineering 94.301

Operating Systems and Data Bases
Operating systems and data base systems treated from a

common perspective. Principles of management of proc-

ess, memory, files and data. Implications of concurrency.

Data models and query languages.

Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95.300*
or 94.401*.

Prerequisite: One of Engineering 94.303* or Computer
Science 95.203* or equivalent experience.

Engineering 94.303*
Introduction to Real-Time Systems
An introduction to the use of microcomputers as real-time,

interactive systems, using 8088-based PCs as the primary

example. Computer organization: register structure; repre-

sentation of instructions, numbers and characters; ad-

dressing modes; instruction set. Programming techniques:

assembly language coding, interfacing to high level lan-

guages, symbolic debugging. Input/output methods: poll-

ing, priority and vectored interrupts, direct memory access.

Peripherals: keyboard, video displays, programmable
timer, parallel and serial devices, A/D and D/A converters.

Numeric coprocessors. Real-time systems: concurrency

time constraint, software issues. Applications to digital

signal processing and data communications. If time per-

mits, other processor architectures will be examined.

Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95 .203*.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.166* and 91.167* or

equivalent.

Both terms: Lectures and tutorials three hours a week,

laboratory two hours a week.

Engineering 94.310*
Systems Analysis

Introduction to the concepts and techniques of analysis of

complex problems: converting an ill-defined problem into a

set of specifications for a solution. The area of application

is computer-based information and real-time control sys-

tems. Topics include the software lifecycle, functional de-

composition by data flow modelling, data dictionaries,

process representation, database modelling by entity-rela-

tionship diagrams, real-time systems analysis, manage-
ment of the analysis process, and a brief introduction to the

design phase.

Prerequisites: Engineering 91.166* and 91.167* or

equivalent.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 94.320*
Industrial Engineering
This course introduces techniques of operations research
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used for decision-making in complex engineering systems.

Topics include linear programming, network models,

PERT, integer programming, dynamic programming, queu-

ing systems and inventory theory. Problem-solving is em-
phasized.

Precludes additional creditfor Mathematics 69.381, Eco-

nomics 43.404*, or Business 42.230*.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91 .266*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 94.333*
Real-Tkne Concurrent Systems
Introduction to the principles and practice of an engineering

approach to design and implementation of real-time, con-

current systems. Nature of real-time concurrent systems;

capturing designs for such systems with an object-oriented

visual notation; basic problems of real-time and concur-

rency and examples of design solutions in terms of internal

objects and interface objects; composing system designs

from component object designs; evaluating designs; rela-

tionship of design objects to implementation objects; map-
ping from designs to implementations. The course includes

a substantial programming project using a particular multi-

tasking implementation technology as a practical example.

Prerequisites: Engineering 94.303* and 94.202*.
Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Engineering 94.351 *
Communication Theory
Representation of signals; review of Fourier series; Fourier

transforms; frequency and time domain representation of

signals; representation of signals by transmission of sam-
ples; signals through channels; convolution, distortion,

power and energy spectra; random variables and proc-

esses, description of noise, auto correlation; noise in com-
munication networks; noise bandwidth; noise figure.

Analog modulation: amplitude modulation and demodula-

tion; DSB, SSB and VSB. Exponential modulation; FM/PM
spectra, modulators and demodulators, PLL. Noise per-

formance of AM, FM systems. Application of analog modu-
lation systems.

Prerequisites: Engineering 94.260* and Mathematics
69.375*.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours, alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.361 */94.461 *
Microprocessor Systems
The course deals with the various interfacing aspects in

microprocessor systems. It starts with an overview of exist-

ing microprocessors and bus structures, followed by a

detailed study of the internal architecture, the instruction

set, and the pin functions of a specific microprocessor.

Then, it addresses memory interfacing and input-output

subsystems. Interrupt structures, direct memory access,

input/output processors, and multiprocessor systems are

discussed.

Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95.306.
Prerequisites: Engineering 94.367* and 94.303* or per-

mission of the Department.
Engineering 94.461*, Fall term: Lectures three hours a

week, laboratory three hours alternate weeks.
Engineering 94.361, Winter term: Lectures three hours a

week, laboratory three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.362*
Electric Power Circuits and Machines
Single phase and three phase A.C. circuits: phasors, volt-

age, current, and power calculations, flicker, power factor

correction, asymmetry, star and delta configurations.

Power measurement and rate structures. Single phase
transformer: construction, theory of operation and equiva-

lent circuit, OC/SC tests, three phase connections, name
plate data and specifications. Three phase induction motor

and synchronous motor: construction, theory of operation

and equivalent circuits, calculations, starting. Discussion of

single phase motors.

Prerequisite: Engineering 97.261*.

Engineering 94.367*
Switching Circuits

Boolean algebra, gates, combinatorial circuits. Binary arith-

metic, two's complement notation, multiplication and divi-

sion. Arithmetic logic units, programmable logic arrays,

read-only memories. Introduction to synchronous sequen-
tial circuits, finite state machines, state minimization. MSI
registers, counters, finite state machine realization using

MSI. Introduction to asynchronous sequential networks,

flow tables, state assignment, realization.

Prerequisite: Engineering 91.251* or permission of the

Department.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.395*
Professional Practice Seminar
This course is intended to familiarize future professional

engineers with current engineering practice and its relation-

ship to other disciplines and to society in general. A se-

quence of seminars is presented by faculty and external

lecturers covering topics such as the Professional Engi-

neers Act, professional ethics, responsibilities of profes-

sional engineers and engineering practice appropriate to

the discipline. Also included are seminars on the impact of

technology on society. The development of communication
skills, both oral and written, is emphasized. (Also listed as
Engineering 97.395*.)

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 82.495* and
86.495*.

Prerequisite: Third-year registration.

Winter term: Seminar three hours a week.

Engineering 94.401 *
Operating Systems
An introduction to operating system principles, concurrent

programs, system nucleus, structure of kernel, memory
management, resource allocation and scheduling, dead-
lock problems and reliability.

Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95.300*
or Engineering 94.301 *.

Prerequisite: One of Engineering 94.303* or Computer
Science 95.203* or equivalent experience.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 94.405*
Discrete Simulation and Its Applications

Simulation as a problem-solving tool. Random variate gen-

eration, general discrete simulation procedure: event table

and statistical gathering. Analyses of simulation data: point

and interval estimation. Confidence intervals. Network
modelling, simulation and problem solving using SLAM.
Other simulation languages.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration or permission of the

Department.

Text: Pritsker, Introduction to Simulation and SLAMII.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, problem analysis

one hour a week.

Engineering 94.41 5*
Engineering Management
An introductory and overview course on modem manage-
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ment concepts; material is presented through lectures,

seminars and case studies. Historical review. Basic ele-

ments, tasks, functions and activities of the management
process including planning, organizing, staffing, directing

and controlling. Dilemmas and constraints. Management
style. Guest lecture on collective bargaining, on the psy-

chology of management, etc. On completing the course the

student should be able to: read and constructively criticize

management literature; discuss "management" with ex-

perts in a rational manner; appreciate the management
basis of the first engineering work situation.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Evening division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week,

seminars three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.445*
Discrete Time Systems
Discrete time signal and system representation: time do-

main, z-transform, frequency domain. Sampling theorem.

Digital filters: design, response, implementation, computer-

aided design. Spectral analysis: the discrete Fourier trans-

form and the FFT. Applications of digital signal processing.

Prerequisite: Engineering 94.260*
Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.455*
Automatic Control Systems I

Review of Laplace transform techniques. Effects of feed-

back: frequency response, pole-zero positions. Compen-
sation: root locus, Bode plots. State variables: formulation,

solution of linear systems, examples of simple second-or-

der non-linear systems. Discrete time systems: z trans-

forms. Signal reconstruction.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.201 and Engineering
94.260*.

Fall term: Lectures and tutorials three hours a week, labo-

ratory three hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.457*
Architecture of Computer Systems
A comprehensive historical review of computing machines
from Pascal and Babbage to present-day architectures,

emphasis on evolution of concepts, the influence of tech-

nology and the techniques evolved to increase perform-

ance. A structured view of methodologies (for gate, register

and processor design) with particular stress on their limita-

tions. Detailed analysis and design for controllers, proces-

sors and memory systems, using existing machines as

examples. A range of such component implementations is

extended for enhanced performance leading to discussions

of super computers. Computer classification schemes are

examined. A discussion of systems of computers and re-

lated problems.

Prerequisite: Engineering 94.367*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 94.460*
Digital Communications
Review of probability and random variables and signal

representation. Pulse code modulation and other digital

waveform coding techniques. Physical layer of data com-
munications. Baseband data transmission: Nyquist crite-

rion, filtering, optimal receiver, probability of error. Digital

modulation techniques and their performance. Synchroni-

zation. Introduction to information theory. Error detection

and correction techniques. Examples of techniques em-
ployed in various digital communications systems.

Prerequisite: Engineering 94.351*.
Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.462*
Introduction to Computer Communications
Network architectures, standards organizations. Error de-

tection concepts, data-link control, multiplexing, elemen-
tary queues, types of network. Packet switching networks,

flow control, error control, routing. ISDN. Local networks,

IEEE 802 medium-access control protocols, comparative

performance and FDDI. OSI and DoD protocol architec-

tures. Network access protocols and interfaces, X.25 and
802 standards. Internetworking: protocols, bridges. Over-

view of transport protocols. Introduction to BISDN and
network management.
Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.470*
Telecommunications Engineering
A broad spectrum of topics related to the state of the art in

telecommunications is presented. Topics include: telecom-

munications as a national and international infrastructure;

network architecture from a systems viewpoint including

transmission, switching, signalling, and teletraffic; inte-

grated services digital networks (ISDNs), (voice, data,

video, etc.); network planning, role of economic studies;

network management and control operations; global tele-

communications including the International Telecommuni-
cation Union; the telecommunications industry (R & D,

manufacturing, operations); standards-setting and the role

of government, regulation and competition. The course

concludes with an overview of telecommunications as a

viable business enterprise, the importance of the human
factor in its operations, and current issues likely to affect

the future development of tele communications at home and
abroad.

Prerequisite: Engineering 94.351* or the equivalent.

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week; laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.

Engineering 94.475*
Transmission and Storage Media for Computers
An introduction to the fundamental electronic, magnetic and

optical properties of materials used for the processing,

storage and transmission of information. The course pro-

vides the basis for an understanding of the implications of

the properties of materials relevant to the fabrication and
performance of high-density, high-speed integrated cir-

cuits, digital magnetic recording, optical recording, fibre

optic transmission and other areas.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Engineering 94.480*
Software Engineering
This course is concerned with technical issues and meth-

odologies for designing systems that may be implemented
as sets of software and/or hardware modules. Decomposi-

tion of systems into modules; formal definition of modules
as packages; systems as sets of packages with formally

defined interfaces; graphical tools for specifying and ma-
nipulating system designs; data-flow-driven design; con-

currency and real time; principles of testing, verification and
reliability; case studies of significant programs and design

examples; assignments involve both critical evaluation of

given designs or programs and independent development

of new designs to satisfy given requirements.

Prerequisites: Engineering 94.202*, 94.333* and
94.310* or the equivalent.

Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours alternate weeks.



Engineering 94.481*
Software Engineering Project

I
Students participate in a team project to develop a small

piece of stand-alone software in an organized and struc-

tured fashion. Non-numeric applications are emphasized.

All phases of the project are considered equally important:

specification, design, implementation, testing and docu-

mentation.

Prerequisite: Engineering 94.480* or concurrent registra-

tion.

Winter term: Tutorial three hours a week.

Engineering 94.485*
Computer Systems Design Laboratory

The development of professional-level expertise in convert-

i ing time-constrained requirements into successful real-time

I hardware-software systems through design and develop-

i ment. Students hone and integrate previously acquired

i Knowledge in carrying out a complete, medium scale, real-

time project. Examples are taken from areas such as

computer networks, gateways, real-time control and signal

i processing systems.

Prerequisites: Engineering 94.333*, 94.361 */94.461
1 and 94.480*, registration in Fourth-year Computer Sys-

, terns Engineering.

Winter term: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory four

! hours a week.

Engineering 94/97.496*

Special Topics In Electrical and Computer Systems
Engineering

At the discretion of the Faculty, a course dealing with

selected advance topics of interest to Electrical and Com-
puter Systems engineering students may be offered.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Engineering 94.497 or 94.498

Engineering Project

As part of the Fourth-year program, each student is re-

quired to select and complete a major project in engineering

analysis, design, development or research. The objective

is to provide an opportunity to develop initiative, self-reli-

ance, creative ability, and engineering judgment. The re-

sults must be submitted in a comprehensive report with

appropriate drawings, charts, bbliography, etc. Each stu-

dent is required to submit his or her engineering project

proposal to the Chair of the Department of Systems and
Computer Engineering on or before the last day of classes

in September.

Note:

Students in the Electrical Engineering degree program
whose engineering project is under the supervision of a

faculty member within the Department of Electronics should

register in Engineering 97.497; those whose project is

under the supervision of a faculty member in the Depart-

ment of Systems and Computer Engineering should regis-

ter in Engineering 94.497.

Students in the Computer Systems Engineering degree

program whose engineering project is under the supervi-

sion of a faculty member within the Department of Electron-

ics should register in Engineering 97.498; those whose
project is under the supervision of a faculty member in the

Department of Systems and Computer Engineering should

register in Engineering 94.498.
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The Bachelor of Architecture degree is awarded on the

successful completion of a five-year program of studies.

Candidates should note that due to the intensity of the

program, students often choose to take more than five

years to complete their degree. Like the profession of

Architecture, the educational program can be rigorous in its

dual demands of academic production and design creativ-

ity. Students who do not manage their time effectively may
suffer stress which may, in turn, affect their performance in

the program. It is recommended that full-time students do

not engage in employment during the Fall/Winter session.

The curriculum at Carieton is expected to provide the

student with the theoretical, technical and formal knowl-

edge and skill necessary for creative and responsible inter-

vention in the built environment. In order to investigate and
generate project proposals, the architect should be en-

dowed with a range of sensibilities that emerge as synthetic

vision in the design studio. The program has two compo-
nents relating to this: a core, which is mandatory and
provides the essential knowledge and experience; and a"

series of elective course choices becoming more extensive

in the upper years, allowing students to develop their own
areas of architectural interest.

The degree is recognized by The Canadian Architectural

Certification Board as a prerequisite to apply for certification

of academic qualifications for registration to practise as an

architect in provincial associations, subject to assessment

of each applicant's academic record by the Board. Informa-

tion concerning mandatory work experience and other re-

quirements for registration may be obtained from the

professional associations of Canada and the Common-
wealth.

The resources of the Ottawa area, including those of Car-

leton University, are unique in their concentration of spe-

cialized personnel, laboratories, libraries and other

facilities. They provide the opportunity and capability for a

wide range of muWdisciplinary academic and research

programs in such fields of architecture as housing, urban

studies, industrialized building and history and theory of

architecture.

Sessional Lecturers

H. Cameron
Y. Cazabon
L. Chi

J. Cook
J. Davies

S. Fai

L. Fontein

R. Froome
T. Fuglem
J. Rath

J. Weller

M. West
T. Wolstenholme

Photographic Supervisor/Instructor

D. Lepage

School Administrator
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Combined B.A. (Pass) and B.A. (Honours) Degree In

Art History and Architecture

The School of Architecture co-operates with the School for

Studies in Art and Culture in offering Combined B.A. (Pass)

and B.A. (Honours) degrees in Art History and Architecture.

(For details see p. 78.)

Academic Clubs and Societies

SAAS, School of Architecture Association of Students,

organizes special events several times a year, and is a

focus for student discussion.

Forum Lecture Series: The School of Architecture plans

and organizes a series of public lectures on contemporary

issues in architecture and related fields.
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Types of Instruction - Instructional Television

Carfeton University provides opportunities for full- and part-

time study to students on campus and beyond through

several types of instruction. These include courses offered

on the campus presented through classroom lectures,

seminars, laboratory practice and tutorials. An alternative

mode of instruction is delivery of courses by Instructional

Television (Itv).

Carieton's alternative delivery media are cable television

(Itv) and vkteocassette. Course lectures are broadcast

without restriction on cable television (Ch 15) in the Ottawa

area. For registered students living outside the metropolitan

Ottawa cable area, course lectures can be accessed
through: selected presentations arranged with cable televi-

sion companies in smaller communities; course lecture

tapes borrowed through participating community libraries

and resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services. (See Fees, p. 48).

Students registered in Itv courses are expected to meet all

University and Faculty requirements.

Courses begin and enrolment deadlines are in September,

January, and May. Early registration is recommended.
Academic regulations can be found in this Calendar.

Information about Itv is available in this Calendar under

"School of Continuing Education, Instructional Televi-

sion" (see p. 51 ) and in the itv Brochure available from the

School of Continuing Education (613-788-3500).

Regulations

The following regulations apply to all students enrolled in

the School. Students are urged to seek the advice of their

instructors on all questions about the regulations, and in

particular before taking any action affecting promotion and
probation, withdrawal, transfer of credit, appeals and re-

view of grades.

The undergraduate Architecture program was revised in

1992. Students admitted in 1992 or later will follow the new
program as it appears in this Calendar. Students admitted

earlier than 1992 will normally follow the Calendar of the

date of their entry.

Student Responsibility

The student is responsble for knowing the regulations of

the School of Architecture and for complying with them. Any
exceptions to the regulations must be approved in writing

by the School of Architecture Committee on Standing,

Promotion and Awards.

Timetables

Courses in the School of Architecture are offered in the Day
or Evening division, and are scheduled in the timetables of

the University.

Exceptions to the Regulations

Regulations may be waived for academic, medical or com-
passionate reasons. The School of Architecture Committee
on Standing, Promotion and Awards is responsible to the

Curriculum/Management Committee and to Faculty Board
for considering students' requests for special consideration

regarding the regulations. Requests should be made in

writing to the Chair of that committee.

Admission and Readmission Requirements

First Year

To be eligible for admission to the First year of the program
of studies leading to the Bachelor of Architecture degree,

the applicant must have passed the Qualifying-University

year examinations at Carieton University in five credits with

a minimum grade-point average of 4.0 and a grade of C-
or better in Mathematics and in Physics; or the Ontario

Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent with six On-
tario Academic Courses (OACs), including Calculus, Alge-

bra and Geometry, and Physics, with a minimum average

of 65 percent.

Refer to the section on Admissions in the general regula-

tions of the Calendar for additional admissions information

(pp. 25^32).

Selective Admission

It should be noted that the number of student spaces in the

School is limited. Because of this, it may not be possible to

grant admission to all applicants who meet the foregoing

requirements. Admission will therefore be on a selective

basis with preference given to those candidates who show
the highest promise of success in the program through a

portfolio of creative work, and academic grades. Members
of the Admissions Committee of the School of Architecture

are available by appointment during the academic year to

answer enquiries regarding the School's program.

Advanced Standing

Applications for admission with advanced standing to the

First or subsequent years of the program leading to the

Bachelor of Architecture degree will be evaluated on an

individual basis. Before students apply they should note

that although the School may accept previous course work
for credit, there is no guarantee that a registration commit-

tee such as the Canadian Architectural Certification Board
will do so as credit toward professional registration. Ad-

vanced standing for academic subjects completed at an-

other university or college may be accepted if the courses

are recognized as the equivalent of corresponding courses

offered at Carieton, or for a subject particularly appropriate

to a degree in architecture provided they were not taken

into account in establishing the level of admission. Ad-

vanced standing will only be recognized upon admission to

the School and applications for advanced standing must be

processed before the session deadline for course changes
in the term in which the student is first enrolled.

Readmission

Students who have been absent from the University for two

consecutive Fall/Winter sessions and the intervening Sum-
mer session (except students holding a Letter of Permission

from the Carieton School of Architecture) are required to

apply for readmission before registration.

Former students who have forfeited their undergraduate

status must request readmission by writing to the Director

of the school and the request must be accompanied by an
updated portfolio of work. The decision whether or not to

readmit will be made by the Faculty Board.

Applications for readmission (obtainable from the Office of

Admissions and Academic Records) must be filed before

May 1 for the Fall/Winter session.
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Proficiency In English

Since the instructional language of the University is English,

applicants must be able to understand and be understood

in English, both written and oral. Applicants whose mother
tongue is other than English must clearly exhbitthis ability.

(See p. 25.)

Registration

Registration

In order to facilitate more effective academic planning for

the following school year, students must declare their inten-

tion to continue in the program by July 1

.

Students who have been absent from the University for one
full Fall/Winter session (September through April) should

notify the School by July 1 of their intention to register for

the following Fall/Winter session.

Students are to complete their course registration by the

registration periods shown for the session or term in the

schedule for the Academic Year on pp. 8-10.

Late Registration

Registration after the registration period incurs a late reg-

istration fee. Registration is not permitted after the late

registration period.

Course Credit Value

Credit values are indicated against course descriptions.

Courses marked are half credit courses, indicated 0.5 on
record documents.

Course Load

The program in the School of Architecture is based on a
course load of six full-credit equivalents for five years.

Student Records

Incorrect address information will delay the receipt of

awards, examination results and changes in academic
status. Students must notify the School and the Divisional

Registrar's Office immediately of any change in permanent
address.

Promotion and Continuation

Standing in Courses

Standing in courses will be determined by the School of

Architecture. Standing in courses will be shown by alpha-

betical grades. The system of grades used, with corre-

sponding grade points, is as follows. Supplemental
examinations for courses are graded by the same scale.

Students are advised that these equivalents have no inter-

nal application.

A+ 12

A 11

A- 10

B+ 9
B 8
B- 7

C+
C
C-

D+
D
D-

A+ 90-100 B+ 77-79

A 85- 89 B 73-76

A- 80- 84 B- 70-72

C+ 67- 69 D+ 57-59

C 63- 66 D 53-56

C- 60- 62 D- 50-52

The following percentage equivalents are published solely

to assist other institutions in interpreting letter grades.

Other notations are as follows:

Aeg
Pass standing granted under special circumstances. Ae-
grotat standing is granted only by a faculty committee, in

response to a student's application. (See Deferred Final

Examinations, p. 42.)

Aud
Indicates course is not being taken for academic credit.

Failure. No academic credit.

FNS
Failure without access to supplemental because of incom-

plete term work or unacceptably low standing. No academic
credit.

Abs
Absent from final examination. No supplemental. No aca-

demic credit. Abs is usually equated to failure.

Wdn
Withdrawn in good standing. No academic credit.

Dei
Indicates deferral of final grade has been approved by a

faculty committee. (See Deferred Final Examinations, p.

42.)

Ch
Credit granted under Challenge for Credit policy.

Computation of Averages

The 12-grade -point system is set out above. The grade

points earned in any specific course are determined by
multiplying the grade points corresponding to the grade by

the credit value of the course. Thus an A+ in a half-credit

course will earn the student six grade points, while A+ in a
two-credit course would be worth 24 grade points.

Grade-point averages are calculated by dividing the total

accumulated grade points by the total credits.

Promotion

Students who achieve a passing grade in all courses and
have the necessary grade-point averages will be promoted

to the next year of the program. In arriving atthegrade-point

average, only the grades of the courses required to make
up a full program in that year will be averaged.

Design Studio Courses (First to Fourth Years)

In each design studio course, a minimum grade of C~ is

required for the student to be eligible for promotion. Stu-

dents with a grade-point average below 3.5 will not be

eligible for promotion and will be placed on probation.

Students who, during one year of the program, achieve a

passing mark in one term and a D+, D, or D- in the other,

and whose grade-point average in studio is at least 3.5 will

have their studio portfolio reviewed by the faculty members
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teaching in that year. In these cases, a discretionary deci-

sion will be made to promote or to prescribe further study

before promotion.

The student will be informed of this decision by the faculty

members involved, in order to ensure that the student

understands the deficiencies in his or her work and the

suggestions that have been made to overcome them.

All Other Courses

In the combined courses without design studio, a grade-

point average of 3.5 or better is required, to be promoted

to the next year of the program.

Design Studio Course Sequence

During the first four years of the program, the Fall-term

course must be taken before the Winter-term course.

Deficiencies and Probation

A student who in one program year has failed a course or

courses valued at more than 1 .0 credit or whose grade-

point average in studio or non-studio courses is below 3.5

(after any supplemental examinations), will be considered

to have failed the year and, if given permission to return,

will return as a student on probation.

Students who are not on probation but who have up to 1 .0

credit deficiency may proceed to the next higher year,

except to Fifth year. Students with more than 1.0 credit

deficiency are not permitted to register in core courses of

the higher year.

Students will not be permitted to register in Fifth-year core

courses if they are carrying a deficiency of more than 1 .0

elective credits from a previous year. Deficiencies in core

courses will not be permitted.

Core course deficiencies may only be carried into the next

higher year. If these deficiencies are not cleared, students

may proceed to the succeeding year only with the written

permission of the Standings, Promotions and Awards Com-
mittee.

A student on probation may not register for core courses in

any higher year, but every effort will be made, on an

individual basis, to help students develop their potential

during the probation period.

In order to return to regular status, students on probation

must repeat each failed course and any other course in that

year where their grade was less than C-, except for elec-

tees, where a substitute course may be taken. Students

may register in a course only once for the purpose of

clearing probation, and must achieve a grade of C- or

better. If the required grade is not achieved, the student will

forfeit undergraduate status.

A student who has cleared probation in the past, but whose
grades in a subsequent year would lead to a second
probation will forfeit undergraduate status.

A student who has forfeited undergraduate status must
spend one academic year away from school before apply-

ing for readmission.

Examinations

General regulations on examinations are on p. 42.

Supplemental Examination Privileges

A student may not write a supplemental examination in a

course graded FNS or Abs. If a supplemental examination

is failed, the student must repeat the course before writing

another examination in it. Supplemental examinations must

be written at the next supplemental examination period.

Supplemental examinations are not offered in design stu-

dio.

Application to write supplemental examinations must be

made at the appropriate Divisional Registrar's Office. Ap-

plication must be made by the designated date (see Exami-

nation Charges, p. 48).

Grade-Raising Examinations

Students may, on application, write grade-raising examina-

tions in courses already passed, and in which supplemental

examinations are offered. Grade-raising examinations may
be available in other courses with the approval of Faculty

Board.

The grade awarded subsequent to a grade-raising exami-

nation supersedes the original final grade. A grade-raising

examination in a course can be written only once and at the

next scheduled examination period.

Only one grade-raising examination in the Fifth-year pro-

gram (in either the self-initiated project, or design, or re-

search thesis) will be permitted, with a maximum grade

obtainable of C-.

Review of Grades

Students are entitled to a review of a final grade. Those
wishing to receive such a review should enquire at the

appropriate Registrar's Office, after which they may wish to

make a formal application for this review. Applications must
be filed with the appropriate Office of Registrarial Services

according to the application deadlines for each term (see

pp. 8-10).

Requests for review of grades in Architecture courses are

dealt with by the Director of the School of Architecture.

Students will be invited to submit to the Director a written

statement presenting the grounds for the Review and their

work from the course. This must be received in the Direc-

tor's Office no later than: February 15th for the Fall term;

July 15th for the Winter term; and October 15th for the

Summer session. The instructor(s) who awarded the grade

will present the rationale for the grade awarded. A Review
of Grade Committee will be established by the Director,

comprised of faculty from the School who are not directly

involved with the grade under review. The Committee shall

make recommendations to the Director, with respect to the

grading. Changes in grade shall be at the discretion of the

Director.

The Review of Grade Committee will be established after

the deadline for applications has expired.

Evaluation

To gain standing in a course, a student must meet the

course requirements for attendance, term work and exami-

nations.

Instructors will inform their classes in writing before the last

date for course change of the elements that will contribute

to the final grade and their weighting, including attendance,

class participation, essays, tests and final examinations.

Also stated will be the availability of supplemental and
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grade-raising examinations, and the method of computing

a grade revised by these examinations.

Retention of Work

Keeping a good portfolio is a most important part of archi-

tectural education. A portfolio represents a record of the

student's progress and design experience over the years.

It is an indispensable requirement for any job application in

the future. A portfolio is started in First year and continues

to expand until graduation. The School, therefore, requires

that each student produce reductions (normally 8 1/2x11
inch reproductions, colour or black and white and/or slides)

of their work at the end of each term. One copy of the work

should be put in the student's portfolio and the other turned

in to the instructor for retention in the School's archives.

(This facilitates retrospective exhibitions of work, accredi-

tation, publications and any future references for pedagogic

purposes.) Original work is the property of the students, but

the School retains the right to keep work of merit for up to

two years after the date of submission. The School will

make every effort to preserve the work in good condition,

and will give authorship credit and take care of its proper

use.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41 ). To meet Section 1 of the

regulations, a student must have had clear standing to Fifth

year and have passed an approved pattern of courses in

Fifth year with grades of C- or better in each of the Studio

and Thesis courses taken and a grade-point average in the

other courses of 3.5 or better.

Application to Graduate

Students expecting to graduate in the Spring must make
application on the form available in the Divisional Regis-

trar's Office by February 1; those expecting to graduate in

the Fall by September 1; and those expecting to graduate

in February, by December 1

.

Degrees with Distinction

Upon recommendation of the School of Architecture, the

notation "with High Distinction" may be made on the aca-

demic records of a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of

Architecture. To be considered for this recommendation,

the candidate is expected to obtain a grade-point average

of at least 10.0 in the course requirements of final year. In

addition, the student must obtain a grade-point average of

at least 7.8 in the design studio courses of the First to Fourth

years inclusive, and at least 7.8 in the other course require-

ments of the First to Fourth years inclusive.

Upon recommendation of the School of Architecture, the

notation "with Distinction" may be made on the academic
records of a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Archi-

tecture. To be considered for this recommendation, the

candidate is expected to obtain a grade-point average of at

least 8.0 in the course requirements of final year. In addi-

tion, the student must obtain a grade-point average of at

least 6.6 in the design studio courses of the First to Fourth

years inclusive, and at least 6.6 in the other course require-

ments of the First to Fourth years inclusive.

For transfer students, degrees "with Distinction" and "with

High Distinction" will be awarded at the discretion of the

Faculty Board.

Scholarships and Awards

The faculty of the School will recommend students to the

Senate for scholarships and awards available to the School.

For this purpose an overall grade-point average including

the design studio courses will be calculated. The design

studio grade, the course grade-point average or the overall

grade-point average will be used as is most appropriate for

the nature of the award.

Special prizes are also given to acknowledge distinguished

work.

Students admitted with advanced standing whose grade-

point average may not represent a true measure of their

worth will be given individual consideration.

See Awards and Financial Assistance, p. 18.

Course Requirements

Core Courses

1. Design Studios

(a) The heart of the architectural program is the design

studio. Design projects are the primary learning vehicle,

supported by lectures, seminars and tutorials. The most

valuable aspect of our Studio program is its emphasis on

creative architectural thinking driven by convictions and

issues embedded in the life experience of individuals.

However, individual sensibilities must be integrated with

site and environmental conditions, human factors, building

technologies, the architect's professional obligations to so-

ciety and the conventions of architectural practice. The
essence of the design studio is the resolution of these often

conflicting demands.

Design studio courses are for 1 .5 credits a term in the first

four years. In Fifth year, design studio or research thesis is

1 .5 or 2.5 credits per term in accordance with the notes on

the chart on p. 351. Design studio courses are taught by

lectures, seminars and individual tutorial instruction. The
design studio courses tend to require more individual work

than might be indicated by the scheduled contact time.

Enrolment is restricted to students admitted to the Architec-

ture program.

Studio Critiques are indispensable, and integral to nearly

all architectural programs. Critiques are the forum in which

the discussion of architecture can become concrete and

specific, around work actually completed. They provide an

opportunity for students to explain intentions and to judge

those intentions against the interpretations of invited critics,

faculty, and other students.

(b) As a special option, the program normally offers Visiting

Critic Studios, to provide a limited number of students in

Fourth and Fifth years with an opportunity to work with a

distinguished teacher or architect. The visiting critic pre- ,

sents the design problem and works closely with a faculty

member who co-ordinates the studio. Students will nor-

mally be allowed a maximum of one term in a Visiting Critic

Studio.
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2. Core Courses

Core courses are the mandatory part of the program,

providing the required academic and professional founda-

tion for studies in architecture. While more extensive in the

lower years, they extend across the entire program and are

as designated in the course charts, pp. 350-351 and in the

description of courses offered, pp. 351 -359. Enrolment in

core courses may be limited by constraints of space and

other resources. When necessary, preference will be given

to students registering in the Architecture program and the

Architecture/Art History combined program.

Note:

Prerequisites to core courses may not be waived except on

appeal to the Committee on Standing, Promotion and

Awards and with special permission of the Faculty Board.

Theories Electtves

This is a selection of courses that broadly sets out a

theoretical context for architecture. Theories elective are

selected from the following courses:

Architecture

76 .302* History of Canadian Architecture

76.307* History of Architectural Theory
76.308* Origins of Modem Architecture

76.309* History and Theory of the Avant-Garde

76.315* Theories of Landscape Design

76.318* Design of Cities

76.319* Theory of City Form
76.391* Selected Topics: Studies in Theory and History

of Architecture

76.408* Modernism in Architecture

76.440* Directed Studies Abroad: Theory

Art History

11 286* Art and Ideas: From Ancient Greece to the Twen-
tieth Century

11 287* Art and Ideas: The Twentieth Century

11.305* American Architecture

11 .327* Gothic Architecture and Monumental Sculpture

11 .350* British Art and Architecture: 1 600-1 850

Classics

13.235 Ancient Science and Technology

Theories electives may also include other courses in the

field that become available and are approved by the Faculty

Board.

Students must pass one and a half credits in theories

electives before enrolling in Fifth year. Students are free to

choose in what terms they take the courses. Additional

theories electives may be taken as approved electives by

Third-, Fourth-, and Fifth-year students. First- and Second-
year students enrolled in the Architecture program may
register in theories electives. Only with the permission of

the Standing, Promotions and Awards Committee.

Elective Courses

1. Workshop Courses

Workshop courses are scheduled for one term at six hours

a week of seminar and/or individual work, including tutoring,

and receive a half credit. Workshop enrolments are limited.

2. Approved Electives

A list of elective courses offered by the School and by other

departments of the University will be published at registra-

tion.

Course Program

The program of study is outlined in the following charts and
detailed course descriptions appear on pp. 350-351, and

listed under "Courses and Workshops." (See p. 351).

All programs are subject to change according to the final

availability of resources at the time of registration.

Fourth-Year Directed Studies Abroad

When circumstances allow, (if there is appropriate support

and if budgetary funding permits), the School will undertake

a Directed Studies Abroad option for groups of 12 or more
students who are enrolled in the Fall term of the Fourth year

of the program. The School may support the proposal for a

Study Abroad program, but if, due to academic standing or

lack of interest, the participation list falls to a group of fewer

than 12 students, the School will have to cancel the pro-

gram. Notification of such program cancellation will be

made as soon as possible after the decision has been
taken.

This study takes place in a location away from Ottawa and

usually outside Canada. The location is selected for its

architectural and urban relevance, and is carried out under

the direction of a faculty member of the School.

The Directed Study Abroad option is available to students

with clear standing to the Fourth year of the program.

Academic standing will be determined on the basis of the

grades achieved by the end of the examination period of

the Winter term of third year. Participation lists, including

wait lists, for all Directed Study Abroad programs will be

determined according to the standing students have
achieved at that date, irrespective of the work students may
choose to undertake over the Summer session, or through

grade-raising or supplemental exams.

Fifth Year

Students will not be permitted to register in Fifth-year core

courses if they are carrying a deficiency of more than 1.0

elective credits from a previous year. Deficiencies in core

courses will not be permitted.

Before the end of the Fourth year of the program, students

will enter into discussions with faculty members regarding

their Fifth-year courses. Approval of self-initiated work and

thesis proposals, does not waive the academic standing

requirements of the program for proceeding to Fifth year.

Independent Study

A student enrolled in the Bachelor of Architecture program

may propose, and may be permitted to undertake an inde-

pendent study in lieu of approved elective or workshop

elective course for one-half credit in each of Third, Fourth

and Fifth years.

The purpose of this provision is to allow more flexibility for

students to pursue a line of investigation in their own way,

free of normal constraints of timetable and University locale.

The independent study at the undergraduate level is to

make no demands on University faculty other than those

required for approval and evaluation.
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In certain cases, with the approval of the department in

which they are registered, students enrolled in another

program at the University may be permitted to enrol in an

independent study course under the direction of a member
of the faculty of the School. The procedures and conditions

will be detailed and approved jointly by the student, the

department and the assessor in the school.

Serious scholarship and research are expected and proper

documentation will be required. In the case of students in

Architecture, registration for the study will be subject to the

following conditions:

1. The student must not be on probation and must have no

deficiencies in core courses from an earlier year.

2. The student will register for an independent study

course in the term or session during which the work is to be

completed. The student must submit the proposal in writing

to the assessor prior to registration, outlining the objectives

and direction of the study, the time and locale, resources

available, submission date and other pertinent information.

3. The student must have obtained the prior agreement of

a member of the teaching staff to act as assessor for the

study. The student must also obtain the Director's approval

of the proposal prior to registering in the course. The staff

member will be responsible for evaluation. The student's

assessor will deliver the completed and approved proposal

to the Records Office of the School of Architecture to be

filed with the student's course records.

General Information

Materials, Supplies and Field Trips

The program in Architecture, particularly the design studio

courses, requires that the student produce large quantities,

of drawings and models, as well as ozalid prints and
photostats, and requires use of other photographic media,

reproductions of drawings, reports, etc., all of which can be

costly.

Equipment for drawing, photography, etc., should be re-

garded as an investment, because good tools are essential

and last a long time if properly cared for. An equipment list

is provided as a guide to the entering student. A good
quality 35mm. camera is a very useful but not mandatory
item on the list and most students find they use it to such

an extent that they wish to purchase one during the first

year or two of the program.

Field trips to other cities are a part of the program. The
School usually absorbs part of the cost of transportation but

students are expected to meet most other expenses while

away.

Experience indicates that the student should budget about

$1 ,500 for materials, equipment and field trips per year, not

including a camera.

First Year Fall Term Winter Term

76.106* Ancient Architecture

77.1 01 * Introduction to Technology and
Architecture

76.1 05* Architectural Thought and
Contemporary Society

76.1 10* Medieval Renaissance and Baroque
Architecture

77.1 31 Construction Methods and Materials

79.111* Computer Craft

80.111 Design Studio 1

A

80.112 Design Studio 1B

Note:

1. Architecture 80.111 and 80.112 each have a course

value of 1 .5 credits.

2. 76.1 06* now replaces 76.1 20*.
76.1 10* now replaces 76.121*
77.1 01 * now replaces 77.1 1 3*
77.131* now replaces 77.130* provided you have also

already successfully achieved credit for 77.1 13*. If this is

not the case, then you are required to take 77.101* and

77.131 * to clear a deficiency in 77.130*.

Second Year Fall Term Winter Term

76.220* Neoclassical Architecture and Nineteenth

Century Architecture

77.206* Lighting/Acoustics in Architecture

76.203* Fundamentals of Architectural Vocabulary

76.221 * Twentieth Century Architecture

77.231 * Architectural Detailing for

Construction

77.213* Structural Analysis in Architecture

80.21 1 Design Studio 2A 80.212 Design Studio 2B

M>fes: 2. 77.206* now replaces 77.205*.

1. Architecture 80.211 and 80.212 each have a course 77.231 * now replaces 77.230*.

value of 1 .5 credits.
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Third Year Fall Term Winter Term

77.313+ Structural Design in Architecture

1 Theories Elective*or 1 Approved Elective *
1 Workshop Elective*

77.305* Environmental Controls 2

1 Theories Elective* or 1 Approved Elective *
1 Workshop Elective*

80.304 Design Studio 3A 80.306 Design Studio 3B

Notes:

1. Architecture 80.304 and 80.306 each have i

value of 1 .5 credits.

2. Students must take at least 0.5 credits of theories

i course electives before the end of the Third year.

Fourth Year Fall Term Winter Term

2 Theories and/or Approved Electives

(1 .0 credit total)

1 Workshop Elective*

76.452* Architectural Research and Criticism

1 Theories Elective * or 1 Approved Elective *
1 Workshop Elective*

80.403 Design Studio 4A 80.405 Design Studio 4B

Notes:

1. Architecture 80.403 and 80.405 each have

value of 1 .5 credits.

2.. 3.0 credits of electives, of which 1 .5 are to be theories

i course electives, must be passed before the student enters Fifth

year.

Fifth Year Fall Term Winter Term

77.350* Design Economics 78.320* Professional Practice

One of:

80.440 Studio 5A and 1 .0 credit Elective

or 0.5 credit Elective and 0.5 credit

Elective Workshop
80.460 Research Thesis 1

80.466 Design Thesis 1

80.470 Selected Topics Studio

One of:

80.458 Studio 5B: Student Initiated Projects

80.461 Research Thesis 2

80 .467 Design Thesis 2

Notes:

1. Architecture 80.440 has a course value of 1 .5 credits

Architecture 80.458, 80.460, 80.461, 80.466, 80.467,

80.470 each have a course value of 2.5 credits.

2. Students who have already taken Architecture 77.350
will take an approved elective as a substitute.

Courses and Workshops

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Architecture 76.105* Core Course
Architectural Thought end Contemporary Society
Through the medium of lectures and seminars, the relation-

ship between architecture, architectural thought and the

architectural profession to the society in which they exist

(and which they must serve) are examined. The topics

considered in any year are selected to emphasize key

issues.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars, three

hours a week.

Architecture 76.1 06* Core Course
Ancient Architecture

Architecture of primary world civilizations prior to the me-
dieval period in the western tradition and including the

medieval period in non-western traditions. The role played

by architecture in the evolution of culture. The sources of

architectural ideas and their relation to cultural and techni-

cal contexts. Areas covered include Europe, Asia, and the
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New World. Emphasis is on interpretation of architectural

form in relation to intentions and on parallels between

contemporary architectural design and the ancient art of

architecture.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 76.120* (no

longer offered).

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 76.1 10* Core Course

Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque Architecture

The transformation of architectural imagination within the

West from the fall of Rome to the rise of the modem world.

Emphasis is on the continuities that run through the periods

covered. The relationship between architecture and world-

view provides thematic consistency against which specific

developments can be observed and measured. Treatment

of this period provides a critical background for study of

modem architecture.

Precludes additional credit for Art History 11.120* and

Architecture 76.1 20* (no longer offered).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 76.203* Core Course
The Fundamentals of Architectural Vocabulary

An exploration of architecture as the embodiment of ideas,

language and meaning. Ideas are considered in relation to

broad conceptual frameworks contrasting various theoreti-

cal approaches. Language is examined in terms of the

elements, relationships, and ordering ideas within architec-

ture. Consideration of the process of experiencing architec-

ture and the levels of meaning in architecture complete the

content undertaken in this course.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 76.204* Core Course
The Physical Morphology of the City

A historical and theoretical description and comparative

analysis of the physical morphology of cities. The primary

structural, spatial and formal organization and elements

that characterize the morphology of cities are studied in

terms of their historical and contemporary significance for

architecture and urban design.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 76.206* Elective Course

Introduction to Industrial Design
Offered in the School of Industrial Design as Industrial

Design 85.100*.

Architecture 76.211 * Elective Course
Industrial Design Analysis

Offered in the School of Industrial Design as Industrial

Design 85.101*.

Prerequisite: Architecture 76.206*.

Architecture 76.212* Elective Course

Visual Design
An analytical study of design principles including arrange-

ment, composition, form, order, rhythm, colour and texture.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

Architecture 76.220*
Neoclassical and Nineteenth Century Architecture

A study of Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century architecture

in Western Europe. The course emphasizes the cultural

and philosophical framework of rising modernity to illumi-

nate architectural production and theory. Theoretical and
epistemological discourse is considered in relation to con-

temporary architectural developments with particular em-
phasis on classicism, the emergence of rationalist ideology

in design, and the demands of new building types, new
]

urban conditions and new technical possibilities.

Prerequisites: Architecture 76.106* and 76.110* or per-
|

mission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a I

week.

Architecture 76 .221*
Twentieth Century Architecture

The evolution of Modem architecture, concentrating on the
|

various Modem Movements in Europe in the first half of the 1

20th Century, and parallel developments in North America.
|

The course will use references to literature, the visual arts
|

and the history of film to set a cultural context for the I

complex development of competing 'isms which precipi-
|

tated the main stream International Style in mid-century,
j

More recent buildings will be studied to illustrate tendencies 1

and correspondences with the Heroic era of modem de-
|

sign.

Prerequisite: Architecture 76.220* or permission of the I

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a I

week.

Architecture 76.302* Theories Elective

History of Canadian Architecture

Canadian architecture from the seventeenth century to the
|

present day, covering both stylistic and technological de- I

velopment with an emphasis on the latter. Building styles, I

methods and materials are considered in the context of the
]

social and economic conditions of the time with a concen-
jj

tration on the analysis of the architectural elements of R

design and construction methods. (Also listed as Art History
|

11.302*.) i|
Prerequisites: Architecture 76.106* and 76.110* or I

equivalents or permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures, seminars three
J

hours a week.

Architecture 76.307* Theories Elective

History of Architectural Theory
An exploration of architectural intentions in the early period

f

of Western history, with special emphasis on Renaissance

treatises and ideas. Architectural intentions are examined 1

in relation to shifting world-views, forming the basis of I

historical interpretation.

Day o r Eve ning di visio n, Fal I o r Winte r term : Le cture s th ree

hours a week.

Architecture 76.308* Theories Elective

Origins of Modern Architecture

An exploration of architectural theories with special empha-
sis on the European context from the seventeenth century

to the late nineteenth century. This crucial period marks the

beginning of the modem era and provides a key for a fuller
'

understanding of the problems facing architecture today.

Day or Evening division, Fail or Winter term: Lectures three I

hours a week.

Architecture 76.309* Theories Elective

History and Theory of the Avant-Garde
An exploration of architectural theories with special empha-
sis on the development of the Avant-Garde in the early

twentieth century. The course develops a specific under-

standing of the Avant-Garde within the larger framework of s

modernism.

Day or Evening division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three

hours a week.
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Architecture 76.315* Theories Elective

Theories of Landscape Design
An introductory course intended to bring to the student an

awareness of landscape architecture as the total organiza-

tion of outdoor space. A consideration of historical, cultural,

economic and political factors provides a frame for refer-

ence for the understanding of spatial organization in both

urban and rural areas of human settlement. Emphasis is

given to the development of landscape design in the fif-

teenth to the nineteenth centuries.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

week.

Architecture 76.318* Theories Elective

Design of Cities

A study of the architecture of the city. This course examines

the form, meaning and qualitative experience of urban

composition. Significant artifacts in the development of

Western European civilization are analyzed and used as a

basis for exploring the shape and values of North American

cities. See also related workshop, Architecture 76.328*.

Prerequisite: Architecture 76.204* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

week.

Architecture 76.319* Theories Elective

Theory of City Form
This course examines current design attitudes affecting the

physical morphology of cities. These attitudes are studied

from the standpoint of the relationship between practical

and functional aspects on the one hand, and man's sym-
bolic and psychic perceptions on the other.

Prerequisite: Architecture 76.204* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

week.

Architecture 76.328* Elective Course
The Architecture of Urban Space
This workshop undertakes design explorations that are

directed towards the search for aesthetic form and meaning
In urban space, with particular application to the Canadian
context. It is project-oriented and refers to precedents as

established in Architecture 76204*.
Prerequisite: Architecture 76.204* or permission of the

School.

Day division , Fall or Winter term : Six hours a week (lecture

,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 76.391 * Theories Elective

Selected Topics: Studies In Theory and History of Ar-

chitecture

The course focuses on one specific aspect of architecture

In the area of theory and history. Course offerings change
from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division: Fall or Winter term.

Architecture 76.392* Elective Course
Selected Topics: Workshops In Theory and History of

Architecture

Workshop focuses on one specific aspect of architecture in

the area of theory and history. Workshop offerings change
from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division , Fall or Winter term : Six hours a week (lecture

,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 76.408* Theories Elective

Foundations of Modernism in Architecture

This course examines major critical perspectives as they

are applied to architecture as a fine art. The debate be-

tween classicism and romanticism with consideration of its

cultural roots establishes the basis of the course.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a
week.

Architecture 76.423* Elective Course
Society and Shelter

An examination of buildings and shelter as human and
social products. Major areas of concern include the impact

of built form on social behaviour and thought; the perception

of the built environment and the design and construction of

buildings as social processes. (Also listed as Sociology

53.339*.)

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours,

seminars three hours a week.

Architecture 76.425* Elective Course
Workshop: User Analysis and Building Performance
Seminars, individual and team projects to develop skills in

the analysis of building performance. Examination of occu-

pancy analysis, safety and risk assessment, post-occu-

pancy evaluation, and social impact assessment.
Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall and/or Winter term: Six hours a week
(lecture, seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 76.440* Theories Elective

Directed Studies Abroad: Theory
A survey of the architectural and urban history of a specific

culture. These discussions address the present reality of a
country, region or city being visited by the Fourth year of

the program.

Prerequisite: Clear standing to Fourth year and permission

of the School.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 76.452* Core Course
Architectural Research and Criticism

This course is intended to prepare the student for the

independent research and design work to be undertaken in

the Fifth year. It includes work related to the nature of

research and criticism in architecture, and to their applica-

tion to the particular tasks of Fifth year. Debate and discus-

sion of major issues pertaining to architecture is

encouraged. The students are expected to develop their

critical skills, and to identify their personal positions on
architectural issues.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars four and
one-half hours a week.

Architecture 76.455* Elective Course
Seminar In Theory and History Elective Course
An upper-level seminar course covering topics related to

history and theory of architecture. The intention of this

course is to facilitate in-depth discussion of subject matter

through intensive class participation and presentations

made possble by a Imlted-enrolment format. Topics will

vary depending on the Instructor who is teaching the

course.

Maximum enrolment of 15 students in Architecture. B.Arch.

students must be Fourth or Fifth year students, others by
permission of the Instructor.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Three hours a week.
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Architecture 76.488* Elective Course
Independent Study

Architecture 77.1 01 Core Course
Introduction to Technology and Architecture

Introduction to technology as an integral part of architecture

essential to its modes of inquiry, thought and making. The
physical world, both natural and man-made, and human
metabolism and senses as basis for making architectural

decisions regarding the form, structure, construction and
operation of buildings. The course forms an overview to the

full spectrum of technological concerns stressing the inter-

relatedness of building structure, construction and services

to architectural decision-making.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 77.113* (no

longer offered).

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 77.131 * Core Course
Construction Methods and Materials

A study of the relation between the nature and behaviour

of materials and the skills, tools and processes by which

common building materials are transformed into building

components, subassemblies and whole buildings. Materi-

als covered range from traditional and natural to the most
recent developments including use of synthetics and com-
posites. Methods explored range from craft to industrialized

and from on-site to off-site production and assembly. Em-
phasis is on the fundamental reasoning behind the selec-

tion of relevant sub-systems and techniques in order to

maintain quality of construction and the design intent.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 77.130* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Architecture 77.1 01 *.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 77.135* Elective Course
The Nature and Behaviour of Materials

An introduction to the fundamentals of all materials, natural

and man-made, and an analysis of their basic organiza-

tional patterns and form; an investigation of materials sci-

ence including cohesion, elasticity, strain energy, work of

fracture, crack stopping and the general theory of strength;

a comparative survey of the metallic and non-metallic tra-

ditions of man, culminating in an exploration of plastics,

composites and the materials of the future.

Text: Gordon, The New Science of Strong Materials.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

week.

Architecture 77.201 * Elective Course
Structures In Architecture

A survey to structural planning, including a historical survey

of structural systems, details and the study of the factors

involved in the synthesis of a suitable structural scheme.
The course is intended as a survey of the science and the

structural properties of materials.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 77.113* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Architecture 77.101* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a
week, laboratory two hours a week.

Architecture 77.206* Core Course
Lighting/Acoustics In Architecture

An introduction to natural (daylighting) and artificial light, its

sources and behaviour, visual perception and the human

eye. Light will be studied as a form-giver in archrtectur

augmented by sun charts and guidelines for daylight desig

for different tasks. The second part of the course introduce

the student to sound and the control of the sonic environ

ment: the nature of sound, the human ear and physiologica

and psychological acoustics through the study of soui

radiation, propagation, absorption and reflection in open-;

spaces vs. enclosed spaces, and noise control in buildii

structures.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 77.205* (n

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Architecture 77.131* or permission of th

School.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo

ratory three hours a week.

Architecture 77.213* Core Course
Structural Analysis in Architecture

Statics and strength of materials. Mechanical properties o
structural materials. Application of statics and strength o
materials to problems of structural elements in the contex

of total building structures.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week
laboratory two hours a week.

Architecture 77.231 *
Architectural Detailing for Construction
A study of architectural detailing as it relates to the broade
discipline of architectural design and construction in the

context of environmental forces and cultural factors of the

everyday environment. The course will emphasize the Ca-
nadian and northern situation as it covers the topics of

building enclosures, foundations, walls, windows and roofs

as well as interior details for various construction methods,
materials and building types. The course stresses a knowl-

edge of details and the assembly of parts as an essential

component of architectural design.

Precludes additional credit for Architecture 77.230* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Architecture 77.131* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 77.300* Elective Course
Lighting for Architecture

Natural and electric lighting as part of the visual and per-

ceptual processes of revealing two- and three-dimensional

objects and spaces. Measurement of light, units and engi-

neering standards. Basic calculations and design methods
including the use of models. Characteristics of light sources

for economy and colour rendering. Discomfort and disabil-

ity. Concepts of visual performance.

Day or Evening division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three

hours a week.

Architecture 77.302* Elective Course
Acoustics In Architecture

Recapitulation of fundamentals. Sound in enclosures, in-

cluding interior design of audttoria and special applications.

Sound reproduction and reinforcement systems. Acoustic

privacy and protection, sound control in buildings, materials

for noise control, community noise, industrial noise. Acous-

tic measurements and instrumentation.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures two hours,

laboratory two hours a week.

Architecture 77.303* Elective Course

Energy and Form
The purpose of the course is to provide the student with a

body of knowledge concerning energy as a criterion in

decision-making for architectural design. Specifically, the
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course covers conventional energy resources and the state

of the art of alternative energy resource systems with

respect to building shape, size, materials, openings, orien-

tation, siting and use.
• Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

; week.

Architecture 77.304* Elective Course

Workshop: Energy and Form
Study of the relationship between environmental factors,

energy and architectural form. Emphasis is placed on ex-

plorations into ways in which buildings and building ele-

ments can be planned and designed so as to take

advantage of natural cycles in order to minimize the need

for supportive energy inputs.

i Prerequisite: Architecture 77.303* or permission of the

j
School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

; seminar, lab or field work).

i Architecture 77.305* Core Course

j
Environmental Controls 2

Continuation of Architecture 77.205*, to include the acous-

i tic environment within spaces and sound insulation by

enclosure. The second part of the course deais with serv-

icing systems in general, and their interaction with the rest

I of the building.

i Prerequisite: Architecture 77.205* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

problems three hours a week.

Architecture 77.313* Core Course
Structural Design in Architecture

Behaviour of structural elements and simple systems under

load conditions of increasing severity. Simplified design of

structural elements and systems. Comparative estimation

of stresses and deformations. Use of structural testing

laboratory to demonstrate behaviour path to failure.

Prerequisites: Architecture 77.101* and 77.21 3*
Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory two hours a week.

Architecture 77.314* Elective Course
Structural Analysis

Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

ing 82.420*.

Architecture 77.316* Elective Course
Structural Steel Design I

Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

ing 82.325*/82.425*.

Architecture 77.326* Elective Course
Workshop: Space Enclosure Systems
The exploration of space enclosure systems for a wide

range of environments.

Prerequisite: Architecture 79.320* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 77330* Elective Course
Performance of Building Materials

Study of materials available for building, with emphasis on
their structure, properties, application and sustained per-

formance over the life of a building.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Laboratories, lectures,

field trips four hours a week.

Architecture 77.335* Elective Course
Workshop: Materials Application

Application of building materials, including the forming of

building parts and the design of joints for performance and
assembly. Practical constructions using new technology

are emphasized.

Prerequisite: Architecture 77.330* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 77.350* Core Course
Design Economics
Principles of building economics. Determinants of building

costs and their prediction. Discussions on uncertainty and
investment economics. Systems and techniques of creative

cost control for buildings during schematic design, design

development, construction document preparation and con-

struction. Prime emphasis is on the economic evaluation

and choice from among alternatives during all phases of

design process.

Prerequisite: Fifth-year standing or permission of the

School.

Day or Evening division, Fall or Winter term: Three hours a
week.

Architecture 77.391 * Elective Course
Selected Topics: Studies in Architectural Technology
The course focuses on one specific aspect of architecture

in the area of architectural technology. Course offerings

change from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term.

Architecture 77.392* Elective Course
Selected Topics: Workshop In Architectural Technol-

ogy
Workshop focuses on one specific aspect of architecture in

the area of architectural technology. Workshop offerings

change from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winterterm: Six hours aweek (lecture,

lab, seminar or field work).

Architecture 77.420* Elective Course
Structural Morphology
Concepts and models bridging geometric morphology and
architecture. Hierarchies of dimensional spaces. Planar

and spatial orders. Form aggregation and space subdivi-

sion within the laws of geometric compatibility and formal

rigidity. Size, similitude and isomorphism.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

week

Architecture 77.424* Elective Course

Structural Planning In Architecture

Structural planning process. Values, contexts, criteria and
parameters of structural planning. Role of information and
codes. Classification and comparative study of structural

systems. Interaction and integration of structures with other

building systems. Structural details. Structural planning

data and guidelines. Case studies and exercises. (Also

listed as Engineering 82.430*.)

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a
week.

Architecture 77.428* Elective Course
Workshop: Structure and Form
Study of structural nature of non-conventional space enclo-

sure systems like cable structures, membranes, shells,

submerged structures, excavated structural forms and iu-
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nar structures.

Prerequisite: Architecture 77.420* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 77 .440 Elective Course
Design for Construction
Conceptual and detail design in relation to materials and
building construction. The effects on building design of

building codes, zoning bylaws, approvals, processes and
legislation, and the basic organization of the building indus-

try. An overview of principles of cost estimating and cost

control and the implications for building design decisions.

Prerequisite: Architecture 77.330* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Visits, lectures, seminars

three hours a week.

Architecture 77.488* Elective Course
independent Study

Architecture 78.320* Core Course
Introduction to Professional Practice

An overview of the practice of architecture. Topics include

professional organization and conduct, the architect's serv-

ices, business law, office organization and management,
contract documents, building codes, contract manage-
ment, cost control, accounting and site supervision. Pres-

entation through lectures, guest speakers and case studies

from professional practices and construction repre-

sentatives in the area.

Prerequisite: Fifth-year standing or permission of the

School.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 78.323* Elective Course
Workshop: Landscape Architecture

The objective of this course is to introduce the student to

the practical significance of landscape elements as they

relate to built-form by integrating structure and site.

Prerequisite: 76.315* or permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 78.340* Elective Course
City Organization and Planning Processes
An overview of the structure, form and functioning of Cana-
dian and other countries' cities; methods for intervening in

and directing processes and solving city problems: an
introduction to urban problems, potentials and solutions.

Topics include: physical infra-structure and forms of cities;

urban facilities and networks; ecosystems, demography
and social organization, and government and politics; qual-

ity of life, goals and perceptions of urbanites; urban man-
agement, development, regulation and codes, design,

planning and policy-making. Lectures, guest lecturers,

reading assignments.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Three hours a week.

Architecture 78.345* Elective Course
Workshop: Urban Design
A project-based workshop investigating current design at-

titudes and solutions affecting the physical morphology of

cities. Students undertake formally sophisticated urban

design projects, explore various procedures and discuss

basic urban design ideas.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 78.349* Elective Course
Workshop: City Organization and Planning Processe
Interdisciplinary investigation, analysis and synthesis of th

institutions, processes, environments and demography o

Canadian cities. Seminars, guest lecturers, field investiga

tions and individual and team projects.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 78.350* Elective Course
The Development of Human Shelter

Emphasis is on the background factors pertaining to hous
ing in both industrial and Third-World countries; traditiona

and contemporary housing approaches; social housing and
people's right to adequate housing. Overviews, case stud

ies and guest lecturers.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Three hours a week.

Architecture 78.391 Elective Course
Selected Topics: Urban Studies

The course focuses on one specific aspect of architecture

in the area of urban studies. Course offerings change from

year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term.

Architecture 78.392* Elective Course
Selected Topics: Workshop in Urban Studies
Workshop focuses on one specific aspect of architecture in

the area of urban studies. Workshop offerings change from
year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term : Six hours a week (lecture

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 78.488* Elective Course
independent Study

Architecture 79.1 1 1 * Core Course
Computer Craft

This course is an introduction to architectural computing as

a design, presentation and documentation medium; it em-
phasizes principles and techniques of application rather

than details of the underlying technology. It is organized

around extensive practical work using the PASCAL pro-

gramming language and a large-scale library of graphics

routines, GKS, as well as the use of selective applications

programs on the Apple Macintosh computer (i.e. Pho-

toShop, Illustrator, Freehand, MiniCad, MacDraw II, etc.).

The first half of the course isdevoted to learning a program-

ming language (Pascal/GKS) with the second half devoted

to learning to use applications programs on the Mac. No
previous computer background is assumed. Pascal is intro-

duced step by step, as the course progresses.

Prerequisite: Registration in the Architecture degree pro-

gram.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory one hour a week.

Architecture 79.1 15* Elective Course
Mathematics In Architecture

Mathematics as a way of thinking and an abstract process

as this relates to architecture; a survey of the mathematics
applicable to architectural technology and other courses in

the program, including Euclidian, non-Euclidian and ana-
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lytic geometries, probability and statistics. The course is

developed as an exploration of mathematics as a discipline

that can clarify many aspects of design and support a

student's overall education.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Architecture 79.303* Elective Course

Workshop: Theatre Production

A workshop course involving students in the design and

fabrication of theatre productions, one of which is staged

on campus. Visiting directors, designers, technical consult-

ants and others are invited to discuss their approach to

theatre production and to offer advice and criticism on

student projects. There are visits to theatres and production

facilities.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours aweek (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.312* Elective Course

Problems in Computing
Introduction to various types of non-numeric data, their

representation within primary and secondary storage, and

the manipulation of various representations. Comparative

evaluation of languages for non-numeric problems. Student

projects.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures two hours a

week, laboratory two hours a week.

Architecture 79.320* Elective Course
The Geometry of Form
The development of a basic vocabulary of form through

identification of the rules for combining and relating the

minimal identifiable elements of geometric form. Investiga-

tion of the methodologies for changing those identities in

order to generate entirely new forms. Study of planar and
space geometries with special emphasis on polygons and
polyhedra, their singular, close and loose-packing proper-

ties. Discussions on form; geometric operations, Bke vertex

motion, folding, reciprocation and truncation.

Text: Williams, Natural Structure.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures three hours a

week.

Architecture 79.326* Elective Course
Workshop: Computer Applications

Applications of existing computer programs and program-
ming techniques to various architectural problems. Soft-

ware, state of the art and applications are extensively

covered. Project work may be user-orientated on the basis

of existing software or development of original work. Stu-

dent projects.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79528* Elective Course
Workshop: Computer Graphics
Use of interactive graphics hardware systems and study of

fie structures for graphics processing. Developmental work
leading toward computer-generated art as well as imple-

mentation of production-oriented user display software is

encouraged. Student projects.

Prerequisite: Architecture 79.312* or permission of the

School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.330* Elective Course
Workshop: Co-operative Problem Solving
Group training in the creative exchange and development
of ideas; group problem-solving sessions focus on partici-

pation and roles, listening, itemized response, use of meta-

phor and analogy, forcefit, closure; follow-through

techniques; visual brainstorming and generative graphics.

Student project. Limited enrolment.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours aweek (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.332* Elective Course

Workshop: The Anatomy of Architecture

An exploratory workshop into the architectural anatomy of

selected contemporary buildings. Use of graphic tech-

niques of analysis to develop an understanding of their

basic compositional principles and language.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.333* Elective Course
Workshop: Architecture as Painting

The purpose of this course is to analyze architecture for its

elemental, formal and narrative properties. These relation-

ships are then "re-represented" through the medium of

painting. Architecture as analogy to painting.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours aweek (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.340* Elective Course
Workshop: Visual Design
A workshop program to increase the student's capacity to

visualize and communicate in several graphic media, and
also to increase sensitivity to form, structure, space, texture

and colour. Historical investigations may be involved.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours a week (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.341 * Elective Course
Workshop: Photography
Experimentation with photography as a means of visual

research and communication of the social and built aspects

of the environment. Familiarity with the basic techniques of

photography is required as a prerequisite. Students are

required to prepare a photographic essay that explores

some aspect of the relationship between people and the

built environment.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours aweek (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.391 Elective Course
Selected Topics: Studies in Architectural Techniques
The course focuses on one specific aspect of architecture

in the area of architectural techniques. Course offerings

change from year to year.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term.

Architecture 79.392* Elective Course
Selected Topics: Workshop In Architectural Tech-
niques
Workshop focuses on one specific aspect of architecture in

the area of architectural techniques. Workshop offerings

change from year to year.
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Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall or Winter term: Six hours aweek (lecture,

seminar, lab or field work).

Architecture 79.488* Elective Course

Independent Study

Design Studios/Design Thesis/Research Thesis

Architecture 80.1 11 Core Course
Design Studio 1 A (1 .5 credits)

An introductory studio directed toward the development of

basic design skills. Projects include: abstract two-dimen-

sional and three-dimensional exercises. The studio also

has assignments in photography, colourtheory, life drawing

and perspective.

Prerequisite: Registration in the Architecture degree pro-

gram.

Day division, Fall term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours a

week.

Architecture 80.1 12 Core Course
Design Studio 1 B (1 .5 credits)

A continuation of Architecture 80.11 1. Ordering principles

that form a basis for architecture are investigated at an
elemental level. Design projects are semi-abstract and
highly constrained. The studio also includes assignments

in photography, colour theory, life drawing and perspective.

Prerequisite: Registration in the Architecture degree pro-

gram.

Day division, Winter term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours

a week.

Architecture 80.211 Core Course
Design Studio 2A (1 .5 credits)

The application of ordering principles in architecture is

considered in response to site, climate, function and mate-

rials and methods of construction. Small-scale projects

develop in complexity through both terms.

Prerequisites: Architecture 80.111 and 80.1 12.

Day division, Fall term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours a

week.

Architecture 80.212 Core Course
Design Studio 2B (1 .5 credits)

A continuation of Architecture 80.21 1 . Small-scale projects

develop in complexity during this term.

Prerequisites: Architecture 80.111 and 80.112 and have
taken 80.211.

Day division, Winter term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours

a week.

Architecture 80.304 Core Course
Design Studio 3A (1 .5 credits)

The principles, vocabularies and craft of architecture are

considered within the contexts of purpose, place and prece-

dent. Projects address the subject of small-scale building

in the natural and urban landscape.

Prerequisites: Architecture 80.211 and 80.21 2.

Day division, Fall term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours a
week.

Architecture 80.306 Core Course
Design Studio 3B (1 .5 credits)

The continuation of the theme of Architecture 80.304 with

an increase in project scope and complexity.

Prerequisites: Architecture 80.211 and 80.212 and have
taken 80.304.

Day division, Winter term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours
a week.

Architecture 80.403 Core Course
Design Studio 4A (1 .5 credits)

The principles and vocabulary of construction and tech

nique are considered as primary generators of architectura

form. Projects are based on the design development of both

small- and large-scale projects.

Prerequisites: Architecture 80.304 and 80.306.

Day division, Fall term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours a

week.

See also Directed Studies Abroad (p. 349).

Architecture 80.405 Core Course
Design Studio 4B (1 .5 credits)

The principles and vocabularies arising from the relation

ship between architecture and the urban context in which
it is situated. Projects focus on part of the urban context.

Prerequisites: Architecture 80.304, 80.306 and have taken

80.403.

Day division, Winter term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours

a week.

Architecture 80.440 Core Course
Design Studio 5A (1 .5 credits)

Design projects of a complexity and theoretical rigour

appropriate to Fifth year, set by faculty. Visiting Critic Stu

dios may be taken as part of this studio.

Prerequisite: Clear standing to Fifth year.

Day division, Fall term: Scheduled studio time 12 hours a
week.

Architecture 80.458 Core Course
Design Studio 5B (2.5 credits)

Student-initiated design project. Students propose a design

idea or issue to be developed in depth. With the advice and
approval of the studio faculty, the student defines and
undertakes a suitable building project.

Prerequisites: Clear standing to Fifth year and approved
proposal.

Day division, Winter term: Scheduled studio time 20 hours
a week.

Architecture 80.460 Core Course
Research Thesis 5.1 (2.5 credits)

Provides an opportunity for scholarly research in topi

related to architecture. The thesis proposal, developed
the student and prospective tutor, requires approval by the

Thesis Committee. The final submission must be within a
prescribed format similar to graduate theses in humanities,

social sciences, arts and engineering.

Prerequisites: Clear standing to Fifth year and approved

thesis proposal.

Day division, Fall term.

Architecture 80.461 Core Course
Research Thesis 5.2 (2.5 credits)

As Architecture 80.460 (Research Thesis 5.1). In excep-

tional cases the Thesis Committee may allow this to be a

continuation of Architecture 80.460.

Prerequisites: Clear standing to Fifth year and approved

thesis proposal.

Day division, Winter term.

Architecture 80.466 Core Course

Design Thesis 5.1 (2.5 credits)

Provides opportunity for in-depth exploration of an architec-

tural idea or issue through media associated with the art of

design. The thesis proposal, developed by the student and

prospective tutor, requires approval by the Thesis Commit-



tee. The final submission must be in a publishabie format,

which could include, for example, drawings, models and/or

audio-visual productions.

Prerequisites: Clear standing to Fifth year and approved

thesis proposal.

Day division, Fall term.

Architecture 80.467 Core Course
DMlgn Thesis 52 (2.5 credits)

As Architecture 80.466 (Design Thesis 5.1). In exceptional

cases the Thesis Committee may allow this to be a continu-

ation of Architecture 80.466.

Prerequisites: Clear standing to Fifth year and approved

thesis proposal.

Day division, Winter term.

Architecture 80.470 Core Course
Selected Topics Studio (2.5 credits)

This studio is a vehicle for in-depth exploration of an
architectural idea or issue that has originated from the

research interests of a faculty member. It will run as a
design-research studio-seminar with special inputs and
visiting critics. There will be a directed studies component,
given by the professor leading this studio, in one of the six

areas of study defined under the School of Architecture in

the Graduate Calendar. The primary aim of this component
will be to reinforce the explorations in the studio.

Prerequisites: Clear standing to Fifth year and permission

of the School.

Day division, Fall term.
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General Information

Industrial design* is a creative activity, the aim of which is

to determine the formal qualities of objects produced by

industry. These formal qualities include the external fea-

tures, but are principally those structural and functional

relationships that convert a system to a coherent unit, both

from the point of view of the producer and of the user.

Industrial design tends to embrace all aspects of human
environment that are conditioned by industrial production.

In the future, the traditional activity of design forgrowth may
continue to be essential. It will be necessary, however, to

develop a design activity that contributes to the regulating

of growth processes, the conservation of resources and the

protection of the environment.

*As defined by the International Council of Societies of

Industrial Design.

Bachelor of Industrial Design Degree Program

In September 1973, Carleton University initiated the First

year of a new four-year program leading to the Bachelor of

Industrial Design degree.

The Bachelor of Industrial Design degree is awarded on
successful completion of the four-year program of studies.

The program is structured to meet the requirements of the

developing profession of industrial design. This implies an

education with a solid general background, enabling the

designer to communicate with experts in other disciplines.

It also implies development of expertise in designing for one
or more specific sectors in the wide field of application of

industrial design. The program of studies was initiated as a
joint venture of the Faculty of Engineering and the School

of Architecture.

Admission Requirements

First Year

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or the equivalent,

including six Ontario Academic Courses with a minimum
average of 65 percent. The six OACs must include courses
in Physics, Chemistry, Algebra and Geometry, and Calcu-

lus. It is strongly recommended that all applicants also have
an OAC in English.

In o rde r to compe te successful ly fo r adm issio n in th is li mited

enrolment program, it is strongly recommended that the

candidate present a portfolio of any kind of work that could

demonstrate the applicant's creativity and aptitude for the

study of industrial design. Candidates are normally ex-

pected to make arrangements for a personal interview at

the School. Such an interview will give the School of

Industrial Design a clearer idea of the seriousness of the

candidate and afford the candidate an opportunity to see
and learn actively about the program of the School of

Industrial Design.

Advanced Standing and Transfer of Credits

Applications for admission with advanced standing to the

Second or subsequent years of the program leading to the

Bachelor of Industrial Design degree will be evaluated

individually. Advanced standing for academic subjects

completed at another university or college will be evaluated

for equivalence to the program requirements of the School

of Industrial Design. Transfer of credit for projects in such

programs as industrial design, engineering design, archi-

tecture, etc., completed at another university or college may
also be considered, provided the grade is satisfactory and
the student shows evidence of aptitude for design studio

work by the production of a portfolio of original drawings or

photographs, etc., and as a result of an interview with a

designated member of the faculty of the School of Industrial

Design.

Graduates from degree programs at Carleton University in

Architecture, Engineering, Science and Commerce who
meet the admission requirements for the First year of the

B.I.D. degree program, could expect to be able to complete

the work for the B.I.D. degree in three years if their first

degree program includes, minimally:

85.100* Introduction to Industrial Design

85.1 01 Industrial Design Analysis

91 .1 01 * Engineering Graphics

91 .1 02* Orientation to Engineering

43.1 00 Introduction to Economics
49.100 Introductory Psychology

Graduates from other degree programs will be evaluated

individually.

Mature Applicants

Persons who lack the normal entrance requirements as

published in this Calendar but who have been away from

full-time studies for a minimum of two years and who are

21 years of age or over by December 31 of the year in which
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they wish to enrol, may receive consideration for admission

to a degree program.

Selective Admission

It should be noted that the number of student spaces in the

School of Industrial Design is limited. Because of this, it may
not be possfole to grant admission to all applicants who
meetthe foregoing requirements. Admission, therefore, will

be on a selective basis with preference given to those

candidates who show the highest promise of success in the

course.

Readmission

Students who have been absent from the program for one
Fall/Winter session are normally required to apply for re-

admission before registration. Exceptions will be made in

the case of students holding either a Letter of Permission

(p. 39) or written approval from the School of Industrial

Design.

Former students who have forfeited their undergraduate

status must request readmission by following the normal

admission procedures, including the submission of an up-

dated portfolio of work.

Course Requirements

Laboratory and

First Year and Tutorials Studio Work

Term Fall Winter Fall Winter

69.107* Elementary Calculus I 4

69.1 17* Elementary Algebra 4

43.100 Introduction to Economics 3 3

75.105 Elementary University Physics 3 3 3 3

85.100* Introduction to Industrial Design 3

85.1 01 Industrial Design Analysis 3

85.130* Introductory Projects IA 2 4

85.131 * Introductory Projects IB 2 4

91 .1 1 1 * Mechanics-Statics 3 3

Introduction to Computing (note a) 3

Hours per week 18 21 7 10

Note a

Must be one of Computer Science 95.100*, 95.101 , 95.1 03* or 95.104*.

Lectures Laboratory and
Second Year and Tutorials Studio Work

Term Fall Winter Fall Winter

85.211 * Mass-Production Technology
for Industrial Design A 3 3

85.212* Mass Production Technology
for Industrial Design B 3 3

85.221* Form and Colour Fundamentals A 2 4

85.222* Form and Colour Fundamentals B 2 4

85.231* Projects I IA 2 4
85.232* Projects MB 2 4

49.100 Introductory Psychology 3 3

Architecture, Engineering or Computer Science

Electives (note a) 3 3 3

Electives 3 3

Hours per week 16 16 14 14

Note a

Total course value equivalent minimally to 1.0 credit.
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Third Year

Lectures

and Tutorials

Laboratory and
Studio Work

Term Fall Winter Fall Winte

42.224* Basic Marketing

49.372* Perception

85.330 Projects IIIA (note a)

85.331 Projects 1MB (note a)

85.352* Contextual Nature of Products

85.360* Anthropometrics and Ergonomics

85.361* Anthropometrics and Ergonomics Workshop
Electives (note b)

3

4

3

6

3

4

3

3
3

8 —

•

— 8

— 3

3 3

Hours per week 16 16 11 14

Note a
The project courses, although given in one term each, are

counted as full courses with one credit each.

Noteb
Total course value equivalent to 1 .5 credits.

Fourth Year

Term

85.400* Professional Practice in Industrial Design

85.401 * Industrial Design Seminar (note a)

85.430 Major Projects (note b)

85.431 Minor Projects A
85.432 Minor Projects B
85.440* Industrial Practice Internship Field Reports

Elective (note c)

Hours per week

Note a
Although the Industrial Design Seminar takes place in the

Winter term, the preparatory work that students are re-

quired to do must be completed in the Fall term, and

therefore requires registration in that term.

Noteb
The Major Industrial Design Projects course has a value

equivalent of 2.0 credits.

Lectures Laboratory and
and Tutorials Studio Work

Fall Winter Fall Winter

3

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

3

10

4
4

10

4

4

12 12 18 18

Note c

The elective must be chosen in consultation with the School

on the following principles:

(I) The elective chosen should serve to deepen the stu-

dent's understanding of fields related to Industrial Design

or disciplines that are relevant for industrial designers;

(II) The elective chosen should preferably be an advanced
course;

(ill) The elective chosen should preferably be related to the

Industrial Design projects and provide basic and/or actual

information for these projects.

Industrial Practice Internship

In order to provide the student with a realistic view of the

possibilities and limitations of industry, and to establish and
maintain good contacts and communication among the

School of Industrial Design, the students and industry, the

student in Industrial Design has to spend a period of time

as an intern in industry.

These periods of industrial practice internship are to be

taken prior to graduation. Students should find an internship

on their own initiative and confirm its suitability with the

faculty member involved.

If the industrial practice internship is not completed in time

or if It is not proved successful, the student will not be

awarded the Bachelor of Industrial Design degree until the

missing internship is completed and proof of satisfactory

results is given.

During the industrial practice internship, a study of the

relationship between industrial design and the technology,

production process, or functional issues at hand will be

undertaken. A report is to be submitted to the School, to be

filed in the technical data facilities of the School of Industrial

Design and made accessible to other students. See course

Industrial Design 85.440*.

Industrial Design Projects

The Industrial Design projects in the First, Second, Third

and Fourth years will represent either real or simulated

situations to be developed to the stage of drawings, models,

full-scale mock-ups or simulated finished products, as ap-

propriate.

The design experience in Industrial Design projects synthe-

sizes and integrates all the other course work and draws
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on the resources from those courses, including the discipli-

nary expertise of the staff. It should also attempt to explore

and exploit knowledge available on campus and within

institutions outside.

Industrial Design projects, even when they are research-

oriented, will only be acknowledged when they are aiming

at predetermined goals, which should be of a concrete

iiature, preferably objects to be made by industry.

The usual pattern of activities in the execution of an Indus-

trial Design project is, in its simplest form, composed of

three subsequent phases:

(a) an analytical informative phase;

(b) a creative or formative phase;

(c) a descriptive or communicative phase.

I Progress within this pattern of activities is made by feed-

i back and feed-forward with intermediate evaluations. A

j
project will not be considered complete if any of the three

major phases has not been passed through, documented

{
and evaluated.

i The student will normally be required to keep a record of

working hours spent on the project. This record must be

available for inspection, and must be one of the documents
submitted for examination.

The School of Industrial Design may conditionally approve

an intended collaboration of students in the execution of

Industrial Design projects provided that proper means of

evaluation and examination are built into the project to

ensure the identification of each student's contribution.

Industrial design projects will be reviewed or examined after

each of the phases and on the planned and agreed dead-

lines. Students who do not meet the deadlines for submis-

sion of project work will be considered to have withdrawn

from examination.

It should be noted that supplemental examination privileges

will not be granted for First-, Second-, Third-, and Fourth-

year Industrial Design project courses (85.1 30 85.1 31 ,
85.231 , 85.232*. 85.330, 85.331, 85.430, 85.431, and

85.432). This regulation implies that students who obtained

a grade of less than C- for such a course must repeat the

course and attain a grade of C- or better in order to proceed

in the program.

The execution of Industrial Design projects will require

professional equipment for sketching, drawing, etc., which

will not be provided by the School of Industrial Design. A
list of recommended equipment is available from the in-

structors of each project course, where applicable.

The execution of Industrial Design projects will require

materials for sketching, drawing, reproduction, model-mak-
ing, etc. Moreover, travel costs may be involved. The level

of total expenditure will vary considerably with the nature

of the theme or subject of the project.

Resulting documents, sketches, drawings, models, etc.

from Industrial Design projects must be retained by the

student for a minimum period of two years after production.

During this period, the student must have these results

available in good condition for the School of Industrial

Design for exhibition, display or publication purposes. Dur-

ing this time, the student will be required to advise the

Director of the School, well in advance, about any transac-

tion, exhibition, display or publication, that will involve these

results.

Students are not allowed to use the results of Industrial

Design projects for commercial purposes without written

permission of the Director of the School of Industrial Design.

Fourth-Year Industrial Design Projects

All regulations and arrangements as described under "In-

dustrial Design Projects" apply to the Fourth-year projects.

Over and above these regulations, Fourth-year Industrial

Design projects are subject to the following:

All Fourth-year students are required to undertake Indus-

trial Design 85.430, Major Projects, 85.431, Minor Projects

A, and 85.432, Minor Projects B in the same academic year.

Fourth-year Industrial Design projects are conducted, su-

pervised, administered and examined by the Industrial

Design Projects Committee, reporting to the Faculty Board

of the School of Industrial Design.

The subjects or themes of Industrial Design projects in

85.430 are determined by agreement between the student

and the Industrial Design Projects Committee. This agree-

ment should be reached before the commencement of the

Fall term in the Fourth year.

A student who chooses to do an Industrial Design project

that is based on special techniques or technologies, is

required to propose an expert in that special field to be

present at the evaluations of the project to assist the

Industrial Design Projects Committee.

Students registering in Fourth year, who have failed to

reach an agreement with the Industrial Design Projects

Committee before the commencement of the Fall term will

normally be given a subject or theme by the Committee. All

projects undertaken in 85.430 will be confirmed by contract

with the instructor.

In order to reflect the actual situation of the professional

industrial designer, the student is required to undertake

more than one project to be executed simultaneously in

Fourth year. The student is required to plan the work on the

Fourth-year Industrial Design projects well in advance, in

consultation with the Industrial Design Projects Committee.

The specified record of working hours spent on Fourth-year

Industrial Design projects must be available for inspection

by the Committee at anytime and be among the documents
to be submitted at the final examination.

General Information

Course Pattern

The program of study in Industrial Design is necessarily

structured to meet the requirements in education and train-

ing for a professional career in industrial design.

For purposes of scheduling, each student is considered as

being in a particular year of the program. In order to move
through the program, a student must not be deficient in the

Industrial Design project course(s) and in no more than one
of the other courses. This requirement does not relate to a

student's academic status, but only to the nominal year

designation. However, a student who is taking courses in

Fourth year while designated as being in Third year, has
the responsibility for satisfactorily resolving any prereq-

uisite deficiencies and difficulties in the course program.

Course Level

The year level of a course can be read from the first digit to

the right of the decimal in the course number; for example,

the course Industrial Design 85.331 is at Third-year level

and 85.430 is at Fourth-year level. This indicates the gen-

eral academic background required. Specific prerequisites

are also given where appropriate. Students may take
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courses at a year level higher tha n the Ir curre nt reg ist ration

;

they are advised, however, to consult the course instructor

if they have doubts regarding their backg rou nd prepa rati on

.

In some cases, the School of Industrial Design may also be

able to waive specific prerequisites.

Electtves

The School of Industrial Design offers elective courses

under its own jurisdiction. It is strongly recommended,
however, that students in Industrial Design also choose

from the wide variety of courses in the humanities, social

sciences, engineering or multi-disciplinary courses offered

in the University. Industrial Design projects usually repre-

sent complex situations which require background informa-

tion that often will be better understood when supported by

appropriate elective courses in other disciplines.

Qualifying-University Year Courses

Qualifying-University year courses cannot be used to sat-

isfy any of the elective requirements in any year of the

regular course pattern.

Timetables

All undergraduate courses of the School of Industrial De-

sign are normally offered in the Day division only and are

scheduled in the timetable of the University.

Student Responsibility

The student is responsble for knowing the regulations of

the School of Industrial Design and for complying with them.

Any exceptions to the regulations must be approved in

writing by the School of Industrial Design Student Standing

and Promotion Committee.

Types of Instruction - Instructional Television

Carleton University provides opportunities for full- and part-

time study to students on campus and beyond through

several types of instruction. These include courses offered

on the campus presented through classroom lectures,

seminars, laboratory practice and tutorials. An alternative

mode of instruction is delivery of courses by Instructional

Television (Itv).

Carleton's alternative delivery media are cable television

(Itv) and videocassette. Course lectures are broadcast

without restriction on cable television (Ch 15) in the Ottawa
area. For registered students living outside the metropolitan

Ottawa cable area, course lectures can be accessed
through: selected presentations arranged with cable televi-

sion companies in smaller communities; course lecture

tapes borrowed through participating community libraries

and resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services, (see Fees, p. 48).

Students registered in Itv courses are expected to meet all

University and Faculty requirements.

Courses begin and enrolment deadlines are in September,
January, and May. Early registration is recommended.
Academic regulations can be found in this Calendar.

Information about Itv is available in this Calendar under

"School of Continuing Education, Instructional Televi-

sion" (see p. 51 ) and in the Itv Brochure available from the

School of Continuing Education (613-788-3500).

Carleton Industrial Design Students' Association

CIDSA organizes social and academic events to develop
esprit de corps among Industrial Design students and
faculty. The association also represents students within the

School of Industrial Design regarding academic and/or

policy matters to the University and the profession.

Grading System

Standing in courses will be determined by the School and

will be shown by alphabetical grades. The grades used with

their corresponding grade points are as follows:

A+ 12 B+ 9
A 11 B 8

A- 10 B~ 7

C+ 6 D+ 3
C 5 D 2
C- 4 D- 1

Passed Supplemental Examination: D-

Notations to represent special circumstances are as fol-

lows:

Aeg
Aegrotat standing is a pass standing granted despite ab-

sence from the final examinations. It may be granted by the

Committee on Student Standing and Promotion of the

School of Industrial Design only in response to a student's

written request. Aegrotat standing will be granted only in

exceptional circumstances and if the term work has been
of high quality.

F
Failure: no academic credit.

FNS
Failure, but with supplemental privileges withdrawn be-

cause of unsatisfactory term work or an unacceptably tow

mark in the examination. No academic credit.

Wdn
Withdrawn in good standing: no academic credit.

Abs
Absent from formally scheduled final examinations where
the necessary term work has been completed. No supple-

mental privileges. No academic credit.

Def
Students who are absent from final examinations or who
are unable to complete their course work for medical or

compassionate reasons may apply to the Committee on

Student Standing and Promotion of the School of Industrial

Design for deferred examination privileges. Such applica-

tions must:

1 . be made in writing to the Engineering Faculty Registrar's

Office not later than one week after the date of the exami-

nation; and

2. be fully supported in the case of illness by a medical

certificate or by appropriate documents in other cases.
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Academic Standing, Promotion and Probation

The academic standing of each student in the B.I.D. pro-

gram will be reviewed prior to fall registration. At that time,

the student's previous record, including courses from the

preceding Summer session and supplemental examination

results, will be considered.

Grade-point averages and cumulative grade-point aver-

ages determine the academic standing of a student. They

are calculated on the basis of course credits. Normally, a

full (two-term) course has a value of 1.0 credit and a half

(one term) course, indicated by a after the course num-
ber, has a value of 0.5 credit. In the B.I.D. program, the

courses Industrial Design 85.330 and 85.331, although

offered in one term, have a course value equivalent to 1 .0

credit each. The course Industrial Design 85.430 has a

course value equivalent to 2.0 credits.

The 12-grade point system is set out above. The grade

points earned in any specific course are determined by

multiplying the grade points corresponding to the grade by

the credit value of the course. Thus an 4+ in a half-credit

course will earn the student 6.0 grade points, while an A+
in a two-credit course would be worth 24 grade points.

Grade-point averages are calculated by dividing the total

accumulated grade points by the total credits.

To achieve satisfactory academic standing, the student

must:

1. meet the grade-point average for the year of study just

completed;

2. meet the cumulative grade-point average required for

all courses taken as part of the Bachelor of Industrial Design

program.

The required cumulative grade-point average and the

grade-point average for the year are:

2.5 after one year of study;

2.8 after two years of study;

3.1 after three years of study;

3.4 after four years of study.

A year of study, as used here, refers to the student's period

of study and not to the program year defined in the previous

section of these regulations. A year's grade -point average

is based on all courses taken during one Academic Year;

calculation of the cumulative grade-point average is based
on the courses from all Academic Years in which the

student has been registered in Industrial Design. The most
recent grade obtained in each course will be used to

compute the grade-point average.

3. must have completed all course requirements of First

and Second years to be eligble to proceed to Third-year

project courses. Students must have completed all indus-

trial design courses of third year to proceed to Fourth-year

project courses.

4. not receive a grade of F, FNS or Abs in the year of study

just completed in more courses than the allowable numbers
listed below:

Number of Full Maximum Number of Full

Course Course Equivalent F,

Equivalents Taken FNS or Abs Allowed

5. achieve a grade point of 4.0 (C-) or better in each of the

project courses.

After a review of grades, a student who no longer meets

the requirements for satisfactory academic standing, will be

placed on academic probation. A student maybe on aca-

demic probation only once in the Bachelor of Industrial

Design program.

A student on probation for reasons other than failure of a

project course will not be allowed to register in any project

courses.

A student on probation will be required to successfully

complete the following courses from the previous year of

registration:

1 . any project course of the core program for which a grade

less than C- was obtained;

2. any other core course that was failed.

Moreover, the student will be required to repeat or to

replace any elective course of the previous year's registra-

tion that was failed.

A student on probation who fails to meet these conditions

will lose undergraduate status and will be ineligble for

future registration in the B.I.D. program.

Students with Advanced Standing

Students admitted with advanced standing must obtain an

average appropriate to their level of admission but only

those courses taken at Carleton University will be included

in the evaluation.

Graduation

In order to fulfil the minimum graduation requirements for

the degree of Bachelor of Industrial Design, a candidate

must have met all the course requirements of the First to

Fourth years, inclusive, with a cumulative grade-point av-

erage of at least 3.4. In addition, the candidate must have
achieved a grade point of 4.0 or better in each of the

Industrial Design project courses and be recommended by

the School of Industrial Design.

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) in addition to all School

regulations.

Degrees with Distinction

0.5—1.0
1 .5—2.5

3.0—4.0
4.5—5.5

6.0 or more

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Upon recommendation of the School of Industrial Design,

the notation "with High Distinction" may be made on the

academic records of a candidate for the degree of Bachelor

of Industrial Design. To be considered for this recommen-
dation, the candidate is expected to obtain a grade-point

average of at least 10.0 in the course requirements of the

final year and, in addition, a grade-point average of at least

7.8 in the course requirements of the First to Fourth years,

inclusive.

Upon recommendation of the School of Industrial Design,

the notation "with Distinction" may be made on the aca-

demic records of a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of

Industrial Design. To be considered for this recommenda-
tion, the candidate is expected to obtain a grade-point
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average of at least 9.0 in the course requirements of the

final year and, in addition, a grade-point average of at least

6.6 in the course requirements of the First to Fourth years,

inclusive.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

industrial Design 85.100*
Introduction to Industrial Design
An overview of the theoretical background of industrial

design, consisting of such topics as: the definitions and

dimensions of design and industrial design, its nature and
its historical evolution; the notion of quality; quality aspects

in man-made objects; formal qualities as determinants for

categories of design; design methods; design management
in industry; professional practice of industrial design and

industrial design promotion, nationally and internationally.

Practising industrial designers are invited to present case

studies of their activities. (Also listed as Architecture

76206*.)
Day division, Fall term: Lectures and discussions three

hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.1 01

Industrial Design Analysis

The various problems involved in industrial design are

analyzed. Among others: the relationship with principal

techniques and mass-production technology; problems of

uniformity and variety, specialty and versatility in produc-

tion; problems of tolerances; the role of ergonomics and

anthropometrics in design; industrial design and environ-

ment; speculations about future industrial design ap-

proaches with regard to pollution and conservation of

resources; adaptation of value-analyses to the field of

industrial design. (Also listed as Architecture 76.211 *.)

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.100* (Architecture

76206*).
Day division, Winter term: Lectures and discussions three

hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.130*
Introductory Projects IA

An introduction to the techniques of industrial design, in-

cluding drawing and sketching as an aid to design, ideation

and visualization, product drawing, presentation tech-

niques, laboratory equipment and practices, introduction to

the design process.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.100* (may be taken

concurrently).

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and tutorials two hours a
week, studio four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.1 31 *
Introductory Projects IB

This course deals with further notions of industrial design

theory and practice, more specifically those dealing with the

principles of product development; case studies. The em-
phasis is on the application of visual communication tech-

niques in design, introduction to the fundamentals of

photography.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.130*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and tutorials two hours

a week, studio four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.21 1 *
Mass Production Technology for Industrial Design A II

This course attempts to generalize the transformation tech

niques for manufacturing materials in modem industry. Th
course presents a survey of the various techniques applied

to material in its liquid, plastic, or solid state of aggregation

Part design requirements and relative cost factors for each
j

of the processes are emphasized. Finishing, decorative

techniques, and the role of production tooling; properties,
,

cost factors, and limitations.

Precludes additional credit for Industrial Design 85.21 0 (no
'

longer offered).

Prerequisites: Industrial Design 85.100*. 85.130*.

Day division, Fall term: Lecture and tutorials three hours a
week, laboratory three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.212*
Mass Production Technology for Industrial Design B
Similar to Industrial Design 85.211 *, this course attempts

to generalize the transformation techniques for manufac-
turing materials in modem industry. The course presents a

survey of the various techniques applied to material in its

liquid, plastic, or solid state of aggregation. Part design

requirements and relative cost factors for each of the

processes are emphasized. Finishing, decorative tech-

niques, and the role of production tooling; properties, cost

factors, and limitations.

Precludes additional credit for Industrial Design 85.21 0 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.211* or permission of I

the School of Industrial Design.

Day division, Winter term: Lecture and tutorials three hours
j

a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.221

Form and Colour Fundamentals A
The object of this course is to encourage the students to

approach the phenomena of form and colour systemati-

cally. Known systems of form determination and colour
j

identification are evaluated, as well as the basic elements
I

of design such as: line, colour, value, space, texture, shape
and form. Form and colour in nature are compared with

form and colour in man-made environments.

Precludes additional credit for Industrial Design 85.220 (no
j

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.101*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and tutorials two hours a

week, laboratory four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.222*
Form and Colour Fundamentals B
This course analyzes further the phenomena of form and

colour in industrial design. Properties of structural elements

of form and their interactions in ranges, proportions, static
j

and dynamic symmetries in two- and three-dimensional
j

compositions are studied. This includes the principles of
|

design such as balance, unity, contrast, emphasis, pattern,

movement and rhythm. Additional topics of the course are
j

the appearance of form andcolourundervariousconditions
|

and in various positions, the expression of form and colour,

typology of objects, form organization, form description and

colour specification.

Precludes additional credit for Industrial Design 85.220 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.221*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and tutorials two hours
f

a week, laboratory, four hours a week.
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Industrial Design 85.231

Projects II

A

This course is an introduction to some of the basic design

principles and their use in contemporary industrial design.

Topics covered will include: basic design theory and prac-

tice, fundamental aspects of design methodology, problem

solving techniques, visual communication techniques, ba-

sic modelling techniques. Case studies will be used

throughout the course. The design project(s) will explore

some or all of the design principles covered in the lectures.

Prerequisites: Industrial Design 85.101*. 85. 130-*,

85.131 * or permission of the School of Industrial Design.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, studio

four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85232*
Projects MB
This course is an introduction to the design principles

associated with adapting products to an existing product

semantic. Topics to be covered include: product semantics,

design analysis, design synthesis, design evaluation, mod-

elling techniques. The design project(s) explore some or all

of the design principles covered in the lectures.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.231* or permission of

the School of Industrial Design.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week,

studio four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.312*
Graphics Technology and Design
Survey of techniques and processes used in the printing

and blockmaking industry and the relationship of these

processes to graphic design. Typeface design and the

development of type and families of typeface from historical

sources. Typefaces as exponents of cultural trends. Basics

underlying typography and layout in graphic design. Minor

graphic design projects are executed in connection with the

lectures.

Prerequisites: Industrial Design 85.221 * and 85.222*.

Day division: Lectures and tutorials three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.313*
Package Engineering and Design
Survey of processes and materials used in the packaging

industry. Principles of package engineering and design for

the transportation and distribution of mass-produced prod-

ucts. Packaging design as integrated in marketing proc-

esses; product and brand identification; corporate identity

through package design. Minor packaging design projects

are executed in connection with the lectures.

Prerequisites: Third-year registration and Industrial Design

85.312*.

Day division: Lecture and tutorials three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.321 *
Product Communication and Evolution
It is recognized that the objects of our environment, besides

serving their primary usage, are most often used as a

medium to communicate man's personal or collective

ideas. The design of objects and environments can, to a

great extent, be seen in this context, and this course is

intended to explain the major mechanics of communication
in general and of communication by means of objects in

particular. Analyses of objects and environments with re-

spect to communicative functions are undertaken.

Prerequisite: Third-year registration or permission of the

School of Industrial Design.

Day division: Lecture and tutorials three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.322*
Advanced Studies in Form and Colour
Students may continue the research and study encoun-

tered in Industrial Design 85.221 and 85.222* by doing

advanced research in some specific area of the phenom-
ena of form and/or colour. Directed study.

Prerequisites: Industrial Design 85.221 and 85.222* or

permission of the School of Industrial Design.

Day division: Lecture and tutorials three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.330

Projects IDA

This course is an introduction to the design principles

associated with the evaluation and re-design of an existing

product. Topics to be covered include: user/machine rela-

tionship, component packaging, and manufacturability. The
design project(s) explore some or all of the design principles

covered in the lectures.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.232* or permission of

the School of Industrial Design.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures four hours a week, studio

eight hours a week.

Course value equivalent to 1 .0 credit.

Industrial Design 85.331

Projects 1MB

This course is an introduction to the principles of innovation

as found in industrial design. Topics to be covered include:

invention, innovation, entrepreneurship, basic mecha-
nisms. The design project(s) explore some or all of the

design principles covered in the lectures.

Prerequisites: Industrial Design 85.330 or permission of the

School of Industrial Design.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures four hours a week,

studio eight hours a week.

Course value equivalent to 1 .0 credit.

Industrial Design 85.335* and 85.336*
Third-Year Special Industrial Design Studies

Special Industrial Design Studies deal with specific pro-

jects, which may differ from year to year depending on the

availability of specialists in a particular field or study oppor-

tunities as they present themselves.

Prerequisite: Third- or Fourth-year registration, or permis-

sion of the School of Industrial Design.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures, tutorials and

laboratory six hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.351

Fine Arts and Design
This course is seen as an opportunity to introduce various

cultural subjects by experts from these fields, more specifi-

cally, those dealing with the fine and performing arts. The
objective is to give the students a sense of context and
relevance of industrial design as an integral part of our

culture.

Precludes additional credit for Industrial Design 85.350 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.100*.

Day division: Lectures and tutorials three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.352*
Contextual Nature of Products
This course is seen as an opportunity to introduce various

cultural subjects which have an influence on contemporary

industrial design. The perspective of the course is anthro-

pological and the objective is to give the students a sense

of context and relevance of industrial design as an integral

part of our culture.

Precludes additional credit for Industrial Design 85.350 (no

longer offered).
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Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85. 100*.

Day division: Lectures and tutorials three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.360*
Anthropometrics and Ergonomics
Concepts of human engineering, anthropometrics and er-

gonomics are studied, researched and experimentally ap-

plied. Special emphasis is given to limits of human
performance, visual and tactile displays, man-machine and

man-environment interface, measurement, etc.

Prerequisite: Psychology 49.100.

Day division, FaH term: Lectures and discussion three hours

a week.

Industrial Design 85.361

Anthropometrics and Ergonomics Workshop
Laboratory work and experimentation in anthropometric

and ergonomic factors as they affect industrial design.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.360*.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures and discussion three

hours a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.400*
Professional Practice In Industrial Design
The course surveys how industrial designers practise as

independent consultants, and how they are employed in

industry. The organizational aspects of independent offices

of industrial design, their responsibilities towards their cli-

ents and their ways of operation are compared with the role

of industrial design and the organizational aspects of the

profession within the framework of industrial management.
Topics include the form of contracts for industrial design

consultancy, ways of determination of fees, legal implica-

tions of the profession including those of patents and
copyrights. The course also deals with the organization of

the profession on a national and an international basis.

Representative industrial designers are invited to give their

views on professionalism and to present case histories of

their operations.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.100* (Architecture

76.206*).

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and discussion three hours

a week.

Industrial Design 85.401 *
Industrial Design Seminar
Each year a special topic is chosen to be elaborated on and
discussed. The topics deal with problems in the relationship

of industrial design to other disciplines or problems regard-

ing the theoretical aspects of industrial design itself.

Prerequisite: Registration in Fourth-year Industrial Design

projects.

Industrial Design 85.41 1 *
Advanced Studies In Manufacturing Technology for

Industrial Design
Directed study in the field of manufacturing, centred on
such topics as: cost analysis, new materials and processes,

computer aided manufacturing, numerically controlled ma-
chining, machining of moulds, etc.

Prerequisites: Industrial Design 85.211* and 85.212* or

equivalent.

Industrial Design 85.420*
Form Organization
Form organization attempts to design, define and prescribe

solids of monolithic nature by means of an abstract system
which can be used for instructional purposes to make and
verify materialized approximations of such solids. A three-

dimensional locus is an example of such a system; other

systems are based on controlled growth patterns, geomet-

ric generation, typological generation, etc. The course in-

tends to describe variations of such systems, which the

students are required to apply in laboratory exercises.

Prerequisites: Industrial Design 85.221 and 85.222* or

permission of the School of Industrial Design.

Evening division, Fall or Winter term: Lectures, tutorials and
laboratory six hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.430 (2 credits)

Major Pro)ects

This course emphasizes the application of design principles

acquired in previous courses in a comprehensive design

project. The problem area chosen should preferably be

product oriented and be of sufficient complexity. The as-

signment is normally undertaken in consultation with off-

campus organizations, industry, etc. Students are
supervised individually by members of the Faculty. See
also: Industrial Design Projects and Fourth Year Industrial

Design Projects.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.331 or permission of the

School of Industrial Design.

Day division: Lectures and tutorials two hours a week,
studio ten hours a week.

Course value equivalent to 2.0 credits.

Industrial Design 85.431

Minor Projects A
This course enables students to demonstrate their versatil-

ity. The choice of projects, therefore, covers a broad spec-

trum of design principles and applications. Although
preferred, it is not strictly required that the minor projects

be product-design oriented, nor need they be derived from

actual utilisation-problem areas. They could represent re-

search in complementary design fields such as communi-
cation, graphic design or design experiments. Although the

projects undertaken in this course may be of a less complex
nature than the Major Project or the other Minor Project,

they always conform to academic standards of quality and
are handled in the same systematic way and with the same
thoroughness as the Major Project. See also: Industrial

Design Projects and Fourth Year Industrial Design Projects.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.331 or permission of the

School of Industrial Design.

Day division: Lectures and tutorials two hours a week,
studio four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.432

Minor Projects B
This course emphasizes the application of design principles

acquired in previous courses in a comprehensive design

project approved by the Projects Committee. Although the

Minor Project is of a less complex nature than the Major

Project, it always conforms to academic standards of quality

and is handled in the same systematic way and with the

same thoroughness as the Major Project. Topics covered

are appropriate to the assignment selected. See also:

Industrial Design Projects and Fourth-Year Industrial De-
sign Projects.

Prerequisite: Industrial Design 85.331 or permission of the

School of Industrial Design.

Day division: Lectures and tutorials two hours a week,
studio four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.435* and 85.436*
Fourth-Year Special Industrial Design Studies

Like the Third-year Special Industrial Design Studies, those

of Fourth year deal with specific projects, which may differ

each year depending on the availability of specialists

among the faculty of the School of Industrial Design or on

particular opportunities as they present themselves.

Prerequisite: Fourth-year registration or permission of the



School of Industrial Design.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures and tutorials

two hours a week, studio four hours a week.

Industrial Design 85.440*
Industrial Practice Internship Field Reports

During the periods of internship in industry, or in alternative

internships approved by the School of Industrial Design, the

student is required to study technological phenomena in

their relationship to industrial design. At the end of each

period, a field report, describing such phenomena and

relationships, must be submitted to the School of Industrial

Design for evaluation and marking. The quality and quantity

of the field reports must minimally reflect a period of intern-

ship study of 1 2 weeks. Copies of field reports will be filed

in the School of Industrial Design to be accessible to other

students. See also Industrial Practice Internship.

Fall and Winter terms.
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J.A. Webb and J.M. Neelin

Biology and Geology
H. F. Howden, Chair

Biology and Physical Geography
H.G. Merriam, Chair

Biology and Psychology

J.B. Kelly, Chair

Chemistry and Geology

E.P.C. Lai, Chair

Physical Geography and Geology
F A. Michel, Chair

Geology and Physics

G. Ranalli, Chair

Geology and Statistics

G. Ranalli, Chair

Mathematics and Physics

M. Rahman, Chair

Committee on Admission and Studies

J.A.Webb, Chair

Statistical Consulting Centre

S.E. Mills, Director

Science Technology Centre

A.A. Raffler, Director

General Information

The Faculty of Science includes the Departments of Biol-

ogy, Chemistry, Earth Sciences, Mathematics and Statis-

tics, and Physics and provides programs leading to the

degrees of Bachelor of Science, J3achelor of Science in

Environmental Science, Bachelor of Science in Integrated

Science Studies and Bachelor of Science with Honours.

The Science degree program is designed to provide spe-

cialization in one field of study called the Major field while

permitting the candidate to select other courses from com-
plementary fields or disciplines in which he or she has a

particular interest. The Major fields include Biochemistry,

Biology, Chemistry, Computer Mathematics, Geology, In-

tegrated Science Studies, Mathematics, Physics and Sta-

tistics, and the corresponding programs are detailed in the

departmental sections of the Calendar.

For information about the Environmental Science degree

program see p. 41 9.

For information about the Integrated Science Studies de-

gree program see p. 423.

The Science degree program with Honours is designed for

those students who wish to deepen and extend their studies

in one particular field or area for the purpose of preparing

themselves for graduate studies, or for entrance to a Fac-

ulty of Education or other fields of scientific endeavour.

Honours may be taken in Biochemistry, Biology, Chemistry,

Computer Mathematics, Environmental Science, Geology,

Integrated Science Studies, Mathematics, Operations Re-

search, Physical Geography, Physics, Psychology and Sta-

tistics. Combined Honours may be taken in, Biochemistry

and Biotechnology, Biology and Biotechnology, Biology

and Geology, Biology and Physical Geography, Biology

and Psychology, Chemistry and Geology, Chemistry and

Physics, Computer Science and Mathematics, Geology

and Physical Geography, Geology and Physics, Geology

and Statistics, Mathematics and Physics, and in Physics

and Computer Science. The detailed programs are given

in the appropriate departmental sections of the Calendar.

The Honours program of each student is under the direct

supervision of an Honours adviser of the student's depart-

ment.

Chemistry and Physics

P. Kruus, Chair
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Accelerated Progress

Students registered in Qualifying-University year who suc-

cessfully complete two years or ten credits at the University

with a B- or 70 percent average may have their programs

assessed for the purpose of reducing the number of credits

required to graduate. This reduction may be made for any

student registered in the Faculty of Science who satisfies

the promotion requirements for First-year Science within

one academic year after admission to Qualifying-University

year Science with a grade-point average of not less than

7.0 (B-) over credits taken and with the recommendation

of a Major department or Interdepartmental program com-

mittee.

Types of Instruction - Instructional Television

One of the methods of instruction offered by Carleton is

through Instructional Television (Itv) available on cable

television and videocassette. Course lectures are broad-

cast on cable Channel 15 in the Ottawa area and can be

accessed in areas not served by Channel 15 through:

selected presentations arranged with cable television com-
panies in smaller communities; course lecture tapes bor-

rowed through participating community libraries and
resource centres; and home delivery of course lecture

tapes through Tapes-To-You Services. (See p. 48). Itv

courses are subject to all University and Faculty regulations

and course deadlines. Information about Itv is available in

this Calendar under "School of Continuing Education,

Instructional Television" (see p. 51) and in the Itv Bro-

chure available from the School of Continuing Education

(613)788-3500.

Admission Requirements

Qualifying-University Year In Science

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma. A 75 percent

average must be presented on a minimum of 10 Advanced
Level credits at the Grade 1 1 and Grade 1 2 level including

Chemistry and Physics, and Mathematics at the Grade 1

2

level. (See Admission chart, p. 37).

Bachelor of Science, Major Program

First Year

E The successful completion of five credits approved for

a Qualifying-University year Science program with a grade-
point average of 4.0 (C-) or better including a core of one
half credit in calculus and two and one half credits chosen
from biology, chemistry, geology, physics or mathematics.
In addition, a grade-point average of 4.0 (C-) or better is

required in the three-credit core. The grade offered in

calculus must be C- or better. No more than one of the two
and one half remaining core credits may be offered with a
grade below C-; or

2. The Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six

Ontario Academic Courses (OACs) with an average of 60
percent, or equivalent, including a core consisting of one
OAC in calculus and at least two OACs chosen from
algebra and geometry, biology, chemistry, and physics. In

addition, an average of 60 percent is required in the core
OACs. The grade offered in OAC calculus must be 60
percent or higher. No more than one of the two remaining

core courses may be offered with a grade beIow60 percent.

Applicants from outside the province of Ontario must pre-

sent acceptable equivalent certificates generally required

for admission to universities in their own provinces or

countries. Applicants should note that meeting the mini-

mum requirements stated above does not guarantee ad-

mission to the B.Sc. programs.

Advanced Standing

1. To be admitted to Second year a student must have
completed the equivalent of the First-year Science program
with the required academic standing.

2. Applications for admission to the Third or subsequent
years will be evaluated on their merits,.- and advanced
standing granted for studies undertaken elsewhere when
these are recognized as the equivalent of subjects offered

at Carleton University.

3. Students not admitted to a degree program but taking

courses at Carleton University as Special students may, on
transfer to a Science degree program, receive credit for not

more than seven credits, four of which must meet the

First-year promotion requirements.

Bachelor of Science Honours Program

First Year
1. The successful completion of five credits approved for

a Qualifying-University year Science program with a grade-

point average of 5.0 (C) or better, including a core of one
half credit in calculus and two and one half credits chosen
from biology, chemistry, geology, physics or mathematics.

In addition a grade-point average of 5.0 (C) or better is

required in the three-credit core. The grade offered in

calculus must be C- or better. No more than one of the two
and one half remaining core credits may be offered with a
grade below C-; or

2. The Ontario Secondary School Diploma including six

Ontario Academic Courses (OACs) with an average of 65
percent, or equivalent, including a core consisting of one
OAC in calculus and at least two OACs chosen from

algebra and geometry, biology, chemistry, and physics. In

addition, an average of 65 percent is required in the core

OACs. The grade offered in OAC calculus must be 60

percent or Ngher. No more than one of the two remaining

core courses may be offered with a grade below 60 percent.

For Honours in Psychology, an OAC in English is recom-
mended. Students presenting credits for one or more re-

peated subjects or courses may not be admitted directly

into an Honours program except on the recommendation
of the department or committee concerned. Applicants

should note that meeting the minimum requirements stated

above does not guarantee admission to the B.Sc. pro-

grams.

Advanced Standing

1. An in-course student wishing to enter an Honours pro-

gram must apply to the Chair of the appropriate department
or committee through the Office of Registrarial Services for

the Faculty of Science.

2. For entry to an Honours program after the completion

of First year, a student must have a grade-point average of

6.0 or better in the Honours subject(s), an overall grade-

point average of 4.0 or better and the recommendation of

the Honours department or committee . A student beginning

the final five credits towards an Honours degree must
present a grade-point average of 6.5 or better in the Hon-
ours subject or in each Honours subject and a grade-point
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average of 5.0 or better overall, as calculated for gradu-

ation.

3. Students applying for admission to Honours in Science

at Carleton after having obtained a degree from Carleton

or another university shall meet the same criteria as speci-

fied above.

4. No student may be admitted to Honours in Science

without satisfying the requirements for entry to the corre-

sponding Major program.

5. While the consent of the department or committee con-

cerned is necessary for entry to an Honours program, the

department cannot establish a standard of entrance based

on a grade-point average which is higher than that estab-

lished by the faculty as set out in the foregoing paragraphs.

Students who consider that they meet the requirements for

entry to an Honours program but who have not been

accepted by any department may appeal to the Science

Committee on Admission and Studies for review of the

case. The Committee will report to the Science Faculty

Board on all such appeals. It should be noted, however,

that departmental capacities to accept all qualified Honours
candidates may be limited by physical resources.

6. Students in the final year of a Major degree program

wishing to be considered for entry to an Honours program
must apply to the Office of Registrarial Services for the

Faculty of Science to have their names withdrawn from the

graduation list before March 1 of that year. If subsequently

the student is not accepted for an Honours program, the

student must reapply for graduation.

Course Requirements

Qualifying-University Year in Science

A Qualifying -University year is offered for students who do

not have the equivalent of the Ontario Secondary School

Diploma with six Ontario Academic Courses (OACs). It is

equivalent to Ontario Grade 13 (Senior Matriculation). The
program consists of the following five credits:

1. Mathematics 69.007*;

2. Two and one half credits selected from Chemistry

65.010, Physics 75.105, Biology 61.100, Geology 67.100

or 67.105, Mathematics 69.01 7-*;

3. Two other credits selected from any of the foregoing

subjects not already presented and from other courses

approved for a Qualifying-University-year Science program

as follows:

Science: Biology 61.100, Chemistry 65.010, Geology

67.100 or 67.105, Physics 75.1 05, Mathematics 69 .01 7*.

Arts or Social Sciences: Any Arts or Social Sciences course

for which the student has the required prerequisite.

Computer Science: Any Computer Science course for

which the student has the required prerequisite except

95.100* and 95.101*.

(c) two additional credits chosen from Science (not

60.1 00), Mathematics, Arts, Social Sciences, (except Inter-

disciplinary Social Sciences 03.300*), Computer Science

(except Computer Science 95.100* or 95.101*) or Engi-

neering.

Students who have declared a Major or Honours in a

Mathematics program in their First year may replace one

of the experimental Sciences under (a) by a credit in

Computer Science (except Computer Science 95.100* or

95.101 *).

In establishing their First-year program of courses, students

should consult with the chair of their Major department, the

chair of the Environmental Science Committee, the chair of

the Integrated Science Studies Committee, or the chair of

the appropriate interdepartmental committee. Students

who have not yet selected a Major field should select those

First-year courses that will give them a wide choice of fields

for the Second year.

Courses Approved for a First-Year Science Program

Science Courses

Biochemistry

63.220* Cell Physiology and Biochemistry

Biology

61 .100 Explorations in Biology; or if this course has been
completed prior to First year, with permission:

61 .201 Animals: Form and Function

61 .202* Plants: Form and Function

61.214* Introductory Genetics

61 .220* Cell Physiology and Biochemistry

61.221* Cell Biology

Chemistry

65.010 Introductory Chemistry

65.100 General Chemistry; or if this course has been
completed prior to First year, with permission:

65.210 Physical Chemistry

65.220 Organic Chemistry

65.230 Analytical Chemistry

65.231* Analytical Chemistry

65.280* Environmental Chemistry

Computer Science

95.1 02* Introduction to Computers
95.1 03* Introduction to Scientific Computing
95.1 04* Introduction to Computers for the Sciences

95.1 05* Introduction to Programming
95.106* Computer Applications

95.107* Introduction to Structured Programming
95.108* Structured Programming Applications

Geography
45.1 05 Introduction to Geoscience

First Year

The First-year program leading to the degree of Bachelor

of Science consists of five credits approved for a First-year

Science program including:

(a) two experimental Science credits chosen from two

different departments of Biology, Chemistry, Geology or

Physics;

(b) a Science credit chosen from an approved third differ-

ent experimental Science or approved credits in Mathemat-

ics or Computer Science;

Geology
67.100 Principles of Geology

67.1 05 Introduction to Geoscience; or if one of Geology

67.100 or 67.105 has been completed prior to

First year, with permission, any two of:

67.221 Crystallography and Optical Mineralogy

67.223* Optical Mineralogy

67.228* Petrography and Geochemistry of Igneous

Rocks
67.231* Invertebrate Paleontology and Historical Geol-

ogy
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67.232* Sedimentology and Stratigraphy

67.238* Earth, Resources and Society

67.281* Field Geology I

67.282* Field Geology II

Mathematics

69.017* Algebra and Geometry
69.1 07* Elementary Calculus I

69.117* Linear Algebra I

69.102 Calculus

69.112 Algebra

69201 Intermediate Calculus

69.202 Intermediate Mathematics

69207* Elementary Calculus II

69217* Linear Algebra II

69257* Introduction to Statistics or any Mathematics

course for which the student has the prereq-

uisite.

Physics

75.1 01 * Introductory Physics I

75.102* Introductory Physics II

75.105 Elementary University Physics, or if one of

75.1 01 and 75.102* or 75.1 05 has been com-
pleted prior to First year, with permission, any

two of:

75.2 1 1 * Mechanics and Properties of Matter

75222* Wave Motion and Optics

75235* Electricity and Magnetism
75236* Physics of Electrical and Electronic Measure-

ments I

Arts and Social Sciences Courses

Any course available to a First-year Arts or Social Sciences

student with the exception of:

(a) Social Sciences courses as listed on p. 374. Advanced
courses in certain disciplines may be included if the prereq-

uisite has been completed prior to First year;

(b) any Computer Science course (including Interdiscipli-

nary Social Sciences 03.300*);
(c) any course offered by the Departments in the Faculty

of Science and;

(d) any Engineering course.

Courses for Subsequent Years

Major Program

Candidates will ordinarily take at least ten credits beyond
the completion of First year:

(a) at least four more credits in the Major subject;

(b) at least two Science credits above the First-year level

in a department or departments other than the Major de-

partment;

(c) sufficient electives to meet the program requirement of

two Arts or Social Sciences electives and one free elective.

The program of each student is under the direct supervision

of afuii-time memberofthe department in which the student

takes his or her Major. In several departments most of the

more advanced courses will be given, in whole or in part,

during the day only. Candidates are advised to consult their

Major departments as early as possible to arrange their

programs.

Environmental Science Program

For course requirements see p. 41 9.

Integrated Science Studies Program

For course requirements see p. 423.

Honours Program

Students for a degree with Honours will ordinarily take at

least 15 credits beyond the completion of First year. (See

Honours admission requirements, p. 371 regarding trans-

fers to the Faculty of Science from other institutions or

faculties):

(a) at least six more credits in the Honours subject;

(b) at least two Science credits above the First-year level

in a department or departments other than the Honours
department;

(c) sufficient electives to meet the program requirements

of two Arts or Social Sciences electives and one free

elective.

For continuance in an Honours program, the student must
maintain a grade-point average of 6.0 or better in the

Honours subject(s), an overall grade-point average of 4.0

or better and be recommended by the Honours department

or committee. At the beginning of their last five credits

students must have:

(a) a grade-point average of 6.5 or better in the Honours
subject or in each Honours subject;

(b) an overall grade-point average of 5.0 or better;

(c) a grade of C- or better in at least half of the credits to

be credited toward their degree;

(d) the recommendation of their Honours department or

committee. Otherwise the student may not remain in Hon-
ours;

(e) students who have a grade point average of 6.3 or 6.4

in their Honours subject may be allowed to continue at the

discretion of the individual Department, Institute or Com-
mittee.

Note:

B.Sc. Combined Honours programs with Computer Sci-

ence have a higher grade-point average requirement for

continuance than that stated above. Please refer to the

appropriate departmental section of this Calendar for fur-

ther details (p. 446 for the Department of Physics or p. 429
for the Department of Mathematics and Statistics.)

The course patterns for each Honours program are detailed

individually, and requirements lie within the discretion of the

appropriate department or committee. The student should

therefore read the appropriate Calendar instructions and
consult the chair of the appropriate department or commit-

tee. Capacities for Honours students will depend on depart-

mental resources and the nature of the program.

Regulations governing Honours essays, theses or special

projects are detailed in the departmental sections of this

Calendar.

A student who fails to maintain Honours standing may not

remain in Honours, and must discuss a new program with

the chair of a department.

Science Continuation Courses

1. All courses offered in the Faculty of Science beyond
First year except Science 60.200, Biology 61.216* and
61 .393* and Geology 67.383*.

2. All courses offered in Computer Science except Com-
puter Science 95.100* and 95.101*. A maximum of two

half credits at the 100-level in Computer Science (excluding

95.100* and 95.101* completely) may be used as Sci-

ence Continuation course credits. For students in any
program offered by the Department of Mathematics and
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Statistics, Computer Science courses that are cross-listed

with Mathematics courses are not acceptable as Science

Continuation courses.

Technology, Society, Environment (TSE) 59.300, 59.350*,

59.401 , 59.402*. 59.403*. 59.404*. 59.405*. (Biology

Major and Honours students may use these courses only

as free electives. Integrated Science Studies students may
take these courses as part of their program but may not

count them as part of their science sequence.)

Geography 45.210*. 45.211*. 45.302*. 45.303*.
45.307*. 45.3 0 9*. 45.31 1*. 45.3 1 2*. 45.3 1 5*.
45.318*. 45.3 1 9*. 45.4 0 0*. 45.4 0 2*. 45.4 03*.
45.406*. 45.41 1*. 45.4 1 2*. 45.4 1 3*. 45.4 1 4*.
45.415*. 45.417*. 45.41 8*.

Psychology 49.200, 49.220*, 49.270*, 49.300, 49.320,

49.321 *,49.322*,49.323*, 49.324*, 49.325*,49.326*,

49.327*, 49.356*. 49.370, 49.372*, 49.380, 49.401 .
3. All courses offered in the Bachelor 6f Engineering pro-

gram beyond First year, subject to the approval of the

Faculty of Engineering.

Notes:

1. Science 60.100, Computer Science 95.100* and
95.101 *and Interdisciplinary Social Sciences 03.300* are

not acceptable for credit in the Faculty of Science.

2. The following courses are acceptable only as free elec-

tives for Science students: Biology 61.192*. 61.216*.

61 .393*. Chemistry 65.103*. 65.107, Geology 67.383*.

Mathematics 69.141*. 69.142*, 69.185*. Physics

75.1 90, Science 60 .200. In addition, Interdisciplinary Social

Sciences 03.401 * and 03.402* are acceptable only as

free electives.

3. All Science Continuation courses taken outside the

Major department must be approved by the student's Major

department or committee.

4. Courses counted in the Science sequence of the Inte-

grated Science Studies Program will be determined and

approved by the Integrated Science Studies Committee.

5. Biology Major and Honours students should refer to

Notes on Programs (p. 384) for special Science Continu-

ation course provisions that apply to them.

Social Sciences Courses not Acceptable as Social

Sciences Electives

Accounting

All Business courses in Accounting.

Economics
43.220, 43.404*, 43.405*. 43.476*.

Geography
45.105, 45.210*, 45.21 1*. 45 .302*. 45.303*, 45.307*.

45.309*. 45.31 1*. 45.3 1 2*. 45.3 1 5*. 45.3 1 8*.
45 .319*. 45 .400*, 45 .402*, 45 .403*, 45 .406*, 45.411*
(Geology 67.415*), 45.412*. 45.413* (Engineering

82.441 *, Geology 67.419*). 45.41 4*. 45.41 5*. 45.417*
(Engineering 82.424*. Geology 67.424*), 45.41 8*.

Interdisciplinary Social Sciences

03.300*.

Psychology

49.200
,
49.220*, 49.270*, 49.300, 49.320

,
49.321*.

49.322*. 49.323*. 49.324*. 49.325*. 49.326*.
49.327*. 49.356*. 49.370, 49.372*. 49.380, 49.401 .

Sociology

53.370.

Academic Standing

Grading System

Standing in courses will be determined by departments and
will be shown by alphabetical grades.

The grades used, with their corresponding grade points,

are as follows:

A+ 12 B+ 9

A 11 B 8

A- 10 B- 7

C+ 6 D+ 3

C 5 D 2

C- 4 D- 1

Standings to represent special circumstances are as fol-

lows:

Aeg
Pass standing granted although absent from final examina-

tions. Aegrotat standing is granted only by the Science

Committee on Admission and Studies in response to a

student's application which meets the stipulations for ex-

aminations.

Aud
Indicates course is not being taken for academic credit.

Ch
Credit granted under Challenge for Credit policy.

F
Failure. No academic credit.

FNS
Failure, but with supplemental privileges withdrawn be-

cause of incomplete term work or an un acceptably low mark
in the examination. No academic credit.

Wdn
Withdrawn in good standing. No academic credit.

Abs
Failure due to absence from the final examination where

the necessary term work has been completed. No supple-

mental privileges. No academic credit.

Del
Students who are absent from final examinations or who
are unable to complete their course work for medical or

compassionate reasons may apply to the Science Commit-

tee on Admission and Studies for deferred examination

privileges.

IP

In Progress.

Course Load

The normal course load for a full-time student in the Faculty

of Science, during the Fall/Winter session, is the equivalent

of five credits. The normal course load for a part-time

student, in the Fall/Winter session, is the equivalent of two

credits.
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Students may register for a maximum of two credits in the

Summer session, i.e. two Evening courses, or one Evening

and one Day course, or two Day courses.

A student may exceed the normal course load in the

Fall/Winter session only with the Registrar's permission,

which may be granted if a C average is maintained overall

and in the Major field, and if recommended by the Major

department. Part-time students may be granted permission

if a C average is obtained in a minimum of two credits in

the previous session.

Promotion and Failure

Full-time Students

Full-time students in First-year Science, in order not to fail

their year in May, must, by then, have passed at least three

credits. Students who fail to meet this requirement must

apply by June 30 for readmission to the Faculty of Science;

students who fail First-year Science for a second time are

not eligible to apply for readmission to the Faculty of

Science.

To be promoted to the credit system from First year, a

full-time Science student must have passed at least four

credits including at least three credits in Science. The three

credits in Science must include at least one credit in each
of two different experimental Sciences. The remaining Sci-

ence credit may be chosen from an approved different

experimental Science or from approved credits in Mathe-

matics or Computer Science. Students who have declared

a Major or Honours in a Mathematics program may replace

one of the two required experimental Sciences wfth a credit

In Computer Science. In addition, students must obtain

grades of C~ or better in at least two credits, including at

least one credit in their intended Major.

For a student without advanced standing in any First-year

courses, these four credits must be selected from those

approved for a First-year Science program.

For a student (not repeating First year) with advanced
standing in some First-year courses, these four credits

must include sufficient courses to complete the First-year

Science program; the remainder of the four credits may
include courses beyond the First year provided the student

has retained credit for the prerequisite First-year courses.

In the Major program one of the grades of C- or better must
be in the intended Major subject. In the Integrated Science

Studies program, the student must have attained a grade
of C~ or better in one credit from each of the Science and
Non-Science sequences.

This must be accomplished in one calendar year (1 2-month
period) with not more than two credits of Summer courses,

supplemental and grade-raising examinations. While in

First-year Science, a student may write a maximum of two
supplemental and grade-raising examinations (full and/or

half credits). The course work of those First-year Science
students who almost meet promotion requirements is re-

viewed by the Dean's Committee on Promotion.

A full-time student who does not meet the requirements of

promotion by the end of August examinations will have
failed First year.

Part-time Students

To be promoted to the credit system from First year,

part-time students must, in the first six credits of final

examinations, have passed at least four credits approved
for a First-year Science program including at least three

credits in Science. The three credits in Science must in-

clude at least one credit in each of two different experimen-

tal Sciences. The remaining Science credit may be chosen
from an approved different experimental Science or ap-

proved courses in Mathematics or Computer Science. Stu-

dents who have declared a Major or Honours in a
Mathematics program may replace one of the two required

experimental Sciences with a credit in Computer Science.

In addition, students must obtain grades of C- or better in

at least two credits, including at least one credit in their

intended Major. Part-time students who fail more than two
full-credit equivalents in succession must apply for read-

mission to the Faculty of Science.

In the Major program, one of the grades of C-or better must
be in the intended Major subject. In the Integrated Science

Studies program, the student must have obtained a grade
of C- or better in one credit from each of the Science and
Non-Science sequences.

All Degree Students

Failed students within the limitations specified above may
repeat First year, retaining credit toward their degree (but

not toward the completion of First year) for all courses
graded C- or better.

A student repeating First year may register only in courses

approved for a First-year Science program, but may include

two credits beyond the First year provided the student has
retained credit for the prerequisite First-year course.

A student who fails First year a second time may not

re-enter a degree program in the Faculty of Science.

After promotion to the credit system, the student will accu-

mulate course credits under a pattern approved by the

appropriate department or committee.

Supplemental Examination Privileges

While in First-year Science, a student may write a maximum
of two supplemental and grade-raising examinations (full

and/or half credits).

Major degree students have the privilege of writing supple-

mental or grade-raising examinations, or repeating or re-

placing courses, subject to the following restriction: After

admission to the credit system the ratio of total number of

(full-course equivalent) examinations to the total number of

credits required may not exceed three to two. Students may
write a maximum of three supplemental and grade-raising

examinations (full and/or half credits) while on the credit

system (pro -rated for the number of credits required to

complete theirdegree requirements upon entry to the credit

system). In particular, a student who requires ten more
credits has the equivalent of at most 1 5 full-course exami-

nations available to complete his or her program, including,

at most, three supplemental and grade-raising examina-
tions.

Honours degree students have the privilege of writing

supplemental or grade-raising examinations, or repeating

or replacing courses subject to the following restriction:

After admission to the credit system, the ratio of total

number of (full-course equivalent) examinations to the total

number of credits required may not exceed six to five.

Students may write a maximum of three supplemental and
grade-raising examinations (full and/or half credits) while

on the credit system (pro-rated for the number of credits

required to complete theirdegree requirements upon entry

to the credit system). In particular, a student who requires

1 5 more credits has the equivalent of at most 1 8 full-course

examinations available to complete the program, including,
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at most, three supplemental and grade-raising examina-

tions.

The number of examinations available to a student who
transfers from another institution or from another program,

will be determined on a pro rata basis and will be specified

at the time of admission.

When a student is examined in a course that previously has

been declared extra to the degree program, this examina-

tion does not affect the remaining number of available

examinations.

Students who cannot complete their program without ex-

ceeding the available number of examinations forfeit their

undergraduate status in the Faculty of Science.

Graduation

General Regulations

1. Every student will be required to complete the last five

credits at Carieton University unless authorized by the

Faculty of Science to take a maximum of one of these last

five credits at the University of Ottawa under the Under-

graduate Exchange Agreement.

2. A student who takes courses elsewhere with a Letter of

Permission from the Science Committee on Admission and

Studies may, with the approval of the appropriate depart-

ment or committee, use the credit value but not the grades

to meet graduation requirements;

3. Students who transfer to the Faculty of Science from

another institution must include in the courses presented

for degree (whether obtained at Carieton or elsewhere) at

least:

(a) two credits of Arts or Social Sciences electives if on

transfer they received credit for less than ten credits;

(b) one credit of Arts or Social Sciences electives if on

transfer they received credit for ten or more credits.

Note:

See also University graduation regulations, p. 41

.

Major Degree Students

To qualify for graduation students must:

1. present credits for 15 approved full courses (or equiva-

lent) beyond Qualifying-University year with not more than

two credits below the 100-level and not more than seven
below the 200-level;

2. have a grade of C- or better in at ieast half of the 15

credits;

3. have an average of C- or better in the credits in their

Major subject or subjects;

4. after entry to the credit system, have completed the

program with not more than three (full-course equivalent)

examinations for every two credits required. (Examinations

include supplemental and grade-raising examinations,

course repetitions and replacements, and can include, at

most, three supplemental and grade-raising examinations.)

Part-time students or full-time students who have inter-

rupted their studies must complete the program within

seven years after entry to courses beyond First year;

5. include at least two credits in the Major subject or

subjects in the last five credits taken for credit;

6. be recommended by the Major department(s) and the

Science Faculty Board.

To meet the requirements for the C- average in the Major

stated above, only those credits in the Major necessary to

make up the required total for graduation in the Major

department need be counted. All obligatory courses must
be counted.

Graduating students in a Major program of the Faculty of

Science will be designated as graduating "with Distinction"

if: '

... .

]

1. they have no course failures, course repetitions, course

replacements or grade-raising examinations on their Car-

ieton record after promotion to the course-credit system;

2. they have achieved an overall grade-point average of

8.0 or better calculated on their Carieton record, including

all credits extra to the degree;

3. they have successfully completed at Carieton at least

ten credits counted toward the degree;

4. after promotion to the course-credit system, they have
achieved a grade-point average of 9.5 or better calculated

on all Carieton credits being counted toward the degree.

Environmental Science Degree Students

See p. 419.

Integrated Science Studies Degree Students

See p. 423.

Honours Degree Students

To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Science degree

with Honours a student must:

1. present credits for at least 20 credits of approved full

courses (or equivalent) beyond Qualifying-University year,

with not more than two credits below the 1 00-level and not

more than seven below the 200-levei;

2. meet the requirements of the Faculty of Science and of

the appropriate department or committee with respect to

both course and grade requirements;

3. after entry to the credit system, have completed the

program with not more than six (full course equivalent)

examinations for every five credits required. (Examinations

include supplemental and grade-raising examinations,

course repetitions and replacements, and can include, at

most, three supplemental and grade-raising examinations.)

A part-time student or a full-time student who has inter-

rupted his or her studies must complete the program within

seven years after entry to courses beyond First year;

4. include at least two credits in the Honours subject or

subjects in the last five credits taken;

5. be recommended by the appropriate department or

committee and the Science Faculty Board.

The Honours degree will not be awarded to students taking

fewer than five credits at Carieton.

Designations of Honours Degrees

Three designations of Honours are awarded, determined

on the basis of the grade-point average as follows:

Highest Honours
10.0 — 12.0 in Honours subject, and
8.0 or better overall

High Honours
9.0 or better in Honours subject, and
7.0 or better overall
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Honours
' 6.5 or better in Honours subject, and

j
5.0 or better overall

I
Departments may recommend the higher designation of

I Honours degree in the case of a student one of whose
indices is in the appropriate higher range and the other

I within 0.2 grade points of the higher range.

i To determine the class of degree for students with Com-
bined Honours, the average is computed on the basis of

the weighted average of the required number of Honours

credits in the two subjects. If agreeable to the committee

i
concerned, the average may be taken in each of the two

subjects and the simple average of the two may be used.

Departments may use discretion for establishing the class

I of degree in counting the number of Honours credits where

students have more than the minimum number of credits.

Chemistry

65.103* The Chemistry of Food, Health and Drugs
65.1 07 The Chemistry of Art and Artifacts

Geology
67.1 00 Principles of Geology
67.105 Introduction to Geoscience

Mathematics

69.141* Gambling I

Physics

75.1 90 Introduction to Astronomy

Science

60.1 00 Science for Survival

60.200 The Living Ecosphere

Academic Clubs and Societies

i The following clubs and societies operating on the campus
serve to broaden and enrich the curriculum, and to offer

I students social activity and friendship related to their intel-

I lectual interests. The societies listed here are particularly

I pertinent for students registered in the Faculty of Science.

I The Biology Society sponsors academic and social events,

j
promotes informal contact between students and faculty,

and helps acquaint students with on-going biological re-

I search.

j
The Canadian Society for Chemistry, through its Carleton

I University Student Chapter, is active in sponsoring a num-
ber of professional and social activities throughout the year.

The Carleton Computer Science Society (CCSS) is an

I active society looking to create ties to its membership. It

| works for its members in several ways: from informal aca-

I demic support to varied athletic and social gatherings.

|
Throughout the year the CCSS offers a t-shirt design

contest, inexpensive course notes, free pizza and movie

nights, the occasional faculty and grad hockey game, and
the world's best programming contest. The year ends with

a huge barbeque and one very special 'Late Night Debug-
ging Session'.

The Geology Society sponsors lectures on geological top-

ics, and organizes field trips and social events for all

undergraduate students with an interest in geology.

CMASS, the Carleton Mathematics and Statistics Society,

features "Naive-Level Seminars" designed by and for

mathematics undergraduates. The society office promotes
contact between students at different stages in their stud-

ies.

The Physics Society sponsors visits to government and
industrial laboratories in the Ottawa area, arranges special

lectures on physics topics and social events for those

interested in physics.

Science Courses without Prerequisites and
Recommended to Students In Other Faculties

Biology

61.192* Natural History

61.393* Biology and Development of Renewable Re-

sources
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Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 376-377), in addition to all regulations and
requirements of the Institute as set out below.

Major Program

Bachelor of Science In Biochemistry

The Institute of Biochemistry offers a four-year (20 credit)

program leading to a B.Sc. majoring in Biochemistry and
intended to provide a broad basic training for students who
have a general interest in biological functions at the mo-
lecular level or who are planning a career in biochemistry

or a related field of biomedical science that does not

demand post-graduate study. Courses in Biology and
Chemistry (and resources from these departments) are

integrated into the program to provide the background that

is fundamental to an understanding of the biochemistry of •

animals, microorganisms and plants.

Many graduates from the 15-credit B.Sc. programs in Biol-

ogy or Chemistry may qualify for admission to the final year
j

of the Major B.Sc. in Biochemistry, if they have successfully

completed the 300-level Biochemistry courses.

Students entering the program must satisfy the general

requirements for a Major B.Sc. (p. 372). The following 20
,

credits are required:

1. Three and one-half Biology credits: 61.100 or equiva-

lent, 61 .21 4*, 61 .314*. either 61 .201 or 61 .202*. either

61.325* or 61.335*. and one-half credit selected from

approved 300- or 400-level Biology courses (see Note 6 p.

379);

2. Four and one-half Chemistry credits: 65.100
, 65.210,

j

65.220, 65.231 *, 65.321*. either 65.322 or 65.325*;

3. Three and one-half Biochemistry credits: 63.220* or

equivalent. 63.305*. 63.31 0, 63.401 , and at least two of

63.402*. 63.403* or 63.404*;

4. Physics 75.101*and75.102*. or 75.105; Mathematics
!

69.107* and 69.117*;

5. Two approved Arts and Social Science credits;

6. Three credits related to the student's area of interest.
|

Some recommended courses include: Biochemistry
63.403*. 63.404*. 63.491, Biology 61 201 , 61 202*.
61 221 *, 61 .392* and any of the Biology courses listed in

Note 6 (p. 379), Chemistry 65.311*. 65.312*. 65.322*.

65.325*. 65.353*. 65.354*. 65.370*. 65.380*,!
65.420*. 65.422*. 65.423*. Physics 75235*. 75236*.
Mathematics 69.207*. 69.208*. 69.21 7*. 69.257*.
Computer Science 95.1 03*;

7. One and one-half credits free option or one credit if

Biology 61.102 (no longer offered) is taken in lieu of the

Ontario Academic Course in Biology.

Honours Programs

Honours Bachelor of Science In Biochemistry and
Biotechnology

See description of this special program on p. 390.

Honours Bachelor of Science In Biochemistry

The Institute of Biochemistry also offers a four-year pro-

gram leading to an Honours B.Sc. in Biochemistry, intended

to provide more specialized training for biochemical re-

search or a related career. An Honours degree with above-
j

average standing is normally required for post-graduate

studies in this discipline.

Students entering the program must satisfy the general

requirements for B.Sc. Honours (pp. 371-373). The follow-

ing 20 credits are required, taken in a pattern approved by

'

the Director of the Institute:

1 . Biology 61 .1 00 or equivalent. 61 .21 4*. 61 .31 4*. either

61.201* or 61202*. either 61.325* or 61.335*. and

one-half credit selected from approved 300- or 400-level
j

Biology courses (see Note 6 p. 384);

2. Chemistry 65.100. 65.21 0. 65220. 65.231 *. 65.321 *.

65.322*. 65.325*;

3. (a) Biochemistry 63220* or equivalent, 63.305*.

63.310, 63.401 , 63.402*. and 63.498;

(b) At least one of Biochemistry 63.403* and 63.404*;
'
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4. Physics 75. 101* and 75.1 02*. or 75. 105, Mathematics

69.1 07*. 69.1 1 7* and at least one Mathematics half credit

at the 200-ievel;

5. Two approved Arts or Social Science credits;

6. One and one-half credits related to the student's area

of specialization. Some recommended courses include:

Biochemistry 63.403*. 63.404*, Biology 61.221*,
61.392*. and any of the Biology courses listed in Note 6

below, Chemistry 65.311*, 65.312*. 65.353* ,65.354*,

65.370*. 65.380*, 65.420*. 65.422*, 654 23*. Physics

75.235*. 75.236*. Mathematics 69.207*. 60.208*,

69.217*. 69.257*. Computer Science 95.103*;

7. One free option credit or one half free option credit if

Biology 61 .102 (no longer offered) is taken in lieu of the

Ontario Academic Credit in Biology.

Notes on Programs:

I A completed credit for Biology 61.101 or 61 .209* and

61.230* (no longer offered) will replace the requirement

for Biology 61.100.

2. For the purposes of calculation, the Major or Honours
subjects include ail Biochemistry courses, plus the Biology

and Chemistry courses fulfilling requirements 1 and 2 in

each program.

3. In choosing a program, students should consider the

prerequisites required for any courses that they wish to take

in later years. In particular, some options may be offered

only in alternate years and may require as prerequisites

one or other of Biology 61 .325*. 61 .331 and 61 .335*.

Because of timetable constraints, students may have to

take Chemistry 65.21 0 and Biology 61 .201 * or 61 .202* in

different years.

4. Credit will not be given for Biology 61 .220* or Biochem-

istry 63.220* taken after Biochemistry 63.310 or equiva-

lent.

5. "Permission of the Institute" in course prerequisites

normally means permission of the Director or the Honours
Project co-ordinator.

6. The following 300-400 level Biology courses are ap-

proved to satisfy requirement 1 for Biochemistry students:

61.325*. 61.331*. 61.3 3 5*, 61.351*. 61.3 5 5*.
61.408*. 61.409*. 61.413*. 61,414*. 61.416*.
61.419*. 61.421*. 61.426*. 61.427*, 61.429*.
61.430*, 61.431*. 61.432*. 61.433*. 61.435 and
61.455.

7. To qualify for graduation with a Major in Biochemistry

students must meet the requirements on pp. 376-377 ex-

cept that they must present 20 approved full courses (or

equivalent) beyond Qualifying-University year and have a

grade of C- or better in at least half of the 20 credits.

A typical First Year course pattern in a Biochemistry pro-

gram will be the same as that for Biochemistry and Biotech-

nology (p. 391).

Graduate Program

No graduate program is offered by the Institute but the

graduate offerings of the Departments of Biology and
Chemistry include projects and courses that may be appro-

priate for students with an interest in biochemistry. Details

are found in the Graduate Studies and Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Biochemistry 63.220*
Cell Physiology and Biochemistry
A lecture and laboratory course on cellular functions and
their inter-relationships. It introduces topics including ther-

modynamics, membrane structure and function, transport

mechanisms, basic metabolic pathways, energy production

and utilization, communications between cells. (Also listed

as Biology 61.220*.)

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61 .220*. Credit will

not normally be given for Biochemistry 63.220* or equiva-

lent taken after Biochemistry 63.310.

Prerequisite: Biology 61.100 or 61.230* (no longer of-

fered), Chemistry 65.1 00 or permission of the Institute.

Biochemistry 63.305*
Practical Biochemistry
A laboratory and tutorial course introducing the basics of

experimental biochemistry and illustrating the theory and
concepts dealt with in Biochemistry 63.31 0.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.220; Chemistry 65.21 0 or Bio-

che mi stry 63 .220*/Bio Iogy 6 1 .220 with aminimumgrade
of C-, or permission of the Institute. Biochemistry 63.310
or equivalent is recommended as a co-requisite.

Day division, Both terms: Four hours a week plus biweekly

assignments.

Biochemistry 63.310

General Biochemistry

Chemistry and metabolism of proteins, lipids, carbohy-

drates and nucleic acids. Mechanism of action of enzymes.
Metabolic control mechanisms and inter-relations. Biologi-

cal oxidation. Biosynthesis of structural, storage and infor-

mational compounds.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.220; Chemistry 65.210 or Bio-

chemistry 63.220*/Biology 61 .220* with a minimum grade
of C-, or permission of the Institute. A course in genetics is

strongly recommended.
Day division: Three lectures a week.

Biochemistry 63.401

Methods In Biochemistry
The course deals with the principles and applications of

modern biochemical methodology, including use of radio-

isotope tracers, ultracentrifugation, electrophoresis and
ion-exchange chromatography.

Prerequisite: Biochemistry 63.305* or permission of the

Institute.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and discussion two hours,

laboratory six hours a week.

Biochemistry 63.402*
Biomacromolecules
Biochemistry of polysaccharides, proteins and nucleic ac-

ids. Discussion of experimental approaches to purification

and conformational studies of biomacromolecules, their

interaction in solutions, function and regulation of enzymes.
Workshop sessions include discussion of experimental de-

sign and interpretation, and solving of related numerical

problems.

Prerequisite: Biochemistry 63.310 or permission of the

Institute.
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Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours, workshop
two hours a week.

Biochemistry 63.403*
Metabolic Regulation

The course includes discussion of topics concerned with

the regulation of intermediary metabolism.

Prerequisite: Biochemistry 63.310 or permission of the

Institute.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Biochemistry 63.404*
Industrial Biochemistry

A course illustrating the application of biochemistry to the

production of biological compounds useful in nutrition,

medicine, and the food and chemical industries. The course

also reviews the general strategies for efficient production

of these compounds by controlling the activities of living

cells or enzymes.
Prerequisite: Biochemistry 63.310 or permission of the

Institute.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Biochemistry 63.490

Co-operative Project In Biotechnology
A practical one-year working experience in aspects of

biotechnology to be carried out off-campus. A report must
be submitted to the Institute of Biochemistry upon comple-

tion of the project. This course will be graded satisfactory

(Sat) or unsatisfactory (Uns).

Prerequisite: Permission of the Institute.

Biochemistry 63.491*
Selected Topics In Biochemistry
Selected topics of current interest in biochemistry are of-

fered upon approval by the Director in consultation with

members of the Institute.

Day division.

Biochemistry 63.498

Research Project

Students carry out a research project approved by the

Director, under the supervision of a faculty member of the

Institute, in either the Biology or Chemistry departments. A
report must be submitted to the supervisor by the last day
of classes, and will be examined by a committee. Extension

to the deadline will be allowed only with the permission of

the Institute under exceptional circumstances.

Prerequisites: Biology 63.305* or equivalent, and eligibility

to continue in Honours Biochemistry or in Biochemistry and
Biotechnology.

Day division: Lectures and associated work average at

least eight hours a week.
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Undergraduate Programs

The Department of Biology offers both Honours and Major

programs leading to either a B.Sc. or a B.A. in Biology.

Students enrolled in any of these programs must arrange

their courses in consultation with the Chair of the Depart-

ment, in one of the patterns outlined below. None of the

courses in the Department of Biology are available by

means of Challenge for Credit.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 376-377, Faculty of Science and pp. 69-70,

Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences), in addition to all

departmental regulations and requirements as set out be-

low.

For Biology Honours students, the Honours grade-point

average is calculated on the basis of all Biology courses

taken by a student during his or her degree program. For

students in Biology Combined Honours programs, their

Honours grade-point average will be calculated on the

basis of all required credits in the two Major subjects as

stated in the respective program requirements.

Major Programs

Bachelor of Science in Biology

The Bachelor of Science program in Biology recognizes the

strong dependence of most modern biology on the physical

sciences and mathematics. It treats biology as a unified

subject based on common principles and qualities ex-

pressed in diverse ways by different organisms. The Major

program is not primarily regarded as professional prepara-

tion by itself, but its aim is to provide a strong base in

concepts and basic facts which should be adaptable to

changing demands and needs in modern society. Students

enrolled for a Bachelor of Science degree with a Major in

Biology must satisfy the general requirements for Science

stated on pp. 370-377 and take the following 15 credits in

a pattern approved by the Chair.

The recommended course pattern is shown in the Chart on

p. 383. It is important that students enrol in courses in the

recommended sequence to ensure that subsequent pre-

requisites are met. The program can be summarized as

follows:

1. Six Biology credits to include Biology 61 .1 00, 61 .201 ,
61.202*, 61.214*, 61.220*. 61.221*, 61.325*,
61 .335*, 61.360*. and one option credit;

2. Chemistry 65.100, Physics 75.105, or Physics 75.1 01 *
and 75.102*. Mathematics 69.107* and either 69.117*
or 69.257* or equivalent;

3. Two additional Science credits above the 100-level and

not in Biology;

4. One additional Science credit;

5. Two approved credits offered by the Faculties of Arts or

Social Sciences;

6. One free-option credit.

Students intending to Major in Biology are strongly advised

to acquire a good background in chemistry and physics as
well as OAC mathematics or equivalent level.
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Bachelor of Arts In Biology

Students enrolled for a Bachelor of Arts degree with a Major

in Biology must satisfy the general requirements of the

Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences stated on pp. 60-71

and must maintain at least a C- average in Biology courses.

The student will follow either the Pass program or Com-
bined Pass program described on pp. 84-85. In either case

the approval of the Chair of the Department of Biology is

required. For the Combined Pass program, the student

should also consult with the department of the other Major

subject.

Honours Programs

Honours Bachelor of Science In Biology

The Honours program in Biology is primarily intended for

students planning a professional career in research, teach-

ing or administration In biology, or in one of the fields of

applied biology, such as the health sciences, agriculture or

environmental science. An Honours degree is usually es-

sential for admission to graduate studies. Students plan-

ning such a career are strongly advised to enter the

Honours program as early as possble, certainly by the end
of the Second year. Students must complete the program

shown in the Chart (see p. 383) and satisfy the general

requirements for Honours stated on pp. 373-374 and take

the following 20 credits in a pattern approved by the Chair.

(This allows specialization in such biological subdivisions

as ecology, behaviour, cell and molecular biology, genetics,

microbiology, development biology, plant or animal physi-

ology, and systematics.)

1. Sevenf Biology credits to include Biology 61.100,

61.201*. 61.202*. 61.214*. 61.220*. 61.221*,
61.325*. 61.335*. 61 .360*. one option credit, and
61.498;

2. Chemistry 65.100, either Physics 75.105, or 75.101*
and 75.102*. Mathematics 69.107* and either 69.1 17*
or 69.257*, or equivalent;

3. Two additional Science credits above the 100-level and
not in Biology;

4. One additional credit, chosen in consultation with the

Chair related to the student's area of specialization;

5. Four advanced Science credits, selected in consultation

with the Chair or a faculty member working in the area of

specialization chosen by the student;

6. Two approved credits offered by the Faculties of Arts or

Social Sciences;

7. One free-option credit.

Fourth-year students are strongly urged to attend the de-

partmental research seminars.

Areas of Specialization

Students should choose their Biology option credits at the

300- and 400-level so that they can develop an area of

specialization according to their preferred area of biology.

Possible areas of specialization include molecular and
cellular biology, microbiology, developmental biology, plant

and animal physiology, animal behaviour, ecology, and
systematics. Note that 400-level courses can be taken by

Biology Majors in their Third year of study, provided the

appropriate prerequisites are met.

Courses should be chosen in consultation with the Chair or

a faculty member working in an area close to the interest

of the student. This consultation should preferably begin I *

before entering the Third year, to ensure that courses that
J

( "

may be given only in alternate years are taken in the correct I >

t

sequence. In any case, students must consult the Chair 1 ^
before registering in the Fourth year.

Biology 61 .31 4* is strongly recommended as an option for ! *

all Biology students with interests in molecular and cell I

biology, microbiology, plant and animal physiology, and
| ;

biotechnology.

Biology 61 .361 * is strongly recommended for students in 1
t

ecology, animal behaviour and systematics.

Honours In Biology and Biotechnology

See p. 390.

Combined Honours In Biology and Physical Geogra-
jj

'

phy

Program advisers: G. Merriam (Biology) and P.J. Williams |
|!

(Geography).

Students desiring a comprehensive basic education in both I
j

biology and physical geography may apply for admission 1 n

to a Combined Honours B.Sc. program. Applicants must
]

satisfy entry requirements of the Honours B.Sc. program. I o

Course requirements of the Combined Honours B.Sc. pro- I
'

gram are 20 courses including:

1. Biology 61.100, Geography 45.105, Mathematics I ?

69.107* and either 69.117* or 69.257*. Chemistry I
j

65.100;

2. Two optional credits, which are acceptable courses

offered by the Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences. A credit

in Geography, other than the Physical Geography courses-

listed on p. 421, is recommended;

3. One additional Science credit from the list on pp. 373-

374 (either Physics 75.105, or 75.101* and 75.102* is

required unless OAC Physics is presented as an entrance

credit);

4. One free option credit;

5. Ten credits in Biology (or Biochemistry) and Physical

Geography (see courses listed on p. 421) beyond First-year

level, including at least one half credit involving a field

course. Not more than six credits in this group should be

taken in one department and not more than six may be at

the 200-level;

6. One additional credit in Science or Computer Science

above the 100-level, not in Biology or Geography and
chosen in consultation with the student's program adviser; •

7. Biology 61 .498 or Geography 45.496.

Combined Honours In Biology and Geology

Program advisers: H. Howden (Biology) and R.T. Patterson

(Earth Sciences).

Students desiring a comprehensive basic training in both

biology and geology may apply for admission to a Com-
bined Honours program, on completion of the First year of

j

the Science program. Applicants must be of Honours stand-
j

ing and must have achieved grades of C+ or better in both

Biology 61 .100 and Geology 67.100.

Course requirements of the Combined Honours program
are as follows:

1 . Biology 61 .100, Geology 67.1 00, Mathematics 69.1 07*
and 69.117*. One of, Chemistry 65.100, either Physics

75.1 05, or 75.1 01 * and 75.1 02*. (The omitted subject, i.e.
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j
chemistry or physics, must have been taken at the OAC

tj level.)

I 2. Ten credits in Biology (or Biochemistry) and Geology

i beyond First-year level, including at least one half-credit

I field course. Not more than six credits in this group should

be taken in one department and not more than six may be

at the 200-level.

3. Biology 61 .498 or Geology 67.498.

I 4. One half-credit in Statistics (Mathematics 69.257* is

recommended) and one half-credit in Computer Science

4 (Computer Science 95.1 04* is recommended).

5. Three optional credits, at least two of which must be

acceptable credits offered by the Faculties of Arts or Social

Sciences.

i| 6. A Science elective credit.

7. A language requirement must be met during the Third

i year by obtaining a credit in, or demonstrating reading

l
proficiency in one of French, German, Russian, Spanish,

I Italian, Latin, Greek, or any language acceptable to the

i program advisers and in which suitable arrangements can

! be made for the examination.

Combined Bachelor of Science Honours In Biology and

j
Psychology

Program advisers: D. R. Gardner (Biology) and J. Kelly

j

(Psychology)

Students desiring a comprehensive basic education in the

neurosciences may apply for admission to this Combined
Honours B.Sc. program. Applicants must satisfy entry re-

quirements of the Honours B.Sc. program.

Course requirements of the Combined Honours B.Sc. pro-

. gram are 20 credits, as follows:

First Year
Biology 61 .100;

Psychology 49.100 as a Social Science elective;

Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*;
Chemistry 65.100;

Physics, either 75.105, or 75.101 *and 75.102*.

Second Year

Psychology 49.200;

Psychology 49.220* and 49.270*;

Biology 61 .201* and 61.220*;
One credit from Arts or Social Sciences other than Psychol-

ogy:

Chemistry 65.220.

Third Year
One credit from Psychology Science Continuation courses;

One of Psychology 49.320 or 49.370 Honours Seminars;

Mathematics 69.257* and 69.259* (Psychology 49.300

maybe substituted);

Biology 61 .335* and 61.214*;

One Biology or Biochemistry option.

Fourth Year
Psychology 49.498 or Biology 61 .498 in neurophysiology,

animal behaviour, neuropsychology or related topic;

One credit from Psychology Science Continuation courses;

Biology 61 .435 or equivalent;

One advanced credit in Biology;

One free option.

Honours Bachelor of Arts in Biology

Students enrolled for the Honours Bachelor of Arts degree

must satisfy the general requirements of the Faculties of

Arts and Social Sciences stated on pp. 60-71 and must
maintain at least C+ average in Biology courses and a C-
average overall. The student will follow either the Honours
program or the Combined Honours program described on

Recommended Sequence of Courses for Students in

Biology B.Sc. Major and Honours programs

First Year - Fall Term
Mathematics 69.107*

First Year - Winter Term
Mathematics 69. 1 1 7* or

Mathematics 69.257*

First Year - Fall/Winter Term
Biology 61 .100

Chemistry 65.100

Physics 75.1 05

Arts/Social Science Option

Second Year - Fall Term
Plant Biology 61.202*
Cell Physiology 61.220*
Genetics 61 .214*

Second Year - Winter Term
Animal Biology 61 .201 *
Cell Biology 61 .221

Biology Option *

Second Year - Fall/Winter Term
Non -Bio logy Advanced Science

Option

Arts/Social Science Option

Third Year - Fall Term
Ecology 61 .360*
Animal Physiology 61 .335*

Third Year - Winter Term
Biology Option*
Plant Physiology 61 .325*

Third Year - Fall/Winter Term
Non-Biology Advanced Science

Option

Science Option

Free Option
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pp. 84-85. In either case, the approval of the Chair of the

Department of Biology is required. For the Combined Hon-

ours program, the student should also consult the other

Major department.

Second-year students in the Honours B.A. program are

strongly advised to consult with the Chair of the Biology

Department regarding their choice of courses if they wish

to take the Honours Research Project, Biology 61 .498.

Graduate Program

The Department of Biology offers programs of study and

research leading to M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in molecular,

cellular and developmental biology, microbiology, plant and
animal physiology, ecology and systematics. Details will be

found in the Graduate Studies and Research Calendar.

Notes on Programs

Students who have completed a credit for either Biology

61.101 or 61.102, or the combination of 61.209* with

61 .230*, will be able to use this credit to replace Biology

61 .100.

Students who have completed only Biology 61 .230*. will

be able to replace Biology 61.100 with 61.230*, plus an

additional half credit Biology elective.

Students who have completed only Biology 61 .209*. must

take Biology 61.100 before taking advanced Biology

courses with laboratories. Biology 61 .209* will then be

credited as a Biology elective.

Students who have completed Biology 61.102 and
61209* (or 61230*), will be able to replace Biology

61 .1 00 with 61 209* (or 61 .230*), plus an additional half

credit Biology elective. Biology 61.102 will be credited as

an 'additional science' course.

Students who have completed Biology 61.102 , 61.209*

and 61.230*. will be able to replace Biology 61 .100 with

61 209* and 61 .230*. Biology 61 .102 will be credited as

an 'additional science' course.

It is important to take Biology 61 220* in Second year; it is

a critical prerequisite for other courses.

Students are strongly advised to register in Chemistry

65.1 00 in their First year, providing they have" the Ontario

Academic Course (OAC), or equivalent, in Chemistry. Stu-

dents entering without the OAC Chemistry, or equivalent,

should register in Chemistry 65.01 0 in their First year and

Chemistry 65.100 no later than their Second year. This

early registration in Chemistry is emphasized because

Chemistry 65.100 is a prerequisite for Biology 61 .220*.

Students who have taken Mathematics 69.1 06* (no longer

offered) may use it as a free option or a 100-level Science

option.

It is recommended that students obtain advice from the

Chair on which Mathematics option (69.117* or 69257*)
is best suited to their future plans.

In choosing additional Science courses above the 1 00-level

and not in Biology, students may select from the Science

Continuation courses listed on pp. 373-374. In their selec-

tions, recent Biology students have favoured Biochemistry

63.310, 63 205*. 63.401*. 63.402*. 63.403*. 63.404*;

Chemistry 65210. 65.220. 65.321*. 65.322*; Geology

67.233*. 67234*; Mathematics 69250. 69257*; Com-
puter Science 95.103*; Geography 45.210; Psychology

49220*. 49.221*. 49270*. In addition. Mathematics

69207*. 69.208*. Physics 75.291 , 75.292* are sug-

gested for some students.

Biology Major and Honours students (except students in

the B.A., B.A. Combined Major, B.A. Honours and B.A.

Combined Honours programs) may use Technology, Soci-

ety, Environment 59.300, 59.401* or 59.402* in fulfilling

the degree requirements, but only as a free option.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Notes:

More detailed information regarding Biology courses taken

in Second and later years, and topics for Honours research

projects (Biology 61.497 and 61.498). may be obtained

from Outlines of Advanced Biology and Biochemistry

courses to be offered in the Fall/Winter Session 1993-1994.

This information booklet may be obtained from the Admin-

istrative Officer or from the Biology Office. Copies will also

be placed in the Department of Biology Reading Room. All

students are strongly advised to consult this information

booklet when planning their future course patterns.

Students should note that Biology 61 .100 is intended pri-

marily for students wishing to major in Biology or take a

Science degree. Other students who wish to take a single

Biology course should consider Biology 61.192* or

61.216*.

Biology 61 .100

Explorations In Biology

A lecture and laboratory course dealing with basic princi-

ples and concepts involved in understanding the origins,

organization, function and behaviour of living organisms.

Subject material is drawn from cell biology, genetics, devel-

opment, plant and animal form and function, evolution,

diversity of life and ecology. The laboratory includes experi-

ments and observations on a wide range of Fife processes

and organisms at the molecular, cellular, organismal and

population levels of organization.

Precludes credit for 61 .1 02 or the combination of 61 209*
with 61 .230* (no longer offered). See Notes on Programs

this page.

Prerequisites: OAC Biology (or equivalent), or OAC Chem-
istry (or equivalent), or Chemistry 65.010, or Science

60.1 00. or Biology 61 .192*. or Psychology 49.100.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours a

week, laboratory three hours a week.

W.R. Bates. L. Fahrig, L. Flanagan, LB. Lambert

Biology 61.192*
Natural History

.

A course designed for non-Biology Majors to investigate the

natural history of plants and animals, and the communities

in which they occur. Particular attention is paid to the

Ottawa region, but appropriate examples from other locales

are also included.

Not acceptable for credit in a Biology program; acceptable

only as a free elective in other Science programs.

ITV, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours a week.

M. Runtz
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Biology 61501*
Animals: Form and Function

An investigation of invertebrates and vertebrates to relate

their structure, function, behaviour and interactions with

plants.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61.200 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61.100 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory four hours a week.

H. Damman

Biology 61 .202*
Plants: Form and Function

An introduction to the structure and development of higher

plants (at molecular, cellular and organism levels) dis-

cussed in relation to their function.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61.200 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61.100 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory four hours a week.

M.E. McCully

Biology 61.214*
Introductory Genetics

A lecture and laboratory course on the mechanisms of

inheritance and the nature of gene structure, composition

|
and function. It introduces both classical Mendelian genet-

i ics and modem molecular genetics.

!
Precludes additional credit for Biology 61.215 (no longer

I offered). Credit for Biology 61 .21 6* Human Genetics and

I Evolution, will not be given if it is taken after Biology

I' 61.214*.

i Prerequisite: Biology 61.100 or permission of the Depart-

i ment.

J

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

I
ratory four hours a week. It is strongly recommended that

this course be taken by Biology Majors in their Second year

of study (see Chart, p. 383).

G.R. Carmody

Biology 61 .216*

Human Genetics and Evolution

A course designed for non-Science Majors which develops

the central concepts of genetics and evolution, using, wher-

ever possfote, examples drawn from studies of humans.
Topics covered include: human reproduction and cell divi-

sion; chromosomes; autosomal inheritance; sex and sex-

linked inheritance; molecular basis of genes and gene
function; mutation; genetic diseases; genetic engineering;

genes, environment and behaviour; genes in populations;

mechanisms of evolution; race; human evolution.

Not a Science continuation course. Available to students in

a Biology or other Science program only as free elective,

but credit will not be given for Biology 61 .21 6* if taken after

61 .214* or 61 215 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: A general biology course at the OAC level or

equivalent.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Biology 61 .220*
Cell Physiology and Biochemistry
A lecture and laboratory course on cellular functions and
their inter-relationships. It introduces topics including ther-

modynamics, membrane structure and function, transport

mechanisms, basic metabolic pathways, energy production

and utilization, communications between cells. (Listed as

Biochemistry 63.220* for students enrolled in the Bio-

chemistry and Biochemistry/Biotechnology programs.)

Prerequisite : Bio logy 6 1 . 1 00, Chemistry 65 .1 00 o r perm is-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory four hours a week. It is strongly recommended that

this course be taken by Biology Majors in their Second year

of study (see Chart, p. 383).

J. Sinclair

Biology 61 .221*

Cell Biology

A lecture and laboratory course on the structure, composi-

tion, function and development of eukaryotic cells and their

organelles.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61 .321 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Biology 61.220* and Biology 61.214* or

permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory four hours a week.

N. Chaly

Biology 61 .305*
Invertebrate Zoology
A course devoted to the study of invertebrate structure,

physiology, ecology and behaviour.

Prerequisite: Biology 61.201*. Note: This course is a pre-

requisite for Biology 61 .405.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, labora-

tory four hours a week.

C.A. Barlow

Biology 61 .311*

Mycology
The morphology, evolution and biological importance of the

fungi.

Prerequisite: Biology 61 .1 00.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week,

laboratory four hours a week.

J. Vierula

Biology 61 .314*

Molecular Genetics
A lecture course dealing with modern advances in molecu-

lar genetics.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61.215 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61 .214* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.
This course is strongly recommended as an option for all

Biology students with interests in molecular and cell biol-

ogy, plant or animal physiology, and biotechnology.

J. Vierula

Biology 61 .325*

Plant Physiology
The main topics in physiology and metabolism of plants

including nutrition, growth, germination and factors control-

ling these processes.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .220* or Chemistry 65.220; Biol-

ogy 61 .202* or permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,
laboratory four hours a week.

J. A. Webb

Biology 61 .331*
Microbiology

The biology of microorganisms, particularly in relation to
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their physiology and economic significance.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61 .330* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .1 00 and Biology 61 .220* or Bio-

chemistry 63.310; the latter may be taken concurrently.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,
laboratory four hours a week.

C. Wyndham

Biology 61 .335*
Animal Physiology

The properties of physiological systems and components
of animals with emphasis on their physico-chemical bases.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .220* or Chemistry 65.21 0. Phys-

ics 75.105, or 75.101* and 75.102* and Mathematics

69.107* and 69.117* or 69.257* are strongly recom-

mended.
Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory four hours a week.

S.L. Jacobson

Biology 61 .351*
The Biophysics of Animal Movement
A biophysical treatment of various types of animal motion.

Topics covered include the properties of muscles, tendons,

bones, joints and the co-ordinated use of these structures.

Human locomotion and fitness, bird flight, especially the

soaring of the vulture and the albatross, and animal migra-

tion are discussed in detail.

Prerequisites: Biology 61.220* or Chemistry 65.210 and
Physics 75.1 05 or, 75.1 01* and 75.1 02* or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

tutorial or seminar one hour a week.

J. Sinclair

Biology 61 .355*

Introduction to Development Biology

A lecture and laboratory course that deals mostly with

animal development (some plant development is included).

Modem concepts in developmental biology are surveyed in

terms of cellular, molecular and genetic mechanisms.
Prerequisites: Biology 61.201*. Recommended co-requi-

site: Biology 61 .221*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory four hours a week.
W.R. Bates

Biology 61 .360*
Introduction to Ecology
An introduction to major concepts in ecology, their scientific

basis and their implications for biology and human exist-

ence.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61.261* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61.100 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures or tutorials three hours a
week; laboratory four hours a week.
H. Damman

Biology 61.361*
Analytical and Experimental Ecology
A course utilizing the concepts presented in Biology

61 .360* and selected ecological experiments to analyze

ecosystem types and the major factors that characterize

them.

Prerequisite: Biology 61 .360*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory four hours a week.

Biology 61 .362*

Conservation Biology

Habitat changes related to fragmentation and other distur-

bances and impacts are analyzed in terms of effects on
demographics and genetics of species and in terms of

effects on species diversity and extinction risks. Conserva-
tion planning applied to municipal regions, parks, and re-

serves are analyzed as responses to risks to species and
ecological systems. Case study workshops guide formula-

tion of recommended ecological solutions to a selected set

of topical Canadian conservation problems.

Prerequisite: Biology 61.360* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours per week and
laboratory/workshop three hours a week.
G. Merriam

Biology 61 .364*
Analysis of Ecological Relationships

This course is an introduction to the analysis of ecological

data. Students conduct analyses of datasets in weekly

four-hour computer laboratory sessions. Emphasis is on
ways of dealing with the following general characteristics of

ecological data: (i) high degree of variability, (ii) high de-

gree of spatial contagion in ecological populations and
variables, and (iii) highly dynamic nature of ecological

populations and variables. Methods introduced in the

course include simple statistics, spatial statistics, time se-

ries analysis, correlation analysis, regression analysis and
others.

Prerequisites: Biology 61.360* and Mathematics 69 .257*.

For students in the Environmental Engineering program,

Biology 61.100, Engineering 81.302*. and Mathematics

69.352*, which may be taken concurrently.

Day division, Winter term; Workshops four hours a week.

L. Fahrig

Biology 61 .365*
Field Course I

Biology 61 .366*

Field Course II

The above half-credit Field Courses provide students with

an opportunity for intensive, continuous study of living

organisms under natural conditions. Credit for each course

is based on two weeks of full-time field work with attendant

assignments, selected from several one- ortwo-week mod-
ules with various instructors. Course modules offered each
year usually range geographically from Ontario to the arctic

and the tropics and include modules that focus on terres-

trial, freshwater and marine ecosystems. Costs of long-dis-

tance transportation (if applicable), room and board relating

to the courses are borne by the student. Module topics are

listed by the Co-ordinator each January and students re-

serve their choice of modules with the Co-ordinator at that

time. Formal registration is made either at the commence-
ment of the term in which the modules are taken, or in the

following term. (Biology 61.365* Field Course I, is also

listed as Psychology 49.323*. for animal behaviour mod-
ules only.)

Only one half credit may be obtained from 61.365* and

only one half credit from 61 .366*. but neither course can

be used for the purpose of repeating a particular module.

Prerequisites: At least one course in Biology beyond the

100-level and written permission of the Department.

Day division: All day, approximately six days a week, mod-

ules offered at different times during the year.

Co-ordinator: S.B. Peck
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Biology 61 .370

The Flora and Fauna of Canada
An introduction to Canadian vascular plants, vertebrates,

Jnsects and biogeographic regions through laboratory and

field study of representative Canadian organisms, with

emphasis on local forms. The small collections of vascular

plants and insects required are best made during the

summer before the course is taken. Detailed instructions

must be obtained from the instructor.

Prerequisites: Biology 61.201* and 61.202*, or 61.192*
and permission of the Department.

Biology 61.381*
Plants and Herbivores
This course explores the chemical, physiological, ecologi-

cal and evolutionary interactions that underlie the relation-

ship between plants and their insect herbivores.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .201* and 61 .202*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures/seminars three hours a

week.

H. Damman

Biology 61 .391*

Biology In Society

A seminar half-credit course dealing with selected areas of

biological knowledge with direct relevance to social activi-

ties of man. Not available as a continuing Science course

for students other than Biology Majors except with permis-

sion of the student's Major department.

Prerequisites: Biology 61.201* and 61.202*, 61 .214* or

permission of the Department.

Biology 61 .392*
Biologists In Canada
A lecture/seminar half-credit course in which the contribu-

tions of selected biological and medical scientists to Cana-
dian society are assessed individually and collectively. The
emphasis is biographical and involves intensive student

participation.

Prerequisites: A 200-level Biology course other than Biol-

ogy 61.209* and 61230* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Evening division, Fall term: Seminar and discussion, three

hours a week.

J. Ne&lin

Biology 61 .393*
Biology and Development of Renewable Resources
A lecture/seminar half-credit course for senior students in

the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences. Emphasis is

placed on the role that biology and agriculture play in

economic, technical, political and social development in

Canada and in the Third World.

Not a Science continuation course. Available only as a free

elective in B. Sc. programs. Available as a Biology option

in Biology B.A. programs.

Prerequisites: Co-registration in advanced courses in the

student's Major and permission of the Department.
Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.
J.D.H. Lambert

Biology 61 .405

Invertebrate Zoology
An advanced course on the classification, morphology,
ecology and evolution of invertebrate animals.

Prerequisite: Biology 61 .305* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Lectures three hours a week, laboratory four

hours a week.
S.B. Peck

Biology 61 .408*

Plant Development
A lecture course dealing with recent advances in our un-

derstanding of plant development.

Precludes credit for Biology 61 .41 0 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61.202* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Biology 61 .409*

Techniques for the Experimental Study of Plant Struc-

ture

A practical course in which students have the opportunity

to learn and evaluate modem techniques used in the study

of plant structure by optical microscopy.

Precludes credit for Biology 61.410 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61.202* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Fall term: Laboratory five hours a week.
M.E. McCully

Biology 61.413*
Population Genetics
Basic ideas of population structure, equilibrium, selection

mutation, genetic drift.

Precludes credit for Biology 61.418 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61 .214* or permission of the Depart-

ment. A course in statistics is highly recommended.
Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars three hours

a week.

G.R. Carmody

Biology 61 .414*

Evolutionary Genetics

A continuation of Biology 61 .413* dealing with molecular

evidence of evolution, speciation as well as the analysis of

biometrical traits.

Precludes credit for Biology 61 .41 8 (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Biology 61.413* or permission of the Depart-

ment. A course in statistics is highly recommended.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars three

hours a week.

G.R Carmody

Biology 61 .41

5

Chordate Zoology
An advanced course on the classification, geographic dis-

tribution and evolution of the major groups of chordates. As
part of the practical work, each student must make a small

collection of specimens of chordates, preferably during the

summer before the course is taken. Detailed directions may
be obtained from the instructor.

Prerequisite: Biology 61 .201 or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory four

hours a week.

D.A. Smith

Biology 61 .416*
Methods in Molecular Genetics

The scope and purpose of the course is to review the use
of innovative genetic manipulation techniques for the suc-

cessful solution of problems in molecular biology. The
course is suitable for students with a developing interest in

problems of molecular and cellular biology and biochemis-

try.

Precludes credit for Biology 61 .41 7 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .214* and 61 .314* or 61. 21 5 (no

longer offered) and 61 .331 * or equivalent and a course in
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Biochemistry or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week.

V.N. Iyer

Biology 61 .419*
Laboratory Techniques In Molecular Genetics
This laboratory course is complementary to Biology

61 .416*. It is designed to give the student some practical

familiarity with methodology in molecular genetic tech-

niques. The laboratory is suitable for students with a devel-

oping interest in problems of molecular and cellular biology

and biochemistry.

Precludes credit for Biology 61.417 (no longer offered).

Enrolment limited.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .331 * and 61 .416* or equivalent

and a course in Biochemistry or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Lecture/laboratory six hours a

week in two sessions.

J. P. Vierula

Biology 61 .421*
Cell Biology

An advanced course dealing with the current state of knowl-

edge of the structure, molecular organization, reproduction

and functions of eukaryotic cells and their organelles.

Precludes credit for Biology 61.424 (no longer offered).

Prerequisites: Biology 61.221* or 61.321* (no longer

offered) and either Biochemistry 63.310 or Biology

61 .314*. or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars three hours

a week.
N. Chaly

Biology 61 .424*
Plant Physiological Ecology
Physiological mechanisms for the acquisition of carbon,

water and nutrients and how those resources are distrib-

uted in plants adapted to a variety of environments. Par-

ticular emphasis is placed on mechanisms for

acclimation/adaptation to environmental variation. Major

topics include: (i) Photosynthesis, carbon isotope discrimi-

nation; (ii) Water relations, hydraulic architecture, energy

budgets; (iii) Nutrient uptake and requirements, nitrogen

fixation; (iv) Micrometeorotogy, methods for the description

and analysis of physical conditions above ground and in the

soil.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .202*, Biology 61.325*. or per-

mission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars three hours

a week.

L. Flanagan

Biology 61 .426*
Advanced Plant Biochemistry

A lecture and seminar course dealing with recent develop-

ments in selected areas of plant biochemistry.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .325* and Chemistry 65.220 or

permission of the Department.

Biology 61 .427*

Topics In Crop Physiology
An advanced lecture and seminar course concerning the

world's major crop plants and dealing with topics selected

from recent advances in metabolism, physiology, yield,

disease and control of pest infestation.

Prerequisite: Biology 61.325* or permission of the Depart-

ment. Biochemistry 63.310 is recommended.

Biology 61 .429*

Advanced Plant Physiology
An advanced course dealing with recent developments in

selected topics of plant physiology.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61.425 (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .325* and Chemistry 65.220 or

permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures/discussion three hours

a week.

J. Sinclair

Biology 61 .430*
Topics In Applied Environmental Microbiology
Environmental microbiology examines ecological interac-

tions within microbial communities and between micro-or-

ganisms and their biotic and abiotic environments. This

course illustrates recent applications of such studies to the

development of microbial processes of practical impor-

tance, such as treatment of wastes and pollutants, insect

control, nitrogen fixation and production of foods, pharma-
ceuticals, fuels and other chemicals.

Prerequisites: Biology 61.331*. Biochemistry 63.310 or

permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars two hours a
week.

R.C. Wyndham

Biology 61.431*
Current Topics In Biotechnology
A lecture/seminar course that explores current usage and
some practical problems of the industrial and technological

exploitation of biological systems. Opportunity is provided

for visits to operating production and research facilities.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .215, (or 61.214* and 61.314*),

61 .331 or Biochemistry 63.310 or permission of the De-
partment.

Biology 61 .432*

In vitro Manipulation of Animal Cells

A lecture and laboratory course on the theory and practice

of animal cell culture. The following topics are emphasized:
sterile technique; medium composition and growth regula-

tion; the immune system and principles of the immune
response; production, screening and application of poly-

clonal and monoclonal antibodies.

Prerequisite: Biology 61.221* or 61.321* (no longer of-

fered) or equivalent, or permission of the Department.

Enrolment limited.

Biology 61 .433*
Plant Cell and Tissue Culture

A course dealing with the theory and practice of plant cell

and tissue culture and in vitro regeneration from proto-

plasts, tissue explants and excised germinal tissue. The
course examines the usefulness of these techniques in

plant biotechnology for the production of transformed culti-

vars of agronomic and pharmaceutical importance.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .325* and 61.221* or 61.321*
(no longer offered) or permission of the Department. Enrol-

ment limited.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, labora-

tory four hours a week.

J.A. Webb

Biology 61 .435

Animal Physiology
A course dealing in some detail with advances made in

particular areas of animal physiology, (1993-94: neuro-

physiology).
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Prerequisites: Biology 61.335*. Chemistry 65.220 and

|

Physics 75.105, or 75.1 01 and 75.102*, or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Fall/Winter session: Lectures two hours a

week, laboratory four hours a week.

D.R. Gardner

Biology 61 .455

Animal Development
A lecture, seminar and laboratory course on the descriptive

and experimental parameters of animal development.

Prerequisites: Biology 61.201* and permission of the De-

partment.

Biology 61 .460

Insect Evolution

A course on the morphology, evolution and function of

insect structures of the more important orders and families

of insects. This course is complementary to Biology 61 .461

,

I which is offered in alternate years.

Prerequisite: Biology 61.201 * or permission of the Depart-

ment.

i
Biology 61 .461

Principles of Systematic Entomology
A lecture and laboratory course devoted to the study of

i identification of insects, the principles of theoretical taxon-

omy, some aspects of insect behaviour and control meas-
1 ures. Instructions and equipment for the required insect

collection can be obtained from the instructor in the spring

prior to the course. This course is complementary to Biology

61 .460, which is offered in alternate years.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory four

hours a week.

H.F. Howden

Biology 61 .469*

Evolutionary Concepts
Evolution as related to gene pools, isolation, speciation,

natural selection, competition, dominance, and distribu-

tional patterns; examples from North American biota are

emphasized.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .360* or permission of the De-

partment.

Biology 61.471*
Evolution and Blogeography
A continuation of concepts developed in Biology 61 .469*
and applied to world biotic patterns. Community evolution,

tropical diversity and temporal stability are considered.

Prerequisite: Biology 61.469* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Biology 61 .475

History of Biology
A seminar course on the history of biology and biological

theory.

Prerequisites: Biology 61 .214*, a course in physiology at

least concurrently, and permission of the Department.

Biology 61.481*
Animal Behaviour
An advanced half-credit course in the study of animal
behaviour. Topics such as predator-prey interactions, mat-
ing behaviour, migration, mother-young interactions, social

behaviour and inter- and intra-specific spacing behaviour
are interpreted in an ecological context. Lectures, seminars
and laboratories are used to achieve this coverage.

Prerequisites: Biology 61.201*. and 61.360* (may be
taken concurrently), or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, labora-

tory four hours a week.

Biology 61 .490

Directed Special Studies and Seminar
Day division, Fall/Winter and Summer with permission of

the Department.

Biology 61 .491*
Directed Special Studies

Day division, Fall/Winter and Summer terms, with permis-

sion of the Department.

The above Directed Special Studies are courses for either

individual or group study, open to allThird- and Fourth-Year

undergraduate students who wish to explore a particular

topic of interest. Course work may include directed reading,

written assignments, tutorials, laboratory or field work. Prior

to registration the student must have the approval of a

Faculty instructor, who will act as the supervisor, and
permission of the Department. Students normally may not

offer more than a total of one credit of Directed Special

Studies in their program.

Biology 61 .497

Independent Study
A course for independent research and study from Iforary

sources, under the supervision of a member of the Depart-

ment, open only to students in the Honours B.A. programs.

A major paper reporting the research must be submitted to

the supervisor by April 1 of the Fall/Winter session or August
15 of the Summer session, and the student will be exam-
ined orally on the topic of the paper by a panel of three

faculty members.
Precludes additional credit for Biology 61 .498.

Biology 61 .498

Research Project

Fourth-year B.Sc. Honours students must carry out a re-

search project under the supervision of a member of the

Department. Fourth year B.A. Honours students may take

Biology 61.498 if they demonstrate to the Chair that they

have adequate experience in the laboratory. Approval of

the topic and research schedule must be obtained from the

Supervisor and Chair before the last day for late registration

of either the Fall/Winter or Summer sessions. Each stu-

dent's performance is examined by a faculty committee

after the completion of the project. 70 percent of the grade

is awarded by the supervisor based on the completed

research report, and the student's performance in the pro-

ject. 30 percent of the grade is awarded by the supervisor

and two advisers based on the report and the student's

performance in an oral examination on the report. The
written report must be submitted by the last day for submis-

sion of course assignments. Extensions of the deadline will

be allowed only at the discretion of the Chair of the Depart-

ment.

Precludes additional credit for Biology 61 .497.
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Biotechnology Co-ordinators

Biology: J.A. Webb
Biochemistry: J.M. Neelin

General Information

Biotechnology is concerned with the design, modification

and controlled use of living organisms and their metabolic

systems to carry out a wide range of useful processes in

agriculture, manufacturing and service industries. This is

an important and growing field for the application of biologi-

cal studies to industrial, commercial, agricultural and envi-

ronmental problems. Important areas include fermentation

and enzyme technology, genetic engineering and other

cellular manipulations.

Biotechnology at Carleton

A number of scientists at Carleton carry out research in

topics related to biotechnology. Some areas currently un-

der investigation include:

metabolic engineering and applied microbiology;

genetic engineering;

natural products for biological control;

cell and tissue culture technology.

By completing a particular pattern of options in Biology or

Biochemistry, undergraduates interested in careers in this

expanding area can qualify for an Honours B.Sc. in Biology

and Biotechnology, or in Biochemistry and Biotechnology.

These programs provide the basic grounding in biology and
chemistry, yet allow inclusion of specialized courses related

to biotechnology. The biology version allows for more em-
phasis at the cell and organizational level, while the bio-

chemistry version has a greater concentration at the

molecular level. One of the requirements is completion of

an Honours research project in a topic related to current

studies in biotechnology. In special cases, students may
carry out the project in a local laboratory outside of the

University, with joint supervision by a faculty member and
an outside scientist. When possible

,
special courses will be

offered in subjects of direct application in biotechnology.

Courses required for the Biotechnology designation (in

addition to other program requirements) include: Organic

Chemistry (Chemistry 65.220), General and Industrial Bio-

chemistry (Biochemistry 63.305*. 63.310, 63.404*), Cy-

tology (Biology 61 .221 *), Microbiology (Biology 61 .331 ),
Molecular Genetics and/or Cell Biology (selected from Bi-

ology 61.416*. 61.419*. 61.421 , 61.432*. 61.433*)
and Biotechnology (Biology 61 .430* or 61 .431 *).

For information on course patterns for students entering

these programs with, or without, the Ontario Academic
Course in Biology should refer to p. 384 for complete

information.

Honours In Biology and Biotechnology

Course requirements are 20 credits, in a pattern approved

by the appropriate Biotechnology Co-ordinator:

1. Eight Biology credits: Biology 61.100, 61.201*.
61.202*. 61.214*. 61.220*. 61.221*. 61.314*.
61 .325*. 61 .331 *, 61 .335*. 61 .360*. one of 61 .430* or

61.431*; one credit from 61.416*. 61.419*. 61.421*.
61 .432* or 61 .433*; one half credit Biology option.

2. Two Biochemistry credits: Biochemistry 63.310,

63.305*. 63.404*.

3. Two Chemistry credits: Chemistry 65.100 and 65.220.

4. One Physics credit: Physics 75.105, or 75.101* and
75.102*.

5. One-and-one-half Mathematics credits: Mathematics

69.1 07*. 69.1 17*. 69.257*.

6. One-and-one-half credits to be chosen from Biology

61.416*. 61.419*. 61.421*. 61.427*. 61.430*.
61.431*. 61.432*. 61.433*; Biochemistry 63.401 ,
63.402*. Chemistry 65.210, 65.370*, Technology, Soci-

ety, Environment 59.401 , and 59.402*. In special cases,

other advanced Science courses may be approved by the

Biotechnology Co-ordinator.

7. Two approved credits offered by the Faculties of Arts or

Social Sciences.

8. One free option credit.

9. A research project (Biology 61 .498) in an area approved
by the Biotechnology Co-ordinator.

Honours in Biochemistry and Biotechnology

Course requirements are 20 credits, in a pattern approved
by the appropriate Biotechnology Co-ordinator:

1. Four and one-half Biology credits: 61 .100 or equivalent,

61 .214*. 61 .221 *, 61 .31 4*. 61 .331 , either 61 .325* or

61.335*. and one credit from 61.416*, 61.419*.
61 .421*. 61.430*. 61.431*. 61 .432* and 61.433*.

2. Four and one-half Biochemistry credits: 63.220* or

equivalent. 63.305*. 63.310, 63.401 *, 63.402*, 63.404*
and 63.498.

3. Four and one-half Chemistry credits: 65.100, 65.210,

65.220, 65.231*. 65.321*. and either 65.322* or

65.325*.

4. One Physics credit: 75.101* and75.102*. or 75.105.

5. One Mathematics credit: 69.1 07*. 69.117*.

6. One and one-half credits chosen from Biochemistry

63.403*. either of Biology 61.201* or 61.202*. Biology

61.325*. 61.3 3 5*. 61.4 1 6*. 61.4 1 9*. 61.421*.
61.426*. 61.4 2 7*. 61.4 2 9*. 61.4 3 0*. 61.431*.
61.432*. 61.433*. Chemistry 65.322*. 65.325*.
65.370*. 65.380*. Mathematics 69.257*. Technology,

Society and Environment 59.401 or 59.403*. In special

cases, other advanced Science courses may be approved

by the Director.

7. Two approved credits offered by the Faculties of Arts or

Social Sciences.

8. One credit free option or one-half credit if Biology 61 .1 02

(no longer offered) is taken in lieu of the Ontario Academic
Course in Biology.

Notes on Programs

1. In the Biology/Biotechnology program, "Honours Sub-

jects" used for calculation of Honours grade-point averages

include all courses taken in Biology and Biochemistry.

2. In the Biochemistry/Biotechnology program, "Honours

Subjects" used for calculation of Honours grade-point av-

erages include all courses taken in Biochemistry, plus the

Biology and Chemistry courses fulfilling requirements 1, 3

and 6 above.

3. In choosing a program, students should consider the

prerequisites for any courses that they may wish to take in

later years; in particular some options listed in requirements

1 and 6, above, may be offered only in alternate years and

may require as prerequisites for one or other of Biology

61.325* and 61.335*. Because of timetable constraints



students may have to take Chemistry 85.210 and Biology

61 .201 or 61 .202* in different years.

4. Credit will not be given for Biology 61 .220* or Biochem-

istry 63.220* taken after Biochemistry 63.310 or equiva-

lent.

Typical Course Patterns

Biology and Biotechnology

First Year
Biology 61 .100;

Chemistry 65.100;

Physics 75.1 05, or 75.1 01 and 75.1 02*;
Mathematics 69.1 07*. 69.1 17*;

One credit, Arts or Social Sciences option.

Second Year
Biology 61.201*. 61202*. 61.214H , 61.220*. 61.314*.

61.331 *;

Chemistry 65220;
One credit, Arts or Social Sciences option.

Third Year

Biology 61.221*. 61.325*. 61.335*, 61.360*. one-half

Biology option;

Biochemistry 63.310 and 63.305*;

Mathematics 69.257*;

One half credit, free option.

Fourth Year

One credit from Biology 61.416*. 61.419*. 61.421,

61.432*. 61.433*;
One-and-a-half advanced option credits (see 6 above);

Biochemistry 63.404*;

Biology 61 .430* or 61 .431;
Bio logy 61 .498;

One half credit, free option.

Biochemistry and Biotechnology

First Year

Biology 61 .100;

Chemistry 65.100;

Physics 75.1 01 * and 75.1 02*. or 75.1 05;

Mathematics 69.107*. 69.1 17*;
One credit, Arts or Social Sciences option.

Second Year

Biology 61 .2 14, 61.221*;
Biochemistry 63.220*;
Chemistry 65.21 0, 65 220, 65.231 ;
One credit, Arts or Social Sciences option.

Third Year
Biology 61 .325* or 61 .335*;

Biology 61 .314*. 61.331*;
Biochemistry 63.305*. 63.310;

Chemistry 65.321*. 65.322*. or 65.325*;
One credit of options.

Fourth Year
One credit from Biology 61.416*. 61.419*. 61.421*.
61 .430*. 61 .431. 61 .432*. 61 .433*;
One and one-half advanced option credits (see 6 above);

Biochemistry 63.401 *. 63.402*. 63.404*;
Biochemistry 63.498.
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General Information

Students intending to enter a program in Chemistry should

have a strong background in mathematics and physics as
well as in chemistry. The three-year Major and four-year

Honours programs in Chemistry are described below. Stu-

dents interested in continuing their careers in secondary

school teaching, graduate studies or as professional chem-
ists are advised to enrol in the Honours program.

Combined Honours programs in Chemistry and Geology
and in Chemistry and Physics are available as described

below.

While Combined Honours in Chemistry and Mathematics

are not formally available, strong continuation groupings in

Mathematics can be arranged under the Honours Chemis-
try program. Secondary specialization in Biology can be
arranged under the Honours Chemistry program, or under
the joint program in Honours Biochemistry. In evaluating

students for entry with advanced standing, the Department
of Chemistry transfers credits but not grades.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 376-377), in addition to all departmental

regulations and requirements as set out below.

The designation of Honours degree awarded for students

in the Combined Honours program is determined on the

basis of their grade-point average for all required credits in

the two Major subjects as specified in the respective pro-

gram requirements.

For students in the Honours program, the designation of

Honours degree will be determined by a student's grade

point average on all required Chemistry courses.

Major Program

A total of ten credits is required for graduation after com
pletion of the First-year Science faculty requirements

These requirements must be completed before continu

ation into Second year and must include Chemistry 65.1 00

Mathematics 69.107*. 69.1 17*. Physics 75.101* a
75.1 02* and one other First-year Science credit.

The total program (including First year) must contain:

1. Chemistry 65.100, 65.210
, 65.220, 65.230 and t\

credits at the 300-level including Chemistry 65.311

65.353* and at least one of 65.315*, 65.325*
65.355*. (Note: Chemistry 65.355* requires both

istry 65.353* and 65.354* as prerequisites.)

2. Mathematics 69.107*, 69.117* and 69.202 or ap

proved equivalents, e.g. 69.207* and 69.208*;

3. Physics 75.101* and 75.102* and 75.236* or

proved equivalents;

4. A Science Continuation half credit not in Chemistry;

5. A First-year Science credit (as required in the First-year

program);

6. Two Arts or Social Science credits (see Faculty of

Science regulations);

7. One Science credit or other approved credit chosen
after consultation with the Department of Chemistry;

8. One free credit.

In addition to the Faculty requirement of a C- average in

Chemistry, the Department also requires a grade of C- or

better in at least half of all Chemistry courses taken.

It is recommended that candidates choose a course in

French, German or Russian as one of their Arts credits.
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Honours Program

A total of 15' credits is required for the degree after comple-

tion of First-year Science requirements. These require-

ments are the same as for the Major program except that,

based on the results of an assessment test and permission

of the Chair of the Department, outstanding students may
be allowed to take Chemistry 65.220 in the First year

instead of Chemistry 65.100. However, the total number of

credits required will remain unchanged. In addition to the

Faculty requirement of a C+ average in Chemistry, the

Department also requires a grade of C+ or better in at least

half of all Chemistry courses taken.

The total program (including First year) must contain:

1. Chemistry 65.100, 65.210, 65.220, 65.230, 65.311

65.321*, 65.353*. 65.354*. 65.315*. 65.325*,
65.355*. one credit at the 400-level in Chemistry or Bio-

Chemistry 63.310, one half credit at the 300- or 400-level

in Chemistry; and Chemistry 65.498.

2. Mathematics 69.107*. 69.117* and 69.202 or ap-

proved equivalents, e.g. 69.207* and 69.208*;

3. Physics 75.101* and 75.102*; and 75.236* or ap-

proved equivalents;

4. A Science Continuation half credit not in Chemistry;

5. A First-year Science credit (as required in the First-year

program);

6. Two Arts or Social Science credits (see Faculty of

Science regulations);

7. Two further credits. These will normally be in Chemistry

or other Sciences, but students who wish to broaden and

strengthen a non-science interest may receive approval for

non-science courses which are part of a well-thought-out

and coherent non-science pattern.

8. One free credit.

Honours Project

All Honours candidates are required, as part of Chemistry

65.498, in the final year to carry out a substantial project

and to write a report to their supervisor. Towards the end

of the Third year, prospective candidates should obtain

pertinent information from the departmental office. Brief

progress reports are to be presented to the supervisor and
committee members early in November and February. The
deadline for submission of the final typed report is the first

Monday in April. Honours students are also expected to

attend departmental seminars in their specialty. The report

and its defence are heavily weighted in determining the

class of Honours awarded. The grade of In Progress will be
restricted to unusual circumstances and be subject to ap-

proval by the Department.

Combined Honours In Chemistry and Geology

Program Advisers: E.P.C. Lai and G.B. Skippen

A grade of C+ or better in both Chemistry 65.100 and
Geology 67.1 00 and overall Honours standing are required

for admittance to the program. Program requirements are

as follows:

1. Chemistry 65.100, 65.210, 65.230, 65.353*, 65.354*
and one Chemistry credit at the 400-level.

2. Geology 67.100, 67.221*. 67.223*. 67.228*,
67.281 , 67.323*, 67.324* and one Geology credit at the

400-level;

3. Either Chemistry 65.498 or Geology 67.498. Students

should consult their program adviser about selection of this

in their Third year;

4. One Chemistry or Geology credit;

5. Mathematics 69.1 07*. 69.1 17* and 69.202;

6. Physics 75.101* and 75.102*;

7. Two Science credits, of which one must be outside

Chemistry and Geology;

8. Two Arts or Social Science credits;

9. One free credit.

10. A language requirement must be met during the Third

year by passing a course in, or demonstrating reading

proficiency in one of French, German or Russian.

A typical program is as follows:

First Year
Chemistry 65.100;

Geology 67.100;

Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*
Physics 75.1 01 and 75.1 02*;
One Arts or Social Science credit.

Second Year

Chemistry 65.21 0 and 65.230;

Geology 67.221 *, 67.222*, 67.228* and 67.281 *;

Mathematics 69.202.

Third Year
Chemistry 65.353* and 65.354*;

Geology 67.323* and 67.324*;

One Chemistry or Geology credit;

One Science credit;

One Arts or Social Science credit.

Fourth Year

Chemistry 65.498 or Geology 67.498;

One Chemistry credit at the 400-level;

One Geology credit at the 400-level;

One Science credit;

One elective credit.

Combined Honours in Chemistry and Physics

Program Advisers: A.L. Carter and P. Kruus

A total of 15 credits are required for the degree after

completion of the First-year Science requirement. A grade

of C+ or better in both Chemistry 65.100 and Physics

75.101* and 75.102*, and overall Honours standing are

required before admittance to the program. Course require-

ments are as follows:

First Year
Physics 75.1 01 * and 74.1 02*;
Chemistry 65.100;

Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*;
One credit free option;

(Mathematics 69.1 02 and 69.1 1 2 may be taken in place of

Mathematics 69.107*. 69.117* and one credit free op-

tion);

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit.

Second Year
Physics 75.211 *, 75.222*. 75.235*. 75.236*;

Chemistry 65.210;

If Mathematics 69.107* and 69.117* are taken in First

year, Mathematics 69.207*, 69.208* and 69.217* (or

Mathematics 69.202 and Mathematics 69.257*);
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If Mathematics 69.102 and 69.1 12 are taken in First year,

Mathematics 69.208* and two half credits free options;

One half course acceptable Arts or Social Science credit.

Third Year
Physics 75.307* (or 75.308*), 75.361 *. 75.362*. 75.386

(or Mathematics 69.375* and 69.376*);

Chemistry 65.220, 65.31 1*. 65.312*. 65.353*.

Fourth Year
Physics 75.338*. 75.477*. 75.478* (or 75.408*);

Chemistry 65.31 5*. 65.354*;

Two of Chemistry 65.41 0*. 65.41 1 *, 65.412*, 65.413*;

One Honours project;

One half course Arts or Social Science credit.

Graduate Program

The Department of Chemistry offers studies leading to the

degree of Master of Science and to the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy. For further details consult the Graduate Stud-

ies and Research Calendar.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Note:

Under special circumstances, students not having the indi-

cated prerequisites may register for courses by obtaining

permission of the Department.

Chemistry 65.010
Introductory Chemistry
An introductory course emphasizing the fundamental laws

and principles of chemistry. Accurate working of numerical

problems forms an important part of the course. The labo-

ratory course is designed to teach fundamental techniques

and to give familiarity with some physical and chemical

properties of a selected group of substances.

Precludes additional credit for OAC Chemistry.

Prerequisite: Ontario Grade 11 Chemistry or equivalent.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.100

General Chemistry
Solution equilibria, acid and base chemistry; electronic

structure of atoms; energy states and spectra; descriptive

chemistry and periodic properties of the elements; the

structure of covalent and ionic substances; energy relation-

ships and theories in bonding, equilibria, and rates of

reactions. The laboratory course gives training in funda-

mental techniques and methods of experimental work in

analysis, synthesis and other aspects of chemistry.

Precludes additional credit for Chemistry 65.1 1 1 *.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.010 and Mathematics
69.007*. or equivalent. This course is intended for stu-

dents in all programs who plan to take further chemistry

courses.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.103*
The Chemistry of Food, Health and Drugs
A course describing aspects of chemistry relating to food,

food additives, drugs (both illicit and beneficial) and their

relation to metabolism and health. Topics may include;

proteins, carbohydrates, fats, drugs, food additives, vita-

mins, and cofactors, enzymes, steroids, electrolyte and pH
balance, trace elements. Designed for students in the Arts

and Social Science Faculties. Available only as a free

option for Science students. Course enrolment may be
limited.

Prerequisite: A course in Chemistry (e.g. Ontario Grade

11).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week. -

Chemistry 65.107

The Chemistry of Art and Artifacts

A non-mathematical course designed for archaeologists

and historians dealing with the deterioration and preserva-

tion of artifacts and works of art. This course treats the

nature and reactions of chemical substances such as

stone, metal, wood, and painting materials; modem meth-
ods of studying materials and their deterioration; methods
of arresting deterioration. Guest lectures and visits to local

laboratories and other sites will be arranged.

Prerequisite: At least one year of High School Chemistry is

recommended.

Chemistry 65.1 11*
Chemistry for Engineering Students
This course is designed to familiarize students with chemi-

cal principles applicable to engineering problems. Topics

include atomic structure, the periodic table, chemical bond-

ing, molecular structure, chemical thermodynamics, chemi-

cal equilibrium, chemical kinetics, catalysis, properties of

electrolytic solutions, galvanic and electrolytic cells, fuel

cells, and corrosion. The laboratory course is designed to

give skill in, understanding of, and appreciation of the most

important basic techniques and methods used in experi-

mental chemical work. This course is not a prerequisite for

further chemistry courses. Individual students wishing to

take further chemistry courses will, however, be considered

on their merits.

Precludes additional credit for Chemistry 65.100.

Prerequ isite s: Che mistry 65 .0 1 0 , Mathematics 69 .007* , or

equivalent.

Day division, Both terms: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.210

Physical Chemistry
An introduction to thermodynamics and its application to

problems of phase equilibria, chemical equilibria, surface

chemistry and electrochemistry. Principles of chemical dy-

namics and their application to analysis of reaction mecha-
nisms.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.100 and Mathematics
69.107* and 69.117* or equivalent.

Students presenting both Chemistry 65.21 0 and 65.220 will

not be able to receive additional credit for 65.280*. Stu-

dents in the B.Sc. program with Chemistry 65.210 will only

be able to use 65.280* in the free elective category.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week, problems one

hour a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.220

Organic Chemistry
Structure, synthesis and reactions of the main functional

groups using both aliphatic and aromatic examples and

emphasizing a mechanistic approach. Elementary stereo-

chemistry. Biologically and industrially important molecules
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are used as examples whenever possble. The laboratory

includes transformations and characterization of selected

functional groups as well as introductory spectroscopy.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.1 00.

Students presenting both Chemistry 65.21 0 and 65.220 will

not be able to receive additional credit for 65. 280*. Stu-

dents in the B.Sc. program with Chemistry 65.21 0 will only

be able to use 65.280* in the free elective category.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.230

Analytical Chemistry

Introduction to analytical chemistry. Understanding of prin-

ciples and methods of chemical analyses. Knowledge of

instruments and their applications. Data treatment. Evalu-

ation and interpretation of results. Solving chemical prob-

lems. General knowledge of why certain analyses are done.

Qualitative identification and quantitative determination of

both atomic and molecular species. The laboratory pro-

vides hands-on experience and training in techniques.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.100, Mathematics 69. 107*
and 69.1 17* or equivalent.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.231*
Analytical Chemistry

A half-credit course for non-Chemistry Majors on the theory

and practice of gravimetric, titrimetric and instrumental

analysis. Emphasis is placed on experimental techniques

required for analysis of biological and environmental sam-
ples.

Precludes additional credit for Chemistry 65.230.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.100.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and problems three

hours a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.280*
Environmental Chemistry
This course provides a basis in those aspects of chemistry

fundamental to the understanding of the environment

through a discussion of topics such as: the physico-chemi-

cal processes governing the composition of the atmos-

phere and natural waters; the detection of common
pollutants and their chemical properties; and the recycling

of elements in the biosphere. An accompanying laboratory

component iflustrates these aspects of chemistry. This is a

fimited enrolment course; therefore top priority will be given

to students registered in the Environmental Science pro-

gram.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.100 and Mathematics
69.107*.
Students presenting both Chemistry 6521 0 and 65.220 will

not be able to receive additional credit for Chemistry
65280*. Students in the B.Sc. program with Chemistry
65210 will only be able to use Chemistry 65.280* in the

free elective category.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.311*
Quantum Chemistry I

Hamilton's equations of motion. Postulates of quantum
mechanics. Schrodinger wave equation. Particle-in-a-box,

tunneling, uncertainty principle. Harmonic oscillator and
vibrational spectra. Rigid rotor and rotational spectra. Hy-
drogen atom, atomic spectra, magnetic effects. Hydrogen
molecular ion and molecular orbitals.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.210, Mathematics 69.202, or

equivalent.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and problems three hours

a week.

Chemistry 65.312*
Quantum Chemistry II

Molecular orbital theory of bonding and spectra of diatomic

molecules. Polyatomic molecules, hybrid orbitals. Dipole

moment and electronegativity. Symmetry and classification

of electronic energy levels. Huckel theory of conjugated

molecules, 4n+2 rule. Selection rules for electronic transi-

tions. Introduction to statistical mechanics.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.311 *.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and problems three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.315*
Experimental Physical Chemistry
A laboratory-based course designed to acquaint students

with advanced concepts in physical chemistry and the use

of more advanced physico-chemical techniques in other

areas of chemistry. Students are responsible for literature

surveys, acquisition of theoretical background, design of

experimental procedures and mathematical analysis of

data.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.21 0 and at least one of 65.220

or 65.230. Prerequisite or co-requisite: Chemistry 65.3 11 .
Day division, Both terms: Laboratory and seminars four

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.321*
Advanced Organic Chemistry I

Instrumental methods for determining organic structures.

Selected organic reactions with emphasis on mechanisms
and reactive intermediates.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.220 or equivalent.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.322*
Advanced Organic Chemistry II

Continued mechanistic survey of additional organic reac-

tions with emphasis on synthetic usefulness and stereo-

chemistry. Interspersed with selected topics such as
instrumental methods, photochemistry, literature of organic

chemistry, natural and synthetic polymers, heterocycles,

terpenes and alkaloids.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.321 * or equivalent.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week!

Chemistry 65.325*
Experimental Organic Chemistry
A laboratory-based course including advanced concepts

and techniques in organic synthesis, structure determina-

tion, and the rates and mechanisms of reactions. Students

are responsible for literature surveys, acquisition of theo-

retical background, and design of experimental proce-

dures.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65220.
Prerequisite or co-requisite: Chemistry 65.321* or Bio-

chemistry 63.310.

Day division, Both terms: Laboratory and seminars four

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.353*
Inorganic Chemistry I

An introduction to quantum theory and atomic structure.

The periodic system, chemistry of the p-block, transition

and lanthanide elements. Symmetry and chemical bonds.

Structure and energetics.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.210 and 65.230. Chemistry
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65.311 * concurrently is recommended.
Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.354*
Inorganic Chemistry II

The electronic structure of molecules. Topics to be chosen
from: chemistry of co-ordination compounds; nomencla-

ture, isomerism, stability constants, bonding, thermody-

namics and kinetics, chemistry of organometallic
compounds, bioinorganic chemistry— the role of transition

metals in nature.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.353*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.355*
Experimental Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry
A laboratory-based course including advanced concepts

and techniques in inorganic synthesis, structure determina-

tion and analytical chemistry. Students are responsible for

literature surveys, acquisition of theoretical background,

design of experimental procedures and mathematical

analysis of data.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.210 and 65.230.

Prerequisite or co-requisite: Chemistry 65.353* and
65.354*.
Note: withdrawal from or a final grade of F or FNS in

Chemistry 65.353* will require de registration from Chem-
istry 65.355*.

Day division, Both terms: Laboratory four hours a week.

Chemistry 65.370*
Industrial Applications of Chemistry
A course illustrating how chemistry is utilized in industry in

conjunction with other disciplines. A variety of industries are

covered, e.g. the fertilizer, electrochemical, metallurgical,

petrochemical, plastics, pulp and paper, and pharmaceuti-

cal industries. The discussion of these industries will be

used to illustrate the interaction of chemistry with a variety

of factors: economic, political, engineering, materials, en-

vironmental, health, legal, etc. Several guest lecturers from

industry will participate.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.21 0 or Chemistry 65.280*.

Day division, Fall term: Evening lectures two hours a week.

Chemistry 65.372*
Transport Processes and Unit Operations

A course introducing chemists to some more common
problems of interest to chemical engineers: fluid flow;

steady and unsteady-state heat transfer; mass transfer;

gas-liquid, liquid-liquid and solid-liquid separation proc-

esses.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.21 0 or permission of the De-
partment.

Chemistry 65.380*
The Chemistry of Environmental Pollutants

This course focuses on specific pollutants of current inter-

est. These may be inorganic (e.g., acid rain, lead, mercury)

or organic (dioxins, PCBs, freons, pesticides, etc.). Discus-

sion may include: their industrial sources; whether pro-

duced deliberately or accidentally; the use pattern;

concentrations involved; their known effects on the environ-

ment and human health; chemistry involved in these ef-

fects; analytical methods to determine their concentration;

current regulation of these compounds in Canada and
elsewhere.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.220 or 65.280*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.41 0*
Quantum Chemistry
Group theory applied to the determination of hybrid orbitals,

molecular orbitals and molecular vibrations. Symmetry
analysis of spectra, selection rules, allowed and forbidden

reactions.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.311 * and 65.312* or Physics

75.362*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars three hours

a week.

Chemistry 65.411*
Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics
A course reviewing and extending the concepts covered in

Chemistry 65.210, 65.311 * and 65.312* by applying them
to more advanced, practically oriented problems. The em-
phasis is on problems involving thermodynamics and sta-

tistical mechanics.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.311 * and 65.312*.
Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars three hours

a week.

Chemistry 65.41 2*
Chemical Kinetics

Complex reaction sequences, numerical solution of kinetic

equations. Descriptive kinetics, including photo-chemical

reactions, chain reactions, explosions, feedback loops.

Homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis. Theoretical

kinetics, including collision dynamics, activated complex
theory, kinetics in solution.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.311 * and 65.312*.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.41 3*
Colloid and Surface Chemistry
Properties and stability of colloidal systems, theories of

adsorption, heterogeneous catalysis, and interfacial phe-

nomena.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.210.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars three

hours week.

Chemistry 65.420*
Physical Organic Chemistry
Molecular orbital calculations. Woodward-Hoffmann rules.

Experimental and theoretical methods for determining re-

action mechanisms. Linear free energy relationships.

Mechanism problem-solving.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.321 and 65.31 1 *.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and discussions three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.422*
Instrumental Analysis of Organic Compounds
Methods of analysis for, and structure determination of

complex organic molecules. Topics include Fourier trans-

form, infrared and 13C NMR spectroscopy, ultra violet

spectroscopy, mass spectrometry and methods for relative

and absolute stereochemical determination.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.321*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars three hours

a week.

Chemistry 65.423*
Synthetic Organic Chemistry

The application of reactions to the synthesis of organic

molecules. Emphasis on design of sequences, new re-

agents and stereoselectivity.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.321 * and 65.322*.
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Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.424*
Organic Polymer Chemistry

Introduction to basic principles of polymer chemistry, indus-

trial and synthetic polymers, different types of polymeriza-

tion and polymer characterization. This is followed by a

series of selected topics to cover some important polymers

with emphasis on the synthesis, such as commodity plas-

tics, engineering thermoplastics and specialty polymers.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.321 * or equivalent.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.430*
Electroanalytlcal Chemistry
Properties of ionic solutions, electrode processes, theory

and application of electro analytical techniques and reac-

tions.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.230, 65.31 1* and 65.312*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and seminars three hours

a week.

Chemistry 65.431*
Trace and Ultratrace Analytical Chemistry
Sampling and sample preservation. The problems of the

blank. Trace and uKratrace analysis. Analysis of ultra pure

material. Atomic absorption, atomic fluorescence and
atomic and molecular emission spectroscopy. Simultane-

ous and sequential multi-element analysis.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.21 0 and 65.230.

Given in alternate years with Chemistry 65.432*.

Chemistry 65.432*
Solutions and Separations in Analytical Chemistry
Complex formation, multi-step and competing equilibria

and their application to the design of selective methods of

separation and determination. Electroanalytical chemistry

of aqueous solutions. Phase equilbria and solvent extrac-

tion.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.21 0 and 65.230.

Text: Laitinen and Harris, Chemical Analysis, Second Edi-

tion.

Given in alternate years with Chemistry 65.431 *.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.450*
Applications of Llgand Field Theory
Introduction to quantitative crystal field theory; the weak
field approximation and application to heats of ligation; the

strong field approximation and application to spectra and
magnetism of inorganic compounds.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.31 1 * and 65.354*.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures and seminars three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.451*
Thermodynamic and Kinetic Aspects of Inorganic
Chemistry
The course treats topics in solid state chemistry and solu-

tion chemistry. Applications in metallurgy and mineralogy
receive attention.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.21 0, 65.353* and 65.354*.

Chemistry 65.452*
Radlochemlstry
A study of nuclear stability and decay; chemical studies of

nuclear phenomena. Applications of radioactivity.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 65.210, 65.230 and 65.353* or

permission of the Department.

Reference text: Friedlander, Kennedy, Macias and Miller,

Nuclear and Radiochemistry.

Day division, Winter term, Lectures and seminars three

hours a week.

Chemistry 65.480*
Atmospheric Chemistry
The topics to be covered in this course include: properties

of the natural atmospheric constituents; biogeochemical

cycles involving gases; chemical reactions in the atmos-
phere; anthropogenic atmospheric pollutants (e.g., chlo-

rofluorocarbons, sulphur and nitrogen oxides,
photochemical smog, etc.), their sources and their effects

on the biosphere. Fundamentals of the structure of the

relevant molecules are discussed to explain their spectral

properties and chemical reactivities. Some fundamentals
of gas properties are also included. Experimental methods
for studying the atmosphere are covered briefly.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.210 or 65.280*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Chemistry 65.498

Research Project and Seminar
Senior students in Honours Chemistry carry out a research

project under the direction of one of the members of the

Department. A written report and an oral presentation of

the work are required before a grade can be assigned.

Students must successfully complete at least two of Chem-
istry 65.315*, 65.325* and 65.355* before beginning
their Chemistry 65.498 project, unless they have obtained

the express consent of the Department.

Day division, Annually: Laboratory and associated work at

least eight hours a week.
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General Information

The School of Computer Science offers a variety of pro-

grams and courses which together provide a wide spectrum

of educational opportunities for students wishing to special-

ize in Computer Science. The Honours Bachelor of Com-
puter Science (B.C.S.) program is professionally
recognized and accredited by CI PS, the Canadian Informa-

tion Processing Society. A co-operative education stream

is also available within this program allowing students to

complement their academic studies with practical experi-

ence in the work-place. In addition, the School offers com-
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bined Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) Honours programs with

the Department of Mathematics and Statistics and the

Department of Physics. The School offers a number of

introductory courses that may stand alone in a program of

another field of study or be augmented by a selection of

other Computer Science courses to form an area of spe-
cialization.

Programs offered at the Graduate level include the Ph.D.
and Master of Computer Science (M.C.S.) program offered

in conjunction with the Ottawa-Carleton Institute for Com-
puter Science, and the more interdisciplinary Master of

Information System Science (M.Sc.) program. For details

of these programs please refer to the Calendar of Graduate

Studies and Research.

The School of Computer Science has a wide variety of

computing equipment for student use. There are nine labo-

ratories: six primarily for undergraduate courses, one dedi-

cated to graduate students and two that are used solely for

research. The School emphasizes the use of microcomput-
ers to allow each student access to a powerful individual

workstation, enabling the provision of a wide spectrum of

computational equipment from networked microcomputer

systems for student use to networked SUN workstations for

graduate research. In addition, all students have access to

the campus-wide computing facilities, which include Hon-
eywell mainframe computers.

Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours), B.C.S.

(Hons.) Program

The B.C.S. program is an Honours degree program in

which candidates are required to complete 20 credits or

equivalent after admission to First year. Students in the

co-operative education stream are minimally required to

complete an additional four work-term half course credits.

In order to provide the student with a choice of specializa-

tion, the program is designed around a core curriculum

combined with a choice of five program options. These
options are designed to prepare graduates for professional

careers in computer-related occupations or for advanced
study at the graduate level.

The program is offered mainly in the Day division. Part-time

students will find, however, that some of the courses are

also available in the Evening division.

Admission Requirements

First Year

1. Completion of Qualifying University year in Arts, Engi-

neering or Science, with a grade-point average of 4.0 or

better, including Mathematics 69.007* and 69.01 7*;
or

2. The Ontario Secondary School Diploma or equivalent,

including six Ontario Academic Courses (OACs) with a
minimum average of 65 percent, including one OAC in

Calculus and one OAC in Algebra and Geometry. For the

Hardware option, an OAC in Physics must also be included

among the six OACs necessary for admission; or

3. The Ontario Secondary School Honour Graduation Di-

ploma with a minimum 65 percent average and including

Functions and Calculus. Physics is required for the Hard-

ware option.
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Advanced Standing

Applications for admission beyond First year will be as-

sessed on their individual merits. Advanced standing will

be granted only for those subjects assessed as being

appropriate for the program and for the option selected.

Mature Applicants

Persons who lack the normal entrance requirements as

published in this Calendar may receive consideration for

admission under the mature applicant policy. Applicants will

normally have been away from full-time studies for a mini-

mum of two years and must be 21 years of age, or over, by

December 31 of the year in which they wish to enrol. For

full details see pp. 29-30.

Enrolment Limitation

Applicants should note that meeting the admission require-

ments can only establish eligbility for selection to the

School of Computer Science.

Course Requirements

The program for the degree of Bachelor of Computer

Science (Honours) consists of a total of 20 credits, normally

five taken each year, including at least seven and one half

Computer Science credits, three from Mathematics and
Statistics, two and one-half from the Faculties of Arts and
Social Sciences, an additional two from either the Faculty

of Science (excluding Mathematics) or the School of Busi-

ness, and to include at least two credits chosen from

400-level courses.

Because the study of computer science is necessarily

structured, students are required to select a course of study

from one of five options in addition to those courses of the

core program. The options are:

1. Software

2. Hardware

3. Theory of Computing

4. Scientific Applications

5. Management and Business Systems

Relevant Courses

All courses bearing a 95 prefix carry the designation Com-
puter Science. In addition, the following courses offered by
the School of Business and the Faculty of Engineering are

relevant to the B.C.S. program, are counted as Computer
Science credits and are treated as Computer Science

courses in the calculation of grade-point averages. (See
also p. 411.)

Business 42.230*. 42.240*. 42.342*. 42.348*.
42.440*. 42.442*. 42.446*.

Engineering 94.333*. 94.405*. 94.457*.

Core Courses

All students enrolled in the Computer Science degree
program are required to complete the following core

courses:

First Year
Mathematics 69.107* and 69.114*;
Computer Science 95.105*. 95.185*. 95.106* and
95.102*.

Second Year

Mathematics 69.217*;
Computer Science 95.202*. 95.203* and 95.204*.

Third Year
Mathematics 69.31 1*;
Computer Science 95.300*. 95.304*. 95.305*. 95.384*
and 95.385*.

Fourth Year
Computer Science 95.495*.

Program Options

Software Option

This option is intended for students whose interests include

the design and implementation of large-scale software

systems. Examples of such systems are language proces-

sors, operating systems and data management systems.

Program requirements for the Software option are:

First Year
One credit in an experimental science.

Second Year
Mathematics 69.207* and 69.265*;
Computer Science 95.207*.

Third and Fourth Years

Computer Science 95.302*. 95.401 *, 95.484*;
Two additional Computer Science half credits at the 300-

level or above; and
Two additional Computer Science half credits at the 400-

level.

Hardware Option

This option is intended for students seeking to combine an

interest in computing with an interest in electronics. It

prepares students for careers in the design and construc-

tion of both large- and small-scale computer systems.

Program requirements for the Hardware option are:

First Year
Physics 75.1 01 and 75.1 02*.

Second Year
Mathematics 69.207*. 69.208*. 69.265*;

Computer Science 95.206*;
Engineering 91.251*.

Third Year
Computer Science 95.306*;

Engineering 97.257*.

Fourth Year

One Engineering or Computer Science half credit at the

300 -level or above.

Three Engineering or Computer Science half credits at the

400-level or above.

Theory of Computing Option

This option is intended for students with an interest in the

theoretical aspects of computer science. While retaining a

good number of practical courses, the option emphasizes
the theoretical aspects, thus providing the student with a
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sound foundation for graduate studies. Program require-

ments for the Theory of Computing option are:

First Year
One credit in an experimental science.

Second Year
Mathematics 69.207*, 69.265*;
One of Computer Science 95.206* or 95.207*.

Third and Fourth Years

One of Mathematics 70.482*, Computer Science
95.483*. or 95 .486*;
Two of Computer Science 95.302*. 95.386*. or 95.401 *.

Computer Science 95.484* and 95.485*;
One Computer Science half credit at the 200 -level or above.

Two Computer Science haff credits at the 300-level or

above.

Scientific Applications Option

This option is intended for students whose interest in com-
puters centres around the applications of computers to

science. It provides a strong framework of Computer Sci-

ence courses to which additional Science courses may be

added. Program requirements for the Scientific Applica-

tions option are:

First Year
One credit in an experimental science.

Second Year
Mathematics 69.207*;

Computer Science 95.206*.

One experimental Science credit.

Third Year
Mathematics 69.265*;
Computer Science 95.386*;
One experimental Science credit at the 200 -level or above.

Fourth Year
Computer Science 95.306*;
Two of Engineering 94.405*. Computer Science 95.484*,
or 95.486*;

One Computer Science half credit at the 400-level or above.

Management and Business Systems Option

This option is intended for students whose interests include

the application of computers to business. It is designed to

prepare students for the careers in this field, with a combi-

nation of Computer Science courses and a strong compo-
nent of courses selected from those offered by the School

of Business. Program requirements for the Management
and Business Systems option are:

First Year
Business 42.101 and 42.1 02*;
Economics 43.100.

Second Year
Business 42.210*. 42.230*. 42.250*;
Mathematics 69.257*.

Third Year

Business 42.342*;
One of Business 42.348* or Computer Science 95.207*.

Fourth Year
Two half credits in Business at the 300-level or above;

One half credit in Business at the 400-level;

One of Mathematics 69.259* or one half credit in Mathe-

matics at the 200-level or above;

Computer Science 95.403*;
One Computer Science half credit at the 400-level.

Counselling and Program Approval

Every student in the Bachelor of Computer Science degree
program will be assigned a full-time faculty member who
will act as a program adviser. Students are expected to

seek counsel from their assigned advisers in such matters

as selecting options and choosing elective courses. The
advisers are responsible for approving both programs and
course changes.

Experimental Science Credits

The following courses are acceptable as Science courses

for Computer Science students but not as experimental

science courses: Biology 61.190, 61.192*. 61.216*.
61 .262*, 61.393*, Chemistry 65.1 03*. 65.107, Geology
67 .383*. Physics 75. 190, 75. 195, Science 60.1 00, 60 .200.

The Co-operative Education Stream

Students in the Bachelor of Computer Science program

have the opportunity to enrol in a co-operative education

stream. Students admitted to this stream must satisfy the

normal requirements for graduation from the B.C.S. pro-

gram and, in addition, the graduation requirements specific

to the co-operative stream.

Co-operative education is based on the principle that during

the undergraduate years an academic program combined
with integrated work experience in alternating terms, is

relevant to, and desirable for, effective professional prepa-

ration. The work terms allow the student to acquire experi-

ence in the area of career interest, while the academic

terms can more properly be devoted to fundamental and
theoretical studies. The practical experience is in no sense

a substitute for, but is rather a complement to , the academic
studies.

The motivation, responsibility and opportunity for insight

gained through co-operative education can be of significant

value to the student's future. The co-operative concept

enables those with a career orientation to become full-time

students of their subject, both during the academic terms

and during the related work terms, within a structure of

organized purpose and serious study.

Operation of the Co-operative Stream

Necessary arrangements for integrating work terms, secur-

ing potential employers, arranging interviews, and gener-

ally managing the employment process are the

responsibilities of the Co-operative Program Administrator.

With the assistance of faculty, the Co-operative Program

Administrator counsels students, visits them on the job,

assists them to adjust to work situations, and encourages
their professional development.

The Work/Study Sequence

Students admitted to the Co-operative stream normally

enter the work-place for their first work term on completion

of year two in the B.C.S. program. The normal mode of

operation requires two eight-month (or double) work terms

and one four-month (or single) work term as shown on p.

401.

Students in the Co-operative stream will require 56 months

to complete their program as opposed to 44 months in the

regular Honours program. Variations in the work study
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sequence may be requested due to academic or work

situations in upper years. Precise start and finish dates for

work terms are established in consultation with Co-opera-

tive employers.

Term

Summer Fall Winter

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Acd^n.cT.nns

| |

Work Terms

Co-operative Stream Admission Requirements and
Registration Information

To be eligble for admission to the Co-operative stream

within the B.C.S. program, a student must:

(a) have a cumulative grade-point average of 8.0 or better

in Computer Science and 6.5 or better overall;

(b) have successfully completed 3.0 credits in Computer
Science;

(c) be eligble to work in Canada.

Note that meeting the above requirements only establishes

eligibility for admission to the program. Enrolment in the

Co-operative stream is limited; the number of students

admitted will generally be dependent on the prevailing job

market.

Application forms are available from the School of Com-
puter Science Office. Completed forms should be returned

to the same office. Most students will normally apply in

November of the Fall term of Second year. Admission

decisions are based on grade-point averages as of the

following January. Normally admission decisions will be
made by January 31

.

Employment

Although every effort is made to find a sufficient number of

work-term positions for all students enrolled in the Co-op-
erative stream, no guarantee of employment can be made.
The employment process is competitive, and academic
performance, skills, motivation, maturity, attitude and po-

tential, will determine whether a student is offered a job.

Registration Through Final Term

All work terms must be completed before the final academic
term and the last work report must be submitted no later

than the beginning of the final academic term. Co-operative

students must be registered as full-time students in the

Bachelor of Computer Science program in all academic

terms of the Co-operative program from point of entry

through to the final academic term. The only exception

occurs when a student may have sufficient credits to be
able to register as a part-time student in the final term.

During a work term, co-operative students will register in

one of five co-operative work term report courses; Com-
puter Science 95.320*, 95.321*. 95.322*, 95.420*. or

95.421 *. While on a work term, students are limited to one
half-credit course, unless they have written support from

their employer to take two half-credit courses.

Seeking Employment and Employer Interviews

Seeking Employment

Students are expected to seek employment through the

interview process arranged by the Co-operative Program
Administrator. Students may not seek employment directly

with a Co-operative employer unless specific arrangements

are made with the School. Students who wish to arrange

their own work term assignment must have the position

evaluated by the School before it may be considered for

credit. Students intending to find their own jobs may not

take part in the normal application and interview process

arranged by the School.

Initial Job Application

The maximum number of initial job applications allowed

may vary from time to time, depending on the number of

job opportunities and the number of students seeking em-
ployment. The maximum number will be conveyed to stu-

dents in the Co-operative stream by the Co-operative

Program Administrator.

Re-posting and Late Posting

Students may apply for a specified maximum number of

additional interviews with employers who submit their job

description late, as well as with employers who receive

limited response to their initial advertisement.

Release of Information

A Co-operative Student Record is maintained for each
student in the co-operative stream. This record contains

information relating to the completion of work terms, as-

sessment of work term reports, Employer Evaluation of

Co-operative Student forms, records of Co-ordinator inter-

views, etc. This confidential file is available for examination

upon the student's proof of identification. No information

may be removed from the file. By registering in the Co-op-

erative education stream, students agree that academic

transcripts and pertinent information from a student's co-

operative student record form part of the application pack-

age and may be made available to potential employers.

Copies of Employers Evaluation of Co-operative Student

forms will be released only upon written authorization from

the employer, as this form is considered to be an extension

of the employer's file.

Missing Interviews

Students are expected to attend all individual interviews

granted to them. Students who anticipate missing an inter-

view for just cause should inform the School immediately

so that other arrangements can be made.
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Ranking Employers

Students are required to rank all employers by whom they

are interviewed. Ranking an employer indicates an agree-

ment to work with that employer if placed there through the

placement program. Refusal to accept the job will normally

result in a work term failure being recorded on the Co-op-

erative Student Record.

Deleting Job Choices

The deletion of a job choice will be considered when the

student consults with the Co-operative Program Adminis-

trator.

Acceptance of Employment

When students are placed, they are notified to sign an

Acceptance of Employment form, signifying their knowl-

edge of having made a work-term commitment with an

employer. Each student is expected to write a letter of

acceptance to the employer following notification of place-

ment.

Inability to Find Suitable Employment

In the case that a student is unable to obtain suitable

employment through the normal placement process or has

been given permission to seek his/her own job but fails to

do so, the student is expected to register as a full-time

student in the Bachelor of Computer Science program. The
only exception to this rule occurs in the Summer term.

Failure to Report to Employer

Failure to report to an employer without prior approval from

the Co-operative Program Administrator will normally result

in a work term failure being recorded on the Co-operative

Student Record.

Leaving Employer Without Prior Approval

Terminating employment without prior approval from the

Co-operative Program Administrator will normally result in

a work term failure being recorded on the Co-operative

Student Record.

Strikes

It is each individual students responsibility to decide

whether or not to cross a picket line in the case of a strike.

The role of the Co-operative Program Administrator in this

situation is to inform the student of the potential results of

either decision.

Dismissal With Cause

Dismissal of a student by an employer will be investigated

by the Co-operative Program Administrator and will nor-

mally result in a work term failure being recorded on the

Co-operative Student Record.

Commitment

A minimum of two consecutive work terms with an employer
is expected. Provision is, however, allowed for such situ-

ations as one-term jobs and economic uncertainty.

Change of Work Term — Academic Term Sequence

Upon entry to the Co-operative program, a student is

expected to followthe prescribed work term/academic term

sequence. However, applications to change the sequence
will be considered by the School. Application, in the form of

a letter from the student, must be made to the School of

Computer Science. Normally the request should be made
within the first two weeks of the term preceding the switch

point. In addition, the student's academic performance

must be "in good standing".

Communication with the School

Each student is expected to maintain communication with

the School on all matters pertaining to participation in the

Co-operative program. Consultation with the Co-operative

Program Administrator is essential where regulations and
procedures for the Co-operative stream are an issue. It is

the student's responsibility to ensure that his/her student

file is current and correct.

Work Term Assessment

Successful completion of a work term is achieved by the

submission of a satisfactory work-term report and receipt

of a satisfactory evaluation from the employer.

Students are expected to submit a written work-term report

at the end of each work term. During a double work term a

student is expected to complete a report after four months
as well as a final report. Employers may require additional

reports from students as part of the job. Normally, for a

report to be considered it must have been written during

the work term and be related to or evoked by the work-term

activity. In addition, co-operative students will be assessed

on their performance in the work-place by their supervisor,

the assessment being reported to the School.

An unsatisfactory work term report or a poor assessment
in the work-place will not affect the academic progress of a

student but may result in a student being required to

withdraw from the co-operative education stream.

Students are normally expected to complete the full com-
plement of five work terms in the prescribed academic

term/work term sequence. With prior approval from the

Co-operative Program Administrator, however, allowance

can be made for personal considerations, educational op-

portunities, and other extenuating circumstances. For

these students, and for students given advanced admission

to the Co-operative program, a minimum of four work terms

must be successfully completed before graduation.

Work-Term Reports

Work-Term Reports are graded as Satisfactory or Unsatis-

factory. Work-term report grades will be recorded on a

student's transcript under the appropriate work-term report

course number. Provision is made for students to upgrade

Unsatisfactory work reports for re-evaluation by the begin-

ning of the student's next academic term. Students who fail

to submit a work report or who fail to upgrade an Unsatis-

factory work report will have a work-term failure recorded

on their Co-operative Student Record.

The School provides a common set of written guidelines for

all work-term reports. Work-term reports are evaluated and

graded by a faculty member.

Employer Performance Evaluations

Evaluation grades are recorded on the "Employer Evalu-

ation of Co-operative Student" form. The student should

ensure that the employer has sent a completed evaluation

to the University. An Unsatisfactory evaluation is investi-

gated by the Co-operative Program Administrator and will

normally result in a work-term failure being recorded on the
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Co-operative Student Record. Employer evaluation grades

are not recorded on a student's transcript.

Voluntary Withdrawal from the Co-operative Stream

Students may withdraw from the Co-operative education

I stream without penalty. Such students are eligble to con-

tinue in the regular B.C.S. program provided they meet the

academic standards required for continuation in this pro-

gram.

Required Withdrawal from the Co-operative Stream

Students may be required to withdraw from the co-opera-

tive education stream if they fall into one or more of the

following categories:

• failure to meet the academic standards required for

continuation in the co-operative education stream (see pp.

I
401 -403);

• failure to submit a work term report;

• submission of an unsatisfactory work term report or

receipt of an unsatisfactory employer evaluation;

• dismissal with cause by an employer;

• failure to report to an employer or leaving an employer

i witho ut prio r approval

;

• independent search for a work placement by a student

who has previously elected to take part in the normal

application and interview process arranged by the School;

• missing a pre-arranged interview with an employer;

• failure to obtain approval to delete a previously ranked

job choice;

• failure to obtain approval to not return for a second

consecutive work term.

Standing and Appeals

, The Co-operative Program Administrator administers the

regulations and procedures applicable to the Co-operative

program and will report any instance of a student failing a

work term or being required to withdraw from the Co-op-

erative stream for any reason to the School Committee on
Admissions and Studies for a final decision. The student is

notified by letter of the final decision made by the Commit-

tee. The decision may be appealed through the normal

appeal channels within the University.

Combined Honours B.Sc. Programs

A Combined Honours program must include a minimum of

six credits in Computer Science. These requirements can

be satisfied as follow:

Computer Science and Mathematics

Students in this program follow the prescribed Combined
Honours B.Sc. program outlined on pp. 429-430. The pro-

gram features equal emphasis on Mathematics and Com-
puter Science.

Computer Science and Physics

Students in this program follow the prescribed Combined
Honours B.Sc. program outlined on p. 446. The program
features equal emphasis on Physics and Computer Sci-

ence.

Introductory Courses

Of the eleven 100-level courses offered in Computer Sci-

ence, seven are entry-level courses, viz., Computer Sci-

ence 95.100*. 95.101 , 95.103*. 95.104*. 95.105*,
95.1 07*. and 95.140*. Computer Science 95.1 02*.
95.106* and 95.108* are second-level courses and
should not be attempted unless one of the entry-level

courses has been successfully completed. Computer Sci-

ence 95.185* requires concurrent registration with one of

the entry-level Computer Science courses.

With respect to the entry-level courses, students are ex-

pected to take only one. Specifically, students in the B.C.S.

program or in a combined Computer Science program

should note that credit will not be given for any of Computer
Science 95.100*, 95.101*, or 95.104* nor can credit be
given for more than one of Computer Science 95.103*,

95.105*. 95.1 07*. or 95.140*. In selecting an entry-level

course, students should take into account the following:

1. Computer Science 95.100* is designed specifically for

Arts students and may not be taken for credit by students

in Computer Science, Science or Engineering.

2. Computer Science 95.101* is designed specifically for

Social Science students and may not be taken for credit by

students in Computer Science, Science or Engineering

3. Computer Science 95.103* is designed specifically for

Science students and requires a sound preparation in

mathematics.

4. Computer Science 95.104* is designed specifically for

Science and Industrial Design students and may not be
taken for credit by students in Computer Science.

5. Computer Science 95.1 05*, 95.1 07* and 95.140* are

special entry-level courses designed specifically for stu-

dents in (1 ) Computer Science, (2) Business or Science and

(3) Business, respectively. These are not stand-alone

courses and should, therefore, not be chosen by students

who are not committed to further studies in these disci-

plines.

Note:

Social Sciences 03.300* may not be taken for credit by

students in Computer Science.

Computer Science Course Selection

The table on p. 404 is designed primarily for B.C.S. stu-

dents, to assist in both option and course selection. Since

it is organized by specialization option, the table will also

be useful to students in Combined Honours programs as

well as to students seeking a concentration in Computer
Science within some other degree program. The table

contains only Computer Science courses beyond the 100-

level.
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Legends:
X - required course

0 - specified optional course

* - unspecified course of particular interest

Notes:

1. This chart does not show 100-level courses. See
section entitled Introductory Courses, p. 403.

2. This chart does not include relevant courses offered

by the School of Business or the Faculty of Engineering.

A list of these courses can be found in the section

entitled Other Relevant Courses, p. 41 1

.

Option

81

Management

and

Business

Systems

Course
Software

Hardware

Theory

of

Computinc

Scientific

Applicatior

QC O C\0 Oatsi n ir+i irac anH P)sts Ti/rmc
.£L K LJdld Oll.UClUfvo dJIU L/dld 1 ypwb X X X X X

QC OrtOx rVimni itAr Orna niTatiA nw^Wk V^UITipUlol V-^iydl IliaUU 1

1

X X X X X

JO .c. « r ruy Idlliniiriy 111 If K7 Ldiyu X X X X X

X 0 X 0

95 .207 "A* Programming Language Concepts X 0 0

yo.duu* operating oystems X X X X X

95 .302 ~k Compiler Construction X 0

yt>.o04* oonwars oystems uesign X X X X X

95.305+ Database Management Systems X X X X X

95.306+ Microprocessor Interfacing X X

9o.3o4* Data structures and Aigontnm Analysis X X X X X

95.385'A' Discrete Structures and Applications X X X X X

9o.3ooTr Numerical Analysis 0 0 0 X 0

95.387+ Mathematical Software + 0

95.401 + Concurrent Programming X 0

95.402+ Computer Graphics

95.403+ Transaction Processing Systems X

95.405+ A First Course in Robotics and Computer Vision

95.407+ Applied Artificial Intelligence

95.408+ Performance Modelling

95.409+ Introduction to Parallel and Systolic Computing

95.483+ Computable Functions 0

95 .484* Design and Analysis of Algo rithms X X 0

95.485+ Theory of Automata X

95.486+ Numerical Linear Algebra 0 0

95.490+ Advanced Topics in Computer Science

95.491+ Directed Studies +

95.495+ Honours Project X X X X X
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Academic Standing

Grading System

Standing in courses will be shown by alphabetical grades.

The grades used, with their corresponding grade points,

are as follows:

A+ 12 B+ 9

A 11 B 8

A- 10 B- 7

C+ 6 D+ 3

C 5 D 2

C- 4 D- 1

Standings to represent special circumstances are as fol-

lows:

Aeg
Pass standing granted although absent from final examina-

tions. Aegrotat standing is granted only by the School of

Computer Science Committee on Admission and Studies

in response to a student's written request. It will be granted

only in exceptional circumstances and if the term work has

been of high quality.

Ch
Credit granted under the Challenge for Credit policy.

F
Failure. No academic credit.

FNS
Failure, but with supplemental privileges withdrawn be-

cause of unsatisfactory term work or an unacceptably low

mark in the examination. No academic credit.

Wdn
Withdrawn in good standing. No academic credit.

Abs
Failure due to absence from the final examination where
the necessary term work has been completed. No supple-

mental privileges. No academic credit.

Dei
Students who are absent from final examinations or who
are unable to complete their course work for medical or

compassionate reasons may apply to the School of Com-
puter Science Committee on Admission and Studies for

deferred examination privileges.

IP

In progress.

Sat

Satisfactory

Uns
Unsatisfactory

Computation of Averages

Using the 12-point system set out above, the grade points

earned in any specific course are determined by multiplying

the grade points corresponding to a grade by the credit

value of the course. Grade-point averages are calculated

by dividing the total accumulated grade points by the total

credits. Overall averages are calculated on the grades

earned in all courses applicable to the degree. Computer
Science grade-point averages involve only those courses

listed or cross-listed as Computer Science and those

courses offered by the School of Business and the Faculty

of Engineering that are counted as Computer Science

credits. A list of these courses can be found in the section

entitled Other Relevant Courses, p. 41 1 . Work Term Report

Courses are not included in the computation of averages.

Unless otherwise indicated, courses are one full credit,

indicated 1 .0 on all record documents. Courses marked
are half-credit courses, indicated 0.5 on documents.

Course Load

The normal course load for a full-time student in the School

of Computer Science, during the Fall/Winter session, is the

equivalent of five credits. The normal maximum course load

for a part-time student, in the Fall/Winter session, is the

equivalent of two credits.

Students may register for a maximum of two credits in the

Summer session.

A student in good standing may exceed the normal course

load only with the recommendation of the Director of the

School of Computer Science.

Promotion from First Year

Full-time students in First year, in order not to fail their year

in May, must, by then, have passed at least three credits

or equivalent. To be promoted to the course-credit system,

a full-time student must pass, by the end of August, at least

four credits from the First year of his or her chosen option,

including at least one credit in Computer Science, with a

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in Computer Science

courses and at least 5.0 overall. (Grade-point averages are

to include any failing grades.) Part-time students must meet
the same grade-point standards and pass at least four of

the first six approved credits attempted.

For ail students, promotion to the course-credit system

must be accomplished in not more than three calendar

years from the date of first registration in the B.C.S. pro-

gram.

A student who fails to meet these promotion requirements

is deemed to have failed First year and must forfeit credit

for courses with grades of less than C- and is required to

withdraw from the B.C.S. program. Such students are

eligible to re-apply for admission and, if admitted, will repeat

First year without encumbrances, retaining credit towards
their degree (but not towards completion of First year) for

all courses graded C- or better. A student who fails First

year a second time forfeits his or her undergraduate status

in the B.C.S. program and is ineligible for any further

registration in the B.C.S. program.

Course Credit System

Students meeting promotion requirements at the end of

First year will proceed on the course-credit system. Under
this system there is no promotion from one year to the next.

After promotion to the course-credit system, a student may
accumulate a maximum of three credits in supplemental

examinations, grade-raising examinations, repeated
courses, course replacements.

To continue in the B.C.S. program, a student must, by the

end of August each year, have gained credit in the past 1

2

months towards the B.C.S. degree and have a cumulative

grade-point average of 6.5 or better in Computer Science

courses and 5.0 or better overall. (Grade-point averages
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are to include any failing grades.) Failure to comply with

these standards requires withdrawal from the program.

Such students may, however, be eligible to transfer into

another degree program. Guidance of the Registrar of the

School of Computer Science should be sought in such

cases.

To continue in the Co-operative stream of the Bachelor of

Computer Science program, a student must, by the end of

August each year, have gained at least two academic

credits (other than work term report credits) during the past

12 months towards the B.C.S. degree and have a cumula-

tive grade-point average of 8.0 or better in Computer
Science and 6.5 or better overall; (grade-point averages

are to include any failing grades). Failure to meet these

standards requires withdrawal from the Co-operative

stream. Students required to withdraw from the Co-opera-

tive stream are eligfole to continue in the regular Bachelor

of Computer Science program provided they meet the

academic standards required for continuation in this pro-

gram.

Examinations

General regulations on examinations are on p. 42. In

addition, the following regulations apply to students in the

B.C.S. program.

Supplemental Examinations

Students may request a supplemental examination in a

course graded F. Application to write supplemental exami-

nations must be made at the School of Computer Science

Registrar's Office by the designated date.

Deferred Examinations

Students unable to write a final examination because of

illness or for compassionate reasons may apply within one
week after the final examination to the School of Computer
Science Registrar's Office for permission to write a deferred

examination. Permission can be granted only if the absence
is fully and specifically supported by a medical certificate or

other documents.

Grade-Raising Examinations

A student may apply to the School Registrar's Office to write

a grade-raising examination in a course already passed.

The grade received on this examination will supersede the

previous grade whether it is higher or lower.

Graduation

University Graduation Requirements

See p. 41.

Application to Graduate

Students expecting to graduate in the Spring must make
application on the form available in the School Registrar's

Office by February 1 ; those expecting to graduate in the

Fall, by September 1; and those expecting to graduate in

February, by December 1

.

Graduation Requirements

To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Computer
Science degree with Honours a student must:

1. present at least 20 approved credits beyond Qualifying

University year, including at least 13 credits at the 200-level

or higher;

2. meet the program requirements of the School of Com-
puter Science for at least one of the B.C.S. program op-

tions;

3. meet the minimum grade-point standards for Honour-
as stated below;

4. complete the program within seven calendar years

the entry to the course credit system;

5. be recommended by the School Council and the Facu
Board of the School of Computer Science.

To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Compute
Science degree with Honours and Co-operative degr
designations a student must:

1. present at least 22 approved credits beyond Qualifyi

University year, including at least 15 credits at the 200-leve

or higher;

2. meet the program requirements of the School of Com
puter Science for at least one of the B.C.S. program

tions;

3. meet the minimum grade-point standards for Honou
as stated below;

4. complete the program within seven calendar years

the entry to the course credit system;

5. successfully complete a minimum of four work terms;

6. be recommended by the School Council and the Facu
Board of the School of Computer Science.

Designations of Honours Degrees

Three designations of Honours are awarded, determin

on the basis of the grade-point average as follows:

Highest Honours
10.0 - 12 in Computer Science courses, and
8.0 or better overall

High Honours
9.0 or better in Computer Science courses, and

7.0 or better overall

Honours
6.5 or better in Computer Science courses, and
5.0 or better overall

Co-operative Degree Designation

Graduates successfully completing the requirements for

graduation from the Co-operative Education Stream will

receive a Co-operative degree designation in addition to

the Honours designation.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Some of the following Computer Science courses are

cross-listed from other parts of the Calendar. In every such

case, only one course is actually offered and the two

numbers are alternate identifiers for this single course.
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Students in the B.C.S. program should register in such a

course under the Computer Science (95) number.

Note:

In all courses with programming assignments, students

usually find it necessary to be on campus at other than the

scheduled lecture periods to make use of computing facili-

ties.

Computer Science 95.100*

Introduction to Computers for the Humanities

This course is intended to give students in the humanities

a working knowledge of computers and their applications;

computer fundamentals; use of computing facilities; intro-

duction to graphical user interfaces; a sampling of software

packages applied to problems in the humanities.

Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95.1 01 *,

95.1 04* and 95.140*.

This course cannot be taken for credit by students in

Business, Engineering, Science, or Computer Science.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.101*
Introduction to Computers for the Social Sciences

This course is intended to give students in the social

sciences a working knowledge of computers and their

applications; computer fundamentals; use of computing

facilities; introduction to graphical user interfaces; a sam-

pling of software packages applied to problems in the social

sciences.

Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95.1 00,
95.104* and 95.140*. This course cannot be taken for

credit by students in Business, Engineering, Computer

Science or Science.

Day division, Fall term; Day and Evening divisions, Winter

term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.102*
Introduction to Computers
This course is designed to Introduce the student to the

organization and operation of computer systems. Concepts

of machine and assembly languages are explained. Lec-

tures and programming exercises cover such topics as:

addressing modes, subroutine calling conventions, internal

data representation.

Prerequisite: One of Computer Science 95.103*.
95.1 05*, 95.107* or 95.1 40*.
Evening division, Fall term; Day and Evening divisions,

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.103*
Introduction to Scientific Computing
A first course in computer programming primarily for stu-

dents in the Faculty of Science. Introduction to computers

and algorithms. Use of the Carieton time-sharing system.

Introduction to FORTRAN programming through examples
taken from mathematics and science. Basic procedures:

summing, sorting, looping. Iterative solutions to problems.

Non-numeric programming. Random numbers. Simulation

of simple physical systems. The computer system: inside

the computer. Use of the batch system. Efficient and struc-

tured programming.
Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.165.

Prerequisite: One of Mathematics 69.107*, 69.117*,
69.1 27*. 69.102, 69.112, which may be taken concur-

rently.

Evening division, Fall and Winter terms; Lectures three

hours a week.

Computer Science 95.104*
Introduction to Computers for the Sciences
This course is intended to provide students with a working

knowledge of computers and their applications. Topics

covered include computer fundamentals, basic program-

ming concepts, and the use of application packages in the

sciences. Sample applications may include text process-

ing, graphics manipulation, spreadsheets, hypertext sys-

tems, visual programming languages, databases, plotting,

symbolic mathematics, computer aided design.

Precludes additional credit for 95.1 00*. 95.101* and

95.1 40 *. This course cannot be taken for credit by students

in the B.C.S. program or combined programs in Computer

Science.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.105*
Introduction to Programming
A first course in problem solving and computer program-

ming designed for students who wish to specialize in Com-
puter Science. Topics include: programming style;

procedural abstraction; data abstraction; testing; a variety

of numeric, non-numeric, and graphical applications.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 91.166*.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Computer Science 95.106*
Computer Applications

A continuation of Computer Science 95.105* designed to

give students more experience in numeric and non-numeric

programming through case studies. The emphasis is on

teaching fundamental computational concepts through de-

sign and implementation of application programs covering

a range of application areas such as: text processing;

symbolic man'pulation; file processing; numerical methods.

Prerequisites: Computer Science 95.105* or (with self-

study of the programming language used) 95.1 08*. and a

100-level course in calculus, which may be taken concur-

rently.

Evening division, Fall term; Day and Evening divisions,

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.107*

Introduction to Structured Programming
A first course in computer programming, primarily for stu-

dents in Business or Science. Introduces basic sequencing,

alteration, and looping control constructs, functional and

procedural abstractions, data abstraction, and problem-

solving in the context of computer programming.

This course cannot be taken for credit by students currently

registered in Computer Science programs.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.108*
Structured Programming Applications

A continuation of Computer Science 95.107*. primarily for

students in Business or Science. Designed to give students

more experience at problem-solving using recursion, linked

lists, trees, sorting and searching, and numerical tech-

niques.

This course cannot be taken for credit by students currently

registered in Computer Science programs.

Prerequisites: Computer Science 95.107* or (with self-

study of the programming language used) one of Computer

Science 95.1 03*. 95.105*. or 95.140*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.
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Computer Science 95.140*
Introduction to Computers for Business Students
An introduction to the use of computers in problem solving

and data processing. Information flows within business,

fundamentals of structured interactive programming for

business applications. Students are exposed to application

software packages and introduced to management infor-

mation systems. (Also listed as Business 42.140*.)
Precludes additional credit for Computer Science 95.1 00*.
95.1 01 95.1 04*, and 95.1 07*.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.109* or equivalent (grade of

C- or better).

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.1 85*
Introduction to Discrete Structures

An introduction to the discrete mathematics and discrete

structures of computer science, providing an overview of

the major strands in theoretical computer science. The
following topics are introduced: prepositional and predicate

calculus, combinatorial counting and recurrence relations,

graphs, and formal language theory, automata theory,

computability. (Also listed as Mathematics 69.185*.)
This course is available to Science students only as a free

option.

Prerequisites: Two OACs in Mathematics courses; and one
of Computer Science 95.103*. 95.105*. or 95.107*
(which may be taken concurrently).

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Computer Science 95.202*
Data Structures and Data Types
A course designed to provide in-depth experience in the

design and construction of computer programs involving

data structures. The data structures, including stacks,

queues, lists, trees and records are presented from the

viewpoint of the data type programming concept.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.202*.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.106*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Computer Science 95.203*
Computer Organization

A thorough treatment of computer system organization.

Micro, mini and mainframe architectures. Instruction sets

and addressing modes. Input/output methods and devices.

Micro-coded interpreters. Operating system functions, vir-

tual I/O and memory management techniques.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.303* for

students in the Computer Science program and in com-
bined programs with Mathematics or Physics.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.102* or Engineering

94.165.

Day division. Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours
a week.

Computer Science 95.204*
Programming in the Large
Introduction to the problems of developing complex soft-

ware systems: software life cycle; structured design and
programming; functional decomposition; table-driven pro-

gramming; object-oriented programming; language sup-
port for modular programming, testing, and debugging.
Assignments stress both design and implementation issues

and make use of a variety of high-level programming
languages and tools.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.106* or 95.1 08*.
(Note: Business students cannot receive credit for both

Computer Science 95.204* and Business 42.240*).
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours
a week.

Computer Science 95.206*
Digital Logic
Fundamental concepts in digital logic; Boolean algebra,

gates, flip-flops, combinatorial networks, fundamentals of

minimization, sequential finite state machines, counters,

and registers.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.367*.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.102*.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,
laboratory three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.207*
Programming Language Concepts
An introduction to the study of programming languages
emphasizing language semantics. Detailed study of the

fundamentals of several important programming lan-

guages involving procedural, functional, logic, and object-

oriented programming paradigms.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.202* or Engineering
94.202*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.300*
Operating Systems
A first course in operating systems stressing fundamental
issues in design: process management; memory manage-
ment; process co-ordination and synchronization; inter-

process communication; real-time clock management; i/o

device drivers; file systems; frame-level network communi-
cation. Assignments involve the use, modification, and
extension of a multitasking operating system.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.301 *.

Prerequisites: One of Computer Science 95.202* or Engi-

neering 94.202*, and one of Computer Science 95.203*
or Engineering 94.303*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Computer Science 95.302*
Compiler Construction
The structure, organization and design of the phases of a

compiler are considered: lexical translators, syntactical

translators, scope handlers, type checkers, code gener-

ators and optimizers. Components of a compiler will be
implemented.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.202* or permission of

the School.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.304*
Software Systems Design
This course is primarily concerned with the non-program-

ming aspects of the construction of large software systems:

requirements specification; software design methodolo-
gies; hardware/software selection; high-level development
tools; documentation (functional specification, user manu-
als, on-line manuals); configuration management (test

plans, programming standards, release control); project

management (project plans and schedules, programming
teams, structured walkthroughs, estimating time and
costs).

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.310* and
94.480*.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.204*.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.
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Computer Science 95.305*

Database Management Systems
Introduction to database concepts. Data models: hierarchi-

cal, network, relational, infological, entity-relationship, bi-

nary logical association. Data description languages; query

facilities. The relational model: relational algebra, relational

calculus, normalization. Implementation issues. Security,

integrity, reliability. Advanced concepts. Use will be made
of available DBMSs.
Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.304*.

Prerequisite: One of Computer Science 95.202*,

95.204*, or Engineering 94.303*
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Computer Science 95.306*
Microprocessor Interfacing

A laboratory-oriented course to acquaint students with the

design and construction of small-scale microprocessor-

based systems. Topics to be covered include: microcom-

puter structures, microprocessor selection, memory
designs and interfaces, I/O devices and interfaces, micro-

processor bus standards, serial standards, integration of

hardware and firmware, microcontrollers and A/D conver-

sion. Lectures are augmented by laboratory periods provid-

ing practical, hands-on experience in microprocessor

interfacing.

Precludes additional credit for Engineering 94.361.
Prerequisites: Computer Science 95.203* and 95.206* or

equivalent.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.320*
Co-operative Work Term Report 1

Prerequisites: Registration in the Co-operative Education

Stream of the Bachelor of Computer Science program and
permission of the School.

Computer Science 95.321*
Co-operative Work Term Report 2
Prerequisites: Registration in the Co-operative Education

Stream of the Bachelor of Computer Science program and
permission of the School.

Computer Science 95.322*
Co-operative Work Term Report 3

Prerequisites: Registration in the Co-operative Education

Stream of the Bachelor of Computer Science program and

permission of the School.

Computer Science 95.384*
Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis

Review of basic data structures such as stacks, queues and
lists. Algorithms for their implementation. Representation

of arrays, sets and relations. Trees and graphs - repre-

sentation and applications. Basic techniques of design and
analysis of efficient algorithms for sorting and searching.

Hashing, dynamic storage allocation, garbage collection.

(Also listed as Mathematics 69.384*.)
Prerequisites: A 200-level Mathematics course and Com-
puter Science 95.202*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Computer Science 95.385*
Discrete Structures and Applications
Enumeration: elementary methods, inclusion and exclu-

sion, recurrence relations, generating functions and appli-

cations. Graph theory and algorithms: connectivity,

planarity, Hamilton and Euler paths. Error-correcting

codes. (Also listed as Mathematics 70.385*.)

Prerequisite: One of Mathematics 69.218*, 70.210 or

69.311*.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week and one hour tutorial.

Computer Science 95.386*
Numerical Analysis

Elementary discussion of error, polynomial interpolation,

quadrature, linear systems of equations and matrix inver-

sion, non-linear equations, difference equations and ordi-

nary differential equations. (Also listed as Mathematics

69.386*.)

Prerequisites: (i) Mathematics 69.102 or 69.207* (or

69.201 or 69.202); and (ii) Mathematics 69.1 1 2 or 69.217*;

and (iii) a working knowledge of one of: Fortran, Pascal, or

C.

Evening division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week
and one hour tutorial.

Computer Science 95.387*
Mathematical Software

Incorporation of basic numerical methods into efficient,

reliable software. The course includes examination of ex-

isting software systems, e.g. linear systems, non-linear

systems, optimization, or differential equations. (Also listed

as Mathematics 69.387*.)

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.386*.

Evening division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week
and one hour tutorial.

Computer Science 95.401*
Concurrent Programming
Sequential processing, coroutines and backtracking are

introduced as special cases of concurrent processing. The
more general concept is then investigated. Topics include

the process concept, low-level and high-level process syn-

chronization primitives, Petri nets, message passing, data-

driven versus control-driven program execution. Emphasis
is placed on applications in such areas as the parallel

evaluation of expressions, real-time transaction systems,

fault-tolerant computing and operating systems.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.300*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.402*
Computer Graphics

This course is designed to give students an introduction to

the basic principles and techniques of computer graphics:

Overview of graphics hardware, techniques for defining

images; point, vector and raster approaches. Image trans-

formations; scaling, translation, rotations, clipping, window-
ing. Graphics software and data structures. Input devices

and techniques for interactive graphics. Raster graphic

systems. An introduction to three-dimensional graphics;

transformations, perspective, hidden line removal. Applica-

tions of computer graphics.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.202* or permission of

the School.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.403*
Transaction Processing Systems
This course investigates the design and implementation of

on-line data base intensive transaction processing sys-

tems. The functional components of a transaction process-

ing system are examined, tracing the transaction flow from

user terminal input to user terminal response. Case studies

of current systems are used to illustrate design alternatives

and implementation techniques. Topics covered in the

course include: data entry - the userAerminal interface;
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teleprocessing - the terminal/host interface; TP monitors -

the operating system/application interface; transaction de-

sign; jo urnaling and recovery.

Prerequisites: Two of Computer Science 95.204*.
95.305*, Engineering 94.304*.

Day division, Fail term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.405*
A First Course In Robotics and Computer Vision

An introductory course in robotics and computer vision

emphasizing fundamental concepts: comparative study of

robot programming languages; Find Space problem; Find

Path problem; boundary tracking; depth finding; edge de-

tecting.

Prerequisites: Computer Science 95.202*, Mathematics

69.208* and either Physics 75.105 or both 75.101 and
75.102*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.407*
Applied Artificial Intelligence

A course emphasizing artificial intelligence techniques and
programming. The course investigates selected topics via

prototypes that illustrate the basic notions. Sample topics

include: pattern matching and query systems; mobile ro-

bots and navigation; connectionist systems and learning;

constraint systems; rule-based systems; natural language

processing; speech acts; planning systems.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.207*.
Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.408*
Performance Modelling
Fundamentals of performance modelling including both

analytical and simulation models emphasizing computer
systems and subsystems; performance measures; review

of probability theory; stochastic processes; simulation pro-

gramming -generation of pseudo random variates, event

management, data collection and analysis; Markov models;

Petri net models; queueing theory; and queueing networks.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.257* or 69.265* and Com-
puter Science 95.300*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.409*
Introduction to Parallel and Systolic Computing
This course introduces students to algorithms, architec-

tures, and languages for parallel computing. Topics in-

clude: models of computation, parallel programming
languages, performance measures for parallel algorithms,

shared memory parallel machines, VLSI design methodolo-

gies, processor arrays, hypercube multiprocessors, parallel

algebraic operations, parallel data structures and parallel

searching, parallel geometric processing.

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.384*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.420*
Co-operative Work Term Report 4
Prerequisites: Registration in the Co-operative Education

Stream of the Bachelor of Computer Science program and

permission of the School.

Computer Science 95.421 *
Co-operative Work Term Report 5
Prerequisites: Registration in the Co-operative Education

Stream of the Bachelor of Computer Science program and
permission of the School.

Computer Science 95.483*
Computable Functions
Recursive functions and computability, algorithms,

Church's thesis, Turing machines, computational logic,

NP-completeness. (Also listed as Mathematics 70 .483*.)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.210 or Computer Science

95.385* or permission of the School.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.484, no

longer offered.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.484*
Design and Analysis of Algorithms
Design techniques: divide-and-conquer, backtracking, dy-

namic programming, search methods. Algorithms for graph

problems, optimization problems, algebraic problems.

Lower bounds and the P-NP question.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.484* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.384* or permission of

the School.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.485*
Theory of Automata
Finite automata and regular expressions, properties of

regular sets, context-free grammars, pushdown automata,

deterministic context-free languages. Turing machines, the

Chomsky hierarchy. Undecidability, intractable problems.

(Also listed as Mathematics 70.485*.)

Prerequisite: Computer Science 95.385* or Mathematics

70.310 or permission of the School.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.486*
Numerical Linear Algebra

Study of matrix inversion techniques; techniques of finding

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, solution of systems of linear

equations; direct and indirect methods, their comparison

and error analysis; applications in optimization and other

areas. (Also listed as Mathematics 70.486*.)

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.112 or 69.217*; and
Mathematics 70.200 or 69.309*, or permission of the

School.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Computer Science 95.490*
Advanced Topics In Computer Science
Selected topics in Computer Science offered by members
of the School of Computer Science.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours

a week.

Computer Science 95.491 *
Directed Studies

A course of independent study under the supervision of a

member of the School of Computer Science, open only to

students in the B.C.S. program. Students are required to

obtain their supervisor's written approval prior to registra-

tion and are limited to two such courses in their programs.

Prerequisite: Permission of the School of Computer Sci-

ence.

Computer Science 95.495*
Honours Project

As part of the Fourth-year program, each B.C.S. student is

required to select and complete a major project in computer

science. Students are required to submit written project

proposals to the Honours Project Co-ordinator for approval

normally during the term preceding the term of registration.



Consult the Honours Project Co-ordinator for details.

Prerequisite: Registration in either the Bachelor of Com-
puter Science program or one of the Combined Honours

programs involving Computer Science and the permission

of the School.

Other Relevant Courses Offered

The following courses are not offered by the School of

Computer Science but are relevant to the study of computer

science. They may be taken for credit as computer science

courses in the B.C.S. program and the combined programs
with Computer Science. For full descriptions of these

courses please refer to the Calendar entries of the School

of Business and the Department of Systems and Computer
Engineering.

• Courses Offered by the School of Business

Business 42.230*

Introduction to Management Science

Business 42240*
Business Information Systems

Business 42 .342*
Business Systems I

Business 42 .348*
Quantitative Applications of Computers in Business

Business 42.440*
Management Information Systems

Business 42.442*
Business Systems II

Business 42 .446*
Decision Support Systems

• Courses Offered by the Faculty of Engineering

Engineering 94.333*
Advanced Real-Time Programming

Engineering 94.405*
Discrete Simulation and Its Applications

Engineering 94.457*
Introduction to the Architecture of Computer Systems
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Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 376-377), in addition to all departmental

regulations and requirements as set out below.

The designation of the Honours degree awarded for stu-

dents in the Honours Geology program will be determined

on the basis of their grade-point average for the ten and a

half required credits of Geology as stated in the program
requirements.

The designation of the Honours degree awarded for stu-

dents in the Combined Honours programs will be deter-

mined on the basis of their grade-point average for all

required credits in the two major subjects as stated in the

respective program requirements.

Major Program

The B.Sc. program in Geology is of four years duration

beyond Senior Matriculation or Qualifying-University year.

A total of 20 credits is required as follows:

1. The credit requirements of the First year of the general

B.Sc. program (pp. 372-373).

2. At least ten and a half credits in Geology, of which

Geology 67.100, 67.221*, 67.223*. 67.228*, 67.231*.

67.232*. 67.281*. 67.282*, 67.321*. 67.323*.
67.324*. 67.332* and 67.380 are mandatory. (Geology

67.1 00 may be taken either in Qualifying-University or First

year.)

Students who have taken Geology 67.105 and attained a
grade of B- or better may, with permission of the Depart-

ment, substitute that course for 67.1 00.

3. At least six credits in the other sciences above Qualify-

ing-University year level. Among these, Mathematics

69.107* and 69.117*, Chemistry 65.100, and Biology

61.100 or Physics 75.101* and 75.102*. or 75.105 are

mandatory. At least three First-year Science credits must
be passed before registration for Second-year Geology

courses will be permitted, except that, if Geology 67.100

has been taken in Qualifying-University year, a Second-

year Geology credit may be substituted.

4. Two approved credits in Arts and/or Social Sciences.

5. One and a half credits chosen from Science, Arts, Social

Sciences or Engineering.

A three-year program for students not intending to become
professional geologists is also available. Requirements are

the same as for the B.Sc. program outlined above except

that Geology 67.282* is not mandatory, no courses above
the 300 series are required, and the total credits will number

15, including seven Geology credits; at least five Science

credits outside of Geology, which must include Mathemat-

ics 69.107* and 69.117*. Chemistry 65.100 and one
credit from Biology 61.100 or Physics 75.101* and
75.1 02*. or 75.1 05; two Arts or Social Science credits and

one optional credit.

A typical program is as follows:

First Year
Geology 67.1 00f ;

Chemistry 65.100;

Physics 75.101* and 75.102*. or 75.105 or Biology

61.100;

Mathematics 69. 107*. and 69.1 17*;
One credit (Arts or Social Science).

fj May be replaced by another Science credit if taken in

Qualifying-University year.)

Second Year

Geology 67.221, 67.223*. 67.228*, 67.231 *, 67.232*.

67.281* and 67.282*;

One First- or Second-year Science credit;

One-half credit (Arts or Social Science).
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Third Year

Geology 67.321 67.323*. 67.324*. 67.332* and
67.380 (or 67.381 and 67.382*);

One Second-year Science credit;

One-half credit (Arts, Social Science);

One half-credit (Arts, Social Science, Science or Engineer-

ing)-

Fourth Year

Three Geology credits at the 400-level;

One Second-year Science credit;

One credit (Arts, Social Science. Science or Engineering).

Notes:

1. A working knowledge of elementary biology is required

for Geology 67.231 * and 67.332*. This requirement may
be fulfilled by credit for OAC Biology, Biology 61 .1 00 or by

arrangement with the instructor for extra reading assign-

ments in Geology 67.231*.

2. All Major and Honours students should note that their

selection of Science courses, including Mathematics,

should be made with the prerequisites for subsequent

Geology courses in mind.

3. Many Fourth-year courses are given in alternate years

only. Fourth-year courses offered in the Department of

Geology, University of Ottawa, are scheduled to alternate

with those given at Carleton University. In 1993-94, some
of the following Geology half credits, of which two may be

taken for credit at Carleton, will be offered:

Geology
4123 Statistical Analysis In Geology
4307 Permafrost Geomorphology
4310 Paleoecology

4320 Hydrogeology

4330 Structural Geology II

4331 Tectonics

4344 Advanced Igneous Pedogenesis

4345 Metamorphic Petrology II

4350 Geochemistry I

4351 Geochemistry II

4360 Sedimentology

4370 Advanced Mineral Deposits

4. Third-year students possessing prerequisites may be
admitted to Fourth-year courses with the permission of the

Department.

5. Enrolment in 200-level courses may be restricted due to

limited physical resources.

Honours Program

Faculty requirements concerning Honours standing must
be maintained. (See p. 373.)

Honours In Geology

1. Courses as prescribed for the Major program are re-

quired, except that Geology 67.498 (Thesis) is one of the

mandatory credits in Geology, and a credit in Mathematics
beyond First-year level, and/or Computer Science is man-
datory in the group of six credits required in other sciences.

The Department recommends that students take Mathe-
matics 69.257* and Computer Science 95.104* in order

to fulfil this requirement.

2. The departmental language requirement must be met
before completion of the Third year by passing a minimum
of a formal half credit (e.g. French 20.106*) in, or demon-

strating reading proficiency in, a language other than Eng-

lish, that is acceptable to the Department.

Combined Honours In Biology and Geology

Program advisers are R.T. Patterson and H. Howden.

Students desiring a comprehensive basic training in both

biology and geology may apply for admission to a Com-
bined Honours program, on completion of the First year of

the Science program. Applicants must be of Honours stand-

ing and must have achieved grades of C+ or better in both

Biology 61 .1 00 and Geology 67.100.

Course requirements of the Combined Honours program

are as follows:

1. Biology 61. 100, Geology 67.100, Mathematics 69. 107*
and 69.117*. One of Chemistry 65.100, Physics 75.101*
and 75.102*. or 75.105. (The omitted subject, i.e. Chem-
istry or Physics, must have been taken at the OAC level);

2. Ten credits in Biology (or Biochemistry) and Geology
beyond First-year level, including at least one half-credit

field course. Not more than six credits in this group should

be taken in one department and not more than six credits

may be 200-level courses;

3. Biology 61.498 or Geology 67.498;

4. One half credit in Statistics and one half credit in Com-
puter Science. (Mathematics 69.257* and Computer Sci-

ence 95.104* are recommended);

5. Three optional credits, at least two of which must be
acceptable credits offered by the Faculties of either Arts or

Social Science;

6. A Science elective credit;

7. A language requirement must be met during the Third

year by passing a course in, or demonstrating reading

proficiency in, one of French, German, Russian, Spanish,

Italian, Latin, Greek or any language acceptable to the

committee and in which suitable arrangements can be
made for the examination.

Combined Honours In Chemistry and Geology

Program advisers are E.P.C. Lai and G.B. Skippen.

A grade of C+ or better in both Chemistry 65.100 and
Geology 67.1 00 and overall Honours standing are required

for admittance to the program. Program requirements are

as follows:

1. Chemistry 65.100, 65.210, 65.230, 65.353*. 65.354*
and one Chemistry credit at the 400-level;

2. Geology 67.100. 67.221*. 67.223*. 67.228*.
67.281 , 67.323*. 67.324* and one Geology credit at the

400-level;

3. Chemistry 65.498 or Geology 67.498;

4. One Chemistry or Geology credit;

5. Mathematics 69.1 07*. 69.1 17* and 69.202;

6. Physics 75.101* and 75.102*;

7. Two Science credits, of which one must be outside

Chemistry and Geology;

8. Two Arts or Social Science credits;

9. One elective credit;

10. A language requirement must be met during the Third

year by passing a course in or demonstrating reading

proficiency in one of French, German or Russian.
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A typical program is as follows:

First Year
Chemistry 65.100;

Geology 67.100;

Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*;
Physics 75.101 and 75.102*;
One Arts or Social Science credit.

Second Year
Chemistry 65.21 0 and 65.230;

Geology 67221, 67.223*. 67.228* and 67.281 ;
Mathematics 69.202.

Third Year
Chemistry 65.353* and 65.354*;
Geology 67.323* and 67.324*;
One Chemistry or Geology credit;

One Science credit;

One Arts or Social Science credit.

Fourth Year
Chemistry 65.498 or Geology 67.498;

One Chemistry credit at the 400 -level;

One Geology credit at the 400-level;

One Science credit;

One elective credit.

Combined Honours In Geology and Physical

Geography

Program advisers are F.A. Michel and P.J. Williams.

A grade of C+ or better in Geography 45.105/Geology

67.1 05 and overall Honours standing are required for ad-

mittance to the program. Program requirements are as

follows:

1. Geology 67.105/Geography 45.1 05t, Chemistry
65.100, Mathematics 69.107* and 69.117*. Physics

75.101 * and 75.102*. or 75.105.

2. Five credits in Geology beyond First-year level, includ-

ing Geology 67.221, 67.223*. 67.228*. 67.232*.
67281 *tt, one and a half credits in Geology at the 300-

level or above, and one credit in Geology at the 400-level;

3. Five credits in Physical Geography beyond First-year

level from list on p. 42 1 , including Geography 45.2 1 0 *, one
credit in Physical Geography at the 200-level or above,

Geography 45.302*. 45.312*. 45.31 5*. 45.318*. one
credit in Physical Geography at the 400-level;

4. Geography 45.496 or Geology 67.498;

5. One credit in Mathematics beyond the First-year level;

and/or in Computer Science. (Mathematics 69.257* and
Computer Science 95.1 04* are recommended.)

6. Two Arts or Social Science elective creditst ft

7. Two credits chosen from Arts, Social Science, Science

or Engineering.

| Students who have taken Geology 67.100 may, with

permission of the program advisers, substitute Geology

67.1 00 for Geology 67.105/Geography 45.1 05.

tt Geology 67.281 precludes additional credit for Geog-
raphy 45.299*.

ttt A Human Geography course is recommended in the

program.

Combined Honours In Physics and Geology

Program advisers are G. Ranalli and K. Edwards.

A grade of C+ or better in both Geology 67.1 00 and Physics

75.101* and 75.102* and overall Honours standing are

required for admittance to the program. Program require-

ments are as follows:

First Year
Physics 75.101 * and 75.102*;
Geology 67.100;

Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*;
Chemistry 65.100;

One Arts or Social Science elective credit.

Second Year
Physics 75.211 *, 75.222*. 75.235* and 75.236*;
Geology 67.221*. 67.223*. 67.228* and 67.281 *;
Mathematics 69.202.

Third and Fourth Years

Three credits in Physics at the 300-level or above (not

including the Honours Thesis), which must include one
credit in the Third-year laboratory and at least a half credit

at the 400-level;

Three credits in Geology (not including the Honours Thesis)

chosen from Geology 67.321*. 67.323*. 67.324*.
67.332*. 67.380 and available Fourth-year courses. At

least a half credit at the 400-level is required for which

Geology 67.481* is strongly recommended. (Students

should carefully take note of course prerequisites when
making their selection.);

Two optional credits (one credit in Computer Science is

recommended);
One Arts or Social Science credit;

Honours Thesis (Physics 75.499 or Geology 67.498).

A reading proficiency in French, German or Russian must
be demonstrated by the end of the Third year. The thesis

must be presented and defended before an interdepart-

mental committee.

Combined Honours in Statistics and Geology

Program adviser is G. Ranalli.

Designed for students of Honours standing desiring a com-
prehensive training in geostatistics, that is, the applications

of statistical methods and techniques to geological prob-

lems. Program requirements are as follows:

First Year
Mathematics 69.102 and 69.1 17*;
Geology 67.100;

Chemistry 65.100; and one of Biology 61.100, Physics

75.1 01* and 75.102* (or 75.105);

Computer Science 95.1 04* (or 95.1 07*).

Second Year
Mathematics 69.208*. 69.21 7*. 69.257*. 69.259*;
Geology 67.221 *. 67.223*. 67.228*. 67.232*. 67.281 ;
One half credit free option (or Computer Science 95.1 06*.
if 95.107* was taken in First year).

Third and Fourth Years

Mathematics 69.244*. 69.350, 70.355*. 70.452*.
70.453*. and one half credit from: 69.304*. 69.381 ,
69.386*.

Two of the following three blocks:

(a) Geology 67.323*. 67.324*;

(b) Geology 67.380;

(c) Geology 67.231 *, and either 67.321 or 67.332*.

One and a half credits in Geology at the 400-level.

Geology 67.498 Honours Thesis, or Mathematics 70.495*

Honours Project; and one additional half credit in Mathe-

matics or Statistics at the 300-level or above.

Two credits (Arts or Social Science).
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5

Graduate Courses

For information on graduate courses, please consult the

Graduate Studies and Research Calendar.

Work-Study Program In Geology

This program allows students to gain professional experi-

ence while completing an academic degree. Admission to

the program requires departmental approval and is based

on academic standing after completion of the First-year

Science program. Applications should be made in January

of the Second year. The Department will assist students in

locating jobs that are related to career opportunities in

geology but the Department cannot guarantee that such

jobs will be available. The program is governed by the same
academic regulations as regular B.Sc. programs in Geol-

ogy. A typical program is shown in the table. Combined-
Honours students should consult the appropriate advisers

for their program in work-study.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Geology 67.100

Principles of Geology
The structure of the Earth's interior and tectonic processes;

rocks, minerals and Earth resources; history of the Earth

and its life. This course is designed for prospective Geology

Majors and Science and Engineering students, but may be
taken by students in other programs.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.1 05.

Day division: Lecture two hours a week, tutorial one hour a

week, laboratory three hours a week, two field excursions.

Geology 67.105

Introduction to Geo science
A survey of processes operating within the Earth and at its

surface: the hydrological cycle, oceans, Earth structure,

tectonics, rocks, minerals, history of life on the Earth,

climatic change, soils, landforms and resources. This

course is designed for students who wish to understand the

physical environment of the planet they inhabit. (Also listed

as Geography 45.1 05.)

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.100.

Day division: Lecture three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week, a field excursion.

Note:

Students wishing to continue in a Geology program may,
with permission of the Department of Earth Sciences, sub-

stitute Geology 67.105 for Geology 67.100.

Geology 67.221

Crystallography and Mineralogy
Symmetry and classification of crystals, crystal chemistry,

physical and systematic mineralogy.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.1 00 or 67.1 05; Chemistry 65.1 00;

or permission of the Department.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 YearS

Fall

67.100

65.100

69.107*
69.117*
61.100

or

75.101*
and
75.102*

67.221*
67.231*
67.223*
67.281*
1/2 credit

Arts or Social

Science

1 Credit

Work
Term
3

67.321*
67.323*
67.381*
1/2 credit

200 -level

Science

1/2 Credit Free

Elective

2 credits

Geology
at 400 level

67.498

1 credit

200-level Science
or 100-or200-ievel

75.105 Science 67.324*
67.332*
67.382*

Work
Term

1 credit

Free Elective

Winter

1 credit

Arts or Social

Science

67.232*
67.228*
67.282* 1/2 credit

200 -level

Science

1/2 credit

Arts or

Social Science

5

Summer Work
Term
1

Work
Term
2

Work
Term
4

Work
Term
6

Program Adviser W.M. Tupper
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Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory three hours a week.

Geology 67.223*
Optical Mineralogy
Methods of optical mineralogy and optics of the rock form-

ing minerals.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.222* (no longer

offered).

Prerequ isite : Geo logy 67 . 1 00 or 67 . 1 05 ; Che mi stry 65 . 1 00

;

or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory three hours a week.

Geology 67.228*
Petrology and Geochemistry of Igneous Rocks
The classification of igneous rocks. The chemical charac-

teristics of the crust and mantle. The generation and physi-

cal properties of magmas, magma emplacement of

volcanic and plutonic rocks. Phase equilibrium and isotope

geochemistry.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.221* and 67.223*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week,
tutorial one hour a week, laboratory three hours a week.

Geology 67.231*
Invertebrate Paleontology and Historical Geology
The classification, morphology, and evolutionary history of

commonly preserved invertebrate phyla. Principles of pa-

leontology and stratigraphic paleontology are presented in

a historical context. Geological history of the Earth.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.234* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Geology 67.100 or 67.105, or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and
laboratory three hours a week. May involve one or more
field trips.

Geology 67.232*
Sedlmentology and Stratigraphy

Principles of sedimentology and stratigraphy that have
shaped and continue to shape the world around us. Tex-

tures, structure, composition and classification of common
sedimentary rocks. Sedimentary environments and fades.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.233* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Geology 67.100 or 67.105, or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week,
laboratory three hours a week. May involve one or more
field trips.

Geology 67.238*
Earth, Resources and Society

This course is designed to enhance the students' apprecia-

tion of the resource basis of contemporary society, and to

explain the role of the earth sciences in the forecasting and
mitigation of natural disasters. Topics covered in the lec-

tures include: non-renewable resources and the physical

limits of a finite earth; energy, water and the human use of

the oceans; earthquake prediction and control; volcanic

eruptions; and several case histories. Students will investi-

gate and report on aspects of these problems that relate to

their own disciplines. Accepted as a free elective only in the

Geology programs.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.100 or 67.105 or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week,

tutorial one hour a week.

Geology 67.281*
Field Geology I

Basic geological methods applied to the field study of rocks.

A mandatory two-week field camp before classes.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.100 or 67.1 05 and permission of

the Department.

Day division: Fall term: Field camp.

Geology 67.282*
Field Geology II

An introduction to methods of field analysis and interpreta-

tion in deformed and metamorphosed terranes. The course

includes a two-week field camp to be taken in early May.
Prerequisites: Geology 67.281* and permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures one hour a week,
laboratory three hours a week, two-week field camp in early

May.

Geology 67.321*
Sedimentary Environments
Continuation of the concept(s) developed in 67.232* with

emphasis on the analysis of stratigraphic sequences and
sedimentary environments. Concepts of petroleum and
coal geology, groundwater and fluid migration, and long-

range correlation and paleogeography are discussed.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.334* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Geology 67.232* or permission of the De-
partment.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week and
laboratories three hours a week. May involve one or more
field trips.

Geology 67.323*
Petrology and Geochemistry of Metamorphic Rocks
The classification of metamorphic rocks. The origin of

metamorphic rocks with emphasis on the chemical and

mineralogical characteristics of these rocks and the proc-

esses involved in their evolution. Related phase equilibria

and thermodynamics.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.228*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, labora-

tory three hours a week, one day long field trip.

Geology 67.324*
Mineral Deposits

Metallic and non-metallic ore deposits, property valuation,

mineral economics, exploration geochemistry, stable iso-

tope and trace element geochemistry, partition coefficients.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.321* and 67.323*; or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week and

laboratory three hours a week, one day long field trip.

Geology 67.332*
Evolutionary Paleoecology
Principles of ecology and paleoecology applied to the stra-

tigraphic succession of fossil communities. Current con-

cepts of micro- and macro-evolution and extinction and the

synthesis of key paleontological events through the

Phanerozoic are emphasized.
Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.333* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Geology 67.231* or permission of the De-

partment.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week,

laboratory three hours a week.
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Geology 67.380

Geodynamics and Structural Geology
: The structure, composition, and rheological properties of

the Earth: Irtho sphere, mantle and core. Plate tectonics and

its relation to geophysical fields, driving mechanisms, and

:
processes at plate boundaries and in plate interiors. Struc-

ture and tectonic evolution of mountain belts; analysis of

strain and fabrics in a variety of crustal settings. Applica-

tions to geological engineering and mineral and petroleum

exploration.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.38 1* and
67.382*.
Prerequisites: Geology 67.228*. 67.281 and 67.282*;

or permission of the Department.

Day division: Lectures two hours a week, laboratory three

j
hours a week.

Geology 67.381*

]
Structural Geology

! Structure and tectonic evolution of mountain belts; analysis

of strain and fabrics in a variety of crustal settings. Applica-

I Hons to geological engineering and mineral and petroleum

i
exploration. May not be taken by Geology Honours and

|

Geology Major students, except those in the Work Study

I program.

j
Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.380.

! Prerequisites: Geology 67.382*, or permission of the De-

partment.

i Day division, Winter term: Lectures two hours a week,

laboratory three hours a week.

Geology 67.382*
Geodynamics

i The structure, composition, and rheological properties of

the Earth: litho sphere, mantle and core. Plate tectonics and
its relation to geophysical fields, driving mechanisms, and
processes at plate boundaries and in plate interiors. May
not be taken by Geology Honours and Geology Major

students, except those in the Work Study program.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.380.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.228*. 67.281* and 67.282*;
or permission of the Department.

Day division. Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, labora-

tory three hours a week.

Geology 67.383*
Gemmology

Gem Identification, occurrence, genesis, synthesis and
evaluation. Testing instruments and techniques. Crystal-

lographlc, optical, physical and chemical properties of gem-
stones.

Prerequisites: Geology 67521* and 67.223* or permis-

sion of the Department. Open to Science students with

permission of their department, but not as a Science Con-
tinuation course.

Evening division, Fail term: Lectures and laboratories, five

hours a week.

Geology 67.403*
Directed Studies In Geology
One or more special projects based on a total of at least 1

5

days field research, laboratory investigations, or some
combination of these components. Credit for field compo-
nents may be accrued during the Third year of a student's

program, but laboratory projects will be arranged during the

Fourth year. Assessment to be based on written reports

and oral examinations. Travel expenses for any long-dis-

tance travel are to be borne by student.

Prerequisites: Honours standing and permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall or Winter term.

Geology 67.415*
Quaternary Geography
Offered in the Department of Geography as Geography
45.411*.

Lectures three hours a week, one term only.

Geology 67.417*
Geotechnlcal Mechanics
Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

ing 82.328*. (Also listed as Geography 45.41 7*.)

Geology 67.419*
Hydrology
Offered in the Department of Civil Engineering as Engineer-

ing 82.441*. (Also listed as Geography 45.413*.)
Lecturestwo hoursaweek, problems, analyses three hours

alternate weeks.

Geology 67.421*
Ore Mineralogy

Structural principles, crystal chemistry and classification of

ore-forming oxides, sulfides, sulfosalts, uranium and pre-

cious-metal minerals. Principles of ore microscopy, analyti-

cal and identification techniques.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.324*.

Geology 67.422*
Metallic Mineral Deposits
Ore deposits studied from their relationships to the petro-

logic cycle. Ore genesis interpreted in light of field studies

of local deposits, reflected light microscopy of ore suites,

description of classic deposits, phase equilibria and iso-

tonic evidence.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.323* and 67.324*.
Day division: Lectures, seminars and laboratories five

hours a week.

Geology 67.423*
Petroleum Geology
Occurrence and nature of petroleum; principles of petro-

leum geology; exploration and production, and evaluation

methods; examples of oil and gas fields with emphasis on
Canadian occurrences.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.321 *.

Day division: Lectures, seminars and laboratories five

hours a week.

Geology 67.424*
Physical Hydrogeology
An introduction to the principles governing the movement
of groundwater through various geological materials. The
exploration, development and use of groundwater as a

resource by man, andgroundwater-related geohazards are

examined.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.420* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisite: Geology 67232* or permission of the De-
partment.

Geology 67.425*
Geochemistry of Waters
The principles and processes controlling the chemical qual-

ity of groundwater and the subsequent effects on water

quality due to human activities. Isotope geochemistry of the

hydrologic cycle and dissolved constitutes in groundwater.

Precludes additional credit for Geology 67.420* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Geology 67.424* and Chemistry 65.100 or

permission of the Department..
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Geology 67.427*
The Geology and Application of Coal
The origin, structure, petrography and terminology of coal.

Coal fields of North America with special reference to

Canada. The evaluation, analysis, testing and application

of coals. Extraction, utilization and beneficiation. Pollution.

Economics.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.321* or permission of the De-
partment.

Evening division.

Geology 67.428*
Property Valuation and Mineral Economics
Sampling, ore calculations, drilling and mining methods,

property valuation, economics of specific mineral indus-

tries, national and international trade and mineral policies,

taxation and financing of the mineral industry.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.324* or permission of the De-

partment.

Geology 67.431*
Marine Geology and Mlcrofosslls

Oceanological and marine geological processes; micro-or-

ganisms of the oceans; microfossils: their evolution, bios-

tratigraphic and paleoecologic significance and economic
use; microfaunal correlation in petroleum geology. Labora-

tory: Examination and identification of microfossils. Each
student is required to present at least one seminar paper.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.231* or permission of the De-

partment.

Day division: Lectures and laboratories five hours a week.

Geology 67.442*
Advanced Structure

A study of the structural evolution of mountain belts, with

emphasis on field methods.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.380, or 67.381* and 67.382*,
or permission of the Department.

Day division: Lectures, seminars and laboratories five

hours a week.

Geology 67.451*
Igneous Petrology

Genesis of plutonic and volcanic rocks, their spatial and
petrochemical relationships and crust-mantle differentia-

tion; associated problems in phase equilibria and isotopic

studies. One day-long field trip.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.323*.
Day division: Lectures and laboratories five hours a week.

Geology 67.452*
Metamorphic Petrology
Field relations of metamorphic rocks; graphical treatment

and interpretation of mineral assemblages. Laboratory:

Petrographic techniques, study of rock suites.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.323*.

Geology 67.463*
Sedbnentology
Review of sedimentary processes. Composition, texture,

primary structure and origin of the major sedimentary rock

types; dispersal patterns, sedimentary trends and lithofa-

cies. Laboratory: textural analyses, heavy minerals, statis-

tical analysis of data, and thin-section petrography.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.323* or 67.321*.
Day division.

Geology 67.464*
Precambrlan Geology
Introduction to problems of the Precambrian, emphasizing

both classical and current North American studies. Labora-

tory: research methods, field trips, petrologic studies of

representative rock suites.

Prerequisite: Geology 67.323*.

Geology 67.481*
Physics of the Earth

The physical properties of the solid Earth. Gravitational,

magnetic and palaeomagnetic fields; seismology and
earthquake occurrence; heat flow and thermal history.

Geodynamic processes.

Prerequisites: Geology 67-380, or 67.381* and 67.382*
or permission of the Department.

Geology 67.482*
Geochemistry and Isotope Geology
Chemical evolution of the Earth, meteorites, development
of the continental crust, origin of the atmosphere and
hydrosphere, radiometric dating, stable isotopes, origin of

life.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.323* and 67.324* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division: Lectures and seminars five hours a week.

Geology 67.483*
Applied Geochemistry
Chemical and physical factors responsible for the distribu-

tion and migration of the elements in the lithosphere, hy-

drosphere, atmosphere and biosphere; geochemistry

applied to mineral exploration; methods of analysis. Labo-

ratory: determination of trace amounts of the common
metallic elements in soils and stream sediments; case

histories, research problems, field trips.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.228*. 67.324*. Chemistry
65.1 00; or permission of the Department.

Day division.

Geology 67.484*
Exploration Geophysics
An introduction to the fundamental theory and application

of geophysics to economic and structural geology. Methods
studied are electrical, gravitational, magnetic, radioactive

and seismic. Case history studies integrate the application

of the methods.

Prerequisites: Geology 67.380, or 67.381* and 67.382*.
Physics 75.101* and 75.102*. or 75.105; or permission

of the Department.

Day division: Lectures and problems three hours a week.

Geology 67.487*
Field Geology III

A two-week field camp designed to develop the student's

ability to observe, analyze and interpret geological field

data in the light of theoretical and experimental knowledge.

Written reports, including maps, sections and diagrams, are

submitted during the course. Selected areas. A portion of

the cost is borne by the student.

Prerequisites: Completion of the Geology core program or

its equivalent, Geology 67.282* and permission of the

Department.

Geology 67.498

Honours Thesis

The B.Sc. thesis is to be based on a study undertaken

before or during the final University year, in the field and/or

the Department. Before registering in the course, the stu-

dent must first have obtained approval of the topic from a

supervisor and the course co-ordinator. The thesis is

equivalent to one credit, with an average of eight hours work

per week. It shall be defended orally; a final draft suitable

for defence shall normally be submitted to the co-ordinator

by the deadline for Winter term assignments.
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B.R. Lifeso, Registrar, Faculty of Science
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Genera! Information

There is increasing concern throughout most of the world

regarding the state of the environment, and interest in

understanding the effect of human activity on the environ-

ment is widespread. Such a topic cannot be adequately

addressed in any of the traditional discipline-based degree

j

programs. Carleton University therefore offers a multidisci-

I plinary program leading to an Honours degree in Environ-

i

mental Science. This Bachelor of Science degree program

has as a requirement a credit in Philosophy, and a relevant

Social Sciences/Arts sequence is recommended. This re-

quirement recognizes that the state of the environment is

not simply a matter of science, but also includes considera-

tion of economics, law, politics, philosophy, etc. The pri-

j mary aim of the program is, nevertheless, to provide a solid

grounding in those areas of science that are required to

reach an understanding of the environment and how the

actions of humanity affect it.

The first two years of the program are structured to ensure

that students receive a thorough grounding in those areas

of science that are required to address environmental

issues. The final two years of study leading to the Honours

,

degree allow for a substantial degree of choice. The pro-

gram must, however, be designed with a particular speciali-

zation In mind, and the choice of most of the course pattern

must be done in consultation with the Program Adviser. The
Honours Research Project (Environmental Science
62.496) is meant to give the student an opportunity to do

some original research in the specialization developed

through the course-pattern chosen in the Third and Fourth

years.

A suitable sequence of two credits in Social Sciences/Arts

is required. Students are advised to consult the Program

Adviser about this at an early stage in the program.

Adm baton Requirements

The requirements are those specified for the B.Sc. Honours
degrees for the Faculty of Science (see pp. 371-372).

Graduation

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regulations (see pp.
376-377), in addition to the regulations established by the

Environmental Science Committee.

Honours Program

Summary of Program Requirements
1. 2.0 credits in Environmental Science: Environmental
Science 62.1 50*. 62.359*, 62.496;

2. 1.0 credit in Mathematics: Mathematics 69.107*.
69257*;

3. 3.0 credits in Geology and Geography: Geology
67.1 05/Geography 45.105, Geography 45.210*. Geology
67.238* and 67.281 * and one other half credit in Geog-
raphy that is an approved science course;

4. 2.0 credits in Chemistry: Chemistry 65.100
,
65.231*.

65.280*;

5. 2.0 credits in Biology: Biology 61.100. 61.214* (or

61 .220*). 61.360*;

6. 1 .0 credit in Philosophy: Philosophy 32.1 84*. 32.284*;

7. 2.0 credits appropriate to Environmental Science in a

coherent Social Sciences/Arts sequence (see Comments
Regarding Course Requirements, 1, p. 420) (of which up
to 1 .0 credit may be chosen from the list of courses other-

wise not acceptable as Social Science electives for Science

students) (see p. 374.)

8. 3.5 credits in approved Science courses (see comments
regarding course requirements 2);

9. 1 .0 additional credit in approved Science courses at the

400-level (see comments regarding course requirements

2);

10. 1 .5 credits chosen in consultation with the Program
Adviser;

11 . 1 .0 credit, free elective.

Note:

The following will be used to calculate the Major grade-point

average: all 62.xxx courses, 45210*, 67.238*. 65.280*.
61 .360*. 32.184*. and all of Program Requirement 8, 9
and 10 (above).

Suggested Course Pattern

First Year

Mathematics 69.107* and 69.257*
Geology 67.1 05/Geography 45.1 05 (or Geology 67.100)

Chemistry 65.100

Biology 61 .100

Philosophy 32.184*
Environmental Science 62.1 50*

Second Year
Chemistry 65.280* and 65.231 *
Geography 45 .21 0* and one other half credit in Geography
that is an approved Science course

Geology 67281* (to be taken in the Fall term before

lectures commence) and 67. 238*
Biology 61214* or 61.220* (students intending to take

microbiok>gy,or higher-level courses in physiology should

choose Biology 61 220*)
Free elective, 0.5 credit

Social Sciences/Arts elective, 1.0 credit (or Physics

75.1 01* and 75.102* or 75.105, see Note be tow)

Third Year
Environmental Science 62.359*
Philosophy 32284*
Social Sciences/Arts elective (1 .0 credit

)

Biology 61 .360*
Science credits (2.5 credits), which must be approved by
the Program Adviser prior to registration (suggested

courses are listed be tow)

Fourth Year
Environmental Science 62.496

Science credits (2.0 credits) including at least 1 .0 credit at

the 400-level, which must be approved by the Program
Adviser prior to registration
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2.0 additional credits: 0.5 free elective and 1.5 credits

approved by the Program Adviser prior to registration.

Note:

If Physics 75.101 * and 75.102* or 75.105 was taken in

Second year, 1.0 Social Sciences/Arts elective must be

taken in place of either 1 .0 Science credit in the Third year

or 1 .0 of the additional credits required in the Fourth year.

Some Suggested Courses for the Science Require-

ments of the Environmental Science Program

Biology 61 .201 , 61 .202*, 61 .21 4*. 61 .220*. 61 .305*,

61.325*. 61.331*. 61.335*. 61.351*. 61.361*.
61 .362*. 61 .363*. 61 .364*. 61 .365*. 61 .370, 61 .381 *,

61 .391 , 61.413*. 61 .414*. 61.415. 61.416*. 61.419*.

61.430*. 61.440, 61.447, 61.460, 61.461, 61.469*,

61 .471*. 61.481*;
Chemistry 65.370*. 65.380*. 65.431*. 65.432*,
65.480*;
Computer Science 95.1 02*. 95.1 03*, 95.105*. 95.1 06*;
Geography 45.302*. 45.31 1*. 45.312*. 45,315*.
45.318*. 45.319*. 45.334*. 45.400*, 45.403*,
45.404*. 45.4 0 5*. 45.4 1 2*. 45.4 1 3*. 45.4 1 4*.
45.415*. 45.418*. 45.445*;

Geology 67.233*. 67.419*. 67.424*. 67.425*;
Mathematics and Statistics 69.1 1 7*. 69.259*. 69.357*;

Physics 75.101* and 75.102*. or 75.105. 75.291*,
75 .292*. 75.424*;

Technology.Science. Environment Studies 59.401*.
59.402*

Comments Regarding Course Requirements

1. The recommended Social Sciences/Arts sequence
should be chosen in consultation with the Program Adviser.

Upper-year courses of interest to students in Environmental

Science usually require a First-year prerequisite; therefore

this sequence may have to be started in Second year.

Suitable sequences can be set up in Economics, Political

Science/Law, Human Geography, Sociology, Anthropol-

ogy, Mass Communication, etc.

2. One and a half credits in the Fourth year can be chosen

from any department, but they must be suitable for the

program of the individual student. The choice must also be

made so that the regulations of the Faculty of Science for

the B.Sc.degree (Major or Honours) (see pp. 373-377) are

met. It is recommended that these courses be chosen in

consultation with the Program Adviser to ensure a proper

foundation for the students specialization and thesis re-

search

Fall term: Lectures two hours a week, workshop two hours

a week.

Environmental Science 62.359*
Group Project

The course consists primarily of a group project relating to

an issue involving environmental science conducted under
the supervision of a faculty member. Seminars discussing

effective methods of team research, and oral and written

presentation of results are included. The project involves

the collection of data from the literature and/or from experi-

ments, the analysis of such data as they pertain to the aim

of the project, and the preparation of one written and
several oral reports. The course includes seminars on

topics such as preparation of audiovisual presentations and
effective report writing. Project groups and topics are as-

signed before the end of the Fall term.

Prerequisite: Registration in the Third year of the Environ-

mental Science program.

Winter term: Occasional lectures and seminars.

Environmental Science 62.496

Honours Research Project

Students registered in the Fourth year of the Environmental

Science program must carry out a research project under

the supervision of a member of faculty. Normally, the choice

of courses in Third year should have been made with a
research topic for this project in mind. Approval of the topic

and of the research schedule must be obtained from the

project supervisor and the Program Adviser before the last

day for late registration. Each student's performance is

examined by a faculty committee after completion of the

project, when a written report is to be submitted. An oral

examination is also required. The written report must be

submitted by the last day for submission of course assign-

ments. Extensions of this deadline will be allowed only at

the discretion of the Program Adviser.

Prerequisite: Registration in the Fourth year of the Environ-

mental Science program.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Environmental Science 62.1 50*
Environmental Science Seminar
This course introduces the elements of the natural and
human-modified environment and discusses society's in-

terest in environmental quality. The approach is by case

studies in which the nature and extent of the requirement

for scientific understanding of the elements of the natural

environment and the processes by which human activities

have an impact upon the environment are discussed.

Limited to students registered in the Environmental Science

program.
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General Information

The Department of Geography, Faculty of Social Sciences,

offers a full range of B.A. programs, in addition to the B.Sc.

Honours programs described here. For details consult the

Department's main entry in this Calendar, beginning on p.

153.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 376-377), in addition to al departmental

regulations and requirements as set out below.

Honours Programs

B.Sc. In Physical Geography

The Bachelor of Science Honours program in Physical

Geography is designed to give the student an under-

standing of the earth's surface as humanity's physical

environment. The student will specialize in the study of

properties and processes of the earth's surface materials

and atmosphere.

Program Requirements

The program consists of 20 credits beyond Senior Matricu-

lation or Qualifying-University-year Science, selected in a

pattern approved by the Supervisor of Honours Studies in

the Geography Department, and consistent with the follow-

ing requirements.

1. The First year of the program will be consistent with

Faculty of Science requirements for First-year Science.

(Note that Physics 75.101 and 75.102*, or 75.105 is

required in Second year if not taken in First year.)

2. The program will contain eight credits in Geography at

or beyond the 200-level, including the Honours Research
Project, Geography 45.496 which should be taken in the

final year, and seven credits selected from the list below,

of which at least two must be at the 300-level and at least

two at the 400-level. These should include Geography
45.210-*, 45.21 1*. 45.311*, 45.312*, 45.315* and
45.318*. In special cases students may take an appropri-

ate graduate course in their final year, with permission of

the Supervisor of Graduate Studies.

3. The remaining seven credits must include:

(a) two approved credits in Science, not in Geography,
beyond the 1 00-level; (Geology 67.233* and 67.281 * are

recommended);

(b) two approved credits in Science, Computer Science or

Engineering;

(c) two Arts or Social Science elective credits, one of which

must be an approved credit not in Geography;

(d) one free elective credit.

Physical Geography Courses
45.1 05 Introduction to Geoscience

45.204 Geographic Information and Analysis

45.210* The Physical Environment

45.211 * Physical Basis of Environmental Management
45.300* Honours Field Course
45.302* Air Photo Interpretation and Remote Sensing
45.303* Quantitative Geography
45.304 Geographic Information Processing

45.307* Cartographic Theory and Design

45.309* Cartographic Production

45.31 1 * Biophysical Resource Assessment
45.312* Geomorphology
45.315* Climatology and Climatic Change
45.318* Soil Properties

45.319* Soils and Environment

45.400* Field Studies

45.402* Problems in Physical Geography
45.403* Remote Sensing of the Environment
45.404* Environmental Impact Assessment
45.405* Field Studies in Environmental Assessment
45.406* Computer-Assisted Cartography

45.408* Geographic Information Systems
45.411* Quaternary Geography
45.412* Terrain Analysis

45.413* Hydrology

45.414* Mlcrocllmatology

45 .4 1 5* Earth Surface Mate rials

45.417* Introductory Soil Mechanics and Engineering

Geology

45.418* Geocryology

Notes:

A Human Geography course is recommended as one of the

Arts or Social Science electives.
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Combined Honours B.Sc. In Biology and Physical Ge-

ography

Program advisers are H.G. Merriam and P.J. Williams.

Students desiring a comprehensive basic education in both

Bio logy and Physical Geography may apply fo r a Co mbined
Honours B.Sc. program. Applicants must satisfy entry re-

quirements of the Honours B.Sc. program. Course require-

ments of the Combined Honours B.Sc. program are as

follows:

1. Biology 61.100, Geography 45.105, Mathematics

69.1 07* and 69.1 1 7* or 69.257*. Chemistry 65.1 00.

2. Two optional credits which are acceptable courses of-

fered by the Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences. A credit

in Geography other than the Physical Geography courses

listed on p. 421 , is recommended.

3. One additional Science credit from the list on p. 374.

(Physics 75.101* and 75.1 02*. or 75.105 is required

unless OAC Physics is presented as an entrance credit.)

4. One free option credit.

5. Ten credits in Biology (or Biochemistry) and Physical

Geography (see courses listed on p. 42 1 )
beyond First-year

level, including at least one half credit involving a field

course. Not more than six credits in this group should be

taken in one department and not more than six may be at

the 200-level.

6. One additional credit in Science or Computer Science

above the 100-level, not in Biology or Geography, and

chosen in consultation with the student's program adviser.

7. Biology 61 .498 or Geography 45.496.

Combined Honours B.Sc. In Geology and Physical Ge-

ography

Program advisers are F. Michel and P.J. Williams.

A grade of C+ or better in Geography 45.105 (Geology

67.105) and overall Honours standing are required for

admittance to the program. Program requirements are as

follows:

1. Geography 45.1 05| (Geology 67.105), Chemistry

65.100, Mathematics 69.107* and 69.117* and Physics

75.1 01 and 75.102*. or 75.105;

2. Five credits in Geology beyond First-year level, includ-

ing 67.221 , 67.223*. 67.228*. 67.232*. 67.281 *tt.
one and a half credits in Geology at the 300 level or above,

and one credit in Geology at the 400 level;

3. Five credits in Physical Geography beyond the First-

year level from list on p. 421, to include: Geography

45.210*, one credit in Physical Geography at the 200-level

or above, Geography 45.302*. 45.312*. 45.31 5*.
45 .3 18*and one credit in Physical Geography at the 400-

level;

4. Geography 45.496 or Geology 67.498;

5. One credit in Mathematics beyond the First-year level

and/or in Computer Science. (Mathematics 69.257* and

Computer Science 95.104* are recommended.)

6. Two Arts or Social Science elective creditsttt;

7. Two credits chosen from Arts, Social Sciences, Science

or Engineering.

tStudents who have taken Geology 67.1 00 may substitute,

with permission of the program advisers, Geology 67.100

for 67.1 05/45.1 05.

ttGeology 67.281 * precludes additional credit for Geog-
raphy 45.299*, no longer offered.

tttA Human Geography course is recommended in the

program.

Graduate Program

The Department of Geography offers graduate programs
in Physical Geography and Geotechnical Science. For

further details consult the Graduate Studies and Research
Calendar.

Courses

Full details of all individual course offerings are presented

in the Department of Geography submission in the Facul-

ties of Arts and Social Sciences section of the Calendar, p.

154.
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General Information

The Integrated Science Studies (ISS) program offers un-

dergraduate students in the Faculty of Science the oppor-

tunity to develop an individualized program that blends a

concentration in Science with a linked area of specialization

in another faculty. A student whose academic aspirations

cannot be satisfied within the constraints of one of the many
programs offered by the Faculty of Science may apply to

the Integrated Science Studies program and describe the

program that he or she would choose to pursue. If the

proposal is intellectually coherent and satisfies the aca-

demic constraints of the Integrated Science Studies Pro-

gram, the student will be admitted to ISS and will be

permitted to follow the program that has been approved.

The program requires that a student select an area of

concentration within Science: physical sciences, environ-

mental sciences, ife sciences, behavioral sciences, or

mathematics and statistics, in order to acquire a depth of

understanding of the particular discipline, its workings and
its significance. In the associated specialty area outside of

the Faculty of Science, a pattern of courses should be

selected that provides the student with a concomitant,

integrated understanding. Students are urged to be crea-

tive and bold in their planning, but should consult with a

member of the ISS Committee for advice or assistance

before applying for admission to the Integrated Science

Studies program. A detailed list of the proposed courses

and a description of the overall program must be submitted

by every ISS applicant beyond First year. First-year stu-

dents must submit their planned program to the ISS Com-
mittee before they commence their Second year. The
Committee monitors the progress of all ISS students.

An Honours program and a Major program are available for

ISS students. Both require a course of Independent Study

as an important part of the program (Integrated Science

60.498,60.399*).

This program is suitable for part-time students and mature
students. Students in ISS may be eligible to transfer into

co-op or work-study programs sponsored by other Depart-

ments in the Faculty of Science, provided they meet all the

prerequisites and grade requirements. ISS students are

advised to familiarize themselves with the particular rules

of the Faculty of Science that apply to them.

Many different specific program combinations have been
adopted in the past. Possible combinations available within

the program are included here for ilustrative purposes, but

the folowing does not constitute an exhaustive list:

biotogy and psychology, e.g. neuroscience, nutrition plus

behaviour;

biotechnology and business, e.g. genetic engineering and

management;
chemistry/biochemistry and business, e.g. pre-pharmacy;

ecology and management, e.g. resource management,
conservation;

environmental sciences (i.e. biology, chemistry, geogra-

phy, earth sciences, physics, statistics), e.g. pollution, acid

rain, climate studies, sustainable development;

geography, sciences and anthropology, e.g. archeological

sciences;

life sciences (biology, chemistry, biochemistry) and social

sciences, e.g. pre-medical studies, pre-dentistry;

operations research/mathematics and business, e.g. man-
agement science;

physical geography and civil engineering, e.g. soil sci-

ences;

physics and psychology, e.g. perception;

physics and geography and computer science, e.g. remote

sensing;

psychology and computer science, e.g. artificial intelli-

gence, user interfaces;

science and engineering, e.g. bi©engineering, instrumenta-

tion, ergonomics;

science and journalism, e.g. science writing, editing, report-

ing;

science and foreign languages/linguistics, e.g. translation,

interpreting;

statistics and economics and business and law, e.g. actu-

arial sciences.

Admission Requirements

Application for admission to the program is made on an
application form available from the Office of Registrarial

Services. The admission requirements for these programs
are those specified for the B.Sc. Major and Honours de-

grees (pp. 371-372). Before seeking formal admission to

the program, students are advised to consult with the Chair

for assistance in formulating an application proposal and a
coherent set of courses that will meet the objectives of the

student and fulfil Calendar requirements.

Course Requirements

First Year

The First-year program consists of five credits approved for

a First-year Science program including:

(e) Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*;
(b) Two experimental Science credits chosen from two of:

Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics;

(c) Two additional credits chosen from Science, Mathe-

matics, Arts, Social Sciences, Computer Science (except

Computer Science 95.1 00* or 95.1 01 *) or Engineering.

In establishing their First-year program, students should

consult with the Chair of the Integrated Science Studies

program or a member of the committee to ensure that they

register for appropriate courses.

Major Program

Although programs are planned and approved on an indi-

vidual basis, the general framework of regulations is speci-

fied. The program, under the direction of the Integrated

Science Studies Committee, consists of 15 credits, ten

beyond First year including:
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1. Six credits selected from the Faculty of Science above

the 100-level, including Integrated Science 60.399*; two

of the Science credits must be at the 300- or 400-level; the

foregoing credits are designated as the Science sequence;

2. Three credits in an inter-related specialized area se-

lected from outside the Faculty of Science; these credits

are designated as the non-Science sequence.

At least two credits must also be chosen from the Faculties

of Arts or Social Sciences.

At least eight credits must also be at the 200 or higher level.

In this program, all Technology, Society, Environment Stud-

ies courses are considered Non-Science credits.

Honours Program

The program, under the direction of the Integrated Science

Studies Committee, consists of 20 credits, 15 beyond First

year including:

1. Nine credits selected from the Faculty of Science above

the 100-level, including Integrated Science 60.498; four of

the Science credits must be at the 300- or 400-level; the

foregoing courses are designated as the Science se-

quence;

2. Four credits in an inter-related specialized area selected

from outside the Faculty of Science; these credits are

designated as the Non-Science sequence.

At least two credits must also be chosen from the Faculties

of Arts or Social Sciences.

At least thirteen credits must be at the 200 or higher level.

In thisprogram, all Technology, Society, Environment Stud-

ies courses are considered Non-Science credits.

Graduation

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 376-377), in addition to the Committee regu-

lations and requirements.

Major Program

To qualify for graduation a student must satisfy the normal

requirements of the Faculty and have grade-point averages

of 4.0 or better in the Science sequence (six credits), the

Non-Science sequence (three credits), and overall (15

credits). The last five credits taken normally will include at

least one credit from each of the Science and Non-Science

sequences.

Honours Program

To qualify for graduation a student must satisfy the normal

requirements of the Faculty and have grade-point averages

of 6.5 or better in both the Science sequence (nine credits)

and the Non-Science sequence (four credits) as well as an

overall grade-point average of 5.0 or better (20 credits). The
class of Honours degree will be determined following gen-

eral Faculty regulations (pp. 373-377) using all 13 credits

in the Science and Non-Science sequences to calculate the

Honours grade-point average.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published in the

summer.

Integrated Science 60.399*
Independent Study
The student must have the agreement of a member of the

University faculty to supervise the project. The student is

responsible for filing an outline of the proposed project

(which includes an indication of the methods to be used,

and which has been written in consultation with the ad-

viser), with the Integrated Science Studies Chair not later

than three weeks after registration in the course. A final

report must be prepared and submitted in two copies, one
to the project adviser and one to the Chair of the Committee,
by the last day of classes of the term in which the student

is registered. This course is normally open only to Inte-

grated Science Studies students. Students must demon-
strate the integrative or interdisciplinary nature of their

proposed study.

Prerequisites or co-requisite: At least one half-credit at the

300-level or better and permission of the Committee.
Fall and Winter terms.

Integrated Science 60.498

Honours Project

A project is carried out by the student in consultation with

a faculty adviser. The project must be approved by the

adviser's department and by the Chair of the Integrated

Science Studies program. A written outline of the proposed
study, approved by the adviser, must be submitted to the

Chair of the Committee not later than three weeks after

registration in the course. A progress report must be sub-

mitted to the adviser and the Chair by the first day of classes

in the Winter term. Three copies of the final written report

shall be prepared and submitted by the last day of Winter

term classes, one each for the project adviser, an Inte-

grated Science Studies Committee member, and a third

reader, who has some familiarity with the project area. An
oral report normally will be required at the conclusion of the

project. The project is the equivalent of one credit, with an

average of eight hours of work per week. An "In Progress-

grade will not be given for work not meeting the deadlines

except in unusual circumstances and with the approval of

the Committee Chair. The fulfilment of these requirements

is the responsibility of the student.
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Programs In Mathematics and Statistics

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics offe rs a wide

variety of programs ranging from those giving a strong

training in the theoretical aspects of mathematics and

statistics to those which emphasize applications to industry

and government.

The Department offers both Major and Honours programs
leading to eitherthe B.A. orthe B.Sc. degree. The following

is a list and short description of the programs which are

available:

Mathematics (Major and Honours B.A. and B.Sc.)

The Major programs are generally less theoretical than the

Honours programs which may form an excellent introduc-

tion to graduate studies. The main areas of concentration

are: algebra, analysis, topology, applied mathematics (clas-

sical and modern), statistics and probability.

Computer Mathematics (Major and Honours B.A. and
B.Sc.)

The programs in computer mathematics are designed to

provide a student with a background of computer-related

mathematical ideas together with a firm base of computer

science. These programs are of interest to students who
are preparing for careers in government, industry, manage-
ment, or systems analysis.

Statistics (Major and Honours B.A. and B.Sc)

The Major program (B.A. or B.Sc.) in Statistics provides the

academic groundwork for employment opportunities at the

junior methodologist level, in a variety of statistics-related

fields. The Honours program (B.A. or B.Sc.) is designed

primarily for a student who wishes to prepare for a career

as a professional statistician.

The following Combined Honours programs may be of

particular interest:

Economics and Mathematics (Honours B.A.)

Mathematics and Philosophy (Honours B.A.)

Computer Science and Mathematics (Honours B.Sc.)

The Combined Honours program in Computer Science and

Mathematics is a limited -enrolment program resembling

the Bachelor of Computer Science program, placing equal

Adjunct Research Professors

F.P. Agterberg (Energy, Mines and Resources Canada)
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emphasis on computer science and mathematics. There

are two options available for concentration, namely:

Computing Theory and Numerical Methods

Statistics and Computing

Geology and Statistics (Honours B.Sc.)

Mathematics and Physics (Double Honours B.Sc.)

Operations Research (Honours B.A. and B.Sc.)

This program is devoted to the professional discipline which

deals with the scientific aspects of planning and decision-

making. (See p. 442.)

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (Arts and Social Sciences, see pp. 60-71; Science,

see pp. 370-377) in addition to all departmental regulations

and requirements as set out below.

Afore;

For students in the B.A. (Pass) or B.Sc. (Major) program
In Computer Mathematics:

Graduation requirements include both of the following:

(I) a grade-point average of 4.0 or better on the minimum
of 6.0 required credits in mathematics; and

(il) a grade-point average of 4.0 or better on the minimum
of 10.0 credits in mathematics and computer science.

For students In the B.A. (Pass) or B.Sc. (Major) program
In Statistics:

Graduation requirements include both of the following:

(I) a grade-point average of 4.0 or better on the minimum
of 6.0 credits in Mathematics; and
(II) a grade-point average of 4.0 or better on the minimum
of 3.5 credits in Statistics (Mathematics 69.257*. 69.259*.

69.350, 69.353*. 69.354*. and 69.357*).

For students In a Combined Pass B.A. program with

Statistics:

Graduation requirements include both of the following:

(I) a grade-point average of 4.0 or better on the minimum
of 5.5 credits in Mathematics; and
(II) a grade-point average of 4.0 or better on the minimum
of 3.0 credits in Statistics (Mathematics 69.257*. 69.259*.

69.350, 69.353*. and one of 69.354* or 69.357*).

For students In the B.A or B.Sc. Honours program in

Computer Mathematics:

Graduation requirements include both of the following:

(i) a grade-point average of 6.5 or better on the minimum
of 1 1 .0 required credits in mathematics; and

(II) a grade-point average of 6.5 or better on the minimum
of 1 1 .0 credits in mathematics and 3.0 credits in computer
science.

For students In the B.A or B.Sc. Honours program in

Statistics:

Graduation requirements include both of the following:

(i) a grade-point average of 6.5 or better on the minimum
of 11 .0 credits in Mathematics and 1.0 credit in Computer
Science; and
(II) a grade-point average of 6.5 or better on the minimum
of 5.0 credits in Statistics (Mathematics 69.257*. 69.259*.

70.350, 70.355*. 70.356*. 70.450*. and the 1.5 credits

selected from 70.451* to 70.459*).

For students in Honours programs:

The designation of Honours degree will be determined by

the student's grade-point average on all required credits in

the Honours subjects, as stated in the program require-

ments; however, the Department may use discretion in

counting the number of Honours credits, where students

have more than the minimum number of required credits.

For students in the Combined Honours programs:

The designation of Honours degree will be determined by

the student's grade-point average on all required credits in

the two Honours subjects, as stated in the respective

program requirements; however, the departments may use
discretion in counting the number of Honours credits, where
students have more than the minimum number of required

credits.

For students in the Double Honours program In Mathe-
matics and Physics:

The designation of Honours degree will be determined by

the grade-point average on all required credits in the two

Honours subjects, as stated in the program requirements.

Course Substitution regarding Economics 43.220:

Students registered in any Mathematics or Statistics under-

graduate program, (except B.A. (Honours) Combined Eco-

nomics and Mathematics), may not take Economics 43.220

for credit.

Students who have already completed Economics 43 .220,

and who wish to enter a Mathematics or Statistics program,

may be exempted from taking Mathematics 69.257* and

69.259* only with permission of the Department of Mathe-

matics and Statistics, and provided the grade in Economics
43.220 is B- or better.

First-Year Course Selection

1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.1 12 (students in the Faculties

of Arts, Social Sciences or Science). This choice is required

of students in First year who are in a Mathematics program;

2. Fall term: Mathematics 69.104*; Winter term: Mathe-

matics 69.1 14* (students in the Faculty of Engineering or

in the School of Computer Science);

3. Fall term: Mathematics 69.107*; Winter term: Mathe-

matics 69.1 17* (students in the Faculty of Science);

4. Mathematics 69.102; Fall term: Mathematics 69.1 17*
(students in the Faculty of Science);

5. Fall term: Mathematics 69.1 07*, 69.1 1 7*; Winterterm:

Mathematics 69.207*. 69.217* (students in the Faculties

of Arts, Social Sciences or Science);

6. Fall term: Mathematics 69.109*; Winter term: Mathe-

matics 69.1 19* (students in the School of Business, De-

partment of Economics or in other Arts or Social Sciences

departments).

Note:

1. Credit will only be given for one of: Mathematics 69.1 02,

69.1 04*. 69.107*. 69.109*; and one of: Mathematics

69.1 12, 69.114*. 69.1 17*. 69.1 19*, 69.127* (no longer

offered).
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Major Programs: B. A. and B.Sc.

Core Requirements

The requirements given below are common to all Major

programs in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics.

In certain cases the Department may permit a student to

replace courses listed in the 69 series by the corresponding

Honours (70 series) courses.

Each Majorprogram requires a total of 15credits, including:

• Mathematics 69.1 02, 69.1 1 2 with an average grade of C-
or better.

Alternatively, students may be admitted to a Major program

in Mathematics after successful completion of First year

with:

(a) a minimum grade-point average of 5.0 (C) on all half

credits offered from: Mathematics 69.1 07*. 69.207*;
69.117*-, 69.217*; and

(b) a minimum weighted grade-point average of 4.0 (C-)

on all courses offered from: Mathematics 69.1 02, 69.107*,

69.207*; 69.1 12, 69.117*. 69.217*.

Note:

Students offering Mathematics 69.107* must then take

Mathematics 69.207*. and students offering Mathematics

69.1 17* must then take Mathematics 69.21 7*.

• For the B.A. Program:
Two credits at the 200-level or above in the Faculties of Arts

or Social Sciences.

• For the B.Sc. Program:

Two Science Continuation credits are required (in addition

to the First-year experimental science requirement). Cer-

tain Computer Science courses required in specific pro-

grams may be counted towards this requirement. However,

Computer Science courses that are cross-listed with

Mathematics courses are not acceptable as Science Con-
tinuation courses. Acceptable courses and exceptions are

noted on pp. 373-374.

Two Arts or Social Science elective credits. Concerning

Social Science electives, see the note on p. 374.

• In each program, the remaining courses may be chosen
from any department, including Mathematics and Statistics,

subject only to the restriction that of the total of 15 credits

not more than seven may be below the 200-level.

Course requirements for Major programs:

Mathematics (Major B.A. and B.Sc.)

This program requires a minimum of seven credits in

mathematics.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. core requirements (see pp. 427-428);

2. Mathematics 69.208*. 69.218*. 69.244*. 69.257*;

3. three credits in Mathematics selected from the range

69.304* to 69.389*. excluding 69.31 1*. 69.352*.
69.375* and 69.376*.

With permission of the Department, one or more of the

courses in requirement 3 may be replaced by a course in

the 70 series at the 300- or 400-level, provided that of the

total of three credits, not more than two are in the same
area.

Note:

Students wishing to specialize in Applied Analysis may, with

the permission of the Department, replace requirements 2

and 3 in the Mathematics degree requirements by:

2. Mathematics 69.208*, 69.244*. 69.257*;

3. Mathematics 69.304*, 69.307*, and one of Mathemat-
ics 69.344*. 69.381*. 69.386*, or Physics 75.381 ;
4. one additional credit in Mathematics at the 300-level,

excluding 69.311 * and 69.352*;

5. one additional credit at the 200- or 300-level chosen
from Mathematics or Computer Science.

Students specializing in Applied Analysis are encouraged
to include at least one and a half credits in Computer
Science in their program.

Computer Mathematics (Major B.A. and B.Sc.)

This program requires a minimum of ten credits in Mathe-

matics and Computer Science. Computer Science 95.1 00*
and 95.1 01 * are not acceptable in this program, even as

free options.

See graduation requirements, p. 426.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. core requirements (see p. 427-428);

2. Computer Science 95.102*. 95.105*. 95.106*.
95.202*;

3. Mathematics 69.208*. 69.218*. 69.257*;

4. Mathematics 69.384*. 70.385*. and at least one of

Mathematics 69.381*. 69.386*;

5. one additional credit in Mathematics at the 300-level,

excluding 69.311 * and 69.352*;

6. one additional credit in Computer Science (95 series) at

the 200-level or above;

7. one additional credit at the 200- or 300-level in Mathe-
matics or Computer Science.

Note:

Only one of Computer Science 95.105* or 95.103*.
95.107*,95.140*/42.140*. Engineering 91 .166*. orthe

former Engineering 94.165 can be counted for credit in the

Computer Mathematics program; permission from the De-
partment of Mathematics and Statistics is required for such

a replacement of 95.105*.

Statistics (Major B.A. and B.Sc.)

This program requires a minimum of six credits in Mathe-
matics and Statistics.

See graduation requirements, p. 426.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. core requirements (see pp. 427-428 );

2. Mathematics 69.208*. 69 .257*. 69.259*;

3. Mathematics 69.35 0, 69.353*, 69.354*, 69. 357-*;

4. one additional credit at the 200-level or above chosen
in a relevant topic from courses offered by the Faculty of

Science, the School of Computer Science or the Faculty of

Social Sciences. This credit is in addition to the Science

Continuation credits required in the B.Sc. program and the

Arts and Social Science credits (200-level or above) re-

quired in the B.A. program.

Students majoring in Statistics are urged to include at least

one full credit in Computer Science in their program. Stu-
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dents are advised to consult the School of Computer Sci-

ence regarding the most appropriate courses.

Students considering a career in actuarial science are

advised to include Mathematics 69.381 and 69.386* in

their program.

Combined Pass Programs: B.A.

Programs are arranged in consultation with the Department
of Mathematics and Statistics and another department in

the Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences.

In the Core Requirements, the item Two credits at the

200-level or above in the Faculties of Arts or Social Sci-

ences" is not required; this condition is automatically satis-

fied by the program requirements of the other department.

Combined Pass Program with Mathematics

In general, the Mathematics requirements are the same as

those listed under the Mathematics B.A. program (see p.

427), except that only two credits are required instead of

three under requirement 3.

Combined Pass Program with Statistics

See graduation requirements, p. 426.

In general, the Statistics requirements are the same as

those listed under the Statistics B.A. program (see p. 427),

except that:

I. under requirement 3, Mathematics 69.350 and 69.353

are required as well as one of Mathematics 69.354* and
69.357*;
II. under requirement 4, only one half-credit is required.

Honours Programs: B.A. and B.Sc.

Honours Cora Requirements

Prospective Honours students should note that the courses

Mathematics 69.102, 69.1 12, 70.200 and 70.210 provide

more than just the basic mathematical techniques; they

also provide training in rigorous mathematical thinking and,

as such, are basic to the Honours Mathematics programs.

The core requirements for the Honours programs in Mathe-
matics, Computer Mathematics, and Statistics, are as given

below.

In certain cases the Department may permit a student to

replace a course at the Fourth-year level by a graduate

course.

Each Honours program requires a total of 20 credits includ-

ing:

• Mathematics 69.102, 69.112 with an average grade of

C+ or better.

Alternatively, students may be admitted to an Honours
program in Mathematics after successful completion of First

year with:

(a) a minimum grade-point average of 7.0 (B-) on all half

credits offered from: Mathematics 69.107*, 69.207*;
69.1 17*. 69.217*; and
(b) a minimum weighted grade-point average of 6.0 (C+)

on all credits offered from: Mathematics 69.102, 69.107*.
69.207*; 69.1 12, 69.1 1 7*. 69.21 7*.

Notes:

(a) Students offering Mathematics 69.107* must then
take Mathematics 69.207*. and students offering Mathe-
matics 69.1 17* must then take Mathematics 69.21 7*.
(b) Knowledge of a computer language is required for

Mathematics 70.260.

• Mathematics 70.200, 70.210, 70.260.

• Mathematics 70.495* (Honours Project). The Honours
Project in Mathematics consists of a written report on some
approved topic or topics in the field of Mathematics together

with a short lecture on the report. Each student should

commence work on the project under a faculty supervisor

before June 1 of the year before he or she intends to

graduate (for full-time students, this would be the June 1

between Third and Fourth Year.) The first draft of the report

must be submitted to the supervisor by November 1 , and
the final draft to the Department by January 15. Students

who do not meet this latter deadline will be given the grade
FNS.

• For the B.A. program:

Two credits at the 200-level or above in the Faculties of Arts

or Social Sciences.

• For the B.Sc. program:

Two Science Continuation credits are required (in addition

to the First-year experimental science requirement). Cer-

tain Computer Science courses required in specific pro-

grams may be counted towards this requirement. However,
Computer Science courses that are cross-listed with

Mathematics courses are not acceptable as Science Con-
tinuation courses. Acceptable courses and exceptions are

noted on pp. 373-374.

Two Arts or Social Science elective credits. Concerning

Social Science electives, see the note on p. 374.

• In each program, the remaining courses may be chosen

from any department, including Mathematics and Statistics,

subject only to the restriction that of the total of 20 credits,

not more than seven may be below the 200-level.

Course Requirements for Honours Programs:

Mathematics (Honours B.A. and B.Sc.)

This program requires a minimum of 1 1 credits in Mathe-

matics.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. Honours core requirements (see this page);

2. Mathematics 70.301*. 70.307*. 70.310, and at least

one of 70.302* or 70.308*;

3. three additional half credits in Mathematics (70 series)

at the 300-level or above;

4. three additional half credits in Mathematics (70 series)

at the 400-level or above.

Note:

It is strongly recommended that Mathematics 70.3Q1 * be

taken in the Third year.

Students wishing to specialize in AppliedAnalysis may , with

permission of the department, replace items 2, 3, and 4 in

the Mathematics degree requirements by:

2. Mathematics 70.302*, 70.307*. 70.308*. 70.346*.

70.356*. and 1.0 credit from Mathematics 69.381*,

69.384*, 69.386*. and Honours courses in Mathematics

(70 series) at the 300-level or above;
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3. Mathematics 70.470*, at least one of 70.471*,

70.472*. and one additional half credit in Mathematics at

the 400-level;

4. one additional half credit, chosen from Computer Sci-

ence (95 series, 200-level or above) or from Mathematics

(70 series, at the 300-level or above).

Students wishing to specialize in Stochastics may, with

permission of the Department, replace items 2, 3, and 4 in

the Mathematics degree requirements by:

2. Mathematics 70.301 *, 70.308*. 70.350, 70.356* and

one of 70.355*. 69.381*;

3. Mathematics 70.45 1, and one half credit selected from

the range 70.450* to 70.459*;

4. one credit in Mathematics at the 400-level or above;

5. one additional half credit chosen from Computer Sci-

ence (95 series, 200-level or above) or from Mathematics

(70 series or 69.384*. 69.386*).

Students specializing in AppliedAnalysis or Stochastics are

encouraged to include at least one and a half credits in

Computer Science in their program.

Computer Mathematics (Honours B.A. and B.Sc.)

This program requires a minimum of 14 credits in Mathe-

matics and Computer Science. Computer Science 95.1 00*
and 95.1 01 are not acceptable in this program, even as

free options.

See graduation requirements, p. 426.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. Honours core requirements (see p. 428);

2. Computer Science 95.102*, 95.105*, 95.106*.
95.202*;

3. Mathematics 70.301 *, 69.384*;

4. Mathematics 70.310, or Mathematics 70.385* and
69.381*;

5. one credit from Mathematics 69.304*, 69.381*.
69.386* and courses in the range Mathematics 70.302*
and above;

6. Mathematics 70.350, or Mathematics 69.257* and
70.356*;

7. Mathematics 70.486*. and one of 70.482 * or 70 .483;
8. one additional half credit from Mathematics 70.481*,
70.482*, 70.483*. 70.485*. 70.488*. or an approved
half-credit at the graduate level (70.580 series);

9. one additional credit in Computer Science at the 200-

level or above.

Note:

Only one of Computer Science 95.105* or 95.103*,
95.1 07*. 95.140*/42.1 40*, Engineering 91 .1 66*. or the

former Engineering 94.165 can be counted for credit in the

Computer Mathematics program; permission from the De-
partment of Mathematics and Statistics is required for such
a replacement of 95.105*.

Statistics (Honours B.A. and B.Sc.)

This program requires a minimum of 1 1 credits in Mathe-
matics and Statistics. The program is of particular interest

to a student wishing to pursue a career as a professional

statistician.

See graduation requirements, p. 426.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. Honours core requirements (see p. 428; Mathematics

70.210 may be deferred until Third year);

2. Mathematics 69.257*, 69.259*;

3. (a) Computer Science 95.107*. 95.108*; or

(b) Computer Science 95.1 05*. 95.1 06*;

4. Mathematics 70.350, 70.355*, 70.356*. 69.386*;

5. Mathematics 70.450*. and 1 .5 credits from the range

Mathematics 70.45 1 * to 70.459*.

Students considering a career in actuarial science are

advised to include Mathematics 69.381 * in their program.

Combined Honours Programs: B.A. and B.Sc.

Economics and Mathematics (Honours B.A.)

This program requires a minimum of 6.5 credits in Econom-
ics and 8.5 credits in Mathematics, plus either Economics
43.220 or Mathematics 69.257* and 69.259*. All course

selections must be approved by the Department of Mathe-

matics and Statistics and the Department of Economics.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.1 12 (or their equivalents);

2. Mathematics 70.200, 70.21 0, 70.260; either Economics
43.220, or Mathematics 69.257* and 69.259*;

3. Mathematics 70.301, 70.350, at least one of 70.302*
or 70.308*. and one additional half credit in Mathematics
at the 300- or 400-level;

4. one additional credit in Mathematics at the 400-level;

5. the Economics requirements as given on p. 1 1 9.

Mathematics and Philosophy (Honours B.A.)

This program requires a minimum of seven credits in Phi-

losophy and nine credits in Mathematics. All course selec-

tions must be approved by the Department of Mathematics

and Statistics and the Department of Philosophy.

Course requirements for this program are:

1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.112 (or their equivalents);

2. Mathematics 70.200, 70.210, 70.260, 70.301 *, 70.310,

and at least one of 70.302* or 70.308*;

3. one additional credit in Mathematics at the 300 or 400-

level;

4. one additional credit in Mathematics at the 400-level.

5. Forthe requirements in Philosophy, consultthe Honours
supervisor in the Department of Philosophy.

Other Combined Programs (Honours B.A.)

Other Combined Honours programs such as German and
Mathematics, Geography and Mathematics are available.

Please consult the Department of Mathematics and Statis-

tics for full details.

Computer Science and Mathematics (Honours B.Sc.)

This program is administered by the Committee on Com-
bined Programs with Computer Science (CCPCS); the

Committee consists of representatives from the School of

Computer Science, the Department of Physics, and the

Department of Mathematics and Statistics.

Enrolment in this program is limited. Applicants should note
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that meeting the minimum published requirements for ad-

mission to this program does not imply automatic accep-
tance.

Applications for admission to this program will only be
processed by the Committee during the periods mid-May
to mid-June, and mid-August to mid-September each year.

Continuation in the Program:

To continue in the program, a student must:

(a) by the end of August each year, have gained at least

one half credit in the past 12 months towards the degree
requirements, and
(b) have accumulated a grade-point average of 6.5 or

better in each of Computer Science and Mathematics, and
a grade-point average of 5.0 or better overall. (Grade-point

averages are to include any failing grades that have not yet

been replaced by a passing grade in the same or a substi-

tute course.)

Failure to comply with these standards requires withdrawal

from the program.

This program requires a minimum of 15 credits in Computer
Science and Mathematics, placing equal emphasis on both

these disciplines. Students may choose one of two options

which serve as areas of concentration. All course selections

must be approved both by the Department of Mathematics
and Statistics and the School of Computer Science. A total

of 20 credits is required in accordance with the conditions

given below.

Note:

Some courses offered by the School of Business and the

Department of Systems and Computer Engineering may be
taken for credit as Computer Science courses in this pro-

gram. For a complete list of these courses see p. 41 1

.

Core Requirements (10 credits in Mathematics and Com-
puter Science):

1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.117-*; Computer Science
95.1 02, 95.1 05, 95.106*;

Note:

Students who wish to keep open the choice of other Hon-
ours programs in Mathematics and Statistics are advised

to take Mathematics 69.112 instead of 69.117* (and

69217*).

2. Mathematics 70.200, 69.217*; Computer Science
95.202*, 95.203*. 95.204* and 95.304*;

3. Mathematics 70.210; Computer Science 95.300*,
95.305*. 95.384*. 95.385*; Mathematics 70.495* or

Computer Science 95.495*.

4. one First-year Experimental Science credit. Two credits

in Arts or Social Sciences. Concerning Social Science

electlves, see the note on p. 374.

5. two free option credits, subject only to the requirement

that of the total of 20 credits, not more than seven may be
below the 200 -level.

Candidates must also satisfy the requirements of one of the

following two options: (Each option contains five credits in

Computer Science and Mathematics.)

Option: Computing Thaory and Numerical Methods
(CTNM)

1. Mathematics 70.260;

2. Mathematics 69.381 *, 69.386* and one of Mathemat-
ics 70.301*, 70502*, 70.307*. 70.308*;

3. Computer Science 95.484*. and one credit from Mathe-

matics 70.481*. 70.482*. 70.483*, 70.485*. 70.486*.
70.488*;

4. one additional credit in Computer Science at the 300-

level or above.

Option: Statistics and Computing (STC)

1. Mathematics 69.257*. 69.259*; 69.265* (or 70.260)
(must be taken in Second year);

2. Mathematics 70.350, and at least one of 70.355*.
70.356*;

3. one credit in Mathematics from the range Mathematics
70.450* to 70.459*;

4. one credit in Computer Science at the 400-level.

Geology and Statistics (Honours B.Sc.)

This program requires a total of 20 credits including 15

credits in geology and mathematics.

Course requirements for this program are:

First Year
1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.117*;

2. Geology 67.1 00;

3. Chemistry 65.100, and one of Biology 61.100, Physics

75.1 01* and 75.1 02* (or 75.105);

4. Computer Science 95.103* (or 95.1 07*).

Second Year
1. Mathematics 69.208*. 69.217*. 69.257*. 69.259*;

2. Geology 67.221*. 67.223*. 67.228*. 67.232*.
67.281*;

3. one half credit free option (or Computer Science

95.1 08*. if 95.1 07* was taken in First year).

Third and Fourth Years

1. Mathematics 69.244*. 69.350
. 70.355*. 70.452*.

70.453*. and one half credit from: 69.304*. 69.381,
69.386*;

2. two of the following three blocks:

(a) Geology 67.323*, 67.324*
(b) Geology 67.380

(c) Geology 67.231* and either 67.332* or 67.321*;

3. one and a half credits in Geology at the 400-level;

4. Geology 67.498; or Mathematics 70.495* and one

additional half credit in Mathematics or Statistics at the

300-level or above;

5. two Arts or Social Science elective credits.

Mathematics and Physics (Double Honours B.Sc.)

This program requires a minimum of 21 .5 credits including

18.5 credits in Mathematics and Physics. Entrance criterion

for the program is successful completion of First year with

an average grade of B+ or better in Mathematics 69.102,

69.112 (or their equivalents) and Physics 75.101* and
75 .1 02*. or permission of both departments.

Course requirements for this program are:

First Year
1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.1 12 (or their equivalents);

2. Physics 75.1 01* and 75.1 02*;

3. Chemistry 65.100 or Biology 6 1.1 00;
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4. one Arts or Social Science elective credit.

Afore:

It is highly recommended that Computer Science 95.1 03*
oe taken In the First year in addition to the foregoing

courses. When this course is taken for credit, it will be

included in the calculation of the overall grade-point aver-

age.

Second Year

1. Mathematics 70.200, 70.210, 70.260;

2. Physics 75.211 , 75.222*-, 75.235-*, 75.342*;

3. one elective half credit in Arts or Social Sciences.

Third Year

1. Mathematics 70.301*, 70.302*. 70.310;

2. Physics 75.307*. 75.338*, 75.361*. 75.362*.
75.381*;

3. one additional half credit in Mathematics or Physics at

the 300-level;

4. either Mathematics 70.307* and Physics 75.388*. or

Physics 75.387* and 75.388*.

Fourth Year
1. one credit in Mathematics at the 400-level;

2. Physics 75.437*, 75.447*. 75.477*. 75.478*;

3. one additional credit in Mathematics or Physics at the

300- or 400-level;

4. either Mathematics 70.495* or one of Physics 75 .497*,

75.498*;

5. one elective half credit in Arts or Social Sciences.

Operations Research

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics offers a

program in Operations Research leading to either a B.A. or

a B.Sc. Honours degree. Information and a detailed outline

of the requirements for this program are given on pp.

442-443.

Graduate Programs: M.Sc. and Ph.D.

For requirements for graduate degrees, see the Calendar
for the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research.

Course Numbering

Course numbers prefixed by 70 indicate courses intended

primarily for Honours students; all other courses have

numbers prefixed by 69. Credit will not be given for two

courses having the same number but different prefixes.

Supplemental Examinations Note

In the following half-credit courses in Mathematics and
Statistics, where the course is offered in two successive

terms, the Supplemental/Grade-Raising/Deferred Final Ex-

amination for the first course will be taken as the second
course final examination, except where such a delay might
delay graduation in the Fall:

Mathematics 69.007*, 69.017*. 69.107*. 69.109*.
69.117*. 69.1 19*. 69.207*. 69.208*. 69.217*.
69.257*. 69.259*.

Prerequisites for First-Year Calculus and Algebra
Courses

1. Pre-Unlversity Calculus:

An OAC in Calculus, or Mathematics 69.007*. (or Grade
13 Calculus), or equivalent.

2. Pre-Unlversity Algebra:

An OAC in Algebra and Geometry, or Mathematics
69.017*. (or Grade 13 Algebra), or equivalent.

Note:

An OAC in Finite Mathematics is not an equivalent.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions end Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Note:

Students who have completed Ontario Grade 12 Mathe-

matics, but who have been away from mathematics for

several years, or who feel that their mathematics back-

ground is weak, should consider taking the course "Re-

fresher Workshop in Mathematics." The Refresher
Workshop is offered by the School of Continuing Education

as the non-credit course CEI 658, and is highly recom-

mended for remedial purposes.

Mathematics 69.007*
Introductory Calculus

Limits and continuity. Derivatives (including: logarithmic,

exponential and trigonometric functions); curve sketching;

applied problems in maxima and minima, and related rates.

An introduction to anti-derivatives with applications.

Not available for degree credit for students who have

successfully completed an OAC in Calculus/Grade 13 Cal-

culus/or an equivalent High School Calculus course.

Prerequisite: Grade 12 Mathematics (Advanced/Academic
Level) or Mathematics 69.006* or equivalent. It is strongly

recommended that Mathematics 69.017* or the equivalent

be taken before 69.007*.

See Supplemental Examinations Note, this page.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.01 7*
Algebra and Geometry
Vectors in the plane and in 3-space. Linear combinations

and linear independence. Equations of lines and planes in

space. Solution of systems of linear equations. Complex
numbers (including de Moivre's Theorem, and n-th roots).

Proofs by induction.

Not available for degree credit for students who have

successfully completed an OAC in Algebra and Geome-
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try/Grade 13 Algebra/or an equivalent High School Algebra

course.

Prerequisite: Grade 12 Mathematics (Advanced/Academic
Level) or Mathematics 69.006* or equivalent.

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.102

Calculus
This course is strongly recommended for students intend-

ing to specialize in mathematics, statistics, physics, or

related areas. Limits, differentiation, the definite integral,

elementary functions, techniques of integration, parametric

equations and polar coordinates. Improper integrals,

L'Hopital's rules, sequences and series, Taylor's formulae,

introduction to differential equations.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.1 04*.
69.107*. 69.109*, 69.201, 69.202, 69.207*.

Prerequisites: (I) a pre-university calculus course with a

grade of 65 percent or better; and (II) an OAC in Algebra

and Geometry, or Mathematics 69.017*. or permission of

the Department. (See Prerequisites for First-year Calculus

and Algebra Courses, p. 431 .)

Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

Note:

Although the main prerequisite for Mathematics 69.102 is

a minimum grade of 65 percent in a pre-university calculus

course, past experience indicates that students with less

than 75 percent in their prerequisite calculus have only a

small chance of success in Mathematics 69.1 02.

Mathematics 69.104*
Calculus for Engineering Students
The definite and indefinite integral; numerical approxima-

tion. Special functions (trigonometric and inverse trigono-

metric, logarithm and exponential), their derivatives and

integrals. Applications: area, volume, average value. Fur-

ther techniques of integration: integration by parts, partial

fractions, and substitutions. Introduction to differential

equations.

Restricted to students in the Faculty of Engineering.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.102,

69.1 07*. 69.1 09*.
Prerequisite: a pre-university calculus course. (See Prereq-

uisites for First-yearCalculus andAlgebra Courses, p. 431 .)

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and

one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.107*
Elementary Calculus I

Definite and indefinite integrals, differentiation and integra-

tion of the elementary functions, techniques and applica-

tions of integration.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.102,

69.1 04*. 69.1 09*.
Prerequisite: a pre-university calculus course. (See Prereq-

uisites for First-Year Calculus and Algebra Courses, p.

431.)

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Atofes:

1. Students with less than 60 percent in their pre-university

calculus course are advised that past experience indicates

their chance of success in Mathematics 69.107* is small.

2. A grade of C- or better in Mathematics 69.107* is a
prerequisite for certain 200-level Mathematics courses.

Mathematics 69.109*
Calculus: with Applications to Business and Econom-
ICS

Definite and indefinite integrals; integration of the elemen-
tary functions; some techniques of integration. Functions of

several variables; partial differentiation; constrained optimi-

zation. Selected applications in business and economics.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.102,

69.104*, and 69.107*.

Prerequisite: a pre-university calculus course. (See Prereq-

uisites for First-yearCalculus andAlgebra Courses, p. 431 .)

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Note:

Students with less than 60 percent in their pre-university

calculus course are advised that past experience indicates

their chance of success in Mathematics 69.109* is small.

Mathematics 69.1 12

Algebra
This course is strongly recommended for students intend-

ing to specialize in mathematics, statistics, physics, or

related areas. Fields, complex numbers, vector algebra and
geometry in 2 and 3 dimensions, matrix algebra, linear

dependence, bases, linear transformations, bilinear and

quadratic forms, inner products, eigenvalues, principal axis

theorem.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.114*,
69.1 17*. 69.1 19*. 69.217*.

Prerequisites: (I) a pre-university algebra course with a

grade of 65 percent or better, and (II) an OAC in Calculus,

or Mathematics 69.007*, or permission of the Department.

(See Prerequisites for First-year Calculus and Algebra

Courses, p. 431.)

Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

rvbfe:

Although the main prerequisite for Mathematics 69.1 12 i

a minimum grade of 65 percent in a pre-university algebra

course, past experience indicates that students with les

than 75 percent in their prerequisite mathematics have onl

a small chance of success in Mathematics 69.1 1 2.

Mathematics 69. 11 4*
Linear Algebra for Engineering and Computer Science

Students
Systems of linear equations. Matrix algebra. Determinants

Complex numbers. Eigenvalues. Diagonalization and ap

plications.

Restricted to students in the Faculty of Engineering or i

the School of Computer Science.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.112
69.1 17*, 69.1 19*.

Prerequisite: a pre-university algebra course. (See Prereq

uisites for First-year Calculus and Algebra Courses, p. 431 .)

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and

one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.117*
Linear Algebra I

Systems of linear equations; vector space of n-tuples,

subspaces and bases; matrix transformations, kernel,

range; matrix algebra and determinants. Inner products and

orthogonality. Eigenvalues, diagonalization and applica-

tions. Emphasis throughout this course will be on the

computational aspects (and not on theoretical aspects).

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.112,

69.1 14*. 69.1 19*.
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Prerequisite: a pre -university algebra course. (See Prereq-

uisites for First-yearCalculus andAkjdbra Courses, p. 431 .)

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

I ay and Evening divisions, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

I three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Note:

A grade of C- or better in Mathematics 69.117* is a

jrerequistte for certain 200-level Mathematics courses.

Mathematics 69.1 19*
Linear Algebra: With Applications to Business and
Economics
Algebraic concepts, systems of linear equations, vector

algebra; matrix algebra, rank, inversion, determinants; lin-

ear programming — geometric approach, simplex method,

I

etc. Applications in the fields of business and economics.

I Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.112,

[
69.1 14*. 69.1 17*; and for Mathematics 69.132* (Archi-

tecture 79.201*), no longer offered.

!

Prerequisite: a pre-university algebra course. (See Prereq-

uisites for First-yearCalculus andAlgebra Courses, p. 431 .)

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

i

Day division, Fall term; Day and Evening divisions, Winter

term: Lectures three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

I Mathematics 69.141*
Gambling I

History of gambling. Blackjack, craps, poker, horse-racing,

roulette, backgammon, bookmaking and stock market. De-
tection of methods of cheating. Intended primarily for stu-

dents nof majoring in Mathematics.

Mathematics 69. 142*
Gambling II

Adeeper mathematical investigation into some of the topics

covered in Mathematics 69.141*, plus the topics of game
theory and gamblers' ruin formulas. Statistical methods for

detecting cheating. Some discussion also of the psychology

and sociology of gambling. Intended primarily for students

nof majoring in Mathematics.

Prerequisites: Grade 13 Mathematics (or equivalent) and

Mathematics 69.141*.

Mathematics 69.185*
Introduction to Discrete Structures

An introduction to the discrete mathematics and discrete

structures of computer science, providing an overview of

the major strands in theoretical computer science. The
following topics are introduced: propositional and predicate

calculus, combinatorial counting and recurrence relations,

graphs, and formal language theory, automata theory, com-
putabSity. (Also listed as Computer Science 95.185*.)
This course is available to Science students only as a free

option.

Prerequisites: Two OACs In Mathematics, and one of Com-
puter Science 95. 105* or 95 .1 03* or 95.1 07* (which may
be taken concurrently).

Day division, Fal and Winter terms: Lectures three hours a

Mathematics 69.20

1

Intermediate Calculus
Differential calculus of functions of several variables, mul-
tiple Integration, elements of infinite series, complex num-
bers, differential equations.

Restricted to students in Engineering or Physics.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.102,
69202, 69.207*. 69.208*. 69.244*. 70.200, 70.260.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.104* and 69.114* (or

Mathematics 69.107* with a grade of C- or better, and

credit in Mathematics 69.1 1 7*).

Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

Mathematics 69.202

Intermediate Mathematics
Partial differentiation, infinite series, multiple integration,

differential equations, Fourier series, introduction to matrix

and eigenvalue problems. Intended for Science students.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.102,

69.201
,
69.207*. 69.208*. 69.244*. 70.200, 70.260.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.107* with a grade of C-or
better, and credit in Mathematics 69.1 17*.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

Mathematics 69.207*
Elementary Calculus II

Further techniques of integration, improper integrals, polar

coordinates, parametric equations, indeterminate forms,

sequences and series, Taylor's formula and series, first

order and linear differential equations.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.102,
69.201,69.202.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.1 04*, or a grade of C-
or better in Mathematics 69.107* or 69.109*; and (II) an

OAC in Algebra and Geometry, or Mathematics 69.017*,
or permission of the Department.

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day division, Fall term and Evening division, Winter term:

Lectures three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.208*
Intermediate Calculus

Partial differentiation, chain rule, gradient, line and multiple

integrals with applications, transformations, implicit and
inverse function theorems.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.201,

69.202,70.200.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.102 or 69.207*. and
69.112 or 69.117*.

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day division, Fall term and Evening division, Winter term:

Lectures three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.21 7*
Linear Algebra II

Finite -dimensional vector spaces (over R and C), sub-

spaces, linear independence and bases. Linear transfor-

mations and matrices. Inner product spaces (over R and
C); Orthonormal bases. Eigenvalues and diagonalization.

Bilinear and quadratic forms; principal axis theorem.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.1 1 2.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.1 14*, or a grade of C~
or better in Mathematics 69.1 17* or 69.1 19*; and (II) an

OAC in Calculus, or Mathematics 69.007*. or permission

of the Department.

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day division, Fall term and Evening division, Winter term:

Lectures three hours a week and one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.21 8*
Introductory Abstract Algebra
Sets and relations, number theory, group theory, ring the-

ory, cardinal numbers.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.31 1* and
70.210.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.112 or 69.21 7*.
Day division, Fall term and Evening division, Winter term:

Lectures three hours a week and one hour tutorial.
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Mathematics 69.244*
Ordinary Differential Equations I

Ordinary differential equations and their applications. Tech-

niques of solving special types of first-order equations.

Special solvable equations of second order. Linear equa-

tions of order n. Homogeneous and non-homogeneous
linear equations with constant coefficients; variation of pa-

rameters; simple harmonic motion. Linear ordinary differ-

ential equations with variable coefficients of special types

(e.g. Euter-Cauchy, Legendre). Series solutions of ordinary

differential equations of second order about ordinary points.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.201,

69.202, 70.260 and for Mathematics 69.245* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.102 and 69.112 (or

69.1 17* and 69.207*).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.250

Introduction to Statistical Analysis

Frequency distributions; moments; measures of central

tendency, dispersion, skewness; probability; distributions

(binomial, Poisson, normal, z, t, F, X2
); statistical inference,

confidence intervals; experimental designs (randomized

block, Latin square); enumeration statistics; least squares

analysis, introduction to correlation and regression analy-

sis; non-parametric tests. Intended for non-Mathematics
students.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.257*,
69.259*, 69.266*. 69.2 67*. 69.352*. Economics
43.220, Psychology 49.200.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.007*.

Mathematics 69.257*
Introduction to Statistics

Data analysis; introduction to probability theory; some
standard discrete and continuous distributions such as the

binomial, Poisson, hypergeometric, normal, t, and chi-

square; their application to interval estimation and signifi-

cance testing; simple linear regression and correlation,

contingency tables; testing for goodness-of-fit. Computa-
tional aspects of statistics.

Not acceptable for Engineering students.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.250,

69.266*. 69.352*. and Economics 43.220.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.107* or equivalent (may be

taken concurrently) or permission of the Department.

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day and Evening divisions, Fall term and Day division,

Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

laboratory.

Note:

See Note, p. 426, under Graduation Regulations, regarding

Economics 43.220.

Mathematics 69.259*
Computational Statistics

Exploratory data analysis, non-parametric methods, linear

regression and correlation, basic experimental designs,

related topics. Computer packages are used for statistical

analyses.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.250,

69.267*. Economics 43.220.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.257* and (II) an OAC.
in Algebra and Geometry, or Mathematics 69.017*; or

equivalents; or permission of the Department.

See Supplemental Examinations Note, p. 431

.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour laboratory.

Note:

See Note, p. 426, under Graduation Regulations, regarding

Economics 43.220.

Mathematics 69.265*
Probability Models
Introductory probability theory including conditional prob-

ability, independence, discrete and continuous random
variables, Shannon information and coding. Introduction to

stochastic modelling, Markov chains and queueing theory.

Random number generators and Monte Carlo computer
simulation. Statistical methods of fitting and evaluating

models; estimation and goodness-of-fit tests. The basic

ideas and methods are illustrated with applications to com-
puter system performance evaluation, analysis of algo-

rithms, reliability, search and decision problems.

Restricted to students in the Bachelor of Computer Science

program.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.352* and
70.260.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.207* (or 69.102) and
69.1 14* (or 69.1 17*).

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.266*
Business Statistics I

Descriptive statistics; probability concepts; discrete and
continuous random variables; normal, t, chi-square and F

distributions; interval estimation; testing hypotheses; enu-

meration statistics; introduction to statistical packages. Em-
phasis is placed on developing an ability to interpret the

results of statistical analyses with applications drawn from

the business world.

Restricted to students in the School of Business.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.250,

69.257*. 69.352*. Economics 43.220.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.1 09* with a grade of C-
or better; and (II) an OAC in Algebra and Geometry, or

Mathematics 69.01 7*; or equivalents.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour laboratory.

Mathematics 69.267*
Business Statistics II

Topics in simple and multiple linear regression analysis;

simple, multiple and partial correlation; one- and two-way

analyses of variance; covariance analysis; simple random,

stratified, cluster, systematic, two-stage sampling from a

finite population; non-parametric tests. SPSS (or an equiva-

lent computer package) is used to illustrate the computa-

tional and interpretational aspects of the course.

Restricted to students in the School of Business.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.250,

69.259*. Economics 43.220.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.266*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and

one hour laboratory.

Mathematics 69.304*
Boundary Value Problems
Laplace transforms. Differential equations; solution in se-

ries; the formulation of boundary value problems in me-
chanics, heat conduction, etc.; the method of separation of

variables; eigenfunctions and eigenvalues; Fourier series;

Bessel and Legendre functions and applications.

This course may be taken for credit as a 300-level Honours

Mathematics course, by students in any Honours program

in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.375*.

Physics 75.388*; and for Physics 75.386 (no longer of-
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fered).

I
Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.201 ; or 69202; or 69208*

! and 69244*. or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and

one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.307*
Functions of a Complex Variable

Analytic functions, contour integration, residue calculus,

conformai mapping. Intended for non-engineering stu-

dents.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.376*,

70307*, Physics 75.387*; and for Physics 75.386 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.201, 69 202 or 69.208*.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and

one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.309*
Topics In Analysis

The real number system, sequences and series, functions

of a single real variable, derivatives, the definite integral,

uniform convergence.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.200.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69201, 69202 or 69208*.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.31

0

Applied Algebra

Similarity of matrices, Jordan form, spectral decomposition,

Markov chains, systems of differential and difference equa-

tions, quadratic forms, symmetric operators. Rayleigh-Rftz

principle. Generalized inverse and applications to statistics;

least-squares with applications to Fourier series; factoriza-

tions over classical number systems; finite field extensions

with applications including Latin squares, error correcting

codes; Boolean rings with applications to logic and switch-

ing circuits.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70210 or

70.310.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69217* and 6921 8* or per-

mission of the Department.

Mathematics 69.31 1 *
Algebraic Structures with Computer Applications
Introduction to algebraic structures: groups, rings, fields,

lattices, and Boolean algebras; with applications of interest

to students in Computer Science. This course is intended

primarily for students in the Computer Science programs.
This course may not be used to meet the 300-level course

requirements in any Major or Honours program in Mathe-
matics and Statistics.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.217*, or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.325*
Euclidean Geometry and Its Groups
Transformations of the Euclidean plane (isometries, simi-

larities); solutions of geometric problems using these trans-

formations; groups of symmetries of finite plane figures,

frieze patterns, and regular poiyhedra; inversion and the

extension to the inverstve plane; problems solved using

Inversion; orthogonal circles and pencils of coaxial circles.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69218*.

Mathematics 69.326*
Plane Projective Geometry
Axioms of Desargueslan geometry, principle of duality;

projectivities, perspectives, and the fundamental theo-

rem; collineations (homologies and elations); correlations

(polarities and conies); algebraic model; introduction to

finite projective planes.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.326*.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.218*.
Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.344*
Ordinary Differential Equations II

Series solutions of ordinary differential equations of second
order about regular singular points; asymptotic solutions.

Systems of ordinary differential equations of first order;

matrix methods. Existence and uniqueness theorems. Non-
linear autonomous systems of order 2; qualitative theory.

Numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.308*.
Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.244*, 69.208*; and
69.112 or 69.21 7*.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.350

Statistical Theory
Discrete and continuous distributions: moment-generating

functions, marginal and conditional distributions, transfor-

mation theory, limiting distributions; point and interval esti-

mation, sufficient statistics, hypothesis testing, chi-square

tests with enumeration data.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.350.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.208* (or 69.201 or 69.202)

and one of 69.250, 69.257*. 69.259*. 69.267*. Econom-
ics 43.220 or permission of the Department.

Evening division : Lectures three hours a week and one hour
tutorial.

Mathematics 69.352*
Probability and Statistics

Axioms of probability; conditional probability and inde-

pendence; joint, marginal and conditional distributions;

mathematical expectation, discrete and continuous distri-

butions: binomial, negative binomial, hypergeometric, Pois-

son, gamma, normal; moment-generating functions,

central limit theorem; sampling distributions; estimation:

method of moments, maximum likelihood, minimum vari-

ance; confidence intervals; hypothesis testing for one and
two populations. Engineering applications: acceptance
sampling, quality control charts, life testing and statistical

reliability.

Restricted to students in the Faculty of Engineering.

This course may not be used to meet the 300-level course

requirements in any Major or Honours program in Mathe-
matics and Statistics.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.250,
69.257*. 69.265*. 69.266*. Economics 43.220. and
Mathematics 69.258* (no longer offered).

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.201.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour laboratory.

Mathematics 69.353*
Regression Analysis

Review of simple and multiple regression with matrices,

Gauss-Markov theorem, polynomial regression, indicator

variables, residual analysis, weighted least squares, vari-

able selection techniques, nonlinear regression, correlation

analysis and autocorrelation. Computer packages are used
for statistical analyses.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.355*. Eco-

nomics 43.476*. and for Mathematics 69.351 (no longer
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offered); Psychology 49.300 is precluded for additional

credit for students registered in a Mathematics program.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.259* or 69.267*, or

Economics 43.220, or equivalent; and (II) Mathematics

69.1 12 or 69.1 17* or 69. 11 9* or equivalent; or permission

of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and a

one hour laboratory.

Mathematics 69.354*
Analysis of Variance and Experimental Design
Single and multifactor analysis of variance, orthogonal

contrasts and multiple comparisons, analysis of covar-

iance; nested, crossed and repeated measures designs;

completely randomized, randomized block, Latin squares,

factorial experiments, related topics. Computer packages
are used for statistical analyses.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 70.355*, and
for Mathematics 69.351 (no longer offered); Psychology

49.300 is precluded for additional credit for students regis-

tered in a Mathematics program.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.353* or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and

a one hour laboratory.

Mathematics 69.357*
Sampling Methodology
An introduction to the sample survey as a vehicle for

information collection by government, business, scientific

and social agencies. Topics include: planning a survey,

questionnaire design, simple random, stratified, systematic

and cluster sampling designs, estimation methods, prob-

lem of non-response; related topics. Illustrations from a

variety of fields.

Prerequisite: One of Mathematics 69.257*. or 69.259*.

69.266*, 69.267*. Economics 43.220 or equivalent; or

permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and a

one hour laboratory.

Mathematics 69.375*
Mathematical Methods I

Laplace transforms, Fourier series and Fourier transforms,

solutions of partial differential equations of mathematical

physics, boundary value problems, applications.

Restricted to students in Engineering or Physics.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.304*.

Physics 75.388*; and for Physics 75.386 (no longer of-

fered).

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.201.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and

one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.376*
Mathematical Methods II

Analytic functions, contour integration, residues, applica-

tions. Matrix theory, eigenvalues, diagonalization of sym-
metric matrices, applications.

Restricted to students in Engineering or Physics.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.307*.

70.307*. Physics 75.387*; and for Physics 75.386 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.201.

Mathematics 69.381*
Linear Programming
Formulation of linear programming problems, the simplex

method, duality theory, implementations, extensions and

applications. Network flow problems and the network sim-

plex method.

Precludes additional credit for Economics 43.404*. Engi-

neering 94.320*.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.1 12 or 69.217*; and (li)

Mathematics 69.208*. 69.201, or 70.200.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hoursaweekand
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.384*
Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis

Review of basic data structures such as stacks, queues and
lists. Algorithms for their implementation. Representation

of arrays, sets and relations. Trees and graphs — repre-

sentation and applications. Basic techniques of design and

analysis of efficient algorithms for sorting and searching.

Hashing, dynamic storage allocation, garbage collection.

(Also listed as Computer Science 95.384*.)

Prerequisites: A 200-level Mathematics course and Com-
puter Science 95.202*.
Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours a

week.

Mathematics 69.386*
Numerical Analysis

Elementary discussion of error, polynomial interpolation,

quadrature, linear systems of equations and matrix inver-

sion, non-linear equations, difference equations and ordi-

nary differential equations. (Also listed as Computer
Science 95.386*.)

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.102 or 69.207* (or

69.201 or 69.202); and (ii) Mathematics 69.112 or

69.217*; and (III) a working knowledge of one of Fortran,

Pascal, or C.

Evening division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week
and one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 69.387*
Mathematical Software
Incorporation of basic numerical methods into efficient,

reliable software. The course includes examination of ex-

isting software systems, e.g., linear systems, non-linear

systems, optimization, or differential equations. (Also listed

as Computer Science 95.387*.)

Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.386*.

Mathematics 69.389*
Computational Number Theory
This course treats a number of topics from elementary

number theory in a computational and algorithmic way. The

topics are chosen from: primality testing, factorization of

integers and polynomials, solution of diophantine equa-

tions, approximation of irrationals by rationals.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.218* or 69.311* or

70.210; knowledge of a computer language is also re-

quired.

Mathematics 69.397*
Directed Studies

Available only to students whose program requires a half

credit not offered by the Department of Mathematics and

Statistics.

Mathematics Courses for Honours Students

Mathematics 70.200

Calculus and Introductory Analysis

Higher dimensional calculus, chain rule, gradient, line and

multiple integrals with applications. Use of implicit and

inverse function theorems. Real number axioms, limits,

continuous functions, differentiability, infinite series, uni-
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form convergence, the Riemann integral.

[
precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.201,

|69202, 69.208*. 69.309*.

[Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.102 or 69.207*.

pay division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

(tutorial.

Mathematics 70.21

0

(Algebra

Is Set theory, algebraic systems, vector spaces, inner product

spaces, linear transformations, determinants, quadratic

forms, selected applications.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.218* or

69.311 .
Prerequisite: Mathematics 69.112 or 69.21 7*.

j
Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

I
Mathematics 70.260

j

Introduction to the Applications of Mathematics
Ordinary differential equations of order one and two. Sys-

terns of linear differential equations. Existence and unique-

ness. Difference equations. Modelling with differential and
difference equations. Numerical solutions. Random vari-

ables, distribution functions, joint and conditional distribu-

tions, generating functions. Stochastic models, Markov
chains. Simulation. Applications to areas such as reliability,

queueing, econometrics, statistical mechanics and opera-

tions research.

< Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.201,

69202, 69244*. 69.265*. and for 69.245* (no longer

offered).

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.102 (or 69.207*) and
69.1 12 (or 69217*); knowledge of a computer language

, is also required.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

Mathematics 70.297*
Directed Studies

Available only to Honours students whose program re-

quires a half credit not offered by the Department of Mathe-
matics and Statistics.

Boundary Value Problems
Note:

Mathematics 69.304*. Boundary Value Problems, may be

taken for credit as a 300-level Honours Mathematics
course, by students in any Honours program in the Depart-

ment of Mathematics and Statistics (see p. 434).

Mathematics 70.301*
Real Analysis
Metric spaces; limits, continuity, open and closed sets,

compactness, connectedness and completeness. Uniform

convergence of sequences of functions, as convergence in

metric spaces of bounded and continuous functions. Weier-
strass approximation theorem. Contraction mappings and
applications to integral and differential equations.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70200 or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 70.302*
Advanced Calculus
Vector fields on surfaces. The functions dfv, curl and grad.

Line and surface integrals. The divergence theorem and
Stokes' theorem. Exterior algebra. Stokes' formula. Func-
tions of bounded variation. The Riemann-Stieltjes integral.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.200 or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 70.307*
Functions of a Complex Variable

Analytic functions, contour integration, residue calculus,

conformal mapping.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.307*,

69.376*, Physics 75.387*; and for Physics 75.386 (no

longer offered).

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.200 or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 70.308*
Ordinary Differential Equations
Analytic ordinary differential equations: series solutions of

ordinary differential equations about ordinary and regular

singular points. Asymptotic solutions. Sturm -Liouville the-

ory. Bessel and Legendre functions. Fourier series.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.344*, and
Physics 75.388*; and for Physics 75.386 (no longer of-

fered).

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.200 and 70.260.

Day division, Winter term: Lecturesthree hoursaweekand
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 70.31

0

Modern Algebra
Graphs, groups, rings, integral domains, fields; polynomial

domains and linear algebra with applications to enumera-
tion problems, optimization of combinatorial problems, cod-

ing theory.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.31 0.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.210 or permission of the

Department.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

Mathematics 70.326*
Foundations of Projective Geometry
Definition of a general projective plane and immediate

consequences; finite planes (combinatorial results, sub-

planes, incidence matrices) and planar ternary rings; col-

lineations, role of Desargues' configuration, examples of

types of planes.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.326*.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.21 0.

Day division, Winter term: Lecturesthree hoursaweekand
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 70.336*
Elements of Set Theory
Informal treatment of the axioms of set theory. Develop-

ment of the systems of natural numbers, integers, rational

numbers and real numbers, using both Dedekind sections

and Cauchy sequences based on Pea no's axioms. The
axiom of choice, Zorn's lemma, well-ordering. The
Schroder-Bernstein theorem, cardinal numbers, ordinal

numbers, transfinite induction, cardinal and ordinal arith-

metics.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.210 or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.345*
Classical Mechanics
Axiomatic approach to Newtonian mechanics. Simple har-

monic motion. One- and two-dimensional projectiles. Cen-
tral forces; planetary orbits. Systems of particles; collision
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problems. Moments and products of inertia; two-dimen-

sional rigid body motions. Generalized coordinates; La-

grange's equation. Moving axes; motion near the surface

of the earth.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.345* (no

longer offered).

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.200 (or 69.208*) and
70.260 (or 69.244*).

Mathematics 70.346*
Autonomous Dynamical Systems
Basic concepts of dynamical systems. Stability; limit cycles;

Lyapunov's direct method. Theory of autonomous dynami-

cal systems. Volterra systems; principle of competitive

exclusion in population biology. The threshold theorem of

epidemiology. Basic concepts of nonequilibrium statistical

mechanics.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.200 and 70.260.

Mathematics 70.350

Mathematical Statistics

Random variables and moment-generating functions; con-

cepts of conditioning and correlation; laws of large num-
bers, central limit theorem; multivariate normal distribution;

distributions of functions of random variables, sampling

distributions, order statistics, empirical distribution func-

tions, Monte Carlo methods, elements of decision theory,

point estimation, interval estimation, tests of hypotheses;

robustness, nonparametric methods.
Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.350.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 70.260 (or 69.265*) and
(II) Mathematics 70.200 (or a grade of C+ or better in

69208*); or permission of the Department.

Day division: Lectures three hours a week and one hour

tutorial.

Mathematics 70.355*
Regression and Experimental Design
Linear regression - theory and methods; design of experi-

ments - analysis of the completely randomized, random-

ized block and Latin square designs; multiple comparisons;

factorial experiments; related topics.

Precludes additional credit for Mathematics 69.353*,
69.354*, Economics 43.476*. and for 69.351 (no longer

offered). Psychology 49.300 is precluded for additional

credit for students registered in a Mathematics program.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.259*; and (II) 69.112

or 69.217*; and (ill) 69.350 or 70.350 (which may be

taken concurrently); or permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week and

one hour laboratory.

Mathematics 70.356*
Stochastic Processes and Queuelng Theory
Stochastic modelling, Markov chains, birth and death proc-

esses, renewal theory. Queueing theory: analytical and
simulation methods. Applications to computer systems,

operations research and social sciences.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.260; or an average grade of

C+ or better on Mathematics 69.208*. 69.217*. and
69.265*; or an unweighted average grade of C+ or better

on Mathematics 69.208*. 69.1 12. and 69.265*; or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week and
one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 70.385*
Discrete Structures and Applications

Enumeration: elementary methods, inclusion and exclu-

sion, recurrence relations, generating functions and appli-

cations. Graph theory and algorithms: connectivity,

planarity, Hamilton and Euler paths. Error-correcting codes.

(Also listed as Computer Science 95.385*.)
Prerequisite: One of Mathematics 69.218*, 69.311*, or

70.210.

Day division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures three hours a

week and one hour tutorial.

Mathematics 70.390*
Mathematical Problem Solving

An introduction to the techniques of mathematical problem
solving, including: pattern recognition, symmetry exploita-

tion, case by case analysis, context recognition, arguments
by contradiction, counting arguments, extreme case analy-

sis, equivalent problem formulation, solution by generaliza-

tion. Problems treated are of a high level of difficulty and
require a breadth of mathematical knowledge as well as
considerable technical skills. Problems are chosen from

many areas of mathematics including: analysis, number
theory, geometry, algebra, probability, combinatorics,

graph theory.

This course is normally restricted to Honours students in

Mathematics and Statistics.

Prerequisites: At least two courses from: Mathematics

70.200, 70.210, 70.260, or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures and problem-solving ses-

sions three hours a week.

• A selection of courses in the 400 series will be offered.

Mathematics 70.401*
Vector Calculus

Linear transformations, multiple integrals, differential

forms, vector functions and fields, vector calculus, applica-

tions.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.302* or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.403*
Functional Analysis

Banach spaces and bounded linear operators, Hahn-Ba-
nach extension and separation, dual spaces, bounded
inverse theorems, uniform bounded ness principle, applica-

tions. Compact operators. Differential calculus in Banach
spaces, inverse and implicit function theorems and their

application to differential equations.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.301* or permission of the

Department.

See Mathematics 70.508 in the Calendar of the Faculty of

Graduate Studies and Research.

Mathematics 70.407*
Measure and Integration Theory
Lebesgue measure and integration on the real line; sigma

algebras and measures; integration theory; Lp spaces;

Fubini's theorem; decomposition theorems and Radon-Nik-

odym derivatives.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.301 or 70.302* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.41 5*
Rings and Modules
Fundamental concepts in rings and modules, structure

theorems, applications.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.310 or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.
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Mathematics 70.41 6*
Group Theory
Fundamental principles as applied to abelian, nilpotent,

solvable, free and finite groups; representations.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.310 or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.417*
Commutative Algebra
Fields, including algebraic and transcendental extensions,

Galois theory, valuation theory; Noetherian commutative

rings, including Noether decomposition theorem and local-

ization.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.310 or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.41 8*
Homologlcal Algebra and Category Theory
Axioms of set theory; categories, functors, natural transfor-

mations; free, projective, infective and flat modules; tensor

products and homology functors, derived functors; dimen-

sion theory.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.310 or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.425*
Introduction to General Topology
Topological spaces, maps, subspaces, product and identi-

fication topologies, separation axioms, compactness, con-

nectedness.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.301* or permission of the

Department.

See Mathematics 70.525 in the Calendar of the Faculty of

Graduate Studies and Research.

Mathematics 70.426*
Introduction to Algebraic Topology
An Introduction to homotopy theory. Topics include the

fundamental group, covering spaces and the classification

of two-dimensional manifolds.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.31 0 and 70.425* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.427*
Foundations of Geometry
A study of at least one modern axiom system of Euclidean

and non-Euclidean geometry, embedding of hyperbolic and
Euclidean geometries in the projective plane, groups of

motions, models of non-Euclidean geometry.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.310 (may be taken concur-
rently) or permission of the Department.

Mathematics 70.428*
Introduction to DIHerentlable Manifolds
A study of differentiable manifolds from the point of view of

either differential topology or differential geometry. Topics
such as smooth mappings, transversality, intersection the-

ory, vector fields on manifolds, Gaussian curvature, Rie-

mannian manifolds, differential forms, tensors and
connections are included.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.301 or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.435*
Analytic Number Theory
Dinchlet series, characters, Zeta-functions, prime number
theorem, Dirichlef s theorem on primes in arithmetic pro-

gressions, binary quadratic forms.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.307* or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.436*
Algebraic Number Theory
Algebraic number fields, bases, algebraic integers, integral

bases, arithmetic in algebraic number fields, ideal theory,

class number.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.310 (may be taken concur-

rently) or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.445*
Analytical Dynamics
Dynamics of a rigid body in three dimensions. Euler angles.

Inertia tensor, Euler's equations of motion. Hamilton's

equations. Canonical transformation. Hamilton-Jacobi the-

ory. Theory of small oscillations.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.345* or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.446*
Hydrodynamics and Elasticity

Properties of Cartesian tensors; fundamental laws; motion

of fluids (perfect and viscous); elastic materials.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.307*, 70.345* and
70.346* or permission of the Department.

Mathematics 70.447*
Tensor Analysis and Relativity Theory
Development of tensor analysis, application to Riemannian
spaces and relativity theory.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.345* and 70.346* or per-

mission of the Department.

Mathematics 70.450*
Parametric Estimation
Preliminaries on probability theory; exact and asymptotic

sampling distributions; unbiasedness, consistency, effi-

ciency, sufficiency and completeness; properties of maxi-

mum likelihood estimators; least squares estimation of

location and scale parameters based on order statistics and
sample quantiles; Best Asymptotically Normal (BAN) esti-

mators.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.350 or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.451*
Probability Theory
Introduction to probability, characteristic functions, prob-

ability distributions, limit theorems.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.301* and 70.356*, or per-

mission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.452*
Survey Sampling
Basic concepts in sampling from finite populations; simple

random sampling; stratified sampling; choice of sampling

unit; cluster and systematic sampling; introduction to mul-

tistage sampling; ratio estimation; sampling with unequal
probabilities and with replacement; replicated sampling;

related topics.

Prerequisites: (I) Mathematics 69.259* and (II) either

70.350 or a grade of C+ or better in 69.350, or permission

of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.
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Mathematics 70.453*
Applied Multivariate Analysis

Selected topics in regression and correlation non-linear

models. Multivariate statistical methods, principal compo-
nents, factor analysis, multivariate analysis of variance,

discriminant analysis, canonical correlation, analysis of

categorical data.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.355*, or 69.350 and
69.354*, or permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.456*
Non-Parametric Methods
Order statistics; rank statistics; permutations; uniform dis-

tribution over the space of permutations; distribution of

linear rank statistics; approximate normality of linear rank

statistics; hypothesis of randomness; stochastic ordering;

Wilcoxon test, median tests, Van Der Waerdan test, Kol-

mogorov-Smimov test; hypothesis of symmetry and ran-

dom blocks; hypothesis of independence; treatment of ties;

power and efficiency of rank tests.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.350 or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.457*
Statistical Inference

Sufficient statistics, simple and composite hypotheses,

most powerful and similar region test, distribution-free tests,

confidence intervals, goodness-of-fit and likelihood ratio

tests, large sample theory, Bayesian and likelihood meth-

ods, sequential tests.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.450* or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.458*
Stochastic Models
Markov systems, stochastic networks, queueing networks,

spatial processes, approximation methods in stochastic

processes and queueing theory. Applications to the mod-
elling and analysis of computer-communications systems

and other distributed networks.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.356* or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.459*
Topics in Stochastic Optimization and Advanced
Mathematical Modelling

Topics chosen from: stochastic dynamic programming,

Markov decision processes, search theory, sequential in-

ference problems, optimal stopping, analysis and solution

of deterministic and stochastic modelling problems in the

physical, social and life sciences. Students will present a

paper on applications of particular interest to them.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.260 (or 69.244* and
69.265*); 69.257*; 70.356*, or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.470*
Partial Differential Equations
First order linear, quasi-linear, and non-linear equations;

second order equations in two and more variables; systems

of equations; the wave equation; Laplace and Poisson

equations, Dirichlet and Neumann problems; Green's func-

tions.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.308* and one of 70.302*
or 70.307* or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.471*
Topics In Partial Differential Equations
Theory of distributions, initial-value problems based on

2-dimensions wave equations, Laplace transform, Fourier

integral transform, diffusion problems, Helmholtz equation

with application to boundary and initial-value problems in

cylindrical and spherical coordinates.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.308* and one of 70.302*
or 70.307* or permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.472*
Integral Transforms
Laplace, Fourier, Hankel and Mellin transforms, selection

of a suitable transform for a given partial differential equa-

tion boundary value problem. Operational properties of

transforms. Inversion theorems. Approximate evaluation of

inversion integrals for small and large values of parameter.

Application to the solution of integral equations.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.307* or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.473*
Qualitative Theory of Ordinary Differential Equations
Ordinary differential equations: existence-uniqueness

theorems, vector formulation for systems; stability theory,

Lyapunov theorems, perturbation theorems and structural

stability; Poincare-Bendixon theory.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.301 , 70.308*, 70.346*.

Mathematics 70.481*
Topics in Combinatorics
An in-depth study of one or more topics from: generating

functions, Polya's theory of counting, block designs, coding

theory, partially ordered sets and Ramsey theory.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.21 0 and 70.385* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.482*
Introduction to Mathematical Logic

Symbolic logic, propositional and predicate calculi, set

ory and model theory, completeness.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.210 or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.483*
Computable Functions
Recursive functions and computability, algorithms,

Church's thesis, Turing machines, computational logic, NP-

completeness. (Also listed as Computer Science 95 .483*.)

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.210 or 70.385* or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.485*
Theory of Automata
Finite automata and regular expressions, properties of

regular sets, context-free grammars, pushdown automata,

deterministic context-free languages. Turing machines, the

Chomsky hierarchy. Undecidability, intractable problems.

(Also listed as Computer Science 95.485*.)

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.385* or 70.310 or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.486*
Numerical Linear Algebra

Study of matrix inversion techniques; techniques of finding

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, solution of systems of linear

equations; direct and indirect methods, their comparison



and error analysis; applications in optimization and other

areas. (Also listed as Computer Science 95.486*.)

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.112 or 69.21 7*; and
Mathematics 70.200 or 69.309*, or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Mathematics 70.487*
Game Theory
Two-person zero-sum games; infinite games; multistage

games; differential games; utility theory; two-person gen-

eral-sum games; bargaining problem; n-person games;
games with a continuum of players.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 70.301* or permission of the

Department.

Mathematics 70.488*
Graph Theory and Algorithms

Paths, circuits, Eulerian and Hamiltonian graphs, connec-
tivity, colouring problems, matching, Ramsey theory, net-

i work flows.

; Prerequisites: Mathematics 70.385* or 70.31 0, or permis-

sion of the Department.

Mathematics 70.495*
Honours Project

Consists of a written report on some approved topic or

topics in the field of mathematics, together with a short

lecture on the report.

Prerequisite: Honours Mathematics students only, see p.

428.

Fall term.

Mathematics 70.496*
Directed Studies

Prerequisite: Honours Mathematics students only.

• Fall and Winter terms.

Mathematics 70.497*
Directed Studies
Available only to Honours students whose program re-

quires a half-credit not offered by the Department of Mathe-
matics and Statistics.

Fall and Winter terms.
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Dunton Tower, Room 823
Telephone: 788-2165 or 788-2155

Members of the Committee

I. Pressman, Program Coordinator

L.E. May
S.E. Mills

General Information

Operations Research (O.R.) began as a discipline about 50

years ago, and is concerned with the study and application

of scientific methods of making decisions. Operations Re-

search techniques are used extensively in business and
industry for scheduling of personnel and machinery, routing

vehicles, designing networks, allocating resources, deter-

mining optimal product mixes, and financial planning.

There is considerable theoretical activity in the study of

algorithms, complexity, stochastic modelling, economics,

queueing, etc., which have many practical applications.

The program at Carleton University was designed in con-

sultation with employers of O.R. professionals and the

Canadian Operations Research Society. Graduates of this

program will be prepared for careers either in government
or in the private sector, and they will be qualified to continue

in graduate programs.

Operations Research at Carleton University is exclusively

an Honours program. Students who select a program with

an orientation towards Mathematics-Physical Science-

Computer Science should proceed towards a B.Sc. (Hon-

ours) degree. Those students who prefer a

Management-Business-Social Science orientation would

normally proceed towards a B.A. (Honours) degree. An
Honours project (Mathematics 70.495*) is a required com-
ponent of either degree program.

Students who are planning to apply for admission to this

program should have good quantitative skills. The required

courses provide a broad range of O.R. techniques and
methodologies which include: statistical analysis, stochas-

tic processes, linear and non-linear optimization, network

theory, mathematical modelling and computer simulation.

It is recommended that students acquire an understanding

of the human side of the O.R. discipline through study within

the Social Sciences.

Students who are considering this program are urged to

meet with the program coordinator to discuss their inter-

ests. The committee is available to advise students within

the program.

Admbaton Requirements

The admission requirements for this program are as speci-

fied for the B.A. Honours program (see p. 33) and the B.Sc.

Honours program (see p. 37).

Course Requirements

A total of 20 credits is required in accordance with the

conditions given below. All course selections must be ap-

proved by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
jf

Students in the B.Sc. program must include a First-year

experimental science in their First-year course selection,
j

1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.112 with an average grade of

C+ or better.

Alternatively, students may be admitted to the Honours
program in Operations Research after successful comple-

tion of First year with:

(a) a minimum grade-point average of 7.0 (B-) on all half

credits offered from Mathematics 69.107*. 69.207*, '

69.1 17*. 69.217*; and
(b) a minimum weighted grade-point average of 6.0 (C+)

on all credits offered from Mathematics 69.102, 69.107*,

69.207*, 69.1 12, 69.117*. 69.217*.

Note:

Students offering Mathematics 69.107* must then take

69.207*. and students offering 69.117* must then take

69.217*.

2. Mathematics 70.200, 70.260, 69.257*, 69.259*;

3. Mathematics 70.210, 70.350, 70.355*, 70.356*.
69.381 , 69.386*;

4. Mathematics 70.459*. 70.495*; Mathematics
70.583* or 70.588* or Economics 43.405*; and an addl-

1

tional half-credit in Mathematics at the 300-level or above;

5. two introductory half-credits in Computer Science (pref-

erably 95.105*. 95.106*) and Business 42.337*. Engl-

neering 94.405*;

6. five approved credits in applied areas. At least two and
one-half of these must be in the fields of Economics and
Business. The following list includes a few of the many

j

suitable applications-oriented courses. Other possibilities

as well as vario us "paths" are given in the brochure , A Guide
to Careers in Operations Research, available from the

Department of Mathematics and Statistics.

Business

42.1 01 * Principles of Financial Accounting

42.102* Management Accounting

42.210* Management and Organizational Behaviour

42.228* Introduction to Marketing

42.230* Introduction to Management Science

42.240* Business Information Systems
42.250* Introduction to Business Finance

42.308* Cost Accounting

42.327* Marketing Research
42.342* Business Systems I

42.348* Quantitative Applications of Computers in Busi-

ness
42.446* Tools for Decision Making

Computer Science

95.202* Data Structures and Data Types
95.207* Programming Language Concepts

95.407* Applied Artificial Intelligence

Economics
43.1 00 Introduction to Economics
43.201* Introduction to Microeconomic Theory and

Analysis

43.211* Introduction to Macroeconomic Theory and
Analysis

43 .250* In trod uctio n to Business Finanee

43.365* The Economics of Planning

43.477* Econometrics II
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Engineering

82.334* Transportation

82.433* Urban Planning

Geography
45.340* The Location of Industry and Public Services

45.341 * Geographical Analysis of Regional Economies

45.442* Transportation Geography

Philosophy

32.284* Society, Value and Technology

Physics

75.211 * Mechanics and Properties of Matter

75.222* Wave Motion and Optics

75.235* Electricity and Magnetism

Political Science

47.447* Decision Theories and Policy Studies

Psychology

49.210* Introduction to Social Psychology

Sociology

53.251 * Introduction to Population Studies

56253* Introduction to Human Ecology

53.346* Industrial Sociology

53.355 Bureaucracy and Society

Technology, Society, Environment Studies

59.402* Technology and Society: Forecasting

7. The remaining two credits may be chosen from any

department, subject only to the restrictions that:

(a) of the total of 20 credits, not more than seven may be
below the 200-level; and
(b) Science students must include at least one half-credit

additional Science Continuation course.

The student may wish to take more applications-oriented

courses, so as to in effect have a specialty, or may take

more courses in Mathematics and Statistics or in Computer
Science. Students in the B.Sc. program must take two Arts

or Social Science elective credits, and should note the

statement concerning Social Science Electives, as outlined

on p. 374.



Department of Physics

Herzberg Building, Room 31

6

Telephone: 788^4377

Officers of Instruction

Chair

P.J.S. Watson

Supervisor of Graduate Studies (Associate Director,

Ottawa-Carleton Institute for Physics)

P.A. Kalyniak

Supervisor of Undergraduate Studies

J.C. Armitage

Professors

J.C. Armitage

R.K. Carnegie

L.A. Copley
K.W. Edwards
D. Kessler

W.J. Romo
M.K. Sundaresan
P.J.S. Watson

Visiting Professor

G. Herzberg

Associate Professors

A.L. Carter

S. Godfrey

J.E. Hardy
P.A. Kalyniak

M.Ogg
L. Resnick

Assistant Professors

P.C. Johns
D. A Karlen

Research Professors

P.G. Estabrooks

R.J. Hemingway

Research Associates

G. Bhattacharya

H. Konig

R. Kowalewski
J. Mildenburger

K.A. Peterson

W. Schappert

P. Weber

Instructors

J.G. Boutin

B.J. Jarosz

D. Menagh

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council Fel-

lows

S. Godfrey

P.A. Kalyniak

D.A. Karlen

Adjunct Research Professors

MA. Ahmed, University of Qatar

I. Cameron, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre

R.L. Clarke

J. Cygler, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre

M. Dixit, Centre for Research in Particle Physics

P.G. Estabrooks, Institute of Particle Physics

L.H. Gerig, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre

C. K. Hargrove, Centre for Research in Particle Physics

R.J. Hemingway, Institute of Particle Physics

M. Losty, Centre for Research in Particle Physics

H.J.A.F. Mes, Centre for Research in Particle Physics

G. Oakham, Centre for Research in Particle Physics

G.P. Raaphorst, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre

D.W.O. Rogers, National Research Council

C. Ross, National Research Council

J.K. Saunders, National Research Council

W.D. Sinclair, Centre for Research in Particle Physics

Sessional Lecturers

L. Campbell

R.S. Dick

T.A. Ledwell

General Information

Physics 75.101 and 75.1 02*. with Mathematics 69.1 07*
and 69.117*, are the normal prerequisites for entry into

Second-year Physics courses. Mathematics 69.102 and
69.1 12 are suitable alternatives for students having supe-
rior competence in Mathematics. Students not directly ad-

missible into Mathematics 69.107* or equivalent, or not

intending to take further courses in Physics, should take

Physics 75.1 05, with Mathematics 69.007* and 69.1 07*.
Prerequisites for the Third-year Physics courses will nor-

mally be Physics 75.21 1*. 75.222*, and 75.235*.

The Physics of Modem Technology option, described be-

low in detail, is a program that may be of particular interest

to students wishing to study physics from an applied point

of view and choosing careers in industry. For students

entering this option, possibilities of combining studies in

certain academic terms together with work in industry in

other terms will be strongly explored.

Part-time students are accepted in the Department. Such
students should consult with the Department for full details

of the available programs.

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 376-377), in addition to all departmental

regulations and normal requirements as set out below.

Major Program

Fifteen credits as follows:

1. two acceptable Arts or Social Science credits;

2. one free optional credit;

3. twelve more credits chosen with the approval of the

Department.

First Year
Physics 75.1 01 * and 75.102*;

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit;

and either (a),or (b) below;
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^a) Mathematics 69.1 07*. 69.1 17* and two of Biology

61.100, Chemistry 65.1 OOf, Geology 67.100, two half-

I credits in Computer Science;

(b) Mathematics 69.102, 69.112 and one of Biology

61.100, Chemistry 65.1 00t, Geology 67.100.
1

f This course is recommended as being particularly useful.

Socond Yo3r
'<

Physics 75211 ,75.222*. 75.235*. 75.236*;
' Either Mathematics 69.201 and 69.21 7*, if pattern (a) was

followed in first year; or Mathematics 69.208*, 69.244*

and one half credit chosen from Physics, Mathematics,

Computer Science or Engineering, if pattern (b) was fol-

lowed in First year;

One half credit in Physics, Mathematics, ComputerScience

or Engineering;

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit or a free

option.

Third Year
Physics 75.361 *, 75.362*. 75.342*. 75.381 , 75.387*;

Physics 75.300 (if Science Continuation requirements can

be met); or Physics 75 .307* or 75.308* and one half credit

in Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science or Engineer-

ing.

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit or a free

option.

Honours Programs

Twenty credits as follows:

1. two acceptable Arts or Social Science credits;

2. one free option credit;

3. seventeen more credits chosen with the approval of the

Department.

Physics Core

First Year
Physics 75.1 01 * and 75.102*;
One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit;

and either (a) or (b) below;

(a) Mathematics 69.107*. 69.117* and two of Biology

61.100, Chemistry 65.1 00f. Geology 67.100, two half-

credits in Computer Science;

(b) Mathematics 69.102, 69.112 and one of Biology

61.100, Chemistry 65.1001, Geology 67.100.

t This course is recommended as being particularly useful.

Second Year

Physics 75211 *. 75.222*. 75.235*, 75.236*;
Mathematics 69257* or Computer Science 95.103*;

Either Mathematics 69201 and 69217* if pattern (a) was
followed in First year; or Mathematics 69.208*. 69244*
and one half credit chosen from Physics, Mathematics,

Computer Science or Engineering if pattern (b) was fol-

lowed in First year;

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit or a free

option.

Third Year
Physics 75.338*. 75.342*. 75.361 , 75.362*. 75.381 ,
75.387*. 75.388*;
and either (c) or (d) below;

(c) Physics 75.300 and one half credit chosen from Phys-

ics, Mathematics, Computer Science or Engineering, or

one half acceptable Arts and Social Science credit, or a one
half credit free option;

(d) Physics 75.307* or 75.308* and the equivalent of one
credit chosen from Physics, Mathematics, Computer Sci-

ence and Engineering, or one acceptable Arts and Social

Science credit; or a free option.

Fourth Year
Physics 75.437*. 75.477*. 75.478*;

Physics 75.458* or 75.462* or 75.468*;

Physics 75.499 or 75.497* or 75.498*

Either (e) or (f) below:

(e) Physics 75.400;

(f) Physics 75.407* or 75.408* and 75.447* (students

doing laboratory work in other departments may substitute

one half credit chosen from Physics, Mathematics, Com-
puter Science or Engineering for Physics 75.447*);

One acceptable Arts and Social Science credit or a free

option;

Sufficient credits chosen from Physics, Mathematics, Com-
puter Science or Engineering to bring the total to five

credits.

Physics of Modern Technology Option

The normal course requirements for this option are indi-

cated below.

First Year

Physics 75.1 01 * and 75.1 02*;
One of Chemistry 65.100, Geology 67.100 or Biology

61.100;

Mathematics 69.107*. 69.1 17*;
Computer Science 95.103* or 95.1 05*. and 95.102* or

95.1 06*; (95.1 05* is recommended only for students who
already have a good knowledge of FORTRAN; 95.102*
and 95.106* are prerequisites for different subsets of

higher-level courses in Computer Science);

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit.

Second Year
Physics 75.211*, 75.222*, 75.235*. 75 236*;
Mathematics 69 201 , 69.217*;
One half credit free option;

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit.

Third Year

Physics 75.300, 75.335*, 75.338*, 75.342*, 75.361*,
75.362*, 75.387*. 75.388*;
One half credit free option.

Fourth Year

Physics 75.400, 75.424*. 75.427*. 75.437*. 75.458*.

75.499;

One credit chosen from Physics, Mathematics, Computer
Science or Engineering.

Note:

Particularly recommended courses in Computer Science

and Engineering are Computer Science 95.206* and
95.306*.

In this option, the work in the Physics 75.300 and 75.400

laboratories will emphasize experiments and project work
of interest to the high-technology industries. The main
areas emphasized in the advanced laboratories will be:

modem electronics, digital techniques and methods, use of

computers in the control and analysis of experiments,

modem optics, ultrasound, and sensing and imaging prob-

lems. In Physics 75.499 students will work on projects from

lists composed from typical technological projects encoun-

tered frequently in industries.
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Combined Honours In Geology and Physics

A grade of C+ or better in both Geology 67.1 00 and Physics

75.101 * and 75.102*, and overall Honours standing are

required before admittance to the program.

Course requirements are as follows:

First Year
Physics 75.1 01 and 75.102*;

Geology 67.100;

Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*;
Chemistry 65.100;

One Arts or Social Science credit.

Second Year
Physics 75.211 , 75222*. 75.235*. 75.236*;
Geology 67.221*. 67.223*. 67.228*, 67.281*;
Mathematics 69.202.

Third and Fourth Years

Three credits in Physics at the 300-level or higher (not

including the Honours Thesis), which must include one
credit in the Third-year laboratory and at least a half credit

at the 400-level;

Three credits in Geology (not including the Honours Thesis)

chosen from Geology 67.323*. 67.324*, 67.333*,
67.334*, 67.380, and available Fourth-year courses. At

least a half credit at the 400-level is required, for which

Geology 67.481* is strongly recommended. (Students

should take careful note of course prerequisites when
making their selection);

Two optional credits (one credit in Computer Science is

recommended);
One Arts or Social Science credit;

Honours Thesis (Physics 75.499 or Geology 67.498).

A reading proficiency in French, German or Russian must
be demonstrated by the end of the Third year. The thesis

must be presented and defended before an interdepart-

mental committee.

Combined Honours In Physics and Computer Science

The program offers the student the possibility of obtaining

skills for tackling problems of an applied nature such as

those encountered in the high technology industries. Be-

cause students in this program will develop a strong back-

ground in physics and related mathematics, they are most
likely to have the skills that will be in high demand in the

next decade in a variety of areas. Students in this program
follow a prescribed Combined Honours B.Sc. program

which features equal emphasis on physics and computer
science.

The program is administered by the Committee on Com-
bined Programs with Computer Science (CCPCS); the

Committee consists of representatives from the School of

Computer Science, the Department of Physics, and the

Department of Mathematics and Statistics.

Enrolment in this program is limited. Applicants should note

that meeting the minimum published requirements for ad-

mission to this program does not imply automatic accep-

tance.

New students to Carleton should contact the Office of

Admissions; students already at Carleton should apply

through their Faculty Registrar's Office.

Applications for admission to this program will only be
processed by the Committee during the periods mid-May
to mid-June, and mid-August to mid-September of each
year.

To continue In the program, a student must:

1. by the end of August each year, have gained at least

one half credit in the past 12 months towards the degree
requirements, and

2. have accumulated a grade-point average of 6.5 or better

in each of Computer Science and Physics and a grade-
point average of 5.0 or better overall. (Grade-point aver-

ages include any failing grades that have not yet been
replaced by a passing grade in the same or a substitute

course.)

Failure to comply with these standards requires withdrawal

from the program.

Note:

Some courses offered by the School of Business and the

Department of Systems and Computer Engineering may be
taken for credit as Computer Science courses in this pro-

gram. For a complete list of these courses see p. 41 1

.

Course requirements are as follows:

First Year
Physics 75.1 01 and 75.102*;
Computer Science 95.1 05*, 95.106* and 95.1 02*;
Mathematics 69.107*. 69.117*. 69.207*;
One Arts or Social Science credit or a free optional credit;

(students wishing to leave open the possibility of transfer-

ring to an alternative Science program after completing

First year are advised to use this free option to take one of

Chemistry 65.100, Biology 61 .100, Geology 67.100).

Second Year
Physics 75.21 1 , 75.222*. 75.235*, 75.236*;
Computer Science 95.202*, 95.203*, 95.204*;
Mathematics 69.208*. 69.21 7*;
One half credit in Arts or Social Sciences.

Third Year

Physics 75.307* or 75.308*;
Physics 75.338*. 75.361, 75.362*. 75.387*. 75.388*;
Three of Computer Science 95.300*. 95.305*. 95.384*.
95.386*;

Computer Science 95.306*.

Note:

All students must complete all four of Computer Science

95.300*. 95.305*. 95.384* and 95.386* by the end of

the Fourth year.

Fourth Year

One of Physics 75.407* or 75.477*;

Physics 75.437*;
One of Physics 75.497* or 75.498* or Computer Science

95.495*;
Two half credits in Computer Science at the 200-level or

above;

Two half credits in Computer Science at the 300-level or

above;

Either one half credit in Arts or Social Sciences and a free

optional credit or one and one half credits in Arts or Social

Sciences, depending on the choice made In First year.

Combined Honours In Physics and Chemistry

A grade of C+or better In Physics 75.101 *, 75.102* and

Chemistry 65.100, and overall Honours standing are re-

quired before admittance to the program. Course require-

ments are as follows:

First Year
Physics 75.1 01 * and 75.102*;
Chemistry 65.100;
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Major Program

(a)

75.1 01*
and

75.102*

69.107*

and

69.117*

Two of:

65.1 00f, 61.100;

67.1 00; Two Comp. Sci. half credits

(b)

69.102

and

69.112

On© of:

65.1 00t, 61 .100;

67.100

One
Arts or Soc.

Sci. credit

75211*
75222*
75235*
75236*

(•) _ 69201 and 69.21 7* and half

Math/Comp. SciyEng. credit

(b)
69208* and 69244* and one

Phys/Math/Comp. Sci./Eng. credit

One
Electivett

credit

75200 (provided Science Continuation

requirements are met)
75238*
75242*
75261*
75262*
75.381*

75.387*

75.307* or 75.308* and half

Math/Gomp.Sci./Eng. credit

pattern (a) in First year requires pattern (a) in Second year

pattern (b) in First year requires pattern (b) in Second year

t particularly recommended

ft electives must assure two Arts or Social Science credits, and that science

continuation requirements are met
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Year Cor* Honours Program

(a)

75.101*

and

75.102*

(b)

Two of:

69.107* 65.1 OOf, 61 .100;

and

69.1 17* 67.100; Two Comp. Sci. half credits

69.102

and

69.112

One of :

65.100t,61.100;

67.100;

One
ArtsorSoc.

Sci. credit

75211*
75222*
75235*
75236*

H (•)

(b)

_ 69201 and 69217*

69208* and 69.244* and half

Phys/Math/Comp Sci/Eng credit

One of:

69257*

95.103*

One

Electivef t
credit

75.338*

75.342*

75.361*

75.362*

75.381*

75387*
75.388*

(c) 75.300 and half

credit elective

75.307* or 75.308* and

one credit elective

IV

75.437*

75.477*

75.478*

One of:

75.458*

75.462*

75.468*

One of:

75.499

75.497* or 75.498* and half

Phys/Math/Comp Sci/Eng credit

(•)

(f)

75.400

75.407* or 75.408*

and 75.447*

One
Elective 1

1

credit

pattern (a) in First year requires pattern (a) in Second year

pattern (b) in First year requires pattern (b) in Second year

f particularly recommended

ft electives must assure two Arts or Social Science credits
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Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*;

One credit free option; (Mathematics 69.102 and 69.112

may be taken in place of Mathematics 69.107*, 69.1 17*
and the one credit free option);

One acceptable Arts or Social Science credit.

Second Year
Physics 75511 , 75222*. 75.235*. 75.236*;

Chemistry 65.210;

If Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17* were taken in First

year, Mathematics 69.207*. 69.208* and 69.217* (or

Mathematics 69.202 and 69.257*); If Mathematics 69.1 02

and 69.11 2 were taken in First year, Mathematics 69.208*
and two half credits free option;

One half course acceptable Arts or Social Science credit.

Third Year

Physics 75.307* (or 75.308*). 75.361*. 75.362*.
75.387*. 75.388* (or Mathematics 69.375* and
69.307*);

Chemistry 65.220, 65.311*. 65.312*, 65.353*.

Fourth Year
Physics 75.338*. 75.477*. 75.478* (or 75.408*);

Chemistry 65.31 5*. 65.354*;

Two of Chemistry 65.410*, 65.41 1*. 65.412*. 65.413*;

One Honours project;

One half course Arts or Social Science credit.

Double Honours Program: B.Sc. Honours

Mathematics and Physics

This program requires a minimum of 21 .5 credits including

18.5 credits in Mathematics and Physics.

Entrance Criteria

Successful completion of First year with aB+or better in

Mathematics 69.102 , 69.112 and Physics 75.101* and
75.102*. or permission of both departments.

Course Requirements

First Year
1. Mathematics 69.102, 69.1 12;

2. Physics 75.1 01 , 75.102*;
3. Chemistry 65.100 or Biology 61.100;

4. One Arts or Social Science elective credit.

Note:

It is highly recommended that Computer Science 95.1 03*
be taken in the First year in addition to the foregoing

courses. When this course is taken for credit, it will be
included in the calculation of the overall grade-point aver-

age.

Second Year
1. Mathematics 70200, 70210, 70260;
2. Physics 75211*. 75.222*, 75235*. 75.342*;
3. One half credit Arts or Social Science elective.

Third Year
1. Mathematics 70501, 70502*. 70.310;

2. Physics 75.307*. 75.338*, 75.361*. 75.362*.
75581*;
3. A half credit in Mathematics or Physics at the 300-level;

4. Mathematics 70.307* together with Physics 75.388*,
or Physics 75.387* and 75.388*.

Fourth Year
1. One Mathematics credit at the 400-leve! (or equivalent);

2. Physics 75.437*. 75.447*. 75.477*. 75.478*;
3. Two half credits at the 300- or 400-level in Mathematics
or Physics;

4. Honours project in Mathematics or Physics (half credit);

5. One half credit Arts or Social Science elective.

Graduate Program

Candidates for the Doctor's and Master's degrees are ac-

cepted for full-time work in Physics under the supervision

of members of the Department. The requirements and
general regulations are given in the Graduate Studies and
Research Calendar.

Supplemental Examination Note

In the courses 75.101* and 75.102*. when the course is

offered in two successive terms, the supple mental/grade -

raising/deferred final examination for the first course will be
the final examination of that course in the next term, except

where this might delay graduation in the fall.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered in a given
year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-94, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Physics 75.1 01*
Introductory Physics I

This course introduces mechanics, the properties of matter,

and some aspects of wave motion. A balance is maintained

between depth and range. Appropriate for students continu-

ing studies in the physical sciences or engineering.

Prerequisites: OACs in Physics, Calculus or equivalent.

Mathematics 69.102, 69.1 04, or 69.107* must be taken

concurrently, if they have not already been completed. Any
exceptions require permission of the Department.
Precludes additional credit for Physics 75.105.

Day and Evening division, Fall and Winter terms: Lectures

three hour a week, tutorial one hour a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Note: Students with less than 60 percent in OAC calculus

or equivalent are advised that the previous experience of

the Department indicated that their chance of success in

Physics 75.1 01 is small.

See Supplemental Examinations Note (this page).

Physics 75.1 02*
Introductory Physics II

Building upon the topics in Physics 75.101*, this course

introduces thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism, and
some aspects of modem physics. A balance is maintained

between depth and range. Appropriate for students continu-

ing studies in the physical sciences or engineering.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.1 01 * and Mathematics 69.1 04*
or 69.107* or (concurrent registration in) Mathematics
69.102. Any exceptions require permission of the Depart-

ment.

Precludes additional credit for Physics 75.1 05.

Day and Evening divisions, Winter term: lectures three

hours a week, laboratory three hours a week.
See Supplemental Examinations Note (this page).
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Physics 75.1 05

Elementary University Physics

An alternative First-year course, for students who do not

intend to take additional courses in Physics, or who lack the

prerequisites for Physics 75.101-*-. Mechanics, properties

of matter, thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism, DC
and AC circuits, wave motion and light, elements of modem
physics. Applications chosen in part from the life sciences.

Prerequisites: Mathematics 69.007*- or equivalent, if not

previously completed, must be taken concurrently in the

First term. Mathematics 69.107* or equivalent, if not pre-

viously completed, must be taken concurrently in the First

or Second term.

Precludes additional credit for Physics 75.101-* and
75.1 02*.
Day division: Lectures three hours a week, laboratory three

hours a week.

Physics 75.190

Introduction to Astronomy
A survey course in astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology,

giving a descriptive treatment of the known stellar, galactic

and extra-galactic systems. A review of the modern ideas

concerning the structure, origin and evolution of the uni-

verse. Fields of current interest in astronomy, including the

study of quasars, pulsars and supernovae are discussed.

Additional topics include the development of space-age

astronomy and studies of the possble existence of extra-

terrestrial life. A 14-inch telescope is available for student

use.

Students intending to take further courses in astronomy are

advised to take Physics 75220. Credit will not be given for

both Physics 75.1 90 and 75.220.

Evening division: Two one-and-a-half hour lectures a week.

Physics 75.211*
Mechanics and Properties of Matter

Classical mechanics of a particle and rigid body. Classical

properties of matter. Relativistic mechanics.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101-*, 75. 102*-, Mathematics

69.1 07*, and 69.1 17* or 69.1 27* or Mathematics 69.102

and 69.1 1 2. (Physics 75.105 is also acceptable provided a

minimum grade of B~ is obtained.)

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory three hours a week.

Physics 75.220

Introduction to Astrophysics
This is a self-contained course intended as an introduction

to modem astronomy and astrophysics for students with

prior knowledge of introductory physics. Various topics such

as spectroscopy and elementary nuclear physics are intro-

duced and applied to astro physical problems such as stellar

structure and evolution. Topics of current interest, including

pulsars, quasars and black holes are discussed. The last

part introduces modem cosmology and discusses the ob-

servations on the universe that have led to the "big-bang"

picture of its origin. There is normally some observational

work associated with the course.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101 75.102* or permission of

the Department. (Physics 75.105 is also acceptable pro-

vided a minimum grade of B- is obtained.) Credit will not be

given for both Physics 75.190 and 75.220.

Evening division: Two one-and-a-half hour lectures a week.

Physics 75.222-*

Wave Motion and Optics

Physical optics based on electromagnetic theory, oscillator

model for dispersion, absorption, scattering, Huygen's prin-

ciple, reflection and transmission as coherent scattering.

Interference, coherence length, diffraction, polarization,

double refraction. Geometrical optics.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101*. 75.102*. Mathematics
69.1 07* and 69.1 1 7* or Mathematics 69.1 02 and 69.1 12.

(Physics 75.105 is also acceptable provided a minimum
grade of B- is obtained.)

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,
laboratory three hours a week.

Physics 75.235*
Electricity and Magnetism
The theory of electric and magnetic fields is covered in some
detail. Electrostatics, field intensities in various configura-

tions of charges, Gauss' law, electrostatic energy. Dielectric

materials, dipoles, dipole-dipole interaction, molecular po-

larizability. Steady currents, properties of electrical conduc-

tors. Magnetic effects of currents and motion of charges in

electric and magnetic fields. Time varying currents, electro-

magnetic induction. Magnetic materials and magnetic
measurements.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101*, 75.102*, Mathematics
69.107* and 69.1 17*. or 69.102 and 69.112 (Physics

75.1 05 is also acceptable provided a minimum grade of B-
is obtained).

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory three hours a week.

Physics 75.236*
Physics of Electrical and Electronic Measurements I

D.C. and A.C. circuit theory. Resonant circuits. Basic meas-
uring devices, the oscilloscope; impedances, bandwidth,

noise; vacuum tubes, transistors, useful approximations for

circuit design; feedback, amplifier, oscillator; operational

circuits; digital circuits and measuring devices. Lectures

emphasize the physical basis and useful approaches to

instrument use and design. Laboratory emphasizes modem
digital instrumentation.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101 *, 75.102* or permission of

the Department. Physics 75.235* is recommended as a

prior course.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week,

laboratory three hours a week.

Physics 75.291 *
Physics of the Environment I

The study of physics is essential to the understanding of

many contemporary environmental problems. This course

examines energy transformations which directly or indirectly

are the sources of much pollution. Among the topics con-

sidered are the use of fossil, bio-mass, solar and nuclear-

energy sources; thermodynamical and practical limits to

efficiency; thermal pollution; radioactivity and the effects of

radiation: growth in energy use and estimates of reserves;

the need for conservation and control.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101*, 75.102* or permission of

the Department. (Physics 75.105 is also acceptable pro-

vided a minimum grade of C- is obtained.)

Evening division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.292*
Physics of the Environment II

This course can be taken as a continuation of Physics

75.291 * or independently. It carries forward the study of

the relationship of physical principles to environmental

problems. Topics considered include: air pollution, its meas-

urement, abatement and possble effects on climate; trans-

portation problems and alternatives; noise pollution, its

measurement and possible consequences; communica-

tion.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101*. 75.102* or permission of

the Department. (Physics 75.105 is also acceptable pro-
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vided a minimum grade of C- is obtained.)

Evening division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.298*
Research In Physics

Although progress in physics is often assumed to be a

straightforward building on a previous base of knowledge,

ft, in fact, depends on imagination and speculation to a

remarkable degree. This course examines how ideas in

physics develop, how preconceived notions have prevented

progress and how the interplay of theory and experiment

are crucial. Seminars are given on current research topics.

Students examine cultural and historical aspects of physics,

and take part in a group project.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101* and Physics 75.102*; or

75.105 (with a minimum of &-); or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term. Lectures, seminars and work-

shops three hours a week..

Physics 75.300

Third-Year Laboratory

The student is expected to complete a small number of

projects. These are closely supervised at the beginning of

the year, but the student is encouraged to become as

independent as possible. Some of the fields for which

apparatus is available are: physical optics, optical spectros-

copy, electronics, digital techniques, nuclear spectroscopy,

cosmic rays, microwaves, solid state phenomena, electrical

measurements. Laboratory techniques: basic technical op-

erations (mechanical, electronic, etc.) used in the design

and construction of research apparatus. Students with sat-

isfactory competence in shop techniques may be excused
from this part of the course.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: Laboratory and seminar six hours a week,

workshop three hours a week.

Physics 75.301*
Advanced Physics Laboratory for Non-Physics Sci-

ence Students
This course is designed to initiate students into the use of

instrumentation and help them understand the physical

principles involved in making key measurements. In con-

sultation with an adviser from the student's Major depart-

ment, the instructor of this course will endeavour to design

the program to meet the needs of each student. Available

apparatus as in Physics 75.300.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall tenm: Laboratory and seminar six hours a

Physics 75.302*
Advanced Physics Laboratory for Non-Physics Sci-

ence Students
This course is designed to initiate students into the use of

instrumentation and help them understand the physical

principles involved in making key measurements. In con-
sultation with an adviser from the student's Major depart-

ment, the instructor of this course will endeavour to design
the program to meet the needs of each student. Available

apparatus as in Physics 75.300.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
Day division, Winterterm: Laboratory and seminar six hours
a week.

Physics 75.307*
Selected Experiments from Physics 75.300
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
Day division, Fall term: Laboratory and seminar six hours a
week.

Physics 75.308*
Selected Experiments from Physics 75.300
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Laboratory and seminar six hours

a week.

Physics 75 .335*

Physics of Electrical and Electronic Measurements II

Analysis of a selection of currently important electronic

devices using such concepts as Fourier analysis, noise, the

transmission lineHock-in amplifier, analog to digital con-

verter, charge sensitive detector, etc. Interfacing and pro-

gramming small computers. The physical basis of operation

and of limitations are emphasized.
Prerequisite: Physics 75.235* and 75.236* or permission

of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week, labo-

ratory three hours a week.

Physics 75.338*
Electromagnetism
Electrostatic field and magnetostatics. Examples involving

Laplace's and Poisson's equations; vector potential; Fara-

day's laws of induction; waves in vacuum and dielectric

media.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.235* and 75.387*. or permis-

sion of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Three hours a week.

Physics 75.342*
Heat and Thermodynamics
Zeroth, First, Second and Third Laws of Thermodynamics;
enthalpy, Helmholtz and Gibbs functions and the Maxwell
relations; phase transitions; thermodynamics of magnet-

ism; cryogenics (cooling by Joule-Thompson effect, adi-

abatic expansion of a gas, adiabatic demagnetization,

helium dilution refrigeration; black body radiation; negative

temperatures.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.101* and 75.102* (Physics

75.1 05 is also acceptable provided a minimum grade of B-

is obtained), Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17* or 69.1 02
and 69.1 12. In addition, prior completion of the second year

physics (and Mathematics) curriculum is highly recom-
mended due to the level of sophistication expected in this

course.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.361 *
Modem Physics

The course is designed to provide a logical transition from

classical to modem physics. Elements of special relativity.

Kinetic theory of gases; determination of the mass and
charge of subatomic particles. Rutherford scattering, atomic

models. Failure of classical mechanics. Photoelectric effect

and Compton scattering. Bohr's theory of the hydrogen
atom. Atomic energy states, optical and X-ray spectra.

X-ray scattering and diffraction . Elements of nuclear physics

and particle physics.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.21 1*. 75.222*. 75.235*,
Mathematics 69.207*. 69.208*. 69.21 7* or Mathematics
69.202, 69.217*. or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.362*
Elements of Quantum Mechanics
Analysis of interference experiments with waves and parti-

cles; fundamental concepts of quantum mechanics,
Schrodinger equation; angular momentum, atomic beams;
hydrogen atom; atomic and molecular spectroscopy; Pauli

principle; simple applications in the physics of elementary

particles.
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Prerequisite: Physics 75.361 * or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.381

Classical Mechanics
Introduction to Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics:

Poisson brackets, tensors and dyadics; rigid body rotations:

introductory fluid mechanics coupled systems and normal

coordinates; relativistic dynamics.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.211*. 75.222*, 75.235*,
Mathematics 69.207*, 69.208*. 69.21 7* or permission of

the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.387*
Mathematical Physics I

Vector calculus; gradient, divergence, curl and Lapiacian in

various coordinate systems. Theorems of Gauss, Stokes

and Green. Functions of a complex variable: analytic func-

tions, contour integration, residue calculus. Fourier series,

Fourier and Laplace transforms. Dirac delta function. Total

differential equations of second order. Solution by using

transform methods.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.21 1*. 75.222*. 75.235*.
Mathematics 69.201, or 69.208*. 69.21 7*. or permission

of the Department.

Precludes additional credit for Physics 75.386 (no longer

offered), Mathematics 69.307*. 70.307* and 69.376*.

Physics 75.388*
Mathematical Physics II

Solution of second-order total differential equations by
Frobenius' method. Sturm-Liouville theory. Special func-

tions: Legendre, Bessel. Hermite, Laguerre and associated

functions. Partial differential equations: method of separa-

tion of variables, eigenfunctions and eigenvalues and
eigenfunction expansions. Green's function techniques for

solving inhomcgeneous partial differential equations.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.387* or Mathematics 70.307*
or permission of the Department.

Precludes additional credit for Physics 75.386 (no longer

offered), and Mathematics 69.304*. 69.375*.

Physics 75.400

Fourth-Year Laboratory
The student is expected to complete detailed projects in-

volving some original planning in both concept and experi-

mental technique. Projects are similar to Physics 75.300 but

are of a more sophisticated nature.

Prerequisite: Physics 75.300 or 75.307* or 75.308*.

Day division: Laboratory and seminar six hours a week.

Physics 75.407*
Selected Experiments from Physics 75400
Prerequisite: Physics 75.300 or 75.307* or 75.308*.

Day division, Fall term: Laboratory and seminar six hours a
week.

Physics 75.408*
Selected Experiments from Physics 75400
Prerequisite: Physics 75.300 or 75.307* or 75.308*.

Day division, Winter term: Laboratory and seminar six hours

a week.

Physics 75.421

Topics in Astrophysics and Cosmology
Stellar evolution, including, in particular, stellar modelling,

main sequence stars, red giants and the end states of stars.

Introduction to general relativity, black holes and related

phenomena, big bang cosmology.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.220 , 75.361* and 75.362* or

permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.424*
Physics of Sensing and Imaging
Introduction to the physical basis of a selection of sensing

devices. Particular attention is paid to common features

such as noise, bandwidth, sensitivity and quantum limita-

tions. Examples are chosen from radar, remote sensing,

geophysical techniques of gravitational and magnetic sur-

veys, ultrasound and its use in medical imaging, computer
tomography, NMR imaging. The fundamentals of photogra-

phy and electronic imaging are also covered.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.427*
Modern Optics
Diffraction theory, coherence, Fourier optics, spatial filter-

ing; holography and its applications; laser theory: stimulated

emission, cavity optics, modes; gain and bandwidth; design

and characteristics of atomic and molecular gas lasers.

Prerequisites: Physics75.361*and 75.362* or permission

of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.437*
Electromagnetic Radiation

Electromagnetic wave propagation in a vacuum, dielectrics,

conductors, and ionized gases, reflection, refraction, polari-

zation at the plane boundary between two media;

waveguide and transmission line propagation; dipole and
quadrupole radiation fields; antenna systems. Electromag-

netic mass, radiation pressure. Tensor notation, transfor-

mation of the electromagnetic fields.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.338*, 75.381*, 75.387* and
75.388* (exceptfor Mathematics and Physics Double Hon-
ours students), or permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.447*
Statistical Physics
Equilibrium statistical mechanics and its relation to thermo-

dynamics. Maxwell-Boltzmann, Bose-Einstein and Fermi-

Dirac statistics are derived, and applied in appropriate

physical situations. Fluctuations. Kinetics and transport

processes, including the Boltzmann transport equation and

some of its applications.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.342*. 75.361*. 75.362*.
75.477* to be taken concurrently, or permission of the

Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.458*
Solid State Physics
An introduction to solid state physics. Topics include crystal

structure, phonons and lattice vibrations, conductors, semi-

conductors, insulators and superconductivity.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.36 1 and 75 .362* or permission

of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.462*
Particle Physics
Properties of leptons, quarks and hadrons. The fundamen-

tal interactions, conservation laws, invariance principles

and quantum numbers. Resonances in hadron-hadron in-

teractions. Three body phase space. Dalitz plots. Quark

model of hadrons, mass formulae. Weak interactions, parity

violation, decay of neutral kaons, CP violation, Cabibbo
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Theory.

j
Prerequisite: Physics 75.477* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75 .468

:
Nuclear Physics

I Ground state properties of nuclei, nuclear forces, nuclear

levels. Qualitative treatment of Fermi gas model, liquid drop

model, shell model and collective model. Alpha, beta and

gamma radioactivities. Fission. Passage of particles

through matter. Particle detectors. Elements of neutron

physics and nuclear reactors.

Prerequisites: Physics 75.361 and 75.362* or permission

of the Department.

; Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

j

Physics 75.477*
! Introduction to Quantum Mechanics I

This course concentrates mainly on the basic interpretative

I postulates of quantum mechanics. These fundamental con-

;

cepts are applied to simple one-dimensional problems, and

|

angular momentum theory.

: Prerequisites: Physics 75.362*. 75.387* and 75.388* or

i permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75.478*
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics II

Scattering theory and application; bound state problems;

approximation methods.

Prerequisite: Physics 75.477* or permission of the Depart-

ment.

Day division, Winter term: Lectures three hours a week.

Physics 75 .481*
Diffusion and Row Phenomena
Continuity equation; flow equations; diffusion of thermal

neutrons (collisional energy transfer, scattering probability,

statistical energy degradation); Fermi age-velocity theory;

fast neutron flow equation; thermal multiplication pile; criti-

cality criteria; solutions of flow and continuity equations:

neutron flow (moderation by graphite block). Also given as

Physics 75.553* (Reactor Physics I).

Prerequisites: Physics 75.381*, 75.387* and 75.388* or

permission of the Department.

Physics 75.487*
Computational Physics
The use and applicability of micro-, mini- and mainframe
computers for solving physics problems. Introduction to

computer architectures, operating systems and networks
commonly encountered In physics experiments or applica-

tions. Programming techniques, use of libraries and graph-
. ics packages, with emphasis on packages in current use in

I
major physics applications. Considerations of computer

> hardware, and interfacing computers to physics experi-

! ments. Statistical analysis, fitting and Monte Carlo methods,

i

with particular consideration to examples from particle

physics and medical physics. Problems in numerical analy-

i sis, differential equations, integration, etc., with emphasis
on methods used for solving problems from different areas

I
of physics.

!
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Physics 75.491*
I Special Topics In Physics
Each year, at the direction of the Department, a course on
a special topic may be offered.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Physics 75.497*
Fourth-Year Project

Same as Physics 75.499 exceptthat it extends overthe Fall

term only. (See Physics 75.499 for details.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division, Fall term: A minimum of six hours laboratory

or private study a week.

Physics 75.498*
Fourth-Year Project

Same as Physics 75.499 except that it extends over the

Winter term only. (See Physics- 75.499 for details.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division, Winter term: A minimum of six hours laboratory

or private study a week.

Physics 75.499

Fourth-Year Project

These are advanced projects of an experimental or theo-

retical nature with an orientation towards research. A written

progress report, by mid-term for Physics 75.497*,
75.498*, and by mid-year for Physics 75.499, must be
submitted to the student's supervisor prior to the last day
for withdrawal from the course. A written and an oral report

is required at the conclusion of the project.

Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.

Day division: A minimum of six hours laboratory or private

study a week.
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Loeb Building, Room 552
Telephone: 788-2644

B.Sc. Honours In Psychology

The Department of Psychology offers a program leading to

the Honours Bachelor of Science degree. Full details of the

Department's offerings may be found in the Faculty of

Social Sciences section of the Calendar beginning on p.

247. Required courses for the B.Sc. with Honours in Psy-

chology, in the sequence in which It is strongly suggested

they be taken, are as follows:

Graduation Regulations

In order to graduate, students must fulfil all University

graduation regulations (see p. 41) and all Faculty regula-

tions (see pp. 370-377), in addition to all departmental
regulations and requirements as set out above.

B.Sc. with Honours Psychology

First Year
1. Psychology 49.1 00 as Social Science Elective.

2. Mathematics 69.107* and 69.1 17*.

3. Two credits from Biology 61.100, Chemistry 65.100,

Geography 45.105 or Geology 67.100 or 67.105, Physics

75.1 01* and 75.102* or 75.105.

4. One additional credit from Science, Social Sciences or

Arts.

Second Year

1. Psychology 49.200.

2. One credit from Psychology 49.220*, 49.250* and

49.270*.

3. Mathematics 69.257* and 69.259* or 69.217* and
69.257*. (Psychology 49.300 may be substituted in Third

year, in which case the student must offer one credit above

first-year level in Biology, Mathematics, Chemistry or Phys-

ics chosen with approval of the Department of Psychology)

.

4. One credit from Arts and Social Sciences other than

Psychology.

5. One optional credit.

Third Year
(See Requirement 3, Second year)

1. One of Psychology 49.320, 49.350, 49.370, or49.380.

2. One of Psychology 49.220*, 49.250*. or 49 .270*. not

previously taken and 49.230*.

3. One elective credit in Psychology.

4. One credit in ArtsorSocialSciencesotherthan Psychol-

ogy-

5. One Science Continuation Credit (not Psychology) as

defined on pp. 373-374 of the Calendar.

Fourth Year
1. Psychology 49.497.

2. One credit in Psychology chosen from the following

Science Continuation courses: Psychology 49.321*,

49.322*, 49.323*. 49.324*. 49.325*. 49.326*.
49.327*. 49.356*. 49.372*. 49.375*. 49.401 *.

3. One elective credit in Psychology.

4. One credit above First-year level in Biology, Chemistry,

Geology, Mathematics or Physics.

5. One optional credit.
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Introduction

The subject areas and specific courses listed in this section

of the calendar include:

(a) courses supervised and/or administered by one of the

four undergraduate faculties, but which are available as

important areas of concentration to students registered in

programs offered by other faculties;

(b) courses offered by members of more than one disci-

pline or faculty available to all students (subject to restric-

tions outlined within the course descriptions themselves

and the regulations of the faculty in which the student is

registered);

(c) listings of courses offered by some or all of the faculties,

grouped together by the general subject area they address;

(d) a description of the services offered by the Centre for

Applied Language Studies;

(e) a list of courses given by specified departments that

are offered chiefly for students who are not registered in

programs in the department offering the course
— "Courses

for Non-Majors" pp. 461 -462.

Interdisciplinary Courses: Science

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-84, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Science 60.100

Science for Survival

The existence of life on earth is subject to the interplay

among a variety of scientific principles. This course is

designed to acquaint students in the Arts and Social Sci-

ences with selected aspects of our global environment. The
course will explore topics such as the earth's structure,

environmental and organic energy flow, climate patterns,

living and organic resources, showing how science has

produced and interpreted this knowledge and how new
ideas can be critically judged.

Not acceptable for credit in a Science program.

Day division: Lectures/demonstrations three hours a week.

Science 60.200

The Living Ecosphere
This course is designed to extend the experience of stu-

dents in the Arts and Social Sciences into the scientific way
of knowing our environment. Selected aspects of important

processes such as the flow of energy in sunlight, in living

organism and in our physical environment will be explored

.

Environmentally important chemicals will be used to reveal

the fundamental importance of chemical change in environ-

mental processes. The unity of energy, chemical matter

and living beings will be illustrated by exploration of basic

life processes. Three brief projects will be completed each

term outside class by a combination of observational/ex-

perimental data recording and literature study. Acceptable

only as a free elective in a Science program.

Prerequisite: Science 60.100 or two experimental science

OACs or one First-year university experimental science

course.

Day division: Lectures/demonstrations three hours a week
and project assignments.

Integrated Science Studies

The Integrated Science Studies (ISS) program offers un-

dergraduate students in the Faculty of Science, whose
academic aspirations cannot be satisfied within the con-
straints of one of the current programs, the opportunity to

develop their own individualized program of studies. This

program must be one which blends a concentration in

Science with a linked area of specialization in another

Faculty. A student who applies to the ISS program is asked

to describe the proposed program. After the proposal is

accepted by the Committee, the student will be admitted to

ISS to follow the program that has been approved. The
Committee monitors the progress of all ISS students. Both

an Honours program and a Major program are available for

ISS students. Additional information can be found in the

Faculty of Science listings. See pp. 423-424.

Technology, Society, Environment Studies

Our society increasingly faces problems requiring commu-
nication among specialists of different disciplines. This is at

least in part a result of increasing specialization of people

and jobs. The multidisciplinary problems raised by the

interaction of an industrial society with its environment, its

resource base, and its complex technical systems are

addressed by courses organized by the Technology, Soci-

ety, Environment Committee. These courses develop the

multidisciplinary perspective through problem units on top-

ics such as energy, the industrial revolution, pollution,

transportation, political regulation of technology, forecast-

ing of technological and social change, technological inno-

vation and arms control. Each course involves team
projects that bring together students working in different

disciplines. The courses are Technology, Society, Environ-

ment 59.300, 59.350*, 59.401 *, 59.402*. 59.403*.
59.404* and 59.405*. They are described on pp. 458-459.

Other Interdisciplinary Course Listings

See the entry for the Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies,

pp. 188-189.

Cognitive Science, B.A.

For information about the B.A. in Cognitive Science pro-

gram, see the entry for Cognitive Science, p. 1 12.

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies, B.A.

For information about the B.A. Directed Interdisciplinary

Studies program see the entry for the Institute for Interdis-

ciplinary Studies, pp. 182-1 83.

Environmental Studies, B.A.

For information about the B.A. Environmental Studies pro-

gram see the entry for Environmental Studies, pp. 178-1 80.
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Paterson Hall, Room 215

Telephone: 788-6613

Officers of the Centre

Director

Ian Pringle

Coordinator, English as a Second Language, Intensive

Programs
Wendy Magahay

Coordinator, English as a Second Language, Credit Pro-

grams
To be announced

Coordinator, Language Testing Unit

Janna Fox

Coordinator, Writing Tutorial Service

Janna Fox

Coordinator, Carieton University Writing Consultants

Janna Fox

Professor

Ian Pringle

Associate Professor

Devon Woods

Assistant Professors

Pat Currie

Lynne Young

Instructors

George Chouchani

Janna Fox

Catherine MacNeil

Trudy O'Brien

Renatade Pourbaix

Emi Sakamoto-Jog

English Language Teachers

Robert Ahad
Heidi Anderson
Maria Axler

Carol Be Ida
Ruth Brodie

Geri Dumouchelle
And! Gray
Margaret Kersten

Linda Lbrande
Adrienne Soucy
Petra Watzlawik-Li

Marilyn Weir
David Wood

Japanese Language Instructor

Emi Sakamoto-Jog

Korean Language Instructor

Hizung Matsuura

777a/ Language Instructor

To be announced

Hebrew Language Instructor

To be announced

Arabic Language Instructor

To be announced

Indonesian/Malaysian Language Instructor

Mui Lian Leduc

Vietnamese Language Instructor

Thu Tran

American Sign Language Instructor

To be announced

Cree Language Instructor

To be announced

General Information

The Centre for Applied Language Studies exists to foster

the development of activities in language teaching and

learning, including research and publication. The Centre

functions by providing links between those units that have

a service function in common, and co-ordinates activities in

language studies for specific and functional purposes.

The Centre comprises five units: English as a Second
Language, the Language Resource Unit, the Writing Tuto-

rial Service, Carieton University Writing Consultants, and
the Language Testing Unit.

In addition, the Centre assumes the responsibility for credit

courses in Mandarin Chinese, Thai, Japanese, Korean,

Arabic, Indonesian/Malaysian, Hebrew, Vietnamese, In-

digenous languages of Canada and American Sign Lan-

guage.

English as a Second Language

The English as a Second Language (E.S.L) Unit offers a

number of types of courses for students for whom English

is not the native language, including credit courses (see

course descriptions, pp. 72-73), and non-credit courses.

The non-credit courses are offered on a full-time basis (as

the Intensive Courses) or on a part-time basis (individual

courses related to specific language needs). In addition, the

E.S.L Unit develops and carries out specialized courses for

client groups based on their academic or professional

needs including the non-credit Diploma in English as a

Foreign Language: English Language and Methods for

International Teachers, and the non-credit Diploma in Eng-

lish for Business Communication.

The E.S.L Unit also engages in research activities related

to analysis of students' language needs, development of

methodologies and materials for teaching, and develop-

ment of methodologies and materials for self-directed

learning, and assessment of language activities through

testing.

Mandarin Language Instructor

Han Hongju
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Language Tasting Unit

The Language Testing Unit prepares and administers the

Carleton Academic English Language (CAEL) Assessment
and other placement and proficiency tests in English as a

Second Language for the Centre, administers the Michigan

(MELAB) test, conducts research and development activi-

ties in language testing, and offers a consultancy service

on language testing both within the University and outside.

Language Resource Unit

The Language Resource Unit houses the laboratory and

the language-laboratory-by-telephone system. It holds

audio, video and print materials for language learning. It

has facilities for specialized courses in many foreign lan-

guages which can meet special language requirements of

particular groups.

Writing Tutorial Service

The Writing Tutorial Service offers a flexible and multi-fac-

eted approach to the teaching of writing at the University.

The program consists of individualized tutorials, supple-

mentary workshops on style, mini-courses on the principles

of academic writing in general, and seminars on the finer

points of discipline-specific writing (such as the writing of

law essays and examinations). In addition, the service is

regularly called on to deal with special writing problems

arising in specific courses or disciplines by designing indi-

vidual ancillary programs in response to, and in consultation

with, the instructors in those disciplines. The service also

sponsors and conducts research on the acquisition, devel-

opment, and improvement of writing abilities in the univer-

sity context.

Carleton University Writing Consultants

Carleton University Writing Consultants is an extension of

the Writing Tutorial Service that provides teams of consult-

ants to diagnose writing problems in the workplace, analyze

patterns of written communication in the workplace, and

provide appropriate in-house writing instruction, usually on

an individualized tutorial basis.

Members of the Committee

Chair

Peeter Kruus (Chemistry and Technology, Society, Envi-

ronment Studies)

Members
A. Boykiw (Industrial Design)

J. Carson (Library)

W. Donner(Philosophy)
K. Kelly(Sociology and Anthropology)

W. Lawson (Business)

J. Neelin (Biology and Biochemistry)

W. Tupper (Earth Sciences)

P. van der Puije (Engineering)

Adjunct Professor

C.G. WkJstrand

General Information

It is becoming increasingly apparent that:

1. The future of the Western societies depends on their

ability to cope with the complex problems resulting from the

interactions of Technology, Society and the Environment

(TSE).

2. The effectiveness of the democratic political process is

contingent upon the perception and comprehension of

these phenomena by the electorate.

3. Because of the complexity and the wide range of the

problems involved, their understanding cannot be gained

through specialized education in traditional disciplines. A
multidisciplinary approach is required.

The multidisciplinary courses listed below, offered under

the direction of the TSE Studies Committee, seek to fulfil

this need. They are designed to provide students from all

faculties with a solid basis for understanding the major

problems of industrialized society, and with firsthand appre-

ciation through research project work, of the complexities

involved. The TSE courses are open to all students beyond

the First year; these courses are especially recommended
for students at the Third- and Fourth-year levels. Students

enrolled in three-year programs, however, who would like

to take these courses are encouraged to take TSE 59.300

in the Second year.

Students may also submit a coherent pattern of courses in

TSE Studies for a B.A. (Directed Interdisciplinary Studies),

in accordance with the procedures described for this de-

gree in the Calendar, pp. 182-183. Assistance in planning

such a pattern is available from members of the TSE
Committee.

Courses

Not all of the following courses are offered In a given

year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings

for 1993-04, please consult the Registration Instruc-

tions and Class Schedule booklet published In the

summer.

Technology, Society, Environment 59.300

Interactions In Industrial Society

A course intended to introduce students from all faculties
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to the study of the major problems of industrialized society.

Topics covered include: historical perspectives of technol-

ogy and industrialization, technology as a motive force in

history and as an element of culture, population growth,

i impact of technology on the natural environment (e.g.

I

climate, ecological balances), utilization of renewable and

non-renewable resources, current and potential future en-

ergy resources, modernization (especially with regard to

developing countries), technology as an agent of global

Integration. Much of the analysis is based on case studies.

Group workshops are a major part of the course and are

given considerable weight in the final grading. A number of

lecturers from within and outside the University will partici-

pate.

Precludes additional credit for TSE 59.350*.

Prerequisite: Registration in Second- or higher-year or

equivalent.

Day division: Lectures and workshops three hours a week.

Technology, Society, Environment 59.350*
Interactions In Industrial Society

Identical to TSE 59.300, but without participation in group

workshops.

Precludes additional credit for TSE 59.300.

Technology, Society, Environment 59.401*
Technology and Society: Assessment
The course examines the complexities and practice of

evaluating the relationship and impact of technology on

society and the physical environment. Specific topics in-

clude: risk analysis; cost-benefit analysis; regulation of

technology; retrospective assessment of projects; neces-

sary aspects of an assessment project; examples of tech-

nology assessments. A project in the last portion of the

course comprises a significant portion of the course work.

A number of lecturers from government and the University

will participate.

Prerequisite: Registration in Third- or higher-year or equiva-

lent.

Evening division: Lectures and workshops three hours a

week.

Technology, Society, Environment 59.402*
Technology and Society: Forecasting

The objective of the course is to introduce the participants

to the forecasting methods that are used in government and
industry. Topics are also covered that should indicate how
an activity such as forecasting tits into the context of

Industrial society. Roughly half the time in the course is

used to present various methods used In forecasting: trend

analysis, Delphi techniques, normative forecasting, sce-

nario development, and modelling. These methods are

iustrated by In-class projects and a major group forecast-

ing project. This coverage of methods is interspersed with

discussion of related topics, such as: successes (and fail-

ures) of forecasts in history, science fiction writers as
forecasters, ideological views of forecasting and the future,

analysis of the processes of invention and innovation, and
technology policy. A significant number of guest lecturers

are involved in the course.

Prerequisite: Registration inThird-orhigher-yearorequiva-
lent.

Evening division: Lectures and workshops three hours a
week.

Technology, Society, Environment 59.403*
Technology and Society: Innovation
The course examines the process of technological and
social innovation, with special emphasis on the Canadian
context. Specific topics include: historical examples of in-

novation; the relation of technological and social innovation

to economic development; analysis of the steps in innova-

tion; impact of innovation on employment; impediments to

and incentives for innovation in Canada. A number of

lecturers from industry, government and the University will

participate in the course. A significant portion of the final

grade will be based on the results of group research pro-

jects.

Prerequisite: Registration in Third- or higher-year or equiva-

lent.

Evening division: Lectures and seminars three hours a

week.

Technology, Society, Environment 59.404*
Technology and Society: Arms Control

The course examines various aspects involved in the con-

trol of armaments. Topics covered in the course include:

the history of armaments and arms control treaties; current

military arsenals; performance of weapons, including bac-

teriological and chemical; development, manufacture and
trade of armaments; conversion of military industries to

civilian; military use of space; sociology of conflict; views of

religions on warfare; negotiating tactics in disarmament;

technological innovation vs weapon control; availability of

information regarding armament; verification of arms trea-

ties; effect of the arms race on less-developed nations. A
number of lecturers from the University and outside organi-

zations will participate in the course. A major part of the final

grades will be based on group projects.

Prerequisite: Registration in Third- or higher-year or equiva-

lent.

Evening division: Lectures and seminars three hours a

week.

Technology, Society, Environment 59.405*
Technology and Society: Information

The course is designed to develop participant under-

standing of the nature of information: its electronic creation,

manipulation, communication and storage; its effects on

individuals and social groups; and directions for research

and social action . Various Canadian automated information

system applications are introduced, with emphasis on user

contexts. Perspectives include aspects such as: human-
computer interfacing; the information society; changing
communication networks brought about by the electronic

revolution; business/organizational structures; the com-
moditization of information and market control; the control

of information access; intellectual property and freedom of

information; privacy and the control of truth. Some of the

lectures are given by government and industry experts in

the Ottawa area. The course includes a group project,

individual assignments, and a final examination.

Prerequ isite : Reg istration in Th ird- or higher-yea r o r equ iva-

lent.

Evening division: Lectures and workshops three hours a

week.

Other Rotated Courses

Other courses related to the TSE area offered by various

departments and schools within the University are listed for

the convenience of students. Detailed course descriptions

are given under the appropriate faculty or department.

Please note that all prerequisite conditions prescribed for

these courses must be met.

Architecture

76.105* Architectural Thought and Contemporary Soci-

ety
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76.302* History of Canadian Architecture

76.318* Design of Cities

76.319* Theory of City Form
76.423* Society and Shelter

77.1 13* Structures in Architecture

77.1 35* The Nature and Behaviour of Materials

77.300* Lighting for Architecture

78.340* City Organization and Planning Processes
78.350* The Development of Human Shelter

Biology

61.192* Natural History

61 .216* Human Genetics and Evolution

61 .262* Ecology in Architecture

61 .391 * Biology in Society

61.393* Biology and Development of Renewable Re-
sources

61 .430* Topics in Applied Environmental Microbiology

Chemistry

65.103* The Chemistry of Food, Health and Drugs
65.280* Environmental Chemistry

Classics

13.235 Ancient Science and Technology

Economics
43.100 Introduction to Economics
43.363* Introduction to Economic Development
43.365* The Economics of Planning

43.385* The Economics of Natural Resources

Engineering

82.433* Urban Planning (also Geography 45.433*)
82.334* Transportation (also Geography 45.434*)

English Language and Literature

18.207 Literature and the Sciences

Environmental Science

62.1 50* Environmental Science Seminar

Film Studies

19.333 Film and Society

Geography
45.102* Geographic Analysis of Contemporary Issues:

Environment, Economy and Resource Use
45.21 1 * Physical Basis of Environmental Management
45.220* Geography of the Global Economy
45.230* The Cultural Landscape
45.231 * Conflict and Accord in the Modern World

45.329* Sustainable Development and Third World Envi-

ronments.

45.330* Sustainable Development in Sub-Saharan Africa

45.333* Municipal Land-Use Planning in Canada
45.334* Renewable Resource Planning in a Local Area
45.351* Northern Lands
45.404* Environmental Impact Assessment
45.405* Field Studies in Environmental Assessment
45.445* Land Resource Use

24.254

24.421

Law
51 .205

Introduction to the History of Women
Science and Technology in the Canadian Expe-

rience

Introduction to Public Law
51.305* Law and Regulation

51.325* Consumer Law
51 .355* Law Reform and the Protection of Life

51 .380* Law of Environmental Quality

51 .465* Contemporary Issues in Public International Law

Mass Communication

27.111 Introduction to Mass Communication
27.211 The Mass Media in Modem Society

27.343* Communication Technology and Culture

Philosophy

32.184* Introduction to Environmental Ethics

32.200 Science and the Human
32.284* Environments, Technology and Values

32.332* Issues in the Philosophy of Science

32.333* Science and the Structure of Society

Physics

75.291 * Physics of the Environment I

75.292* Physics of the Environment II

Political Science

47.306* Social Power in Canadian Politics

47.367* Canadian Defence Policy

47.403* Politics and the Media
47.416* Labour and the Canadian State

Psychology

49.210* Introduction to Social Psychology

Sociology and Anthropology
54.206* Cultural Adaptations and the Environment

53.251* Introduction to Population Studies

56.253* Introduction to Human Ecology

53.254* Urban Sociology

53.260* Community
54.333* Economic Anthropology

54.335* The Prehistory of Human Settlement

53.339* Society and Shelter

53.346* Industrial Sociology

53.351 Methods of Population Analysis

56.360 Development and Social Change
53.440* Environment, Ideology and Social Policy

53.380 Social Policy

53.451* Workshop in Demography/Human Ecology

Women's Studies

09.492* Women, Science and Technology

Geology
67.100 Introduction to Geoscience
67.238* Earth, Resources and Society

History

24.221 Roots of Scientific Thought
24.234 Canadian Social History

24.239* Canadian Urban History
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The courses that appear in the following list are available

to students specializing in other disciplines. This section is

intended to assist students to find courses of interest, which

would otherwise be difficult to locate in the Calendar.

Descriptions for these courses are contained in the appro-

priate departmental section.

Art History

11.115* Art as Visual Communication

Arts and Social Sciences

(Interdisciplinary)

04.1 01 Introduction to Cognitive Science

04.201 History of Cognitive Science

Biology

61.192* Natural History

61.216* Human Genetics and Evolution

61 .393* Biology and Development of Renewable

Resources

Business

42 .1 01 Princples of Financial Accounting

42.102* Management Accounting

42.210* Management and Organizational Behaviour

Canadian Studies

12.1 00 Introduction to Canadian Studies

Chemistry

65.1 03* The Chemistry of Food, Health and Drugs

i.1 07 The Chemistry of Art and Artifacts

65.231 Analytical Chemistry

65.280* Environmental Chemistry

Classics

13.209

13.231

13.235

13.300

Greek and Roman Literary Genres
Methods and Techniques of Archaeology

Ancient Science and Technology

Classical Mythology

Comparative Literature

17501 Twentieth-Century Masterpieces of Literature:

Production and Response
17.361 Studies in Literary Genres
17.401 Foundations of Comparative Literature

17.402 Theories of Literature

Computer Science

95.1 00* Introduction to Computers for the Humanities

95.101* Introduction to Computers for the Social Sci-

ences
95 . 1 03* Introduction to Scte ntiflc Computing

95 .1 40* Introduction to Computers for Business Students

95.1 85* Introduction to Discrete Structures

Economics
43201* Introduction to Microeconomic Theory and

Analysis

43211* Introduction to Macroeconomic Theory and
Analysis

English Language and Literature

18.1 00 English Authors from Chaucer to T.S. Eliot

18.101 Eng lish and Co ntine ntal Texts

18.105 Writing and Language
18.206 Children's Literature

18.208 Myth and Symbol
18.268 Forms and Conventions of the Cinema
18.291 Poetry Workshop

18.292 Women and Literature

18.296 The Writer, Literature and Society

French

20 . 1 00 Eleme ntary Fre nch

20.101 Introductory Immersion French

20.102 Intermediate French (A)

20.103 Intermediate French (B)

20.106* Reading French

20.107 Intermediate Immersion French

20.1 08 Advanced French for Non-Majors

20.1 10 Advanced French for Journalism Students

20.151 French-Canadian Literature

20.152 French Literature

20.206* Advanced Reading French

20.209 Techniques de I'expression orale et ecrite pour

Non-majors

Geology
67.383* Gemology

German
22.115 Introductory German
22.1 18 Reading German
22.120 Intensive Introductory German
22.205 Intermediate German A
22.206 Intermediate German B
22.209* Spoken German
22.210* Written German

History

24.1 02 The World in the Twentieth Century

24.130 Modem Canada

Italian

26.1 00 Introductory Italian

26.1 01 Introduction to Italian I

26.102* Introduction to Italian II

26.200 Intermediate Italian

26.206* Italian Conversation

26.260 Introduction to Italian Culture

26.300 Advanced Italian

26.303* Italian Grammar
26.362 The Italian Heritage in North America
26.403* Translation

Law
51.100 Introduction to Legal Studies

Mathematics and Statistics

69.1 04* Calculus for Engineering and Computer Science

Students

69.1 07* Elementary Calculus I

69.1 09* Calculus: with Applications to Business and Eco-

nomics

69.114* Linear Algebra for Engineering and Computer
Science Students

Linear Algebra I

Algebra: with Applications to Business and Eco-

nomics
69.141* Gambling I

69.142* Gambling II

Introduction to Discrete Structures

Intermediate Calculus

Intermediate Mathematics

Introduction to Statistical Analysis

Probability Models

Business Statistics I

69.267* Business Statistics II

69.352* Probability and Statistics

69.117*
69.119*

69.185*
69.201

69.202

69.250

69.265*
69.266*
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69.375* Mathematical Methods I

69 .376* Mathematical Methods II

Music
30.1 00 Introduction to the Music of Western Civilization

30.115 Elementary Materials of Music

Physics

75 . 1 90 Introd uctio n to Astro nomy
75.291 * Physics of the Environment I

75.292* Physics of the Environment II

75.301* Advanced Physics Laboratory for Non-Physics

Science Students

75.302* Advanced Physics Laboratory for Non-Physics

Science Students

Religion

34.1 02* Introduction to the Literature of the Hebrew Bible

(Old Testament)

34.1 03* Introduction to New Testament Literature

34.1 05* Introduction to the Hindu Tradition

34.1 06* Introduction to the Buddhist Tradition

34.107* Christianity

34.1 08* Introduction to Judaism and the Jewish People

34.1 09* Introduction to Islam

34.202 Interpretations of Religion

34203* Women in Religious Traditions

Russian/Ukrainian

36.116 Introductory Ukrainian

36.216 Advanced Ukrainian

36.291* Twentieth-Century East-European Literature in

English Translation

36.360* Special Topic: Dostoevsky to Chekhov (in Eng-

lish Translation)

36.361 Special Topic: The Revolution and After (in Eng-

lish Translation)

36 .390 Slavic Language Tutorial

Science (Interdisciplinary)

60.1 00 The Living Planet

60.200 The Living Ecosphere

Social Work
52.1 00 Introduction to Social Work and Social Welfare

Spanish

38.115 Introductory Spanish

38.120 Intensive Introductory Spanish

38.203 Intermediate Spanish

38.204 Intensive Intermediate Spanish

Technology, Society, Environment Studies

59.300 Interactions in Industrial Society

59.350* Interactions in Industrial Society

59.401 * Technology and Society: Assessment
59.402* Technology and Society: Forecasting

59.403* Technology and Society: Innovation

59.404* Technology and Society: Arms Control

59.405* Technology and Society: Information
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Awards and Financial Assistance

Awards for Academic Excellence

Medals

777© Governor-General's Medal-Bachelor Degree Program
Awarded annually to the graduating student with the high-

est academic standing in a Bachelor degree program.
Donor: His Excellency the Governor General of Canada.
Established 1 952.

777e Chancellor's Medal
Awarded annually in the name of the Chancellor of the

University to a graduating student of outstanding academic
achievement.

777© Presidents Medal
Awarded annually in the name of the President of the

University to the student with the highest standing in a pass

program of studies.

University Medals
Awarded annually, when merited, to the graduating stu-

dents standing highest in Arts, Social Sciences, Science,

Engineering, Architecture, Commerce, Computer Science,

Journalism, Industrial Design, interfaculty studies, Music

and Public Administration. Established 1949.

Senate Medals
Awarded, when merited, to graduating students of out-

standing academic achievement. Established 1952.

Lieutenant-Governor's Medal in Architecture

Awarded annually, when merited, to the student standing

at the head of the graduating class in Architecture. Estab-

lished 1979.

Undergraduate Entrance and In -Course Scholarships

Carleton University awards scholarships tenable at the

University, in the Fall/Winter session of the year of offer, to

entrance and in-course full-time undergraduate students

who have demonstrated a high potential for university

studies. The intention of the scholarship policy is to recog-

nize, attract and provide incentives for excellence. The total

value of the scholarship or scholarships awarded is deter-

mined by the students most recent academic standing.

The following entrance scholarships will be offered in 1993-

94:

Four Chancellor's scholarships with a total possible value

of $20,000 over four years, ($5,000 a year). The scholar-

ship may be continued each year of full-time enrolment,

provided the student maintains A standing. These scholar-

ships require an application, which must be completed and
returned to the Awards Office by May 14. Priority will be

given to academic performance, but the committee will also

consider the applicant's other interests and activities during

secondary school. Recipients of the Chancellor's scholar-

ships are precluded from receiving a Faculty Scholarship.

Students may be offered the following scholarships pro-

vided that a complete application for admission has been
received by the University's Office of Admissions and Aca-

demic Records directly or through the Ontario Universities

Application Centre by June 15:

Four Faculty Scholarships with a total possible value of

$12,000 over four years ($3,000 a year). The scholarship

may be continued each year of full-time enrolment, pro-

vided the student maintains Astanding. These scholarships

are offered to the top student entering the Faculty of A
the Faculty of Engineering, the Faculty of Science and th

Faculty of Social Sciences.

Fifty scholarships with a total possible value of $8,000 ov
four years ($2,000 a year). The scholarship may be contj

ued for three years of full-time enrolment, provided th

student maintains A standing.

Four hundred scholarships with a total possible value ol

$6,000 over four years ($1,500 a year). The scholarship

may be continued for three years of full-time enrolment,

provided the student maintains A standing.

Five hundred scholarships with a total possible value ol

'

$4,000 overfouryears ($1000 ayear). The scholarship may
be continued for three years of full-time enrolment, provided

the student maintains A standing.

Fifteen awards valued at $500 for the entrance year only,

to be given to the top students entering Carleton from high

schools in the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton,

This award will be in addition to any other the student may
receive from Carleton. Recipients of the Chancellor's and
Faculty Scholarships are precluded from receiving these i

awards.

All in-course students and all graduating students who meet
the academic requirements for the awarding of University

in-course scholarships will be named to the Deans' Honour
IJst for every year in which they qualify.

University in-course scholarships (based on full- or part-

time study) will be awarded on the following conditions:

1. The student must be enrolled in a degree program at

the time of selection;

2. The student will not be offered a scholarship beyond the

Fourth year of study (Fifth in Architecture);

3. A minimum 1 0.0 grade-point average is required;

4. The grade points of all credits taken in the period

considered for the scholarship will be used to calculate the

grade -point average;

5. No F, FNS or Abs will be acceptable during the period :

considered for the scholarship;

6. No grades achieved through a grade-raising examina-

tion will be considered;

7. Each summer, the Selection Subcommittee will deter-

mine the value of the scholarships to be awarded for each
grade-point average; and

8. Students in the Co-operative Education stream and the

Industrial Experience program will not draw upon scholar-
j

ship funds for a work period. On returning to full-time

studies they will come under scholarship provisions.

Full-time Students:

1. The definition of a full-time student is a student who
|

registers in a minimum of four credits during the Fall/Winter

Session.

2. Scholarships will be based on all credits taken in the
j

12-month period May to April.

3. In order to hold the scholarship, the student must be

returning to Carleton as a full-time undergraduate student.

Part-time Students:

1. The definition of a part-time student is a student who
registers in fewer than four. credits during the Fall/Winter

Session.
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2. Candidates will be considered for scholarships based

on the average of all credits (minimum of four) taken in the

past 24 month period (May - April). However, if the candi-

date was awarded a scholarship the previous spring, a

minimum of four new credits must be considered for the

new scholarship; the same credit may not be used twice for

scholarship consideration.

3. The student must be continuing at Carieton in his or her

undergraduate degree program.

Note:

Since the income from funds may vary from year to year,

the values shown for scholarships, awards and bursaries

may change.

Scholarships and Awards by Programs

Scholarships and awards of varying amounts, which are of

interest to students in specific programs, are listed below:

Architecture

Michael Russell Coote Memorial Award
Jack Deutsch Memorial Masonry Award
The Education Foundation of the Federation of Chinese

Canadian Professionals of Ontario Entrance Scholarship

The Education Foundation of the Federation of Chinese
Canadian Professionals of Ontario Scholarship

Ontario Association of Architects Awards
Randell Stanton Memorial Book Prize

Page and Steele School of Architecture Scholarship

Jacques and Helene Sabourin Memorial Scholarship

Arts

A. Andras Memorial Grant

Award of the Embassy of Austria (German)
Jack Barwick and Douglas Duncan Memorial Scholarship

in Art History

Jack Barwick and Douglas Duncan Memorial Scholarship

in Music

Claude Brunelle Memorial Scholarship (Soviet and East
European Studies)

Landen Dominic Burnett Memorial Award (Art History)

The Colonel John By Award for History

Carieton Beaverbrook Awards for Freedom of the Press
(History)

CHEZ-FM Research Award (s) in Mass Communication
Coulson Memorial Scholarship (Classics)

Bertha F. Davis Award in Religion

Department of French Awards
Awards of the Embassy of France (French)

Awards of the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many (German)
Fitzroy Township Historical Society Scholarship

Richard Glover Scholarship (History)

Louis and Miriam Goldstein Book Award in Judaic Studies

(Religion)

Peter Gerard Harris Memorial Award (Mass Communica-
tion)

Sara Helen Parry Hughes Travel Award (Spanish)

Award of the High Commission of India (Religion)

Allama Mohammad Iqbal Award (Religion)

Award of the Embassy of Italy (Italian)

George Johnston Poetry Award (English)

Eldon Kaye Memorial Scholarship (French)
Marston LaFrance Memorial Award in English

David Carton MacDonald Memorial Award (English)

Macdonab Club Awards in Music

R.L. McDougall Award in English

Macedonian Association of Ottawa Scholarship in Greek
Studies

Music Award
Jayashree A. Nagpur Memorial Award (English)

National Council of Jewish Women of Canada Award (Re-

ligion)

Bettina Oppenheimer Memorial Scholarship in Music
Ordine Italo-Canadese Scholarship (Italian)

Robert E. Osborne Award (Religion)

Ottawa Muslim Women's Auxiliary Award (Religion)

Ottawa Women's Canadian Club Scholarship (Canadian
Studies)

Award of the Government of Quebec for Excellence in the

Study of French

Rogers Communications Award in Mass Communication
Award of the Embassy of Russia

Department of Russian Undergraduate Award
Samuel Sair Canadian Jewish History Prize

Award of the Embassy of Spain (Spanish)

Randell Stanton Memorial Book Prize (English)

Barbara Sudall Book Prize (English)

Award of the Ambassador of Switzerland to Canada
(French, German, Italian)

Michael Thompson Scholarship in English

Underbill Prize (History)

Wikjar Memorial Award in English

Gordon J. Wood Scholarships in English

Susan Joan Wood Memorial Scholarship (English)

Hume Wrong Scholarship (History)

YTV Canada Inc. Youth & Television Award (Mass Com-
munication)

Business

Victor S. Castledine Scholarship

Certified General Accountants Association of Ontario

Award for Excellence

Deloitte & Touche Scholarships

Ernst & Young Award
Lil Fallis Scholarship

Manufacturers Life Scholarship in Business

D.F. McKechnie Award in Accounting

National Capital Harvard Business School Alumni Club
Book Prize

James Nolan Memorial Award
Stewart G. Paul Memorial Award
Peat Marwick Thome Scholarships

Charles Pinhey Award
Lawrence Segal Memorial Fund
Women's Business Network Association of Ottawa Schol-

arship

Computer Science

Bull Scholarship

CIPS Ottawa Section Scholarship

Jamie Corbet Memorial Award
Andrew S. Haydon Scholarship

National Capital Harvard Business School Alumni Club
Book Prize

Derek Rymerson Scholarship

David A. Thomas Scholarship in Computer Science
Goldie Wilkinson Scholarship

Engineering

Adjeleian Allen Rubeli Prize

AFCEA Scholarship

American Society for Metals Award in Engineering

Association of Professional Engineers' Scholarships

Joseph and Yvonne Bulger Scholarship in Engineering
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Dr. John H. Chapman Memorial Prize in Communications
Engineering.

The City of Ottawa Memorial Engineering Scholarship

Consulting Engineers of Ontario Scholarship

CSME Gold Medal
W.R. Davis Engineering Scholarship

Digital Equipment of Canada Limited Award of Merit

Engineering Institute of Canada Award
Gandalf Scholarship

Golder Associates Award
Krishnakumar Gopalan Memorial Scholarship

Andrew S. Haydon Scholarship

Kipling Award
Roderick C. McDonald Memorial Scholarship in Engineer-

ing

McNaughton Scholarship

National Capital Harvard Business School Alumni Club

Book Prize

Ontario Hydro Electronics Engineering Award
City of Ottawa Memorial Engineering Scholarship

Ottawa Construction Association Award
Dr. C. Stewart Parsons Scholarship in Engineering

The Robert Pickard Scholarship in Environmental Engi-

neering

Planning and Construction Department of Carle ton

University's Award in the Building Sciences

James H. Rattray Memorial Scholarship

Rolls-Royce Scholarship

Eric Sigurdson Award
The William John Stauffer Memorial Bursary in Electrical

Engineering

Vered Foundation Scholarships

Industrial Design

Michael Elmarson Award
George A. Lynn Memorial Scholarship

Purvins Memorial Award
Sartor Memorial Award

Journalism

John E. Bird Memorial Scholarship

Domtar Inc. Scholarship in Journalism

Wilfrid Eggleston Award in Journalism

Bob Farquharson Memorial Award in Journalism

The Education Foundation of the Federation of Chinese
Canadian Professionals of Ontario Scholarship

Blair Fraser Memorial Award for Journalism Graduates
Margaret Graham Award
Investigative Journalism Prize

Mitch Jacobson Memorial Award in Photojournalism

Judith Johansen Memorial Award
Journalism Writing Style Book Award
Charles Lazarus Scholarship

National Capital Harvard Business School Alumni Club

Book Prize

Marjorie Nichols Memorial Award
Ottawa Citizen Scholarship in Journalism

Peter Reilly Scholarship

Rogers Communications Award in Television Journalism

Herman and Zelda Roodman Award in Journalism

Kenneth F. Smith Memorial Award in Journalism

Richard R. Snell Memorial Award in Journalism

Thomson Award for Reporting

Vistas Scholarship

Kenneth R. Wilson Memorial Award for Journalism Gradu-
ates

Phyllis Wilson Award in Journalism

Science

Anachemia Scholarship in Chemistry
Motoshi Asano Memorial Scholarship in Chemistry
Paul R. Beesack Memorial Scholarship in Mathematics
Berke Scholarship in Chemistry
Dr. M. Ralph Berke Award in Chemistry
Director's Award in Biochemistry

Charles Anthony Blundell Betts Memorial Scholarship in

Physics

J. P. Bickell Foundation Scholarships (Geology)

Award of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

(Ottawa Branch)

The Canadian Society for Chemistry Medal
Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists Undergraduate
Student Award
Society of Chemical Industry Award
Chevron Canada Resources Limited Scholarship in Geol-

ogy
Catherine Daumery Memorial Award for Botanical Collec-

tion

Dr. Reginald T. Elworthy Award in Chemistry
E. Alison Rood Award in Physical Chemistry
GAC-MAC Undergraduate Scholarship in Earth Sciences
Ian H. Griffith Memorial Scholarships

Simon Guest Memorial Book Prize (Geology)

Trevor A. Harwood Memorial Award
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Calculator Award
E.P. (Ted) Hincks Memorial Scholarship in Physics

E. P. Hincks Award of the Institute of Particle Physics

J.M. Holmes Entrance Scholarship in Chemistry
Professor James M. Holmes Scholarship in Chemistry

Janet M. Holmes Memorial Scholarship (Chemistry)

Dr. Harry Katznelson Memorial Scholarship (Biology)

Department of Mathematics and Statistics Entrance Award
Betty Nesbitt Memorial Award in Biology

H.H.J. Nesbitt Scholarship in Biology

F.K. North Award in Geology
Ottawa Section of the Petroleum Society of CIM Annual
Award
R.L. Rosenberg Memorial Scholarship in Mathematics
Richard J. Semple Memorial Award in Mathematics
L.N. Wadlin Scholarship in Mathematics
Elizabeth White Memorial Award for Zoological Collection

Donald R. Wiles Scholarship in Chemistry

Morley E. Wilson Scholarship (Geology)

Social Sciences

Mrs. George S. Abbott Memorial Award in Law
The Honourable Walter Baker Memorial Scholarship in

Political Science

Bank of Nova Scotia, Carieton University Branch Award in

Commercial Law
Professor T.N. Brewis Scholarship in Applied Economics
CCH Canadian Limited Award in Taxation

Carswell Company Book Award in Public Law
Victor S. Castledine Scholarship (Economics or Business)

CHEZ-FM Research Award(s) in Sociology and Anthropol-

ogy
Communications Law Prize

Scholarship in Comparative Economics

Economics Essay Prize

Economics Scholarship

Economics Society Award
Elizabeth's Award in Family Law
Randall Geehan Memorial Scholarship in Quantitative Eco-

nomics

Mr. and Mrs. Louis L. Goldstein Book Award in Law
R.A. MacKay Award in Political Science

Betty Nesbitt Memorial Award in Biology
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Oxford University Press Award in Law
Prince Memorial Achievement Award (Economics)

R.L. Rosenberg Memorial Scholarship in Mathematics

Celia Ruygrok Memorial Scholarship (Criminology and

Criminal Justice)

Richard J. Semple Memorial Award in Mathematics

Vered Foundation Scholarship (Political Science)

Jessie and Wreford Watson Award in Geography

R.A. Wendt Book Prize (Psychology)

Hume Wrong Scholarship (Political Science)

Undergraduate In-Course Scholarships for Part-Time

Students

Undergraduate University Scholarships

University Women's Club of Ottawa Scholarships

Undergraduate Scholarships and Awards

Mrs. George S. Abbott Memorial Award In Law
Value $1 00. To be awarded annually for proficiency in Law
courses taken at Carleton University to a student planning

to enter law school. Donor: Sons of Mrs. Abbott. Estab-

lished 1 968 in memory of Mrs. George S. Abbott. Revised

1989.

Addison-Wesley Award in Law
A prize of ten Addison-Wesley titles awarded annually, on

the recommendation of the Department of Law, to a deserv-

ing student in a combined program of study, one of the

disciplines of which is law. Donor: Addison-Wesley Publish-

ers Limited. Established 1 984.

Adjeleian Allen Rubeli Prize
1 Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Civil Engineering, to the students sub-

mitting the best and second best Fourth-year engineering

project. Donor: Adjeleian Allen Rubeli & Associates. En-

dowed 1 989.

AFCEA Scholarship

Value $500. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Faculty of Engineering, to an outstanding student en-

tering the Third or Fourth year of the Electrical or Computer
Systems Engineering programs. Donor: Armed Forces

Communications and Electronics Association (AFCEA)
Ottawa Chapter. Established 1990.

American Society for Metals Award in Engineering

Value $100. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

with an interest in materials engineering. Donor: Ottawa
Valley Chapter, American Society for Metals. Established

1951. Revised 1984.

Anachemia Scholarship in Chemistry
Value $250. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Department of Chemistry, to an outstanding student

proceeding from the First to Second year of the Honours
Chemistry and Physics, Chemistry and Geology, or Bio-

chemistry program. Donor: Anachemia Canada Inc. Estab-

lished 1990.

A. Andras Memorial Grant

To support the cost of a research project or paper under-

! taken by an undergraduate or graduate student attending

Carleton University. This grant is awarded in alternate

i years for a research project in one of the following areas:

(a) Jewish studies; (b) trade union history or the demo-

i

cratic socialist movement in Canada. Endowed 1972 in

memory of the late Mr. A. Andras, a member of Carleton's

Board of Governors. Revised 1978.

Motoshi Asano Memorial Scholarship in Chemistry

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of Chemistry to a student in a Chemistry program.

Preference shall be given to a full-time student in physical

spectroscopy. Donated by the Asano family of Kobe, Ja-

pan, in memory of their son, Motoshi Asano, who received

his Ph.D. in physical chemistry at Carleton in 1983, and who
tragically lost his life in a mountain climbing accident two

months later. Endowed 1984.

Medal of the Association of Professional Engineers (On-

tario)

Awarded annually, when merited, to the graduating student

standing highest in Engineering. Established 1961.

Association of Professional Engineers' Entrance Scholar-

ships

Value $1,200. Two scholarships are awarded annually to

students of high proficiency who are entering the Engineer-

ing program at Carleton University from high school. Donor:

the Ontario Professional Engineers' Foundation for Educa-

tion. Established 1961 . Revised 1989, 1991

.

Association of Professional Engineers' Scholarships

Value $600 each. Four scholarships are awarded annually

to Engineering students of high proficiency proceeding from

one year of program to another in Carleton University.

Donor: The Ontario Professional Engineers' Foundation for

Education. Established 1961 . Revised 1989, 1991

.

Award of the Embassy of Austria

For excellence in the study of German, a book award is

offered annually by the Austrian Embassy in Canada. Es-

tablished 1960.

The Honourable Walter Baker Memorial Scholarship in

Political Science

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of Political Science to one or more students finishing

the Third year of an Honours program. The selection will

be made on the basis of high academic standing, with

consideration given to demonstrated political leadership or

involvement in politics. This scholarship is given in memory
of the Honourable Walter Baker, P.C., Q.C., M.P., B.A., a
distinguished graduate of Carleton University. Endowed in

1 984 by friends of the Honourable Walter Baker.

Frederick William Baldwin Scholarship

Awarded annually to outstanding students entering or pro-

ceeding from one year of program to another at Carleton

University. Donor: Estate of Frederick William Baldwin.

Endowed 1983.

Bank ofNova Scotia, Carleton University Branch, Award in

Commercial Law
Value $100. Awarded annually to a student with high

standing in courses in the Commercial Law field. Donor: the

Bank of Nova Scotia, Carleton University Branch. Estab-

lished 1980.

F. Luella Barrigar Scholarships

Awarded annually to students entering Carleton University

or proceeding from one year of program to another. Some
preference shall be given to students with an interest in

music. These scholarships are provided through the be-

quest of the late Miss F. Luella Barrigar, a teacher of music

at the Ottawa Teachers' College. Donor: The late F. Luella

Barrigar. Endowed 1981.
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Jack Barwick and Douglas Duncan Memorial Scholarship

for Art History

Awarded annually to a student or students in the Art History

program. The Director of the School for Studies in Art and
Culture and faculty members of the Art History program are

to decide each year on the most appropriate disbursement

of the award. Donor: Mrs. J.P. Barwick. Endowed 1972.

Revised 1992.

Jack Barwick and Douglas Duncan Memorial Scholarship

for Music
Awarded annually to a student or students in the Music

program. The Director of the School for Studies in Art and
Culture and faculty members of the Music program are to

decide each year on the most appropriate disbursement of

the award. Donor: Mrs. J.P. Barwick. Endowed 1972. Re-

vised 1992.

Paul R. Beesack Memorial Scholarship in Mathematics

A scholarship and book prize awarded annually to the

student, continuing to the Second year of an Honours

Program in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics,

with the highest combined standing in the required (full-

credit) mathematics courses of First year. Endowed in 1986

by the family, friends and academic colleagues of the late

Paul R. Beesack, an outstanding analyst, who served this

University, his department and his discipline with excel-

lence.

Berke Scholarship in Chemistry

Awarded annually to an outstanding student proceeding to

the Second year of an Honours Chemistry program. Donor:

Dr. and Mrs. M. Ralph Berke. Endowed 1981

.

Dr. M. Ralph Berke Award in Chemistry

The yield of a $500 fund is awarded each year, if merited,

on the recommendation of the Department of Chemistry for

a prize to be awarded to an outstanding student majoring

in chemistry proceeding from the Second to the Third year

of the degree program. Donor: Dr. M. Ralph Berke. En-

dowed 1 956.

Charles Anthony Blundell Betts Memorial Scholarship in

Physics

Awarded annually, if merited, to a student of high profi-

ciency in Physics, entering or continuing in Physics Hon-

ours or in the Major program, in the Second or subsequent

years of the degree program. Donors: Mr. and Mrs. Oliver

Betts, Birmingham, England, in memory of their son, Char-

les Anthony Blundell Betts. Endowed 1 964.

Dr. Thomas Betz Memorial Award
Awarded annually, when merited, on the basis of scholarly

promise and potential for intellectual leadership. This award

is open to undergraduate and graduate students. The
recipient will be chosen on the recommendation of a Selec-

tion Committee chaired by the Dean of the Faculty of

Graduate Studies and Research, from a list of candidates

nominated by departments, schools and institutions. Estab-

lished in 1990 by family, friends and colleagues in memory
of Dr. Thomas Betz.

J.P. Bickell Foundation Scholarships

The Trustees of the J.P. Bickell Foundation have estab-

lished in the Department of Earth Sciences, Faculty of

Science, scholarships for students entering the geological

profession, of a possible value of $3,000 ea6h. The schol-

arships may be awarded on entrance into the Honours
Geological sequence at the First-, Second- or Third-year

levels at Carleton University. The scholarships are payable

over two or three years depending on the entrance level.

Donor: J.P. Bickell Foundation, Trustees, National Trust.

John E. Bird Scholarships

Two scholarships are awarded annually to outstanding

students who are proceeding from one year of program to

another in a Degree program in Journalism. Donor: Estate

of Mrs. V. Bird. Endowed 1981.

Director's Award in Biochemistry

Value $1 00. Awarded annually to the Fourth-year Biochem-

istry student performing the most distinguished Honours
Research project. Donor: Anonymous. Endowed 1981

.

Professor T.N. Brewis Scholarship in Applied Economics
Value $1,000. Awarded annually on the recommendation
of the Department of Economics to an undergraduate or

graduate student in the department. Preference shall be

given to a student who has shown aptitude in the field of

applied economics. Professor Brewis was a distinguished

member of the Department of Economics at Carleton Uni-

versity for 25 years and is well known for his contributions

in the fields of macroeconomic and regional economic
policy. Donor: Professor T.N. Brewis. Endowed 1981.

Claude Brunelle Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Institute

of Soviet and East European Studies to the student with the

highest standing among those proceeding from the Third

to the Fourth year of the undergraduate program. Donors:

Family, friends and colleagues of the late Claude Brunelle,

a former student of the Institute. Endowed 1 985.

Donald William Buchanan Scholarship

Awarded annually for general competition among students

entering Carleton University. Donor: The late Donald Wil-

liam Buchanan. Endowed 1967.

Joseph and Yvonne Bulger Scholarshp in Engineering

Two scholarships are awarded annually, on the recommen-
dation of the Dean of Engineering, to students of high

proficiency and who are Canadian Citizens proceeding

from one year to another of the Civil Engineering program.

Preference will be given to students who attended a high

school in the National Capital Region. Endowed in 1991 by

friends of Joseph V. Bulger in honour of his dedication and

service to the engineering and construction industry.

Bull Scholarship

Value $1 ,000. Awarded annually, when merited, to a stu-

dent or students for proficiency in Computer Science. Do-

nor: Bull HN Information Systems Limited. Established

1979. Revised 1987, 1989.

Landen Dominic Burnett Memorial Award
Value $300. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

in the Art History program. The recipient will be chosen by

the Director of the School for Studies in Art and Culture on

the recommendation of faculty members of the Art History

program. Donor: The Vered Foundation. Established 1979.

Revised 1992.

Dr. John Davis Burton Award
Awarded annually, when merited, to a student in good

standing enrolled in a program at Carleton University,

University of Ottawa, La Cit6 Collegiale or Algonquin Col-

lege who has made a significant contribution toward aware-

ness, equality and integration of persons with disabilities

within their educational community. The recipient will be

chosen on the recommendation of the Assistant Director

(Special Needs), Counselling and Student Life Services at

Carleton University, assisted by a Selection Committee.

Endowed in 1992 by students, family and friends of Dr. John

Davis Burton, who was a champion and advocate for
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persons with disabilities throughout his career as an edu-

cator.

The ColonelJohn By Award for History

A prize awarded in alternate years to a student in a Third-

year history course who writes the best paper on a topic

relating to Canadian history. Preference will be given to

papers concerning the National Capital Region. Donor: The

Historical Society of Ottawa. Established 1 990.

D. Roy Campbell Scholarship

Awarded annually, under the terms of the will of the late D.

Roy Campbell, for competition among students entering

Carleton University with high standing in the senior matricu-

lation examinations or the equivalent. Donor: The late D.

Roy Campbell. Endowed 1962.

Henry Campbell Scholarships

Two scholarships awarded annually to full-time students

i
entering or progressing from one year to the next at Carle-

I ton University. Provided from the estate of the late Edna

;
Alice Campbell. Endowed 1 978.

777e Canadian Society for Chemistry Medal
Awarded annually to the student obtaining the highest

academic standing in the penultimate year in the Honours

Chemistry program. Established 1950. Revised 1983,

1985, 1990.

Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists Undergraduate

Student Award
An award, consisting of a certificate and one-year student

membership in the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geolo-

gists, is given by the society on the recommendation of the

Department of Earth Sciences, to an undergraduate stu-

dent who has excelled in fields relating to petroleum geol-

ogy. Established 1978.

Carleton Beaverbrook Awards for Freedom of the Press

Value $300. Two awards are given annually, one on the

recommendation of the Chair of the Department of History

to a student enrolled in a history course, and the other on

the recommendation of the Director of the School of Jour-

nalism and Communication to a student enrolled in a

journalism course, who respectively submit the best essays

that address the topic of freedom of the press and/or the

right of access to the use of this medium by individuals and
organizations. A case history method study will be favoured

over a generalized essay. The awards will be provided from

interest generated by The John Hanson Fund. Donor: J.

Carlisle Hanson, Q.C. Endowed in 1 982 in honour of John
Hanson, a Canadian pioneer who, during his lifetime (1 793-

1820), established a settlement at Chamcook Island, New
Brunswick. Revised 1992.

Carleton University Academic Staff Association Scholar-

ship

Value $1 ,1 00. Awarded annually to a student of high profi-

ciency proceeding from one year of program to another in

undergraduate studies at Carleton University. Donor: Car-

leton University Academic Staff Association. Established

t

1977.

Carleton University Awards in English

Value $1 ,000. Awarded annually to students from Ottawa
area high schools. Prizes will be given in two categories.

The writing award will be given for any one of the following:

a play of at least 30 minutes running time; a sheaf of poems;
I a minimum of at least three short stories (no maximum); or

a novel. The essay award will be given for an essay of a
length to be determined annually by the Department. Can-
didates may contact the Carleton University Department of

English for terms of the prizes, though information will be

sent yearly to the English departments of all high schools

in the area. In each category, the judges will award a first

prize of $200, a second prize of $1 00 and four third prizes

of $50, unless they deem entries to be of insufficient calibre.

Donor: Anonymous. Established 1981. Revised 1985.

Carleton University Caribbean Club Award
Value $200. Awarded annually, if merited, on the recom-

mendation of the Director of Student Awards, to an out-

standing student who is a member of the Carleton

Caribbean Club. Donor: The Carleton University Caribbean

Club. Established 1991.

Carleton University In-Course Scholarships

These scholarship are named in honour of former Chancel-

lors, Presidents and Chairs of the Board of Governors of

Carleton University and are awarded to outstanding stu-

dents proceeding from one year to another of a full-time

undergraduate program at Carleton.

Carswell Company Book Award in Public Law
A book prize and certificate are awarded annually to the top

full-time student in the Second, Third and Fourth year of

any of the undergraduate Law programs. Donor: The Car-

swell Company Limited. Established 1965. Revised 1987,

1992.

Victor S. Castledine Scholarship

Awarded annually to a student in Economics or Business

who, in the opinion of the Chair of the Department of

Economics in counsel, has done outstanding work in the

area of money, credit and banking studies. Donor: Victor S.

Castledine, Esq. Endowed 1971.

CCH Canadian Limited Award in Taxation

A one-year's subscription to CCH's seven-volume Cana-
dian Tax Reports awarded annually, on the recommenda-
tion of the Department of Law, to the student achieving the

highest grades in tax law courses. Donor: CCH Canadian

Limited. Established 1984.

Certified General Accountants Association of Ontario

Award for Excellence

Value $1 ,000. An annual award for excellence is given on
the recommendation of the Director of the School of Busi-

ness to a student graduating from Carleton University who
has displayed outstanding achievement in accounting. The
award is composed of a cash award of $150 plus a credit

of $850 to be drawn down as and when the successful

candidate wishes, for the purpose of defraying any fees

related to courses in the CGA study program. The first

drawdown on the credit must be made not later than 18

months after the date of notification to the successful

candidate. Thereafter, the credit will be valid as long as the

person is enrolled in the CGA program in Ontario. Donor:

The Certified General Accountants Association of Ontario.

Established 1981. Revised 1988.

Dr. John H. Chapman Memorial Prize in Communications

Engineering

Value $1 ,500. Awarded annually, on the recommendation

of the Faculty of Engineering, to a student proceeding from

Third to Fourth year who has demonstrated an interest in

telecommunications and displays great promise in this field.

This scholarship is provided by Spar Aerospace Limited in

honour of Dr. John H. Chapman, who is widely regarded

as the father of the Canadian space program. Established

1981. Revised 1985.
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Society of Chemical Industry Award
A gold key with the crest of the Society of Chemical Industry

in front and the name of the winner, course, year and

university on back is granted to the student who has the

highest standing in the final year of the Honours program

in Chemistry. The winner will also receive a year's subscrip-

tion to the journal, Chemistry and Industry. Donor: Cana-

dian Section, Society of Chemical Industry. Established

1961.

Chevron Canada Resources Limited Scholarship in Geol-

ogy
Value $1 ,000. Awarded annually to an outstanding under-

graduate student who is entering the final year in Geology

at Carleton University. Preference is given to a student who
has displayed an indicated interest in the field of petroleum

exploration. Donor: Chevron Standard Limited. Established

1980.

CHEZ-FM Research Award(s) in Mass Communication
Value $600. Awarded annually to support the cost of Hon-

ours Research Project(s) in the Mass Communication pro-

gram. The award(s) are given to project(s) on radio

broadcasting and issues related to broadcast regulation

generally. The recipient(s) are determined annually on the

recommendation of a panel selected by the Associate

Director (Mass Communication) of the School of Journal-

ism and Communication in conjunction with the donor.

Donor: CHEZ-FM Inc. Established 1984.

CHEZ-FM Research Award(s) in Sociology and Anthropol-

ogy
Value $600. Awarded annually to support the cost of me-
dia-related Honours Research Project(s) or Essay(s) in the

Sociology and Anthropology program. The Award(s) are

given to project(s) or essay(s) involving quantitative re-

search on radio broadcasting, broadcast regulation gener-

ally, or quantitative research contributing to general

theoretical development in media sociology. The recipi-

ents) are determined annually on the recommendation of

a panel selected by the Director of the Department of

Sociology and Anthropology, which includes a repre-

sentative from CHEZ-FM Inc. Donor: Chez-FM Inc. Estab-

lished 1989.

CIPS Ottawa Section Scholarship

Value $625. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Director of the School of Computer Science, to a
full-time undergraduate student proceeding from one year

to another of the Computer Science program. The award

is composed of a cash award of $500 plus a one-year CIPS
student membership and admission to regular Ottawa Sec-

tion meetings. Donor: Ottawa Section of the Canadian

Information Processing Society (CIPS). Established 1992.

Communications Law Prize

Awarded annually on the recommendation of a panel com-
prised of selected members of faculty who specialize in

communications law, for excellence in the study of broad-

cast, press and telecommunications law. Donor: Leonard

M. Bellam. Endowed 1983.

Scholarship in Comparative Economics
Awarded annually, if merited, on the recommendation of

the Department of Economics, to an undergraduate or

graduate student who has shown aptitude in the field of

comparative economics. Established by Professor Richard

Carson in memory of his parents, Robert L. and LeVeme
N. Carson. Endowed 1991

.

Duchess of Connaught Scholarship

The yield from the endowment of this historic scholarship

has been made available to Carleton University by the

Laurentian Chapter, I.O.D.E. The scholarship is to be
awarded to an able student entering Carleton University,

and may be held until graduation if merited, at which time

a new award will be made. Donor: Laurentian Chapter

I.O.D.E. Endowed at Carleton University 1 960.

Consulting Engineers of Ontario Scholarship

Value $500. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Dean of Engineering, to an outstanding student pro-

ceeding from Third to Fourth year of an Engineering pro-

gram. Donor: Consulting Engineers of Ontario (CEO).

Established 1991.

Naomi Cook Scholarship Fund
Awarded annually to students with high academic standing

entering Carleton University. Donor: The late Naomi Cook.
Endowed 1967.

Michael Russell Coote Memorial Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Director

of the School of Architecture, to a promising student who
has successfully completed First year in the School of

Architecture. Donors: Friends, family and colleagues of the

late Michael R. Coote. Endowed 1 §83 in memory of Michael

R. Coote, a member of the faculty since 1970 and Director

of the School of Architecture from 1978 to 1982.

Jamie Corbet Memorial Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the School

of Computer Science, to an outstanding student who is

proceeding from one year to another in the School of

Computer Science. Donor: Friends and family of the late

Jamie Corbet. Endowed 1981

.

Coulson Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Classics, to an undergraduate student

proceeding from one year to another of a Classics program.

This award was endowed in 1990 in memory of Maria Pia

Coulson and Tom Hunter Coulson. Donor: The estate of

Louisa Gallo.

Jennie Shibley Cramm Scholarship

Awarded annually to a female student of high proficiency

entering Carleton University from Nepean High School,

Ottawa. Donor: The late Jennie Shbley Cramm. Endowed
1967.

W.H. Cramm Scholarship

Awarded annually to a male student of high proficiency

entering Carleton University from Nepean High School,

Ottawa. Donor: The late Jennie Shbley Cramm. Endowed
1967.

CSME Gold Medal
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Dean of

Engineering, to a graduating student in the Mechanical

Engineering program for outstanding achievement. Donor:

The Canadian Society for Mechanical Engineering. Estab-

lished 1988.

Catherine Daumery Memorial Award for Botanical Collec-

tion

Value $50, together with a book prize. Awarded annually,

if merited on the recommendation of the Department of

Biology, to a student who has submitted by November 1,

an outstanding collection of mounted and identified flower-

ing plants. Donor: Anonymous. Established 1953.
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Bertha F. Davis Award in Religion

Awarded annually to an outstanding student enrolled in the

Pass or Honours program in the Department of Religion at

Carleton University. Donor: Bertha Florence Davis. En-

dowed 1 977.

W.R. Davis Engineering Scholarship

Value $1 ,000. Awarded annually, on the recommendation

of the Faculty of Engineering, to an outstanding student

entering the Fourth year of the Electrical or Mechanical

Engineering program. Donor: W.R. Davis Engineering Ltd.

Established 1988.

Deloitte & Touche Scholarships

Two scholarships valued at $500 each. Awarded annually

to the two students in the School of Business who have

attained the highest overall average in the First and Second
year of the Business program and are proceeding in the

accounting stream. Donor: Deloitte & Touche. Established

1962. Revised 1990.

Jack Deutsch Memorial Masonry Award
Value $500. Awarded every three years to the Carleton

Architecture student who, in the past three years, has had
the highest grade-point average in technical subjects (in-

cluding the grade given for the application of technology in

the Second-year studio design program). This award is

given in rotation to the three schools in Ontario offering the

Bachelor of Architecture degree. Donor: Ontario Masonry
Contractors Association. Established 1983.

Digital Equipment of Canada Limited Award of Merit

Value $250 and certificate. An award is given annually to

the student who stands first in the course Engineering

94.303*. Real Time Computing Systems. Donor: Digital

Equipment of Canada Limited. Established 1981

.

Dobbie Regional Entrance Scholarships

Scholarships will be available for students entering Carle-

ton University, to be divided equally among students from

Ontario (except for the City of Ottawa), the Western prov-

inces and the Territories, and Quebec and the Atlantic

provinces. Donor: The late Jemema Grace Dobbie. En-

dowed 1967.

Domtar Inc. Scholarship in Journalism

Value $1 ,000. This scholarship is awarded annually, on the

recommendation of the School of Journalism and Commu-
nication, to an outstanding student proceeding from Sec-
ond to Third year in the Bachelor of Journalism program.
Donor: Domtar Inc. Established 1985.

Lord Dundonald Chapter, I.O.D.E. Scholarship

Value $200. Awarded annually to a student of superior

standing and general proficiency, entering the final year of

a degree program at Carleton University. Donor: Lord
Dundonald Chapter, I.O.D.E. Established 1956.

Economics Essay Prize

Value $500. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Chair of the Department of Economics, to an under-
graduate student in the Economics program who has sub-
mitted an outstanding essay assignment at the 300- or

400-level. Donors: Class of '86. Established 1987.

Economics Scholarship

Value $750. Awarded to the student or students entering

the final year of the Honours program of studies, whose
record of scholarship, in the opinion of the Department of

Economics Scholarship Committee, merits special recog-
nition. Established 1 978.

Economics Society Award
Value $100. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Chair of the Department of Economics, to the student

proceeding from First to Second year of the Honours
Economics program who stands first in the Introductory

Economics course. Donor: Carleton University Economics
Society. Established 1989.

Samuel L. Edelson Scholarship

Value $250. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

who is proceeding from one year of program to another at

Carleton University. Donor: Members of the family. Estab-

lished 1974.

Wilfrid Eggleston Award in Journalism

Value $500. Awarded to the undergraduate with the best

record in the Second-year Journalism Degree program.

This award is named in honour of the late Dr. Wilfrid

Eggleston, former Director of the School of Journalism.

Donor: Anonymous. Established 1967.

Elizabeth's Award in Family Law
Value $300. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Chair of the Department of Law, to the full-time under-

graduate student standing highest in a course devoted to

law of the family. Donor: V.M. Trudeau. Established 1989.

Michael Elmarson Memorial Award
Awarded annually, when merited, on the recommendation
of the Director of the School of Industrial Design, to a

student in the Industrial Design program who has demon-
strated an outstanding environmental awareness in an
undergraduate Industrial Design project. Established by
students and staff in memory of Michael Elmarson, a
Carleton Industrial Design student. Endowed 1991.

Dr. Reginald T. Elworthy Award in Chemistry
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Chemistry, to an outstanding student in

Second year Physical Chemistry who is continuing in the

Honours Chemistry program. Endowed 1 987.

Engineering Institute of Canada Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Faculty

of Engineering, to a Canadian citizen orpermanent resident

of high proficiency who is proceeding from First to Second
year of the Engineering program. Donor: Ottawa Chapter
of the Engineering Institute of Canada. Endowed 1989.

Enrichment Mini-Course Scholarship

Value $500. Awarded annually, to two students who have
participated in a Carleton University Enrichment Mini-

Course prior to entering the First year of a program at

Carleton University. The scholarships shall be given to the

two candidates who have the highest scholastic standing

of all candidates who are eligible for this award. Established

in 1990 to commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the

Enrichment Mini-Course Program. Donor: School of Con-
tinuing Education.

Ernst & Young Award
Value $100. Awarded annually to the student with the

highest standing in the First year of the Business program.
Donor: Ernst & Young, formerly Clarkson, Gordon & Com-
pany. Established in 1962. Revised 1989.

Lil Fallis Scholarship

An award (or awards) given on the recommendation of the

Director of the School of Business for excellence in the

study of accounting and/or finance. Donor: Anonymous.
Endowed 1 980 . Revised 1 990.
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Bob Farquharson Memorial Award in Journalism

Awarded annually to an outstanding student enrolled in a

full-time undergraduate program in the School of Journal-

ism and Communication atCarleton University. Preference

will be given to a Third-year student who has indicated an

interest in pursuing a career in newspaper and magazine

journalism. Donors: Canadian Managing Editors Confer-

ence and the Toronto Globe and Mail. Endowed 1980.

The Education Foundation of the Federation of Chinese

Canadian Professionals of Ontario Entrance Scholarship

Annual entrance scholarship of $750. Awarded to a student

entering the First year of the School of Architecture. The
award is based on academic achievement and financial

need. Established 1987.

The Education Foundation of the Federation of Chinese

Canadian Professionals of Ontario Scholarship

Annual award of $250, in the School of Journalism, to an

outstanding student in a course devoted to problems of the

mass media. Established 1986.

The Education Foundation of the Federation of Chinese

Canadian Professionals of Ontario Scholarship

Annual award of $250, in the School of Architecture, to an

outstanding student in a course devoted to energy and form

and related workshop. Established 1 986.

Fitzroy Township Historical Society Scholarship

Awarded annually, when merited, on the recommendation

of the Chair of the Department of History, to an outstanding

student proceeding from Third to Fourth year of the Hon-

ours History program. Donor: The Fitzroy Township Histori-

cal Society. Endowed 1 991

.

E. Alison Flood Award in Physical Chemistry

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Chemistry, to a student who shows
promise in the area of physical chemistry. Preference will

be given to an outstanding student in the Second year

physical chemistry course who is proceeding to the Third

year of a Science program. Donors: Friends and former

students of the late Dr. E.A. Rood, a principal scientist at

the National Research Council, who in 1969 became a

senior demonstrator in the Department of Chemistry. En-

dowed 1980. Revised 1988.

Lilian I. Found Award for Poetry

Offered annually for the best lyric of 50 lines or less sub-

mitted by an undergraduate of Carleton University by March

15. Details may be obtained from the Department of Eng-

lish. Donor: The late Mrs. Lilian I. Found. Endowed 1950.

Awards of the Embassy of France

For excellence in the study of French, two book awards are

offered annually by the Embassy of France in Canada.

Donor: Embassy of France. Established 1978.

Blair Fraser Memorial Award for Journalism Graduates

Offered annually to a Journalism student in his or her

graduating year who, in the opinion of a board of selection,

shows a marked aptitude for and interest in political report-

ing at the national and international level. Endowed 1969

in memory of Blair Fraser, Ottawa editor of Maclean's

Magazine, by a group of his friends.

Jacob Freedman Scholarships

Awarded annually to outstanding students who are pro-

ceeding from one year of program to another at Carleton

University. Donor: The late Jacob Freedman. Endowed
1967.

Department of French Scholarship

Value $200. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

entering Second or Third year in a Major or Honours
program in French. Donors: Members of the Department of

French. Established 1984.

Friends of Carleton Scholarships

Scholarships have been provided for general competition

among students entering Carleton University at the senior

matriculation level. Donor: The Friends of Carleton Univer-

sity. Established 1967.

GAC-MAC Undergraduate Scholarship in Earth Sciences

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Earth Sciences, to a deserving student

who is proceeding from one year to another in the Honours
Geology program. This scholarship was endowed in 1988

by the Geological Association of Canada and the Minera-

logical Association of Canada in recognition of the support

provided by undergraduate students when Carleton Univer-

sity hosted the "Ottawa 86" Annual Meeting.

Gandalf Scholarship

Value $1000. Awarded annually, on the recommendation

of the Dean of Engineering, to a Canadian citizen or per-

manent resident proceeding from Third to Fourth year of

the Electrical Engineering program. Preference will be

given to a student who has indicated an interest in data

communication. Established 1987.

Randall Geehan Memorial Scholarship in Quantitative Eco-

nomics
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Economics, to a deserving Fourth-year

Honours student or graduate student, whose studies em-
phasize quantitative work in economics. Endowed in 1990

by colleagues, family and friends in memory of Dr. Randall

Geehan, who was a professor in the Department of Eco-

nomics.

Awards of the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Ger-

many
For excellence in the study of German, book awards are

offered annually by the Embassy of the Federal Republic

of Germany in Canada. Established 1 955.

Glengarry Book Prize

Value $150 gift certificate redeemable at the Carleton

University Bookstore. Awarded annually by the Department

of Housing and Food Services to the residence student

enrolled in full-time undergraduate studies who has

achieved the highest grade-point average among resi-

dence students returning from the previous year, and who
is not currently in receipt of another academic award from

the University. Donor: Former Students of Glengarry

House. Endowed 1983. Revised 1991

.

Richard Glover Scholarship

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of History, to an outstanding student entering the

Fourth year of the Honours History program. Endowed
1986.

Golder Associates Award
Value $500. Awarded annually, when merited, on the rec-

ommendation of the Chair of the Department of Civil and

Environmental Engineering, to the student submitting the

best Fourth-year civil engineering final project in the area

of geo-environmental studies. Donor: Golder Associates

Ltd. Established 1991.
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Louis and Miriam Goldstein Book Award in Judaic Studies

Awarded annually to a deserving Carieton University stu-

dent in Judaic studies, on the recommendation of the

Department of Religion. Donors: Louis and Miriam Gold-

stein. Established in 1983 in honourof Carieton University's

Fortieth Anniversary.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis L. Goldstein Book Award in Law
Awarded annually to a deserving Carieton University stu-

dent in a Law program, on the recommendation of the Chair

of the department. Donors: Mr. and Mrs. Louis L. Goldstein.

Established 1975.

Krishnakumar Gopalan Memorial Award
Awarded annually to the Fourth-year student standing high-

est in the Mechanical Engineering program. Established in

memory of Krishnakumar Gopalan, the top graduating stu-

dent of the class of 1985 in the Mechanical Engineering

program, who lost his life tragically within days of gradu-

ation. Donor: Friends of the late Krishnakumar Gopalan.
Endowed 1985.

Margaret Graham Award
Value $300. Awarded annually to the undergraduate stu-

dent with the best overall academic average proceeding

from Third to Fourth year of the Bachelor of Journalism

program. This award is named in honour of Margaret

Graham, who was one of the founding members of the

Canadian Women's Press Club in 1904. Donor: The Media
Club (Ottawa Branch). Established 1977.

Ian H. Griffith Memorial Scholarships

Value $1 ,300. Awarded annually, if merited, to outstanding

students proceeding from one year to another of a degree
program in the Faculty of Science, preferably in the Inte-

grated Science Studies program, and having some appre-

ciation of the humanities. Donors: Mr. and Mrs. J. Griffith in

memory of their son Ian H. Griffith, B.Sc, Carieton 1 976.

Simon Guest Memorial Book Prize

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Earth Sciences, to a Fourth-year Hon-
ours Geology student. Endowed in 1988 by friends, family,

the Geology Graduate Society and the Department of Earth

Sciences in memory of Simon Guest, a Third-year geo-
chemistry student who died tragically in the summer of

1988.

Pefer Gerard Harris Memorial Award
Awarded annually on the recommendation of the School of

Journalism and Communication to an outstanding student

In the Third year of the Mass Communication program.
Endowed 1 985 by the family and friends of Peter G. Harris,

a Carieton student who was named to the Deans' Honour
List in June 1984, and who died tragically two months later.

Trevor A. Harwood Memorial Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Physics, to a promising student in need
of assistance who is proceeding from one year to another
in the combined Honours Geology and Physics program.
Donor Anonymous. Endowed 1987.

Andrews. Haydon Scholarship

Awarded annually to a student from a high school in the

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton who is entering

the Electrical or Systems and Computer Engineering pro-

gram or the Computer Science program. Endowed in 1992
by business associates and friends of Andrew (Andy) Hay-
don in acknowledgement of 25 years of service to Ottawa-
Carieton

, and in recognition of Ns commitment to the future

.

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Calculator Awards
A prize consisting of a programmable calculator, awarded
to outstanding students entering their Second year in the

Faculty of Engineering, the Faculty of Science and the

School of Business. Donor: Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.

Established 1984. Revised 1989.

E. P. (Ted) Hincks Memorial Scholarship in Physics

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of Physics, to a student showing high proficiency in

Physics and proceeding from one year to another of a
full-time undergraduate program in Physics or in Physics

and an allied discipline. Established in 1984 in memory of

the late Professor E.P. (Ted) Hincks, D.Sc. (Carieton),

F. R.S.C., former Chair of the Department of Physics and a
pioneer in the area of high-energy physics.

E.P. Hincks Award of the Institute of Particle Physics
Value $750. Awarded annually on the recommendation of

the Department of Physics to an outstanding student in an
Honours, Combined Honours, or Double Honours program
in Physics at Carieton University. Donor: The Institute of

Particle Physics. Established in 1984 in honour of the

Institute's founding President, E.P. (Ted) Hincks, D.Sc,
F. R.S.C. The late Professor Hincks played a seminal role

in the development of high-energy physics in Canada and
was a Chair of the Department of Physics at Carieton

University. Revised 1987.

J.M. Holmes Entrance Scholarship in Chemistry

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of Chemistry to a student entering First-year Honours
Chemistry. This award was endowed in 1986 to commemo-
rate Professor Holmes' long association with high school

and First-year students.

Professor James M. Holmes Scholarship in Chemistry

Awarded annually to an outstanding student proceeding
from the Second to the Third year of an Honours Chemistry
program. Donors: Friends and former students of Professor

James M. Holmes. Endowed 1984.

Janet M. Holmes Memorial Scholarship

Value $300. Awarded annually, when merited, to a prom-
ising student proceeding from the Third to the Fourth year
of the Honours Chemistry program at Carieton University.

Candidates will be selected by the Department of Chemis-
try. Donors: Professor and Mrs. J.M. Holmes. Established

July 1 973.

C. V. Hotson Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually to an undergraduate student who main-
tains high academic standing and is active in student

affairs. Donated by Carieton alumni and other friends in

memory of Mr. Hotson, a 1950 Carieton Journalism gradu-

ate and former member of the Students' Council who
returned to Carieton in 1953 to become Administrative

Assistant to the President, and Executive Secretary of the

Alumni Association, a position he held until his death in

October, 1960.

Sara Helen Parry Hughes Travel Award
Value $2,000. Awarded at the discretion of the Department
of Spanish to a good student taking the Department's
Winter Programme Abroad, to assist with his or her travel

cost. Given in memory of Sara Hughes, a gifted student in

Spanish who was tragically killed in an accident at Graven-
hurst, August 1 984. The gift of her family and friends, 1984.
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Award of the High Commission of India

For excellence in the study of Sanskrit, a book award is

offered annually by the High Commission of India. Estab-

lished 1976.

International House Award
Awarded to a student in his or her graduating year attending

Carleton University on a student visa who, in addition to

maintaining the academic levels of the degree program,

has been an active participant in extracurricular activities in

the University. Donor: International House. Endowed 1972.

Investigative Journalism Prize

Value $1 ,500. Awarded annually for the best work by an

undergraduate or graduate student which explores secrecy

in the government or in the private sector, particularly as it

restricts the flow of information to the public and the policy-

making process in the areas of defence policy, the environ-

ment or health and safety. Students wishing to enter the

competition should submit to the Director by June 1 each
year work done in the previous 12 months which has been
examined and graded in the School. The Director will

appoint a committee of faculty to consider entries and select

a winner. Donor: Muriel MacDonald B.J., Carleton Univer-

sity. Established 1 988.

Mama Mohammad Iqbal Award
Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of Religion to an undergraduate student who has

shown excellence in the field of Islamic studies. Donor: The
Government of Pakistan. Endowed 1 982.

Award of the Embassy of Italy

For excellence in the study of Italian, a book award is

offered annually by the Embassy of Italy in Canada. Estab-

lished 1971.

Mitch Jacobson Memorial Award in Photojournalism

Awarded annually to the student who, in the opinion of a

selection committee appointed by the Director, is the best

photojoumalist in the School of Journalism and Communi-
cation. Donors: Friends of Mitch Jacobson. Established

1986.

Judith Johansen Memorial Award
Awarded annually on the recommendation of the School of

Journalism and Communication to the Third-year Journal-

ism student who submits the best series of interpretative

reports during the academic year. Endowed in 1982 by

friends, fellow students and teachers of Judith Johansen,

B.J. 1 970 and candidate for the degree of M.J.

George Johnston Poetry Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of English, to the full or part-time student

who submits the best poetry manuscriptthatparticularyear.

Established in 1992, by members of the Department of

English, in honour of Professor George Johnston, a distin-

guished poet and founding member of the Department of

English.

Journalism Writing Style Book Award
Awarded annually as a book prize to a Journalism 28.220

student, the writing style of whose class assignments

shows exceptional merit. Donor: Anonymous. Endowed
1970.

Dr. Harry Katznelson Memorial Scholarship

Value $100. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

proceeding into an advanced year in the Honours Biology

program. Donors: Friends of the late Dr. Harry Katznelson,

B.S.A., M.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S.C., Director of the Microbiology

Research Institute, Federal Department of Agriculture. Es-

tablished 1965.

Eldon Kaye Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of French, to an undergraduate or graduate

student in the French program who has demonstrated the

most promise in French literature. Endowed in 1989 in

memory of Eldon Kaye, who was a professor in the Depart-

ment of French.

Kipling Award
Value $700. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Dean of Engineering, to a student graduating from the

Engineering program who has demonstrated leadership

ability and service to the engineering profession and/or the

University community. The recipient is to be a Canadian
citizen or permanent resident of Canada. Donor: Camp 12

of the Ritual of the Calling of an Engineer. Established

1986.

Marston LaFrance Memorial Award in English

Awarded annually, if merited, on the recommendation of

the Department of English to outstanding student(s) enter-

ing the Fourth year of the Honours English program at

Carleton University. Endowed 1976 in memory of the late

Dr. Marston LaFrance, former Dean of the Faculty of Arts,

Division I.

Charles Lazarus Scholarship

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the School of

Journalism to a First-year Journalism student showing

all-round academic excellence. Endowed in 1985 by the

family of Charles Lazarus, in his honour.

Harold Lithwick Memorial Scholarship

Value $300. Awarded annually to a disabled student en-

rolled in a program at Carleton, who has completed at least

three credits towards a degree. Donor: Mrs. Sarah Lithwick

Green. Established 1982.

Francis C.C. Lynch Scholarships

Scholarships have been established for open competition

among students entering or proceeding from one year to

another in Arts, Social Sciences, Science, Business, Jour-

nalism, Engineering or Architecture. Donor: The late Fran-

cis C.C. Lynch. Endowed 1967.

George A. Lynn Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually on the recommendation of a jury ap-

pointed by the Director of the School of Industrial Design,

for excellence in the design of medical equipment. Donors:

The friends and family of the late George A. Lynn. Professor

Lynn was a well known Canadian industrial designer who,

as one of the first Professors of Industrial Design, was a

member of the faculty from 1 975 until his untimely death in

1983. Endowed 1984.

David Carton MacDonald Memorial Award
Value $300. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Chair of the Department of English Language and

Literature, to the student with highest standing in the gradu-

ating class in Honours English who has a special interest

in modern literature. Established 1987 in memory of David

Carton MacDonald.

Macdonald Club Awards in Music

Value $500 each. Awarded annually to two outstanding

students in the Pass or Honours program in Music who
have demonstrated a special interest in the creative arts.

The recipients will be chosen by the Director of the School

for Studies in Art and Culture on the recommendation of

faculty members of the Music program. Donor: The Mac-
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donaid Club, a private club created to support and encour-

age the creative arts. Established 1981. Revised 1989,

1992.

Macedonian Association of Ottawa Scholarship in Greek

Studies

Value $300. Awarded annually, when merited, on the rec-

ommendation of the Department of Classics to a continuing

student of Classical Greek language or civilization who has

completed at least one course in the field. Candidates

should consult the Department of Classics for precise

details of the scholarship's terms. Donor Macedonian As-

sociation of Ottawa. Established 1 987.

Gavin Scoff Macfahane Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually to an outstanding student, preferably in

Honours, who is proceeding from one year of program to

another at Carfeton University. First donated in 1957 by

Mrs. Q.S. Macfariane in memory of her husband, Lieuten-

ant-Colonel Gavin Scott Macfariane.

R.A. MacKay Award in Political Science

Awarded annually by the Department of Political Science

to a student in good standing in accordance with terms that

the Department may from time to time establish. Donor:

The late Dr. R.A. MacKay. Endowed 1977.

Manufacturers Life Scholarship in Business

Value $1 ,000. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

entering the Bachelor of Commerce program at Carleton

University. Donor: The Manufacturers Life Insurance Co.

Established 1976.

Department of Mathematics and Statistics Entrance Award
One or more annual awards for a student or students

entering the First year of an Honours or Major program in

the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Carleton

University. The selection of the recpient or recipients will

be based on the results of an annual Competition for High

School students, with the decision being recommended by

the Chair of the Department in consultation with the Director

of Student Awards and the Department's High School

Liaison Committee. Donors: Members of the faculty in the

Department of Mathematics and Statistics. Established

1973.

Roderick C. McDonald Memorial Scholarship in Engineer-

ing

Value $300. Awarded annually to an Engineering student

of high proficiency entering the Fourth year of program.

Established by the University in memory of the late

Roderick C. McDonald who, before his death in 1961, was
a member of the Faculty of Engineering.

R.L. McDougall Award in English

Awarded annually to an outstanding student in the Pass or

Honours program in English. This award was established

by friends, family and colleagues of Rob McDougall in

recognition of his 25 years of service as a distinguished

member of the Department of English and especially for his

contribution as teacher, scholar and administrator in the

field of Canadian studies. Endowed 1983.

McGregor Easson Scholarship

Awarded annually, to an outstanding student proceeding
from one year to another of a full-time undergraduate
program in the Arts or Social Sciences. Donor: The late

Leah Easson. Endowed 1989.

MargaretMcIrvine Scholarship

Awarded annually to outstanding students proceeding from
one year of program to another in the School of Business.

These scholarships are provided through the bequest of the

late Margaret Mclrvine , a public servant for many years who
was actively involved in women's issues. Endowed 1991

.

D.F. McKechnie Award in Accounting

A book prize awarded, when merited, to a student in

Business for proficiency in the study of accounting. Donor:

D.F. McKechnie, OA. Endowed 1951.

Violet McLaughlin Scholarship

Awarded annually to students entering or proceeding from

one year to another at Carleton University. This fund was
given by the late Violet McLaughlin, a resident of Ottawa,

in memory of St. Patrick's College. Endowed 1984.

McNaughton Scholarship

The sum equal to tuition fees is awarded annually to a
student entering the Fourth year of the Engineering pro-

gram who has demonstrated a previous commitment to the

McNaughton Centre and related IEEE activities. Estab-

lished in honour of the late General Andrew G.L.

McNaughton, scientist, soldier, politician, diplomat, and the

inventor of the cathode-ray direction finder. The selection

of the recipient will be made by the Faculty of Engineering.

Donor: International Electrical, Electronics Conference

(IEEC), Inc. Established 1985. Revised 1989.

Dr. Frederick William Charles Mohr Scholarships

Scholarships have been made available for annual compe-
tition among students entering Carleton University or pro-

ceeding from one year of program to another and who come
from communities within the following Ontario and Quebec
counties: Ontario: Renfrew, Russell, Prescott, Glengarry,

Stormont, Dundas, Grenville, Carleton, Lanark, Nipissing,

Leeds; Quebec: Pontiac, Gatineau, Hull, Papineau, Argen-

teuil, Temiskaming. These awards are provided through the

bequest of the late Dr. F.W.C. Mohr. Donor: The Frederick

W.C.Mohr Estate. Endowed 1963.

The Molson Scholarship

Value $600. Awarded annually to an outstanding full-time

student who is proceeding from one year of program to

another at Carleton University. Donor: Molson Companies
Donations Fund. Established 1990.

Music Award
For the encouragement of a student displaying early excel-

lence in music studies, an award is offered annually to the

student registered in a Music program who has achieved

the highest standing in the first 2.5 music credits. Donor:

Anonymous. Endowed 1983. Revised 1992.

Jayashree A. Nagpur Memorial Award
Value $50. Awarded annually on the recommendation of

the Department of English to an outstanding student in the

English program at Carleton University. Donor: Anant L.

Nagpur. Established 1 976.

National Capital Harvard Business School Alumni Club

Book Prize

A contemporary book published by the Harvard Business
School and a certificate are awarded annually, on the

recommendation of the Dean of the Faculty of Engineering

and the Directors of the respective schools, to an outstand-

ing student proceeding from Second to Third year in each
of the following areas: the Faculty of Engineering, Schools

of Business, Computer Science and Journalism and Com-
munication. Donor: National Capital Harvard Business

School Alumni Club. Established 1 991

.
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National Council of Jewish Women of Canada Award
Value $100. Awarded on the recommendation of the De-

partment of Religion to a student achieving high standing

in the area of Judaic studies. Donor: National Council of

Jewish Women of Canada, Ottawa Section. Established

1973.

Betty Nesbitt Memorial Award in Biology

Awarded annually to a student entering the Third year of a

Bachelor's Degree program in Biology, who, in the opinion

of the Department has shown exceptional promise in the

field of biology. Preference will be given to a student in a

faculty other than the Faculty of Science. Donors: Friends

of the late Mrs. H.H.J. Nesbitt. Endowed 1976.

H.H.J. Nesbitt Scholarship in Biology

Value $150. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

proceeding from the Third to Fourth year of the Honours
program in Biology at Carleton University. Established

1951 , in memory of Mr. and Mrs. T.E. Clendinnen, by their

daughter.

Marjorie Nichols Memorial Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Director

of the School of Journalism and Communication, to a
graduating student in the Bachelor of Journalism program
who shows exceptional promise as a future journalist.

Preference will be given to a female candidate. Donors:

Friends and colleagues of Marjorie Nichols, a highly re-

spected journalist who was a political reporter for nearly 25

years. Endowed 1 992.

James Nolan Memorial Award
Awarded annually to a student in Business, for proficiency

in the study of accounting. Donors: The family and friends

of the late James P. Nolan, B.Com. Carleton 1977. En-

dowed 1 977.

F.K. North Award in Geology

A book is awarded annually, on the basis of outstanding

performance, to a student in final year of the Honours

Geology program at Carleton University. This award was
provided by friends and colleagues of Ken North, in recog-

nition of his 19 years of service as a renowned teacher of

geology at Carleton University, and in particular recognition

of his timely and articulate statements that led to careful

re-evaluation of Canada's petroleum reserves. Donors:

Friends and colleagues of Dr. North. Endowed 1 981

.

Ontario Association of Architects Awards
Value $2,400. Awarded annually to a deserving student

enrolled in the Second year of the School of Architecture

program an award of $1 ,200; and to a deserving student

enrolled in the Third year of the School of Architecture

program an award of $1 ,200. Donor: Ontario Association

of Architects. Established 1 972.

Ontario Hydro Electronics Engineering Award
Value $1,700. Awarded annually, when merited, on the

recommendation of the Chair of the Department of Elec-

tronics, to a student proceeding from Second to Third year

of the Engineering program who is specializing in Electron-

ics. Donor: Ontario Hydro. Established 1986. Revised

1987, 1988.

BetHna Oppenheimer Memorial Scholarship in Music

Awarded annually to an academically outstanding student

within six credits of completion of the Bachelor of Music

degree. The recipient will be chosen by the Director of the

School for Studies in Art and Culture on the recommenda-
tion of the faculty members of the Music program. Donor:

E.M. Oppenheimer. Endowed 1982. Revised 1992.

Ordine Italo-Canadese Scholarship

Value $500. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Department of Italian, to a Canadian citizen or perma-
nent resident who is proceeding from one year to another
in a full-time program in Italian (Pass or Honours) and who
has shown high proficiency and interest in the study of

Italian. Donor: Ordine Italo-Canadese. Established 1988.

Robert E. Osborne Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of Religion, to an undergraduate or gradu-

ate student in the Religion program. Preference, in order,

will be given in the areas of New Testament, Biblical and
other forms of religious studies. Endowed 1986 in memory
of Robert E. Osborne, who was a professor in the Depart-

ment of Religion.

The City of Ottawa Memorial Engineering Scholarship

Awarded in alternate years, on the recommendation of the

Faculty of Engineering, to a female student in the Second
year of an engineering program. Endowed 1990 in com-
memoration of the Engineering students slain at the Uni-

versity of Montreal. Donor: City of Ottawa

City of Ottawa Scholarship for Disabled Persons
Value $1,000. Awarded annually to a disabled student

entering or enrolled in a full-time program of studies at

Algonquin College of Applied Arts and Technology, Carle-

ton University or the University of Ottawa. The award may
be continued for up to four years, provided the candidate

maintains satisfactory academic standing. Applicants for

the scholarship must be disabled, according to the United

Nations definition. Priority shall be given first to students of

academic merit and second, for financial need. Donor: City

of Ottawa. Established 1 981

.

City of Ottawa Scholarship for the Environment and the

Community
Awarded in alternate years, on the recommendation of the

Director of Student Awards, to an outstanding full-time

undergraduate student who is proceeding beyond the First

year of a program in the study of the environment. Donor:

City of Ottawa. Established 1990.

Ottawa Citizen Scholarship

A scholarship valued at $2,400 awarded annually, if mer-

ited, to a student entering Carleton University from a high

school in any one of the following counties in the Ottawa

district: nine in Ontario (Carleton, Dundas, Glengarry,

Grenville, Lanark, Prescott, Renfrew, Russell and Stor-

mont) and four in Quebec (Gatineau, Hull, Papineau and

Pontiac). A student admitted with senior matriculation

standing will receive $800 per year for a period of three

years, always provided that the student is registered as a

regular full-time student at Carleton University and main-

tains a satisfactory academic standing. Donor: The Ottawa

Citizen. Established 1955.

Ottawa Citizen Scholarship in Journalism

Maximum value $3,600. Awarded annually to a student

entering First year of Journalism. The winner will receive

$1 ,200 a year until graduation provided the student is

registered as a full-time student at Carleton University and

maintains a satisfactory academic standing in the Journal-

ism program. Donor: The Ottawa Citizen. Established

1969.

Ottawa Construction Association Award
Value $500. Awarded annually on the recommendation of

the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering to

a student (or students) with outstanding performance in
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construction management. Donors: Ottawa Construction

Association. Established 1985.

Ottawa Hydro Entrance Scholarships

Value $1000. Two scholarships are awarded annually, one

to a student entering the Electrical Engineering program

and one to a student entering the Computer Science pro-

gram from an Ottawa or Vanier High School. Established

in 1990 to commemorate the 75th anniversary of Ottawa

Hydro. Donor: Ottawa Hydro.

Ottawa Ladies' College Scholarships

Provided for annual competition among undergraduates for

the various disciplines. Endowed 1 967.

Ottawa Muslim Women's Auxiliary Award
A book is awarded annually on the recommendation of the

Depa rtmen t of Rel igion to a stude nt achieving h ig h stand ing

in the area of Islamic studies. Donor: The Ottawa Muslim

Women's Auxiliary. Established 1981.

Ottawa Women's Canadian Club Scholarship

Awarded to an outstanding student who is a Canadian

citizen proceeding from one year of program to another of

the undergraduate Canadian Studies program. Endowed
1946. Revised 1977, 1983.

Oxford University Press Award in Law
A prize of a copy of the Oxford Companion to Law awarded
annually, on the recommendation of the Department of

Law, to a deserving student pursuing the study of law at

Carleton. Donor: Oxford University Press. Established

1984.

The Page and Steele School of Architecture Scholarship

Value $200. Awarded annually to an outstanding student

enrolled in the School of Architecture at Carleton University.

Donor: Page and Steele Architects. Established 1967. Re-

vised 1992.

Dr. C. Stewart Parsons Scholarship in Engineering

Awarded annually to an entering or continuing student in

the Faculty of Engineering. Endowed 1984 by Mrs. C.S.

Parsons in memory of her husband, a former Director of the

Bureau of Mines.

Charles and Helen Pattenson ScholarsNps
Awarded annually to students entering Carleton University

who have demonstrated a high potential for university

studies. Mr. Pattenson was engaged in engineering re-

search and development in the Radio and Electrical Engi-

neering Laboratories of the National Research Council,

Ottawa, Canada, from 1940 to his retirement in 1976.

Donors: The late Charles F. and Helen M. Pattenson.

Endowed 1980.

Stewart G. Paul Memorial Award
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Director

of the School of Business, to a deserving student continuing

in the Commerce program. Preference will be given to a
disabled student. Established in 1 992 in memory of Stewart

G. Paul by his wife and children. Mr. Paul enjoyed a
successful career in business in Ottawa and throughout

Canada. Endowed 1992.

Ottawa Section of the Petroleum Society of CIM Annual
Award
Value $500. Awarded annually, when merited, on the rec-

ommendation of the Chair of the Department of Earth

Sciences, to a Canadian citizen or permanent resident

proceeding to the Third or Fourth year of a degree program
in Science or Engineering. Preference will be given to a
student who has demonstrated an interest in the petroleum

industry. Donor: Ottawa Section of the Petroleum Society

of CIM (a constituent Society of the Canadian Institute of

Mining and Metallurgy). Established 1987.

Peat Marwick Thome Scholarships

Value $825. Awarded annually to the Third-year Business

student standing highest in the Commerce program. Donor:

Peat Marwick Thome. Established 1969. Revised 1987,

1989, 1990.

The Robert Pickard Scholarship in Environmental Engi-

neering

Value: Tuition fees for the Fall/Winter academic year.

Awarded annually, when merited, on the recommendation
of the Dean of Engineering, to an outstanding full-time

student proceeding from Third to Fourth year of the Engi-

neering program who has demonstrated an interest in

problems in environmental engineering. Preference will be
given to candidates who attended a high school within the

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, and have shown
an interest in municipal engineering. Endowed in 1990 by

colleagues, friends and family of Robert Pickard, Eng. Cert.

1953, Commissioner of Environmental Services (retired)

for the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton.

Charles Pinhey Award
Awarded to a student entering the First year of Business at

Carleton University from a secondary school in the Re-

gional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton. The sum of $300
will be awarded in the student's First year, and $200 for

each succeeding year provided the student is registered as

a full-time student at Carleton University and maintains

scholarship levels in the Business program. This award is

based on high academic performance and on financial

need. Donor: The Ottawa-Carleton Board of Trade. Estab-

lished 1974.

Prince Memorial Achievement Award
A book award valued at $100. Awarded annually to an
outstanding graduating Honours student in Economics.
The student will be selected on the recommendation of the

Award Committee of the Department of Economics.
Book(s) will be selected by the Department in consultation

with the recipient. Endowed 1 984 by Professor Kanta Mar-

wah.

Purvins Memorial Award
Value $100. Awarded annually, when merited, on the rec-

ommendation of the Director of the School of Industrial

Design to a full-time student proceeding from one year to

another in the Industrial Design program. Selection of the

recipient will be based on creative applications of materials

and technologies in industrial design projects. Donor: The
family of the late Laimons Purvins who was a technician in

the School of Industrial Design. Established 1990.

James H. Rattray Memorial Scholarship

Value $500. Awarded annually to a student entering First-

year Engineering at Carleton University. Donor: The late

James H. Rattray, M.C. Endowed 1961.

Don Reid Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually, when merited, on the recommendation
of the Director of Student Awards after consultation with the

Department of Physical Recreation and Athletics, to a
full-time student proceeding from one year to another of an
undergraduate program. The selection will be made on the

basis of outstanding academic achievement and involve-

ment in interunrversity sports. Established by funds do-

nated in honour of the late Don Reid, a 1978 Carleton

graduate and member of the Ravens basketball team.

Endowed 1990.
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Peter Re illy Scholarship

Awarded annually to a student entering either the Third or

Fourth year of a degree program in the School of Journal-

ism and Communication who shows talent, aptitude and

concern for joumaJistic disciplines. Preference will be given

to a student entering Fourth year who has demonstrated a

potential for effective use of the medium of television,

current affairs and/or documentary programs. Donors:

Friends of the late Peter ReiBy. Endowed 1 978.

Rogers Communications Award in Mass Communication

Awarded annually to an outstanding Fourth-year honours

student enrolled in the Mass Communication program. The
recipient will be selected by the Awards Committee of the

Mass Communication program. Endowed 1991 by Rogers

Ottawa Ltd.

Rogers Communications Award in Television Journalism

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the School of

Journalism to the student graduating from the Bachelor of

Journalism program who shows the most promise as a

television journalist. Endowed 1991 by Rogers Ottawa Ltd.

Rolls-Royce Scholarship

Value $1 ,500. Awarded annually, on the recommendation
of the Faculty of Engineering, to a student proceeding from

Third to Fourth year of the Engineering program who has

demonstrated an interest in aerospace engineering and

displays great promise in this field. Donor: Rolls-Royce

Industries Canada Inc. Established 1988.

Herman and Zelda Roodman Award in Journalism

Value $200. Awarded annually for excellence in reporting

to a Second- or Third-year student in the School of Jour-

nalism and Communication. Donors: Mr. and Mrs. Herman
S. Roodman. Established 1965. Revised 1980, 1988.

R.L. Rosenberg Memorial Scholarship in Mathematics

A scholarship awarded on the recommendation of the

Department of Mathematics and Statistics to an outstand-

ing student entering a First-year Honours program in the

Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Carleton Uni-

versity. Endowed in 1986 by the daughters, friends and
academic colleagues of the late Reuben L. Rosenberg,

who served this University and his Department, with dis-

tinction.

Barbie Ross Memorial Award
Value $500. Awarded annually on the recommendation of

the Residence University Management and Policy Board to

a full-time student in good academic standing who has

demonstrated active participation in the affairs of the Car-

leton University residence community. Donors: Friends and

family of the late Barbie Ross. Endowed 1983.

Annie Fraser Roy Scholarships

Awarded annually to an in-course student or students

enrolled in a program, the majority of whose courses are in

literature. Donor: The late Marjorie T. Roy. Endowed 1982.

James and Jane Fraser Roy Scholarships

Awarded annually, if merited, to outstanding students pro-

ceeding from one year to another in a degree program at

Carleton University. Donor: The late Jean Roy. Endowed
1975.

J. Lansing Rudd Scholarship

Awarded annually to a superior student progressing from

one year of program to another at Carleton University.

Donor: The late J. Lansing Rudd. Endowed 1967.

Award of the Embassy of Russia

For excellence in the study of Russian, an award is offered

annually, by the Embassy of Russia. Established 1963.

Revised 1992.

Department of Russian Undergraduate Award
Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of Russian to an outstanding undergraduate student

pursuing a Pass or Honours degree in the Department of

Russian. Donors: Members and friends of the Department
of Russian. Endowed 1983.

Celia Ruygrok Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Dean of

Social Sciences to a deserving student proceeding from

Second to Third year of the Criminology and Criminal

Justice Concentration. Endowed in 1986 by family and
friends of the late Celia Ruygrok, B.A. 1985.

Derek Rymerson Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Director

of the School of Computer Science, to an outstanding

student proceeding from Third to Fourth year of the Com-
puter Science program. Endowed in 1992 by the family and
friends of Derek Rymerson.

Jacques and Helene Sabourin Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Director

of the School of Architecture, to the student showing the

greatest proficiency in a course devoted to lighting for

architecture. Donated by the Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety and its members in memory of Jacques and Helene

Sabourin who were active in the field of illumination and
who tragically lost their lives in an automobile accident in

1984. Endowed 1985.

St. Patrick's College Scholarship

Awarded annually to an entrance or in-course student or

students in the humanities and social sciences, with pref-

erence being given to students with physical disabilities.

Endowed in 1980 to perpetuate the name and traditions of

St. Patrick's College.

Samuel Sair Canadian Jewish History Prize

Awarded annually, if merited, on the recommendation of

the Department of History to a student submitting the best

History term paper, research essay or thesis on any aspect

of Jewish history in Canada that uses in part the archival

holdings of the Public Archives of Canada. Endowed 1985.

Sartor Memorial Award
Value $100. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Director of the School of Industrial Design, to a full-time

student proceeding from one year to another in the Indus-

trial Design program. Donor: The family of Ottaviano (Otto)

Sartor, who was the woodworking technician in the School

of Industrial Design. Established 1991

.

Lawrence Segal Memorial Fund
Established as a book prize for a student enrolled in the

School of Business Donors: The friends of the late

Lawrence J. Segal, B.Com. Carleton, 1961. Endowed
1970. Revised 1986.

Richard J. Semple Memorial Award in Mathematics

Awarded annually to an outstanding student enrolled in an

Honours Mathematics program and proceeding to Third or

Fourth year of studies at Carleton University. Donors:

Friends and fam Hy of the late Richard J. Semple. Endowed
1977 in memory of Richard J. Semple, a long-time faculty

member of the Department of Mathematics.
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Eric Stgurdson Award
Awarded annually to an outstanding student in the Com-
puter Systems Engineering program. Donors: Friends and

colleagues of the late Professor Eric L. Sigurdson, former

member of the Department of Systems and Computer
Engineering, in recognition of his contributions to teaching,

research and development, and to the establishment of the

Computer Systems Engineering program. Endowed 1982.

Kenneth F. Smith Memorial Award in Journalism

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the School

of Journalism and Communication, to the First-year student

standing highest in the Honours Journalism program. Do-

nated by relatives, friends and business associates in

honour of the late Kenneth Smith, a Carleton Journalism

graduate who became a noted business writer and editor

with the Canadian Press. Endowed 1 985.

Richard R. Snell Memorial Award in Journalism

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the School

of Journalism and Communication, to an outstanding stu-

dent in the Journalism program who shows exceptional

abilities in investigative reporting. Donated by friends and
relatives in honour of Richard R. Snell, a Carleton Journal-

ism graduate and Southam Fellow, who following a notable

newspaper career became a leader in the field of public

sector communications. Endowed 1988.

Mercy Nea I Southam Entrance Scholarships

Entrance scholarships will be awarded annually, if merited,

to students entering the First year of Arts, Social Sciences,

Journalism, Commerce, Science, Engineering, Architec-

ture, Industrial Design or Public Administration at Carleton

University. Endowed in 1949. Under the terms of bequest
of the late Wilson Mills Southam, the scholarships are in

memory of his grandmother, Mercy Neal Southam (1809-

1887), "Sturdy pioneer of the Southam Family in Canada."

Award of the Embassy of Spain
For excellence in the study of Spanish, a book award is

offered annually by the Spanish Embassy in Canada. Es-

tablished 1960.

Randell Stanton Memorial Book Prize

Awarded annually to an outstanding full-time student pro-

ceeding from Second to Third year. This prize is awarded
in alternate years to a student in the English Language and
Literature program and the Architecture program. The book
prize is named in honour of an alumnus of Carleton Univer-

sity who studied and loved the disciplines of English litera-

ture and architecture. Donor: Family and friends of the late

Randell Stanton. Endowed 1990.

Ben and Mary Steinberg Foundation Scholarships

Awarded to outstanding students who may be in need of

financial assistance in the furtherance of their studies.

Established 1978.

Irene Gertrude Stitt Scholarship Fund
Awarded annually to students of high proficiency proceed-
ing from one year of program to another at Carleton Uni-

versity. The fund has been made possble by a bequest of

the late Edith May Stitt, in memory of her sister, Irene G.
Stitt. Endowed 1966.

Barbara Sudall Book Prize

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Depart-
ment of English to an outstanding part-time student in the

Pass or Honours program in English. Endowed 1986 by
friends and colleagues of Barbara Sudall in recognition of

her twenty-two years of service as the Faculty Administrator
in the Faculty of Arts.

Awards of the Ambassador of Switzerland to Canada
For excellence in the study of French, German, and Italian,

book awards are offered annually by the Ambassador of

Switzerland to Canada. Established 1953.

David A. Thomas Scholarship in Computer Science

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the School

of Computer Science, to an outstanding full-time student,

proceeding from one year to another of the Bachelor of

Computer Science program. Donors; Friends and col-

leagues of David A. Thomas, a longtime member of the

University community, in recognition of his contribution to

the development of academic programs and computing
environment at the University and in recognition of his

special interest in, and support of, students. Endowed
1991.

Michael Thompson Scholarship in English

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Chair of

the Department of English, to the full-time Honours English

student with the highest grade-point average who is pro-

ceeding from Third to Fourth year of the English program
or from Fourth year to Carleton's Master of Arts program in

English. Endowed in 1992 by colleagues, friends and for-

mer students in honour of Professor Michael Thompson's
many contributions to the Department and to the University.

Thomson Award for Reporting

Value $300. Awarded annually to a student proceeding

from Third- to Fourth-year Honours Journalism judged to

be outstanding in reporting. Donor: Thomson Newspapers.
Established 1970.

Henry Marshall Tory Award
Presented annually to an outstanding graduating student

who has shown a high degree of aoademic application, has
indicated an interest in the University by broad participation

in extracurricular activities of a constructive nature, has
indicated qualities of leadership, and has attended Carleton

University for at least three Fall/Winter sessions. Each
candidate is nominated by three members of the Students'

Association and selection is made by a committee com-
posed of the President of the University, a member of the

Faculty chosen by Senate, the Director of Student Awards,
and three students chosen by the Students' Council. The
winner's name is inscribed on the master trophy and the

student receives a miniature replica. The award was estab-

lished in 1 950 by the Students' Council of Carleton College.

Hubert Travers Scholarship

Awarded annually to outstanding students entering or pro-

ceeding from one year to another of a full-time undergradu-

ate program at Carleton University. Preference shall be
given to students from the Ottawa area. Endowed 1983.

Underhill Prize

Value $200. Awarded annually, on the recommendation of

the Department of History, to the graduating student with

the highest overall grade-point average in the Honours
History program. Endowed 1 986.

University Women's Club of Ottawa Scholarships

Three scholarships valued at $500 each. Awarded annually

to women students at Carleton University continuing in

undergraduate studies who have completed the equivalent

of at least five credits beyond entrance requirements at the

University and have demonstrated a high potential for

university studies. To be eligble, the candidate must have
maintained a high academic standing and be registered as
a part-time student. Donor: University Women's Club of

Ottawa. First established in 1952 in honour of Dr. Alice E.

Wilson. Revised 1989.
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Vered Foundation Scholarships

Two scholarships valued at $500 each; one awarded an-

nually, if merited, to an Engineering student in Civil Engi-

neering; the second scholarship awarded annually, if

merited, to a student who is proceeding from one year of

course to another in a degree program in Political Science.

Donor: The Vered Foundation of Ottawa. Established 1975.

Vistas Scholarship

Value $500. Awarded annually to a student from the City

of Ottawa, Alta Vista Municipal Ward, who is entering the

First year of the Bachelor of Journalism program. Donor:

Alta Vista Community Newspaper. Established 1 990.

LN. Wadlin Scholarship in Mathematics

Awarded annually to a student proceeding from one year

to another at Carleton University who has shown excel-

lence in the study of mathematics. Donor: The late Lorenzo

N. Wadlin. Endowed 1965.

Wainwright Scholarships

Awarded annually to a student or students studying Cana-

dian history. Donor: Miss Dora U.S. Wainwright. Endowed
1974. Revised 1980.

Jessie and Wreford Watson Award in Geography
Awarded annually to the outstanding student entering the

final year of Honours Geography at Carleton University. Dr.

Wreford Watson, then Chief Geographer of Canada,
founded geography at Carleton in 1 949. One year later he

was joined by Mrs. Watson and together they lectured in

geography at Carleton until 1954. Donors: Friends, faculty

and alumni of the Department of Geography. Endowed
1980.

ftA Wendt Book Prize

Awarded on the recommendation of the Department of

Psychology, preference will be given to a student in an

undergraduate degree program for work done in the history

of psychology. This fund was established on the occasion

of Professor Wendfs retirement, in recognition of his con-

tributions over many years to the Department of Psychol-

ogy, the Faculty of Social Sciences, and to the University

community. This prize is intended to assist the recipient to

build a personal library.

Elizabeth White Memorial Award for Zoological Collection

Value $50, together with a book prize. Awarded annually,

if merited, on the recommendation of the Department of

Biology to a student who has submitted, by November 1

,

an outstanding collection of insects or arachnids, properly

preserved and identified. Donor: Anonymous. Established

1953.

Donald ft Wiles Scholarship in Chemistry

Awarded annually, when merited, on the recommendation

of the Department of Chemistry to a student proceeding

from First to Second year of an Honours program in Chem-
istry, Biochemistry or any Combined Honours program with

Chemistry. Preference will be given to a student intending

to study inorganic or analytical chemistry. Donor: Dr. Don-
ald R. Wiles and friends. Endowed 1 990.

Wilgar Memorial Award in English

A book prize awarded to a Carleton University undergradu-

ate who has shown excellence in essay-writing. Estab-

lished 1951, in memory of the late W.P. Wilgar, Assistant

Professor of English at Carleton University, 1948-50. En-

dowed 1952.

Goldie Wilkinson Scholarship

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the School
of Computer Science, to an outstanding student proceed-

ing from First to Second year of the Bachelor of Computer
Science program. Donors: Friends and colleagues of

Goldie Wilkinson, a long time member of the University

community, in recognition of her special interest in, and
support of, students. Endowed 1988.

Kenneth ft Wilson Memorial Award for Journalism Gradu-

ates

Offered annually to a student graduating in Journalism who,

in the opinion of a board of selection, shows exceptional

promise as a future reporter and interpreter of Canadian
affairs. Endowed 1953, in memory of Kenneth R. Wilson,

Ottawa Editor of The Financial Post, by a group of his

personal friends.

Morley E. Wilson Scholarship

Awarded annually to an outstanding student in Honours
Geology who is proceeding from one year of program to

another at Carleton University. Donor: The late M.E. Wil-

son, Sessional Lecturer in Geology at Carleton University,

1947-1953. Endowed 1975.

Phyllis Wilson Award in Journalism

Awarded annually to the top student in Second-year report-

ing. The recipient is selected by the faculty members of the

School of Journalism and Communication on the basis of

recommendations from the Second-year reporting instruc-

tors. Donors: Friends and former students of Professor

Phyllis Wilson. Endowed 1982.

Herbert I. Wolf Award
Awarded annually to an undergraduate student enrolled in

a full-time program at Carleton University. The award is

given in memory of Herbert I. Wolf, the son of the donor,

who died in active service. Donor: George M. Wolf. En-

dowed 1981.

Women's Business Network Association of Ottawa Schol-

arship

Value $2,000. Awarded annually, on the recommendation

of the Director of the School of Business, to an outstanding

full-time undergraduate student proceeding to Third or

Fourth year of the Commerce program. The recipient is to

be a Canadian citizen or permanent resident. Donor:

Women's Business Network Association of Ottawa, an

association created to promote, improve and profile women
in business. Established 1987. Revised 1990.

Gordon J. Wood Scholarships in English

Value $350 each. One to a full-time student in English

proceeding from Second to Third year.who has taken at

least three credits in English at Carleton; one to a full-time

student in English proceeding from Third to Fourth year,

who has taken at least four credits in English at Carleton

University. The assessment is made on the basis of overall

grades for the year, including Summer courses (if any) from

the previous Summer. English marks will be given particular

consideration if necessary in the ranking of qualifying stu-

dents. Donor: Gordon J. Wood, Professor of English, Car-

leton University. Established 1 974.

Susan Joan Wood Memorial Scholarship

Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Depart-

ment of English. Preference will be given to a student

proceeding from the Third to Fourth year of an Honours

program in English with an emphasis on Canadian litera-

ture. Donor: Friends and colleagues of Susan Joan Wood.

Endowed 1982.
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Hume Wrong Scholarship

Established by Mrs. Hume Wrong in memory of her late

husband. Awarded annually to the leading student in the

Third year of History or Political Science proceeding to his

or her final Honours year. Donor: The late Mrs. Hume
Wrong. Endowed 1962.

YTV Canada Inc. Youth and Television Award
Value $1000. Awarded annually to a Fourth-year Honours

student enrolled in the Mass Communication program

whose thesis topic is related to youth and television. The

recipient will be determined by a panel selected by the

Associate Director (Mass Communication) of the School of

Journalism and Communication. Donor: YTV Canada Inc.

Established 1992.

Nathan and Sara Zelikovitz Award
Awarded to an outstanding undergraduate student regis-

tered in a full-time program at Carleton University. Donor:

Nathan Zelikovitz. Endowed 1979.

Bursaries

Evelyn AkJridge Bursary in Economics

Awarded annually to a deserving and needy student or

students in any year of Pass or Honours studies in the

Department of Economics at Carleton University. Endowed
in 1980 in honour of Evelyn Aldridge, Department Secretary

and Administrator, in recognition of 20 years of devoted

service to the University and to the Department of Econom-
ics, its faculty and students. Donors: Members and gradu-

ates of the Department of Economics and friends of Mrs.

Aldridge.

A. Andras Memorial Bursary

Awarded annually to an undergraduate student attending

Carleton University who is in need of financial assistance

and whose parent is a member of a trade union that is

affiliated to the Canadian Labor Congress. Endowed 1972,

in memory of the late Mr. A. Andras who was a member of

Carleton's Board of Governors.

Atkinson Charitable Foundation Bursary Fund
Awarded to assist students of Carleton University. Terms
of award are as follows: (1) In addition to scholastic merit

and financial need, goal and promise will be considered in

selecting recipients. (2) Candidates must be residents of

Ontario. (3) An applicant must have completed at least one
academic year and be enrolled as a full-time undergraduate

In any program at Carleton University. (4) For one of the

awards, preference will be given to candidates intending

later to pursue studies in theology. Donor: The Atkinson

Charitable Foundation. Offered for the first time in 1951 , as
an experiment in the provision of financial aid to students.

F. Luella Barhgar Bursaries

Awarded annually to students entering Carleton University

or proceeding from one year of program to another who are

in financial need. Some preference shall be given to stu-

dents with an interest in music. The bursaries are provided

through the bequest of the late Miss F. Luella Barrigar, a
teacher of music at the Ottawa Teachers' College. Donor:
The late F. Luella Barrigar. Endowed 1981

.

Nurse "Biir Bayley Memorial Fund
The fund is to provide for assistance in emergencies for

students requiring dental and medical care. Endowed In

1974 by friends and students, this award is named in

honour of the late Kathleen Bayley, a member of the

Counselling and Health Services from 1965 to the time of

her death June 7, 1973.

R.A. Beamish Bursary

Awarded annually to a student entering or progressing from

one year to another who, without financial assistance, could

not continue his or her formal education. To be eligble, an
applicant must be a resident of one of the 11 eastern

counties of Ontario (Renfrew, Frontenac, Lanark, Leeds,

Carleton, Grenville, Russell, Dundas, Prescott, Glengarry,

Stormont). Donor: The R.A. Beamish Foundation. En-

dowed 1951.

Euphemia Bell Bursary Fund
To provide bursaries to deserving students in financial

need. The fund has been made possible by a bequest of

the late Euphemia Bell. Endowed 1978.

Beta Sigma Phi Sorority Bursary

Value $800. Awarded to a deserving full-time student or

students in good standing requiring financial assistance to

complete his or her studies. Preference will be given to. a

member of Beta Sigma Phi in good standing or the son or

daughter of same. Donor: The City Council of Beta Sigma
Phi Sorority. Established 1964. Revised 1981 , 1985.

J. P. Bickell Foundation Bursary Fund
The Trustees of the J. P. Bickell Foundation have estab-

lished bursaries in the Faculty of Science. An applicant

must be taking a normal sequence of courses leading to a

degree in Geology and must have competent academic

standing. Carleton students may obtain full details of the

bursary from the Awards Office. Donor: J. P. Bickell Foun-

dation; Trustees: National Trust. Established 1956.

Birks Family Foundation Bursaries

The Birks Family Foundation has established a plan of

annual contributions to the student aid fund of recognized

Canadian universities and colleges for the creation of the

Birks Family Foundation Bursaries. The bursaries are

awarded by the foundation on the recommendation of the

University Scholarship Committee and are not restricted to

faculty or year and may be renewed. The number and
amount of such awards may vary annually, depending upon
the funds available for the purpose from the Foundation.

Gretta Boyd Memorial Bursary

Value $1 50. First awarded in 1969-70 to an undergraduate

student in any year or faculty with good academic standing

and in need of financial assistance. Donor: Kiwanis Club of

Nepean. Established 1969 in memory of the late Gretta

Boyd. Revised 1985.

Nathan Braham Bursary

Awarded annually to an entering or returning student with

superior academic standing who is in need of financial

assistance. The bursary has been made possible by a

bequest of Mr. Nathan Braham. Endowed 1964.

Donald William Buchanan Bursary

Awarded annually to a student entering or progressing from

one year to another and who is in need of and deserving of

assistance to continue studies as a full-time student. Donor:

The late Donald William Buchanan. Endowed 1967.

C.A.M.P.S. Bursary

The fund is designed to provide assistance to mature or

part-time students who are in financial need. Endowed in

1 992 by the Carleton Association of Mature and Part-Time

Students. (C.A.M.P.S.) to commemorate its 10th anniver-

sary.
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Canadian Club of Ottawa Bursary

Value $400. Awarded annually to student(s) in need of

financial assistance. The object of the Canadian Club is to

foster interest in and knowledge of Canada and Canadian

affairs. Donor: Canadian Club of Ottawa. Established 1981

.

Revised 1985.

Carieton University Academic Staff Association Bursaries

Four bursaries valued at $300 each. Awarded annually to

full-time students proceeding from one year of program to

another and requiring financial assistance. Donor: Carieton

University Academic Staff Association. Established 1977.

C.U.A.S.A. Business Agent's Bursary

Awarded annually to a full-time student who is proceeding

from one year of program to another, and is in need of

financial assistance in order to continue his or her studies

at Carieton. Endowed in 1988 by Patricia Ann Finn.

Carieton University Department of University Safety

To be awarded annually to a deserving student who has

officially declared a concentration in Criminology and Crimi-

nal Justice and who is in need of financial assistance.

Donor: Carieton University Department of University

Safety. Established 1983.

Carieton University Faculty Wives Association Bursary

Awarded to students in good academic standing and in

financial need. Donor: Carieton University Faculty Wives
Association. Established 1977. Endowed 1979. Revised

1988.

Carieton University Refugee Student Bursary

Value $3,000. Awarded annually on the recommendation
of the World University Service of Canada to a refugee

student entering or continuing his or her program at Carle-

ton University, who Is in need of financial assistance.

Desmond Geoffrey Carty Bursary

Awarded annually to a student in course, specifically in

Engineering, who would not otherwise be able to proceed

without delay to a higher year within the University. Donor:

Mrs. E.G. Carty, in memory of her son, Desmond Geoffrey

Carty. Endowed 1 983.

Edward Godfrey Carty Bursary

Awarded annually to a student in course, specifically in

Engineering, who would not otherwise be able to proceed

without delay to a higher year within the University. Donor:

Mrs. E.G. Carty, in memory of her husband, Edward God-
frey Carty. Endowed 1964.

Maurice Frederick Carty Bursary

Awarded annually to a student in course who would not

otherwise be able to proceed without delay to a higher year

within the University. Donor: Mrs. E.G. Carty, in memory of

her son, Maurice Frederick Carty. Endowed 1 957.

The Fred Cinkant Bursaries in Engineering

Awarded annually to Canadian citizen students entering or

proceeding from one year of program to another in the

Faculty of Engineering, who are in need and deserving of

financial assistance to continue their studies at Carieton.

Donor: Fred Cinkant, in memory of his mother and father,

Mr. and Mrs. Antal Cinkant. Endowed 1 984.

The Lonaine Cinkant Bursaries in Science

Awarded annually to Canadian citizen students entering or

proceeding from one year of program to another in the

Faculty of Science, who are in need and deserving of

financial assistance to continue their studies at Carieton.

Donor: Lorraine Cinkant, in memory of her mother and

father, Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Sabourin. Endowed 1984.

Steve Coughlin Memorial Bursary

Awarded annually to deserving students requiring financial

assistance, who are in the Second, Third or Fourth year of

an undergraduate program. Endowed in 1990 by friends

and family in memory of Steve Coughlin B.A. 1989.

David Currie Memorial Bursary

Value $2,500. Awarded annually to a full-time student

enrolled in the Second year of a program, who is from the

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carieton and is in need of

financial assistance. The bursary may be held until gradu-

ation, at which time a new award will be made. Donor: Royal

Canadian Legion, Ottawa Branch 16. Established 1990 in

memory of Lieutenant Colonel David Currie, V.C., who was
a member of Ottawa Branch 1 6 and a Canadian who served

his country well in war and peace.

Disabled Student Bursary Fund
The fund is to provide for disabled students in need of

financial assistance. Donor: Joy MacLaren. Endowed
1988.

Gerhard Dittmann Bursary

Awarded annually to students in financial need who are

entering or proceeding from one year to another of an

undergraduate program. The bursary has been made pos-

sible by a bequest of the late Gerhard Dittmann, a long time

employee of Carieton University. Endowed 1 990.

Engineers' Wives Association Bursary

Awarded annually to deserving students enrolled in the

Faculty of Engineering. Donor: Engineers' Wives Associa-

tion of Ottawa. Established 1959. Revised 1987.

Lillian Fallis Bursary

Value $500. Awarded annually to a deserving student(s)

proceeding from one year of program to another in the

School of Business at Carieton University and who is in

need of financial assistance. Donors: The family of the late

Duncan H. Maclaren, a graduate of the School of Business.

Endowed in 1980 in honour of Mrs. Lil Fallis, a longtime

member of staff in the school, in recognition of her special

interest in and support of students.

The Muriel Foulger Art History Travel Bursary

Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Art His-

tory program co-ordinator, to deserving students in the Art

History program who require financial assistance in order

to meet travel or accommodation costs associated with

optional study trips undertaken with the approval of the

authorities responsible forthe Art History program. Donors:

Family and friends of the late Muriel Foulger, a long-time

staff member and graduate of the University, in honour of

her love of art and travel. Endowed 1 992.

Friends of Carieton Bursary Fund
A sum to provide bursaries for deserving students in need

of financial assistance. This fund has been made possible

by contributions from the Friends of Carieton University.

Established 1 967.

Mary C. Grant Bursary (Laurentian Chapter, I.O.D.E.)

Value $1,125. Awarded annually to not more than three

students who require financial assistance. The bursary was
endowed in honour of Mary C. Grant. Donor: The Lauren-

tian Chapter, I.O.D.E. Established 1962. Revised 1980.

International Student Bursary Fund
The fund is to provide for foreign students ingood academic

standing who are enrolled in a full-time undergraduate

program and in need of financial assistance. Donor: Anony-

mous. Endowed 1 989.
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Grace and Ken Johnston Bursary

Awarded annually to two full-time students In the Third or

Fourth year of the History program who are in need of

financial assistance. Donors: The Ottawa City Union of the

International Order of the King's Daughters and Sons.

Endowed In 1991 in honour of Ken Johnston and his wife

the late Grace Johnston.

Hal J. Kavanagh Memorial Bursary

Value $500. Awarded annually to a deserving student in the

Computer Science program who is in need of financial

assistance to continue her or his studies. Established in

1991 by Danielle Kavanagh in memory of her son who was

a graduate of Carleton University's School of Computer

Science.

John Lyndhurst Kingston Bursary Fund
The fund is to provide assistance to needy students in the

study of architecture. This fund has been made possible by

a bequest of the late Leslie Chandler Kingston. Endowed

1986

Knights of Pythias, Aurora Lodge No. 53 Bursary

Value $100. Awarded to a good student progressing from

one year of program to another who needs financial assis-

tance to continue his or her studies. Donor: Knights of

Pythias, Aurora Lodge No. 53. Established 1960.

Patricia Larmonth Memorial Bursary

Value $400. Awarded on the basis of reasonable compe-

tence, need and personal qualifications to a Canadian

citizen who is a full-time student. Donor: Ottawa Women's
Canadian Club. Established 1971 . Revised 1983.

Jean A. Loates Bursary

Awarded annually to a deserving student entering Carleton

University or proceeding from one year of program to

another and requiring financial assistance to complete his

or her studies. Donated by friends and colleagues of Jean

Loates to mark her retirement in 1977. Mrs. Loates is a

Carleton graduate and had a 26-year career at the Univer-

sity, first as Student Personnel Officer and from 1966 as

Awards Officer. Endowed 1977.

Gordon Marshall and Jean Trudeau-Marshall Bursary

Value $300. Awarded annually to a deserving student from

the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, who is en-

rolled at Carleton University and in need of financial assis-

tance in order to continue his or her studies. Donor: Mr.

Kenneth D. Simmons, in honour of his close friends, Gor-

don and Jean Marshall. Established 1985.

Paul Menton Memorial Bursary

Awarded annually to a physically disabled student, in good
academic standing, who is proceeding from one year to

another of an undergraduate program and is in need of

financial assistance. Endowed 1990 by family and friends

in memory of Paul Menton, Carleton University's first co-or-

dinator of disabled programs.

Ottawa Citizens' War Services Committee Bursary

An annual sum of approximately $300 is available to assist

veterans, their dependents or descendants, who are stu-

dents In good standing at' Carleton University and are in

need of financial assistance. Endowed 1948.

Ottawa Superfluity Shop Bursaries

An annual sum of approximately $1,500 is available to

provide bursaries for veterans of World War I or World War
II, or for the descendants of such veterans, who are stu-

dents in good standing at Carleton University and in need
of financial assistance. Endowed 1947.

Phillips Bursary

The annual yield of a fund of $5,000 made available to

Carleton University by Miss L.A. Phillips. The bursary is to

be awarded each year to a student with good academic

standing who is in need of financial assistance. Endowed
1962.

James H. Rattray Bursary Fund
To provide bursaries for students in Science and Engineer-

ing, with certain areas of preference. Donor: The late James
H. Rattray, M.C. Endowed 1961.

Royal Canadian Legion Branch 16 Bursaries

Value $500 each. Awarded annually to deserving students

from the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton enrolled

at Carleton University, who are in need of financial assis-

tance. Donor: Royal Canadian Legion, Ottawa Branch 16.

Established 1983.

J. Lansing Rudd Bursary

Awarded annually to a good student progressing from one

year of program to another who needs financial assistance

to continue his or her studies. Donor: The late J. Lansing

Rudd. Endowed 1967.

Abraham and Mary Shaffer Bursary

Awarded annually to a good student entering Carleton

University or proceeding from one year of program to

another and requiring financial assistance to complete his

or her studies. Donor: The late Abraham Shaffer. Endowed
1967.

William Ernest Simmons Bursary

Value $300. To be awarded annually to a deserving student

who has officially declared a concentration in Criminology

and Criminal Justice and who is in need of financial assis-

tance. Donor: Mr. Kenneth D. Simmons. Established 1983

in memory of the late William Ernest Simmons.

Sprorf Charitable Foundation Bursary

Awarded annually to deserving undergraduate students in

the Second, Third or Fourth years in the School of Business

who require assistance to complete their program. Donor:

Sprott Charitable Foundation. Established 1989.

Z. Matthew Stankiewicz Bursary

Awarded annually to a deserving student requiring financial

assistance, who is entering or is enrolled in the School of

Architecture at Carleton University. Donors: Friends, rela-

tives and associates of the late Z. Matthew Stankiewicz.

Endowed 1980.

The William John Stauffer Memorial Bursary in Electrical

Engineering

Awarded annually to a student who is proceeding from

Second to Third year in the Electrical Engineering program

and who is in need of financial assistance. Endowed in 1990

by family and friends in memory of William John Stauffer

who had an avid interest in electrical engineering.

Ormond M. Stitt Bursary Fund
To provide bursaries for deserving students in need of

financial assistance. The fund has been made possible by

a bequest of the late Miss Edith May Stitt, in memory of her

brother, Ormond M. Stitt. Endowed 1966.

Isabella Eilen Taylor Memorial Bursary Fund
To provide bursaries to undergraduates in any year of

program who are in need of financial assistance and have

good academic standing. Donor: The late Daisy Elizabeth

Taylor. Endowed 1 969.
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C.R. Thompson Bursary

Value to be announced. Awarded annually to a deserving

student proceeding from one year of program to another in

the Faculty of Engineering who is in need of financial

assistance. Endowed in 1980 in honour of C.R. Thompson,
Associate Dean of Engineering in recognition of his contri-

butions to the Faculty of Engineering and its students.

3M Canada Inc. Bursary

Value $500. Awarded annually to a good student or stu-

dents in Commerce or Science, who requires financial aid.

Donor: 3M Canada Inc. Established 1981.

7770 Michael Timonin Bursary in Biology

Awarded annually to deserving students, entering or pro-

ceeding from one year of course to another in the Major or

Honours program in Biology and who are in need of finan-

cial assistance to continue studies at Carleton University.

Endowed in 1990 by family and friends of Michael Timonin
in honour of his 90th birthday.

Hubert Travers Bursary

Awarded annually to students in financial need who are

entering or proceeding from one year to another of a
full-time undergraduate program at Carleton University.

Preference shall be given to students from the Ottawa area.

Endowed 1983.

Trivial Pursuit Bursary

Awarded annually to deserving students in the Second,

Third or Fourth year of the Journalism program who require

assistance to complete their studies. Endowed in 1988 by

the shareholders of Horn Abbot Ltd. in recognition of the

perseverance, generosity and success of the creators of

Trivial Pursuit and the Directors of Horn Abbot Ltd.

University General Bursary Fund
The fund is to provide bursaries in aid of students with

satisfactory academic standing who, in the First or sub-

sequent program years, are in need of financial assistance.

Established by the University in 1954.

Wainwright Bursary

Awarded annually to a student or students studying Cana-
dian history. Donor: Miss Dora U.S. Wainwright. Endowed
1974. Revised 1980.

Honourable Cairine Wilson Bursary

Awarded annually to a good student entering Carleton

University or proceeding from one year of program to

another and requiring financial assistance to complete his

or her studies. The bursary has been made possible by a

bequest of The Honourable Cairine Wilson, first woman
member of the Canadian Senate. Endowed 1962.

on the basis of overall merit and contribution to the literature

dealing in aspects of Canadian society. The committee may
decline to make an award in a given year for lack of

meritorious candidates. The recipient will be expected to

deliver a University public lecture dealing in the topic of the

book at or near the time of publication.

Loan Funds

John Parker Loan Fund
To provide loans not exceeding $2,000 each to students

who require financial assistance to meet their educational

costs. This fund also provides emergency loans for 60 days

or less to students whose funds from other sources have
been delayed. Application forms are available to students

in the Awards Office.

Government Aid programs:
See Student Services p. 18.

Further information regarding existing sources of scholar-

ships, awards, bursaries and loans may be obtained from

the Awards Office, telephone 788-3600.

Publication Grant

The John Porter Publication Grant

This grant, established in 1979 by friends and colleagues

of the late John Porter, is open to authors of book-length

works. The authors must be members of the Carleton

University community whose manuscripts have been ac-

cepted by a reputable publisher, or persons not affiliated

with Carleton University whose manuscripts have been
accepted for publication in the Carleton Library series. An
annual award of $1 ,000, to be applied against the costs of

publication of the work, will be determined by a Grants

Committee appointed by the Vice President (Academic).

Applications or nominations having been received by the

committee, the recipient will be selected by the committee
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Chancellor

To be appointed

President and Vice-Chancellor

Robin H. Farquhar, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., F.C.C.E.A.

Board of Governors

Chair

Samuel F. Hughes

Vlce-Chalr

Maureen O'Neil, B.A.

Ex-Offkio Members
The Chancellor

The President and Vice-Chancellor

Elected Members

Retire June 30, 1993

Roger C. Blockley, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Iris L.Craig, B.A.

Marion Dewar, R.N., B.ScN., Dip. P.H.N.

Ron Dufour

Carl Gillis

Margaret Labarge, CM., B.A., B.Litt., D.Litt.

Joy Maciaren, B.Sc.

Shawn Rapley

George C. Smyth, B.Sc.

Donald R. Yeomans, B.A.Sc, P. Eng., C.M.A., F.S.M.A.C.

Retire June 30, 1994

Florence Campbell, B.A.

A. J. Freiman, B.A.

William Joe
Robert Laughton, Q.C., B.A., LL.B.

Terence Mathews
Peter Pivko, B.Arch.

Kate Thome
Italo Tiezzi, B.A.

Elizabeth Waddell, B.A., B.P.H.E.

James Watson, B.A.

Retire June 30, 1995

John ApSimon, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Ivan Fellegi, M.Sc, Ph.D.

Christina Fiedorowicz, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Michel Gaulin, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Samuel F. Hughes
Wes Nicol, B.A.

Maureen O'Neil, B.A.

Mairuth Sarsfield, CQ, B.A., M.J.

Zeev Vered, B.Eng., P.Eng

Secretary

C.G. Watt, B.A.

Senate of the University

Ex-Offick) Members

The Chancellor

Dean G.S. Adam, B.J., M.A., Ph.D.

Dean J.W. ApSimon, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Dean M.J. Bibby, M.Sc, Ph.D., P.Eng.

Professor L.A. Copley, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D.

President R.H. Farquhar, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., F.C.C.E.A.

Dean D.R. Gardner, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Professor J. Giard, Diploma-Design, Higher Diploma in

Industrial Design, Ph.D.

Associate Professor Benjamin Gianni, B.A., M.Arch.

Dean M.E. Marshall, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Mr. Steven Moore, B.A.

Professor J.R. Pugh, B.Sc, M.Sc.

Mr. Shawn Rapley

Professor J. S. Riordon, M.Eng., D.I.C., Ph.D., P. Eng.

Board Appointees

Mrs. Joy Maciaren, B.Sc.

Mrs. Elizabeth Waddell, B.A., B.P.H.E.

Mr. James Watson, B.A.

Mr. D.R. Yeomans, B.A.Sc, C.M.A., F.S.M.A.C, P. Eng.

Elected Members

Assistant Professor A. P. Boykiw, B.I.D.

Associate Professor M.I. Cameron, B.A., Ph.D.

Associate Professor Frances Cherry, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Associate Professor David Cray, B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Associate Professor M.F. Fox, B.A., M.A.
Professor C.W.L. Gamer, B.Sc, M.A., Ph.D.

Professor Michel Gaulin, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Clerk of Sen-
ate)

Associate Professor K.R. Goheen, B.A.Sc, Ph.D., P.Eng.

Mr. Peter Goodman
Associate Professor C.C. Gordon, B.A., Ph.D.

Mr. Rupert Gordon
Professor J.E. Graham, B.Sc, M.A., M.Sc, Ph.D.

Associate Professor K.A.H. Graham, B.A., M.A.

Associate Professor CP. Haines, Dott. In L.e.L.

Professor G.A. Hartley, B.Eng., M.Eng., Ph.D., P.Eng.

Associate Professor Hans Honegger, B.E.S., B.Arch.

Mr. Khaled Ibrahim, B.Sc, M.Eng.
Associate Professor Peter Johansen, B.A., M.A.
Associate Professor Juliette Kealey, B.A., M.A.

Associate Professor Elaine Keillor, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Associate Professor T.A. Kwasniewski, M.Sc, Ph.D., P.

Eng.

Associate Professor W.R. Laird, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Professor W.R. Lalonde, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc, Ph.D.

Ms Chantal Lamontagne
Associate Professor R.B. Lovejoy, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor Natalie Luckyj, B.A., M.A.

Ms. Margaret McGee
Mr. Ian McGregor, B.Sc, B.A.

Associate Professor George McKnight, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Associate Professor S.E. McMullin, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Professor A.S. Moscovitch, B.A., M.A.
Ms. Marcella Munro
Professor R.F. Neil!, B.A., M.A., S.T.B., Ph.D.

Mr. Amaresh Philips

Associate Professor G. Roseme, A.B., M.A.
Associate Professor P.L. Rosen, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Associate Professor R.P. Saunders, B.A., LL.B., LL.M.
Mr. Michael Schumacher
Associate Professor R.A. Shigeishi, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Professor D.W. Smith, B.A., M. es L, Ph.D.
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Associate Professor R.P. Taylor, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Associate Professor D.R. Thomas, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Professor W.B. Thomgate, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Professor P.J.S. Watson, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Professor J.A. Webb, B.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.E.S.

Special Appointments

Professor R.C. Blockley, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Dr. J.D. Holmes, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., M.L.S.

Mrs. B.R. Lifeso, B.Sc
Professor T.P. Wilkinson, B.Sc, Ph.D.

Officers of Administration

President and Vice-Chancellor

Robin H. Farquhar, B.A., M.A. (British Columbia) Ph.D.

(Chicago) F.C.C.E.A.

Vice-President (Academic) and Registrar

Leslie A. Copley, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.Sc (McMaster) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Vice-President (Finance and Administration)

J.S. Riordon, M.Eng. (McGill) D.I.C. (Imperial) Ph.D. (Lon-

don) P.Eng.

Assistant Vice-President (Student andAcademic Services)

Thomas P. Wilkinson, B.Sc. (Durham) Ph.D. (Newcastle-

upon-Tyne)

Dean of the Faculty of Arts

G. Stuart Adam, B.J., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Queen's)

Dean of the Faculty of Engineering

M.J. Bibby, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Alberta) P.Eng.

Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research
J.W. ApSimon, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Liverpool)

Dean of the Faculty of Science

David R. Gardner, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Southampton)

Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences

Marilyn Marshall, B.A. (Lake Erie) M.A. (Bowling Green)

Ph.D. (Iowa)

Associate Dean of the Faculty of Arts

L.T. Ubrande, B.A. (St. Louis) M.A. (Syracuse) Ph.D.

(McGill)

Acting Associate Dean of the Faculty of Engineering

Chong Hon Chan, B.S. (National, Taiwan) M.A.Sc, Ph.D.

(Waterloo) P. Eng.

Associate Dean (International) of the Faculty of Graduate

Studies and Research

D.R.F. Taylor, M.A. (Edinburgh) P.C.G.E. (London) Ph.D.

(Edinburgh)

Associate Dean (Programs and Planning) of the Faculty of

Graduate Studies and Research
R.C. Blockley, B.A. (Leicester) M.A. (McMaster) Ph.D. (Not-

tingham)

Associate Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences -

A.L. Riding, B.Eng., M.Eng. (McGill) M.B.A. (Sir George
Williams) Ph.D. (McGill)

Director of the School of Canadian Studies

Stanley McMullin, B.A., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Dalhousie)

Director of the Institute of Political Economy
M.B. Dolan, A.B. (Harvard) M.A., Ph.D. (The American
University)

Director of the Institute of Central/East European and Rus-
sian-Area Studies

Joan DeBardeleben, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Director of the Institute of Women's Studies

Fran Klowdawsky, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Ohio State) Ph.D.

(Queen's)

Director of the Norman Paterson School of International

Affairs

To be appointed

Director of Carleton International

D.R.F. Taylor, M.A. (Edinburgh) P.G.C.E. (London) Ph.D.

(Edinburgh)

Director of the School of Architecture

Benjamin Gianni, B.A. (Pennsylvania) M.Arch. (Yale)

Director of the School of Business

D.R. Thomas, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Imperial College) M.Sc. (Car-

leton)

Director of the School of Comparative Literary Studies

R.M. Polzin, B.A. (San Diego) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Director of the School of Computer Science

J.R. Pugh, B.Sc, M.Sc (Swansea)

Director of the School of Industrial Design

Jacques R. Giard, Diploma-Design (Institut des arts ap-

pliques, Montreal) Higher Diploma in Industrial Design (City

of Birmingham Polytechnic) Ph.D. (Concordia)

Director of the School of Journalism and Communication
Peter Johansen, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Stanford)

Director of the School of Public Administration

Katherine A.H. Graham, B.A. (York) M.A. (Queen's)

Director of the School of Social Work
Gillian Walker, B.A., M.S.W. (British Columbia) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Director of the School for Studies in Art and Culture

John Shepherd, B.A., B.Mus. (Carleton) A.R.C.M. (Royal

College of Music) D.Phil (York, U.K.)

Librarian

J.D. Holmes, B.A., M.A. (Cambridge) Ph.D. (Keele) M.L.S.

(Western Ontario)

Director of Administrative Services

Douglas N. Brombal, B.A., Cert, in Bus. Admin. (Windsor)

Director of Admissions and Academic Records

Victor J. Chapman, B.A., M.A. (Carleton)

Director of Budget Planning

William Pickett, B.Sc. (British Columbia) M.Sc, M.A. (Car-

leton)
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Director of Computing Services

David Sutherland, B.Sc. (Carleton)

Director of Development and Alumni Services

K.I. McCuaig, B.A. (Carleton) B.P.H.E. (Waterloo)

Executive Assistant to the President

Donald McEown, B.A., Dip. Bus. Admin. (Saskatchewan)

Director of Finance

J.K. Kettles, B. Com. (Carleton) C.A.

Director of Health Services

David R. Pfeiffer, M.D. (Ottawa) C.C.F.P.

Director of Housing and Food Services

David L. Sterritt, B.A. (Carleton)

Director of Instructional Media Services

Ross Mutton, B.A.A. (Ryerson)

Director of Internal Audit and Advisory Services

Keith Gibbs, B.A., M.A. (McGill) C.A.

Director of Public Relations and Information Services

Patrick O'Brien, B.A., D.P.A. (Carleton)

Director of Personnel

Richard A. Brown, B.A. (Carleton)

Director of the Physical Plant

Bryan Beazer, B.Sc. (Queen's) P. Eng.

Director of Physical Recreation and Athletics

Keith N. Harris, B.A., B.P.H.E. (Queen's) M.S. (Physical

Education) (Springfield)

Director of Planning Analysis and Statistics

Imelda MuMhill, B.A. (Carleton) B.Ed. (Queen's) M.A. (Car-

leton)

Director of the School of Continuing Education

Bemadette Landry, B.A. (Ottawa)

Director of the Science Technology Centre

A.A. Raffler, Industrial Master Diploma (Austria)

Director of Student Awards
Carol Fleck

Director of University Counselling Services

Vincent Giannandrea, B.A., M.A. (Western Ontario)

Director of University Safety

Mark Tinlin

Librarians

Mehrun A. Alrbhai, B.Sc. (Bombay) Postgraduate Diploma
in Librarianshb (Aberystwyth)

Heather Britt, B.Mus. (Mount Allison) M.L.S. (Western On-
tario)

Laurie G. Campbell, B.A. (Queen's) M.L.S. (Western On-
tario)

Janet D. Carson, B.A. (Bishop's) B.A. (Ottawa) M. A., M.L.S.

(Western Ontario)

Gall Catley, B.Sc., M.L.S. (McGill)

Terry Clark, B.A. (Winnipeg) M.A. (Manitoba) M.L.S. (West-
em Ontario)

Bozena Clarke, B.A. (Carleton) B.L.S. (Ottawa) M.L.S.

(Toronto)

Ingrid Draayer, B.A., M.L.S. (Toronto)

Barbara Farrell, B.A., P.G.C.E. (London) M.A. (Carleton)

P.K.G. Filotas, B.A., B.L.S. (Toronto)

Martin Foss, B.A. (Alberta) B.L.S. (British Columbia)

J. Fraser, B.A. (Queen's) B.L.S. (Toronto)

E. Fuerst, B.A. (Carleton)

Alison Hall, B.A., B.Mus. (Carleton), A.L.A.

Anita Hui, B.A. (Hong Kong) M.A. (Wisconsin) Cert, of

Advanced Studies (Chicago)

Susan L. Jackson, B.A. (Carleton) B.L.S. (McGill)

Isla Jordan, B.Sc. (Waterloo) M.Sc. (Montreal) M.L.I.S.

(Western Ontario)

Callista Kelly, B.A. (Carleton) B.L.S. (Ottawa)

Elizabeth R. Knight, B.A. (Winnipeg) B.L.S. (British Colum-
bia)

Frances S. Montgomery, M.A. (Carleton) M.L.S. (Toronto)

L. Palacek, Prom. Phil. (Charles, Prague)

J. Jeremy Palin, B.A., B.L.S. (British Columbia)

Naomi J. Roberts, B.A. (Oxford) M.S.L.S. (Catholic Univer-

sity of America)

Dorothy Rogers, B.A. (Wellesley) B.L.S. (Toronto) M.A.

(Yale)

LindaS. Rossman, B.Math. (Waterloo) M.L.S. (Toronto)

Tatiana Schneider, B.Sc. (Odessa, U.S.S.R.) M.L.S.

(McGill)

Ene M. Tikovt, B.A., M.L.S. (McGill)

Officers of Instruction

Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Profes-

sors, Lecturers, Instructors

Richard D. Abbott, B.A. (Carleton) LL.B. (Queen's) LL.M.

(Harvard) of the Bar of Ontario

Professor of Law

AO. Abd El Halim, B.Sc. (Alexandria) M.A.Sc. (Toronto)

Ph.D. (Waterloo) P. Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

Nahla Abdo, B.A., M.A. (Haifa) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Kerry M. Abel, B.A., Ph.D. (Queen's) M.A. (Manitoba)

Assistant Professor of History

Frances D. Abele, B.A. (Calgary, Toronto) M.A., Ph.D.

(York)

Associate Professor of Public Administration

A.L. Keith Acheson, B.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of Economics

G. Stuart Adam, B.J., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Queen's)

Professor of Journalism

F.F. Afagh, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Washington State) Ph.D. (Water-

too) P.Eng
Associate Professor of Engineering

S. James Albert, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.S.W. (Toronto) D.S.W.
(Columbia)

Associate Professor of Social Work

Elly Alboim, B.A. (McGill), M.Sc. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of Journalism
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Jon Alexander, M.A. (Southern Illinois) Ph.D. (Kansas)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Leigh Anderson, B.A. (Calgary) M.A., Ph.D. (Washington)

Assistant Professor of Public Administration

K.S. Andonlan, M.Arch. (Yerevan Polytechnic) M.A.Sc,
Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Professor of Architecture

Donald A. Andrews, B.A., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Queen's)

C.Psych.

Professor of Psychology

Florence K. Andrews, B.A. (Douglass College) M.A., Ph.D.

(Rutgers)

Associate Professor of Sociology

Hymie Anisman, B.A. (Sir George Williams) M.A. (Memo-
rial) Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Professor of Psychology

William Anselmi. B.A., M.A. (Carleton), Ph.D. (Montreal)

Instructor in Italian

J.W. ApSimon, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Liverpool)

Professor of Chemistry

J.C. Armitage, B.Sc. (London) Ph.D. (Manchester)

Professor of Physics

Katherlne Arnup, B.A. (Toronto) B.Ed., M.Ed., Ph.D.

(O.I.S.E.)

Assistant Professor of Canadian Studies

F. Atienza, B.T. (Salamanca) Lic.T. (Innsbruck) Lic.J.C.

(Rome) D.J.C., D.S.T. (Ottawa)

Associate Professor of Spanish

Paul Attallah, B.A. (Ottawa) M.A., Ph.D. (McGill)

Assistant Professor of Journalism

A.J. Bailetti, B.S. (Univ. National de Ingenieria) M.B.A.,

Ph.D. (Cincinnati)

Associate Professor of Business and Engineering

Donald L. Bailey, B.Eng., M.Eng. (Carleton)

Instructor in Engineering

Marilyn J. Barber, M.A. (Queen's) Ph.D. (London)

Associate Professor of History

OA. Barlow, M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Leiden) F.R.E.S.

Professor of Biology

R.G. Barradas, B.Sc. (Liverpool) Ph.D. (Ottawa) F.C.I.C.,

C.Chem., F.R.S.C. (U.K.)

Professor of Chemistry

Glynn Barratt, M.A. (Cantab.) Ph.D. (London) F.R.A.S.,

F.R.Hist.S.

Professor of Russian

Peter E. Barrington, B.Eng. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Cambridge)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Amy L. Bartholomew, B.A. (Colorado) M.A. (Carleton) LL.B.

(Ottawa)

Assistant Professor ofLaw

Vincent Basseville, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Ottawa)

Instructor in French

G.E. Bauer, B.A.Sc. (Toronto) M.A.Sc. (Waterloo) Ph.D.

(Ottawa) F.E.I.C., P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Alexis D.O. Bawagan, B.S. (Philippines) M.Sc. (Houston)

Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Isabel Law Bayly, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D.

(British Columbia)

Associate Professor of Biology

Donald A. Beecher, M.A. (California) Ph.D. (Birmingham)

Professor of English Language and Literature

D.G. Beer, B.A. (Bristol) M.A. (McMaster)

Associate Professor of Classics

Barry Bell, B.E.S., B. Arch. (Waterloo) M.Phil. (Cambridge)

Assistant Professor of Architecture

Keith Bell, B.Sc. (Leeds) D.Phil. (Oxford)

Professor of Earth Sciences

Robert Bell, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Queen's of Belfast) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

David Bellamy, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Queen's)

Associate Professor of Political Science

J.G. Bellamy, B.A. (Oxford) M.A. (Oxford, Nottingham)

Ph.D. (Nottingham)

Professor of History

David Bennett, B.A., Ph.D. (Liverpool)

Associate Professor of Geography

Scott E. Bennett, B.A. (Chicago) M.A., Ph.D. (York)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Y. Aleksandra Bennett, B.A., M.A. (Windsor) Ph.D.

(McMaster)

Associate Professor of History

David Karl Bernhardt, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Michigan) C.

Psych.

Associate Professor of Psychology

Jeffrey I. Bernstein, B.A. (Sir George Williams) M.A., Ph.D.

(Western Ontario)

Professor of Economics

Malcolm J. Bibby, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Alberta) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

B.C. Bickerton, M.A. (Acadia)

Associate Professor of History

Manfred A. Bienefeld, B.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (London School

of Economics)

Professor of Public Administration

Roger Bird, B.A. (Carleton) M.A., Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Associate Professor of Journalism
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F.W. Black, B.Sc. (M.E.) (Manitoba) M.A.Sc, Ph.D.

(Toronto) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

J. Laurence Black, B.A. (Mount Allison) M.A. (Boston) Ph.D.

(McGill)

Professor of History

John Blenkinsop, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Associate Professor of Earth Sciences

R.C. Blockley, B.A. (Leicester) M.A. (McMaster) Ph.D. (Not-

tingham)

Professor of Classics

Valda J. Blundell, B.A. (George Washington) M.A., Ph.D.

(Wisconsin)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Trevor D. Boddy, B.A. (Alberta) M.Arch. (Calgary)

Assistant Professor of Architecture

Amd Bohm, B.A., M.A. (Alberta) Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)

Associate Professor of German

Amitava Bose, B.Sc, M.Sc. (McGill) Ph.D. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Statistics

J.G. Boutin, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Carleton)

Instructor in Physics

Monica Boyd, B.A. (Chicago) M.A., Ph.D. (Duke)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Susan Boyd, B.A. (Bishop's) LL.B. (McGill) LL.M. (London)

D.E.I. (Amsterdam) of the Bar of Ontario

Associate Professor of Law

Allan P. Boykiw, B.I.D. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Industrial Design

John P. Braaksma, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Richard Alan Brecher, B.A. (McGill) M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)

Professor of Economics

Martin Bressani, B.Sc, M.Arch. (McGill) M.Sc. (Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology)

Associate Professor of Architecture

Michael Brklacich, B.Sc. (Trent) M.A. (Guelph) Ph.D. (Wa-
terloo)

Assistant Professor of Geography

J.A. Brook, B.A., M.A. (Alberta) D.Phil. (Oxford)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Chris Brown, B.A. (Toronto) M.A., Ph.D. (Cornell)

Associate Professor of Political Science

CM. Brown, B.A. (Harpur) Ph.D. (Columbia)

Professor of Art History

David J. Brown, B.Sc. (Birmingham) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Professor of Physics

R.L. Brown, B.Sc. (McGill) Ph.D. (Edinburgh)

Professor of Earth Sciences

Peter A. Bruck, Doctor of Law (Vienna) M.A. (Iowa) Ph.D.

(McGill)

Associate Professor of Journalism

Gerald Wallace Buchanan, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Western Ontario)

Professor of Chemistry

Raymond J.A. Buhr, B.Sc. (Queen's) M.Sc (Saskatche-

wan) Ph.D. (Cambridge)

Professor of Engineering

Peter H. Buist, B.Sc, Ph.D. (McMaster)

Associate Professor of Chemistry

Marilyn Burgess, B.F.A. (Concordia) M.A. (York)

Assistant Professor of Film Studies

Brenda Burke, B.A. (Carleton)

Instructor in French

Chris Bum, B.Sc. (Durham) M.A., Ph.D. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Geography

Brian P. Burns, B.Sc. (City University, London) M.A. (Cen-

tral School of Art and Design) M.Phil. (Leicester Polytech-

nic)

Associate Professor of Industrial Design

Hyman Burshtyn, M.A. (McGill)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Elinor J. Burwell, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Psychology

John R. Callahan, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Business and Engineering

Maxwell A. Cameron, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D.

(California)

Assistant Professor of International Affairs

M. Ian Cameron, B.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

James F. Campbell, B.Sc. (Rutgers) M.A., Ph.D. (Virginia)

Associate Professor of Psychology

John Douglas Campbell, B.A. (Alberta) Phil.M. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

R. Lynn Campbell, LL.B. (Western Ontario) LL.M. (London)

of the Bar of Ontario

Associate Professor of Law

Tullio C. Caputo, B.A.. M.A. (Windsor) Ph.D. (Michigan

State)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Patrick R.T. Cardy, B.Mus. (Western Ontario) M.M.A.,

D.Mus. (McGill)

Professor of Music

Calum M. Canmichael, B.A. (Western Ontario) M.P.A.,

Ph.D. (Princeton)

Associate Professor of Public Administration

George R. Carmody, A.B., Ph.D. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of Biology
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R.K. Carnegie, B.Sc. (Queen's) M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D.

(Princeton)

Professor of Physics

Angela Carr, LL.B. (York) B. A., M.A., Phil.M., Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Art History

Brenda J. Carr, B.A. (Evangel College) M.A. (Northeastern)

Ph.D. (Western Ontario)

Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature

Sharon D. Carr, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Earth Sciences

Richard Lee Carson, M.A. (Minnesota) Ph.D. (Indiana)

Associate Professor of Economics

A.L. Carter, M.Sc. (Dalhousie) Ph.D. (McGill)

Associate Professor of Physics

Frank C. Carter, B.Arch. (Toronto) M.Arch. (Harvard)

Associate Professor of Architecture

R. Caterina, B.Com. (Toronto) M B A. (New York) C.A.

Associate Professor of Business

M. Chacron, D. 3e cycle (Paris) Doctorate es Sciences

(Poitiers)

Professor of Mathematics

Nathalie Chaly, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Laval)

Associate Professor of Biology

Chong Hon Chan, B.S. (National, Taiwan) M.A.Sc, Ph.D.

(Waterloo) P. Eng.

Professor of Engineering

G.Y. Chao, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Chicago)

Professor of Earth Sciences

V.K. Chari, M.A., Ph.D. (Banaras)

Professor of English Language and Literature

Zhiqi Chen, B.A. (Najing) M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Western

Ontario)

Assistant Professor of Economics

Frances Cherry, B.A., M.A. (York) Ph.D. (Purdue)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Jacques Chevalier, B.Ph. (Ottawa) B.A. (Carleton) Ph.D.

(Edinburgh)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology and Comparative

Literary Studies

Nguyen Huu Chi, L. en Droit (Saigon) Ph.D. (Michigan

State)

Associate Professor of Political Science

John W. Chinneck, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

George E. Chouchani, B.A. (American University, Cairo)

Instructor in Applied Language Studies

E.U. Choudhri, M.A. (Panjab) Ph.D. (Chicago)

Professor of Economics

John Clarke, B.A. (Queen's of Belfast) M.A. (Manitoba)

Ph.D. (Western Ontario)

Professor of Geography

S.G. Clarke, B.A. (Saskatchewan) Ph.D. (Duke)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Ann Clarke-Okah, B.A. (Simon Fraser)

Instructor in Business

Wallace Clement, B.A. (McMaster) M.A., Ph.D. (Carleton)

F.R.S.C.

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

David C. Coll, M.Eng. (McGill) Ph.D. (Carleton) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Deborah R. Compeau, B.A. (Western Ontario)

Assistant Professor of Business

Miles A. Copeland, B.Sc. (Manitoba) M.A.Sc, Ph.D.

(Toronto) F.I.E.E.E., P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Leslie A. Copley, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.Sc. (McMaster) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Physics

Corinne Cordier-Gauthier, Licence (Paris-Nanterre) M.A.

(Paris-Sorbonne)

Instructor in French

Jean-Pierre Corrivoau, B.Sc, M.C.S. (Ottawa) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Florence Cousin, L. esL., D.E.S., C.A.P.E.S. (Paris) D. 3e
cycle (Nanterre)

Associate Professor of French

John J. Cove, B.A., M.A. (Dalhousie) Ph.D. (British Colum-

bia)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

William G. Cowan, A.B. (California) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies

Bruce A. Cox, B.A. (Reed) M.A. (Oregon) Ph.D. (California

at Berkeley)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

David Cray, B.A. (New College) M.S., Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Associate Professor of Business

Ellen Cray, B.A. (Illinois, New College) M.A. (Wisconsin)

Assistant Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies

Kelly J. Crossman, B.A. (Winnipeg) M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D.

(Edinburgh)

Assistant Professor of Art History

Robert J. Crutchley, B.Sc. (Toronto) Ph.D. (York)

Associate Professor of Chemistry

Miklos Csorgo, B.A. (Budapest) M.A., Ph.D. (McGill)

F.R.S.C.

Professor of Mathematics and Statistics
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Patricia M. Currte, B.A. (Queen's) Ph.D. (Lancaster)

Assistant Professor of Applied Language Studies and Lin-

guistics and Applied Language Studies

Joseph B. Dallett, A.B. (Harvard) A.M. (Pennsylvania)

Ph.D. (Harvard)

Associate Professor of German

Hans Damman, B.Sc. (Connecticut) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Assistant Professor of Biology

S. Dandamudi, B.E. (Mysore) M.Tech. (Indian Institute of

Technology) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Saskatchewan)

Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Tina Daniels, B.A. (Queen's) M.A.Sc, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Assistant Professor of Psychology

W.T. Darby, Jr., B.A. (Mercer) M.A. (Georgia State) Ph.D.

(York)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Richard Darvllte, B.A. (Kansas) Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Assistant Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies

Paul J. Davidson, B.Eng. (Carleton) LL.B. (Ottawa) UL.M.

(London) of the Bar of Ontario

Associate Professor of Law

Maureen Davies, B.A., LL.B. (Toronto) LL.M. (Wales)

Associate Professor of Law

Eric G. Davis, B.Sc. (Queen's) Ph.D. (Brown)

Associate Professor of Economics

Donald Dawson, B.Sc, M.Sc. (McGill) Ph.D. (Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology) F.R.S.C.

Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

T. Brettel Dawson, LL.B. (Canterbury) LL.M. (Osgoode
Hall) of the Bar of New Zealand
Associate Professor of Law

Joan DeBardeleben, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Associate Professor of Soviet Studies

Frank Dehne, B.Sc, M.S. (Technical University of Aachen)
Ph.D. (Wurzburg)

Associate Professor of Computer Science

W.S. DeKeseredy, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (York)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Marten de Leeuw, B.Sc. (Waterloo) B.I.D. (Carleton)

M.B.A. (Ottawa)

Assistant Professor of Industrial Design

Fanny Demers, B.A. (BogazkH) M.B.A. (McGill) M.A., Ph.D.

(Johns Hopkins)

Assistant Professor of Economics

Michel Demers, B.A., M.A. (McGill) M.A., Ph.D. (Johns

Hopkins)

Associate Professor of Economics

Gerald de Montkjny, B.A. (British Columbia) M.S.W.
(Toronto) M.A., Ph.D. (O.I.S.E.)

Assistant Professor of Social Work

R.K.T. de Pourbaix, B.A. (Trent)

Instructor in Applied Language Studies

Fernando de Toro, B.A., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Montreal)

Professor of Comparative Literary Studies

Nalini Devdas, M.A. (Madras) B.D. (Yale) Ph.D. (Bombay)
Associate Professor of Religion

John de Vries, B.A. (Sir George Williams) M.Sc, Ph.D.

(Wisconsin)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Jane Dickson-Gilmore, B.A., M.A. (Simon Fraser) D. Jur.

(London School of Economics)

Lecturer in Law

R.F. Dillon, A.B. (Dartmouth) M.S. (Florida) Ph.D. (Virginia)

Professor of Psychology

Chantal Dion, B.A. (Sherbrooke) M.A. (Ottawa)

Instructor in French

George R. Dix, B.Sc, (Queen's) M.Sc. (Memorial) Ph.D.

(Syracuse)

Assistant Professor of Earth Sciences

J.D. Dixon, M.A. (Meboume) Ph.D. (McGill)

Professor of Mathematics

Vlastimil Dlab, RNDr., C.Sc (Charles, Prague) Ph.D. (Khar-

toum) D.Sc (Charles) F.R.S.C.

Professor of Mathematics

G.B. Doern, B.Com. (Manitoba) M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D.

(Queen's)

Professor of Public Administration

M.B. Dolan, A.B. (Harvard) M.A., Ph.D. (The American
University)

Professor of Political Science

J. A. Donaldson, B.Sc (Queen's) Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)

Professor of Earth Sciences

Wendy Donner, B.A. (Manitoba) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Michael Doriand, B.A., M.A. (McGill) Ph.D. (Concordia)

Assistant Professor of Journalism

Christopher T. Doman, B.J. (Carleton) M.A. (Cambridge)
Ph.D. (McGill)

Associate Professor of Journalism

John P. Dourley, O.M.I., B.A., LPh., S.T.L., M.Th. (Ottawa)

M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Fordham)
Professor of Religion

Charles Doutrelepont, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Montreal)

Assistant Professor of French

Jay Drydyk, B.A. (Chicago) M.A. (Notre Dame) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Tom Dubicanac, B.Arch., M.Arch. (Detroit)

Associate Professor of Architecture
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Diane E. Dubrute, B.A. (Cornell) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Parker Duchemin, B.A., M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (London)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Lynda Dupuis, B.A., B.Ed., M.A. (Ottawa)

Instructor in French

Piotr Dutkiewicz, LL.M. (Warsaw) Ph.D. (Soviet Academy
of Science)

Assistant Professor of Political Science

Linda Duxbury, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Associate Professor of Business

Lorraine Dyke, B.A. (Ottawa) M.B.A., Ph.D. (Queen's)

Assistant Professor of Business

Ross A. Eaman, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D.

(Queen's)

Associate Professor of Journalism

Lorraine Eden, B.A. (Mount Allison) M.A. (McGill) Ph.D.

(Dalhousie)

Professor of International Affairs

Kenneth W. Edwards, B.S.E. (Michigan) Ph.D. (Princeton)

Professor of Physics

Mary Jane Edwards, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Queen's) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of English Language and Literature

B.I. Egyed, B.A. (Sir George Williams) M.A., Ph.D. (McGill)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Andre Elbaz, CAP. (Paris) L. es L. (Bordeaux) C.A.P.E.S.,

D. d'Univ. (Sorbonne)

Professor of French

B.S. Elliott, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Leicester) Ph.D. (Carle-

ton)

Assistant Professor of History

David W. Elliott, B.A. (British Columbia, Oxford) M.A.,

D.Phil. (Oxford)

Associate Professor of Law

M.S. El-Tanany, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Cairo) Ph.D. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Engineering

R. Carter Elwood, B.A. (Dartmouth) M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia)

Professor of History

Peter Emberley, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A. (Toronto)

Ph.D. (London School of Economics)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Brian Erard, B.A. (Notre Dame) M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)

Assistant Professor of Economics

Lenore Fahrig, B.Sc. (Queen's) M.Sc. (Carleton) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Biology

David D. Falconer, B.A.Sc. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology) P. Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Robin H. Farquhar, B.A., M.A. (British Columbia) Ph.D.

(Chicago)

Professor of Public Administration

Christopher G. Faulkner, B.A. (Sir George Williams) M.A.
(Western Ontario)

Professor of Film Studies

J.S. Ferris, B.Com., M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (California)

Associate Professor of Economics

Frantisek Fiala, RNDr., C.Sc. (Brno)

Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science

Peter C. Findlay, B.A. (Western Ontario) M.A. (Washington)

Assistant Professor of Social Work

Geraldine Finn, B.A. (Keele) M.A. (McMaster) Ph.D.
(Ottawa)

Associate Professor of Cultural Studies

E.P. Fitzgerald, B.A. (Seton Hall) M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)

Associate Professor of History

Patrick J. Fitzgerald, B.A. (Oxford) Barrister at Law (Lin-

coln's Inn) of the Bar of Ontario

Professor of Law

Lawrence B. Flanagan, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Alberta) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Biology

Che-Kao Fong, B.Sc. (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

M.Sc, Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

Dennis P. Forcese, M.A. (Manitoba) Ph.D. (Washington at

St. Louis)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Adele E. Forth, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Assistant Professor of Psychology

A.S. Fotiou, B.A. (Salonika) M.A., Ph.D. (Cincinnati)

Associate Professor of Classics

Robert Fournier, B.A., M.A. (Quebec a Montreal) Ph.D.

(Sherbrooke)

Assistant Professor of French

Janna Fox, B.A. (Montana)

Instructor in Applied Language Studies

Michael Fox, B.A. (Sheffield) M.A. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Geography

Jan George Frajkor, B.A. (Sir George Williams)

Associate Professor of Journalism

Donald Fraser, LL.B. (Queen's) LL.M. (Osgoode Hall) of

the Bar of Ontario

Professor of Law

William Fraser, B.A. (Carleton)

Senior Lecturer in French

Aviva K. Freedman, B.A. (McGill) M.A. (Columbia) Ph.D.

(Montreal)

Associate Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies
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Barbara Freeman, B.J., M.A. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Journalism

Linda Freeman, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Associate Professor of Political Science

P.A. Fried, B.Sc. (McGill) M.A., Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Professor of Psychology

Peter R. Frise, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Queen's) Ph.D. (Carleton)

P.Eng.

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Alan Frizzell, B.A. (Strathclyde) M.A. (Queen's)

Associate Professor of Journalism

K.A. Fuerst, B.S.W., M.S.W., M.A. (Manitoba), Dr. Phil.

(Paris-Lodron)

Associate Professor of Social Work

Barbara Gabriel, B.A. (Manitoba) M.A. (Minnesota) Ph.D.

(London)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Renato Galliani, Laurea (Pisa) D. d'Unrv. (Bordeaux)

Professor of French

Zhicheng Gao, B.A. (Nanjing) Ph.D. (California at San
Diego)

Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

David R. Gardner, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Southampton)

Professor of Biology

Barbara Carman Gamer, B.A. (New Brunswick) M.A.

(Toronto) Ph.D. (London)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Cyril W.L. Gamer, B.Sc. (New Brunswick) M.A., Ph.D.

(Toronto) F.T.I.C.A.

Professor of Mathematics

Michel Gaulin, B.A. (Ottawa) M.A. (Montreal) Ph.D. (Har-

vard)

Professor of French

Donald Gerwin, B.S. (Carnegie-Mellon) M.S. (Case West-
em Reserve) Ph.D. (Carnegie-Mellon)

Professor of Business and Engineering

Benjamin Gianni, B.A. (Pennsylvania) M.Arch. (Yale)

Associate Professor of Architecture

Jacques R. Giard, Diploma-Design (Institut des arts ap-

pliques, Montreal) Higher Diploma In Industrial Design (City

of Birmingham Polytechnic) Ph.D. (Concordia)

Professor of Industrial Design

Anna L Gibbons, B.A., B.Ed., M.B.A. (Ottawa)

Instructor In Business

Mary L. Gtek, B.Sc (McGIII) Ph.D. (Michigan)

Associate Professor of Psychology

M.A. Glella, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Middle bury) Ph.D. (Laval)

Associate Professor of Spanish

Faith B. Westburg Gildenhuys, B.A. (Swarthmore) M.A.

(California) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

W. Irwin Gillespie, B.A. (Western Ontario) Ph.D. (Johns

Hopkins)

Professor of Economics

Bryan R. Gillingham, B.A., B.Mus. (British Columbia)

M.Mus. (King's College) Ph.D. (Washington)

Professor of Music

Alan Murray Gillmor, B.Mus. M.A. (Michigan) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Music

Brian J. Given, B.A., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Alberta)

Assistant Professor of Sociobgy and Anthropology

Marvin Glass, M.A. (Manitoba)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Michael Gnarowski, B.A. (McGill) M.A. (Montreal) Ph.D.

(Ottawa)

Professor of English Language and Literature

Jutta Goheen, Dr.Phil. (Potsdam)

Professor of German

K.R. Goheen, B.Sc. (Queen's) Ph.D. (University College,

London) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

R.B. Goheen, B.A. (Toronto) M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)

Associate Professor of History

John A. Goldak, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Alberta) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

D. Goodreau. B.A. (California State) B.A., Ph.D. (University

of California at Los Angeles)

Associate Professor of Art History

Grover F. Goodwin, B.A. (Virginia) Ph.D. (Princeton)

Associate Professor of History

Guy S. Goodwin-Gill, B.A., M.A., D.Phil. (Oxford)

Professor of Law

Charles C. Gordon, B.A. (Amherst) Ph.D. (North Carolina)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology, and
Architecture

Deborah S. Gorham, B.A. (McGill) M.A. (Wisconsin) Ph.D.

(Ottawa)

Professor of History

Raffk A. Goubran, B.Sc, M.Sc (Cairo) Ph.D. (Carleton)

P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

Robert D. Gould, M.A. (Oxford) Ph.D. (Princeton)

Associate Professor of German

John E. Graham, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.A. (Queen's) M.Sc,
Ph.D. (Iowa State)

Professor of Statistics
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J. Cameron Graham
Visiting Associate Professor of Journalism

Katherine A.H. Graham, B.A. (York) M.A. (Queen's)

Associate Professor of Public Administration

F.J.K. Griezic, B.A. (Waterloo) M.A. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of History

Nan Griffiths, Dipl. in Arch. (The Polytechnic)

Associate Professor of Architecture

Naomi E.S. Griffiths, B.A. (London) M.A. (New Brunswick)

Ph.D. (London) Doct. d'hist. (Moncton) Doct. d'hist. (Ste-

Anne, N.S.) F.R.S.C.

Professor of History

Antonio Roberto Gualtieri, B.A., B.D., S.T.M., Ph.D.

(McGill)

Professor of Religion

T. Aaron Gulliver, B.Sc, M.Sc. (New Brunswick) Ph.D.

(Victoria)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Maureen Gunn, M.A., B.Litt. (Oxford) LPh., Ph.D. (Sci-

ences Me'die'vales) (Montreal)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

R.H.M. Hafez, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Alexandria) Ph.D. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Engineering

S. Gulzar Haider, B.Sc. (West Pakistan) M.S., B.Arch.,

Ph.D. (Illinois)

Professor of Architecture

Charles Haines, M.A. (Dublin)

Professor of English Language and Literature

Claudia Persi Haines, Dott. In L.e.L. (Bocconi)

Associate Professor of Italian

George H. Haines, Jr., S.B. (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology) M.S., Ph.D. (Carnegie Institute of Technology)

Professor of Business

Albert Halsall, B.A. (Liverpool) M.A. (McMaster) Ph.D. (St.

Andrews)
Professor of French and Comparative Literary Studies

Fen O. Hampson, B.A. (Toronto) M.Sc. (London School of

Economics) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Associate Professor of International Affairs

Roy Hanes, B.A. (Dalhousie) M.S.W. (Carleton)

Lecturer in Social Work

Peter Harcourt, B.A., M.A. (Cambridge)
Professor of Film Studies

James E. Hardy, M.Sc. (British Columbia) Ph.D. (Princeton)

Associate Professor of Physics

Kenneth Hardy, B.Sc. (Leicester) M.Sc, Ph.D. (McGill)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

John Harp, B.A. (Saskatchewan) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Iowa State)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Robert G. Harrison, B.A., M.A. (Cambridge) Ph.D. (Lond

D.I.C. (Imperial College)

Professor of Engineering

Gilbert A. Hartley, B.Eng., M.Eng. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Water

loo) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

F.K. Hatt, B.A. (Redlands) M.A. (California State) Ph.D.

(Alberta)

Associate Professor of Sociology

Oscar Hauptman, B.Eng., M.Sc. (Technion) Ph.D. (Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology)

Associate Professor of Business

Keith A.J. Hay, B.Sc. (Southampton) M.Sc. (Toronto)

Professor of Economics

John J. Healy, M.A. (Leeds) Ph.D. (Texas)

Professor of English Language and Literature

A.W. Heidemann, B.A., M.A. (St. Louis) Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

T.J. Henighan, B.A. (St. John's, N.Y.) M.Lrtt., Ph.D. (Dur-

ham)
Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

J.D. Herauf, B.Com. (Saskatchewan)

Instructor in Business

Chris M. Herdman, B.Sc (Trent) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Alberta)

Associate Professor of Psychology

F. Hernandez, Lie Fa. Letras (Barcelona) M.A., Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Spanish and Comparative Literary Studies

Roger Herz-Fischler, B.Sc. (Polytechnic Institute of Brook-

lyn) M.A., Ph.D. (Oregon)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Gerhard Herzberg, Dr.lng. (Darmstadt) M.A. (Saskatche-

wan) D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.C.

Visiting Professor of Physics

Louise A. Heslop, B.H.Sc, M.Sc (Guelph) Ph.D. (Western

Ontario)

Professor of Business

Steven Hick, B.A., B.S.W. (McMaster) M.A. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Social Work

G. Norman Hillmer, B.A., M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Cambridge)

Professor of History

Clement F. Hobbs, B.Sc. (London) P.Eng., F.I.S., F.R.S.S.

Assistant Professor of Business

A. Trevor Hodge, M.A., Ph.D. (Cambridge)

Professor of Classics

Robert F. Hoffmann, B.A. (Franklin and Marshall College)

Ph.D. (Connecticut)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Robert D. Hoge, B.A. (Kenyon) M.A., Ph.D. (Delaware)

Professor of Psychology
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Robert L. Hogg, M.A. (British Columbia) Ph.D. (New York

at Buffalo)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Bryan R. Holtebone, B.Sc. (Carieton) Ph.D. (London)

Professor of Chemistry

Neal M. Holtz, B.Sc. (Alberta) M.Eng. (Technical University

of Nova Scotia) Ph.D. (Carnegie-Mellon) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

H.F. Howden, B.S., M.S. (Maryland) Ph.D. (North Carolina)

Professor of Biology

Jagmohan Lai Humar, B.Sc. (Banaras Hindu) M.Tech.

(Indian Institute of Technology) Ph.D. (Carieton)

F.C.S.C.E., P.Eng., F.G.S.

Professor of Engineering

A.J. Hunt. B.A., LL.B., Ph.D. (Leeds)

Professor ofLaw and Sociology

G. Irving, B.A. (St. Patrick's) M.A., Ph.D. (Notre Dame)
Professor of Sociology

Venkatram N. Iyer, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Bombay)
Professor of Biology

Marion E. Jackson, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)

Associate Professor of Art History

Richard L. Jackson, B.A. (Knoxvlle) M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio

State)

Professor of Spanish

Robert J. Jackson, M.A. (Western Ontario) D. Phil. (Oxford)

Professor of Political Science

Carl G. Jacobsen, B.A. (Carieton) M.Phil., Ph.D. (Glasgow)

Professor of Political Science

S.L. Jacobson, B.C.E. (Cornell) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Associate Professor of Biology

Boguslaw Jarosz, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Warsaw)

Instructor in Physics

Dominique Jean, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Montreal)

Assistant Professor of History

Andrew Jeffrey, M.A. (St. Andrews)
Associate Professor of Philosophy

R. Jeffreys, B.A. (London) M.A. (McMaster) Ph.D. (London)
Associate Professor of Classics

Barbara Jenkins, B.A. (McGill) M.A. (Carieton) M.Phil.,

Ph.D. (Yale)

Assistant Professor of Political Science

Therese Jennissen, B.A. (Alberta) M.A. (Carieton) Ph.D.

(McGill)

Assistant Professor of Social Work

Jane Jenson, B.A (McGill) Ph.D. (Rochester)

Professor of Political Science

C. Radha Jhappan, B.A. (Oxford) M.A., Ph.D. (British Co-
lumbia)

Assistant Professor of Political Science

Vijay M. Jog, B.Eng. (Birta Institute) M.Eng., M.B.A., Ph.D.

(McGill)

Professor of Business

Peter Johansen, B.A. (Carieton) M.A. (Stanford)

Associate Professor of Journalism

PaulC. Johns, B.A.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Physics

Barclay D. Johnson, A.B. (Harvard) M.A., Ph.D. (California

at Berkeley)

Assistant Professor of Sociology

Caswell L. Johnson, B.A. (McGill) M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of Economics

J.K. Johnson, M.A. (Toronto)

Professor of History

Benjamin W. Jones, B.A. (Grinnell) AM. (Columbia) Ph.D.

(Iowa)

Professor of English Language and Literature

OS. Jones, B.S. (Missouri Valley) M.A. (Washington at St.

Louis)

Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies

Raymond A. Jones, B.Sc. (Econ.), Ph.D. (London)

Professor of History

William D. Jones, B.A., Ph.D. (Sheffield)

Professor of Psychology

K.W. Joy, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Bristol)

Professor of Biology

Shirley Judge, Testamur in Social Studies (Bristol)

Instructor in Social Work

J. Jurado, Dr. Fa. y Letras (Madrid)

Professor of Spanish

A.B.M.L. Kabir, M.Sc. (Dacca) Ph.D. (Western Ontario)

Associate Professor of Statistics

Patricia Ann Kalyniak, B.Sc (Calgary) M.Sc, Ph.D. (British

Columbia)

Associate Professor of Physics

Gerald M. Karam, B.A.Sc (Ottawa) M.Eng., Ph.D. (Carle-

ton) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

G. Kardos, B.Sc (Saskatchewan) M.Eng., Ph.D. (McGill)

F.A.S.M.E., P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering and Industrial Design

Denlz Karman, B.Sc. (Middle East Technical University,

Turkey) M.Sc (Ege Universitesi) Ph.D. (New Brunswick)

Professor of Engineering

Enn Kayari, B.Arch. (Toronto) M.Arch. (Pennsylvania)

M.R.A.I.C.

Associate Professor of Architecture

A. Roger Kaye, B.Sc. (London) M.Eng., Ph.D. (Carieton)

P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering
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Juliette Kealey, B.A. (Ottawa) M.A. (Montreal)

Associate Professor of French

Jared Tao Keil, B.A. (Antioch) M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

EJaine Keillor, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Music

J.B. Kelly, B.A. (Southwestern at Memphis) Ph.D. (Vander-

bitt)

Professor of Psychology

Katharine D. Kelly, B.A., M.A. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Sociology

Stephen J. Kennedy, B.Sc. (Windsor) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Al-

berta)

Associate Professor of Engineering

Gregory F. Kersten, M.A., Ph.D. (Central School of Plan-

ning and Statistics, Warsaw)
Associate Professor of Business

Dan Kessler, M.Sc. (Jerusalem), D. es Sc. (Sorbonne)

Professor of Physics

Ata M. Khan, B.Eng., M.Eng. (American University of Bei-

rut) Ph.D. (Waterloo) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Moses N. Kiggundu, B.A. (Makerere) M B.A. (Alberta)

Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of Business

R.J. Kind, B.Sc. (Loyola) B.Eng. (McGill) Ph.D. (Cam-
bridge) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Douglas J. King, B.A.Sc, M.Sc.F., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Geography

Peter John King, M.A. (Cambridge) A.M., Ph.D. (Illinois)

Professor of History

Frederic Kirk, Jr., B.A. (Exeter) M.B.A. (Cornell) Ph.D.

(North Carolina)

Associate Professor of Business

James Kirkhope, B.Sc. (Strathclyde) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Fran Klodawsky, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Ohio State) Ph.D.

(Queen's)

Assistant Professor of Geography and Women's Studies

J. P. Knight, B.Sc. (Queen's) M.A.Sc, Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Engineering

Robert M. Knights, B.A. (Western Ontario) Ph.D. (Minne-

sota) C. Psych.

Professor of Psychology

J. A. Koningstein, D.Sc. (Amsterdam)
Professor of Chemistry

Jacob Kovalio, B.A. (Tel-Aviv) M.A., Ph.D. (Pittsburgh)

Associate Professor of History

Evangelos Kranakis, B.Sc. (Athens) Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Professor of Computer Science

Connie M. Kristiansen, B.Sc. (Toronto) M.Sc. (London
School of Economics) Ph.D. (Exeter)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Danny Krizanc, B.Sc. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Peeter Kruus, B.Sc. (Toronto) Lic.Tech. (Denmark) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Chemistry, and Technology, Society, Environ-

ment Studies

Uma Kumar, B.Sc. (Agra) M.Sc. (Kanpur, Manitoba) Ph.D.

(Kanpur)

Associate Professor of Business

Vinod Kumar, B.Sc. (Agra) B.Eng. (Roorkee) M.Eng. (Cali-

fornia at Berkeley) Ph.D. (Manitoba) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Business

T.A. Kwasniewski, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Warsaw Technical Univer-

sity) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

Edward P.C. Lai, B.Sc, M. Phil. (Hong Kong) Ph.D. (Flor-

ida)

Associate Professor of Chemistry

Robert G. Laird, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Walter Roy Laird, B.A. (Concordia) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Asscciat9 Professor of History

W.R. LaLonde, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Water-

too)

Professor of Computer Science

loannis Lambadaris, B.A. (Aristotelian) M.Sc. (Brown)

Ph.D. (Maryland)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

lain B. Lambert, B.Sc. (Guelph) Ph.D. (McMaster)

Assistant Professor of Biology and Biochemistry

John D.H. Lambert, B.Sc. (Vermont) M.Sc. (McGill) Ph.D.

(British Columbia)

Associate Professor of Biology

Mark J. Langer, B.A. (Western Ontario) M.F.A., M.Phil.

(Columbia)

Associate Professor of Film Studies

R. Larson, M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Spanish

David T. Lau, B.Eng. (McMaster) M.S., Ph.D. (California at

Berkeley)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Ann S. Laubstein. B.A. (Carleton) M.A., Ph.D. (Ottawa)

Associate Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language

Studies

Charles D. Laughlin, B.A. (San Francisco) M.A., Ph.D.

(Oregon)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology
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Pierre Laurette, L. es L. (Lille) D.E.S., D.Phil. (Saarbrucken)

D. d'Univ. (Strasbourg)

Professor of French and Comparative Literary Studies

K.T. Law, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Hong Kong) Ph.D. (Western On-

tario) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

W.M. Lawson, B.Sc. (McGill) M.B.A. (Western Ontario)

M.A.Sc. (Waterloo) Ph.D. (York)

Associate Professor of Business

Diane O. le Berrurier, Cands. H.A.A., Cands. Ph.H.S., Lies.

H.A.A., Agreg. H.A.A. (Universite Libre de Bruxeltes) M.A.,

Ph.D. (Chicago)

Associate Professor of Art History

Julie LeBlanc, B.A. (Queen's) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of French

Barbara L. Leckie, B.A. (Toronto) M.A., Ph.D. (McGill)

Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature

Ian Lee, B.A., M A. (Carieton)

Assistant Professor of Business

Jo-Anne LeFevre, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Alberta)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Martin Lefebvre, B.A.Sc. (Ottawa) M.Eng., Ph.D. (Carieton)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Christopher Levenson, B.A. (Cambridge) M A. (Iowa)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

A. Lewinson, M.Sc. (Odessa) M.A. (Ottawa)

Associate Professor of Russian

John W. Leyden, B.A. (Keete)

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Leonard T. Librande, B.A. (St. Louis) M.A. (Syracuse) Ph.D.

(McGill)

Associate Professor of Religion

Sonja Lipsett-Rivera, B.A. (Ottawa) M.A., Ph.D. (Tulane)

Assistant Professor of History

N.H. Lithwick, B.A. (Western Ontario) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Professor of Public Administration

Brian R. Little, B.A. (Victoria) Ph.D. (California at Berkeley)

Associate Professor of Psychology

John Logan, B.Sc. (Dalhousie) Ph.D. (Indiana)

Assistant Professor of Psychology

David P. Long, B.A. (Keele) Ph.D. (London School of

Economics)

Assistant Professor of International Affairs

Jose M. Lopez-Saiz, M.A. (British Columbia)

Assistant Professor of Spanish

Francesco G. Loriggk), B.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D.

(California at Los Angeles)

Associate Professor of Italian and Comparative Literary

Studies

H. Stanley Loten, B.Arch., M.Arch. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Penn-

sylvania) M.R.A.I.C.

Professor of Architecture

Robert B. Lovejoy, A.B. (Albany) M.A. (Kentucky) Ph.D.

(Case Western Reserve)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Natalie Luckyj, B.A., M.A. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Art History

Lionel Lumb
Associate Professor of Journalism

Joyce Lundberg, B.Sc. (Trinity College) M.Sc. (Australian

National) Ph.D. (McMaster)

Assistant Professor of Geography

Colleen Lundy, B.Sc. (Ottawa) M.S.W. (Carieton) Ph.D.

(Florida State)

Associate Professor of Social Work

Rashmi Luther, B.A., M.S.W. (Carieton)

Lecturer in Social Work

Laura Macdonald, B.A. (Queen's) M.A., Ph.D. (York)

Assistant Professor of Political Science

Robert H. MacDonald. B.A. (New York) Ph.D. (Edinburgh)

Professor of English Language and Literature

Patrick MacFadden, B.A. (McGill) M.A. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of Journalism

A. Fiona D. Mackenzie, B.A. (London) M.A. (Carieton)

Ph.D. (Ottawa)

Associate Professor of Geography

James A. MacKenzie, B.Sc. (Mount Allison) LL.B. (Ottawa)

Ph.D. (London)

Associate Professor of Law

Suzanne Mackenzie, B.A. (Simon Fraser) M.A. (Toronto)

D.Phil. (Sussex)

Associate Professor of Geography

Catherine MacNeil, B.A. (Carieton)

Instructor in Applied Language Studies

Michael J. Mac Neil, B.Sc, LL.B. (Dalhousie) LL.M. (Har-

vard) of the Bar of Nova Scotia

Associate Professor of Law

Samy A. Mahmoud, B.Sc. (Ain Shams) M.Eng., Ph.D.

(Carieton) P. Eng.

Professor of Engineering

P. Rianne Mahon, B.A. (York), M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of Public Administration

S Majumdar, B. Eng. (Jadavpur) M.Eng. (Politecnico Di

Torino) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Saskatchewan)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Diana Majury, B.A. (Manitoba) LL.B. (Queen's) LL.M.,

S.J.D. (Wisconsin/Madison)

Assistant Professor of Law

Brian S. Mandell, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of International Affairs
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Lindsay A. Mann, B.S. (Santa Clara) M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Joseph Manyoni, B.A. (South Africa) Dipl.Soc.Anthro.,

M.Litt., D.Phil. (Oxford)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Randal R.A. Marlin, A.B. (Princeton) M.A. (McGill) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Heather Jon Maroney, B.A. (Carleton) M.A., Ph.D. (McMas-
ter)

Assistant Professor of Women's Studies, and Sociology

and Anthropology

OA. Marsden, M.A., Ph.D. (Cambridge)

Associate Professor of Spanish

Joanne Marshall, B.A. (Guelph) M.A. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Journalism

Judith J. Marshall, B.H.Ec, M.Sc. (Manitoba) Ph.D. (West-

em Ontario)

Associate Professor of Business

Marilyn Marshall, B.A. (Lake Erie) M.A. (Bowling Green)

Ph.D. (Iowa)

Professor of Psychology

Kanta Marwah, M.A. (Punjab) Ph.D. (Pennsylvania)

Professor of Economics

Allan M. Maslove, B.A. (Manitoba) Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Professor of Public Administration

Judah Matras, B.Sc, M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

C.J. Maule, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A. (Queen's) Ph.D.

(London School of Economics)

Professor of Economics

Jacques Maurice, B.Adm. (Ottawa)

Instructor In Business

L.E. May, B.Sc, M.Phil. (London) Ph.D. (North Carolina

State)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Margaret E. McCully, M.S.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Harvard)

F.R.S.C.

Professor of Biology

Moyra J. McDill, B.Eng., M.Eng., Ph.D. (Carleton) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

L.T.R. McDonald, B.A. (Royal Military College) M.A. (Car-

leton) Ph.D. (Queen's)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Duncan L. McDowall, B.A., M.A. (Queen's) Ph.D. (Carleton)

Professor of History

Donald G. McFetridge, B.Com. (Saskatchewan) M.A.

(Toronto) M.Sc. (London School of Economics) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Economics

Mary McGuire, B.J. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Journalism

Dan C. Mclntyre, B.S. (Carroll College, Wisconsin) M.A.

(Northern Illinois) Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Professor of Psychology

Catherine McKercher, B.A. (Carleton) M.J. (Temple)

Associate Professor of Journalism

A.B. McKillop, B.A., M.A. (Manitoba) Ph.D. (Queen's)

Professor of History

George McKnight, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A. (McMaster)

Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Film Studies

Alan D. McLay, B.A. (McMaster) M.A. (New Brunswick)

Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

John C. McManus, B.A., M.A. (Western Ontario) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Associate Professor of Economics

Carl H. McMillan. Jr., M.A. (Yale) Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)
Professor of Economics

S.E. McMullin, B.A., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Dalhousie)

Associate Professor of Canadian Studies

Kenneth Douglas McRae, B.A. (Toronto) A.M., Ph.D. (Har-

vard) F.R.S.C.

Professor of Political Science

Peter G. Medway, B.A., M.A. (Oxford) Ph.D. (Leeds)

Associate Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies

Ozay Mehmet, B.Sc. (London School of Economics) M.A.,

Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of International Affairs

Sam Melkonlan, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (McGill)

Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

D. Menagh, B.Sc. (Carleton)

Instructor in Physics

Paul C. Merkley, M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of History

H. Gray Merriam, B.Sc. (Guelph) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Professor of Biology

Roger J. Mesley, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Art History

Wojciech Michalowski, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Central School of

Planning and Statistics, Warsaw)
Associate Professor of Business

Frederick A. Michel, B.Sc. (Queen's) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Water-

bo)
Associate Professor of Earth Sciences

Thomas G. Middtebro', M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (McGill)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature
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Shirley Mills, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Manitoba) Ph.D. (Alberta)

Associate Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

Glen G.D. Milne, B.Arch. (Toronto) M.Arch. (Pennsylvania)

Associate Professor of Architecture

Angelo B. Mingarelli, B.Sc. (Concordia) M.Sc, Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

Jean Miquet, L. es. L. (Paris) B.A., M.A. (London) D. d'Univ.

(Poitiers)

Associate Professor of French

Man Moffit, B.A., M.A. (Western Ontario) Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Professor of Psychology

Basil Mogridge, M.A., Ph.D. (Cambridge) Dip. College

d' Europe (Bruges)

Associate Professor of German

Renate M. Mohr, B.A. (York) LL.B., LL.M. (Queen's)

Assistant Professor of Law

J.D. Moizer, Dipl. Arch. (Birmingham)

Professor of Architecture

J.J. Molder, B.E.S. (Manitoba)

Assistant Professor of Architecture

Maureen A. Molot, B.A., M.A. (McGill) Ph.D. (California at

Berkeley)

Professor of International Affairs and Political Science

Edith E. Moore, B.A., B.S.W. (Toronto) M.S.W. (Ottawa)

Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of Social Work

M.J. Moore, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Birmingham)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Bemice Moreau, B.A., M.A. (Dalhousie) M.A. (Institute for

Christian Studies)

Lecturer in Social Work

L. Robert Morris. B.A.Sc. (Toronto) D.I.C. (Imperial) Ph.D.

(London) P. Eng.

Professor of Engineering

James Raymond Morrison. B.A. (Manitoba) M.A., Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Brian C. Mortimer, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.Sc. (Alberta) Ph.D.

(London)

Associate Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

Vincent Mosco, B.A. (Georgetown) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Professor of Journalism

Man S. Moscovitch, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Essex)

Professor of Social Work

D.A. Muise, B.A. (St. Francis Xavier) M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D.

(Western Ontario)

Professor of History

W.A. Mullins, B.S. (Portland) M.A. (Arizona) Ph.D. (Wash-
ington)

Associate Professor of Political Science

I. Munro, B.A. (Western Ontario) M.Sc( Waterloo)

Instructor in Earth Sciences

John Myles, B.A., B.Ph. (Ottawa) BTh. (Gregorian Univer-

sity of Rome) M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Lynn K. Mytelka, Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)

Professor of Political Science

Michael Nakhla, B.Sc. (Cairo) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

P. Eng.

Professor of Engineering

J.M. Neelin, B.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of Biology and Biochemistry

Robin F. Neill, B.A., M.A. (Toronto) S.T.B. (St. Michael's

College) Ph.D. (Duke)

Professor of Economics

John E. Neilson, B.Sc. (Manitoba) Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Professor of Computer Science

L.D. Nel, M.Sc. (Stellenbosch) Ph.D. (Cambridge)

Professor of Mathematics

Louis D. Nel, B.Eng. (Carleton) M.Math, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Greta Hofmann Nemiroff, B.A., M.A. (McGill) M.A. (Boston)

Visiting Professor of Women's Studies

J. George Neuspiel, LL.B. (Queen's and London) Cert.

Comp. and Law (Ottawa)

Professor of Law

Gertrud Neuwirth, Dr. Rer. Pol. (Graz) Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Walter R. Newell, B.A., M.A. (Toronto) M.Phil., Ph.D. (Yale)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Brian Nolan

Associate Professor of Journalism

T.G. Nollet, B.A. (Saskatchewan) M.A (Wisconsin) M.Phil.

(Waterloo)

Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature

J. Noonan, B.A. (St. Patrick's) S.T.L. (Ottawa) M.A. (Cam-
bridge)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Edward J. Norminton, M.A. (Western Ontario) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

T.A. Nosanchuk, B.A. (Wayne State) M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Waltraud O'Brien, B.A., M.A. (Carleton)

Instructor in Applied Language Studies

Kathleen O'Donnell, B.A. (McGill) M.A. (Western Ontario)

Ph.D. (Montreal)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Michael Ogg, B.Sc. (Southampton) D.Phil (Oxford)

Associate Professor of Physics
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Margaret H. OglMe, B.A. (Toronto) LL.B. (Dalhousie) M.A.,

D.Phil. (Oxford) of the Bars of Nova Scotia and Ontario

Professor of Law

Dennis Olsen, B.A. (York) M.A., Ph.D. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

J.T. O'Manique, B.Sc. (St. Patrick's) B.Ph., Ph.L. Ph.D.

(Ottawa) D.Ph. (St. Paul's)

Professor of International Affairs

John B. Oommen, B.Tech. (Indian Institute of Technology)

M.Eng. (Indian Institute of Science) M.Sc., Ph.D. (Purdue)

Professor of Computer Science

Franz Oppacher, M.C.S. (Concordia) Ph.D. (Vienna)

Professor of Computer Science

Jacques Ostiguy, B.Sc. (Art Centre College of Design, Los

Angeles)

Assistant Professor of Industrial Design

Ekow J. Otoo, B.Sc. (Kumasi, Ghana) M.Sc. (Newcastle-

upon-Tyne) Ph.D. (McGill)

Associate Professor of Computer Science

G.I. Ozomoy, M.A. (Leningrad State University, and Al-

berta) Ph.D. (Leningrad Institute of Finance and Econom-
ics, and Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Geography

Enoch D. Padolsky, B.A. (Manitoba) M.A., Ph.D. (Califor-

nia)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

B. Pagurek, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc., Ph.D. (Toronto) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Susan Painter, B.A. (New York) M.A., Ph.D. (British Colum-

bia)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Leslie A. Pal, B.A. (Mount Allison) M.A., Ph.D. (Queen's)

Professor of Public Administration

Siva Pal, B.E. (Burdwan) M.S. (Wayne State) M.A.Sc.

(Waterloo)

Assistant Professor of Business

Jeremy T. Paltiel, B.A. (Toronto) M.A., Ph.D. (California,

Berkeley)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Jon H. Pammett. B.A., M.A. (Queen's) Ph.D. (Michigan)

Professor of Political Science

J.N. Pandey, M.Sc. (Banaras Hindu) Ph.D. (New York)

Professor of Mathematics

G. Panteo, B.A. (M. Pagano) M.A., Ph.D. (Ottawa)

Assistant Professor of Italian

N.G. Papadopoulos, B.B.A. (Athens Graduate School of

Economics and Business) M.B.A. (Washington State)

D.B.A. (Athens)

Professor of Business

Bruce A. Pappas, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Queen's)

Professor of Psychology

Use Paquet, B.A., M.A. (Moncton) Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Soo Bin Park, M.Eco. (Seoul) M.A., Ph.D. (Indiana)

Professor of Economics

Shelley E. Parlow, B.Sc. (Victoria) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Michael Parris, M.A., D.Phil. (Oxford)

Associate Professor of Chemistry

John T. Partington, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Western Ontario)

Professor of Psychology

Danny Patterson, B.A., M.A. (Carleton)

Instructor in Geography

R. Timothy Patterson, B.Sc, B.A. (Dalhousie) Ph.D. (Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles)

Assistant Professor of Earth Sciences

Trevor Pearce, B.Eng., M.Eng. (Carleton)

Lecturer in Engineering

Stewart Peck, B.S. (Kentucky) M.S. (Northwestern) Ph.D.

(Harvard)

Professor of Biology

Dorina C. Petriu, Dipl. Eng. (Institute of Timisoara, Roma-
nia) Ph.D. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

William M. Petrusic, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D.

(Michigan)

Professor of Psychology

Mark Phillips, A.B. (Harvard) M.A. (California at Berkeley)

Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of History and Comparative Literary Studies

Roderick Phillips, B.A. (Trent) M.A. (Otago) D.Phil. (Oxford)

Professor of History

Ruth Phillips, B.A. (Harvard) M.A. (Tor<

Associate Professor of Art History

Susan D. Phillips, B.A. (Victoria) M.A. (Water-

(Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Public Administration

Cheryl Picard, B.A. (Prince Edward Island) M.

housie)

Lecturer in Social Sciences

Zuzana M. Pick, B.A. (Montreal) L. es I

3e. cycle (Paris)

Associate Professor of Film Studies

Elizabeth A. Pickett, B.A. (Toronto) LL.E

Hall)

Assistant Professor ofLaw

David Piper, B.Mus., Ph.D. (Manchester) G.R.S.M.,

A.R.M.C.M.

Associate Professor of Music

Calvin Plett, B.A.Sc. (Waterloo) M.Eng., Ph.D. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Engineering
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E.G. Plett, B.A.Sc. (British Columbia) S.M., Sc.D. (Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology) P.Eng
Professor of Engineering

Adam Podgorecki, Law Ph.D. (Jag iel Ion ski) Docent in So-

ciology (Warsaw)
Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Klaus Pohle, M.J. (Carteton)

Associate Professor of Journalism

John C. Poland, M.So, Ph.D. (McGill)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

George Pollard, B.A., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Concordia)

Instructor in Social Sciences

Robert M. Polzin, B.A. (San Diego) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Professor of Religion and Comparative Literary Studies

Daniel B. Pottier, B.J., M.A. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Journalism

Simon Power, B.A. (Durham) M.A. (London, and Saskatch-

ewan) Ph.D. (Western Ontario)

Associate Professor of Economics

J. Ian Prattis, B.A. (London) B.Litt. (Oxford) Ph.D. (British

Columbia)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Irwin S. Pressman, B.Sc. (Manitoba) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Ian W.V. Pringle, M.A. (Auckland)

Professor of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics and
Applied Language Studies

W. Wesley T. Pue, B.A. (Oxford, Jurisprudence) M.A. (Ox-

ford, Geography) LL.M. (Alberta) D.Jur. (Osgoode Hall) of

the Bars of AJberta and the North West Territories

Associate Professor of Law

J.R. Pugh, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Swansea)
Professor of Computer Science

B.M. Puttaswamaiah, M.Sc. (Mysore) M.A., Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Mathematics

Mizanur Rahman, M.Sc. (Dacca) M.A. (Cambridge) Ph.D.

(New Brunswick)

Professor of Mathematics

Teresa Rakowska-Harm stone, B.A. (McGill) A.M. (Rad-

cliffe) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Professor of Political Science

J. Rakusan, M.Ling., Lit. Sci. (Charles, Prague) Ph.D.

(Ottawa)

Associate Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies

Diana Ralph, B.A. (Wayne State) M.S.W. (Columbia) M.A.,

Ph.D. (Regina)

Associate Professor of Social Work

Joseph G. Ramisch, B.A. (St. Mary's) M.A., Ph.D. (Catholic

University of America)

Associate Professor of Religion

Giorgio Ranalli, D.Geol. (Rome) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Illinois)

Professor of Earth Sciences

L. Pauline Rankin, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Carleton)

Instructor in Canadian Studies

J.N.K. Rao, Ph.D. (Iowa State) F.R.S.C.

Professor of Statistics

D. Michael Ray, B.A. (Manchester) M.A. (Ottawa) Ph.D.

(Chicago)

Professor of Geography

T.G. Ray, B.Eng., M.Eng. (Carleton) P.Eng.

Instructor in Engineering

A.G. Razaqpur, B.Sc. (American University, Beirut) M.Sc.

(Hawaii) Ph.D. (Calgary) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineering

Irwin Reichstein, B.Sc. (McGill) Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Associate Professor of Computer Science

Lazer Resnick, B.Sc. (McGill) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Associate Professor of Physics

Luis Ribes, Licenciado en Matematics (Madrid) M.A., Ph.D.

(Rochester) Doctor en Ciencias (Madrid)

Professor of Mathematics

W.G. Richarz, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc, Ph.D. (Toronto) P.Eng.

Associate Professor of Engineenng

Stephen Richer, M.A. (McGill) Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

R. Bruce Richter, B.Sc. (McGill) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Associate Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

A.L. Riding, B.Eng., M.Eng. (McGill) M.B.A. (Sir George
Williams) Ph.D. (McGill)

Professor of Business

J.S. Riordon, M.Eng. (McGill) D.I.C. (Imperial) Ph.D. (Lon-

don) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Archibald R.M. Ritter, B.A. (Queen's) M.A. (Western On-

tario) Ph.D. (Texas)

Professor of Economics and International Affairs

David C.S. Roberts, B.Sc. (Victoria) M.Sc, Ph.D. (British

Columbia)

Professor of Psychology

Claire Robinson, B.A. (Southern Florida) B.Arch. (Cooper

Union)

Assistant Professor of Architecture

S. Robinson, B.A. (Western Ontario) M.A. (Rochester)

Associate Professor of French

T.R. Robinson, M.A., Ph.D. (Belfast)

Associate Professor of Classics

Francois Rocher, B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Montreal)

Associate Professor of Political Science
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J.T. Rogers. B.Eng., M.Eng., Ph.D. (McGill) P.Eng.,

F.C.S.M.E.

Professor of Engineering

Jerome Rolla, B.C.S. (Carleton) M.Sc., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

William J. Romo, B.Sc, M.Sc. (Oregon) Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Professor of Physics

George Roseme, A.B. (California) M.A. (Sacramento State)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Paul L. Rosen, B.A. (Lehigh) M.A., Ph.D. (New School for

Social Research)

Associate Professor of Political Science

D. Rosse, L es L. (Rheims) M.A., Ph.D. (Ottawa)

Assistant Professor of French

P.J. Roster, Jr., M.A., Ph.D. (Rutgers)

Professor of Spanish

Eugene Rothman, B.A. (Jerusalem) M.A. (Columbia) Ph.D.

(London)

Associate Professor of Religion

P. Nicholas Rowe, B.A. (Stirling) M.A., Ph.D. (Western

Ontario)

Assistant Professor of Economics

Martin Rudner, B.A., M.A. (McGill) M. LHt. (Oxford) Ph.D.

(Jerusalem)

Professor of International Affairs

Robert Rupert

Associate Professor of Journalism

A. Ruprecht, B.A. (Carleton) M.A. (McGill) Ph.D. (Ottawa)

Assistant Professor of French

Hans-George Ruprecht, Dr. Phil. (Saarbrucken) Dlplome
E.H.E.S.S. (Paris)

Professor of Comparative Literary Studies, and Linguistics

and Applied Language Studies

Donald L. Russell, B.Eng. (Technical University of Nova
Scotia) S.M., Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Roland Barry Rutland, B.A. (Toronto) M.A., Ph.D. (London)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Phiib Ryan, B.A., M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Public Administration

Thomas J. Ryan, M.A. (McMaster) Ph.D. (Iowa)

Professor of Psychology

Thomas K. Rymes, B.A. (Manitoba) M.A., Ph.D. (McGill)

Professor of Economics

Marina Sabanadze, M.A. (North Ossetia) Ph.D. (Leningrad

State)

Instructor In Russian

Jorg-Rudiger Sack, Vordiplom, Diplom (Bonn) Ph.D.
(McGill)

Associate Professor of Computer Science

Emi Sakamoto-Jog, B.A., M.L.S. (McGill)

Instructor in Applied Language Studies

A.K. Md. Ehsanes Saleh, M.Sc. (Dacca) M.A., Ph.D. (West-

em Ontario)

Professor of Statistics

Juan Jose Salinas-Pacheco, Ingeniero Civil (Institute Tec-

nobgico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey) M.Sc.

(Illinois) Ph.D. (Calgary) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Nicola Santoro, D.Sc. (Pisa) Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Professor of Computer Science

H.I.H. Saravanamuttoo, B.Sc. (Glasgow) Ph.D. (Bristol)

F.C.A.S.I., F.I.Mech.E., F.A.S.M.E., P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

C. Neil Sargent, LL.B. (Nottingham) LL.M. (York) D.E.I.

(Amsterdam)
Associate Professor of Law

Nandini Sarma, B.A. (Carleton)

Instructor in French

J.Z. Sasiadek, B.Sc. (Warsaw) M.Sc, D.Sc, Ph.D. (Wro-

claw) Ing., P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Malcolm Saulis, B.A. (St. Thomas) M.S.W. (Wilfrid Laurier)

Lecturer in Social Work

Eileen M. Saunders, B.A. (St. Francis Xavier) M.A.

(Queen's) Ph.D. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Journalism

Ronald P. Saunders, B.A., LL.B. (Dalhousie) LL.M. (Lon-

don)

Associate Professor of Law

T. Joseph Scanlon, B.J., D.P.A. (Carleton) M.A. (Queen's)

Professor of Journalism

Huntley Schaller, B.A. (McGill) Ph.D. (Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology)

Assistant Professor of Economics

Lawrence L. Schembri, B. Com. (Toronto) M.Sc. (London)

Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Assistant Professor of Economics

W.J. Schneider, A.B. (Columbia) M.S. (Rensselaer) Ph.D.

(Tulane)

Professor of Mathematics

Claudia Schroder-Adams, B.Sc. (Technical University, Mu-
nich) M.Sc. (Christian-Albrechts) Ph.D. (Dalhousie)

Assistant Professor of Earth Sciences

C.F. Schuetz, M.A., Ph.D. (Ottawa)

Assistant Professor of Political Science

H.M. Schwartz, B.Eng. (McGill) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology)

Associate Professor of Engineering

Saul Schwartz, B.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Associate Professor of Public Administration
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A.P.S. Selvadurai, DipI.Eng. (Brighton Polytechnic) M.S.

(Stanford) D.I.C. (Imperial) Ph.D., D.Sc. (Nottingham)

F.I. Math. A., F.C.S.C.E., P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Monique Senechal, B.Ps., M.A. (Moncton) Ph.D. (Alberta)

Assistant Professor of Psychology

Lee Seto-Thomas, B.A. (Ottawa) M.S.W. (Carleton)

Instructor in Social Work

Phillip Sharp, Dip. Arch. (The Polytechnic) R.I. B.A.

Associate Professor of Architecture

A.U.H. Sheikh, B.Sc. (University of Engineering and Tech-

nology, Lahore) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Birmingham) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

John Shepherd, B.A., B.Mus. (Carleton) A.R.C.M. (Royal

College of Music) D. Phil. (York, U.K.)

Professor of Music, and Sociology and Anthropology

Rob Shields, B.Arch., M.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Sussex)

Assistant Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Ronald A. Shigeishi, B.Sc. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Queen's)

Associate Professor of Chemistry

John H. Sigler, A.B. (Dartmouth) M.A. (Georgetown) Ph.D.

(Southern California)

Professor of Political Science and International Affairs

J. Sinclair, B.Sc, Dip. in Biophysics (Edinburgh) Ph.D.

(East Anglia)

Associate Professor of Biology

Randy R. Sitter, B.Sc, M.Sc. (British Columbia) Ph.D.

(Waterloo)

Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Statistics

S.A. Sjolander, B.Eng., M.Eng. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Cam-
bridge) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

George B. Sk^ppen, M.Sc. (McMaster) Ph.D. (Johns Hop-
kins)

Professor of Earth Sciences

Patricia Smart, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Laval) Ph.D. (Queen's)

F.R.S.C.

Professor of French

Arthur Smith, B.A. (Oxford) Ph.D. (Manchester)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Derek G. Smith, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D. (Har-

vard)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Donald Alan Smith, M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Biology

Curator of the Museum of Zoology

Donald W. Smith, B.A. (York) M. es L. (Paris) Ph.D.

(Ottawa)

Professor of French

Douglas A. Smith, B.Com., M.A (Toronto) Ph.D. (Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology)

Professor of Economics

Julian Smith, B.A. (Oberlin College) M.Arch. (Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology)

Assistant Professor of Canadian Studies

Michael W. Smith, B.Sc. (Liverpool) M.A. (Georgia) Ph.D.

(British Columbia)

Professor of Geography

Miriam Smith, B.A. (McGill) M.A., M.Phil., Ph.D. (Yale)

Assistant Professor of Political Science

Murray G. Smith, B.A., M.A. (British Columbia)

Visiting Associate Professor of International Affairs

Tom J. Smy, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Alberta)

Assistant Professor of Electronics

W. Martin Snelgrove, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc, Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of Engineering

Nicholas P. Spanos, A.B. (Boston) M.A. (Northeastern)

Ph.D. (Boston)

Professor of Psychology

Sampat Sridhar, B.S., M.S. (Madras) Ph.D. (New Bruns-

wick)

Professor of Engineering

A.K. Srivastava, B.Eng. (Birla Institute of Technology and

Science) M.B.A. (Concordia) Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Business

D.A. Staley, B.Sc. (British Columbia) M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D.

(Western Ontario)

Professor of Engineering

Daiva K. Stasiulis, B.A., M.A. (California at San Diego)

Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Sociology

James Steele, M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (London)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Allan D. Steeves, M.S. A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Michigan)

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Caryll Steffens. B.A., M.A. (Maryland) Ph.D. (North Caro-

lina)

Assistant Professor of Sociology

K.B. Storey, B.Sc. (Calgary) Ph.D. (British Columbia)

F.R.S.C.

Professor of Biology, Chemistry and Biochemistry

Madeleine Dion Stout, B.N. (Lethbridge)

Lecturer in Canadian Studies

W.O. Straw, B.A. (Carleton) M.A., Ph.D. (McGill)

Assistant Professor of Film Studies

P.V. Straznicky, Dipl.lng. (Brno) M.Eng. (Toronto)

Professor of Engineering

Uoyd H. Strickland, A.B. (Johns Hopkins) Ph.D. (North

Carolina)

Professor of Psychology

John W. Strong, B.A. (Colby) M.A. (Boston) Ph.D. (Harvard)

Professor of History
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NataRja Subotincic, B. Arch. (Carleton) M.Arch. (McGill)

Assistant Professor of Architecture

M.K. Sundaresan, M.Sc. (Delhi) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Professor of Physics

G.T. Suter, B. Eng. Sc. (Western Ontario) M.A.Sc, Ph.D.

(Toronto) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Sharon Sutherland, B.A., M.A. (Alberta) Ph.D. (Essex)

Professor of Political Science

Gilbert F. Sutton, B.Arch. (Toronto) M.R.A.I.C.

Associate Professor of Architecture

Peter Swan, B.A., LL.B. (Dalhousie) M.E.S. (York) LL.M.

(Osgoode Hall)

Assistant Professor ofLaw

Donald G. Swartz, B.A., M.S., Ph.D. (Cornell)

Associate Professor of Public Administration

Eugene Swimmer, B.A. (City College of New York) M.A.

(Chicago) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Professor of Public Administration

B. A. Syrett, B.Eng., M.Eng. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Alberta)

P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Franz A.J. Szabo, B.A. (Montreal) M.A., Ph.D. (Alberta)

Associate Professor of History

Cecilia Taiana, B.A. (Catholic University, Buenos Aires)

M.Ed. (Ottawa)

Instructor in Social Work

R. Stephen Taimage, M.A. (Oxford)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

C.L.Tan, B.Sc, Ph.D. (London)

Professor of Engineering

Brian W. Tansley, B.A., M.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D.

(Rochester) C. Psych.

Associate Professor of Psychology

N. Garry Tarr, B.Sc, Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Associate Professor of Engineering

D. R.F. Taylor, M.A. (Edinburgh) P.G.C.E. (London) Ph.D.

(Edinburgh)

Professor of Geography and International Affairs

J.H.Taylor, B.Sc. (Alberta) M.A. (British Columbia)

Associate Professor of History

Richard P. Taylor, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Leicester)

Associate Professor of Earth Sciences

E.L. Tepper, B.A. (Michigan) M.A. (American) Ph.D. (Duke)

Associate Professor of Political Science

Christians Therien, B.A., M.A. (Ottawa)

Instructor In French

D. Roland Thomas, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Imperial College) M.Sc.

(Carleton)

Associate Professor of Business

Aileen Thompson, B.A. (Smith College) Ph.D. (Michigan)

Assistant Professor of Economics

James M. Thompson, M.A. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Warren B. Thomgate, B.A. (California) M.A., Ph.D. (British

Columbia)

Professor of Psychology

Alistair Tilson, M.A. (St. Andrews) B.Litt. (Oxford)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

A. Trevor Tolley, B.A. (Oxford)

Professor of Comparative Literary Studies

Jo WoodTombaugh, B.A. (DePauw) M.A., Ph.D. (Missouri)

Professor of Psychology

T.N. Tombaugh, B.A. (DePauw) M.A., Ph.D. (Missouri) C.

Psych.

Professor of Psychology

Brian W. Tomlin, B.A. (McMaster) M.A., Ph.D. (York)

Professor of Political Science

Glen Toner, B.A. (Saskatchewan) M.A. (Alberta) Ph.D.

(Carleton)

-4ssoc/afe Professor of Political Science

James K. Torrance, B.S.A. (Guelph) M.S., Ph.D. (Cornell)

Professor of Geography

Chishium S. Tsai, B.Sc (Taiwan) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Purdue)

Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry

J.E.Tunbridge, B.A., M.A. (Cambridge) Ph.D. (Bristol)

Associate Professor of Geography

William M. Tupper, M.Sc (New Brunswick) Ph.D. (Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology)

Professor of Earth Sciences

Victor F. Valentine, M.A. (Toronto)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropobgy

P.D. van der Puije, B.Sc. (Eng.) (Kumasi) D.I.C. (Imperial)

Ph.D. (London)

Associate Professor of Engineering

Lynne Van Luven, B.A. (Saskatchewan) M.A., Ph.D. (Al-

berta)

Assistant Professor of Journalism

David Van Praagh, B.A. (Brandeis) M.S. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of Journalism

J.J. Van Vlasselaer, Cert. Paed. (Antwerp) M.A. (Ottawa)

Associate Professor of French

Paul Vamal, M.A. (Montreal) Ph.D. (Michigan)

Associate Professor of Russian

Jill McCalla Vickers, B.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (London)

Professor of Political Science and Canadian Studies

P. John Vierula, B.Sc. (York) Ph.D. (Calgary)

Assistant Professor of Biology
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Brigitte Vincent-Smith, Licence, Maltrise (Universite de Sa-

i voie)

I Instructor in French

j

E. Vobeng, B.A., M.A., D. de 3e cycle (Aix-en-Provence)

i
Associate Professor of French

I Harald von Riekhoff, B.A. (Western Ontario) M.A., Ph.D.

i (Yale)

1 Professor of Political Science

i Gillian Walker, B.A., M.S.W. (British Columbia) Ph.D.

1
(Toronto)

Associate Professor of Social Work

i Pamela J. Walker, B.A. (Concordia) M A. (York) Ph.D.

|

(Rutgers)

Assistant Professor of History

David J. Walkey, B.Sc, Ph.D. (Calgary) P.Eng.

Assistant Professor of Engineering

A.I. Wallace, B.A., Ph.D. (Oxford)

Professor of Geography

W.E. Walther, B.A. (Chico State) M.Sc. (San Diego) Ph.D.

(Iowa)

Associate Professor of Psychology

PriscBIa Walton, B.A., M.A. (McMaster) Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature

Zhi Yuan Wang, B.Sc. (Peking) Ph.D. (McGill)

Assistant Professor of Chemistry

George Warskett, B.Sc. (London) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Queen's)

Associate Professor of Public Administration

D.H. Watkinson, B.Sc, M.Sc. (McMaster) Ph.D. (Pennsyl-

vania State)

Professor of Earth Sciences

Marion J. Watson, M.Sc(Queen's)
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

P.J.S. Watson, B.Sc. (Edinburgh) Ph.D. (Durham)
Professor of Physics

Dorothea Wayand, M.A., Dr.Jur. (Vienna)

Associate Professor of Law

P.J. Weatherhead, B.Sc. (Carleton) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Queen's)

Professor of Biology

John A. Webb. B.Sc, Ph.D. (London) F.R.E.S.

Professor of Biology

W.L. Weber, B.Sc (Saskatchewan) M.B.A. (Western On-
tario) M.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology) Ph.D.

(Carnegie -Mellon)

Associate Professor of Business

Loma Weir, B.A. (McGIII) M.A., Ph.D. (York)

Assistant Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Roger B. Wells, B.A. (Reed) M.A., Ph.D. (North Carolina)

C.Psych

Associate Professor of Psychology

Michael E. Welsh, B.A. (Rhodes, Cape Town) Ph.D. (Lon-

don)

Associate Professor of Classics

Edwin G. West, M.Sc. Ph.D. (London)

Professor of Economics

John R. Weston, B.S.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Michigan)

Associate Professor of Journalism

Donald Westwood, Dip.Arch. (The Polytechnic) R.I.B.A.

Professor of Architecture

Paul White, B.Sc. (Francis Xavier) M.C.S. (Carleton)

Instructor in Computer Science

Elizabeth Whitm ore, B.A., M.S.W. (Boston) Ph.D. (Cornell)

Associate Professor of Social Work

M.S. Whittington, M.A. (Carleton)

Professor of Political Science

Donald Whyte, B.Sc. (Manitoba) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Cornell)

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Donald C. Wigfield, B.Sc, D.Sc. (Birmingham) Ph.D.

(Toronto)

Professor of Chemistry

J.S. Wight, B.Sc. (Calgary) M.Eng., Ph.D. (Carleton) P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

R.H. Wightman, B.Sc, Ph.D. (New Brunswick)

Associate Professor of Chemistry

James M. Wilcox, B.S., M.A. (Michigan) Ph.D. (Wayne
State)

Associate Professor of English Language and Literature

Thomas P. Wilkinson, B.Sc (Durham) Ph.D. (Newcastle-

upon-Tyne)

Associate Professor of Geography

Glen Williams, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (York)

Professor of Political Science

Kenneth Stuart Williams, B.Sc. (Birmingham) M.A., Ph.D.

(Toronto) D.Sc (Birmingham)

Professor of Mathematics

Peter J. Williams, B.A., M.A. (Cambridge) Fil. Lie, Fit. Dr.

(Stockholm)

Professor of Geography

Gale Wills, B.A. (Western Ontario) M.S.W. (Wilfrid Laurier)

Ph.D. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of Social Work

S.G. Wilson, B.A., Ph.D. (Durham)
Professor of Religion

V. Seymour Wilson. B.Sc. (British Columbia) D.P.A., M.A.

(Carleton) Ph.D. (Queen's)

Professor of Political Science

Stanley Lewis Winer, B.A. (Carleton) M.A., Ph.D. (Johns

Hopkins)

Professor of Public Administration
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Conrad J. Winn, B.A. (McGill) Ph.D. (Pennsylvania)

Professor of Political Science

Sydney F. Wise, CM., B.A., B.L.S. (Toronto) M A.

(Queen's) LL.D. (Guelph) F.R.S.C.

Professor of History

Julian Wolfe, B.A. (Carleton)

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Jo-Yung Wong, B.Sc. (Tsing Hua) Ph.D., D. Sc. (Newcastle-

upon-Tyne) F.I.Mech.E., F.A.S.M.E., P.Eng., C. Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Devon H. Woods, B.A. (Carleton) M.Sc. (Edinburgh)

Associate Professor of Applied Language Studies

Gurli A. Woods, B.A. (Aarhus) Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Assistant Professor of Comparative Literary Studies

CM. Woodside, B.A.Sc. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Cambridge)

P.Eng.

Professor of Engineering

Frances Woolley, B.A. (Simon Fraser) M.A. (Queen's)

Ph.D. (London School of Economics)

Assistant Professor of Economics

Michael J. Worswick, B.A.Sc, M.A.Sc, Ph.D. (Waterloo)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

B.J. Wozniak, M.F.A. (Academy of Fine Arts, Warsaw)
Professor of Industrial Design

J. Barry Wright, B.A. (Toronto) LL.B. (York) LL.M. (London

School of Economics) D.Jur. (York)

Associate Professor of Law

James S. Wright, B.S. (Stanford) Ph.D. (California at

Berkeley)

Professor of Chemistry

R.C Wyndham, B.Sc. (McMaster) M.Sc. (Guelph) Ph.D.

(Calgary)

Associate Professor of Biology

Janice M. YakJen, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Michigan)

Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies

H. Yamazaki, M.S. (Hokkaido) Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Professor of Biology and Biochemistry

Metin I. Yaras, B.Sc. (Technical University of Istanbul)

M.Eng., Ph.D. (Carleton)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Lynne Young, B.A. (Carleton) Ph.D. (Louvain)

Assistant Professor of Applied Language Studies and Lin-

guistics and Applied Language Studies

Robert M. Zacharko, B.Sc. (Montreal) M.Sc, Ph.D. (Sas-

katchewan)

Associate Professor of Psychology

Graham Zelmer, B.Sc (Manitoba) Ph.D. (British Columbia)

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Qi-jun Zhang, B.Eng. (East China Institute) Ph.D. (McMas-
ter)

Assistant Professor of Engineering

Donald W. Zimmerman, A.B. (Indiana) M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois)

Professor of Psychology

Eugenia N. Zimmerman, B.A. (Barnard) M.A., Ph.D. (Wis-

consin)

Associate Professor of French

Helmut Zobl, B.A., M.A. (Toronto) Ph.D. (Essen)

Associate Professor of Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies

Professors Emeriti

John Adjeleian, B.Eng. (McGill) S.M. (Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology) P.Eng.

Engineering

Alexander Munro Beattie, B.A. (Toronto) AM., Ph.D. (Co-

lumbia) D. Litt. (Carleton)

English

D.J. Cahill, O.MJ., B.A. (Ottawa)

Physics

David M.L. Farr, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A. (Toronto

D.Phil. (Oxford)

History

George B. Johnston, B.A., M.A. (Toronto) LL.D. (Queen's
D.Litt. (Carleton)

English

Wilfred H. Kesterton, B.A. (Queen's) B.J., D.Litt. (Carleton

Journalism

Moray St. John Macphail, B.A. (Queen's) M.A. (McGill

D.Phil. (Oxford) D.Sc (Carleton) F.R.S.C.

Mathematics

H.B. Mayo, B.A. (Dalhousie) M.A., D.Phil. (Oxford) LL.D.

(Carleton) F.R.S.C.

Political Science

R.L. McDougall, B.A. (British Columbia) M.A., Ph.D.

(Toronto) D. Litt. (Carleton)

English

S.R. Mealing, B.A. (Alberta) B.Litt., M.A. (Oxford)

History

H. Blair Neatby, B.A. (Saskatchewan) M.A. (Oxford) Ph.D.

(Toronto) F.R.S.C.

History

Herbert H.J. Nesbitt, B.A. (Queen's) M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

D.Sc. (Leiden, Carleton) F.L.S., F.R.E.S., F.Z.S.

Biology

F.K. North, M.A., D.Phil. (Oxford)

Geology

Ernst M. Oppenheimer, B.A. (Toronto) M.A. (Columbia)

Ph.D. (Harvard)

German

George Swinton, B.A. (McGill)

Art History

M.J. Sydenham, B.A., Ph.D. (London) F.R.Hist.S.

History

F.G. Vallee, B.A. (McGill) Ph.D. (London) F.R.S.C.

Sociology and Anthropology

James C.S. Wernham, M.A. (Aberdeen, Cambridge)

S.T.M. (Union)

Philosophy
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The Institution

fej 1042

I Ottawa Association for the Advancement of Learning es-

'1 tabfished to develop Carleton College. At first the College

offered only evening classes in introductory university sub-

jects, with some courses in public administration.

1043

I Ottawa Association for the Advancement of Learning incor-

porated.

II 1045
Beginning of day classes and full-time teaching. Estab-

I lishment of the Faculty of Arts and Science, including

courses in journalism, and first-year engineering.

I 1046

I Move from rented premises to the First Avenue campus,
I formerly Ottawa Ladies' College. First degrees awarded,

t\ three in journalsm and three in public administration.

M 1047
I The College committed itself to complete Major and Hon-

jj
ours courses, the third year of the program being offered

1 for the first time in 1947-48, the fourth year in 1948^49, and

the fifth (Honours) year In 1949-50.

<

;

1040
n) First degrees in arts, science and commerce awarded,

i Formation of Senate.

I 1050

i First Honours degrees in arts and science awarded.

Cj 1052
I The Carleton College Act 1952 passed by the Ontario

t Legislature. This changed the corporate name to Carleton

College. It also confirmed the power to grant degrees.

1052-53

I Property for new campus acquired, on the site between the

\l Rideau River and the Rideau Canal.

1053
I Establishment of the School of Public Administration.

1054

|

Appointment of Architectural Associates for Carleton to

prepare first master plan and to design first group of build-

I ings. First honorary degree of LL.D. conferred on Dag
Hammarskjold, Secretary-General of the United Nations.

I 1055
i First Master's degree awarded,

i 1057
The Carleton University Act, 1957. Establishment of the

School of Engineering. Establishment of the Institute of

! Canadian Studies.

1050
Move to Rideau River campus, folowing construction of the

Henry Marshall Tory Building (science), the Maxwell Ma-
cOdrum Library, and Norman Paterson Hall (arts).

1061

First degrees In engineering awarded. First Ph.D. degree
awarded.

1062
Students accommodated in residences on campus for the

first time.

1063
Reorganization Into Faculties of Arts, Engineering, Sci-

ence, and Graduate Studies. Committee on Soviet and
East European Studies established.

1066
Establishment of the School of International Affairs. Estab-

lishment of the School of Commerce. Comparative Litera-

ture Committee established.

1067
Integration of St. Patrick's College as a division of the

Faculty of Arts. School of Social Work became part of the

Faculty of Arts.

1068
Establishment of the School of Architecture . New University

Government established with student representatives at ail

levels of the University system from department to Board

of Governors. First academic exchange agreement be-

tween Carleton and the State University of Leningrad.

1060

Free choice first year initiated for the Faculty of Arts.

Linguistics Committee established.

1070
Agreement completed between Carleton and the University

of Ottawa to accept "visiting students" at the graduate level.

Biochemistry degree program initiated. The Institute of

Soviet and East European Studies established.

1071

Unified Liberal Arts Program established for St. Patrick's

College. General Science Degree program established

with Environmental Studies program available.

1072
School of Social Work accommodated on the Rideau River

campus. A one-year French program offered at St. Patrick's

College for students wishing to improve their knowledge of

the French language and culture by one year's intensive

study. Exchange program with the Universite de Savoie,

Chambery, France.

1973
First degrees in architecture awarded. St. Patrick's College

moved to a new facility on the Rideau River campus.
Establishment of the School of Industrial Design. New
athletics complex, with a fifty-metre pool and a fitness

centre opened.

1074
Faculty of Graduate Studies renamed Faculty of Graduate
Studies and Research. School of International Affairs re-

named The Norman Paterson School of International Af-

fairs. First courses offered off campus in Lanark County and
downtown Ottawa. St. Patrick's College division held first

Convocation ceremony at new location on Rideau River

campus. Master of Journalism program and Master of Arts

program in anthropology approved. Master of Arts program
in religion approved. Academic exchange agreement be-

tween Carleton and the International Cultural Institute,

Budapest, Hungary.

1075
Lester B. Pearson Chair for International Affairs approved.
Establishment of Gerhard Herzberg Lecture Series in Sci-

ence. First students enrol in joint Master of Public Admini-

stration program, offered in conjunction with the University

of Ottawa. Scholarships established for part-time students.

CKCU-Radio Carleton has FM licence approved. New un-

dergraduate programs introduced in Canadian studies and
computing science. A program in film studies approved.

First Dunton Alumni Award presented.
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1976

Creation of The Pate rson Centre for International Programs
to co-ordinate the growing number of academic exchanges

between Carleton and universities throughout the world.

Division of the Faculty of Arts into two separate faculties;

the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Social Sciences. First

Master of Journalism degrees awarded.

1977
Criminology and Corrections concentration (later renamed
Criminology and Criminal Justice) begun at St. Patrick's

College, April.

1978

School of Continuing Education established. Credit courses

offered on cable television, September. Institute of Bio-

chemistry established.

1979
St. Patrick's College ceased to operate as an academic unit

of the University. Academic programs of the College con-

tinue as University programs, except for the Unified Lberal

Arts Program. Department of Rim Studies established. First

Marston LaFrance Memorial Lecture presented. Ph.D. pro-

gram in English and French Canadian literature begun.

1980
Undergraduate School of Computer Science established.

1981

Establishment of the Ottawa-Carieton Institute for Re-

search and Graduate Studies in Chemistry, a joint program

with the University of Ottawa. Establishment of a joint Ph.D.

program in economics with the University of Ottawa. Estab-

lishment of the B.Eng. Computer Systems Engineering

Program.

1982
Establishment of the Ottawa-Carieton Centre for Geos-
cience Studies, representing the combined research

strengths of Carleton University and the University of

Ottawa with programs leading to M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees

in most areas of geology. Establishment of a joint master's

program in computer science with the University of Ottawa.

University celebrates 40th anniversary.

1983
Establishment of four joint graduate programs with the

University of Ottawa: the Ottawa-Carieton Centre for

Graduate Studies and Research in Biology; the Ottawa-

Carieton Centre for Graduate Studies and Research in

Physics; the Ottawa-Carieton Institute for Research and
Graduate Studies in Electrical Engineering; and the

Ottawa-Carieton Graduate Specialization in Neuroscience.

1984
Two new undergraduate programs introduced: the Com-
bined Honours B.Sc. in Biology and Biotechnology, and in

Biochemistry and Biotechnology. Joint graduate programs

with the University of Ottawa established in the areas of civil

engineering, mechanical and aeronautical engineering,

and mathematics and statistics.

1985

Master of Management Studies program established in the

School of Business. The School of Public Administration

offers a concentration in development administration in

conjunction with the Norman Paterson School of Interna-

tional Affairs. An additional floor on one wing of the Her-

zberg Laboratories for Physics is constructed to house the

School of Computer Science.

1986
The Social Sciences Research Building is built to accom-
modate the rapidly-expanding research activity in the Fac-

ulty of Social Sciences. An annex on the top floor of the

Architecture Building is constructed to provide additional

space for the Faculty of Engineering. The Paterson Centre

for International Programs is renamed Carleton Interna-

tional with a broader mandate to administer Carleton's

international activities in teaching and research.

1987
The Institute of Women's Studies is established. The Arts

Tower is renamed Davidson Dunton Tower/Edifice David-

son Dunton in honour of Arnold Davidson Dunton, former

Carleton University President and Director of the Institute

of Canadian Studies. Major revisions to the Undergraduate

Exchange Agreement with the University of Ottawa extend

opportunities for students to study at both universities. The
University launches the Carleton University Challenge

Fund, the largest fund-raising campaign in its history.

1988
Canada's first Bachelor of Engineering program in aero-

space engineering is established. Bell Northern Research
Limited and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Re-

search Council provide funding for an Industrial Research
Chair in computer-aided engineering within the Department
of Electronics. The Departments of Electronics and Sys-

tems and Computer Engineering are major partners in the

Telecommunications Research Institute of Ontario (TRIO),

one of seven "centres of excellence" chosen by the provin-

cial government for scientific research. The Faculty of

Science introduces co-operative education programs in

computer science and biochemistry/biotechnology.

1989

New regulations for the Faculties of Arts and Social Sci-

ences encourage stricter controls on academic progress.

Department of Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering

renamed Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engi-

neering. The Institute of Political Economy is established.

The Canadian Centre for Trade Policy and Law, a joint

initiative of the Norman Paterson School of International

Affairs and the University of Ottawa, is established. Carle-

ton University and Apple Canada Inc. form a partnership in

the Apple Research Partnership Program. The Challenge

Fund surpasses 80 percent of its goal by mid-year and

capital projects are initiated: the new Life Sciences Building;

a residence building; additions to the MacOdrum Lbrary

and Southam Hall; and the Minto Centre for Advanced
Studies in Engineering.

1990

A new Ph.D. program in computer science, offered jointly

with the University of Ottawa, is established. The University

introduces a Bachelor of Social Work degree program. The
Paul Menton Centre for Persons with Disabilities is opened.

The Centre for Research in Particle Physics is established

to carry on the work of the National Research Council's

large-scale physics projects.

1991

The University's $30 million Challenge Fund campaign

surpasses its goal and a $1 .5 million "enhancement" cam-
paign is launched. The extension to the MacOdrum Lbrary

is complete and construction of the Minto Centre for Ad-

vanced Studies in Engineering begins. Introduction of new
M.A. programs in political economy, communication, legal

studies, and applied language studies. The Faculty of Arts

establishes School for Studies in Art and Culture and

School of Comparative Literary Studies. The Centre for

Analytical and Environmental Chemistry is formed and the

Chair for Management in Technological Change is an-

nounced. International exchange agreements are formal-
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ized between Carleton, and Laval, York, British Columbia

and four Swedish universities.

1992

The University celebrates 50th anniversary. Institute of

Interdisciplinary Studies, which includes a new B.A. pro-

gram in environmental studies, is established. Department

of Civil Engineering renamed Department of Civil and En-

vironmental Engineering. School of Journalism and Com-
munication and Institute of Canadian Studies becomes
School of Canadian Studies. The Centre for Aboriginal

Education, Research and Culture is established. A new
Ph.D. program in public policy, the first of its kind in Canada,

is offered by the School of Public Administration, and a

master's program in Canadian art history is introduced. The
Carleton University Art Gallery and the Minto Centre for

Advanced Studies in Engineering are opened. The Gover-

nor General of Canada and Head of the Canadian Heraldic

Authority, His Excellency the Right Honourable Ramon
John Hnatyshyn, grants the arms and flag of Carleton

University at the fall convocation ceremonies.

Enrolment

In the fall of 1992, there were 15,823 full-time students

registered at the University; students taking courses on a

part-time basis numbered 6,068.

Chancellors

1952-54

Harry Stevenson South am

1954-68

Chalmers Jack Mackenzie

1969-72

Lester Bowles Pearson

1973-80

Gerhard Herzberg

1980-90

Gordon Robertson (Emeritus 1 992-)

1990-92

Pauline Jewett

Presidents

1942-47

Henry Marshall Tory

1947-55

Murdoch Maxwell MacOdrum

1955-56

James Alexander Gibson (Acting)

1956-58
Claude Thomas Bissell

1958-72

Arnold Davidson Dunton

1979
James Downey (Pro tempore)

January 1 — May 15

1979-1989

William Beckel

1989-

Robin H. Farquhar

1972-78

Michael Oliver
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The University sponsors a number of lectures each year.

These lectures are open to the public.

Major Lecture Series

A distinguished series of lectures first grouped together in

1989 and supported by each of Carleton University's five

faculties.

The Florence Bird Lecture

Established in 1987 to explore the experiences of women
in Canada and abroad. It is named in honour of The

Honourable Florence Bird, in re cognition of her work for the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, the Canadian Inter-

national Development Agency, the Royal Commission on

the Status of Women in Canada, and the Senate. Spon-

sored jointly by the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences.

The Davidson Dunton Research Lecture

Established in 1983, the Davidson Dunton Research Lec-

ture is presented by a Carleton University scholar who is

active in research and has achieved international recogni-

tion. The lecture honours former Carleton University Presi-

dent Arnold Davidson Dunton and is sponsored by the

Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research.

The Gerhard Herzberg Lecture

Established in 1975 by the Faculty of Science, this lecture

honours Gerhard Herzberg, former Chancellor of Carleton

University and recipient of the 1 971 Nobel Prize for Chem-
istry. The lecture emphasizes the relationship between
science and society and addresses an aspect of science

that has a pronounced impact on our daily lives.

The Marston LaFrance Research Fellowship Lecture

Established in 1979 by the Faculty of Arts in memory of

Marston LaFrance, former Professor of English and Dean
of Arts at Carleton University. Each year, the recipient

presents a seminar or public lecture on some aspect of the

research conducted while on fellowship.

The C.J. Mackenzie Lecture

Established in 1986 in memory of C.J. Mackenzie, former

President of the National Research Council and the Atomic

Energy Control Board, and the Chancellor of Carleton

University from 1 954 to 1 968. The lecture is sponsored by

the Faculty of Engineering.

The John Porter Memorial Lecture

Established in 1982 in memory of John Porter, former

Vice-President (Academic) at Carleton University and a

distinguished sociologist. Sponsored by the Faculty of So-

cial Sciences.

Special Lectures

Individual lectures sponsored by various academic depart-

ments or institutes.

The Munro Beattie Lecture

Established in 1985 in honour of Alexander Munro Beattie,

the founder and first Chairman of the Department of Eng-

lish, in recognition of his outstanding contribution to Carle-

ton University in teaching, scholarship and administration.

Sponsored by the Department of English Language and

Literature.

The Dick and Ruth Bell Lecture

Established in 1988 in honour of Ruth Bell and the late Dick

Bell. The lecture is delivered annually by distinguished

scholars in the field of political science or by distinguished

persons serving or having served in the public life of Can-
ada or one of its provinces. Supported through the Dick and
Ruth Bell Fund.

The Edgar and Dorothy Davidson Lecture

The Edgar and Dorothy Davidson Lecture was established

in 1983 and is sponsored by the Department of Religion.

The lecture brings a prominent scholar in religious studies

and related areas to speak at Carleton.

The McMartln Memorial Lecture

The McMartin Memorial Lecture is presented in alternate

years by the Department of Religion at Carleton University

and the Faculty of Graduate Studies at the University of

Ottawa. The series was established in 1969 and is funded

by Mrs. J. P. Gilhooly of Ottawa in memory of her parents,

Mr. and Mrs. John McMartin. Lecture themes promote the

importance of ethical, moral and religious standards to

education and living.

The Adam Mlcklewicz Memorial Lecture

Established in 1969, the Adam Mickiewicz Memorial Lec-

ture is presented each year by noted authorities in the area

of Soviet and East European Studies. The series is spon-

sored by Carleton University's Institute of Central/East

European and Russian-Area Studies and the Adam
Mickiewicz Foundation of Canada to commemorate Po-

land's foremost poet, Adam Mickiewicz.

The H.H.J. Nesbltt Lecture

Established in 1 987 by the Faculty of Science in honour of

H.H.J. Nesbitt, Carleton University's first Dean of Science.

The lectures are presented by Carleton alumni who have

earned international recognition as scientists. The topics

are of general interest to the public as well as to the

scientific community.

The Pickering Lecture

Sponsored by the Department of Psychology at Carleton

University and the Pickering Institute for Living in Ottawa,

lecture topics focus on problems of developmental and

childhood psychology. Established in 1975.

The Alan B. Flaunt Memorial Lecture

Established in 1957 through a gift from an anonymous
donor in memory of Alan B. Plaunt, a distinguished Cana-
dian who was active in many projects of national and civic

importance in the 1930s. Each year, a Canadian who is

involved in contemporary issues and committed to a dis-

tinctively Canadian quality of life is invited to speak on any

aspect of Canadian life.

The Technology, Society, Environment Commit-
tee/Faculty of Arts Lecture

Established in 1981 by the Technology, Society and Envi-

ronment Committee and the Faculty of Arts to sensitize the

public to the impact of technology on society and the

environment.

The Philip E. Uren Memorial Lecture

Established in 1982 in memory of Philip Uren, former

Director of the Institute of Soviet and East European Stud-

ies (now Institute of Central/East European and Russian-

Area Studies), the Norman Paterson School of International

Affairs, and the Paterson Centre for International Programs

(now Carleton International) at Carleton University. Spon-

sored by the Faculty of Social Sciences.
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CARLETON UNIVERSITY
No. Building Name

Administration Building

Alumni Theatre

Architecture

Dunton Tower
Environmental Laboratories

Glengarry House
Grenville House
Herzberg Laboratories tor Physics

Lanark House
Lite Sciences Research Building

Loeb Building

Mackenzie (Engineering) Building

MacOdrum Library

Maintenance Building

Minto Centre

Paterson Hall

Physical Recreation Centre

Renfrew House
Russell House
Social Sciences Research Building

Southam Hall

St. Patrick's Building

Steacie (Chemistry) Building

Stormont-Dundas House
Tory (Science) Building

University Centre

University Commons

VISITOR PARKING
Parking Garage
Library Parking Garage
Parking Lot 1

Parking Lot 5

Parking Lot 6

Parking Lot 8

? Information Carleton

• Bus Stop

A Tunnel Entrance

Bookstore and Computer Store

Bank

O Post Office
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- Arts and Social Sciences 71
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- Industrial Design 364
- Science 377
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Academic Records 16
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See also individual Faculties and Schools

Academic Year 8
Accelerated Progress 26, 321, 371
Accident Insurance 46
Accounting:

See Business, School of

Accreditation of the University 6

Addresses of Students 40
Adm in istration .Officers of 486
Admission Procedures 31

Admission Requirements and Regulations 25, 33
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Admission, Dates of Entry 25
Admission, Deferral of 32
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Admission, Provisional 28

Admissions and Academic Records, Office of 5, 15, 25
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Aerospace Engineering 16, 335
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Alumni Association 17
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Bookstore 15, 22
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9
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Canadian Studies 16,97
Career Counselling 15, 20
Carieton Professional Development Centre 7
Carieton Through the Years 507
Carieton University Writing Consultants 22, 458
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of 16,103
Centre for Applied Language Studies 16, 457
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- French Translation Studies 27,57,143
- Law Enforcement Studies 17, 26, 59, 209
- Public Service Studies 26,59,260
- Teaching of English as a Second Language 26, 57, 211
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Chancellor(s) of the University 485, 509
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Chemistry, Department of 16, 392
Child Care Services 23
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Department of 16,

327
Classical Civilization 107
Classics, Department of 16, 107
Classification of Students 11 , 51
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- Computer Science 400
- Public Administration 259
Cognitive Science 16, 112, 180
Colleges d'Enseignement General et Professionel
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28
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neering Concentration 319
Computing and Communications Services 23
Concurrent Studies (High School and University) 26

Conduct 4, 43
Conference Services:

See Tour and Conference Centre

Continuation Courses, Science 373
Con tin uatio n Index 66 , 68
Continuing Education, School and Offices 16, 51

Counselling, Academic and Personal 15, 20
Counselling, Career 15, 20
Course Changes 39, 53
Course Credit System 375, 405
Course Designation System 13

Course Load 52
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Course Selection 39, 52
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Credit, Challenge for 39,63
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cific regulations)

Credit, Transfer from Other Institutions 28, 39
Cree 74
Criminology and Criminal Justice (Concentration) 16,115
Cross-Referenced Courses 39
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Day Care 23

Deferred Final Examinations 42, 48

See also Faculties, and the School of Computer Science

Degrees Offered, Summary 33

Delinquent Accounts 49

Directed Interdisciplinary Studies (B. A.) 16, 1 17, 1 78

Disabled Students, Facilities for 21 , 25
Distance Education 1 2, 51
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Engineering Core Courses 325
Engineering, Faculty of 15,302
Engineering: Industrial Experience Program 303
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gram 16,72,457
English as a Second Language, Teaching of, Certificate

57
English Language and Composition, Certificate 26, 57
English Language and Literature, Department of 16, 127
English Language Requirements of the University 25
Entry, Dates of 25
Entry, Levels of 25
Environmental Engineering Program 327
Environmental Science 16, 419
Environmental Studies 16,136
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- Other Canadian Provinces 27
- Quebec 27
- United States 27
Evaluation of Grades 41

Examination Charges 48

Examination Dates 8, 42
Examination Regulations 42, 53
See also Faculties and Schools

Exchange Agreements 40, 62

Faculty Members 487
Faculty of Arts 15,56,60
Faculty of Engineering 15, 302
Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research 14

Faculty of Science 15,370
Faculty of Social Sciences 1 5, 58, 60
Fall Term 8
Fall/Winter Session 8
Fees and Charges:
- Challenge for Credit 48
- Distance Education Charges 48
- Examination Charges 48
- Graduation Diplomas (duplicate) 48
- Identification Cards 48
- Income Tax Certificates 48
- Letters of Permission 48
- Locker Rentals 49
- Method of Fee Payment 47
- Overdue Accounts 49
- Parking 49
- Senior Citizens' Tuition Fees 12, 47
- Transcript Charges 48

- Tuition Fees 46

Film Studies, Department of 16, 137
Final Examinations 8, 42
Financial Assistance 18, 53
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Food Services 19
Foreign Student Fees 46

Foreign Students, Special Requirements 25, 28,46
French Language Studies, Certificate 26, 57
French Translation Studies, Certificate 27, 57
French, Department of 16, 140
French: Mention: francais 45, 70
See also individual departments

Full-Course Credits, Explanation of 13

Full-Time Students 11,46

General Information 10, 15

Geographic Information Processing, Concentration 151

Geography, Department of 17, 150, 421
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See Earth Sciences

Geology: Work-Study Program 415
German Studies 162
German, Department of 17,161
Glossary of University Terms 7
Grade-point Average 66

Grade-Point Equivalents 41

Grade-Raising Examinations 42,48,53
See also Faculties and Schools

Grades, Evaluation of 41

Grades, Release of 43
Grades, Review of 43,48
Grading System 41

See also Faculties and Schools

Graduate Students' Association 14
Graduate Studies and Research, Faculty of 14

Graduation Diplomas (duplicate) 48
Graduation Requirements 41

See also Faculty, School and Department concerned
Greek (Classical) 107-108

Greek (New Testament) 266

Half-Course Credits, Explanation of 13

Health Insurance 50
Health Regulations 50
Health Services 15, 20, 50
Hebrew 266
Hebrew, Modem 74
High School Applicants

- Ontario 27
- Other Canadian Provinces 27
- Other High School Systems 28
- Quebec 27
- United States 27
History, Department of 17, 1 67
Honours in Geography with a Concentration in Geographic

Information Processing (GIP) 151

Honours, Classes of 70, 376, 406
Hours of Operation, University Offices 15

Housing for Students 15,19
Humanities Courses, Interdisciplinary 456
Hungarian 272

Income Tax Certificates 48
Indigenous Languages 74
Indonesian 73

Industrial Design, School of 17,360
Industrial Experience Program, Engineering 303
Ineligibility to Register 39, 53
Information Carleton 15

Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies 16, 178
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SOUTHAM HALL 3rd. FLOOR

Complete Variety of

• Reading Material

• Carleton Crestware

• T- Shirts

• Sweat - Shirts

• Sweaters

Come in and Browse

HOURS: Labour Day to April 30

9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.

9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Fri.

May to Labour Day
8:30 a.m. -8:30 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m. Fri.

Phone 788-3832

FOR THOSE WITH QUESTIONS ABOUT PERSONAL COMPUTERS

les 788-3699 Service 788-4063

Authorized dealers in Zenith,

IBM, Packard Bell, H.P., Apple

and Roland. Other peripherals,

accessories and software

available. 9
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